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PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
RELATING TO THE

I~IPEACH ~IE NT

OF

W ~f.

VV. BELKNAP,

L ATE SECRETA RY OF "WA R .

have done, they yet proteste-d against being examined; and that they
THURSDAY, JJlat·ch 2, 1876.
would only consent to be so examined after an order ma(le specially
:Mr. CLYMER, of Pennsylvania, ch:llrman of the Comntittcee on Ex- to t.hat entl by the court. The court was kind enough to take time for
penclitures in the War Department, submitted to the House the fol- deliberation, and determined t hn.t if it needed them hereafter it would
lowing report :
sendforthem. He concluded by a kingthattheHoosewouldtakesuch
The Committee on Expenditures in the War Dep'\rtment would respectfully re- action upon the question as it might deem nece sary, right, and just.
pol't:
After discos ion, the following preamble and resolutions, offered
That they found at the very threshold of their investigation such unquestioned
evidence of the malfeRsance in office by General William W. Belknap, then Secl'e- by Mr. LAl\IAR, of MiSflissippi, were adopted by a vote of 132 ayes
against 75 nays, 8.2 members of the House not vot.ing :
ta.ry of War, that t hoy find it to be their duty t{) by. the same beforo the House.

They further report that this day at eleven o'clock a.m. a.letler of the President
of the United States was pr<>sented to the committee accepting there i.~ation of
the Secretar.v of War, which is hereto attached, together with a. copy of htsletterof
resignation, which the Pre ident informs the committee was acceptRd about ten
o'clock and twenty minutes this morning. They therefore unanimously report and
demand that the aid William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, be dealt with
according to the laws of the land, and to that end submit herewith the testimony in
the case taken, together with tho several statement.'! and exhibits thereto attach&l,
and also a rescript of the proce drni!S of the committee bad during the investiga.
tion of this subject. And they submit the following resolutions, which they recom·
mend shall be 11.dopted :
[l~olved, T~at William W. Bel!rnap, late Secretary of War, be impeached of high
cnmes ancl IDl demeanors while ill office.
Resolved, That the testinlony in the cas of William W. Belknap, lat.e Secretnry
of War, be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, with instrnctions to pre·
pttro and report wi•hout unnecessary delay suitable articles of impeachment of
said William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
Resolved, That a committee of five members of t.bis House be appointed and in·
structed to proceed immediately to the bar of the Senate, and there impeach William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, in the name of the Houso of Repre.~enta
tives and of all the ~eople of the United States of America, of .high crrmes anrl
misdemeanors while ill office, and to inform that body that formal articles of im·
peachment will in dul'l time be pre ented, and to request the Senate to take such
order in the premises as they deem appropriate.

Mr. CLYMER read the evidence and the accompanying papers,
exhibits, and statements in the case. He then demanded the previous
question upon the adoption of the resolutions.
After an hour's debate, in which Mr. ROBBINS of North Carolina,
Mr. BASS of New York, Mr. HOAR of Massachusetts, lli. BLACKBUR...~
of Kentucky, Mr. DAN.I<"ORD of Ohio, and Mr. KAssoN of Iowa p3.rticipated, the resolutions were unanimously adopted. ·
The Speaker appointed as the committee called for in the second
resolution, ~Ir. CLTI1ER, 1\Ir. RoBBINS of North Carolina., Mr. BLACKBUR...~, lli. BASS, and Mr. DA..WORD.
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T UESDAY,

Ma.rch 7, 1876.

. Mr. CLYMER rose to a qu~stion of privilege. The evening preVlOus, he stated, a subprena, ISsued by the supreme court of the District of Columbia holding a criminal court for this District, was served
upon him, and he believed upon the other gentlemen who are members of the Comntittee on Expenditures in the War Department. The
one served upon him was a duces temun, commandin(J· him to brin(T
with him certain papers and tote tify with relation
cha.r(J'es
pend~
0
ing in that court again!:lt the late Secretary of War.
Mr. CLTIIER proceeded to state that that morning, accompanied
by the gentleman from North Caro1inn. [~Ir. ROBBIXS] and the gentleman from Kentucky, [Mr. BLACKBURN,] he appeared br.fore that
court, an~, by the permission o~ the president judge, he made, on behalf of h1mself and the comm1ttee, a. statement. He said that in
obedien~e to the law they appeared at the bar to obey any order the
court nnght make; that as a member of the committee of the House
he felt that it would be prejudicial to the best interests of the country to.compel the.m to state what ha.d transpired in the room of the
comm1ttee of whiCh t hey were members; that he believed that it
would n.ot only close the mouths of a.ll witnesses, but would in many
en es tinve them from the land. He sa.idfnrthermore tha.t, while not
pleading their privileges as members of this House, as they might

tg

Whereas the Speaker of this House did, on the 20th of December, 1875, appoint
the following Committee on Expenditures in the War Department. to wit : HIE T.ER
CLYllER, WILLIAli M. ROBBIN>, JOSEPH C. S. BLACKBUR.-., LYMAN K. BASS, LORENZO
DANFORD; and whereas thereafter, on the 14th of January. 1876, this House adopted
the following resolution :
·
"&~olved, That the se>eral committ~s of this House ba.vin,:r in charge matte:rn
pertaining to appropriations, foreign affairs, Indian affairs, military affairs, naval
affairs, post-office an<l post-roads, public lands, public buil<lin~s and grounrls.
claims, and war claims be, and they are hereby, instructed to inquire, so far as the
same may properly be before their l'espective committees, into any errors, abu es
or frauds that may exist in the administration and execution of existing laws affecting saicl branches of the public service, with a. view to ascertain what chango allfl
reformation can be made so as to promote int-egrity, economy, and efficiency therein ·
that the Committees on Expenditures in the State Department, in the Treasury
Department, in the War Department, in the Navy Department, in the Post-Office
nepartment, in the Interior Department. in the Department of Justice, and on
Public Buildingsi be, and they are hereby, instructed to proceed at once, a re·
quired by the rues of the House, to examine into the state of the accounts aml
expenditures of the respective Department.~ submitted to them, and to examine
and report particnfurly whether the expenditures of the respective Departments
are jnstilied by law; whether the claims from tinle to time satisfied and discharged
by the respective Departments are supported by sufficient vouchers, establisbin.-r
their justness both as to their character and amount; whether sncb claims ha>~
been discharged out of fnncls approprin.ted therefor, and whetbel' all moneys have
been disbursed in conformity with appropriation laws; whether any, and what,
provisions are necessal'y to be adopted to provide more perfectly for the proper
apnlication of the public moneys and to secure the Government from demands
unjust in their character or extravagant in their amount; whether any, and what~
retrenchment can be made in the expenditnl'es of the several Departments, with
out detriment to the public service; whether any, and what, abuses at anv time
exist in the failure to enforce the payment of moneys which may be duo 'to the
United States from public defaulters or others, and to report from time to time
such provisions and anangements as may be nece sary to add to the economy of
the several Depal'tment and the account..'\bility of their officers; whether any
office belonging to the branches or Departments, respectively, concernina- who e
expenditures it is their dut.v to inquire, have become useless or unneces. ar.v; and
to report fro~ ti!lle to time on the expediency of modifying or abolishing tho same;
also to examme mto the pay and emoluments of all officers under the laws of the
United States and to report from time to time such a. rerluction or increa e thereof
as a just economy and the public service may require. And for the purpo e of enablin& the several committee. to fully comprehend the working of the Yarious
brancnes or Department of Government, respectively, tho in>o tigations of said
committees may cover such period in the past as each of said committees may deem
necessary for its own jrllidance or information or for the protection of the· public
interests, in the exposing of frauds or abuses of any hind that may t>xist in aid
Department.~; and said committees are authorized to send for persons and papers
'
and may report by bill Ol' otherwise.
"Resolved furth!'?', That the Committee on Public Expenditures be instructed to
investigate and inquire into all matters set forth in the foregoing resolution:'! in
the le~slati,·o departments of the Govel'DIDent, except in so far as the Sen a to is exclusively concerned, particularly .in refer~nce to the public printing and binding,
and shall havo the same authonty that ts confened upon the other committees
aforesaid."
And whereas in the discharge of the duties imposed by said order the said Committee on Expenditures in the War Department· did enter upon an examination
into the said accounts of . aid Department a.nd into the administration thereof, and
did send for persons and papers to investigate certain acts of William W . Belknap,
late Secretary of War, on which being reported to this House by said committee it
ha~ taken action to impeach the said William W. Belknap of high crime and mi demea.J?Ors; and whereas the supreme court of the District of Columbia, by proc ss
bearillg date March 6, 1876, has commanded HIEsTER CLYMER to "bring all papers,
document.". record , checks, anrl contracts in your posse sion, or in the pos e siou of
theCommit-teeof the House of Representative on Expenditures in the War Depart.
me~t, in relation to the char~e39:ainst saitl defendant of acceptin~ a bribe or bribes
wh1le ecretary of War of the United tates, and to attend the said court immedi·
ately to testify on behalf of the United State , and notclepart from the court with
out leave of the court or district attorneys:" and whereas the m.mdateof said court
is o. breach of the "[lrivill'ge.~ of this House:
~solved, Th~t the sa.ill com!Dittee and the members the-reof are hereby directed
to clisl'egard salll mandate until the further order of this House.

TRIAL OF WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.

IV
WEDNESDAY,

Mwrch 8, 1876.

Mr. KNorr, of Kentucky, chairman of the Comnilttee on the Judiciary, to whom was refered the resolution of the House directing
them to prepare suitable articles of impeachment against William W.
Belknap, late Secretary of War, submitted the following report, accompanied by a resolution, which was adopted without a division:
The Collliilittee on the .Judiciary .would respectfully report that, in pursuance of
th e instmcions of the House, they have prepared articles of impeachment ag-ainst
William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, for high crimes and misdem eanors in
otlice, but that, since preparing the same, they have been informed and believe that
Caleb P. Marsh, upon whose testimony before the Committee on Expenditures in
the War Department, and referred to them by the House, sairl articles were framed,
ha-s gone beyond the jurisdiction of the Government of the United State . and that
probably his attendance as a witness before the Senate sittin~ as a court of impeachmont cannot be procured; and that they are also informed ana belie' e that other eviclonce may be procured sufficient to convict saicl ·w illiam W. Belknap of high
crimes and misdemeanors in otlice as Secretary of W :tr. They therefore recommend
the adoption of the followmg r esolution:
Resolved, That the resolution instructincr the Committee on the .Judiciary to prepare articles of impeachment against wilfiam W. Belknap, late Secrotar.v of War,
for high crimes and misdemeanors in office, be recommitted to said committee with
power t() take furthe.I proof, to send for persons and papers, to sit during the sessions of the House, and to report at any time.
Your committee, impre sed with theimportanceof securing the fullest indemnity
to such witnesses as may be required to testify in behalf of the Governm ent before
either House of Co~ess, or any collliilittee of either House, or before the Senate
sitting as a court of rmpeachment, would also recommend the imm e\lia.te ras age
of the accompanying bill, entitled "A bill to protect witnes es who shal be required to testi!.y m certain cases." They would further recommend that the accompanying bill, entitled "A bill in relation to witnesses," be introduced, printed,
ana referred to the Collliilittee on the J umoiary, with leave to report thereon at
anytime.

. :Mr. KNorr also reported from the Committee on the Judiciary the
following bill; which was discu ed and passed by a vote of 206 yeas
against 80 nays, 8'~ members of the House not voting :

MONDAY, April 3, 1876.
Mr. KNorr called up the resolutions which he had reported on the
30th ultimo from the Committee on the Judiciary, and the first one,
with the accompanying articles and specifications, W:tS adopted without debate and without a division. The second resolution was
amended as follows, and adopted:
Resolved, That Messrs . .T. PHOCTOR KNorr, of Kentucky; SCO'IT LORD, of New
York; WILUAll P. LnmE, of Wisconsin; .TOBN A. MclliiloN, of Ohio; GEORGE
A . .JENKS, of Pennsylmnia; WILLLUI .A. WHEELER, of New York; and GEORGE
F. HOAR, of Massacb.usetts, be, and they are hereby, appomted managers on the
part of this Rouse to condnct the impeachment exhibited against William W. Belknap, late Secr·etn.ry of War of the United States.

Mr. ·WHEELER asked to be excused from service as a manager.
His request W38 granted, anfl on his motion the vacancy occasioned
by his resignn,tion was filled with the name of his colleague, Mr.
LAPII AM.
At the request of Mr. KNorr the name of :Mr. LoRD, of New York,
was placed at the head of t.he list of managers.
1\lr. CLYl\IER offered the foUowing resolutions; which were modified and adopted:
R esolved, That the articles agreed to by this House to be exhibited in the name
of them elves and of all the people of the United ·States against William W. Belknap, late Secretary, of War, in maintenance of their impeachment a)!ainst him of
high crimes and misdemeanors in office be carried to the Senate by the managers
appointed t~ conduct sairl impeachment.
Re:sol>:cd, Thai a message be sent to the Sen'lte to inform them that this Honse
have appointed Mr. SCOTT LORD, of New York; Mr. .T. PROCTOR "K.~O'IT, of Kentucky; .Mr. WILLIAll P. LYNDE, of Wisconsin; Mr. JoiiN A. McMAHo~. of Ohio;
Mr. GEORGE .A . .JENKS, of Pennsylvania; Mr. ELBRIDGF. G. LAPHAM, of NewYotk;
and Mr.GEOROR F. llo.A.R, of Massachusetts, managers to conduct tho impeachment
against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, and have directed the said
managers to carry to the Senate the articles agreed upon by this Honse t() ue exhibit-ed in maintenance of their impeachment again:;t said William W. Belknap,
an<l that the Clerk of the House do go with said mes age.

A bill (H. R. No. 2572) to protect witnesses who shall be required to testify in cer-

tain case .
Be it enacted, cf:c., Tha.t whenever any per. on shall be required to testify acra.inst
TUESD.AY, April4, 1876.
his protest before either House of Congress or any committee thereof, or the ~nate
sitting as a court of impeac~ent, and shall so testify under protest, ho shall not
:Mr.
WHEELER,
Speaker
pro tempore, directed that business would
thereafter be held to answer criminally in any court of justice, or subject to any
penalty or forft<iture, on account of any fact or act concerning which he shall be so be suspended to receive a report from the managers on the part of the
required to testify: Provided, That nothing herein contained shall be so construed House of the impeachment of W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
as to relieve any person from liability to rmpeachment.
.
The managers appointed by the House to conduct the impeach.

THURSDAY,

Ma:rch 30, 1876.

ment of \V. W. Belknap, late Secrettuy of ·war, appeared at the bar
:lf the House, when
:Mr. LORD said: lli. Speaker, the managers of impeachment beg
leave to report to the Hou e that the articles of impeachment pr,epared by t.he House of Representatives against William W. Belknap,
late Secretary of War, have been exhibited and reM to the Senate,
and the presiding officer of that body stated to the managers thn,t
the Senate would take oruer in the premises, due notice of which
would be given to the House of Representatives.

Mr. KNorr rose, he said, to make a privileged report.. The Committee on the Judiciary, having had under consideration the resolution of the Hou e directing them to prepare and report articles in support of the impeachment of William \V. Belknap, late Secretary of
War, for high crilnes and misdemeanors in office, had directed him to
report such articles and an accompanying resolution for the action of
the House. He asked that the report be printed and recommitted,
MONDAY, April 17, 1876.
and he gave notice that he should call it up for action at a conveuien t hour on the day after the next. He presumed it would ue unnecThe
following
resolntion
was received from the Senate:
e sary to occupy t.he time of the Hoose in reading those lengthy artiL" SENATE OF THE Ul'i'ITED STATES, April17, 1876.
cles. He mo,·ed that they be printed for the use of the House and
Ordered, That the Recretary inform the House of Representatives that the en·
recomnUtted to the committee.
·
ate is sitting in its Chamber and ready to proceed with the trial of the impeachThe motion was agreed to.
ment of Willhm W. Belknap, and that settts are provided for the accommodation
The report was as follows:
of the members.
The Committee on the .Tudi.ciary, having had under consideration the resolution
.After discussion, the House voted, on motion of Mr. HoAR, of MM~
of the House directing them to prepare and report articles in SUPJIOrt of the im- sachusetts, that it would at one o'clock precisely resolve itself into
pea-chment of William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, for higb. crimes and
misdemeanors in office, respectfully report the following articles and accompanying Committee of the Wholel and as such committee attend the trial of
the Ex-Secretary of. War in the Senate Chamber, accompanied by the
resolutions for the action of the House:
Resolved, That the following articles be adopted and presented t() the Senate, in Clerk and the Sp·e aker.
maintenance and support of the impeachment for high crimes and misdemeanors in
Accordingly(at one o'clock p. m.)"the House, asin Committee of the
office of William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War:
Whole, preceded by its chairman, :Mr. RA.."'IDALL, and accompanied by
Articles exhibited by the House of Representatives of .the United States of America, in
the names of themselves and of allthepeopleofthe United States of Am~rica, against the Speaker and Clerk, followed the ma,nagers of the House to the SenWilliam W. Belknap, late Sec-retary of War, in maintenance and support of their ate Chamber. On the return of the Committee of the Whole, (at one
impeachment against him for high C'rimes and misdemeanors while in said ojfice.
o'clock and thirty-five minutes,)t_he Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. RANDALL made the followmg report :
[These articles will be found on pages 2 and 3.]
Mr. Speaker, the House as in ComnUttee of the Whole, pursuant to
Re.~olved, That seven managers be appointed by ballot to conduct the impeachment exhibited against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War of the United order, accompanied the managers on the part of the House to the Senate to be present at the openingof the impeachmonti trial of William
States.
'
W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
Later in the day, a message was received from the Senate announcing that the Senate bad adopted a resolution setting the time for the
trial of William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, upon articles of
SATURDAY, .Aprill, 1876.
impeachment exhibite-d against him by the House of Representatives,
Mr. HUNTON, of Virginia, a member of the Committee on the Ju- and transmitted to the House a copy of the plea of the said Belknap.
diciary, stated that the chairman of that committee, [.1\lr. KNOTT,]
lli. HoAR, on~ of the managers, asked unanimous consent that tile
who was unavoidably det-ained from the House that dn,y on the busi- communication from the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment
ness of the House, had requested him to give notice he will call u'p and the copy of the plea of the Sec1·etary of War be referred to the
the articles of impeachment of the late Secretary of War on :Monday managers ou the part of the House. There was no objection, and it
next immediately after the morning hour.
was so ordm·ed.

PROCEEDINGS OF 'l,HE SENATE
SITTING FOR

THE TRIAL OF WILLIAM W. BELKNAP,
LATE SECRETARY OF WAR,

ON THE

ARTICLES OF I~IPEACHliENT EXHIBITED BY THE. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
FRIDAY, March 3, 1876.
The following message was received from the Honse of Representatives at twelve o'clock and fifty-five minutes p.m., by the hands of
11!r. GREEN ADAMs, its Chief'Clerk:
Mr. President, tlie House of Representatives has passed the following resolution:
.Rtsolved, That a committee of five members of this House be appointed and in-

structed to proceed immediately to the bar of the Senat-e, and there impeach William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, in the name of the House of Representatives and of all the people of the United States of America, of high crimes and misdemeanors while in office, and to inform that body that formal articles of impeachment will in due time be presented, and to request the Senate to take such order in
the premises as they may deem appropriate.

And it has
Qrd~Jred,

That Messrs. HIEsTER CLYMER of P~nsylvania, W. M. ROBBINS of
North <Jarolina., J. C. S. BLACKBU1lli of Kentucky, L. K. BASs of New York, and
LORENZO DANFORD of Ohio be the committee aforesaid.

At one o'clock p.m. the Sergeant-at-Arms announced the committee
from the Honse of Reprebentatives, who appeared at the bar of the
Senate.
The committee advanced to the area in front of the Chair, when
Mr. CLYMER said: Mr. President, in obedience to the order of the
Honse of Representatives we appear before you1 a.nd in the name of the
Honse of Representatives and of all the people of the United Stat.es
of America, we do impeach William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War
of the United States, of high crimes and misdemeanors whlle in office;
and we further inform the Senate that the House of Representatives
will in due time exhibit articles of impeachment against him, and
make good the same. And in their name we demand that the Senate
shall take order for the appearance of the said William W. Belknap
to answer said impeachment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempote. Mr. Chairman and gentleman of the
committee of the Honse of Representatives, the Senate will take order
in the premises.
The committee thereupon withdrew.
Mr. ED .MUNDS ofl"ered the following order; which was read:
Ordered, That the messa~.e of the House of Representatives relating to the im-

resolution, and I ask for their present consideration. This is a mere
formality as the next step in the orderly progress of the affair, according to the precedents.
The resolution was considered by unanimous cousent and agreed to,
as follows:
Whereas the House of Representatives on the 3d day of March, 1876, by five of
its members, Messrs. CLYMER, ROBBINS. BLACKBURN, BASs, and D.L.'<FORD, at the
bar of the Senate, impeached William W.Delknap, late Secretary of War, of high
crimes and misdemeanors, and informed the Senate that t.h e House of Representatives will in due time exhibit particular articles of impeachment against him and
make good the same; and likewise demanded that the Senate take oider for the appearance of the said William W. Belknap to answer the said impeachment: Therefore,
Ordered, That the Senate will, according to its standing rules and orders in such
cases provided, take proper order thereon, (upon the presentation of articles of
impeachment,) of which due notice shall be given to the House of Representatives.
Ordered, That the Secretary acquaint the House of Representatives herewith.

J\-IONDAY, April

3, 1876.

Mr. GEORGE M. ADAllS, Clerk of the Honse of Representatives, appeared at the bar of the Senate and said:
Mr. President, I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of
Representatives has passed the following resolutions:
.&solved, That the articles agreed to by this House to be exhibit-ed in the name
of themselves a.ud of all the people of the United States against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, in maintenance of their impeachment a~ainst him of
high crimes and misdemeanors in office be carried to the Senate by tue Inrulo.gers
appointed t.o conduct said impeachment.
Resolved1 That a message be sent to the Senate to inform them that this House
have appomted Mr. Scon LORD, of New York; Mr. J. PROCTOR K ·on, of Kentucky; Mr. WILLIA.M P. LYNDE, of Wisconsin; Mr. JoHN A. McMAHoN, of dhio;
Mr. GEORGE A. JE."{KS, of Pennsylvania.; Mr. ELBRIDGE G. LAPHAM, of New York;
and Mr. GEORGE F. HOAR, of Massachusetts, managers to conduct the impeachment
against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, and have directed the said
managers to carry to the senate the articles agreed upon by this House to be exhibitea in maintenance of their impeachment against said William W. Belknap,
and that the Clerk of the House do go with said message.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will inform the Honse
of Representatives that the Senate will receive the managers for the
Mr. EDMUNDS. I offer this order in accordance with the usual prec- purpose of exhibiting articles of impeachment agreeably to notice
edents. Proceeding upon the principle of the thing, I should think it received.
The Clerk of the Honse thereupon withdrew.
would be better to refer a message of this kind to some one of the standing committees of the Senate; but following the usual course in such
.
cases, I have framed the order in this way.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I should like to ask the Senator from Vermont
whether that is the usual course f
TUESDAY, Apt·il4, 1876.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Yes, sir; that is the usual course.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on agreeing to the
The managers of the impeachment on the part of the House of Represolution.
resentatives appeared at the bar (at one o'clock and twenty-five min·
The resolution was agreed to.
.
ntes p. m.) and their presence was announced by the Sergeant-at.
By unanimous consent, the President pro tempore was authorized to Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore~ The managers on the part of the
appoint the committee; and Messrs. EDMUNDS, CONKLING, FRELINGHUYSEN, THURMAN, and STEVENSON were appointed.
House of Representatives are admitted and the Sergeant-at-Arms will
conduct them to seats provided for them within the bar of the Senate.
The managers were thereupon escorted by the Sergeant-at~Arms of
the Senate to the seats assigned to them in the area. in front of the
Chair.
MONDAY, March 6, 1876.
Mr. Manager LORD. :Mr. President, the managers on the pa.rt
Mr. EDMUNDS. I am directed by the select committee to whom of the House of Representatives are ready to exhibit on the part of
was referred the message of the House of Representatives respecting the House articles of impeachment against William W. Belknap, late
the impeachment of William W. Belknap to report a preamble and Sec~etary of War.
peachment of William W . ..tSelknap be referred to a select committee to consist of
five Senators.
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The PRESIDE!-t""r 1Jro tempore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will make
proclamation.
ThE:' SERGEANT-AT-ARMS. Hear yel hear ye! hear ye! All persons are commanded to keep silence, on pg,i n of impri~onment, while
the House of Representatives is exhibiting to the Senate of the United
States articles of impeachment against William W. Belknap, late
Secretsry of War.
Mr. Manager LORD rose and read the articles of impeachment, as
follows:
.Articles exhibited by the House of Representatives of the United States of Am-erica in
tM. n!lmes of them~elves and of aU the people of 0-t V'fl:ited States of America, against
Wil~tam W. Bellmap, late Secretary of War, tn matntenance and support of their
impeachm-ent against him for high crimes and misdemeanors while in said ojftce.
ARTICLE

I.

That WilliamW. Belkna.p, while he was in office as Secretary of War of the United
States of America., to wit, on the 8th day of October, 1870, had tho power and authority, under the laws of the United State.~. as Secretary of War as aforesaid, to
appoint a P.erson t<> maintain !I' trading establishment at Fort Sill, a. military po t
of the Uruted States;, that s~d Belknap, a:s Secretary of War as aforesaiu, on the
day and year aforesrud, proiDlSed to appomt one Caleb P. Marsh to ma-intain said
tradinf£ esta.~lishment !l't said military post; that thereafter~.-.to wit, on the day ancl
year atoresru.d, the Sa.ld Caleb P. Marsh and one John S. l!ivans entered into au
agreement in writing substantially as follows, to wit.:
Articles of agreement made n,ud ent ered into this 8th day of October, A. D. 1870•
by an~ between JohnS. Evans, of Fort Sill, Indian Territory, United States of
A.menca. of ~e first part, and Caleb P. Marsh, of No. 51 West Thirty-fifth
street, of the mty, county, and State of New York, of the second part, witnesseth,
namely:
"Whereas the said Caleb P. Marsh baa received from General William W. Bellmap, Secretary of War of the United States, tho appointment of post-trader at
Fo1·t Sill aforesaid; and whereas the name of said JohnS. Evans is to be filled into
the commission of appointment of said post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid by permission and ~t the instance and r~nest of said Caleb P. Marsh, and for 't.h e purpose of c~g o~t_the terms of this agreement; and whereas said JohnS. Evans
IS to bold s:ud position of post-trader a<~ aforesaid solely as the appointee of said
Caleb P. Marsh, and for the purposes hereinafter stated:
"Now, therefore, said JohnS. Evans, in consideration of said apvointment and
the sum of 61 to him in band paid by said Caleb P. Marsh, the recEnpt of which is
hereby acknowledged, hereby covenants lll!d agrees t<> pay to said Caleb P . .Marsh
the su~ of 1~,000 annually, payable quax:terly in advn.nce, in the city of New York
aforesaid; smd sum t<> be so payable durmg the first year of this a!!l'eemrnt absol11tely and under all circumstances, anythin"' hereinafter contained the contrarv
notwiths.tandiDg; and thereafter said sum s~ll be so payable, unle~ increased or
reduced m amount, in accordance with the subsequont provisions of this a!!Teemcnt.
"In con ideration of the premises, it is mutually agreed between the parties
aforesaid a~ follows, namely:
".First. This agreement is made on the basis of seven cavalry companies of the
Umte!l States Army, which are now stationed at Fort Sill aforesaill.
"Second. If at ~e end of the first year of thls agreement the forces of the United
States Army statiOned at Fort Sill aforesaid shall be increasad or diminished not
to exceed one hundrocl men, then this agreement shall remain in full force ~ml un~hanged for the next ye:~.r. If, however, the said forces shall be increased or ilimiuIs~ed beyoml the nu!llber, of one hundred ~?en, then the amount to be paid under
this agreement by s:ud Jonn S. Evans to Sa.ld Caleb P. Marsh shall be increased or
reduced in accorda-nce t.h erewith a::Jd in proper proportion thereto. The above rule
laid down for the continuation of this agreement at the close of the first year thereof
shall.be.applied at the close of each succeeding yearS<> long as this agreementshall
remam m force and effect.
.
"Third. This agreement shall remain in force and effect so long as said Caleb P.
Marl'!h shall hold or control, directly or indirectly, tho appointment n.nd position of
post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
"Fourth. ';~-'his agr~ent shall t~k~ effect from the date and day the Secretary of
War ~o~esrud
Slg:tl the ~mmtsston of post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid, said
commlt:~SIOn to be Issued t<> srud JohnS. Evans at the instance aml request of said
Caleb P. Marsh, and solely for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
agreement.
:· Fiftl!. Exce~tion. is hereby made in regard to the first quarterly payment under
this agreement, It berng agreed anrl understood that the same may be paid at any
time within the next thirty days after the said SecretAry of War shall sign th·e
aforesaid Ct'lllmission of post-trader at Fort Sill.
"Sixth. Said Caleb P. Marsh is at all times, at the request of said J obn S. Evans
to u~e any p_roper influence he may ha•e with said Secretary of War for the pro~
tection of saul JohnS. Evans while in the discb:nge of his legitimate duties in the
conduct of the business as post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
"Seventh. Saiu JohnS. Evans is to conduct the said business of post-trader at
Fort t;ill aforesaid solely on his own responsibility and in his own name, it being
expressly agreed and nnuerstood that said Caleb P. Marsh shall as ume no liability
in the premises whatever.
"Eighth. And it is e~-pressly understood and agreed that the stipulations and
covenants aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs executors and administrators of the respective parties.
'
'
"In witness whereof the parties to the8e presents ht~.ve hereunto set their hands
and seals, the day and year first above written.
"JOHNS. EVANS. (SEAL.]
"C. P. MARSH.
[s.EA.L.)
"Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence of"E. T. BAUTLETT."
That thereaft~r, to :wit, ~n the 10~ day of October, 1870, said Belknap, as Secr etary of. War af?resrud. ~Id,, at the mstance and request of said Marsh, at the city
of. W~hingto,n, m the pJ.BtriCt of Columbia, appoint said John S. Evans to main
~1m a~rl traUin~ estab~tsbment at Fort Sill, the military post aforesaid, and in conSlderation.of 10a1d appomtment o~ said Evans, so made by him a<! Secretary of War
Rs aforesaid, the satd Belknap did, on or ahont the 2d day of Tovember 1870 unlawfully and corruptly receive from saifl Caleb P. Marsh the sum of 1 500 and 'that
at divers times thereafter, to wit, on or about the 17th day of Janua:ry '1871 and
at_or ab.o~t the end of each t~ree ~o?th8 during the term of one whole yea;, the
s:ud William W:· Bellrnap, ~bile still m office as Seoretatyof War as aforesaid, ditl
unlawfully recetve from satd Caleb P. Marsh like sums of 1500 in consideration
of the appointment of the said John S. Evans. by him, the said Belknap as Secretary of War as aforesaid, and in consideration of his permHtinu said Eva:ns to continue to maintain the said trading establishment at said milita'i-y post during that
time; whereby the said William W. Belknap, who was then Secretary of War as
aforesaid, was guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in office.
ARTICLE II.
That said William
Belknap, while he wa.'i in office as Secretary of War of the
Unittld States of America, did, at the city of Washington in the District of ColomlJia, on th.e 4th day of November, 18TJ, willfully, co~uptly, and unlawfully
ta.lte and rece1ve from one Caleb P. Marsh t.l1e sum of $1,500, in consideration that

to

shaP'

w:

he wonld .~cmtinn.e.to permit one Jo1m S: Evans to maintain a tradinp: establishment
at Fort Sill, a military post of the Umted States, which said establishment said
Bei;Irnap, as Secr~tar~ ?f War a..~ aforesa~<l, was autborized by law to permit to be
~am tame~ at sruu mpitar:v post. and ~hi~h the said E-mns bad been before that
tlme appomted by saHl Be1knap to mamtam; and that said Bellrnap as Secretary of
Wax: as afore~tl, f_or said ~on8iu~ration, di~ corruptly permit th~ said Evans to
contin'!le to mamtam the sa1d trallmg estabhshment at said military post. And so
th~ srud BelR;nnP. wa.'l. tbt>~by guilty, while he was Secretary of War, of a high
ID.lsdemeanor m his said otlice.
ARTICLE Ill.
Th3;t said William W: Belknap was Secretary of War of the Unitefl States of
Amenca b fore and durmg the month of October 1870 and continued in office as
such Secr~tary_of War until tho 2d flay of March: 1876; that as Secretary of War
as ~oresru.d smtl Bolk~utp p.ad aut~ority, un~er tho laws of the United tates, to
a1;1pomt n. person t<> mru.ntrun a. tradmg establishment at Fort Sill a military post
of the Unit~d State~, not in the vicinity of any city or town; that' on tho lOth day
of Oc~{)ber, 1~70, srud ;Bel!map, as Secr·~tary of War as afore aid, ditl, at th'3 city of
Waahmg-ton, m the D1stnct of Columbia, appoint one JohnS. Evans to maintain
s~id traflillg_ estab~shment at said military po t; nnd that said JohnS. Evans, by
VITtne of said appomtment, has sin co, till the 2d llay of March 1876 maintained a.
trailing establishment at aiel military post, anu that said Evru:i.s. on 'the 8th day of
Oct<>lJer, 1_870, bef.ore he was so appom~cu t<> J?aintain said trading establishment
as afores:~ul, and m order to procure saul appomtmentaod t{) be con tinned therein
n.gre~d w1_tb one Cnlell P. Marsh that in consideration that said Belknap would
appomt h1ru, the .said Evans. to mnintain sai1l trading establishment at said milit.ary post., at the lllstnnce anu request of ·aid Marsh, he, the said Evans, would pay
to _him a Jar e s~m of money, quarterly, in advance, from tho date of hi. said ~ap
pomtmeut by saHl l3elkn~r. to wit., 1.2,000 during the year immetliatcly following
the lOth flay of October, 11::70, and other large um~ of mone.v. quarterly, during each
year.tllllt he. t?e said EYa.n~, should be permittetl lJy saiu llelknap to maintain said
tmdmg cstabhsbmcnt a_t saHl post; tb~t sai~ Ev~s did pay to said Marsh said sum
of money quarterly durmg each year after b1s satd a.ppOlntment, until tho month of
Deoomb~r, 1875, when t~o last of said P!l'yments was maue ; that saitl Mal'!lb, upon
the recm p~ of each of sal(l faym~ts, pa1tl one-half thereof ~o him, the said Belk.Lap.
Y ?t the . a1d Bellrn~p, w~ :tmowmg these facts, and havmg the power to remove
sru.<l Evan from saul po. Ihun at auv time, and to appoint ome other per on to
maintain said tradin~ o tablish~cnt~ ·but. mi~nallr eli. re_g~rding bis dnty :l8 ec~tary of War, and b!I.Bely prostituting Ius h1gh office to bis lust for private gain
did unlawfully aud corrnptl_., continue S!lirl Evans in saifl po ·ition anrl permit hi~
to mai!lt~ said establishment at said military post during all of said time, to the
great IDJury and dall!age of tho officers and soldiers of tho Army of tho Unit-ed
States. tationed at saHl post, as well as of emi,.rant..s, frei"'hters and other citizens
of the Unit~ Stat.es, against public policy, au'a to the great disdrace ru1d detriment
of the public scr·VIce.
Whereby the said William W. Belknap was, as Sccretnry of War as afore aid
'
guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in office.
ARTICLE IV.
That said William W. Belknap, while he wa.s in office and actinu a."! Secretary of
War ~f the Unit~J States of Am~rict~., did, _on the lOth ua.y of October, 1870, in' the
oxerm e of t~e power and anthonty vested m him as Secretary of War as afore. aitl
by law, appomt one .JohnS. Evnns to u·aintnina tradinu establishment at Fort ill
a D1ilitary po t of the United States, aml he, t.be said Bellrnap, ilid recei•e, from on~
C~oll P. ~arsh, largo sums of money for anti in consideration of his havinu so ap·
pomted said John. S. ;Evan~ to ma.in.tain said tradin~ establishment at 8:tid Iiiilit.a.ry
post, aml for continrun:z hilll tberem, whereby be nas been r!Uilty of hi,.h crimes
anu misdcmeanora in Ills aid office.
"
""'
Speci.fic17tion 1.-0n or about the 2d day of ~ovember, 1870, said William W. Belknap . while Secretary of War as afore aid, tlid receive from Caleb P. Marsh $1 500
in consitlcration of bi8 having appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a tradin~
establishment at Fort Sill afore.·aill, and for continuin"' him therein.
"'
Specification 2.-0n or about the 17th day of January 1871 the said William W
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid. ilidrecel~efro~saiuCa.lobP. .Marsh
1,5~0, in cons~ueration of his having appointed said John S. Evans to maintain a
trading,; establi. bment at Fort Sill afore&'tid, and for continnin~ him therein.
HpeclfiM.tion 3.-0n or about the 18th day of .April, 1 il, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaitl, uidreceh·efrom sa.idCalcbP. Marsh
$1,5:!0, in consideration of his ba"-in~ appointellsaiu Johu S. Evans to maint.'tin a.
trading establi.shment at Fort Sill ntoresaitl, and contiuuinrr him therein.
SpecijicatW?~ 4.-0n or about the 25th uay of July, 1871, the said William W.
Belknap, while Sccreta.ry of War as aforesa.id, did receive from said Caleb P. Mftrsh
1 5~0, in cons~deration of his havin.2 appoi nted said JohnS. Evans to maintain a
tm:ling establishment at Fort Sill aforcsaitl, and continnin"' him therein.
Specificatio?l 5.-0n orabont.the10lli day of Novembt-r, 18l1, the said William W.
Bel !map, whtle Secretary of War a-s aforcsnid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
$1 ,5~0, m consideration of his havin.~ :lppoiuted said John S. Em11S to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill afo1'Csaicl, anrl continuing him therein.
Specificat·on 6.-0n or about tho 15th day of January, 1872, the 8aitl William W.
Belkna,P, while s~cretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
$1,5~0, lll cons_itleration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evans to main~ain a
tradin~; establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, an1l cuntinuinrr him therein.
·Specificc:-tion 7.-0n or about the 13:11 day of June, 1872, t~e saitl William W. Bel1.-nap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, t1id receive from ait.l Caleb P. Mar h
1,500, in consideration of his bn.vin'.!; appointetl said JohnS. Evans to maintai!B a
tratlin:; e!ltaiJlishment at Fort Sill aforcsail, antl continuing him tborcin.
Specification 8.-0n or about the 22d d:ty of November, 1872, the said 'Villiam W.
B('lknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaicl, uiu receive from saitl Caleb P. Marsh
81,~. in consi_tleration of hi havin)! appoiut~a saiu Jobn •. Evau to maintain a.
trachn~ establishment at Fort Sill nfore.3aiu, anu continnin,!t hiru theruiu.
Specification 9.-0n orabont the2Sth l'l:lyof April, 1873, the. a.i<l William W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesairl, ili:l receiv(' from saiu Caleb P .Mar~b
1,000, in con."'illeratiou of hi8 having appointetls:ri:l Jolm . Evans to maintain a
·r
trailing _est.·~blisbment at Fort Sill aforosaiu, auil continuing him therein.
Spectjtcation10.-0n or n.bont <he IGth da:y of Juno, l b73, the said William \V.
Bel1..-nap, wlule Secretary of w·ar asafor aid, did rccei•o fr-om. aid Caleb P. Mar~h
$1,70,0, m 0011s~deration of his havin_g appointed sahl JohnS. Evans to maintain a
t.radiuJ;r establJ.Bhment at Fort Sill atoresaid, and continuing him therein.
Spfu;ificatwn 11.-0n or about the 4th d:~.y of November, 1873, the said William
W. Beftrnap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from aill Calell P.
M?>rsb 1,500, in consideration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintrun a trailing establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continninu him therciu.
Specifwation. 12.-0n or about th" 2'2d day of January, 1874, the"said William W.
Relknap, while Secretary of War a.'i aforesaid, diu recei \O from saiu Caleb P. Marsh
1,500, in considerafij.on of hls l1aving appointed saitl John S. Evans to maintain a
trading esta.ulishment at Fort Sill afore8aid, anrl continuin~ him therein.
Src,jication 13.-0n or about the lOth day of April, 1 74, the said Willinm W.
Belknap, while ecretary of 'Var a<~ afore aid, diureceivefrom said Caleb P.llirsh
1,500. in consideration of hi havini5 appointed said John S. Evans to maintain a
tradiugest~blisbmeut at Fort Sill aforcsaiu, and continuing him therein.
Specificatwn 14.-0n or alJout tho 9.h day of October, ll:f14, tbo said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of \Varas a.foresaitl, ditl receive from ~aid Caleh P. Marsh
$L.500, m con ideration of his h:win .~ appointed said JohnS. Emns to maintain a
trading establishment :tt Fott Sill a.foresaid, and continuing him therein.
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Specification 15.-0n or about the 24th day of May1 1875, the said William W.
l3elknap, while Secre~'\l'y of War as aforesaid, did receive from s<rid Caleb P. Marsh
$1,500, m consideration of his having appointed said John S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continning him therein.
Specijication16.-0n or about the 17th day of November, 1875, the saiu William
W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P.
Marsh $1,500, in consitleration of his having appointed said John S. Evans to maintain a trading e tablishment at Fort Sill afore aid, and continuing him therein. .
Speciji.catum 17.-0n or about the 15th day of January, 1876, the said William W.
l3elknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P.l\Iarsh
$750, in considerati011 of his having appointed said John S. Evans to ma.int.'\in a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
ARTICLE V.

That one JohnS. Evans was, on the lOth day of October, in the year 1870. appointetl by the said Belknap to ma,intain a trading establishment at Fort Sill, a
military post on the frontier, not in the vicinity of any city or town, and said Belknap did, from that day continuously to the 2d day of March, 1876, permit said
Evans to maintain the same ; and said Belknap was Induced to make said appointment by the in1luence and request of one Caleb P. Marsh; and said Ev'UlS paid to
said llirsh, in consideration of such influence and request and in consideration
that he should thereby induce said Belknap to make said appointment; di>ers Lvge
sums of monPy at various times, amountinG" to about 12,000 a year from the date
of said appointment to the 25th day of March. 1872, and to about 66,01)() a year thereafter until the 2d day of March, 1~76, all which said Belknap well knew; yet said
Belknap did, in consideration that he would permit said Evans to continue to maintain said trading establishment and in order that said payments might continue
and be made by said Evans to said Marsh as aforesaid, corruptly receive from said
Marsh, either to his, the said Belknn.p 's, own use or to be paid over to the wife of
said Belknap, divers large sums of money at various times, namely: the sum of
$1,500 on or au•out the 2d tlay of November, 1870; the sum of $1,500 on or about the
17th day of January, 1871; the sum of $1,500 on or about the 18th day of April, 1871;
th~ sum of 1,500 on or about the 25th day of J nly 1871; the sum of $1,500 on or
about the lOth d:ty of November, 1871; the sum of 1.500 on or about the 15th day
of January,1872; the sum of 1,500 on or about the 13th day of June,1872; the sum
of 1.500 on or about the 2;.!d day of November, 1El72; the sum of 1,000 on or about
the 28th day of April, 1873; the sum of 1,700 on or about the 16th day of June,
1873; the sum of 1,500 on or about the 4th day of November, 1873; the sum of
$1,500on orabout.the2'1ddayof January, 1874; thesmnof $1,500onorabont the lOth
day of April, 1874; the sum of 1,500 on or about the 9th day of October, 1874; the
sum of t,soo on or about the 24th day of May, 1875; the sum of 1,500 on or about
the 17th aay of November,1875; the sum of 750 on or about the 15th da.yof J:mnary, l!IT6; all of which acts and doings were while the said Belknap was Secretary
of War of the United States, as aforesaid, and were a high misdemeanor in said
office.
.And the House of Representatives by protestation, sa.vin~ t~ themselves the liberty of exhibiting at any timo hereafter any further articles of accusation or impeachment against the said William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War of the
United States, and also of replying to his answers which he shall make unto the
articles herein preferred a9ainst him, and of offering proof to the same and every
part thereof, and t~ all ana every other article, accusation, or impeachment which
shall bo exhibited by them, as the case shall require, dodemand that the said William W. Belknap may be -putt() answer the high crimes and misdemeanors in office
herein charged against him, and that such proceedings, examinations, trials, and
judgments may be thereuJIOn had and given as may be agreeable to la.w and justice.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair informs the managers
that the Senate will take proper order on the subject of the impeachment, of which due notice shall be given to the House of Representatives.
The managers thereupon withdrew.
On motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, it was
Ordered, That the articles of impe:whment presented this day by the HoMe of
Roprt:senta.tives be printed for the use of the Senate.
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shall be suspended for this day; and if that be unanimously agreed
to, as of course it requires unanimous consent to suspend this rule, I
shall then offer an order which will -accomplish the next step in the
matter.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate bas heard the proposition of the Sfmator from Vermont, that so much of the rule as pertains to the swearing in of the Senators by the presiding officer be
suspended for to-day. Is there objection f [A pause.] The Chair
hears none. The order is unanimously made.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I now offer the following order:
Ordtrred, That a committee of two Senators be appointed by the Chair to wait
upon the Chief Justice of the United States and invite him to att-end in the Senate
Chamber at one o'clock p.m. this day to administer to Senators the oath required
by the Constitution in the matter of the impeachment of William W. Belknap,late
secretary of War.

Mr. INGALLS. Can the Senator from Vermont inform us if tbe
anthority of the Chief Justice is statutory to a.dminister oaths in cases
ofirnpeachLnentf
1\Ir. EDMUNDS. No, sir; not to administer oaths in cases of impeachment; but there is a general authority given the judges of the
courts of the United States to administer any oath that it is lawful
for any person to take, to swear persons upon affidavits, or swear any
body into office, or administer any other oath in the course of proceedings, af! we understand the law.
Mr. HAMLIN. I desire to inquire of the Senator from Vermont if
be knows certainly that it will be within the power of the Chief J n.stice to atteud, and if not, I suggest whether it would not be well to
make his resolution in the alternative, in case the Chief J n.stice should
not be able to attend, then some associate justice.
•
1\Ir. EDMUNDS. I think that may be very well, and I will modify
the resolution by adding, "or, in case of his inability to attend, any
one of the associate justices."
While that correction is being made we propose, as is snggested by
the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. THURMAN,] to introduce a bill presently
to provide for cases of this character, and also to provide, as probably
we ought, (although that would be a matter for consideration,) an
authority to the Secretary or the Chief Clerk t-o administer oaths to
witnesses, which by statute does not now exist, though that bas
usually been practiced; but it is certainly not authorized by law, so
far as can be discovered.
Mr. BOGY. I could not very distinctly hear what the Se.Q.ator from
Vermont said ; therefore I am a little at a loss, and would like 1;o
know t4-e reason why the presiding officer cannot administer the
oaths required on this occasion.
.Mr. ED~IUNDS. The reason I stated was that, as we understand
it, in order to make an oath a lawful oath, it must be administered
by some person authorized by law to administer oaths, and there is
no law that c:tu be discovered which confers that aut.h ority, the present law merely conferring it upon the presiding officer in the case of
the first appearance of Senators ·wh~n elected.
1\Ir. BOGY. The difficulty was that I had not beard the Senator
from Vermont distinctly.
Mr. WRIGHT. I ask to have the resolution reported as modified.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tem.pore. . The resolution will be reported.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Ordered, That a committee of two Senat()rs be a:{lpointed by the Chair to wait
upon the Chief J nstice of the United Stat~s and inVIt-e hini to attend in the Sonat-e
Chl\mber n.t one o'clock p.m. this day, o~; in case of his inability to attend, any
one of the associate justices.

. yvED:t-.TESDA.Y,

April 5, 1876.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I wish to ask the attention of the Senate to n.
matter which I, after consultation with as many Senators as I could
find, think it necessary to bring to the notice of the Senate respecting the matter of the impeachment to-day. The third rule of the
Senate in regard to impeachments provides that on this day at one
o'clockThe presiding officer shall administer the oath hereinaft-er provided to the membersof the Senate then present~ and to the other members of the Senate as they
shall appear, whose duty it shall be to take the same.

But on examination we are unable to fincl any statute of the United
States which authorizes the President of the Senate or the presiding
officer to administer this oath. It stands upon the rule alone. The
language of the statute a,bout the authority of the presiding officer
~'~ that, when Senators appear to take their seats upon an election to
this body, l!~e presiding officer shall swear them in, and any Senator
may administer a similar oath to the Vice-President, the President of
the Senate, when he appears; and there the statute stops except in
respect of witnesses who are by law to be sworn by the President of
the Senate.
·
Ill. this state of difficulty and in the very grave doubt, at least,
tl1at m the minds of all the gentlemen whom I have been able to consult there is about this being a constitutional compliance with that
requirement which obliges us to be under oath, (which, of course, im.- ·
plies a legal and binding oath,) we have thought it best for this occasion, until provision can be made by law, to submit to the Senate a
proposition that the Chief Justice of the United States be invited to
attend at one o'clock to-day to administer these oaths, there being no
question about his authority to do so. Therefore·, Mr. President, I
~sk unanimous consent that this portion of Rule 3 which I have read,
respecting the administration of the oath l>y the presiuing officer,

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question i on agreeing to the
resolution.
. The resolution was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair appoints the Senatot:
'from Vermont [Mr. EDMU.NDS] and the Senator from Ohio [Mr. THuR~
MAN] as the committee.
· ·
The Chief Justice of the United f?tates, Ron. Morrison R! Waite 2
subsequently eutered the Senate Chamber, escorted by :Messrs. Ert
MUNDS and THUR~, the committee appointed forth~ purpose.
The PRESIDENT pro t-empore. The hour of one o'clock having arrived, the Senate, according to its rule, will now proceed to the consideration of the articles of jmpeaclunent ~xhihited by the House of
Representatives against William
~elknap, la.te Secretary of War.
The Chief Justice will take the JSeat provided for him at the right of
the Chair.
The Chief Justice too~ a seat by the side of the President pro t~rn
pore of the Seuate.
The P~ESp)ENT p1·o tempore. The Senate will give attention
while the constitntional oath is being administered.
The Chief Justice administered the oath to the President pro tempore, as follows :

w.

You do solemnly swear that in all things appertaining to the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap, ill.te Secretary of War, now pending, :you willdoimpart.ial justice according to the Constitution and laws : So help yon God.

The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Secretary will now call the roll
of Senators alphabetically in groups of six, and Senators a-s they are
so called will advance to the desk and take the oath.
Mr. MORTON. If there be no objection on the part of any Senator,
I suggest that all the Senators be sworn at once, standing iu their
places. I see no objection to that. It will save time and some trouble.
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The PRESIDENT P'I'O tempore. Is there objection to the proposition
of the Senator from Indiana 7
:Mr. THURMAN. There may be some doubt about, verifying who
are sworn if we proceed in that way. I thiuk we bud better follow
the precedent heretofore esroblished.
:Mr. MORTON. Very well.
The Secretary proceeded to call the roll alphabetically, and the
Chlef Justice administered the oath to Senators ANTHONY, BAYARD,
" BoGY, BoOTH, BOUTWELL, BRUCE, CAMERON of Pennsylvania, CAMERON of Wisconsin, CLAYTON, COCKRELL, COOPER, CRAGIN, DAVIS,
DAWES DORSEY,EATON,EDMUNDS,FRELINGHUYSEN,GORDON,HAMILTON,~,HARVEY,IIITCHCOCK,lNGALLS,JONES ofFlorida,KELLY,
KERNA...""{, KEY, LOGAN, McCREERY, McDONALD, McMILLAN, MAxEY,
M.ERRIMON, MITCHELL, MORRILL of Vermont, MORTON, NORWOOD,
OGLESBY, PADDOCK, RANDOLPH, SARGENT, SAULSBURY, SHARON,SHERMAN, SPENCER, STEVENSON, THURMAN, W ALLA.CE1 WEST, WHYTE,
WINDOM, WITHERS, and WRIGHT.
....
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The absentees on the call will now
be called so that in case they bavo entered the Chamber since the
oath has been administered they may come forward.
The Chief Clerk called the names of the absentees, as follows:
Messrs. ALCORN, .ALLISON, BURNSIDE, CAPERTON, CHRISTIANCY, CONKLING CONOVER, DE:sNIS, ENGLISH, GOLDTHWAITE, HOWE, JOHNSTON,
JON~S of Nevada, MoRRILL of Maine, PATTERSON, RANSOM, ROBERTSON, and WADLEIGH.
The Chlef Justice thereupon withdrew from the Senate Chamber,
escorted by Messrs. EDMUNDS and 'firoRMA...~.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, I flffer the following order,
and ask for its present considemtion;
Ordered That the Secretary notify the Holl8e of Representa,tives that the Sen:~.te
is naw orda,nized for the tri~l of articles of impeachment against William W. Belknap Ia.te Secretary of War, and is ready to receive the managerd on the part of the
Hot~e at its bar.

The order was agreed to.
At one o'clock aud fort.y minutes p.m. the managers of the impeachment. on the part of the House of Representatives appeared at
the bar and their presence was annou.ncecl by the Sergeant-a.t-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will conduct
th~ mann.g ers to the seats provided for them within tho ba.r of the
Senate.
The managers were conducted to the seats assigned them within
the space in front of the Secretary's desk.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tem,pore. Gentlemen managers, t.he Senate is
now organized for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
Mr. Manager LORD rose and said : Mr. President, we pray for the
issuing of process against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War,
on the ::trticles hitherto presented.
Mr. EDM1Th-rr>S. Mr. Presiuent, I offer the following ordor:
Ordered, That a summons be issued, as required by the rules of procedure aml
practice in the Senate when sitting for the trial of impeachment, to William W.
:Belknap, returnable on Monday, the 17th day of tho present month, n.t one o'clock
in the afternoon.

The PRESIDENT pro tempo·re put the question on the proposed
order, n.nd it was agreed to . .
Mr. Mn.nager LORD. That is satisfa{ltory to the managers.
The managers thereupon withdrew.
Mr. STEVENSON. If there is no further business I move th:~.t the
court adjourn.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not thlnk that is precisely the proper motion
to make under the rules. I think we ought to adjourn until the day
at which the summons is returnable; n,nd tberefore-Mr. STEVENSON. I should like to ask the Senator from Vermont
whether the counsel of General Belknap a.resatisfied with the period
of time fixed for his appearance '
Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not understand the Senator.
Mr. STEVE~SON. I desire to know whether there haa been any
conference with General Belknap's counsel to learn whether the period
fixed for his appeamnce is amplo enough to meet with their wishes.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I am not authorized to speak for anybody but
myself. Speaking for myself, I say, as a Senator sitting on this trial
and as a jud~e, that I have not had and do not expect to have any
conference With the counsel of General Belknap ; but I ha.ve prgpesed this period of time as a reasonable and suitable one. Of course,
when he appears, if he needs further time he will apply for it.
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I did not suppose there was any
impropriety in the question, nor did I suppose that there was anyt.hing that could be implied by the question; but certainly a good
deal of time may be saved to the Senate, and I see no impropriety in
the managers, if they think proper, before the time is fixed, having
a friendly interview with the counsel of General Belknap as to what
would be a proper time. If we adjourn now until :Monday week, and
then ten days more should be asked, we shall lose that much time,
which it seems to me might be avoided by some conference with the
counsel of General Belknap. That waa the only reason I made the
suggestion.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I am sure the Senator ought not to have understood me as int~nding to reflect on the propriety of his question, but
only as stating my own view of what it would be proper for me to

do nuder the circumstances. I move that the Senate sitting for this
trial adjourn until the 17th instant.
Mr. BOGY. Before the motion to adjourn is put I should like to
make an inquiry; and I call the attention of the Senator from Vermont to what I a.m about to state. I see by the twenty-fourth rule
that the summons has to be returned to t)le Senate or to the court at
twelve o'clock and thirty minutes p. m/, and this order speaks of one
o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro ten1pm·e. The motion to adjourn does not fix
the time.
Mr. EDMUNDS. The Senator has turned to a form, and that form
happens to say twelve o'clock and thirty minutes, but the Senate has
ordered, changing that form which I thought it was convenient to do,
and a.s it was merely a form I did not suppose it was necessary to make
a separate motion on that subject to make the form say "one o'clock,"
in order that the necessary preliminaries from half-past twelve, usual
on such occasions, might take place beforehand.
Mr. BOGY. That may be; I speak on this subject with very great
modesty, for I really know nothing about it ; but, nevertheless, the
forms being given in the rules, I am of t.he opinion that they are a part
of the rules, and unless a very good reason can be given why the
forms should be departed from, it may be that the very fir t step we
take in this proceeding may possibly be wrong. The form is given in
a joint rule, andi t would be a very easy thing to conform to that form
which appea.rs to be a part of that joint rul(} as adopted for this specific purpose.
Mr. EDMUNDS. It is not a joint rule, but a rule of the Senate. It
is a form of the Senate rather than a rule.
Mr. BOGY. It is a Senate rule, nevertheless; and why not conform to the rule 7
Mr. EDMUNDS. It would have be~n verv well to have made that
suggestion before the order of the Senate had been adopted fixing the
hour of one o'clock as the moment at which this accused person should
appear. But if the Senate has adopted an order which is contrary to
a form which it had previously adopted, I take it that the adoption
of this onler must, for the time being, override the form of the writ
of summons fixing a different hour.
Mr. BOGY. I would suggest to the Senator is it not ll. rule f The
form makes it a rule. Is it not so 7
Mr. EDMUNDS. Snppose that to be so, if the Senate, without objection, orders that a particular moment named in the rule shall be
for a particular occasion changed to another moment, I take it that
order making the change would be binding nevertheless. Certainly
the Senate, in the presence of the managers, has ordered that this
summons shall issue for this person to appen,r on the 17th instant., at
the hour of one o'clock in the afternoon, which is, to be sure, a half
hour later tbn.n the form of the summons names. So the present
order of the Senate is that the summons go in that way; and until
that order is roversed, I take it, it will bind the President of the
Senate and the executive officers to follow it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Senator from Vermont moves
th~tt the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourn until t.he 17th inst:mt.
Mr. BOGY. The suggestion I have made bas not boen disposed of.
Perhaps there is nothing that the court can dispose of. Nevertheless
it, does seem to me that the form is a rule, a rule prescribed by the
Senate for the government of the Senate when it sits as a court. This
body ·in its capacity of a court has changed that rnle. It may be altogether proper; I am not clear that it is proper. If there could be
any way by which we could retrace our steps and conform to what
appears to me to be a rule, because it is a form prescribed by the Senate as a Senate for the government of thi:; court as a court of impeachment, anti which we as a court perhaps cannot well change, it is a
subject wort.hy of being considered, and I suggest that the matter be
more thoroughly investigated.
Mr. EDMUNDS. ~ir. President, I think it right to say to my friend
from Missouri that so fa,r from our inability to change the forms of
procedure sitting as a court, as the expression is, when the late Chief
Justice of the United States appeared, these rules having been adopted
by the Senn.te before he did appear to preside at the trial of Mr.
Johnson, tho President of the United States, be thought, and submitted to the Senate that it ought to adopt these rules while we were
sitting as a court, in~smuch as its composition was such that n, new
element was introduced into it on that occasion. And accordingly~
the Senate sitting as a court, or sittincr for the trial of the impeachment, which is the same thing, adopted over again these rules as part
of its orders. So I think t.here can be no question, judging from the
previous consideration given to the subject, that it is perfectly competent for us t.o change or to modify these forms by any order tbat
we choose to make sitting as a comii. That wa.s the general opinion
at that t :me. Although it was thought· by many Senators that it was
quite unnecess:ny to adopt them over again merely because the Chief
Justice, a new element, had come in, yet everybody agreed that it
was competent to do it; and, out of respect to his wishes, it was clone.
1\Ir. SHERMAN. If I understand it, the Senate have only fixed one
o'clock as the hour for the return of the process. It seems to me we
ought to adjourn until half past twelve o'clock, with a view to IIlflking the necessary pre:iminaries before that.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Certainly, that is the time the rule provides we
shall meet.
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Mr. SHERMAN. I do not see that there is any difficulty. The
summons calls on General Belknap to appear at one o'clock. That is
not at all inconsistent with the rule ; but the court is to convene at
half past twelve o'clock for the purpose of making preliminary orders and arrangements. The action of the Senate thus far is in perfect harmony with the rules.
.Mr. BAYARD. All that I have to guide my mind is the rules of
the Senate on the subject. Looking at them, it seems to me that the
su(Tgestion of the Senator from Missouri is entitled to a great deal of
co~sideration. Rule 7 provides thatThe presiding officer of the Sena.te shaJ.l direct all necessary preparations in the
Senate Chamber, and the presiding officer on the trial shall direct all the forms of
proceedings while the Senate are sttting for the purpose of trying an impea-chment,
and all forms during the trial not otherwise specially provided for.

There is in the twenty-fourth rule a special provision, according to
my understanding, of the form of the summons to be served upon the
party impeached, and that form requires the impeached partyTo be and appear before the Senate of the United States of America., at their
Chamber in the city of Washington, on the- day of--, at twelve o'clock and
thirty minutes atter noon, then and there to answer to the said articles of impea£,hment, &c.

By Rule 9 it is provided thatAt twelve o'clock and thirty minutes after noon of the da:y appointed for thereturn of the summons ao-ainst the person impeached, the legiSlative and executive
business of the Senate s'hall be suspended, and the Secretary of the Senate shall administer an oath to the returning officer in the form following.

Then follows the form prescribed for the returning officer.
tenth rule provides that-

The

The person impeached shall then be called to appear and answer the articles of
impeachment against him. If he appear, or any_ person for him, the appearance
shall be recorded, stating particularly if by himself, or by agent or attorney, nam·
ing th.e person appearing, and the capacity in which he appears.

It seems to me, with all due respect for the superior experience of
those who have heretofore sat in business of this kind, that the languaCTe of the rules is directory, and I cannot imagine any inconvenienc~ or ill to follow from our following their language with precision. If the Senate has, from inadvertence or from any other cause,
:fixed a time for the appearance contrary to that prescribed by the
form contained in Rule 24, it seems to me that it is erring upon the
shle of caution if it follows the rule by amending the order lately
marle. I see no possible objection to the amendment of the order,
and if it be :fixed at twelve o'clock and thirty minutes of the afternoon of the day named for the return of the writ, then it will be in
precise accordance with the form prescribed in Rule 24 and also in
accordance with Rules 9 and 10, which fix the time of the return of
that writ for the swearing of the officer as to the true service of the
process and of the appearance of the party, either in person or by
attorney. I think it is just possible that there might be a technical
objection made to the hour and minute of the return of this service.
It may not be one of substance; but even if of form, if it be necessary for the Senate n~en to pass upon it, certainly the necessity for
passing upon it can be saved by an amendment of the order of the
Senate as made just now.
Therefore I trust there will be a reconsideration of that oTdet for
the purpose of having an order made in accordance with the twentyfourth rule. No harm can come, but much difficulty may be saved.
Mr. WHYTE. l\1r. President, I should like to ask the President of
the Senate whether it is not proper for us in the first instance, as a
court, to adopt the rules of procedure by the Senate in cases of impeachmentT It was the opinion of the Chief Justice in the trial
which last tooK place in this Hall that while the Senate might as a
Senate in its legislative C!lpacity adopt certain rules in regard to impeachment, it was necessary for the Senate when sitting as a court
of impeachment to adopt those rules as such court. Therefore I suggest to the Chair whether it is not proper for us in this instance to
adopt the rules before we discuss any questions· arising under those
rules 7
Mr. EDMUNDS. I insist upon the motion I made, that the Senate,
sitting for the trial of this impeachment, stand adjourned until the
17th instant at half past twelve o'clock.
Mr. HOGY. Before that motion is put I hope that this matter may
be further considered. I intend to present a motion that the order
which has been made, for the return of service-at one o'clock, be
amended so as to make the return at half past twelve.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That cannot be properly done without the presence of the managers.
Mr. BOGY. Why is it not proper 7
Mr. EDMIThTDS. And there is not the slightest need of it.
Mr. BOGY. I can see no reason for the. Senator's suggestion. Any
order made by a court can be changed by the court on a proper case
being made out. I desire to present the question to this body in a
proper way. The very limited discussion which has taken place upon
the subject has tended to confirm me in the belief that we are departing, in the very first step we take, from the rules prescribed for our
guidance. If the motion of the Senator from Vermont be insisted
upon, I hope it will not be carried, so that I may make a motion to
amend the order which has been made.
The PRESIDENT pro tem.pore. 'l'he question is on the motion of
the Senator from Vermont, that the Senate sitting for the trial of the
impeachment. adjourn until the 17th instant at half pa.st twelve
o'clock.
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Mr. BOGY. The motion I would make of course cannot be entertained if tha.t motion is carried.
,
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is so.
Mr. BOGY. I am extremely sorry that at the very first step the
Senator from Vermont should be rather disposed to cut short and be
curt about this thing. I desire no offense to him and do not question
anything he may have done. I am inclined to think we have committed an error; and the 'views expressed by the Senator from Delaware confirm me in that opinion. To dispose of this thing in that
manner, I think, is not treating the subject or those persons that do
not agree with the Senator with much courtesy.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask unanimous consent to make an observation,
as all this debate is out of order.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair will state that as different Senators were speaking he supposed it was done by unanimous
consent. The rule is explicit that there shall be no debate.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask unnanimous consent to.make a statement.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Is there objection¥ The Chair hears
none.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I wish to state to my honorable friend from Missouri that I have not intended to be either curt or short; but after the
subject has, by unanimous consent, been considered upon botb sides
of the views it struck me that the simplest way of test.ing the sense
of the Senate upon this question of half past twelve or one o'clock
would be to make this motion. If a majority of this body are of
opinion that we have exceeded our jurisdiction in making this order
retnrna.ble at one o'clock instead of ha1f past twelve, of cours~ it will
be their bounden duty to refuse to adjourn and to send for the managers and have the order amended; bnt if they are of opinion that
this court can change one of its.{orms by making an order inconsistent with it as to au hour, without violating the Constitution of the
United States, then I take it the Senate will be willing to adjourn
until that time. Making this explanation to my friend, lest he may
have misunderstood the spirit in which I made the motion, I take my
seat.
Mr. BOGY. I shall feel compelled under the circumstances to call
for the yeas and nays upon the question, a thing which I have never
done in this body before. I think we are starting wrong in this thing,
and therefore I call for the yeas and nays on the motion of adjournment.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The SecretaiJ will call the roll of
Senators who have been duly sworn.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, as directed; and the result wa.s
announced-yeas 38, nays 10; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Anthony, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania.,
Cameron of Wisconsin, Clayton, Cockrell, Dawes, Dorsey, Edmunds, Frelinghnysen,
Gordon, Hamilton, Hamlin, Hitchcock, Jones of Florida, Kelly, Kernan, Key, Logan, McCreery, McDonald, McMillan, Maxey, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Oglesby, Paddock, Sargent, Sherman, Spencer, Wallace, WC8t, Windom, and Wright-38.
·
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Cooper, Davis, Eaton, Norwood, Randolph, Saulsbury, Whyte, and Withera-10.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Cragin, Ferry, Harvey, Ingalls, Sharon, Stevenson, and
Thurman-7.

The PRESIDENT pro t~tpore. The Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment stands adjourned until thE\ 17th instant, at twelve
o'clock and thirty minutca p. m.
,

MONDAY,

April 17, 1876.

The Chief Justice of the United States entered the Senate Chamber, escorted by Messrs. EDMU.r..~s and THURMAN, the committee appointed for the purpose.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. The hour of twelve o'clock and
thirty minutes having arrived, in pursuance of rule the legislative
and executive business of the Senate will be suspended and the Senate
will proceed to the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap,
late Secretary of War.
The Chief Justice took a seat by the side of the President pro ternpore of the Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Sergeant-at-Arms will make
the opening proclamation.
TheSERGRANT-A.T-ARMs. Hearye! Hearyel Hearye! Allpersons are commanded to keep silence on pain of imprisonment while
the Senate of the United States is sitting for the trial of the articles
of impeachment exhibited by t.he House of Representatives against
William W. Belknap, late Secreta:<y of War.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will now call the
names of those Senators who have not been sworn, and such Senators
as they are called will ad vance to the desk and ta.ke the oath.
The Secretary proceeded to call the names of th~ Senators who had
not been heretofore sworn; and the Chief Justice administered the
oath to Senators ALLISON, BuRNSIDE, CAPERTON, CHRISTIA...'iCY, ComrLnm, CONOVER, DENNIS, GOLDTHWAITE, HOWE, JONES o.f Nevada,
MORRILL of 1\faine, RA...~SO?.I, and ROBERTSON,

~l'l{IAL
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On motion of Mr. EDMlThTDS, it was
Ordered, That the Secretary inform the !louse of Representatives that the Sen-

ate is in ita Chamber and ready to proceed with the .trial of the impeachment of
William W. Belknap, and that seats are provided for the accommodation of the
members.

Tho PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will in"ite the House
a-ccordingly.
At one o'clock p. m. William W. Belknap entered the Senate Chamber, accompanied by his counsel, Hon. Jeremiah S. Black, Hon. Montgomery Blair, and Hon. l\L H. Carpenter, who were conducted to the
seats assigned them in the space in f1·ont of the Secretary's desk on
the right of the Chair.
At one o'clock n.nd two minutes p. m. the Sergeant-at-Arms announced the managers on the part of the House of Representatives.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. The managers will be admitted ancl
conducted to seats provided for them within the bar of the Senate.
The ruanauers were conducted to seats provided in the space in
front of the Secretary's desk on the left of the Chair, namely: Ron.
ScoTT LoRD, of New York; Hon. J. PROCTOR KNoTT, of Kentucky;
Ron. WILLIAM P. LYNDE, of Wisconsin; Ron. J. A. Mcl\fAHo:N, of
Ohio; Hon. -G. A. JENKS, of Pennsylvania; Hon. E. G. LAPHAM, of
Now York; and Hon. GEORGE F. HoAR, of Massachusetts.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, in accordance with the invitation extended, the House of Representatives has resolved itself into
a Committee of the Whole and will attend upon this sitting of this
court on being waited upon by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro t(Jinpore. The Ser~eant-at-Arms will wait
upon the House of Representatives and inVIto them to the Chamber
of the Senate.
At one o'clock and five minutes p.m. the Sergeant-at-Arms announced
the presence of the membe1·s of the House of Representatives who
entered the Senate Chamber preceded by the chairman of the 'com~itte~ of the_ Whole House, (Mr. SAMUEL~· RANDALL, of Pennsylvama,) mto which that body had resolved 1tself to witness the trial
who was accompanied by the Speaker and Clerk of the House.
'
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretarv will now reacl the
minutes of the sitting on Wednesday, the 5th instant.
The Secretary read the Journal of proceedings of the Senate sittin('l'
for trial of the impeachment of Wednesday, April5, 1876.
b
The PRESIDENT p1·o temp01·e. The Secretary will now read thereturn of the Sergeant-at-Arms to the summons directed to be served.
The Secretary read the following return appended to t.he writ of
summons:
~he foregoing writ of summons addressed to William W . Belknap and the foregomg preoop_t ~dressed to me _were _duly_served upon the said William W. Belknap by deliverrng to and leavrng With him true and attested copies of the same
at No. 2022 G street, Washington City, the residence of the said William W. Belknap, on Thursday the 6th day of April, 1876, at six o'clock and forty minutes in
the afternoon of that day.
JOHN R. FRENCH,
Sergeant-at-Arrn,g of the Senate of the United States.

The PRESIDENT pro t{mlpore. The Chair understands that Rule
9 ~be snsp~n~ed for rea-sons already ~tated, and the Chief Justice.
will now admimster the oath to the officer attesting the truth of this
return.
The Chief Jnstice administered the following on,th to the Sergeanta.t-Arms :
I, John R. French, do solemnly swear that the return made by me upon the proc
ess i sued on ~e 6th day of April, by the Senate of the United State.s , aull.inst w·
W. Belknap, IS truly made, and that I have performed such service aa llierein de
scribed: So help .me God.
·

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The committee will please escort the
Chief Justice to the Supreme Court room.
The Chief Justice retired, escorted by the committee, Mr. EDMUNDS
and Mr. THURMAN.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will now call
William W. Belknap, the respondent, to appear and answer the charges
.
of impea-chment brought against him.
The SERGEANT-AT-ARMs. William W. Belknap, William W. Belknap, appear and answer the articles of impeachment exhibited against
you by the House of Representatives .
. ~r. C.A.RPENT_ER. :Mr. President, William W. Belknap, a private
clf.Izen of the Umted States and of the State of Iowa in obedience to
the sul?mons of the Sena~ sit~g a-s a court of impeachment to try
the ~cles presented agamst him by the House of Representatives of
th~ Umted States, ap:pears at the bar of the Senate sitting as a court
of unpeachruent and mter'poses the following plea· which I will ask
the Secretary to read and request that it may be IDed.
The Secretary read as follows:
In the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment.
STATES OF AlmmcA} Upon articles of impeachment of the House of
.
vs.
Representatives of the United States of
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
America, of high crimes and misdemeanors.
And the said William W. Belknap, named in the said articles of impeachment.
COJ?eS here befor~ th~ honorable the Senate of the United States sitting as a court
of unpeachment, rn his owu prop~r person, and s~ys th~t this honorable court ought
~otto have or take furt?er cogmza nce of the rud articles of impeachment exhib·
Ited and presented agarnst him by tho House of Representative~ of t he United
States, ~ec..'l.nse, he says, that before aud at tho time when the said Honse of Repres entatives ornered and diTcctcd tha~ be, the said Bel.knap,_Rhould be impeached
at the b~r ~f the Senate, and at ~e tiJ?e when ~e said articles of impeachment
were exhlb1~d and present~d agrun t hllll , the sa1d Belknap, by the aid House of
:Representatives, he, the srud Belknap, waa not, nor hath ho srnce been, nor is he

THE

U~'l.TED

now an officer of the United States; but at the said times was ever since hath been
and now is a private citizen of the United States and of the State of Iowa· and t.hi8
he1 the said Belkn~p. is ready to verify; wherefore ll;e prays judgment whether
this court can or will take further cogmzanoo of the saJ.d articles of ~XNhment.
WM.W.B
.AP.
UmTED STATES OF AMERICA,

.District of Oolumbia,

88:

William W Belknap, being first duly sworn on oath, says that the foregoing plea
by him subscribed is true in substance and fact.

WM. W. BELKNAP.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day of April, 1816.
DAVID DAVIS,
Associate Jmtice of the Supreme Oourt of the United Statu.

Mr. CARPENTER. :Ur. President, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, Hon.
Montgomery Blair, and myself also appear as counsel for :Mr. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Secretary will note the appearance of the respondent and the presence of the counsel named.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, the managers pray a copy of
the plea. that has been filed, aml the House of Representatives ask
time to consider what replication to make to the plea of William W.
Belknap, late Secretary of War, to the jurisdictiou of this Senate sitting a-s a. court of impeachment.
The. PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. There is no objection, I believe1 to
t~e fi~ng ?f the plea of the responden~. The Chair hears no obJection; 1t will be filed. The managers will please reduce their motion
to writing.
Mr. Manager LORD. We will do so.
The PR~SIDEN1' pro temp01·e. The Chair will state to the officers
and members of the House of Representatives, that if it is to their
convenience to withdraw at any time, they are at liberty to do so.
The House of Representatives then withdrew.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I have sent to the Secretary
the request of the managers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers submit a. motion
'
which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
The managera on the vart of the House of Representatives request a copy of the

plea filed by W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, and the House of Re~resenta.
tive~ de~o time until Wednesday, the l~th instant, at one o'clock, to cons1der what
replication to make to the plea of the sa1d W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators, you have heard the motion of the managers. Those who concur will say ay; those who nonconcur will say no, [putting the question.] The ayes have it; the
Senate so orders.
_The Chair will ask the gentlem~n counsel f?r the respondent if they
w1ll be ready to proceed at the time named m the motion submitted
by the managerst
.Mr. CARPENTER. That will depend entirely upon what the mana~ers do. We cannot anticipate. If they do what we suppose they
will do, we shall be ready. If not, we shall have to consider what
we will do next.
The PRESIDENT p1·o t(Jinpore. Have the ruanauers
on the part of
0
the House of Representatives anything further to propose Y
. ~k. Manager LORD. We have nothing further to propose at this
t1me. With the leave of the Senate we beg permission to retire.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Leave is granted. Have counsel
for tb'e respondent anything further to propose f
Mr. CARPENTER. Nothing, Mr. President.
The managers and counsel thereupon withdrew.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ~empore. Wha.t is the pleasure of the Senate t
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Senate sitting for the trial of the
impeachment adjourn until Wednesday next, at half past twelve
o'clock.
The motion wa-s agreed to ; and the Senate sitting for the trial of the
impea-chment adjourned to Wednesday, the 19th instant, at twelve
o'clock and thirty minutes p. m.

WEDNESD~Y,

April 19, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro t.entpore. The hour of twelve o'clock aud
thirty minutes having arrived, according to the rules the legislative
and e~ecutive business of the Senate will be suspended, and the Senate ~ proceed to the consiueration of the articles of impeachment....
exhibited by the Honse of Representat-i ves against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War. The Sergeant-at-Arms will open the
session by proclamation.
The SERGEANT-AT-AIDis. Hear ye I Hear yet Hear ye! All persons are commanded to keep silence while the Senate of the United
States is sitting for the trial of the articles of impeachment exhibited
by the Honse of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late
Secretary of War.
The respondent appeared with his couusol, Messrs. Black, Blair, and
Carpenter.
The PRESIDENT pro t(Jinpore. The Chair observes that the managers are not present. If there be no objection, the Secretn.rv will
inform the managers, before the minutes are read, that the mlate is
ready fo~ the trial; pending which, if there be no objection, the Secretary w1ll call the roll of Senators who were heretofore ausout aucl
have not been sworn.
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The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the names of the Senators who
have not been heretofore .sworn; and the President p1'0 tempore administered the oath toSenatorsENGLISHandPATTERBON, a law having
been passed providing for the administration of oaths by the presiding
officer of the Senate.
At twelve o'clock and forty-five minutes p. m., Mr. G. M. ADAMs,
Clerk of the House of Representatives, appeared below the bar and
delivered the following message :
.
Mr. President, I am directed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives have adopted a
replication to the plea of William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War,
to the articles of impeachment exhibited against him, and that the
same will be presented to the Senate by the managers on the part of
the House.
·
The PRESIDENT pro i{J'Tnpm·e. The Senate is now ready to receive
the managers.
At -twelve o'clock and fifty-two minutes p.m. the Sergeant-at-Arms
announced the managers of the impe:whment on the part of the House
of Representati,-es.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will conduct
the managers to the seats prepared for them within -t he bar of the
Senate.
The managers (with the exception of Mr. KNoiT, who was not present) were conducted to the seats !\Ssigned them.
The PRESIDENT pro t-empore. The Secretary will now read the
minutes of the last day's proceedings.
The Secretary read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate £~it
ting for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap, of Monday, April17.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The -message received from the
House of Representatives will be read.
The Secretary read as follows :
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
lN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
April19, 1876.
Resolved, That a mess~we be sent to the Senate by the Clerk of the House, inform·
ing the Senate that the ifouse of Representatives has adopted a replication to the
plea of William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, to the articles of impeachment
exhibited against him, and that the same will be presented to the Senate by the
managers on the part of the House.
Attest:
GEO. M. ADAMS, Olerk.

7

things set forth in the said articles, the said William W. Belknap, with full knowledge thereof, resigned his position as snch officer on the saicl 2d day of March, A.
D. 1876, with intent to evade the proceedings of impeachment a_g ainst him. And
the House of Representatives resolved to impeach the said William W. Belkna1•
for said matters as in said articles set forth on said 2d day of March, A . D. 1876.
And the House of Representatives say that by the Constitution of the United
States the House of Representatives had power to prefer said articles of impea<'h·
ment against the said William W. Belknap, and that the Senate sitting as a court
of impeachment has full power to try the same.
Wherefore the House of Representatives demand that the plea aforesaid be not
allowed, but that the said William W. Belknap be compelled to answer the said
articles of impeachment.

MICHAEL C. KERR,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Attest:

GEORGE M. ADAMS.
Ole-rk of the House of Reprcs~mtatives.

The PRESIDENT p1'o tempo1'e. If there be no objection, the replication will be filed. The Chair hears none. Have the managers anything further to offer f
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I understand that we have
nothing further to do until we hear from the other side.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Gentlemen of counsel, what have
you to offerf
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, Mr. Belknap, the respondent,
wishes a copy of the replications which have been filed to his plea in
abatement, and for time to consider the same and frame pleadings in
reply; and I suggest Monday next as the day, and submit a written
motion to that effect.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the motion.
The Secreta.ry read a.s follows:
In t.he Senate of the United Stn.tes sitting as a court of impeachment.
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA} Upon articles of impea~hment presented by the
vs.
House of Representatives against the said
WILLIAM W. BELKNAI'.
William W. Belknap.
Mr. President, tne respondent asks for copies of the replications this day filed
by the managers and Mks for time until Monday next to frame pleadings to meet
the same.
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I wish to offer an order upon this
subject in a moment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The order will be put in writing and
reported.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, we desire of course to offer all
possible indnlge~ce to the other side, and we do not deem that the
request for time until next Monday is in itself unreasonable, and yet
there are reasons, which need not now be stated, for having this
matter hastened as much as is possible. The managers therefore instruct me to ask that the day be fixed on Friday next, instead of
Monday next.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I have reduced an order to writing
which I submit.
The PRESIDENT pro ten~pore. Tbe order will be read.
The Secretary read as follows :

The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Gentlemen mann.gers, in accordance
with the order of the Senate fixing the honr of one o'clock as the time
at which it will hear you, the Senate is now ready to hear you.
.Mr. :Manager LORD. Mr. President, the House of Representatives
having adopted n. replication to the plea of William W. Belknap to
the jurisdiction of this court, as advised by the resolution just read,
the managers are instructed to present the replication to the Senate
sitting as a court of impeachment, and to request that the same may
be read by the Secretary and filed :rmong th~ Senate's papers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The replication will be rea..d by the
Ordered, That the respondent file his rejoinder on or before the 24th day of April.
Secretary.
instant. and that the House of Representatives ile their surrejoinder, if any, on
The Secretary read as follows :
or before the 23th day of April, instant.
In the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment.
THE UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA}
vs.
WILLLUI W. BELKNAP.
.
The replication of the House of Representatives of the United States in their own
behalf, and also in the name of the people of the United States, to the ple3> of
Willi:un W. Belknap to the articles of impeachment exhibited by them to the
Senate against the said William W. Belknap.
The House of Representatives of the United States, J.lroseouting, on behalf of
themselves and t,h e people of the United States, the articles of impeachment ex·
hibited by them to the Senate of the United States against said William W.
Belknap, reply to the plea of said William W. Belknap, and say that the matters
alleged in the said plea. are not sufficient to exempt the said William W. Belknap from answering the said articles of impeachment, because they say that at the
time all the acts charged in said articles of impeachment were done and committOO, and thence continuously done, to the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876, the said
William W. Belknap was Secret.ary of War of the Unite<l States, as in said articles
of impeachment averred, and, therefore, that by the Constitution of the United
States the House of Representatives had power to prefer the articles of impeach·
ment, and the Senate have full and the sole power to !!.y- the same. Wherefore,
they demand that the plea aforesaid of the said Wilham W. Belknap be not
allowed, but that the said William W. Bellm:tp be reqnired to answer the said
articles of impeachment.

n.

The House of Representatives of the United States, so prosecuting in behalf of
themselves and the people of the United States the said articles of impeachment
exhibited ~y them to the Senate of the .Ulrl:t.ed States against the s~d Willi:am W.
Belknap, for a second and further replication to the pfea of the s:ud William W.
Belknap, say that the matters alleged in the said plea are not sufficient to exempt
the said William W. Belknap from answering the said articles of impeachment, because they say that at the time of the commission by the said William W. Belknap
of t.he acts anrl matters set forth in the said articles of impeachment ht', said William W. Belknap, was an officer of the United States, as alleged in tho said articles
of impe.·tohment; and they say that the said William W. Belknap, after the commission of each one of t'he acts alleged in the said articles, was and continued
to be such officer, as alle~ed in said articles, until and including the 2<1 day of
March, A. D. 1876, and until the House of Representatives, by its proper committee, had complet-ed its investigation of his official conduct as such officer in regard
to the matters and thmgs set forth as official misconduct in the said articles, and
the said committee was considering the report it should make to the House of Rep. resentatives upon the same, the said Belknap being at the time aware of such investigation and of the eviuence taken and of such proposed report.
A.nu the Honse of Representatives further say that, while its said committee was
considering and preparing its said report to the House of Representatives recommending the impeachment of the srud William W. Belknap for the matters and

Ordered, That the trial proceed on the 27th day of April, instant, at twelve o'clock
and thirty minutes afternoon.

Mr. CONKLING. What days are they!
Mr. ED~!UNDS. The 24th is Monday; the 25th, Tuesday, and the
27th, the day of trial, Thursday, of next week.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators, you have heard the mo·
tion proposed by the Senator from Vermont.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I shall then propose that the Senate sitting for
this trial adjourn until the last day named, the 27th instant.
_ ·
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I desire to understand that or·
der. The 24th is Monday, as I understand, and the court is not to be
in session on that day.
Mr. CONKLING. How will the rejoinder be received T
Mr. EDMUNDS. Let it be filed with the Clerk.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, we desire not to deal with anvthing less than the court in our pleadings from beginning to .on d. •
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion of the
Senator from Vermont.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I will modify it by adding "file and serve on the
other party copies," so as to save the necessity of any further order on
the subject.
The PRESIDENT pro tcrnpore. The Secreta.ry will modify the order
accordingly and· will report it as modified,
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I desire to suggest to the Sen·
ate that we cannot serve any papers on the other side. We have no
standin~ in the House of Representatives. The courtesy that the
Senate nas extended to us to be here has not been extended by the
House. I do not see how we can serve any papers on the Honse. We
cannot get in.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I move to amend the order so as
to provide that the papers referred to shall be filed with the Secretary, and that he deliver copies to either side promptly on applica·
tion.
The PRESIDENT pro tenlpore. The Secretary will commit the
amendment of the Senator from New York to -..orriting.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr.. President, I respectfully suggest, at the
request of my associates, that we do not understand in what position
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the House of Representatives will be placed under that order. Certainly it is not in accordance with their custom to make application
to the Secretary of the Senate.
Mr. Manager LORD. I would suggest, Mr. President, as relieving
the difficulty, that the Secretary be directed to serve a copy on the
Clerk o.f the House.
Mr. CONKLING. I have no objection, Mr. President, to so modifying my amendment. Let it be that he send copies to the managers
on tbe one side and the counsel on the other, or that he send a copy to
the Clerk of the House of Representatives on the one side and to the
counsel on the other.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from New York modifies his amendment as he has stated. The Secretary will reduce to
writing the amendment proposed.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, we are taken quite by surprise
by this order. We have always supposed that no paper could be filed
in the court of impeachment except by special leave of the court.
Are we to come here on the 24th and file anything we please, orderly
or disorderly, in form or out of form, and does that become the basis
of the action of the House T I supposed that as in the Supreme Court
in the exercise of its original jurisdiction not a paper could be filed
in this court without the order cf the court when the court should see
what the paper was. lti eems to me we shall be very likely to get
into a jangle in the filing of papers unless we do it in the presence
and with the approbation of the court on each paper filed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary wm now report the
resolution first proposed and then the amendment suggested by the
Senator from New York.
The SECRETARY. The order is u.s follows:
Ordered, That the respondent file his rejoinder on or before the 24th day of April
instant, and that the House of Representatives file their surrejoinder, if any, on
or before the 25th clay of April instant.

It is proposed to be amended so as to read :
Ordered, That the respondent file his rejoinder with the Secremry on or before
the 24th da.y of April instant, who shall deliver a copy thereof to the Clerk of the
House of Representatives, and that the House of Representatives file their surrejoinder, if any, on or before the 25th day of April instant~ a copy of which shall
be delivered by the Secretary to the counsel for the responaent.
Ordered, That the trial proceed on the 27th day of April instant, at twelve
o'clock and thirty minutes afternoon.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the amendment
proposed by the Senator from New York to the motion suggested by
the Senator from Vermont.
·
Mr. EDMUNDS. There is no objection to that. I accept it.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. The order will be so moilifi.ed; and
the question recurs on the order as so modified.
The order as modified was agreed to.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, now I move that the Senate sitting for this trial adjourn until the 27th instant, at half past twelve
o'clock afternoon.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment adjourned until April 27.
·

THURSDAY, April27, 1876.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The hour of twelve o'clock and
thirty minutes having arrived, the legislative and executive business of the Senate will be suspended and the Senate will now proceed,
pursuant to order, to the consideration of the articles of impeachment
exhibited by the House of Representatives against W. W. Belknap,
late Secretary of War. The Sergeant-at-Arms will make the opening
proclamation.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The respondent appeared with his counsel.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will inform the House
of Representatives that the Senate is now ready for the trial of the
impeachment and that provision haa been made for the accommodation of the managers and the House of Representatives in the Senate
Chamber.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I understand that the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. WADLEIGH] was not present when the oaths were administered and is now here.
The PRESIDENT pro te14tpore. The Secretary will call the names
of Senators who haYe not been sworn.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to call the names of the Senators who
have not been heretofore sworn,_and the President p1·o tem.pore administered the oath to Senator WADLEIGH.
Mr. WITHERS. l1r. President, I am instructed by my colleague
[Mr. JOHNSTON] to state that he is detained from his seat in the Senate by the serious indisposition of a member of his family.
At twelve o'clock and thirty-eight minutes p. m. the Sergeant-atArms announced the presence of the managers of the impeachment
on the part of the House of Representatives.
The PRESTI>ENT pro tmnp01·e. The Sergeant-at-Arms will conduct
the managers to the seats provided for them within the bar of the
Senate.
The managers were conducted to the seats provided for them

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The minutes of the proceedings of
the last trial-da.y will now be read.
The Secretary read the Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment of W. W. Belknap, of Wednesday, April19, 187'6.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will now read the
rejoinder submitted by W. W. Belknap to the replication of the House
of Representatives.
The Secretary read the rejoinder, as follows:
In the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment.
STArnS OF AMERICA}Upon articles of impeachment of the House
vs.
of Representatives of the United States of
WILLIAM W. B&LKNAP.
.A.menca, of high crimes and m:lildemeanors.
And t.he said William W. Bellrnap saitb that the replication of the House of Representatives first above pleaded to the said plea of him the said Belknap, and the
matters therein contained in manner and form !IS the same are above pleaded and
set forth, are not sufficient in law for the said House of Representatives to have or
maintain impeachment thereof against him, the said Belknap, and that he, the said
Belknap, is not bound by law to answer the same.
And this the said defendant is read.v to verify. Wherefore, by reason•b f the insufficiency of the aid replication in this behalf, he, the said .Belknap, J?rnys judgment if tbe said Houso of Representatives ought to have or maintain this impeacliment against him, &c.
WM. W. BELKNAP.
THE

U~"TIED

In the Senat-e of the United St:l.tos sitting as a court of impeachment.
THE UmTED STAT&S OF .AMERICA } Upon articles of impeachment of the House
vs.
of Represent'\tives of the United States of
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
.A.menca, of high crimes and misdemeanors.
And the said William W. Belknap, 1\8 to the second replication of the House of
Representatives of the United States, secondly above pleaded, saith that the said
House of Representatives ought not, by reason of anything in that replication alleged, to have or maintain the said impeachment against him, the said Belknap.
because he says that it is not true; as in that replication alleged, that be, the said
Belknap, was Secretary of War or the United States from anv time until and in·
eluding the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876, and of this he, the said Belknap, demands
trial according to law.

n.

And the said Belknap further saith, as to the said second replication of the House
of Representatives of tho Unit-ed States, secondly above pleaded, that the said
House of Repre, cntatives ought not, by rea on of anything in that re:plication alleged, to have or maintain the said impeachment against him, the aru.d Belknap
because he saith that it is not true, ns in tbat replication alleged, that he, the s:ud
Belknap, was Secretary of War until tbe said House of Representatives, by any
committee of the said Houso raised or instructed for that purpose, or having any
authmity from the House of Representatives in that behalf, had investigated the
official conduct of him, the said BelknaJ;>, as Secretary of War, in re{!ard to the
matters and things set forth as official miSconduct in the said articles of impeach·
ment; and of this he, the said .Belknap, demands trial Mcording to law.

m.
And the said BellrnaJ;>. as to t.he said second replica,tion of the sa.ifl Hou e of Representatives of the Umted States, secondly above pleaded, further saith that the
said House of Representatives ought not, by reason of anything in t.h at replication
alleged, to have or maintain the saitl impeachment against him, the saiu Belknap,
because he s.'l.ys that at the city of Washington, in the Distr•ct of Columbia, on the
2d day of March, .A. D. 1876, at ten o'clock and twenty minutes in the fortmoon of
that day, he, the said Belknap, resig-ned the office of Secretary of War1 by written
resignation under his band, addressed and deli>ered to the Pre iUent ot the United
States, and thePresidtmt of the United States then and there accepted the said resignation, by acceptance in writing under his band. thon and there indorsed upon the
said written resip1ation ; so that the said Belknap then and there cea1 ed to be Secretary of War of tbo United Stat~. amlsince that time ho. the said Belknap. bas
not been an officer of the United States. butha been a privat.ecitizen of the United
States and of the State of Iowa, as stated by said Belknap in his said plea. ; and that
at the time be, the said Belknap, resignPd a.s afore aid, and thl:' said r esignation
was accepted as aforesaid. the said House of R.epresentatives had not taken any
proceeding for the in;esti"ation or examination of any of the charges set forth in
the said articles of impeac'bment as official miscontluct of him, the said llelknap,
as Secreta1yof War; nor had the said House of Representatives raised any committee of the said House, nor directed, nor instructed any committee of the saicl
House to make inquiry or investiJration in that behalf.
And this the said Bellmap is ready to verify. Wherefore he prays jurlgmeut if the
said House of R.epresentatives ought to have or maintain the said impeachment
against him the said Belknap.
IV.
And the said Belk>Jap, as to the said second replication of the HouRe of Rcpr~
sentatives of the United States, secondly above pleaued, further saith tha.t the said
House of Representatives of the United States, by reason of anything in that repli·
cation alleged, ought not to have or maintain tho said impeachment against him tho
said Belknap, because he says that, when the said Hou e of Representatives took
the first proceeding in relation to the impeachment of him, the said Belknap, and
when the mlttter was first mentioned in the said House-that is, in the afternoon
of the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876--the said House of Representatives was fully advised and well knew that he, the aid llellmap, had before then resigt!ed the said oilice
of Secretary of War, by resignation in writing, under his hand addressed and de.
livered to the President of the United States, and that the President of the United
States had also before that time, as President as aforesaid. accepted the said written
resignation, by acceptance in writino-, si!!lletl by him and indorsed on the said writ;.
ten resignation, and that he, the said'Belbiap, was not then an officer of the United
States, as the facts were.
And this he, the said Belknap, is ready to verify. Wherefore be prays judgment
if the said House of Representatives ought to have or maintain the said impeachment against him, the said Belknap.

v.

And the said Belknap as to the said second replication of the House of Repre-

sentative.~ of tho United States, secondly abo;e pleaded, fm:ther saith that the said

House of Representatives of the United States, by rea on of anything in that rol>lication alleued, ought not to have or maintain the said impeachm£>nt against him,
the said B€iknap, because he says that, although true it is that a certain committee
of the said House, called the Committee on the Expenditures of the War Department, had been pretendin~ to make some in<:tnirY into or investigation of the matters and things set forth m said articles CJf rmpeachment as official mi conduct of
bim, the said Belknap, but without any auth01ity from or direction by tho House
of Representatives in that behalf, yet he, the said Belknap, says that said committee had notcomv.leted its said pretended invt'stigation, bnt wail engaged in the examination of witnesses, when said committee was informed that tlie F.aid Belknap
had resigned as Secretary of War, by resignation in writing, under his hand. ad-
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dressed and delivered to the President of the Unit-ed States, and that the President of the United States had accepted the said resignation by acceptance in writing, under his hand, indorsed upon the said written resignation ; that said committee received the said information during and before the completion of the said
_pretended investigation into the alleged facts in that behalf, to wit, at eleven
o'clock in the forenoon of the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876, and that thereupon the
said committee declared that they, the said committee, had no further duty to per·
form in the premises.
And this the said Belknap is ready to verify. Wherefore he prays judgment if
the said House of Representatives ought to have or maintain the said impeachment
against him, the said Belknap.

VL

And said Belknap aa to said second replication of the Honse of Representatives
of the United States, secondly above pleaded, further saith that the said House of
Representatives ought not, by anything in that replication alleged, to have or maintain said impeachment against him, sa~d Belknap, because he says that, although
true it is that he did resign his position as Secretary of War on the2d day of March,
A. D. 1876, at ten o'clock and twenty minutes in the forenoon of that day, at the
city of Washington in the District of Columbia, by a resignation in writing, under
his hand, addressed to and then and there delivered to the President of the United
States, and the President of the United States did then and there acce.~,>t- said resignation, by acceptance in writing, under his hand, then and there by him indorsed
upon said written resi~ation, nevEirtheless i.t is not true, as alleged in that rep,lication, that he, said Bel.K:Dap, resigned his said position with intent to "evade 'any
proceedings of said House of Representatives to impeach him, said Belknap; but~
on the contrary thereof, he avers the fact to be that a standing committee of said
Honse, known" as the Committee on the Expenditures of the War Department,
without any authority from or direction of said Honse of Representatives to examine, inquire, or investi~ate in regard to the matters and things set forth in said
articles as official misconduct of him, said Belknap, had examined one Marsh, and
he had made a statement to said committee, which said statement, if true, would
not support articles of impeachment against hi.ra, said Belknap, but which said
statement waa of such a character in respect to other persons, some of whom bad
been and one of whom was so nearly connected with him, said Belknap, by domestic ties as _greatly to afilict him, said Belknap, and make him willing to secure
the suppression of so much of sairl statement as affected such other persons at any
cost to himself, therefore he, said Belknap, proposed to said committee that, if said
committee would suppl"('SS that part of said st-atement which related to said other
persons, he, said Belknap, though contrary to the truth, would admit the receipt by
him, said Belknap, of all the moneys stated by said Marsh to have been received by
him from one Evans, mentioned in said statement, and paid over by said Marsh to
any other person or persons, but sa.id committee declined to accede to said proposition, and Hon. HIESTER CLYMER, chairman of said committee, then declared to said
Belknap that he, said CLnmR, should move in the said Honse of Representatives,
upon the statement of said Marsh, for the impeachment of him, said Belknap, unless
the said Belknap should resign his position as Secretary of War before noon of the
next day, to Wit, March the 2d, A. D. 1876; and, said BelknaJ? regarding this
statement of said CLYMER, chairman as aforesaid, as an intimation tbat he, said
Belknap, could, by thus resigning, avoid the afiliction inseparable from a protracted
trial in a forum which would attract the greatest degree of public attention and
the humiliation of availing himself of the defense disclosed in said statement itself
which would cast blame upon said other persons, he yielded to the suggestion made
by said CLYMER, chairman as aforesaid, believing that the same was made in good
faith by the said CLYMER, chairman as aforesaid, and that he, said Belknap, would,
by resigning his position as Secretary of War, secure the speedy dismissal of said
statement fi'om the public mind, which said statement, thou~h it involved no criminality on his part, was deeply painful to his feelings, and did resi~ his sa~ position as Secretary of War, as hereinbefore stated, at ten o'clock and twenty minutes
in the fOt'6DOOn of the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876; and at eleven o'clock in the
forenoon of the day and :vear fast aforesaid he, said Belknap, caused said committee
to be notified of his saia resignation and of the acceptance thereof by the President of the United States as aforesaid; all of which was in pursuance and in consequence of the said suggestion so made by: said CLYMER; and thereupon said committee declared that they, the said comnnttee, had no further duty t~ perform in
the premises. An(lhe, said Belknap, submits that, while said Honse of Representa.
tives claims that said CLnmu was acting on its behalf in said pretended examination of said Marsh, said Honse ought, in honor and in Jaw, to be estopped to deny
that said CLYMRR Will also acting on behalf of said Honse in suggesting the resignation of him, said Belknap, as aforesaid, and ought not to be heard to complain of
a resirnation thus induced.
And' this he, the said Belknap, is ready to verify. Wherefore he prays judgment
if the said House of Representatives ought to have or maintain the impeachment
against him, the said Belknap.
·
WM. W. BELKNAP.

in said several rejoin deY'S to said second replication contained, or either of them,
wltich denies or traverses the acts and intents charged against said defendant in
said second replication, and they re-affirm the truth of the matwrs stated therein;
and this the said House of Representatives pray may be inquired of by the Senate
sitting as a court of impeachment.
Wherefore the said Honse of R-epresentatives, in the name of themselves and of
all the people of the United States, pray judgment thereon according to law.
MICHAEL C.lrERR,
SpeaJ.:er of the House of R.eprtsentativea.
GEO. M. ADAMS,
Olerk of the House of Representatives.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The surrejoinder will be considered
ns duly filed also. The Senate sitting for the trial is now ready to
hear tile parties.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I am directed on the part of
the managers to make a statement to this court and to request the
entry of an order which I will presently send to the Secretary to be
read. The respondent has not answered the charges contained in the
articles of impeachment.
The pleadings now :filed relate only to the question of jurisdiction
of the Senate, tendering issues of fact :1nd raising a question of law.
The managers deem it the proper mode, and suppose it will be most
desirable to the defendant and most convenient to the Senate, to have
the evidence given bearing on the question of jurisdiction before the
arguments shall be presented on that question; and, therefore, they
move that an order be entered which they send to the Secretary to
be read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The proposed order will be read.
The Secretary read as follows :
In the Senate of the United States sitting "as a court of impeachment.
THE U~HTED STATES OF AMERICA}
tl8.

WILLIAM W.

BELKNAP.

On motion of the managers,

Ordered, That the evidence on the questions pertaining to the plea to the jnrisdiction of this court be given before the argument~ relating thereto are heard, and
if such plea is overruled that the defendant be required to answer the articl61! of
impeachment within two days, and the House of Representatives to reply if they
deem it necessary within two days; and that the trial proceed on the next day after
the joining of issue.

Mr. Manager LORD. With the permission of the court, Mr. President, I will give the following reasons why we think this order should
be entered:
All of the issues of law and fact relate to the question of jurisdiction. It is but a single question, npon which the Senate can make
but one decision, and the facts pertaining thereto should be proved
before the arguments, so that the questions of law and of fact may
be considered and decided at the same time. This is the course in all
legal tribunals in which questions of law and fact are decided by the
same judge or judges.
Now let me refer to some authorities on this point:
In cases where the jury are to decide on both the law and the fact, a general verdict may be rendered on the whole matter. (Starkie's Law of Libel, page 203.)

In the case of Baylis vs. Laurance, 11 Adolphus and Ellis, 920, referred to by Starkie on the same page, it was held that the law was
the same in regard to both civil and criminal cases.
The same author, page 580, states:
A jury sworn to try the issue may give the general verdict of guilty or not gniltv
upon the whole matter put in issue, * * * and shall not be required or difecten
by the court or judge • * * to find the defendant or defendants guilty merely
on the proof of the publication.

When by the Constitution the sole power to try impeachments was
conferred npon the Senate without any direction aa to the mode of
procedure, it must have been intended that the rules governing the
Honse of Lords when sitting as a court of impeachment, so far as
applicable, should control the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment.
In the Sena.te of the United St.:ttes sitting as a court of impeachment.
Mr. Erskine, before the Court of Kin~s Bench, in the case of the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
vs
By the House of Representatives of the Urut.ed Dean of Asaph, in regard to the abolitiOn of tbe king's court and
the distribution of its powers, says :
WILLIAM w·. BELKNAP.
States, April 25, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. This rejoinder will be considered
duly filed, if there be no objection. The Secretary will now read
the surrejoinder of the House of Representatives to the rejoinder of
William W. Belknap.
The Secretary read as follows :
THE

l

.

.

The House of Representatives of the Unit-ed States, in tbe name of themselves
and of all the :people of the United States, say that the said first replication to the
pie~ of t~e satd Willi!lJll W. Belknap · to the ~cles .of impeachment exhibited
agamst him as aforesrud, and the matters therem contained, in manner and form as
the same are above set forth and stated, are Ruffieient in law for the said House of
~pres~n~-atives to have and maintain the said art!cl~s of impeachment against the
satd W1lham W. Belknap, and that the Senate Sltting as a court of impeachment
has jnp.sdiction to hear, "t:Y· and determine the same; and the House of Representatives are ready to venty and prove the same, a.s the Senate sitting as a court
of impeachment shall direct and award: Wherefore, inasmuch as the said William
W. Belknap hath not answered the said articles of impeachment or in any m:mner
denied the same, the said Honse of Representatives, for themselves and for all the
people of the United States, pra.y judgment thereon according to law.

The barons preserved that supreme superintendin~ jurisdiction which never belonged to the justices, but to themselves only~ the }ttrors in the king' a court.

And in a note to his argument found in Goodrich's British Eloquence, page 659, it is said:
During a trial before the Honse of Peers every peer preeent on the trial has always been judge both of the law and the fact; hence no special verdict can be
given on the trful of a peer.

Bouvier, in his Law Dictionary, volnme 2, page 540, says:
A special verdict is one by which the facts of the case are put on the record and
the law is submitted to the judges.

See also Ba-con's Abridgment, Verdict, D, A.

II.

A special finding or verdict is therefore only necessary when the
And the said House of Representatives as to tho first and second subdivisions of
the rejoinder to the secon~ repli~atiou of. the House of Representatives to the plea questions of fact are found in one tribunal and the law is applied by
of the defe~dant to ~e srud articles of .lmpeac.hment. wherein the said defendant another.
demands tnal accordmg to law, the srud House of Representatives in behalf of
But there is a direct authority on this question from a court of imthemselves and all the people of the United States do the like· and to the third
fo~tb. fifth, an~ si~th subdivisions of the rejoinder of the slrid defendant to th~ peachment only second in dignity to this high tribunal. The court
srud seco!ld replicatioJ?-, they say that the said .tfouse of Representatives by reason of impeachment of the State of New York is composed of the presiof anythmg by the s:ud defendant in the last-named sub<li-visions of said rejoinder dent of the senate, who is the lieutenant-governor, of the senators,
above alleged, ought not t.o be barred from having and maintaining the said articles of impeachment against the said defendant, because they say that, reserving and of the jndges of t-he court of appeals. In the case of the People
~ themselves.a~l advanta~e of exceptil!n t.o the insufficiency of the said subdiTis- of the State of New York against George G. Barnard, then one of the
rons of said reJomderto Erud second replication, they deny each and every averment. justices of the supreme court, (see volume 1, pages 106-108,) there-
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spondent interposed a plea to the jurisdiction on the ground that the
articles of impeachment were not adopted by the assembly by a vote
of the majority of all the members elected thereto, as required by the
constitution. A replication to the plea was filecl that the assembly
did impeach the respondent by a vote of a majority of all the members elected thereto. Witnesses were then examined in regard to this
question on both sides; counsel were heard for the respondent in support of the plea, and for tho prosecution in opposition; after which
the president stated that the question before the court was whethm·
the plea of the respondent should be sustained; Upon the decision
not to sustain the plea replications were filed, and the trial on the
merits proceeded.
This precedent sustains the motion in thi8 case more fully for the
reason that the respondent in that case more than a month before he
interposed the plea to the jurisdiction had pleadecl to the merits by
filing a general answer denyin~ each and every allegation in the
article of impeachment ; but discovering a month afterward, as he
thought, that tbe articles of impeachment had not been properly
pre en ted, on the ground that a majority of the members elected to
the a embly had not concurred therein, he put in a ploa to the jurisdiction, and the proceedings were had which I have already stated.
Therefore we submit to this honorable court that the managers by
asking the entry of this order have suggested the proper method of
trial.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. :Mr. President, I suppose it will be necessary
some time in the course of these proceedings to close the issues of fact
on this plea to the juriscliction, a.nd we may as well do it now. I
therefo1·e offer, to be filed, the sintiliter, which will close the issues of
fact, and ask to have it read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the pa-per.
The Secretary read as follows:
In the Senate of the United States sitting M a court of impeachment.
THE U~TIED STATES o:F AMErucAl Upon articles of impeachment of the House

t:s.
of Representatives of the United States of
WILLIAM W . .BELKNAP.
A.menca of high crimes and misdeme:mors.
And the said Belknap, as to the sunejoinders of said House of Representatives
to the third, fourth. fifth, and sixth rejoinders of the aid Belknap to the second replication of said House of Representatives above pleaded, whereof said House of
Representatives have demanded trial, the said Belh'I!ap doth the like.
·
WILLIAM W . .BE~AP.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this sim,iliter be filed f The
Chair hears no objection.
:Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I a.m very happy indeed tofind
my elf supported by the honorable House of Representatives through
their managers in what has been for years with me a favorite doctrine, tha,t in all criminal cases the jury were judges of law as well
as of fact. I have contende.d for that strenuously for many years in
the courts of law, but, I am bound to confess, without success in a
single instance.
Before, however, proceeding to the discussion of the order which
haB been offered by the House of Representatives as well for the regulation of their side of this caBe as of ours, we wish to make a motion
in the caBe, which, if granted, will supersede the present adoption of
the order aBked for by the managers.
Considering the importance of this case and the circumstances
which surround us at present, we have concluded to ask the Senate
for an adjournment of the further hearing and tiial of this matter
until the first Monday of December next. 'Ve regard this as a very important motion, and we desire to be heard upon it somewhat at length;
and we therefore ask that, if the motion should be objected to on the
pru:t of the man:J,gers, the twentieth rule of this court may be suspended for the purpose of the argument of this question, or the time
therein fixed (which is one hour on a side) may be enlarged so as to
enable us to present this question fully to the court. I think the
court may rely on the counsel for the defendant not wantonly wasting its time. But the matter, in our opinion, is so important that we
desire in justice to our client to present it fully to the Senate; and
we therefore ask that on the hearing of this motion the time fixed by
that rule may be enlarged so as to enable us fully to submit the argument upon our side of the application.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, the managers object to the
postponement requested or to the entry of the order.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then, Mr. President, we ask for an order enlarging the time, under the twentieth rule, for the argument of this
motion.
1\Ir. CONKLING. I inquire whether the motion of the counsel
specified any enlarged time or waB merely in geneml that an enlargement be given.
Mr. CARPENTER. It did not specify the time; but I would suggest two hours on a side.
The PRESIDENT pro tt:mpore. . The managers on the part of the
House of Representatives have submitted to Senators for their decision the order which has been read in their hearing. Is the Senate
ready for the question f
Mr. EDl\fUNDS. Mr. President, I think the fu-st question is on the
application of the counsel for the respondent.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That is not in the form of an amendment. Each proposition stands of itself and should be put in the order of submission.
Mr. EDMUNDS. But it is a counter-motion, may it please your
honor, to postpone the whole question until the first Monday of De-

cember. They desire to be heard upon that, and ask that the Senate
enlarge the time to two ~ours. I think that is the fir t question.
The PRESIDE~T pro tempore. The Chair will put the question
if desired v.pon enlarging the time, under ~ule 20, .for that purpose.
.Mr. THURMAN. I suggest, so a to a.v01d turmng everybody out,
that the Senn.te retire to the reception-room provided for the purpose.
1\Ir. Manager LORD. Will the Senate allow me one moment, Mr.
President 7 The managers desire me more specifically to object to
the postponement of the trial or to the enlargement of the time.
?t!r. THURMAN. I understand the motion made on bebalf of the
defendant is to extend the rule so as to allow two hours' argumer.t
on the motion made by counsel.
Mr. CARPENTER. Two hours on each side.
Mr. THURMAN. On the motion to continue!
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. THURMAN. I think we had better retire to consider that, and
also the order offered by the managers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Ohio moves that
the Senate retire for deliberation.
1\Ir. CONKLING. Allow me to ask a question for information,
which I believe is in order. Am I right in supposing that, if the mlltion made by counsel for the respondent shall prevail, the effect will
be that two hours on each side may be devoted to discus ·in(J' tho motion to postpone, in place of one hour; in other words, that the entire time given to the cohsidemtion of this motion may be four homs
in plnce of two hours, as it could be now nnuer the rule f
The PRESIDENT pro ttJrnpore. So the Chair underst.ands-two
hours on each side.
Mr. CpNKLING. Then if it is in order I say that I hope the Sonate will not retire to consider that mere question.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The motion is not debat.abJe. The
Senator from Ohio moves that the Senate retire for deliberation.
The motion was not agreed to.
The PRESIDE~"'T pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
the counsel, Mr. Carpenter, that the time fixed by the twentieth rn.le
be extended to two hours on each side, instead of one.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylv'\nia. I hope we shall divide on that
question.
Mr. SHERMAN. I renew the motion of my collea~me that the Senate retire for delibemtion. It is not debatable, but I hope the Senate
will retire for deliberation.
Mr. CONKLING. Is tha.t motion in order after it has been voted
downf
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Tho Senate has rufused to retire, and
tbe motion is not in order.
~!r. SARGENT. I ask for the yeas and nays on tho motion to extend the time.
The yeaB and nays were ordered.
Mr. BAYARD. I desire that this question should be stated with
more precision than I think it was by the Chnir in last putting it to
tho Sen:tte. Tho motion of one of the counsel for the respondent in
this case was for a suspension of the twentieth rule. The question as
put by the Chair, according to my understanding, was that there
should be an enlargement of the time from one hour under the present rulo to two hours on each side; but I think it should, if passed
upon by tho Sena.te, be restricted to the present motion now made on
behalf of tho respondent, and not become an alteration of the rule
and applicable to tho discussion of all questions which may arise
during this hearing. We had better understand whether this motion
is to ho restricted to the hearing of the present motion of the defendant, or whether this increase of time is to be extended to all interlocutory motions during the trial of this impeachment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Chair understands that the motion of the connsel, Mr. Carpenter, waB to modify this rule, so far
aB this motion is concerned, so as to enlarge the time to four hours,
two hours on each side, instead of, as the rule read.'31 one hour on each
side.
·
Mr. CONKLING. For this one motion:
Mr. ED~fUNDS. I know debate is entirely out of order, but I ask
unanimous consent to say one word. The twentieth rule provides for
this very case ; tho time allowed is one hour on each side unless the
Senate shall by order extend the time. The substance of the application is that the time be extended Lo two hours under the rule, and
not in suspension of it. The counsel cannot move to suspend the rules
of the Senate.
Mr. CARPENTER. The motion as made is for the enlargement of
time under Rule 20 to enable us to argue the question. We suggest
two hours on each side.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempqre . . The question is, \Vill the Senate
enlarge the time to two hours instead of one f on which the yeas
and nays have been ordered. The roll will now be called on that question.
. The question being taken by yea-s and nays, resulted-yeas 48, nays
13 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs . .Allison, Anthony, Bayard, Bogy, Boutwell, Burnside, Cameron of
Wisconsin, Caperton, Cockrell, Conkling1 Conover, Cooper, Cragin, Davis, Da.wc ,
Dennis, Edmuncls, l!'relinghuys~n. Hariiilton, Hamlin, Harvey, IngallH, .Tones of
Florida, .Tones of Nevada, Kelly, Logan, McCreery, McDonald, McMillan, Maxey,
Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Norwood, Oglesby, Paildock, Patterson, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Saulsbury, Sharon, Spencer, Wadleigh, West, Whyte, and Windom-4a.
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NA.YS--Messl"!!. Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Christiancy, Eaton, Hitchcock,
Howe, Ke.y, Merrimon, Sargent, Sherman. Stevenson, Thurman, and Withers-;13.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Bruce, Clayton, Dorsey, English, Ferry, Goldthw:ute,
Gordon. Kernan. Wallace, and Wright-10.

)

The PRESIDEN'T p1·o ternpore. The Senate orders the extension of
time to two hours on each side.
Mr. Manager LORD. :Mr. President, in behalf of the managers, I
would inquire whether this application is to be supported by any affidavits. I do not understand that in any court it is proper to postpone merely on the ipse di-Xit of counsel. I suppose that any postponement whatever should be supported by affidavits when the order
has been made that the trial proceed to-day. Therefore, I inquire
whether the order asked for is to be supported by affidavits T If not,
I desire to raise that point of order in the case.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President, we have no affidavits. We mean to
submit the question on the considerations which we shall address to
the Senate. Shall I proceed, Mr. President Y
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel will proceecl. The Senate
will please give attention.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senai;ors, the grounds on which
the counsel for the defendant in this ca.Be feel compelled to a.Bk the
postponement of this trial are those which will address tht'mselves
to the Senate as a body taking notice of the history of the times.
The first ground upon which we ask this continuance is because of
the advanced period of the session, and the limited time which we
can therefore be allowed to prepare for this inquiry. It is impossible,
I think, for counsel in the time to which the session in its usual course
will extend, to do justice to the great question involved in this inquiry. At the threshold you are met by a fundamental constitutional
question, the question whether a private citizen is subject toQ be impeached. We, as the counsel of the accused, have not had the opportunity to investigate that subject as it ought to be investigated, by
going to original sources of information upon a matter so grave,
and we cannot have that time at this season of the session of the Senate. It would be unjust to this body, it would be unjust to the people of the United States, for us to go into the consideration of so grave
an inquiry at this peri: d of the session, with the limited time which
you can afford us to prepare for it.
The second ground upon which we place this application for a continuance is, that in the articles and in the presentation which is made
here by the managers on the part of the House of Representatives,
they ask the liberty to furnish additional articles; and it is a fact of
whlch this body will take notice, as one of the matters of current
history, that the committee which present.ed the charges already presented is proceeding day by day with inquiries to lay the basis for
additional articles. From the other end of the Capitol and from the
committee in which these inquiries are proceeding we have an outpouring day by day, through the public press, of t-estimony to prejudice the public mind and this body against the party accused. Are
we to have impeachment in broken closesT Is it fair and ju t that
while you are here deliberating upon these articles, the public mind
and this body should ue affected by incrimipations which we have no
opportunity to answerf We do not object to that proceeding; we
want it to go on; we want this continuation for such an examination to proceed. We want it to go on all summer; and we want
everything which can be found and investigated throughout the
official life of the accused to be examined in detail and with scrutiny
by this committee. If there is any additional charge to be presented,
we want an opportunity to meet it squarely, and not to feel the effect
indirectly in this trial of having the sluices of calumny opened and
pouring in upon us with respect to other matters with no opportunity
of defense. I see in the averted countenances of this Senate to the
accused that these daily outpourings from the committee-room have
affected the minds of Senat.ors toward him before they h:\ve heard a
syllable of testimony against him.
When this committee shall have closed its examinations, we shall
have either the confession that there is nothing moro to add to the
charges pending h~re, or, if we have the results of the innstigations
spread before us in the shape of specific charges, we shall be ready
to meet them. In case no more charges are presented here after this
investigation, and we are confident it will come to that, we shall have
the confession before this body and the country that this man's official
life has been ransacked by those now in charge of his Department,
who look upon him with no kindly eye, and that there is naught
against him except what is embodied in the articles now presented
to the Senate. How differently will he then stand here, a man who
won his station in the counsels of the President not by manipulating
the primaries nor by contributions or material aid in the election, bnt
by gallantry on the field of battle I For this he was raised to his
po ition by the President of the United States. When such a man as
that is accused before this body upon the ·e articles, and this calnmnymiJl is stopped, and he appears before you to answer the specific allegations which are now here with a confession that after the closest
scrutiny of his official life nothing else can be alleged against him,
this Senate will be very slow to believe on the evidence of a confessed accomplice that be is guilty of the baseness of which he is
accused.
But, finally, I appeal to the Senate to postpone the consideration of
this question for a. third and still stronger reason than any I have
submitted; and thut is, thut from the nature of the charge it.self anu
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the circumstances under which it is presented the fair consideration
of questions involved in the case will be embarrassed by the political
contest now in progress. How can it be otherwise when the trial is
to take place before a body consisting of the most active partisans of
both parties, one of which seeks to cast the odium heaped upon the
defendant upon the other party J That other party, enraged at the
imputation, 8eeks to repel it by surpa.ssing its rival in the severity of
its dealing with the oftimder.
It is no disrespect to this body to ca,ll its attention to these facts.
It would be a want of respect to it to shrink from speaking the truth
for fear of giving offense, even though the object should be to show
that the circumstanct=~s are such as to incapacitate it at this time
from giving that fair and judicial consideration to the constitutional
question involved in this case which its importance requires.
Every lawyer knows who practices befpre the Supreme Court of the
United States that that court, though removed from all participation
in political affairs, avoids giving itsjudgment on quest.ions which affect the party politics of the day while the elections are pending. I
may mention to the Senate the Dred Scott case, which was argued
elaborately before the Supreme Court of the United States in the
winter of lt;SS; but that body refused to mix itself in the politics of
the day by deciding that question in anticipation of the election that
occurred in 1856, and laid it over until the ~lection had passed, that
it might not be said that its decision was influenced by partisanship.
If such a course was thought proper by a tribunal so much further
removed from partisanship than this body, to secure itself in dealing
with great constitutional questions free from party influences, it certainly would not be unbecoming in this body, whose members are all
actively engaged on one or the other side in the great battle now going on, to imitate the court in guarding itself from such influence
when called upon to establish a. precedent restricting the power to
impeach a private citizen.
Every Senator can recall many instances where the ablest, the most
honest, and the most impartial men have been induced by influences,
similar to those which now surround them, to commit the grossest injustice. But I will call your attention to afewfacts that have occurred
in the history of this case, from the official records, to show this body
how the ablest, the purest, and the firmest men have overruled their
own deliberate judgment and disregarded their avowed convictions.
The Senate will take notice from the official record that these
charges were investi~ated one day only in the committee, one witness only being exammed, that the committee reported the next day
to the House, that the previous question was called, and this impeachment put through without debate substantially. One or two of the
members of the House, consisting in great part of learnedla,wyers,
protested against the manner in which this business was conducted,
and ventured to call attention to the fact that the commentators on
the Constitution of the highest repute held that there was no jurisdiction in such a case as this. One of these was one of the managers
here now prosecuting this ca.se. He said on that occasion:
Now, Judge Story, after full discussion, lays down the doctrine that it cannot be
done. In England any citizen can be impeached, ancl therefore the English case of
Warren Hastings does not apply. In America no man can be impeached but a
civil officer, and when he ceases to be a civil officer he ceases to be within the lit.
eral construction of the Constitution.

And yet, notwithstanding tills emphatic protest, that able, resolute,
and honest man was so overborne that he actually voted against the
opinion which he had been bold enough for a moment to proclaim, and
no one was found bold enough to withstand the tide, and impeachment was voted unanimously. It was a party necessity. Each party
must clearitself from all suspicion of complicity with corruption, and
hence it would not do to let even the Constitution stand in the way .
of prosecuting corruption by impeachment, when it was once proposed in the present morbid state of the public mind.
What harm can result from the postponement we request f No
public exigency requires that this proceeding should be forced on at
this time. The defendant is not in office; he "has done the State
some service," and is at least entitled to a fair trial.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, if the counsel making this application have finished their opening, I move that the Senate withdraw
for consult.ation.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Have the cotmsel closed their
opening¥
1\Ir. BLACK. Mr. President, the counsel have not closed their argument. We supposed that one of the managers on the part of the
House of Representatives would now proceed with the argument on
their side and that the counsel would follow and close by either 1\Ir.
Carpenter or myself.
l\1r. ED~fUNDS. Mr. President, I repeat that, if the counsel for
tho respondent have finished their opening of the application, I move
that the Senate withdraw for consultation. If counsel have not finished their opening of the application, of course I do not make the
motion.
·
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair put that question, ancl
counsel will plea o state to the Chair whether they have closed their
opening, so that the Chair can communicate the fact to t.be Senate.
:i\1r. BLAC .:. Well, we have not clo.,ed our opening. We ha.ve not
closed tho argument which wo desire to submit to the Senate before
thero is any deliberation upon the subject; but we expected· one of
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the gentleman on the part of the House of Repre~entatives to proceed and state the objections they have to this motion.
~11:. President, if it be the pleasure of the court that we proceed without waiting to hear anything from the other side, we shall go on; otherwise we suppose that the arrangement made between us and the managers will be carried out, and that one of them will now address the
court.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I will say that this arrangement to which the counsel refers is of course one entirely within the
control of the Senate, and under the suggestion made we do not feel
at liberty to proceed until the open in~ on the other side is completed.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President and ~enators, since it seems to be
your order, I will state somewhat more fully the ground upon which
this motion bases itself; and I will give some of my reasons for believing that it ought to meet with no opposition from any quarter.
The managers and memoers of the Hoose of Representatives, moved
by considerations which they think right and proper, are bent upon
the destruction of the citizen at the bar. To that end they have
dra~ged him here and demand his conviction of high crimes and
misdemeanors before a body whose general functions, Iike their own,
are purely political. You have put on your judicial robes for the
purposes of this particular case ; and when this occa{;ion is once overpas ed, you will lay them aside as suddenly as you put them on. They
have therefore good reason to suppose that here they will meet with
all possible sympathy. The demand they make is spoken with a
voice pot-ential, for it is backed by your constituents as well as their
own; that is to say, by the whole body of the American people.
When they say, as they do in their articles of impeachment, that they
impeach him in the name of the whole people, they are using no
mere formal solemnity, but they are averring a literal fact that is
well known to be true.
In these circumstances the duty of the accused is plain enough. It
requires him to be, to do, and to suffer whatever you in your wisdom
may decree. But duties like that are always reciprocal. If he owes
obedience to the laws of his country, the country owes him a fair
trial. Wben I say a fair trial, I do not mean merely an honest trial,
for that he will be sureto get, whether he gets itt,o-day orto-morrow
or at some other time; I mean a trial free from all disturbing influences, where everything for him and against him will be weighed
with scrupulous accuracy in scales perfectly poised, from which even
the dust of the balance will be blown away as carefully as possible.
This case has its intrinsic difficulties, such as the judges of the highC<lst courts might be unwilling to cope with in the face of an adverse
public opinion.
At the very threshold of the case you encounter a grave question
of constitutional law; new, doubtful, difficult, it must be admitted,
because there is great conflict of opinion about it among those who
ought to understand it best.
On the part of the manngers, doubtless, there will be powerful arguments in favor of the jurisdiction which they have invoked. I do not
mean that they will use mere declamation" to split the ears of the
groundlings," but strong, weighty,impressivearguments,:fit to beaddressed to the understanding and conscience of this the most dignified
body in the world. On the other hand, I might say that it will be
met by us with a demonstration as clear as the light of the sun at
noonday. But I do not say so, because I am admonished that he" that
girdeth on his harness" must not " boast himself as he that putt~th
it off."
It is a. matter of transcendent importance to you, to the public, to
t.his party, to hundreds of other parties who sooner or later may be
in the same situation that this point should be decided exactly right.
If you take a jurisdiction which does not belong to _you it is a most
alarming usurpation of rmdelegated power. If you have the jurisdiction and refuse to exercise it, it is a gross dereliction of your duty.
Of course you can steer your vessel between Scylla and Charybdis
with perfect safety if you have calm weather to do it in, but that is
a kind of navigation which certainly ought not to be undertaken in
the midst of a storm.
After you have reached the conclusion, if you ever do reach it, that
you have jurisdiction, then will come the investigation of the merits.
Remember, to begin with, that he is innocent. I have a right to say
this here and now for the purposes of the present motion. If I had
the voice of a thousand trumpets I could not speak it more loudly
than I have a right to speak it, because, in the first place, that is the
presumption of law; and, secondly, I haYe not seen any legal, sufficient, or satisfactory evidence of his guilt. Neither have yon.
Standing, then, before you in that attitude, as an innocent man accused of an infamous offense, he demands a rigid scrutiny of the evidence against him and a patient hearing of his answer. I am far
from saying that the mana~ers will not make out a most formidable
case. They have not come here with a mere empty accusation ~hich
we can afford to despise. They have not made this assault upon the
accused without weapons in their hands which they think will fatally
wound him. No Quaker-guns are mounted upon their battery. The
artillery leveled upon us is loaded to the muzzle With what kind of
ammunition I am not sure that I know just yet. But every fact and
circnmsta,nce, moral or material, which they are able to produce will
be met by a clear and simple though it may be an elaborate explanation. The answer will be satisfactory when it comes, but it is inexpret-si llly painful to produce H. Rather than bring his real defense

before the public, my unfortunate client would suffe-r anything except
the total loss of his reputation. But he ha-s earned a good name by a
life-time of well-doing. It is the immediate jewel of his sonl, and, like
every gentleman who is properly constituted, be dreads the loss of it
a thousand times more than death. The Hoose took him at a horrible disadvantage. If that Committee on War Expenditures, which
has pursued him with such remorseless activity, had taken him ont
and shot him in the public squaro it would have been a vi itation of
mercy in comparison with what they did do. If they are his mortal
enemies, (which I do not believe they are,) let them rejoice, for tho
day of his calamity is come. He has already suffered as much torture
as human nature is able to bear.
Is this a case to be tried before a political body in the midst of a
presidential election' Why, the stump and the newspaper will take
the jurisdiction out of your hands in spite of all you can do. Conventions and caucuses will make thf}ir own decrees in the cause and
demand their affirmance here. The tempest of passion, which already
frights the nation from its propriety, is rising higher ancl higher
every day, and the thunders of popular condemnation which break
over ns become louder and louder at every burst. The wrath of the
country waxes hotter as it burns, and it threatens not only to consume
the accused but to scorch and blister every one who stands up to give
him aid and comfort in his adversity.
Can you give him the fair, impartial, and unprejudiced trial to
which he is entitled' I answer, yes. lt is possible to free your elves
from all these disturbing influences. You can disregard all political
consiuerations and trample the passions of the hour under your feet.
You can rise to the loftiest height of judicial virtue and look down
with contempt upon the stream of prejudice as it rushes along below
you. You can throw away the chances of your friends for that high
office which makes ambition virtue. You can dismiss from yonr hearts
the natural love which all public men have for the pride, pomp, and
circumstance of political domination over a great country. You cau
defy the criticism of your own const.ituents aud all their power. You
can look in the omnipotent face of the whole people, and tell them
that their evil is not good, a ba.r dship upon ron to require that you
should. There is no man here, I think, who does not intend to do all
this and more. Every Senator believes that he, for his own part, will
come up to that heroical standard of judicial virtue. But is there a
man among you who believes that the others can do it f
Mr. President and Senators, if we had but one party against us, we
could stand it well enough; if one were hostile and the other neutraL
This is a case in which all parties, who agree with one another in
nothing else, unite in a chorus of execration against a ingle incHvidual. The democracy, as soon as the accusation was made, remembering its traditional love of everything that is pure and good in government and acting upon its profound hatred for all manner of corruption, broke out into a loud explosion of anger the moment they
heard the accusation, without stopping to consider whether it wa8
exactly true or not. The general shout which they sent up shook the
whole cot~n"?'J fr?m sea to sea, and completely stampeue<l the party of
the AdmmiStratwn. Everywhere they broke from their corrals,
snapped their halters, and went wild in scattered confusion. Some
rather heavy stock that had never raised a trot before went over the
plains on a furious gallop. [Laughter.]
The PRESIDENT pt·o tempot·e. The Chair will here remind those
occupying the floor as well as those in the galleries that applause is
entirely out of order.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President and Senators, there is an institution
among us called the Department of Justice. On its seal is the legend,
Q1ti p1·o dornine just-itia sequiht?'. It is headed just now by a ~entleman
renowned for his legal learning and for his love of everytbrng that is
just and right. It is his special business to bold the executive head
level on subjects of this kind. He heard that his friend, brother, and
colleague was accused by a committee-not proved to be guilty, but
simply accused. Did ho throw the broad regis of the Constitution
and the laws over him to protect him and shield him and save him Y
No. He resolved on the in tant that he would bn~ with an indignation as fierce as the most virtuous of democrats.
Without warrant, without process of any kind,'without an oath,
without proof of probable cause, he surrounded him with a body of
armed policemen, filled his house with them, put them at the front door,
at the back door, in hall, parlor, and kitchen. If you had seen him
in that condition you might have supposed him to be the fallen minister of some Turkish despot surrounded ·by the janizaries of the
Sult:m and waiting quietly for the bowsning.
When a lawless outrage like this can be perpetrated by the Department of Justice; when the Attorney-General, the special guardian of
the law, can be lift-ed from his feet and carried away by the tide of
prejudice, have we not reason to distrust the fairness of politicians in
general!
Mr. President, I would make this same appeal for continuance to
any court of justice. This is no unjudicial call upon your di!;cretiou.
It does not imply any imputation upon you
If the judges of the ordinary courts would listen to such a proposition as this, foomled as it is upon the facts which have been mentioned, how much more necessary is it that a political or legislati.ve
body should be careful how it exercises its power in a case like the
present at a time so unpropitiousf
Judges suppose themselves to live in an atmosphere above the
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reach of public clamor; but the door of a legislative hall cannot be
closed upon those influences. Legislators regard it as a virtue to
represent their constituents truly, and to gratify them as much as
po sible. Look at the judicial acts of the English Parliament. The
history of impeachments and of bills of pains and penalties, and bills
of attainder, which for a long time came in place of impeachments,
is the history of the shame and the misfortune of that country.
Three-fourths of the judgments, nearly all of them, given in times
of political excitement, were reversed by the body that pronounced
them.
·
You know, as everybody knows, that the truest and best men that
ever lived have fallen under such proceedings as these. Some of
those judgments stand yet to disgrace the age in which they were
pronounced. Take, for instance, the case of Floyd in the reign of
James I. He was a gentleman, but poor enough to be imprisoned for
debt. He made some flippant expression concerning the ElectorPalatine. It excited the intense indignation of divers persons who
heard it, and the excitement spread from one to another until at last
he was dragged before Parliament. They had no jurisdiction to punish him. His offense was below the competence of a common coprt;
it was no offense at all; it was a mere slighting expression that' did
no harm and was not intended to harm any human being; but in
order to gratify the rage of the populace the two houses of Parliament
agreed between them that he should be punished thus : He should
be compelled to ride on horseback through the principal thoroughfares of London on two different days without a saddle, with his
face to the horse's tail and with the tail in his hand; that on his return from each of the e journeys he should stand in the pillory for
two hours to be pelted by the mob; that he should be whipped upon
his bare back; that he should be branded in the forehead with the
letter K, and finally he should be kept in Newgate prison for the
whole of his natural life.
That was not done by a set of barbarians. The greatest of that time
runong them the wisest men of any time, were members of the Parliament that inflicted this outrage upon humanity. Amon~ others was
Coke, the father of the common law; and he was earned away by
the passion of the multitude in the wickedness.
We have had some cases in this country, not ca>Ses in which anything like this which I have recited as having been done there was
perpetrated; but here in 1839, or thereabouts, a Mr. Swartwout was
charged with being a defaulter to the amount of 1,300,000. He was
not; he bad never spent or appropriated to his own use any dollar of
the public money; but his papers were in a state of utter confusion;
he was not able to prove his innocence, anu so he ran away incontinently. Everybody believed him to be guilty, including both political parties. Suppose he bad been tried before the great men who
were members of this body in 1840 in the midst of that exciting presidential election, what earthly chance would he have had of escape 7
It would have been impossible.
There are other instances which I need not enumerate of strong delusions. Everybody threatens to be excessively angry unless something be done with the gentleman who is now at this bar, and especia1ly our friends in the House of Representatives will be very much
excited by any disappointment.
Just at this time the United States-are nearly in the condition of
one of the Roman cities about the beginning of the second century.
The public authorities bad sent off to Africa and at very considerable
expense they had secured and brought home a lion of great strength
and ferocity. Great pleasure, gratification to the people was expected
if they could only get a man for the lion, but it seemed for a. while
a~ if 1Jlere might be some disappointment about that. On the eve
of the day when the games were to begin somebody caught a man
and drag~ed him before the magistrates, charged with the crime of
Christiamty. He was convicted. But suppose the judges had refused to take jurisdiction, or, having taken jurisdiction, had acquitted
him upon the ground that he was a good pagan, what would have
happened to the judges 7 They themselves would have been thrown
to the ]ion, and the people would have had their sport anyhow.
What do these examples of popularfury, and legislative ferocity in
consequence of the popular fury, teach us 7 History, says Hume, is
philosophy teaching by examples. What is the Jesson taught us by
all the examples we know in the history of this country and of past
timesY Why this, that when the people rage and imagine a vain
thing and demand the sacrifice of avjctim against which theirV\rrath
is directed, that is the very time that you should not take cognizance
of the charge, that you should wait quietly until the times change.
It teaches that you should wait, as the prophet Elijah waited when
he came out of the cave, until the earthquake cea>Sed to shake the
mountain, until the mighty wind had blown past, until the great fire
had burned itself out, and then listen as he listened for "the still
small voice" that speaks of justice, liberty, law, divine and human.
We have a very recent example which shows that legislative bodies
are not infallible, although they are composed of the wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best men in the world. It is bnt a few days a~o
that the Honse of Representatives took up a man, ancl without jurisdiction, without pa.y ing the slightest attention to his defense, and
though he was not guilty, rushed him into prison. That was done,
remember, by a House near1y all of w bose members had distinguished
themselves by their devotion to the great principles of human liberty, habeas corpltB, and the right of trial by jury. One of them, only
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two or three weeks afterward, stood up on his feet in the Honse and
confessed that the accusation and punishment were the result of partisan zeal on the one side and partisan timidity on the other. When
that thing can be done by a House of Representatives so illustrious
and filled with so many great and distinguished men, it surely is not
wrong for me to say that possibly the same thing may happen here
where distinguished men and great statesmen are equally plenty.
Now, if you will put this off until the gentlemen who are ma.nagers get through with the trial which they are conducting aga.i nst
my client behind his back, and until there shall be no further political occasion for convicting him, when there shall be nothing but the
ends of justice to answer, yon will pronounce then a judgment in the
cause which will do you honor and save him from great WI'on~. In
the mean time I beg my friends at the other table not to let theu zeal
run away with them, not to be troubled, not to fret. The thing will
all come right in due time. They shall have their day and their hearing, and they shall get all they want if they are entitled to it. In the
mean time it will do them good, I am sure, to sprinkle some cool
drops of patience upon their fiery spirits.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, what is the danger to the State,
what is the calamity impending to free institution which this prosecution must he hastened to avert f What great end is to be secured
by a final trial on this impeachment at t~s session that cannot as
well be attained by a trial at the next session of the Senate f What
is the overwhelming evil this proceeding is to correct f Is any public
officer undermining our liberties or using his power to oppress the
people, and who is therefore such an enemy to humanity that he must
be arrested in his wicked career by an almost instantaneous conviction f No; for no public officer is touched by this proceeding. It
contemplates nothing but the infliction of political disabn'itios upon
a private citizen of the State of Iowa.
This is unquestionably a great court, but this can hardly be called
a great cause. Congress has been constantly engaged for many
years in removing political disabilities resulting from treason ; not
mere theoretical and constructive treason; not the preaching of a
sermon containing tenets not fashionable at court, like that for which
a clergyman was once impeached in England ; not merely the writing of essays to satisfy the people of the right of rebellion, like that
which sent Algernon Sydney to i~ominious execution ; but treason
defiant and organized; treason w1th uplifted crest and outstretched
arm; trea~on which drenched the land with blood and darkened our
homes with mourning. You have been engaged for years in removing
political disabilities from men guilty of such treason, quickening them
with capacity for political and official life, until they have at last
gained possession of the southern wing of this Capitol. .Anil this
proceeding is their first signal exercise of authority ; and they come
to the bar of this court heralded by proclamations and surrounded
with pageantry which fills your galleries when nothing is to be done
but the filing of a single paper. And all this to fix upon a citizen of
Iowa, a Union officer, the disabilities which the generosity of the
North has removed from offenders in the South.
There are some incidents of this proceeding, apparently ordereO. by
Providence, to suggest a pause. These articles of impeachment were
served upon General Belknap at five o'clock and forty minutes in the
afternoon of the 6th day of April, 1876. On the 6th day of April,
1862, at about the same hour, General Belknap was in the fore-front
of the line of Union troops who made their last stand and rolled
back the confederate forces on the bloody :field of Shiloh. 'l.'he
former good character and distinguished services of the respondent
may not a.vail him on the final question of innocence or guilt, but
may properly be considered in disposing of this motion, which is
addressed to the sound discretion, in some sense the grace and favor,
of this honorable court.
There is no necessity for a speedy trial. The public safety is in no
way in peril. No officer is to be removed, for no officer is touched by
these proceedings. The prospect is not brilliant for his nomination
by the President for any office pending these proceedings, and if he were
nominated the Senate would probably not confirm him. Therefore no
great public interest demands an immediate trial. In the case of
Blount's impeachment the trial was had at a session subsequent to
that at which the articles were presented. Judge Peck's trial was
postponed to a subsequent session on the motion of Mr. Webster. And
in this case, whether political disabilities shall or shall not be laid
nponGeneralBelknapisnotaquestionofsuchpressingimportancethat
its determination cannot be postponed to a calmer hour. Not only
bas General Belknap maintained a good character, but he bas rendered
important and eminent services to the Republic, and he stands to-day
with honorable place in history, with reputation unquestioned save
in regard to the transaction now under consideration, testified to only
by a single witness, and that witness the feeble tool of one woman
bent on the destruction of another.
Every Senator who hears me knows that I am especially estopped
to utter one disrespectful word to this body. I have experienced its
generous kindness so often that I can never entertain aught but the
highest respect for the Senate and the warmest affection for it~ members; and no one will do me the injustice to suppose that my advocacy
of this motion is inspired by any want of confidenc.e in the a.bility or
integrity of this court. Bnt I remember a proceeding in this body
some years ago, in which a Senator was on trial, and I happen to know
that at that time another Senator, who had been a member of the
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committee which reported the case to the Senate and had what was,
substantially, a judicial duty to perform in the premises, was in the
daily receipt of numerous letters from his warmest friends and leading politicians of his own party at home, assuring him that if he dic1
not do everything in his power to expel the accused he never coulll
be re-elected. The Senator thus warned pursued the course which
his convictions dictated, but the predicted consequence was realized.
Of course, I do not know that you, Senators, are claily receiving
such letters in regard to this trial. But I should not be astonished to
learn that some person, unacquainted with the proprieties of this proceeding, had written a similar letter to some Senators.
The coming presidential campaign is already dawning upon us, and
willincreaseinwarmthandinterestdaybyday. Itisimpossibleforthis
court to sit, amid the excitement of a political canvass, entirely unaffected by political influences; and no harm can come to the public, while
the respondent's chances of impartialjustice at your hands would be
greatly increased by postponement of this trial until the coming political contest shall be settled.
We all know what the. next campaign is to be. The democrats,
who have been so long out of office, rely upon the watchword" anticorruption" to win the people to their support. This the republicans must meet by exhibiting greater detestation of corruption than
the democrats profess. The democrats can only exhibit their virtue
by finding corruption in the republican party to be rebuked, and republicans can exhibit their virtue only by out-Heroding Herod in
punishment of whatever corruption democrats may pretend to find.
Both parties are therefore interested in ma,k ing the most of the alleged misconduct of the respondent. The democrats have found
nothing, in all their investigations, against any other officer, and
nothing against the respondent except the particular matter set out
in these articles of impeachment, and that alleged by only one witlleSS, and he durst not remain in the country twenty-four hours after
he had testified. 'f'he campaign, therefore, must turn upon the guilt
or innocence of Belknap, both parties being interested to establish
his guilt. He will therefore be made the object of att.ack from every
stump, in every newspaper, and in every hamlet in the land. And
the quPstion is, whether this is a favorable time for him to receive a
perfectly calm and dispassionate trial.
Consider what has already transpired. A report was made by a
committee to the House of Representatives about three o'clock in the
afternoon of April 2, 1876. The committee had no authority to make
the investigation or the report; but the tenor of the report was so grateful to the House t.hat, without printing the testimony, and under the
stress of the previous question, amid a scene of excitement and confusion which the Speaker characterized as "disgraceful disorder," the
impeachment was carried by a unanimous vote. It is worthy of remark, as evincing the excitement of the hour, that one of the firmest
and ablest lawyers of the House, one of the honora.ble managers now
present, after declaring that the Honse had no authority to impeach
~Ir. Belknap, then out of office, was so carried away as to vote in favor
of impeachment.
After this remarkable proceeding on the part of the House, the
Attorney-General, a mild-mannered gentleman, with a kind heart and
high sense of propriety, was so excited by the fear that a democratic
Honse was getting ahead of a republican administration that in open
defiance of the Constitution, which declares that" the rj.ght of the
people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects against
unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated, and no warrant shall issue but upon probable cause supported by oath or affirmation, and part.icu!arly describing t.he place to be searched and the person or things to be seized," without oath or affirmation establishing
probability of gnilt and without warrant issued for arrest, issued his
letvre de cachet to the chief of a band of detectives belonging to the
Treasury Department to exercise the strictest suneillance over the respondent. And in pursuance of this despotic and void order Belknap's
house was surrounded with armed policemen and filled fTom cellar to
garret with these detectives. The Attorney-General had no more authority to seize Belknap's house and imprison him therein than Belknap had to imprison the Attorney-General, a.nd no more authority
than had any private citizen to thus imprison them both. And, apart
froin the motive which inspired it, this proceeding of the AttorneyGeneml is as much more deserving of impeachment than the transactibn set out in these articles as the violation of a plain provision
of the Constitution in favor of the people's rights is more dangerous
to liberty than the violation of a particular penal statute. This proceecling of the Attorney-General, however, is only mentioned to show
how political excitement could overcome the prudence of a high executive officer and transform the head of the Department of Justice
into a minister of injnstic6.
Let this trial go over until the political contest shall be ended.
The respondent will not attempt to escape ; will not, like his accusers,
flee into Canada; but will be present whenever this court requires
his presence.
My colleague has referred to the case of Swartwout, and it is full
of insh·nction for the present hour. He was accused of unparalleled
dishonesty in office. And his supposeJ dishonesty bas given a new
word to our langu.age. ''Swartwouting'' is equivalent to embezzlement and official peculation. He was set upon by pamphlets and
speeches. political vituperation and popular denunciation ; the press

opened upon him like the Russian artillery upon the fated six hundred, and "volleyed and thundered" until Swartwout, in utter consternation, sought safety beyond the seas. There he remained until
the presidential campaign wa-s closed, the public mind had resumed
its normal state, the storm had subsilled, and the uproar cea-sed.
Then he returned, and upon a deliberate and honest settlement of
his accounts it was ascertained that, so far from his having been a
default.er, the Government was indebted in a small sum to him.
This lesson ou~ht not to be lost upon the lovers of justice when,
in the hour of high political need·, a. victim is singled out to be pursued to the death-when a citizen is required as a scapegoat for a
party.
When we come to consider the final issues in this case, if we ever
reach them, then the considerations which we now urge ma.y be unimportant. But upon this question, When shall Belknap be tried Y
hls former good character and honorable public services are properly
urged upon the court; for surely such a man should be denied nothing which may secure to him the calmest, most impartial trial. And
then, if for the imprudence of others justice can only be appeased by
the disgrace of one who has rendered such service and bears such
honors, so be it. But let this grea.t ad of justice proceed from deliberate judgment, :md do not let it staml in our history a-s ttn instance
of political injustice to crimson the cheeks of our children With shame.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, with a possible view of saving time,
I move that the Senate withdraw for consultation.
The PRESIDENT pro iernpo·re. The Senator from Vermont moves
that the Senate now withdraw for deliberation.
A division was called for.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo're. On the motion to retire the roll-call
will proceed: a division being called for.
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 35, nays
24; as follows:
YEAS-MesRrs. Anthony, Bayard, Bogy, Bootb, Bul'll8ide, Cameron of Wiscon·
sin, Caperton, Christiancyt Cockrell, Conover, Coo-per, Cragin, Davis, Fa.ton, Edmunds, Golllthwaite, Hamilton, Key, McCreery, McDonalu, McMillan, Merrimon,
Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Norwood, Oglesby, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson,
Sautslmry, Sharon, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleiah, and West-35.
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Boutwell. CameronofPennJ~ylvania, Conkling, Da.wc~,
Dennis, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Harvey, Howe, Ing-alls, Jones of Florida, Jones
of Nevada, Kelly, Logan, Maxey, Mit-chell, Morrill of Maine, Patterson, Sar~ent,
Sherman, Spencer, Windom, ancl Withers-24.
:KOT VOTITG-Me~>s"73. Bruce, Clayton, Dors<'y, English, Ferry, Gordon, Hitchcock, Kernan, Paddock, Wallace, Whyte, and Wright--12.

The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Senate orders a retirement for
consultation.
.Mr. Manager HOAR. 1'1Ir. President, before the Senate retires, I
ask its consent to call attention to one other matter, and that is that
the Senate will consider whether the rule of parliamentary law which
prohibits the discussion in the Senate of what ba.s taken place in the
Honse of Representatives is a rule governing the proceedings of this
h-ial, in order that the managers who represent the House may goveru themselves accordingly. I am led to allude to the subject from
the fact that one of the learned counsel has been permitted to state
t.bat a scene of disorder took pla.ce in the other branch of Congress
on a certain occasion to which he referred. I do not make any motion upon this subject, but desire to call the attention of the Senate
to tho matter, that we may understand what our rights and duties are
in the premiseR.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, in behalf of the defenrlant we
wish to say that before that very important question shall be decided
by the Senate we desire to be heard npon it.
The PRESIDENT pi'O tempore. The Senate will now retire.
The Senate, at two o'clock and fifty-five minutes p.m., retired to
the conference chamber.
The Senate having been called to order in tille conference chamber,
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e stated the question to be on the motion for continuance submitted by Mr. Carpenter, of counsel for the
respondent.
Mr. EDMUNDS moved that the motion of the respondent to postpone the further hearing of the impeachment until the first Monday
in December next be denied.
.
After debate,
Mr. SHERMAN moved to substitute for Mr. EDMUNDS's motion
"that the President pro tempore ask the managers if they desire to be
heard on the pending motion of .M:_r. Carpenter, of counsel for respondent."
·
Mr. MERRllfON moved that the Senate return to its Chamber
without action ; on which motion the question, being taken by yeas
and nays, resulted-yeas 30, nn.ys 30; as follows:
YE.A.S-MP.ssrs. Allison , Bogy, Boutwell, Cameron of Wisconsin, Con'!ding. Conover Cra!!in Dawes, Detmis, FetTy, llamlin, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Lo~a~ Merriman, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Oglt>RlJy,
Padilock~P~tterson, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Sharon, Sherman, Spencer, West,
antl Windom-30.
'
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Booth, Burnside, Cameron of Pt' nnsylvania, Caperton,
Christiancy, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Eaton, Edmunds, Goluthwai~, R::mi!ton,
Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe. Kelly, K ey, McCreery, McDonald, McUillllJl1 Maxcy,
Morton, Norwood, Randolph. Saulsbury, Stevenson, Thurman, WadleJgh, and
Withers-30.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Bruce, Clayton, Dorsey, English, Frelinghuysen, Gordon, Kernan, Wallace, ·wnyte, and Wri.gllt-11.

So the motion was not agreed to.
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Mr. Mll>nager LORD. Mr. President, I think the managers pre-·
The question recurring on the amendment of Mr. SHERMAN, the
sented yesterday on that question all that they desire to submit at
yeas were 28, and the nays 31 ; aa follows :
the present time until the other side are beard.
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Bogy, Boutwell, Cameron of Wisconsin, Con?ver, Cragin,
The PRESIDENT p1·o t·empore. Do gentlemen of counsel desire to
Dawes Dennis Ferry Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Ingalls, .Tones of Flonda, .Tones of
Neva{}~, Logan', McC~ery, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Morrill of Ver- be heard f
mont, Patterson, Randolph, P..a-nsom, Robertson, Sharon, Sherman, Spencer, and
Mr. CARPENTER. :Mr. President and Senators, the same reason
Windom-28.
which induced us to move yesterday for a continuance of the tr.Lal of
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Booth, B_umside, Cameron of Pennsylv~nia., CaJK:rlon,
Christiancy, Cockrell, Cooper, DaviS, Eaton, Edmunds, Goldthwru.te, Hamilton, this. cause until after the coming political campaign induces us now,
Harvey Hitchcook, Howe, Kelly, Key, McDonald, McMillan, Maxey, Morton, Nor- since t.he Senate has determined to try this cause at the present term,
wood, Oglesby, Sargent, Saulsbury, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, West, and to burry it forwa.rd ag fast as we can before the political furnace ·beWithers-31.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Broce, Clayton, Conkling, Dorsey, English, comes heated seven times hotter than its wont. I therefore say to
the Senate that we shall ask no unnecessary delay in this case; we
Gordon, Kernan, Paddock, Wallace, Whyte, and Wright:r-12shall interpose no dilatory JH.ea or motion which, in our judgment, is
So the amendment was rejected.
not essential to the merits of the case, and shall do everything in our
The question recurring on the motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, the yeas power to speed the trial and terminate it as soon as possible, having
were 59, and the nays 0; as follows :
due regard to t.be importance of the cause and to the proper defense
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Bayard, Boey, Booth, Boutwell, Burnside, of this respondent.
Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cam~n of W:isconsin, Caperton, Christiancy_, Cockrell,
The first part of this order, "That the evidence on the questions
Conkling, Conover, Cooper, DaVIS, Denms, Eaton, Edmunds, Ferry, Frelmghuysen, pertaining to the plea to the jurisdiction of this court be given before
Goldthwaite, Hru.nilton, Hru.nlin, Harvey, Hitchcock, HowE:\, Ingalis, .r.ones of Florrelating thereto are heard," we have no objection to.
ida, .Tones of J;revada, Kell~.key, Lo~n, McC~ery. McDonald, McMillan. Maxey, the ar<Tuments
0
Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill of Mru.ne, Morrill of Vermont, Morton. Norwood, It is a. matter of total indifference to us what is tho order which the
Ogle by Paddock, Patterson, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Senate may make in that particular. Whether the testimony shall
Shermrui, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadlei~h, West, Whyte, Windom, and Withers- be taken and the argument on the facts and the law in regard to the
. 59.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Bruce, Clayton, Cragin, Dawes, Dorsey, English, Gor- jurisdiction of the court be heard together, or whether they shall be
don, Kernan, Sharon, Spencer, Wallace, and Wnght-12.
proceeded with at different times is a matter of indifference to us.
To the residue of the order, however, we do seriously object upon
So the motion was agreed to.
At four o'clock and thirty-five minutes p. m. the Senate returned several groundS. In the ~'St place, we obje?t to th? '!lanaiJ'ers couto the Senate Chamber, and the President pro tempore took the chair. trolling this case on both Sides. We are perfectly willmg that they
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Presiding Officer is directed to should ask such orders as they please for their own government and
state to the counsel for the respondent that their motion is denied. their own pleadings; but we object to their fixing or asking any
The question now recurs on t.he motion submitted by the managers order in regard to our pleadings. This part of tbe order is:
on the part of the House of Representatives. Do the counsel on the
And if such plea is overruled, that the defendant be required to answer the articles of impeachment within two days.
part of the respondent desire to be heard upon itT
Mr. BLAIR. We wish to be beard on that motion.
I suppose that means answeT the articles on the merits.
Mr. SHERMAN. Let the motion be read.
A.nd the Hou!le of Representati,es to reply, if they deem it necessary, within two
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the mo- days; and that the trial proceed on the next day aft-er the joining of issue.
tion.
I submit to this honora.ble court that a proper reply to the manThe Secretary read as follows :
agers of the House in reganl to this part of the proposed order would
On motion of the managers,
be the famous reply which Coke made to the king: "When the quesOrdered, That the evidence on the questions pertaining to the plea to the jnrisdiction of this court be given before the arguments relating thereto are beard. and if tion arises and is debated, I will do what is fit and proper for a judge
such plea is overruled, that the defendant be required to answer the articles of im- to do; and further, I decline to pledge myself to your majesty." When
peachment within two days, and the House of Representatives to reply, if they this plea to the jurisdiction shall be disposed of, the defendant ma.y
ileem it necessary, within two days, and that the trial proceed on the next day after demur to the articles of impeachment, or may no.t, as he shall be adthe joining of issue.
vised; and wha.t will be the circumstances of this com·t, or of the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate will now hear the coun- counsel, or even of the managers, who, although numerous, are not
sel for the respondent.
incorporated and are still mortal, this court cannot to-day determine.
:Mr. BLAIR. :Mr. PresidentThey may not want to make their reply to whatever we may say so
Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. President, if the counsel will give way, I move speedily as they now think.
that the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment adjourn until toIn the next place, if the court plea ·e, while as I say we shall not
morrow at half past twelve o'clock.
attempt to make any delays in this case beyond what are absolutely
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of necessary, the argument of the question of the jurisdiction of this
the impeachment adjourned until to-morrow at half past twelve court c~nnot be made properly on the day indicated in this order.
o'clock.
The defendant has boen compelled to employ counsel, and the counsel whom ho hn.s employed have been actively engaged, were at the
time of their retainer, and have bee11l ever since, in other professional
employments in which they were previously engaged. The Supreme
Court of the United States has been in session all the time and is
FRIDAY, April 28, 1876.
still in session. Other courts in the States where Judge Black has
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced that the time had had e.ngaO'ements have been in session alao, arid he has been com-·
arrived for the consideration of the articles of impeachment against pelled to 0 be absent from Washington most of the time. 1\lr. Blair
William W. Belknap,
has also been engagf\d in the Supreme Court and in other profe' ional
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
employments. Therefore it h~a been impossible for us up to the
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Mr. Blair and l\Ir. Car- present time to do more in this case than to attend to its current ne~
penter.
.
cessities. We have had no opportunity to make any preparation for
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Secretary will notify the the argument of what in my belief is the gravest question ever preHonse of Representatives that the Senate is now ready to receive the sented to a tribrmal in this country, namely, whether this Senate
managers and the House, provision being made for their accommoda- has an undefined criminal jurisdiction over forty million people.
tion.
There is another practical difficulty that has been in our way, which
At twelve o'clock and thirty-six minutes p.m. the Sergeant-at- was mentioned yesterday, and that is that all the books on the subArms announced the presence of the managers of the impeachment ject are out of the Library being examined, I suppose, by the comon the part of the House of Representatives, and they were conducted mittees of the House or by Senators, and we have therefore had no
to the seats provided for them.
opportunity to reach the books which we desire to e~amiue previons
The Secretary read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate to this argument; and every lawyer in the Senate knows that such
yesterday sitting for the trial of the impeachment.
a question cannot be properly prepared on our side without a thorThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed ongb. examination of the authorities, the matters of law decided in
with the trial. The Secretary will report the pending motion sub- other tribunals, and the history of the proceedings in England from
mitted by the managers on the part of the House of Representatives. which we have borrowed this procedure.
The Secretary read as follows :
I wish in this connection to say to the court that we cannot be ready
to present our side of this question, and properly present it as the imIn the Senate of the United States, sitting as a court of impeachment.
portance of the question requires, present it a-s is dne to this court,
TnE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA}
118.
due to ourselves, and, above all, due to our client, in less than two
WILLLUl W. BELKNAP.
weeks. We, therefore ask that this matter may be po tponed until
On motion of the managers,
two weeks from to-day ; and after that, unless in ca e of sickness or
Ordered, That the evidence on the questions pertaining tA> the plea to the jurisdiction of this court be given before the argumenta relating thereto are heard, and, if some calamity which cannot be foreseen, I think we shall ask for no
such plea is overruled, 'that the defendarit be required ro answer the articles of other delays except in the necessary preparation of pleailings or otherimpeachmE}nt within two days, :md the House of Representa.tllres to reply, if they wisft aa will be conceded to be entirely proper.
deem it necessary, within two days, and that the trial proceed on the next day after
Iu connection with tho request that we shall have two weeks to
the joining of issue.
prepare for this argument, I repeat my assurance that it is not for dr.The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Are the managers ready to go on T lay; it is not to waste the time of the court; and it will not lla·.--e tba.t
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effect, for I understand you have some things to do besideR hearing
this case-I refer to your legislative business-and our only object is
to be a.b le to present the question as its importance demands.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, I df'slre to call
the attention of this court to the proceedings bad on the 17th of the
present month. I do not intend in the least to call in question the
good faith of the counsel who bas just addressed this tribunal, but I
may refer to what I am about to refer to, in order to show this court
the good faith of the managers in making this motion. On the 17th
of the present month this occurred. The Chief Clerk read:
"The managers on the part of the Honse of Representatives request a copy of
the plea filed oy W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, and the Honse of RepresentatiV"es desire time until Wednesday, the 19th~stant, at one o'clock, to consider
what replication to make to the plea. of the sa.ill W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of
War."
The PRESIDENT pro umpore. Senators, you have heard the motion of the managers. Those who concur will say ay ; those who non-concur will say no, [putting
the question.] The ayes have it; the Senate so orders.
The Chair will ask the gentlemen counsel fortherespondentifthcy will be ready
to proceed at the time n:uned in the motion submitted by the managers I

The learned counsel who has just addressed the court answered:
That will depend entirely upon what the manaaers do. We cannot anticipate.
If they do what we suppose they will do, we shall be ready. If not, we shall have
to consider what we will do next.

Now, if the court please, this answer of the conn el was supposed
to refer to a general replication; in other words, he said in substance
to this tribunal that if the managers put in a general replication he
would be re~dy to go on with the argument. At least, so we understood; and it is difficult for me at the present time to give any other
possible interpretation. The counsel could not have intended to trifle
with this court He could not have said that he would be rea{}y to go
on provided we were ready to come in here and abandon this impeachment. Therefore all that he could have intended, in our judgment,
was this: "If the managers put in a general replication tn the plea
of the defendant, then and in that case we shall be ready to go on
immediately upon that question.''
We did not put in simply a. replication relating to the principal
question; we put in something more than a general replication, namely,
a special replication, ~nd therefore the counsel is not bound to go on
under his statement.
But this is the point: The counsel says he wants time to prepare,
because the question to be decided by this court is whether it has
criminal jurisdiction over forty millions of people. That question
would be presented by the genern.l replication, and, if the counsel
would have been ready on the 1Hth day of the present month to argue
that question, why is he not ready now f
Let me call the attention of the Senate for a moment to the other
que tions bearing on this matter, contained in the special replication.
1n this special replication three issues are tendered. In the first
place, the replication affirms that William W. Belknap was in office until
and including the 2d day of March-the day upon which he was impeached. We also affirm that the House of Representatives throu"h
a proper committee had taken jurisdiction of the case, and that the
impeachment proceedings were pending when the defendant resigned.
\Veal o affirm that the defendant resigned to avoid the impea-chment;
and allow me to oall the attention of the court, in passing, to the rejoinder of the defendant, in which he substantially admits that he
resigned for the purpose of avoiding the impeachment. He gives another reason fori t, it is tru('l, than guilt, but no matter, the fact is substantially admitted in his rejoinder that he resigned for the purpose
of avoiding this impeachment. Therefore there will be no great difficulty in regard to the question of fact raised on that part of the rejoinder to our replication.
Th n, on the second question, the proceedings before the House of
Repre entatives, they are very easily proved; and as to the question
of whether he was in offiee on that particular day, it is a matter of
history that he did not resign until the 2d of March, and therefore he
was in office on that particular day.
Now, if the court please, the questions relating to these facts: first,
t.he question relating to the defendant's power to evade the Constitution and the punishment of the Constitution by resigning; second,
the question relating to dividing a day into fractions; third, the question relating to the proceedings before the House of Representatives;
that is to say, tqe relation of the impeachment to the commencement
of the proceedings, and also another question as to the effect of the
adoption of those proceedings by the House of Representatives-all
these are questions, I say, with which all lawyers are familiar, more
o1·less; and certainly the distinguished counsel on the other side must
be familiar with all these questions.
AB will be seen, the facts pertaining to these questions are within
a very narrow compass, can be easily educed and easily considered.
If we understood rightly the suggestions of counsel on yesterday,
they claim to be thoroughly familiar, all of them, with what bas transpired before the committee of the House and what has transpired in
the House of Representatives. However unjustly they stated these
facts, however erroneously, nevertheless they will undoubtedly hold
on to their present view in regard to them until they are convinced
by the evidence; and therefore it is that under these circumstances
the managers feel constrained, being ready here to-day with the witnesses, to ask this court to go on with the trial and take the testimony
bearing on the question of jurisdiction; and after the testimony is in,

it will be in the discretion of the court to grant one, two, three, or
more days, or longer time; I mention this number of days as sufficient
in my judgment for counsel to prepare; but it will of cour e be in
the discretion of the court to grant such further time as the court
may deem proper.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I ask permission to say a word
in reply to the argument of the honorable manager so far as it relates
to me personally. After we had filed our plea, and the managers had
asked time to reply, the President inquired of the counsel for the defense if they would be ready to proceed after the managers had filed
their replication. To that I replied that if the managers did what
we supposed they would, we should be ready to proceed-not proceed
to argue any question ; not proceed to take testimony; but proceed
to file a counter-pleading; and I had then with me (supposing that
they would demur to our plea, which stated nothing but facts) a
joinder in demurrer. If they had filed their demurrer that day, I
should have filed the joinder in demurrer the next moment. My reply simply was that we should be ready to proceed on that day if
they did what we supposed they would; that is, if they demurred to
our plea we should be rea{}y to join in demurrer. No question was
asked as to when we should be ready to proceed with the actual trial.
Everything done here is a proceeding in the trial. When this court
by its order directed that the trial should proceed on the 27th, what
was intended! Simply that the next step should then be taken.
The motion to continue it over this session was a proceeding in the
trial. "\Ve proceeded with the trial all that day, and are proceeding
to-day; but to proceed with the trial and to be ready to argue a particular question, are very different things.
The honorable managers, I suppose, have been investigating this
question for weeks. They have had the opportunity to do so, being
excused, I suppose, from duty in the House, and allowed to sit in committee during the sittings of the House. They have had weeks to
devote to this subject and had the books at hand. We have not; and
we have been engaged in other necessary professional employments
during this t.ime. If this order is to be passed in this form, and this
question is to be argued to-day or to-morrow, it is impos ible for 118
to argue it. The honorable managers might a~ well ask for an order
that we should not be heard at all. Even the Almighty employs
human means and instrumentalities to execute His provi<lences. Belknap could not do any better. He bas to rely upon mortal men ; and,
if he is to get a lawyer who will devote hiR entire time to this case
from t.he day of its inception to its end, he must get a lawyer who has
no other case. The lawyers who have no cases are, as a general tiling,
the la.wyers to whom a man in such a case would not want to intrust
his interests.
We are not asking, I assure the Senate, for a single moment's delay
f@r the sake of delay. We ask nothing but such time as in a ca2e
pending in the Supreme Court under its original jurisdiction not
one of the honorable managers would refuse to opposite counsel, as
a matter of professional courtesy. Undoubtedly if the honorable
mana.g er who has just addressed the Senate was opposed to me in a
case under the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, a ca-se not
under peremptory call, and I should ask him as a courtesy for two
weeks to prepare an argument and brief in the case, he would never
think of denying it, as I certainly should not to him.
Although this is a great court, and a great case in the estimation
of the managers, it is still a lawsuit, and must be tried as other lawsuits, if it is tried at all. And I am astonished that the managers
feel bound to deny us a courtesy which I state professionally, upon
my honor aR a lawyer, is absolutely necessary to enable us to present
this question at all as becomes either the court or the cause.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, it certainly is
the fault of the counsel for respondent, and not the fault of the managers, that we have misapprehended his position; and I apprehend
that there wa-s no person in this august court on that day among the
hundreds who were here who did not fully understand the counsel
when he responded to the question of the court to mean that he
would be ready to proceed that day, not by the filing of a mere formalpaperwhichhis clerk could draw, but that on that day he would
be ready to proceed with the trial. What was the language used!
What was the question of the President Y
The Chair will a-sk the gentlemen counsel for the respondent if they will be
ready to proceed at the time named in the motion submitted by the managers 1

The counsel says he meant he would be ready to proceed to :file a.
paper I Ready to proceed to do a clerk's work I Nobody under
heaven understood him so. Of course we are bound to take the explanation of the counsel, but when he so responded he wa.s re ponsible for saying that which led everybody in this court-room but himself to understand that he would be ready to proceed with the trial,
and therefore the managers felt bound on their part to take such
action as wa~ necessary for an immediate trial.
Now I apprehend that this is not a question like the case suggested
by the counsel; this is not a court in which a manager has a right to
extend the courtesy which one who has the supreme control of a case
may do at the circuit or in the Supreme Court, to take the illustration
of the counsel. Bot this court proceeds upon its O\VD rules, and the
circumstances s1'lrrouoding this case make it proper that the managers on the part of the House of Representative should urge all reasona ble diligence. The House of Representatives was compelled under
the evidence to present this impeachment to this high tr:.bunal. TherA
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is no reason for delay. The counsel well knows, much as he is engaged in the courts, extensive as is the legal business which he conducts, that "where there's a will there's a way," and that he can
put his will behind this c~-se and say that owing to the augost.character of this court, and owmg to the nature of the charge, and owmg to
all the circumstances surrounding the case, which I need not detail here,
this matter ought to be tried :md ended; the House of ~epr~senta
tivesshould be freed from unnecessary and protracted ln.bor m this matter. The counsel speaks of extended business. The managers who
are present, w bile they wish to submit with all cheerfulness to any order
of the court, and while they desire to ext®d every possible courtesy
in their power to the other side, feel, representing the House here under the circumstances to which I have referred and in view of other
circumstances which will present themselves to the minds of the Senate, that there is no reason for any delay of this case beyond that
which is required not by an absolute necessity but by a reasonable
necessity.
If the counsel should present an affidavit showing enga~ements
which he had entered into prior to his engagement in this case, even
then this court might say that be ought to make his application to
some other tribunal for a postponement. Without disputing in the
least his engagements, without h~ving an~ doub~ whatever but that
he is engaged every moment ?f h1s professwnal t1.me, we do feel c?nstraiued on our part to ask this court, under the cucumstances which
have been developed in this case and which surround every case of
this character, that its order require the defend:mt to proceed with all
due diligence ; and we do not think the order we ask is unreasonable
in that regard.
The counsel says he does not find books. I would say that all the
books I have examined, and I have examined many, with the exception of two or three that are in court on a comparatively preliminary
question, were in the law library when I examined them and are there
now; and if the managers have any books which the counsel desires,
he can have them at any time.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, before coming to the matter of
time or delay, I wish to offer an order relating as I think to a more
important matter than the simple question of the day on which the
trial shall beg-in.
·
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. The Senator from New York proposes an order which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
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Mr. Lewis moved that the chamber be cleared for private consultation.
The president put the question whether the court would agree to said motion,
and it was determinerl in the affirmative.
The president put the ques~on w:hether the ~urt would sustain said plea of the
respondent, and it was detennmed m the negative, as follows.

Chief Judge Church, of the court of appeals; Judge Allen, also of
the court of appeals, and Senator Murphy in that case voted in the
affirmative; the other senators in the negative. I refer to this case
of The People t'B. Barnard to show that in a court of impeachment
composed of the senators of the State of New York and the judges of
the court of appeals of that State the precise order was taken for
which we move: the evidence was in before the question of jurisdiction wa~ passed upon. Why should we be driven to one single question when there are three or four, and all of them I apprehend exceedingly important questions in this case f Perhaps in one view it may
be tlte question of tho case whether the defendant resigned for the
purpose of evading this impeachment. Why should we try one question at one time and try another question at another time 1
I sincerely hope, on behalf of tho managers, that this court will
adopt the order proposed by them on this question, changing the time
as in its discretion it may deem proper. The first part of the order
presented by the managers is concurred in by the defendant, who
through his counsel makes no objection to that part of the order.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President :md Senators, the pleadings proper
in this case consist of the articles of impeachment, the plea to the jurisdiction, and the first replication of the House of Representatives to
which there is a demurrer by us and a joinder by the managers. Strictly
speakinO', that is the only issue that could be made in this case. The
honorable managers, however, saw fit, without asking leave, to file
two replications, instead of one, to om plea. We of course did not
care how fully they went into this question; we were ready to follow
them in disregard of technical pleading.
I never heard of a case in a court where a single plea had led to an
issue of law and fact or where a declaration or any proceeding what~
ever was followed by two issues, one of law and one of fact, that the
court did not always first dispose of the question of law. That being
disposed of, the question of fact may or may not be necessary to be
inquired into. While on the part of Mr. Belknap we make no objection to this proceeding, its regularity is a. question for the court to
determine. It seems to me that the more regular proceeding is that
indicated by the order offered by the Senator from New York, that
the law of this question should be first settled. If we had been capOrdered, Th:\t the Senate proceed first to hear and determine the question whether tious about pleading, p.nd had moved the court to strike out this secW. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment for ads done ond replication, whicll is drawn not according tu common-law form,
as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resigna.tion of saill office. The motion
that testimony be heard touching the exact time of such resi)Plation. aud touching bot according to the free-and-easy style of the New York code, this
the motive ami purpose of such r esignation, is reserved without prejudice till the court would have stricken it out as having heen improperly filed,
question above st:ltod has been consiuered.
permission not having been granted to reply double. We did not obThe PRESIDENT pr·o tempore. Tho question will bo upon this mo- ject because we did not c:ue for forms, and we followed them after
tion first.
their kind in our reply to their pleas. .Bnt certainly the course most
Mr. CONKLING. It may be that the managers, or the counsel, or in harmony with thE! method pursued in courts of law would be to
settle tho l:lw upon this point fu·st. If the Senate has no jurisdiction
both may wish to be hearu upon the motion.
The PRESIDENT p1·o lcmpm·e. The Chair was about to inquire of over a man who is not in office at the time the impeachment commences, that ends the question. That is a mere question of law; and
the managers if they desired to be heard on this motion.
we shall contend, of course, that any officer of the Government has a
Mr. Mana.g er LORD. We do.
perfect right to resign at any moment and that the mot.i ves of a man's
The PRESIDENT p1'Q tempo-re. The manager will proceed.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, it seems to me resignation cannot affect the legal consequences which follow the act
that under the authorities adduced yesterday such a course of pro- of resignation. The Supreme Court of tho United States has held
cedure would be protracting the trial and entirely unnecessary. Sev- where a citizen who wishes to have a litigation with a citizen of his
eral authorities were produced yesterday to show that a special find- own State moves into another State for the express purpose of giving
ing or verilict is only necessary when the question.~ of fact are founil. the Federal courts jurisdiction, that is no objection to the jurisdicin one tribunal and the law is applied by another. This question of tion ; that a man may change his residence from one State to another
jurisdiction is a single question, and it ought not to be divided and for the purpose of obtaining a footing in a Feueral court, as well as
subdivided. The .e vidence should be in before the judgment of the he may change it for the purpose of improving his health or his financourt is taken on the question of jurisdiction; and this I understand cial condition.
the other side concede. Very great emban-assment might arise, very
I do not regard the issues made as of any substantial consequence
great delays might ensue from dividing this question. I cited yester- to this case. We care nothing about them. We are willing to try
day an authority in the State of New York, tow hich I will again call them or not try them, as the court directs. But the question is
the attention of the Senators, the Barnard case.
whether this man was in office at the time he was impeached by the
The court of impeachment in that State, composed of the presi- House of RepreaentativesT That is fully presented by the articles,
dent of the senate, the lieutenn.nt-governor, the senators, and the by our plea to the jurisdiction, and by the first, which is the only regjudges of the court of appeals, had precisely thjs question before ular, replication on the part of the House and our demurrer thereto.
them. A plea to the jurisdiction wa~ interposed~ as follows:
If the Senate shall be of opinion that none but a person in office can
.And the said rei'~onuent in his own proper person, and by his counsel, .John H. be impeached, of course that ends this proceeding. At all events, the
Reynolds and William A. Beach, comes and says that this court ought not to have method suggested by the order last offered is the method which woulcl
or t.ake further cognizance of the articles of impeachment, or any or either of be pursued in a conrt of law. It will be borne in mind that we interth~m, presented in this court aga!nst him, because he says that the said atticles
of rmpeachment were not, nor were any nor wa.s either of them, adopted by the as- posed the first demurrer, and are therefore entitled to open and close
sembly of this State by a vote of a majority of all the members elected thereto, as in the argument.
reqnired by section 1 of article 6 of the constitution of this State.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I desire to state to the Senators in regard to the evidence itself that it will take but a very brief
A replication waa put in to that plea, assertingThat it is not true that tho articles of impeachment now presented a{rainst tho period to present it. It is principally documentary evidence. Tho
said respondent do not appear to be and are not articles of Impeachment adopted managers do not think that over one hour, certainly not over two,
by the assembly of the Stato, but t.bat t.he said a..."ticles do appear to be and are ar- would be consumed in taking the testjmony. It does not involve the
ticles of impeachment a.~ opted by tho sai4 sasembly.
merits of the case in the least. It is simply evi<lence that was before
Then Edward M. Johnson and Charles R. Dayton were called and the committee, aml certain documents from the Honse of Representasworn on the part of the respondent. Hon. C. P. Vedder and Ron. tives.
Now it seems to me-Senators will pardon me for repeating perThomas G. Alvord were called and sworn on the part of the prosecution, these being respectively members or officers of the house. haps what I have already said at least in part-that it would only
Counsel then argued the case, Messrs. Beach and Reynolds, of coUDBel create delay to adopt tho resolution offered by the honorable Sena tor,
for respondent, and .Mr. VanCott, of counsel for the prosecution.
because it involves discussing only the abstract question whether a.
The president stated that the question before the court was whether the plea of citizen can be impeached, or whether a citizen who ha~ been in office
the respondent should be sustained.
_and is now out of office can be impeached. That is by no means the
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the counsel for the respondent
only question in this case; and we have authorities to show that a
person is not allowed to resign for the mere purpose of evading an wish to be heard further f
Mr. CARPENTER. No, your honor; we are willing to submit it.
impeachment. If the resolution of the honorable Senator should be
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, if we were in an ordinary courtadopted, and this court should go _on and h~ar argu~e;nts ?POD that
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will remind the Senator
one question, that does not end this matter if the decision ~s adv_erse
to the jurisdiction. The House of Representatives has still a nght from Ohio th=tt the question is not debatable.
Mr. THURMAN. Is it not debatable on these orders f
to be heard on the question whether a man, when his sin finds him
Mr. CONKLING. I wish it were.
out, as is charged in these articles, has the right to resign and defeat
Mr. THURMAN. Then I move that the Senate withdraw.
the Constitution, defeat the disqualification which the Constitution
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Ohio moves that
has provided for the very purpose of. protecting the people against
themselves. A high officer may commit high crimes and misdemeanors, the Senate retire for deliberation.
The motion was not a'!ITeed to.
and on some wave of fanaticism be returned to power. As is charged in
Mr. THURMAN. If the Senate will not withdraw, I move to susthis ca86 he may for long years have been receiving bribes and yet be
restored to favor. I cannot say what the fact is; in this case I am pend the rules, if it is in order to make that motion.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. That motion is not in order.
now speaking of what the articles charge, that for many years the
defendant has received bribes, rendering himself in the judgment of . Mr. HAMLIN. It can be done by unanimous consent.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. By unanimous consent a nue may
the nation, in the judgment of this court, utterly tmfit to hol<l office;
and yet when he is confronted with the evidencez for the very pur- be suspended.
Mr. EDi\1UNDS. I feel obliged to object. I do not think debate
pose of defeating the disqualification of the Constitution, he resi~s.
It is said that the sentence of a court can be passed upon him diS- is the thing.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Objection is made by the Senator
qualifying him. That is true as the law now stands; but I call the
Senators' attention to this position: that the statute may, at any time, from Vermont.
l\1r. EDMUNDS. I offer an amendment to the order proposed by
be repealed. The defendant in this case might be disqual~fied br the
judgment of a court, and the very next day after that disqualifica- the Senator from New York. I move to strikeout the last paragraph
tion the statute might be repealed with an enactment that the dis- of his order in the following words :
qna.lification be removed ; or the President might pardon him, as he
The motion that tostimony be heard touching the exact time of such resignation
could without the statute being repealed. Therefore if that sentence and touching the motive and purpose of such resi~ation is reserved without prejshould be pronounced in this case, if there is a caae before this court udice till the question above stated has been consiuered.
which demands the judgment of disqualification, as the articles of imAnd to insert in lieu thereof :
peachment, if true, most clearly and emphatically show-not leaving
And that the managers and counsel in such argument discuss the question whether
It to the favor of the President to pardon him; not leaving it to legis- the issues of fact are material
lative enactment to free him from the penal ties of his crime-then this
So as to read :
court ought to hear the whole case, and it seems to me it would be a
OrdeTed, That the Senate proceed first to bear a,n d determine the question whether
mere waste of time to hear arguments on this abstract question when W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeaclurient for acts done
it is so closely identified with the other part of the case. If you hold as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office; and that the
favorably to the position of the House of Representatives on that managers and counsel in such argument discuss the question whether the issues of
:point, the trial it is true would go on; if you hold adversely to your fact are material.
Jurisdiction, then we should have to institute another trial upon the
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Do the managers desire to be heard
upon the amendment 'f
second replication.
The counsel criticises somewhat this replication and speaks of it
Mr. Manager LORD. I will say on behalf of the ~nagers, Mr. Preas belongin~ to the New York practice. l';o matter what practice it sident, that they are satisfied with this amendment offered by Senator
belongs to, m putting in that replication the House of Representa- EDMUNDS.
tives simply did its duty and only its duty. What would be thought by
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will ask the counsel for
the forty millions of people to whom the learned counsel just referred t.he respondent if they desire to be heard f
if the manu,O'ers on the part of the House had neglected to bring beMr. CARPENTER. We are satisfied to submit the matter.
fore this body these facts; should have neglected to aver what we beMr. HAMLIN. I move that the rules be suspended so far' as to perlieve to be true, and what the respondent by his rejoinder has confessed mit the Senator from Ohio to speak, under the limitation which is
to be true, that he resigned for the very purpose of escaping this im- upon the body when we retire-ton minutes.
peachment-not, as he says, because he is guiJty, but to save a laceraThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont has obtion of his feelings 'f No matter what his motive, the fact stands jected. The rule cannot be suspended except by unanimous consent.
confessed on this record that he resigned for the purpose of escaping The motion therefore is not in order.
impeachment, the impeachment provided by the Constitution and the
Mr. HAMLIN. No; objection was made to a general suspension of
disqualification provided by the Constitution. What would those the rule, but I now ask for a suspension of the rule for ten minutes
forty millions of people to whom the learned counsel so eloquently only in order to allow the Senator from Ohio to speak.
referred think of us if we had allowed that fact to go without notice!
Mr. THURMAN. I hope my friend from Maine will not press that
And then again we have authorities from a court as hi(J'h as the motion. I do not want any privilege on this floor that every other
court of appeals of the Stat.e of New York, authorities in England, Senator does not possess; but I want this question discussed here or
many authorities, showing that tho other point, whether he was in elsewhere.
office until and including the 2d day of March, is a most important
1\Ir. HAMLIN. That is what I want.
·q uestion. There is an issue also in regard to the proceedings in the
The PRESIDENT pr9 tempore. The rule cannot be suspended withHouse of Representatives before its committee. We allege that that out unanimous consent.
committee bad properly entertained jurisdiction of this case before
Mr. .ANTHONY As business has been transacted since the motion
Mr. Belknap resigneo, and we affirm that when the House impeached to retire was negatived, I renew the motion that the Senate now
him that impeachment related back to the commencement of the pro- withdraw for consultation.
ceedings. The learned counsel on the other side, understanding the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. An amendment having been offered,
force of this position, denies in his rejoinder that that committee had the Senator from Rhode Island moves that the Senate retire for deany authority to inquire into these facts. I repeat the defendant de- liberation.
nies that that committee had any authority whatever to entertain any
The motion was agreed to.
proceeding agaill8t the defendant. Is not this an important issue f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate will now retire.
Do not the lawyers in this court, now judges, remember enough of
The Senate, at one o'clock and thirty-three minutes p. m., retired
the doctrine of relation to know that when that impeachment was to the conference chamber.
made it related back to the commencement of the proceedingsT
The Senate having been. called to order in the conference chamber,
There~re, it being affirmed on the other side as a matter of defense
The PRESIDENT pro tempore stated that the question was on the
that that committee had no jurisdiction whatever, that the House had amendment proposed by Mr. EDMUNDS to the resolution submitted by
in no manner authorized it to institute these proceedings, iB not that Mr. Co:r-.'XLING.
an important faet to bring before this courtf
Mr. THURMAN moved to amend the amendment of Mr. EDl\IDl\"'DS by
I close, Senators, by saying that this question of jurisdiction cannot adding to the words proposed to be inserted the following :
be subdivided. It is but a single question, and this court ought to
And whether the matters in support of the jnrisdiction alleged by the Houso of
pass upon it but once. I repeat that under the resolution presented Representatives in the pleadings subsequent to the articles of impeachment can
by the honorable Senator this court may be called upon to pass on be thus alleged if the same are not averred in said articles.
the question of jurisdiction twice. This should not be done. ThereThe amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
fore the managers submit that the order asked for by them should be
The amendment, as amended, was agreed to.
granted.
The question recurring on the resolution of Mr. CONKLING, a~
Mr. ED MUNDS. I should like to hea.r the proposed order read again. amended,
The PRESIDENT pro lentpore. The Secretary will report the order.
Mr. THURMAN moved further to amend the resolution by striking
The Secretary read as follows:
out all after the word" resolved" and in lieu thereof inserting:
Ordered, That the Senate proef'.ed first to bear and determine the question whether
W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment for acts d«?ne
as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office. The motion
that testimony be heard tonching the exa~t time of such resignation, and touching
the motive and purpose of such resignation, is reserved without prejudice till the
question above stated has been conshlored.

That the Senate will first hear the evidence on the issues of fact relatin~ to the
question of jurisdiction, and after hearing the same will fix a time for hearing the
argument upou the questions of Ia.w a.nu fact relating to such jurisdiction.

The amendment was rejected.
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The question recurring on the resolution of Mr.
amended, as follows:

Co~'XLING,

as

Ordered That the Senate proceed first ro hear and determine the question
whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amen~ble f.? tria~ by imp~cl1ment f~?r
acts. done as Secretary of War, notwitbsanding hi~ resignation of .sa1d office; and
that the managers and counsel in such argument dis?OSS the question '."h~th~r ~e
issues of fact are m~terial, and whether the matters m support of the JUrl8di~tion
alleged by the House of Representatives in the pleadings subseq~ent !.a the. articles
of impeaclmlent can be thus alleged if the same are not averred m srud articles.

The resolution, a-s amended, was agre.ed to.
.
.
Mr. EDMUNDS submitted the followmg order for constderatwn.
Ordered That the hearing proceed on the 4th day of May, 1876; and that three
of the m~a(J'ers and three of the counsel for the respondent be heard thereon, as
follows : On'e counsel for the respondent shall open and shall be followed by one
manager and he shall be followed by one counsel for the r~spondent, who shall be
followed' by two managers, and one counsel for the respondent shall close the argument; and that such time be allowed for argument as the managers and counsel
may desire.

Mr. ANTHONY moved to amend by striking out "4th" and in lieu
thereof inserting " 15th."
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. BURNSIDE moved to amend by striking out "4th" and in lieu
thereof inserting "16th."
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. HOWE moved to amend by striking out "4th" and in lieu
thereof inserting "8th."
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 23, nays
32 ; as follows :

t

YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Boutwell, Burnside, Canteron of Wisconsin•
Conover, Cooper, Cragin, Ferry: Frelinghuysen, Ha~ey, IDWJ:lcock, Howe, Ingalls,
Jones of Florida Logan, McMillan, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Oglesby, Robertson, Sargen~ and Saulsbury-23.
. .
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard Bogy Booth, Caperton, Chnstiancy, Cockrell, Conk·
lin()' Davis Dennis Eaton 'Edm~ds, Hamilton, Jones of Nevada, Kelly, Key, MoCr:.;ry, MdDonald 'Maxey Merrimon Morrill of \Termont, Morton, Norwood, Paddock, Patterson. RUndolph,'Ransom, Sherman, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte,
and Withers-32.
.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvama, Clayton, Dawes,
Dorsey, English, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamlin, Kernan, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, West, Windom, and Wright--16.

So the amendment waa rejected.
Mr. CONKLING moved to amend the resolution by striking out all
after the word" resolved" and in lien thereof insertingThat the hearing proceed on the 4th day of May, 1876, at twelve ?'clock and
thirty minutes p. m. ; that the opening aud those of the argument _be gtven to the
respondent · that three counsel and three mlMlagers may be heard m such order as
may be a~.ed upon between themselves; and tliat such time be allowed for argu·
ment as t'he managers and counsel mn.y desire.

After debate,
The amendment wa-s agreed to.
The resolution of Mr. EDlruNDs, a-s amended, was then agreed to.
On motion of Mr. SARGENT, the Senate resolved to return to its
Chamber.
At four o'clock and forty minutes p. m. the Senate returned to the
Senate Chamber, and the President pro tempore took the chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Presiding Officer is directe~ to
state to the parties that the Senate have made several orders, which
will now be reported by the Secretary.
The CHIEF CLERK. The first order is as follows :
Ordered That the Senate proceed first ro hear and determine the question whether
W. W. Beik:;ap the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeaehment for aots done
as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his r~gnation of s~d office; and th~t the
mana(J'ers and counsel in such argument discuss the question whether the 18sues
of fact are material and whether the matters in support of t.be jurisdiot~on a.lle~ed
by the Honse of Representatives in the pleadings subseque?t to. the a:rticles of llll·
peachment can be tllus alleged if the same are not averred m srud art1cle.i.
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The PRESIDENT P"O tempore. The second order will be road.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered That the hearing proceed on the 4th of May, 1876, at twelve o'clock and
thirty mu;_utes p. m. ; that the opening and close of the argument _be given to the
respondent; that three counsel and three managers may. be heard m such order as
may be a!n'eed on between themselves; and that such t1me be allowed for argu.
ment as t'he mana.gers and counsel may desire.

Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I move that the Senate, sitting
for the trial of the articles of impeachment, adjourn to the 4th of
May at twelve o'clock and thirty minutes p. m.
Mr. Manager LORD. Will the Senator withdraw that motion for
amomentf
Mr. THURMAN. Certainly, I am willing to do so.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The motion to adjourn is withdrawn.
Mr. ManaO'er LORD. Mr. President, I am desired by the managers
to say that ~e should like to be heard on the question of the right to
open and close, and also in regard to the number of managers who
shall be allowed to speak.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. What has been read is an order of
the Senate. Does the Senator from Ohio renew his motion that the
Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment a{]journ to the time
named T
Mr. ANTHONY. Is thero not any way of reaching what the managers propose f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Docs the Senator make a motion T
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, on this side of the Chamber we
did not hear what was tho request of the managers.
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Mr. ANTHONY. I asked if there was no way of considering whether
the request can be granted.
Mr. CRAG IN. The suggestion of the Senator fro~ Ohio was that
he did not hear the request of the man~gers.
.
. .
Mr. THURMAN. With respect to tune, the order IS unltm1ted.
Unlimited time is allowed for the argument, both in the opening and
the closing.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. One of the managers, Mr. LORD, has
asked to be heard on the order just read. That was the request of
the manager.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I would ask the Chair whether there is
anv objection to hearing the managers now T
'i'he PRESIDENT pro tempore. None. They may be heard.
Mr. EDMUNDS. The managers can move to set aside the order,
just as they could in court, I think.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. • The Chair cannot suggest to the
managers. They can proceed.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Mr. President, had we better
not adjourn and meet to-morrow T
Mr. EDMUNDS. No; let us end this matter now.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. It is almost five o'clock.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We can end it in fifteen minutes.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. It would be very unpleasant to
interrupt the managers after they begin to speak. We shall hardly
get through by a reasonable hour to-day. I move, therefore, that
when the Senate adjourns it adjourn to meet on Monday at twelve
o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. We are not in legislative session,
and the motion cannot be entertained.
Mr. McDONALD. If a motion was made to rescind the order,
would that give the managers the opportunity they desire!
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. If that motion is made by a Senator and agreed to by the Senate, the question of the order will be
open. It lies with the Senate.
.Mr. EDMUXDS. The managers can be heard by unanimous consent.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore.~ The Chair has stated that the managers will be heard.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I make a motion to rescind the
order on the points which I have stated, and desire that Mr. HoAR
be heard on the subject.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The Chair would state to the
manager that a motion by him to rescind the order of the Senate
would not be in order ; but the manager is permitted t-o address tho
Senate.
Mr. Manager LORD. I was informed by a Senator that the motion would be in order; but I will put it in any shape the President
may suggest.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The manager, Mr. HoAR, has the
floor and is entitled to be heard.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President and Senators, I had not expected that this question would arise at this moment for discussion;
but I believe I can make a very compaet and brief statement of what/ .
we have to submit.
I understand that the rules of proceedings upon impeachment are
not governed by the principles or precedents of ordinary criminal
courts. The Honse of Lords or the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment undoubtedly derives great light in the application of the
principles of common justice and of law from the sages of the law;
but nevertheless impeachment is a p:roceeding which stands on its own
constitutional ground. It is an investigation into the guilt of great
public offenders abusing official trusts, by ihe legislative bodies of the
country where that practice prevails. In that investigation, as everywhere else, those legislative bodies are equals. Neither branch of the
American Congress stands as a suitor at the bar of the other; neither
branch of the British Parliament stands as a. ~:mitor at the bar of the
other· but the concurrent judgment of the two branches is necessary
to an' impeachment, just as the con~urre,nt judgment of ~he two
branches is necessary to an act of legiSlation. In the English Parliament the Honse ol Commons brings to the bar of the Lords ov_ery
bill which it passes, and requests the aBSent of the Lords thereto,Jnst
as in the English Parliament the House of Commons brings to the
bar of the House of Lords the fact that it has ascertained the guHt
of a great public offender in the course of it~ offi~i~l duty,. and a.sks
the judgment of the Honse of Lords a-s to his gmlt a.nd his pumshment.
It is an absolutely settled principle of right that upon all questions
which arise in the trial of an impeachment the Honse of Commons
has the right to reply. It is a principle which has existed in En~land for four hundred years, which, when the term "impeMhment"
1s used in our Constitution in clothing tbis.body with one of its highest functions, was imported as all the other constitutional attendants
of an impeachment were imported, except where they are expressly
.
varied by the Constitution it-self.
This question arose in the trial of President Johnson, and mth the
leave of t.he Senate I will cite that authority and the English authority on which the Senate then based its action. After a discussion
of a quest.ion of practice which came up, as to the course of proceeding in the trial, the Chief Justice, then presiding in the Senate, ~fter
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the managers for the Honse bad closed what they bad to say, inMr. ANTHONY. I beg pardon; I thought it was all one order.
quired of the counsel for the Presicleut respondent whether they deThe PRESIDENT pro tentpore. There are two orders. The Senator
sired to reply to what had been said by t.he managers, and the man- from Indiana will submit his motion in writing.
agers representing the House interposed with th~s suggestion:
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. 'Mr. President-Mr. Manager BINGHAM. Mr. President., with all respect t~oching the sug§rrestion · The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Chair reminds Senators ~at
just made by the presiding officer of tho Senate, I beg leave to remind tho onate, debate is out of order.
·
and I am instructed to do so by my associate managers, that from time immemoMr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I do not propose to debate; but a motion
rial in proceedings of this kind the ri,:!ht of the Commons in En~land, and of the was made to adJ' ourn to the 4th day of Mav. , and I was goin cr to ask
0
Representatives of the people in tho United States, to close the debate l1as not been
·'
by any rule settled against them. On the contrary, in Lord Melville's casewhether it would not be better that the Senator from Vermont should
And this, I believe, is the last case of impeachment which has taken change his motion and move that we adjourn until Monday next at
place in Englandhalf past twelve!
if I may be allowed and pardoned for making reference to it, the last case, I be'fhe motion of Mr. McDONALD being reduced to writing was read
lieve, reported in EncrL'\nd, Lord Erskine presiding, when the very question was by the Chief Clerk, as follows:
made which has now 'been submjtted by the presiding officer t~ the Senate, one of
Ordered, That the vot~ by which the order in re~rd to the order of discussion •
the managers of t.he House of Commons arose in his place and said that he owod it of the jurisdictional question was adopted be reconsidereil.
to the Commons to protest against the immemorial US.'lge being uenicd to the ComMr. MeDON ALD. Mr. President, in response to the Senator from
mons of England w be heard in reply to i'hatever might be said on behalf of the
accuseil at the bar of the Peers. In that case the language of the manager, Mr. New York [Mr. CONKLL.'m 1 I will say that I have made the motion
Giles, was:
to reconsider; and of course it is with the Senate whether they will
"My lords, it w'lB not my intention to trouble your lordships with any ob11er- consider it now or at a future time.
vations upon the arguments yon have heard; an<l if I now do so, it is only for the
u
EDMUNDS L
d·
f·
sake of insisting upon and maintaining that right which the Commons contend is
llll'. '
r
·
et us lSpose 0 It now.
The PRESIDENT 1J1'0 tempore. The question is on the motion of
their acknowledged and undoubt-ed privilege, tbe right of bein~ heard after the
counsel for the defendant has made his observations in reply. J.t bas been inva.- the Senator from Indiana [Mr. .M:cDo~ALD] just read.
11Ir. McDONALD. I a~k for the yeas and nays.
riably tulmitted when required." (29 State Trial.:i, page 762, 44-46 George III.)
orLdi~~~~~o " respou.ded the right of the Commons to reply was never doubted
The yeas and nays were ordered; and the Secretary called the name
Following the suggestion of the learned gentleman wbo has just taken his s~at\ of Mr. ALLISO~.
I believe that when that utterance was made it had been the continued. rule in knMr. HOW E. Mr. President, I should prefer that the vote woulu
gl:md
for tribunal,
nearly five
t b e t a k?en on th'IS mo t'wn a t th8 presen t momen t ·
in hundrod
the first years.
cn.se of impeachment that ever was tried before the no
In tbls
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Debate is not in order.
Senate of the United States nnuer the Constitution, (I refer to the case of Blount,)
the &nate will seo by a reference to it that although the accused h~ the affirmaMr. HOWE. I move that the Senate sitting as a court of impeachtive of the issue, although be interposed a plea to the jurisdiction, the argument ment adjourn until to-morrow at half past twelve o'clock.
waa closed in tbo case by the manager of the House, Mr. lla.rper.
Ml'. WHYTE. Is it in order to make such a motion while the rollIn response to that claim, the distinguished and able counsel for call is going on f
the President, who, I need not remind many of the most distinguished
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. There has been no response to the
members of this body, fought every inch of ground, yielded to the call.
demand; and throughout the President's trial, from that time, t.he
Mr. WHYTE. The first name was called.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. But not responded to. The Senator
House of Representatives was heard in reply upon every question that
arose, whether a question of the admission of evidence, of the pro- fmm Wisconsin [Mr. HowE] moves that the Senate sitting for the
ceedings, or the final question, following therein the English prece- trial of the impeachment adjomn until to-morrow at half past twelve
dents for five hundred years and the precedent adopted in the first o'cloc.)r.
case of impeachment in the Senate, and acting tbe1·ein also in accordMr.DAWES. Perhaps the Senator will permit me to make a suggesance with what, so far as I have been able to examine, has been the tion. By unanimous consent, the managers were heard on the quosproceeding in every case of impeachment in a State tribunal in this tion of changing this rule. It seems to me that it would be proper to
country.
extend the same courtesy to the counsel for the respondent.
In addition to these two sources of authority upon this point, I deThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
sire for one moment to call the attention of tho Senate to the fact that the Senator from Wisconsin.
the managers undertake here the affu·mative of this issue. It is true
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Mr. Presidentthat tlic respondent bas interposed what he calls a plea to the jurisThe PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Debate is not in order.
diction, and that the jurisdictional q nestion has been raised l>y making
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I do not intend to debate; but I
an issue upon that plea; but that is a matter of form and not of sub- rise to a question of order. I think I can move to amend the motion
stance. If the counsel for the respondent bad seen fit to enter a of the Senator from Wisconsin by proposing that we shall adjourn
general plea of "not guilty," the question of the jurisdiction of the until Monday at twelve o'clock and thirty minutes p.m.
Senate to try and convict would have been involved in the final vote
Mr. HOWE. I will withdraw the motion I submitted just now,
upon that question. To show the jurisdiction of the court over the for the time being, in order that tho question raised by the Senator
subject-matter of the inquiry is a part of tbeaffimativeissneinvolved from Massachusetts [Mr. DAWES] may be considered.
in the presentment of articles. So t.hat l>y the logic of ordinary prac.Mr. DA.WES. I do not know that the counsel have the least desire
tice we are brought to the same result as we should be if it were not a to be beard ; but common courtesy, it seems to me, would demand
question of the prerogative of the House, and the accustomed and well- the extending to them of the same privilege that the Senate has exsettled methods of proceeding in impeachment. In the Blount trial, tended to the mana~ers.
I believe I have stated wit.h sufficient flistinctness, the plea being
The PRESIDENT 1n·o tempore. The Senator from Wisconsin withthat William Blonnt was a Senator of the United States and there- draws his motion. Do the counsel on the part of the respondent defora not an impeachable civil officer, and also that be had laid down sire to be beard f
his office before the proceedings were instituted-upon that issue,
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President,.from the course of the argument ·
which presented simply the question of jurisdiction, the opening and of the honorable manager I Mr. HOAR] we are very much in doubt
close were with the House.
whether we have any concern with this busin~ss. It seems to be
Mr. EDMU~TDS. Mr. President, I move that the Senate sitting for rather a conference between the two Houses than a proceeding in this
this trial adjourn 1.mtil half past twelve o'clock, afternoon, of the 4th trial. We are informed by the honorable manager that we have been
day of .May.
.
tried and convicted in the other end of this Capitol, and that they
Mr. McDON.A.J.JD. If the Senator will withdraw the motion-have simply brought their judgment here for ratification and concurYr. EDMUNDS. I withdraw it.
renee; and they are only now investigating the question as to how
Mr. McDONALD. I desire, Mr. President, to move to reconside:r and in what form the Senate is to concur in the judgment which the
the vote in re~ard to the order of proceeding in the case.
House of Representatives"h.as rendered against us. That, of course,
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator will submit his motion . is a mere question of practice between the two Houses, which we are
in writing.
understood to have no interest in and no right to interfere with.
1\:Ir. CONKLING. May I inquire of the Senator whether his purOn the merits of this motion to rescind, twenty-five years' practice
pose is to enter the motion now a,nd leave it to stand 1.mdetermined has satisfied me that it is always safe to leave a. court to vindicate
until the 4th of May, or to have immediate action upon it now J .And its own order; and when this court, after full deliberation and conif it be not ont of order, I will assign as a reason for my inquiry that sultation in private, has made an order, we assume that that order
if the motion to reconsider be entered and left to stand, no gentleman will be adhere-d to.
who is to engage in the conduct of this proceeding on either side will
In the next place, whatever may be the precedents in the Honse of
understand what is incumbent upon him or to be incumbent upou Lords in trying an impeachment, we have the authority of the bonhim wben the 4th of May arrives. So I suggest to the Senator that orable manager himself who has just taken his seat that they are not
he would hardly make th~ motion to reconsider and leave it standing, binding at all in a trial of impeachment under our Constitution. In
thus untying everything that bas been done and leaving both sides the debate which took place in the House (if it can be called a debate
in doubt.
where nobody was allowed to speak) as to the ordering of tbeimpeach~Ir. ANTHONY. Mr. President, I submit that the motion of the ment, thehonorablemauager himself stated thattheBritishruleswere
Senator from Indiana must be to rescind the whole order, not a part notapplicable, andconsequentlynoaidcould be drawn from the trial of
of it. The order has been adopted. We cannot reach a part until Warren Hast:in~s. Now I snbmit that whatever may have been the
the whole is placed before the court again.
rule in the trial of impeachments in England this court should make
1t:Ir. CONKLING. This was a. separate order. There were two or- its own rule, and that should be the rule ..of right and justice.
ders.
I deny, as respectfully as a man may deny anything that comes from
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a co-ordinate branch of this Congress, that the House appears hero in
any other attitude than we appear here, a suitor in this cam~e. Is it
possible, where the Constitution says we are to have a trial, and the
House of Representatives presents itself here as the accuser, that it
is a part of the court ; that it is entitled to any favor here that we
ar not entitlecl to f The rule uniformly aclopted by the courts of
luw is a rule which the experience of hundreds of years has determined to be wise and proper, and that is the rule which I understand
this Senate has ordered for this trial. Is it desired by the honomble
managers that the ordinary course of justice should be changed on
this trial, that we should be invited to new entertainments, and that
we should be borne down here by oppressive precedents in the Honse
of Lor&, and especially after the manager himself, with an independence which was all worthy of him, has in his own branch of Congress
put aside the authority of the precedents of the House of Lords in
impeachment cases f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion submitted by the Senator from Indiana, [Mr. McDONALD.]
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, I ask leave to say a word.
The PRESIDENT pro tent1J01'e. · The manager asks to be heard. Is
there objection f The Chair hears none.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I desire to EH.ty, Mr. President, that the learned
counsel has imitated one of his associates in strangely misnnderstandin~ and misapplying some observations which he attributes to
me. I ao not, however, propose to be drawn into a discussion of what
took place in the House of Representatives. The proposition which
I mn.de and to which he has undertaken to reply was that the House
of Representatives brings to the Senate n. charge the truth of which
it has ascertained in the course of its public legislative duty. Undoubtedly it has the burden of maintaining that charge and of proving every fact which is involved in it; and undoubtedly the defendaut has the full right to every constitutional or legal principle or
presumption of innocence which exists anywhere. .But the burden
and the duty is on us of proving that charge according to the prec-edents of this Senate and of all senates, accorfling to the precedents
of the House of Lords in England sitting as a court of in1peachment,
. and not according to the precedents of police courts or inferior courts
of any other kind sitting auywhere. And the precedents of this
Senate and of all senates sitting as a court of impeachment have
adopted the rule practiced upon in the English House of Lords, from
which impeachments- come, for five hundred years, t,hat on all qnestions the party instituting tho proceeding and having the burden of
proof throughout the whole issue has the 1·ight to reply. That is the
proposition, and to that proposition no answer whatever has been
vouchsafed or suggested by the honorable counsel for the defendt:mt.
The further proposition, to which no reply has been suggested,
was that in this particulai· on this special issue now macle up, the
precedent of this ~enate and of all senates sitting as a court of impeachment, precisely corresponds and agrees wit.h tbe precedents of
all courts whatever, f,h at where a plea to the jurisdiction is interposed and to that plea a demurrer is filed, which-leaving out now
this second matter of fact-is the question here, the party demurring
has the affi.I·mative and the reply in support of his demurrer.
So that, taking the first issue presented here, the two modes of determing what is the proper course concur and coincide, and if the
issu-.. of fact tendered by the House of Representatives affecting the
jurisdictional question be to any extent considered by the Senate, it
is also clear that upon that issue of fact the party tendering that
would be entit.led in any court of equity or law to the right to begin
ancl tho 1·ight to rAply.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, may I request the Chair to ask
•the manager to point out to the Senat-e the demurrer of t.he House of
Representatives to the pleaT
.Mr. Manager HOAR. I will. It is the first replication:
\

!

The House of Repre. entatives of the United States, prosecuting, on behalf of
themselves and the people of tho Unitetl States, the articles of im.J?eachment exhibited by them to tho Senate of tho United States a~ust said William W. Belknap,
r eply ro the plea of said William W. Belknap, ann say that the matters alleged m
the saiu plea. are not sufficient to exempt tho said William W. Belknap from answering the said articles of impeachment.
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The PRESIDENT pro tempfJre. The Senator from Pennsylvania will
state his amendment to the motion.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I move that the court now sitting adjourn until Monday at half past twelve o'clock.
The PRESIDENT p1'0 tempore. The Senator from Pennsylvania
moYes, as an amendment to the motion of the Senator from Wisconsin, that the time fixed Bhall be Monday, instead of to-morrow, at
half past twelve o'clock. The question is on the amendment.
'fhe amendment was not a.g reed to.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ten11J0re. The question recurs on the motion
of the Senator from Wisconsin, that the Senate sitting in ti.ial adjourn until to-morrow at half past twelve o'clock.
The motion was not agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question recurs on the motion
submitted by the Senator from Indiana, [Mr. McDoNALD,] on which
the yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. HOWE. If it is not too late, I think I shall ask for the yeas
and nays on my motion to adjourn. I do not think it is tho pmpose
of the Senat-e to d.live us to a vote on the motion of the Senator from
Indiana at the present time.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Tho Senator from Wisconsin asks
·for the yeaa and na.ys on the question. Unless there is objection, the
Chair will inquire if there is a second to the demand.
The yeas a.nd nays wero ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas 22,
nays 31 ; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Boutwell, Cameron of Wisconsin, Cooper, Dawes, Ferry,
Frclin.e:huysen, Harvey, Howe, Jones of Ne•ada, Key, McCreery,· McDonald,
McMillan, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill of M:tine, Morrill of Vermont, Oglesby,
Saulsbury, Sherman, :mu Windom-2'2.
N AYs.:-Messrs. Anthony, Bayard, Bo~, Booth, Burnside. Cameron of Pennsyl·
vania, Caperton, C!tristia.ncy, Conklin IT, Conover, Da.vis, Dennis, Eaton, Hamilton,
Hitchcock, Ingalls, Jones of Floritla, Kelly, Max:ey, Norwood, Paddock, Patterson,
Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Spencer, Thurman, Wallace, Whyte, nnd
Withers-3L
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Bruce, Clayton, Cockrell, Cragin, Dorsey, Edmunds,
English, Goldthwnite, Gordon, Hamlin, Kernan, Logan, M01·ton. Sharon, Stevenson, Wadleigh, West, anll Wright-18.

So the motion was not agreed to .
:Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I now move that the Senate
sitting a.a n. court adjourn till Monday at twelve and a half o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate has refused to agree to
that motion already.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. This is a new motion, if the
Chair please.
The PRESIDENT pro ten1pore. The Senate refused the motion of
the Senator prior to the yea and nay vote just tal.:en •
.Mr. CAMERON, of P'e nnsylvania. The question was divided. Mine
was an amendment to the motion of the Senator from Wit-3consin.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. And it was rejected by the Senate.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I t-hink I have a rig-ht now to
make a new motion that the Senate sitting as a court adjourn until
Monday at half past twelve o'clock.
Mr. ANTHONY. If the Senator will modify his motion so a.a to fix
the time five minutes later, it will be in order.
.Mr. CAMERON, of Peunsylvania. Then I will make it five minutes after that timo.
The PRESIDENT pro tent]JOre. That motion is in order. The Senator from Pennsylvania moves that tho Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment adjourn until .Monday at twelve o'clock and thiltyfive minutes p. m.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
tbe impeachment of W. W. Belknap adjourned until Monday next at
twelve o'clock and thirty-five minutes p. m .

MONDAY,

May 1, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore having.announced the arrival of the
time to which the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment had
adjourned,
'fhe usual proclamation was ma.do by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Mr. Blair and Mr. Carpenter.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will notify the House
of Representatives that the Senate is now ready to receive the managers and the House, provision being made for their accommodation.
The Sergeant-at-Arms announced the presence of the managers of
the impeachment on the part of the House of Representatives; and
they (with the exception of Mr. Mc~lA.HoN, who was absent) were
conducted to the ~eats }'rovided for them.
The l::)ecretary read the Journal of the proceedings of the Senate of
Friday, April 28, sitting for the trial of the impeachment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is ready to proceed
with thP trial. The pending motion will be reported, proposed by
the Senator from Imlia.ua, [Mr. McDO:NALD,] upon which the yeas
and navs will be taken.
The Secretary read the order of Mr. McDONALD, modified from
the form in which"it was originally submitted, to read as follows:

And tben they mm·ely re-affirm a fact which had been affirmed in
t.he original articles, that he was before that time Secretary of War,
which is not a matter denied in the original plea; so that this first
proposition is nothing but a demurrer to the plea, though it is called
·
a replication.
I was saying, therefore, that if the second issue of fact be considered by the honorable Senate in any degree the party having t-he
affirmative of that issue of fact is entitled to tho right to begin and
the right to reply. So, then, the learned counsel for the respondent
asks the Senate to overthrow the uniform course of practice in Englan<i, and the course of practice settled by itself in the first case in
this country, where four of the most distinguished lawyers of the land
were employed on the one side and on the other, and admitted and
conceded -in the trial of the President, as many gentlemen whom I
see here ver:y well know.
Mr. HOWE. Mr. President, I now renew my mo"tion that the Senate, sitting as a court of impeachment, adjourn until twelve o'clock
and thirty minutes p.m. to-morrow.
Ordered, That the vote by which it was ordered that the respondent be entitled
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I renew my amendment to the to conclude tbe argumeut upon the question of the jnrisdiction of the Senate to enmotion of th~ Senator from Wisconsin.
t~;>rhlin the artkires of impeoohment o.goinst the respondent be reconsidered.
(

i
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Mr. EDMUNDS. .Mr. President, I feel bound, after what bas taken
place in the argument, to move that the Senate withdraw for consultation.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President, before the motion is put, I should like
to be heard for a few moments by the Senate.
The PRESIDEt\"'T p1·o tempore. Is there objection f The Chair
hears none.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, when this question waa
mooted at the last session of this court, I had not been able to give
any attention scarcely to the subject, and waa therefore wholly unprepared to make any remarks whatever upon it. Since that adjournment, however, I have looked into the matter with such opportunity
as the time afforded me would enable me to do, and upon examination of some of the precedents, which I think will be more authoritative than those stated by the managers, I hope that the Senate will
not recede from the order it has taken in this matter.
The first to which I will call the attention of the Senate is the case
of Barnard, with which the managers have shown their familiarity,
having referred to it in connection with this plea in abatement.
Throughout that case the rule which obtains in courts of justice was
adhered to, that counsel who maintained the affirmative of the issue
had the opening and reply upon such issue. I would also say-and I
am making my remarks very brief-in regard to the affirmative of the
issue that this is substantially a demurrer to the articles, because every
lawyer knows that in a proceeding like this the articles themselves
must allege all the facts necessary to give the jurisdiction in the case
alleged and proved. This court of impeachment is a court of limited
jurisdiction under the Constitution, and in every court of that character the facts upon which the jurisdiction rests must appear on the
complaint by which the case is initiated and inviting the a-ction of
the court.
Now, every party demurring has the opening and closing, and the
argument which is addressed to the court on the other side, that, as
they have the affirmative of the general issue, therefore they ought
to be heard in opening and replying upon all the questions arising in
the progress of' the case, would with equal propriety give the plaintiff
in every other court the reply on all such questions, whether applied
to a question of la.w or a question of fact. But that is not the rule.
In this case we demur, and thus say that, assuming all the facts alleged
to be true, the House of Representatives has no case. That is an
affirmative proposition tba.t no impeachment can be maintained on
the facts charged, and therefore we are entitled to the opening nnd
conclusion of the argument.
It is altogether a mista.ke, also, that this proceeding was ever otherwise considered here or in England as standing upon any different
footing in its general principles than any other proceedings at law.
Woodeson,inhislectureonthesubjectofimpeachment,(volnme2,page
596,) treats it as a suit. His language is that "the House of Commons,
as the grand inquest c5f the nation, become suitors for penal justice."
·wilson in his Parliamentary Law speaks of the articles as analogous to
an indictment, and hence the rules of practice ought to conform to
those of the courts in analogous circumstances, and if they vary from
them in England, it (loes not follow a practice there which does not
conform to the general principles recognized hero. We have greatly
restricted the impeachment proceeding; it is not the proceeding here
as there in many of its essential features.
This is all I think it necessary to say in support of the jod!mlent of
the Senate establishing the rule of proceeding nuder consi~eration.
I premise the honorable chairman of the Judiciary Committee, upon
whose mot.ion it waa made I believe, bas made himself familiar with
this subject. I hope I may be allowed to say in conclusion, that as
American lawyers are not very familiar with this proceeding of impeachment, for it is very unusual in this country, if the Senate does
retire to consider this matter, it will take into considera.tion the question of giving ns a little more time; and I am sure our brethren, the
managers, will not oppose it on further consideration. We do not ask
it for the purpose of making any display. We want to investiga.te
this subject, so as to save the time of the Senate in pre.senting it
briefly and in an orderly manner; and we can save the time of the
Senate, its valuable time at this season of the session, if we are allowed some time to read and digest our reading before discussing this
very important constitutional question to be considered.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tem.po1'e. Is there objection to the managers
being heard f The Chair hears none.
Th. Manager LORD. Mr. President, on the question of time referred to last by the counsel who has addressed the court, the managers
have already said all that they desire to say, and simply announce
that we adhere to positions formerly taken.
On the question of the opening ndclosingof he argument., the managers desire to be further heard through Mr. HoAR, and I will say now,
so that I need not rise again, that tho managers also desire that four
of their number may be allowed to argue the questions now before
the court. It will be seen by the orders of this court that there are five
principal questions presented-I need not now refer to them-four of
them by the pleadings and the fifth by the order of the court, to wit,
whether the matters contained in the second replication of the House
of Representatives ought not to have been presented in the original
:trticles. Theso five questions being before us, the managers suggest
that four of their number should be allowed to argue them.

Mr. Manager HO.AR. J'llr. President and Senators, I desiro to say a
few sentences only in reply to what has fallen from the learned counsel for the respondent and I desire to state exactly what is the fundamental proposition on which we rest the claim which we presented
to the Senate on Friday. It is this, that a court of impea.chment, a
parliamentary process for the investigation of the guilt of great public offenders, has had from time immemorial, both in this country and
England, its own rules of evidence, its own rules of pleading, and its own
methods of practice, settled by immemorial usage and adopted by our
Constitution when it used the word "impeachment" as one of tho
powers with which the Senate is clothed. Those roles of evidence,
practice, and pleading are not the rules which obtain in the courts of
the common law, but are other and different rules.
Do not let me be misunderstood or misrepresented when I make
this statement. The rules of pleadin~ and of evidence and of practice, which are based upon common nght and which secure to a defendant a fair and impartial trial and protection a.gainst oppression,
the presumption of innocence, all rules of substance, apply here. This
court sits to apply in all its proceedings the rules of common justice
a.nd of common right, and is the highest court in the country authorized to apply those rules to this class of offenders. But it applies
these rules by its own methods. If in any respect a rule of procedure
existing in the court of impeachment is less favorable to a defendant
at its bar tba.n the process in a criminal court in an analogous case,
Senators will remember the immense constitutional equivalent which
is given him. He is entitled, for hiM judges and for his jurors both, t.o
have impaneled seventy-four Senators of the United States, selected
by the various States which make up this Republic as the first men
in character, in capacity, in knowledge of the Constitution that those
various communities present; and he cannot be convicted unless by
a two-thirds judgment of the court so made up. In this he finds an
equivalent for every possible inconvenience which the application of
the rnles which prevail in a court of impeachment may cause him.
I speak at this moment only from memory, but I do not understand
that the learned counsel correctly states the only American precedent
to which he has referred-the case of Barnard. In Barnard's case a
plea was interposed to the jurisdiction, in substance the same plea
which is interposed here, applying to several of the articles. That
plea was argued by itself, and upon that argument the counsel for
the State had the opening and the close. In regard to the English
precedent, I beg leave respectfully to refer honorable Sena.tors to a
report of whi<;h Mr. Burke is the author from a committee appointed
by the House of Commons to inspect the journals of the Lords with a.
view of ascertaining the occasion of the great delay which had happened in the trial of Warren Hastings. This inspection and report
were made in the seventh year of that trial. Mr. Burke makes in
this report a most ample and thorough discussion of the entiro procedure in cases of impeachment in Parliament. He begins by considering the matter of pleadings and the matter of evidence and other
matters of procedure, and states in the fullest manner the principle
upon which the claim of the managers rested. I do not mean to say
that be states a.nything in regard to this particular question of the
opening and close. The report is silent upon that particular subject,
but he states the doctrine. He begins by saying :

\

Your committee finds that the Lords, in matter of appea.lorimp~chmentin Parliament, are not of right obliged to proceed according to the course or rules of the
Roman civil law, or by those of the law or usa~e of any of the inferior courts in
Westminster Hall; but by the la.w and usage ot Parliament.

Then he cites various precedents from the earliest times; and finds
that always the court proceed according to the law and nsagt} of Parliament. Then he cites Lord Coke:
As every court of justice hath laws and customs for its direction, some by the •
common law, some by the civil and canon law, some by peculiar laws a.nd customs,
&c., so the high court of Parliament~ sui& propriis legibus et consuetudinibtut sub·
sistit. It is by the lex et consuetudo parliam.enti that all weighty matters in any
parliament moved, concerning the peers of the realm, or Commons in Parliament
assembled, ought to be determined, adjudged, and discussed by the course of the
Parliament, and not by the civilla.w, nor yet by the common laws of this realm used
in more inferior courts.
This is the reason that judges ought not to give any opinion of a. matter of Parliament~ becanse it is not to be decided by the common law~. but secund"m leyem et
CBn~ttetudinem parliamenti; and so the judges in divers Parliaments ha-ve confessed.

Then he goes on under the "rule of pleading:"
Your committoo do not find that any rules of pleading aa observed in the inferior
courta han ever obtained in the proceedings of the high court of Parliament in a.
canso or matter in which tho whole procedure has been within their ori¢nal jurisdiction. Nor does your committee find that any demuiTer or exception, as of
false or erroneous pleading, hath been over admitted to any impeachment in Parliament, as not coming within the form of the pleading; and, although a. r ervation or protest is made bythe defendant-matter of form, as we conceive-" to tho
generality, uncertainty, and insufficiency of the articles of imueachmoot," yot no
objections have in fact been ever made in any part of the record.

I do not think it is worth while to detain the Senate with reading
very full and .copious extracts from t.his report.. I will take the liberty of placing the book whel.'e it will be reached by Senators when
they discuss this question.
Let me say again that it is not claimed that in any particular tho
rules of pleading, of evidence, or of practice, which as matter of common right and of common justice a.re essent.ial to giving the defendant a fair trial, to requiring of his accusers the fullest proof and giving him the entire benefit of the presumptions of innocence, do not
obtain in this high c6urt; but t.he law and custom of Parliament have
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been adopted with the adoption of impeachment itself, and one of the
well-settled methods of practice against which no authority has been
cited is that in all matters the House of Commons or the House of
Representatives have the right. of reply.
The learned counsel has called attention in t.he second place to the
character and form of these pleadings upon the first issue which is
made up; and with the leave of the Senate I desire to explain precisely how that stands. The House of Representatives, in the first
instance, allege in the original articles:
ART. 3. That said William W. Belknap was Secretary of War of the United
States of America before and during the month of October, 1870, and continued in
office as such Secretary of War until the 2d day of March, 1876.

Now, if the Senate will be good enou~h to observe the plea. which
was put in by the honorable counsel, it 1s this:
That this honorable court ought not to have or take further co!!Dizance of the

said articles of impeachment exhibited 1\Dd presented ap:ainst biro 'by the Houl'4e of
Representatives of the United States, because he says that before and at the time
when the said Houae of Representatives ordered and directed that he, the said
Belknap. should be impeached at the bar of the Senate, and at the time when the
said articles of impoaehment were exhibited and presented a~~inst him, the said
Belknap, by the said House of Representatives, be, the said Bemnap, was not, nor
bath he since been, nor is he now, an officer of the United States.

I
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In that replication there is an ambiguity. If the respondent had
said that at the time of the presentment of the articles of impeachment he was not a. civil officer it would have presented the naked
qtiestion of jurisdiction without ambiguity or difficulty, and the
House would have demurred; but he inserts the word" before." That
may have one of two meanings. It may amount to an allegation that
he was never, before the original articles of impeachment were presented, a civil officer of the United States. I do not say that t.hat
astnte purpose waa in the mind of the counsel who drew the pleading.
If we bad demurred simply, if we had made a simple demurrer, the
respondent might then have come before the Senate and argued that
he had responded to the articles that he never was a civil officer of
the United States at any time before they were presented, and we
should have been left to a discussion upon the verbiage of the article
and to the danger of being excluded from court by a blunder in not
giving the proper construction to the defendant'slangna~e. Accordingly we set up no new matter but we simply re-assign, m regard ·to
the fact which is left doubtful on the expression of the defendant's
plea, what we said in our original articles; in other words, we say,
"We mean to say that you were a civil officer of the United States
until the 2d of March ; and therefore, that being the meaning of our
original article, your plea. presents no legal or proper response." It
is a case therefore of a ro-a.ssignmen t or a re-affirmation of a fact ori~
nally set forth in a mode in which the meaning of the original allegation cannot be questioned, and saying that therefore, that fact being
considered, the plea of the respondent shows no answer in law. Thus
we have presented to the Senate in substance an issue made here in
this way: a. statement of the original articles that the defendant was
a civil officer of the United State.~ down to the 2d day of .March, reaffirmed in the replication; a statement by the defendant that before
these articles were presented he had ceased to be such civil officer;
and a statement on the part of the House of Representatives that
that last allegation is no defense to the charge; in other words, a
simple demurrer to what is pleaded and well pleaded in the original
article; and on such demurrer by the invariable rule of courts both
of law and equity the party sustaining the demurrer has the affirmative.
Upon the larger question (setting aside now the pleadings and
taking the substance of the issue upon the question of jurisdiction)
the plaintiff always has the affirmative. If the respondent had contented himself with introducing a naked plea of "not guilty," he
could have availed himself of his objection to the jurisdiction upon
that plea, and it would have required the judgment of the court to
be given against him orin his favor, without setting up the fact at all,
because the original articles do not all~e that at the time of the presenting of the articles he was a civil omcer of the United States.
And it may be proper to say one further word in conclusion. I
understand, in accordance, as was suggested in the very significant
question put I think by the honorable Senator from New York that
the true rule of pleading in impeachment cases is this: The House
of Representatives present articles setting up the substance of the
transa.ction on whi"h they rely, not in the form of an indictment or
of a bill in equity or of a civil declaration certain to a certain intent
in general, but setting forth the substance of a transaction. It is not
necessary to give dates. Yon may say "on or about the time." It
is not necessary to give legal result-s or intendments. Then the defend:mt comes in and in his answer either denies the whole matter if
there was no such transaction as is set. up, or if there waa a transaction
of the kind but an innocent and not a guilty one, with certain different and other circumstances, he tells the story as he alleges it to
be, setting up at the same time all special suggestions of law or of
defense of fact on which he relies; and the pleadings are made up in
that way by a joinder of issue. I do not think it is in the power of
parties by pleadings of fact such as take place in ordinary courts of
law to compel the Senate to determine, except in its discretion several issues of fact in succession. Suppose an issue of fact were ~ade
up on this question of jurisdiction, is the Senate to be compelled to
lay aside its legislative business and determine that, and then the
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defendant answer over, perhaps setting up some other matter strictly
in bar, and have that determined, and so the Senate put to a trial of
half a dozen successive issues of fact f I respectfully submit that
that is not the rule, but that the proper method of pleading is the
one which I have first stated.
Undoubtedly it would have been very proper that the matter set up
in this second replication should have been set up in the original articles; but it is also well settled in matters of impeachment that the
House of Representatives has in its discretion the right at any time
to file additional articles if it see fit. It is also true that this ne\V
matter set up in the second replication ha-s been pleaded to without
objection on the part of the defendant; that it is before the Senate as
an allegation in the cause presented by the authority of the House;
and whether it should or should not have been originally inserted in
the articles becomes now of no consequence.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I should like under the rule,
through the Chair, to make an inquiry of the manager now on the
floor. I would like to have read from Blount's case, if that was the
case to which the manager referred, or from the case of Chase, if that
was the case to which he referred on Friday, the passage in the report
in which it appears that the Senate held the affirmative to be with
the managers, regardless of the nature of the issue, regardless of the
q nestion whether they were the propounding party in respect of that
particular issue or not.
1\Ir. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, I desire to express my gratitude to the h-.morable Senator for putting that quest.ion, because it
reminds me of what I had moant to say if I was called upon to address
the Senat.e again t.his morning.
Blount's case was the case to which I referred. In the haste of replying to the learned counsel I usod the phrase, "the rule settled by
itself for the Senate in the first case which came before them." In
point of fa.ct, it appears upon the report that the order of proceeding
was settled by the four distinguished counsellors who took part in it
by an agreement, and there is no vote or other express action of the
Senate to be found; and it was my purpose, on the suggestion of one
of my honored associates, to have made that explanation to the Senate
at this time, bn tit passed from my mind. But Blount's case seems to me
to be a very significant and important authority, for it is not credible
that those four lawyers, four as able lawyers as the bar of the United
States afforded at that time, Mr. Jared Ingersoll, .Mr. Bayard, Mr.
Harper, and 1\Ir. Dallaa, would have conceded so important an advantage to the managers on the part of the Honse of Representatives
without any equivalent, unless they had understood the practice to
be so.
Mr. CONKLING. That was a demurrer by the House, though.
Mr. Manager HOAR. That was a demurrer by the House to a plea
on the question of jurisdiction, so that the Senate, and the Senate
without any objection, allowed the practice as settled by the counsel
among themselves to be adopted and acted on. It is not, however,
strictly accurate to say that the Senate settled the practice.
:Mr.EDMUNDS. Mayia-sk(throughtheCbair)them:magerwhether
the House in the Blount case, being the demurring party, were not entitled on ordinary judicial principles and practice to go forward without relying upon their privilege Y
Mr. Manager HOAR. Undoubtedly. Our replication is a copy of
the Blount replication.
Mr. MeDON ALD. I was about to ask if the replication is not a
copy of what is termed the demurrer in that case f
.Mr. :Manager HOAR. It is.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I a...~k the manager to read the replication in the
Blount case and the replication in this case.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I have not here the Blount case.
Mr. COCKREL.L. I can furnish the managers with the case if they
desire it. [Sending a book to the manacrers.]
.Mr. LOGAN. Before tlie manager rea& that, I desire to ask a. question merely to have him give his comments in l"eference to it. The
replication on the part of the House to the first plea. of the respondent is claimed by the managers to be a demurrer. Then there is a
demurrer by the respondent, and the managers follow with their
joinder in demurrer to the demurrer of the respondent. I ask whether
by that joinder in demurrer to the respondent they do not waive that
which they claim to be their demurrer in the replication to the first
plea of the respondent f I should like to hear the manager on that
point.
Mr. :Manager HOAR. I am not sure that I correctly apprehend the
force of the question of the honorable Senator from Illinois; but if I
do, with all due respect, I can express my opinion by saying that it
refers rather to what the successive steps in the pleading are labeled
by the parties, than to what they re:.1.lly amount to. The substance
of this issue is this: The Honse of Representatives say the defendant did certain acts as Secretary of War, and remained Secretary of
War until the 2d day of March. The defendant replies, " I was not
Secretary of War when you presented your articles, OJ.: before," leaving
it ambiguous whether he means never before, or that there was a time
before. when he <lid not hold the office. In order not to be entangled
by that ambiguity, the Honse of Representatives say, "'Ve mean "to
assert, as we said before, that you were Secretary of War down to the
2d day of March; and the fact that you ha.ve gone out since (which is
the only fact, as we understand the pleadings, now newly set up by
you) is not a sufficient answer to our original article."
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~fr. LOGAN. The question I asked, though, if I can make myself
understood, is merely this, boiled down to a point, whether the managers, by joining in· demurrer to the demuner of the respondent to the
replicl}.tion of the managers, do not then make the issue on that derunner, and waive what they claim as a demurrer on their part to
the plea of the respondent f
Mr. Manager HOAR. I do not so 1mderstand. I understand that
t.he question which the Senate ought to determine is this-this is the
Rnbstance of the whole thing: Is the fact newly affirmed, and. first
affirmed by this respondent, to wit, tho fact that he had ceased to
be Secretary of War when these articles were presented, a sufficient
answer to the charge! You cannot escape that simple proposition.
That is what you have got to try: Is the fact newly set up by the defendant, that .le bad ceased to be Secretary of War when these articles were presented, a sufficient answer to this charge f He sets that
up and the House of Representatives say that is no sufficient answer; and that is a demurrer in substance and in fact; and on the
question whether a fact so set up by my antagonist newly, for the
tirst time in the case, is a sufficient answer to what I have said, I am
always entitled to the opening and close.
Mr. MAXEY. Mr. President-....
Mr. Manager HOAR. I desire the honorable Senator to remember
that I have been quite led away from the previous request of the
honorable Senator from New York.
Mr. MAXEY. I should be glad to call the ma,nager's attention to
one point. The plea in response to the articles of impeachment declares that before and at the time of the beginning of the proceedings
for impeachment-that is in substance what it is-the respondent was
not an officer of the United States. The managers in their reply to
that, in their first replication, neither affirm nor deny that fact, but
they go on to say that that plea is not good and suffic~nt in law, because they say that at the time of the commission of the offenses as
sot forth in the articles of impeachment he was such officer. That
is the substance of that. Now it is claimed by the managers that
that is in substance a general demurrer to the defendant's plea.
Various other pleadings go on. The defendant then comes in and demurs to that tirst subdivision of the House's replication. To that
demurrer of the defendant the managers or the House put in a similiter, join in demurrer. Now, I am like my friend -from illinois; I wish
to unuerstand if the effect of that in law would not be, by joining in
the defendant's demurrer, to waive the Honse's demurrer f I should
be glad to hear what they have to say on that point, if that is not
the effect of the pleading, if joinder in the defendant's demurrer is
not a waiving and abandonment of th~ first demurrer.
1\Ir. Manager HOAR. I should be constrained, I think, to answer
by saying that I do not think that would be good practice, and a
court of law would order those pleadings to be reformed anti the
matter to stop at the first domuner and everything else to be stricken
out. But at any rate:Mr. :MAXEY. I will state in addition, Mr. President, that so far
as concerns the demurrer, which is joined, of the defendant, that demurrer does contain an offer to verify, which is unusual also in a
.,demurrer, I think. Still having joined in that: I ask whether that
oinder does not waive the demurrer of the managers 1
Mr. Ma.nager HOAR. I do not so understand.
Mr. SARGENT. I rise to a point of order.
The PRESIDENT pro t~m,_po1·e. The Senator will state his point of
order.
·
Mr. SARGENT. Rule 18 provides:

Mr. Manager HOAR. Will the honorable Senator allow me to ask
the Secret.ary to read it!
Mr. EDMUNDS. Certainly.
The PRESIDENT pro temp&re. The Secretary will read t.ho replication called for.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:

'-'

The replication of the House of Representatives of the United States, in their own
behalf and also in the name of the people of the United States, to th~ plea. of
William Blount to the jurisdiction of the Senate of the United States to trv the
articles of impeachment exhibited by them to the Senate against the said William Blount:
The House of Representatives of the United States, prosecuting, on beh:tlf of
themselves and the people of the United States, the articles of impeachment ex·
hibited by them to the Senat-e of the Unit-ed States against the said WiJliam Blount,
reply to the plea. of t.he said William Blount, and say that the matters alleged in
the said plea are not sufficient to exempt the said William Blount from answl'ring
the said articles of impeachment, because they say that by the Constitution of the
Unite'l States the House of R-epresentatives had power to prefer the said articles of impeachment and that the Senate have full and the sole power to try tho
same. Wherefore they demand that the plea aforesaid of the said William Blount
be not allowed, bnt that the said William mount be compelled t.o answer tho said
articles of impeachment.

Mr. McDONALD. I would ask t~at the plea to the jurisdiction, to
which the replication of the House was filed, be also read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Uli.TI'EDt'BSTATES {Upon impe:whment of the Honse of Representatives of the
WILLIAM BLOID\T.
United States, of high crimes and misdemeanors.

5

,

L'i SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
December 24, 1798.
The aforesaid William Blount, saving and reserving to himself all exceptions to
tho imperfections and uncertainty of the articles of impeachment, by Jared Ingersoll and A. J. Dallas, his attorneys, comes and defends the force and injury, and
says that he, to the said articles of impeachment preferred against him by the
House of Representatives of tho United States, ought not to be compelled to answer,
because he says that the eighth article of certain amendments of the Constitution
of the United Stat-es, having been ratified by nine Stat-es, after the same was, in a
constitutional manner, propo etl to the consideration of the several States in the
(Tnion, is of eqnal obligation with the original Constitution and now forms a part
thereof, and that by the same article it is declared and provided that" in all crimi·
nal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial by
an impartj.aljury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be in·
formed of the nature and cause of the accusation, to be confrOnted with the witnesses against biro, to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the aasistance of counsel for bi~ defense."
That -proceedings by impeachment are provided and permitted by the Constitution of the Unite<l~States only on charges of bribery, n·eason, aud other high crimes
and misdemc:u1ors alleged to have been committed by the President, Vice-President, and other civil officers of the United States, in the execution of their offices
held unLler the United States, r.s appears bytbe fourth section of tho seconcl article
ancl by ~e seventh clause of the third section of tho first article and other articles
antl clauses cont.ainecl in the Constitution of the United States.
That, alt-h ough true it is that he, the said William Blount, was a Senator of the
United States from the State of Tennessee at the several periods in the said articles
of impeachment referred to, yet that he, tho said William, is not now a Senator, and
is not nor was at the several periods so as aforesaid referred to an officer of the
United States; nor is he, the said William, in and by the said articles cllar~e tl with
having committed any crime or misdemeanor in the execution of any civil office
held under the United States, or with any mnlconduct in civil office or abuse of
any public trust in tho execution thereof.
That tho courts of common law of a criminal jurisdiction of the States wherein
the offem~es in the said articles recit-ed are said to have been committed, as well as
t-hose of the United States, are competent to the coo-nizance, prosecution, and punishment of the said crimes and misdemeanors, if tlie same have been perpetmtod,
as is suggested and charged by the saicl articles, which, however, he utterly deniell.
All which the said William is ready to verify and prays judgment whether this
hirrh court will ha>e further cognizance of this suit and of the said impeachment,
:m'il whether hebthe said William, to the said articles of impeachment, soaR aforesaid preferre£1 y the House of Representatives of the United States, ought to be
If a Senator wishes a question to be put to a witness, or to offer a motion or compelled to answer.
ot·der-except a motion to adjourn~it shall be reduced to writing and put by the
JARED INGETISOLL.
presiding officer.
·
A. J. DALLAS.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Cbair formerly ruled that debate was out of order; but he does not consider tho manager a witness in the case. Senators asked unanimous consent to put questions
to the manager to draw out information on the subject which he is
discussing, and by unanimous consent the Chair allowed it.
Mr. SARGENT. I can see that if we indulge in questioning counsel on the respective sides at any length a great deal of time will be
consumed, and perhn.ps the result will be much more unsatisfactory
than even if we allowed general debate. I think I shall feel called
upon hereafter to insist that it be not allowed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If the Senat.or objects, the Chair
will rule it out of order.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President and Senators, I have simply
one thing to say in conclusion, and that merely a summing up of
what has been already said. The substance of this whole matter,
stripped of its form, is an affirmation by the party presenting articles
of impeachment to the Senate that the Senate has the jurisdiction,
and on that matter the House always has the affirmative and the
1·ight to reply. No Ilea was necessary of any kind to raise it. It is
involved in the fina determination of the issue.
In the next plaee; upon the pleadings as they stand the affirmative
of the issue m<tde up still rests upon the Rouse of Representatives.
1\ir. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I sent a question iii writing to the
Chair which I ask that the Chair may have read to the managers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont proposes a question which will be read.
The Chief Clerk rea-d as follows :
Will the man11gers read the replication in Blount's ca-se 1

Mr. Manager HOAR. I now ask the Secretary to read, as was requested by the Senator from New York, the first plea in the present
case.
Mr. CHRISTI.A.NCY. I wish to submit a question in writing.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager has desired to have
a plea read before any other business is transacted. It will be first
read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :

l

.In the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment.
THE U~lTED

STATES

·vs.

OF

A_)ffiRICA

WILLIAM w. BELK.~AP.
The replication of the House of Representatives of the United States, in tbeirown
behalf and also in the name of the people of t.h e United States, to the plea of
William W. Belknap to the articles of Impeachment exhibited by them to the
Senat.e against the said William W. Belknap.
The House of R.epresentatives of the United States, pro eculing, on behalf of
themselves and the people of the United Stated, the articles of im"P,eachment exhibited b:y them to the Senate of the Unitell States against said William 'V. Belknap, reply to the plea. of said William W. Belknap, and say that tho matters
alleged in the said plea. are not sufficient to exempt the said William W. Belknap
from answering tbe said articles of impeachment, because they say that a~ tho
time all the acts charged in said articles of imfeachment wered,one and c:om~,t~cll ,
and thence continuonsly dono to the 2d day o March, A. D. 1R76, the srud Wtlba.ni
W. Belknap was Secretary of War of the United States. as in said articles of impeachment averred, and therefore that, by the Constitution of the United States,
the House of Representatives had power to prefer the articles of impeachment and
the Senate have full and the sole power to try the same. "Wherefore th ey cleman(l
that the plea. aforesaid of the said William W. Belknap be not allowed., but that
the said William W. Belkn&p be requir6d to answer the saicl artic'e.'l of irupt:ach-

ment.
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Mr. Manager HOAR. It will be seen that the only allegation of
fact there is a statement that the fact is as the original articles
averred.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I now ask that my question be read.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The Senator from Michigan proposes a question which will he read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
1. H, a.~ the managers contend, the first reply to the plea is a re-assignment of
matters of fad, can it be at the same time a demurrer1
2. Is it claimed that the second replication is also a demurrer 7
3. Are not the commencement and conclusion or prayer of the second replication
the same as in the first 7

Mr. Manager HOAR. I do not understand, Mr. President and Senators, that the second replication is also a demurrer. I do understand
that where a plea is ambiguous and the reply contains a re-assignment
of a matter of fact affirmed in the original charge it can be at the
same time a demurrer. I answer, therefore, the first proposition of
the honorable Senator very confidently in the affirmative.
In regard to the commencement and conclusion or prayer of the
second replication being or not the same as the first, I cannot, without
a little examination, answer. The honorable Senator ca,n answer it
for himself; but I do not understand that this is a question of pmyer,
or of conclusion, or of labels, or of formalities. It is n, question of
what is the substance of the issue, no matter what is put on the back
of the paper or foot of a paper which makes up the issue. The substance of this issue is that the House of Representatives now have
upon them the·burden of satisfying the Senate that it has jurisdiction
over this offense and that the matt-ers of fact alleged by the defendant in opposition to that jurisdiction are immaterial. That is the
substance of a demurrer, and entitles us, as matter of substance, to
the reply.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. PresidentMr. EDMUNDS. Before the counsel proceeds I ask leave to submit one other question to the manager.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The inquiry of the Senator from
Vermont wm be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Is there any allegation in the articles that Mr. Belknap was Secretary of War
down to the 2d day of March, 1876 i
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Mr. Manager HOAR. I thought I had said very distinctly that in
my judgment everything of substance which secured a full and fair
trial would be given to the defendant here, was his due according to
the practice of the courts of impeachment, and that this included the
operation of the presumption of innocence which ever attends him aa
a matter of common justice and common right.
Mr. CARPENTER. I desire, Mr. President, to return my thanks
to t.he honorable manager and through him to the House of Representatives for that concession. My colleague and myself, unable to
hear the honorable manager, understood him to say exactly the reverse. We thought it could not be possible, but to be certain about
it I pu't the qnestion to him.
1\Ir. President, so far as regards the argument of the question of
jurisdiction in this case, it is entirely indifferent to me which side
shall be permitted to open and close the argument. In summing up
complicated questions of fact before aj ury, this might be an im portau t
privilege; but, in arguing questions of law before this comt, I do not
regard it as of the slightest consequence.
•
But we all know how precedents imperceptibly become law. A
course pursued on this trial without objection, may be cited in the
next impeachment trial as settling a question which may be very important then, although wholly immate1·ial now. So that lawyers who
appear here in the defense of particular ca es owe not only a duty to
their clients, but also a solemn duty to justice whose ministers they
are, and to the forty millions of people now sougllt to be subjected to
the criminal jurisdiction of this tribunal.
In Blount's trial the House of Representatives had interposed the
first demurrer, aud therefore the managers were entitled to open and
close the argument. Iu the report of that case, 2 Annals of Congress,
page 2248, it is said:
Mr. Bayard, the chairman, having communicated with Mr. Ingersoll, the leading
counsel for the dcfend:mt, it was agreed between them t_hat the managers ~bould
proceeu in the argument first on the part of the prosecution, nnd that the nght to
reply shoulu belong to the managers.

That is, the managers and the counsel for the defendant, baing
good lawyers, were agreed that the managers were entHled to open
and close the argument upon the demurrer interposed by them.
Such is the rule in all courts of justice. And yet the honorable manager [Mr. HoAR] refers to this understanding be.tween counsel as to
the rights of the managers, in that case, to show that the managers,
in all cases, are entitled to open and close the argument upon a demurrer interposed by the defendant; which would be exactly thereveJ·se of the rule in courts of law.
Indeed, the broad proposition is maintained by the honorable manager, that in tho argument of every question to arise in this case, upon
every motiou made by either side, anti upon every demurrer, no matter by which side interposed, the managers are entitled to the opening and close. And I understood him to contend at your last sitting
that this was conceded by the eminent counsel who defended the
impeachment against President Johnson, when the question was first
raisetl by Mr. Manager Bingham; and that the court, and counsel on
both sides, tllcreafter proceeded on that hypothesis.
But an examination of the report of that trial shows that the honorable manager waR under a total misapprehension. I read from page
77 of the first volume of the congressiona.l edition of that trial:

~{r. Manager HOAR. That would require a discussion of the question whether the meaning of the phrase ''down to a da.y" and the
meaning of the phrase " until a day" is the sa.me. The honorable
Senator from Vermont can answer as well a I cau. The thirtl article
alleges that the "said Willia.m ,V, Belkna.p continued in office as such
Secretary of War until the 2d day of March, 1876," and the fifth article alleges that "from the lOth day of October, in t.he year 18i0,
* * • continuously to the 2tl da.y of March, 1876," he held the offic;e.
Mr. DAVIS. Mr. President, I shall have to ask the mana.g er to
speak a little louder. We cn.nnot hear him on this sicle.
Mr. Manager HOAI{. The honorable Senator from Vermont inquired whether there was any allega.tion in the original articles that
the defendant lleltl t.he office of Secretary of War down to the 2dday
of March, 1876, which is the allegation of the replica.tion set forth in
the articles, to which I reply that one article alle~es that he heltl
the office until the day, and another that lle held 1t from a certain
date continuously to that day; and unless there be some distinction,
Mr. HowARD and Mr. Manager BINGtliM rose at the same time.
The UHIEF JusTicE. 'rhe Senator from Michigan.
which I cannot understand, between those expressions and the word
Mr. Manal!:er BIXGILUL On the part of the managers I beg to respond to what
"until" they do so allege.
has just been said.
.
Mr. SHERMAN. :Mr. President, I desire to submit to the managers
Mr. How Aim. I beg to call the att-ention of the Pres1dont to the rules that govand also to the counsel of the defendant an inquiry in regard to another ern the body.
Mr. Manager BL'\GHAM. I will only say that we have used but thirty-five of the
branch of the subject.
of tho timo allowed us under the nlle.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. The Secretary will read the inquiry minutes
The CHIEF Jus TICE. The Chair announced at the last sitting that he would
of the Senator from Ohio.
not undertake to restl'ict counsel as to numberThe Chief Clerk read as followa:
They had been restricted as to time'Vill it meet the con;enience of the managers anu the counsel for the defendant

to be allowed on each side a limitednumberof hours for thu argument on the question made as to tho jurisdiction of 'the Senate, such time to llo apportioned among
the counsel aa OO£h side may desire 1 If so, what number of hours do they desire
as the limit i

without the further order of the Senate, the rule not being very intelligible to him.
He willstato further that when counsel make a motion to the court, the counsel
who makes tho motion has invariably the right to close the argument upon it.
Several SE~.ATOJlB. Certainly.

The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Hn.ve tho counsel anything to say f
Mr. BLAIR. I will st.ate for the counsel for the defendant that we
could not answer that question without consultation with our absent
colleague, [Mr. Black.]
Mr. .Manager LORD. 'Ve are in the same comlition, Mr. President,
in that regard. We shall have to confer with the other counsel before we can answer the question.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. Do the gentlemen counsel desire to
bo beard upon the motion f
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, before proceeding to speak on
this question, I wish to know whether I correctly understood the honorable manager who last addressed the Senate to say, that the presumpt.ion that the defendant is innocent, which is recognized in every
criminal court of the land, is not to be applied in this case f
Several SENATORS. 0, no!
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, I am very unfortunate in the
choice of language to make my meaning clear to the learned counsel
on the other side, as I have experienced once or twice before.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the manager will pardon me, it is not hjs
. misfortune in using language but our misfortune t11at we were too far
away to hear what be said.

l\Ir. Bingham, however, wished to be heard, and by unanimous consent was heard, just as this body, unquestionably by unanimous consent would hear any manager on this honorable board, who might
ask such indulgence. So Mr. Bingham was heard. It is true that in
hisremarkshesetupthisunwarrantableclaim, which hasbeenrepeated
by his successor, that the Houso of Representatives bad the right to
close every argument whether they had the affirmative of the particular issue or not; but the silence with which the Senate listened
leads me to infer that they were perfectly satisfied with the ruling of
the Cllief Justice, made before Mr. Bingham took the floor, and never
recalled, and which was supported by "several Senators': answer_ing
from their places" certainly." No vot~ was take_n on the question.
It waa an interlocutory question. I beheve, a motiOn by tho defendant for additional time to answer.
· The Chief Justice ruled emphatica,lly, that whichever party made
a motion, the counsel who made it bad imwriably the right to. close
the argument upon it, and several Senators responded "certamly."
And n·othing occurred to show that the remarks of Mr. Bingham
affected the opinion of the Chief Ju tice or of the Senators whoresponded in approval. Certainly the ruling was not cba.n ged .
It is certain that neit.h er of the cases relied upon by the honorable
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manager give the slightest countenance to his proposition; and it is
difficult to see upon what rea oning it can rest.
The manager concedes that the general principles of law and maxims of justice are to be respected in this trial; ancl that charity-the
crowning excellence of onr holy religion-charity that thinketh no
evil, and is embodied in the law in the maxim that every one is presumed to be innocent nntH proved to be guilty, is to rule in the conduct of this trial.
There is no question as to what is the rnlo in the courts of law.
There it is well settled that the party demurrinz has the .right to
open and close the argument. The rules of pleadtng and proceeding
in the ordinary courts of justice, no less than the great canons of the
common law, have resulted from centuries of practical experience in
the administration of justice, and have been approved by the sages
of the law acS the best methods to elicit truth and administer justice.
If these rules are wisely devised to insure these ends, why should they
be departed from in this trial t Is there other motive here than to
ascertain the truth and do justice t One of two things is clear; those
rules should be observed here, or abolished there. It is impossible to
maintain that one system of procedure will secure justice in one tribunal ancl produce injustice in another. And the question is whether
the methods which have been established, ancl from time to time improved, in the courts of law, which are in almost continuous session
and dealing with endless variety of causes, are less reliable than rules
which might be adopted in a court like this which sits only occasionally after long intervals, and where tho personnel of the court is
likely to be wholly changed between one trial and another.
But I understand the honorable manager to rest his claim upon the
prerogative of the Honse of Representatives. In his conception this
is not the trial of a cause, but a great political and legislative proceeding, in which the House and the Senate arc on terms of perfect
equality; the managers represent~~ the majesty of the Honse, with
as much right to declare what shall be the ruling of this court, as
this court itself. Prerogative has been the watchword of t.yrannyfor
centuries. Whenever the Tudors or the Stuarts determined to tako
any illegal or arbitrary proceeding, it was always justified as part of
the prerogatives of the Crown.
I understand that, in every debate between a man and woman, the
woman is entitled to the last word. But I was not prepared to hear
the honorable managers claim a privilege which gallantry only concedes to the weaker sex.
This is a trial upon accusation of crime; a trial secured by the Constitution. What is a trial J It is a proceeding before a competent
forum, where two opposing parties contend for judgment; two parties standing as to rights and privileges upon a footing of absolute
equality. Here the House of Representatives is the prosecutor. It
has chosen several lawyers to manage its si.ue of the case; and the
respondent has chosen three to manage his defense. And it is essential to the right conduct of any trial that the court should look impartially upon the respective parties anu their counsel. What preference is to be a.ccorded to the managers over the counsel for the defense f
Is an argument coming from them to have greater weight than an
argument of equal strength presented by the defense f It is tl:ue that
at each opening of this court the managers come heralded by proclamation, and are conducted to their seats by the Sergeant-at-Arms. This
is not necessary in our case, for we can easily remember from day to
day where our seats are. But after the managers have reached their
soats in safety, their derivative majesty vanishes, and they are then
mere lawyers.
To show that this is the real character of this trial, let me read
from Cushing's Law and Practice of Legislative Assemblies. Section
2535 says:
It has already been stated, that Parliament exercises a judicial power, for the
trial aml :punishment of offenders, in certain cases, by means of bills of attainder
and of pams and X>enalties. In proceedings of this description each house participates as alegisla.tive body. and the concurrence of both is necessary. The person,
against whom the bill is directed, is tried, so far as any trial takes place, first by
tlie one house and then by the other, and if the bill passes is foun(l guilty by both.
There is also another form of proceeding, in which one house, the Commons, appears solelv in the charncter of complainants or accusers, and the other, the L<lrds,
performs the functions of a judicial tribunal. A prosecution of thls character is
known by the name. of impeachment. * * *
2548. The House of Commons prosecutes an impeachment by the a~ency of managers previously appointed for the purpose from among their own members. The
mana~ers exercise the ordinary functions of counsel, and open the case, and examine witnesses to sustain the charges in the same manner as on the trial of an indictment.
When the case has been concluded on the part of the prosecution, the manag~rs for the Commons are answered by the counsel for the accused, who also call
and examine witnesses for the defense, if they think proper, according to the
usual c.ourse of criminalyroeeedings. When the case for the defense is closed,
the managers have the rtght to reply. The House of Commons proceeds to the
place of trial, and there attends, in a body, each day, during the trial, as a committee of the whole, and returns to its bonae in the same manner. In tho perform·
anco of their several duties, both the managers for the Commons and the counsel
for the accused are subject to the direction and supervision of the court and are
bound to conform to the rules of proceeding which are obser>ed in other judicial
tribunals. Tho mana~ers for the Commons are bound to confine themselves to the
charges contained in the articles of impeachment.
Reference is here made, in a note, to the trial of Warren Hastings.

Burke, in one of his philippics, uttered language importing charges
of crime not mentioned in the artic.les of impeachment. Hastings, by
petition, informed the Commons, and inquired whether they intended
making such accusation against him. 'l'he Commons made the mat-
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ter a special order for a subsequent day, when it was fully considered.
They summoned the stenographer t.o bring his notes of Mr. Burke's
speech, that they might know precisely what he had said. The offensive words were placed upon the journal, and a resolution was
adopted, declaring that Burke had no authority from the Commons
to utter such language against Warren Hastings. A resolution was
then offered, thanking Burke and his associate managers for the zeal
and ability with which, in general, they had prosecuted the impeachment. This was rejected; wowing that the Commons regarded it as
a grave offense on the part of Mr. Burke to go outside of the articles
to accuse the defendant. (44 Commons Journal, page 320.)
This illustrates bow carefully the rights of Englishmen are protectecl in all judicial proceedings.
Now let me briefly state the condition of the pleadings in this case.
To the articles of impeachment the respondent interposed a plea to
the jurisdiction, averring that, when the Honse ordered the impeachment, and when the articles were exhibited, he was not an officer of
the United States, but was a private citizen, &c.
It is contended by some that a citizen holding one office may be removed by impeachment for prior misuemeanors in another office. If
this be sound, then the plea to the jurisdiction set up new matter,
that is, that he was not in any office. Some of the articles of impeachment did not show that he was out of office as Secretary of War, and
none of them averred that he was a private citizen. To this plea the
House of Representatives replied double ; first, that he was Secretary
of War, when the acts complained of were done, and continued in
such office "down to the 2d day of March, 1876 ;" second, that he wacS
in such office "until and including the 2d day of March, 1876," and until the House, by its committee, had completed an investigation, &c.
.Mr. CONKLING. This is a replication.
Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly, and so they call it.
•ro the first replication the respondent interposed a demurrer; found
on page 8 of printed proceedings. And the managers filed a joinder
in demurrer; found on page 9.
The honorable mana.g er [Mr. HoAR] now claims that the first replication was a demurrer. ·An inspection will show that it was not. It
does not object to the plea as insufficient in matter of law, but because
of certain facts therein set forth. We demurred to this replication,
and they joined in demurrer.
If all the pleadings subsequent to the articles of impea-chment are
regarded as immaterial, then the substance of the matter is, we have
demurred to the articles. And a demurrer to the articles is an affirmative assertion that, conceding the truth of the matters therein contained, they are insufficient in law; and upon this proposition we
hold the affirmative.
Senators, I have not detained you thus long because the particular
question, who shall open and close the argument upon the matter of
jurisdiction, is of any importance to the respondent in this case. It
is important, however, that every step in this proceeding should be
taken with anxious circumspection. What you do hero will be followed in other cases. And if you shall finally decide that impeachment lies against others than officers of the United States; de~ide
that, when a citizen has once held a Federal office, he remams subject to impeachment by an opposite administration, for conduct not
previously defined as crime; without limitation as to time, assert a.
jurisdiction from which the grave alone can give immunity; and hold
that, when brought here for trial, the law fixing his offense is to be
declared for the first time, by the judges before whom he is on final
trial; and add to this the further doctrine, now contended for, tllat
the trial is to be conducted without regard to forms and usages familiar to the people; we, as counsel for this respondent, wish to have it
appear of record that principles so dangerous to liberty were not
established with our silent acquiescence, but against our solemn protest.
l\lr. .MERRDION. I desire to propound a question to the managers
which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDE~T pro tempm·e. It will be reacl.
The Secretary read aa follows:
Do the managers claim to reply in the discussion of all questions,
a.s a matter of right, or only on the ground of practice, which the
court may in its sound discretion rightfully change T _
.Mr. .Manager HOAR. I respectfully reply to that question that we
do not concede that whatever be the constitutional and lawful prerogatives of the House of Representatives in this regard can be rightfully changed without the assent of the House itself.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move th'lt the Senate withdraw.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont rno\es
that the S...enate retire for consultation.
1\lr. CONKLING. I ask for the yeas and nays on that question.
The yeas and nays were ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas
40, nays 18 ; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Bayard, Booth, Boutwell, Burnside, Cameron
of Wisconsin, Caperton, Christiancy, Cooper, Davis, Dennis, Eaton, Edmunds
Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Goldthwaite, GQldon, Howe, Kelly, Kernan, Key, Mo::Cree.ry
McDonald, lrcMiThm, Merrimon, Morrill of Main~. _Morrill of Vermont, N orwoou,
Oglesby, Patterson, Ra.ndolJlb, Robertson, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wa.dloigh, Whyte, and Wrigbt-40.
· NAYS-Messrs. Cameron of Pennsylvania, Conklin", Conover, Dawes, Hamilton, Hamlin, Harvey, Inga1ls, Jones of Florida, Logan, ~xey, Mitchell, Paddock,
Sar,~;ent, Spencer, \Vest, Winclom, a.n d Withers-18.
NOr VO rL.NG-Messrl!. Bogy, Bruce, Clayton. Cockrell, Cragin, Dorsey, English,
IDtchcock, Jones of Nevada, Morton, r.ansom, Sharon, and Wallace-13
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So the motion was agreed to ; and the Senate (at two o'clock and
twenty-one minutes p. m.) retired to t.he conference chamber.
On the question to agree to the motion of Mr. :McDosALD,
After debate,
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 20, nays
34 ; as follows:
YEA~Messrs. Bayard, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawes, (}Qldthwaite,
(}Qrdon, Jones of Flol'ida, Kelly, Key, McCroory1 McDonald, Norwood, Ransom,
Saulsbnry, Stevenson, Thurman, Wafiace, and Withers-20.
NAY~Messrs. Allison, Anthony, :Boutwell, Burnside, Christiancy, Conkling,
Dennis, Edmunds, Forry, Frelinghuysen, Hamilton, Hamlin, Harvoy, Hitchcock,
Howe, Ingalls, Logan, McMillan, Maxey, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine,
Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Robertson, Sargent,
Spencer, Wadleigh, Wbyte, Windom, and Wright-34.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. :Bogy, :Booth, Bruce, Cameron of Pendsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Clayt~n. Conover, Cragin, DorRey, Eaton, English, Jones of
Nevada, Kernan, Randolph, Sharon, Sherman, and West-17.

So the motion was not agreed to.
On motion of Mr. BOUTWELL, it was
Ordered, That four managers on the part of the House of Representatives may
be allowed to submit arguments upon the question whether the respondent is
amenable to trial by impelW}hment for acta done aa Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office, and whether the issues of the fact presented in the pleadings are material, and also whether the matters in support of the
jurisdiction alleged by the Honse of Representatives in the pleadings subsequent
to the articles of impeachment can be thus alleged if the same are "not averred in
said articles.

On motion of Mr. CONKLING, the Senate returned to its Chamber.
At two o'clock and :fifLy-three minutes p.m. the Senate 1·eturned to
the Senate Chamber and the President pro tempor~ took the chair.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The pi:esiding officer is directed to
s~1.te that the motion to reconsider the vote by which the order of
argument was made is overruled, and also to state t.hat an order is
made granting tho request of the managers on the part of the House
that four of the managers be permitted t.o argue the case.
Mr. THURMAN. I move that the Senate sitting for the trial of
the articles of impeachment adjourn until Thursday next at haJ.f pa,st
twelve o'clock.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment of W. W. Belknap adjourned until Thnr:stlay uext
at twelve o'clock and thirty minutes p. m.
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and I should suppose for the court also, to let the argument come after
that adjournment. That would give us a little additional time for
preparation which on the part of the defendant we really need. We
had all been so much occn pied with other engagements that until
Monday I believe none of us had sat down to a. preparation for the
argument of this question. Its importance both to this case and to
the public, if it is to stand a-s a ruling upon a great constitutional
question, certainly demands that we should give it a more thorough
preparation than we have been able to do in two or three days. Now,
as there seems to be a probability at least that the Senate will adjourn,
I submit to the court the propriety of our commencing the argument
after the Senate resumes its session.
.Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, we prefer of
course to go on with this argument if we can have a consecutive
hearing from day to day; but the case is somewhat different if the
argument is to be broken into by the adjournment of the Senateand I confess it looks very much a-s though it would-because from
my experience here on Saturdays and Mondays I do not think very
much would be done on those days in the presence of the great celebration to which reference has been made. And therefore, on behalf
of the managers, I say that unless it is certain that this court can sit
from day to day until the arguments are all in, the managers prefer
that there should be an adjournment.
Mr. CARPENTER. I ask for an order, Mr. President, to that effect
that the further trial of the case be postponed to-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. 'Vill the counsel reduco his motion
to writing!
The motion was reduced to writing, and read by the Secretary, as
follows:
Ordered, That the further trial of this cause be postponed nntil Monday, the 15th

of May.

Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. President, I submit an order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The ordor submitted by the Sonator from Ohio will be read.
The Secretary read as follows :
Ordered, That this court adjourn nntil Monday, May 15, at twelve o'clock and
thirty minutes p.m., and that the argument of the question of jurisdiction he confined to eight hours on each si{le.

The PRESIDENT p1·o t{Jmpor·e. The question is on the motion proposed by the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. SARGENT. Is an amendment in order T
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is.
Mr. SARGENT. I move to strike out the words of limitation.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from California will
THURSDAY, May 4 7 1876.
redt1ce his amendment to writing.
The amendment wa,s reduced to writing and read, as follows :
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
time to which the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment hall
Strike out these words: "and that the argument of the question of jurisdiction
be confined to eight hours on each side."
adjourned,
·
The. usual proclamation wa,s made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore.. The first question will be on this
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Mr. Blair, 1\fr. Black, amendment to the order proposed by the Senator from Ohio.
and Mr. Carpenter.
The amendment was agreed to.
The managers of the impeachment on the part of the House of
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question recurs on the order of
Representatives appeared in the scats provided for them.
tho Senator from Ohio as amended.
The PRESIDENT pro tem.pore. '!'he Chair understands that there
Mr. HOWE. I ask for the yeas and nays.
is a Senator present who has not been sworn. The Secretary will call
The yeas and nays were ordered.
the names of absentees who have not been sworn.
The PRESIDENT p-ro tempore. The Secretary will report the order
The Chief Clerk called the names of the Senators who had not been as amended.
heretofore sworn; and the President pro t-em,pore administered the
The Secretary read as follows :
oath to Senator JolL.~STON.
Ordered, That this court adjourn until Monday, May 15, at twelve o'clock and
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will give the nsual thirty minutes p. m.
notice to the House of Reprcsentati ves. The minutes of the trial-day
The yeas and nays being taken, resulted-yeas 21, nays 40; as folof Monday last will now be read.
The Secretary read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate lows:
YEA~Messrs. Anthony, :Bogy, Burnside, Caperton, Clayt~n. Conover, Cooper,
sitting for the trial of the impeachment of W. W. Belknap of MonDavis, Dennis, Ferry, Goldthwait-e, Hamlin, Howe, Johriston, Kelly, Mitchell,
dav, May 1, 1876.
Morrill of Maine, Patterson, Randolph, Sargent, and Windom-21.
The PRESIDENT pro t~ntpo1·e. The Senate is now ready to proceed
NAY~Messrs. Allison, :Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Camwith the trial. The Secretary will report the two orders made by the eron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Uockrell, Conklin/!, Dawes, Dorsey, Eaton, Ed·
munds,
Freling~uysen, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Kernan,
Sonate.
Ke.v, Logan, McCreery, McDonald, McMillan, Maxey, Merrimon, Morrill of
The Secretary read as follows :
Vermont~ Norwood, Q~lesby, Paddock, Ransom, lli>bert.son, Saulsbury, Sherman,

Ordernd, That the Senate proceed first to hear and determine the question whether Thurman. Wadleigh, wallace, Whyte, Withers, and Wrio-bt-40.
NOT VOTIN&-::-Messrs. Ba.yarcf, Cragin, English, (}Qrd'on, Harvey, Jones of
W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable tD trial bv impeachment for ants done
as Secretary_of War, no~withstanding his re_signation of said office; and tl!at the Nevada., Morton, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, and West-11.
managers and counsel m such argument discuss the question whether the issues
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate declines to make tho
of fact are material and whether the matters in support of the jurisdiction alleged
by the House of Representatives in the pleadings subsequent to the articles of im· proposed order. Senators, the counsel on the part of the respondent
submit for your decision a mot.ion which will be read.
peachmentcan be thus alleged if the same aro not averred in sai<l articles.
9rdere.d, That the hearing procee~ on the 4th of May, 187fl, at twelve o'clock and
The Secretary read as follows:
th1rty mmutes p.m.; that the openmg and close of the argument be given to the
respondent; that three counsel and four mana<Ters may be heard in such order as
Ordered, That the further trial of this cause be postponed until Mond2.y, the 15th
may be agreed on between themselves ; and t.hat such time be allowed for argu- of May.
ment a-s the managers and counsel may desire.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Gentlemen of counsel will now proceed with the opening of the argument..
~ir. CARPENTER. Mr. President, in the present attitude of affairs
I wish to suggest to the court, (and I believe I shall not be opposed~ the request by the managers,) that if an adjournment of the Senate
~ to ta~o place for a week, which a~j?urnment will certainly come
10 the mtddle of the argument-for It IS impossible to conclude it in
the remainder of this week and nobody expects that that can be done! presume it will be more convenient for the counsel on both sides,

Mr. THURMAN. After the amendments made to the former order
that was offered, it was left precisely what this is. It is precisely the
same proposition.
.
The PRESIDE!\TT p1·o tempore. It is not in the same language.
Mr. THURMAN. It is the same in substance.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. One adjourns the trial and the other
postpones the trial.
,
Mr. BLACK. .Mr. President and Senators, I am requested by the
counsel on both sides, by the managers and t-he counsel for the accused, to say that if this continuance be granted wo wm accept the
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limitation all around, and I think that will bring the argument to a
conclusion about 38 soon as it would come if a part of it were commenced now.
Mr. SHERMAN. 1\Ir. President, I will then renew the motion as I
originally submitted it.
Mr. ED~1UNDS. That is not in order.
The PRESIDENT p1·o te-mpore. It is not in order, the Senate having declined to so order.
Mr. SHERMAN. I can change it by a word.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair will entertain any motion that is in order.
Mr. SHERMAN. I will make the time nine hours.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the order
as now proposed.
The Secretary read a~ follows:
Ordered, That this court adjourn until Monday, May 15, at twelve o'clock and
thirty minutes p. m.; and that the argument of the question of jurisdiction bo confined to nine hours on each side, to be divided between them as the managers and
counsel may agree.

Mr. 1\fanager LORD. Mr. President, I should like to say to the
Senate, as I find that I was not entirely understood by all the m:tnagers, that if we could be certain of a consecutive hearing at this time
the managers would prefer it; but, not being certain of that, we authorized, in part at leaat, 1.1r. Black to make the snggest,ion he has
made.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion proposed by the Senator from Ohio as just read.
Mr. SHERMAN. I call for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas
22, nays 38 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Bogy, Caperton, Cln,yton, Conover, Cooper, Davis, Dennis, Gol£1.
thwaite, Hamlin, Howo, Kelly, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Pat.terson, Randolph,
Ransom, Sargent, Saulsbury, 'sherman, Thurman, Whyte, anll Windom-22.
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Burnsido, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin. Christiancy, Cockrell. Conkling, DawN!, Eaton, Edmunds, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Gortlou, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Ingalls, Job.nstou,
Jones of Flori<la, Kernan, Key, LoganJ McCreery, McDonald, McMillan, Maxey,
Merrimon, Morrill of Vermont, Norwoou, Oglesby, fatldock, Robertson, Wadleigh,
Wallace, Withers, and Wright-38.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Bayard, Cragin, Dorsey, English, Harvey,
Jones of Nevada., Morton, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, and West-12.

Mr. BLAIR. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDENT pro te-n~1Jore. The Senate will please give attention.
· .1\ir. BLAIR. Mr. President aml Senu.tors, the first question before
the court is whether a priv:tte citizen is subject to impeach~ent,
either without reganl.to the time or manner of his leaving office or
when be may hu.ve resigned to avoid irnpeu.chment upon an assurance
from the ch:t.irman of the prosecuting committee th..1>t he was in such
ca e not to be prosecuted. The second question is whether all the
allegations of fact which are necessary to maintain jurisdiction must
be alleged in the articles, or wllether they may be supplietl in sousequent pleadings.
These are tho two questions which I -understa.nd are now to be discussed.
Upon the first question I do not know how the managers are to
maintain the juris(lictiou of this conrt upon any other principle than
that which was a~erted in the Blonnt case, which was that" u.ll persons are liable to impeachment" (AnnaL~ of Congress of li97, volume
2, page 2251,) because, as was alleged there, :tll persons are liable in
England, the country from which we borrow the proceeding, u.nd to
whose laws and usages we must therefore look for the extent of its
application, Bnt a-s the court on that occasiop. overruled this doctrine, and the decision has been acquiesced in for seventy-eight years.
the managers ought not now to expect this court to overrule it. Ill
that case 1t was pleaded "that although the defendant was a Senator
at the several periods in said articles of impeachment referred to, yet
he is not now a Senu.tor or officer of the United States." And the
conrt held this plea to be sufficient upon demurrer. This decision is
as conclusive against the proposition maintained by the managers in
this case as it was a.g ainst that of the managers in Blount's case.
The fact that the defense rested in that case chiefly upon the ground
that the defendant wa~ not a Sen:ttor at the date of the seveml acts
charged, a civil officer, does not make it less conclusive upon the
point that impeachments lie only against civil officers, because the
effect of the decision is to declare that the fourth section of the second
article defines the persons against whom it may be brought, and that
section limits it to officers.
The question thus adjudicated is not an open question, it having
been decided t,bat any person may not be impeachecl whether in or
out of office, and hence we must look to the words of the Constitution to a certain who may be impeached. It is only those persons
who are specially described in the Constitution a1·e subject to be imp~ache<.l.

And if the court will consider the reasons upon whlch it acted in
that instance it .will be found that they are fully as applicable here.
Tho proposition now maintained by the managers is repugnant to
the poliey of the English government; it is against the fundamental
uoctrines upon which our own Government was fonnded, and it is
against the letter of the Constitution. All the best WI'iters and the
accepted authorities wbo speak of this proceeding in England say
that its appropriu.te sphere is against great offenders, possessing the

power of the government, whom it is necessary to bring to bay by the
organized power of the people in their House of Commons.
Impeachment as a mode of enforcing penal l:tw stands on a different footing tlutn the trial by jury, which is dear to the hearts of the
English-speaking race, while the history of impeachment associates
it with the terrors of bills of attainder, a kindred proceeding. It is
an invasion upon Magna Charta, which provides that no man shaH be
condemned save by the lawful judgment of his peers or according to
the law of the land, and it was iutrodnced into English pra-ctice long
subsequent to the adoption of Magna Charta and is said to h:tve been
the growth of necessity to bring to justice great offenders who had
the power of the government in their hands. Blackstone, in the
fourth volume of his Commentaries, (by Chitty,) page 260, says:
The high court of Parliament; which is the supremo court in the kingdom, not
only for t-ho making, but also for the execution of laws; by the trial of ~reat and
enormous offenders, whether lords or commoners, in the method of parliamentary
impeachment. .As for acts of Parliament to attaint particular persons of treason
or felony. or t~ inflict pains and penalties, beyonfl or contrary to the common law,
to serve a special purpose, I speak not of them; being to all.inten ~ and purposE-s
new laws, made pro re nata, and by no means an execution of such as are already
in heing. But au impeachment befOIIQtheLords bythe Commonsof Great Britain,
in Parli.ament, is a prosecution of the already known and established l~w and has
beenfreqttentlyyut in practice; being a prcsentmenttothomosthighand supreme
conTt of crimilla jurisdiction by tho roost solemn grand inquest of tbo whole kingdom. A commoner cannot, however, be impeached before the Lords for any capital
offense, but only for high misdemeanors; a peer may be impeached for any crime.
And they usually (in case of an impeachment of a peer for treason) a{}dre s tbe
Crown to appoint a. lord high stewart! for tho greater dignity and regularity of their
proceedings; which high steward was formerly elected lJy the peers themselves,
though he was ~enerally commissioned by tho king; but it hath of late years been
strenuously mruntained, that tbe appointment of an high stewru·d in such cases is
not in<lisi>ensably necessary, but tbat the bouse ma:v proceed without one. The
articles of impeachment are a. kind of bills of inilictment, found by the Honse of
Commons and afterward tried by tho Lords; who are in cases of misl1emeanors c-On·
sidcrcll not only as their own peers, but as the })eersof the whole nation. '!'his is a.
cnstom derived to us from the constitution of the ancient Germans, who in their
great councils sometimes tried capital accusations relating to tho public: "licetapud
consilium accu11are guoque et discrimen capitis intender e." And it has a peculiar propriety in the Eughsh constitution; which has much improved upon the ancwnt
model imported hither from the continent.

Now mark:
For, though in general the union of the legislative and judicial powers ought to
he more carefully avoidetl, yet it may happen that a subject, instructed with the administ1·c-tion of ptcbl·ic affairs, may infringe tho rights of the people, and he guilty
of such crimes as the ordinary 1nagiscrate either aares not or cannot punish.

To the same effect the court will find the doctrine laid down by
Wooddeson in his lecture upon 1)arlia.mentary impeachment. In the
edition in my hanu, t.he law library edition, the m:trginal page is 335 :
It is certain-

Says Wooddesonthat mltflistrata and ojJiters intrttsted with the administrq,tion of public affa.i?'S may
abuse their delegated powers to the inj nry or rnin of the community, anti at the same
time in offenses not properly cognizable lJeforetbeordinary tribunals. The influence
of 1>-uch delinque11ts, and the naturo of such offenses, may not unsuitably en!?Uge the
authority of tho highest court,, and the wisdom of the•sagest assembly. 'l'ne Common~1 therefore, as tho gran<l inqnestof t be nation, become suitors for penal justice;
and tnoy cannot, consiRtently either with their own dignity or with safety t~ the
accused, sue to any other court but that of those who share with them in the legislatnro.

The author, after having explained thus the origin and nature :tnd
proper subjects of impeachment, goes on in the most pregnant language to show how the -proceeding has been abused to the oppression
of persons who had not the potccr which alone made it proper to have
them arraigned in such a tribunal, and how it has been abused to the
oppression of private and innocent persons, to the ruin of their private fortune. In a note to this edition he says at marginu.l pages
369-370:
It deserves consideration, whether the expenses of defendants in impeachments
should not be the subject of legislative yrovision; otherWISe, it is in the power of
tho prevailing party to crush any obnonons individual by a mere accusation. For
tho last century and a half private persons impea~hod by the Commons have either
sunk under the unequal struggle with the guardians of the public purse or have
been only preserved by large fortunes from absolute ruin.

Now I a8k this court do any of the considerations so forcibly put by
these well-recognized writers on tbe English law apply to this defendant or to other persons in private station T Is thm·e anything in his
circnn1stances which makes it necessary that any offense which be may
have committed should be tried in this august tribunal, with all attendant expenses, which, while absolutely ruinous, will yet be insufficient to enable him to cope with the overwhelming power brought
to bear agaiu&t him T Is he or any other private man in a condition
to combat such a power on such a forum t Do any of the circumstances so forcibly laid down by these authors as the only justification
for the violation of Magna Charta exist here 7 Yon have before you
a citizen without any of the attributes of power which alone, according to the st:tndard authors I have read, make such a proceeding
proper. under the English law. I therefore s:ty that the proceeding is
contrary to the true spirit of the English constitution. Having no written constitution, it ia to their best writers we must turn to know what
it is, and we find by those authors that according to English law, as
it 'ought to be accepted and not as it has been abused, no private ma~
can be subjected to such an ordeal.
There are great historic scenes in which impeachment has formed
the background for the most illustrious characters. When Stafford,
backed by royal authority, then held in awe by the people as divine,
having trampled upon Ireland, had returned to England to become the
kiug's chief counsel in all his arbitrary measures, it needed t-h e or-
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ganized power in the Commons and the courage of John Pym to-bring
this proud and powerful nobleman to justice. The ordinary tribunals were at his command, and no man in Engl:tnd would have dared
to accuse him before them. But when the great machinery of the
House of Representatives is turned upon a mere privn,te citizen in this
country, it is application of a great power to an unworthy purpose,
and it is as derogatory to the dignity of the peoplo as it is unjust to
the rights of the citizen.
If such a proceedin~ would be violative of the English constitution a~ expounded by 1ts accredited commentators, a fortiori is it an
infraction of the fundamental principles of ours. These governments, which, having much in common, use a common, popular language and the same legal terms in the structme of theirinstitutions,
di1fer widely in the\r general character. The divorse theories upon
which they are founded mn,ke practical divergences inevitable. In
one the theory is that all power is derived from the king-the people have no rights except those granted by royal charter. Here the
Government has no powers save thoMe contained in its cha,rter from
the people. It is a government of limited powers; and, although
terms are used in its charter which, like our mother tongue, have
been borrowed from the mother-country, yet tbey are carefully limited in their use in the grants made to the Government. It results
from this general principle that, as the United States had no judicial power beforo the framing of its present Constitution, it has
none now not specifically granted in the Constitution. All judicial
power, civil and criminal, was formerly held by the States, and such
judicial power as fihis Government now exercises is derived by express grant in the Constitution itself; and it has been enid by the
courts again and agq,in (beginning with the CMe of The United States
t'B! Worrall, 2 Dallas, 3B4, succeeded by The United States vs. Burr
and The United States 1'8. Hudson and Goodwin, in 7 Cranch, 32, and
the 1st of Kent, 331) tha.t the courts of the United Stat.es have no
common-la.w jurisdiction in criminn.l cases; and this is equnlly trne
of this as of other courts of the United States. The Supr(lrue Court,
in 1 Cranch, sa.ys :
The courts of the United States cnn be vestM with no power but what the powor
ceded to the General Government will authoriz6 them to grant.

And the court sa,ys in the conclusion of its· opinion:
Cerroin implied powers must result to our courts of justice from the nature of
the e institutions, but jurisdiction of crimes against the sUlte i.s not one of them.
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recognized by some of +.he managers as among the ablest lawyers of
that State, reported against the power of impeachment of any person
not actually in office. The language of the resolution in Fuller's ca-se
(the case referred to) is :
That no person can be impeached who was not at the time of the commission of
the alleged offeB.Se and at the time of the impeachment holding some office under
tho laws of the State.

This resolution and the accompanying roport form part of the report of tho trial of George G. Baruard, page 158.
I have examined all the constitutions of all the States with reference to the provisions therein contained on the subject of impeachment. With two exceptions, they correspond in substance with the
national Constitution; and I have not Jea.rned that any impeachmeut.s
against ex-officers have taken place under those constitutions.Such a proceeding was not considered legal by the court of impeachment in New York, ono of the great States, and whose judicial and
legal talent will be recognized as among the foremost in this country.
I am unable to state whether a different construction has been given
to this provision in the other States; but I have not heard of any case
where any party bas been prosecuted in any of those States where the
language of their constitutions is simiJar to that here under consideration. There is :\ noticeable difference, however, in the constit'utions of two of the States, the States of Vermont and Georgia, from
the Constitution of the United States with regard to impeachment,
and I beg leave to call the attention of the court to it.
In that of Georgia, by the eleventh article and fourth section, it is
provided thatTho bouse Qf representatives has power to impeach :ill persons who have been
or may be in office.

This provision is contained .in the first constitution ·Of Georgia,
which was nearly contemporaneonslyformed with that of the United
States.
By the Vermont constitution of 1793, part 2, section 24, it is provided that·
Every officer is liable to be impe:J.Cbed, either when in office or after his resignation or removal, for maladministration.

This language, occurring in constitutions a-dopted nearly contemporaneously with the Constitution of the United States, t:~hows that
the language under consideration was not deemed sufficient to embrace persons who had been in office, ltnd that in ordor to reach them
it was deemed necessary to use other language.
:Mr. SARGENT. I should like to propound a question to tho counsel, which I send to the Chair in writing.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Tho question of the Senator from
·
California will be read.
The Secreta.ry read as follows :

Nor lia-s jurisdiction ever been assumed by these conrts in civil cases
even, outside of the classes enumemted in the Constitution. This
settles the principle upon which impeachment must be exercised.
It is strictly confined to the cases expressly enumemted in the Constitution, as much so 38 any other court established by tho Federal
Constitution.
And this brings me to the considemtion of what are the cases
enumerated by this Constitution a~ within the power of impeachment.
Was the resolution referred to by counael for respondent in Barnard's case
There is no other enumeration except what is contained in the fourth adopted 1
section of the socond article, as follows:
Mr. BLAIR. It was aaopted, I understand, by the bouse of repThe President, Vice.President and all civil officers of the United States, shall bo resentatives; and the prosecution against Fuller was abandoned, as
removed from office on impeachment for, aml connction of, treason, bribery, or other
it certainly was in Cardozo's case, wherein an impeachment like
high crimes antl misdemeanors.
Barnard's, which had been found and was ~tually pending before ·
The ennmerated cases of persons, therefore, against whom this the senate, was dismissed by tho senate whon his resignation wa.s
court can entertain articles of impeachment are, "the President, presented.
Vice-President, and nll civil officers of the United States;" not perI wish to add, as matt.er of contemporaneous construction also, the
sons who have been President, Vice-President, or civil officers, but language of Luther Martin, who, it is known to the Senate, was a
only persons who can be at tho time truly described as President, distinguished member of the conv~ntion which formed our ConstituVice-President, or as civil officers, and who can "be removed from tion, and one of the ablest lawyers in our country. The language
office on impeachment and conviction of treason," &c. "If there must was used in the defense of Judge Chase, who wa-s in office, and therebe a judgment of removal," says Story~ "it would seem to follow that fore the construction which he gave was not necessary to his client.
the party was still in office;" but it is not necessary to rely upon He said, after quoting this language of tho Constitution:
this inference, plain and necessa.ry as it is, because the only persons
This clearly evinces that no per~ms but those who hold offices were liahlo t~
specified ns subject to impenehment are officers, and it would be equally
plain that only officers were amenable to impeachment if nothing impeachment.
was said in tho section about removal and it were simply "that the
That language will be found in the Annals of Congress for 1805,
President, Vice-President and all civil officers, shall be subject to im- page 431.
peachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery," &c, because it is
I have examined every reference to the subject of impeachment
only by these descriptions aa officers that they are made subject to im- found in Madison's reports of the debate of the convention, and I
peachment. Hence, the only question before the court is whether the have an abstract of the book so far as it bears upon the subject.
term "ojficm·" can be applied to a person not at the time in the hold- '!'here was considerable controversy in the convention as to the tribunal
ing of an office.
before which impeachments should be prosecuted, whether beforo
And this has been the accepted construction. From the day when the Senate or before the Supreme Court, or whether before a court
Blount was tried until now no attempt has been made to impeach a composed of judges from the States. A variety of propositions of
private citizen, and that not because there have not been plenty of that 1..-ind were made. There were several plans 'for a constitution
proper subjects for impeachment if the law had authorized the pro- introdnc.ed, all save Patterson's havin~ provisions for the impeachceeding against ex-officers. Within a few years past it is notorious ment of the national officers or the Chief Executive. A series of reMthat a number of officers who were under investi(J'ation and who olutious, which embodied provisions to the effect "that the Execuwere threatened with impeachment resigned to a;oid it, and tho tive shall be removable on impeachment and conviction for malproceedings against them were abandoned. Several judges were practice or neglect of duty," was reported by the committee of tho
among the number, all whose names I do not now recall, and it iB not whole bouse on the 20th of July, 1787. On that occasion Me SrM.
n_ecessary t? do so, because the Senate knows'to whom I refer, who re- Pinckney and Gouverneur Morris moved to strike out that part of the
signed their places and thereby arrested the proceedings. So in New resolution in relation to the Executive~ and upon that motion considYork, where the high court of impeaehment is composed of the judges erable debate occurred, which I will not trouble the Senate with
of the court of appeals and the senate, and the provisions of whose reading, bnt will state the general purport.
constitution, if not in identical words with those of the national ConMessrs. Pinckney and Morris opposed impeachment altogether, upon
stitution, are substantially the same, an impeachment was dismissed the ground that with the short terms proposed it was unnecessary ;
against Judge Cardozo, within a few years, on the presentation of his and that if impeachment was prosecuted, unless the Executive was
resignation. The judiciary committee of the house of representa- not suspended from office pending it, the malpractice and misgovemtives of that State, composed of persons who will, I understand, be ment would go on ; and if he was suspended, the effect would be the
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same as if he was convicted. The effect would be to put the Executive too much in the power of Congress.
Mr. Madison, Colonel Mason, Dr. Franklin, Mr. Davie, and other
leading men in the convention insisted that impeachment waa necessary for the protection of the public interests. T4e debate proceeded
throughout upon the assumption that impeachment would be directed
against no others than persons then actually holding executive power.
There was no provision in the plan of Pinckney or in the plan of Paterson, of New Jersey, which were referred to the committee of detail
with the series of resolutions on which this debate occurred, providing for any judgment of disqualification ; the convention had not that
subject before them; it waa not a subject for their discussion or consideration. But it was assumed on all sides in the debate referred to
that none but officers would be amenable to impeachment. The committee on detail, to whom these resolutions were referred, with the
plans of Pinckney and Paterson, when they clt>me to report on the 6th
of August, added the article as an article providing for the punishment of the accused which now stands in the Constitution, disqualified him from holding office upon impeachment and conviction. In
no part of the debate, from the beginning to end, was that a subject
of discussion. And it has in fact no relation to the subject, which
was simply whether the Executive should be .removed by impeachment. It is but an addition t-o the judgment, which might or might
not be added if impeachment should take place.
The cuse of Blount, to which I have adverted, determined that the
disqualification clause did not enlarge the category of persons subject
to impeachment. If the power given to adjudge disqualification
could have that effect, the effect would be to subject anybody to impeachment, and the jurisdiction would be unlimited, which, as before
said, the case of Blount and the whole philosophy of the Government negatives.
I call the attention of the Senate to extracts from Judge Story's
Commentaries. In volume 1, section 803, Story says :
It would seem to follow that the Senate on the conviction were bound in all
cases to enter a judJ,nnent of removal from office, though it has a. discretion a~ to
inflicting the punishment of disqualification. If, then, there 'fr.tUit be ~judgment
of removalfrom ojfice, it would seem to follow th~t the Constittttion contemplat.m that
the party was ~Still in o~ at the time of impeachment. If he was not, his offense
waa still liable to be tried and punished in the ordinary tribunals of justice, and it
might be argued with some force that it would be a vain exercise of authority to
try a delinquent for an impeachable offense when the most important object for
which the remedy was given waa no lon~er necessary or attainable. And although
a judgment of disqualification might still be pronounced, the language of the Con·
stitution may create some doubt whether it can be pronounced without being
coupled with a removal from office. There is also much force in the remark that
an Impeachment is a proceeding purely of a politicnl nature. It is not so much
desii!Ded to punish an offender as to secure the State against gross official misdemoonors. It touches neither his person nor his property, but simply divests him
of his political capacity.

At section 790 he says:
From this clause it appears that the remedy by impeachment is strictly confined
to civil officers-

That is the point I have been consideringof the United States. including the President and Vice.President. In this respect
it differ!' materially from the law and pra~tice of Great Britain. In that kingdom
• all the King's subject'!!, whether peers or commoners, 1\re impeachable in Parliament, though it is asserted that commoners cannot now be impeached for capital
offenses, but for misdemeanors only. Such kind of misdeeds, however, aa peculiarly injure the commonwealth by the abuse of hi~h offices of trust are the most
proper and have been the most usual grounds for this kind of prosecution in Par.
liament. There seems a peculiar propriety, in a republican government ~t least, in eonfining the impeaching power to persons holding office. In such a. government all the
citizens are equal and ought to have the same security of a trial by jury for all
crimes and offenses laid to their charge when not holding any official character.

Mr. CONKLING. From what do you read f
Mr. BLAIR. Story's Commentaries on the Constitution.
Story further says : •

Judge

To subject them to impeachment would not only be extremely oppressive and expensive, but would endan_ger their lives and liberties by exposin~ them against
their wills to :persecution tor their conduct in exercising their political rights and
privileges. Dear as the trial by jury justly is in civil c!l.ses, its value as a protection against the resentment and violence of rulers and factions in criminal prosecutions makes it inestimable. It is there, aml there only, th:>-t a citizen in the sympathy, the impartiality, the intelligence, and incorruptible integrity of his fellows
impaneled to try the accusation may indulge a well·founded confidence to sustain
and cheer him If he should choose to accept office, he would voluntarilyincurall
the additional responsibility growing out of it. If impeached for his conduct while
in ofiioo, he could not justly complain, since he waa placed in that predicament by
his own choice; and in accepting office he submitted to all the consequences. Indeed, t11e moment it was decided that the judgment upon impeachment should be
limited to removal and disqualification from office, it followed as a Il!l.tural result
that it ought not to reach any but officers of the United States. It seems to have
been the original ollject of tha friends of the National Government to confine it to
these limits; for in the original resolutions proposed to the con>ention and in all
the subsequent proceedings the power waa expressly limited to national officers.

I call the attention of this court to this carefully weighed language
of the most authoritative commenta.tor upon our Constitution. I
have already called attention to the proceedings in the convention
upon which he comments, showin<r plainly t.hat the framers of the
Constitution never contemplated the prosecution of anybody not at
the moment holding office. All the reasons upon which the proceeding was supposed to be necessary were applicable only to a man
who wielded at the moment the power of the Government, when
only it was necessary to put in motion the great power of the people, as organized in the House of Representatives, to bring him to
justice. It is a shocking abuse of power to direct so overwhelming
a force against a private man. It may be deemed by some of small

moment, because it can only effect his disfrnnchisement. But the
effect is to dishonor him, and it is simply tyranny to put this man's honor
in peril by the application of that overwhelming force. The great
authors of England, as well as the great commentator on our Constitution mentioned, ought only to be brouG,ht into action to arrest the
wrong-doiug of another power in the uovernment. The arena of
impeachment is in fact a place in which a controversy takes place between the high powers of the Government. The ouly theory upon
which it can be justified is to enable the people, massed and organized
in their representative houses, to assail their oppressors, armed with
the power of the Executive and the patronage and prestige which
that gives them. Do you seek to prostitute that power to the oppression of a private individual, wasting his means by an action that, as
this author says, has invariably ruined every pcivate man who has
been the subject of it in Great Britain. Is this a time, is this a country, is this a place, which would tolerate such an abuse f If this be
the case, who would be safe that ever held an office 7 The great officers of this Government, the heads of Departments, are ob1iged to
exercise their powers in a large degree by subordinates. If there is
no limitation upon impeachment to persons boldin~ office when a po!itical adversary is installed in power, he may assail any man whom
It may be thought necessary to assail for party or personal causE\.
We know, and it is one of the saddest commentaries upon poor hnmau
nature, that the subservient sycophant who basks in the smile of
power is ever ready to prostrate himself before any other power which
may succeed, and is ever ready to desert and betray t.he unsucce sful.
How eager are many who were obsequious enough to the defendant within the year now to rush forward to aid in his destruction!
How they press forward to make their peace with his enemies now
installed in office! How easy it would bQ for experts in the great
Departments to suppress part of the truth and discolor what may be
preserved, so as to pervert an honorable act to the destruction of men
who may have held positions in them. If this court is to bo opened
to the persecution and prosecution of private men, and party passion
and personal bate are to be invited to set themselves here upon private men because they may ha"Ve been obnoxious officers, we haYe not
yet passed by the days of tyranny. Man's nature has not changed.
It is only by the limitations of constitutions and powers that a. limit
and a check can be put upon his malignant passions. If this Senate
can be tempted to break down in moments like this the wise limitations which our great fathers put upon this sort of prosecution, they
will have found an easy way to the oppression of the innocent by the
hand of power.
From the remarks to which I have called the attention of the Senate it will be seen that a large body of the ablest men who sat in this
convention were opposed to impeachment altogether, seeing in it a
machinery of oppression. What did they suggest as a means and a
sufficient means to meet the evil of abuse and corruption in office f
Short terms of office, in order to let the people pass upon these supposed delinquent,s. That was the theory of Gouverneur Morris, Charles
Pinckney, and many other able men in the convention which formed
the Constitution. Their hand is seen in the provisions which limit
this prosecution to persons in office. It was intended to permit those
who were not willing to stand the brunt of party excitement for the
moment to retire and wait for more auspicious seasons to vindicate
themselves before the people.
When Andrew Johnson was being pursued here and when articles
were found against him it was not for any crime; it was because he
honestly adhered to the law and the Constitution as delivered by the
fathers of the Government.
Suppose that he bad chosen to retire and appeal to the people
against the Senate and say, "I am adhering to the Constitution and
my habitual enemies are seeking to overthrow it., and desire to sacrifice me because I oppose them;" could the Senate have gone on
and disqualified him from holding office and thus taken away his
power of appeal to tho people, and thus have frustrated the design of
the framers of the Constitution that a man might retire when faction
triumphed and appeal to the patriotism of the people. The views
of constitutional power which he then adhered to are believed to be
sound by a great portion of the people~ (and yet they were regarded
as sufficient to justify his impeachment by almost the requisite number of Senators to convict and disqualify him.) I think it a fair construction of the Constitution that be might have resigned pending
the impeachment, and thus have escaped liability to it, and been in a
condition to make an appeal to the people, which Pinckney and Morris believed to be the safer tribunal, and hence the form of language
adopted, and which admits of this action as not inadvertently adopted.
The gap was purposely left open. We are not arguin~ now anythin~ except in reply to what is asserted here as a reasonmg.
It IS argued that if a resignation should be permitted under such
circumstances the people would be defrauded out of their rights to
have the offender disqualified. The argument is that as the party
ought to escape, the law does not prevent it. But this does not follow.
It might be the common case of a casus omissus. But I contend that it
is not a casus 011ti8sus, and point to the debates to show that it was never
contemplated that any but persons holding office should be impeached,
and also to show that, so far from being a fraud upon the jurisdiction
of the Senate to resign pending an impeachment, those debates show
that an influe-ntial part of the convention wns opposed to impeachment altogether, and thought the better way ~as an appeal to the
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people by the accused party; and it is, therefore, consistent with the
views of all sides in the convention that a way of escape by resignation should be left to an accused officer in order to enable him to have
his day when a more auspicious period for a fair and just judgment
could be bad upon his case, while effecting the only object contemplated, namely, the removal of the officer. No evil or abuse can result
from the resignation. It is :.1> purely imaginary ill which can arise
from withholding the hand that would disfranchise a citizen and disable him from vindicating himself in a calmer moment.
~Judge Story says, from beginning to end of the debates on the
Constitution there was no proposition considered but one of removal,
and when the resolutions reported by the committee of the whole and
the plans of Pinckney and Patterson, neither of which contained any
provision for disqualification, were on 20th of July sent to the committee of detail, and that committee reported the disqualifying clause
as the judgment to be rendered, they did not intend to disregard the
known will of all sides of the house and report a provision inconsistent with their declared wishes. The committee of detail knew that the
convention did not contemplate any one not actually in office. Hence
the disqualifying clause was not intended to give any such power.
That was the limitation which the whole debate shows was in the mind
of every member of the convention. Hence you are not now asked to
contravene the ideas of the framers of the Constitution in dismissing
this proceeding.
I pass now to the second branch of the question presented l)y the
order of the Senate, and that is on the materialit.y of the allegations
of the second replication and of our rejoinder. We did not regard
the replication as tendering a material issue, and for that reason we
might, and perhaps ought to have, demurred; but having, as we
believed, a conclusive answer to it in the rejoinder which we made,
we chose that course, prefetring that in this maneuvering fo1' position. that is all it amounts to-our friends on the other side should not have
the advantage of us.
It needs no argument to show that if only persons holding office are
amenable to impeachment it must be charged in the articles that they
hold office; and describing the defendant as "late Secretary of War''
does not bring him within the description of persons given in the Constitution as amenable to impeachment. It would not be sufficient for
them to have alleged that "the defendant does not now hold office,
but was an officer at one time, and resigned in order to avoid impeachment.'' That would not have beeu sufficient certainly, for, if so, an
ordinary court of justice might entertain jurisdiction of a person who
had not been served with process upon an allegation that the defendant, hearing that it was intended to serve process upon him, had incontinently taken himself out of the juriscliction of the court. Thero is
no imaginable difference betwt>en the cases. We heard that they intended to impeach us, and, as the Constitution limited the prosecution
to persons in office, we stepped over the line, just as a citizen of the
United Sta.tes who happens to be in New York, and learns that somebody there wants to serve him with a writ, betakes' himself to New
Jersey.
A man bas a right to avoid law-suits. The defendant here had a
right, however innocent he mi~ht have been, to avoid the ruin which
the law-books tell him attend mvariably the prosecution of a private
person by this overwhelming power. No sensible man, unless he bad
ample means, would undertake a con:Bict of that sort if he could avoid
it and character enough to stand before the country to justify his action. But the Supreme Court of the United States have settled again
and again an analogous question, that a man residing in one State
may convey his property to persons outside of it to give a court jurisdiction, provided he does it in good faith. That principle was decided
in the caso of McDonald VB. Smalley, 1 Peters, 120; also Smith t:B.
Kernochen, 7 Howard, 198; Jones vs. Lee, 18 Howard, 76; Briggs VB.
French, 2 Sumner, 252.
The court also holds in those cases that a man may cha~ge his residence from a State in order to assert his title to property within that
State in the Federal co~ against persons holding it adversely, provided he changes his residence in good faith. Does anybody doubt
that we resigned in good faith f Does anybody suppose or suspect
that the defendant's was a colorable resignation ; that he is to be restored to office when this prosecut.i on ceases f Certainly not. And
therefore the case corresponds entirely in principle to the decision I
have cited. If jurisdiction may be obtained by the voluntary act of
a party done in good faith, no reason can be suggested why a jurisdiction may not be avoided by a voluntary act done also in good faith.
We were inclined to demur to the original pleading, and the original
pleading is defective in the point that I have already brought to the
attention of the court in not describing this defendant as one subject
to impeachment, and in describin~ him in fact as a person who is not
subject to impeachment, because 1t says that he was" late Secretary
of War."
On the third question which is presented for consideration by the
order of the Senate I think little need be said. They cannot amend
their articles by a new assignment in a replication. Nobody ever
heard of an amendment of an indictment; and I may add that the
court in the case of Barnard held that articles of impeachment were
not amendable. I could, by looking over the books, perhaps :find
some accidental decision of a refusal of a coln't to allow an indictment
to bo amended. Indictments are quashed for defects which coul(l bo
amended ::tt any stage of a civil action as of course, and a new indict-
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ment must be found before further proceedings can be had. This,
with the decision in the case of Barnard, at page 19'2, volume 1, that
there could be no amendment of articles of impeachment, will dispose
of the question suggested by the order of the Senate as to whether a
necessary allegation not ma-de in the a,rticles could be supplied in the
subsequent pleadings.
Mr. ED.MUNDS. I move that the Senate sitting for this trial take
a recess for tnirty minutes.
The motion was not agreed to.
Mr. WHYTE. I move that the Senate sitting as a court take a
recess for fifteen minutes.
The motion was agreed to; and (at two dclock and thirty-five minutes p. m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment took a
recess for fifteen minutes.
·
The PRESIDENT p·o turnpo1'e (at two o'clock and fifty minutes p.m.)
resumed the chair.
Mr. SARGENT. I move a call of the Senate, as there is not a quorum present.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The call will proceed.
The Secretary called the roll, and 53 Senators were found to be
present.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers on the part of the
House of Representatives will now proceed with the argument. Senators will please give their attention.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, if I bad any personal desire in the matter of postponement beyond the wish that this
a,rgnment should not be "divided in twain, it was that the managers
might have some more time to condense their positions and authorities i but, as it is, I shall be compelled to read more from books than
I otherwise should. In the first place I desire to call the attention
of this court to some of the positions taken by the learned counsel
who has just addressed you. First, as to the Cardozo case, I think
altogether too much weight has been given to it. It occurred in the
State in which I reside; and I think that the Senators from that
State will concur with me when I say that the report of the judiciary committee in the assembly of that State was not regarded as at
all conclusive upon the question of jurisdiction.
Then, again, the counsel called your attention to various authorities or suggestions that an impe..1ochment of a citizen or the impeachment in fact of any person might prove ruinous to that person. I
fail to see what that ha-s to do with the question of the jurisdiction
of this Senate, and, therefore, I proceed in the line of my argument
to call your attention to the pleadings in this case. Before that, however, as the counsel on the other side did not state precisely the questions before this court, as I have understood them, I crave leave to
refer to the order under which this argument is proceeding:
Ordered. That four managers on the part of the House of Representatives may
be allowed to submit arguments upon the question whether the respondent is amenable to trial by impeachment for Mts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding
his resignation of said office, and whether t-he issues of the fMt presented in the
pleadings are material, and also whether the matters in support of the jurisdiction
alleged by the House of Repre. entatives in the pleadings subsequent to the articles
of impeachment can be thus alleged if the same are not averred in said articles.

For the proper consideration of these questions it is e:xpedien t that
at this stage of the case I call your attention precisely to what the
issues are. I do not intend to read the pleadings in full, but only
such parts of them as may be necessary for the understanding of this
point. Article 1 presents as follows:
That William W. Belknap. while he was in office as Secretary of War of the
United States of Americ.a, to wit, on the 8th day of October, 1870, had the power
and authority, under the laws of the United States, as Secretary of Warns aforesaid, to appolnt a. person to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill, a military post of the United States; that said Belknap, as Secretary of War as aforesaid, on the day and year aforesaid, promised to appoint one Caleb P. Marsh to
maintain said trading establishment at said military post.

*

*

*

*

*

That thereafter, t~ wit, on the lOth day of October, 1870, said Belknap, as Secre.
tary of War aforesaid, did, at the instance and request of said llil'l:!h, at the city
of Washingt()n, in the District of Columbia, apJ>()int said John l:>. Evans to maintain said tril.ding establishment at Fort Sill, t-he milit.ary J>()St aforesaid, and in consideration of said appointment of said Evans, so made by him as Secretary of War
as aforesaid, the said Belknap <lid, on or about the 2d day of November. 1870, un·
lawfully and corruptly receive from said Caleb P. Marsh the sum of $1,500, and that
at div-ers times thereafter, to wit, on or about the 17th da.y of January, 1871, and
at or about the end of each three months during the term of ono whole year, the
said William W. Belknap, while still in office as Secretary of War as aforesaid, did
unlawfnlly receive from said Caleb P. Marsh like sums of $1,500 in consideration
of the appointment of the said JohnS. Evans by him, the said Bolknap, as Secretary pf War as aforesaid, and in consideration of his permit.t ing sai<l Evans to continue to maintain the said trading establishment at said military post during that
time.

Then in article 3 :
Yet the said Belknap, well knowing these facts, and having the power to remove
said Evans from said position at any time and to appoint some other person to
maintain said trading establishment, but criminally disregarding his duty as Secretary of War and basely prostituting his high office to his lust for piivate gain,
did unlawfully and corruptly continue said Kvans in said position and J?ermit lum
to ma.intain said establishment at said military post durin a all of said time, to tl1e
great injury and damage of the officers and soldiers of t~e Army of the United
fStates stationed at said post, as well as of emigrants, freighters, and other cit-izens
of the United States, against public policy, and to the great disgrace and detriment
of the public service.
Whereby the said William W. Belknap was, as Secretary of War as aforesaid,
guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in office.

The defendant in this case answered to these articles:
And the said William W. Belknap, &c., says, that before and at the time when
the said House of Representatives ordered and directed that be, the said Belknap,
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should be impeached at the bar of the Senate, and at the time when the said articles of im~chment were exhibited and presented aaainst him, the said :Belkn:lp
by the satd House of Representatives, he, the said Belknap, was not, nor hath he
smce been, nor is he now, an officer of the United States.

He raises that question and affirms certain facta relating thereto; and
we, in aid of that jurisdiction, bring in certain other facts reln,ting
thereto. This is the true statement of the case; we did what we
have done in aid of the jurisdiction, and this the pleader may always
The House of Representatives duly adopted and filed a general and do.
special replicatiou. A part of the latter is as follows:
It was decided in Hallett vs. Slidell, 11 Johnson's Reports, page 55,
The House of Representatives of the United States say that the said Willia.m and has been in other cases, thatW. :Belknap after the commission of each one of the acts allegetl in the said articles, was and continued to be such officer, as allegecl in said articles, until aml including the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876, and until the House of Represent.'ttives,
by its proper committee. had completed its investigation of his official conduct
as such officer in regard to the matters and things set forth as official misconduct
in the f!aid articles, and the said committee was considering the report it should
make to the House of Representatives upon the same, the said Bel1.-nap being at
the time aware of such investigation and of the evidence taken and of such proposed report.
And the House of Representatives further say that, while its said committee was
considering and preparing its said report to the House of Representatives recommending the impeac~ent of the saicl William W. :Belknap for the matters and
things set forth in the said articles, the said William W. Belknap, with full knowledge thereof, resigned his position as such officer on the said 2d dar of March, A.
D. 1876, with intent to evade the proceedings of impeachment a.~amst him. And
the House of Representatives resolved to impeach the said William W. Belknap
for said matters as in said articles set forth on said 2d day of March, A. D. 1876.

To this replication the defendant rejoins, among other things, that
theChairman of said committee then decl:l.red to said Belknap that he, said CLYMER,
should move in the said Hou e of Representatives, upon the statement of said
Marsh, for the impeachment of him, sa1d Belkn:lp, lmless the said Belknap should
resign his position as Secretary of War before noon of the next da.y, to wit., March
the 2d, A. D. 1876; and, said Belknap regarding this statement of Paid CLYMER,
chairman as aforesaid, as an intimation that he, said Belknap, could, by thus resigning, avoid the affliction inseparable from a protr-J.cted trial in a forum which
would attract the greatest drgree of public attention and the humiliation of availing himself of the uefense disclosed in said statement itself which would cast blame
upon saill other persons, he yielded to the suggestion made by said CLYMER, chairman as aforesaid.

A plaintiff in his replication may introduce new matter to explain and fortify
his declaration.
.

I choose to read this to the court from the case in" order that nothing may be taken npon what I have said, because while of course I
~tend to state things correctly, yet one may be mista~en in attemptrng to state the pre-cise language from a book:
A. plaintiff in his replication may introduce new matter to explain and fortify his
rleclaration; and where such new matter is introduced, he may conclude with a
verification. (11 Johnson's Reports, page 55, supra.)

I also call the attention of the court to Gould's Pleadine-. , chapter
3, section 170, page 142. This relates to a point which toe counsel
suggested, nnd that is that in these pleadings we use the term "late
Secretary of War." I shall show presently in this argument that this
is utterly immaterial in any view of the case. We had the right to
state the precise fact, and if it appears, as I think it most abundantly
wil1, that tho la.w takes no notice of fractions of a day an<l that by
well-settled principles and a long and unbroken series of decisions
he should have resigned the day before he was impeached in order to
escape the penalty of his crime, yet I want to show to this court at
the outset that the word "late" makes no possible difference in dealing ~ith the facts and questions of this ca 'e. It is but surplusa.cre,
though perhaps in one view a proper allegation. If mere surplusage,
this is the law :
Sttrplusagl!, by which is meant matter that is altogether superfluous and useless,

does not in

~eneral

vitiate thll pleadings, even in point of form, tho maxim being

There is- a joinder in demurrer and a surrejoinder by the Honse of utile per inu.tile non vitiatur. (Gould's Pleadings, chapter 3, section 170.)
Representatives, a portion of which surrejoinder I will read:
It has been decided in Shook vs. Fulton, 4 Cowen's Reports, page
And the said House of Represent'\tives, as to the first and second subdivisions of
the r e.ioinder to the second replication of the House of Representatives to the plea 424, that where two pleas were pleaded, neither of which was a deof tho defendant to tho said articles of impe.'\Chment, wherein the said defendant fense standing alone, though both joined together wou)d be a defense,
demands trial according to law, the said House of Representatives, in behalf of yet if the plaintiff replied it cured the difficulty. What was the sitthemselves and all the people of the United States, do the like.
uation in that case, decided in the supreme court of the State of New
Now, I call the attention of this court to the fact that jn regard to York under the old regime? As the pleas put in separately dill not
two of the allegations made in the second replication by the House amount to a defense. the plaintiff could have demurred or could have
the defendant tendered issnes and the House of Representatives made a motion to stJ:ike out, and yet instead of this he joined issue and
joined in such issues, and I shall argue to this court and produce au- cured the difficulty. When I show to this court, as I shall presently,
thoritlett presently to show that the defendant, having thus tendered that on account of its high position and of the magnitude of the
issues joined in by the House, he cannot go behind them, and cannot questions which it has to decide, the ordinary rules of pleading do not
question the right of this tribunal to hear and determine the matters control it, then do not these cases from the common-law courts show
that this question of the form of pleading facts is one of no consethus brought before it.
Then there are four special rejoinders which the defendant made. quence in this tribunal, having nothing to do with the question of
One of them I have read to this court. In regard to each of the other Jurisdiction or with the real merits of the casef
The defendant in this case saw fit to raise the question of jurisdicthree not read, the House of Representatives tendered an issue to be
tried by this court; and what does the defendant do f Does he say tion, a jurisdiction which would be assumed, because this court, by
that these matters are improperly before this court t Does he say that the Constitution of the land, is the court for the trial of impeachany injury will result to him in having these facts fully and fairly and ments ; and therefore we were not compelled to alle~e in the articles
truthfully investigated by this tribunal t Not at all. So far from it, that it had jurisdiction. It would have been entirely surplusage,
at least entirely unnecessary, to do so i and when the defendant stops
with great formality he tenders a sintiliter in the following words:
And the said Belknap, as to the surrejoinders of said House of Representatives in and says this court hns no jurisdictwn on account of some fact perto the third, fourt.h, fifth, and sixth rejoinders of the said Belknap to the second Ronal to him8elf or otherwise, we have the right to do as we did do in
replication of Raid House of Representatives above pleaded, whereof said House our second replication, state facts in aid of the jurisdiction, which
of Representatives have demanded trial, the said Belknap doth the like.
would be assumed, as before stated, until called in question.
We sa.y that they are estopped upon every-principle known to legal
On the question of pleadings in this court I call attention in the
proceedings, known to the trial of cases in court, from attempting first place to Rawle on the Constitution, page 205, and the chapter on
now to evade these issues. It was very proper on the part of this impeachments, in which he says:
tribunal to raise this question, if it saw fit; but I apprehend, when
Articles of impeachment need not be drawn up with the precision and strictness
the authorities are reviewed upon this point, it will be seen that it of indictments. They must, however, be distinct and intelligible. Ko ono is bountl
was too late for anybody to raise this question. Of course any ques- to answer to a charge so obscure and ambiguous that it cannot be unclerswod. Adtion involving the jurisdiction of this court may be raised at any ditional articles may be exhibited perhaps at any stage of the prosecution, certainly
time; butonquestionswhichdo not involve its jurisdiction, but only before the defendant has put in his answer or ple.'1.
Now you will see, Senators, one reason why I read the pleadings in
facts pertaining thoreto, no matter in what form of pleading these
facts get before it, it is too late, when both parties have so tendered this case. Is there anything in these pleadings that is not distinct
issues to be tried by this tribunal, for the defendant or for any mem- and intelligible t Is there anything so obscure and ambiguous tha.t
ber of this court t.o prevent such trial; and this I shall show abun- the defendant ancl his learned counsel did not understand the allegadantly by the authorities. If otherwise this tribunal, the most august tions t Could the English language more correctly charge the bribin the land, supposed above all others capable of reaching to the ery and crimes which this man, if these articles are true, has commitdirect truth regardless of forms aml ceremonies, ha~ not the power of ted, than has been done in these articles J And are not all the facts,
a court of a justice of the peace; for I affirm that on the other side whether in the articles or in the replication or in the surrejoinder,
not one authority can be found, in the whole range of authorities, distinctly and fairly before this tribunal Y And is this tribunal, in
showing that when issues are joined on questions of fact before the the presence of this nation and of the world, to refuse to decide these
most inferior court it has not the power to try and determine them; facts on the ground that the pleadings are not formal when all of the
and therefore the question amounts to this: Has this tribunal less parties are before it and have voluntarily waived all techuical obauthority than the most inferior court in the United States, or in any jections which might have been taken before joining issue!
Is this the tribunal to shelter itself behind such a technicality! I
other land J
The first authority I introduce upon this point affirms this doctrine, apprehend not.
I call attention next to 1 Story's Commentaries on the Constituthat the plaintiff in his replication may introduce new matter to fortify his declaration. Now what is the question before this court! The tion,§ 808:
~ 808. The article.s thus exhibited need not, and indeed <1o not, pursue the strict
very resolution gives us the victory in this regard; it assumes that
and accnracy o·f an indictment. They are sometimes quite general in the
such facts ~~n aid of a pertinent question before this court in sup- form
form of the allegation; but always contain. or ought t~ contain, so much certamty
port of its jurisdiction. I admit we could allege no new offense in as t~ enable the party to put himself upon the proper defense, and al o, in c..'\Se of
this way; we could tender no new or distinct issue npon the merits an acquittal, to avail himself of it as a. bar to another impeachment. Additional
as to the crime or misdemeanor which this defendant committed; articles may be exhibitecl perhaps at any stage of tho prosecution.
but the question which he mises is a dilatory one, it js not one relating
In 1·egard to the question of addit-ional articles, I will say there
at all to his guilt or his innocence. It is a question of jurisdiction. never have been articles of impeachment drawn, so far a8 I have
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be(1n able to discover-and I presume the researches of the counsel
on t.be other side has resulted in the same conclusion-without the reservation of the right t<> present such furthfr articles as the House of
Commons or the House of Representatives might see fit to present.
I assume, therefore, in this case that it will be held by the Senate that
unquestionably we might have presented further articles; and therefore, even if we had stated another offense, the matter would-if issue bad been taken-have been before this conrt. If we had charged
upon him a violation of duty in regard to some other post-tradership,
if we had charged in the replication any other high crime or misdemeanor, and he, instead of objecting, bad joined issue, that question
would be fairly before this court, just as much as though presented
by additional articles. But we are not in this position, and need not
go to this length, because, I repeat, our posit,ion is that, he having
challenged the jurisdiction of this court, we had the right to state
any fact in aid of that jurisdiction. This principle is as old as the
common law. It is not a departure ; it is not a new assignment, as
the learned counsel suggested; it has no relation to a departure ; it
has no relation to a new assignment. It is simply the st~tement of
facts, which could always have been stated in all the ages of the
common h.w, in aid of a fact alleged in the original articles, and
which the other side disputes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I shoultllike to make an inquiry
of the manager which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Oregon propounds
an inl}niry which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Does tho doctrine of the law that the plaintiff may introduce new
matter to explain and fortify the position taken in the declaration
apply in criminal cases T
Mr. Manager LORD. It applies in casee of impeachment. This is
partly a civil and partly a criminal proceeding. In all the modes of
proceuure, this is a civil proceeding. In regard to the attitude of the
defendant and the punishment to be pronounced upon him, it may be
called a criminal proceeding; and perhaps I concede too much in saying this, because some writers have gone so far as to affirm that in
no sonse is the removal and disqualification directed and allowed by
the Constitution a punishment ; they say these sentences simply protect the people against themselves and against a bad and corrupt
officer after he is impeached; the Constitution thrusts such a one out
of his office upon his conviction; and when he has been guilty of
crimes and misdemeanors which show that be is polluted, that he is
intrinsica,l ly dishonest, the Constitution permits the Senat.e to say
that he shall be forever disqualified. Therefore we might say that
this is not a criminal proceeding either in the sense of trial or of punishment; but inasmuch as replications and rejoinders and surrejoinders are allowed, so far it is a civil proceeding. Who ever heard of
·a replication or a rejoinder or a surrejoinder or a similiter under an
indictment f Therefore we are not to be brought within that narrow
range; no legal right is to be crushed out of this case; the defendant
i8 not to be permitted to escape because in some of its analogies this
may be regarded as a criminal proceeding. I affirm in regard to the
pleadings that in all respects it is a civil proceeding, and more than
that., that there is far more latitude, as I shall presently show, in this
court than there is in any lower court in regard to pleading.
I call the attention of the court now to the report of a committee
of the British House of Commons, a lenrned and intelligent committee, a committee which has made a report that will go down with the
ages, a.nd I apprehend be received as the law on this subject so long
as civilization exists. I call attention to Burke's Works, seventh volume, page 490, where the committee consider the "rules of pleading in
courts of impeachment." I never have hea.rd yet of any rule as to
pleadings in a criminal court besides the indictment and the plea.
Sometimes a defendant puts in whti,t we call a special plea. If a question of jurisdiction is raised, it is usually raised ore tenus. But what
are the rules of pleading in this court f Such committee say:
Your committee do not find that any rules of pleading, a-s observed in the inferior courta, have ever obtained in the proceedings of the high court of Parliament,
in a cause or matter in which tho whole procedure hns been within their original
jurisdiction. Nor does ;rour committee find that any demurrer or exception as of
ful~>e or erroneous pleading hath been ever admitted to any impeachment in Par.
liament n.a not commg withln the form of the pleading.

The members of this court know the distinguished character of Mr.
Walpole not only as a lawyer, but as a statesman.
Mr. Walpole wdP~tge

497-

" Those learned gentlemen (Lord Wintonn's counsel) seem to forget in wha.t court
they. ~re. TheY: have taken up so much of your lo.rdsbips' time in quoting.of authont"!es ami. nsmg arguments to.show your lordships what would quash an mdict~eut m tho coul'ts ~elow, that they seem to forget they aro now in a court of Parliament, and on an 1m~achment of the Commons of Great Britain."

And page 501A great writ~r on the criminal law, .Justice Foster, in one of his discourses, fully
recognizes those principles for which your mana_zers have contended, and which
have, to this time, been uniformly observed in rarliament. In a verv elaborate
rcasonin~ on the case of a. trial rn Parliament (the trial of those who had mur''ered En ward the IT) he observes this: "It is well known that in parliamentary
proceedings of this kind, it is, and ever waa. sufficient that matters appear with
proper li~llt.and certainly to a common understrulding, without that minute e:s:actnes!! wnich is required in criminal proceedings in Westminster Hall. In these
c&ses the rule has always been loquendum et vulgus."
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We say, therefore, if the articles are defective and the second replication not of 15trict right, all is cured by rejoinder, surrejoinder, and
sintiliter. And in regard to the main question presented by the second
replication-not the most conclusive quootion perhaps, but it may be
called the main question of the second replication-namely, whether
this defendant has the ril-!ht to evade t.he Constitution and defeat its
operations by his own will, he confesses and avoids. He aomits on
the record that ho resigned for the purpose of evading this impeachment. It is true he says he was not guilty, and resigned for other purposes; but that is utterly immaterial to this question, because he does
admit, I repeat, that he resigned for the purpose of defeating this
impeachment.
_
I will not stop, Senators, to answer thA suggestion of counsel, that
the chairman of that committee had the right, in behalf of this nation,
and in behalf of the House of Representatives of the United Rtates of
America, to make a contract with the defendant that if he would get
out of the office of Secretarv of War before a certain hour he should
not be impeached for these.high crimes and misdemeanors, which, if
these articles are true, had polluted him for years, and made him of
all men that have ever appeared in a court of impeachment the most
unfit to hold civil office. I deny such a right. I am astonished that
counsel of respectability and of high standing should stand in this
court and assume for a moment that tile chn.irman of a committee had
a right to make any such infamous contract; but that is one of the
issues. I was surprised the more to hear it stated here, because it is
one of the issues. The allegation of such agreement we absolutely
deny ; we deny that any stwh contract 1vas made. By our surrejoinder
we t.ender an issue upon that question, and it is accepted by the other
side by filing their si1niliter.
Reference has beeu made also to the fact that the Constitution
leaves the defenclan t subject to an indictment, and that an indictment
may .be found against him. The two proceeuings, Senators, are entirely and absolutely distinct. One has nothing to do with the other,
for the statute to which the counsel referred (section 1781 of theRevised Statutes) does not pretend to change the law or rules of impeachment.
Now I wish to call the attention of this tribunal t.o another consideration; and that is that on this question you aro not to give the
defendant the benefit of any of those rules wliich are provided for
criminal cases. Assuming, for the sake of the argument, that be is
accused as a criminal and that this proceeding is a. criminal proceeding, so that when we get to the merits he may say that ho is entitled
to the presumption of innocence, that h13 is entitled to be defended by
coum;el-and certainly he has illustrious counsel-that ho would be
entitled to the right of challenge if before a jury, and is entitled to
confront the wituesses; assuming that this was au indictment ancl
he WM before one of the courts of the land and should stand up and
claim all these privileges, they of course would be given to him, and
we do not care about challenging them here. For the sake of the argument, we admit that here upon the merits he has all these privileges,
so far as applicable in this court. What I say is that on this question of jDl'isdiction he has no such privilege; on the contrary, he has
not as many privileges, as the authorities will show, as he would have
in a oivil action.
This is not one of the questions over which .the law watches with
such jealousy to guard the rights of a defendant. So long as it is
true that no case of fact can be made, no evidence can be otfered under which speculation may not peer; so long as it is true that sometimes innocent men suffer; so long as that maxim exists in our law that
it is better that ninety-nineguiltymeugofree than thatone innocent
man suffer, the common law will allow a person accused of crime the
presumption and privileges we have referred to. But what have these
questions to do with a mere abstract question of lawf The question
now presented to you has nothing to do with his guilt or innocence;
it haa nothing to do with his imprisonment; it has uotbing to do with
any question personal to himself. It is purely a legal one, and must
be considered precisely as though it arose in a civil action, excepting
as before suggested that he has not all the privileges in this regard
that he would have in a civil action. When a. defendant in a criminal action raises a dilatory plea it does not receive the consideration
which it does in a civil action.
What is the object in pleading in criminal actions T Allow me to
call the atte;'ltion of t.he court to 2 Archbold's Criminal Practice and
Pleadings, sixth edition, volume 2, pn.ge 206:
The object of pleading, whether in civil or criminal actions, is to inform the
parties of the facts alle;;eu by each against the other with such clearness and dis·
tinctness a.'! to enable tnem to prepare for the trial of disputed facts or for the application of the law to thoso which aro admitted. In its application to criminal
cases, it is a statement of a crime imputed to the prisoner witb such a particularity
of circumstances only as will enable him to understand the charg6 anllJlrcparo for
hi.s defcn e, and as will authorize the court to give the appropri.lte judgment upon
conviction.

At common law a defendant in a criminal action was not allowed
to plead in abatement as in civil action, (1 Archbold, page 110; Barber's Criminal Law, page 343,) and cannot tender n. bilJ of exceptions.
(Garbett's Criminal Law, volume 2, page 521.) Therefore you see,
Senators, that while the law has always been watchful to protect life
and liberty, intending that no innocent man should be falsely accused
of crime, yet in regard to the surroundings of the case: in regard to
the mere question of pleadings, be ha8 certainly had no more privtlege and certainly has now no more privilege than in a civil action.
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Bishop on Criminal Procedure, volume 1, page 324, says:
Tho extreme kind of certainty, called certninty to a certain intent in every ~ar
ticular is required by the tribunals when a JHI.r·t.y p1eads any matter not e.ntermg
into the merits of the ca.sc but going merr·ly to tlcfeat tho pen~ing proceedin~
a~ain t him. An<l thls kind of certainty is tl.erua·~Hle!l on t~every JDR~ lrr?~d t~at
116 who stantls on a ter.lmicality to warn off mqmry mto Ins conilnct rn (hstinction
from defending him!;tllf upon the merits shall ilimself stand very technically erect.

Allow me to call attention for a moment to an :mt.horit·y in trod need
the other day by the learned cou_nse~ for the defendant., from CushiliO''s Parlinmeutary Law, iu whteh It appears that Mr. Burke was
caYlecl to account for st:l.ting certain things against the defendtlont,
Wnr,·pn Hast.i ngs, not cbar~;ed in the ~rt.icless of imp~achment.. I
ha1dlv know whv this was mtroduced, 1t· IS so utterly ddferent from
tbi · c :se. In that case, without any allegation in the articles, wit.bont auy allt>gation in the replic~tion,. ~t~out any !ssno joined npon
any fact, Mr. Burke saw fit m .h1s ph1hpp1c to arrmgn th~ <lefendtmt
for crimes not charged; and th1s the Honse of Commons saul be had no
ri•rht to do. I have snfficiently said in this case that the matters we
]•~pose to try are all in the pleadings.
One hrauch of this argument on onr part will be very brief. The
learned counsel, .Mr. Blair, usrgested that we should be driven to ~be
position of n serting that a eitize.n who had n~ver held office ~as Impeachable. We claim nosnch thmg. W~?latmfust,aud.admit, that
tbl' authorities have settled that a mere citiZen cannot be Impeached;
antl if the authorities had not settled it, the Constitution, not bye~
prt>ss words but by its intent, does exclude the idea of impeachment
a' ag:.tinst a mere private citizen. .
.
. .
But at this point I may as well mqurre whetht>r the Constitution,
in reO'ard to a civil officer, is a mere rope of sand T If we find by the
inte~ion of the Constitution that a man cannot be impeached while
a. mere citizen; if that is its obvious intent, notwit.hstanrl~ng the
generality of the language, why then may w~ no~, by appl~mg tho
same rule as to it intent, show that the Constitution never mtende.d
that any person when his sin finds him out, shall be permitted to
abnegate or def~at that Constitution in this re~ard ¥
There are cases-such is the jurlgment of the law, such was the
judgment of the common law, such is the judgment of th~ Constitution-there are cases where a man has shown such depravity that he
ongbt to be disqualified for all the days of his life. Now, s~all this
provision of the Constitution, Senato.rs, be defeated 'J.>Y the w.ill of the
criminal f It is answered that here IS a statute which provides that
if found guilty be shall be disqna.lified. That statute certainly is a
mere "rope of sand." Thew bole disqu~.lification can be remov~d by
t be pardon of the Presiden~, (but you will recollect th~t the President
cannot pardon in a case of rmpeachmen.t,) or the Legislat~e may .r~
pca] the law under which be was conVIcted and restore htm to Citizenship. Therefore, if it is t.ru~ that sometimes the .People need pr~
tection aO'ainst themselves; if It be true that a br-stghted and ambitious rna~ may, years aft-er his. c.rimes have be~n co~mi~.erl, ride into
power on some wave of fanatimsm or corruptiOn ; 1f thlS ?e true, .so
that the Constitution wisely provideil that a ma.n thus g111lt.y of dtsqnalifying crimea should forever be disqualified, then ought we to be
a!lked to fall ba.ck on a statute which may be at any time repealed or
the force of which the President may at any time remove by a. par&nt
.
But there are high crimes and misdemeanors not puni-,hable by
statute or any law and I will caU the attention of the Senat-e for a
moment to the re~arks in this regard of one of the counsel in tho
Blount case. I read from page 2316 of the Annals of Congress, Fifth
Congress, volumfi} 2:
It seems to me-

Says the learned counselthat the power of impeachment has two objects: Firs~ to remo.ve persons whose
misconduct may havo rendered them rmwort.il,v of retammg ~herr ot:fices and, secontllv to punish tho o offenses of a mere political nature, whwb, though not 8US·
cPptible of that exact definition whereby they mi~bt be brought within the sphere
of ordinary tri~mnals, are yet very dangerous to the pubhc.

Now that this matter may be fully before the Senat.e, I desire to
call attention to all the provisions of the Constitution relating to impeachment, for the purpose of showi~g beyond all re~sonable d~ubt
thouuh we are not driven to that pomt here-that It was the mt,ention ~f the convention whieh framed the Constitution and the intention of the States iu adopting it to allow a person to be impeached
who had held office after be should have gone out of office. I have
carefully copied word for word in their order all the provisions of the
Constitution relating to impeachment.
First, the House of Representatives '.'shall ha:ve the sole power of
impeachment." The last clause of sectiOn 2, artwle 1.
The Senate shall have the so1epowertotryall impeachments. When sittingfor
that pnrpo e the\- shall be on oath or affirma.tit:Vl. \V hen thePresideut of the rr~nted
St.ares is tried the Chief J nstice shall preside; and no person shall ba convu:ted
without tl~e concurrence of two-thirds of tho members present.
.rnrl!!meutln ca.Hes of impeachment shall not e:rleml fm-tber than to removal from
oftice antl dt;;qualifiea,tl.on to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trus~ or profit liD·
tl'er t}le IJpjt,ed State.s 1 bn~ tl}e party convicted shall neve1-th~less be liable and subJect to indi.ctJ)lent, trial, jQ.dgmel)t·, and punishment, according to la.w.

·· Las~ two cla.ul'Je~ nf .section 31 &tWl~ 1.
The Presl.dent-

SMll h~va poweF to gpant reprieves and pa.rdQ!lS f9¥ 4l1f~~e§ ,against the United
States, except in r.lses of impeachment.

First clause, section 2, article 2.
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, alld conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes a.nd misdemeamors.

Section 4, article 2.
The trial of all crimes, except in ca..'!es of impeachment, shall be by jury.

Last clause of section 2, article 3.
Let me call yom attention, Mr. President :md Senators, part.icnlarly
to thiR point.. What is there in all these provisions that limits the
power of impeachment f If we adopted in regard thereto by these
provisions the rules of the common law, why is not the common law
in force in regard to impeachment! Not by rea on of any of tlJese
words t.hat I have read to you, not because the Con titution Stiys tlJat
the punishment shall not go beyonclremoval from office and disqnalificat.iou, for its object was to prevent attainder and confiscation;
and when it says that the punishment shall, at least in the case of
one in office, extend to removal from office, it does not say but that
any inferior sentence may be pronounced. Therefore, so far as the
clauses read are concerned, when you put them iu connection and
con 'i(ler them, you will find that there is nothing to prevent the
House of Repr~entatives of the United St.ates exercising the right
to impeach the citizen as fully as can t.he House of Commons of Great
BTitain. But why do we sa.y that no mere citizen can be impeached f
Simply because of the obvious scope of the Constitution, because we
find another provision which guarantees to e\rery citizen the right of
trial by jury, which cannot be taken from him except by express enactment; because we find provisions which guarantee to the Sta.tes
the rights which they have not conferred ancl confine the United
States to the rights which are conferred; and therefore when we takA
into view the whole scope and iut~nt of the Constitution we fintl
that impeachment was only intended for a public officer, either while in
office or after he has lrft offwe, for offenses committed while in office.
I may say in pas ing, if the court plea e, that while in my ·view of
i.be Constitution if the defendant here shoultl be con vic ted, an inferior sentence, like that of cen ure, might be pronouuco1l, yet I apprehend no such question will arise in this case, because, if it be true, as
char(Ted in the articles, that. be is guilty of this long series of criminal
tran~actions, if he has thus polluted his honor and his hands with
bribes during these long years, then, as before suggested, if a case cnn
be conceived in which disqualifieation was demanded it is tb.s case.
Therefore, we claim that the limitation of ·the Constitution is not as
to tin~e; it simply relates to a class of persons; and the word " officer''
is used as descriptive precisely as it is usetl in the very statute to
which the counsel referred. If it be true because the word" offir.e"
or "officer~ is used in the Constitution, whhout saying anything
about a person after he is out of office, that the defendant is not impeachable, then be ca.nnot be indicted, because the statute relating
to his indictment simply speaks of him as au officer.
What is the real intent and meaning of the word" officer" in the Constitution "I It is but a general ~esc.ription. .An office~ in one sense
never loses his office. He gets h1s t1tle and he wears It forever, and
:m officer is nuder this liability for life; if he once takes office under
the United States, if while in office and as au officer he commits acts
which demand impeachment, he may be impeached even down to t.he
time to which the learned counsel, Mr. Carpenter, so eloquently referred the other day-down to t.lJe time that he takes his departme
from this life.
It is supposed by manytha.t b~cause an officer ~ust be !emoved, no
judgment can ~e pronounced ~tbout prononncmg the JU.d~men~ of
removal. This It seems to me 18 a very great error. If be IS rn office,
of course under the Constitution be must be removed; but if out of
office the senlence of disqualification or some inferior sentence may
be p;ssed upon him, for the obvio.ns reason that the sente~ce is divisible. This was distinctly held m the Barnard case, to which reference has been made. In that case the conrt proceeded unanimom;ly
to vote that he should be removed from office; but when the question
came up on the other point, shall he be disqualified f several memberR of the court voted in the negatiYe.
I do not see, then, any possib!e view in which there is difficnlt.y; a.u d
the learned counsel on the other side will not be able to create auy
difl:iculty excepting under the claim t~at a person in offi~e, bavin~ ~o
conducted himself as to be worthy of unpeachment, findmg that It IS
impossible to escape the facts or pervert th~m, m.ay, I ~epeat, defeat
the Constitution for the purpose of preventmg h1s pumshment.
It is said that under the parliamentary law this H?use could not
pronounce judgment until the House of Representattves deruaud~d
that such judgment be pronounced. Suppose that ~r. ?elknap m
this case had not resigned; suppose he bad made up h1s mmd tha~ he
would not confess thls sin, that be would not attempt to evade llllpeachmeut but that he would prove the real fa.ct. in t.be case. as hA
alleges tbe~aud certaiuly if they are true they are suscept~ble of
proof, even though you assume that he. cannot be sw<;>rn as a witness,
or tlla.t his wife cannot be sworn; yet if she bad this large fund f!f
whtch }le aupposed be was receiving the interest, in some way this
faet cQu)d be proved brouO'bt to the attention of the Senate-suppo e
he bad sean fit to take tbat course, and stood up and said," I am innocent· I dema,nd a. triAl on the merits;" and suppose that be had
been c~nvicred, and this House was waiting for .the demand of the
other House to have judgment pronounee<l upon him; or st~ppt)Sf: that
this learned trihnnal bad ratired or cleared these gallenes for the
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pnrpo e of ascert.aining what judgment ought to be pronounced; if
t.be logic of the other side is true, after such conviction, b.v n.n arrangement with the President, he could resign his office and have the
resignation accflpted, and defeat the judgment. It comes to this. To
this conclnsion you must come, if you come to the conclusion that the
Constitution intended that no officer should be impe!t..ched after he
had retired from the office.
Bnt we have nuthority upon this point. Of course the nen.rer we
come to the age of the Constitution the more we can gather from men
who aideil in the work of the Constitution or men who were their contemporaries, as to t.he real intent of the instrument. Rawle, a celebrated lawyer of Pennsylvania, known to some of the counsel, the
author of a work upon the Constitution, the compiler of :five volumes
of reports, and I believe of some nineteen more in connection with
Mr. Sergeant, says, and I call the particular attention of Senators to
this:
From the reasons already given it is obvious that the only perROns liable to im·
:peacl1ment are those who are or have been in public office All executive and
JUdicial officers, from the President downward, from the judges of the Supreme
Court to those of the most inferior tribunals, are included in this description.Rawle on the Oomtitution, page 203.

I also c:tll the attention of the court to the language of Alexander
Hamilton, in the Federalist, which, although not quite as conclusive, is
nearly as much so as that which I have just read. I call attention to
pages 300 and 301, No. 65, where Hamilton says:
.A. well-constituted court for the trial of impeachments is an object not more to
be desired than ditlicult to be obta.ined in a. government wholly elective.

The delicacy :md magnitude of a trust which so d~inconcerns the political
reputation and existence of every man engaged in the
· i~tration of public af.
fait11 speak for themselves.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Wbat, it may be asked, is the truo spirit of the institution itself 7 Is it not designed as a. method of national inquest into the conduct of public men I If this be
the tlesi:rn of it., who can so properly be the inquisitors for tho nation as the representatives of the n.<ttion themselves 1

When .Alexander Hamilton, that logician and scholar, that man
who always measured his words so well, spoke of impe<whment as to
public num, what was in his mind f Did he imagine simply that
officers actually in office could only ue impeached f I apprehend
not. I apprehend the learned counsel, Judge Black, who answers in
tho affirmative, has not ceased to be a public man because he is out
of office. He is enrolled to-day in the common judgment of mankind as among the public men of this country. Alexander Hamilton
was not a loose writer in a. matter of this kind, in a matter where be
lJent every endeavor of his intellect to speak accura.Mly and conciRely. He was not a. man who would speak of public n&en when he
meant only a person holding office.
This claim is not a singular one, if the court plea-se. If a. person
bas usurpetl an office and a quo wa1·ranto is issued against him and he
I'esigns, still the quo tr.arranto proceedings may go on to judgment,
notwithstanding his resignation. For authority I refer to King vs.
Wal"low, 2 Maule and Selwyn, 75; and King vs. Payne, 2 Chitty,
K.ing't~ bench, 367.
This, if the court please, is all that I have deemed necessary to say
on the question of impeachment generally.
I now propose to call the attention of the court to the other questions of this case referred to in the order of the Senate. The :first
question of the second replication is: "Can the defendant escape by
dividing the day into fractions f" This question is also presented by
the articles and plea.. The allegation on page 5 is not denied. Therefore, as I propose to "show this court by an unbroken series of decisions that the law does not permit a day to be divided into fractions
in such a case as this, and if it be true that the defendant was Secretary of War on the 2dof March, on any part of that day, and therefore impeachable, then that question, perhaps, can be argued independent of this replication. I propose, now, to argue the question
nuder the second replication. The authorities will bear upon both
tbe plea and replication. First, I say a. judicial act dates from the
earliest minute of the day in which it is done. I call the attention
of the court to 3 Dougla , page 2i3, the case of Lord Porchester vs.
Petrie, because it is one of the earliest cnses, though not as decisive
upon the point as some others to which I shall presently make reference.
The reporter adds, be beard tbat it wa.s adjudged that t.he plaintiff had the better
righ!'- because be claimed to bo in under a judgment, and all the term i~ only one
day m law. In that case tbe attempt was to make a fraction of a day, and the de.
fenunnt pleaded that his statute was before the judgment, but the court would not
allow it.
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ward Shelley cove.n anted to suffer a recovery on the 9th of October, the first day of
the tt"rm; be died between five :md six: in the morning: afterward on tbo same
day the recovery passed with a voucher over, and immediatcl.v after jud~rru ent
given an hllbere facias seisinam was awarded. The Lord Chancellor and all tbe
judges of England hehl that the recovery was well suffered. though thfl death took
place before the court sat.. "because the r ecord is to be understoon of the whole
day, and relates without division to the first instant of the day." And, although
the court will inquire at what time a party does an act., as filing a bill, or deliver·
ing his declaration, and for that purpose will take notJce of tho usual homs for sittin::r, (see 2 Leviuz, pa,ge141, 176: .Buller's Nisi Prius. pa.!{e 137,) itisotherwise
with regard to a judicial proceeding. This distinction i<> pointed out in Lord
Porchester's case by Lord Mn.nsfield, and recognized by Buller, J'., in Pugh VIJ.
Robinson.

I next call the attention of the court to the case of the Queen t•s.
The Inhabitants of St. Mary, 1 Ellis and Blackburn, page 816. In
reading these ca.ses I wish again to remind the court that on this
question the law is to be held precisely as though the action was
civil; that no intendment whatever is to be held in favor of the defendant; and that if there was a. judicial proceeding in his case,
occurring on the same day that he performed the personal act of resigning, the judgment reaches back of it, and he was properly impeacbed:
A building .was let, at .£30 per annum, to C by a written a~ment stating tbat
C had taken It" from the 30th day of September, 1850 ;" "the tenancy is for one
year, commencing on the 30th day of September instant," (11350.) d entered at
noon on 30th September, 1850, and quitted at four in the afternoon of 29th Sept~m·
bar, 1851.
Held, that C gained a settlement. bJ: renting and occupying a tenement "for the
term of one whole year at least," within statute J, William IV, chapter 18, section 1•

Let me call the attention of the court more particularly to what
this case is. Here was a statute which provided that before a person
could obtain a residence in any particular pluce he must have occupied a tenement there" for the term of one whole year at lea,st." He
took a lease for a year, which ended on the 29th day of September,
1850, a.nd quit the premises at four o'clock in the afternoon of the
29th of September. On page 8"27, Lord Campbell, chief justice, says:
I am glad tbat we have decided ~ases, on an a~tof Parliament similar to that before us, in favor of the only view which is consistent with common· sen e. .Any
one, talb.ing of these fact.<> in ordinar.v langua!!e, would say that the pauper occupie<! ~or a ~c:ar. I wo~l! ~bMtilln from so bol<ling if any recognized rule or direct
decision militated agamst It: but really law and sense concur. The general rule is
that the law does not regard fractions of a day.

I next call attention to a case directly in point as to the effect of a
judicial act, in Wright -vs. Mills, Hurlstone and Norman, 490-493. I
will read the syllabus in order to get ~he facts before the court, and
then I will read what the court says :
Judicial proceedings are to be considered as taking pJace at the earliest period of
the day on which they are done. Therefore, whe1-e jndl!ruent was signed at the
ovening of the office at its usual hour, cloven a. m, and the defendant died !lot half
past nine a.. m. on tha same morning: Held that the judgment was regular. ·

.At page 490 the court say :
Pollock, C. B.-We are all of opinion that this rule must be made absolute. The
principal authority on the subject is tho case in the exchequer chamber of Edwards vB. Regina.m-

Which ca.se I have already read.
It was there expressly stated that tbe court will inquire at what time a party
does a particular act, for instance, filing a bill or delivering a declaration ; and for
that vurpose will ascertain the hour at which the courts were sittinl!, &c.; but the
court lays down this rnle: "It is otherwise with re~d to a judicL1l proceeding."
And Shelley's caso is there cited, where a rccoverj- sufl'ered oo the first da.y of term
was held good, although the party had died that mornin:;r before the court sat. I
consiuer that case of Edwards vs. Reginam as an undoubted anthorit.y, to which
we ought to conform. Now, it appears to me that si~ninc: jud!!lllent is a judicial
ptcceeding,and consequently to be considered as l1aringta'k:en placo a.t the earliest
:period of the day when it is done, and therefore not invalidated by what occurred
m the present instance.

In Blydenburl!h vs. Cotbeal, 4 Comstock's New York reports, page
418, the court heldFractions of a day are not in general regarded, except for the purpo e of preventing injustice.
,
The1'6fore, an appeal perfected before the judgment-roll is filed, but on the same
day, is regular.

Bronson, chief justice, says:
As a general rule the court does not inquire into the fractions of a day, except
for the purpose of guarding against injustice. (Small v.;. McChesney, 3 Cowen.
page 19: Clute vB. Clute, 3 Denio, page 263.) We think that a suflicient answer to
this motion.
.

In the ca.se of Small vs. McChesney, 3 Cowen, the supreme court of
the State held in these word8:
The whole proceeding is on the same day, .which the law will not divide into
fractions unless this be necessary for the purpose of guardin~ against injustice.

In Jones vs. Porter, 6,. Howard's New York Reports, page 286, the
Therefore, under the common law, such wns the weight given to a court held in the ' C words :
This rule will be adhered to in considering a jurisdictional questionjudgment that where a statute was pa.ssed on the same day and before
tbe judgment the judgment related back and defeated the statute.
And held the question of jurisdiction involved in the case of BlydcnI next ca11 the attention of the court to Edwards vs. Reginam, 9 bnrgh 'I.'S. Cotheal, 4 New York, page 418. It only remains to show
Exchequer, 631, 632. This is a decision by Coleridge, justice:
that which I need not perhaps take any time to show, that the imThe rloctrine thatjndicial acts are to be taken alwayl'l to date from the earliest min- peachment by t.h e House of Representatives was a judicial act.
uw of the da.v in which they are done stands upon ancient and clear authority, and
In 2 W ooddeson's Lectures, the House is called in this rerrard
"the
0
np_on this doctrine alonethepresentjudgment may well be sustained. The Crown not grand inquest of the nation."
bcwg bound by the provisions of the statute of frauds respecting writs of execution,
I refer also to Tomlin's Law Dictionary, title," Impeachment :"
or ~y tho statutes of bankrupts, the writ of extent. like any other ju(licial ~Tit of execution atcommon Jaw, ta.kes effect upon the day of its teste, and is in operation fort he
whole of the day, from the e2rliest to the latest minute. without :my division. This
i.u genera.l rule. quiteapvJ:·t from a.ll considerat-ions of prerogative, and was recognized and acted on in the much-considered and celebrated case of Shelley. There Ed-

.An impeachment befora the Lords by the Commons of Groat llritaiu in P <uliaprose?ution of known and established _law, anu hath been f1·equently put
m practice, bemg a presentment oo the most high an•l supreme court of criminal
jurisdiction by the most solemn grand inquest of the whole kingdom.
~ent is~
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And then, to define particularly an inquest, I call the attention of against him long before he had resigned his office, long before he had
the court to the same volume, under the title "Inquest:"
attempted to escape the penalty due to his crime by this resignation.
The term inquest is ru:;ecl to ~i:rnify the persons to whom the trial of any question, This impeachment is in fnrthera.nce of justice, not in furtherance of
civil or criminal, is committed.
injustice. It is due to the defendant; it is due to the dead whom he
I also call the attention of the court to 1 Bouvier's Law Dictionary, claims to represent; it ie due to all the associations that surround him
if he is an innocent man that he establiRh his innocence in this tribupage 715:
Therefore to hold ,jurisdiction in this case, to give him the opbQUES'I'. * • * The judicial inquirl itself, by a jury summoned for the pur- nal.
po e, is callecl an inquest. Tho tindirig o srrch men, upon an investigation, is also portunity to establish his innocence, or the House of RepresentativeE~
called an inquest, or an inquisition.
to establish his guilt, is in furtherance of justice. To deny jurisrlio.The next question presented by their replication is, Did the impeach- tion nnder these circumstances would be in furtherance of injustice.
In this case before the court the doctrine of rt.lation prevents in-·
ment relate l>ack to the inception of the proceedings by an authorized
committee of the House f Whether the committee was authorized or justice, for it· changes no rule of evidence, and does not affect the
not is a question of fact. Therefore the comments of the learned coun- merits.
It only remains for me to call the attention of the Senate to one
sel relating thereto were not in order, because itisaffirme<lon the part of
tho Hon e of Representatives that this committee h::ul authority. If it question, and that is, Can the defendant evade impeachment by resshould appear that the committee had no authority, then another prin- ignation T That this was his object is confessed. That bas already
ciple would l>e invoked, and tha tis the principle of adoption. Bnt it is appeared by the sixth subdivision which has been read, and it prenot necessary to discuss that now, beca.use, for the purposes of this ar- sents the questions: Can he thus defeat the object of the Constitugnment, tho authority is conceded. In regard to the principle of rela- tion f Can he thus take advantage of his own wrong.T
But the learned counsel on the other side, who addressed the court
tion it i@ this: that the House of Representatives before t,hisresignation
having in~tituted proceedings aga.inst Mr. Belknap for the purpose of on this point, assume that this is a very simple t.hing; that because
investigating these crimes and for the purpose of impeaching the de- a. ma.n has the right to change his residence by croSJ ing a. State line,
fendant, when the impeachment was made it relateu back to the orig- or a. right under certain circumstances to convey his property, thereinal proceeding which was instituted, as is confessed, before this res- fore he has the right, wheu confronted with hls crime, when the
ignation. When divers acts concur to n. result, the origin3.1 act is to Constitution pronounces against him the decree of clisqua.lification,
be preferred, and to this t _be other acts have relation. In Lord Por- when good morals, when the judgment of mankind, when justice to
tho country clema.nd that that j11dgment of disqualification shall be
che~:~ter VB. Petrie, 3 Douglas, 273, it is said as follows:
In Miller 'VB. Bradley the deft<ndant moved to llave the execution eet aside, be- pronounced, to defeat the Coustit.ution ancl prevent the just retribucause the judgment on which it was taken out was not really a.jud~ent till t-he tion due to his crimes. I apprehend if the learned counsel cannot see
morrow of the Holy Trinity. and RO was not sufficient to warrant the lSimin." of the the difference in their zeal for their client, that tl1e common sense of
execution; lmt the court said that it was a judgment of the firat da.yof the tenn in mankind will see it. I think that the well-known common sense of
whicl• it wM obtained, by relation.
these counsel, when they disrobe themselves of their duty to their
In Wright t•s. Mills, 4 Hurlstone and Norman, 493,494, the court say: client, will enable them to see the wide and marked distinction beIt is clear that this judgment would have beeu good at common law, for it would tween the crossing of a State line and this act by which their client
have related back to the tirst day of the terillseeks to evade the judgment of the Jaw.
But we have some authorities on this point to which I wish to call
In Viner's Abridgment, volume 1, title" Relation," pages 289-293,
tlle following authorities are found, anu as two of these authorities the particular attention of this tribunal. The learned counsel on the
relate to the criminal law, I have thought they might throw light other side has aided me. He hns introduced the authorities. I propose
to show on this point, by the jndgment of men who helped make the
upon this case.
Constitution, by men who lived in the day when it was perhaps more
I read at page 289:
thoroughly understood as to its intent-s than now, that we are rirrht
Where the teste of the writ of appeal of death is within the year, antl the return
and the demise of the king is after the year, there by re-attachment the year shall in this position and that the defendant cannot evade the jndgm~nt
of the law by bis voluntary resignation. The counsel in the Blount
be saved by 1 elation to the original.
Many of this court remember that this writ of appeal of death was case conceded that a person could not evade the judgment of the law
issued at the instance of a private suitor for the purpose of trying by a voluntary resignation and stood up before this tribunal and
the question whether some relative of his had been murdered by the said: "We will never be found alleging that a man can escape the
person ngalnst whom the writ was issued; and ordinarily such per- penalty due his crime, or evade the Constitution by a Yoluntary resigson had the right of "wager of battle." Tho writ must be returna.blo nation."
Allow me briefly to call the attention of the court to the circumwithin one year, and yet in the case cited here, althongh the year had
elap ·ed, by issuing a. re-attachment it wa.s sa.id that the original pro- stances of the Blormt case before I read from the arguments of the
counsel. Mr. Blount was impeached by the House of Representatives
ceedings were saved lJy relation.
on the 7t.h of July, 1797. He was expelled the next day by the SenAgain, at page 290:
Where there are divers nets concurrent to make a conveyance, estate, or other ate. Articles of impeachment were presented the next year, some
thing, t.he o1iginal a{)t shall be prefe1Ted, and to this the other act shall have rela- seven months thereafter, namely, on the 7th of February, 1798. .Mr.
tion.
Bayard, one of the managers, page 2252, says:
At page 293:
It is also alleged in the plea that the party impeached is not now a Senator. It i8
0

A constable took 11. mfln who struck another, and after l!luffered him to go; ann
after, the .!?arty struck rlietl qf the blow. This escape is not felony, and yet it shall
havo relation t-O the strikin~ in respect of him who struck; ex prima causa oritur
omnia actio; but shall not have such relation in respect of the const..'lble who suffered
the escape.

enough that he was s Senator at the time tile articles were preferred.

Allow me to say here in passing that it will be seen from the posi·
tion which this gentleman took that it made no difference about
Blolmt having been a Senator when the articles.were preferred. Mr.
As the law then stood, the person. being out of custody it was nec- Bayard says further:
essary to connect him with the ox-iginal tmnsa.ction by reiation. The
H the impeachment were regular and maint.<tinable, when preferred, I appreconstable was not connected, because he wa.s innocent of the original hend no subsequent event:, grounded on the willful act, or caused by the delinwrong. I refer also to Ashford t·s. Thornton, Bamewall & Alderson, quency of the party, can vitiate or obstruct the -proceeding. Otherwise th.e party
405, 9'23; Jackson VB. McCall, 3 Cowen, eO; Jackson 'VB. Bull, 1 John~ by resignation or tho commi sioo of some offense which merited and occasione<ll1i~
mi~ht secure his impunity. This is a.~ainst one of the sagest maxims of
son, 90. 1 will read a part of the note to this last case, !Johnson, 90: expulsion,
the law, which does not :illow a man to derive n. benefit from his own wrong.
Relation is a fictiOn of law, resorted to for the promotion of justice and the lawof parties, by giving effect to instruments, wlnch without it would
be invalid.
•
•
Jr
Where there are divers act'! concurrent to make a. conveyance, estate or
other thing, the original act shall be preferred, and to this the other act shall h~ve
t·elatiou.

n~ 1 intentions

This last ca-se, it is true, refers particularly to a conveyance, but it
does not alter the principle, for the court will see that through every
form of civil and also criminal proceedings from that based upon
the appeal of death to tho case of the assault and subseC]_uent death, it
has been held that where there are severnl ~ts concurring to an end
all the subsequent acts relate back to the original act. This rule is
nt>ver changed or varied excepting to prevent injustice. In this case
we claim that the House of Represe-ntatives, having obtained jurisdiction of the sn bject-ma.tter by instituting these proceedings against
the defendant, he could no more defeat them by resigning midway
than he conlcl defeat the Constitution itself. When the House of
Representatives by its solemn act impeached him of high crimes and
misdemeanor~, th3;t wa~ n. ju~icial act, the highest judicial act that
can pe performed rn th1s natiOn save one, and that is the act to be
performed by this tribunal when it pronounces" guilty" or ''not
guilty" upon the proofs before it.
· Therefore, we say the defendant in this case should not be allowed
his dilatory plea, because these proceedings had bsen instituted

More significant still, I read from the remarks of :Mr. Dallas, page
2'J78. Mr. Dallas was one of the counsel for Senator Blount• The articles of impeachment-

He saysdo not charge William Blount 'vith any crime or misdemoanor committ-ed in the
execution of his office with any act which might not have been committed by any
other citizen as well as a Senator; that there was room for argument whether an
officer could be impeached after he was out of office ; not by a voluntary resignation to evade prosecution, but by an adversary expulsion.

What does this learned counsel, Mr. Dallas, say T He says there is
room for argument as to whether a man can be impeached after be
has been expelled from office, bnt he affirms that there is no room for
argument against his liability for impeachment after a voluntary
resignation to evade prosecution.
•
Mr. Jared Ingersoll was one of the persons who signed the Constitution, a Representative from the State of Pennsylvaniat a. person
who helped make that Constitution, a lawyer of trnn~cenden£ abilities, a person who measured his words well, as you may see by reference to his argument. What does be sa.y upon this point on page
2'294 f He says:
It i8 among the leas objections of the cause that the defendant is now onto£ offico
not by resignation.
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I call the attention of Senators particnlarly to these words:
I certninl.v shall never contend that an officer may first commit an offense, and
afterward avoiu punishment by resigning hls office.

Then be addsBut the defendant has been expelled.

Mr. Ingersoll then makes this argument :
Can he be removed at one trial and disqualified at another for the same offense 1
IR it not the form, rather than the substance of a trial1 Do the Senate come, as
Lorlll\Iansfirld says a.jury ought, like blank paper, without a previous impression
upon tl1eir minds Wou1d not error in the first sentence naturally be productive
of error in the second instance! Is there not reason to apprehend the strong bias
of a former decision would be apt to prevent the influence of any new lights brought
forward upon a. second triaH

r
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The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The question is on the motion proposed by tho Sena.tor from Kansas that the Senate sitting )or this trial
take a recess until half past seven o'clock.
Mr. ANTHONY. I hope we sllall not ~'tke a recess. I do not care
how long we sit, but I think we had better not go down street and
come back again this eveuing.
Mr. COOPER. I move that the Senate sitting a.s a court of impeachment do now adjourn.
Mr. THURMAN. Until half past twelve o'clock to-morrow f
Mr. CONKLING. The rule fixes the hour a.t half after twelve.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Wo bad better fix it at twelve.
The PRESIDENT pro.tempore. The question is on the motion of the
Senator from Tennessee that the Senate sitting in trial do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment of W. W. Belknap adjourned until to-morrow at
half past twelve o'clock.

This last argument of Mr. Ingersoll had such weight upon the
minds of some of the :tnnota.tors that they affirmed that jurisdiction
was denied on the ground of Mr. Blount's expulsion. That I do not
1.mderstand to be the ground. I understand that jurisdict.ion was
declined because a Senator is not a civil officer within the meaning
of the Constitution. Mr. Ingersoll argues that even if he were a
FRIDAY, May 5, 1876.
ci vii officer within the meaning of the Constitution be had been sumThe PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced that the time bad
marily trie<l by the Senate and expelled, and tho Senate having pronounced one judgment upon him could not pronounce a further judg- arrived fer the consideration of the articles of impeachment a.g ainst
ment of disqnalification at a different time.
William ,V, Belknap,
If the court please, further authorities showing that no superstructThe usual proclamation was made by the 89rgeant-at-Arms.
ure can be built on the ground of evasion or fraud and that a person
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Mr. Blair, Mr. Black,
int.en<ling to defeat the law c:tnnot do it by his own evasive act need and Mr. Carpenter.
not be quoted in this tribunal.
The managers on the part of the House of Representatives appearefl
I have said all that I deem necessary in opening this case. I have in the seats provided for them.
endeavored to bring before this tribunal fairly and truthfully our
The PRESIDENT p~·o ternpm·e. The Secretary will give the 118na.l
legal positions, and I think, and so the managers think, and so does notice to the House of Representatives.
the House think that the defendant is impeachable notwithstanding
The Secretary re~Al the journal of the proceeflings of the Senate
he has resigned his office.
sitting yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of William W.
We affirm that there is nowhere in the Constitution any inhibition Belknap.
ngainst 'his impeachment. On the other hand, the whole intent and
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The Senate is now ready to proceed
scope of the Constitution point toward his impeachment. The Con- with the trial. The counsel will now be heard. Senators will give
stif.ution nowhere says tha.t be must be impeached while in office. attention.
Senators will recollect that in one of the authorities introduced by the
Mr. CARPENTER. ~Ir. President and Senators, under the order
counsel, [Mr. Bhtir,] Story on the Constitution, the very words are made by the court I had hoped and expected that at least two of the
used, "while in office." The Constitution does not say that be must managers would be heard before I should have to address the Senate:
ue impeached "while in office," but it describes him as an officer and but this seems uot to be convenient for them. The only real diffic11..lty
allows his impeachment down to the day of his death for any act com- I feel in presenting this case to the Senate is that it requires a more
ruitted by him while in office. Of course, the good sense oftbe House vivid imagination than I possess to conceive what is to be said or
of Representatives would prevent an impeachment after a long lapse can be said by the other side.
Briefly, the attitude of the case is this:
of years, tmlt>ss for an imminent reason. Thie question, Senators,
must be left to the discretion of the House of Repre!!entatives.
The articles of impeachment charge that the resJ>ondent, Belknap,
In conclusion, we affirm this court has jurisdiction because the de was at one time Secretary of War, and, while holding that office, did
fendant has been Secretary of War. We also affirm under our special certain things which are declared by said articles to be high crimes
replication in aid of the jurisdiction, first, that this court bas juris- and misdemeanors.
The respondent pleads to the jurisdiction of the court that, when
diction, becanl58 the law will not divide the day into fractions to defeat the judicial act of impeachment; second, that under the dectrine this proceeding was commenced, he was not an officer of the United
of relation the impeachment of the defendant can be susta-ined; third, States, but was a priYate citizen.
that he iM subject to impeachment because be resigned with the intent
The first replication avers that he wa~ Secretary of War when he
to evade the disqualification of the Constitution. The House of Rep- committed the acts complained of, and the respondent has demurred.
resentatives of the United States, having impea-ched the defendant of
A second replication by tho House cba.rges that after the acts were
high crimes and misdemeanoTM, through their managers demand that committed the House bad commenced an investigation, with a view
he be tried by this court, and, if found guilty, that be be disqualified to impeachment, and that the respondent, with full knowledge of the
from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United fact, resigned his office, with intent to evade impeachment. This
States.
replication bas closed in issnes of fact, which are pending for trial.
Mr. CARPENTER, [after a pause.] Mr. President, . I snpposed
The court has ordered an argument in regard to the sufficiency of
another muna.ger would speak on that Ride. It certainly should be the plea in abatement, the materiality of the issues of fact, and also
so arranged. It can hardly be supposed that the other t.h ree man- whether the House can support t.be jurisdiction by matters alleged
agers are exactly going to repeat what bas been said by their chair- in subsequent pleadings, but not alleged in the articles of impeachman. If there are new points to be made in the case, we certainly ment.
I shall endeavor to maintain the following propositions:
sbonld hear some more of them before we are asked to spea.k further.
We ought to hear at least two managers now, and not pile the whole
1. That articles of impeachment cannot be entertained against a
three upon the counsel who closes this case.
private citizen in any case whatever.
:Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, I supposed the
2. That wherever articles of impeachment a.re exhibited, they must
understanding was perfect between the counsel and myself that he set forth every fact essential to constitute a high crime or misdewas to reply and then that three other mauagers, nuder the order of me:mor, and every fact necessary to bring the case within the juristhe court, would go on. The Senate will see a,t once that we ought diction of the court; and
to bear more from the other side. It would be unjust to compel two
3. That the issues of fact arising upon the plea, in aba,tement are
managers to go on now, having beard only one upon the other side.
immaterial.
Mr. CARPENTER. We have no understanding made with us that
l. Can proceedings by impea-chment be maintained against a priwc understand 1.1pon that subject. There wa.ssomeconversation upon vate citizent
it.
There are two1theoriet'l of the Constitution in reg2.rd to impeachment.
.Mr. Manager LORD. That was the last euggestion which we made.
1. That the provisions which give the House the power to impeach,
Mr. CARPENTER. Some conversation passed upon it. At all and the Senate the sole power to try imJ>euchments, confe-r a power
events, the fair wa.y to do is for two managers to speak no\v and then as broad as +,bat before then exercised by the British Parliament in
the other two before the case is closed by the counsel for the defend- regard to the persons who ma.y be impeached and tbe crimes for which
ant.
impeachment may be had. And that the provision, "Judgment in
M:r. INGALLS. I move that the Senate sitting as a .court of im- cases of impea.chment shall not ext.e nd further than to removal from
peacbmeut take a recess until half past seven o'clock this evening.
office, ancl disqualification to hold and enjoy any office," &c., is a
Mr. CARPENTER. I desire to Ray that unless an arr:mgemcut is mere 1imitaticm upon the power to punish; and that the provi~:~ion,
made, if another manager does not come next, it will fall upon me to "The President, Vice-President, a.n1l all civil officers of tbe United
]Jroceetl on the part of the defendant. I certainly cannot proceed States, shall be removeflfrom office by impeachment, for," &c., merely:
to-night for I am not in a state of health t.o do so. I had not expected declal'e what the pnnllihment shall be, when t.he person impeached.
to ue called on to-day. I have some briefs that are being printed, happens to be snch officer.
which I expect t.o be able to u e to-morrow or the next day; but it.
2. The other t.l1~ory is, t.hat impeachment, as authorized and regnwnuld ho impossible for mo to go on t-o-night with any iustice to the latetl by the Constitution, is only a pnxJ&>ding to nmwve an mucorthy
case, or to myself, or to anybody else.
I public officer.
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One or the other of those theories must be accepted; there is no
midclle grounn. And the importance of judging correctly which is
the proper construction cannot be exaggerat-ed.
If the former theory be adopted, it will follow that every inhabitant of the United States, citizen or :1lien, male or female, may be
impeached for any conduct or transaction which, in the opinion of
the Senate for the time being, may be characterized as a high crime
or misdemeanor.
·
The Const.itntion provides1. The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. (Article 1, section 2.)
2. The Senate shall have tbe sole power to try all impeachments,
and the judgment in snch ca es shall extend no further than to removal from office and di.squ.alijication to hold office.
3. But the p:trtyconvicte.dshall be liable to indictment, &c. (Article
1, section 3.)
4. The President shall havenopowerto pardon in-cases of impeachment. (Article~, section 2.)
These provisions regulate the accusation, trial, and judgment in
cases of impeachment, but do not det-ermine who shall be subject to
impeachment, beyond the strong inference arising from article 1, section 3, clause 7, which provides that the judgment shall not extend
beyond removalf1·om office AND disquali:ficaUon to lwld office.
But this is settled.by article 3, section 4, as follows:
The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States ab:ill be
f'enwvedfrom ojfice on impeachment for and conviction of treason, &c.

There are a few fundamental principles never to be lost sight of in
any constitutional discussion. Sovereignty with us resides in the
people. They have delegated to the State goYernments the attributes
of sovereignty so far as deemed consistent with free institutions.
The Constitution of the United States establishes a government with
supreme powers over certain subjects. In other words, the sovereign
powers possessed by the people are distributed between the Federal
and State governments; and it is well settled by the courts, and conceded by all sound statesmen and good lawyers~ that the State governments possess all the powers consistent with free institutions,
except those which are denied to them by their own or the Federal
Constitution. That, whenever a power is denied to a State, the objection can be supported only by pointing out a constitutiona,J proltibition. But, on the other hanrl, the Federal Government possesses
no power not conferred by the Federal Constitution, either by express words or neces83>ry implication. And by necessary implication
only such powers are gr:1.nted as are essential to the execution of the
powers which are expressly granted. And, manifestly, a claim of
jurisdiction in this court, which, if conceded, would subject forty
millions of people to its power in all matters of hill'h crime or misdemeanor, must find support in clear grant in the Constitution, and
is not to be assumed upon forced construction or doubtful implication.
Bearin~ these principles in mind, if I can establish that no warrant
is found m the Constitution for impeachment of a private citizen in
any case whatever, this proceeding must fall. To say thnt a private
citizen may be impeached. but only for crimes committed in some office formerly held by him, would be to establish a distinction as arbitrary and capricious as to say he can only be impeached for crimes
committed by bim while he was between thirty and forty-years of
age. The question is whether a private citizen can be impeached at
all. If so, be may be impeached for whatever the Senate for tht' time
being may consider a high crime or misdeme'l.nor, without regard to
the time, place, or circumstance of committing the offense.
I shall endeavor to show, from the text of the Constitution, from
the debates of the convention which framed it, contemporaneous writings of public men, commentaries of recognized authority, and the decisions of this comt, that the only office whieh impeachment can periorm is removal from o.fli.ce or removal and disqualification, in the discretion of the court. If I shall succeed in this endeavor, it will follow
that impeachment can only be bronght against oue who is an officer
of the United States at the time of impeachment.
I . hall first refer to the debates and proceedings of the Constitutional Convention, which will be seen to shed a flood of light upon
this question.
After several plans had been submitted and discussed in Committee
of the Whole, the committee, on the 13th day of June, 1787, reported
to the convention a general scheme of the Constitution, in the form
of resolutions, nineteen in all. Two of these resolutions touch the
subject of impeachment.
The ninth resolution relates to the Executive ;-how he should be
elected, what his powers should be, to be ineligible a second time,
"and to be remot:able on. intpeachment and oom;iction of ntalpraatice or ·neg1ect of duty."
The thirteenth resolution was in regard to the judiciary, and proposed ''that t.hejurisdiction of the national judiciary shall exten<l to
all cases which respect the collection of the national rev en ne, impeachntents of any natio-na.l officers, and questions which involve the national
peace and harmony." (2 Curtis's Constitution, pages 86, 87.)
Here, manifestly, impeachment is regarded as a proceeding lor the
rcmovp.l of a public officer. The ninth resolution declares that the
Preside11t shall be removable on impeachment; and the thirteenth,
which relates to tQ.e exercise·of the power to try impeachments, is confined to "impeachments of any national officer.::;."

Again, the ninth resolution proposes the removal of the President
"on impeachment and conviction of malpractice or neglect of duty."
That is, that the President should only be impeached while in office,
because the object of impeachment was to remove him. In tue tbirteen~h resolution the power is to try ''impeachments of any national
officers;" not impeachment for misconduct in office, but impeachments of national officers.
.
These resolutions exclude the idea that impeachment was intended
to rea-ch any one not in office, because it is manifest that the power to
impea-ch could not extend beyond ~be power to try impeachments;
and this was confined to impeachment of officers.
On the 20th of July, the ninth resolution was considered by the
convention; and the subject of impeachment was discussed quite at
len~th. ~Ir. Pinckney an<l Mr. Morris moved to strike out the clause
snbjectipg the President to removal by impeachment.
Mr. Pinckney observed he ought not to be impeached while in
office.
.Mr. DAVIE. If be be not impeachable while in office, he will spare no efforta or
means whatever t{) get himself ro·elcctcd. He considered this as an essential security for the good behavior of the Executive.

Mr. Wilson concurred in the necessity of makingtheExecntivo impeachable while in office.
Mr. Monrus. lie can do no criminal act without coadjutors, who may be punished. * • * Is the impeachment to Ruspend his functions 7 If it is not, the
mischief will /!O on. If it is, the impeachment will be nearly equivalent to a displacement, and will render the Executi<re dependent on those who are t{) impeach.

Dr. Franklin was for retaining the clause as favorable to the Execut.ive, upon the ground that, if not removable by impeachment,
recourse wonld lJe bad to a sassina.tion, by which be would not only
be deprived of his life, but of all opportnnity to vindicate his character.
Mr. Madison thought impeachment necessary to defend the commnnit.y against the incapacity, negligence, or perfidy of the Chief
Ma~istrate.
·
l\1r. Gerry urged the nece sity of impeachments. A good magistrate
will not fear them; a bad one ought to be kept in fear of them.
Mr. King maintained that only those officers who held during good
behavior ought to be impeached.
~1r. Randolph was in favor of impeachments as a check upon the
Ex~cuti ve; especially in time of war, when the military force, and in
some respects the public money, will beiu his bands. Should no regular punishment be provided, it will be irregularly inilicted by tumults and insurrections.
Dr. .Fmnklin cited t.be bad conduct of the Dut-ch Stadtbolder :md
the evil which resulted from his not being impeachable.
Mr. King remarked that the case of the Stadtholder was not applicable. He held his place for life, and was not periodically elected.
In the former case impeachments are proper to secure good behavior.
In the latt-er they are necessary.
Mr. .Morris, at the conclusion of the debate, said that his views had
been changed by the iliscussion. The Executive ought to be impeachable. He should be punished 110t as a nt.an, but as an officer, and punished only by degradat·ionfront hi.s office.
And on tbt' question, "Shall the Executive be removable on impeachment," the vote by States was-yeas 8, nays 2.
This was the principal debate in the convention upon this subject,
and shows conclusively that no member of the convention entertained
the idea that impeachments should be employed ag&inst any but
public officers.
On the 6th of August the committee of detail reported their first
drau~bt of the Constitution. It provided, (art.ic~e 4, section 6:)
The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment.

Article 10, section 2, provided:
He [the President] shall be removed from his office on impeachment bytbe IIouse
of Repro entatives, and conviction, in the Supreme Court, of treason, bribery, or
corruption.

Article 11, section 3, extended the jmisdiction of the Supreme Court
to" the trial of impeachments of officers of the United States." And
section 5, article li, contained the provision as to puni~:~hment, a.s it
now sbtnds in t.he Constitution.
This clranght of the Constitution clearly confines impeachment to
"officers of the United States;" because the power to try impeachments is so confined.
·
August :n, such parts of the Constitution as had been postponed,
and such parts of reports as had not been acted on, were referred to
a committee of eleven. This committee, on the 4th da.y of September, made a partial report., in which t.hey recommended that the latter
part of sect.ion 2, article 10, shonld read as follows:
He (the President] shan be removed from his office on impeachment l1y the Hou~o

of Representati'\"'es, aml conviction by the Senate, for treastm or bribery.

The committ-ee explained the rea.son forgiving the power to try impeachments to the Senate, instead of the Supreme Court, to be that
the judge would be appointed by the President, and therefore ought
not to try him on impeachment.
On tbe 8th of September the report wa.s considered, and the provision as to impeachment of the President was amended, on motion of
Colonel Mason, by adding after the word" bribery" the words" other
high crimes and misdemeanors against t.he state/' And for the word.
"stat-e" the words "United States" were &ubstituteu, to avoid amLiguity.
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Colonel Mason's first motion was, to insert after the word ''bribery"
the words " or maladministration."
Mr. Madison objected to this term which, be said, was so vague that
the President's tenme wonld be during the pleasure of the Senate.
Mr. Mourns. It will not be pot in force, and pan do no harm. An election of
every four yea~'8 will ~event maladministration.

Colonel Mason then withdrew "maladministration," and substitnted ''other ltigh crimes and misdemeanors."
It is evident from this that the term "high crimes and misdemeanors" was used in the sense of o.fficialmi.sconduct amounting to
crime or ntisdemeanor. The phrase was substituted for "maladmini~tra,t.ion " only because that word was too vague and general.
After this, on motion, and without debate, the following, " 1'he
Vice-President, and other civil officers of the United States, shall be
1·emoved from office on impeachment and conviction as aforesaid,"
was added to the clause on the subject of impeachments.
This left tho provjsion of the Constitution as follows:
He[the President] shall be removed from bisofficeonimpeoohmentbytheHouse
of RepreBE'ntati'"cs and con~iction by the Senate, for treason, bribery, and other
high crimes and misd('lmeanors against the United States. The Vice-President,
and other civil officers of the United Sta.tel!, shall be removed from office on impeaclimrnt and conviction as aforesaid.

In this condition the matter went to the committee on style and
armngement. This committee made its report on the 12th day of September, and their draught contained the provisions as final1y adopted,
except that the words" or affirmation" were subsequently added to
the reqnu·ement that Senators should be" on oath" in the trial.
It is t·hns seen that not a word was uttered by any member of the
convention, and nothing appears in its proceedings, giving the slightest ~upport to the theory that impeachment extends to any but those
who are holding office at the time of impeachment. It is manifest
that impE:'achment was intended as a method of removal from office,
and that the cause for removal from office shoulcl be official misconduct.
The e proceedings of the convention show conclusively that the
framers of the Constitution intended to provide only for the impea.chment of those holding office, for misconduct in st1ch office. And, if
the Constitution reaches private citizens, it is certain that it was not
intended to do so, and its framers failed to employ language to secure
the eud they had in view. Such charge ha.s never yet been made,
and cannot be maintained, against those illustrious statesmen.
The only proper rule of construction, whether applied to a constitution, a statute, or a contract, is to ascertain the intention of those
who made it; and, when such intention is ascertained, it must be cttrrit><l in to effect.
Upon no other principle can the jtuisdiction of this court be maintained in any case whatever. If weare to consider the mere langnage,
apa.rt from the intention of those who framed the Constitution and
the amendments, it i8 demon~trable that impeachment will not lie
even against a public officer for any act which falls within treason,
bribery, or other high crime or misdemeanor, created or defined by
auy statnte, or known to the common law. This is a startling proposition, but clearly tenable upon construction of the language of the
Constitt1tion and amenclmonts, apart from the known intention of
those who framed and adopte<.l them.
It is well known that tho Constitution was not acceptable to many
of tllo States which ratified it; and that it was ratified with the expectation that it would be immediately amended. And several of the
States, at the time of ratification, suggested amendments intended to
limit, and more carefully defiue, the powers of the General Governmeut. Iu accordance with this expectation th~ first Congress nuder
the Constitution proposed several amendments, which were ratified by
the States, materially changing the Constitution. Bnt these amendments have generally been regarded as though they bau been contained in the original in trument. Everybody understands that th~
thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments have wrought material changes. They were intended so to do, and are construed accordingly. And yet it is manifest that the first eleven amendments
fall within the same canons of judicial construction; and that each
.must be considered as repealin~ any provision of the original instrument wjth which, when properly construed, it conflicts.
Let us turn now to the fifth and sixth amendments, and consider
their language, without regard to the intention with which, and th~
object~ for wh~ch, they were adopted.
The original Constitution provides in wordc;, that officers of the
United State~ may be mpeached by the Hou~e ~md tried by t.he Senate, for t.reason, bribery, or an.v other high crime or misdemeanor; and
that, too, without regard to whether such ofton~e was committed in an
ollice by l.ll!~use of its functions, or while holding an office, the offense
not being connected with the office; or committed at any time even
previous to holding an office. And that the officer, after being triell
by the Senate, and pnuished to the extent of removtl.l, or removal and
disqnalitication, rnv.y btl indicted, tried, and punished by the ordinary
conrt.s of law for the same offense. That i~, he may be twice tried
m11l tw!ce punished fol' the same offense.
The fifth and stxth amendments of the Constitution are as follows:
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public danger; nor shall any person be subiect. for the same offense to be twice> put
rnjcoprmly of life or limb; nor sh<\ll be compelle1l in any crim:ua! ca"n to he a witnes:> azainst himRelf. nor be depri•ed of life, liberty, or property, mthout duo pl-oce ·s of ' law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.
AltTICLR VI.
In all criminal proser.urions. the accused shall enjoy the ri~ht to a speedy and
public trial, b.v an impartial jury of the StAte and district wherein the c;·imo shall
bn.ve been committeu, wh1ch d•strict shall have been previously asce:ta.inerl b.v
law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation ; to be confronted
with the witnesses against him; to h:1.ve compulsory process for obtaining witnes es in his favor, ana to have the assistance of counsel for hi:> defense.

"No person "-persons include every inhabitant uf the Unit-ed
States, citizen or alien, male or female, in office or not-" shall be
held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crim~, unless upon
presentment or indictment of a grand jrtry, except in cases ariRiog
in the land or naval forces, &c.; nor ~ball any person be subject for
the same otfeose to bE:' twice put in jeopardy, &c. * * * In all
criminal prosecutions, the accnsed shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial by an impart.ial jury," &c.
The respondent in this case is held to answer for an infamous crime,
without presentment or indictment of a grand jury; and his case
did not arise in tlle land or n<wal forces, within the meaning of the
Constitution, even conceding hini to have been in office at the time
of the impeachment. The Secretary of War is a civil, not a military,
officer. An impea.chment is a criminal prosecution, and this trial is a
trial for crime. ThiS is established by article 3, section 2, as follows:
The trial of all crimes, ezuptin Ca81'.8 of impeachmtnt, shall be by jury.

.

It cannot be denied that the fifth and sixth amendments, constmed
according to the plain import of the langu g~'~ employed, 'is in con:flict with aml repeals the provisions of the origimtl Constitution in
relation to impea-chment. The crime of bribery, which these art.icles
are intended to charge, is made an indictable offense by the statntes
of the United States. And, if this court shall hold that only the language shall be considered in construing the original Constitution, the
same rule must be applied to these amendments, and the power of
impeachment is abolished. There would be no escape from this result, under these amendments; but that we know as matter of history they were not so intended.
·
If I could show that it was object-ed to the ratification of the Constitution that the power of impeachment ought not to exist; t.hat au
officer of the United State8 ought not to be liable to be twice put
in jeopardy before different tribunals; if I could read the debates in
Congress when these amendments were proposed, showing that it
was int.ended to abolish impeacl:J.ment, no one would deny that the
language of the amen lments was adequat.e to the purpoSPl. And the
only possible answer to the proposition that impeachment is abolished by the amendments, is that they wero not designed to produce
that eft'ect.
Reading the Constitution in the light of the. circumstances which
surrounded its adoption, and tlle known purpose of its fmmers; anll
reading the amendments in view of the objectiun~ to tho o'rit,ri.nal instrument, and the purpose of those who framed tlle amendments, t.he
amendment may be so construed as not to impa.ir the power of irnpea.chment. This method of construction wa.s adopted by the Supreme Courtofthe United State& in theSlaugbter-honsecase1i, 16 Wallace, page 36. The comt, speaking of the true import of the amendments of the Constitution, ~ay:
The most cursory ,!!lance at the.~e articles discloses a unity of purpose, when
ta.ken in connection with the history of the times, which cannot fail to llaxo anim·
portant bearing on any que.'!t.iou of doubt conoorning their truo meanin"'. Nor c<m
such doubt-s, wuen an.v re.."\Sona.bly exist, be sa.fely and rationall.v solvoQ without a
reference to that history; for in it is found the occa..-.ion and the neet>-l:!sity for re.
muting a~ain to tile great source of power in this country, the people oft.he Sl.ottes,
for adtHt.ional guarantees of human rights; additional powers to tho Federal GO\"·
ernment; arlditional restraint-s npon tfio>~e of the Stat-es. Fortunat-ely that history
is fre:~h wit.hin the memory of us all, and its leading features, as they bear upon
the matter before ns, free from doubt.

And in the light of this history, and to secure the purpose for
which it was adopted, the court proceeded to construe the fourteenth
amendment, limiting its operations to much le~ than its language
imports.
I am content. in this case with this rule of construction ; content
that the intention with which the power of impeachment was incorporated in the Constitution, that is, to remove unworthy officers of
the United States, should be applied to that instrument; content that
the same rule should be applied to the fifth and sixth amendments.
But, if t.his rule be rejected as to the Constitution itself, it cannot be
appliecl to the amendments; and the power of impeachment is gone
altogether.
Spea~ing of the text of the Constitution, I may refer to the method
adopted in its frame-work, of first conferring a power, and then pro:.
ceecling to define it. For instance, article 1, section 1, provides,
"All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a Con.rress
of the Uuit.ed States, which shall consist of a Senate ancl Hou~e of
Representatives." TIJe Constitution then proceed.::; earelully to enumerate tho powers a.nd privilege~ of the l'CSpective Houses, ami t.he
legislative powers they shall exercise.
A.!·-'- icle 2, section 1, declares, 'The executi\·o power shall be vested.
in a Presitlentof the United Stat.esof America.;." ancl then follows an
ARTICLE V.
enumeration
of the powers which shall beexercistld by the President.
~To person shall be bel<l to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamon,; crime,
Article 3, section 1, provides, "The judicial power of the United
unlc·~~:~ on a prc~;Untruent or imlictmcnt of a gmnc.l jury, except in case.'i at·i~:~ing in
tho lund or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of Wlll' or State::; ~hall be vested in one Supreme Court., and in such inferior
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courts as the Congress may from time ordain and establish ; " then follows a declaration of the nature and extent of the power to be exercised by the courts.
Bearing in mind this method, when we read that t.he "House of
Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment ; and the
Senate, the sole power to try impeachments;" and learn from the debates in the convention, that impeachment was intended as a methou
of removal from office we naturally look elsewhere in the Constitution for the extent of this power; in other words, for the officers who
may be removed by this method, which we find in section·4 of article
2, as follows :
The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United Stat&, shall be
removed from office on impeachment, &o.

There is a strong implication arising from the provision that punishment in cases of impeachment shall ext.entl no furt.h er than removal from office, or removal afld disqualification, that impeachment
only lies against those in office. But section 4 of article 2 is perfectJy conclusive.
Consider the language of this fourth section of the second article.
The President sh:2.ll be removed, &c. Suppose General Jackson still
alive, and to be impeached to-day for removing the deposits from the
Bank of the United States. Who would preside over the trial f
Section 3 of article 1 provides,
When the President of the United Stares is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside.

Suppose General Jackson living, and impeached for removing the
deposita. Would the Chief Justice preside r Manifestly not, because
General Grant is President, and the case supposed would be an impeachment of a private citizen, and not of the President. And yet,
upon the theory now maintained, that once a President is always a
President for the purposes of impeachment, the Chief JuRtice would
have to preside. This is as absurd as it would be to construe a statute
giving members of Congress the franking l)rivilege, as giving that
privilege to every one who had been a member of Congress.
The Constitution does not authorize the impeachment of certain
crimes, that is, crimes committed in offices, but it authorizes an impeachment of certain persons, described by the class to which they
belong; that is, civil officers of the Unit.ed States.
.
I may assume, therefore, that the purpose for which the power of
impeachment was incorporated in the Constitution will be observed
by this court, in exercising the jurisdiction which the ·constitution
confers. And upon this subject the debates in the convention are not
only satisfactory, but absolutely conclusive.
Before passing from the subject of these debates, let me say that
considerable opposition was developed against embodying this power
in the Constitution. Those who opposed it did so upon the ground
that conferring the power would make the President a subservient
tool of Congress, anddest.roythe proper equilibrium of t.he threedepa.rtments. On the other hand it was urged that without the impeachment clause it would be in t,be power of the President, especially in
time of war, when he would have large military and naval forces at
command, and public moneys at his disposal, to overthrow the liberties of the people. Near the close of the debate, Mr. Morris said his
views had been changed by the discnssion, and he expressed his opinion
to the effect thatThe Executive ought to be impea~hed. He should be punished, not as CJ1114n,
but as an ojficer; and punished only by degrtZdation from hi~ ojfiu.

This was the only debate upon the general subject of impeachment.
Thus it will be seen that those who favored, and those who opposed,
incorporating the power in the Constitution, contemplated the impeachment of officers while holding office.
_
There was a subsequent debate, in regard to the tribunal to be
charged with the trial of impeachments; and the Senate was selected,
inst.e ad of the Supreme Court, for the reason that a few judges, separated from the people by the nature of their office, would not be able
to handle those great offenders, in possession of the overwhelming
powers of the Government, whose enormous crimes might make the
blood of ordinary criminal courts run cold; and whose power might
set at naught the authority of such courts. The Senate was selecterl
because its members would be more numerous, it3 connections wit.h
the people more intimate, and hence its power would be more efficient
to deal with the President or other high officer of the Government
controlling the phyeical force and financial resources of the Government. The President or the Secretary of War, with half a company
of regulars, might disperse the grand jury of a court; bnt could not
interfere with the functions of the Senate, without arousing the indignat.ion of the people.
So that this, like the former debate, shows that nothing was contemplated but the impeachment of persons holding office at the time
of impeachment. Indeed the remarks of every member of the convention, who participated in either of the debates, as well those in
favor of, as those opposed to, the power of impeaebment, shows that
impeachment of officers only was contemplated; and not a word was
uttered by any member of the convention giving the slightest countenance to the idea that a private citizen was subject to impeachment.
And before passing from thi5! subject, let me repeat that the phrase
11
high crime or misdemeanor," so terrible because so inclefinite, was
inserted in tho Constitution in place of the still more ambiguous
ip'hra~e "maladministration; " and because the power of removal by

impeachment for mal:ulministration would enable the Senate to remove a PreRiclent on a mere difference of opinion as to the propriety
of the exercise of a power clearly confided to the President. And the
object of this amendme-nt was to declare that the maladministration,
to be cause of removal, should amount to a crime or misdemeanor as
defined bv the common law or some statute of the United States.
Mr. CONKLING. . What was said about the provision that the
Chief Justice shall preside on the trial of the President f
Mr. CARPENTER. The time allowecl me hy the Senate to prepare
for this argument does not enable me to say that the subject was not
mentioned in the convention; bnt I may say that I have not been
able to find that it waa, and I think .t his provision was insert·ed by
the committee on style and arrangement. This committee observed
the votes of the convention, but., in mat.ters not settled by votes, exercised their discretion with considerable freedom.
Let me repeat another remark. It is manifest from the discussions
in the convention, that impeachment was regarded as a check or curb
upon tho exercise of power iu the possession of those subject to impeachment; and not as retribution or punishment against those who
had ceased to hold office, for former misconduct in office.
This conclusion is supported by text writers, and the only adjudication on the subject in this court.
Story, Commentaries on the Constitution, section 803, says :
As it is declared in one claru~e of the Constitution "that judgment in cases of
impeachment shall not extend further than a removal from otfice and dj,squalification t.o hold any office of 1tonor, trust, or profit under the United States," and in
another clause that "tho President, Vice-Px-esident, aml all ch.U officers of the
United States shall be removed from office on impeachment for and conviction of
treason, bribery, or other hiqh crimes and misdemeanors," it wou!d &l'em ro follow
that the Senate. on tho connction, were bound in all cases to enter a judgment of
removal .from offic•, though it has a discretion a.~ to inflictin~ the punishment of
disqualification. li, then, there must be a judgment of removru from office, it toould
seem to follow that the Constitution contemplatt!d that the part]/ was still i1~ office at the
time of impeachment. If he was not, his offense was still liable to be trieaanc.l punished in the ordinary tribunals of justice. And it m~ht be~ed with some force
that it would be a nin exercise of authority to try a delinquent for an impeachable
offense when the most important ohject for which the remedy was given wa.s uo
l?~~er necessary or attainable. And although ajudgmentof disqnalitication might
still be pronounced, the L'ln"'uage of the Constitution may create some doubt
whether it can be pronounceii without being coupled with a removal from office.
There is also much force in the remark that an impeaehment is a proceeding purely
of a political nature. It is not so much designed to punish an offender as to secure
the state against gro1s ojficial mi.9demeanors.

Curtis, in his History of the Constitution, says:
Although an impeachment mavin volvo an inquiry whether a crime against any
positive law has been committed, yet it is not neces&tJ.rily a trial for crune, nor is
there any necessity in the case of crimM committed by public officers for tho institution of any spellia1 proceeding for the infliction of the punishment prescribed
by the laws, since they, like all ofher persons, are amenable to the ordinar.v jnrisdlction of the courts of justice, in respect of offenses against positive law. The purposes of an imperv.hmen.t lie wholly beyond the penaltieb of the statute or the ctt..Ntomary
law. The object of the procuding is to ascertain 1ohether cause exists for rr.moving a
public ojfiurjrom ojfice. Such a cause may be found in the fact that either in the
discharge of his oftice or aside from its functions ho has violated a law or commit.
ted what is technically denominated a crime. But a cause for removal from office
mayerist where no otlimse against positive law has been committed, as where the
indivitlual has from immorality, or imbecility, or maladministration become unfit to
exercise tJw office. The rules by which an impeachment is to be determined are
therefore peculiar, and are not folly embraced by those principles or provisions of
law which courts of ordinary jurisdiction are required to administer.

No. 65 of the Federalist, written by Alexander Hamilton, says:
The subjects of impeachment are those offenses which proceed from themi8condu.ct
o.f public m..en, or, in other words.from the abuse or violation of 11ome public trust.
They aro of a nature which may with peculiar propriety be denominated POLITICAL,
as they relate chiefly to injuries done immediately to the society itself.

The learned manager, Mr. LORD, yesterday refered to this quotaton, and relied upon the phrase "public men 11 as proof that Mr. HamiJton supposed that impeachment would lie against prominent citizens, though not in office. He referred to my honorable colleague
(Judge Black) as a. public man, though no longer in office. I concede
that my colleague is a public man, and very distinguished among
public men. But it is evident that he is not included within the category of those supposed by Mr. Hamilton to be 1ubject to impeachment.
.Mr. Hamilt.on says:
The subjects of impeachment are those offenses which pHceed from the misconduct of public men, or, in other words, "from the abuse or violation of some public
trust."

Judge Black, though a public man in the popular sense, is not at
present charged with the administration '-of any public trust.
In Blount's case, where the question I am discussing was first presented to this court, Messrs. Bayard and Harper, managers, understanding the task before them, grappled with the subject., and maintained the broad ground that the power of impea~hment under onr
Constitution reached t.o every inhabitant of the United Stat.es.
Blount, not as a Senator, bnt while a Senator, had committed the
acts charged in the articles of impeachment. ' He pleaded to the jurisdiction, first, that he was not an officer of the United States when .be
committed the acts complained of, and, secondly, that be was not
even a Senator at the time of the impeachment. It appeared from
the record that he was a Senator at the time the acts were committed.
The managers argued that a Senator was a civil officer. But they
alt5o contended that whether a Senator u1as a cit'il officer or 1wt, 1oas im11taferial; because impeachment was not confined to civil officers.
And ·there was no fault in their reasoning, upon their premises. If
impeachment. lies ag*nst any private citizen of the Unite<l States,
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then Blount should have been convicted; because surely he could
not interpose his senatorial character as a shield against an impeachment maintninalJle against any privat.e citizen. And .so the question
was distinctly presented, whether or not impeachment lies against a
private citizen.
The court, as is well known, decided that there was no jurisdiction.
And this decision is an autlwritatit•e declaration that impeachment can_not be maintained against a private citizen.
. .
I need not take t.he time to show why the Senate, s1ttmg as a conrt
of impeachment, should be bound by i t.s former adjudications. In the
proceeding of impeachment so much is necessarily left without definition or regulation, that the determinations of the court, after able argument and full consiueration, shonlu not be departed from, except
for irresistible rea.sons.
In the case of President Johnson the managers concluded that the
object of impeachment was removal from office. General Butler, in
opening the case, submitted a brief prepared byRon. WILLIAM LAWRENCE, memb~r of Congress from Ohio, the burden of which is that
the sole object of impeachment is the removal of an unfit public officer.
This brief may be found in the first volume congressional edition of
the trial, page 123. I will give soma extracts from this brief bearing
upon a.nd supporting our present position.
·
On page 1:.M is the following:
In Enj!land impeachment may, to some extent, be regarded as a mode of trial deshrnell, inter alia, to punish crime, though not entirdy so, since a. judgment on nn
inlpeachment is no answer t-o an indictment in the King's Bench. Here impeachm ent is only desiuned to remove unfit perso1l8 from office, t~.nd the party convicted is subject to indictment, trial, and puni.Yhment in the proper courts.

On page 126, after referring to the principles which governed impeachment in E.ngland, prior to the adoption o.f our Constitution, he
says:
With these lanrunarks to guide them, our fathers adopted a constitution under
which official malfeasance and nonfeasance, and, in some cases, misfeasance, may
be the su hject of impeachment, althou_gh not ma.de criminal by act of Congress, or
so recogniZed by the common law of England or of any Stn.te of the Union. They
adopted impeachment as a tneamsof removing men j1'om office whose miscomluct
imperils the public safety and renders them unfit to occupy political position.
.All this is supported by the elementary writers, both Engliflh and American, on
parliameutary and common law; by the English anrl American usa~e in cases of
Impeachment; by the opinions of the framers of the Constitution; uy con tempo·
raneousconstrnction, all uncontradicted by any author, authority, case, or jur1st,
for more than three-quarters of a. century aftt:r the adoption of the Constitution.

On page 134 he says :
The Constitution contains inherent evidene.' tba.t the indictable character of an
net does not define its impeachable quality. It enumerates tho classes of cases in
which legislative power roa.y be exercised, and it defines the class of persons and
cases to which the judicial power extends; but there is no S'U.Ch enumeration of impeachable cases, though U1ere is of persons.
In Eng:land and some of the States the power of removal of officers by the executive on the address or re.quetot of the Leg1sla.ture exists, but the Constitution made
no provit;ion for thil! a.s t-o any officer, manifestly because the power of impeachment extended to every proper case for removal.
As to the President and Vice-President, there is this provision, that "Congress
may by law provide for the case of removal, death, resignation, or inability, * * *
declaring what officer shall then act. * * * tmtil the disability be removed or a
President shall be elected." (Article 2, section 1.)
It has already been shown that the framers of the Constitution regarded the
power of impeachment a.s a means of defending "the community against the incapacity" of officers. This clause of the Constitution recognized the same view,
(article 2, section 1 :) " Congress may by lawJl.fO>ido for the C..'\Se of * * * inability, both of the President and Vice-President, declaring wha.t officer shall then
a.ct as President, and such officer shall act accordingly, until the disability be
removed or a. President shall be elected."
This, and the power of impea.cbmont :~.re the only 'lllodu of ,getting rid of officers
whose inability from insanity or otlterw~e renlkrs them unfit to hold ojfice, and whose
evo-y official act will necessarily btl misdemeanor. As to the President and Vice·
President, it was necessary to give Congress the power to designate a successor,
and so to determine the disability. As t-o a.ll ot-her officers, the. Constitution or la.ws
define the mode of designating a successor, and it wleft to the impeaching power to
remove in ca.ses of insanity or misdemeanor arising from that or other cause. It
cannot be supposed the whole nation must suffer without remedy if the whole Supreme Court or other officers should become mterly disabled from the performance
of their duties. Such an occurrence is within the range of possibility, if not probability.

On page 140 he says:
The first case tried, that of William Blount, a. Senator of t.h e United States from
Tennessoo, simply decided that none but cit~il ojfi.:ers can ~ impeached, and that a
Senator is not such civil officer.

These are the grounds upon which the House of Representatives
{lema.nded the conviction of President Johnson. It would be a burlesque of jnstico to suppose that the House of Representatives could
deruand the convi'ction of Belknap by denying the principles upon
which they demanded the conviction of Johnson.
Bnt we are not left to the doctrine of this House upon the subject.
We have the opinions of Senat.ors upon this point.
Senator HowE, volume 3, page 68, said :
I hold, with the elder authorities, with the late authorities, with aU the authorities, that impeachment is a process provided, not for the puni8hmentof crime, but
for the protection of the state. And so holding, I must give judgment, not as t-o
whether the acts proved upon the respondent are declarr.d by the criminal code to
ht> crimes, but whether I think them so p~judicial to the state as to warrant his
removal.

Senator EDlfUNDS, ibid., page 89, said:
Pttnishm.ent by impeachment doos not exist under our Constitution. · The accnsed
cannt)t thereby be deprived of li!'e, liberty, or ~roperty. He can only be removed
from the o.Jfiu he fiUs, and prevented from hollhn;; ollico, not as a punishment, bnt
as a mean merely of prot~tion to the community against the danger to be apprehended from ha.vmg a cri'llinal in office.
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Senator Garrett Davis, page 156, said :
First. No person bot civil officers of the United States are subject to impeachment.

Senator Sumner, page 249, said:
It [impeachment] is not in the nature of punishment, but in the nature of proteetion to the Republic. It is confined to removal from office and <lisqualifica.tion; but~
as if aware that this was no puni.s hment. the Constitution further pro>ides that
this jod ~-ment shall be no impediment to indictment, trial, judgment, and puni8h·
ment "according t-o law .. , Thus again is the distinction declarecl between an impeachment and a. proceeding "nccoiding to la.w." The first, which is politicnl, belongs to the Senate, which is a. political body; the latter, which is judicial, belon.~s
to the courts, which are judicial bodies. The Senate removes from office; the <;ourts
punish. I am not alone in drawing this distinct.ion. It is well known to all who
have studied the subject. Early in our history it was put forth by the distingni~b~d
Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, the father of Senat,ors, in the case of Blount, and 1t IS
adopt~ by no less an authority than our highest commentator, Judge Story, who
wa-s as much disposed as anybOdy to amplify the judicial :power. In speaking of
this text he says that impeachment "is not so much designed to punish the of.
fender as to secure the state against gross ojfici.al misdemeanors; that it touches
neither his person nor property, but simply <livesta him ot lus politic:tl capacit-y.
(Swry, Commentaries, volumel, § 80.'3.) All this seems to have been forgotten by
certaln apologists on the present trial, who, assuming that impeachment wa.'! a
proceeding "a-ccording to law,'' have treated the Senate to the technicalities of the
law, to say nothing of the law's delay.

And again, at pa,g e 2i0, he said :
This is a trial of impPachment, and not a criminal case in a county court. It is
a proceeding for expulsion from office on a.ccount of political offenses, not a suit a.t
la.w.

On page 67, volume 2, Mr. Manager BoUTWELL says:
The object of this proceeding is not the punishment of the offender, bot the
safety of the state.
·

And on page 99:
They have brought this respondent to your bar, and here demand his conviction in the bf'Jief, as the result of much in>estigation, of much deliberation, that
the interests of this country are no longer sa.fe in his hands.

The learned manager evidently considered that removal from office,
not punishment of the offender, waa the only object o.f the constitutional provision for impeachm('nt.
We have been unable to find a single case in which impeachment
has been sustained where the accused was not in office at the time of
impeachment.
lu the case of Barnard, in New York, he waa impeached for, among
other things, offenses committed in a former term of the same office.
But be was in tl1e same office at the time of impeachment. In the
first volume of the Trial of Barnard, page 151, we find the argument
of Mr. Beach for the defenda.nt, who cites the report of the judiciary
committee of the house of New York in the case of Philip C. Fuller:
The house direct.ed the judiciarv committee t-o inquire and report.
First. Whether a person could 'be impeached who, at the time of his impeachment, was not the bolder of an office under the laws of the State.
Second. Whetller a person could be impeached and deprived of his office for malconduct, or offenses done or committed under a prior term of the same or any other
office.

•
*
Mr. Weeks, from the judiciary committee, reported that-

The only clause in the Constitution relating to judgments upon impeachments
provides that judgments in such cases shall not extend further than the removal
ollice, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or pro tit
under this State: but the party impeached sh:ill beliab]e to indictment and ptm·
ishment according to law.
From this and from the theory upon which our Government is based, the com.
mitte have come to the conclusion:
~'irst. That no person can be impeached who toM not, at the time of the c-ommission of tho alleged offense, and a.t the time of the impeachment, holding some office
under the laws of t,his State.
That the person impeached must ha.ve been in office a.t the time of the commission
of the alleged offense, and at the time of the impeachment holding some office under th~ la.ws of this State.
Tba.t the person impOMhed must ha>e been in office at the time of the commission
of the allegerl offense, is clear from the theory of our Government, namely : Tha.t
all power is with the people who, if they sa.w fit~ might elect a man to office )!nilty
of overv moral turpitude, and no court has the power to thwart this their will, and
say he'shall not holtl the office to which they have elected him. A contrary doctrine would subvert the spirit of our institutions.
It is equally clear, from the tenor of the Constitution, that the person must be
in office at the time of the impeachment. This instrument provides that two modes
of punishment, namely: Removal from office, or removal or disqualification to hold
office. In either mode of punishment the person must be in otlice, for removal i8
contemplated i1~ both cases, which cannot be effected unless the person is in office.
The courts are the onl:y tribunals that have jurisdiction over a delinquent, after
his t.et'ID of office has exprred, to punish him for offenses committed in the discharge
of tho duties of his office.
The committee ba.ve further come to the conclusion:
Secondly. That no person can be impeached and deprived of his present term of
office, for offenses alleged to ha.ve been committed dw-ing a prior term of the same,
or any other office.
Ne1ther by the Constitution nor by our la.ws is there any period limited in which
an impea{lhinent may be found. It 1s but fair, therefore, to infer that the inte11tion
was to confine the hme to the term of office during which the offenses were alleged
to have been committed; any other conclusion would lead to results which coUld
not be sustained, for who can sa:y but that the people 1.-new of this malconduct,
these offenses, and elected the individual notwithstanding; true, an extreme case
mi<Tbt be put of fraud committed on t.helast day of the term of an office, to which
oftfce the rndividual might be immediat~ly re-eXected; yet who could say this was
not known to the people. How is the matter to be settlE~d ~ The mere statement
of the question shows the dilemma. in which we would be placed at e>cry election,
if the tenure of st-ability of an office depended npon a legal inquiry a-s to whether
the people knew tho characte1'8 of the individuals they had elected to office, and
had exercised n proper discretion.
Hovever mucl1 it may be desired to have men of hi!!h intepity and honesty to
fill our pulllio ollices of trust and honor, yet., by our Constitution aml the fuudamental principlea of our Government, no particular scale of integri~', honest..-, or
morality is tixed. No inquisition as to what character had been can be hPl•l; it is
f~:_oru
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enough that the people have willed the person should hold the office, an<l the courts,
whicll are but the mere creatures of the public, willlla>e no powe•· to interfere.
The Constitution provides, as we have seen, tllat a person cannot be impeached
after he is out of office; then, if the same person should be re-elected to the same
office a year afterward, would this right of impeachment be revived 1 In fine, by
his re-election, would he incur any other liabilities or acquire any other rights than
those incident to his present term of office 1 We think a moment's reflection would
convince each person that it would not.
.Again, could an officer be d eprived of his present office by impeachment for mal·
conduct in another and different office, or even the same office, twenty years before
his present term commenced 1 If not, COLlld he after one year or c.ne moment bad
elapsed 1 Th e time is nothing; the question is, is be out of office 1 It matters not
if the next moment he is inducted in.
·
Th" committee think · it clear, in every light they have be.en able to view this
matter, that the Consritntion i ntended to coafine impeachment& to persons in office,

and for offenses committed during the term of lhe o.f!icefor which the person is sought
to be remot:ed. In pursuance of this conclusion, the committee recommend to the

House the adoption of the followin~ resolution:
Resolved, That the committee of investigation into the official conduct of State
officers, and of persons lately but not now holding o.f!iu1 be instructed1. That a persoo wbose term of office has expiretl1s not liable to impeachment
under section 1, article 6, of the Constitution.
.
2. That a person holding an elective office is not liable to be impeached under
section 1, article 6, of the Constitution for any misconduct before the commencement
of his term, altbougll such misconduct occurred while he held the same or another
otlice under a preVIous eletJtion..

We have been unable to find any case in which a private ~itizen
has been held subject to impeachment for misconduct in an office
formerly held by him. In the Barnard case, it is true, the court held
that the accused might be convicted and removed from office on account of offenses committed in a former term of t,he same elective
office which he was holding at the time of.impeachment.
In the State of Ohio Messrs. Pease, Huntingdon and Tod held a
certain act of the Legislature unconstitutional and void. At thesession of the Legislature 1807-'8 steps were taken to impeach them
therefor, but the resolution was not acted npon at that session. But
at the next session steps were taken toward the impeachment of the
offending judges, and articles of impeachment were reportecl against
Pease and Tod, but not against Huntingdon, who, in the mean time,
had been elected governor of the State, and, of course, had ceased to
b~ a judge of the court. This di~Scrimination is an authority in favor
of the proposition that no man can be impea-ched ;:tfter he is out of
office. (Cooley on Constitutional Limitations, page 160, note 3.)
To all this the managers, as I understand them, have nothing to
oppose but the arguments in Blount's case, and three words from
Rawle on the Constitution. I shall refer to both; I ask the Secretary
to read from the argument of Mr. Bayard in that case, 2 Congressional
Annals, page 2261.
The Secretary read as follows:
I observe, it is stated in the plea, that William Blount was not an officer of t.be
United States at the time of the act done char/Zed in the articles of impeatJb ment.
This objection is removed if either of the grounds which we have taken be maintaina.blo: First, that impeachment is not co11fincd to officers, hut exemls to every
citizen; second, that a. Senator is an officer of the United States.
It is also alle~ed in the plea, that the party impeachcu is not now a Senator. It
is enou~h that he was a Senator at the time the arlitJles were prefencd. If the
impeachment wel'e regular and maintainable, when preferred, I apprehen d no subsequent event, grounued on the willful act, or caw~ed by tho delinquency of the
party. can vitiat" or obstruct the proccerlin~. OtheJ'wise the r:u·ty, by resignation
or tho commission of some oft'ense which merited antl occa<~lOUed lns exp•usion,
mi·• ht secure his impunity. This is against one of the Ragest maxims of the law,
which does not allow a man to derive a. benefit from his own wrong.

Mr. CARPENTER. Please read from the argument of Mr. Dallas,
page 2::!78, the passage marked.
The Secl'etary read as follows :
It wmud be permitted to hlm. however, curnorily to remark that the articles of
impeachment do not charge William Blount wit.h an.v crime or misdemeanor committetl in the execution of hls oftice witll any act which might not have been com·
mittct.l by any other citizen as well as a Senator; that there was room for argument whether an officer couhl be impeached after he was out of oftice; not by a
vohmtary ret~ignation to evade prosecution, but by an adversary expulsion.

Mr. CARPENTER. Now read from Mr. Ingersoll, page 2~4.
The Secretary read as follows:
It is among the less objections of the cause, that the defendant is. now out of
office, not by resignation. I certainly shall never contend that au officer may fi1·st
commit an offense, and afterwards avoid punishment by resigning his office; but
the deft•ndant has been expelled.

Mr. CARPENTER. They also citetl Raw leon the Constitution, page
213, for the benefit of three words only. On page 213 Mr. Rawle says:
From the reasons alrea.dy gi>en it is obvious that the only persons liable to impeachment are those who are or h'l.,·e been in public office.

Three words, "or have been," is all they claim any comfort. from
in this passage from Rawle-an instance of the caution of a WI'iter,
iu laying down a general proposition, to throw in here and thet·e
qualifications which may or may not exist. He does not discuss the
question at all, or give any reason why men should be impeached after they are out of office.
In regard to the argument of Blount's counsel, it may be remarked
that the question was not involved in that case. Blount had not
resigned. Neit<her :Mr. Dallas uor Mr. Ingersoll had been retained to
compo~e an essa~· upon the subject of impeachment, but Rim ply to take
care of Blount in that case. It is the constant habit of counsel, in arguing a particular cause, t.o concede a proposition from the other siue
wl1ich does not aJfect their client. It is much easier to confess a prop··
osition and avoid it by showing that the ease is not within it, than to
answer the proposition itself. J uuges hold that they are not bound Ly
an opinion upon a state of fact.s nut l,)efore them. An obiter dict1111t does
not bind the court, and a jortio1·i should not be regarded a~ the deli ber-

ate opinion of counsel. It was a proposition wholly immaterial in that
case; ancl therefore counsel mi~ht confess and avoid, instead of taking time to answer the proposttion on its merits. The rtuestion of
jurisdiction depends upon whetl:ter the respondent holds or does not
llold an office, and not whether he got out of it by expiration of his
term or by resj ()'nation.
The honorabfe managers rest their side of this question upon three
words in Rawle's Commentaries; and the admission of two lawyers .
in arguing a cause where the quest.ion was wholly immaterial.
Mr. McDONALD. I propose a question to the counsel.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Secretary will report the inquiry propounded by the Senator from Indiana.
·
The Secretary read as follows:
If the term of office of the accused should terminate or expire pending the trial, would that operate to discontinue or abate the cause f
Mr. CARPENTER. I think it would.
Mr. THURMAN. I suppose that some time during t,h e day the Senate will take a recess for a few minutes; and I would like to inquire
of the counsel if it would suit his convenience for the Senate now to
dosof
.
Mr. CARPENTER. .I should like to go on for a few moments.
If I am right in saying that t he only purpose of impeachment is to
remove a man from office, when the man is out of office the object of
impeachment ceases, and the proeeediugs must abate. There would
be no further object to attain by the proceeding. Suppose t.he man
committed suicide while his trial wa.s pro~essing, would not that
be good mutter of abatement f Suppose ne commits official suicide, by resigning, why should this not h:tve the same effect! I
have attempted to show that the sole object for which the power of
impeachment was given is removal from office.
There is another proposition which I intenderl to argue in that connection. The flisquali:fication clause of punishment was evidently
pnt in for the purpose of making the power of removal by impeachment effectual. After providing that the officers of the United States
might be removed on impeachment, although the President could not
pardon the offender convicted and removed, yet if he could re-instate
him the next morning hewoultl have substantially the power of parclon. To prevent this waa the object of the disqualifying clause;
which Story says is not a necessary part of thojudgment. Yon might
impose it where yon had removed an officer appointed by the Pre ident whom the Presiden~ could re-instate. You could stop that by fixing disauilit.y upon the officer; and that I take to h::t\'e Leeu the sole
purpose of this clause.
If I am right in this position, if the man died in the middle of the
trial, or if be died after fiuding against him, but. before judgment had
been prononnced, the suit. wouhl abate. Must this court go on and
sen fence a mau after be is dead,-either physically or officially dead f
It is equally absurd to talk of removing a man from an office which
he no louger fills, as to talk of removing a man from office after he is
dead. So far as its effect upon the suit is concerned I see no difference between the ease of his natural <1eat.h and his official deat·h. The
suit abates because there is no further object to be attained by its
prosecution.
Let rue remind the Senate that there is not a writer on t.bis subject
who does not maintain that the power of impeachment was never intended for punishment.
This is conclusively shown by the fact that the party, after he is
in: peached, is to be indicted a.nd punished for his crime. And it should
be remarked that, if impeachment Jies against one not in officp.t he
must either not be punished at all, which would show the absurdity
of the proceeding; or you nuUJt inflict the disqualification, which,
Story says, you need not inflict on one removed from office.
Returning from this digression to the line of my argument, let me
say that Raw le's Commentarie8 ancl the report of the Blo~m t case were
coll.Siderecl by J ndge Story in writing his Commentaries; and he quotes
from them both, but evidently disagrees with Rawle's parenthetic suggestion, and the concessions made by the counsel of Blount.
I read from Story'!:! Commentaries on the Constitution, § 789. The
fourth section of the second article is quoted as follows:
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
remo>&l from dlice on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes an(l misdemeanors.

Story then proceeds:
From this clause it appears that the remC(ly by impeachment is strictly confined
to ciru officers of the Uniterl States, including the President antl Vice-Pre~illent.
In this respect it iliffers materially from the law and practice of Great Britain. In
that kingdom all the king's Ruhjects, whether peers or commoners, are impeachable
in Partia:ment, thonj!'h it is asserted that commoners cannot now be impeached for
capital offenses, but for misdemeanors only. Such kind of mi~deeds, however, as
peculiarly iojnro the commonwealth by the abuse of hirrh offices or trust are tho
most proper ancl ha·ve been the most nsual grounds for thls kinu of prosecution in
Parli:;r.nent. There seems a peculiar propriety, in. a republican govenunent at least, ill
confining tlle impeaching power to persons holding ujjiu~

I will not take the time to read fu:rther ·from this section, but it
proceeds in answer to the suggestion macle by Rawle and to the argumf\nt of ..Mr. Bayard and the concession made by tbe connsel for
Blount to get. rid of a point which conceded did not harm their client,
or affect his case, and which they would mtberconcede thau to argue.
Here is what Story says of Rawle, §SOl:
.A learned commentat~r seemR to have taken it for granted that the liability to
impeacbnleut extenlls to all, who havo bcon, :uJ wei.l a~:~ wall, who are, in pu"blic
office.
·
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Section 802 and section 803 bear upon the same point. I will read
section 803:
As it is declared in one clause of the Constitution "that judgment incases of impeachment shall not extend further than a removal fro~ office aml,disq n.alification
to bold any office of honor, trnst, or profit under the Uruted States, and m another
clause that "the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States
shall be removed from office on impeachm('nt for and conviction of treason, bribery,
or other hi~h crimes or misdemeanors," it toou!d seem to jollmo that the Senate. on
the conviotion, were bound in all ca.~es to enter a jun~ent of removal from office,
though it baa a discretion as to inflicting the punu~hment of disqualification.
If, then, there mnst be a judgment of removal from ofi!ce1 it ·would seem: to jol.ow
that the Cor.stitution contemplated that the party was stilt tn office at the tlme of tmveachment. lf he waa not., his offense was still liable t~ be tried and punished in

the ordinary tribunals of justice. And it mi~ht be argued with some force that it
would be a vain exercise of authority to try a delinquent for an impeachable offense
when the most important object for wbi~h the remedx.was ~ven ~as n~ longe~ necessary or attainable. And although a Judgment of dlSqualificatlon might st1ll be
pronounced, the language of the Constitu?on may create some doubt whethe~ it can
be pronounced without being coupled With a removal fro~ office. There I~ :_Uso
muchjorre in the remark that an impeacllment 1s a proceeding purely of a. polihcal
nature. It is not so muob designed to punish an offender as to secure the State
against gross o.Jficial misdemealWT8.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I should like to ask a question of
the oounsel. I aak it that I may understand fully his all8wer made
to the Senator from Inruaua.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from New York propounds a question, which will be read.
The Secretary read as follows:
Is there no distinction on the point of jurisdiction to try an impeachment between the case of a resignation l>efore articles are found and
the case of resignation not till after articles have been found?
.Mr. CARPENTER. That is like the question considered by Messrs.
Da1las and Ingen!oll in their case, and wuich they conceded, rather
than st.op to answer. It is a question not material in t.his case, hecause here the resignation preceded the exhibition of the articles.
Still, to answer the question, I think that even such resignation
would abate t.he proceedings.
:Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I move that the Senate sitting for
this trial take a recess of twenty minutes.
·
The motion was agreed to; and (at two o'clock p.m.) the Sen~t.e
sitting for tho trL1.l of the impeachment took a recess for twenty mmutes.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore, at two o'clock and twenty minutes
p. m., resumed the chair.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, during the recess
I have reflected upon the questions proposed t.o me by two of the
Senators; that by the Senator from Indiana, which is:
H the term of office of the accused should terminate or expire pending tJle trial,
would that operat-e t~ discontinue or abate the cause1
And the other by the Senator from New York, [Mr.

Co~TKLING:]

Is there no distinction on the point of ,jurisdiction to try an impeachment, be-

tween tile case of a resignation before articles are found, and the ca.~e of resignation not till after articles have been found !

When these questions were propounded to me, I had in mind precisely the difficulty that I have inherited from the course pursued
by Messrs. Dal138 and Ingersoll. I was determined that the counsel
who shall follow me in the next impeachment case, should not be
embarra.ssed by any inconsiderate a-dmission of mine. I therefore
met the questions as I thought, at the moment, they ought to be answered.
The question put to me by the Senator from New York is very
specific, and, in reply, I would say that a distinction exists between
the case where a resignation precedes the exhibition of the articles,
and the case where a resignation comes between the exhibition of the
articles and final judgment. And this court might hold that after jurisdiction had attached byexhil>ition of the articles, or even by the formal
impeachment which precedes exhibition of articles, the jurisdiction
had attached, and resignation would not prevent final judgment.
Speaking, however, for myself, I still incline to the opinion that, if
the officer, who alone can be impeached, is out of the office before judgment of removal passes, this would abate a proceeding, which, I have
endeavored to show, can only be had for the purpose of removal. It
is said the law will not require a vain thing; from which I infer
that the highest court in the Republic will not render a vain judgment. Having thus performed my duty to the next impeachment
ca e, I return t.o my argument in this case.
.
I have read to the court three sections from Story's Commentaries
on the Constitution, to show that he did not accept the parenthetical
suggestion of Mr. Rawle, nor the concessions made bl counsel for
Blount. Candor compels me to read from the Commentary of Judge
Story:
SEC. !105. It is not intended to express any opinion in these commentaries, as to
which is the true exposition of the Constitution on the points aboYe cited. They
are brought before the learned reader, as matters stillii'Ub judice, the final decision
of whicn may be reasonably left to the high tribunal constituting the court of impeachment, when the occasion shall arise.
Every lawyer knows that Judge Story was in judicial office while
he was writing these commentaries; every lawyer knows his method
in regard to undecided questions, in all his legal writings. When he
came to any important questions, not settled by judicial decisions, he
gave t.be arguments pro and con, and invariably declined dogma.f:ical
declarations, hnt it is never difficult to discern the leaning of l.ti:; own
mind; notwi thst.anding his repeated assertion that be docs not intend
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to express an opinion. And when he says, from a particular provision
of the Constitution it seems to follow so and so, or that from a provision of t.be Constitution it 8eems to result so and so, we get the inclination of his mind, although he protests he is not giving an opinion, which, indeed, might embarrass him if the question should come
before him judicially.
Mr. THURMAN. .Mr. President, I send to the Chair a question
which I submit for the counsel to answer at this point of the argument.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Senator from Ohio propounds
an inquiry, which will be read.
··
The Chief Clerk read as. follows :
Do or do not the remarks you have read from the debates in the
oonstitutiond convention relate exclusively or mainly to the question whether the chief executive officer in t.he Government should be
unaccountable, as in Great Britain, or should be responsil>le f
Mr. CARPENTER. There were but two principal debates upon this
sul>ject in the convention. One was upon the question whether the
power ·of impeachment should be incorporated in the Constitution;
aud the other was in regard to the question whether the trials of impeachments should be had in the Supreme Court or in the Senate. I
do not think the precise question proposed by the Senator from Ohio
was debated in the convention at all. The doctrine of kingly immunity, I think, was not debated at all. The principal point in debate was w bether the power of impeachment should be conferred in
regard to the President, whose tenure was only for a short te-rm.
Mr. President, the question now pending before this court is not
prejudiced by even the opinion of the House. When the report of
the committee arrainst this respondent was made in the House, the
proceedings whi~h followed were not such as to give any weight to
the conclusion which was reached. Having referred on a former
occa-sion to the disorder amid which the impeachment of the respondent in this case was carried, I will now refer to what was said by the
Speaker of the House upon the sul>ject.
The SPEAKER. The Chair is resolved that this solemn business shall not proceed
in such disgraccftd di-sorder, and be therefore appeals respectfully and personally
to every .member upon this floor to aid. him in restoring and maiutainmg order.
That was my authority for saying that these proceedings went on
in the House under a state of things denominated by the Speaker as
"dis~ra.ceful disorder." If there be any appeal from the Speaker of
the House of Representatives, it certainly is not to the counsel for
Belknap. \Ve are bound by the ruling of the Speaker on that question.
Let me read the remarks of Mr. HoAR in the House, not so long
arro as to have been forgotten by him, in a proceeding which he den~minates judicial, a man..'l>ger, too, on this occasion.
I thank the honorable manager for the suggestion made the other
day that, when the proceeding took place, he was acting judicially,
for that gives the more weight to the opinion he then expressed:
Mr. RoAn. The division of this hom, the committee being unanimous in one
opinion. both republicans anll democrats, seems to me to imply the opinion on the
part of the chairman of the committee that it is in some way a political question.
I utterly disclaim and repudiate snob an idea. No person can bemorodeRirous to
punish any public officer found ~ilty of a crime like this charged upon the late
Secretary of War than the republiCan memb('rs of the Honse.. I wish simply to call
at.t~ntion to one matter. The gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. ROBBINS] al·
luded to the fact of the baaty acceptance of this resignation.
That is, the resignation of BelknapThis Honse solemnly determined in the case of Whitt~more that the formal act
of resignation by the officer terminates the qffice, and tllat any Anlerican citizen
can lay down an office held by him without the consent or acceptance of anybody
whatever; it is a mer~ formal matter.
It is more than a matter of form to get into office, but according to
the ruling of the learned judge [Mr. HoAR] it is a mere matter of
form to get out. A mere resignation accomplishes this result.
Now, the gentleman from New York (Mr. BASS) savs be has not investigated the
question whether after the civil office has terminated. the officer can be impeache~,
but bo thinks that the gentleman from North Carohna., [Mr. RonBINs,l who said
be had not looked at the authorities, as I understood him, has investigated it more
than any other ~ember of the committee.
Precisely what Mr. ROBBL.~s had read, this opinion of Judge HoAR
does not state. I proceed now with the opinion:
Now, Judge Story, after fnll disc088ion, lays down the doctrine that it cannot be
done.
We certainly shall not hear from the managers that Judge' Story
does not support the position for which we contend.
Now Judge Story, after full diScussion, la.vs down the doctrine that it cannot be
done. 'In England any.citizen oan bo impeached, and therefore the English case of
Warren Haatm!!S does not apply. In America no man can be impeached but a
civil officer, an'a when he ceases to be a civil officer h.e cea.'!es to be within tho literal construction of the Constitution. In .America the only jud_!Dllent rendered is
removal from office as the principal with the incident of perpetual disqualification
to hold office. and the Constitution provides that tho punishment of the offender
shall take place as if the impeachment had been had by trial before a jury aml a
judge.
Thejudge (Mr. HoAR) proceeds:
Now, for the11e offenses there is provided in the statute.s of the United States a
punishment of fine and imprisonment-, and perpetual clisqualifi.cation t~ holll office.
Now, sir, thurman beina out of office, and if foundgniltv it being impossible to get
him back into another, l"prot~stagainst this hothast.e without even baYing tho testimony printed, and determining the q.uestion whether it is expedient that all tho an·
thority of this House shall be exerCised. when it is very likely that when ti.Ji'l e\idenceisprint.ed it may befonnd thatthoHousomayarlopt tlwconclnsion to which the
committee have arrived; but it seems t.o me unworthy of this gre.1otoccasion, ami if
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I stand alone, I stand here to say t~atthis <li~tin~hed officEl!' should not be i~
poachcd in this way under the prevwns 9.uestion, Without havmg the evidence m
print on which he iS charged, mth?utgivmg these gentlemen '~honre sw?rn to support the Constitution an opportumty to decide upon the question on which such a
j uri.st as Judge Story has expressed an opinion.

fore the repeal of the act. This petition was filed about noon. The
act was not repealed till late in the .evening, and .Judge St?ry held
that he would take notice of the fractwn of a day, and soatamed the
proceeding-the jurisdiction of the court. This decision contains a
full examination of all the authorities on the question.
·
But against this auay of authorities, showing that a priv~te citizen
II. I come now t9 the question of tho materiality of the is.sues of
cannot be impeached, the manage~ say tha:t Belknap was ill o~ce at fact joined in this case upon pleadi_ngs.sub~equent to the. arti.cl.es of
the time of the impeachment. It Is not demed that Belknap resigned, impeachment; or, to state the question ill differ~nt te~ms, 1f a pnvate
and pis resignation waa accepted by the P.res~dent, ~t ten o'clock and citizen cannot be impea.ched for offenses committed I~ an office pretwentv minutes a.m., March 2, 1876; nor IS 1t demed that the first viously held by him, or during the time he held a pnbhc office, can be
proceedings in the House in relation to him took p]ace after three p. be amenable to impeachment, provided he resigned the office for the
m. of that day. But the managers say that, in legal contemp~ation, purpose of eyading impeachment T
.
he was in office at the time of impeachment, because the law will not
In general, it may be said that the legal effect of an act which one
notice fractions of a day; and, second, that he resigned to evade im- has a right to perform, and does perform, cannot be affected by the
peachment, and therefore was in office for the purpose of impea.ch- motive which induced ita performance. The respondent was Secrement a,fter his resignation '"!as accepted.
_
tary of War, and on.the 2d day of M~rch, ~8i6, .at 10.20 a .. m., hereFractions of a day l I d1~ not su1'pose this ca~e would be de~r signed, and the President accepted his resignation. It will be conmined on a question of speetal pleading, or a fiction of law, until I ceded that from that moment be was out of the office and became a
heard the argument of the learned manager [Mr. LORD] yesterday. private citizen. The consequences which result from his leavin~ the
I supposed we could strike through the fog and pla,ce our feet upon office and becoming a private citizen a~ch absolutely to the res1gnathe solid rock of jurisdiction. But the managers propose to hold us tion and acceptance. 'Vhether be res1gned because he was weal'y of
by a fiction. They maintain that, although the respondent had r~ the office dissatisfied with the compensation, or because he no longer
signed, and his resignation ha~ been accepted, nevert~eless, th~s wished t~ perform the duties and meet the responsibilities and incur
court must decide that he was m office aU day, and until after his the liabilities incident to a. public officer, is immaterial as regards the
impeachment on the afternoon of that day, because this court cannot effect or consequence of his resil?nation. If, as I have endeavored to
distinguish betwe.en the forenoon an~ a!ternoon of a day.
show, no one who is n private citizen can be subject to impeachment,
Suppose a man Is sentenced by a cnmmal c~mrt to be hang~d at two then the only material question is whether or not Belknap cenaed to
p. m. of a certain day; and suppose the President pardons him at ten be Secretary of War on the 2d of March, at 10.20 in the forenoon, and
a. m. of tha.t day. Must he be hanged at two p. m., beca~se the law became a private citizen. If the resignation was only pretended, not
knows no fraction of a day f We have heard of men bemg hnnged actual, if what took place between him and the President was a mere
on the gallows; hanged at the. yard-arm; but we never heard of a sham and did not vacate the office of Secretary of War, then of course
man being hanged on the fraction of a day. ,
.
.
he remained Secretary of War and subject to impeachment ; and if
Suppose in time of war the colonel of a reg~ment 18 relieved from this court should sustain jurisdiction upon the grou~d that what too_k
duty or his resignation accepted at nine o'clock in the morning, and place did not vacate the office, and on the final tnal should aeqmt
at f~ur p. m. of the same day the regiment is engaged in battle. Belknap of these charaes, it wonld follow that Belknap, never having
Could the colonel be coort-martialed because he was not at the head ceased to be Secretary0 of War and being ~cquitte~ of the charge. , ~s
of his regiment at four o'dock T
.
.
Secretary of 'Var still, and he must be ~e-mstated m the.offic~. This
Bot having answered the managers on the substance of therr claim is a reductio ad abstltrdunt. For, proceedmg upon the res1gnauon as a
of jurisdiction, we sb~ll not yield to t.heir fictions.
fact the President ha~ nominated and the Senate confirmed Mr. Taft
Broom'!5 Legal MaXllDs, page 12'2, says:
as s~cceMSor to an office rendered vacant by Belknap's resig11ation.
11
It hM indeed boon affirmed a.s a broad general principle that the truth is aiw:ays
The principle that the c~nsequences of an act leg~lly per~orm.ed
to prevail against fiction, " and hence, although fo~ some pt~poses ~he whole a,Rslzes attach to its importance, Without regard to the mottves which mare to be considered as one leO'al day, 11 the court 18 bound, if reqmred f?r tht~ pur- dnccd it is settled by the Supreme Court in McDonald 1'3. Smalley
pose of doing substantial justice, to take notice !~at s~ch legal day consists of sev.
eral natural da:vs, or even of a fra~tion of a day. Endence may therefore be ad- and othe~·s 1 Peters, 320. The Constitution and Jaws give the Fedduced to show that an assignn;te~t of his goods by a. felon, bona. fide made for a good eral courts' jurisdiction over controversies between citizens of differconsideration, after the COIDIDlSSlOn day of the a.sSJ.z.esent States. McArthur, a citizen of Ohio, claimed title to a piece of
land in that State which was also claimed by other citizens of that
That is the termState. Owin{l' to a conftict of decisions between the State courts of
was in truth made before the day on which he Wad tried and con~cted , aml on Ohio and the ~ircnit court of the United States for that distl:ict, Mcproof of such fact the property will be held to have pas ed by the assignment.
Arthur's title would have been held void by the State courts and
This matter iR very folly discussed, exhaustively so, in 12 Common valid in the United States court. And McArthur, to evade the jurisBench Reports, at page 55, the caae oi Whitaker vs. Wisbey. Maule, diction of the State courts, conveyed the land to McDonald, a citizen
judge, in stating the opinion says:
of .Alabama, for a stipulated price, and received paymeut. Suit was
This case has been argued before us in o. very l~ed an.d elaborate man~er. brought by McDonald in the Federal court tor Ohio, and the jnrisEvery authority which could h:tve the remot~st possible bearmg upon the subJeCt uiction of the court was contested, and demed by that court, upon
baa been referred to· but I mu town that I have not throughout entertametl the . the ground that the motive for the conveyance was to give the grautee
slight~st donbt. Tb~ action was in trover, to which there wa.s a plea of not po!!- a status in the Federal court. The case was brought to the Supreme
sessed. The plaintiff claimed the ~oods in que tio_n under a. dee~ of .assignment executed on the 20th of March, 1851, by Thomas Whitaker, the pl:untiff's brother. It Court, where Marshall, C. J., delivered the opinion. He says:

appeared that Thom.as Whitaker, the assignor, ~<1 Ge!Jrge Whitaker, his fa~her,
The single inquiry must be whether the C<?nveyance from Mc.;Arthur to McDouwere trie«l and convJcted of felony at the last Rprmg as 1zes for the county of l:am- al<l was real or tictitions. * * * The testimony shows, we thmk, a sale and ~n·
brid~e ; that the commission-day ~f the assizes was the 19th of March; and t~at veyance to the plaintiff which was binding on both parties. * * * Tho motiv68
the trial and conviction of the pnsoners took. pla~e on the ~d. The s11~stantial which induced him fMoArthnr] t~ make the contract, whether justifiable or ~en
defentlant.s in this adion were the corpora.t.wn of Camhmlge. who clrumed as sura.ble, can have no infl.uenco on ita valirlity. 'rhey were such as had suffiCient
!!~'an tees of the goods and chattels of felons convict, &c. It was found by the jur~ infl.uence with himself, and be had a. right to act upon them.
that the conveyance unrler which the plaintiff cla.ime«l was ~xoouted bo_na fide anu
for a valuable considflration ; and he ha~, no doubt, a good title, unless 1t was taken
And the court held that jurisdiction attached after the conveyance,
away by the assignor's conviction.
without regard to the motives which induced the conveyance. This

Then he proceeds to consider the authorities, and affirms the doc- principle was repeated in Smith -vs. Carnochan,.7 Howar~, pag~ 198.
Suppose two citizens of the same State are mvolved m an rmportrine to be found in the syllabus, which I will read:
tant controversy, and one of them, for the purpose of suing the o~h~r
An a signment of a felon's :roods, bona fick made for a good ~nsideration, after in a Federal court, removes to another State, and commences smt ill
the commission-da:v of the assizes, but before the day upon which he was actually
the Federal court of the State from which he removed, is it not mantried and convictoo, will pass the property.
ifest that the only question which could affect the jurisdiction _would
The particular point decided is of no consequence, but it cont~ins be whether his removal was real or only co1orable 7 If he had ill fact
an ex-amination and discussion of all the modern cases on the subJect. become a citizen of the other State, his right to sue in the Federal
The question came before Judge Story, (2 Story's Reports, 571,) a case court could not be questioned. If., on the contrary, be had only preremarkable for the clear manner in which the question was presented tended to remove, and had not actually removed, then he would remain
to the court. The syllabus of the case is this:
a citizen of the former State, and be incapable of invoking Federal
The doctrine. that, in law, there is n«_l fraction of a day, is a me.re l~gaJ fiction, and jurisdiction. Many years ago one of the honora~le manage~, [~.
is true only in respect to cases whete 1t will promote nght and JUStice.
By tho ConRtitution of the United States, every bill takes effect as a law, from the LY~DE,] then a patriarch, and myself, a neophyte m the prof.esswn, ~n
time when it is :tpproved by the President, and then ita effect is prospective and our own State were retained for a client in a. controversy wtth a railroad company' of that State. Under p~ofessional advice, the s~un~
not retro pective.
.A petition fol' the benefit of the bankrupt act was filed in the district court on ness of which I believe, never was questwned, be removed to Illm01s,
the 3d day of March, 1e4J, allout noon; the act of the 3d of Marc~ , 1843, rep~ling and commended and successfully prosecuted his suit in the ~ecleral
the bankrupt act, pm~setl Conjtl'ess, and was approv~d '?Y ~h~ President, la.~ ~n the
evenino- of the 11ame dav. Held that the court hadJuns«hctwn of the petition at court for Wisconsin. His removal was actual, and nobody demed the
the time when it wa flied and ~ted upon, and t.hat itha~l fulljnrisdict!-o~ to enrer- consequence of his citizenship in illinois, although everybody knew
tain all proceedings thereon, to the close thereof, acvordmg to tha proVIsiOns of the tha.t he bad acquired that citizenship in order to enjoy tb~ bene.fit
bankrupt act.
which it conferred upon him to sue in the F(',deral conrt ~or Wt~cons~n.
So in this case, Belknap having actually resi:?ned, and h1s resigI sboulu say here that the repea1ing act saved all cases ancl permitted them to proceed to final termination, which were commenced be- nation having been accepted, so as to vacate tne office, aa matter
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of fact; having laid aside his official character, and resumed that of liberties, the protection of their own interests, and the promotion of
a private citizen, is entitled to enjoy all the rights, privileges, and their own prosperity, it is certainly a matt-er of paramount conseimmunities pertaining to private citizenship; not the least of which, quence that the amplest possible provision should be made for securI reckon, is exemption from the criminal jnrisdiction of this court. ing the purity and efficiency of its administration, not only by the
And hence it follows that the issues of fact joined in this cause, as to prompt removal of those who may be guilty of criminal misconduct
whether Ol' not he resigned, and resumed the character of a privata in office, but if necessary by signalizing their infamy, as Mr. Hamilcitizen for the purpose of enjoying the immunity belonging to it, are ton felicitously expre es it in one of his essay~ in the Federalist,
a by a _perpetual ostra-cism from the esteem, and confidence, and honimmaterial to the proper determination of this cause.
III. Can the House of Representatives support the jurisdiction of ors, and the emoluments of their country."
So far as the executive and judicial departments of our own Govthis court by new matter alleged in its pleadings subsequent to the
articles of impeachment 7
ernment are concerned, it is evident that the framers of our Federal
This court can only acquire jurisdiction, in a proceeding of im- Constitution intended to accomplish this important end through the
peachment, by articles presented by the House, showing a case of various provisions relating to the subject of impeachment contained
impeachable criminality; that is, a case where the act complained of in that instrument; and the real question now under consideration
is impeachable, and the actor subject to impeachment. In other is whether they failed to accomplish that object. or not; whether the
worcls, the articles must be such as to require no aid from subsequent means devised by them for that purpose are sufficient to enable the
pleadings. In this case the articles describe the respondent as "late people of this country, acting through their regularly constituted
Secretary of War." Within the strictness of allegation required by authorities, to preserve the purity and maintain the integrity of their
common law criminal courts such descriptio personre would not be own Government, or whether those means are so ill-adapted to the
equivalent to an allegation that he was no longer in that office. great end designed, so utterly a.nd ridiculously inadequate in fact,
Therefore, and to meet the view sometimes entertained that a citizen that any official criminal, no matter how flagitious his conduct may
holding one office may be impeached for miscondnct in another, we be, can literally set them at defiance. In a word, whether you exerinterposed the plea to the jurisdiction, stating affirmatively that, at cise the functions devolved upon yon to-day as the highest court
the time of impeachment, the re pondent was not any officer of the known to our Government by virtue of a constitutional power, or
United States. He was impeached at the bar of the Senate-if formal merely at the will and pleasure of the accused. For, sir, these are
announcement that articles would be presented against him is an im- the elements of t.he proposition now seriously introduced anfl gravely
peachment-on the 2d day of March, A. D. 1876. Some of the articles insisted upon here, that a party may be guilty of any criminal mischarge that be continued to be Secretary of War to or tt,ntil (I forget conduct in office and evacl.e the penalty prescribed for his crimes by
which) the 2d day of March. This excludes the 2d day of March the simple act of resignation.
from his holding office; therefore, if we are right in contending that
The mere statement of such a proposition is sufficient to indicate
only a person holding office can be impeached, the articles fail to the gravity of its nature, and perhaps it is not too much to say that
show n case within jmisdiction.
one of greater importance or of pro:tounder interest could not be preAnd I think it would have been aafe for us to demur to the arti- sented for the consideration of this exalted tribunal. However discles. But not wishing to take risks upon a technical construction, we reputable the oftenses may be which are charged against the defendthought it safer to plead affirmatively the fact that the respondent ant, however much be may c.leserve the execration of his fellow-men
was not holding any office at the time of impeachment. Undoubt- if those accusations are proven to be true, the mere question of his
edly, to any plea of the respondent in confe ion and avoidance of guilt or innocence sinks into insignificance when compared with the
the articles, the prosecution might have replied in confession and one under immecliate discussion, not only because the latter calls in
avoidance; but not so to a plea whicb, in substance, is a denial of question one of the most import ant prerogatives of the House of Repany fact which should have been stated in the articles, to show juris- resentatives aa well as one of the highest powers of the Senate; not
diction. 1f the articles them elves are deficient in not stating any merely because it denies the power of the people to prot-ect and mainfact necessary to entire jurisdiction, jurisdiction of the offense and ta,iu the purity and the integrity of their Government in the amplest
the offender, then this court never acquired jurisdiction.
manner prescribed in their Constitution, but because it baa now for
It results from tho fact that this court has only a special jurisdic- the first time t-o be authoritatively determined, and bec:mse that detion, that the first pleading must show a case within the jurisdiction. termination, whatever it may be, will ~tand as a precedent throu"h
This was held with regard to jurisdiction of circuit courts of the all coming time, or at least until the nature and character of our ihUnited States in Brown vs. Keene, 8 Peters, 112; Jaekson vs. Ashton, stitutions shall have been complet('.ly transformed.
8 Peter , 148; Hocl.gsou t·s. Bowerbank, 5 Cranch, 303; Mossman 7:8.
lt is true, sir, that a somewhat similar que tion was raised in the
Hig-ginson, 4 Dallas, 12; and Jackson vs. Twent.yman, 2 Peters, 136. very first impeachment which occurred after the adoption of our FedThe honorable manager [Mr. LORD] yesterday referred us to two eral Constitution, tho case to which such frequent. allusion bas been
case8,-2 Chitty's Reports, 367, and 2 Maule & Selwyn, 75. These made since the institution of the pre ent proceedings. I allude of
were actions of quo warranto, tllat is, civil snits to try the title to an course, as the Senate well understand, to the case of Blount, who was .
office, to be followed by a judgment for damages and costs. The impeached in 1798 for conduct inconsistent with his station and
court held, what everybody would concede, that resignation did not duties as a Senator of the United States; but in that case the point
. preclucl.e final judgment.
was but feebly insisted upon, and never decided by the Senate at all;
One Senator at least, Senator HoWE, will remember a somewhat re- the whole case l1aving turned, as this court well understands, upon
markable case of this kind in our own State, where be happened to t.he point that a. Senator of the United States was not, in the contembe on the winning, and myself on the losing, side. I refer to the case plation of the Constitution, amenable to the proceRs of impeachment
State on the relation of Bashford vs. Barstow. In this case, after the nncler any circumstances whatever. I may add, however, that even
court had cleclared its jurisdiction, the attorney-general came into the decision of that point has not been accepted by some of the ablest
court, and filed a discontinuance.
commentators upon the Constitution as sufficient authority to establish
But the court held that the case was really a civil cause, in favor of a principle; not only because it was the decision of a divided court,
the relator, against Barstow, who was in pos e~sion of the office; that 14 to 11, bnt because the arguments by which it was sou"ht to be
the State had no interest in the question, and was only ttformal party. sustained, so far as they have been preserved, appear to be, to say
The learned manager also asserted that in a criminal cause there the least of them, more technical a,nd specious than sound. But so
could be no such thing as a replication and n•joinder. If he will take far as the question at bar is concerned, the Blount case cuts no figure
the trouble to examine Wentworth's Pleadings lle will find that he is as authority at a,ll for the reason I have stated, that it was not adjuin error; and if he will examine Archbold's Criminal Pleadings, he dicated hy the court at all. The only. adjudication from which anywill find the very forms from which we have drawn our pleadings thing resembling a legitimate analogy to the point under discussion
subsequent to the plea in abatement.
may be drawn, is the case to which frequent allusion has also been
Senators, I have performed my tluty in the argument of this ques- made by both the learned counsel for the respondent, that of Judge
tion ; and have but to thank you for the patient attention yon have Barnard, of New Y.ork; an~l their remarks and my own upon that
given me. I consider this the most important question ever submitted case may serve as illustratiOn of how very widely lawyers upon the
to a court in the United States. If we would avoid the convulsions opposite sides of the same case may differ in their views in regard to
which disturb and disgrace South American republics, this jmisdic- authorities adduced.
tion must be deniecl..
If the court will pardon me, I will call attention as briefly as I can
If, in the revolutions which occur in politics, an administration is to the point in that case which bears some analo~y to tbe question
not only .to be driven from power, but subjected to impeachment; if now under consideration. Barnard was impeached as a judge of the
poll tical overthrow is to be followed by criminal convictions and supreme court of the State of New York during his second term of
political disfranchisement, at the hands of an incoming administra- service in that office. In eleven out of the thirty-eight articles of imtion, which is to take its course in office, and in tW'D to be subjected peachment preferred against him he was accused of malconduct comto like disgrace and condemnation, it will not be long until impeach- mitted during his f01·mer term, which, as a matter of course, had
ments, instead of being the nation's great effort to punish enormous expired before the articles of impeachment were preferred. To these
offenders in the interests of the people, will be degraded, and ~?nlY eleven article heinterpo ed a plea to the jurisdiction of the court upon
perform the office of t.be guillotine upon displaced statesmen.
precisely the ground taken by the counsel for the respondent in this
The ?RESIDENT p1·o tempore. The managers will proceed. Sen- cause, that the t&nure of office during which those offenses were comators will please give their attention.
mitte(! having expired his amenability to impeachment for tho e of·
Mr. Manager KNOTT. If the court please, Mr. President, in a gov- fenses expi..re(l with it. That was the point ruacle that the very moernment instituted by a free people for the p1·eservation of their own ment his term of office ex~i.red by lapse of time th~t very moment the
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jurisdiction of the assembly to prefer articles of impeachment against
him and of the hi~h court of impeachment of New York to try him
was gone. And it should be borne in mind tLat upon the trial of the
issue raised upon that plea-matter of Phil. C. Fnller, which has been
dwelt upon with considerable unction by both t.be learned counsel ou
the other side, was brought fully into review and deliberately repudiate(} and overruled by the highest court of the very State in which it
occurreu, and in the lower bouse of t be Legislature the resolutions that
have been insisted upon here as authority upon the point under consideration were offered. A Senator very portiuently inquired upon
yesterday whether the resolutions reported in the case of Fuller and
which bad been referreu to by the learned counsel bad been adopted
by the bouse in which they were ofiered. The learned counsel was
unable to give the Senator the de ireu information, and so am.I, because I have not cousidered the question of sufficient importance to
invest,igate it, simply for the reason that, whether adopted or not,
the doctrine they announced was distinc1ly aud deliberately repudiated and overruled by the only court in which they were ever cited
as authority before this, and that, too, by the highest court in the
State in which the transaction took place, anu upon nn is:sue almost
precisely similar to the one at bar.
The plea to the jttri diction in that case as to the eleven articles I
have referred to was, after elaborate ar~ument, overruled by a vote
of 23 to 9; nineteen senators and four jnuges of the court of appeals
holding t.hat a party could be impeached notwithstanding the expiration of tbe term of office in which he committed tlle offense, against
tho votes of six senators and three judges who held that he was not
so impeachable.
There, sir, is-t.he whole of the Ba-rnard case, so far as there is anything in it applicable to the question under discussion. I will add,
howe\rcr, that the most cogent reason urged by counsel in support of
the plea to tlle jnrisuiction in that case, as it seems to me, was t.hat
the office held uy tlle accuserl was an elective office; that the people
them elves ha(l it directly in their own power to preserve its purity
by refusiu!} to re-elect a man who hacl abused their confidence and
betrayed h1s trust hy the perpetration of official crimes; that they had
condoned his offewses, if he were in fact really guilty, and that the
court of impeachment bn.d no authority consistently with the theory
of government iu that State to countervail the will of the majority
l>y removing a mau from office for offenses alleged to have taken
lJlace before his election and of which the electors wero supposed to
bo aware when they elected him.
If, therefore, the decision in that ~ase is entitled to any consideration whatever a authority here, it derives additional weight from the
fnct that, in that instance, the people llad the power to protect them~>cl ves at the ballot-box; notwithstanding which, the court intervened,
anu, in order to maintain tlle pmit.y of an office intended for the protection of their interests, convicteu and removed an officer therefrom,
on account of crimes committecl before his election, a-nu which, so far
as their votes could do it, had been by them coudoned; whereas in
the case at bar the only security the people can have is in the conviction and di qualification of t.he accused, if he should be proved to
be guilty of the crimes alleged against him.
I a.pprehend, however, that the question now under consideration
will be settled upon its own peculiar grounds; that it will be determined not by what the framers of the Constitution <lid 110t do in convention, but by what they. diu; not by what they on~itted to express
upon the face of the instrument framed by them, but by what they
there declared should be the fuuuamental law of the lanu. In a
word, t.h at it will be determined upon a fair and reasonable construction of the various provisions of the Constitution relating to the subject of impeachment, considered as component parts of a plan of
government instituted by tht} people themselves fo_r the promotion of
the general good; that the ouject and purpose for which those provisions were enacted will be kept constantly and distinctly in view;
and t-hat the language in which they are expressed will receive at
your hands such a construction as will promote, and not defeat, those
objects and purposes; that no .theory which may be predicate(} upon
any isolated provision will be permitted to countervail the general intaut of the whole.
These views, which I think are fairly deducible from leading decisions in the Supreme Court of the United States, are expressed far
more snccinct.ly, far more elegantly, and far more forcibly than I have
the capacity to express in section 419 of Mr. Story's Commentaries
upon the Constitution, to which I beg leave to call attention. After
having reviewed a number of leading cases upon constitutional cont;truotion, he says:
§ 419, (4.) From the foregoing considerations we deduce the conclusion that, as a
fraUJe or fundamental law of g;ovemment, the Constitution of the Uniteu States
is to receive a. rea onable interpretation of its language and its power, keeping in
·' dow the objects and purposes for which those powers wero coriferred. By a reasonablo interpretation, we moan that, in case the words are susceptible of two different senses-the one strict, the other more enlarged-that should be adopted
which is most consonant with the apparent objects and intent of the Constitution;
that which will give efficacy and force, as a government., rather than that which
will impair it.'\ operations and reduce it to a state of imbecility. Of course we do
not me.m that the words for this purpose are to be strained beyond their common
and uatural sense; but, keeping within that limit, the exJ?OSition is to have a fair
amljnst latitude, so as on the one band to avoid obvious IDlSChief and on the other
hantl to promote the public good.

I will not consume the time of Senators or abuse their patience by
an attempt at an idle and unnecessary display of irrelevant learning,

but with these principles in view will simply ask the indulgence of
the Senato while I read the various provisions of the Constitution
relative to this subject, in the order iu which they should be collateU.
if they are to be considered as a. systematic whole; and in my comments upon them I do not wish to be understood t.hat the House of
Representatives, which I in part represent here, and very imperfectly
at that, shall be held responsible. for or in any manner bound by anything I shall say. It may be trne, as argued by the learne:d counsel,
that Mr. LAWRENCE constituted the soul and essence of the Fortieth
Congress, and because he saw proper of his own volition and for his
own amusement or improvement to supply the honorable mana"'ers
0
of the impeachment of President Johnson with a vast arrav of anthor.ities, whether relevant or irrelevant, that therefore not only the
Fortieth Congress but all subsequent Congresses are bound to admit
everything contained iu his collation of adjudged cases a-s law. I
will not dispute that proposition with the learned counsel. I only
desire to say that so far as I am concerned I do not wish to be understood as being the Houso of Representatives myself or as having it
in my power or a-s even wishing to estop them from asserting any
views they may see proper in opposition to my own opinions eit.her
now or hereafter.
The first provision on this subject which locates the power of instituting the proceedings by impeachments is the fifth clause of the second section of the first article, and is as follows:
The Honse of
ment.

Represen~tives

* * *

shall have the solo power of impeach·

The second, which designates the tribunal in which the tria.lshall
be bad and prescribes certain general regulations with regard to the
procedure, is found in the sixth clause of the third section of the same
article, and is as follows:
The Senat~ shall have the sole power to try all iml>eacbments. When sittin~rfor
tha-t purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When tho President of tho United
States is tried the Chief .Justice shall preside; and no person shall be convicted
without the concwTence of two-thirds of the members present.

These are the jurisdictional clauses. The fourth section of the second article prescribes peremptorily what judgment shall be given upon
impeachment and conviction in certain particular cases, taking away
from the court all discretion in that regard whatever, in the following terms:
The Presi<hmt, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
T-emo;ed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

The seventh clause of the third section of the second article, which
was evidently intended to limit· the extent of the juugment and define the boundary beyond which the court, in uo instance, is authorized to go, is as follows:
J nrlgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office and rlisqualification to hold and enjoy any office.of honor, trust, or profit under the United States; but the pa.rty convictetlsball nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, accordin~ to law.

While, t-o conclude the whole, the last sentence of the first clause
of the second article places the restoration of-the party convicted
forever beyond the rea.ch of executive clemency by providing that
the PresidentShall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses against the United
Sta.tes, except in CCUies of impt~aChment.

I have now read everything contained in the Constitution in any
manner relating to the subject; and if any respect is to be paid to
the language employed, as is required by the first and most <'bvious
of all the rules of legal interpretation, it will be observed tba.t there
is not a solitary syllable in any of the provisions to which I have
called attention which either expressly or by any necessary implication limits the power of the Honse of Representatives to prefer or
of the Senate to try articles of impeachment to the time during
which the party accused shall remain in office, or to any ot.her time
whatever. We may concede, if we see proper, that a person can be
impeached for no offense unless it be committed while in office. We
may even go further ; we may admit that the offense must be under
color of the office or in some manner connected with the discharge of
official duty; but the very moment the impeachable offense is committed, whatever that ofiEmse may be, the guilty party becomes liable
to impeachment, and there is not a word in any clause of the Constitution which upon any reasonable construction can be said to relieve
him from that liability upon the simple termination of his official
service, whether it be by resigna.tion or otherwise. The very moment
the offense is committed, the power of the House to impeach attaches;
that very instant it becomes complete ; and unless there is some positive provision of law taking that power away or limiting its exercise
to some particular time or by some particular circumstance, it seems
to me that it must necessarily continue in fnll until it is exhausteu
upon the trial_and acquittal or conviction of the accused whether b~
remain in office or not.
Learned counsel for the defendant, however, have affected to discover some such limitation in the fourth section of the second article,
which provides that "the President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be removed from office upon impea.chment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, and other high crimes
and misdemeanors;" and in the other provision which prescribes that
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jndgments in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to
SATURDAY, May 6, 1876.
removal from office and disqua,li.fication to hold any office of honor,
The
PRESIDENT
pro tempore having announced that the time had
trust, or profit under the Unite~ S~ates; and they have i~voked ~he
ant!Jority of .Mr. Justice Story m a1d of that theory, qnotmg section arri>ed for t!Je consideration of the articles of impeachment against
William W. Belknap,
80:3:
The usual proclfLmation was made by the Sergeant-at-arms.
SEc. 803 . .As it is declared in one clanse t'f the Constitution that "judgment, .in
The managers on the part of the House of Representatives appeared
cases of irnpt>achmeut, shall not extend furtber than a removal from office anrl dulqualificatiou to hold any ollice of honor, trust, or profit under t.he United States; " in the seats provided for them.
anll in another clause. that "the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of
The resronclent appeared with his counsel, Mr. Blair and Mr. Black.
the United &tates shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will give the llSual
of treason bribecy or other hirrh crimes or misdeme:mors," it would seem to follow
th~t the ~nate ci~ the conviction, were bound in all cases'to enter a. judgment of notice to the House of Represenf.atives.
The Secretarv read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitremoval from ~ffice, though it has a discretion as to inflicting the punishment of
ting yesterdayforthetrialofthe impeachment of William W.Belknap.
disqualification.
Mr. THURMAN. I move a call of the Senate.
But why, may I be permitted to ask, should it follow, or even seem
The PRESIDENT p1·o tmnpore. The Senator from Ohio moves a call
to follow, from the premises laid down by the learned commentator,
that the Senate are bound in all cases to enter a judgment of removal of the Senate. Is there objection f The Chair hears none, and the
from office T I grant t.bat, if at the time of conviction the party con- roll-call will proceed.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and forty-two Senators answered to
victed is in office, all discretion is taken from the Senate; by the
fourth section of the second article they are then bound to remove their names.
The PR~SIDENT pro tempore. There is a quorum present. The
him. But there is not a syllable in either ono of t.hese provisions
which, either expressly or l>y any necessary or reasonable implication, Senate is now ready to hear t.be managers.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I have in my hand two questions.
takes away from the Senate the power to dh;qualify, alt.hough the
power to remove may have been taken away by the resignation of the which I wish t{) ask, and I will send them up now as there is less
likelihood of there being an interruption to the managers at this time
party accused.
.
For centuries and down to a time within the memory of many Sen- than after they have proceeded with the argument.
The Secretary read as follows:
ators present., the sixth year of the reign of George IV, I believe, cer1. If two persons guilty of crime in office cea~e to ~e o~cers at the
tain classes of persons in England were allowed, upon being convicted
of particular felonies, to plead the benefit of clergy, and, in caee their same time, one l>y removal and the other by res1gnat10n, 1!:1 one rather
prayer were alloweu, instead of being hanged, as they otherwise would than the other sul>ject to impeachment afterwaru f If a distinction
have been, the judgment prescribed byt!Je statute was that theys!:10nld between the two cases exists, please state it.
2. Is a private citizen lial>le to impeachment under the Constitube burned upon the brawn of the thumb of the left hand. Now, If you
would fully appreciate the logic of t~e. text; if you would ~ealize. to tion of the United States f
If his having previously held an office distinguishes him in this
its utmost ext.ent the force of the pos1t10n that you cannot disqnalify
because ytm cannot remove, that you cannot render .a portion of ~be respect from other citizens, please trace the distinction to the cla11Se
judgment because ~ou can~ot the whole, yon h~ve Simply got to Im- of the Constitution, or to t.he principle in which it is found.
Mr. MITCHELL. I should like to ubmit an inquiry at this time,
agine the Lord Chief-J osbce of the court of Kmg's Bench, wrapped
in the amplitude of his magisterial gown, solemnly announcing to a so as not to inteiTupt the ma.nagers after they proceed.
The Secretary read the question of Mr. MITCHKLL, us follows:
trembling culprit whose left hand had been amputat-ed that he most
The Constitution provides that when the President of the United
go hang because it wa.E~ a physical impossibility for the sheriff to v.pply the branding-il·on to the precise spot prescribed by law! The States is tried on impeachment, the Chief Justice shall preside. Suppose a late President were impeached for high crimes and misdemean·c ommentator continues:
ors committed w hHe President, and presented at the bar of the Senate
If, then, there must be a judgment of removal from offi~, i~ would seem to ~ollow for trial, who would preside, the Chief Justice or the President of the
that the Constitution contemplated that the party wa.'l stilltn office at the tim~ of

impeachment. If he was not, his offense was still liable to be tried and punished
in the ordinary tribunals of justice.

Certainly it would seem to follow, if the party was in office, that
the Constitution conteruplate<l that he should l>e removed upon conviction, for that is precisely what the Constitution .prescribes. It is
evident that this learned writer has simply transposed the terms of
the propo it ion. Had he said, " if then the party was stilt in office at
the time of impeachment, it would ~eem to follow that there must l>e
a judgment of removal from office," he would have said precisely what
the Constitution says; only that and nothing more; and he would
have conveyed precisely the idea intended to be conveyed by the
framers of the Constitution in employing that language. Ile proceeds:
And it might be argued with some force that it would be a vain exercise of authority t~ try. a. delinquent for an i.mpeachable offense when tho most. important
object for whteh the remedy was g1ven was no longer necessary or attama.ble.

Certainly, it might be argued with some force, if it were trne t.hat
the only object, as argued by learned counsel on the other side, or
even the most important ol>ject of an impeachment, was simply the
removal of the official criminal from nffice. llut such. I apprehend,
is not by any means the only or the most important object to be attained by this mode of procedure, as we shall presently see.
And although a judp:ment of disqualification might still be pronounced. the l::mguaue of the Constitution may create some doubt whether it can be pronounced
witfi'out being coupled with a removal from office

Of course not. If yon pronounce a judgment of disqualification absolute, that ipso facto removes the delinquent from office; there can
be no doubt about that.
There is also much force in the remark that an impeachment is a proceeding
purely of a political nature. It is not so much designed to punish an offender, as
to secure the state against ~ross official misdemeanors. It t<>uches neither his person nor his property, but Slmply divests him of his political capacity.

This closing sentence suggests dil'ectly what it seems to me is the
pivotal idea on which the question under discussion must turn, and
that is. what is the rea] object and purpose of impeachmenU
Mr. President, I dislike exceedingly to ask tho favor at the bands
of the Senate, but I am really suffering such physical pain that it
would boa Rreat accommodation to me if the court would adjonrn.
l\lr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Senate sitting for this trial adjourn; anrl that by the rules will be until twelve o'clock to-morrow,
rather than half pa~t twelve o'clock. This will save half an hour.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Vermont.
The motion was agreed to; and the_Senat.e sitting for the trial of
the impeachment adjourned.

Senat~ ?

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is now ready to hear
the managers.
Mr. l\hnager K.."N"OTT. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators will please give their attention.
Mr. Manager KNOTT. When the Senate did me the very great
kindness to adjourn ye terday evening, I was suffering intensely from
a, very paiuful affection of t.he eyes, with which I have been afilicted
for some time. I am sorry to say that I find myself in no better condition this morning. .By an arrangement between my colleagues and
the cormsel who is to conclude this argument, I a.sk the pi·ivilege of
the Senate to conclude my remarks on Monday, inasmuch as the argument will not be closed _before that time, and that in ~he mea.n
time my colleagues who desrre to be hear~ m~y proceed. If. there 1s
no objection to that arrangement, I hope 1t will ue made, as It would
be a matter of considerable inconvenience for me to go on at this
time.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. The Chair hears no objection to
that arrangement.
Mr. Manager JENKS. Mr. President and Senators, with reference
to the qnestiollS which have been submitt-ed by the honorable Senators, I will say that if in the course of the discussion of the subject,
as we shall enter upon it and conclude it, they are not answered, we
shall then take them into consideration. They will be considered in
the course of the argument l>efore the managers s:::tall have closed the
disco sion. At present I conceive to a great extent they will be discllSsed in wha.t I shall present in the body of my argument.
The resolution on which this discussion is progressing is the following:
That the Senate proceed :first to bear and determine the question whether W. W.
Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment for acts clone as Secretary of War. notwithstanding his resignation of said office; and that the manauers and counsel in such arnument discuss the question whether the issues of fact
a~e material, ancl whether nfe matters in support of the jurisdiction alleged uy the
Honse of Representatives in the pleadings subsequent to the articles of impeachment can be thus alleged if the same are not averred in said a1 ticles.

There are two maiu propositions involved in this resolution; first,
whether the Senate, notwithstanding the resignation of the defendaut, can take jurisdiction of this cause; and, second, whether the facts
surrounding his resignation are pertinent to be considered with reference to the effect of t.hat resignation. As a general answer to this,
we would say that any and every case should always be a.cljndged
upon its own standing, because you can !!!eldom, if ever, find two cases
that are strictly analogollS. You cannot determine the eft'ect of this
resicruation without inqniril1g concerning all the facts ·anu circumsta,;ces stU·rounding it. As was stated by the learned counsel for the
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defendant yesterday, the fact whether it was colorable or not might triotic devotion, can efface the stain, but the citizen must be forever
be a pertinent que tion. The fact. whether it was bona fide intended at the mercy of the prosecuting tribunal, until only in the rest of the
tho.t it shoul(l be really an existing resignation or whetber it was only grave oblivion is found, then official life is truly one of grave respona temporary re ort to evat!e this proceeding, might be a material ques- sibility. To determine this contention no authority except the Contion. Whether it is cha.rged that that is so or not does not affect the stitution can be adduced. Other courts, like t.he planets, may shed
relevancy of the consideration of all the facts attending it; but you their reflected light of precedent; the musty volumes of historic lore
must judge every ca e upon it own merits, antl wba.tever facts are may afford analogies ; adjudications of similar tribunals may suggest
es ent.ial to arrive at a correct conclusion in that case should be taken parallels; but from no source except the Constitution, illuminated
into consideration.
by the sunlight of rea-son, can the command come: Thus shall this
Of the second portion of this proposition, which is concerning the judgment be rendered.
collateral facts, I shall say but little, if anything, more than this:
In the second section of the first article of the Constitution it is
It ba.a been considered by the chairman of the managers; he bas ad- provided thatvanced three or four propositions in support of the view that it is
The Honse of Representatives • • • shall have the sole power of impeach·
material to consider all the surrounding facts. One of those proposi- ment.
tions is, that in law there is no fraction of a day. He has cited auIf the word "sole," which only qualifies the power by preventing
thorities to estaulish that; that was the general rnle, t.hat in law any other person or branch of the Government from exercising it were
there is no fraction of a day. This being the general rule, an excep- left out, the clause would read:
tion was introduced by the honorable connselfor the defendant, that
The House of Representatives 1hall have the power of impeachment.
is, that if it be necessary to sub erve the purposes of justice, a court
It is not a pos ible grant of power, but an absolute one. If this clauee
will consider the fractions of a day. Then the matter stands thus: had dechtretl "the House of Representatives may have the power"
As a rule, comts will not recognize· the fractions of a day; but as an it would iqdicate a. grant that might exist or might not, dependent upon
exception, if it be nece sary to snbserve the purposes of justice, t.hey some contingency outside of the Constitution, such as the willingness
will recognize the fractions of a day. Hence, when the counsel cited of t.he Senate to entertain the impeachment, or the willingness of the
those authorities to show that they would consider it as an exception, defendant to be impeached, ormanyothercontingencies that might be
it wat~ essential to show that it was necessary to subserve the pur- imagined; but the people in the organic law have said the power shall
poses of justice to bring his case within •the exception. He left ofl' exist. Whatever that l)Ower may be is granted, not in part, not with
jnst where the real contest began: is it necessary to subserve the pur- qualification, but in full plenitude, as the words signified at the time of
poses of jm~tice that this court should recognize the fractions of a day t the formation of the Constitution, unless by some succeeding article
It seems to rue that there is no necessity iu subserving the purposes of in tho fundamental law that power is restricted. What the power of
justice, that this court should recognize any fraction of a day. Put impeachment consisted in will be considered as further progression is
the question in this form: How ean it subserv~ the interests of jus- made in the ar~ument.
tice, when a defendant is charged with having surreptitiously filched
The present mquiry will be, are there any restricting or limiting
from t.he pockets of from eight hundred to a thousand men from ten clauses in the Constitution which take away any portion of that which
to twenty-five cents every day for five years, that tha.t defendant shall has been considered.
•
plead t.hh~ as :m excuse that the ell(ls of j nstice are snhserved by recIn the third Rection of the first article the court is constituted beognizing the fractions of a clay~ If he had discus~ed this, nnd sh?wn fore which the power of the House of Representatives shall be exerthat this defendant would have been wronged dul you not consider cised in the following words:
it. he would then have brought his case within the exception; bnt,
The Senate shall have the aole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
havinrr failed to do that, he leaves it as my colleague, the chairman, left that purpose, they shaU beonoathoraflirmation. When t.h ePresidentofthe United
it; tb~t is, that the general rule, if the defendant have not brought States is tried, the Chief Justice shall prcsido: and no person shall he convicted
without the concurrence of two-thirds of the mem bere present. J ndgment in cases
himself within the exception, still exists, and the court will not rec- of
impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office. and disqnal·
.
.
ognize the fractions of a day. .
ificat10n to bold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States;
With reference to the questwn of relatwn, that was not cons1dered but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial,
at all by the counsel for the defendant, and we shall leave it as our judgment, and punishment, according to law.
chairman has left it, with you, and enter upon what to us seems to be
The first clause of this portion of the third section, "the Senate shall
the main and material question in t.his cause, ancl one in which with have sole power to try all impeachments," is the constitutional grant
all deference we feel satisfied that the constitutional law tmstains of jurisdictioJl to this honorable court. Whatever or wboeve.r is emour position. That is, has the Senate sitting as a court of impeach- braced in t.his grant may rightfully be called to answer at this bar.
ment jurisdiction over a defendant who by his resignation after the In itself it is manifestly co-extensive with the power to impeach. And,
crime committed claims to be placed beyond its jurisdictional powerf in that'' all impeachments" are ex:pres ly included in the grant, it
Jnrisdiction is limited in one or more of three ways. It is limited would seem to forbid that some who have committed impeachable
t erritorially, or as to place; it is limlted as to subject-matter; or it is crimes could, by their own act or the act of any earthly power, place
limited as to person. Territorially, jurisdiction may be waived or themselves without the pale of t.his comprehensive declaration.
ruay be conferred. As to subject-matter or as to person, it is never
In addition to this ~ant of jurisdiction, the clause contains the
too late to plead it, and it can neither be waived nor conferred at the general rule of practice m this court: the judgment it may pronounce
will of the parties. Then we will consider this in these three aspects. and a limitation on the effect of that judgment. It will not be mainTerritorially, the Senate of the United States has jurisdiction co-ex- tained that the second part which relates to the rule of practice
tensive with the earth. Whether the offense be committed in Wash- limits the generality of the grant. If any limitation is therein conington, London, Rome, or Pekin does not afl'ect the right to judge tained, it must be found either in that which relates to the judgment
or in the limitation on the effect of that judgment. Does this lanthe offender.
As to the character of the offense, it takes cognizance rightfully of guage, "Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further
all impeachable offenses. As the plea in this case does not deny the than to removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any
offense charged in t.he articles to be ii.npeachable, it is unnecessary to office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States," limit t.h e
discuss what constit.utes an impeachable offense, except so far as the general jurisdiction contained in the first part of the clause which
question ruay incidentally arise in determining the persons who are includes'' all impeachments1" To effect this result it must operate as
an exception out of the previously-granted power, in tha.t its procriminally answerable before this tribunal.
In further illustration of tbis, we would here state that it doed be- visions are so contradictory that both cannot stand together.
It is not contradictory of the extent of the grant so as to forbid the
come material to consider what impeachment meam~, in order to determine how far the jurisdiction of this court extends as to persons. impeachment of one who at the time of trial or judgment heM no of·
By the pro ecntion it is m~intained that an:r p~rson who is o~ has fice, as it only fixes the utmost limit to which the punishment may
been a civil officer of the Umted States who whlle m office comrmtted extend. It does not require tba.t t.be criminal shall be removed from
an impeachable crime is before this court subject to trial and punish- office, but, if the circdmstances and criminaiity justify, the judgment
may include a removal from office. If he be not in office that porment.
By the defense it is claimed that, if the criminal resign at or before tion of the judgment cannot be inflicted, but still whatever judgment
the time the proceedings for his punishment are instituted, thereby the circumstances warrant, not exceeding full disqualification, may
the jurisdiction of the ~ourt is ousted and the criminal as to the pun- be imposed. He may be reprimanded; _he may be disqualified to hold
ishment consequent upon impeachment is forever discharged. The a judicial office, or a military office only, or all offices, as may seem
antaO'onism between these two propositions is what the court by the just. This clause finds a striking parallel in most of the penal statdefegdant's plea and the replication on the part of the House of Rep- utes, which empower courts to impose a penalty of fine or imprisonre entatives and the people is called upon to settle. {)n account of ment not beyond a given limit, or both, or either, in which case any
this issue thA case under consideration is one of supreme importance. part of the penalty may be inflicted.
Under a similar constitutional power the senate of Pennsylvania, in
On the one hand, if a criminal may commit a crime of character so
atrocious that the lives of thousands or the liberties of millions are the trial of Judge Addison, who had been impeached for an impeachendangered or destroyed thereby and by his own act it will condone able crime in the discharge of a judicial office, sentenced him only
the ofl'en e, then the power of impeachment granted by the Consti- that he should not exercise under the Commonwealth of PennRyltution for the maintenance of official purity is a chimera, the august vania a judicial office during the term of his life. A strong and very
tribunal established by the Constitution for its judgment almost an convincing argument was made in that case that the sentence need
not and should not go so far, but should only extend under the ciridle pageant.
·
On the other band, if after the commission of an impeachable cumstances of the case to mere reprimand; and it seemed to be conoffense no life of purity, no years of penitent grief, no deeds of pa- ceded that under this clause a mere reprimand might have been given,
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and nothing further. So there are any number of punishmonts that
may be inflicted upon a defendant independently of that of removal
from office, still coming under the clause of disqualification to bold
an office.
And herein I would also notice this distinction, that the power to
disqualify from holding office does not, per se, involve the necessity
to remove from office, because your sentence may not be that he shall
be disqualified from bolcling the particular office be is then enjoying;
but he may be disqualified from holding some other office, or some
other sentence that the court may see proper to inflict. That, then,
is not a correct construction of this clause of the Constitution which
says that disqualification necessarily involves removal from office,
because you need not give full disqualification, but only partial, as
your judgment. It is hence relieved from that notice taken by Judge
Story and to some extent conceded by others in their discussions of
this question.
Hence it does not seem to contravene the general grant of power.
The last part of this clause, which says, u but the party convicted
shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment,
and punishment according to law," only guards against the pleading
of this official puni.shrnen-t for official or impeachable crime as a defense in
the courts of law, and has no significance as a limitation of the power
of tbe court of impeachment.
The only remaining provision in the Constitution which requires
consideration in this stage of the inquiry is the fourth section of the
second article, which is:
The Presiclent, Vice-PreRident, and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

P1·ior to the introduction of this section, the power of this court had
been declared to include "all impeach'ments." The mode of practice
had been in a general wa,y established; its judgment ha-d received its
limitations and qualifications; the subject of the tribunal for impeachment had been fully considered and finished. The second :1rticle, which
embraces the executive department of the Government, was then
taken up. The subject under consideration in this art.icle in the
miuds of the constituent delegates did not include the jurisdiction of
any court. '!:hey were providwg a mode by •.vhich the sever:ll officers included in this department of. the Government they then had
un(ler consideration, in case their longer continuance in office should
endanger the Republic, should be removed. If this section were intenued as a definition of the powers of the court of impeachment,
either as to the persons on whom these powers should be exercised or
tlle crimes of which it should take cognizance, the location is tru1y
remarkable. The naturalist would not be more surprised to find the
orange or palmetto-tree growing in frill luxuriance in Greenland than
the constit.utioual commentator would be to find n. section with such
an object among the powers and duties of the Executive. It is truly
thus located a rare exotic. Judge Story remarks:
B.v some strange inadvertence this part of the Constitution bas been taken from
its natural connection, and with no great propriety arranged under tlie heall which
emllraces the organization an1l rights and duties of the executive department.~tory's Commentaries. volume 1, aectlon 788.
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Another assumption must follow, that all impeachments should be
limited to" treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors," or all the prior assumptions are vain ; for if judgment of remov'll from office be not such a necessary and indispensable part of
the judgment as to oust the jurisdiction of the court in case it cannot
be rendered, still this section would leave the defendant liable to trial
and judgment by this tribunal. None of these postulates would be
grant-ed; but, on the-contrary, the better reason would as to each, it is
claimed, on careful P.Xamination be found to be in the negative. But
to enter fully into the discussion of each would require a more full
treatise on the subject of parliamentary impeachment than either the
time or the necessities of this trial would pt"..rmit or require. Hence,
except as they may incidentally occur in the consideration of the
second, no further notice will formally be taken of any of them.
The defend:mt was a civil officer of the United States at the time
of the commission of all the alleged crimes charged in the articles.
If his case be not included in t.he general jurisdictional clause granting.the Senate power to try all impeachments, it must be because this
section is to operate as an exception out of the general power, in that
he is not now an officer of the United States, or as a proviso qualifying it in such a way that it should be construed to read, "the Senate
shall have power to try all impeachments, provided at the time of
tria.l the accused shall continue in office," or it must be a particular
clause repugnant to the generality of the grant. It need not be considered whether it be an exception or proviso, as .its collocation forbids such a construction.
The only debata.ble ground is the question whether this clause is
repugnant to the general grant. The first power is that which is
placed in the House of Representatives, which sha.U have "the sole
power of impeachment." This clause leave~:~ it discretionary with the
House whether all impeachments shall be prosecuted or not., implying,
if the offense be tiivial, the ofi(mder insignificant, or the crime of rare
occurrence, the discretion will not be exercised. On the other hand,
if the offense be heinoua, the offender conspicuous, and, the crime
common ard polluting to the administration of government, this
tribunal shall be invoked to restore safety ancl purity.
The word "sole" forbids any private person to start the machinery
of impeachment and denies to all the world the right to legally dispute the propriety of the prosecution, if an impeachable crime has
been committed, after the House shall have determined upon instituting proceedings.
I should call your attention to this: that as the people have seen
proper to confer upon the Honse of Representatives the right to prosecute impeachments, and as that power must be conferred upon somebody, they have assumed that the House will not exercise this discretionary power except when the emergencies of governmental safety
shall require it, so that the Senate need not inquire, nor have they a
right to inquire, whether the House will exercise this power improvidently or thoughtlessly. When the House has made up its mind that
a crime is of a terrible character, the people have said you have the
right tojndge whet.herit shall be prosecuted or not. The House may,
I maintain, prosecute a common custom-house officer when it ·sees
proper; but if it seo proper to prosecute even the lowest of the officers of the Government, and conceives that it is its duty so to do, it
exercises its constitutional rights, and it is the duty of t.he Senate to
try it; but it is not probable, and the people so thought when they
gave this power of attorney, the Constitution, to their Representatives, that it would not be exercised tmless it were necessary to subserve the general good of the Republic.
So that this discretion is in the House whether they will prosecute
or not; and the learned counsel need giYe himself no trouble as to the
probability of your ever being called upon to try offenses committed
by forty millions of people, becn.use t he House of Representatives will
eliminate from the forty million all tlut.t tue general safet.y and general welfa1·e of the Republic do not demand ought to be prosecuted.
But we do not maintain-and I wish now to state it lest I may be
·misnndeiiStood from what I have now said-that we have any right
to prosecute any other than official crime. The House of Represent.atives cannot prosecute a private citizen who has not been guilty of
official crime. It is not included in the powers of impeachment in
England or elsewhere. I shall consider this further, however, as we
proceed in the argbment.
The second grant of the people is "The Senate shaH have the sole
power to try all impeaehruents." In consequence of the infrequent
use of this power its definition is at first glance uncertain. lf the
term "murders" or "all prosecutions for murder" were substituted
for the word "impeachments," so that the clause should read "to try
·all murders" or ''to try all prosecutions for murder,'1 it would take·
a very distinctly-expressed repugnant clause to divest the juriE~diction'
of the court. Then if the word "impeachment,s " had a meaning t.othe framers of the Constitution as definite as "murder," or if it had
any meaning whatever, that word indicated mnst require a no less
distinctly-expressed repugnant clause to divest this court of the right
to adjudge it. And here in the language of Professor Dwight, which
is found in 6 American Law Regist~r, New Series, page 257:
·

We maintain that there is uo l.lli..'llocation; it is not thrown out of
its regular order. The character of those who gave language to this
voice of the people, the Constitution, was so high, that it can scarcely
be conceived tllat they would be guilty of so illogical a tb.ing as to
finish a court of impeachment, then step clear out of the jndiciary,
st~p outside of the duties .o f the Senate, step outk!ide of the duties of
the court, and then distinctly in a. sepamte clause define the powers
of a court which they had already frilly defined; because we maintain
that impeachment itself is a. complete tlefinition of those powers, and
a defiuirion that in itself is amply su:tl:icient for a limitation of jnrisdict.ion and for the conferring of the ample powers of the grant.
Such a mislocation of this section is not conclusive that it is not a
new jurisdictional clause, but is sufficient to excite inquiry and suggest a doubt. To sustain the plea to the jurisdiction iu thiH case, this
clause mu ·t be construed.
First. To limit the grant of power to try "all impeachments" to
impeachments against civil officers; antl to this I would call your
special attention, because that is all we propose to discuss especially.
Second. To such civil officers \18 shall at the date of and during the
trial choose to continue in office and abide the judgment of the court.
I say '' during the trial," because if it he true that the removal from
oftice is tlle reason why this is a jurisdictional grant, the pe~son impeached might, a.f ter you had gone through all the formalities of trial,
tllen resign and bid you defiance and say, "You cannot remove me
fromoftice; having no powertoexecute,youhaveno powertojudge."
As we progress further in the argument, we shall show that this is in
opposition to every recognized principle of law that has ever been
udopteu in other judicatures.
Third. To change that clause, of section 3 of article 1 so that in~tead of l~avi_ng a. di~cretion _in the court a~ to the extent of the puuJshment, 1t will reqmre that mall cases of nnpeachmeuts, on conviction the defendant impeached must be removed from office. To this
I would call your attention also, that the clause which conferred the
The Constitution refers t~ impeachment without definin~ it. It assumeR its ex•.
pvwer upon the court clearly intended that there should be a discre- istence,
and silently points to En~lish precedents for knowledge of 1:\t;ltaiL We are
tion in this court, at least in some cases; and if there is a, discretion reminded of the statement that the Constitution is an instrument of enumeration,
·
:
in some cases to be left to this court, this clause cannot be a defini- and not definition.
tion of the power of impeachment.
The Constitution then has namedthepower, assuming that the sig-

1 I
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nifica.tion of that name was known. The language is that of English parliamentary law; and whatever it then signified the framers
of the Constitution meant it should signify here; otherwise it is
meaningless, and the whole grant an inanity.
Impeachment, like the common law, was a. work of time. At first
but indistinctly limned out., but little by little, with each recurring
case, its characteristics were developed until finally in the Constitution of our coun"ta:y it stands forth with fully-delineated features.
Of German origin, there the accusing and adjudicating tribunals were
one and the same,, but then, although in the constitution of the tribunal the maxim whlch forbids the prosecutor to be the judge was
violated, the crime to b~ punished was official crime, visited with
civil and official punishments. Imported into England, the prosecuting and judging tribunals were separated. The Commons prosecuted;
the Peers judged. This was one step toward the perfection of the
proceeding. There, as in Germany, the crimes impeachable were
official crimes, and the punishment was alike civil and official, as in
Germany. By the judgment of the high court of impeachment the
officer was often deprived of his office and politically disqualified.
But the citizen, too, by the same judgment in the same case, was often
deprived of his life or his property. The punishment of the officer
and citizen was merged in one heterogeneous sentence. As the
English r.onstitution improved on the German by separating the prosecuting from the judging tribunal, so the Constitution of the United
States improved on that of England by separating tho conviction and
the punishment of the officer from that of the citizen. By the Constitution the officer is to be judged by one tribunal for his official
crime. He is to be judged by another as a ma.n or citizen. By one
tribunal he is sentenced for his official crime, a sentence that operatf>s on him only as an officer; by the other he is sentenced as the
citizen by the deprivation of some of his personal rights. The sentence of one tribunal may be removal from office and disqualification
to hold any office under the Government, which amounts to official
death, or any other official punishment of inferior degree. In the
other he may be sentenced to physical death, or any other usual personal pnniohment of inferior degree. The one tribunal dea.ls with
the officer as an officE\r, and on conviction inflicts an officia.l punishment; the other deals with the offender as a citizen, and on conviction imposes a personal punishment.
This separation between the officer and the citizen is that which
now perfects the jurisdiction of this court and fully defines what
ou~ht to be the power of a conrt of impeachment. It treats the two
subjects as thongh they were different men: the officer as one man, the
citizen a.l:4 another. Although it may be the sa,me individual that
commits the two crimes, yet he is adjudged for each crime in its own
appropriate tribunal. Hence our system has perfected that which
was borp. in Germany, matured partially in England, and completely
consummated here.
This brief 1·esume loads to the definition of impeachment a.s usecl
• in the Constitution as the p:uliamentary prosecution of official crimes.
No formal definition perhaps bas been announced. But with this
view no work wi ~hin our rt>a.ch has been found to disagree. Impeachable crimes, as administered in courts of impeachment, have
a.l ways been official crimes.
On this subject I wish to call your attention to a complete review
of the anthorit.ies. I have not made it here, because it would be a
work of days, and it would be trespa-ssing upon your time more than
would bo justified. But if yon go over the cases cited in Comyns's
Di~est, Bacon's Abridgment., or any other work treating of the subject of impeachment, you will find that there is no case in which the
crime was not official crime. The case that comes nearest contravening this definition is that of Doctor Sacheverell, a. parson of the
English Chnrch, who wa-s prosecut.ed for prE>aching a. seditious sermon. Here at the first blush it might t~eem a.s though it wus a prive~.e citizen who wa-s pro ecuted. But when you go back to the facts
of the case, this state of facts exists. In England there is an established church; he was a minister or parson of this church, officiating
minitlt.erially, and under the established church. .At first advowsons,
us you will all recollect, were prese:mtative: conative, and donative.
Donative are those which art'l h~ by the king in his own person.
An advowson, "t.he right of presentation to ecclesiastical benefices." The king appoints in all donative advowsons either himself
or a subject to whom he has granted the franchise to appoint in his
stead. Justice Blackstone says that in the first instance all were donative; those that are not now donat.ive, that are presentative·or collative,. have become so through time, but they all trace back to the
great fountain of office a.nrl honor, the king. He commissions. They
are. really officers of the Government; they ate really discharging
d!lt1es ~nder th~ l~ws of tha~ ~overnment, commissio_ned by the
king, directly or mdtrectly recetvmg their emoluments ancl pay from
th~ govemment. Hence that case, which is the only one that can be
~ounu ~hat ap~at-s .in any way.~ ~ontravene the genera.! definition
1s not m colhswn with that detimtion, but rather in support of it.
But I may say here that a sporadic case can be found in opposition
to almost every principle on earth; and he who is so omnivorous as to
take down everything that comes before him must inavitably have
much food that is difficult of digestion. Even if a single case were
found which differed from this definition, it would not break down
the i,rre&t principle running through htmdrecls of years.
. T.Utm, it official crime \Ytts always that which was prosecuted by

impeachment, a.s understood by our fathers, it covers the Blount case
in this: The Blount ca e decided that it must be an officer of the
United States who was impeached. The very definition of impeachment sa.ys it must be an officer of the United States, becau e an officer
of a State as to the United States is a mere citizen, and yon cannot
impeach a citizen in any court of impeachment. So that 1bis detinition of impeachment, which will be found to be consistent with as I
believe every decided case, and if it be not with every case, the case
that does not conform to it is exceptional, we say it completely embraces the Blount case without calling into requisition anything from
the fourth section of the third article of the Constitution with reference to it.
In Rawle on the Constitution it is asserted:
In general those offenses which may be committed equally by private persons or
public officers are not the subjects of impeachment.

That is the way our ancestors understood it, that an offense which
could be committed only by an officer was all that was the subject of
1mpea{Jhment. This statement Judge Story cites with approval, as
found in 1 Story, section 801.
I made inquiry also of Mr. Spofford, the Congressional Librarian,
and on research he states to me that he found no case that did not come
within the statement that officers only were prosecuted, and his
researches, as you all know, are usually exhaustive and complete.
Hence I will assume that thi~:~ is the definition of what impeachment
means, official crime per se; and the Con~:~titution, when it says the
Sen':tte shall have the power to try all impeachments, says this Senate
shall have power to try all cases of official crime; the House of Representatives, it is to be remembered, is the power to prosecute, the
House having a. discretion whether they will call all official crime
before yon or not.
I wish also to cite from Blount's case as an authority to show that
in that case this view was asserted and not denied ; that is, that the
definition of impeachment itself meant officia.l crime. On page 2266
of the volume of the Annals of Congress containing that tlia.l, I read
from the ar(J'ument of Mr. Dallas-and here I may say that Wooddeson himseif, by not considerin~ the force of what Justice Blackstone had said, left the impressiOn that commoners as commoners,
not in office, were subject to impeachment, and that is commented on
by Mr. Dallas in his argument. He says:
Speaking of Wooddeson's lecturesThat all the king's subjects are impeachable in Parliament ; but with this distinction, that a peer may be so accused before his peers of any crime, a commoner
(though perhapR it was formerly otherwise) can now be charged with misdemeanors
only, not with any capital offense." This ~sition, however, must be understood
in coincidence with the general policy preVIously stated; and then all subjects are
impeachable, berause all subjects may be magistrates and public officers. The instances specifted in Wooddeson are all of an official nature; and no other description of impeaehment by the CoiD.IDons can be traced in the English books.

So that :Mr. Dallas has made tho same investigation apparently that
I have with reference to this subject, and came to tho conclusion,
after examining the authorities cited by 'Mr. Wooddeson and the several digests, and found that the very word "impeachment" itself defined that it included nothing but official crime.
The Constitution recognizes two characters of crime as distinct;
those committed by an officer in his official relation, to which an
official punishment aa a penalty is affixed; the other, individual crime
by the citizen, of which a personal punishment is the incident; and
althou~h the officer a,nd the citizen may be one, and he may commit
two crrmes, the official and personal, by one act he cannot in the
same tribunal receive punishment. for both, but if both are to be punished, the operation of two different tribunals must be invoked. The
official crimo, a.s such, cannot be punished in the ordinary courts of
llllw. Then if the official crime is not to pass unpunished, it must be
punished by this court. To justify the conclusion that a character
of crime that strikes at the foundation of civil government is by a
subsequent repugnant clause in the greater number of instances
placed beyond the reach of the powers of the only court by which it
can be punished, is scarcely to be credited. If to this be added the
fact that such~ conclusion must always leave it to the option of the
criminal whether he will be punished or not, re.quires a. larger development of credulity than the most of mankind can ever be exp~cted
to possess.
Now, is there such a repugnancy between this clause and the general grant which went before as to call for this superabundant credulity f If this section be considered in the view that it has" Rome
jurisdictional power or effect more than merely to require upon the
commission of a given character of impeachable offense by a. certain
class of officers and conviction therefor a. fixed punishment must be
inflicted, which is the view most favomble to the defendant, then it
must be claimed a repugnancy arises from the fad that the criminal
must be a. civil officer of the United States. This is not repugnant
to the general grant, as it is only one who is or was an officer of the
United States who could commit an impeachable crime, as the offen e
must be official. In this we join hands with the honorable counsel
and say that he must be an officer of the United States. But the material question arises after this, When must hf; be an officer of the
United States f .At the time he committed the crime, or at the time
he is convicted f
Unless this question is to be answered in opposition to all the course
of procedure in cdminallaw, it is the locality or status of the criul-
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inal at tbe commission of the crime that establishes alike his guilt
and the jurisdiction to which he should be hehl amenable.
If this clause of the Constitution may be viewed in tliree different
aspects, the aspect that he might be impeached after election for an
oftense committed before he went into office would fill all that has
been discussed by the counsel for the defenda.nt. That is, a man
might commit treason to-da,y, he might commit bribery to-day, be
might have received a presidential pardon therefor, and four years
from this time be might be elected to office ; and, if his being in office
and conviction of treason and bribery, according to the llmitn.tions
they propose to use this article for, were the terms that defined the
impeaching power, be could, for that bribery for which be had been
pardoned, still be impeached and removed from office. This is not
true. There is Rome time at which it means he shall be an officer. It
does not mean that he shall always have been an officer, but it men.ns
some specific time, and we maintain that that specific time, in accordance with every precedent in criminal ln.w, is the time at which the
offense was committed. It is the loca,lity or status of tho criminal n.t
the commission of the crime that estn.blishes alike his guilt :tnd the
jurisdiction to which he shall be amenable.
.
If the crime be committed in one county or district and after the
deed is done the criminaJ escapes into another county, the jurisdiction of the court where the crime is committed is never questioned.
An illustration was used by one of the defendant's counsel to show
that they could step out of the jurisdiction of a criminal court. He
called to his ::t8sistance the fragile fabric of civil cases to illustrate
this criminal one. I take the ground now distinctly that t.his is a
criminal case; thn.t removal from office and disqualification is a punishment; and, in support of this, the case of Cummings vs. State of
Missouri, 4 Walla{le, n.nd In re Garland, in tho same volume, fully
corroborate me that it is a punishment; a-nd we think that this is
conformable to the doctrine asserted on impeachments heretofore.
If a statute declare that certain acts of a cashier of a bank or other
tr11stee shall constitute embezzlement, it would never for a moment
be entertained that the criminal by resigning the office of cashier or
trustee could thereby escape the punishment for his crime by pleading that at the time of information or trial bad he was not cashier
or trustee, and therefore was not covered by the provisions of the
penal statute. All the statutes with reference to that subject speak
of the crime, that if the cashier did so and so, or if tho trustee did so
and so, he shall suffer such and snnh punishment. Should not this case
receive the same construction f Substitute for cashier or trustee the
ca eofaPresidentcommittingtrea.son, bribery, &c., and what interpretation would you ~ive itT You would say it did not mean he must be
President itt the time of trial. You would sav that it does not mean he
must be President at th"' time of conviction or at the time of sentence.
But you would say it means he must be President at t.he time he did
this wrong. AR to the illustmtiou proposed by defendant's counsel, if
General Jackson were living at the Hermitage to-day and the House
should see proper to impeach him for some removal of the deposits
from banks while he was President would you have authority to try f
I say if he committed the crime while in office and the House of Representatives of the United States, endowed as they are with the right
to judge whether he shall be impeached or not, say he should be impeached you have the power to try him, whether it was General Jackson or no matter who it was.
There is no limitation to crime except that by express statutory enactment. Limitations to crime are made by statute, and not by inferences. At the common law, if a. servant killed his master or a wife
her husba.nd, it was petit treason. If a servn.nt should plead that the
deceatied, at the time of informn,tion made or at the time of verdict
rendered, was uot his master, that. would be the truth ; still the court
would reply, as we reply to this defendant," You were his servant at
the time of the commission of the crime, and your condition at the
time you did the deed is that which fixes your guHt or innocence."
Almost every penal statute for the punishment of crimes by an officer
speaks of the subject of the statute as an officer of the United States;
yet it never or.curred that it at all implied that the criminal 11.hould,
at the time information wag made against him, be an officer of the
United States. He may hn.ve resigned, but the stain of his crime remains.
· This we will illustrate by the very case under discussion. Allow
me to call your att-ention for a minute to the very statute under which
in a criminal court this defendant would have to be brought to the
bar, (section 1781, Revised Statutes.) If a court should give the
same construction to the statuto which the counsel for the defendant
a k you t.o give to the Constitution of the United States, they would
4ave to refuse jurisdiction, for it speaks of him as an officer of the
United States. Take section 1781:
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the Constitution, using identically the same language that is used in
every statute relating to the same subject-matter, shall receive a different construction from that which every court under all circumstances has given to such statut.esf We maintain that there is not
even plausible color for _such an argument as that. If yon yourselves
should appear in any court of criminal jurisdiction with such a plea,
it occurs to me that you would feel that you were disgraced in your
professional character.
Then that portion of the section, "the President, Vice-President,
and all civil officers of the United States, shall," &c., by the ordinary
rules of construction signifies th;J.t the time when the accused was
required to be an officer of the United Sta.tes is at the time of committing the crime.
I refer to the case of Lord George Sackville, who at the battle of
Minden comm:tnded the British forces under Prince Ferdinand, who
for disobedience to the command of his superior officer or cowardice
fell into disgrace. In September, 1759, he resigned. His resignation
was accepted immediately, and bo was dismissed from all official employment. In February, 1760, a court-martial was called to try him.
The question wa.s submitted to the twelve judges of England whether
a citizen could be subjected to a court-martial. The judges responded
that he could. After full consideration they decided h1m subject to
the judgment of that tribunal, notwithstanding his resignat.ion. He
was accordingly tried by court-martial and convicted.
On this same subject I will call the att.cntion of the Senate for a
moment to Scott on Military Law. With this authority one of the
honorable counsel for the defendant must be very familiar, for be delivered an opinion upon it, I see at the foot of the page. But I "hall
not quote his opinion as an estoppel. Estoppel seems to be the favorite doctrine of the counsel for the defendant. I will not nsk that
he shall be estopped by it, but I will ask if it is the truth yon shall
accept it.
Section 630 is as follows:
No person shall be liable to be tried and punished by a general court-martial for
any offense which shall "ppear to h.we been committed more than two years before
the issuing of the order for such trial, unless the person, by rea.son of having absented hinisclf, or some other manifest impediment, shall not have boon amenable
to justice within that periotl

I now read from the note:
In the only instances in which this phase of the question of jurisdiction has been
passed npon by the civil courtd of our own country, it hns been affirmed that the

.Jnrisdictionofcolll'ts-Jlill.l'tialcomprehended:illoffenseacommitted while the offender
is subject to the Rules and Articles of War, whether he had or had not continued
in the military service.

That is, all offenses commitfe.d while he was sn bject to the Articles
of War, whether at the time of trin.l he had or had not continued in
the military service.
Mr. Cushing at one time delivered au opinion that be could not be
tried ; that whenever he went out of service the power of the courtmartial to try him was ~one; that its jurisdiction was divested. In
colli!Oquence of this opinwn of Caleb Cuehing, au express statutory enactment wag made to repudiate that doctrine as found in a section in
the same work. I have not the sections rightly nnm be red, and, as it
will take me too long to find it, I will not read the section enacted
for the purpose of avoiding the opinion given by Mr. Cushing. This
is Mr. Cushing's opinion :
Attorney-General Wirt was of opinion that soldiers discharged in consequence
of the re-orypnization of 18Zl were no longer subject to military law, at least; for
the completion of a punishment which in its charncter looks to their restora-tien to
the milit.'l.ry service when the punishment shall be over, as sentences to confinement, hard labor, &c. There is color for the opposite opinion, but I hold this to be
the safest aD.!lsonndest on the L'low as it stands.

Judge Black, while Attorney-General, delivered the following opinion:
It is by no means clear that t-his circumstance (the dismissal of the officer whose
case was then under advidement] p1'\Ced him beyond the jurisdiction of a courtmartial.

He remarked also that~nrisdiction of a court·martial unde-r such circumstances was
unanimously sustained by the twelve juc.lged in the case of Lord Geo~e Sackville, and their decision is recognized as the law by Tyler, page 113, in Griffith's
Notes, page 32, and in other respectable works on military law and courts-martiaL

In England the

This point was incidental only t.o the question before Mr. Black, and
be explained that its introductionWas not for the purpose of pronouncing an opinion upon it, but to avoid miscon.
ception, because silence would have been regarded as an admission that the jurisdiction of a court-martial expires with the solaier's term of service.
,

Section 1070 of Scott's Military Law reads as follows:
This article of war-

Section 630, which I have read-

is a statute of limit.'lotions in case of proceedings to punish persons for offenses
Every member of Congress or any officer or agent of the Government who di- "a.risir•g in the land forces." As at present advised, I do not see what provision
rectly or indirectly t'l.kes, receives, or agrees to receive any money, property, &c.- oi the Constitution, or statute, or principle of common law can be invoked to prethe arrest and trial of a person by court-martial for a military offense com.· Going on and giving the limit of the punishment. The language vent
mitted while such person was an officer or soldier of the Army of the United States

}"-

Every member of Congress or any officer or chief of any Departmtmt of the Government.

after-

Italicizedafter the expiration of the term of service, so that the order for the trial is issued
within the time limited by the Article of War.

Their plea to the cour~ of the District of Colnmbia.wonld be, "I am
not au officer of the Umted States, as that statute says. Not being
That is, within two years.
an oft1c~r of the United Stat.es, can yon prosecute me f Have I not And so in principle it seems to have been held in the case of Lord Goorge Sack.
made out a full and complete ca-sef'' Senators, how can you say that ville, as reported by Tyler in his trea_tise on courts· martial.
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1~71. fn tha~ case it ~ppeared that, as tbe<~efend::t?t ha~ be~ndismisscd from His
MaJesty_ s serVIce preVIously to the _prosecntio_n a_glll;ns_t hun, It was doubted un~er.
the mutiny act whether he was subJeCt to the Juri dtction of the court; upon which
that question was referred to the twelve judges, who certified that under the circumstances of the case they saw no reason to doubt the juris£liction of the court·
mar~al.
. .
.
.
.
1012. In f'e Will1am Walker, deruded ~yMr: JustiCe \_Viltle, of the supreme cou~t
of Massachusetts, and after consultation With and With the concurrence of b1s
urother juclges, and reported in .American Jmist, .April number, 18:10, it was held
that a seaman who had committed a naval offense, and had been arrellted therefor
o~ thedaypr~cedin_gtheexpilation_of ~s term of his service, might be detained ~or
!'nal and purus~ent a~r the exp1ration of ~uch ~ In the ~urse of the opm1on the learned JUdge mtes the case of Sackville, c1ted supra, Wlth approval; and
upon the general question says:
.
.
.
"It is true that. a seaman is not bound to do semce after the term of his enlistR!E>nt. But within that term he i~ bound ~ obse~ve the rules an~ regulations pro·
v1ded_for ~egl?ve~entof the Na:'Y, af:ld Is purushab!e for all CI~esan~l o!fen_ es
comm1tted m VIOlation of thoro dlll'lll~ his term of serVIce. There 18 no limitation
of time within which he is to be prosecuted and tried for such offenses, but if there
were it would be sufficient to show that the prosecution was commenced within
the time of lilnitation."
In corroboration of this view, I suggest the principle that when
any one enters upon an office he is not relieved from all the duties
and responsibilities of that office, civil and criminal, until they are
fully discharged.
The punishment by impeachment is an incident of a civil office,
and be can no more throw off Iris responsibility criminally than he
could throw off hit:~ responsibility civilly to account for the moneys
that came to his hands. His official duties are not consummated
until u.fter ho shall have performed all and subjected himself to every
requirement of the law under which he went into office.
Therefore, it seems tome there is not even color for saying that this
man is now ont of office for the purpose of this prosecution, because
he has not fulfi1led all his responsibilities nor discharged a.l l his duties. If he had retained some money that might haY~ come to his
hands, for which he was by law accountable, would his resignation
<lischarge him from his obligation t.o accou11t for itT Not for a moment. If he has violated duties more sacred than that, will his resignation discharge him 7 It does not seem to me that such an allegation
conforms to reason
The case of' a discharged soldier seems a case much stronger than
the present, as the courts-martial, with their judgments and sentences, are limited in jurisdiction, obnoxious to the common law, and
always watched with suspicious vigilance. If a court-martial, whose
jurisdiction is limited to the soldiery, a jurisdiction which we as freemen have always been taught to regard with the utmost vigilance
and against which we would give the strictest construction, would
not say that they could not take cognizance of, a crime committed uy
a soluier when he was not in the Army 'becanse lie was dischal'ged,
can this court of impeachment acting as the representative of thirtyseven sovereign States! I wonld not say that you wi~ give a different
construction to that power of attorney, the Constitution of the United
States! by which the people have authorized you to act. It is a
question that onght to be decided, and ought to he uecifled in favor
of that which requires the highest degree of care, and imposes upon
the officer the fulle t responsibility that he assumed at the time he
entered on the duties of his office. The status of the criminal when
he commits the crime is the plane on which he is to be judged.
The next ground on which it may be claimed that this <:lanse is repugnaut to the general grant of jurisdiction is that all civil officers
who are convicted on impeachment of treason, bribery, or high crimes
and misdemeanors shonlu be removed from office. From this it is
nrgued if the conrt, from the condition of the criminal, cannot inflict
the whole punishment pre cribed by law, it has no j uriscliction and
caunot inflict any portion of H. Such a statement in tl1e ordinary
courts of justice would meet with little favor. In larceny, the judgment nsually prescribed is thn.t the goods be returned with fine and
imprisonment. If tbe criminal w.ts likely to be prosecuted he could
go back and res ore the goods, nnd if this principle should hold, plead
that the whole sentence which he had the lawful right to rcc~ive
coultl not be inflicted, aud therefore he would not su bruit to any trial
or puni hment. The pauper who shonld commit a. crime which would
entitle him to tine aud hnprisonmeut woulcl plead his in 'olvency and
divest the jurisdiction of the court. The felon who for some previous
crime had been imprisoned for a limited time in tho ·e St;ttes in whicli
murder in the first degree is pnnisued with imprisonment for life
mig-ht wit.h impunity murder his jailer or any of his fellow-prisoners
with whom he might be brought in contact, and when called to the
criminal bar plead to the jurisuiction of the court that they could not
imprison him for life in that he was now under a sentence for a part
· f
h h d f h
1. •
thereof, ~n d as b e could not receive r~m t e au. so t e ~ourt ul3
full and JUSt de erts he must have the nght to claun exemptwn from
tri.-'11 and judgment.
'l'bis mode of reasoning is treating the punishment as a rill'ht of the
.
.
.
. .
.
.
.
. o .
cnmm~l, mstead of hts tgno~mny, blS pumshment. The CrJUJt?al cannot. ass1gn as error that the JUdgment was more favora.ble to him thanthe case required. ( 4 lllackstone, page 395.) . Then it is not for this
rlefendant to complain if his punishment in case of convictiou is not
commemmrate with his deserts.
I may state here as a general principle that the fact that a court
has not power to enforce its judgments is never a ground on which
you can divest jurisuiction. If it were, what would be the condition
of onr civil co.urts nowt In one-bali or one-third of all the judgruents they render, to u~:~e a common phrase, they get beaten in the

execution; they cannot enforce their judgment. They put out their
execution· but tbev cannot collect the money And ay thi defend,
' l " ·
f _
~n~ S ~Ot~nse : If you Ca?not ~n ot "O your sentence, you b:we no
JUTISdlCtiOn; yon cannot gtve a JUdgL...ent." You canqot argue from
the want of bility of the court to carry out that which it ueciues
that it has no J'uri diction to decide. It has never be n admitted
.
.
'
and never
be, I thmk. In the. c_a e of Rhode Island ~8. l\ias acbusetts a bill was filed by the solic1tor of Rhode Island m the Supreme Court of the United States to settle the boundary between the
State of Massachusetts and the State of Rhode Island and this very
.
' .
plea wru;; mterl?osed that the ?ourt ~ould not enforc.e 1t.s senten~e ;
"how will you Issue an executiOn or u;sue auy mandate to a sovermgn
State saying you shall abide by this boundary or this judgment which
we shall reuder!" The SUJireme Court after con iderincr it fully
.
'
?
'
and after Jt had been argneu by the first lawyer of the na.t10u at that
time, decided they bad juri diction. Because they could not ca,rry
out their decree could not prevent the court from rendering a jndg.
ment that would be binding. It does not follow that the court cannot enter into a case for want of jnriscliction. The personal inability
of a defendant to receive and sutfer the full sentence of a court. cannot be interposed as a ground why the jurisdiction of the court shall
not be sustained. That was well illustrated by my colleague ye terday [Mr. KNoTT] concerning the benefit of clergy. Because the
thumb cannot be burned, therefore there can be no judgment by the
court, and therefore the jurisdiction of the tribunal would Le ou ted!
Can you sustain such a view as that in this tribunal t
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, before the manager leaves that part
of the case which he was discussing under the Articles o.f War relative
to courts-martial, I have a question to propound.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the inquiry
propounded by the Senator from Dlinois.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Article 61 of the Articles of War provides tbat any officer who is
convicted of conduct unbecoming au officer and a gentleman shall bedismissed from the service. In a case where au officer of the Army
should be ti·ied under this article of war, after becoming a private
citizen, what would be the jmlgment of the court-martial t
1\Jr. Manager JENKS. The judgment would be nothing, as it was
in the case of Rhode Island vs. Massachusetts. It does not divest the
power of the court to try; it uoes not say that the court is pflwerless
because the defendant is incapable to receive sentence. This is the
want of capacity of the defenuant, and not of the court; and a plea
to the juri ruction must be to the court, and not to the defendant.
The plea on the part of the defendant of his incapacity mn~t ue to
the court, and not to the defendant. A plea on the part of the defendant of his incapacity must be put in bar. For instance, a criminal court
cannot convict an insane person; bnt Auppo e one who is insane had
committed a murder and he came into court under proper proce ,
would the attorneSr for that insane man plead "the court has no jurisdiction," or would he plea<! the incapacity of the defendantT If they
c.hange their plea, and say "we are incapable," then that question
would be pertinent; but this is a question of jurisdiction a to the
court, and not of capacity as to the uefendant. We say he may be aa
incapable as can be, but that does not affect your power; it does
not affect this question; so that you c:mnot reason at !til, from the
fact that the defendant cannot comply with the sentence of auy court
or th3,t you cannot put any penalty upon him, that you are powerless.
It is he that is impotent, uot the court.
My colleague [Mr. HOAR] al o suggests (but the answer I have given
I belie, e is the legal answer) that that is a case where the whole penalty is removal from the service. It would then come within the j liTisdiction of the House of Representatives to jndge-that is their cliscretionary power-whether they would impeach or not. It WOilld not
be a qnestion for the Senate, but a question of propriet.y on the part
of the House, whether they would impeach; and, after they have
passed upon the propriety of that, whether you can render a judgme11t
or not is immaterial if you have power to try.
I would also call your attention very briefly a little further to this
view of the case, that the per ona.l incapacity of a defendant never
'divests the jurisdiction of a conrt. On that point I would refer to an
authority not altogether unfamilia.r, I apprehend, Blackstone's Commentaries. Treatiug of tllis uhject eoncerning those who after judgment cannot receive sentence, he says :
Another cause of regular reprieve is if the offender becomes non co-mpos between the _jurlgment and the award of executiou: for reg:ularl.y_, as was ~ormerly
observed, thou~~ a man be C01n1l08 wheD; he_ com~ts a cap~tal.cnme, .vet, if he becomes non com poi! after, he shall not b milioted; if after mdtctment, he shall not
be con>icted; if after conviction, he shall not recei>ejudgrmmt; if after judgment,
he shall not l>e ordered for execution; forjurimtus solo furore punitur, and the lawl
knows not bn~ h~ might ~ave offer~ some reason, .if in _his senses, to ha'\"e sta?e<L
~hese respective proceeumg~. It 1s therefore an mvanable rnle, when :my time
mtervenes between the attamder and the awarcl of execution, to demand of the
pri oner what he hath to allege why execution should not be awardell again t him;"
and if be appears to be insane the juclge in his discretion may aml onght to reprieve him. (Blackstone's Commentaries, Book 4, chapter 31, pages 395, 396.)
'!'bat is, it amounts to a suspension of judgment. Suppose this defondant, after the prosecution bad been in tituted, had resigned; _
if the want of power to inflict the sentence is a question which is adclre ed to the jurisdiction of t.he court, then he could come in anu
plead that you cannot judge this case, and yon would have to stop right
t-here. Then, if he hould be appointed to office again, what would
be the result t It ~ould then just come in the same position of an in-

w:n
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sane man; you would proceed with the judgment; and, if the removal must clivest your power to pass any sentence and take away
from you the right to disqualify, (which we maintain it does not by
any logical view of the case,) all you could do would be simply to find
the truth, and reserve your judgment, a-s the court would in a ca.se of
insanity, until he should be competent to receive the judgment.
But let us take another view of this case. Suppose a man had been
found guilty of murder, and he had been sentenced, and the day for
execution had been fixed, and in order to avoid that execution be
should drink himself int.o a state of maudlin insanity, and then, as
you could not inflict punishment upon one insane, be would insist
that you could not proceed with your execution. This would apply
in this defendant's case. He himself, by his own act, ·has rendered
himself incompetent, if he is rendered incompetent1 and he cannot
plead that more than a man who drank himself drunk to prevent execution could prevent execution thereby. Wherever it is the fault
of the defendant himself that be is disqualified, although he may be
maudlin and really insane, yet he must suffer the punishment of the
law when that weakness or incapacity is artificial, made by himself.
So this defendant, if he comes in after you have granted him a reprieve,
and says, "I have resigned for the purpose of dodging your jurisdict-ion," you would say, as the executioner would say, "No man can take
advantage of hi~; own default to clear himself from the result of his
demerits."
Bnt this may be viewed in another aspect. If the rea-son why this
court has not jurisdiction is that the judgment of removal from office
cannot be rendered, then if he were re-appointed he would be within
the reach of that portion of the judgment; the reason would cease
to exist and he would be subject to impea-chment. The court of impeachment would have jurisdiction every time he might be re-appointed, but that ,jurisdiction would be divested as often as he might
resi!!ll; and if it is only becam~e the judgment of removal cannot be
rendered that the jurisdiction of the court is divested, the defendant
need not resign till after the trial shall ha\e been fully gone tbrou(J'h
with, all except the judgment. If he finds it is going against him he
can re ign, and, as a plea to the jurisdiction is never too late, he may
:plead it before the sentence, and the court, perhaps after weeks or
months of laborious investigation, can only dissolve and make its
be t bow t-o the citizen of Iowa or elsewhere for having arrogated to
itself the right to try a private citizen whom the House of Representatives of the Untted States had been so presumptuous as to arraign
at its bar. Aft~r the court should have dissolved and the House of
Representatives had got fairly established at their legislative duties,
the President, a-s some kind of compensa,tion or atonement to this
private citizen for the persecution to which he had been subjected,
could re-:Lppoint him to the same office; and, as often .!18 the pertinacity
of the peoplo should demand a new prosecution, a new resi~nation
and a new re-appointment could be gone through wit.h ann tile very
purpose of all the provisions of the Constitution with reference to
impeachment be thwarted j and this, too, in the face of the constitutional provision which dames to the President the power of pa.rdon in
cases of impeachment.
This, with other similar considerations, leads us to conclude that the
signification of this clan e with reference to the subject of impeachment should not be construed as repugn!Lnt to the geneml gmnt to
the Senate of power to try all impeachments, bnt simply signifies
that if the criminal civil officer shall not before have been removed,
the removal shall in all cases be inflicted as part of the sentence of
the court. ·
·
Then to this grant in the Constitution which is general there is
no proviso, no exception or repugnant clause within which the ca.se
under discussion comes. This view is corroborated by Ur. Rawle,
who in his Commentaries on the Constitution, after discussing the
persons who a.re liable to impe3.Chment, concludes in the following
language:
From the reasons already given it is obvious that the only persons liable to impeachment are those who are or have been in public office. (Rawle on the Constitution, page 243.)
•
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taining its ,jurisdiction in this case. In the impeachment of Warren
Hast-i ngs it appears t.bat resolutions were passed for his recall from
India as governor-general of Bengal, in consequence of which, on the
16th of J nne, 1785, he returned to London, and the first step toward
his impeachment was not taken until the 17th of February, 1786,
which was a motion made by Mr. Burke for a copy of the correspondence between him and _the company from January, 1785, to January,
1786; and on the 4th day of April, 1786, articles of impeachment were
by Mr. Burke presented to the House of Commons against Warren
Bastings, late governor-general of Bengal, as " lat.e Secretary of War"
here. This case has a peculiar significance when it is remembered
that it was so very recent as to be immediately in the presence of the
framers of the Constitution-their daily reading at the very time they
were engaged in their labor. In discussing the subject of impeachment, Colonel Mason expressly cited it to show the scope of the power
of impeachment in England, as appears by the Madison Papers, volume
3, page 1528.
This case was immediately before the convention that framed the
Constitution at the time they framed it, and when it was before them
and it was a known fact t.hat he was only a subject of England. If
the convention had meant to say that it was not the status of the
criminal at the time of committing the crime that fixed the jurisdiction, would they not have taken some pains to make the distinction
between the English constitution and onrs in regard to this subject f
To me this seems a pregnant nel?ative. If they had not meant that
this very case which wa-s then Cited before them, was in their daily
papers, should not be regarded as a,nything of a guide as to what impeachment meant, is it not singular that they never thought to guard
this by an e~-press .clause that an officer could not be impeached after
he had gone out of office !
On a prior day from the same authority we learn that the query
with those who framed the Constitution was not, ns it is with us,
whether one who had been an officer but was out of office could be
impeached, but the very reverse; whether it would be proper to impeach the President or Vice-President while in offic,e.
In the Madison Papers, volume 2, page 1153, the following discussion occurred, as cited by the honorable counsel for the defendant.
Allow me to read to you first the resolution, because you cannot derive the full signification of the motion unless you know the resolution on which it was founded, and in this resolution you will note
the fact that it was only with reference to the President. There
were no'' civil officers" included in the clause, concerning which this
motion was made, but only the President. It is article 9, as introduced by the committee:
9. Resolved, That a national f'xecntive be instituted, to consist of a single pel"
son, w be chosen by the national legislature for the tenn of seven years, with

pO\~er to carry into execution the n:.twnal laws, w appoint to oftiCPs in oases not
otherwise provided for, to be ineli~ible a. second time, and to be removable on impeachment and conviction of malpractices or neglect of duty.

This has reference only to the President. Mr. ·Pinckney and Gouverneur Morris made the following motion with reference to that
resolution :
Mr. Pinckney and Mr. Gouverneur Morris moved to strike ont this part of the
resolution :
To be removable on impeao~ont nnd conviction of malpractice or neglect of
dut.y.
Mr. Pinckney observed, he ought not to be impeachable while in oJ!iu.

Not while out of office, but he ought not to be impeachable 1vh.ile
in office. The query with them was whether be should be impeacha.ble only iu office. Did not that in itself imply that he was to be impeachable when out of office f The clause conferring the general
power of impeachment had gone before; but here it was proposed
to impose a special penalty on the President who should be guilty of
these particular crimes," malpractice or neglect of duty." This clause
alone referred to him; and then the motion was to strike out removal
from office, because he ought not to be impeachable 'tvhile in office, leaving him subject to the general jurisdiction which had gone before,
that be should be impeachable at the discretion of the Honse. But
the inquiry was should he be subject to punishment of nmwval and
other disqualifications f Then Mr. Davie, in reply to this motion
that the Presicleut ought not to be impeachable 1ohile in office, said:

And this "have been" is not in parenthesis, as the honorable counsel
for the defendant seemed to think it was. It is a distinct substantive
part of the sentence, and the best-considered parL of the sentence
If he.be not impeachable while in office he will spare no efforts or means whatprobably in the whole paragraph. Judge Story expressly leaves it
to ~et himself r6-(llected. He considered this as an essential security for the
an open question, dismissing its further consideration by saying of it ever
good behavior of the Executive.
and a cognate questionWhat good would it do him to be re-elected if he could not be imThey are brought before the learned reader as matters still sub judice, the final
deci~ion of whicli may be reasonably left to the high tribunal oonstitutingtheoourt
peached anyway if he was out of office 7 If it meant, as the learned
of impeachment when oooa.sion will arise. (Story on the Coildtitution, ~ 805.)
counsel suggested it did mean, that he 6hou1d not be impeached afIn reference to Judge St.ory, the defendant's counsel have quot~d ter he had gone out of office, how would it be a harbor of safety for
that· authority as corroborating the view that an officer is not im- him to seek a I'e-election' This is what Mr. Davie said: ''He would
peachable after he shall have resigned. Such is clearly not what then spare no means to secure re-election" to avoid impeachment.
Judge Story meant. As in all the rest of his works, he presented the He need not take that pains according to the learned counsel for the
arguments pro and con, usually as they had been presented by others. defendant, because when he had gone out of office he would become
If he bad a distinctly formed opinion of his own, he announced it; if a citizen, and he would make his best bow to the tribunal and say,
he had none, he left it open. If there had been ajudicialinvestiga.- "You cannot impeach a citizen." So we sa-y that the vm-y reverse of
tion of the subject and it had passed under judgment, it was then an- what the counsel for the defendant has cited this for is what the
nounced. So Judge Story meant just what be said when he said it framers of the Coristitution meant.
Ur. Wu.soy concurred in the necessity of making the Executive impeachable
must be left to you, and you alone, to settle this question ; and now
while in office.
it is for you to ettle.
Mr. GoUVEru."EUR MORRIS. He can do no criminal act without ooadjurors, who
English precedent, whence the framers of the Constitution derived may be punished. In case he should be re-elected, that will be a sufficient proof
their opinions on the subject, are distinctly in favor of the court re- of his innocence. Besides, who is to impeach ~ Is the impeachment to suspend
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his functions1 If it is not, the mischief will go on. If it is, the impeachment will
be nearly equivalent to a displacement, and Will render the Executive dependent
on those w bo are to impeach.
Colonel MABON. No point is of more importance than that the right of impeachment should be continued.

They were not discussing, as the learned counsel says, whether the
right of impeachment should exist at all, but whether the President,
speaking of him alone a.nd no other civil officer, should be removed.
The query was whether he ought to be impeached while in office or
left until after he had gone out, as indicated by Mr. Mason :
Sh'lU any man be above justice 7 Above all, shall that man be above it who can
commit the most extensive in,justice 1 Wben great crimes were committed, he was
for punishing the principal as well as the coadjutors.

So that it seems to me that this authority, instead of sustaining
the eccentric view of it taken by the learned counsel for the defendant, is the very reverse. After very elaborate discussion our ancestors concluded that a President might be impeachable while in office.
During all that discnssion on this very subject, it never occurred to
any one to doubt the propriety of impeachment after the criminal
had gone out of office. Had the learned coUllsel for the defendant
been there with this plea and suggested that the President could not
be impeached after he was out of office, how completely would the
subject of impeachment have been exhausted. Mr. Pinckney would
have denied the propriety of impeachment while in office. The learned
counsel would have chimed in with the impropriety of impeaching
the President after he had gone out of office. The result would have
been pretty nearly what it would be now if resignation could be
plea-ded in bar of jurisdiction on impeachment. This subject of impeachment would have been completely eliminated from the Consti~~~

.

Another case of impeachment in the English Honse of Lords ocmured in 1806, which, ao a precedent, from the facts on which it was
founded, may afford some light on the question now to be decided.
Viscount Melville was appointed to the office of treasurer of the navy
on the 19th of August, 1782, in which he continued till the lOth of
April, 1783. He was re-appointed on the 5th of January, 1784, and
remained in office until the 1st of June, 1800. On the 8th of April,
1S05, Mr. Whitbred introduced resolutions of censure and on the 9th
moved in the Honse of Commons an address to the king praying his
removal from the king's council. He had been transferred from
treasurer of the navy to the king's council in the mean time. While
this matter was under discussion Viscount Melville, on the lOth of
April, resigned, just as this defendant resigned while this discussion
was pending in the House of Representatives. The resignation was
accepted the same day (as this was) and notice thereof officially communicated to the House of Commons on the 29th of May, 1805. Mr.
Whitbred gave notice in the House of Commons of a motion for the
impeachment of Lord Melville. In pursuance of this motion articles
were drawn, including, among others, t.ransactions that occurred in
the first term of his incumbency of the office of treasurer of the
navy; and, although at the time of trial he held no office in England
and it had been twenty-two years since be hn.d first laid down the
office which he held at the time of the commission of Mome of the alleged crimes, the House of Peers took cognizance of the ca-se and
fully tried the defendant. · At the time of trial twenty-four years
had elapsed since some of the alleged criminal acts had been done.
This case would establish at the same time that resignation di-d not
divest jurisdiction and that without an express statutory enactment
official impeachable crime is without limitation as to the time of its
prosecution. Once guilty, he is for life at the mercy of the impeaching tribunal.
'fhe case of Judge Barnard bas been cited by several of my collE.\agnes and discussed somewhat at length. It is the only American
precedent directly upon the question under consideration. As to that,
it is only necessary to say that the court sustained the jurisdictional
power of impeachment. The likeness between that and this is more
than an analogy.
Blount's case has been cited by the le:trned counsel, and one of them
asserted as a part of his discussion of this case that we must stand
upon the same principle that was there asserted, that all persons are
liable to impeachment; and it has been announced by the second
counsel who spoke for the defendant that the question you were to
decidewaswhetheryou had jurisdiction over forty million people. We
take no such ground as that, but distinctly repudiate it, and say that
our definition of impeachment, which we maintain is correct and derived from the whole series of adjudicated cases, confines this; that
the jurisdiction of the Senate by the very naming of impea-chment
per se is confined to official crimes, and there are not forty million officers
in the United States, although there is a considerable number of them.
But you have jurisdiction of every criminal official offense, of every
official crime which may be committed by an officer, and it is in the
discretion of the Honse of Representatives whether they will prosecute
all official crimes before you or not. It was anticipated, doubtless, by
the framers of the Constitution that the House of Representatives
would eliminate all casos from thos-e within their discretionary power
except such as from their character deserved judgment from this tribunal. So we do not stand npon that ground, but the very reverse;
that no person can be impeached here who did not commit, au
official crime, and that no one who has not been an officer of the United
States can commit an official crime.

The Senator is not an officer of the United States; the Congressman is not an officer of the United States. WhyT In the formation
of our Government three element.s entered. There were the people,
the States, and the General Government. The people are represented
by the Congressmen; they receive their commissions directly from
the people. 'fhey are the officers of the people of a State, and not of
the United States. They may do official duty with reference to the
United States, a.s some other State officers do now; but they are still
officers of the State. Tho Senators represent the sovereignity of the
several States; they represent the States, and as such are officers of
the States, and not of the United States. So that a Senator is not
impeachable in that he is not an officer of the Unjted States. A Congressman is not impeachable in that he is not an officer of the United
States but an officm· of the people of a State.
It leaves it, then, that those cognizable before this court are only
those who are the Government officers of the United States, who are
offioors alike for every State, who receive their powers alike from
every State, directly or indirectly, who are commissioned by the people of all the States, or who are commissioned by some person representing the people of all the States. So that the officers of tho United
States are those included in the execntive department of the Government, and every officer of that executive department we conceive to
be impeachable before this tribunal.
Now, why should it be that a civil officer should be impeachable
rather than a military officer t Is the one more dangerous tha.n the
other T Were the framers of the Constitution more careful to guard
one than the other f No. They simply took this into consideration:
This provision simply meant that it was imperatiYe that on impeachment for certain crimes of a high grade, civil officers should be removed. Why not military officers f Because military talent is of a
peculiar character. One man in an army may not represent only one
man, but his name may be good for a. thousand, ten thousand, or
more. Suppose yon take the case of the Duke of Marlborough-a
man noted perhaps for his avarice-a man who, if he had been prosecuted for official malpractice under our Constitution, would have
been removed from office had this power been extended to military
officers as well as civil officers; but to remove the Duke of Marlborough from the head of the armies of Engl::md would ha:ve been equivalent to yielding her place as a. military nation in the face of the
world. So there is a reason why military officers should not be necessarily removed. You may remove them. If the dema.nds of the
Republic require yon should remove them you should do it, but yon
are not compellen by the Constitution to do it. That is why it was
ma.de applica.ble to civil officers alone, and in reference to civil officers we have daily and hourly indications that if the very best of
civil officers were to be removed, highest or lowest, abundance of
people would spring up, numerous as the frogs of Egypt·, fully competent and amply willing to fill the places. It was rest.ricted as to
military officers because of the cha.ract.er of the duties they have to
perform; it was restricted as to naval officers for the same reason;
and it was not, as I apprehend, for the cause suggested by Judge
Story : that there were courts-martial to try their crimes.
The spirit of our institutions is that the people shall all the time
hold their hand on every officer in the United States. As to those
that were elect-ed by themselves, Congressmen, they placed it in the
power of Con~ress to remove them. As to those that represented the
States, they placed it in the power of those representing the States
to remove them. Th'lt is, they held the power of removal all tbe
t.ime, directly or indirectly, and intrusted it to no single individual.
As t.o the officers of the United States, who are thl')se under the Executive, they meant to hold the same hand upon them, and they flid
hold it. They meant tha.t the military, the maritime, and the civil
alike shall be subject t-o impeachment and trial, and that if it is necessary this court can drag from his height the military hero or may drag
from his depths the depredating custom-house officer. This is the
view we take of this, and nothing more. We do uot stand in opposition to any principle con t.'lined in the Blount case; but in that Blount
case there was nothing decided by the court that in any way collides
with the views we have announced.
·
I will now only call attention to the final resolution in that case,
because I ha,·e already consumed almost double the time I intended.
:Mr. CONKLING. Before the manager enters upon another point,
if it will not incommode him I should like to make an inquiry touching a statute he cited, and the argument he derived from it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The inquiry of the Senator will be ·
reported.
The Secretary read as follows:
Section 1781 of the Revised Statutes, cited by Manager JENKS, concludes thus: "And any * * * officer convicted of a violation of
this section shall, moreover, be disqualified from holding any office
of honor, profit, or trust under the Government of the United States.''
If the respondent be convicted on the indictment said to be pending under thid section, can the judicial court pronounce the judgment
required if in the mean time the Senate pronounces it; or should the
court first pronounce judgment, what would be the weight of the fact
in determining the province of the Senate T
Mr. Manager JENKS. We regard that fact as having little or no
weight with reference to determining the authority of the Senate, because, as I have already discussed and expressed my views, from the
fact that the court ha.s not power to inflict any portion of its sentence
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you cannot infer that the court has not power to try. Jurisdiction
means t.he right to try and decide. If you take the definition of jurisdiction, it is the right t.o try and decide. To judge is what it means.
It does not necessarily imply to execute. Hence you try and decide
and execute so far as the circumstances of the criminal will permit, as
I have already illustrated. This case would have no relevancy if that
be the correct view, that you cannot argue from the fact that the
court cannot inflict part of a punishment that therefore its jurisdiction is divested.
With reference to the trial of President Johnson, a.s cited by the
last counsel for the defendant, I have looked in vain to see any relevancy in that argument or in the opinions there quoted. Those opinions were delivered with reference to the case they were then trying.
The question whether one who was not an officer is impeachable was
not before the court. Anything that a court or a judge thereof may
incidentally say in arguing the proposition before his mind is not to
be considered as even the opinion of the individual who may have
been deciding the question.
Mr. SHERMAN. I will ask the counsel to read the _finding in the
Blount case.
Mr. Manager JENKS. Yes, sir. I was drawn away from that by
the question of the honorable Senator from New York. There were
two motions made, and from the two the a.ction of the court is derived. This was the motion made in the Senate :
Resolved, That William Blount was a. civil officer of the United States, within
the meaning of the Constitution of the United States, and, thereforo, liable to be
impeached oy the House of Representatives;
That, aa the articles of impeachment charge him with high crimes and misdemeanors, supposed to have been committed while he was a Senat.or of the United
Stutes, his plea ought to be overruled.-2 Annals of Oongress, page 2318.

It was substantially this: that a Senator of the United States is
not a United States officer; and the whole argument in that case is embraced in the two propositions which were announced by Mr. Dallaa
as the two propositions which they would undertake to maintain,
which are found on page 2'263:
1. That only civil officers of the United States are impeachable; and that the offenses for which an impeachment lie11 must be committed in the execution of a public office.

I may say here that the word "civil" was not discussed at all. It
was not a ma.tter of any account whether they were civil or military.
We exactly assent to the proposition that it is only an officer of the
United Stu.tes-that is, an officer at the time of committing the crimewho is impenchu.ble ; and that the crime must be committed in the execution of public office. That was the argument of Mr. Dallaa, and
we stand exactly upon that.
The next proposition is:
2. That a Senator is not a civil officer impeachable within the meanin~ of the
Constitution; and that, in the P.resent instance, no crime or misdemeanor is charged
to have been committed by William Blount in the chara-cter of a. Senator.

These were the two propositions that Mr. Dallas and Mr. Ingersoll
undertook to maintain. They did ma.intain these propositions, and
we exactly accord with the view stated in these resolutions. I have
read the resolution which was first offered in the Senate. I now
read what followed :
After debate, on motion, the court adjourned till twelve o'clock to-morrow.

*

*

*

*
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The court proceeded in the debate on the motion made on the 7th instant.

-

That isThat William Blount was a civil officer of the United States within the meaning
of the Constitution of the United Stutes, and therefore liable to be impeached by
the. House of Represf3ntatives.
That, as the articles of impe3Chment charge him with high crimes and misdemeanors, supposed to have been committed while be was a Senator of the United
States, his plea ought to be overruled.
And, on the question to agree thereto, it was determined in the negative-yeas
11, nays14.

A counter-resolution was then offered, which is found on page 2319:
The court is of opinioii that the matter alleged in the plea of the defendant is
sufficient in law to show f.hat this court ought n't to hold jurisdiction of the said
impeachment, and that the said impeachment is dismissed.

This resolution was adopted by a converse vote of 14 to 11. The
matter alleged in the plea on which these resolutions are founded is
as follows, and thus italicized:
That although true it is that be, the said William Blount, waa a Senator of the
United States from the State of Tennessee at the several periods in the said articles of impeachment referred to, yet that be, the said William, is not now a Senator, and is not, nor was at the several penods so as aforesaid referred to, an o./fice'r
of the United States.

"Is t1ot nor was an officer of the United States" was the substance
of their plea. You will see from the argument of Messrs. Dalla.s and
Ingersoll that they distinctly discussed the question whether he was
an officer of the United States, and the finding was in conformity
with the proposition as I have heretofore stated it. So that the case
of Blount in no way contravenes the view which we take of this
case, but, on the contrary, rather corrobot·ates it.
Then, SenP.tors, this proposition of the defendant presents itself to
us in one general view, and I shall not consume more than fiveorten
minutes more at most. There was a contest in the history of English law between prerogative and law. It was maintained by the
adherents of the Crown that prerogative was above law. The earlier
Stuarts contended for that principle, and when Parliament pnssed a
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law that did not accord with the views of the king, at occasional intervals the king assumed the right to suspend the law, maintaining
that he had that prerogative. The contest never came bet,ween those
two propositions distinctly until in the time of Thomas Wentworth,
Earl of Strafford, and he among others finally asserted (being an
officer of England) "that the little finger of the king should prove
thicker than the loins of the law." That placed the issue distinctly
before the people. Shall the kin~s little finger be greater than the
loins of the law was the propos1tion they discussed, and the 'stake
was the life of a mighty nobleman. That stake was played for, and
the freemen of England won. They said that the law is above every
man; that the king cannot and sha.ll not suspend it. Then, Senators,
can this defendant suspend the Constitution of the United States T
It gives you the full power to try all impeachments. It gives the
House of Representatives full authority to impeaeh. Is his little
finger mightier than the loins of the Constitution T Should that
proposition be maintained T Shall official corruption maintain itself
a-s superior to the great organic law of this mighty Republic! We
say neither he nor the Chief Executive is above the law. I make no
charge against the Chief Executive, because I maintain it was only
the perfidy of the defendant that induced the acce1ltance of the
resignation.
No mu.n is above the law. If the decishn were that you have no
power to punish this crime, it is equivalent to saying that official
crime can go unpunished at the option of the criminal. This would
not be conformable to what we believe to be right. It is not conformu.ble to the general principles of right and justice. It was an
infamy for him to go and withhold material facts to get his patron.
the Chief Executive, who had trusted him, to accept his resignation,
It was in itself a crime; and can he by heaping crime upon crime relieve himself from all punishment! It seems unreasonable. It is
true it might be maintained upon the principle which we often find
announced as an irony. Jean Jean, for stealing a lou.f of bread, may
be consigned to the galleys, and with bu.ll and chain, in the burning
sun, may be made to work for years and years, although that loaf of
bread was to supply the wan\s of hungering children. But it has
passed into an irony that if a man has stolen a hundred, let him steal a
million and he passes from the grade of a criminal to a model speculator, and even sometimes is regarded as a benefactor. In this tribunal at least that principle ou~ht not to exi~t. The assertion which
is made in bitter i1·ony upon tne justice of our country is the very
principle upon · which the defendant stands. " I was a criminal; I
had done harm enough apparently, but I see myself in danger, and I
commit the additional perfidy of betraying him who had trusted me,
and by doing this additional crime I have heaped up crime enough to
get beyond the rango of the law. I made my former crime, which
wu.s insufficient perhaps, a million inst.ead of a hundred." They urge
the bitter irony of the crowd as the principle on which this case
should be decided. We in~ist that this principle be not reco~ized.
What does he bring here to this tribunal as an expiation for nis offense t He brings his own perfidy ; his own betrayal of trust. He
does not bring the la8t drop of the patriot hero's blood ; he does not
bring the lu.st sigh of devoted love; he does not bring the tear of the
penitent; but he says," I hold up my own perfidy, my own betrayal
of my patron, as a screen. Under this panoply I stand, and by this I
divest the jurisdiction." Senators, shall this be recognized as a sufficient shelter for the defendant in this case 7
Mr. WHYTE. I move that the Senate sitting in the trial of this
case take a recess for twenty minutes.
The motion was agreed to; and (at two o'clock and ten minutes
p. m.) the Sena.te sitting for the trial of the impeachment took a recess for twenty minutes.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore resumed the chair nt two o'clock nud
thirty minutes p. m.
.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. Prestdent and Senators, the House of
Representatives, in the name and for the protection of the whole people, demands of the Senate its judgment that William W. Belknap, for
high crimes and misdemeanors in office, be forever disqualified to hold
or enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States.
For all purposes of the present argument the guilt of the defendant
is admitted. He meetd the demand by a denial of the authority of the
House to impeach and of the jurisdiction of the Senu.te to convict for
any official misconduct when the party accused has, under whu.tever
circumstances laid down his office.
'l'he issue so made up is a simple and narrow one. Two or three
brief sentences of the Constitution, two or three American precedents
-there is nothing else that speaks with absolute authority on this
subject. Yet, simple and narrow as is the question which is now
for the first time directly presented to this tribunal for its judgment,
there can be no doubt that it would have boon deemed by the framers
of the Constitution one of the most important to which it could give
rise. The attempt is to abridge, by much more than one-half, the
compass of the most august judicial proceedings and the powers of
the most august judicial tribunal known to our Government.
The Constitution itself is a document of a few pages. A few legislative and executive and judicial processes, a few principles of universal application, a few impregnable barriers, have been deemed adequate provision alike for the exertion of the national forces and the
protection of the rights of the American people for all coming ti.ut> •
The convention that framed the Constitution depended upon th6.
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process of impeachment to secure the people against two great d~n
gers : usurpation of executive power and official corruption. Their
debntes, the debates in the State conventions, the countless arguments addressed to tbe people through the press, all show that the
men of that generation expected the Constitution to stand or fall as
it had solved the problem of protection against these two dangers,
executive usurpation and use of office for corrupt personal ends. 'fhe
discussions were of methods which should a.fford protection against
executive power and executive corruption; the maxims cited were
the maxims which restrain executive power and executive corruption.
Treason and bribery are expressly named and coupled together in the
Constitution us the two great heinous crimes against the existence of
the nation itself. Which of these two high crimes thus joined together our fathers would have deemeu the worst, they have left nothiug on record to show. nut I fancy, if t.hose honest and frugal pntriots
bad heen asked the question, the answer would have shown something of the temper which the great English historian ascribes to the
youuger Pitt, that in .an hour of temptation he might have been induced to ruin his country, but he never would have stooped to pilfer
from her.
The political history of the country from which our fathers came,
a history in which the framers of the Constitution were profoundly
ver. ed, was a history of perpetual strife with these two evils. From
the time of the conqutlst down to a period within their own memory,
in every generation, the heads of the men who had aided and the heads
of t.he men who bad resisted the usurpations of the Executive bad
given place to each other on Temple Bar. When Dr. Franklin was in
England, in 1757 or from 1764 to 1775, he might have witnessed the
scene, which :Mr. Disrneli, the present prime minister, snys took place
in the House of Commons every session down to the time of the
American war, when t.he secretary of the treasury used to sit at the
gangway and, at a stated period of the session, give a five-hundred
p ound note to every man who supported the government.
I will read Mr. Disraeli's statement from his speeches on p:trlia.rnentary reform. He says :
Why, before the Amerir-an war- n. period not yet very remote-the secretary of
tbe treasury used t~ sit at the gangway-just where tho honorable member from
Devon port 1s now accustomed to sit-and at a. stated period of the session, the end
or the beginning, gave, in the boose, t~ tho member who supported the government~ a routine douceur of a £500 note; which was as little looked upon as bribery
as head-money by a freeman. [A. voice: "Walpole!" J No. no; much later than
Walpole, and quite distinct from secret bribet:y. It was a. pmctice which the mannarK of the age and the low tone of public feeling permitted.

As a bridle on executive usurpation and a remedy and punishment
for official corruption, this power of impeachment, with the smaller
penalty of removal from office and the greater penalty of perpetual
disqualification beyond hope of pardon to return to it, was inse-rted
in the Constitution. It was provided that the source of executive
power should be, mediately or immediately, the people; but it was
never drenmed that the public officer would be free from the temptation to usurp powers not belonging to him, or to use power corruptly
because he owed his office to the people. No purpose can be traced
in the bistory of those times to limit or impnir in the least these constitutional securities. On the contrary, the debat-es in the conventions, national and State, and all the public discussions, show the
great anxiety on these points. I do not think I need argue to those
who took part in the last great trial of a,n impeachment, or to any
person who takes part in this, that the Constitution has no securities
to throw away.
It adds much to the gmvity of this inquiry when you recall the fact
thnt although this will be the judgment of a legislative body, it will
be the judgment of a legislative body clothed with judicial functions.
1f you determine that you cannot rightfully exercise the jurisdiction
now invoked, your decision is binding on your successors for all time.
It has been well said by an eminent member of this court :
You hold this great power in trust, not for yourselves merely, but for all your
successors in these hl)!h places, and for all the people of the country. It is your
duty to preserve and to transmit unimpaired to your successors in these places all
the constitutional rights and privileges guaranteed to this body by theform of government under which we live.-Speech of Manager Boutwell on the t1 ialoj the Prerident.

•

These constitt:ttional securities are for a.ll ngeP, for times like those
of Charles II or James IT, as well as like those of Washington; not
only for tim~s of few wants and simple manners, but for times when
uni versa.l corruption and a uni versa! tendency to usurp power on the
part of public officers may prevail. That Senator will have inflicted
an irrepnra.ble injury upon his country who by his vote shall forever
limit the powers of his successors to reach tbe guilty counsellor of t,he
Executive or the usurping or corrupt officer, to remove him and to
place him in respect to public office, beyond the power to pardon and
beyond the power to restore.
One of the learned counsel told you the other day that " the history
of impeal)bments and of bills · of pains and penalties and of bills of
attainder is the history of the shame and_the misfortune of England."
.And he cited the case of Floyd, a Catholic gentleman, sentenced to a
cruel and ignominious punishment in the reign of James I for some
i~le expressions touching the Elector Palatine. Floyd was not impeached ; nor is the counsel right in his general as ertion. The
learned counsel confounded together two things altogether distinct.
Dills of attainder have never found in this country anywhere either
a .place or a defender. But the great judicial power of impeachment

has, I believe with scarcely an exception, been exerted in England
justly and with the most beneficent effects upon public liberty and
public virtue. I have not examined every recorded case. If I had I
ought not to weary you with t heir recital. Bnt I will cit e one weighty
authority, which you will, I think, accept as decisive of this quest ion.
Hallam, the gre:tt historian of English constitutional liberty, says of
the impeachment of the Ea.rl of Middlesex, in the time of James I:
This impeachment was of the hi~hest moment to the commons, as it restored
forever that s'tlut.ary constitutional right which the single precedent of Lord "Bacon
might have been insufficient to establish as against the ministers of the Crown.Hallam's Constitutional Hil;tory, volume 1, p<tge 401.

Again, in summing up theresnltsof oneofthemostmemorable Parliaments of .Tames I, he says:
The c.ommons had been engaged for more than twenty ye.ars in a strnl!"'le to
fortify their own and their fellow.subj ects' liberties. They had obtained in this
period but one legislative me'lsure of importance, the late declaratory act against
monopolies. Bltt thP.y had rescued from diBUSe their ancient right of i mpeachment ;
and of these advantages some were evidently incomplete, and it would require tho
most vigorous exertions of future Parliaments to realize them. But such exertions
the increased energy of the nation gave abundant can e to anticipate. A deep and
lasting lo"e of freedom hn.d taken hold of every class, except perhaps the clt~rgy.

nut there is no better evidence of the character and value of the
process of impeachment than its incorporation into the constitution
of every American State in force before 1787 excepting, pos ibly,
those still under charter government, and into the Constitution -of
the United States. Does the learned counsel think that John Adams,
who drafted the Massachusetts constitution of 17v0; that Jefferson,
who inspired the Virginia constitution of 1776, with the fires of the
Declaration of Independence burning in heart anrl brain; t.hat Hamilton, and Fmnklin, anu Morris, and Madison, and George Mason knew
nothing of the history of English libertyf Why, t.he Declaration of
Independence caught its flame from the constitution of Virginia.
The two torches were lighted by the same banu and in the same
summer; and yet the constitution of Virginia expressly provides for
the impeachment of the governor after be leaves office, and for the
impea•·hment, whether in or out of office, of every other civil officer
whate,~er. It is to the writings of these men you must look for the
b~t exposition of the constitution of England. When they provided
th1s weapon for the nrsenals of the State, they knew well enough on
which side it would be drawn 'l.nd used.
Tho learned counsel for the defense have made a comparison between this bouy and the courts of the country, implying that they
expect less of judioial calmness and freedom from undue bias from
the Senate than from them. Not so judged the framers of the Constitution. In that remarkable number (64) of the Federalist, which is
one of the few the authorship of which has been claimed for all three
of the great men who joined in that work, (it is No. 64 in Mr. Dawson's edition, No. 65 in the older editions,) the author-! will not detain the Senate by reading his entire language-goes on to discuss
the question and to answer the qnestion of the capacity of the Supreme Court to be clothed with this high constitutional function.
He says:
It is much to be doubted whether thf' members of that tribunal would at all
times be endowed with so eminent a portion of fortitude as would be called for in
the execution of so difficult a ta k; and it is still more to bo doubted whether they
woulu possess a degree of creuit and authority which might on certain occa ions
be inclispensable toward reconciling the pe.ople to a decision that should happen to
clash with an accusation brought by their immediate representatives.

He then pronounces, as the convention bad already pronounced,
that this bouy-numerous; secure in its long constitutional term of
office; secure in its election by bodies in the States themselves removed one step from popular impulse and movement and violence;
secure in its character, in its authority, and in its numbers-was the
only body tow hich such a question as this could safely be committed.
The history of impea.cbments in this country has proved the correctness of this opinion. Before what State senate, in what case before the Senate of the United States has the party impeached failed
of an impartial trial and a righteous judgmentf The advantages of
the accused in an ordinary criminal trial are outweighed a thousand
times by the selection for his jud~es of the seventy-four citizens of
the Republic first in official rank and the requirement of a twothirds vote for his conviction. It was said by the counsel for the defendant that this was a question whether the Senate had power to try
forty millions of American citizens for crime. I do not think the number of American citizens who have committed high crimes and misdemeanors in national office is <?r ever will be very large. J nrisdiction in impea-chment extends only to abuses of offici:1l trust. The
jurisdiction of the Senate is a national one, and is limited to abuses
of national officinl trust.
The time for the determination of this question seems to me apeculiarly fortunate one. We a,re in no tempest of political passion
threatening to disturb the serenity of this Chamber. There is no
political division in this presentment. The House, with entire tmanimity and with no distinction of pnrty, has expressed its judgment
both of the guilt of the defendant and the power to institute the
process. He has alrea~ly removed himself from office. The right to
bold office under the Unit-ed States hereafter is likely to be of equal
value to him whether he escape trial by this plea or be convicted of
the offense by the Senate and on that conviction receive the fnll
constitutional sentence. If there be any rumors or excitements anywhere the only persons concerned in this tria,l whom they have
moved are the counsel for the defendant when they wore led to think
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that the Senate of the United States on oath could not fairly try
whether $12,000 a year paid by a post-trader to the man who got him
his place was divided with the Secretary who made the appointment.
If the defendant be indeed innocent, or if, as his counsel says, he have
a reputation which he values more than life, the only haste in the
course of these proceedings which has in the least prejudiced him
is the baste with which his counsel advised him to Jay down his
office, ancl the only wrongful judgment is the judgment which determined him to keep his own story of the transaction from the knowledge of his countrymen and from you who are to juuge him.
The people of this country are just. The Senate is just. No defeudant, if innocent, need fear to trust his vindication to eHher.
It is therefore a great right of the American people, and not the
fate·of an individual culprit, with which you have to deal to-day.
I have one other preliminary remark only. Surely if any occasion
can a1ise which will justify the appeal to this great remedy it is a
weU-founded charge of bribery against the head of the Department
o.f War. Corruption in the legislator, in the Senator, or the Representative, is inexpressibly base and infamous. But the legislator frequently lays down his office. He acts as only one of a numerous assembly, in the gaze of the whole people1 answerable to a jealous constHucncy and watched by a jealous oppo~ition. Cormption in the
judge is odious and degrading. But the judge acts on principles
which he must state in public and which must conform to the precedents known by heart to a learned profession. He shares his duties
with juries and with associates. His court is open. Opposing counsel must be heard and opposing snitors must be present at every step.
The persons must be few whom he can wrong with n,ny hope toescape detection and punishment.
But the Secretary of War is int.r usted with the constant care and
supervision of Government property of vast amount and value. He
has practically, and in spite of every possible precaution that you as
legislators have been able to devise, power over large contracts to be
entered into and performed at remote places. He has the right,
without appeal, to allow large claims against the Government. He
has the power most seriously to affect the fortune of all persons who
might suspect abuses and whose duty it would be to make complaint.
But this is by no means all or the largest part of it. He is the head
of that one Department in our Government, or mther one of the two
Departments in our Government, whose ruling principle is honor.
The Army and the Navy are the spotless lilies of the national service. Everywhere else it is enough to obey the law and to perform
the duties of office. But thfl soldier must attain and conform to a loftier standard of personal character and conduct. Any conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman is sufficient to drive him from the
service and degrade him iiTevocably in the estimate of manJr.tnd. The
example of bribery in the head of the War Office must inevitably
debauch the entire military service of the country.
Here let me refer in his speech on the impeachment of Warren
Hastiugs, to Burke's description of the effect of bribery in the governor-general of India:
But, my lords, when the vices of low, sordid, and illiberal minds infect that high
situation; when theft, bribery, and pecubtion, attentleu with frnud, prevarication,
falsehood, misrepresentation, 'lnd forgery; when all these follow in one train; when
these viceshwhich gender and spawn in di.rtaml are nlll'Sed in dung-hills, comeand
pollute wit their slime that tlu'One which ought to be a seat of dignity and purity,
the evil is much greater. It may opemte dail.v and how·ly; it is not only imitable,
but impro\·able, and it will be imitated and will be impro.-ed, from the highest to
tho lowest, through all t.he gradationli of a corrupt government. They are reptile
vices. There are situations in which the acts of the individual are of some moment t.h e example comparatively of little importance. In the other the mischief of
thtl example is infinite.-7 Burke's Works, pages 280, 281.

Our people, Senators, feel a just pride in the :Military Academy at
West Point. Some of you have witnessed in person the effect of that
wonderful system of military education which the wisdom of our
Goverument has pbnned and brought to so much perfection for the
instruction of our regular officers. You have seen how the youth,
coming often from the humblest places in life is tmnsformed by its
four years of discipline. By that austere training-the training alike
of the scholar and the knight-the youth is brought to cherish truth,
to despise wealth and luxury, to he content with frugal and simple
living. In a report on West Point signed with the naJDes of J. W.
STEVENSO:N and JoHN SHER~1AN and addressed toW. W. Belknap
in 1870, I find "a high sense of honor, a sacred regard to truth, and a
feeling of individual responsibility to God" statedas the fundamental
principles which that institution seeks to instill intQ its pupils. But
what notions will the cadet get of these virtues who sees on commencement-days the Government, to him in loco parentis and to whose
service his life adorned and consecrated by these virtues is to be devoted, represented by a Secretary of War whose hn,nds are filled with
bribes, a practice with which falsehood and deceit are inseparably
connected f
· There are four principal sources from which we can derive aid in
determining the extent of our constitutional power to render judgment on impeachment:
First, the history of these clauses of the Constitution as found in
the debates and journals of the convention of 1787;
Second, the opinion of other tribunals or public men or writers of
authority;
Third, the argument derived from the language of the Constitution; and
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Fourth, the broader argument derived from a consideration of the
great public objects to be accomplished.
I hope to satisfy tho Senate that all these point the same way; the
history of the steps by which these constitutional provisions found
tLeir place, the few authorities which can be found on the subject,
the narrower argument drawn from the language of the Constitution
and the broader argument drawn from a consideration of the great
public object to be accomplished all point the same way and bring
us irresistibly to the conclusion that the power of the Senate of the
United States over all grades of public official national wrong-doers,
a power conferred for the highest reasons of state and on fullest deliberation, to interpose by its judgment a perpetual harrier against
the return to power of great political offenders, does not depend upon
the consent of the culprit, doe~ not depend upon the accidental circumstance that the evidence of the crime is not discovered until after
the official term has expired or toward the close of that term, but is
a perpetual power, hanging over the guilty officer during his whole
subsequent life, restricted in its exercise only by the discretion of the
Senate itself and the necessity of the concurrence of both branches,
the requirement of a two-thirds' vote for conviction and the constitutional limitation of the punishment.
I desire to read very briefly an account of the method by which
these clauses found their place in the Constitution. I confess when
I heard what was said by the honorable counsel for the defendant
on that subject the other day I was absolutely amazed that two
pairs of eyes looking at the same text with a different intent could
reach such different conclusions. The honorable counsel told the
l::!enate that two of the most famous lawyers of our great constitutional period, one of them a man who had set his name to the Constitution itself, made to your predecessors, when a great constitutional question was up, a statement of what their individual opinion
was upon a question like the one we are now dealing with, and he
thought that the rea.s on Jared Ingersoll and Mr. D.allas made this pregnant and important stateme11t of their opinion to the Senate of the
United States was because they had not had a shilling to state it
otherwise. Whether the learned counsel has had or is to have a shilling or whether the effect of that shilling upon his vision bas been
that which he attributes to the absence of the same coin in the case
of Mr. Dallas and Mr. Jared Ingersoll, it would be presumptuous in
me to inquire or even to speculate. But I think I can show to the
Senate of the United States, from the history of the formation of
this Constitution, that the jurisdiction conferred was complete, and
that the unanimous purpose of the convention to confer the power
of impeachment over everybody committing crime in office is to be
found and proved by its debates, and that. the clause saying that
civil officers can be removed on conviction is put there as an exception to the clauses which previously had determined the tenure of
those offices. In other words, the framers of the Constitution had
given the power of impeachment to the House, given the power of
trial to the Senate, extended the power to all cases of national official
wrong-doers, prescribed the mode of proceeding, the numbers necessary to convict, limited the judgment, and passed from that question.
But when they came to deal with the power of pardon, in order that
there might be no apparent repugnance, they said \llat the President
may pardon "except in ca~es of impeachment." When they came to
provide for a trial by jury, in order that there might be no sn.ggestion
of a repugnance, they said "except in cases of impeachment." When
they came to provide that the judge should hold office during good
behavior, and that the President should hold for four years, and the
Vice-President also, in order that there might be 110 apparent repugnance, they said these officers may be removed, however, on judgment and conviction on impeachment.
The learned counsel, in opening, when be read to you certain passages of the history of the steps by which this last paragraph, to
which I have referred, traced how it got its place in the Constitution; but he left out the fact that the authority which we invoke,
the general power to impeach, to try, and to convict, had been already
confeiTed in the amplest manner, limited only as I have already
stated. The debates in the convention of 1787, as reported by Mr.
Madison and .l\1r. Yates, show no difference of opinion in the convention as to the propriety of giving to the House of Representatives the
general power of impeachment of public officers. There was difference of opinion whether the trial should be by the Supreme Court, by
a special court, or py the Senate, and whether the President shonld
be liable to be impea-ched while in office or only after the expiration
of his term.
If the original pro~osition bad prevailed, first made to the convention in a series of resolutions by Mr. Randolph-and, Senators, remember that· Mr. Randolph's resolutions are the backbone of the Constitution-there would be no doubt. They were presented, referred
to the committee of the whole, report~d fTom the committee of the
whole, amended, referred to a committee of detail, and finally brought
back by the committee of style in the complete and perfect form of
the Constitution. But from the embryo to the full birth Mr. Randolph's resolutions are the principle of life of the Constitution, and
the resolutions of Mr. Paterson and 1\Ir. Pinckney, which alone Mr.
Carpenter read the other clay, are merely resolutions which were referred to the same committee, but upon which the convention never
took action.
lf the original proposition had prevailed, :first made to the conven-
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tion in a series of resolutions by Mr. R:tndolph, ::md afterward adopted
and reported by the committee of the whole, the general -power of
trial of all civil officem on impeachment would have been vested in
the Supreme Court, leaving the method of proceeding and the limit
of jurisdiction and punishment to be ascertained from the common
law. There is where you have your first proposition. It is the general power of trial of all civil officers on impeachment vested in the
Supreme Court, everything else being left to the English practice,
to be ascertained from the common law or determined by legislation, with the limitation on the term of office of the President alone,
''to be removable on impeachment and conviction of malpractice and
neglect of duty."
On the 1:3th of June Mr. Randolph's ninth resolution, giving to the
Supreme Court unlimited jurisdiction bver impeachment of any national officers, was agreed to without dissent.
On the same day Mr. Gorham reported from the committee nineteen resolutions, which contained a plan or scheme of government, of
which the ninth and thirteenth were as follows:
Resolved, That a national executive be institute<l, to consist of a single person·
to be cho en by the National Legislature for the term of seven years; with powe~
to carry into execution the national laws, to appoint to offices in cases not otherwise provided for, to be ineligible a second time, aml to be removable on impeach-

ment and conviction of malpractices or neglect of duty; to receive a. fixed stipend
by which he maybe compensated for the devotion of his time to the public service
to be paid out of the National Treasury.
.
'
13. Resolved, That the jurisdiction of the national judiciary shall extend to all
ca.'!es which respect the collection of the national revenue, impeachment of any
national officers, and questions which involve the national peace and harmony.

This committee from which :Mr. Gorham reported was the committee of the whole, and you have then this ample jurisdiction reported
from the committee of the whole t.o the convention, containing the
unlimited authority to try impeachments of any national officers and
vesting it in the Supreme Court.
On the 5th of June Mr. Pat.erson laid his plan before the convention, which gave the national judiciary "authority to hear and determine on all impeachments of Federal officers," the power to remove
the President being vested in Congress on application of a majority
of the executives of the State.s.
July 18, the clause concerning impeachment of national officers was
struck out from the enumeration of the powers of the Supreme Court.
It is clear from the whole proceedings that this was done for the purpose of transferring the power to try impeachment to some other de·
partment of the Government, and not in the least with the object of
limiting or destroying it altogether. There is no reason to think that
in regard to all officers except the President there arose in the convention debate or question that the power to impeach them should
be as unlimited as it was in England, the extent of the punishment
alone being restrained.
July 20, the debate arose on the method of electing the President
and on the tenure of his office.
On the clause "to be removable on impeachment or conviction for
malpractice or neglect of duty" Mr. Pinckney and Mr. Gouverneur
Morris moved t.o strike out this clause.
Now, remember you had at that time a universal power of impeachment over all na_i:onal officers. Then they were dealing with the
term of office of the President and they had before them a clause
which said that the President should be removable, limiting his four
years in that respect upon impeachment.
Mr. Pinckney observed he ought not to be impeooha.ble while in office.

.T hat shows the understanding perfectly, that under the general
clause he was impeachable after he left office, but that his four years'
term, according to :Mr. Pinckney, should go on.
Mr. DAVIE. If he bt" not impeachable while in office, ho will spare no effort or
pains whatever to get himself re-elected.
Mr. WILSON \:Oncurred in the necessity of making the Executive impeachable
while in o{fi.ce.
Colonel MAsoN.

When great crimes are committed, I amfor punishing the principals a8 well aa th.e coadjutors.

That is, Colonel :MaBon recognized the existence of the general power
to punish the coadjutors and other officers as well in as out of office,
and was for putting the President while in office on the same ground.
This debate derives great sigui.fi.cance from the fact that in two of
the States, Delaware and Virginia, the power of impeachment oi the
executive only existed when he was out of office, and Vermont and
Georgia in constitutions adopted a·very few years afterward, almost
contemporaneous, gave the power of impeachment over all who have
been or may be in office, as cited the other day by Mr. Blair. In
other WC?rds, these men, familiar with constitutions some of which
made the officer that is the uead of the State, impeachable only after
he had left office and others which gave the ~eneral power over all
the executive officers in or out alike, are dealmg with the Constitution of the United States; they put in this universal power of impeachment without an objection from any quarter, reported unanimously from the committee of the w bole, and then go on to determine and to debate whether, as in Delaware and Virginia, the executive while in office shall be in the same condition, which would of
course make him dependent on the other branches of the legislature,
as be would be out of office and as all other executive officers were
either in or out.
On the 26th of July the resolutions, as amended, were referred to
the committee of detail. As the plax then stood1 the power to pro-

vide for proceedings and punisb,ment on impeachment would have
clearly been vested in Congress without limit.
August 6, Mr. Rutledge reported from the committee of detail a constitution-it had been in a series of resolutions up to that time-which
provided:
The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. (Alti
cle 4, section 6.)
. The Presicle~t ~half be removable on impea.ch?Jent by the Honse of R-epresenta..
tive~ and conVIction m the Senate of tre'!.Son, bnbery, and corruption. (Article 10
section 2.)
'
The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court shall extend to the trial of impeachments
of officers of the United l:)tates. (Article 11, section 3.)
.Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office and ~isqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust., or profit. under the Umted States. But the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law. (Article 11
section -.)
'

This report was first amended August 22, by providing t.hat the trial
of judges of the Supreme Court on impeachment should be before the
Senate, then on 25th of August by excepting convictions on impeach·
men~ fr~m the President's power to :pardoJ?, and August 28th by exceptrng It from the clause gu_aranteemg tnal by jury.
August 27 the clause for removing the President on impeachment
ancl conviction was postponed, on motion of Gou vei:neur Morris who
thought the Supreme Court an improper tribunal.
'
August 31 all the postponed clauses and such parts of reports as
had not been acted on were referred, on motion of Mr. Sherman to
a committee of one from each State.
'
. September 4 t.he committee reported, recommending the insertion,
mstead o! the mnth clause, of the words" the Senate of the United
Stat.es shiill have power to try all impeachments ; but no person shall
be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members
present." They reported also the provision that "the Vice-Prf'sident
shall be ex offi.(Jio President of the Senate, exce.pt when they sit to try
the impeachment of the President, in which case the Chief Justice
shall preside," &c.
They further reported the clause making the President removable
from office on impeachment for treason and bribery. This clause gave
rise to some di~cussion on the question whether the Senate or the Supreme Court were the fitter tribunal to try the President and on the
question of authorizing the removal for other misconduct .t han treaBon
or bribery; whereupon the clause was amended as it now stands.
It wa-s then voted, without debate and apparently without division
to add to the clause making the President the subject of removal th~
further words" the Vice-President and all civil officers of the United
States shall be removed from office on impeachment and conviction."
This history of t.he formation of the Constitution seems to me to
show conclusively that article 2, section 4,of theConstitntion, which
provides that the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers shall
be removed from office on impeachment and conviction, was inserted
solely a8 a limitation on the tenure of office, and not as a limitation
on the judgment on impeachment oron the jurisdiction.
When the clause in the Constitution, article 3, section 4, was added
the convention was dealing with the tenure of executive office. They
had passed from the sqbject of impeachment. They were not creating
the court. They were not defining the judgment or directing the
process. .All that was complete. ThE;re c'ln be no question that the
common-law power of impeachment had been vested in the two
Ho~es .of Congress, with all needful provisions as to the trial, the
~onvwtion,.and t~e sentence. When they vested the pardoning power
m the President 1t was deemed necessary to guard against an apparent repugnance by excepting cases of impeachment. When they sucured the trial by jury in the trial of all crimes, it waa deemed necessary to guard against a like apparent repugnance by excepting cases
of impeachment. When they fixed the tenure of civil offices, providing a tennre during good behavior for the judge, a term of four
ye;:trs for the President ·and Vice-President, and left the tenure of
others to the appointing power or to the law, they guarded against
another like apparent repugnance by excepting cases of impeachment.
IT. The authorities upon the question are not numerous, but they
are all on the side of the power.
Mr. Rawle, a very able and learned writer, takes it for granted that
the liability to impeachment extends to all who have been as well as
to all who are in public office.
Judge Story, section 803, states one or two arguments of a literal
and narrow character against the power to enter judgment of disqualification withbut judgment of removal, and very clearly, aa it
seems to me, indicates that the inclination or leaning of his mind in
that direction is in favor of the construction contended for by the
defendants; but you will I'emember that Judge Story at that time
had not before him this great light which comes from the reading of
the Madison papers, as they were not then publiMhed. J nd~e Story
was not speaking either under the stimulant of official or judicial responsibility. He had not heard counsel. Judge Story is a writer the
habit of whose mind was, a8 we all know, to state arguments on the
one side or the other, giving them their full force without committing himself, but he goes on and expressly declares thatIt is not intended to express any opinion as to which is the true exposition of
t.he Constitution on t.l1e pornts above cited. They are brought before the learned
reader as matters still sub judice, the final decision of which may be reas onably
left to the high tribunal constituting the court of impeachment when the occasion
shall arise.
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The question was expressly raised before the Senate in the case of
William Blount., the f\rst case of impeachment which arose under the
Constitution of the United States. Blount was a member of the Senate who bad been expelled a few days before the impeachment for
the same offense for which he was impeached.
Blount pleaded to the jmisdiction that a Senator of the United
States was not a civil officer ; that he had ceased to be a Senator
when he was impeached, and that the acts charged were not done in
the execution of his office, and the cause w:tS beard on a replication
to this plea in the nature of a demurrer.
I wish for a moment to ask the Senate to consider the proposition
which the learned counsel on the other side founded upon that judgment. They would have you believe that the judgment of the Senate
sustaiuin(J' that plea, and declining to take jurisdiction, was because
they dee~cd that a person liable to impeachment while in office could
not.be impeached after he had left it; and it is therefore an authority on their side. If that be true, then the question whether a Senator of the United States can be impeached by the House of Representatives is an open question under our Constitution. That is contrary to the jud~ment of every text writer, and I venture to say of
every member of this tribunal, however he may incline on the final
question. If that 'be true, we have no authority under the Constitution which determines that the House of Representatives cannot impeach one of its own members, or that it cannot impeach one of the
mernl>ers of this body and compel the Senate to put him on trial.
No, Senators, the judgment in the Blount case, as has beeri the unanimous construction given to it ever since, is that the nature of the
senatorial office, the nature of the office of Representative in Congress,
is utterly incompatible as created in the Constitution with the application to it of the jurisdiction of impea~hmf'nt. Is it to be tolerated~an two branches of a legislative body dwell together under
the Constitution in peace if one of them has the constitutional prerogative to lay its hand upon a member of the other and force that
body to which he belongs to put him on trial for an abuse of that
very legislative office to which he was elected f That is the limitation of the doctrine in the Blount case. The power of removal is
given to each House for those very causes by another and independent and exclusive provision of the Constitution, as my distinguished
colleague [Mr. LAPHAM] suggests.
The principal argument on both sides was on the question whether
a Senator was an impeachable ci \'il officer, and there is no doubt that
the judgment sustaining the plea was on that ground. But the opinions of the very able counsel on both sides constitute very weighty
evidence of the contemporaneous understanding of the Constitution.
The two managers, Mr. Bayard and Mr. Harper, and the two counsel
for the defendant, Mr. Dallas and Mr. Ingersoll, were among the ablest
lawyers of their day. Mr. Bayard said:
It is also allej!ed in the plea ~at the party impeached is not now a Senator. It
is enough that he was a Se.n ator at the time the articles were preferred. If the
impeachment were re&ular and maintainable when preferred, I apprehend no subsequent event grounaed on the willful act, or caused by the delinquency of the
party, can vitiate or obstruct the proceeding. Otherwise the party, by resignation
or t.he commis ion of orne offen e which merited and occasioned his expulsion,
mi~ht secure his impunity. This is against one of the sagest maxims of the law,
winch does not Ylow a man to derive a benefit from hi.s own wrong.

Mr. Dallas, for the defendant, said:
Thtre was room for argument whether an officer could be impeaehed after he
was out of office; not by a voluntary resignation to evade prosecution, bnt by an
adversary expulsion.

-Mr. Ingersoll, for the defendant, said :
It is among the less objections of the cause that the defendant is now out of office
not by resignation. I certainly shall never contend that an officer may first commit an offense and afterward avoid punishment by re igning his office; but the defendant has been expelled. Can he be removed at one trial ancl disqualified at
another for tbe same offense¥ Is it not the form rather than the substance of a
trial1 Do the Senate come, as IA>rd Mansfield says a jury ought, like blank paper,
without a previous impression on their minds¥ Would not error in the first sentence naturally be prot.! ucti ve of error in the second instance ¥ Is there not reason
to apprehend the stron~ bias of a. forml'r decision would be apt to prevent the inftuence of any new lights brought forward upon a second trial.

It seems to me that the consenting opinion of these leaders of the
American bar, two of them making a concession against their client,
is entitled to great respect. They all ::tgree that the fact that there
can be no judgment of removal is not decisive against the maintenance of the proceeding; for that is true whenever the office has
been laid down. But the defendant's counsel confine their objection
solely to the fact that the removal has been accomplished by another
constitutional mode of dealing with the same offense, and one which
has disqualified the tribunal itself from proceeding to give judgment
in impeachment.
I do not agree with the distinguished ~eut.lemen on the other side
as to the statement of a principle of constitutional law made by Jared
Ingersoll and .Mr. Dallas-a concession directly against the interest of
their client-because they were 'c onceding that under some circumstances a person could be impeached after he bad left an office. It was
for the interest of their client to maintain the general doctrine that
under no circumstances could that be done. One of these distinguished
gentlemen says be is not capable, he never will be Jed by any professional necessity, to argue that a man who lays down his office to avoid
the penalty of his crime can so escape, and the others in different language but in substance concurred in the same opinion. They pnt their
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argument on the ground that nuder another constitutional provision
the man had been expelled for the same cause from the Senate within
a few days. In other words, a constitutional and quasi judicial proceeiling had been had which not exempted Lhe defendant but disqualified the tribunal. One of the gentlemen goes on to argue, "how is it
possible to have a trial on impeachment before a body that by a twothirds vote has just determined e>ery question of fact which is involved in the issue f" That was the argument which those counsel
submitted to the Senate at that time.
Of the soundness of the decision in the Blount case no question as
far as I can remember has been raised since. That the members of
either House of Congress should be impeachable by or before the
othet·, or that an officer whose duties are legislative should l>e called
in question elsewhere for official acts, could never be tolerated and
is repugnant to the nature of the office itself. The claim that the decision was on the ground that be was out of office cannot be maintained. Would Blount have been impe:lcbable if be had staid in
office t Does the learned counsel maintain that f There has been no
attempt to do it. Although I am sorry to say there have been cases
enough of official misconduct, no attempt bas been made to impeach
a Senator or Representative from that day to the present.
This question was directly presented in the case of Barnard in
New York in the year 1872. After very full and able arguments, tbe
court of impeachment, consisting of the court of appeals and the
senate, voted 23 to 9 that the plea of the respondent that he could
not be held to answer for offenses committed in a former term of
office which had expired be not sustained. The court afterward
unanimously found the defendant guilty on most of the articles to
which this plea applied.
The counsel attempt to break the force of the decision in the ca.se
of Judge Barnard by sns-gesting that it only decides that a man who
holds one office can be Impeached for what he did in another. ln
other words, it is gravely claimed that the decision of Barnard's case
is on the ground that you may impeach a civil officer only while he
holds office; but that you may impeach him while he holds office for
anything whatever which he did before he entered upon it, whether
those acts had anv relation whatever to the office he holds or not.
Can any Senator, :i:fter reading the discussions in the Barnard case,
believe that any member of the tribunn,l who composed it rested his
decision on that ground f The able and ingenious counsel who defended Judge Barnard did not deem it fit for them to present this
ground to the court, so far as I can see, and the counsel who prosecuted the impeachment against him had nothing of the sort to say.
I have, Senators, one other authority to cite on this matter. It is
the opinion of an individual statesman, but carrying with it a weight
on such a question as this not surpassed by that of anything except a
judgment of the Senate itself. If this were a doubtful matter his
character and history might have been expected to bring him to another result. He had held. every variety of civil office. His life wa.s
an example of independence of individual judgment, of a struggle ou
thoMideof liberty against authority, against the power of public bodies
and of public opinion. His early youth was passed among the opening scenes of a revolution. In middle life he was driven from the
Presidency, which he had administered with unsurpassed wisdom and
integrity, by a storm of popular delusion and folly. At the age of
fourscore, in the cause of liberty be had bared his breast against a.
dominant majority both of Congress and of people, lookiog only "to
another age" for his vindication. Certainly this man would not incline to extend unduly the power of a political body to punish political offenses by a judgment of political disfranchisement.
Yet John Quincy Adams, in 1846, declared:
And here I take occasion to &.'l.y that I differ from t.h e gentleman from Virginia,
fMr. Bailey,] and, I believe, other gentlemen who ha.ve stated that the day of impeachment has passed, by tho Constitution, from the moment the public office
expir~. I hold no such doctrine. I hold myself, so long as I have the breath of
life i.:n""my body, amenable to impeachment by this House for anything I did during
the time I held any public office.
Mr. BAILEY. Is not the judgment in ease of impeachment removal from office 7
Mr. ADAMS. And disqualification to hold any office of honor, trust, or pi'otlt under the United States forever afterward; a punishment much greater, in my opinion, than removal from office. It clin,gs to a. man as long as he lives; and if any
public officer ever pnt himself in a. J.>OSition to be tried by impeachment, he would
hn.ve very little of my good opinion if he did not think disqualification from holding office for life a more severe punishment than were removal from office. I hold,
therefore, that every President of the United States, every Secretary of State, every
officer impeachable by theln.ws of the country, is as liable twenty years after his
office expired as he is while he continues in office.-Oongressional Globe, April 13,
1846.

The learned counsel did me the extraordinary honor to quote to the
Senate some words which I uttered in another place, tl.ae discussions
in which are not very proper for consideration here, as it seems to me,
when this question was up. The honor was a little diminished by the
fact that the same counsel think that the House of Representatives
are forever estopped in their great constitutional power of impeachment by the legal opinions of Mr. WILLIAM LAWRENCE in the Fortieth
Congress, as matter of law, and as matter of fact by the action of
Mr. HIESTER CLYMER in this. I snppo e we might perhaps reply by the citation which ruy honored associate [Mr. JE.~-x:s] made
of the opinion of Mr. Spofford, the Librari:w, who I suppose fairly by
the same logic would estop l>oth branches. When the la,ngnage which
Mr. Carpenter quoted the other day was uttered, tbtl question was on
pa.ssing the resolution to impeach this officer, under t'he previous9uestion, when a member of the House who has not at all changed his in-
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dividual opinion on that subject insisted that more delay should be
p;ranted, and quoted the opinion of Judge Story, or the inclination of
Judge Story's mind, as showing that it was a very grave and serious
question. I will not stop to read the language, but I S3.i d, ''I
think very likely that the House will come to the conclusion on
. examination t,hat it has the power," and, as some gentlemen who
now do me the honor to listen to me know very well, I stated to the
gentlemen who sat about me at the time my own individual opinion
that the power of the House existed and that the j nrisdiction existed.
Suppose when this trial opened a proposition had been made to limit
the distinguished counsel for the defendant to a five minute' or sixty
minutes' defense of their client for a discussion of this great constitutional question, is it not pretty likely that some Senator, whatever
nright have been his individual judgment as to the law, would have
ri en in his place and said, "Senators, here is a grave constitutional
question about which such a jurist as Judge Story has doubted."
Could he not do that without being prejudged or charged with any
inconsistency if he should in the end come to the conc~usion at which
we arrive'
It is proper to say, however, as regards the case of a defendant fleeing from office in order that he may interpose this objection between
his crime and his punishment, that the act ion of the Honse of Representatives finds great vindication when it determined that at least
the proceeding for impenchment should begin on the day when the
fu~itive sought to avoid them by flight.
The narrower argument drawn from the letter of the Constitution
is the chief argument of the defense. The counsel make two points
upon the text of the fourth section of the third article. First, "all
civil officers of the United States." The defendant is not now a civil
officer; therefore he is not included in the description. Second, a
judgment of removal is imperatively required. No removal is possible from an office already resigned. Therefore the judgment required by the Constitution has become impossible. On the other
hand, we maintain that the language of the Constitution, even expounded as you would expound a deed or a will, without regard to
the history of its formation and without resorting to the great public
reasons which favor our construction, brings us to the same result as
the authorities we have cited.
The articles which provide for the Senate and Honse contain a
complete provision for impeachment. The House is vested with the
sole power of impeachment. The Senate is vested with the sole power
to try all impeachments. The judgment is limited within certain
bounds. The number necessary for conviction, the oath or affirmation,
and the calling in the Chief Justice to preside in case the President is
tried are prescribed. We have here, then, an adeqnate and ample provision covering the entire process: authority to institute it, authority
to try it, the method of proceeding, and the limitatiqn of the judgment.
For what is meant by impeachment, what offenses it shall cover, and
what persons are liable to it, for the forms of pleading and rules of
evidence 1·ecourse must be had to the common law. The power of
impeachment is nC\t defined by grant in our Constitution, but by limitation. The general power is conferred, and then a limitation is inserted upon the judgment, which is not to extend further than removal
and disqualification, and the power of conviction, which shall only be
by two-thirds vote. For everything else we are referred to the common law. Mr. Rawle says:
Impeachments are thus introduced as a known definite teTID, and we must have
recourse to the common law of England for a definition of them. (Rawle on Constitution, page 198.)
-

The learned counsel who opened for the defense says that United
States courts have no common-law powers; and that is true. He
says that is as true of this court as of all other United States courts.
That I agree is true. But when a word is used in defining powers
granted, you resort to the common law for its meaning. That is so as
to the meaning of" admiralty," which is a jurisdiction granted to
United States courts,or "maritime." So as to" levying war," ''felony,"
''bribery," as to the term "quorum," by the legislative grant of power,
for the limits of the power of pardon:, and all these things, althoogh
they are granted by the Constitution, you refer for the meaning of
the terms used in the grant to the common law, to which those terms
belong.
Now, it is well settled that all abuses of official trnst are impeachable .i n Parliament. At common law there is no limit as to person;
there is no limit as to time ; there is no restriction as to the character
of the offense or in the punishment, save the discretion of the two
Houses._
Mr. Wooddeson states the law in his lectures, volume 2, page·601 :
All the king's subjects are impeachable in Parliament. Such kinds of misdeeds,
however * * * as peculiarly injure the commonwealth by the abuse of high
offices of trust are the most proper, and have been the most usual, grounc.ls for tliis
.h-ind of prosecution. Thus, ii a. lord chancellor be guilty of bribery, or of acting
gro ~Y contrar:r to the duty of his office, if the judges mi.l!lead their SOYereign by
unconstitutional opinions, if any other ma!!istrate attempt to subvert the funda.
mental laws or introduce arbitrary power, those have been deemed cases adapted
to parliamentary inquiry and deciSion. So when a lord chancellor has been
thought to h:J.\-e put the seal to an ignominious treaty, a lord admiral to neglect the
safe ~ard of tho sea. an embru sador to betray his trust, a privy councilor to propoonc.l or upportpernicious nnd dishonorablomeasures, or a confiuential adviser of
his sovereign to ot.tain exnrbitant grants or incompatible employments, the e imputations b:tY properly occa ioned rmpeachments, because it is apparent how little
the ordinary t:rilmnals are calculatcu to take cognizance of such offenses or to investigate and reform the general polity of the state.

Somers was impeached for putting the great seal to a disadvan·
tageous treaty.
The word ''impeachment" meant, when used in the Constitution,
the right to proceed acconling to the usages of Parliament against
such persons and for such offenses as those usages permitted.
It bas been claimed that no . person can be convicted except for
crimes or misdemeanors indictable by statute or at common law.
But the English authorities, too numerous to be cited, are otherwise.
If the question were ever an open one whether an officer can be impeached for high official misdemeanors not prohibited by statute and
not offenses at common law, it must be taken to be settled hy the judgment of this court in theca e of Johu Pickering, who was impeached,
convicted, and removed from office for drunkenness and impropriety
of speech on the bench; and .by the expre s and unanimous resolution of the Senate when they expelled Blount, in which they recited
that be had been gnilt.y of. high crimes and misdemeanors, which are
the terms URed in the impeachment clause, although his offense wa inciting certain Indian tribes to make war against a foreign power, not,
of course, an offense indictable at common law.
There are a thousand cases of the highest official nrisdemeanor
which it is impossible to anticipate by a tatute. The giving evil
advice to a President by his constitutional counselors for corrupt
personal endt~, the abuse of the official discretion lodged so largely in
the heacls of Departments, the appointing a poblic officer for money
before the statute pas..,ed making that an offense, the perverse and
wanton refusal to discharge official duties imposed on them by law,
may surely be reached by impeachment, though not punishable as
crime . So of the jodge. H was forcihly put by the counsel for the
people in the case of Barnard, in New York:
For perverting lhe course of jnstico, for excee(ling a iust and lawful c.liscretiou,
for oppressing suitors, for indecency on the bench, for beinz a. buffoon in the public bar-rooms of the city-for the. e and other things. for which he ou:rht w be de.
graded from the judicial office Q.v a court of impeachment, where is tho remedy 1
By indictmenU No.-Spuch of 'Van. Oott, trial of Barnard, volumo 1, page 173.

The judge who sits when his brother is a party, or who is guilty of
gross oppression or gross usurpation, cannot be reached by any ordinary criminal process. Yet of his liability to be impeached there
can be no question. The authorities on this sobject are fully collected in a brief submitted to the Senate in the trial of the President,
preferred by Judge LAWR.El.~CE, and annexed by General Butler to his
opening argument.
Now then-and this is a point of this argument which I deem a
strong one-if it is true that the power to impeach at common law
included the power to proceed against any subject for any abuse of
public trust w it.hout exception, is not the absence of any express limitation in the Constitution almost decisive that it intended to leave
the definition of the per on to the common law, as it left the definition
of the offense t
If there is anything that the framers of" our Government did not
leave to construction, but expre sed in plain En~lish, it was the limitat~ons on the power of dealing with offenses m cases where they
thought the intere t of justice or of liberty required such limitation.
They knew that the grant of the power of impeachment involved in it
by thecommon-lawmeaningof the term the power to punish for official
offenses not indictable, and the power to impeach, try, convict, and
sentence after the offender had left office. Iri the beginning of that
centUI·y Lord Chancellor Somers, the friend of liberty and th,e friend
af America, had been tried for putting the great seal to treaties disadvantageoos to England, on impeachment commenced after he left
office. Lord Chancellor Macclesfield in 1725 was impeached for corruption in the sale of offices, and sentenced to fine and imprisonment,
on proceedings resolved on uy the Common~ after he left office. It
seems impossible that they should not have expressly confined impeachment to persons in office, if it bad been their desire so to confine it. It seems impossible that any provision so confining it would
have got into the Constitution without debate.
·
Mr. SARGENT. Mr. Pre ident, not to interrupt the manager, I
should like to ask a question which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT p-ro tempo-re. The inquiry propounded by the Senator from California will be read.
The Chief Clerk read a-s follows :
There are now several members of the Senate who have been in past
years civil officers of the United States. Are they liable to impeach·
ment for an alleged act of goilt done in office t
Mr. Manager HOAR. They are undo.ubtedly. The logic of my argument brings .us to that result; a.nd undoubtedly they are as safe
from the operatiOn of that proce practically as the newly-born infant
in his rnotber's arm . Does anybody suppose that there is to be a
two-thirds vote of the American Senate whlch will rake up and try
and punish for political offense , when the public judgment of this
people bas demanded an amnesty! The whole power-to punish, the
whole Judgment after the offender has left office is disqualification to
bold office, and that judgment is a judgment in tbe discretion of tho
Senate. Hunt in Massachusetts, a justice of the peace-the language
being exactly the same as this-wa sentenced simply to suspension
from his office and disqualification to hold any other for twelve mont.hs.
Tha.twas the case of a justice of the peace in the town of Watertown,
I think, early in this century.
Mr. SARGENT~ I wish to propound a further question. I do not
desire to interrupt the manager.
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:Mr. ~Ianager HOAR. I am very happy to answer any question I
ron.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Then what becomes of the - comity between the two HotlBes on
which the learned manager laid stre sf
Mr. Manager HOAR. Why, Mr. Senator, I do not understand that
there is any comity which prevents pursuing a Senator into this
Chamber for snv offense that he has committed-Yr. SARGENT. The necessity for good feeling between the two
Houses!
Mr. Manager HOAR. I do not understand that there is any comity
or necessity for good feeling between this Senate and any other tribunal whatever which prohibits pursuing him for guilt elsewhere
wit.h a lawful or constitutional punishment. He cannot be called in
question by the court for anything he does or e.ays in this Chamber,
the blackest libel or slander though it might be conceived to be; and
he cannot be called in question by the Honse of Representatives.
Mv argument related to impeaching a Senator for senatorial conduct
and for what took place here and to the indecency of supposing that
it ever was thought that the House of Representatives might require
the Senate to try at its own bar a member whom it hall permitted,
without the exercise of its power of expulsion, to remain here. That
was the argument, but of course if General Belknap had been elected
to the 8enate from the State of Iowa in the ignorance of the people,
and. had taken his seat in the Senate on that election, and after that
the::;e acts of bribery had been discovered, the Honse of Representatives could, and should, and would have demanded that he be sequestered from his seat in this Chamber, and be placed at the bar, as he
now stands, as a criminal; and that power would be as necessary for
the purity, and the honor, and the dignity of the Senate itse~ as it
is for the protection of the American people.
Let me then sum up the argument, drawn from the ln.nguage of the
Constitution. The power of impeachment is not defined in the grant
in the Constitution. It is conferred as a general common-law power.
Tllejudgment is then limit(ln to removal and di qualification, and
two-thirds required for conviction. No limit of its appli_cation to
persons is inserted in the grant. Bnt a subsequent limitation on the
tenure of office is inserted, namely, the ca-se of a removal by impeachment, to guard against the argument that officers, whose term is fixed
in the Constitution, cannot be removed under the power of impeachment, just as impeachment is excepted in the clause securing the
right of trial by jury and in the clause conferring the power to
pardon.
But suppose we grant the phrase, all civil officers, to be inserted
as a definition of the persons who may be reached by this process.
Is the definition to be taken to apply to them at the time of the commission of the offense or at the time of the puni~hment f Suppose a
statut.e enact that all wTong-doers may be punished. Is it not clear
that if they be wrong-doers when they commit the act the liability to
punishment attache:; f The very statute which punishes bribery
would fail by this construction to reach anybody, because it is in
this respect, as has already been said, almost identical with the provision of the Constitution in its description.
The provision that the judgment shall extend no further than removal from office and perpetual disqualifieation authorizes any lesser
penalty included within those limits to be imposed at the discretion
of the Senate. In Hunt's case, in Massachusetts, the sentence was
disqualification for a year under a like constitutional provision.
I ought to have added, in further reply to the honorable Senator
from California, that if he refers to that large class of cases where
the Constitution has expressly imposed a disability, that is, for aid
and comfort to the rebellion in the late war, and where the Constitution has expressly provided a means of removing that disability, I
should have no doubt that any person whose offense consisted, whether
an official offense or an offense as a private citizen, in giving aid and
comfort to the rebellion, could plead au exemption from impeachment when he had, under the very provision of the Constitution
itself, by the vote of two-thirds of both branches, received his pardon. So that I do not think anybody need be much afraid of what
will happen to him or to any person whom he thinks public policy
requires should not be further pursued for state crimes, in coming to
the conclusion for which we contend.
It certainly will not be seriously maintained that when a statute
prescribes two punishments, one of which has become impossible,
that the offender is thereby exempted from the other. The penalties provided in more barbarous ages will suggest abundant illustrations. Some of our old statutes provide that an offender be imprisoned or whippe.d, and in addition have his head shaved or his ears
cropped, or labor in the tread-mill. Do the learned counsel think he
would get rid of the imprisonment or whipping if he did not happen
to have any hair or any leg , or if he had had his ears cropped before f
The whole constitutional provision, so far as affects our preEent
purpose, can be summed up in two Sdntence~ w llich are scarcely a
paraphrase or change of the existing text of the existing law, and
these two sentences I think state precisely the contentions on the one
side and on the other. We say that the Constitution in substance
is this: "The Senate shall have the sole power to try impeachments,
and civil officers shall be removed on conviction." The cormsel for
the defendant would state it to be: "J ndgment in case of conviction
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shall be removal from office and disqualification if tl!e defendant is
I" That is the summing up of the two propositions.
But the meaning of these provisions of the Constitution mtlBt be
ascertained after all by a b~oa.d consideration of the great public objects they were intended to accompli~:~h. "Never forget," says Chief
Justice Marshall, iu McCulloch vs. Maryla.n d-and that sentence is
the key-note to his whole judicial power-"Never forget t.hat it is a
constitution yon are interpreting."
It is clear that in the case of high state offenders it was deemed
important by the people when they established the Constitution that
the judgment of perpetual disqualification to hold office should be
imposed in the discretion of the Senate. There is no need to argue
that anything which finds expression in the Constitution is of grave
national importance. This jndgment of perpetual disqualification
was provided, among other reasons, to prevent the return to office
after removal or resignation of guilty favorites of the Ex_ecutive. For
that large class of impeachable misdemeanors which cannot be described in a statute beforehand it is the only penalty known to the
Constitution. The mere removal from office carries with it little terror,
and is of little public importance as applied to all officers less than
the President himself. By our customs most offices, including those
of the judges in many States, are laid down at brief and stated intervals. All officers are removable at the pleasure of the '.lppointing
power, with certain exceptions-. To be' removed from office, of itself,
carries with it no degradation. If such removal be for a cause not
involving personal infamy, it will in many cases work no disgra-ce,
even if it take place on impeachment, unless the perpetual disqualification be attached to it. John Quincy Adams was right when he
said:
1t illing

If any public officer everfut himself in a position to be tried by impeachment,
he would have >ery little o my good opiniofi if he did not think disqualification
from holding office for life a more severe punishment than mere removal from office.

A good deal has been said as to whether this constitutional judgment be a punishment or a remedy; but, after all, it seems to me, if
we settle what the thing is, it is not necessary to trouble ourselves a.s
to which of these two words is applicable to it. In a certain sense it
is a punishment for a member of t.he House of Representatives not to
be re-elected and to lose the confidence of his constituents or for a
member of the Senate to lo e the confidence of his State Legislature.
It is a punishment in some sense for an executive subordinate officer
to be removed for cause. And in that sense undoubtedly it was the
purpose of the framers of our Constitution to have the terror of this
result, whether it be removal or disqualification, held up before the
official as a security against his guilt. But in the theological or the
old legal sense in which we use the word" punishment"-that is, as
an adequate expia,t ion or atonement for an offense, the meting out of
justice to the offender-of course this constitutional provision is not
a punishment, because the Constitution expressly provides tha.t the
party may be held to answer to trial at law iu all cases in addition
to this. In that sen.!:le, therefore, the leading purpose of the Constitution was to secure the people this great r~medy against the return
to office of the guilty official.
The judgment of disqualification is in all cases, when re-appointment or re-election has taken place, the only method of accompli bing removal. Senators will reflect that this judgment of disqualification involves and includes removal from every oflice held by the
person convicted at the time it is pronounced.
The exception of the judgment on impeachment from the operation
of the power to pardon strongly shows the importance attached to
that part of it which is to be of perpetual operation. How careful
were the framers of our Constitution t.o mark their sense of the importance of this jud~ment of disqualification so that the man should
never get back. W nittemore was re-elected by the people of his district after he had resigned and fled from the House of Representatives to avoid expulsion; and cases of such offenders may easily be
conceived. Of course the expulsion fr~m a legislative body they
could not give that effect to, but the framers ot the Constitution put
into the power of judgment on impeachment this power of perpetual
disqualification; and then they added that it should be beyond the
reach of the Executive pardon, because it was intended to reach
guilty Cabinet officers or counselors of the Executive.
It seems to me the decisive consideration in determining this question is this: The people of the United States are entitled for their
protection to a certain judgment. T.he guilty officer shall be removed,
and, if the degree of his guilt warrant the greater condemnation, he
shall be incapable of being restored. The Constitution expressly
mentiona perpetual disqualification beyond the reach of pardon as
the judgment which the Senate may think its duty in some cases to
pronounce. Now can this protective judgment ever be any the less
necessary because the crimH has not been discovered untit the official
term has expired, although perhaps the officer has been re-appointeti,
or because just before the proceedings begin, or just before the judgment is pronouuce.d, the official bas laid down his office f Beca.use the
logic of my fliends on the other side, as the counsel very frankly admitted, is this: They say that when a man has ceased to be a civil
officer yon cannot pronounce the constitutional judgment, because
the constitutional judgment must be a judgment of removal; and
therefore it is true, as the counsel admitted, that if that resignation be made after every Senator has publicly ·pronounccd his opinion of guilt, before the judgment is actually entered, it may be ple:.l(led
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in arrest of judgment, ann the power to pronounce the greater part
of the penalty taken from the Senate.
It is true that there are statutes requiring or authorizing the perpetual disq nalification to bold office to be inflicted by the ..courts of
the United States ns a punishment on conviction of crime. But the
existence of these statutes does not meet the difficulty ; for a protection t.o the people provided by the Constitution itself. and depending on the high discretion of this constitutional court, a statute provi ion, repealable at the will of the Legislature, can never be deemed
an equivalent. A constitutional disqualification intended to bar out
the guilty counselors of the Executive from a return to political power
can only be placed beyond the operation of an Executive pardon
when it is pronounced by the judgment of the Senate. The disqualification provided by statute can only apply to that comparatively
narrow claas of offenses which can be so foreseen as to be described
with reasonable certainty in ordinary criminallegislation. Impe!!.chinent goes much further.
The whole constitutional theory of impeachment proceeds upon
the ground that, wbile conviction for crime may be safely left to juries
and its punishment to the discretion of inferior courts, the protection of the American people against the return to office of the guilty
official has been deemed of importance enough to be attained by the
mechanism provided by the Constitution of an inquest and impeachment by the Representatives of the whole people and a judgment of
the Senate itself. It seems to me a monstrous absurdity to suppose
that this great cQnst.i tntional remedy of a judgment against t.he return to office of a high political official on account of great political
offenses committed at the seat of Government should depend on conviction by a jury drawn by the marshal fJ·om the office-holding population of the District of Columbia on a trial conducted and controlled
by officers of the executive, and on a sentence of a sin~le judge of a
court, however respectable, whose jurisdiction is confined within a
couple of square leagues.
B~ ides, there is certainly a grave constitutional difficulty in supporting much of the legislation by which Congress has undertaken
to clothe the national courts with the power of imposing disqualification to hold office as a punishment for crime. If it is to operate
as a disqualification to hold those offices whose qualifications are defined by the Constitution, it is liable to the objection of declaring
persons disqualified whom the Constitution declares qualified. If it
is to operate upon persons holding office at the time of their conviction,
it places the power of removal from office in hands where the Constitution has not placed it.
It is further argued that the danger of the return to office of persons guilty of great political crimes is a visionary an<l not a real danger, because to their restoration to most of the important offices under
the Government the consent of the Senate is necessn,ry. But there
are many to which it is not necessa1·y. If the guilty public officer
whose crimes are not discovered until the expiration of his term of
office or who lays down his offico. to escape conviction can thereby
avoid sentence, he of course thereby avoids trial~ as the very form of
issue which we are now dealing with shows; neither Senate nor people nor President, to whom his claim for new confidence is presented,
can have the advantage of any judicial trial, of any inquest, of any
process for the discovery of concealed evidence1 of any responsible
accuser, in determining the question of his former guilt.
It is further suggested, in very influential quarters, that it is the
duty of the· executive officer by whom the guilty official has been appoiuted to withhold his acceptance of the resignation of such official
until conviction and judgment upon itnpeachment can be had. This
suggestion has hardly enough reason in its favor to merit an answer.
In the first place, I deny that the right of any Americv.n citizen to lay
down an office depends upon any act of acceptance of any person
whatever. Any explicit and formal renunciation of the office by the
official terminates his relation to it without the consent of any person
whatsoever. This was lately held by the House of Representatives
in the case of Whittemore, who resigned his seat in that body without
its consent when the vote on the question of his expulsion was about
to ue taken. Does the right of the member of the Cabinet to resign
his place to accept a seat in the Senate depend upon the consent of
the President! Does the right of the members of this body to lay
down their high office, perhaps to assume some other even higher,
if there be any higher, depend upon its will f If this were true, must
the officer guilty of high crimes be left in charge of his office until
the House and the Senate meet and until judgment can be rendered
upon impeachment f Must 3 def:l.ulting . Treasurer of the United
States be left in charge of the whole Treasury until conviction and
sentencet Should the Secretary of War·have been forced to remain
in charge of the W nr Office until the close of this trial, a charge in
eluding the custody of the documents 3mong the records of his Department upon wlJich his conviction may depend T The power given
by the statute to the President to suspend an officer only exists when
the Senate is not in se&>ion. The acceptance of a resignation is a
mere formality, adding no validity whatever to the act. If it were
not so, it would be an imperative duty whenever the officer in whom
the power of accepting it is lodged believed in the guilt of the party
resigning.
There are some authorities, English and American, to the effect
that there are certain public offices which cannot be resigned without thb consent of the appointing power or of some public board to
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which the officer belongs. These cases proceed upon the ground that
the performa,nce of an office to which the subject has been lawfully
called is a duty which he cannot refuse. Wherever that doctrine extends-that is, wherever in England or America it has been held that
the acceptance of somebody is necessary to a resignation-the citizen
elected or appointed is compellable by 1nand.amus to take the office
originally even against his wish. But the American law as applied
to offices not municipal or corporate is settled otherwise. (M'cCrary
on American Law of Elections, pa~e 260; People vB. Porter, 6 California, page 26; United States vB. Wnght, 1 McLean, page 512; Gates VB.
Delaware County, 12 Iowa, page 405; Lewis VB. Oliver, 4 Abbott's
Practice, page 121.)
We are therefore brought inexorably to the alternative that proceedings for impeachment can be instituted and go on notwithstanding the withdrawal from office of the delinquent, or that the greater
part of a jurisdiction expressly conferred by the Constitution exists
and may be exercised, not at the discretion of the Senate, but at the
discretion of the accused.
An argument is also drawn from the practice of criminal courts.
It is sa.id that when a judgment is requiJ:ed by statute to be for two
things it cannot be for one of them alone, and that here the jod~ment
must be by the Constitution either for removal alone or for removal
and disqualification. The practice of criminal courts affords no rule
binding in this Chamber. Undoubtedly, the laws of common justice
and common reason are of universal authority. Undoubtedly, you
can derive great aid in discovering and applying those rules from the
sages of the law. But beyond tllese simple precepts of universal application, an attempt t.o entangle this high court, while exercising
its exalted functions, in the technicalities of criminal practice, is, to
use Burke's comparison, "as if a rabbit that breeds four times a year
should attempt to prescribe the period necessary for the gestation of
an elephant."
Such confined and inallplieable rules would be convenient indeed to oppression,
to extortion, bribery, and corruption, but ruinous to the people, whose protection is

the true object of all tribunals and of all theirrules.-Burke'a reportojcomm\tteeto
inspect the Lord's journals.

Among the na,rrow, technical, artificial reasons suggested by the
practice of the police court, and of doubtful cogency even there, is
this doctrine. I do not believe that it will be adopted here, or be relied
on by the Sen:.>.te as the foundation for a determination that where,
in the contemplation of the Constitution, the safety of the state entitles the people on demand of its representatives to a solemn resolution of the Senate that a high state offender shall be removed from
office and disqualified to return to it, the power to erect this barrier
is taken away because the removal bas becomA impo ible.
But I do not admit that the Constitution requires this double judgment. The judgment is, in either case, for one thing-a larger or 3
lesser. It may be for removal simply. It may be for perpetual disqualification simply, which includes removal.
.
Before dismissing this proposition of the defense, consider exactly
to what it would bring us. The proposition is that no judgment under the Constit.ution can be rendered by the Senate which does not
remove from his place a person then holding a civil office under the
United States. It applies only to the time judgment is actually pronounced. For all purposes of this argument for the defense, the constitutional remedy is defeated just as much if the offender lay down
his office after the trial, after the opinions of Senators have been made
known, if the resignation be pleaded in arrest of judgment at auy
time before judgment be actually pronounced and entered.
The defendant's construction of the Constitution, then, must be rejected, because it destroys for all practical value the most important
portion of the authority of the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment, namely, the power to pronounce judgment of perpetual disqualification. Bot-and this is the last point I shall have occasion to address to the Senate-it must also be rejected because it leaves the
power of removal itself almost entirely destroyed.
The judgment of di qualifica.tion is one method of removal. Wherever the officer has been re-elected. or re-appointed, whenever he has
been promoted to a more important office, wherever the evidence of
his crime is not discovered until after the te:r:m of office in which it
was committed has expired, or is discovered too late for proceedings of
impeachment, the public are without other redress. Suppose a President corruptly use his office to secnre a re-election. Suppose a VicePresident deal fraudulently with the returns. Suppose a Cabinet
officer is an accomplice in such misconduct of the President, or bu
guilty of bribery just at the close of his term and is re-appointed.
· ls there no power reserved by the Constitution either to remove him
or punish him f
The claim practically limits tlJe constitutional redress to offenses
committed during the first three years of a presidential term, unless it
be supposed that the President should call an extra session to take
steps for his own impeachment or that of his own counselors.
The impeachment of Andrew Johnson was resolved by the House on
the 24th of February, 1868; the final judgment of acquittal was pronounced on the 28th of May, a period of three months and four days,
precisely corresponding in length with the short se sion of Congress
under our present arrangements. This does not include the time occupied by the House in obtaining the evidence, or in the debates which
preceded the resolntion of impeachment. This present impeachment
has been pressed, I think, mortj ra.piilly than any other known in our
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history; yet nine weeks have already expired since it begun. This
fact shows that for any official misdemeanor committed in the last
year of his office an impeachment and conviction of the·President_durmg his term will in most ca8es be found wholly impracticable. He
may have secured his re-election by unconstitntionn,l or corrupt use of
his power, and the people, if he cn,nnot be impeached dter his term
expires, are wholly without remecly.
The destruction of the power to impea~h carries with it the destruction of the power of the House to make the inquest, len,ving the
people wholly dependent for their protection on the executive power
of removal. This power does not extend to all cases. The Executive
may be deaf to charges of guilt against officers in whom he has trusted,
coming to him without authority and tested by no competent processes of in vesti~ation.
It is said that It is a dangerous construction which leaves the public officer exposed to impeachment during his whole natural life. But
if be be gui1ty and deserve impeachment be ought to be so exposed.
His safety against unjust prosecution or the revival of old political
offenses, which the public peace requires should be buried in oblivion,
is abundant. No impeachment can proceed unless both Houses concur.
The judgment of disqualification is clearly discretionary; and the
Senate, in my judgment, may refuse even to take np for trial an impeachment presented by the House against an officer out of office in
which it is clear that in the exercise of it<J discretion it would not
be expedient to impose a judgment on conviction. No impe$l.cbment
can proceed unless both Houses concur. No conviction can be had
but by two-thirds of the Senate. No judgment of disqualification
except in its discretion. When political passion breaks down all these
barriers there will be little else in the Republic worth saving.
Impeachment is not likely to be a favorite process with the Senate
or the House. There is no likelihood that we shall ever unlimber this
clurnsy and bulky monster piece of ordnance to take aim at an object from which all danger bas gone by.
I wish to say a word or two in regard to the other question. I have
dealt, as it was intended I should deal, chiefly with the main question; but, with rega~·cl to the question presented so well by my bonorallle associate who opened this case, [Mr. LORD,] (and that is, where
the process of impeachment begins and the term of office ceases on
the same day, the law will deem that the resolution of impeachment
was adopted at the first moment of that day,) I will not undertake
to restate and I certainly cannot re-enforce what my distinguished
and able friend so admirably stated upon that subject; but I desire
simply to say to the Senate that, if they will consult the authorities
cited by my associate and the authorities cited by counsel for defendant, they will find that the two classes of authorities do not in
the least conflict.
The principle is a principle in fa~or of judicial remedy. Every
judicial remedy will be held to have begun, every judicial process,
whether it be judgment or suit, at that time in the day in which it
was instituted which is necessary for the preservation of the remedy
which it is designed to secure. That is the nlle which all these authorities established, and the authorities where a day was divided
for the very purpose of preserving remedies and preventing their
defeat are those which have been cited by the counsel for the defense.
I perhaps ought to make one single observation, though it is hardly
necessary, in regard to the grave citation to the Senate of the instance
where a person is permitted to change his domicile or to go across a
State line for the purpose of instituting a lawsuit, n,nd the attempt
to extend the analogies of those rules to the cases where a criminal
undertakes to flee from the penalties of his crime. Suppose a citizen
of the State of New York commit treason against that State and...flee
into New Jersey, will the court be very likely, when he is brought
back for trial, to recognize the doctrine that because he can go over
to New Jersey to bring a civil lawsuit he is equally protected by
the same logic in going into New Jersey to escape a criminal process
against himself T
I claim, then, to have established that the history of the formation
of the Constitution, the opinions.of the best authorities, the letter of
the instrument, and the grand object it was intended to accomplish,
concur in requiring you to overrule this plea to your jurisdiction. To
allow it is to put out of your banda the bridle placed by the Constitution in the hands of the Senate as n, controlling check upon executive usurpation and executive corrnption-t.he bridle placed in your
hands by those men who looked through all ages, both the past and
the future, in their far-rea.ching, statesmanlike discretion, not to be
laid clown by men with the experience of a single generation. This
jndgment will not only determine this question for all time for the
Senate, but it will speak with an authority not 1;o be disregarded in
the construction of like clauses in the constitutions of more than
thirty American States. Throughout this broad land, under national
and State jurisdiction, the great constitutional. power of impeachment, the life of public liberty and of public purity, is to be dwarfed
or maintained in its fullest and most bcneficent.vigor as you shall
decide this issue.
I do not stand here, Senators, at~ th~ accuser of Mr. Belknap, or as
the advocate of the House of Representatives. I am here to speak for
a right of the American people; a right which their ancestors secured
to them by their Constitution, and which nothing but their own constitutional act can take away. It is that over every public officer,
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whether he be tempted to abuse or nsnrp power or to gain wealth by
corrupt means in office, shall hang the dread of what the Federalist
calls the" awful discretion" of t.be Senate to try him in the presence
of the wbole American people and to visit him with the perpetual
infamy of its sentence. For the citizen accused of crime is the grand
jury, and the indictment, and the statute of limitations, and the jury
trhl, and the law enacted beforehand. For him is the maxim that
it is better that ten guilty escape than that one innocent perish.
But for the public officer who voluntarily seeks or accepts these vast
trusts, the safety of the whole state demands there shall be a higher
responsibility and another method of punishment.
I have thus, Senators, very imperfectly performed the duty assigned
to me by the House of Representatives. It has been a dull argument
of a dry question of law. Your decision, like every decision affecting
permanently the power and authority of the Senate, is to reach in its
consequences t.o a period very far distant in the future. But I am
much mistaken if there be not a very deep and present public interest
in this issue.
I said a little while ago that the Constitution had no safeguards to
throw away. You will ju~~e whether the pn blic events of to-day do
not admonish ns to look well to all our securities to prevent or power to
punish the great guilt of corruption in office. We must not confound
idle clamor with public opinion or accept the a~cnsations of scandal
and malice instead of proof. But we shall make a worse mistake if,
becau e of the multitude of false and groundless charges against men
in high office, we fail to redress substantial grievances or to deal with
ca-ses of actual guilt. The worst evil resulting from the indiscriminate attack of an unscrnptllons press upon men in public station· is
not that innocence suffers, but that crime escapes. Let scandal and
malice be encountered by pure and stainless lives. Let corruption and
bribery meet their lawful punishment.
My own public life has been a very brief and insignificant one, extending little beyond the duration of a single term of senatorial office.
But in that brief period I have seen five judges of a high court of the
United States driven from office by threats of impeachment for corruption or maladministration. I have heard the taunt, fron;1 friendliest lips, that when the United States presented herself in the Ea-st
· to take part with the civilized world in generous competition in the
arts of life, the only product of her institutions in which she surpassed all others beyond question was her corruption. I have seen
in the State in the Union foremost in power and wealth four judges
of her courts impeached for corruption, and the political administration of her chief city become a disgrace and a by-word throughont
the world. I have seen the chairman of the Committee on Military
Affairs in the House, now a distinguished member of this eourt, rise
in his place and demand the expulsion of four of his associates for
making sale of their official privile~e of selecting the youths to be
educated at our great military school. When the greatest railroad of
the world, binding together the continent and uniting the two IP'eat
seas which wash our shores, was finished, I have seen our natiOnal
triumph and exultation turned to bitterness and shame by the unanimous reports of three committees of Congress-two of the House and
one here-that every step of that mighty enterprise had been taken
in fraud. I have beard in highest places the shameless doctrine
avowed by men grown old in public office that the true way by which
power should be gained in the Republic is to bribe the people with
the offices created for their service, and the true end for which it
should be used when gained is the promotion of selfish ambition and
the gratification of personal revenge. I have heard that suspicion
haunts the footsteps of the trusted companions of the President.
These things have passed into history. The Hallam or the Tacitus
or the Sismondi or the Macaulay who writes the annals of our time
will record them with his inexorable pen. And now, when a high
Cahinet officer, the constitutional advit!er of the Executive, flees from
office before charges of corruption, shall the historian add that the
Senate treated the demand of the people for its judgment of condemnation a-s a farce and laid down its high functions before the sophistries
and jeers of the criminal lawyer T Shall be speculate about the petty
political calculations as to the effect on one party or the other which in- ,
dnced his judges to connive at the escape of the great public criminal T
Or, on theotberhand,sball heclosetbechapter bynarrating howtbese
things were detected, reformed, and punished by constitutional processes which the wisdom of our fathers devised for us, and the virtue
and puri~y of the people found their vindication in the justice of the
Senate!
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Senate sitting for this trial adjourn.
Mr. StlERMAN. I ask the Senator whether we had not better fix:
the hour on Monday a little earlier T
Mr. EDMUNDS. It is twelve o'clock by the rnles. I will yield to
a motion to adjourn to eleven o'clock on :Monday. I withdraw my
motion for t-hat purpose.
Mr. SHERMAN. I should prefer to say ten o'clock, so as to certainly avoid a night session; but in order to give counsel ample time
on both sides, I will say eleven o'clock.
The PRESIDENT f»·o ternpore. The Senator from Ohio moves that
the Senate sitting for this trial adjourn until Monday at eleven o'clock.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
impeachment adjourned to Monday next at eleven o'clock a. m.
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The PRESIDENT pro tfJmpore, (at eleven o'clock, a.m.) The Senate sitting for the trial of the ar~icles of impeachment a.g~inst ~ill
iam W. Belknap, pursuant to adJournment, now resumes 1ts session.
The Sergeant-at-Arms will make proclamation.
The u ual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The managers on the part of t he House of Representatives appeared
in the seats provirled for them.
The re pondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black, and
c~~~

.

The PRESIDENT pro tfJmpore. The Secretary will notify the House
that the Senate is ready to proceed with the trial.
l\Jr. MERRIMON. I move a call of the Senate.
The PRESIDENT pt·o tempore. The Senator from North Carolina
moves a call of the Senate. The Chair hears no objection, and the
roll-call will proceed.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and thirty-nine Senators answered
to their names.
The Secretary read the Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting on Saturday last for the trial of the impeachment of William
W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is now ready to hear
the managers. Senators will please give tl1eir attention.
Mr. Mana(J'er KNOTT. 1\Ir. President, if the court please, in resuming the rem~rks which it bas devolved upon me to submit upon the
que tion under discus ion, I need not promi e the court that I shall be
as brief a possible. Even if I were in perfect health I do not feel
that I am speaking for posterity, and conse.queutly am under no ~emp
tation to talk until that audience shaH arise. Moreover, the line of
remark which I had proposed for myself ha.s been so completely anticipated by the very able and carefully considered arguments of my
learned collea(J'ue that, fortunately for the court, there remains but
little for me~ say except perhaps to recapitulate some of the point.s
and to elaborate to some extent a few of the suggestions so ably presented by them.
When the court did me the favor to adjourn on Friflay evening in
consequence of the phy ical indisposition from which I was then and
am still suffering inten ely, I was about to institute an inquiry suggested to me at that particular moment by the clo ing sentences in a
pararrraph which I had just read from Story's Commen.tarie, on the
Con titntion, as to the ptn:pose for which the remedy by Impeachment
was designed, with the view of determining whether the construct.ion of the various provisions of the Constitution relating to that
subject, propo ed on behalf of the House of Represcntati ve , was more
con istellt with that purpose than that in isted upon by the defen. e.
As to what that pnrpo e really was, I imagine there can be !Jut little,
if any, dispute. However much controversy tllere may IJe with rcganl to the chn.raoter of the offense~ for whic~ an impenchm~ut will
lie, I apprehend there can be but lit~le qnestwn th=:tt the obJect for
which this mode of procedure was des1gued was prem ely tha.t stated
by Judge Story, namely, to secure the state against gross misuerueanors in office.
The framers of our Federal Constitution were perfectly aware that
the functions of the Government they were preparing to establish
would neces arily have to be committed to tho e who would be subject to the same frailtie and actuated, to some extent at least, by the
same p~ions which infl•1ence the conduct of their fellow-men. They
, knew, moreover, that tho e who are called to fill the most exalted
st.a tions of public trust are frequently, if notal ways, under the stronge.·t po sible temptation to abo e the opportunities afforded by their
official position for the promotion of their own aggrandizement, the
exten ·ion of their own authority, and the perpetuation of their own
power, be ides being constantly subject to the sugge tions of an ignoble appetite for illegi timate emolument. .A.s wi e and sagacious
statesmen, therefore, fully appreciating the importance of securing
every department of the Government from the contamination of official corruption and crime, they devised this mode of procedure as the
mo t practicable and efficient method of pre erving the purity and
maintainin(J' the integrity of tho e departmentse pecially which were
not designed to be under the immediate, direct control of the people
through the ballot. This much I unuerstand to be conceded by the
honorable coru1sel for the accused.
But how was the end proposed to be attained Y First, by making
it peremptory upon the court by which a criminal official should be
convicted on impea<:hment to remove him immediately from office;
and thi , say learned counsel, was the only purpose the framers of ~be
Constitution sought to accomplish : "That the sole object for which
the power of impeachment was given was removal from office." It
seems that those wise aud patriotic statesmen thought differently,
however. They knew that if the proce of impeachment went no
further than to remove a criminal or corrupt official from office the
whole proceeding would amount to n,othing more than a puerile
farce. They knew that the party convicted and removed mtght be
immediately restored to the arne or appointed to another and perhaps more important position by a corrupt or mi guided patron, and
to guard acraiust any uch po ible contingency they weut a step further and provided that the court might not only ui rui the delinquent from office but prevent him from again polluting the Government he had alrea<ly degraded l>y disqualifying him to hold any office

of honor, trust, or profit under it, either for a limited period or forever, a the court might see proper, and, to render that disqualification as complete and effectual as po il>le, exempteu the party thus
convicted and condemned from the general power of the Executive
to pardon.
But was this all t Was the only purpose of this disqualification
simply to pre erve the Government from the danger to be apprehended
from the s~le convict.ed criminal t Very far from it, sir! That in
reality constituted but a very small part of the design. The great
object, after all, was that his infamy might be rendered conspicuous,
historic, eternal, in order to prevent the occurrence of like oft{mses in
the future . The purpose was not simply to harass, to persecute, to
wantonly degrade, or take vengeance-upon a single individual ; but
it was that other officials through all time might profit by bi punishment, migllt be warned by his political ostmcism, by the everla. ting sti~ma. fixed upon his name by the most august tribunal on earth,
to avotcl the dangers upon which he wrecked, and withstand the
temptations under which he fell, to teach them that if they should
fall nuder like temptations they will fall, like Lucifer, never to rise
a(J'ain.
0
The real purpose of proceedings of this kind is present.ed so beautifully and so fotcibly in a single paragraph in the opening speech of
Mr. Wl1itbread upon the impeachment of Lord Melville, who, like
the accused here, son~ht to evade the consequences of his crimes by
re ignation, that the ~:;enate will pardon me if I read it. He says:
And here let me observe that all prosecutions of thia sort are instituted for t.he
general benefit., and not with the view of harassing any private inclividoal. PJI
puni~hment is inflicted for the sake of example, and not for the purpose of personal vengeance.

l\Iark this :
It is the morals of a country which in all these inquilies we ought to re<rard, and
it i~ to thi which every honorable prosecutor ought to look, and this every impartial court will respect.
If I could employ the voice of an angel and render it audible to the remotest
corners of the earth, I would caution every friend of virtue before be accepts of
any great public en~~gement I would show him that the temptations are great ;
and I would innte nim to attend to the punishment which would be the consequence of misconduct.

Punishment, sir ! Punishment that public and official morals may
be purified and preserved; not thu.t a single indivjdnal may be baras ed, l>ut that the government to which every citizen looks for
protection may be kept pure, uncontaminated, and worthy of the
confidence of those who are subject to its authority.
Distinguished counsel in his argument the other day in isted very
earnestly, and went so far as to cite the opinions of others equally
eminent withhimselfto show, that the idea of punishment i not contemplated in proceedings of this kind. And, sir, I am glad to be able
to admit that it is one of the most pricele s privileges guaranteed to
every citizen by the Con titution of the United States that he may
not only entertain but freely express his own opinion upon every subject whatever, no matter who may differ with him. It is therefore
not in the power of the Supreme Court to prevent the learned counel from entertaining or promulgating a different view from that
expres~ed by them in the ca e of Cummings vs. The State of .Missouri,
and re-affirmed in the case of Garland, however much they may regret
his inability to concur in that opinion.
The court say in the case of Cummings, 4 Wallace:
The theory upon which our political in. titutions rest is, that all men have certain
inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, an.u th~pursuitof b.appin s;
and that in the pursuit of hap pine R all avocation , all honors, all po itions, are
alike open to every one ; and that in the protection of these rights all are eq oal before th~ law. Any deprivation or suspension of any of these rights for past conduct
is pu.fii~hme nt, and can be in no otherwise defined.
PLU..lshment not being, therefore, re ' tricted, as contended by counsel, to the dep.
rivation of life, liberty, or property, but al o embracing deprivation or su penSion
of political or civil rights, and the di abilities prescribed by the provi ions of the
Missouri constitution being in effect punishment, we proceed to consider whether
ther6 is any inhibition in the Constitution of the Umted States against their enforcement.

But, sir, we have been told that "there were brave men before
A.cramemnon;" and it appears that there were learned and disting-~iRhed lawyers even before conn el were employed in this ca e who
undertook to maintain the view expressed by the honorable conn el
here. .A.s far back as the celebrated Blount case, of which the Senate
bas heard so much during this trial, the same suggestion was made
by conn. el for the defen e, and the argument a-dduced on that occasion was so eloquently and triumphantly met by 'Mr. Manager Harper
and his reply theretq o pertinent to the remarks of counsel here, that
I will read what he said :
·
But the learned counsel fort he defendant have told us that the :power of impeachment i limited in the Constitution itself by the restriction wh1Ch it impoRes on
the power of puni lunent. The power of punishment on conviction by :W.npea.chmeut is restricted, sa.:v they, to "removal from office an~ disqua.lifi~tion. to hold
or enjoy anv office of honor, tru t, or J?rofit under the Umted t.ate i. and It would
be ab ul'd to impeMh, try, and conviCt a man who held no office rrom which he
could be removed, and could, of consequence, be no otherwise affected than by
a. disqu alification to hold in future office which he, perhap , never had a. prospect of obtaining. Of this absurdity t he Constitution cannot be suppo ed to be
guilty · and thercl'ore it could not have intended to subject to the power of impeachment' :{ny persons except tho e who actually hohl offices and may be punished by
removal.
But where, Mr. Pre ident did the honorable counsel for the defendant learn t hat
di qoalilication to hold any offic6 of truRt, honor, or profit under the Government
of our country is no punishment 1 Would either of tho e honorable ~entleruen
t.bink it no punishment in his own ca~e ~ There are no doubt many men mditf~reut
as to offices of profit, and not ambitious of those of honor or trust. nut to be held
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If it be true that the framers of the Constitution did intend that
up to our fellow-citizens as a person unworthy of trust, unde erving of _honor; to
be stigmatized by a solemn sentence of th.e l.~w, pronounced by tho highes_t and no person should be impeached unle s be should be in office at the
most awful judicatnre known to the Constitutwn; to be excluded by the voice of time of the impeachment, learned counsel would have conferred a
our country 'n·om all hope of participating in those rights~ privileges, and advantn~es which are open tQ our fellow-citizens; to bcdisownea byourcommo~mother favor upon this honorable court and have contributed a great deal
a.s degenerate and unnatural ons, unworthy of her confiu.ence; t? be depnvA~._ not to the gratification of the unenlightened public if he had told us why
only of her kindness and her favors, but even of the nght which a good Citizen they did not say so, why they did not express it in some clause upon
bolil dearest of all, the right of devoting ourselves to her service, of defending her
in the hour of dan rrer and distre s-are these not punishments~ I know not where the face of that instrument. For instance, when they said " the
the learnod counsel learned that they are no~ J but this I know, th:,tt the:y did _not House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment,"
learn it in their own hearts. Yes, Mr. PreS1aent, a sentence of disqua.!1fication why did they not add the restraining words to that clause, "but no
pronounced by this honorable body in the face of the whole .American nation, aml person shall be impeached unless he shall be in office at the time?"
Oil <1 charge of'hirrh crimes and misdemeanors by the representatives of the American
people, is a. punfshment; and, as this punishment is applicable to persons who are Or, leaving that clause, when they came to the one regulating the
not officers as well as to those who are, it follows that the power of impeachment, judgment that should be rendered~ why did they not say that "judgif itB extent be measured by that of the power of punishment, is applicable to all ment in cases of impea-chment shall be rPndered against no person
persons, whether officers or not.-.A.nnals of Oongress, Fifth Oongress, (1797-'99,) unless he shall be in office at the time, and no such judgment shall
volume2.
extend further than to removal from office and disaualification to
But, as to the end and final cause of all punishments, every member hold office Y" Or, if these two provisions had pa~sed out of their

of this honorable conrt has long ago been advised when in his youth- minds when they came to consider the fourth section of the second
ful days ho conned over the pages of Blackstone. He says:
article, and they still desired that the American people for whom they
2. As to the end or final cause of human punishments. This is not by way of were preparing the frame-work of a government should understand
at{)ncment or expiation for the crime committed, for that must be left to the just that no man should be impeached unless he was in office at the time,
de termination of tho Supreme Being, but as a precaution against future offenses of
tho Mme kind. This is effected tln·ee ways: either by the amendment of the of- why did they not annex the restraining words to that article, why
fender himself, for which purpose all corporal punishment, fines, and temporary did they not say, "but no person shall be impeached unless he shall
exile or imprisonment are inflicted, or by deterring others by the dread of his ex- be in office at the time'"
ample from offending in the like way.
The framers of our Constitution were wise and patriotic as well as
There, sir, is the ultimate object to be reached by all such proceed- cultured men. They fully appreciated the magnitude of the work in
ings as this, and I would say to the learned counsel, now and for all, which they were engaged; they knew that they were preparing a
that they are dignifying their client far too much when they suppose government not for a day, not for a year, but a government that should
that this impeachment was intended simply to harass him, simply to mold the destinies and affect the interests of a mighty people through
disqualify hint from again contaminating the Government, if indeed long ages to come. They consequently weighed every word they used
he is guilty; and upon that I beg leave to say I would sedulously for- with the utmost care. So careful were they, in fact, that they even
bear to express any opinion at this time. The House of Representa- provided a committee on style and arrangement, to whose scrutiny
tives in sending these articles here had a far hi~her purpose in view. every line and word and syllable of the Constitution wa~ subjected,
That purpose was the correction, the purification of public and of- and whose careful supervision every provision it contains underwent
£cial morals in this country; and who, sir, that has contemplated the before it was adopted. Would they have overlooked such a glaring
frightful picture of crime and corruption so graphically and power- omission a~ the argument of c6unsel implies' They were men with
fully drawn by my distinguished colleague [Mr. HoAR] on last Sat- heads upon their shoulders, and if they had intended that no man
urday will deny that it is high time some such corrective process should be impeached except he should be in office at the time, they
would doubtless have said so in plain, unmistakable terms, or if they
should be put in operation!
Now, sir, if it be true, as I have stated, that the object and design did intend it and did not say so, the learned counsel ought to have
of proceedings like the present are not merely to remove a guilty party informed us why; because if there is a man upon the continent capafrom office, not merely to disqualify him to hold any office of honor ble of giving that information I have no doubt he is the one and the
or trust or profit under the United States, but that it is designed as a only one; but inasmuch a~ he failed to do so, I take it for granted that
great preservative means for securing the purity and honesty of offi- he was simply mistaken as to the intention of the framers of the Concial conduct on the part of all officers of the Government; if it is true stitution on that point. I take it for granted that the very fact that
that the several provisions of the Constitution relating to the subject they omitted to make this restriction is conclusive that they did not
of impeachment were intended to protect the Government from official intend that the power should be so restricted.
It will not do to say that the idea of impeaching a man after he
corruption and crime, which if left unchecked would lead to its ultimate overthrow and destruction; if it is true, as it seems to me every was out of office was never considered by the convention at all; for,
rational mind mnst admit it is, that the only efficacy of those pro- as my learned colleagues so clearly and conclusively showed on Satvisions is to be found in the ri~d, impartial, certain, and inexorable urday, that very question was under discussion when this identical
enforcement of the penalties tney prescribe, the question is whether proposition wa-s considered. The question then was, not whether a
they shall be so construed as to promote the object they were intend~d man shoulcl be impeached after he was out of office, but whether the
to accomplish in the amplest manner consistent with the language in President should be impeached while he wa-s in office. There was no
which they are expressed, or whether they shall receive such a con- .objection anywhere, so far as I have been able to see, to the proposistruction at your hands as· will render them utterly nugatory and tion that he might be impea-ched after the expiration of his term.
But I submit, sir, that this section not only does not reqnire, but it
worthless.
That, sir, is the plain, simple question before you. Now, will this does not admit of interpretation. It is a plain principle of legal condistinguished tribunal, this tribunal of statesmen, say that notwith- struction, as well as of common sense, that where words are so plain
standing the Constitution vests in the Honse of Representatives the that their meaning cannot be mistaken, no interpretation is necespower to institute proceedings by impeachment, and clothes this sary or to be allowed. The words must be taken for just what they
body with full and complete jurisdiction· to try all cases of impeach- express and no more. This has been settled over and over again by
ment; and notwithstanding the plain, obvious principle of law and the courts. Now, look at the language of this section. Is there anycommon sense that when a person enters upon the duties of an office t.hing dubious about it 1 Is there anything uncertain or mysterious
he assumes all the responsibilities of that office, criminal a~ well as about it' Is there anything connected with it that a wayfaring
civil-responsibilities of which he cannot divest himself except in pur- man, though a fool, IlllloY be mistaken about Y
suance of law-yet neither House can exercise its powers in a case of
Examine it in what light you will and you cannot make it say more
impeachment except at the option of the party accused ! Will you or less than it does. I care not whether the immediate controlling
say iu the face of the intelligence of this age, and to the civilized motive in its adoption wa~ to provide a mode for the removal of a
world, that our institutions present such a ridiculous anomaly in juris- guilty official from office, or whether it was intended as a peremptory
prudence, such a miserable, pitiable spectacle of imbecility as that f direction as to the judgment that should be rendered in case he should
Yet you must say so ; the logic is inexorable; there is no escape still be in office when convicted, it simply means that when any civil
from that conclusion, if yon hold, as 'is maintained by the defense officer of the United States shall be .c onvicted on impeachment for
here, that a party may commit an offense while in office, and escape treason, bribery, or other high crime or misdemeanor he shall be rethe penalty described simply by the act of resignation or by any moved, and that is all it means. Torture it as you may it is impossiother act of his except suicide.
ble to find in it the remotest insinuation that removal from office is
But let us look a little more particularly to the two clauses of the the only object to be effected by impeachment, or that if judgment of
Constitution from which this singular conclusion is sought to be de- removal shall be rendered unnecessary by the resignation or previous
duced. As the Senate is alrea-dy aware, the fourth section of the sec- removal of the offender the Senate has no power to render a judgment
ond article provides :
of disqualification either limited or perpetual.
But, sir, it is said that this section should be collated with the sevThe President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States, sba.ll be
romo>ed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or enth clause of the third section of the first article, and both construed
other high crimes and misdemeanors.
together. Very well, let us do so, and what do we find then f We
'fhe learned counsel consumed nearly two hours of this world's val- discover that the framers of the Constitution intended that you should
uable time in a very labored though perhaps not an exhaustive re- have more than the mere power of a motion. We find that they did
hearsal of the records of the convention which framed the Constitu- intend that there should be some other penalty for official crime than
tion to establish the proposition tha,t the idea they meant to convey the mere removal of the offender from office, and that you should
by the section I have just read wa that no man should be impeached havepowertoinflictit, too; that you might disqualify him to hold any
unless he should ue in office at the time of his impeachment. He office of trust, honor, or profit under the United States. Now ij it be
£nally reached that conclusion and announced it, but by what process true that the removal of the guilt.y official was the sole aim and object,
the only purpose to be effected by impeachment, why did not the
of logic I confess I was then and am still unable to appreciate.
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learned counsel inform us why this provision authorizing disqualifiWlteu they came to look over the long catalogue of impeachments,
cation wa-s inserted here t I beg pardon, I believe he did undertake however, which bad t.aken placo in the p arent country, they found
to explain that. He said:
that while that mode of procedure had been resorted to mainly, as I
I have attempted to show t.hat the sole object for which the power of impeach- have said, for the correction of abuses and the punishment of crimes
ment wa given is r emoval from office.
in office, there had been an almost unlimited discretion exercised in
There is another proposition which I intended to argue in that connection. The
disqualification clause of punishment was evidently put in for the purpose of mak· the infliction of penalties upon those convicted. In some ca es enoring the power of removn.l by impea.chmeut effectual. After providing tlmttheoffi. mous fines had been inflicted; in other ca-ses fines and imprisonment;
cers of the United States might be removed on impeachment, although the Presi- in other cases, fine, imprisonment, and the pillory; in other cases
dent coU:d not pardon the offender convicted and removed, yet if he could re-instate death at the block. Cboosin~ therefore, as they did, to remit the
him the next morning he would have substantia.lly the power of pardon.
offender to the regularly constituted courts of justice for indictment,
Now, sit, if the convention intended by this power of disqualifica- trial, and the ordinary punishment prescribed by the law applicable
tion simply to prevent t !1e President from violating the Constitution to each particular case, and resorting to impeachment only for a corby virtually ignoring the restriction upon his power to grant reprieves rection of official abuses and for the punishment of offenses affecting
and parclons, if it was simply to prevent him from placing the con- the pmity of the Government by political ostracism, they cletermined
vict back into the same office from which he had just been removed, that in this country there should be no more such penalties inflicted
a.s learned counsel suggests, can it be imagined that they were guilty by a court of impeachment; that, wherea-s in England the high court
of t he supreme folly of permitting the guilty official to secure to the of impeachment had plcnarypower and could reach not only the libPresident the right to re-appoint him by resigning before impeach- erty and property but the life of the offender, here tbore should be
ment and thus taking away your power to disqualify him at all f by such a court no fine, no imprisonment, no pillory, no riding upon
Did they intend to say that" we will prevent the President from mak- horseback with the victim faced to the horse's tail, as in the case reing the power of removal a nullity, but we will leave that power in ferred to some time since by the learned counsel, Judge Black; no
the hands of the guilty party himselH" Yet they must have so in- beheadin(J' upon the block-nothing of that kind· but as t.he object
tended if the gentleman's theory is correct. For he could resign, no was simply to preserve the purity and maintain the integrity of the
matter how guilty before impeachment, and thus not only destroy Government, the delinquent should be in the first place removed from
the power of the House to accuse but yours to try him, and thus be office, and in the second place disqualified to hold or enjoy thereafter
in precisely the condition to enable the President to re-appoint him any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States either for ·
without having to violate the clause of the Constitution respecting a limited time, or forever, as the court of impeachment might deterhis power to pardon. I repeat, sir, were those wise men guilty of mine.
the supreme folly of leavin~ it in the power of the . guilty party
If I have stated the facts con-ectly, which I apprehend will not be
to clo precisely the thing which counsel himself saya they were en- disputed, there is no longer any mystery about the seventh clause of
deavoring to prevent by this disqualifying clause f And besides, sir, the third section of the first article. It was simply intended as a
as suggested by my learned colleague, [Mr. HoAR,] if this clause au- limitation upon the judgment that might be rendered, and not in any
thorizing disqualifications was intended for the purpose indicated by sense of the word to affect the jurisdiction of the court. The lan·
counsel, and that a.lone, the provision would manifestly have been guage is plain, simple, and easily understood:
so framed as to disqualify the convict from holding the particular
Judgments in ca-ses of impeachment shall not extend further than a. removal
office from which he might be removed, and not from all offices what- from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States.
ever.
The learned counsel in his remarks the other day invoked the rule
Now take the two sections tog ether, collated as they are by the
laid down by the Supreme Court in the Slaughter-house cases, 16 Wal- counsel for the defendant, and do you find a solitary syllable even
lace, page 36, which I propose to apply to the point I am now endeav- remotely intimating that your power to try is taken from you in a
oring to discuss, that we should take into consideration in construing case where it is impossible to enforce or unnecessary to render that porthe Constitution the facts of contemporaneous history, the circum- tion of the judgment which you would be obliged to render on convicstances as they existed at the time and before it was adopted. Let tion if the party were in office! To make this question so mew bat
us look a little into the circumstances existing at the time and see if more pointed and plain, suppose the framers of the Constitution had
we cannot ascertain the true reason why t.be peculiar verbiage of this made the limit a little wider, and instead of saying that a judgment
clause, which says that "judgments in ca es of impea-ehment shall not in impeachment shall not extend further tha.n disqualification to hold
extend further than to removal from office aud disqualification to hold office, they had added, after the words" disqualification to hold office,"
and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States," the words "fine and imprisonment;" could it be maintained then
was employed.
that a criminal official conld oust the jurisdiction and escape being
Mr. MORTON. I desire to propound a question, which I will read, fined or imprisoned by resigning his office f Would you have heard
as I can do it better perhaps than the Secretary:
learned and lengthy arguments here to convince you that because
Whether in England a person who has been punished by the courts you could not remove the accused from office that therefore you could
for crimes committed in office has, after retiring from office, been im- not fine him or imprison him! I can scarcely think that learned
peached and punished by Parliament, or where a person ha-s been counsel would present such a proposition as they now do if the three
impeached and punished in Parliament, has he afterward been pun- words " fine and imprisonment" had been added to the clause under
ished by the courts for the same offenses f
consicloration.
I should be gla-d to invite the attention of the honorable manager
But if resignation would . not oust the jurisdiction of the court
to that question.
under the section with these three words added, by what kind of logic
1\i.r. Manager KNO'IT. Mr. President, in answer to the question can it be said to oust it as the clause now stands! The same rules .of
propounded by the honorable Senator from Indiana, I have to say construction would have to be applied in both cases.
that I do not know of any case in England in which a conviction had
But there is another principle of construction that should not be
upon impeachment ha-s been followed by a subsequent conviction for entirely lost sighb of in considering the provision under discus ion;
the same offense in a court of justice; nor do I know that where a and that is, in c~nstruiug any law that requires or admits of interper on had been convicted in a court of justice he has afterward pretation, not only the object and purpose of the law must be kept
be-en impeached for the same offense. I have never examined the constantly and distinctly in view, but the effects and consequences
question with ·a \-'lew of ascertaining whether either of the cases sup- of the -proposed construction in respect of that object should also be
posed by the honorable Senator has ever occurred in Enuland or not. carefully considered; that is, will the construction proposed promote
I was, however, approaching that subject, and I think f shall show, the manifest purpose intended, and make the law effective, or d feat
whatever may have been the courMe of adjudication in England in the object of the law-maker entirely, and render the enactment au
the cases supposed in the honorable Senator's question, the difference absurdity or a nullity.
between our own law and the English law with regard to impeachBefore proceeding to a direct application of this rule, however, I
ments, so far as may be pertinent to the point under discussion, and wish at this time to call the attention of the court to a brief rcc:.tpitulation of the points presented and insisted upon heretofore by
the reason for that difference.
When the framers of our Constitution came to provide a method by the House of Representatives, in order that .they ma,y have this rnle
which the Government they were about to establish should be pro- clearly in view and be able to apply it as it should be. We have entected from official corruption and wrong, they naturally turned for deavored to show on the part of the House of Representatives that
a model to the country under whoselawsthey had been reared and with the real object sought to be attained by impeachment is not to wanwhose institutions they were familiar. There they found the process tonly harass or needle ly degrade any private citizen, but to presen-e
of impeachment complete; confined, however, tothepunishmentofpo- the purity and integrity of the Government, and to protect tllo inlitical or state offenses to malconduct in office. Copying that model, terest of the people, for whose benefit the Government is establishet:l,
as bad been done in the formation of most of the State constitutions, by confining, as far as possible, the administration of its f-unctions to
they located the power of accusation and the necessary power of in- honest and reputable officials; that that object was sought to be
quisition with that branch of the legislature emanating directly from effected by the framers of the Constitution, first by providing perancl immediately responsible to the people at frequent and stated pe- emptorily for the prompt removal of the corrupt anrl convicted wrongriods, as being most likely t.o watch their interests with the most jeal- doer from the office degraded and polluted by his criminal malverous vigilance, while they committed the sole power of trial to that sation, and second lha,t he may be disqualified, either forever or for
branch of the legislature which, from the nature of its organization a limited period, to bold any office of honor, trust, or profit unuer the
and the relation it sustained to the Government and the people, would Government whose escutcheon he had stained and who e efficiency
be most likely to reader strict and impartial justice between the ac- he had impaired; thus not only placing it beyond his power tore-:
peat his ~:~tabs at tho vitality of the state in positions which his concusers and the accused.
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viction of official crime has shown him totally unfit to fill, but
exhibiting a striking and conspicuous example of the certain and inexorable consequences of officia,l malversation.
In harmony with these purposes and in order to render the means
for their accomplishment completely effectual, we maintain that when
a person enters upon an office he assumes all the responsibilities pertaining thereto, criminal a,s well as civil, and cannot (livest himself
of them by any act of his own, but must continue under those responsibilities until discharged therefrom according to law; that the very
moment he commits an impe:1ehable offense he becomes liable to impt';tehment; and, as there is no provision in the Constitution exonerating him.from that liability until his conviction or acquittal on impeachment, it must continue, notwithRtanding the termination of his
official service, whether by resignation, removal, or lapse of time.
This construction, and this only, we contend can give full and complete effect to the manifest intent of the Constitution with regard to
the proceeding by impeachment. On the other hand, we maintain
that the construction claimed by the defense, that a guilty party can
deprive the Honse of Representatives of its prerogative to accuse or
this Senate of its j urisdict.ion to try an impeachment, is simply to render the provisions of the Constitution relating to the subject a ridiculous absurdity and to stultify the framers of that instrument.
In the tirst place it should be remembered that the right of any
civil officer of tho United States to resign his office at any time is
ab olute and unqualified. The mere formal acceptance or rejection
of his resignation does not in the least affect its validity. He may
be guilty of crime in office and can resign before he is suspected of
its commission. He can resign after his detection and before his accusation by the Honse of Representatives. He can take his chances
and resign after his impeachment and before his anaignment; or he
c::LU resign after his arraignment, he can resign after the evidence is
heard, and he is as much out of office as a thousand Senates could
put him out by judgment upon impeachment, so far as the mere amotion from offi(je· is concerned.
This is the view of my colleagues and myself, it is admitted by
counsel, and it is sustained by judicial decision in the only case in
which the question has come under judicial review, to my knowledue,
in a Federal tribunal. The court said in the case of the United States
vs. Wright, McLean's Reports, volume 1, page 512:
There can be no doubt that a. civil officer has a. right t~ resign his office at pleasme; and it is not in the power of the Executive to compel him to remain in office.
It is only necessary that tbe resignation should be received to take effect· and
this docs not depend upon the ru::ceptance or rejection of the resignation by the
President.

The House of Representatives is frequently composed of very
enterprising gentlemen, notwithstanding it may require a steamelevator to brmg them up to the level of the contempt of some of the
learned counsel. N~erous i_nstances in their past history might be
adduced to show their energy ill the pursuit of useful knowledge. But
pretermitting the mention of aU examples of such enterprise at
this time, suppose they should set themselves seriously to work to
solve the great problem in fiscal science which has so long excited
the curiosity and enga!Ted the ingenuity of the American people;
suppose they should undertake to determine how it is that a,n averaue
patriot of moderate means who devotes his gigantic talents to the
seryice. of his coun?-y upon ~ salary of $5,000 to $8,000 a year can
mailltam an establishment ill a style of luxury and magnificence
that our imperial visitor might envy, and still be able to invest at
the end of a few years 100,000 or 200,000 in the remunerative stock
of some profitable corporation. Suppose that in the prosecution of
that desirable information they should a-ccidentally unearth some
plodding public servant steeped to the very eyes in corruption, loaded
down to the very gnards with official pillage. .As a matter of course
he would be instantly impeached by the unanimous vote of the
House in the name of themselves and of all t,h e people of the United
States ; the damning catalogue of his crimes would be set out in appropriate articles in the stately phrase of legal diction, interspersed
and ornamented with the choicest flowers of a florid rhetoric. .Managers are appointed and appear at the bar of the Senate, looking a,s
solemn as the pall-bearers at a rich man's funeral; proclamation is
made and the defend:mt appears surrounded by the most distinguished counsel the continent can afford, the latchets of some of
whose shoes an average member of the House of Representatives is
not worthy to touch with a ten-foot pole. Witnesses are brought
from every part of the country. Day after day, week after week and
month after month is consumed in their examination. The argn~ent
commences. Counsel for the accused electrify the Senate with
bursts of eloquence almost sufficient to rekindle their wonted fires in
the slumbering ashes of Sheridan and Burke. Nevertheless the Senate at last finds the defendant guilty by a unanimous vote; notifies
the House of Representatives that on a certain day it will proceed to
ju~lgment, and adjom:ns. The day arrives. The House of Representatives, heade.d by ~eir Speaker and Sergeant-at-Arms, make their appe~rance. Silence IS .commanded on penalty of fine and pain of impnsonment. The chivalry and beauty of the capitaJ., collected in
tile galleries, look down in breathless awe upon the august scene
transpiring below. The silence, profound as the hush of death, is at
last brokeu by counsel for the accused, who rises and informs the Sena~o ~ha~ the defeJ?-dant last evening resigned his office, and your juriseli chon IS gone, like Othello's occupation. Senators look around on
each other in blank amazement at the singular anu sudden denoue-
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until some one less stlmnecl !>Y the announcement than his fellows suggests "that this court do now adjourn sine die." The motion
is carried unanimously, and the curtain descends npon the last act of
the ridiculous farce, while the House of Representatives ''retires to
slow music."
Now, I ask you if this proceeding, which you and I and all of us
have been taught from our infancy to regard as a great constitutional remedy, can be reduced to ~:tnch a senseless pageant, such a
ridiculous, miserable, contemptible farce as that I have attempted to
describe! Yes, sir, it is, if the theory presented here by the defense
be true, because there is no limitation upon his right or power to resign; and if his resignation can oust you of jurisdiction at all, it can
do so if made at one time just as well as another. If yon cannot pronounce any judgment except a judgment to remove the person convicted from office, to be followed in your discretion by the judgment
of disqualification, as claimed by the defense, your powers are taken
away just as effectually by a. resignation made ten minutes before
you render your judgment as if made before a single article was drawn
or even before his guilt was suspected.
The theory and logic of the defense is that., having re~oved himself from office, your power to enforce the first part of the judgment
is taken away or has become unnecessary; therefore yon cannot pronounce the other and more important sentence of disqualification!
There is the logic, and I have endeavored to give you an illustration
of the theory. I apprehend, however, that the highest tribunal in
the country or known to t.he Constitution will scarcely construe its
own functions into such a ridiculous and disgraceful absurdity.
But it may be said, if the theory of the Honse of Representatives
in this case is correct, that a man may be impeached and removed from
an office in which he has done no wrong for misdemeanors committed
while in some office he may have previously held. Very well, sir, suppose it is so, ought it not to be sot I thh1k I can suggest a case in
which it would not only be considered proper, but eminentl.v· necessary, if not absolutely indispensable. Before doing so I will invite
your attention to the first section of the third article of the Constitution:
1llent,

The judicial power of the United States, shall be vested in one Snpreme Court,
and in such inferior courts a~ the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. The judges, both of the supreme and iriferior courts, shall hold their offices
during good behavior, and shall, at st.ated times, rccei ve for their services, a compensation, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.

Now, suppose that at some period in the distant future a vacancy
should occur in the office of Chief Justice of the United States, and,
what would not be at all improbable, that the then acting AttorneyGeneral should be promoted to fill the vacancy. Suppose, moreover,
that from the moment of his confirmation by the Senate, his private
conduct, as well as his official action, may be as pure a,s the icicleThat's curded bv the frost from purest snow,
And hangs on D1a.n's temple.

He may be a perfect model of private morality and the paragon of
official purity. But suppose it should transpire that while in the occupancy of the former office he was larded all over with bribes, festering with corruption; guilty of having embezzled thousands and
tens of thousands of the public money; the patron and emissary of
thieves and cut-throats, who were in the habit of regularly dividing
with him the ill-gotten booty of their nefarious calling. Suppose
that his pals should turn upon him like the hounds of Acteon upon
their master, and disclose evidence sufficient to show his guilt to the
exclusion of a reasonable doubt, and that he should be indicted, tried,
convicted, and sentenced to the penitentiary. Now, it will doubtless occur to Senators that the silk gown of the judge would be a
little incongruous with the zebra uniform of the convict. It would
not perhaps be a source of a ~reat deal of pleasure to an American
Senator to point out to a distmguished foreigner the unostentatious
dress and retiring habits of the chief judicial officer of his country.
It would certainly be a little inconvenient, not so say somewhat humiliating, to the pride of the American citizen to have him remain
there during his whole term-perhaps for twenty years-occupying
the position and entitled to the emoluments of the office of Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States while breaking
rock in a State prison f But how would yon get him out f It may
be said that he could be impeached for misdemeanor in office for not
appearing upon the bench and performing his duties at the regular
terms of his court as required by law. Grant that; but c1trry the
case a step further. Suppose the statute uf limitations had barred
a criminal prosecution before the ordinary tribunals of the country,
so that the impediment of imprisonment would not be in the way of
the discharge of his duties as Chief Justice. Must the highest office
known to our judicial system be polluted forever by the presence of
a known felon f I imagine that if such a case should actually occur
the Senate would have very little hesitation in sustaining its jurisdiction. You may say it is an extreme case to suppose, but cases
fully as remarkable have more than once occurred in the history of
the human family.
The honorable Senator from New York [Mr. CONKLING] on Saturdaypropounded a couple of questions which courtesy to him requires
should receive a direct answer. 1\fy colleagues inadvertently overlooked them and have requested me to a,nswer them a.s I am able:
1. If two persons guilty of czime in office cease to be officers at the same time,
one by removal and the other by resignation, is one rather than the other subject;
~tl:!~tachment afterward Y If a distinction between the two ca-ses exists, please
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As to my single self, I say no, sii! It is the guilt that gives yon jurisdiction; it is not the per on; it is his status at the timo he committed the offense, and not his position at the time of the trial. You get
at once the jurisdiction of the case on the commission of the offen e,
and it is no difference, therefore, whether he go out of office by resignation or whether he be removed from ()ffice by a superior power; not.,
of course, upon impeachment. So I say, so far a~ I am capable of di cerning, there is no <listinction in the cases. The power to disqualify
for the preservation of the Government is as perfect and complete in
the one case as it is in the other.
"Second, is a private citizen liable to impeachment under the Constitution of the United States?" I believe that my learned colleague
[Mr. JENKS] on Saturday elaborated that proposition; so that perhaps it will not be necessary for me to say anything further in relation to it except this: It does suggest to me to say to the 1earnetl
counsel that be may with perfect assurance dismiss now and forever
the gloomy forebodings which seemed to haunt his imagination the
other day. The question is not; as he supposed it, whether this Senate can impeach forty millions of people, men, women, ·and children.
I can assure him that there is not the slightest foundation for his
apprehension that impending rq..in and destruction hang like the
sword of Damocles over the head of every man, woman, and child in
the United States. He is entirely mistaken as to the question pending here. That question is simply whether a guilty official can resign his office, and by that act rob the House of Representatives of its
prerogative to impeach him and take away the jurisdiction of the
Senate, and thus escape the penalty due to his crimesf I will say
to him, moreover, and through him to that large and respectable class
of my fellow-citizens who need his eminent services in other tribunals, that they may dismiss all fears that if the juris<liction is sustained in this case impeachments will be so frequent that he will be
employed durin~ the remainder of his natural life defending cases of
that character m this court. I do not know that anybody in the
House of Represen\atives even suspects that there is to be any other
impeachment during the present Congress than the one here pending.
If the learned counsel knows of any other Cabinet officer who is making preparations to flee the wrath to come, who is folding his tents,
like the .Arab, to steal quietly away and dod~e the j oris<liction, he
has more information I am sure than any gentleman of the Honse of
which I am an humble member. He will have plenty of leisure from
his duties in this forum to practice law in the Supreme Court, and
yon, Senators, will have an abundance of time to transact the ordinary legislative business of the country.
My attention is also called to a question propounded by the honorable Senator from Oregon, [Mr. MITCHELL:]
The Constitution provides that when the President of the United States is tried
on impeachment the Chief Justice shall preside. Suppose a late President were
impeached for high mimes and misdemeanors committed while President, and pre' sen ted at the bar of tho Senate for trial, who would preside, the Chief Justice or
the President of the Senate ~

I suppose if such a case as that were to occur, and the question
should be presented at this bar in a practical shape, there might be
two opinions very plausibly urged. One party might very forcibly
insist that the Chief Justice should preside because the Constitution
says so. The other party might contend that there is no necessity
for that rule, the rea on of the rule having ceased, that reason being
that if the Vice-Pre ident were to pre ide it might afford him an opportunity, or at least the temptation, to change the result of the
trial, and thus perhaps place himself in a higlier office. As to myself,
while I would not hesitate one moment to say, as the venerable John
Quincy Adanis did, that his amenability to impeachment goes with
him as one of the responsibilities he took upon himself when he entered that high office to the end of his life, I would be, if a member
of the Senate, perhaps equally as clear that the Chief Justice ought
to preside, according to the letter of the Constitution. But that is
a question of practice and convenience. The Senate would settle
that matter, and from their decision there could be no appeal.
There is another case not provided for, and that is, who shall preside
in case the Vice-President is upon trial T Yet I suppose that no one
would pretend that the Vice-President could not be tried because
that is an open and unsettled question. These are simply matters
that will have to be settled by the Senate when the exigency arises.
Now, Mr. President and Senators, I have said all and perhaps more
than I ought to have said upon the question under discus ion. I am
content to leave it with you, perfectly confident that no large number of right-minded J>eople will accuse the RollS~ of Representatives
of being either fools or traitors for sending it here, or denounce you
for cowardice or corruption, decide it as yon will. Whatever your
decision may be I trust it will be snch a-s to redound to your own
credit as jurists and statesmen, as well as to the permanent good of
our common country. ''I have neither action, nor utterance, nor
power of speech to stir men's blood;" and if I had, I have no appeal
to make to your passions or your prejudices. I cannot forget that I
stand in the presence of the most exalted tribunal known to the Constitution of my country, sitting to determine one of the gravest
questions ever submitted to a human court; not for thls hour, but
for all time; not for the weal or woe of this individual accused) but for
aught I know for the good or ill of generations yet unborn. I would
not therefore, if I could, obscure a single ray of the pure, bright,
light of truth and reason in which that question should be viewed.

.

I wonld not, if I could, by any undue influence cause the un,lance
which should here ue poised. uy tho firm, teady baud of rigid and
impartial justice to change "but in the estimation of a hair."
I know not whether the inexorable pen of history will note the
transactions of this hour, but if it should, I tm t the record will be
in characters imperishable as the rock-ribbed hills that the American Senate, unbiased by personal or party considerations, uninfluenced by private sympathies or popular prejudice, bad tho sterling
virtue to administer the law. In this sentiment I n,m sure I meet with
a cordial response in the bosom of the veq distinguished cotmsel who
is to follow me, who e own contribution to the jnridicaL literature
of our country-and he will pardon the impulse which inspires tho
utterance-anti whose manly, fearless, unbouO'ht vindication of the
majesty of that same law have achieved for him a memorial in the
affectionate veneration of his country more pricele s than sculptured
marble and, I trust, more enduring than monumental brass.
Mr. THURMAN. I should like to know whether the counsel who
is next to speak would prefer a recess to be taken now or at the usual
hour of two o'clock.
Mr. BLACK. I prefer to go on, I think, now.
The PRESIDEN'r pro tempore. The Senate will now hear the counsel for the accused close the argument. Senators, please give attention.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President and Senators I feel the whole weight
of the responsibility cast upon me by being required to clo e this
argument. I do not mention this as an excuse for the imperfections
of the argument you are about to hear, but only to ask that if I in
my embarrassment or my hasie or my imprudence should bn,ppen to
say something which I ought not to utter, you will visit the con equence upon my head. Spare my client; for he has already suffered
enough for the sins of other people.
Like my friend who has just concluded, I feel absolutely sure that
every member of this great tribunal desires to decide thi cause a~ it
ought to be. It is a supreme necessity that the law should always
be followed by those who have its administration in their hands.
This is particularly true of the fundamental law; and if there be a.ny
part of the Constitution itself which is more important than another,
it is that portion which marks the clividing line between the powers,
or what our friends call the prerogatives, of the Government on one
band and the rights of individual citizens upon the other.
You know all this as well as I do. I need not say it. If it were
otherwi e; if you were indifferent whether yon decide rightly or
wrongly, nothing that I could say would have the effect of waking
yon up to a sense of your duty and responsibilities. I shall therefore
come directly and at once to the subject before you without prebce
or introduction.
There are three questions which have been raised:
First. General Belknap having relinquished his office by a resignation which the President accepted before this proceeding against him
began, did he thereby become a private citizen so as to exempt him
from the impeaching power of the House aud the jurisdiction of the
Senate!
Second. If his resignation would have that effect as a general rule,
is his right to plead it here gone when the House shows tha.t he resigned under apprehension of impeachment and for the purpose of
avoiding itT
Third. Can an officer who is impeached while in office resign in t.he
midst of the trial and so stop the proceedings' This is a mere speculative point, not even analogous to any question which actually arise .
It must be perfectly manife t that when we show the total and original
want of jurisdiction over the party weprovenothingfrom which it follows that the same party coulcl by his voluntary act defeat a jurisdiction which ha~ already attached and to which he has submitted himself. There being no fact in the case upon which this question can ue
raised, it would be improper for yon to determine and wrong for me
to dis_cuss it. If any on~ interrog:;tes yon upon it in your judicial
capacity, your answer will be, or 1t ought to be, what Sir Edw:tru
Coke gave to the king when he assembled the twelve judges and demanded to know the determination they would make in a certaiu
case where the Crown had an interest. Eleven of the judges answered, "We will of course decide as your majesty shall be graciously
pleased to desh·e ;" but the great chief justice stood up and saitl,
" When the case arises in the ordinary course of procedure and is debated before me, I shall then endeavor to dow hat it may seem &t and
proper for a judge to do. Further than that I decline to pledge myself." Coke was honored as you will not be honored, by beinO' deposed from his office, by being compelled to pay a fine of £1B,ooo,
and persecuted generally during the whole of that reign.
.
This lash question, therefore, I shall not trouble you or myself by
discussing. The second neecls very little attention. The strain of
the case is upon the first, namely, whether a man who "has resigned
his office is to be still accounted a. public officer for all the purp.o es of
an impeachment against him by the Honse n,nd beforo the Senate.
On that subject, of course, we have the negative; and I will try to
maintain it if I am able to do so.
It is not necessary that I should repeat the arguments which yon
have already heard from my colleague; it would be a waste of your
time. I suppose I on~ht to answer tho arguments of the managers; n,nd
yet there are some tnings said by them which I cannot reply to. The
honorable manager who spoke last ou Saturday made the most elabo-
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rate and carefully prepared oration that it has ever been my good It appears from the citation itself that the general opinion of the
fort·nne to hear. Of course it excited my admiration, as it did yours; Honse as expressed by other members was that the power of impeachbut it was filled for the most part with the bitterest abuse of the ac- ment applied only to persons actually in office. Mr. Adams of cour ·e
cused party and of other persons not here but absent and undefended. opposed what everybody else believed to be true. Nothing indeed
I cannot have any objection that that gentleman should play the part would have given him greater pleasure than to be impeached. It
of Cicero in this proceeding; but I do protest that he has no right to would have given him an opportunity to come over here and lay
make an imaginary Mark Antony out of General Belknap for the mere about him right and left. His organ of combativene s was always
purpose of having a subject for his philippic. He not only berated in a state of chronic inflammation. He enjoyed nothing so much as
him as guilty of everything set forth in the articles, but he goes out he did the certaminis gaudia-the rapture of the strife. That was
of his way and a.sserts that the whole country is full of public and the strongest passion of his nature. He tried to provoke a motion for
notorious corruption which disgraces her in the eyes of all the world. his own expulsion from the House, and that failing, he presented a
Judges, members of Congress, city corporations, and railroad compa- petition from some outside enemy to expel himself.
Another authority from the House of Representatives is cited by
nies share with one another in the general infamy, and he gives the
scandalous hearsay that the President's intimate friends and com- one of my colleagues. But I confess I do not claim much by it. The
panions are tainted with the s8Jlle ba-se crimes. By his account, it honorable manager who argues questions of jurisdiction in the form
will be more tolerable in the day of judgment for Sodom and Gomor- of philippics against the accused, declared when this question was
ra.h than for these cities whose wickedness he has been watching. first mooted that the Honse had no power and the Senate no jurisdicLike Lot, his righteous soul has been vexed from day to day by the e tion. We would regard that decision as very important if it had not
.
iniquities. According to him, all classes of this country are welter- been reversed by the same high authority that made it.
It would be a great prop to our argument if he who put it under ns
ing together in one great mass of moral putrefaction. He scoffs at
the argument of my colleague as "the jeers and· the sophistry of the had not afterward knocked it away. But he had a right to change
·criminal lawyer." If he were a criminal lawyer, which I suppose by his his opinion. No man is bound to live and die by the notion be may
sneer that be is not-if indeed he were any lawyer at all-and go in a take when a question like this is first presented to his mind, and no one
court of ordinary jurisdiction, upon pretense of discussin~ questions here or anywhere ba-s a right to say that the change was not a conof law, and would attack the opposite party with unfoundea abuse, and scientious one, or that he professes any opinions now which he does
at the same time give everybody else a lick with the rough side of not honestly and sincerely entertain. It is true that the change ochis tongue, he would be gently reminded that he waa traveling out of curred under circumstances of excitement and political terrorism not
the record, and if necessary he would be brought ba-ck to the point very conducive to the formation of a sound judgment. He was surrounded by a conflagration of anger and animosity. Paley was right
with rather a sharp turn.
.I know not what may be your rule when you. are sitting here in the when he said that he must be either more or less than a man whoreexercise of your ordinary function; but it seems to me that when this fuses to kindle in the general blaze. It is some honor to that. gentlebody resolves itself into a judicial tribunal, it ceases to be a proper man that he was the la-st one to take fire, though when he did begin
place for that kind of oratory which "splits the ears of the ground- to burn he proved to be rather more combustible than any of the rest.
lings" and calls down the claps from the galleries. If the gentleman [Laughter and applause in the galleries.]
Mr. DAVIS. I call attention to the disorder in the galleries.
de ires to show his virtue and the wickedness of other people, let him
go to the hustings and call his belovrd constituents around him. · The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will formally remind the
There his sonorous periods and his well-poised antitheses would ex- occupants of the galleries that applause, either for or against, is out
cite universal admiration; his friends shout themselves hoarse, and of order. He trusts that due deference will be paid to the Senate;
throw up their caps as if they would hang them on the horns of the otherwise, the Chair will be compelled to vacate the galleries.
Mr. BLACK. We usually expect to find something on subjects of
moon. But this question of law is not to be determined by the vituperation of the managers. It may be that this is not a very good this kind in the Federalist, showing what was in the minds of those
world. It is generally supposed that there are things in it which need who urged the adoption of the Constitution upon the States and the
correction; but the gentleman ha-s no right to throw those things into people; and we do find a little there, not very much. Hamilton says
the balance here. He may want a victim, aa he does no doubt, and in one of his papers that this power of impeachment gives an "awful
if he cannot get one according to law so much the worso for the law, discretion" to the Senate, and calls the power in the House of Reprefor he intends to have one anyhow. I think be believes in the maxim sentatives "a national inquest upon the public men of the country;"
that it is better ninety-nine guilty men should escape than that one from which the inference is a perfectly fair one that he did not t hink
innocent man should suffer; but he seems to think that more than the House of Representatives could throw its drag-net over the whole
ninety-nine have escaped already, and that the turn of the innocent country and draw in every man, whether he was a public officer or a
private citizen, provided he had once held an office. There is no way
man has come.
It is not a part of my duty to examine in detail the authorities that I can conceive of in which they can make out that Hamilton was
which have been cited on both sides; but I shall refer to them in a wrong about that or that his remarks cover a ca.se like this except in
somewhat compendious way, merely that they may be recalled to the way taken by the chairman of the managers when he laid down
the broad doctrine that once an officer always an officer. But that
your memory.
Blount's case bas been much spoken of. Why it should be so I am cannot be possibly true. When the gentleman [Mr. LORD] crossed
at some loss to say, except for the purpose of showing that something the bar and told me, with a severe countenance, that I was still a
can be said on both sides of thi8 question. But that does not ad- public officer, it did not alarm me in the least, because I had a perfect
vance us one step in the argument, since this case itself furnishes you inward consciousness that I was not and had not been for fifteen
with a demonstration that a great deal can be sald on both sides. My years in the public service. I was and I am a private citizen, clothed
colleague who opened the ca-se thought that because the judgment with all the immunities and privileges of a private citizen; and, what
of the courts sustained both the pleas it must be regarded as a de- is more, I can assure the gentleman that there is a fair prospect that
cision of the point raised by the second as well as the first. .As be- I shall, if I live, continue to enjoy that inestimable blessing for a good
tween the parties that is the technical effect of the record; but I while to come.
The debates in the convention have been carefully eviscerated by
cannot conceal from myself that the turning-point of that case was
that Mr. Blount, being a Senator, was not a civil officer and never had my two colleagues, and it would be gilding refined gold for me to go
been, and therefore it made no sort of difference whether he had re- over the argument which they have made. Suffice it to say that there
signed or was still in office.
is not in the whole of them a single trace to be found of any such
If the mere dicta of counsel can be considererl a thing of value, then notion as that which is now urged by the managers.
There is no contemporaneous exposition of the Constitution which
why did not our friends on th~ other side take some notice of the
opinion expressed by Luther Martin on the impeachment of Judge favors their view. Thedebatesin the State conventions which adopted
Chase' He was at that time the acknowledged head of the American the Constitution I would have thought might contain something
bar, and declared it to be his unqualified judgment (which was not upon this subject. Perhaps they have not been very fully examined.
contradicted by anybody there) that a person after going out of office But there is one remark made by Governor Johnstone, of Nort h Carwas not liable to impeachment for anything donewhilehewa-s in. Dis- olina, a man whose blood and judgment were so well commingled
tinguished members of this court, many of them on the most im- that his opinion deserves great attention ; a simple statement of his
portant occa-sion of their lives, the impeachment of President Johnson, own views on this subject that is most }mpressiYe and most direct.
expressed that doctrine deliberately, simply, and plainly. The manag- Among all the old writers on this subject not hing is clearer, more
ers ignore that authority, and think it amounts to very little in compari- impressive, or more direct than what he says; and here it is :
son of what the counsel on tho one side said in Blount's case in face
I never thought that impeachments extended to any but officers of the United
of a flat contradiction from the other side. They do introduce one States. When you look at the judgment to be given on impeachments, you will see
that tho punishment goes no further than to remove and disqualify civil officers of
dictlt1n pronounced in another place, and they make much of it. The the
United States who shall, on impea-chment, be convicted of high misdemeanor .
manager from Massachusetts cited John Quincy .A.dams, and coupled Removal from office is the punishment, to which is afldl'd future disqnalification.
the citation with as lofty a eulogy as one man can make upon another. How could a man be removed from office who had no office ~-Fourtb volume ElI, of course, do not detract from the merits of that distinguished man. liot's Debates, page 35.
Three distinguished jurist.s of this country have written elaborate
He must have had some attractive qualities, since he was considered
by a very large number of his countrymen fit to be set up as a candi- books on the Constitution : Rawle, Sergeant, and Story. Sergeant
date for President against him who was then the foremost man of all says absolutely nothing about this question; it does not seem ever to
this world. But the public history of Mr. Adams shows that he of have been raised in hi::~ mind. Ra.wle says what is the same as n othall men that over lived was tho least reliable upon a question of law. ing. In describing who are subject to impeachment ho aysit applies
He was too fond of personal controversy to care which siue he took. to officers or thoso who have been in office. If he bad said it appllcs
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to officers and all those who have held office heretofore it would have
been something in their favor; but the grammatical construction of
the sentence shows that be intended to be as indefinite as possible.
But Story is outspoken and plain; you cannot doubt what he says.
It applies, in his judgment, only to persons in the actual possession
of offices.
We have, then, to support our view all the jurists, statesmen, and
text-writers, except the counsel on one side of the Blount case and
John Quincy Adams, w;hose spirit of universal contradiction drove
him to the other side. Such also bas been the uniform practice. We
have had several great political revolutions in this country, when the
party previously occupying the seats of power have been driven out
with the wrath of their victorious enemies burning after them. As
they came in they were not sparing of their charges. Treason, corruption, and other crimes and misdemeanors. we1·e freely asserted.
Yet it does not appear to have ever entered into the head of any one
that the party coming in could subject theh displaced opponents to
the power of impeachment. It is impossible to :tccount for this without ·supposing a universal opinion that no such power existed.
That is not all. There have been a great many particular cases in
which it was thought desirable to remove judges, who could be removed in no other w~ty. Investigations have been commenced in the
House of Representatives for that purpose; and whenever a judge,
pending the investigation, hitS resigned his office, the prosecution
wa's dropped.
Most of the States have provisions in their constitutions either exactly like that in the Constitution of the United States or so nearly
resembling it that a construction of one is a construction of the other;
and this is notably true of Pennsylvania and New York.
In the former State, while instances have been numerous in which
impeachments we1·e threatened or investigations began with intent
to impeach, a resignation of the obnoxiou officer always stopped the
proceeding. I think I know that this practice was founded in a belief universal among judges~ lawyers, legislators, and every class of
public men, that the power did not belong to any branch of the Government after the party accused went out of office. In New York the
power was not only never claimed, but it wa.s expressly and most emphatically disclaimed on several memorable occasions. It wa.s admitted not to exist in Barnard's case, in Cardozo's, and in Fuller's, and it
was practically acted upon. I do not say that those decisions are
binding in any sense which compels you to follow them. If you think
that they were wrong, that they were not according to the constitution of that State, or agreeable to the Constitution of the United
States, it would be perfectly proper for you to say so and act according to your own convictions, treating this as a case of the first impression; bnt when you consider all the circumstances attending
them, the character of the committee and of the House of Representatives, which declared that to be the law, those decisions are antitiled to g~·eat weight and respect ; and how they can be totally disregarded is what I do not understand, unless you can find some rearson for doing it, which to me is, at present, incomprehensible.
I believe that what I have said of New York and Pennsylvania
is true of every Stat.e in this Union where they have constitutions
which upon this point are like that of the United States, and that in
no one of them has there ever been an attempt to make any private
individual, or any one who bas become a private individual by a resignation, amenable to the jurisdiction of the senate or subject to the
power of the bouse by way of impeachment.
Some of the States-as, for instance, New Jersey-have changed
their constitu,tions and put a provision in which authorizes the impeachment of officers for a limited time after they have retired.
That shows that when the amendment was added it was believed
that the power could not exist without an express and special grant.
Mr. THURMAN. I move that the Senate sitting in the trial of
this case take a recess for twenty minutes.
The motion was agreed to; and (at one o'clock and :fifty-four minutes p.m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of tbe impeachment took a
recess for twenty minutes.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore resumed the chair at two o'clock and
fifteen minutes p. m.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President and Senators, as might be expected,
there are no judicial authorities t.o cite upon this subject. The question that you are now considering could not arise directly in the
courts, and I believe it has never been collaterally drawn in question.
The military cases have no application, inasmuch as the Constitution
authorizes a trial by court-martial in all cases arising in the land or
naval forces. It was therefore perfectly competent, under the Constitution, for Congress to declare as it clid that all officm·s might be
tried by court-martial within two years after their resignation. Remember that the jurisdiction of courts-martial depends upon the
nature of the cmes, and not, like the power of impeachment, on the
status of t.he party accused.
The British precedents ha.ve less authority and less pertinence to
this subject than anything that has been cited in the course of the
debate. We acknowledge that the power of Parliament in that
country is unlimited, and for that very reason there is no resemblance,
except in the name o:f the thing, between impea.chment here and impeachment t,here. The great purpose and object of our Constitution
was to protect our people against the power that had been so much
auru;ed in England. Tile omnipotence of Parliam~nt reached to every

subject of the realm, to everybody except the supreme executive
magistrate, aud a power kindred to it, though not called by the same
name, was actually exerted in one case upon the King himself. It
might take for its victim a peer or a commoner, a prince or a peasant,
a priest or a layman, freeholder, cocman or locma.n , merchant,
mechanic, or sailor, and try him for any offense. It is true that they
did not often trouble themselves with the trial of any except political
offenders, but they were not restricted by any law to .that class of
cases. Nor were they limited in their judgments. They could hang
and quarter a man whom they had convicted, behead him, set him in
the pillory, brand him, maim him, imprison him for lifo, fine him to
the' whole extent of his estate.
Out of this boundless ocean of power our ancestors took the smallest
possible quantum and with many misgivings, and after imposing careful restrictions upon its exercise, they lodged it here in default of some
better place to put it. Would you sound the limitle s depths of the
sea and measure all its vast circumference to ascertain the dimensions
of the drop which you hold in the hollow of your han.d f If you ban
do that with respect to the persons who are subject to the power, theu
you must also do it, or, at least, you may as woll do it with regard to
the sort of judgment that you will pronounce. If General Belknap,·
after he has resigned his office of Secretary of War, can be ma-de amenable to it because Bacon wa.s convicted after he surrcn<lered the great
seal, then you may put him to death because Stafford watJ hanged aucl
quartered, or you may set him on the pillory because that was the punishment inflicted on Floyd.
When I heard these cases thus carefully collated, and cited, and
laid before you, I could hardly make up my mind what it was that
the gentlemen would be at. Of course I dare not call tilcir production of them an absurdity, when I recollect who it is thinks them
very sensible and proper; but I may say this, at lea t, that I cannot
understand the logical make-up of the mind which undertakes to
measure the limitations of one thing by laying down beside it another thing which confessedly has no limitation at all.
But you may say what you please about the authorities; you may
give what weight yon like to the dicta of counsel at one time or another; you may aUhere or not adhere to the doctrines which you
yourselves, or some of yon, have propounded before; you may give a
great deal of weight, which I do not give, to British precedents and
military cases, and the practice of the States. Yon may infer nothing from the uniform practice. You may turn your thoughts away
from all constructions. But you cannot di regard the Coustitntiou
itself, which speaks in language too plain to be perverted by ingenuity or obscured by sophistry. That great instrument demands
not only the implicit submission of our minds to its supreme aut.hority
but it claims our profoundest respect a.s the work of the greatest and
best men of their own age or any other. This part of it was not made
to promote the interests of a dominant faction or to gratify the3 passion of an hour; not an amendment proposed in malevolence and
carried through the forms of adoption by force or fraud; but ono of
those free institutions meant in good faith by just and true men to
serve the high objects recited in the preamble. It deserves the eulogium which Bacon pronounced on the laws of Henry the Seventh:
Deep, not vulgar; not made upon the spur of a particular occasion for the present, but out of providence for the future, to make thee tate of the people more and
more happy, after the manner of the legislators in ancient and heroical times.

When you approach this part of th~ subject, you are compelled to
look up with an awful reverence, akin to that which Moses felt when
he came up to receive the law out of the burning bush: "Put off thy
shoes from off thy feet; for the place whereon thou standest is holy
ground." Absolute and implicit obedience to this instrument con~ti
tutes the highest obligation of every public man. It is the true :test
of all patriotism; for the country says to every citizen what tile
founder of Christianity said to his disciples, "If ye love me, keep my
commandments."
But before I call your attention to the words of the Constitution,
let me speak about the second proposition of our adversaries, this being, asl think, the proper place to notice it.
Their second replication concedes for the purposes of tho argument
the general principle that a person out of office can not bo impeached.
But they insist that if he went out by a voluntary re ignation with intent to avoid a threatened impeachment his liability is not changed.
In other words, the legal effect of his resignation depends, not on
the fact itself, but on the motive which led to it. They do not aver
that he fraudulently evaded the jurisdiction or that he and the Pr ident formed an unlawful conspiracy, tho one to resign and the other
to accept the resignation, but without impugning the propriety of
their acts they yet deny their validity. We maintain that a r ignation when duly accepted does p1·oprio vig01·e make tho officer a private
man, changes his relations to the Government, divests him of his public authority, releases him from his public duties, and remits him completely to his original status so that be cannot be afterward called a
public officer any more than if he had never been commissioned at
all. And this effect must be given to the resi~nation, no matter at
what time it took place or what reason induced 1t. Our simple proposition is that every legal act must be allowed to have its legal effect,
that is to say, be followed by its proper consequences; and you cannot defeat its operation by showing that the motive in the mind of
the party was reprehensible. Tilo law jutlges all acts by what it sees
and decides upon them accordiug to their tl·uc character. If t.hey are
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legal in themselves yon cannot go behind them to defeat their effect
by showing the motive, for mere motives are not within the cognizanco of human tri bnnals. This is so plain and so universally acknow1edged that I need not dilate upon it.
Several illustrations have been given of this which our friends
and the managers do not seem to like. A sheriff has in his hands a
warrant which directs him, if the defendant be found in his bailiwick, to take his body. He finds him on the other side of the county
line, where he cannot touch a hair of him without becoming a trespasser. Does it make any difference in that case whether the party
flecl across the line for the purpose of avoiding the arrest or whether
be happened to be there by mere a-ccident f
The jurisdiction of the Federal courts and of the State courts often
depends upon the civic relation existing between the parties. It ha-s
happened ma.ny times that parties who desire to give the Federal
courts jurisdiction or to take away the. jurisdiction from a State
court have changed their residence for that very purpose. So, also,
it has happened that a man living in the same State with the other
party, and who, therefore, cannot bring a suit in the Federal court,
but must submit to t.he jurisdict.ion of the State court, assigns or sells
his claim to a resident of .another State for the sole object of having
it tried in the Federal court. It has in all those cases been held that
it does not make the slightest difference whether these thin..gs were
done or not for the purpose and with the intent of changing the jurisdiction.
We admit, and the facts set forth in the pleadings show, tl1at at
nine o'clock on the morning of the 2d day of March the chairman of
the Committee on War Expenditures gave notice, either directly to
General Belknap or mediately to him through his counsel, that if he
did not retire from office before twelve o'clock on that day, be would
at that hour be impeached. It is also true that to avoid the impeachment which was thus threatened against him, be gave in his resignation and at. ten o'clock and thirty minutes the President accepted it.
By twelve o'clock, and before the House met! the accused was not
only out of office but another person was at the head of the War Department performing the duties of Secretary. This was no compact,
we admit, with the chairman of that committee. Mr. CLYMER had
no right to speak for the House, but General Belknap knew very
well that he was a leading member of the House and that whatever
he proposed to do wa-s very likely to be accomplished. It was in the
apprehension inspired by this warning that General Belknap acted
when he resigned. There is the "head and front of his offending."
It can hardly be necessary to say that Mr. CLYMER's conduct was
free from blame. He was at once faithful to the public and just to
the accused.
Since the managers do not like the illustration given by my colleague, let me furnish another which perhaps is simpler still.
One man claims that another owes him a debt, and he threatens at
nine o'clock in the morning that if the debt be not paid before twelve
he will bring a suit against him. The alleged debtor says he does
not owe this debt, he bas a ~ood defense, but be will do anything
rather than go through a tr1al which will destro:r his commercial
credit and perhaps bring scandal upon his family. Therefore at
eleven o'clock he pn.ys the debt and takes a receipt for it. Shall this
creditor nevertheless maintain his a-ction on the ground that the payment was a mere.evasion of the threatened snit r
Take another case which is more precisely analogous to this. It is
a rule of war in all civilized countries that when a fortified place is
taken by storm the persons who compose the garrison may be slaughtered ; but if the place is surrendered without effusion of blood then
the right to massacre them does not exist. Suppose General Belknap
to have been the commander of a fort and the chairman of the Committee on War Expenditures the general of certain mad battalions
ready to attack him. General CLYMER, marching upon him with "sonorous metal blowing martial sounds," calls him to a parley and says,
"I have found a weak pla-ce in that part of your wall where your
family is lodged, and unless you surrender before twelve o'clock the
general camp, pioneers and all, will be pouring through the breach.
I will put to the edge of the sword your wives, your babes, and all
unfortunate souls that trace you in their line. No boasting, like a
fool; I'll do it." Whereupon General Belknap says, ''Rather than
bave the women butchered and the brains of the children knocked
out, I will surrender;" and accordingly, at ten and a half o'clock, he
throws open his gates. But the bloody general says, "This is a fraud;
ho surrendered to avoid the calamity that he was threatened with.
The uxorious villain ha-s pulled down his flag to save his wife from
tho brutality of the soldiers. I will not accept any such resignation.
Hi case st.ands as if he had resisted to the la-st and be shall be assa.nlted anyhow. Let the storming party move up to the work." ·
That would be the chairman of the War Expenditures; but if my
distinguished friend, the chairman of the managers, were at the hea-d
of the besieging forces, he would raise a :fiction of law. He would
refuse to count fractions of a day, and justify the destruction of the
garrison on the ground that the surrender took place the night after
and the a ault the night before. As to their fractional theory, we
obj~ct to having the constitutional rights of a citizen impaled upon
a. pm's point like that, even if they could show it to be good.
Courts, where it is necessary for the purposes of public or individual jnstice, will sometimes a sume that to bo true which they know
to bo false or which is just as likely to be false as truo; but it is au
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axiomatic principle that this can only be done when it is necessary to
save some valuable right, and never can be so applied as to take away
an immunity, a privilege, or an estate which was vested in him before
the act took place upon which the fiction is raised. Besides that, the
criminal law of the country never in any case allows of any fictions
at all.
We must then fall back on the one question whether an officer who
bas resigned is subject to the power of impeachment, or whether he
is to be regarded a.s a private citizen after he goes out and therefore
amenable only to the courts.
The words are, "the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers." Who is the PresidenU If that means an Ex.-P1·esident, a person
who has once held the office of President but whose term has expired
or who ba-s resigned, then the same interpretation must be given to
the other words, and the words "the Vice-Pre ident and all civil officers" may include all persons who have held office at any period of
their lives. When we speak about the President do we ever refer t o
anybodyexcepttheincumbentof that office! A half-grown boy reads
in a newspaper that the President occupies the While House; if ho
would understand from that that all Ex-P1·esidents are in it together
he would be considered a very unpromising lad.
The managers would not assign that absurd meaning to any other
part of the Constitution. Where it is ,provided that the Vice-President shall preside in the Senate, they know very well that nobody is
included but the actual incumbent. Statutes have been passed de- .
claring that the members of Congress shall have certain privileges,
such as franking letters and receiving an annual compensation out of
the Treasury. Did anybody ever claim that this extended to old
members retired from public life t Any law which declares that publie officers aa a class shall be entitled to pay as privileges would be
confined to those persons in office, and no sensible man would think
of a constitution extending it to former officers. When, therefore,
the Constitution says that all civil officers may be impeached, it is a
violation of common sense to hold that the power may be applied to
a late Secretary of War or other person who does not at the time
actually hold any office at all.
The Constitution declares that when the President is impeached
the Chief Justice shall preside. The question has been propounded
repeatedly, and by several Senators, who would preside if an ExPresident was impeached t I a-d mit that that is a puzzle. The puzzle arises out of the absurdity of impeaching an Ex-President. Oiir
friends on the other side are so hampered by their own theory that
they are obliged simply to decline answering. There is one answer
and only onf3 consistent with their logic, and that is this: That when
an Ex-President is impeached an Ex-Chief J nstice ought to presiue at
the trial.
•
But then the reductio ad absm·durn is furnished to their argu!uont
when they read on that the President, the Vice-President, and all
other civil officers of the United States shall be removed upon conviction. The single sentence uttered by Governor J ohnstoue in the North
Carolina convention puts this in a light so perfectly clear, that it
would be throwing words away to talk n.bout it. How can a man be
removed from office who holds no office f How turn him out if he is
.11ot in t The object and purpose of impeachment was removal-removal, mind you, not for a day, not for an hour, not a removal which
might be rendered nugatory the next moment by his re-appointment
or re-election, but a permanent removal. Yon find an officer misbehaving himself, and you get hold of him while he is still in the possession of power. When you get your grasp upon him you hurl him
down, and give him such a pernicious fall that he can never rise again..
Removal is not only the object of impeachment, but it is the sole
object. Removal and disqualification are so associated together that
they cannot be separated. You cannot pronounce a judgment of removal without disqualifying; and you cannot pronounce a judgment
of disqualification without removal, because the judgment which the
Constitution requires you to pronounce is a judgment of removal and
disqnalifimition-not removal or disqualification; and this is maoo
perfectly manifest to my mind from the experience we have had in
Pennsylvania. It was thought by the convention that framed our
constitution desirable that the Senate, upon convictionof anoffender
of this kind, should have the discretion to say that he might be removed without being disqualified; and accordingly they changed the
provision which had previously been copied from the Constitution of
the United States, and instead of saying what is said here, thatjudgment shall extend to removal and disqualifi<(ation, it says it shall oxtend to removal, or to removal and disqoaJitication. Tho effect o.f
that :was to :illow of a judgment of removal alone, but not of ui&qualification alone-removal alone, or removal and <lisqnalification.
Now how, I should like to know, is this Constitution of ours, upou
which so much depends, to be construed 7 Our friends on the other
side say that the Government (they mean tho powers of the Governmont) cannot afford to lose any safeguards. I think that it is much
more important to preserve the safeguards of public liberty than the
safeguards of political power. If they could manage to make you
believe that the Constitution of the United States is made of material
so flexible that it will stretch to any extent without tearing or bend
in any- direction-without breaking, then with.a good deal of pulling
and hauling rrpon it they might manage to make it cover the nakedne s of :my .c laim which they might choose to set up. But tlla t il'! nut
the .rule; on the contrary, the doctrine laid down by all the men who
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settled our institutions is precisely the reverse. Wherever a doubt
arises about the meaning of a particular provision, that doubt must
be resolved in favor of public liberty, and not in favor of the power
that is claimed under it. All its authority and jurisdiction are to be
confined within the narrowest limits-never to be stretched by construction.
Now, shall you, Senators, who have learned to believe in this doctrine of strict construction, give it up at this time of dayt Are you
going to surrender it now! No; this is the very time above all others,
and this judicial occasion is the proper occasion to show that it is not
a mere political dogma, put forth to flat-ter and cajole the people,
but a principle and a truth, founded in conviction and sustained by
reason. And do not forget that whatever may seem to be the bad
luck which on some occasions bas happened to that doctrine, it is inextinguishable ; it has a vitality which will arrest the degeneracy
which would destroy it.
The men who made the tenth amendment and who faithfully administered the Government upon the principle embodied in it, who
at any time would have gone to their graves as freely as to their
beds rather than to have seen it violated, are still consecrated in the
affections of mankind. No portion of the respect which is due to
them has ever been taken away. The colossal grandeur of Washington's character still attracts the admiration of the world; and
Franklin's quiet memory climbs to heaven; and the pure philosophy
of Jefferson illuminates the path of the statesman; and Madison's
wisdom is the standard of orthodoxy, and Jackson's name shall be
th€1 watch-word of the free forever.
But suppose you do not think so; suppose you regard this as a great
consolidated Government, where all power belongs to the Union, what
then Y The statutes and ordinances and constitutions and laws which
are made by this Government must receive a construction according
to the rnles of interpretation established for other governments.
You will give to this provision at lea-st the kind of interpretation
which wonld be conceded to it if it were an act of the British Parliament, and for that reason the construction contended for by us is just
DB necessary, according to the common-law principles, as it is if we
look for the rule to the Virginia and Kentucky resolutions.
This is a penal provision. When our friends on the other side were
ransacking the library to see what they could see in the English cases,
it is a pity and a wonder that they did not come across something
which wonld have reminded them that penal statutes are to be construed strictly. This is, according to their own account of it, a penal
provision, and all judges in that country from which we derive our
notions of law, all judges of every grade, apply that doctrine to such
a statute ; not merely Coke, and Hale, and Holt, and Mansfield, but
others of a lower grade. Jeffreys himself, when be came home redhanded from the bloody assizes, time-serving and blood..thirsty brute
as he was, would not have denied that the law had that much humanity.
But there is another ground. Whenever yon are considering any
special provision of the Constitution which impinges upon some great
general right that the Constitution was made for the purpose of protecting, yon are always to give it the narrowest construction that yo"'.l
can, so as to take away from the general right as little as possible.
This does affect in that way several of the most important rights that
were ever claimed by a people or conceded by a government. For
instance, all men charged with a criminal offense shall be entitled to
a trial by jury. This provision takes away the right of the party accused to a trial by his peers and so bjects him to a trial before a political body composed, it may be, of his rivals and his enemies. If
the Constitution in plain words says that be shall be deprived of that
1·ight, we cannot deny it; but we deny it because it is only by a constrained interpretation that our adversaries would take the right
away.
It was the manifest design of those who framed our institutions to
provide for a judiciary separate, distinct, apart from th~ rest of the
Government, composed of men having certain qualifications, holding
their office by a certain tenure, and paid in a certain way. The Constitution declares that the judicial power of the United States shall
be vested in one Supreme Court and such inferior courts as Congress
shall from time to time ordain and establish. The impeachment provision takes away from all persons who are subject to it the right of
having their cases investigated and determined by judicial officers. It
takes a portion of the judicial frown away from the courts where the
other parts of the Constitution intended to put the whole.
Again, the principle pervading our Constitution and the constitution of every government pretending to be free is that the judicial,
the legislative, and the executive departments shall bo kept as completely separate and distinct as it is possible to make them. But this
provision, as far as it goes, mingles them together and gives a part of
the judicial power to a body whose general functions are legislative.
The Constitution declares what Magna Charta had declared before and what was a well-established principle of the common law,
that no man shall be twice vexed for the same cause. Here, however,
you try a man first and for the same offense you send him inro the
courts to be tried again.
There is another provision in our Constity.tion that every man shall
hav justice done to him at home, where he can be tried by a jury of
his neighbors in the vicinage to which he belongs. The Constitution
expressly declares that he shall always be tried in the district where

the offense was committed, and it provides also that tho district ball
not be changed by any law passed after the offense was committed
so as to put him within a jurisdiction which be was not subject to at
the time the deed was done. But this article disregards that principle entirely, and a custom-bouse officer in Oregon or Alaska may be
brought here three thousa.nd miles and tried before the Senate, where
the expense of a trial alone would L>e a loss as great to him as that of
conviction.
All these are reasons which yon cannot deny to be sound for saying
that this provision be const.rued as strictly as po ible :md tlh'llt nothing should be done under it which cannot be done strictissimijm•is.
I have finished. I have nothing more to say. I began without an
exordium anc.l I will end without a peroration.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I move that the Senate be cleared
and the doors closed.
.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate (at three o'clock and
forty minutes p.m.) proceeded to deliberate upon the question submitted.
·
The doors being closed,
Mr. EDMUNDS submitted the following order for consideration:
Ordered, That the managers and respondent be excused from attending before
the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment until Mn.y , 18th instant.

Mr. BURNSIDE moved to amend the order by inserting at the end
thereof, ''And that the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment
adjourn to Monday next, the 15th of May instant."
The amendment was agreed to.
·
Mr. MORRILL, of Maine, moved to amend the order as amended
by striking out all after the word "ordered" and in lien thereof in·
serting:
That until further notice the attendance before the Senatel sif:ting for the trial of
impeachment, of the managers and the respondent will not oe required.

The amendment was agreed to.
The order, as amended, was agreed to, as follows :
Ordered, That until further notice the attendance before the Senate, sitting for
the trial of the impeachment, of the managers and the respondent will not be required.

1\Ir. SHERMAN moved that when the Senate sitting for the trial of
impeachment adjourns it be to Monday next at half past twelve
o'clock p. m.
Mr. BURNSIDE moved to amend the motion by striking out "Monday next" and in lieu thereof inserting "Tuesday, the 16th instant."
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. SARGENT moved to amend the motion by striking out "Monday" and in lien thereof inserting" Saturday."
'.rhe amendment was rejected.
Mr. PAD DOCK moved to amend the motion by striking out "Monday" and in lieu thereof inserting ''Friday."
The amendment was rejected.
The question recurring on the motion of Mr. SHERMAN, it was agreed
to.
On motion bj' Mr. SARGENT, (at four o'clock and fifty-five minutes p.m.,) the doors were re-opened.
The PRESIDENT pro tem,po1·e announced that the Senate sitting for
the trial of impeachment, in close session, had ordered that until further notice the attendance before the Senate, sitting for the trial of
impeachment, of the managers and the respondent will not be required; and that the Senate so sitting had further ordered that when
the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourn it be to Monday next., at half past twelve o'clock p. m.
On motion by Mr. SARGENT, the Senate sitting forthe trial of the
impea-chment adjourned.

MONDAY, May 15, 1876.
The PRESIDENT P'I'O tempm·e. The hour fixed for that purpose
having arrived, the legislative and executive business of the Senate
will now be suspended, and the Senate will proceed to the con idera.tion of the articles of impea-chment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
Mr. INGALLS. I move that the galleries be cleared and the door~:~
closed.
The motion wa'3 agreed to ; there being on a. division-ayes 28,
noes 9.
The Senato thereupon proceeded to deliberate.
The doors having been closed,
· The jourm1l of proceedings of the Senate, sitting for the trial of
William W. Belknap, of Mondayl May 8, was read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore administered to Mr. ALCORN, who
had not been previously sworn, the following oath, namely: "You
solemnly swear that in all things appertaining to the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap, now pending, you :will do impartial justice according to the Constitution and laws: So help yon God."
Mr. ALCORN ro e and stated that he had been unavoidably ab ent
from the sessions of the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment
heretofore held, and for that reason ho asked to be excused from voting
upon the question now under consideration pre ented by the pleadings.
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Mr. SHERMAN moved that Mr. ..ALcoRN, for the reasons assigned
by him, be excused from voting upon t1le question now before the
Senate as presented by the pleadings.
The motion was agreed to.
The question before the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment
being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable . to trial
by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding
his resigna.tion of said office,
After debate,
On motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, (at three o'clock and fifteen minutes
p.m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impea-chment took a recess
for twenty minutes;
•
.
After which,
Debate was resumed on the foregoing question ;
Pending which,
On motion of Mr. MORTON, the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourned to to-morrow at twelve o'clock and thirty minutes p.m.

to the consideration of the resolution yesterday submitted by him providing for the reporting and printing, in confidence, of the proceedings
had and opinions expressed in secret session.
The motion was not agreed to.
The question before the Senate, sitting as aforesaid, being whether
W. W. Bellrnap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment
for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of.
said office, aa stated in the order of proceedings adopted on the 28th
of April last,
Pending debate thereon,
On motion of Mr. ALLISON, (at two o'clock and five minutes p.m.,).
a recess was taken for twenty minutes.
After which,
Pending debate under the order of the 28th Aprillaat,
Mr. SARGENT moved (at four o'clock and fifteen minutes p.m.)
that the Senate sitting.for the trial of the impeachment adjourn to
to-morrow at one o'clock p. m.
Mr. DAVIS moved that the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourn ; and on this motion the yeas and nays being
taken resulted-yeas 18, nays 26 ; as follows:

YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Caperton, eiayton, Cockrell, Cooper, English, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Harvey, Kelly, McCreery, Maxey, Merrimon, Norwood, Oglesby,
Randolph, Whyte, and Wright-18.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Burnside, Camoron of
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Conkling, Conover, Cragin,
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, and Pennsylvania,
Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Howe, Ingalls, .Jones of Nevada, Kernan, Logan,
the Senate proceeded to the consideration of the articles of impeach- McMillan, Paddock, Ransom, Sargent, West, and Windom-26.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Dorsey,
ment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W.
Eaton, Edmunds, Hamilton, Hitchcock, .Johnston, Jones of Florida, Ke:v, McDonBelknap, late Secretary of War.
ald, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Patterson, RObertson,
Mr. EDMUNDS. As we adjourned with closed doors yesterday, I Saulsbury, Sharon, Sherman, Spencer, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace,
suppose the doors will be closed now, as a matter of course.
and Withers-29.

TUESDAY,

Ma.y 16, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will clear
the galleries and close the doors.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The J oumal of proceedings of the Senate, sitting yesterday for the
trial of William W. Belknap, was read.
The question before the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment being whether ·w. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to
trial by impeachmont for acts done aa Secretary of War, notwithstanding his res-ignation of said office, as stated in the order of proceedings adopted on the 28th April last,
Mr. MORTON submitted the following question for consideration:
Is there power in Congress to impeach a person for crime committed while in office, if such person bad resigned the office and such resignation had been accepted before the finding of articles of impeachment by the House f
Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont, submitted the following question as a
substitute for that submitted by Mr. MORTON:
Has the Senate power to entertain jurisdiction in the pending case
of the impeachment by the House of Representatives of William W.
Belknap, late Secretary of War, notwithstanding the facts alleged in
relation to his resignation t
Mr. ALLISON submitted the following resolution for consideration:

So the motion was not agreed to.
The question recurring on the motion of Mr. SARGENT, it was agreed
to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourned to meet to-morrow at one o'clock p.m.

THURSDAY,

May 18, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro t-entJ)(YI'e having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business waa suspended, the
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The journal of the proceedin~s of the Senate sitting yesterday for
the trial of impeachment of W1lliam W. Belknap was read.
The question pending being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of
War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office, aa stated in the
order of proceedings adopted on the 28th of April la-st,
Resolved, That the consultations and opinions expressed in secret session be taken
Pending debate thereon,
down by the reporters and printed in confidence for the use of Senators.
On motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, (at two o'clock and seventeen minutes
p. m.,) a recess was taken for twenty minutes,
The question submitted by Mr. MoRTON having been considered,
After which
Pend.iJ;lg debate thereon,
Mr. WHYTE, by unanimous consent, submitted the following order
On motion of Mr. SARGENT, (at three o'clock and :fifteen minutes
p. m.,) the Senate, sitting for the trial of impeachment, took a recess for consideration :
for twenty minutes.
Ordered, That the Senat-e sitting for the trial of impeachment shall proceed at
four o'clock p. m. on Saturday, May 20, 1876, to vote, without further debat-e, on
After which,
the
question of jurisdiction raised by the pleadings in the pending case; and each
The Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment resumed the con- Senator
shall be permitted to file Within two days his written opmion thereon, to
sidera~on of the question submitted by Mr. MORTON; and,
be printed with the proceedings.
Pendmg debate,
Pending debate under the order of 28th April,
On motion of Mr. CRAGIN, (at five o'clock and twenty-five minutes
On motion by Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN, (at five o'clock and three
p.m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourned to
minutes p. m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of impea-chment admeet to-morrow at twelve o'clock and thirty minutes p.m.
journed.

WEDNESDAY, lJlay

17, 1876.

The PRESIDENT p·ro tem_po1·e having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business wa suspended, the
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
the trial of William W. Belknap was read.
Mr. WHYTE submitted the following order for consideration:
Ord~red, That the Senate, sitting on trial of impeachment shall proceed, at four
o'clock p. m. this day to vote, without further debate, on the question of jurisdiction raised by the pleadings in the pendin~ case; and each Senator shall be permitted to file within two days his written oprnion thereon to be printed with the proceedings.
·
-

Mr. ALLISON moved to postpone the present and all prior orders
and that tho Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment proceed

FRIDAY, May

19, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, the
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to
the consideration of the articles of imJ>eachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
·
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
the trial of impeachment of William W. Belknap was read.
The question before the Senate, sitting as aforesaJ.d, being whether
W. W. Belknap, the respondent., is amenable to trial by impeachment for acts done aa Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office, as stated in the order of proceedings adopted on
the 28th of Aprillaat,
Pending debate thereon,
On motion of Mr. SARGENT, (at two o'clock and seven minutes p.
m.,) a recess was taken for twenty minutes.
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Pending debate,
After which
Debate was resumed under the order of 28th Aprilla,gt, and
On motion of Mr. ALLISON, (at two o'clock and three minutes p.
m.,) a recess for twenty minutes was taken.
Pending debate thereon,
.
After which,
On motion by lli. HAMLIN, (at four o'clock and forty minutes p.
Debate was resumed under the order of 28th April.
m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourned.
Mr. WRIGHT moved that the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourn until to-morrow at eleven o'clock.
Pending which,
Mr. INGALLS (at five o'clock and thirty-five minutes p.m.) moved
that the Senate sitting as aforesaid do now adjourn.
SATURDAY, May 20, 876.
Mr. EDMUNDS called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered;
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the and being taken, resulted-yeas 22, nays 20; as follows:
;
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, the
YEAS-Messrs. .Allison. Barnum, Bayard, Bogy, Booth, Boutwell, Burnside,
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to Conkling,
Cooper, Dennis, Ferry, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hitchcock, Ingalls, Jones
the considern.tion of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the of Nevada., Logan, McCreery, McMillan, Mitcllell, Patterson, and Steven on-22.
N
AY8-Messrs.
Cockrell, Dawes, Edmunds, Frelinghuysen, Kelly, Kernan, Key,
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late SecreMaxey, Merrimon, Morrill of Vermont, Oglesby~ Paddock, Ransom, Sargent,
tary of War.
Saulsoury, Thurman, Walla.ce, W"lSt, Windom, ana Wrig.h~20.
The usual proclamation waa made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania,
The journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for Cameron of Wisconsin, Caperton, Christiancy, Clayton, Conover, Cragin, Davis,
Dorse:y,
Eaton, Hamilton, Hamlin, llarvey, Howe, .fohnston, Jones of Florida, Mcthe trial of impeachment of William W. Belknap was read.
Morrill of Maine, Morton, Norwood, Randolph, Robertson, Sharon, SherThe question before the Senate, sitting as aforesaid, being whether Donald,
man, Spencer, Wadleigh, Whyte, and Withers-31.
W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment
So the motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for tho trial
for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of
said office, as stated in the order of proceedings adopted on the 28th of the impeachment adjourned.
of April last,
Mr. SHERMAN moved to postpone the pending and all prior orde1s
and proceed to the consideration of the order submitted by Mr.
WHYTE on the 18th instant, fixing the time at which the vote on the
WEDNESDAY, ]Jf.a.y 24, 1876.
(1uestion of jurisdiction in the pending case of impeachment shall be
The
PRESIDENT
pro tempore havll:ig announced the arrival of the
taken.
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, the
After debate,
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to
The motion was not agreed to.
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
Pending dehate under the order of 28th April last,
On motion by Mr. SARGENT, (at three o'clock and forty minutes House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Sem·ep.m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourned to tary of War.
The usual proch1.mation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
Monday next at twelve o'clock and tl~irty minutes p. m.
The journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
the trial of the impeachment was read.
The question being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is
amenable to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War,
notwithstanding his resignation of said office, as stated in the ordor
MoNDAY, lJlay 22, 1876.
of proceedings adopted on the 28th of April last,
The PRESIDENT pro t.mnpore having announced the arrival of the
Pendin~ debate,
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, the
On motiOn of Mr. CONKLING, (at two o'clock and three minutes
ga1leries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to p. m.,) a recess for twenty minutes was taken.
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
After which,
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late SecreDebate was resumed under the order of 28th April · and
On motion by Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN, (at five o'ciock and twelve
tary of War.
minutes p. m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-a~Arms.
The Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting on Saturday adjourned.
lru;t for the trial of impeachment of William W. Belknap was read.
The PRESIDENT pro tcmpore administered the following oath to
Mr. BARNUM, whose credentials were presented this day and who was
THURSDAY, May 25, 1876.
admitted to his seat as a Senator from the State of Connecticut, to
wit:
The
PRESIDENT
pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
"You solemnly swear that in all things appertaining to the trial of
fixed, the legislative and executive busineSP was suspended, the
the impeachment of William W. Belknap now pending you will do hour
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to
impartial justice according to the Constitution and laws : So help you the
consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
God."
of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late SecreThe question before the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeach- House
of War.
ment being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to tary
The usual proclamation was ma-de by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithThe Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
standing his resignation of said office, as stated in the order of pro- the trial of t.h e impeachment was read.
ceeding~::~ adopted on the 28th of April last,
The question being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is
Pendin~ debate,
amenable to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War,
On motion by Mr. EDMUNDS, (at two o'clock and thirty minutes notwithstanding his resignation of said office, as stated in the order
p. m.,) a recess for twenty minutes was taken.
of proceedings adopted on the 28th of April last.
After which,
Pending debate,
Debate was resumed under the order of 28th April; and
Mr. SHERMAN submitted the following resolution for consideraOn motion by Mr. McCREERY, (at four o'clock and thirty-five tion:
·
minutes p. m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
Resolved, That notwithstanding the resignation of William W. Belknap prior to
adjourned.
his impeachment by the House of Representatives, he is still liable to such im-

...

TUESDAY,

~

May 23, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tentpore having announced the ~rrival of tho
hour fixed, tho legislative and executive business was suspended, the
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senato proceeded to
tho consideration of the articles of impeachment eXhibited by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap was read.
The question before the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is amenable to
trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office, as stated in the order of proceedings adopted on ~he 28th of April last,.

peachment for the misdemeanors oharged in the articles presented by the House of
Representatives, and his plea of such resignation is not sufficient in law to bar the
trial upon such articles.

On motion of Mr. AL.LISON, (at two o'clock and thirty-three minutes p.m.,) a recess for twenty minutes was taken.
After which,
Debate was resumed under the order of 28th April; and
After debate,
On motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, (at four o'clock and thirty-seven
minutes p.m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
adjourned till to-morrow at eleven o'clock a.m.

FRIDAY, May 26, 1876.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, the
galle1·ies were cleared, the doors closed7 and the Senate proceeded to
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the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary
of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
the trial of the impeachment wa.s read.
The question being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is
amenable to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War,
notwithstanding his resignation of said office, a.s stated in the order
of proceedings adopted on the 28th of April last.
Pending debate,
On motion of Mr. LOGAN, (at two o'clock and thirty minutes p.m.,)
a recess of twenty minutes was taken.
After which, •
Debate was resumed under the.order of 28th April; and
Mr. WHYTE submitted the following order:
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After debate,
1\fr. HOWE called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered;

and being taken, resulted-yeas 28, nays 21 ; us follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Boot-h, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawes,
Dennis, Edmunds, Go.rdon, Hamilton, Kernan, Key, McCreery, .Maxey, Morrill of
Vermont, Norwood, O,!desby, Randolph, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Thurman,
Wall.ac.e, Windom,Withers, and Wright-28.
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Boutwell, Burnside, Christiancy, Cra!!in, Ferry, Frolinghuysen, Goldthwaite, Harvey, Howe, Ingalls, .Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Kelly, Logan, McMillan, Mitchell, Morton, Patterson, Ransom, and Stevonson-21.
·
NOT VOTING-Mes&':'S.Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum., Brnce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Camero~ of Wisconsin, Cbyton, Conkling, Conover, Dorsey, Eaton, Hamlin,
Hitchcock, .rohnston, McDonald, Merrimon, Morrill of Maine, Paddock, Robertson,
Sharon, Spencer, W~«lleigh, West, and Whyte-24.

So the amendment was agreed to.
On the question of ~"Teeing to the order of Mr. MORTON, as amended
on the motion of Mr. EDMm"'DS,
Ordered, That the Senate sitting on the trial of impeachment shall, after considMr. PADDOCK moved to amend the order by striking out all after
eration, proceed on Saturday, the 27th of May, instant, to vote npon the question
of jurisdiction raised by the pleadings in the pending case, which vote shall be the word "ordered," and in lieu thereof inserting :

taken before the Senate shall adjourn on that da.y; and that eooh Senator shall be
permitted .to file within seven days thereafter his written opinion thereon, to J.>e
printed with tho proceedings in the order in which they may have been delivered.

On motion of Mr. SHERMAN, (at five o'clock and twenty minutes

p. m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourned.

That tho Senate ajtting as a court of impeachment take a recess until 7.30
o'c!ock, that the vote upon the question of jurisdiction be taken at eleven o'clock
this evening, and that Senators who may desire to file opinions in the caso shall be
permitted to do so before the lOth of .rnne next.

Mr. PAD DOCK called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered;
and being taken resulted-yeas 17, nays 34; as follows:

YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Bruee, Burnside, Edmunds, Frelinghuysen, Hamilton,
Harvey-, Ingalls, .Jones of Nevada, McMillan, Maxey, Mitchell, Morton, Oglesby,
Paddock, Windom, and Wright-17.
.
SATURDAY, May 27, 1876.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Bo~, Booth, Boutwell, Caperton, Christiancv, Cockrell, Conkling, Cooper, Cragiri, Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Ferry, Goldthwaite,'Gordon,
The PRESIDENT pro t.empore having announced the arrival of the .Jones of Florida, Kelly, Kernan, Key, Logan, McCreery, Morrill of Vermont, Norhour fixed, the legislative and executive business wa.s suspended, the wood, Patterson, Randolph, Ransom, Sa:rgent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson,
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to Thurman. Wallace, and Withers-34.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum., Cameron of Pennsylvania.,
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the Cameron
of Wisconsin, Clayton, Conover, Dorsey, Eabm, Hamlin, Hitchcock,
House of Representatives against,William W. Belknap, late Secretary !lowe, Johnston,
McDonald,. Merrimon, Morrill of Maine, Robertson, Sharon,
of War.
Spencer, Wadleigh, West, ana Whyte-22.

The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
So the amendment wu.s rejected.
The Journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting yesterday for
The questjon recurring on the order of Mr. MORTON as amended,
the trial of the impeachment was read.
Mr. OGLESBY having proposed an amendment thereto which was
Mr. INGALLS (at twelve o'clock and seven minutes p.m.) moved
disagreed t,o; and
that the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourn.
The order of Mr. MORTON having been further amended on the
Mr. ED .MUNDS called for the yeas and nays; and being taken, remotion of Mr. CONKLING,
sulted-yeas 0, nays 39; a.s follows:
·
1\Ir. MORTON moved to lay the order, as amended, on the table.
YEA-{).
1\Ir. MORTON called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered;
NAYS-MesQrs. Allison, Bogy, Boutwell, Cameron of Wisconsin. Christiancy,
Clayton, Cockrell, Conkling, Cooper, Cragin, Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Dorsey, Eaton, and being taken, resulted-yeas 14, nays 34 ; as follows :
Edmunds, Ferry, Harvey, Howe, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McMillAn, .Maxey,
.Morrill of .Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Oglesby, Paddock, Randolph, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Thurman, Whyte, Windom, Withers, and Wright-39.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnnm, Bayard, Booth, Bru.co,
Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Caperton, Conover, Frelinghuysen, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Hamlin, Hitchcock, Ingalls, .Johnston Jones of Florida,
Jones of Nevada, Logan, McDonald, Merriman, Mitchell, Norwoou, Patterson, Ran·
som, RobertsOn, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, Wadleigh, Wallace, and Wright-34.

So the motion was not agreed to.
_
The question being- whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is
amenable to trial by Impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War,
notwithstanding his resignation of said office, as sta.ted in the order
of proceedings adopted on the 28th of April last,
Pending debate,
.
On motion of Mr. THURMAN, (at one o'clock and fifty minutes
p.m.,) a recess of twenty minutes wa-s taken.
After which,
Mr. THURMAN submitted the following resolution for consideration:
Resolved, That the Hou.se of Representatives and the respondent be notified that
on the- day of - , at twelve o'clock meridian. the Senate will deliver its judgment in open Senate on the question of jnrisdiction raised by the pleadings, at
which time the managers on the part of the Honse and the respondent are noti..fi.ed
to attend.
Resolved, That a.t the time specified in the fore()'oing resolution the President of
the Senate shall pronounce the judgment of the S'enate as follows: "It is ordered
by the Senate sitting for the trial of the articles of impeachment preferred by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War,
that the demnrrer of said William W. Belknap to the replication of the Hou.se of
Representatives to the plea to the Jurisdiction filed by said Belknap be, and the
same hereby is, overruled; and, gomg back to the first defect, and it being the
opinion of the Senate that said plea. is insufficient in law, and that said amcles of
iln:reachment arc sufficient in law, .it is therefore further ordered and ad,jud~od that
saul plea. be, and the same hereby JS, overruled and held for naught, and saul Willdays;"
iam "\V. Belknap is ordered to plead or aiU!wer to the merits withln which judgment thns pronounced shall be entered upon the journal of the Senate
sitting as aforesaid.

Pending debate under the order of the Senate of the 28th of April
last,
Mr. MORTON submitted the following order for consideration:
Ordered, That the Senate proceed on Friday next at one o'clock to vote without
further debate upon the pending and cognate questions.

Mr. MORTON moved to postpone the peniling and all prior orders,
and that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the foregoing
order.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. EDMUNDS moved to amend the order of Mr. MORTO:N so a.s to
read:
Orde1'ed, That tho Senate proceed on Monday next, after consideration, to vote
upon tho pending antl cognate questions.

YEAS-Messrs. .Allison, Boutwell, Christiancy, Conkling, Cragin, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Harvey, How€1, Ingalls, Logan., McMillan, Morton, and Patterson-14.
N .A.YS-Messrs . .Bayard, Bo~cr, Booth, Burnside, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper,
Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Edmunds, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Kelly, Kernan, Key,
McCreery, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, Oglesby, Paddock,
Randolph, Ransom, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wallace,
.
Windom, Withers andWright-34.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Brnce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Clayton, Conover, Dorsey, Eaton, Hamilton, Hamlin,
Hitchcock, .rohnston, .rones of Flori(la., .rones of Nevada, .McDonald, Merrimon,
Morrill of Maine, Robertson, Sharon, Spencer, Wadleigh, West, and Whyte-25.

So the motion was not agreed to.
The order of ~Ir. MoRTON having been further amended, on motion
by Mr. EDMUNDS, it was agreed to, as follows:
Ordered, That the Senate proceed on Monday next, after consideration, to vote
upon the pending qnestion and any amendment that may be proposed theret.o.

Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont, moved that when the Senate sitting
for the trial of the impeachment adjourns it adjourn to Monday next
at ten o'clock a.m.
The motion was agreed to.
On motion of Mr. OGLESBY, (at six o'clock and thirty-five minutes
p. m.,) the Senate sitting fo11 the trial of the impeachment adjourDed.

MONDAY,

May 29, 1876.

The PRESIDENT zn·o ten!:Pore having announced the arrival of the .
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, the
galleries were cleared, the doors closed, and the Senate proceeded to
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
Honse of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The lJ_Sual proclamation wa.s made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting on Saturday
for the trial of the impeachment was read.
The question being whether W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is
amenable to trial by impea-chment for acta done as Secretary of War,
notwithstanding his resignation of said office, as stated in the order
of proceedings adopted on the 28th of April last,
Pending debate,
On motion of ~Ir. EDMUNDS, (at one o'clock and thirty minutes
p. m.,) a recess of twenty minutes was taken.
After which,
Debate was resumed under the order of 28th April last; and
Debate having been concluded thereunder,
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Mr. THURMAN called for the yeas and nays, and they were orThe PRESIDENT pro tcmpm·e announced that tho proposition before the Senate now pending for determination was the inquiry sub- dered; and being taken, resulted-yeas 37, nays 29, as follow~:~:
mitted by Mr. :MORTON on the 16th instant.
YEAS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, B~de, Cameron of Pe!illsylvania, Ca~rton ,
Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawes, Denrus, Edmunds, Goldthwaite, G:ordon, Hallli!ton,
Mr. MORTON having modifiecl his inquiry to read as followsResolved That the power of impeachment created by the Constitution does not
extend t~ ~person who is c~'lrged with the c~mm.issi?n of ~ high crime while he
waa a civil officer of tho Umtell St.a.tes and acting ill his offimal cnarncter, but who
had ceased t~ be such officer before the finding of articles of impeachment by the
House of Representatives-

Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont, moved to a;mend the res~lution b~ strpring out all after the word ''resolved," m the first line, and m heu
thereof inserting:
That the demurrer of the respondent to the replication of the House of Repro·
sentatives to the plea of the respondent be, and the same is hereby, overruled; an.d
that tbe plea of the respondent to tho ,jurisdiction of the Senate be, and the same 1s
hereby, overruled; and that the articles of impeachment are sufficient to show that
the Senate bas jurisdiction of the case, and that the respondent answer to the
merits of the accusation contained in the articles of impeachment.

Hitchcock, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of
Vermont, Norwood, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman ,
Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte, Withers, and Wright--37J.... .
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin, unristiancy, Cla.yton, Conkling, Cragin. Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin,
Harvey, Howe, Ingalls;., Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Logan, McMillan, Morrill of Maine, Morton, uglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Spencer, West, and Windom29.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Conover, .Tohnston, Merrimon, and Sharon-7.

So the first resolution, as amended, was agreed to.
The question recurring on the second resolution of Mr. THURMAN,
The said resolution having been amended on the motion of Mr.
BAYARD,

On the question to agree thereto as amended,
1
Pending debate,
Mr. CHRISTIANCY moved to amend the amendment of Mr. MoRMr.
IDTCHCOCK
(at
seven
o'clock
and
thirteen
minutes
p. m.)
RILL, of Vermont, by striking out all after the words "that," in the
moved that the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourn
first line thereof, and inserting :
to Wednesday next at twelve o'clock and thirt.y minutes p.m.
W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is not amenable to trial by impeachment for
Mr. illTCHCOCK called for the yeas and nays, and they were oracts done as Secretary of War, he having resigned snid office before impeachment.
dered; and being taken, resulted-yea 27, nays 36; as follows:
After debate,
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron
1111-. WRIGHT moved to lay the resolution of Mr. MORTON on the of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Clayton, Conkling, Cragin, Dawes, Dorso:v, Eaton,
table.
Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Florida,
:rtfr. CONKLING called for the yeas and nays, and they were or- Jones of Nevada., Logan, McMillan, Morton, Patterson, Spencer, and West-27.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Booth, Burnside, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper,
dered; and being taken,. resulted-yeas 36, nays 30; as follows:
Datis, Dennis, Edmunds, Goldtnwaite, Gordon, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery,

YEAS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Burnside, Cal(h~:J' Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, McDonald, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, Oglesby, Paddock, RanDa.we , Dennis, Edmunds, Goldthwaite, Gordon,
· ton, Hitchcock, Kelly, Ker- dolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman,
nan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, :Wallace, Wliyte, Windom, Withers, and Wright--36.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Conover, Hamilton, .TohnRandolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Th1ll'J.lli1Il,
ston, Merrimon, Morrill of Maine, Sh.'tron, and Wadleigh-10.
Wadleigh, W:illace, Whyte, Withers, and Wright-36.
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, CamSo the motion to adjourn was not agreed to.
eron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Clayt~n. Conkling, Cragin, Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry,
The question recurring on the second resolution of Mr. THuRMAN,
Frelinghuysen Hamlin, Har;,«g;!owe, Ingalls, .rones of Florida, .rones of Nevada.,
Logan, McMillan, Morrill of
· e, Morton, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Spencer, as amended,
West, and Windom-30.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY moved to amend the said resolution by strikNOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Conover, Johnston, Merri- ing out all after the word "resolved" and in lieu thereof inserting:
mon, and Sharon-7.
Whereas the Constitution of the United States provides that no person shall be
So the resolution was ordered to lie on the table.
convicted on impeachment without the concurrence of two thirds of the members
Mr. THURMAN submitted the following resolutions for considera- present; and whereas ~ore th..~ ~no-third of all the m<:mbers of the Senate have
already pronounced theu conVIction that they have no nght or power to atljudao
tion:
or try n. citizen holding no public office or trust when impeached by the House 'Of
1. Resolved, That in the O"{linion of the Senate William W. Belknap, the rMpond- Representatives; and whereas the respondent, W. W. Belknap, was not when iment. is amenable to trial by 1mpeaohment for acts done aa Secretary of War, not- pea{)hed an o-fficer, but a private citizen of the United States, and of the State of
withstanding his resignatl.on of s:tid office.
Iowa; and whereaa said Belknap has, since proceedings of impeachment were com2. Resolved, That tlie House of Repre entatives :md the respondent be notified menced against him, been indicted and now awaits trial before a judicial court
that ou the- da.y of-, at twelve o'clock meridian. the Senate will deliver its for the same offenses charged in the articles of impeachment, which indictment is
judgment in open Senate on the question of jurisdiction raised by the pleMings, at pursuant to a smtute requiring in case of conviction (in addition to fine and imwhich timo the managers on the part of the House and t.he respondent are notified prisonment) an infliction of the utmost judgment which can follow impeachment
to attend.
ill any case, namely, disqualification ever again to hold office:
3. Resolved, That at the time specified in the foregoing resolution the President
Resolved, That in view of the foregoing facts it is inexpedient to proceed further
of the Senate shall ,Pronounce the judgment of the Senate as follows: "It is ordered in the case.
by the Senate sit tin~ for the trial of the articles of impeachment preferred by the
After debate,
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War
that the demuiTer of said William W. Belknap to the replication of the House of
Mr. CHRISTIANCY, by unanin1ons consent of the Senate, withRepresentatives to the plea to the jurisdiction filed by said Belknap be, and the drew his amendment.
same hereby is, overruled ; and going back to the first defect, and it being the
The question recurring on the second resolution of 1\Ir. THURMAN,
opinion of the Senate that said plea is insufficient in law, and that said articles of
impeachment are sufficient in law, it is therefore further ordered and adiudged that as amended, as followssaid plea be, and the same hereb:y is, overruled and held for naught, and srud WillResolved, That the House of Representatives and the respondent be notified that
iam W. Belknap is ordered to plead or answer to the merits within- days; " on Thursday, the 1st day of June, 1876, at one o'clock p.m., the Senate will deliver
which judgment thus pronounced shall be entered upon the journal of the Senate its judgment, in open Senate, on the question of jurisdiction raised by the plead.
sitting as aforesaid.
ini!:~J. at which time the managers on the part of the House and the respondent are
notined to attend-

Mr. CONKLING moved to amend the first resolution by inserting
at the end thereof "before he was impeached."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CONKLING having demanded a division of the question embraced in the resolutions of Mr. TlmRMA...~ and a separate vote thereon,
On the question to agree to the first resolution as amended,
Mr. P .AD DOCK further moved to amend the said resolution by striking out all after the word "resolved" and in lieu thereof inserting:

On the question to agree thereto,
.Mr. THURMAN called .for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered;
and being taken, resulted- yeas 45, nays 4 ; as follows :

YEAS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Booth, Boutwell, Burnside, Caperton, Christiancy,
Clayt~n, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawe , Dennis, Edmunds, Ferry, Goldthwaite,
Gordon, Hamilton, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald,
Maxey, Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, Oglesby, Paddock, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurm:m., Wadleigh, Wallace,
Whyte, Windom, Withers, and Wright-45.
That William W. Belkna.p,late Secretary of War, having ceased to be a civil offi- West.
NAYS-Messrs. Eaton, Hamlin, MMilllan, and Morrill of Main~.
cer of the United States by reason of his resig:rtation before proceedings in impeachNOrVOTING-Messre.
Allison, Anthon.y, Barnum, Bruce~,....Cameron of
ment were commenced against him by the Honse of Representatives, the Senate Pennsylvania, Cameron of Alcorn,
Wisconsin, Conkling, Conover, Cra~ vorsey, Frecannot take jurisdiction in this case.
linghuysen, Howe, Ingalls, Johnston, Jones of Florida, Jones o¥ Nevada, Logan,
Mr. EDMUNDS called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered; Merrimon, Mitchell, Morton, Patterson, Sharon, and Spencer-24.

and being taken, resulted-yeas 29, nays 37; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancr, Clayton, Conkling, Cragin, Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuyl!e~~l Hamlin,
H.ar-iey, Howe, In!!alls, Jones of Florida., Jones of Nevada, Logan, MCJUillan, Mor.
rill of Maine, MortOn, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Spencer, West, and Windom29.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania Caperton,
Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Edmund~ Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Mcvonald, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont~ Norwood, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte, Withers, and Wright-37.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Conover, .Tohnston, Merrimon, and Sha~u-7.

So the second resolution, us amended, was agreed to.
The question recurring on the third resolution,
The said resolution having been amended on the motion of Mr.
BAYARD and on the motion of Mr. THURMAN to read as follows:
.Resolved, That at the time specified in the foregoing resolution the President of
the Senate shall pronounce the judgment of the ;:;enate as follows : "It i ordered
by the Senate sitting for the triill of the articles of impe.'tchment preferred by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of \Var,
that the demurrer of said William W. Belknap to the replication of the Hous of
Representatives to t.he plea to tho jurisdiction filed by said Belknap be, and tho
same hereby is, overruled; and, it being tbe opinion of the Senate that said ploa is
insufficient in law and that said articles of impeachment are sufficient in Iaw, it
is therefore further ordered and adjudged that s.1.id plea be, and the same hereby
is, overruled .and beld for naught;" which judgment thus pronounced shall be entered upon the journal of the Senate sitting aa aforesaid.

So the amendment was rejected.
The question recurring on the first resolution of Mr. THURMAN as
amended,
On the question to agree there o Mr. THURMAN called for the yeas
On the question to agree thereto as followsancl nays, nnd t_hey were ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas
Resolved, That in the opinion of the Senate William W. Belknap, the · respond- 35, nays 22; as follows:

ent, is amenable to trial bJ impeaobmEint for acts dono a8 Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office before he was impeached-

YEAS-Messrs. Ba.yard, Bogy, Burnside~ Cameron of PennsylYania, Caperton,
Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Eamnnds, Goldthwaite, Gonion, llamil-
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ton, Kelly, Kernan, Key, .McCreery, McDonald, Maxey, Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, Randolph , Ransom. Itollertson, Sar~ront, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson,
. .
Thurman, Wadleigh, Wa1lace, Whvte, WitJ10rs, and Wright;---35. .
NAYS-Messrs . .A.llison, Booth, ':Boutwell, Cameron of W1sconsm, Christiancy,
Conkling, Cragin, Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Harve_y, Howe, Jones of
Nevada, Logan, McMillan, Morrill of Maine, Oglesby, Paddock, Spencer, West,
and Windom-22.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Bruce, Clayron, Conover,
Dorsey, Hitchcock, Ingalls, Johnston, Jones of Florida, Merrimon, 'Mitchell, Morton, Patterson, and Sharon-16.

So the resolution, as amended, was agreed to.
On motion by Mr. EDMUNDS, it was
Ordered, That when the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjonrns it
be to Thursday next at one o'clock p. m.

Mr. WHYTE submitted an order, which was considered by unanimous consent; and the same having been amended on the motion of
:Mr. EDMUNDS, it was agree to, as follows:
Ordered, That each Senator be permitted to file his opinion in writing upon the
question of jurisdiction in this case on or before the 1st day of July, 1876, to be
printed with. the proceedings_ in the order in which th_e saiD;e shall be d~li'l"er~,
and the opimons pronounced m the Senate shall be prmted m the order m which
they were so pronounced.

On motion by Mr. CONKLING, (at nine o'clock and twenty-five
minutes p.m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
adjourned.

OPINIONS
DELIVERED IN THE

DELIBERATION OF THE SENATE ON THE QUESTION
RAISED BY THE DEMURRER OF

WM. W. BELKNAP, THE RESPONDENT,
TO

THE REPLICATION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
PLEA TO THE JURISDICTION FILED BY THE RESPONDENT, VIZ:
WHETHER SAID RESPONDENT IS LIA.BLE TO BE IMPEACHED
BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND TRIED BY
THE .SENATE ON IMPEACHMENT FOR ACTS DONE BY
HIM AS SECRETARY OF W.A.R, NOTWITHSTANDING
HIS RESIGNATION OF THAT OFFICE BEFORE
HIS IMPEACIDlENl'.

Opinion of Mr. IYieDonald,

Delit•ered May 15, 1876.
Mr. McDONALD. Mr. President, the question for present consideration before the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment is whether
the respondent, William W. Belknap, is amenable to trial in this
court for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office, and, in that connection, whether the motives which
may have influenced him to resign are material as affecting the question of our jurisdiction.
The brevity of the constitutional provisions relating to impeachment and the absence of any precedent in our history add greatly
to the difficulties which would ordinarily surround a question of so
much importance.
In the first article of the Constitution-the one providing for the
organization, prescribing the jurisdiction, and defining the powers of
Congress-the sole power of impeachment is conferred upon the
House of Representatives, and the Senate is invested with the sole
power to try all impeachments. The limitations upon the powers
thus conferred, as contained in the same article, are "that judgment
in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than removal from
office and disqualification to hold or enjoy any office of honor, trust,
or profit under the United States." It will be seen that these are
limitations upon the power to punish, and not upon the jurisdiction
of the court to hear and determine matters that may be the subject
of impeachment. It is also contended that a still further limitation
is contained in section 4 of article 2 of the Constitution affecting the
jurisdiction of this court, wherein it is provided that the "President,
Vice-President and all civil officc,rs of the United States, shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason,
bribery, or other high-crimes and misdemeanors." Inasmuch as this
section is found in that article of the Constitution which creates the
executive and administrative department of the Government, and is
designed to provide a mode for the removal of such officers from
office, if it limits in any degree the ~eneral powers of the co-ordinat.-,
branch of Government in which is vested the sole power of impeachment, such limitations could only be by implication, and could not
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be held to cripple those powers o as to defeat a jurisdiction that had
once a,ttached.
At the time these meager provisions were ingrafted into the Constitution it cannot be claimed that the framers of that instrument
supposed they were conferring an undefined and undefinable power.
On the contrary, they must have taken it for granted that the jurisdiction they were conferring upon the House of Representatives and
the Seuate in matters of impeachment was as clearly ascertainable
as the jurisdiction conferred upon the Federal courts by the same
instrument which, by article 3 of the Constitution, embraced all cases
in law and equity arising under the Constitution and laws of the
United States.
At the time the Constitution wa.s framed the jurisdiction of the
British Parliament in matters of impeachment was as much a part of
the constitutional law of England aa was her system of civil and criminal jurisprudence. It rested upon the same immemorial usage as
the common law, and might properly be termed a part of it. It performed a simi1.1.r office in respect to political offenders in the judicial
system of Great Britain that courts of equity did in matters of conscience. Courts of equity grew out of the necessity created by the
unbending rules and practice of the courts of common law. Equity
is defined by one of the eminent jurists of Great Britain to be "the
correction of that wherein the la.w by reason of its univers:tlity was
defective." A class of offenders whose close relation to the affairs of
state aa ministers of the Crown or whose personal power and influence
made it difficult if not impossible to deal with them in ordinary courts
of the common law, made it necessary to clothe some more powerful
tribunal with authority to try them, and in such cases the House of
Commons in the name of the whole people arraigned them at the bar
of the House of Lords as the highest court of judicature in the realm,
and this was called impeachment. The usual grounds of accusation
were alleged misdemeanors committed by persons employed by the
Crown, either at home or in its foreign service, maladministration of
justice and extrajudicial conduct by judges of the realm, treason and
treasonable practices not specifically named in the statute. These,
as will be seen by consulting Hartsell's Precedents of Proceedings iu
Parliament, were usually classed under the heads of treason, bribery,
and high crimes and misdemeanors.
In early times the power to impeach did not seem to be limited to
official crimes, or crimes committed by persons holding official stations, but was invoked against such offenders as the House of Commons deemed proper subjects, and for causes the House of Lords were
willinO' to entertain. But in such examination as I have been able to
make i have seen no case that received the sanction of both House:i
in impeachments against commoners which did not grow out of malconduct in office, or was not for some political offense, such as treason
or the like. As for the peers of the realm they could only be proceeded against for treason, or misprision of treason, felony, or misprision of felony, by impeachment. It was sometimes doubted whether
a commoner could be impeached for any capital offense, but the weight
of authority is against this restriction. It is quite clear, however,
that as earlya.s the impeachment and trial of Warren Ha tings, commoners were only impeachable for official crimes or political offenses
of such magnitude as to take them out of the case of ordinary offenders. Thus stood the law of impeachment at the time the Federal
Constitution was framed; and it must therefore be held that this was
the power conferred upon the Senate and House of Representatives,
to be exercised by each respectively in a manner provided in the sections of the Constitution which I have substantially quoted, limited
and controlled by the provisions of that instrument relating to that
subject and by the nature and character of our institutions.
The nature of our institutions necessarily eliminated or rendered
inoperative all that part of the law of impeachment which related
to peers of England as peers of the realm, and left in force only such
parts of the law as gave authority to impeach commoners.
The provisions of our Constitution which limited judgment in cases
of impeachment to removal from office and disqualification to hold or
enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States,
while it subjected the party to indictment, trial, judgment, a,nd punishment in the courts according to law, withheld from this court the
power exercised by the Hou~:;e of Lords of covering by their judgment the whole punishment attached by law to the offense, and separated the offense into two distinct parts, vesting in the Senate as a
court of impeachment the power to impose the political punishment
authorized by the Constitution, leaving the party to be tried for the
criminal violation of law by a jury. By the judgment in impeachment the offender is simply divested of his political capacity; it
touches neither his person nor his property.
Impeachment, therefore, under our Constitution is that procedure
by which persons who holding civil offices under the United States,
including .the President and Vice-President, may be brought to trial
for the commission of treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeaners committed in office, and be adjudged to suffer such political penalties as are provided in the Constitution. And the question for determination at this time is whether one who while in office
has become liable to these penalties can be proceeded against after
he has voluntarily terminated his official existence, and when it is no
longer in the power of this court to impose the full measure of the politica,l punishment which may be incident to the judgment against
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him. In oth er words, is the power to order the removal of the offender from office e · ·ential to the jurisdiction of t his court, and does the
want of such power take away from it tho authority to hear and determine the accusation and to impose such political punishment as
may remain, namely, to divest him of his political capacity! If this
is true, then it must follow, if a party accused should ce.ase to be a
civil officer at any time before final judgment is rendered against
him and that fact should be made known to this court by proper suggestion, that the proceeding would abate, and therefore the accused
might go through the entire trial in the hope of defeating the cause
upon its merits, and, failing in that, could at any time ho saw proper
to do so withdraw himself from the jurisdiction of this court by a
voluntary surrender of his office. In the case under consideration,
that voluntary surrender of official station took place on the same
day and within a few hours before the House of Representatives
took cognizance of this case; but if the Senate has no power to try
after the juugment of removal could no longer be operative on account of the voluntary act of the accused in vacating the office, it
could make no difference when that vacation occurred, provided it
antedated the finding and judgment of the court on the merits.
But, as 1 have already stated, the limitations in the Constitution
relied on are not limitations upon the jurisdiction of the cotu-t to hear
and determine matters of impeachment, but are limitations only upon
the judgment of the court. These can extend no further than the
limitations prescribe; and, while it might be true that the court might
b.e disinclined to go on with the cause when it wa..s informed that no
part of a judgment it had power to render could be operative for any
cause, yet I apprehend that so long as there was a party against whom
the suit might be prosecuted such party could not arrest the power
of the court to hear and determine the cause by the interposition of
any such plea. Nor could it be claimed that, because the whole judgment which it might be in the power of the court to enter against the
party could not in all its parts be effectual, therefore the part which
could operate must also fail because it is only a part of what might
have been imposed but for the act of the accused.
Such a construction as this, with such result-s as it would lead to,
ought not to be adopted unless, from the provisions of the Constitution, no other could be given to them and at the same time carry into
e:ffect the intent of its framers. But there is another consideration
that is strongly opposed to the construction that is claimed by the
counsel for the accused, and that is the fact that judgments in impeachment are excepted out of the pardoning power conferred by the
Constitution upon t.he President. In England it was a mooted question whether :1 pardon under the great seal was pleadable to an impeacltment by the Commons in Parliament. It was conceded that the
ldng might pardon after conviction, but it was claimed that he could
not arrest the proceedings pending the trial by Parliament. This
question, so far as England was concerned, was put at rest by express provisions in the act of settlement adopted and passed in the
reign of William of Orang~, and was one of the results of the great
revolution, by which it was expressly provided that no such pardon
was pleadable. The framers of our Constitution undoubtedly pad
this feature of the British constitution in view when they withheld
from the Chief Executive all power over the proceedings and judgments of this court in matters of impeachment, and thus rendered it
certain that official offenders liable to the penalties provided for
official crime, so far as those penalties were political, could not escape the consequences of their official misconduct, the chief of which
is to divest the offender of his political capacity for all time. But if
this political incapacity can be avoided by simple resignation, then
the safeguards provided against such a result are wholly inefficient.
Entertaining these views, I must of necessity hold that the plea of
the accused to the jurisdiction of this court is not sufficient in law,
nnd that the trial may proceed against him on its merits, notwithstanding the facts set up in his plea. It also follows from the views
that I have already expressed that the motives which may have induced him to resign his office are wholly immaterial.

Opinion of Mr. ThiU'man,

To answer the first question we must have recourse to the sources
of the common antl parliamentary law, in English juri prudence and
history. For no impeachment trials in America, nor any constit,utional provisions of the States, or charters of the colonies han established, before the adoption of the Constitution, a meaning of the term
"impeachment" peculiar to America, or in any wise different .from
the signification given to the term in the jurisprudence of the mother
country. Indeed no ca.se of a trial upon impeachment, in America,
prior to the adoption of our Constitution, has been pointed out.
Cf1,rming then to English jurisprudence we find that an impe::tchment is an accusation against an ir1di vidual preferred by the House
of Commons and tried by the House of Lords; that it was in existence as early ns the year 1376, and has been frequently resorted to,
especially in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for the punishment of gr~at offenders; that "all the king's subjects are impeachable," whether in or out of office, but that the procedure has with
very few, if any, exceptions been confined to ca es of official malfeasance or misfeasance, or of abuse of franchises or privileges granted
by the Crown.
In Wooudeson's fortieth lecture, entitled "Of Parliamentary Impeachments," delivered a few years before the formation of our Constitution, and with which, it is probable, the most of the framerAof
the Constitution were fn,miliar, it is s:1id:
It is certain that magistrates and officers intrusted with tho administration of
public affairs may abuso their delegated powers to the extcnsiyc flctrirucnt of the
community, and at tho sarno time in a manner not pwpcrly C0!-'1li zablc bcfo• e t ho
ordinary tribunals. Tho influence of such delinquents, and tl1o na tur~ of :sut:h
offenses may not nnsnit::tbly en:rage the authority of the llighest court . antl tho wisclom of the sagest assembly. Th o Commons, therefore, as tlle f!raml inqut>!-<t of t he
nation, become suit~rs for penal justice, and they cannot consistentl y d tho1· with
their own dignity, or with safety to the accused, suo clsewhoro bufto thoso wb ,
share with them in the legislature. On this policy is founded the origin. of impeachments.

And again:
All the king's subjects are impeachable in Parliament. * * * Such 1.-inds of
misdeed however as peculiarly injure the commonwealth Ly the abuse of high o.tfius of
trust are the most prope-r, and ha»e 'been. the most usual arounds f or this kind nf
prosecution. Thus, if a loru chancellor be guilty of bribery or of actin IT grosxly
contrary to the duty of his office, if the judges mislead their !!overeign. by unconstitutional opinions, if any other magistrate attempt to subvert the fumbmontal
laws, or introduce arbitrary J?OWer, these have been deemed cases adapted to par.
liamentary inquiry and clecis10n. So when a lord chancellor has been thought to
have put the seal to an ignominious treaty, a lord admiral to neglect the safeguard
of the sea, an embassador to betray his trust, a privy counsellor to propound or sup.
port pernicious and dishonorable measures, or a confidential adviser of his sove.
reign to obtain exorbitant grants or incompatible employments, theso imputations
havo properly occasioned impeachment-s; because it is apparent how littlo the orclinary tribunals are calculatotl t~ take cognizance of such offenses, or to investigate
and reform the general policy of the state.

Such was the state of the English law when our Constitntion was
adopted. Impeachment was resorted to, not for the punishment of
ordinary cr1mes cognizable by the ordinary criminal courts, but to
punish official mlliconduct or ahuses of public trust. It is true that
some acts of official misconduct and some abuses of public trust were
punishable in the ordinary courts; but this fact did not deprive Parliament of the jurisdiction to punish them, in its discretion, by the
process of impeachment.
It follows that, if the usual legal signification of the term " impeachment" that obtained when the Constitution was adopted is to
be followed, General Belknap is subject to the jurisdiction of tho
Senate upon the articles preferred against him. He is charged with
grave misconduct and corruption while in office, and he cannot escape
the jurisdiction of the House to impeach and the Senate to try by a
resignation of his office, if the common-law definition of impeachment is to prevail. That the expiration of the official term of the
offender, whether by resignation or otherwise, does not put an end
to this jurisdiction is shown by several cases, and notably by those of
.
Hastings and Melville.
We are next to inquire whether the Constitution limit-s or modifies
the impeachment known to the common law. In some important
particulars it does alter and modify it.
First. In England the chief executive magistrate is not impeachable. Under our Constitution he is.
Second. In England all the Queen's subjects are impeachable. In
the United States, Blount's case seems to hold that impeachment is
confined to treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors
of civil officers, (the President and Vice-President included,) leaving
military and naval officers to be dealt with by martial law.
Third. Peers are not under oath as judges when sitting as a court
of impeachment. Senators are.
Fourth. In the House of Lords a majority convicts. In tho Senat.o
a "concurrence of two-thirds of the members present" is necessary to
a conviction. (Constitution, article 1, section 3, paragraph 6.)
Fifth. The punishment to be inflicted by the House of Lords may
extend to fine, imprisonment, corporal chastisement, loss of limb or
even of life, according to the law of the land; for it must be secundum, non ulh·a lege:nt. (Selden's Judicature, 168, 171; Jefferson's

Delivered May 15, 1876.
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, the Constitntion provides (article
1, section 2, paragraph 5) that the House of Representatives "shnll
have the sole power of impeachment;" and (same article, section 3,
paragraph 6) that "the Senate shall have the sole power t.o try all
impeachments." The terms "impeachment,"" bill of attainder," "ex
post facto law," "reprieves," "pardons," "cases in law and equity,"
"cases of admiralty and mfil'itime jurisdiction," "crimes," "piracy/'
"felony," and ''jury " are all found in the Constitution; but there is
no definition of either of them in that instrument. Nor was any definition necessary, for each of these terms had, when the Constitution Manual, 287. ) But under our ConstitutiOnwns framed and adopted, a definite l egal signification ; and this
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not erl.end further than to removal
known signification must be given to it unless the context requires it from
offici.', and disqualifica.tion to hold and en,joy any office of honor, trust. or pi'Oti t
to uolimited or modified. We are thus brought to the inquiries:
under the United States j but the pa~ conVIcted shall nevertheless bo liable and
First. What was tho legal signification of the technical term subject to indictment, trial, judgment, :md punishment, according to law. (Con·
stitution, article 1, Stletion ::1, paragraph 7.)
"impeachment" when the Constitution was adopt ed "i
Second. Is that legal signification limited or modified by anything
Sixth. The king's pardon cannot be pleaded in bar of an impeachfounu in tho Constitution Y
ment; but after conviction and judgmen,t he may pardon. The presi-
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dential power to pardon does not extend to cases of impeachment at
all; and consequently his pardon, however effectual to prevent punishment in the ordinary courts, cannot be pleaded in bar of an impeachment or relieve the convicted offender from the sentence pronounced by the Sena.t e.
.
In all these particulars, except the second, the changes made by
the Constitution are apparent, and that suggested by the second particular seems to be established by Blount's ca.se.
But it has been earnestly contended that it makes another and
sweeping change, namely, that it confines impeachment to cases
where the accused is in the office which he has abused at the time of
his impea~hment, conviction, and sentence; and that, consequently,
if at any time before sentence he resign, the jurisdiction of the Senate is at an end and no judgment can be pronounced against him.
A proposition that makes the jmisdiction of the Senate depend
upon the will of the accused, that would practically annihilate the
power of impeachment in all cases of guilt clearly provable, and
leave it to exist in those cases onlv that furnish no reason for its exercise, namely, cases in which guilt, if it exist, cannot be proved, or
cases in which there is no guilt at all, is not to be admitted unless
the terms of the Constitution are so explicit that it cannot reasonably
be denied.
The constitutional provisions cited in support of the proposition
are the •following:
Jnd~ent in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal
from office, and disqualification to ho'd and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or

profit under the United States: but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable
and subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.
(Article 1, section 3, paragraph 7.)
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, trea.son, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section 4.)

It is argued that this latter section is a designation of the persons
who are subject to impeachment, and that they are all persons in office; and that consequently no jurisdiction in impeachment can exist
against a person not in office. And it is further argued in support of
this view that both the cited provisions contemplate a judgment of
t·emovalfront office in every case of conviction, and therefore negative
the idea of a judgment against a person not in office. And it is further said that the object of impeachment is to get rid of a corrupt or
dangerous officer, and that when his term of office expires, whether
by resignation or otherwise, that object is accomplished and there is
no reason left for his impeachment.
. And it is further contended f.hat the clauses granting the power of
rmpeachment ought to be strictly construed, because they are, as it is
said, in derogation of the provisions of the fifth and sixth articles of
amendment to the Constitution relating to criminal proceedings.
These are, in brief, the grounds upon which the proposition in question
is advocated, and which, it is claimed, fully sustain it. It is not pretended that any provision of the Constitution explicitly denies the
power to impeach after the close of the offender's official term, but
such a denial is sought to be established by argument and inference.
The question then arises, is the inference thus drawn a necessary
one 7 for if it is not, it cannot with reason be contended that it ought
to prevail, in view of the consequences already stated that would result from it. The grant of power to the House to impeach and to
the Senate to try all impeachments is clear, and cannot be frittered
away or essentially limited by subsequent provisions supposed to be
repugnant unless the repugnancy is manifest. (Faw vs. Marsteller,
2 Cranch, 10.)
.
I do not contend that the well-known doctrine relating to repeals
by implication on account of repugnancy obtains in construing the
several provisions of the Constitution; but I do contend that all its
pr?visions must, if possible, be i?terpre~e.d so as to he in harmony
w1th each other, and that, where It contarns a grant of power in clear
and unambiguous terms, other provisions are, if possible, to be cons~r~ed .so as to be consiste?t with sue~ grant. And hence, if any proVISion IS capable of two rnterpretations, one of which is consistent
~nd the other inconsistent with such clear grant of power, the former
18 to be preferred. And here let me observe that this rule in nowise
militates against the doctrine that, the Government being one of
delegated powers, the Constit ution ought to be strictly construed.
I agree that it ought to be strictly construed; but a strict construction is one thing and a construction that annihilates or practinally
destroys one of its plain provisions is quite another thing. The former
preserves the instn1ment in its integrity accordinrr
to the intent of
0
those.whoframed and those who adopted it, b.ut the latter disregards
that rntent and performs an office of destruction and not of interpretation.
. Bearing these l)rinciples in mind, let us turn to the provisions relied on by ~he defense and see whether they are necessarily repugnant
to the preVIous general grant of power to prefer and try impeachments
or whether they may be interpreted in harmony wit.h that grant.
The first of these provisions is that already quoted, to wit:

by t.he Ho~se of Lords in the infliction of punishment, and to leave
to the orclmary courts of justice the power to inflict those punishments which affect the property, liberty, or life of the accused. In
this it is a great improvement upon the' impeachment of the common
law bJ; rm;noving from the procedn:e the possibility of those abuses
by whlC? It had to? ?ften been tarmshed and disgraced. There is not
a word rn the proviSion that necessarily touches any jurisdiction of
the Senate, except its jurisdiction to punish. There is not a word
in it that literally, or byreasona.ble intendment, makes removalfrom
office a necessary part of the sentence. If the a~cused be in office the
jud~ent ~y b~ removal without disqD<'llification, or both rem~ val
and disqualification. If he be out of office, there can be no effective
sentence of .re_moval, but there rna~ be a j~dgm~nt of disqualification.
The remammg clause to be considered 'IS section 4 of article 2:
The President., Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeaehment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.
'

At first view it might seem that this section, like the provision just
remarked upon, relates wholly to the judgment to be pronounced
and that its sole purpose is to make removal from office a necessary
part of the sentence. But lt seems t-o have been considered in Blount's
case that its scope is not thus restricted and that other objects were
also intended and are accomplished by it. The Senate in that case
whether correctly or not it is unnecessary now to decide seems fu
have considered the section as an enumeration of the cause~ for which
an impeachment·willlie, and of the persons who commit the impea~h
able offense.
By this interpretation impeachment is confined to the treason bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors of persons in civil ~ffice.
But there is not a word in the section that expressly or by necessa:y intendment pres~rib~s the t~e when impeachment may be instituted. Full effect IS glVen to It when we say that the crime must
be-committed while the person is in office, and that, if he remain in
office at the time of his conviction, he must be removed. But whet.her
in or out of office at the time of impeachment, he is liable' to a senten~e o~ disquaiifica~on to hold office which he cannot escape by the
exprratwn of his offiCial term. The language; "The President VicePresident, and all civil officers of the United States," does not import
tb~t the persons ho~di;ng these offices are to be il!lpeached as offwm·s.
It IS the person who lB Impeached, and all the section requires is that
he shall have held the office when he committed the crime. The mom~nt ~e c?mmits it he beco~es liable to impeachment, and the ConstitutiOn mterposes no bar m the nature of a statute of limitations
either by the expiration of his term of office or otherwise to prevent
his punishment. His official character may be gone, but the criminal
remains, and his disqualification may be as proper after as before lle
held official position.
This view. might be illustrated by a reference to many criminal
statutes, designed for the punishment of official misconduct under
which the crime must of course be committed bv a person~ office
but the indictment and punishment may be after the close of h~
official term. Some of these statutes were read in the argument of
this cause and others will no doubt be referred to by Senators. I
will merely cite one: Revised Statutes United States sections 5501
5502, 5503, 5504.

'

'

The interpretation. I .have given to the Cons~~tion gives full ef- ·
feet to every clause m 1t and makes every provisiOn harmonize with
every other provision. The interpretation contended for by the defense makes the clauses discordant and repugnant and reduces the
g:reat and solemn remedy of impeac~ent, des~gn~d for the protectiOn of the Government and people n.gamst offiCial crime and corruption! ~o. a miserable absur~ty. It. introduces an anomaly unknown
to civilized man, the doctnne that It belongs to the criminal and not
to the Government whose laws he has offended and whose trust he has
abused to say whether he shall be punished for his crimes.
. It is vain to say that rem~val. fro_m office is the sole object of
Impeachment, whe~ the Constitution Itself authorizes a sentence of
disqualification that may be as properly pronounced against the
man who h~ left office as against him who clingR to it. It is vain
to say that liilpeachment is contrary to the spirit of the Constitution, since it is provided for in the Constitution itself. It is vain
to say that it is liable to abuse, for that argument, if admitted would
take from government all its powers, since there is no one of them
that is not thus liable. It is vain to say that it may be employed
to harass and tyrannize over private men who have ceased to hold
office, for the mode of procedure itself negatives the probability nay
almost the possibility, of its being thus prostituted, to say nothirw of
the influence of public opinion that would inevitably condemn a~ch
an att-empt.
A distinguished English jurist has described it as "a safeO'uard of
pu'l:!.lic liberty well worthy of a free country and of so ri'oble an
institution as a free Parliament." (May's Parliamentary Practice
chapter 23.)
·
'
Hallam says:
.Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from

office, and ~sqnalifi cation to bold and enjoy any office of bon or, trust, or profit un.
~er the.U ~1ted States.: b'!lt the party convicted shall nevertheless pe liable and snb·
JOO t to rndictment, tr1al, Judgment, and punishment according to Jnw.
~he

Mi~dle.sex was unanimously convicted
t~e hig~est m~ment to. the Commons, as
twnal n~htwhic::h the smg~eyrecedent of

by the Peers. His impeachment was of

it restored jOTe:ve-r tho. t saluta1·y oonstituLord Bacon might have beeJl insufficient

to establish agarnst the IlllDlSters of the Crown. (1 Constitutional Hibtory, 372.)

most ohd.ous as well as the li'!i_eral interpretation of t.his proAnd again:
VISIOn confi~es It to the subject of judgment. Its obvious in~ent;
The Commons had now been engn.rred for more than twenty years in n. stru,. ..le
was to depnve the Senate of the large discretionary power exercised to restore and to fortify their own andtheir fellow·snbjects 'liberties. They had"'b-
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tained in this period but one legislative measure of importance, tho late declara- before a tribunal for judgment of official misconduct" which came
tory act against monopolies. But they had rescued from disuse their ancient right to us with our system of jurisprudence from England, and thi is what
of impeachment. {Idem., 373.)

Our fathers, like their English ancestors, regarded impeachment as
a "safeguard of public liberty," and therefore provided for it in the
Constitution, and so general has been this opinion and so proper has
impeachment been considered for the repression of official corruption,
that nearly every State constitution ever framed in the United States
h~ also provided for it.
It follows from what I have said that in my opinion the articles of
impeachment are sufficient in law, and do not need any support from
the matters alleged in the subsequent pleadings of the House of Representatives; and that the plea to the jurisdiction of the defendant is
insufficient, and ought to be overruled, and an order of ?'eBp01ldeat
ouster be entered.
·

Opinion of JYir. Wallace,

Delivered May 15, 1876.
Mr. WALL.A.CE. The first question presented by the order of the
Senate is : Is General Belknap amenable to trial by impeachment for
acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of
said office Y
The proper solution of this question depends upon what is the true
meaning of those provisions of the Constitution of the United States
which vest the power of impeachment and regulate its exercise.
They are as follows:
Fir t, the Honse of Representatives "shall have the sole power of
impeachment." The last clause of section 2, article 1.
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the United
States is tried the Chief Justice shall preside; and no person sha.ll be convict.ed.
without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
J ndgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States: but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, tri:JJ,judgmentand punishment, according to law.

Last two clauses of section 3, article 1.
The President shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses
against tho United States, except in cases of impea~hment.

First clause o:f se.ction 2, article 2.
The President. Vice-President and all civil offieers of t.ho United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors.

Section 4, article 2.
The trial of all crimes, except in eases of impeachment, shall be by jury.

Last clause of section 2, article 3.
The Constitution is a frame of government, it is not a penal sttttnte. It is not to be construed strictly, but it is to be so interpreted
that the great objects contemplated in the enumerated powers given
to the government it creates, may be attained. Each of the departments created, all of the powers specifically granted, are rounded,
complete, and authoritative. No halting opinions, no half-way grant
of power, no nervele s, weak, and impotent authority were vested by
it in any case in which it expressly granted control to any of its departments. Whatever was necessary to the perfect use of the power
specifically given is necessarily implied therefrom. These results naturally flow from the fact that the people created a government, independent and self-existing, and enumerated its powers, and it just as
logically follows that in the vast field in which they gave it no power,
the States and the people are the depositaries thereof. When it declarP.s that "the exeauti-ve power shall be vested in :t President of the
United States," it is implied that all things necessary to the complete
exercise of that power was thereby granted to that office, subject only
to the limitations of the Constitution itself. When it declares that" the
j1tdicial p01.Cer of the U'llifed States shall be vested in one Supreme Court,"
&c., it implied that all things necessary to the full exercise of that
power was thereby granted to that tribunal, qualified only by the limitations of the instrument itself. .A.s great powers of the Government
created, they were complete within the domain of authority granted.
So, too, when the Constitution declares that" the House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment" and that "the Senate
shall have the power to try all impeachments," it implied all of the
powers essential to the complete exercise of the authority granted,
subject only to the limitations imposed upon that authority by the instrument itself. AB the words'' executive power" or ".Judicial power"
have defined and distinct meaning under our system of laws and precedents, so the power of impeachment thereby given had a defined and
distinct meaning.
·
Webster defines the word "to impeach" thus: "To cite· before a
tribunal for judgment of official misconduct." This meaning is clearly
the proper one as applied to the proceeding either in Parliament or
here. For centuries in England it was used a a means of judging and
punishing official crime, and in very rare instances was it used upon
private persons. It has never been used in this country or understood
to apply to the trial or punishment of citizens for personal crime as
distinguished from official misconduct. It was the power of " citing

our Constitution plainly implies when it gave ''the power of impeachment." If we trace this power through the early history of the
colonies, this becomes apparent. Penn's frame of ~overnment in 1682,
in the reign of Charles IT, gave to us of Pennsylvania open courts,
presentment by a graml jury, and a fair trial by a jury of twelve men,
as near as may be peers or equals, while at the same time it gave the
General .Assembly power "to impeach criminals fit to be there impeached," and it vested the council with power to give "judgment
upon criminals impeached," and required a two-thirds vote for their
conviction. These are the very elements of the provisions of the
Federal Constitution in regard to impeachment. Its first uso in
Pennsylvania was in 1706, when the house impeached James Logan,
secretary of the province, for his conduct in public affairs and toward
the house and its members.
The characteristics and proper use of this power as it existed and
became a part of the Federal Constitution are plainly shown by the
langua,g e of the first constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It was adopted by the convention that met in July, 1776, of
which Dr. Franklin was the presirlent. The whole scope and purpose
of the "power of impea{)hment" were crystallized in that instrument
when it gave to the house tho power "to impeach State criminals'"
only, and to the president and his council the right to "sit as judges
to hear and determine on impeachments," while it denied them the
power of pardon in such cases. These, coupled with the distinct declaration that ''every officer of State, tohether judicial or executive, shall be
liable to be impeached by the General Assembly either when in office or after
his resignation m·renwval fol·nwladministration," clearly define what the
freemen of at least one State thought this power was when the Federal convention met. Under the constitutions of the States as they
stood when the Federal convention met in 1787, the process had a defined and distinct meaning. In all of them in which the subject was
named, nine in number, thEY house was m!lde a grand inquest to impeach, and the senate or council or the senate and the judges made a
tribun:U to try. The offenses over which this jurisdiction was vested
were official misconduct, maladministration, corruption in office, or
offenses against the constitution, or some or all of them, and the power
of pardon after conviction was denied to the executive. All of them
were plainly embodied in the Federal Constitution. The provision
limiting the judgment was copied from the words of the constitutions
of New York, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, and that of New
York provided for the removal of the official when impeached and for
filling the vacancy until he was acquitted or his successor was elected.
In Virginia and Delaware the punishment was disability, removal, or
other penalty, while in Pennsylvania and South Carolina no punishment was named, thus demonstrating that there were then other punishments contemplated than mere removal.
.A.ssumincr, then, that the "power of impeachment" as it theli existed was the power "to cite before a tribunal for judgment of official
misconduct," or, as we of Pennsyl~ania wrote it, "to cite State criminals while in office or after before a tribunal for maladministration,"
it now becomes necessary to inquire whether this authority full, complete, and rounded as it then existed, given by the Federal Constitution to the House to cite and to the Senate to judge, has been limited,
restricted1 or shorn of any of its proportions by the words of the Constitution Itself.
It is manifest that the last clause of section 3 of article 1 limited
the power to punish and placed a barrier in the way of the infliction
of any other punishment by the Senate than one purely political :
"Judgment shall not extend j1t1·ther than to removal from office and
disqualification" to hold office. It is equally manifest that these
words, even in their most technical sense, do not limit or restrict either
the power to impeach or to try. .A.s well might it be said that the
ordinary limitation of the extent of punishment prescribed by a penal
statute limited the power of a grand jury to present or of the proper
court to try an offense over which at common law it had jurisdiction.
But it is argued that because this limitation as to the extent of the
judgment contains both removal and disqualification, that as the Senate cannot impose both penalties upon one who is not in office, the
necessary inference is that we can only try officials during their term.
If it had been intended to limit the power to impeach to so narrow a
field or if the exercise of the then existing view of this subject was
to be restricted in the Federal Constitution, it is strange that such a
limitation should be left to inference from language used in defining
the power of punishment and should not be expr~ly declared or
plainly implied from the terms used in vesting the power to impeach
or to try. If the judgment of the Senate mu::~t be both and cannot be
one or the other, and if these clauses of the Constitution are to be
strictly construed, we are pla-ced in the dilemma. of finding no one
upon whom this judgment of disqualification can operate; for "the
President, Vice-President and all civil officers, shall be renwved jron~
office" are the words of section 4 of article 2, and this is the only penalty named therein.
By this 1atter section a. specific punishment is imposed. There urely
cannot be two punishments for the same offense in the same in. trument; a.ud hence it logically follows that disqualification cannot he
imposed upon any of the officials named. It would be just as reasonable to argue that, because section 4, article 2, declares that the President shall be removed and omits to say that he shall be disqualified,
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therefore he cannot be disqualified, as it is to argue that because section 3, article 1, names two punishments, we must impose both or
neither. These provisions of the Constitution need no such absurd
construction. The latter clause was a limitation of the extent of
punishment; the former applied the principle that no man shall be
punished until he is proved to be guilty, and was inserted to preserve
in his hands the power there vested by the people until a competent
tribunal had passed upon his guilt or innocence, as well as to declare
his 1mfitness and compel his removal when convicted. These clauses
are descriptive when appliecl to anything else than their plain purpose, and both of them leave the "p01ver of impeachment" precisely
aa it stood when ingrafted on the Constitution.
The fourth section of article 2 is a limitation upon the power of impeachment so far as to prohibit the removal from office before conviction, but it does not pretend to restrict the authority given to the
House and Senate in any other manner. It describes those who shall
be punished when convicted, in general terms. "The President, VicePresident and all civil officers, shall be removed," are it.s words, but
the command to remove the President when convicted does not, and
even by a forced construction cannot, prohibit the impeachment, and,
upon conviction, the di.squcilificaticm, of one who had been President, for
official crime, if the power to do so be given in other words of the instrument. The wortls here used are not apt, no necessary implication
arises from the whole sentence, nor does a general view of all these
provisions require or permit us to limit the express grant of the power
of impeachment by this section.
We thus reach the conclusion that the words of the Constitution
taken in their plain and ordinary meaning contain no restriction of
or limitation upon the "power of impeachment" as it existed at the
formation of the Constit.ution and entered into the government
thereby created as a positive and valuable authority.
We now proceed to consider the effect that the construction contended for by the defendant would have upon the power granted and
the government created.
It is apparent from what has been already said, as well as from the
description of the leading crimes, "treason and bribery," and of the
officials to be punished as the highest in the st.a te, "the President
and Vice-President," that the objects to be attained by the use of the
power granted were the preservation of the integrity and purity of
the Government from the temptations that surround those in power
and the perpetual banishment from power of those who had betrayed
or dishonored it. Official fidelity and official honesty were the ends
sought. Forfeiture of official power and denial of the right to enjoy
the marks of confidence of their fellows were the penalties which
were meted to those crimes that in former times or in despotic governments were avenged by the knout, the bowstring, or the dripping
ax of the beadsman. But the defendant argues that if the corrupt
official or the traitorous embassador do but resign his place before he
is impeached, these penalties are useless and the power of disqualification is gone. Such an argument absolutely destroys the power of
punishment with disqualification, for the guilty official will always
resign to escape the consequences of his crime, and when he has resigned be is beyond the arm of the law. So absurd and fatuitous a
result demonstrates the fallacy of the argument.
It is urged that unless this construction Le placed npon the Constitution, impeachments may follow during his whole life any one
w bo has held office and that the passions of political factions will
use this weapon to avenge··themselves upon their adversaries. It is
always safe to trust the people. They will not approve or authorize
an unjust or improper use of this power, and the keen sense of parties as to their approval or disapproval will be a sufficient restraint
upon those who have power in their attempt to punish for venial
offenses those who have lost it. If an officer has been corrupt his
crime should follow him. If he has prostituted his high place for
gain or betrayed his country, no statute of limitations can be or
ought to be interpQsed for his protection. A rigid rule of official accountability is imperatively demanded in the public service. Proofs of
this fact are now abundant, and our highest duty to the state demands the enforcement of every mode of compelling official fidelity.
He who owes the Government a debt bas no presumption of payment
in ills favor. Thestatuteof limitations does not run against the state.
So be who owes the Government and the people faithful and honest
performance of the duties his trust clothes him with, should have no
statute or construction for his protection. He takes the office with its
grave responsibilities, and only with his life can those responsibilities be shaken off. The close of his official term does not, aud it
ought not to shield the political criminal. The Constitution has no
limitations for the immunity of any such ofitmders, but it demands
of all its officials purity, honesty, and fidelity, and it is plain enough
and strong enough "to enforce its demands at all times and upon every
class of those who enjoy its high places.
The construction claimed by the defendant's counsel, if tested by
the action of those who made the Constitution and administered the
Government up to 1867, would also have the effect of utterly ignoring the denial to the President of the power of pardon in cases of impeachment. The first clause of section 2, article 2, expressly denies
to the President this right, and yet for nearly eighty years the exercise of the power of removal was the exercise of the pardoning power, and that, too, the most odious and dangerous form of that powera previous pardon. Until the passage of the te_nure-of-office act, the
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construction contended for permitted the President, without the consent of the Senate, to remove his traitorous or corrupt officials, and
thus to put them beyond the jurisdiction of the Senate, condone their
offenses, and negative one of the plainest provisions of the CoilBtitution. It would necessarily follow such a construction that the power
of impeachment would be subject to the whim or caprice of both
the President and t.he accused. The former could remove, and thus
pardon; the latter could resign, and escape disqualification. Surely
such was not the belief of such men as Jared Ingersoll, James
Wilson, or Dr. Franklin, who came to the Federal convention with
th~ full knowledge that the constitution of theirownStateexpressly
negatived any such construction, and distinctly declared that an official could be impeached after the expiration of ills term, and that one
impeached could not be pardoned by the Executive.
From the precedents and history of the power itself, from the necessary implication that follows the words which vest the power, from
the absence of any limitation in the words of the Constitution upon
the power to cite and to judge, and from the absurd and dangerous
results that flow from any other construction, I reach the conclusion
that General Belknap is amenable to trial lJ~ impeachment for acts
done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said
office, and therefore vote to require him to answer over.
The view which I take of the question considered leaves the remaining ones immaterial.

Opinion of Mr. Morton,

Delivered May 15, 1876.
Mr. MORTON. The constitut-ional provisions in regard to impeachment can be better understood by grouping them in their natural
order. They are now separated into different articles an5l sections;
but that does not affect the sense.
FirstThe President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from"office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors.

SecondThe Honse of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment.

ThirdThe Senate shall have the sole power t.o try all impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation When the President of the
United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside : and no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.

FourthJudgment in cases of impeaehment shall not extend further than to removal
from office, and disqualification to bold and enjoy any office of honor, trnst, or profit
under the United States; but the party convicted shall nevertheiess be liable and
subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment~ according to law.

The first provision declares that the President, Vice-President, and
all civil officers of the United States shall be removed -~'rom office on
impeachment for and conviction of treason, &c. This provision carries with it the power of impeachment. for the purpose of removal
from office.
The declaration that the President and other civil officers of the
United States shall be removed from office upon impeachment and
conviction for treason, &c:, by necessa1·y implication canies with it
the power of impeachment for that, purpose. In itself it gives to
Congress the power to initiate, try, and execute an impeachment to
remove the officers named. The sole purpose for which impeachment is authorized by this provision is to remove persons from office,
and it cannot be extended by inference to persons not in office. It
does not say that persons may be impeached and removed from office,
bnt that certain officers shall be removed by impeachment and conviction for treason, &c. It mentions impeachment only as the means
for removal from office. It does not speak of impeachment with removal from office as an incident, but only as the means by which
removal is to he accomplished. It will not be contended that this
provision gives the power for impeachment for any purpose but to
remove from office, and, if there be any power to impeach a person
not in office, it must be sought elsewhere.
The next provision declaresThe Honse of Represer;ttatives shall have the sole power of impeachment.

This provides simplv that the HouRe shall inaugurate and prosecute
impeachments. It defines the office of the House in connection with
an impeachment as distinguished from the Senate, but does not assume to determine the causes for which, or the persons against whom,
an impeachment may be prosecuted.
Impeachment is a proceeding in which both Houses participate, and
this designates the part to be performed by the House.
To t,he argument that this clause not only designates the part which
the House is to take in the proceeding by impeachment, but gives to
the House general jurisdiction over persons and the subject-matter,
it may be answered that the Senate determined just the otherwayin
the Blount case. In tJ:Jat case it was held that the jurisdiction of the
House and Senate in impeachment was absolutely limited by the
fourth section of the third article to the President, Vice-President, and
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civil officers of the Unite(l Stutes, o that putting the two clauses to- ion that the offenses were not such as to make disqualification a part
of the judgment, then there could be no judgment at all, for t he judggether they would read thns:
ment of removal when the person was out of the office when the proThe Hom~e of Representatives shall ha-re the sole T>OWP.l' of impeachment of tho
President, Vice-President, and civil officers of the United Stat~s, who, upon con- ceeding was commenced would ue an absurdity too glaring to be considered. The argument made by the managers that the Senate may
viction, shall be removed from oflico.
have jurisdiction to try and convict in a case where no jutlgment can
This fourth section of the second article, which has been recognized be rendered may be considered a reductio ad absurdum, in constituas a limitation of the officers who may be impeached, speaks of them tionallaw.
onlv as existing officers, and refers to impeachments simply a~ the
'fhe last clause of the provision I have just quoted is conclusive
method by which they may be removed.
upon this question. It declares:
The third nrovision, which I have quoted, declares that the Senate
The party comicted shall nevertheless be liable a.nd subject to indictment, trial,
shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose they shall be on oath or affu·mation. When the Presi- judgment and punishment, according to law.
dent of the United States is tried the Chief Justice of the United
If there had been room to doubt before, there is none after thi1
States shall preside, and no person shall be convicted without the provision. It strips the proceeding by impeachment of all purpose
concurrence of two-t.hirds of the members present.
for punishment and leaves it simply as the means of removal from
This defines the powers and the duties of the Senate in connection office. It provides that in all cases of impeacllment tho party conwith impeachments. As the House bas t he sole power to prosecnte im- victed shaH be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and
peachments, this declares the Senate shall have the sole power to try. punishment according to law. Though the Senate may remove from
The use of the word" sole" in each provision shows that the powers office and disqualify the party convicted from holding any office under
and duties of each Honse a1·e exclusive of tho other, and that this the Unit-ed States dUl'ing the term of his natural life, yet such conprovision simply designates the part which the Senate shall perform viction and judgment cannot be pleaded in bar of punishment in the
in the proceedings of impeachments and regulates its action in such courts. The right of the courts to punish in all cases is reserved, and
we cannot conceive that any power of punishment is leftin.Congre s
performance.
The Senate has the power to try all impeachments which the House unless it was the intention of the Constitution that a man might be
punished twice for the same offense. Such a suppo~ition is not to be
bas the power to present.
Neither the provision in regard to the Honse or the Senate assumes entertained for a moment.
to define the persons or the purpose for which the one may present
Tile principle that a man cannot be punished twice for the same
and the other may try. The provisions that the Cbiof Justice shall offense runs through our Constitution and through tho constitutions
preside and that the concurrence of two-thirds is neccRSary to con- and laws of all the States. It was a right secured to the English peovict simply regulate the procedure, and have nothing to do with the ple in their early history, and has not for hundreds of years been violated by the parliaments or the courts. Under the Englli!h constituquestion of jurisdiction.
.
Against what persons and for what causes may the House present sion the Parliament is omnipotent and may absorb the whole crimiarticles of impeachment T I answer against officers of the Unit-ed nal jurisdict.ion of the kingdom. It may assume to puni h any man
States to remove them from office as specified in the first section for any offense, whetbtn• committed in or out of office. Parliament
quoted. If the jurisdiction of the House extends beyond the persons assumes not only the power to remove from office, but to punish for
and the purpose specified in the preceding section, it must be deriYed the crime committed. This puni hment was oft-en by death, by forfrom a source outside of the Constitution, which would J.>o the com- feitures of goods, by attainting the blood, and by banishment from
mon law of England, and t.his would give to the House all the jnris- the realm. It extended to persons out of office as well as to tho e in
diction possessed by the House of Commons. If this view ue adopted, office. It became a source of the greatest crimes in En~lish history,
the preceding section gives to the House of Representatives but a and it was wisely determined by our fathers in the estaolishmcnt. of
small part of the jurisdiction it possesses, and renders that section Government to dig it up by the roots as an instrument of revenge or
wholly unnecessary, for the House would have, anyhow, like the plmishment. But while jmpeachment lmder the English constituHouse of Commons, power to remove from office by impeachment ; tion was a prolific source of the greatest crimes, he it said to the
and in this connection it may be observed that the House of Com- honor of the English nation that it was never made to violate the
mons bas in all cases of conviction on impeachment of persons in office principle ''that a man shall not be punished twice for the same offense." If a. person were 1mnisbcd by Parliament, be was not aftermade removal a part of its judgment.
The express authority given to Congress to prosecute and try im- ward punished by the courts for the same crime. If punished by the
peachments in certain cases is in effect the denial of power in all courts, he was not afterward punished by Parliament. When, thereother cases. This seems to be the universal rule applied in the con- fore the Constitution of the United States provifled that the court
struction of the Constitution. Congress only has those powers which should have the power to punish crimes committed in office in n.H
are expressly conferred or which are necessary to carry out those ex- cases, and that the judgment of impeachment could not in any case
pressly conferred, and does not upon iClis subject or upon any other be pleaded in bar, it was a declaration which cannot be misunderinherit powers not granted which belong to the Parliament of En- stood, that an impeachment is never to 1Je used for punishment, and
gland. The common law of England bas been adopted to a certain that its sole purpose is to 1·emove bad men from office.
The right being reserved to the courts to punish by indictment in
extent by statntes both in the nation ancl in all the States but one or
two. The jurisdiction of all the courts, whether of tho nation or of all cases, if the Senate now, as a matter of punishment, may inflict
the States, is determined altogether by constitutions and statutes. upon William W. Belknap the disqualification for holding office
It is well established both in the nation ancl the States that the courts during the whole or any portion of his life it would cle;}.rly suuject
have no common-law criminal jurisdiction, and that there are no him to punishment twice for the same offense, because the courts, by
common-law crimes. Crimes are created alone by special enactment the express provision of the Constitution, may go on and punish him
of national and State legislatures. In the use of terms and the con- again the next day. The fact that different tribunals may inflict differstruction of statutes, common-law definitions aml rules are resorted ent punishments for the same offense does not at all affect the princito as guides only. The rules of evidence and methods of proceeding ple, foT it is still double punishment. Suppose, for example, that
are borrowed in large part from the common law; but it may be one statute in New York should punish the crime of forgery by imstated as a principle to which there is no exception, in both t be nation prisonment, another statute should be passed giving to another triand the States, that crimes are created and exist only by statute, and bunal the power to punish the same offense by fine; still the punishthat the jurisdiction of courts is established and defined only by con- ments, although different, would be for th~ same ofi(mse, cleady in
stitutions or statutes. The idea that the Congress of the United violation of constitutional right.
My conclusion from the foregoing considerations is that the sole
States bas jurisdiction in cases of impeachment which is not specially
conferred by the Constitution, or that it is no~ necessary to the ex- purpose of impeachment under our Constitution is the removal of
ecution of some power or duty enjoined upon Congress l>y the Con- offenders from office, and that, as William W. Belknap was not in
stitution, is at variance with every principle of construction that has office when this proceeding was instituted by the Bouse, the Senate
has no jurisdiction whatever over his offenses, and that ptmishment
been applied to it.
The fourth provision says "judgment in cases of impeachment under the Constitution is left entirely to the courts.
shall not extend further than to removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust., or profit under the
United States; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable
and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment accordO pinio n oC Mr. F r e liag h uy11eil,
ing to la.w:''
Delivered M(Ly 15, 1876.
This defines and limits the judgment ·that may be rendered. It
declares thatMr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, I will first call attention
Judgment shall not exteml further than t~ r emoval from office, and clisqualification w bold and enjoy any office of honor, trust~ or profit under the United States. to a consideration which has been much pressed upon the Senate, bnt
which is not involved in t he question before us, namely: Whether an
. Tak en jn conn13ction with the first provision I have qnoted, it officer can resign after he is impeached ancl thus oust jurisdiction.
makes I'epl0\~11 from office an indispensabl"' part of the judgment in
I will, seconuly, consider t he true question we are to decide, nameall cases 9f ~onviction, while disqualification to hold an d enjoy any ly : Have we jurisdiction in this case 'f
office of honor, trust, or profit is an illciuent which may or may not
I. The Senate is not called upon to decide whether t he resignation
bo ~dded by the Senate in its discretion. If a. person not in office of a civil officer after articles of impeachment have been presented
)V~!·~ jm,peachM ft:Qd f:!OHVjct~¢1 ap.d the Senate should be of the opin- against him ousts the jurisdiction of the Senate and deprives it of
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the power to try the impeachment. That case is not before us. Willlam W. Belknap lw.d resigned t.he office of Secretary of War, and his
resignation bad been duly accepted before the House of Representa-.
ti ves impeached him. The suggestion that, inasmuch as there ignation and the impeachment were made on the same day, the law will
not take notice of the fact that the resignation was in point of time
prior to the impeachment, because the law ignores fra_ctions of days,
is unsound. The L<t,w does observe fractious of days, whenever ~y
right depends upon its doing so. The law never causes or suffers a
citizen to suffer anything by a fiction. Abundant authority and examples to sustain this position could be adduced were it necessary.
But if the question was whether Belknap could have avoided the
jurisdiction of the Senate by resigning his office after be had been impeached by the House, much might be said against such a claim. As
that question is not before the Senate, I will give no opinion on it.
Were it here, it might be argued thus:
It is essential to every investigation that there be some point of
time to which the tribunal shall direct its inquiries as to the truth of
the facts alleged. That point of time in civil actions is the service
of the original process ; in criminal proceedings it is the finding of
the indictment; anuin proceedings for the judgment of impeachment,
it is the time of the impeachment by the House. If the action be to
eject from lands, the abandoning or vacating the possession of the
land after the process is served cannot be pleaded with effect in bar
of the snit; but the suit proceeds to a judgment of eviction a.nfl for
mcsne profits and costs as if possession had been retained. If the
a.ction is for n. nuisance, the judgment is that the nuisance be aba~tl,
even although the nuisance was removed immediately after the suit
was commenced. If the judgment be for damages for neglecting
some dut.y, such as the execution of an instrument, performance after
the suit bas been commenced c::mnot be pleaded with effect as a bar
to the action. If the proceeding be by i.ndictment, say against au a.cces ory, the State cannot sustain its charge by proving that defendant, after indictment found, aided the principal to escape. That fact.,
at most., could only be proven as persuasive evidence of the substantive fact averred in the indictment. In no le~al proceeuing will any
act of the<lefendantaftertbesuit is commenced, even though it should
l>e the performance of tho very thing sought by the suit, be a bar to
the action, unless it be accepted by the party who of right is enforcing
the duty.
If the Honse of Representatives had the right to impeach when they
presented their articles and thus commenced proceedings, tl.Je act of the
respondent or of the President could not be pleaded as a bar t.o the proceeding. Neither can it be said, if the House bad the right to impeach
at the t.ime they presented the articles, that it is absuru or incongruous
that tbejndgment of removal from office, which unuer the Constitution ~mst be pronounced on conviction, should be entered against
or:e who, since the articles were so presented, bas resigned the office.
The right of the House to that judgment existed, if at all, when the
proceedings were properly commenced, and all action of tbe respondent subsequent thereto is, in the eye of the law, in this, as in all like
cases, ignored. The House stands hcfore the Senate with all the
rigbts that other suitors have before other courts. Every affirmative
judgment in civil or criminal proceedings is a mere judicial declaratiou of the existence of the. right of the actor in the suit to be sustained and assured in the claim made when the legal proceeuings
were commenced. Where, I ask, would be the incongruity of a. jndgment of the Senate were it customary to make up a judgment-roll
which should in substance read thus:
''William W. Belknap having on the 2d of March, 1876, been impea,cbed by the House of Representatives for high crimes, and the Senate having, on the demand of the House, proceeded to try the truth
of the several articles of impeachment so presented, the Senate do, on
this - - day of - -, 1876, adjudge that the said articles are sustained, and do pronounce as their judgment that the saicl William W.
Belknap be removed from office, and that be be perpetually disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United
States."
.
'rhero would be no incongruity between the judgment and the record,
even though it appear that between the time the proceedings by the
House were commenced and the rendition of the judgment William W.
Belknap bad resi~:,rned his office. He, by tho hypothesis, was an officer
when impeached by the House. The evidence had extended to that
point of time and not beyond it. Was be, then, guilty bad been the
question throughout, and the judgment of the Senate in sustaining
tbe claim of tbe House speaks as of the day t.ho proceedings were
commenced. Such a juclgment would be no more incongruous than
that of a court which, having ascertained that a. defendant was in possession of lands when the ejectment was commenced, and that the
right of possession was then in the plaintiff, pronounced a judgment
that the plaintiff recover, notwithstanding the defendant may have
pleaded thathehadabandonedthepossession. Suchajndgmentwould
l>e no ruore incongruous than a judgment of six cents and costs against
a defendant who, havin~ at the time snit was commenced made default
in the execution of an mstrument it was his dnty to have executed,
sbou1d make it appear that he did execute it the day after process was
served.
It might, in fact,, be claimed that the argument in favor of the
right of t.b.e House to retain jurisdiction, notwithstanding a resignation after the impeacb~cnt proceed~g!'l were .commenced., wa::;
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much stronger than in the cases supposed. The right of the Honse
is to retain jurisdiction to satisfy their double demand, to wit., that
the officer be removed, and that he also be disqualified. It would
be a strange ruling which should hold that when jurisdiction had
vested by the proceedings being commenced while the official was in
office, it was divested by his complying with only half of the demand
of the actor in the proceedings, to wit, "removal from office," while
the demand for "disqualification" is entirely unsatisfied and forever
defeated, because the Constitution only authorizes a judgment of disqualification as an incident to, and as coupled with, a juugment of
remoYal.
If the jurisdiction of the court depended on the parties, plaintiff
and defendant, being residents of different States, the fact that
the defendant the day after suit was commenced became a resident
of the same State in which the nlaintiff resided would not affect
the jurisdiction. When the jurisdiction of a Federal court depenU.S
on tho fact that one of several defendants resides in a different State
from that in which the plaintiff resides, the death of that defendant
does not oust the court of jmisdiction. When jurisdiction bas attaehed, it continues to the end. Jurisdiction attaches, if at all, under
and by reason of the circumstances that ex:ist when the proceedings
are commenced, and no subsequent act but such as extinguishes the
claim or abates the suit can divest that jurisdiction And a judgmont which is in harmony with the facts and conditions which exist
at the time the proceedings are commenced cannot be called incongruous. Justice Story, who, as we shallsee, holds that auofficercaunot be impeached except while he is in office, gives no effect on the
question of jurisdiction to his resignation after he is impea.ched. He
says:· "If, then, t.here must be a judgment of removal from office, it
would seem to follow that the Constitution contemplated that the
party was still in offiCQ at the time of the impeachment. (2 Story on the
Constitution, 9 801.) And by military law, while one who, by reason
of his term of enlistment having expired, is entitled to his discbarge
from the service is not afterward subject to a court-martial, yet if
proceedings are commenced against him before be is so entitled to
his discharge they continue after his term of enlistment expires.
(De Hart's Military Law, page. 35.) I do not mean to say, however,
that resignation of office or its termination by lapse of time while
proceedings are pending may not, either upon a plea of p1ri~ dm-rein
continuance or a mere suggestion on the record, be specially recited
in the judgment so aa to correspond with the facts of t.be ca,se. This
would not interfere with the jurisdiction o'f the court t.o pronounce
the constitutional judgment of removal and disqualification. Nor do
I mea.n to sa.ythat thejudgmentwould relate to the time of impeachment to such an extent as to render void the official acts of tho officer
while proceedings for impeachment were pending. The aatual removal from office is only effected by conviction and judgment.
But, as before said, on the question whether one who is impeached
by the House while in office can divest the jurisdiction of the Senate
by resignation it is not necessary to give an opinion, because that is
not before us. It is clear that much is to be said when that caae arises.
Enough has been said to show that it is very different from the question whether the House can impeach and whether thA Senate have
jurisdiction over one who at the time of the impeachment had ceased
to be a civil officer.
And in determining the true question before us we neecl not be inflnenced by the equivocal and undignified position the two hrancbes
· of the legislative department of the Government would find themselves in if, after the presentation of articles, after a protra-cted
trial, and after deliberate consultation, and when the Senate was
just about to pronounce its judgment, the accused could thwart the
whole proceedings by a summary resignation. This consideration,
presented to our sense of judicial propriety so frequently ancl with so
much address by the managers, does not belong to this case. When
the question of the effect of a resignation made after impeachment
arises it will be decided.
We have now to do with the effect of a res:ignation, not after, but
before an impeachment by the House.
IL Has the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment jurisdiction
to try a citizen whom the House of Representatives claim to have impeached, such impeachment by the House being made when be bad
ceased to be n. civil officer.
The procedure by impeachment was imported into our Constitution
from the common parliamentary law of England, but it was placed
there clipped and pruned of very many of its baneful incidents. Impeachment, associated with bills of attainder and of pains and penalties and ex pOJJtjaato laws, was made in Great Britain an instrument
of political persecution and partisan aggrandizement. It was through
those agencies that the grossest injustice was perpetrated in the name
of law; that men of political power were destroyed; that families of
influence were blotted out, and that their estates were confiseated to
become a reward to those who persecuted those who owned them.
Bills of attainder, which term includes bills of p:t.ins and penalties
(1 Story on the Constitution, 9 1344; Cummings vs. State of Missouri,
4 Wallace 323) were sometimes directed against whole classes of people without naming the individuals. They were sentences pronounced
by the legislati>e instead of the judicial branch of the government.
Tbey were often pronounced witbout evidence, on the surmise or on
the clamor, as the old books term it., of the Commons. The investign.tion, if any, was in the absence of tho accused, without his having
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counsel, and without any recognition of the rules of evidence. The
punishment, which was often the deprivation of estate, of inheritable
blood, and of life, was determined by no pre-existing law.
Ex post facto laws imposed punishments for acts which were innocent at the time they were performed,or greatly changed and increased
the punishments after the act punished was done.
lmpeachnwnts extended to other than officers of the government
and to acts that no law had declared criminal. And without counsel,
witnesses, or jury, a mere majority of the Lords often pronounced
the judgment of banishment and often of death against the accused.
Justice Miller, in speaking of the manner in which the framers of
the Constitution regarded bills of attainder and of pains and penalties and e:t post fact() Jaws, says:
It is no cause of wonder that men who had juRt passed successfully through a desperate struggle in behalf of civil liberty shoulc.l feel a detestation for legislation
of which these are the prominent featnres. (Ez parte Garland, 4 Wall8Ce, page
388.)

And Justice Story, in speaking of the men who framed the Constitution and modified the English procedure by impcachntent, says:
History had sufficiently admonished them that the power of impeachment had
been thus misr.h ievously and inordinately a1Jplied in other ages; anc.l it wa.s not
safe to disregard those lessons which it had left for our instruction written not
unfreq uently in blood. He then refers to cases where the final overthrow and capital Pxecution of the accused was the result of political resentn.ent. (Story on
the Constitntion, § 784.)

And there are cases where the house had even assumed to convict on
impeachment. And it was intended that it should be clearly understood that the Senate alone, in a judicial and not legislative capacity,
was to try the charges which the House alone could make.
In England every desllription of person of both sexes was subject
to impeachment. As the object in retaining the procedure in the Constitution was the removal from office, the Constitution restricted impeachment in its exercise to the President, the Vice-President, and
all civil officers" of the United States." I say restricted the power to
those named, because, as the powers of the Constitution are delegated
and limited, they can extend no further than is expressed. Unless the
provision of the Constitution which declares that "the House of Representatives shall havetheso]e power of impeachment" imports into the
Constitution the entire power of impeachment as it existed under the
common parliamentary law of England, it is certainly true that the
fourth section of the second article, providing that the President, VicePresident, and all civil officers of the United States shall be removed
from office on impeachment for and conviction of treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors, has the same significance as if
it stated that no one, excepting the President, Vice-President, and
all other civil officers of the UnitedSta.tes, shall be liable t.o impeachment. A person who has duly resigned his civil office before any jurisdiction in impeachment has attached is no more a civil officer than
he was before he entered upon the office.
The purpose of the framers of the Constitution was specifically to
define who should be subject to impeachment, so as, in view of the
scope of impeachment in England, to exclude those thev intended
should not be so subject. Had they intended to subject to impeachment not only those in office but the lar(J'er number of those who
ever have been, th~ywould have said so. At all events it is true, according to the established rule of construing a penal provision, that
it must be so said before we can by any authority hold that an unmentioned class are subject criminally. Persons not in civil office are
not civil officers, ·and so do not come within the descriptio personre of
the Constitution.
·
In harmony with the provision that only persons in office at the
time they are impeached are liable to impeachment is the mandatory provision of the Constitution that the President and Vice-President and all civil officers shall, on impeachment and conviction of the
crimes named, be nnnote.d fron~ office.
Nothing can be more incongruous than that a person who is in no
office at the time the Honse impeaches, which is the time to which
the judgment must relate, and when the jurisdiction attaches, should
be subject to a judgment that he be removed from office.
In still further harmony with the provision that only tho e in office
can be impeached is the provision that judgment inca es of impeachment shall not extend further than removal from office and disqualification to hold or enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States. This provision is introdnced in view of the past history of impeachment, where forfeiture, banishment, and death were
not unfrequently imposed. The provisions of the Constitution relative to the judgment that may be rendered, taken together, amount
to this: The judgment shall be removal from office or removal from
office and disqualification.
The judgment of disqualification cannot be severed from that of
removal any more than a judge can pronounce as a sentence a less
penalty than the minimum prescribed. So both the judgment for removal and the judgment of disqualification require that the person
proceeded against be in office when the impea~hment is made by the
House, to which point of time the judgment relates.
I do not see how the Constitution could more plainly have 1:1tated
that it intended to circumscribe the ancient procedure by impeachment and intended that under our system it should be restricted to
those in "office when impeached than by saying in effect, first, that it
should be restrict.ed to the President, Vice-President, and all civil
officers, (for that is what it does say, inasmuch as those words are
found in a constitution of delegated powers1) and by secondly saying
that the judgment in impeachment shall be removal from office or
removal from office and disqualification.
Again, if impeachment is applicable to those not in office, it must
be so applicable as a means of imposing punishment for offenses committed while in office.
Butthiscannotbeso,becausetheexclusiveprovinceofimpeachment,
as found in our Constitution, is t.he protection of civil office from vicious
men. The judgment must be removal, and, as an incident thereto, may
be disqualification. The object of impeachment is in no legal sanse
punishment. Removal from office and disqualification inflict mortification and suffering; but this is in no true sense punishment; it is
rather an incident to than the object of the judgment. The p::Uns
thus inflicted are always less severe the more abandoned and vicious
is the subject of it, and this is the reverse of the rule upon which
punishment is imposed.
The greatest abuse of this procedure in England arose from making punisl.Jment the end of impeachment; and hence it is that the
Constitution contains the prohibition against any further judgment
than removal and disqualification, and, to show that punishment is
not the object of the Constitution in that connection, it imme(liately
a4ds:
·
But the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment,

England had no written constitution, and Parliament wa-s omnipotent; and each political party as it rose to power made use of this
machinery of attainder, pains and penalties, ex post facto Jaws, and
impeachments to oppress and weaken the rival party. The fathers
of our Republic, familiar with the history of England, to escape these
atrocities perpetrated in the name of law, determined that this nation
should have a written constitution. They determined that the nationa1
Legislature should not be. omnipotent, but that it should only possess
delegated powers, reservmg expressly to the States and to the people
all other powers. So careful were they on this point that they even
provided that the enumeration in the Constitution of the rights which
belonged to the people should not be construed to deny or disparage
such rights as were not enumerated in the Constitution.
As to these legalized agencies of tyranny, the framers of the Constitution provided, hy article 1, section 9, that Congress should not,
and by section 10, that the States should not, pass auy bills of attainder, and this includes bills of pains and penalties. And as those
provisions did not reach the judiciary, they provided, by article 3,
section 3, that no attainder of treason should work a forfeiture except
during the life of the person attainted. As to ex post facto laws, they
prohibited their passage both to Congress and to the States.
And what did they provide as to the procedu1·e by i111peachment' They
omitted to abolish or prohibit it, simply because that instrumentality
was indispensable to a well-organized government. A President might
be convicted of manslaughter, but that would not divest him of the
presidential offic~. The Secretary of the Treasury might be sentenced
for the crime of bribery, but be might still remain Secretary of the
Treasury. The sentence of a judicial tribunal would not necessarily
deprive any civil officer of his office. It was not desirable that the
political power of removing from office should be given to the judiciary.
Therefore, just as the House and the Senate were by the Constitution
possessed with the right by a t.wo-thirds vote to expel any member,
so any civil officer, under greater restrictions than those incident to
the expulsion of members of Congress, might, on impeachment, by a
two-thirds vote of the Senate, be removed from office. It is clear that
but for this necessity the procedure by impeachment would never have
been found in the Constitution.
The frnmers of the Constitution, however, in placing even the
limited powers of impeachment in the Constitution were careful to
divest it of its historic powers for oppression and tyranny. Let us be
careful not to destroy the guards our fathers placed around this
:power.
They first provided that the House of Representatives should.have
the sole power of impeachment. It is provided that the House alone
shall have the sole power to impeach, u<'causetherearecaseswherethe
Commons and the Lords joined in the impeachment and then the
Lords tried the articles. (Selden's Judicature of Parliament, page 38.)
So gross an outrage on justice as that of making the accuser and the
judge identical it was determined to forbid by the provision that the
House should have the sole power to impeach. And it is strange indeed that these words, inserted for so plain and salutary a purpose,
should have been, as they have been, wrested from their purpose an dare
claimed to have the effect of importing into the Constitution the whole
common parliamentary law of Great Britain relative to impeachment,
and that by force of this provision personsnotcivil officers are subject to
impeachment by the Honse, and that the Senate are to try those whom
the House may impe'1ch, and that this impeachment extends to military as well as civil. officers, and to the citizen as well as to the officer.
If any one con.siders these words so pregnant with meaning his
opinion will probably be reversed as we proceed very briefly to consicl cr the provisions of the Constitution.
They also provided that the Senate should have the sole power
to try impeachments. This provision was in erted for a like reason
as the former. Bills of attainder and pains and penalties, which were
le~islative conviction, were the work of both Houses of Par~ament. trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.

•
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To claim that the object of impeachment is punishment is to claim
The Constitution providesthat the Constitution is inconsistent with itself.
First. Who may impeach, namely, the House only.
If disqualification is a punishment, it is an infamoUB punishment;
Second. Who may try, namely, the Senate only.
Third. For what impeachment may be presented, namely, for treaand, if so, the offense for which it is imposed is infamollB; for the
character of the punishment is always held to classify the crim~. But son, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.
the Constituti(ln provides (article 5) that no person shall be held to
Fourth. What shall be the judgment, namely, removal from office
answer for an infamous crime unless on a presentation or indictment or 1·emoval from office and (lisqualifi.cation.
of a grand jury. Here is no such indictment, and yet there is, in fact,
Fifth. Who may be impeached, namely, the President, Vice-Presino inconsistency in the Constitution, because this procedure is not to dent, and all civil officers of the United States.
punish crime; it is to protect the civil offices of the nation. It makes
In tho light of these express provisions it is strange that any one
other provision for the punishment of crime, so as not to be misun- should claim that the provision that "the House of Representatives
shall have the sole power o:f impeachment" has the effect of importderstood.
Again, it is contrary to natural justice and to the expressed spirit, if ing the entire English system of impeachment, and that consequently
not letter, of the Constitution, and contrary to the common law, that one need not be in office to be subject to the proceeding.
one should be twice punished for the same offens~, because the law in
We have been referred to a few authorities on this subject. Rawle,
each case demands full expiation ; but here it is claimed that one is in his work on the Constitution, says, "It is obvious that impeachto be punished by the Senate, and then, b~ the express provision of ment extends only to those in office or to those who have been;" and
the Constitution, is to be fully punished m the courts. We impose this is claimed to be an authority in favor of the right to impeach
no punishment-s; we simply protect the offices of the Republic from one who has ceased to be an officer. I do not so understand it. Mr.
Raw le (lirectly negatives the_idea that the impeachment procedure of
ba(l men.
Again, the Constitution provid6s that in all criminal prosecutions GreatBritainhasanyplaceinourConstitution, bysayingitisrestricted
the accllSed shall have a trial by jury, and shall have such trial in to those who are or who have bcon in office. .Again, he is stating a
the district where the crime W38 committed. If the proceeding by limitationt and says in the altemate that it is obvious that the power
impeachment is for punishment, it is for the punishment of a crime, of imfeachment extends "only to those in office or to those who have
and hence comes within the provision of the Constitution which ex- been.' That few will question.
tends to "all criminal prosecutions," and the accused would be enThe Blount case has been referred to. It is this: It appears that
titled to a jury, which is denied him.
Blount was a Senator and had been expelled. His counsel pleaded:
There are two criminals before us convicted on impeachments: one 1. That senatorship was not an office. 2. That he was no longer a
is convicted of a treason that has shaken the pillars of the Republic Senator. It was decided that the Senate had not jurisdiction. Will
and decimated the land by death; the ot-her is a poor postmaster, any one claim that, if the common parliamentary law of England had
who under temptation has appropriated a few stamps ; and we are to been introduced into our Constitution by its provision that "the
impose the punishment, and we sentence each to removal from office House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment,"
and disqualification. The claim that our judgment is in any legal the Senate would not have had jurisdiction over Mr. Blount's case f
sense punishment seems to me an absurdity.
It would unquestionably have bad jurisdiction.
•
But if the object of the procedure by impeachment is not punishBarnard's case has been refeiTed to. He was in a civil office when
ment, what is it that gives us jurisdiction over one out of office! It impeached; the judgment of removal was the very judgment that was
is not to remove from office, for that is an impossibility. It is not to needed; and the fact that his offense was committed during a prior
pronounc.e a judgment of disqualification, for that the Constitution term separated from its then existing term only by an imaginary
tells us only extemls to one who is a civil officer, and also tells us that point of time does not affect the question. There is no provision.of
the judgment of disqualification must be coupled with a judgment of the Constitution that I know of that would prevent a civil officer
removal. We have no more authority to pronounce a separate judg- from being impeached whilo in office for a crime committed before
ment of disqualification than would a judge have to impose :1 penalty ho became such officer.
of only $50 for larceny when the statute said the penalty should be
Kent, iu his Commentaries, ( vohlme 1, pages 2S8 n.nd 289,) treats imtwenty days' imprisonment and 50 fine.
peachment simply asaprocec.lure for the removal of civil officers who
No express provision can be found in the Constitution extending have been guilty of crime.
impeachmentbytheHollSetothosewho are not, but have been, civil offiThe convent.ion that formed the present constitution of New Jercers, unless, as before stated, the provision that the House shall have the sey had submitted to it by its committee provisions relative to imsole power of impeachment imports the whole English system with peachment identical with those of the ConstitWi,on of the United
all its atrocities into our Government. Not only so, but the express States. On moLion of Chief Justice Hornblower, that convention comprovisions of a Constitution conferring limited powers negative such posed of distingnished jurists extended the liability of civil officers
a claim.
for two years after the expiration of their term, thereby showing that
If impeachment can be extended to those who have been in office in their opinion the liability to impeachment under the Federal Conit must be by implication, by inference, and because incident to some stitution was only while in office.
power that is conferred and because of its marked propriety.
Nearly ninety years have passed since the adoption of our ConstiCan any one believe that the framers of the Constitution, with tution, and it does not appear that the procedure by impeachment
the history of impeachment and its associate legal instrumentalities bas in any State of the Union or under the Federal Government been
before their minds, while thfly were providing against its being used invoked against any one who was not in office.
.
as an instrument of tyranny by carefully restricting the penalty,
Proceedings in impeachment in the States and under the General
when they knew it had been usedas ameansof political oppression- Government have been commenced and have uniformly been disconcan any believe that it was their intention, or, more properly, that it tinued on the resignation of the accused.
is the true intent of the Constitution, when it does not so declare,
Justice Story, in his Commentaries on the Constitution, gives the
that impeachments may be resort-ed to by the successful political party ' most thorough dissertation on the subject of impeachment that is
to disable the party defeated from rallying for another contest ; that anywhere to be found. There is scarcely an authority that he does
itwasintendedtoplaceintheConstitutionaninstrumentalitybymeans not refer to or a view that he does not consider. The question we
of which a popular leader, who perhaps alone could rally the party out have before us not having been adjudicated, he expresses himself
of power, could be destroyed; that it is the intent of the Constitution with his usual deference; but no one can read the eight hundred and
that when the archives have passed into the custody of political oppo- first section of the second volume of his Commentaries and don bt that
nents, papers misplaced, lost, or intentionally suppressed, that then one the great jurist was clearly of opinion that one could not be imwho had been honored by the people, had laid down his office without peached except while in office. He says :
any charge against him, that then he should be called upon, away from
As it is declared in one clause of the Constitution that "judgment in cases of imhis district, without jnry, no matter what the lapse of time, to an- pea~hment
shall not extend further than to removal from office and disqualification
swer a charge the penalty of which is perpetual infamy! My regard to hold and enjoy any office of honor, tru..~t or :profit under the United States," and in
for the interests of this nation's future, as well as my sense of justice, another clause that "thePresidep.t, Vice-PreSldentandall civil officers of the United
States, shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason,
were I at liberty, in the absence o.f _a ny such provision, to have any bribery,
or other high crimes and misdemeanors," it would seem to follow that the
judgment on the shbject, would revolt at any such conclusion.
Senate were bound on the conviction in all ca.ses to enter a judgment of removal
But it may be said that if an officer cannot be impeached after he from office, though it ha.s a discretion as to inflicting the punishment of disqualifiis out of office the guilty officer will defeat the provision of the Con- cation. If, then, there must be a.jud~ent of removal from office, it would seem to
that the Constitution contemplated that the party was still in office at the
stitution by resigning when he finds he is about to be impeached; follow
time of the impeachment. If he was not, his offense was still liable to be tried and
that he may then be elected again; and so a vicious officer hold place. punished in the ordinary courts of justice.
I answer that if he resigns, removal, the main object of impeachAnd it mi(J'ht be argued with some force that it would be a. vain exercise of
authority to try a. delinquent for an impeachable offense when the most important
ment, is effected.
for which the remedy was ,;ven was no longer necessary or attainable. And
He is not .likely to be elected again; the interests of the nation are object
although ajudj!TII.ent of disqualification might still be pronounced, the language of
safe with the people and with that public sentiment which they create. tho Constitution may create some doubt whether it can be pronounced without
But, besides, a remedy for this objection can readily be provided by being coupled with a removal from office. There is also mnch force in the remark
statute by adding the penalty of disqualification to hold office on any that an impeachment is a proceeding purely of a political nature. It is not so much
designed to punish an offender as to secure the state against gross official misdeone who shall be convicted of crime while in or which relates to any meanors.
It touches neither his person nor his property, but simply divests him
civil office. We have now such a penalty on our statutes aa to some of his political capacity.
crimes.
'
My opinion is that the Senate has no jurisdiction to try William
The provisions of the Constitution on this subject are very few and
w·. Belknap.
plain, and may be thus stated :
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Opinion of llir. Shei•man,

,·.

Delivetecl May 15, 1876.
Mr. SHERl\lA.N. The question of jurisdiction presented in this
cause depends upon-the following·clauses of the Constitution:
First- ·
The House of Representatives * * · ,.,. shall have the sole power of impeach-

ment. (Article 1, section 2, paragraph 2.)

·

SecondThe Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. (AI·ticle 1, section
3, para,rrraph 6.)

ThirdThe President, Vice-President and all cfvil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crh-ues and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section ·4.)

one in dispute, and that it was settled that the PreRident ought to
be subject to impeachment. Therefore the fourth section of article
2 _provides expressly that the President and Vice-President shall be
removed from office on impeachment, thus extending the power of
impeachment to the chief executive officer, not subject to impeachment
by the English law.
So far the meaning of this section is clear enough, as it expressly
includes the President and Vice President among those who may be
impeached, and by clear implication excludes officers of the Army
and Navy from trial by impeachment; but it does not in express
terms limit the power of impeachment to civil officers 1oh-il-e ·in office.
Is the general law of impeachment changed in this respect by this
section f If it is, then the judgment of impeachment can be defeated
by resignation, and imveachment itself becomes a mere mode of removing an olmo:xious officer. Is the term "civil officer" de criptive
of the person at the time the offense was committed or must it apply
continuously to the time when he is impeached, tried, convicted, and
sentenced 1 The defendant claims, in support of the btter proposition, that, as the judgment, in cases of conviction, must be "removal
from office," this necessarily implies that he must ue in office at
th.e time of t.rial and judgment. To this it is replied that the jurisdiction of the Senate is amply conferred by previous cla.uses; that
the fourth section does not limit impeachment to civil officers 1.l'hile
in office; that it does not confer jurisdiction, but only makes removal
mandatory when civil officers are convicted; that this i.s not inconsistent with the full power of impeachment conferred by other
clauses, whether the "civil officer" was in or out of office when the
trial took pla-ce. We must{lonstrue these clauses together, giving to
each full effect as qualified by the others, remembering that no word
is used in the Constitution that has not its carefully chosen office
and meaning.
The designation ''all civil officers" as the persons to be impeached
has full effect in excluding a large class of the officers subject to impeachment nuder the parliamentary law. The object of their exclusion is obvious enough, as the power of Congress to make rules and
articles of war furnished the means of punishing such officers in a
much more summary and proper way than by impeachment. The
primary object of impeachment, which the framers of the Constitution
clearly intended to preserve, was to secure the punishment of great
offenders for official misconduct. They had extended this process of.
trial and punishment to the President, the chief executive officer of
the United States. They had provided not only for his removaJ, but
for his perpetual exclusion from office. They were familiar with the
English precedents which extended this process to all official offenders
whether in office or out of office, but made no exception of civil officers
who. had resigned. They knew the abuses of this great power of impeachment and carefully limited the extent of the punishment. They
knew the effect of party heat, and therefore required a vote of twothirds of the Senate to convict. They knew that persons bad been
convicted upon insignificant -charges, and therefore required the offenses.charged t.o be high crimes and misdemeanors. The debates in
the convention show that impeachment was regarded by the framers
of the Constitution as a great safeguard to ue maintained and preserved, and they conferred it in broad and general language and then
sought by qualifica,tions to prev~nt its abuses. It was not asserted,
either in the Con ven1ion or in Parliament, that the power to punish
by impeachment official misconduct by a person who ba~ resigned his
office was an abuse to be guarded against; that a private person could
thus be wrongly oppressed or disfranchised. There is no appearance
of injustice in the English precedents of impeachment after resign~
tion. The danger of such injustice was not pointed out and no words
'were either proposed or adopted to confine impeachment to civil officers
while in office. .AU civil officers may be impeached. The time when
is not stated, whether before or after resignation, nor was it material
by the law of impeachment. The material thing was that the offense
must be by a civil officer i that it must be a high crime or misdemeanor, and, upon convictiOn, that be sllall be removed and-may be
foreve1· disabled from holding an office of honor, trust, or profit under
the United States. I therefore must holfl that the term ''civil officer" is used to designate the character of the office held by the accused when the offense was committed, and not to require t.bat he hold
the office either at the time of his impeachment or at the time of the
trial. The use of this term was not to repeal the established parliamentary law, that the offender should not escape impeachment by res·
ignation, but only to exclude from impeachment officers of the Army
and Navy, who could be tried by the Rules and Articles of War upon
principles of military honor more exacting than those of civil law.
l pon the most careful examination I mUBt conclude that the resignation of the defendunt does not affect the jurisdiction of the Senate to
try this impeachment. We are neither to assert jurisdiction without
clear authority given by the Constitution nor to evade it or surrender
it when by our deliberate judgment it is conferred.
The construction I have given to the words "civil officers" in the
Constitution is supported by the plain and obvious intent of the word
"officers" used in the statutes of the United States punishing the crime
of bribery. The Revised Statutes embody the general law against
bribery in the language used in all the statutes on that subject. Sec1
tiC!n 5501 provides that-

Other clauses of the Constitution limit the degree of punishment to
removal from and disqualification to hold and enjoy office under the
United States, forbid pardons for impeachment, and reserve to the
courts the power to try the party convicted by indictment, according
to law.
The first two clauses confer, in as full and complete a manner as
human language provides, upon the House the power of impeachment and upon the Senate the power to try impeachments.
These are the only clauses in the Constit.ution that confer jmisdiction in cases of impeachment. They are in the ordinary form in
which powers are conferred upon the different departments of the
Government, whether legislative, executive, or judicial.
Thus the Constitution declares that" the Congress shall have power
to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises." This is the
general grant of power upon which our whole system of taxation
rests. It is limited by other clauses of the Constitution as "that no
tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State," and
that ''all bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of
Representatives;" still we rest upon th{l general power already quoted
for the great system of taxation which supports our Government and
the public credit.
In the absence of other clauses no one could question the power of
the House to .impeach or the power of the Senate to try, and the only
limitation upon these powers would be dmwn from the legal meaning of the word "impeachment." The framers of the Constitution
spoke in the legal language of the English law-books, well known to
them. The )VOrds used in t.he Constitution carry aU the legal incidents and meaning that these words convey according to the established law of the colonies a.nd the mother country, from which we
derive our institutions; and in construing them we mnst give them
full force and effect, except so far as they are qualified by otlter
clauses.
It is, therefore, necessary, before considering qualifying clauses, to
ascertain the precise meaning of the word "impeachment," when
that mode of accusation and trial could be resorted to under the
English law, upon whom it could operate, and then limit or enlarge
-... the meaning of the word by other provisions of the Constitution.
Without entering into a detailed statement of the Enrrlish law of
impeachment, I assume that the argument and cases cited clearly establish the following propositions:
First. That no one can ue impeached except for official misconduct
or misconduct of an officer. "The jurisdiction is to be exercised
over offenses which are committed by public men in violation of their
public trust and duties." (Story on the Constitution.)
_
The cases do not sustain the broad assertion by May in Parliament,
that" all persons may be impeached for any crimes whatever," for
the power was only exercised by Parliament to punish offenses by
persons in official trust. It is designed as a method of national inquest into the conduct of public men.
Second. That the king alone is excepted from impeachment. The
king cannot be impeached, though others who advise or aid him can
be. Only by revolution can the king be removed froni offioo. It was
a revolution that deposed and executed Charles I and a revolution
drove James II from his kingdom.
Thll·d. Persons not in office may be impeachecl for official misconduct while in office. The cases cited in the argument conclusively
show that such ba-s been the unque-stioned practice in Parliament.
The inquiry now is how far the Constitution of the United States
qualifies or limits these general propositions of the English law of
impeachment.
The fourth section of article 2, already quoted, changes the law of
impeachment in several particulars. By clear implicat~on it limits
the power of impeachment to "the PreSident, the Vice-P1·esident and
all civil officers of the United States," and thns excludes all officers
of the Army and Navy, who are to be tried by rules and articles
of war authorized by the Constitution. The designation of" all citil
officers of the United States" inclulles not only executive but judicial
officers, and wonld only except from the law of impeachment officers
of the Army and Navy.
.A..s by the En~lish law the king, the head of the executive authority of the English government, could not be impeached, it might be
inferred that the President, the bead of execnt~ve authority in this
Government, could not be impeached without some other provision
extending the limit of parliamentary impeachment. It is apparent
Every officer of the United States and every person acting for or on bebalf of the
from tho debates in the conyentiou that thls question was tho chief United States in any official capacity, under or by virtue of the authority of auy
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Department or officer of the Government thereof, * * * who asks, accepts, or
receives any money * * * shall be punished. * * *

Section 5502 providesEvery member, officer, or person ronvicted under the provisions of the two preceiling sections, who hold.s any office of profit or &·ust, shall forfeit his office or
place, and shall thereafter be forever disqualified from holding any office of honor,
trust, or profit under the United States.

Section 5500 provides for cases of bribery of members of Congress.
The law thus provides for the indictment and punishment of member~ of Congress, officers of the United States, and persons other than
officers who hold positions under the Government, that, upon conviction, any such person described as a member, officer, or employe, shall
be imprisoned and forfeit his office or place, and he forever disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United
States. Can it be possible that the resignation of an officer before
his indictment tmder this Jaw can defeat his indictment because he
was not an'' officer" when indicted or because the judgment of removal from office could not operate in his case t Such a strict construction would hardly be applied by a court to even a criminal law. And
yet this is the same cqnstrnction that would limit the jurisdiction of
the Senate to the impeachment of "officers" in office not only when
the offense was committed but also continuously through impeachment,, trial, and punishment. So strict a construction of the Constitution would cripple all its great powers and leave it a helpless wreck
against treason and corruption.
With no desire to enlarge the powers of the Senate I cannot so
limit the power of the House to impeach or the power of the Senate
to try impeachments.
In considering this question I have not overlooked the danger that
may arise in high party times when a reckless majority may by abusing the power of impeachment seek to exclude from high office the
most worthy private citizen for old offenses committed when in office.
This argument applies as well to all the great and necessary powers
of the Government-the power to declare war; to make treaties; to
pardon crimes; even the judicial powers may be abused; but still all
these powers are es ential to the existence of Government. The
power of impeachment has been carefully limited by the Constitution in the same mode as other powers that may be abused-as to the
power of the Senate to make treaties or the power of either House
to expel a member, each of which can only be exercised when twothirds of the body concur. Other safe-guards have been thrown
around the power of impeachment: the nature of the offense is defined, tho officers to be affected are described, and the punishmen~ is
limited. These safeguards only indicate that if it had been t.hc purpose to further limit impeachment to civil officers while in o.f]ice it
would have been clearly expressed. The precedents of impeachment
of persons not in office for offenses committed while in office were
well known, and if this had been considered a.n abuse to be guarded
against it wo~d have been done in the same clear manner that the
Const-itution guards against excessive pnnit:hment in cases of impeachment. It is even now in this debate a well-balanced question
whether, if we wore making a new Cons1itution, and not construing
one, it is not more dangerous to the public to allow an officer to escape impeachment by resigning than it is dangerous to the private
cit~zen to leave him subject to impeachment for alleged high crimes
or misdemeanors when in office. Argument drawn from the possibility of the abuse of power can have but little weight in .the construction of a written Constitution of express powers; and in this cause
such arguments have been greatly exaggerated. Nearly a century
has passed away and the plainly expressed power to impE>.ach all civil
officers bas been rarely exercised. It is not likely that the power to
impeach persons not in office, for official misconduct when in office,
will often be invoked, and only in extreme cases and when the offender flees from justice by resignation. It may then be the only
means of arraignment, exposure, and punishment. The public safety
may depend upon its exercise. It ha-s been often said that if this remedy exists it must exist until the gmve covers the ofl'ender; that
there can be no statute of limitations against it. If this be true, it is
equaJly true of civil claims or judgments in favor of the United
States. But the limitation of civil suit-s, judgments, taxes, and duties, as well as of all remedies, is a part of the law-makipg power.
Congress may by Jaw limit the time within which all processes or
remedies, whether in the Departments, the judicial courts, or in this
high court of impeachment, may be presented. 'f.here is no remedy
that cannot be limited by a statute of repose. Although the House
of Representatives has the sole power of impeachment and the Senate can alone try an impeachment, yet Congress has the power to
make all Jaws which may be necessary and proper for carrying into
execution all the powers vested by the Constitution in the Government of the United States or in any department or office thereof.
Under this power statutes of limitation are passed which deprive
a citizen of his property without" due process of law," but only by
the lapse of t.ime. All rights must be enforced by appropriate remedies within a reasonable tiroo, to be fixed by Jaw, or they are forfeited. The power and jurisdiction of all courtS are subject to a qualified limitation by statutes which the courts are bound to respect and
enforce, and I see no reason why this principle does not apply a-swell
to the House of Representatives when an accuser and to the Senator
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when a court as to the ordinary tribunals of civil and criminal justice. If eo, this danger of perpetual aecusation against a civil officer
by impeachment may be guarded against and regulated by law as in
ordinary cases of crime or misdemeanor.
But, in the view I have taken of Uhis case, I do not rest npon a comparison of the danger that may flow from asserting or 1·efusing jurisdiction ; nor am I at liberty to decide it by the Constitution aa I t,hink
it ought to be, but only by the Constitution as it is ; ancl upon this
basis my conviction is clear that the jurisdiction of the Senate to try
this case was not affected by the resignation of the defendant.

Opinion of Dlr. Sargent,

Delitered May 15, 1876.
Mr. SARGENT. In the few words that I shall sa·y I propose to
give rather my conclusions than the processes of reasonin~ by which
I have arrived at them. I think the jurisdiction of the I::Senate exists in this case becauseFirst. The Constitution plainly provides that in cases of high
crimes and misdemeanors in office the House shall have the power to
impeach and the Senate the power to try offenders.
Second. The jurisdiction inures at the very motnent the crimes are
committed, whether the House impeaches or not; and the power to
impeanh and try then exists and continues until completely exercised.
Third. The Constitution fixes no limitation of time during which
the power of impeachment may be exercised and at which it shall
terminate; and, unless such limitation is affirmatively stated in that
instrument or necessarily implied, it cannot be assumed.
Fourth. So far from the Constitu,tion implying any limitation of
time, the provision denying pardon to persons removed or disquali·
fied implies the reverse; for no lapse of time, penitence of the crimina], or subsequent exemplary life is potent •to secure for him rehabilitn.tion. The reason of the rule is as pot.ent to subject the offender
to a trial which will result in disqualification, obviously deemed important to the public safety by the authors of the Constitution.
Fifth. It is assuming a limitation of time at which the power of
impeachment shall terminate to hold that the resignation of his office
by a high criminal or the expiration of his term defeats the power
and onst.s the jurisdiction of impeacbment.
.
Sixth. The object of impeachment is the protection of the Govern·
ment and people, and tbis object is secured by providing two consequences to follow conviction, namely, removal from office and futm·e
disqualification, the latter in the djscretion of the Senate.
Seventh. The power to sentence to disqualification to holll office
was granted because its exercise may be as necessary to the pilblic
safety as removal from office; and it would be difficult to conceive a
case where a person would be found guilty of crimes that would, in
the judgment of the Senate, be cause for his removal, where the Senate wontd fail to further sentence him to lUsqualificati~il.
Eighth. A sent.ence to disqualification is a humiliating badge affixed to high crimes and misdemeanors in office, and qperates for the
public safety not only by the exclusion of t.he criminal from office
bnt as a warning and example to all public officers, tending to purity
in office.
Ninth. The power is as much conferred by the Constitution to sentence to disqualification as to removal. If the jurisdiction to impeach inmes at the very moment the crimes are committed, it must
continue until acquittal or until the power of the court is exhausted, ·
including the power to sentence to disq_ualification, unless the Senate shall omit disqualification, in its discretion, from its judgment.
Tenth. Congress may have power to ena-ct a statute of limitations
on impeachments, recognizing for that purpose the principle8 on which
such statutes are upheld, that they are statutes of repose, going to
the remedy and not to tho riGht; but it has not done so.
Eleventh. The words "civil officers" used in the Constitution, desif_plating persons liable to impeachment, were intended to establish a
distinction between those who have assumed civil office in the General Government and military and naval officers, as also those of the
people never in office, who might be held liable to impeachment without careful exclusion.
Twelfth. The body of the people wa-s excluded from the process of
impeachment by apt language because the practice in the English
Padiament had given some color to the idea that any subject might
be impeached. But the President and Vice-President were included
in the number liable to impeachment because that practice had oxeluded the king from such process.
Thirteenth. The cumbrous machinery of impeachment is not likely
to bo set in motion for light causes or be unjustly used by an incoming part.y as a mode of assault on their retiring adversaries. The
good sense and rectitude of the people would rebuke such nse of this
tribunal. Congress has provided other means for tire trial of minor
offenders, to which they are properly :remitted, mid the Senate will
j11dgefor itself what are high crimes and misdemeanors. But, if this
abuse is an inseparable incident to this process, the remedy is in an
amendment to the Constitution.
Fourteenth. The allegations of the articles of impeachment, taken
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as confessed for the purpose of this plea to the jurisdiction, are that
the late Secretary of War was guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in that office. In my view, his resignation does not onst our jurisdiction to try this impeachment, and, if he is found guilty, to sentence
him to disqualification from office.
""j.,

Opinion of ltlr. Edmunda,

Delivered May 16 and 17, 1876.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President: The provisions of the Constitution on this subject, brought together in their order, are as follows:
The Honse of Represtmtatives shall * * * have the sole power of impeach-

Iil!}nt. (Article 1 section 2, last clause.)
The Senate shall have t-he sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the
United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside. And no person shall be
convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. (Article
1, section 3, sixth clause.)
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under
the United States: but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject
to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law. (Article 1, section 3, seventh clause.)
The President shaH * * * have power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses against the United States, except in cases of impeachment. (Article 2, section 2, first clause.)
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeaehment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section 4.)

Looking to the language of the Constitution alone, and applying
to it the ordinary rules of construction and common sense, I have no
difficulty in holding that the right of the House of Representatives to
impeach and of the Senate to try a person for high crimes committed in
office, does not depend upon the circumstance of holding office at the
moment of the impea-chp1ent, and, so, is not lost by the fact that the
accnsed party had ceased to hold office before the proceedings began.
It seems to me demonstrable that the grants of the power of impeachment to the House and of the power to the Senate to try are,
unless limited or restrained by the fourth section of article 2, complete
and unlimited, otherwise than by the import and scope of the term
".impeachment," as it was at that time defined and understood. The
range of the judgment, which otherwise might have been even death,
is limited, but the jurisdiction over the subject and the accused is not.
Leaving out of view, then, for the present, the fourth section of
article 2, tne question is, what is impeachment t I understand it to be,
both in its legal and historical. sense, the accusation and prosecution
of a person for treason, or other crimes and misdemeanors, affecting
the administration of public affairs. (Jacobs's Law Dictionary, title
Impeachment; 4 Blackstone's Commentaries, 259; Comyn's Digest,
title Parliament.)
It was not, so far as I know, even suspected at the time of framing
our Constitution that by the existing definition or practice of i~
peachment the accused must possess the particular quality of being
an office-holder at the time of accusation or trial. The import of the
term was not then subject either to doubt or dispute. Its scope, at
least as including all high official crimes, was also settled and well
known. It had never been asserted, so far as I know, that it did not
apply to ex-official8 equally 'vith those in office at the moment of presentation. It follows that, if the word was to have any definite meaning
and scope in the Constitution, it must have been used in the sense in
which before that time it bad been known and used. (United States
vs. Wilson, 7 Peters, page 150 ; McCool vs. Smith, 1 Black, page 459.)
To hold otherwise would be to cast doubt and uncertainty upon
many other parts of the Constitution. The subjects of jury trial,
pardon, habeas corpns, admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, attainder, piracy, and many others, are instances. The Constitution is not
an instrument of definitions; it is an instrument of grants and dec]arations. The only definition in it is that of treason.
The words of the third section 'of article 1 are not only general a-s
to description of the jurisdiction, but they refer to the accused as a
person. They declare thatWhen the President is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside; and no person shall
be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.

The plain meaning of these words to my mind is, that the accnsed
is to be tried in his personal character, and that when he happens to
hold the office of President, and is on trial, the Chief Justice shall
preside. It does not follow because the President may be impeached
and tried while in office that he cannot be afterward.
It bas been contended that the clause concerning the judgment in
impeachment cases shows that the accnsed must be in office when impeached and when sentenced. This proposition cannot, I think, be
maintained. The clause does not speak of jurisdiction, either in respect of the offense or the offender; but it merely regulates by limitation of extent, the consequences to follow from the exercise of a jurisdiction already granted. It fleclares simply that the judgment shall
not extend further than two things-removal from office and disqualification. The range of the action of the tribunal, after it has
fonml the offender and tried and convicted him, is circumscribed by
boundaries. Within these bounda,ries it may do both or only one of
tho things allowed, or still less than the extent of either, as by cen-

sure or suspension ; but the fourth section, hereafter to be considered,
requires one of them to be done, if the person convicted happens to
be within the category described at the time of judgment.
The two things, removal and disqualification, are not inseparable
and to be taken in solido. We are not to go jutthcr than both. The
clause is negative, and a 'Prohibition against doing more than two
things cannot be turned into a command to do both or neither. In
the negative form of the clause the use of the conjunction and was
indispensable. Ha~ or been used, we should have been prevented
from applying more than one of the remedies in any case. Hence it follows that no inference can be raised from these words that the
person impeached must be an officer at the time of impeachment. I
should myself, indeed, have no hesitation in holding that a person
out of office could be impeached for a high crime committed in it if the
language of the Constitution ha~ been affirmatiYe, like this: "All civil
officers of the United States shall be liable to impeachment for treason," &c. In all such cases thejurisdiction attaches on the commission of the offense, and it attaches to the offense and the person committing it. No difficulty arises from the use of the word otfice or officer.
An office is a function, and an officer is a person performing it. When,
therefore, the law provides for dealing with an officer who misconducts himself, all rights and responsibilities are fixed at the moment
of the act, and his ceasing to hold office is not of any consequence
except as making one part of the judgment unnecessa1-y. It is the
indivi<lual who has committed the offense while holding a particular
relation to a public trust, and it is the individual and not the relation that is to be brought to trial and dealt with for it. The circumstance that one of the duties of the tribunal will be to remove him if
it finds him still holding on to a place be has dishonored must not
be confounded with the amenability to prosecution, trial, and judgment in his personal character. It is in that character indeed that
be is removed from office, which is IJ!erely the separation of the individual from the performance of the trust he has betrayed.
There are numerous instances of laws framed on the obvious principle and distinction before stated, under which it is not known that
it was ever hinted that the jnrisdiction failed because the party had
left office, and so a part of the sentence would -be unnecessary. The
following are a few of them :
By 5 and 6 Edward VI, chapter 16, it is provided that any persons
holding office selling appointments under them {t shall not only lose
and forfeit" their "office," but "shall be adjudged a disabled person
to have, occupy, or enjoy the said office."
By 8 George I, chapter 24, section 8, it is enacted that if any "officer of any of His Majesty's ships or vessels of war" shall receive on
board merchandise for purposes of trade, every such "officer" shall,
upon being convicted thereof by a court-martial, "lose and forfeit
his command and office, and shall be forever afterward incapable to
hold office, and forfeit all wages due to him."
By Section 5408 Revised Statutes, it is declared that "every officer
having the cnstody of any record," &c., who shall" destroy it, &c.,
shall pay a fine, and shall moreover forfeit his office and be forever
disqualified," &c.
By Section 5444 Revised Statutes, it is provided that every "officer"
of the revenue who admits dutiable goods without duty "shall be
removed from office and fined," &c.
.
A ca-se under martial law illustrates these views. The Constitution
provides that every person shall be entitled to trial by jury, &c.,
"except in cases arising in the land and naval forceR," or "in the
militia when in actual service."
In the war of 1812 the President called for certain regiments of New
York militia to enter actual service. One Martin, enrolled in the
militia, refused to respond, and remained at home. After the war
wss over and the militia discharged, he wa.s brought before a courtmartial for the offense of refnsing to serve. He was tried, condemned,
and sentenced to Pli'Y a fine. He brought an action against the officer who collected the fine, and the case came to the Supreme Court.
That court decided unanimously that, be having committed the offense while he belonged to the militia and when it had been called
into a~tual service, the jurisdiction of the court-martial attached
then, and did not depend upon the activity with which it should
have been exercised, or the haste with which it should proceed, bm
that he was amenable to its jurisdiction after the war wa~ over ar.d
the militia had been disbanded. (Martin vs. Mott, 12 Wheaton, 28.)
It may well be considered that the matter of removal of the person
from office on impeachment is one of necessity or usefulness rather than
of jurisdiction to try. 'l'he question does not arise until after conviction, and then if the person is not in office the judgment is not necessary, although perfectly regular if pronounced. In the latter case the
act required bas been performed in advance of the judgment, which
could uot make the judgment either irregular or erroneous, however
vain it might be if it were the only judgment to be pronounced. It
would seem to be a waste of time to refer to the instances that illustrate this.
It has been claimed in the argument on one side that, if the respondent was in office at the date of the commencement of proceedings,
the jurisdiction then existing could not be defeated even if the Senate would have had no jurisdiction had he vacated the office before.
lam unable toperceive the force of such a distinction. Jurisdiction
is of two kinds only : first, of the subject--matter so-called iu the books,
that is, the offense, which in this case it is charged wa.s the taking of
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bribes while the respondent was in office. This jurisdiction must exist, if it oxist at all, at the time the offense was committed, and it cannot under any circumstances be created afterward. - So existing, it
cannot be lost in any other way than by an abrogation of the law upon
which it is founded or by the abolition of the tribun-.:1>l upon which
the jurisdiction is conferred; neither the lapse of time. nor the change
of circumstances of the offender has any effect upon 1t whatever. If
he has received a pardon or has been before acquitted or convicted of
the same offense, or if the statute of limitations has run, the jurisdiction over the subject remains precisely what it was before, and these
things are matters of defense, showing, not that the tribunalhasnoright
to try, but that, having the power ~o ·try, it is upon such circumstances bound to pronounce judgment m favor of the respondent. But
this elementary p1inciple must be so obvious that I will not enlarge
uponh
· · ·d.1ct'1011 1s
· w h a t 1s
· called Juns
· · di cti on of
T eit.oth er b ranc h of JUns
the person. It always relates to the individual who is to be brought
under the judgment of the tribunal. No matter how many places of
trust he may hold or by bow many titles he may be described, it is
the man in his personal, and not his official, character who is to be
confronted with the accusation and with the accuser. Even when the
object of the prosecution is not punishment, but to compel the performance of an official act, the judgment of the court always is against
the person, commanding hinl to exercise the office and duty the law
has imposed upon him. This being the complete nature of jurisdiction, (and it was never, so far as I know, questioned,) the jurisdiction over the subject-matter of the offense described in the articles, if
it, ever existed, cannot have been lost by the change of circumstances
of the respondent; or, if by possibility it could be lost by such change
of circumstances, it must equally be lost when the change occurs
after proceedings begun, as well as before. The proceedings themselves cannot create jurisfliction over the subject; they are only in exercise of the jurisdiction residing in the tribunal. But the jurisdiction
over the person is first obtained by such exercise in t.he process of
bringing him before the tribunal. And as the jurisdiction over the subject may be lost by abolishing the law creating the offense or abolishing the tribuna.l authorized to try it, so the jurisdiction over the
person may be lost by his ceasing to exist, and in no other way. And
at whatever stage in the proceedings this last event happens, the resul~ is the same, ~object in some cases, possibly, to the doctrine of relatiOn.
.
I am, then, clearly of opinion that, viewing the provisions of the
Constitution under the appropriat-e heads of the power of the House
of Representatives and the Senate in respect of impea{lhments, the
accused is subject to tl1e jurisdiction of this tribunal, notwithstanding he may have been out office when the impeachment was begun.
But it is suggested that the second article of the Constitution, which
r elates to the executive power, contains in its fourth section a provision that raises the presumption that jurisdiction to prosecute and
try an offender by impeachment is to be confined to cases in which
the accused person persists, in spite of his detected crimes and in spite
of the danger to the public service, in remaining in office until he is
prosecuted, and(aa I think it necessarily follows) until he is tried and
convicted; for, as I have said, it seems impossible to hold that, if it
be the person in his character of an officer who is impeached and that
he is in his character of an officer only to be convicted and adjudged,
the jurisdiction exists any longer than the official relation does. This
section is in the following words:
Tbe President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

It will be seen that it does not profess to confer any power, but it
imposes a duty to be performed in a certain event. It is not placed
in that article of the Constitution which alone grants all the other
powers conferred either upon the Senate or House of Representatives,
but under the appropriate bead of executive powers and. liabilities.
It provides for the inlmediate dismissal of offenders in that Department when convicted on impeachment. Obviously that is all there is
of it upon its face. Everything else that is to be got. out of it must
be through the medium of speculative dialectics. Had it been placed
in the first article with the provisions upon the subject of impeachment and in the same order in which it now stands, it seems perfectly
plain to me that not a. cavil even could have been raised upon it in
favor of the claim of the respondent. The provisions then would
have stood:
• First. The House of Representatives "shall have the sole power of
impeacnment."
Second. "The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments."
Third. "Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further
than to removal from office, and diequalification to hold and enjoy any
office of honor, trust or profit under the United States: but the party
convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictment, trial,
judgment and punishment, according to law." And "the President.
Vice-President and all civil officers, shall be removed" on conviction,
&c. So brought together, can the keenest criticism find any ground
for claimjng that this last clause was intended to impair any power
granted in the prior ones; or that the circumstance of holding office
at the moment of impeachment was to be made a test of the nght to
impeach or try anybody?
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The fourth section does not declare who may or who may not be
impeached, but that the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers
shall be removed on impeachment for and conviction of treason, &c.
It does not hint at jurisdiction, but, on the other hand, it in terms declares what shaH follow the exercise of a jurisdiction by conviction of a
personholdingoffice. IneveryotberinstanceintheConstitutionwhere
power, authority, or jurisdiction is conferred, entirely different language is employed, clear and affirmative in its character: as in the
passages before referred to, and in all grant~ of power to Congress or
either of its Houses, in all grants of power to the Executive, and in
the grant of judicial power; and it is amazing that if the framers
of the Constitution had intended this section to be one of jurisdiction, and determinable at the will of the offender at that, it should
have been left in its present form .for policy and conjecture to discover it. It will be observed, too, that it makes no provision at all
for disqualification; and if it be the jmisdictional provision, it completely measures the judgment as well as describes the offender and
the offense, and it would be difficult to disqualify at all, as removal
alone is mentioned; for, as the prior disqualifying clause is in the
negative, that could not be resorted to to enlarge the jurisdiction
under this section.
•
Bnt it appears to me that, if this section could be treated as one of
descriptive jurisdiction and made like the other jurisdiction clauses
of the Constitution, to read affirmatively and specifically, that the
House of Representatives shall have power to impeach and the Senate to try the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers o.f the
United States, and on conviction to remove and disqualify, it would
still be clear that retirement from office would not affect the question; for, as has already been shown, if the power granted be to impeach and try the President, &c., for misconduct in office, it is a power
to prosecute and try the person who while holding the office committed the offense, without regard to his character at the ti.ne the
hand of the law is laid upon him. There is no conflict between this
section and the provisions of article 1, nor is this a limitation upon
them. On the contrary, it is an addition that in respect to persons
holding office at the time of conviction, the judgment of removal,
that otherwise would have been discretionary and might have been
suspension for a limited time or censure, shall be pronounced. And
in view of the negative form of the judgment clause in the first article, it might have been open to doubt in the convention whether
the President and Vice-President whose terms of office were fixed at
four years could be removed without an express provision.
From these considerations confined to ~e words of the Constitution,
I am of the opinion that in order to give effect to all its provisions on
the subject, and to caiTy out the iutent of the instrument expressly
stated, to provide not only for removal, but (in many iustauces more
important still) for excluding from office citizens who should betray
their official trusts, it must be held our jurisdiction is not defeated by
ther~tirement oftheoffenderfromoffice. If, as is claimed, (but which
I do not by any means admit,) the Constitution is to be construed in
respect of its jurisdictions like a penal. statute, the jurisdiction is, I
think, still clear. The definition of the terms used was perfectly understood and the expressions employed must in every part be given
their fair effect.
I will now proceed to the con8iderations bearing upon the question,
extrinsic to the words of the Constitution, and iu the light of which
they may, I think, 6e justly viewed. The state of a subject at the
time, the condition of the Jaws and practice, the mischief to be provided against, and the adequacy of the remedies to be applied, are all
just subjects of consideration in seeking for the true construction of
a constitution or a statute.
Under this head I referFirs~. To the state of the English law of impe~chment at the time
the Constitution was framed and adopted. By that law, from which
American impeachment wa-s taken, it was settled and univ0rsally
known that au ex-official could be prosecuted by impeachment and
tried for crimes committed in the office he had vacated. And this provision of the English law, instead of ever having been regarded or complained of as au abuse, was considered an essential security of the people, nncriticised by anybody. The case ofWarren Hastings then proceeding, was an eminent instance of a prosecution of this character, notorious in every country where the English language was spoken or
where English history was known. The chief and necessary object in
such a. prosecution was the security of the state against the possibility
of the retuni. to office of one who had flagrantly betrayed h~s trust.
Bnt in Englandapardongrantedafter conviction andjudgmenton impeachment operated as any other case of pardon-to relieve the offender from all the effects of the judgment, and to restore to him his
fnll political capadty. The case of Lord Chancellor Bacon was a
well-known instance of this character. To guard against the abuse
of this power of pardon, the framers of our Constitution carefully
provided that there should be no pardon in any case of impeachment.
The offender convicted and disqualified by the judgment of the ordi·
nary courts of law could escape 1;be consequences of his crime through
the pardon of the executive, and by his favor be again put in charge
of the public trust he had abused; but if clisqualified by impeachment, the possibility of executive sympathy and favor was put entirely out of reach. It will be seen, too, on a careful consideration,
that this exclusion of the power of pardon really has effect only in
respect of disqualification, if granted after sentence, for I think it
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clear that without this exclusion a pardon after sentence of removal
actually executed could not restore the offender to his office. Such
an act would be nothing less than an executive appointment. But
if in a case like the present, the guilty person can avoid alljurisdiction of impeachment by resignation, he is enabled to do for himself
the very thing that Constitution says the executive shall not do for
him,-that is, relieve himself from any possible disqualification again
at the earliest moment, to lay hold of the administration of a1fairs
with a fresh appetite for corruption. Was it not, then, the object of
the framers of the Constitution to retain the remedy of impeachment
in its full vigor, and to prevent, in the cases supposed, its being frustrated by any action of the Executive and much more by any action
of the wicked official t
Second. The state of the law in the States at the time our Constitution was adopted.
Nine of the thirteen already had distinct provisions in their constitntions upon the subject, regarded, evidently, not as instruments
o£ oppression or of danger to private rights, but as essential securities
of public liberty and purit.y of administration.
1.'hat of Delaware (September 20, 1776) provided thatThe president, when heiR out of office and wi~ eighteen months after, and all
others offending a<Tainst the State, either by maladministration, cormption, or other
means by which tfi'e safety of the Commonwealth mn.y be endangered, within eighteen months after the offense com.mi.tted, shall bo impeachable b~ the house of Ass~mbly before ~e lepslative council * * * If found guilty,ne or they shall be
either forever disabled to bold any office under -tho government, or romo'\'ed from
office pro tempore or subjected to such p:tins and penalties as the law shall direct.
And all officers shall be removed on convic.tion of misbehavior n.t common law, or
on impeachment, or upon thea.Udressof the General Assembly. (Article23, page213.)
That of Massach11setts (March 2, 1780) provided thatThe senate shall be a court, with full authority to hear and determine nll impeachments made by the house of representatives against any offie&' or officers
of the Commonwealth for misconduct or maladministration in their offices.

*

*

Tbeir jnd~ent however, sb::ill not extend further than to removal from office,
and disqualification to hold or enjoy any place of honor, trust. or profit under this
Commonwealth; but thejarty so conVJcted shall be, nevertheleSl!, liable to indictment., trial, judgment, an punishment, according to the laws of the land. (Chapter 1, section 2, article 8.)
.
That of New York (April20, 1777) was as follows:
,..
.A court shall be instituted for the trial of impeachments. (Article 32.)
That the power of impea(lhing all ofticers of the State for mal and corrupt conduct
in their respective offices be vested in the rl.'presentatives of the people in assembly.

*

*

No judgment of the said court 'Shall be valid unless it be assented to by twothird part~ of the members then present ; nor sba.ll rt extend further than to removal from office, ancl disqualification to bold RD.d enjoy any place of honor, trust,
or profit under this Sta.te. But the party so convicted shall be, neverthele s, liable
and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, according to the laws
of the land. (Article 33.)
That of New Jersey (July 2, 1776) bad this provision:

*

Provided always. that the t~aid officers severally shall be capable of bein_g re-appointed at the end of the terms severally before limited ; anrl that any of the said
officers shall be liable to be dismissed, when adjudged guilty of misbehavior, by
the council on an impeachment of the assembly. (Articfe 12.)
It will be noticed that this is the only instance in which mere removal from office was the object to be attained.
That of Pennsylvania (July 15, 1776) declared·

*

*

Every officer of State, whether judicial or executive, shall be liable to be impeached by the GeueTal Assembly, ei'.Oer when in office or after Iris resignation, or
removal for maladministration. (.Article 22.)
That of Virginia (July 5, 1776) provided that:

*

*

The governor when be is out of office, and others offending against the Sta.t.e,
either by maladministration, corruption, or other means by wbicli the safety of the
State may be endangered, shall be impeachable by the house of delegates.
*
*
*
*
*
*
..
If found guilty, he or they shall be either forever disabled to bol!l any office under
government, or be removed from such office pro tempore, or subjected to such pains
or peDAl ties as the law sh::ill direct. (Pages 287, 288, .American Constitutions.)
That of North Carolina. (December 18, 1776) declared that:
The governor and .other officers offending against the State by violating any part
of this constitution, maladminist.ration or corruption, may be prosecuted on impeachment of the G("D.eral.Assemb1y or presentment of the grand jury of RDY court
of supreme jurisdiction in this State. (Article23.)
Governor and other officials offending. (Article 23.)
In this it will be observed that if the ex-official on the grounds insisted upon in this case could not be impeached, he could not be prosecuted in court ; fort.he powers to impeach and to prosecute criminally
were stated in exactly the same terms.
That of South Carolina (March 19, 1778) provided:

* and corrupt
* conThat the power of impeaching all officers of the Sta.t.e for mal
duct in their respective offices, not amenable to any other jurisdiction, be vested
in the house of representatives. (Article 23.)
It will be seen that these constitutions, which must have been familiar to the members of the Federal convention, and which certain
literal coincidences in respect of some of them show were actually in
their hands, covered every aspect of the questionhsome, as Delaware and Virginia, withholding the power to impeac the chief mao-istrate until he should be out of office, and co;nferring it without d~
tinction as to all others. One·- New Jersey-providing this remedy
only as a means of removal from office. Somo, as Massachusetts and

I
South Carolina, were formed in substance and almost litemlly like
penal statutes, such as I have referred to, against official mi conduct,
and providing for disqualification as well as remov al. Ot-hers, na
New York, providing a tribunal with general power to try impeachmenta, and describing affirmatively the 11ower of impeachment as
againstofficera. One-Pennsylvania-providiugfortheimpeachmcnt
of an officer "either when in office or after his resignation," using, as
it will be seen, the same words of description for the person in office
and out of it. Another, as North Carolina, describing the offender as
an officer, and providing for his prosecution like the ordinary descri ption of a penal statute.
'Vith all these constitutions 'before them, and with the knowledge
of the settled import and scope of the proceeding, and under the
English law, it seems impossible to beli~ve that the members of the
Federal convention should not have in affirmative terms declared
that no one should be impeached or convicted unless in office at the
the time, if they had so intended, when at the same time they studiously set a boundary to the judgment, and put away the possibility of
executive interference; and in a case, too, in which, if the claim of
the respondent be correct, neither the boundary to the judgment nor
the exclu~ion of a pardon would be of the least consequence without
the practical ~ssen~ of. the a.c?used. To re:tch such a r~snlt by force
of a supposed1mplicat10n ansmg out of the fourth sectwu of the executive article of the Constitution would be most extraordinary If
as I do not perceive ingenuity can raise such an implicatio~ th~
. .
'
.
'
prmCiple of law declared by the Supreme Court 1ll the case Faw vs.
Marsteller, 2 Cranch, page 10, would prevent its having the effect
claimed. It is there said by Chief Justice :Marshall stating the opinion of the court:
'
In searching for the literal construction of an act it would seem to be generally
true thatpositivoand explicit provisions, comprehending in terms a whole class of
cases, are not to be restrained by applying t() those ca es an implication drawn
from subsequent ones, unless that implication be very clear, necessary, and irre· sistible.
A cardinal rule in construing all laws, penal as well as others, is
that of common sense, and to make an implication extracted from
one part of a statute or constitution absolutely nullify an express
and wholesome grant of power in another would not, as it seems to
me, comport with this rule. I can find nothing either in the wortls
of the Constitution, English law, history, State constitution , (excepting New Jersey,) existing at the time, the debates hl the Federal or
State conventions, or in theca es that have arisen, that rll.ises the inference that liability of officers of the United States to impeachment
was intended or understood to be affected bv their retirement from
office after committing a crime. But each and a.ll the e sources of
information lead me to the opposite conclusion. Some pa sages in
debates aml ar~ments h<1ve been referred to, but an examination of
them all with the context convinces me that in tbe e pa ages the
idea expressed was that only the misconduct of the person in a national as distinguished (rom a State office was the subject of impeachment, and that if one holding an office should be convicte<l be must
be }()moved. Instances in these debates, particularly in State conventions, are too numerous to be cited at large. The following are a
few of them that speak in unmistakable language:
In the Pennsylvania convention 1\Ir. Wilson, himself a member of
the Federal convontion, speaking of the impeachment of Senators
(which it t.hen seemed to be understood could be done) aml of the supposed improbability of their convicting themselves, said:
But this will not be always the case. When a member of the Senate shall behavo
criminally, the criminality will not expire with his office. The Senators may be
called to account after they sbnll be changed and the body to which they belonged
shall have been altered. (2 Elliot's Debates, page 477.)
Mr. Madison, in the Virginia convention, and also a chief member of
the Federal convention, and printus inter pares in both, speaking of
the impeachment of the President, said:
He is responsible in person. H he shall seduce a part of the Senate to a. participation in his crimes, those who are not seduced would proD'Onnce sentence a~inst
him· and there is this supplement8ry security, that he may be comicted ana punished afterward, when other members come into the Se:IrJ.te, one-third being excluded every two years. (3 Elliot's D11l>ates, pa~e 516.)
In the South Carolina convention General Pinckney, also a member
of the Federal convention, speaking of the impeachment of Senators,
said:
Though the Senate are to be judges on impeachments, and the members of it
would not probably condemn a measure they bad agreed to confum, yet a.s they
were not a permanent body, they might be tried hereafter by the Senators and condemned, if they deserved it. (4 Elliot's Debates, page 265.J
In another place, referringtotheargument that the power of great
men might overthrow the Government, he said:
An appropriat-e body, immediately taken from the people and returnable to the
people every second year, are t() impeach those who behave amiss or betray their
public trusts; another body, taken from tho State Legislatures. are to try them.
No man, however great, is exempt from _impeachment and trial (4 Elliot's Debates, page 281.)
In Blount's case the respondent was expelled after impeachment,
and the plea alleged that he was not ever a civil officer and that he
was not a Sena~r at the t.ime be pleadeu. The action of the Senate
was first to negative by 14 to 11 a resolution declaring that he "was
a civil officer of the Uruted States within the meaning of the Constitution and therefore liable to be impeached;" second, to adopt, by
the same vote of the same Senators, a resolution that his plea was
sufficient.
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I think the inference is fair, taking t.he two votes together~ that
the point made in the plea that be was then ont of office was not regarded as having ru1y value. The negative of the first resolution, declarin~ in the past tense that he was a civil officer, was equiva.lent to
declanng that he l.Vas not sncb at the time of his offense, and so the
same fourteen Senators declared as a consequence that the plea was
good. A careful examination of the whole course of the argument in
that case on both sides clearly convinces me that neither the managers nor the counsel supposed that a person holding a civil office and
committing a high crime in the course of its administration could escape impeachment by laying down his commission.
It is indeed evident that in the case of offending officials the remedy
in courts of law by punishment may often entirely fail; first, when
the criminal bas the honest sympathy of the executive, whose unlawful orders be may have been executing in committing the offense. In
such a case he would receive pardon; second, when, from a belief in
his innocence or out of pit.y for bis supposed misfortunes, the prosecuting officers themselves, under the orders of the executive, would be
directed not to proceed against him; third, when from corrupt motives the same orders would be given; fourth, when, from party bias or
in supposed resistance of it, the same policy of inaction would be
adopted. In all such oases tbeofficialoffender would go'' unwhipt of
justice" if by his own will he could defeat impeachment by resignn.tion; and impeachment as a practical remedy for security against
great official crimes would cease to exist.
We have been pressed with the dangers liable to arise from upholding t.be jurisdiction. If it be admitted that this is a proper element
in the question it must be considered from both points of view. On
the one band, it is asserted that it 8nbjects all the people of the
United States who have held office to the power of impeachment
without limit. of time, and that in the changes of party it may become an instrument of persecution. But this presupposes that a majority of the elected Representatives of the people will have become
corrupt. and that two-thirds of the Senators will also corruptly and
throu~h perjury lend themselves to such schemes. When such a stat-e
of soCiety is reached, the power of impeachment will be among the
least of evils. On the other band, if the jurisdiction in such cases
as the present does not exist, the great remedy (for it is a remedy
rather than a punishment) of impeachment, carefully preserved in the
constitutions of all the States, will be shorn of all its value for the
protection of the people, as declared in the Constitution, against the
return to office of great offenders and against their pardon by a corrupt or misguided Executive. In weighing these suggested dangers
on either side, can we hesitate in our choice T In every aspect of the
case that bas been presented to my m.irid I cannot doubt that the juris·
diction of the Senate is complete.

House of Commons-possessing the sole power to try and the sole
power to impeach ; for from Great Britain we derived not only our
ideas of the common law but our ideas of parliamentary procedure,
onr systems of practice .and pleadings, our maxims and the meaning
of technical words and phrases ; and the meaning of impeachment,
lH! understood by the framers of the Constitution as derived from our
British ancestors at the adoption of the Constitution, it has to-d~y,
subject only to the limitations and restrictions of the Con titntion.
The procedure is substantially the same as in the British Parliament.
The judgment is rest1icted.
Our Constitution, as I construe it, wisely subjects the person guilty
of an impeachable crime or misdemeanor committted while in office,
not only to impeachment for the official crime or misdemeanor committed while thus in office, but likewise to indictment, trial, judgment, and pnnishment according to law for the same crime or misdemeanor, the same as any other criminal person. The processes are
essentially different, the forums different, and the objects to be accomplished different. The person may be tried, convicted, and judgment
rendered against him by the court of impeachment for his official
crimes, and yet he may not be indicted, tried, sentenced, and punished in the ordinary com'Se of law; or he may be tried, convicted,
sentenced, and punished in the ordinary course of law, while for his
official crimes he may not be impeached. The two trials have no necessary connection. Eacb, however, is a trial, when bad, for a criminal offense: The one for a grave official crime or misdemeanor committed in office; the other for an offense against the ordinary criminal
laws of the land. The one is an extraordinary trial before a court
specially organiged under the Constitution for the very pmpose of
investigating the official crimes and misdemeanors of which the accused may stand charged by articles of impeachment, and of deciding
without appeal that very case. When this court of impeachment has
perfonned its functions in that case, it is dissolved and ceases longer
to be a court. But the same person may, nuder the Constitution and
by its special provisions, notwithstanding trial, conviction, and judgment against him by the court of impeachment, be tried, convicted,
sentenced, and punishecl by a court of competent criminal jllrisdiction
organized, not for this particular case1 but for the trial of all offenders within its jurisdiction, and it contmues to be such court after the
trial the same as before. An investigation of the nature of the judgment pronounced by the court of impeachment will aid in the elucidation and solution of the question of jurisdiction before the court.
It has been strenuously argued that the ,judgment of the court of
impeachment, even to the full of the constitutional limit, intlicts no
punishment in the sense and meaning of the Constitution. If this be
correct, it logicall,y follows that the trial before the cotut of impeachment is not a criminal trial; for it would be vain to speak of a court
bavmg criminal jurisdiction shorn of the power to punish. The law
never says or does a vain or useless thing or a foolish thing.
I think this is a grave error.
·

Opinion of Dir. Diaxey,

Jud!rment in oases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal
from office, and disqualification to bold and enjoy any office of honor, trust~ or profit
under the United States; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and
su~ject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law. (Article
1, section 3, clause 7, Constitution.)

Delivered May 17, 1876.
Mr. MAXEY. William W. Belknap stands charged before t.he Senate sitting as a court of impeachment, by articles presented and exhibited by the House of Representatives, with being guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors committed in office while Secretary of War,
and is specifically charged in said articles with corruptly and unlawfully taking and receiving money while Secretary of War, paid to him
with a view to influence his official action as such Secretary, and that
he was so influenced in consideration thereof.
The respondent pleads to tbe jurisdiction of this court, and says
that l•efore and at the time when the House of Representatives ordered .omd directed that he should be impeached at the bar of the
Senate and at the time when said articles of impeachment were presented .tnd exhibited against him, he was nq_t, nor has he since been,
nor is be now an officer of the United States, but at said times, is now,
and ever since has been a private citizen of the United States and of
the State of Iowa.
Without analyzing the pleadings, it is sufficient to say that tho
real question before the court is, Has the Senate, sitting as a court
of impeachment, the constitutional jurisdiction to hear and decide
this casef Here is a grave question of constitutional law we are
called on to determine.
The House of Representatives * * * shall have the sole power of impeach-

ment. (Part of clause 5, section 2, article 1, Constitution.)
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. (Part of clause
6, section 3, article 1, Constitution.)

The article~ of impeachment were presented by the House. If the
House of Representatives had the constitutional power of impeachment in the case at bar, the Senate undoubtedly has the sole power
to try .the impeachment.; so that the question presents itself: Was
the power of the House of Representatives constitutionally exercised
in the case at bar T
The Constitution does not in terms define impeachment. Whatever meaning the word ha{l at the adoption of the Constitution it
has now.
To ascertain this meaning we must ascertain what was understood ·
and acted on as it.s meaning by the States which framed and ratified
the Constitution and by the bodies in England-House of Lords and

We are not left in doubt as to the meaning of the word" conviction/' and the common acceptation and the legal definition are substantially the same.
Webster defines " conviction:"
The a{}t of convicting; the act of proving, finding, or adjudging guilty of an
offense.

Bouvier defines "conviction:"
That legal proceedin~ of record which ascertains the guilt of the party, and upon
which the sentence or JUdgment is founded.

Webster defines "judgment" thus:
Judgment is the sentence of the law, pronounced by a court or a judge thereof,
upon a matt~· in issue in any cause before it; judicial determination; decision of a
court.

Bouvier defines "judgment" thus:
Tho decision or sentence of the law, given by a court of justice or other competent. tribunal, as the result of proceedings instituted for the redress of an injury.

Now, we have in the clause of the Constitution last quoted the word
"judgment" in respect to impeachment, and the word" convicted,"
" part.y convicted" in the same connection, and we have the definition of conviction as that legalproceeding of record which ascertains
the guilt of the party, and upon which tbe sentence or judgment is
founded; so that these apt and appropriate words with well-defined
meaning in criminal law are found in the seventh clause of section 3,·
article 1, of the Constitution, limiting the extent of the judgment or
sentence on conviction in cases of impeachment, namely, that it
shall not extend further than to removal from office, and disqualification to bold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States. It is a limitation on the judgment, and in no sense
touches the jurisdiction of the court. The highest punishment to
which the court can go in its judgment is fixed by the Constitution.
All under this~ of the same nature as that fixeu, is within the discretion of the court. It is entirely discretionary with the court what
shall be the judgment, provided it is of the nature of that set out in
the Constitution; and provided it does not go further than the limit
:fixed by the Constitution, always making removal part of the judgment if the party on trial holds a civil office under the United States.
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But I am not confined to the words " conviction" and "judgment"
in support of the posit ion which I have advanced, namely, that this
is a trial for a criminal offense, an official crime, by a constitutional
court with special criminal jurisdiction, naJDely, the Senate sitting
as a court of impeachment, authorized by the Constitution to hear
and pronounce judgment upon conviction.
In further support of this view I quote the following clause of the
Constitution:
The President * * * shall have power to grant reJ?rievea and pardons for
offenses against the United States, except in caaea of IIDpeachment.
clause 1, section 2, article 2, Constitution.)

(Part of

In this connection I make the following extra.ct from a decision of
the Supreme Court of the United States defining "pardon;" namely:
Pardon is an act of ~ce prooeedin~ from the power intrusted with the execution
of the laws which exempts the individual from the pun.i.Ahment which the law inflicts for a crime he has committed, (7 Peters, page 150, the passage quoted on
page160.

The position that judgment in cases of impeachment inflicts no punishment is conclusively overthrown by the passage which I have just
quoted from United States vs. Wilson, in which the opinion was delivered by Chief Justice MarshalL
Analyze the clause of the Constitution laBt quoted in the light of
the above opinion of the Supreme Court, and by substituting for
"pardon" its meaning as defined by Chief Justice Marshall, speaking
for the court, and we have :
The President shall have power to grant reprieves and exempt an individual
from the punishment which the law inflicts for the crime he baa committed, except
that in caaea of impeachment he shall not have the power to exempt an individual
from the punishment which the law inflicts for the crime be has committed.

So that we have the apt and appropriate words of the criminal Jaw,
"judgment" or "sentence," "conviction," "pardon," "punishment"
"crime," "punishment," which the law "inflicts," &c., for "crime:"
all used in respect to impeachment.
·
The conclusion to my mind is irresistible that this must be held a
trial for a criminal offense-an official crime ; that this court is a
court of special criminal jurisdiction, with the power to inflict punishment upon conviction andjudgment, the extreme penalty or limit
of the judgment consequent upon conyjction being :fixed by the Constitution, beyond which the court cannot go.
If this be correct, and if there be nothing in the Constitution to
the contrary, and there is not, then the jurisdiction of this court to
hear, try, acquit, or convict, and pronounce judgment of acquittal or
conviction according to the facts, atta.ched instantly upon the alleged
commission of the crimes and misdemeanors imputed to the defendant in the articles of impeachment.
The question of guilt or innocence bas nothing whatever to do with
the question of jurisdiction. If the House of Representatives had the
power to impeach upon the facts averred in the ar; icles, this court
has jurisdiction to try. And this jurisdiction attacheM iu this court
according to the facts averred in the articles of impeachment, precisely as jurisdiction attaches instantly to a court of criminal jurisdiction according to the facts averred in the indictment. Jurisdiction in poth cases may lie dormant for want of discovery; but, for all
that, it exists, and the beginning of proceedinp;s is simply setting in
action a pre-existing jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of an ordinary
criminal court may also lie dormant for want of indictment, precisely
as the jurisdiction of this court may lie dormant for want of articles
of impeachment; nevertheless jurisdiction in each case vests upon the
commission of the offense. J nrisdiction once attached cannot be
divested by the act of the party inculpated so long as he may live.
The position of Mr. Rawle, that impeachment will lie against a person ''who is or has been" an officer of the United States, for a high
crime or misdemeanor committed while in office, is, in my judgment,
correct and consonant with the great purposes sought to be accomplished by this grant of power in the Constitution.
In the Virginia convention called to consider the Constitution of
the United States, Mr. Madison, while discussing the treaty-making
power, referring to the President, said:

* * ,. If he should seduce a part of the Senate to a. participation in his crimes,
those who were not seduced would pronounce sentence against him; and there is
this supplementary security, that he may be convicted and punished afterward.
when other members come into the Senate. one-third being excluded every second
year; so that there is a. twofold security-the security of impeachment and conviction by tho e Senators that may be innocent, should no more than one-third be
engaged with the President in the plot; and should there be more of them engaged
in it, lle may be tried and convicted by the succeeding Senators, and the upright
Senators who were in the Senate before.-EUioU's Debates on tll.e Federal Comtituti<rn, second edition, volume 3, page 516.
It follows for the reasons given, if they be sound, that the plea to
the jurisdiction should be overruled.
Second:
Each House may determine the rules of its proceedings. (Part of clause 2, section
5, article 1, Constitution.)

The House of Representatives, under this warrant of the Constitution, and in order to facilitate and exped.it.e business, has subdivided
it elf into many committees, and among others atCommitliee on Expenditures in the War Department. This committee, as appears by
the defendant's pleas, had t.his matter under investigation while he
wa8 Secretary of War, with the defendant before them in person;
had examined a witness, and were proceeding to investigate the matters charged against the defendant. It is true the defendant in the
same plea says that said committee had no authority from the House

of Representatives to inveMtigate the chal'ges against him, bot I apprehend this does not change the fact, nor the ra.tification of the
action of the committee by the Honse, nor the constitutional power
of the committee derived through the House. In my judgment the
proce~dings begun, had their origin constitutionally, before that
committee.
_Resolutions ordering articles of impeachment was another step, and
still another w~ taken by presenting and exhibiting articles of impeachment agarnst the defendant at the bar of the Senate. If, then,
the more circumscribed view is taken (to which I do not give my
assent) that jurisdiction attached by the beginning of proceedings, it
att~ched when the investigation began before the committee, (of
whiCh defendant bad notice and appeared,) culminating in articles of
impeachment ; . and jurisdiction, having vested, could not be divested
by the act of tlie defendant, and therefore the plea to the jurisdiction
should be overruled.
Third. I think it entirely immaterial whether the party against
whom articles of impeachment may be presented is in office or not at
the time they are found and exhibited.
The essential point is, Was he an officer of the United States at the
time the imputed crimes and misdemeanors set forth in the articles
are therein charged to have been committed by him a-s such officer f
If yea, the jurisdiction of the court of impeachment instantly attached and became vested by reason of the alleged commission of the
high crimes and misdemeanors in office, precisely a-s the jurisdiction
of the criminal court instantly attached and became vested by the alleged commission of the crimes and misdemeanors auainst the law of
~he.laJ?d,_ conside!inghim thesameasanyothercrimi~al person. Both
Jnnsdictwns sprmg out of the eame acts. There is no reason why
one jurisdiction should attach before the other ; nor is there any moro
reason why one jurisdiction should be divested by the act of the party
more than the other. The admission of such doctrine renders the Constitution in this regard a dead letter. Now we know that the inculpated party cannot divest the jurisdiction of the ordinary court of
criminal jurisdiction by his own act, neit.her can he dive t the court
of impeachment of jurisdiction of l1is official crimes by his own act.
The Blount case, (2 Annals of Congress,) to which reference has so
~equently been made, settles nothing in respect to this point. It
s1mply determines, and properly, that a Senator is not a civil officer
of the United States, and therefore not impeachable, and this doubtJess because his title and commission come from a State, and not from
th.e UJ?ited States. This exposition, in my judgment, is consonant
with ngbt and reason. Not only so; it is the recognized doctrine in
England, to which we must look iu the absence of a definition of impeachment in the Constitution, and of authoritative precedents in
our own country.
. The Consti~utiou ref~rs to impe::t?hment without defining it. It a sumes it exIstence, a~d sil~ntl.Y pomts t? En_ghsh p~edents for knowledge of detail. (Pro.
fessor Dwight m sixth American Law RegiSter, page 257.)

Among tho numerous English precedents which might be cited the
cases of Warren Hastings and Viscount Melville are in point. Both
had resigned their offices; Melville while the subject-matter of his
delinquencies was under discussion, Hastings before proceedings bad
begun. Hastings's trial was pending and had drawn to it unusual
attention and interest in Europe and America at the very time the
constitutional convention was in ses ion. The debates in the convention on the question of the removability and disqualification by impeachment of the President throw much light on this subject. The
que tion there wa-s not whether the Executive should be impeachable
but whether he should be impeachable while in office. It seems. not
to have been doubted that he could be impeached after his term expired. We must conclude that the framers of the Constitution had
the English precedent-s before them and had full knowledge that in
England the power of impeachment not only existed but wa-s acted
on of impeaching persons after they had gone out of office aB well as
while in office for crimes and misdemeanors committed in office. The
co_nclt;~sion is irresistible that they accepted the word impeachment
Wlth Its well-understood and recognized meaning, limiting only the
power of the court in its judgment to removal and disqualification
and commanding removal on conviction where the impeached party
was a civil officer of the United States. The power of impeachment
being restricted in the matter of judgment, and not otherwise, according to all recognized rules of construction, no other restriction,
modification, or qualification was designed or made.
The trial by impeachment was, rn my JUdgment, designed by the
Constitution to be a trial for official crime. The punishment is apt
and appropriate to official crime: -remo\al from office and perpetual
disqualification. Removal from office relatively to perpetual disq_ualific~tiou is a ~ng !flatter. It is done almos~ every day, sometimes w1th, sometime8 without, cause, and does not have perceptible
influence on the politicial or social standing of the officer removed
where trial is not had; bnt the man under sentence of perpetual disqualification to hold any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States is as completely ostracised from his fellows as the Man
in the Iron Mask was iSolated in his lonely cell. The felon may. be
pardoned; the man disqualified by the judgment of the court of impeachment never. We know not what is the unpardonable sin which
excludes its perpetrator from all hope of entering the portals of
heaven, but this we do know, that a man who stands convicted of
high crimes and misdemeanors committed while in office, and is sent-
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f\oced by the com-t of impeachment to perpetual disqualification, is
held by public opinion to ue a living, moving infamy, a moral leper,
shunned by his fellow-man and without hope of pardon this side the
grave.
·
And this supreme punishment is, in my judgment, inflicted not only
to get rid of a bad ~an in office, not only to prevent that man ever
being restored to office, but chiefly, by fearful example, to teach all
men that American institutions and the perpetuation of free government, of the people, by the people, and for the people, demand purity
in office. It says to all the world, in fearful language, that he who
obtains office, however exalted be his social and political station,
and who betrays his sacred trust by the commission of official crime,
and upon fair trial is found •guilty and sentenced by this court to
perpetua.l .d isqualification, unlike the ordinary felon, is beyond
pardon, because he has betrayed, to the hurt of all the people, a great
trust. It teaches all men that the public offices of the land, to which
the humblest citizen may aspire, are forever closed against him, because he has been weighed in the balance and found wanting. The
Constitution intrusts this fearful power to no or~nary tribunaL The
character of this august court gives emphasis to the positions I have
presented. Two ambassadors from every State in this Federal Union
of co-&qnal States make up this august court, and it is not reasonable and in coneonance with human action that they will close the
gates forever to political preferment against an American citizen noless they can and ought in truth and conscience to pronounce this
weighty judgment.
I have not discussed section 4, article 2, of the Constitution, to wit:
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

This section, in my judgment, does not touch the question of jurisdiction, nor the powerof the court as to its judgment, save as hereinafter stated. The jurisdiction is ample and unrestricted by a former
clause:
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments.

The number of the court necessary to convict is also set out in a
former clause :
And no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the
members present.

The nature and extent of the judgment is previously set out.
Judgment. in cases of impeachment shall not extend further t.han to removal from
office, and clisqualifica.tion to holcl and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States.

The fact that a party convicted by the court of impeachment cannot plead this conviction in bar to a prosecution by indictment is also
set out.
But the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject fu indictment,
trial, judgmen~ and puniahment according to law.

If the fourth se.ction of the second article be regarded as jurisdictional, then the judgment of the court under that section is shorn of
its principal strength, to wit, disqualification from ever after holding
office. This is unreasonable, and conflicts with the universal doctrine
of construction, that all parts of a law must be construed to stand
according to their plain import, if not manifestly contradictory,· which
is not the case here.
.
The fourth section of the second article, in my judgment, means
that if the party impeached be a civil officer of the United States, he
shall, upon conviction, be removed from office. Construed with the
other parts of t.he Constitution, the whole together means this: We
have granted to the Senate the sole power to try all impeachments.
We have furthermore directed that judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States. We now command that if the party convicted be a civil officer of the United States, by your judgment he
shall be removed from office. Whether you shall go further in your
judgment, and add disqualification, is within your discretion.
Whether you convict or not, is to be determined on your consciences
according to the facts ; but should yon convict, yon shall remove. This,
in my judgment, harmonizes and gives force to every part 'of the Constitution bearing on impeachment.
It will be noted that in respect to impeachment the sixth clause of
section 3, article 1, of the Constitution uses the word "person," not
•' officer." The seventh clause of the same section uses the word
"party," not "officer;:' while the fourth section, second article, uses
the word "officer." This is not accidental. The greater word ''person," ''party," in the third section, first article, embraces the lesser
word " officer," in the fourth section, second article; so that every
part of the Constitution on impeachment can, ·without the slightest
strained construction, be given its full force. 1 And it is also to be observed that there is.not a word in the debates of the convention which
framed the Constitution ·indicating an intention to limit or in any
manner restrict the broad power previously granted in clause 6, section 3, article 1, nor is there anything in the debates to show a desire
or intention to abridge the power of impeachment as exercised in the
British Parliament, except in t.he judgment. The judgment was restricted, not the parties against whom judgment might be rendered.
Unless the converse appears, we must conclude that the framers of
the Constitution took the word impeachment as they found it, and
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placed just such restrictions on it, and no more, as they deemed wise.
And these I have endeavored to show affect the judgment and not the
jurisdiction.
:My judgment from every stand-point from which I have earnestly
and laboriously examined this grave and most important question, is
that the Senate, sitting as a court of impeachment, has jurisdiction
to try the case at bar, and therefore that the plea to the jurisdiction
should be overruled.

Opi.Dioa of lJbo. Wrqht,

Delivered May 17, 1876.
Mr. WRIGHT. To the articles of impeachment preferred against
him by the House of Re.presentatives, the defendant, William W.
Belknap, pleads, among other things, that at the time said articles
were exhibited he was not, nor has he since been, nor is he now (at
the time of plea pleaded) an officer of the United States. To this
the managers on the part of the House of Representatives interpose,
in substance, a demurrer, to the effect that, if a civil officer of the
United States at the time of the commissi&n of the offense charged, it
matters not that he had laid down such trust before said articles were
exhibited.
It appears from the pleadings and record that, though said defendant was Secretary of War prior to the 2d day of March 1876, and at
the time of the commission of the alleged offenses, he at ten o'clock and
ttventy mintttes of the forenoon of that day tendered his resignation of
said office and that the same was then and there accepted by the President ofthe United States; thattheHonseof Representativeson that
day, (to wit, March 21876,) after the hour above named resolved to
present articles of impeachment against said defendant; that the
Senate was notified thereof on the 3d of March by the proper committee of the House; and that. the articles were exhibited in proper
form and at length on the 4th day of Apri11876.
The question of jurisdiction thus raised has been discussed with
distinguished and exhaustive ability, and meets us at the very threshold of the investigation. It is one of the ntmost gravity, whether
viewed as one affecting the rights of one charged or the public service,
and especia1ly so since it involves the construction· of several most
important pr:>visions of the Federal Constitution which are now, at
the close of one hundred years of our national history, for the first
time presented for authoritative determination by the American
Senate.
The question is this: Defendant being a civil officer at the time of
the commission of the offenses charged, is be liable to impeachment under
articles exhibited against him after he had re8igned said office, said resignation having been accepted by the proper executive officerf
Before reaching the m;tin question, however, two or three unimportant ones are perhaps worthy of notice. I dispose of these very
briefly.
First. The acceptance of the resignation was in no manner necessary to its validity or completeness. As a rule, and save where a
statute otherwise provides, any civil officer may, at his own will and
pleasure, lay down any public trust; and, that he may be relieved
from further official responsibility and care, it is not necessary that
he shaH have or obtain the consent of any other official or parson
thereto. There is no law which forbids the Secretary of War or any
other civil officer under the United States, resigning his office, and
this resignation, when duly tendered and offered in fact, ~herefore, as
comp1etely and absolutely disrobed the defendant offictally before
as after its formal acceptance by the Executive. The Executive had
no discretion, for he had no power to compel the defendant to remain
in office. The law may require the assent of another, or others, to
get into office in this country, but, fortunately for the officer, and
perhaps-for the service, too, he does not need such assent to get out.
Second. Does the motive influencing the resignation in the least
affect the question f In other words, suppose the defendant resigned,
avowedly, openly, and undeniably, for the purpose of avoiding impeachment, and for no other purposa, could this in any manner be
considered in determining our jurisdiction f I answer, most certainly
not. The resignation was a legal act and must have, upon every principle known, so far as I am aware, to every system of jurisprudence,
its legal effect. The motive influencing is of no more consequence than
the color of defendant's hair or his opinion of the impeaching committee or the members of the Senate. Of course, if the resignation
was not actual but colorable or simulated, a different question would
be presented. But in this case, admitting it to be real or actual, the
motive is attempted to be brought in question as of value. With it,
I repeat, we have nothing to do.
Third. Had the defendant resigned at the time the Honse of Representatives took action f It is said he had not, for the reason that,
as the House resolved on impeachment on the same day, though at a
later lwur than the act of resignation, such resolution took effect, by
relation, to the first moment of that day, and therefore was p ior,
in actual or legal time, to the resignation.
I do not stop to inquire whether defendant was actually and in a
legal sense impeached, or rather whether a due presentment was
made prior to the 4th day of April last, (the day when the articles
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were finally exhibited,) in the sense and for the purpose now under
consideration. For, conceding that he was in law impeacb6{1 on the
2d day of March, but as matter of fact at an hour after the resignation I am still very clear that the resignation was prior in legal time,
n,ud that therefore defendant was not an officer t~t the time of impeachment. If there a.re no portions of a day as to the impeachtnent
neither are there as to the 1'eiligJJation, and if one, therefore, goes bac~
to the first moment of the 2d of March, so must the other. And if
defendant, therefore, bad resigned on that day after the articles were
resolved upon, be could claim, in my juugment, with as much propriety as the managers now do, that, as that act went back by relation to the first moment of that day, he was out of office before the
House took action. And if, by possibility, in tllat state of the case,
his counsel had so claimed, it is at least probable that such claim
would have been resisted as stoutly and ably by the managers as they
now insist upon this rule for the people. But I repeat, if it. is true
in one case or as to one act, it is equally so as to the other, and nothing is gained. It is not true as to either, however, for in our criminal
jurisprudence, in a matter so vitally affecting the rights of one
charged with the highest offenses, neither the law, justice, nor common reason wiU allow a technical, barren rule-a rule, too, only to be
invoked in furtherance of ,justice-to give the lie to what is true in
fact, or to make that true in law which is false in fact.
I shall assume therefore that the defendant was actually out of
office at the time he was impeached, as much so and as completely acS
if he bad resigned or his term of office bad expired days or months
before, and I shall treat the alleged motive of resignation as of no
possible account, anu upon these assumptions inquire whether he was
still amenable to this constitutional punishment.
Other Senators have, and others doubtless will, discuss the history
of the constitutional provisions involved, as also the authorities or p~·e
cedents bearing upon the same. Because of this, as also because thiit
whole field was exha,nstively gleaned by counsel, but more because in
my judgment, in view of conflicting opinions and the comparatively
little attention heretofore given to the real question here in valved, the
merest ray of light has on prior occasions been thrown upon it-I
say because of these things I shall content myself with stating my
conclusion from the provisions of the Constitution itself. I do not
think, however, that the authorities help us much, if any, and tha,t
it must be treated as a question to be now for the first time authoritatively settled by the American Senate. I may remark, however,
in passing, that I by no means believe that the little decided conflicts
with the conclusion I reach.
The CO'flsequeneeil of the one construction or the other of these constitutional provisions, let me also say, I regard as ha,ving legitimately
but little weight. The light or aid drawn from the deprecated or to
be desired consequences of this construction or that of a, statute or
constitution is, at best; in most cases of the least value, and indeed
not infrequently misleads or ends in error. Then, too, in this case it
were difficult to tell in which path we shall find most dangers or in
which greater Rafety. For if only those can be impeached who are
in office at the time the articles are exhibited, then it is said the con'"
sequences would be most disastrous to the public welfare and the
situation most anomalous; because the most hardened an(l corrupt
official could by resignation, even att.erthe Senate h~d adjud.ged his guilt
and before sentence, cheat the law and go unwhipt of justice.
And the Senator from New Jersey, with a heart that ever beats
responsive to the highest moral impulses, feeling and seeing the great
wrong which would follow the rule that resignation after trial and
immediately preceding sentence could defeat ,jurisdiction, has attempted to find a middle ground. But I submit just here that there
is no middle ground. He cannot find rest for his feet upon any such
theory. Indeed his argument rests, he will allow me to say, more in
theory than in logic. If only t,hose in office can be impeached, because removal is declared in all cases to be a part of the penalty, then
the logic is inexorable and not to be avoided that they must be so at
the time the stmterwe is p1·mwunced. You cannot decapitate a•headless
trunk, whether the head was off a moment or a year before yon came
to the execution.
But returning from this digression, I remark that to the argument
drawn from such consequences it is anRwoced, grant the premises,
yet one liable to impeachment may be indicted and tried in the judicial courts, aml that if he escapes the sentence of the impeachment
triers and courts, be must still confront the greater and more inexorable judgment of a great people, who, while they judge in mercy,
love that which is politically just; and that neither resignations nor
forms nor pleas nor judgments of Senates can control or mislead this
gmndest of inquests. On the other hand, if those once in office ancl
now out can be impeached, if tbis is the meaning of the Constitution, then in alarm it is said only the grave can bar such prosecutions; and, too, that at each turn of the political wheel in this Government, where elections are frequent and the people's will not the
most stable, those displaced may be at the mercy of an exultant
and bitterly mali6rnant triumphant majority. To this it is answered,
that guilt can only be found by the action of both Houses, the Senate only being allowed to so declare by a two-thirds vote; and that
it not to be presumed that a power so great and so tremendous
will be invoked except in cases c·l early and justly calling it into exercise. And thus I might at much greater length state the arguments based upon the supposed consequences of adopting this view
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or that ofthe Constitution, and their cla.imedcompleterefntation; bull
I dismiss them all; for if the Constitution speaks, and I am to assist
in its execution, t.ben wit.h conseqences I have nothing to do, no
care. As a member of this court, knowing that I must for myself
declare the law, I may happily, in the discharge of that duty, leave
consequences to take care of themselves.
What, theu, is in the law or the Constitution T
The House of Representatives shall have the · sol~ power of impeachment.

This is found in the second section of the first article in its prop~r
and appropriate connection. These words are few, but their meaning is certainly neither obscure nor donbt~ul. It git'es to the House
the power to impeach and excludes every other body, for it says the
Hoztae "shall have the sole power." Nothing is left for interpret.ation,
as to nothing in the sentence need we resort to books or law for explanation but the last word, "impeachment," and which was very
fully explained and defined yesterday by the .Senator from Vermont,
[.Mr. EDl\:IUNDs,] and to it I shall not, therefore, refer more at length.
By this clause, then, we have declared the grand inquest which alone
cari. present or exhibit articles of impeachment against those liable
to its penalties under our Constitution.
This as clearly confers the power as it would be possible for any
words or language to do, and I confess to not a little surprise that any
one should say that it does not confer powe~ If the power to impeach is not conferred here, it is not at all. Why it says that the House
shall have the power of impeachment, the sole power. When the Constitution says that Congress shall have the power "to lay and collect
taxes," is there no power conferred t When it says Congress shall
have power to "borrow money," does it confer the power named 1
When it says it shall ha.ve power to" coin money," do yon want moro
to show that it has power to do this thing 1 When it says it shall
have pou er to ''establish post-offices and post-roads," have we ever
doubted that power over these subjects was thereby conferred T When
it says that the HousE~ ~hall'' elect its own Speaker and other officers,"
bas any one ever denied that this conferred the pow:er to make these
selections T And when it says the House shall have the power, the
·"sole power of impeachment," do we need any more unequivocal and
clear or emphatic language to show where this power is lod~ed or
the right and duty to exercise it f Why if the language used w this
case does not confer the power claimed, then I repeat it is not fonn1l
at all, nor has Congress power to do anything tchatcver upon any 8'ubject, for in precisely the same bnguage is all power conferred upon it
as a legislative body. No, Mr. President, it will not do to say that
this does not confer the very power claimed ; and I repeat, as I shall
I hope hereafter show, that this provision is the very source of the
power invoked in cases of impeachment, and that without it we are
driven to rely upon the merest impljcation.
Having, then, the supreme grand ,jury, or the proper inquest; having found who alone may impeach, we next; inquire who is to try
these offenses. This is answered in section 3 of the same article,
where it is declared thatThe Senate shall ha'\"'e the sole power to try all impeachments.
And thus we see that the power to exhibit articles is given to but one
body, and that of trying is in precisely the same terms limited to the
Senate. The machinery of impeachment can only thus be s~t on foot,
and when juri~:~diction is invoked but one body can exercise it. In
other words, we have but one jurisdiction with sole power to present,
and the one court having sole and exclusive jurisdiction to hear and
determine.
And now, having the agencies prescribed or the power given, rather
by enumeration than by definition, we may remark, (and this is true
of almost the entire Constitution.) we naturally inquire for 1vhat may
the Honse impeach and who is liable to the process; and when we
have answered these inquiries we have at the same time answered
who and what the Senate may try; for I assume that tbe Senate may
and (perhaps) must try such persons and for those matters which the
Honse may constitutionally present.
Tbe first inquiry, for what offenses maythisjuris(liction be invoke(l
or for 1vhat may the proper persons or officers be prosecuted by impeachment, is not very material, I grant, to the matter now before
us, since there is no point made, thus far at least, that the matters
charged in the articles exhibited are not impeachable under the Constitution.
We have, then, the only proper body setting on foot this impeachment; this appropriate power bas made in due form its complaint to
the proper court and for or of a matter for which the defendant is
amenable to the penalties provided by the Constitution, unless by
his 1·esignation that liability no longer continues.
Then who are liable 7 I answer, clearly not the private citizen.
By this I mean that not every citizen of the land may be impeached.
The tie of allegiance which holds or binds the citizen to the Government and to his duties is to be kept in full force and by all proper
coustitntional and legal means in this country as in England. Hut
this rule, as I regard, of a.t least the earlier days of. the common law,
that all citizens or every subject might by impeachment be held to
these obligations and punished for their violation, is not the rule of
this country. Even iu the States where we speak of t.he common
law obtaining, we do not mean all of it, but only such parts as arE\
not changed by statute, and such also as are consistent with the spirit
and genius of onr institutions and the habits and manners of our peo-
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ple. This preroga.tive, or power, or right to impeach the private citizen because of infidelity to his obligations to the Government, or for
any crime or misdemeanor, never was contemplated by our Constitution as continuing or obtaining, and is no part of the common law of
this country or of impeachment. For it was no part of the wellsett.led parliamentary or common law when the Constitution wa-s
framed, and this its framers knew ; nor did they ever intend to go so
far, as is plain from the Constitution itself and the whole frame-work
of the Government.
If citizens, as such, for offenses committed while citizens, are not
impeachable, then who are f
This question the Constitution, I admit, does not answer in words.
We are left to deduce its meaning, in this respect, largely from its
implications and more especially and almost conclusively from the
law as it stood before or at the time of its adoption, rather than from
any positive command. It does not say that civil officers shall only
be impeached while in office. It does not say they shall be liable while
in office and for a limited period after they shall either voluntarily
lay down their trust or after their terms expire, as in some of the
States. Nor does it say in words that they shall be subject to these
great prosecutions after they cease to be officers. All we find is this:
In the third section of the first article (from which I ha.ve already
quoted and which I here set out in full the better to se~ the connection of the entire illnguage) we have this:
·
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the United
States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside: and no person shall be convicted
withouttbe concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
.rudgmcnt in cases of impeachment ehall not extend further tbnn to removal from
. office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
under tho United States: but the party convicted shallneve1iheless be liable and
subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.

All the provisions thus far quoted, it will be observed~ a.re found in
the first article of the Constitution, which provides for the law-making power and defines or prescribes its powers and duties. In the
next article, relating to the Executive, and in its second section, we
find that he is given "power to grant 1·eprieves and pardons for offenses against the United States, except in cases of impeachment;"
and section 4 of the same article declares thatThe President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

And thus we have all the constitutional provisions which, as far as
I can see, bear upon the question as to ·who is liable to impeachment.
It will be observed that the provisions of the Constitution assumed
rather than declared that any one should be liable to impeachment.
For the Constitution does not say that the President and other civil
officers shall be lia.ble to impea.chment for the o.ftenses named, bu~
rather assuming such liability, and seeing that the power to impeach
hacl. already been given, it says that when they are impeached and
convicted of these offenses they shall be removed. It assumes the conclusion, in other words, that they may be impeached, and applies or
declares certain consequences which are t.o follow. I deny tha.t this
section confers any power to impeach, much less that it is the oaly
part of the Constitution conferring this power. I have already deduced this power from other and unambiguous provisions of the instrument. If there was nothing else than this section, I think it
would be exceedingly difficult t,~ find power to impeach, for we would
be without a tribunal with power to present or power to hear. If
this was the sole source of power, the da.nger of exercising from mere
irnpli.cation a prerogative so high, and fraught with consequences so
great, would be urged upon us with much propriety, and I must say
not a little force. And it is passing strange to me that any one should
depict the great danger in extending the implications of the Constitution, the necessity of looking for an express grant before exercising
a power, and still rest the exercise of this high prerogative upon a
section which assumes but does not grant it.
But it is argued that as removal must be and is declared by the
Constitution a part of the penalty following the trial and conviction
in all cases-that as this is logically as well as practically impossible
of enforcement in one out of office, therefore only those who continue
in office to the time of their presentment, if not of sentence, a.re liable
to this proceeding. In my opinion tl;le pt•oposition as thus broadly
stat.ed, or indeed however stated, assumes too much, and loses sight
of other and most materia.} parts of the Constitution.
I do not believe that removal from office is necessarily a part of the
punishment in all ca.ses. It is in cases where it can be applied, and
not otherwise. I grant, too, that if removal was the only pena.lty, or
if the Constitution contemplated that in all ca~Ses it should be a part
of the penalty, I should esteem there was but little room for argument in favor of the jurisdiction when the officer had resigned; for I
do not agree with the proposition that inability to enforce the order
of a court, as applied to such a question, is not to be accepted as a
fair and proper test of jurisdiction. The Constitution no more than
the law requires or exacts vain or foolish things, and to sa.y that the
Constitution expected or onlainell tha.t we should go through the
farce of inquiring whether we ought to visit a punishment upon an
offender which for any cause we no longer lla.ve the power to inflict
would be illogical in the extreme, and, as I think, in the face of all
' rules of any value or weight in judicial proceedings.
But, as already stated, I do not believe that removal is necessarily
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a pa.r t of the punishment in all ca-ses. In the first place, I think the
connection in which this last provision in relation to removal is found
is of no little significance as bearing upon this quO:Stion. I find the
grant of power to impeach in that portion of the Constitution which
defines and limit-s legislative powers and duties. I find in the same
place the power given and the tribunal named to try the impea~hment.
I find there, too, at least some rules of practice and a limitation of
the punishment or of the consequences to follow conviction in such
eases. Now, if having sa:id this much it had stopped, it would scarcely
be claimed that removal from office was in all cases to be necessa1·ily a
part of the penalty. Neither do I think would it have been insisted
thus far that only those in office at the t.i me of conviction were amenable to impeachment. For if I had found theso or like provisions in
a statute, I should never have thought, I confess, for a moment tha.t
liability depended upon the official status of the person at the time of
the trial, but rather at the time of the conunission of the act with which
he was charged.
But it is said (and I may notice this point here as well as elsewhere)
that if those out of office were liable to impeachment, why did not
the Constitution say soT Ah, .Mr. President, I think this may well be
answered in two ways: First, those who had gone ont -of office, all tvill
admit, were liable to impeachment for acts while in office by the pm·lia1n,cntary law of England. It was never held there that impeachment
was confined to those in office at the time of their presentment. Now,
is it not fair and legitimate to assume that the framers of the Constitution knew this, acted upon this assumption, and therefore intended
that those who had gone out, as well as those in, were amenable to
snob prosecution Y And if so, may I not, in the second pla.ce, inquire
with the utmost consistency and with next to unanswerable force, that
if the authors of the Constitution, with this kn.owledge befm·e tltmn, intended to include only those in office, why did they not s::ty so f It was
very easy if they intended it to say "while in office," or use some like
apt words to express their. meaning, and tbe1·eby change the r16le as it
then obtained, as all admit, in England and elsewhere.
But to return. The Constitution, in th:.tt part setting up the legislative or law-making bra.nch of the Government, finished or concluded,
as I have said, aJl that seemed to be necessary on the subject of prosecutions and trials of impeachment. Then it turned to the work of
setting up the executive ma.cbinery, and said that he, the Executive,
shall have certain powers, and, among others, to be " Commander-inChief ,. * ,. ofthemilitiaoftheseveralStates,"butnotuntil"ca.lled
into the actual service of the United States;" to "require the opiniori
* * 10 of the principal officer in each of the Executive Departments,"
but not unless the subject thereof related" to the duties of their respective offices;" to" grant reprieves and pardons for offenses,'' .. • · »
but not " in ca-ses of impeachment ; " and so as to other powers and
their exceptions. But for the last exception, specially named, he
could have pardoned or reprieved in impea.chment cases as in the case
of all other offenses against the United Stat-es. But that is in no sense
a limitation or the semblance of a Nmitation, nor does it seem to indicate the least intention to limit or restrict the grant of power already
given, in its appropriate pla.ce, over the matter of impeachment.
And the same reasoning applies to the maio section relied upon in
this connection. The second a.rticle, after prescribing the manner of
electing the President and Vice-President, their tenure of office, what
Congress might do by law in ·providing for cases of removal, disability, &c., of both, and that the person succeeding to the office of
President under such law should hold until the disability should be
removed or a President elected, and giving to the Executive the
power to appoint judges, ambassadors, &c., then, in it-s last section.
( 4, the one quoted,) apparently out of abundant caution, and to avoid
the possible construction tha.t these officers mu,JJt, in virtue of wha.t
it had before declared, at all events and in a,ny contmgency hold for
the terms named, it wa-s declared that they and all civil officers shottul
be t•emoved from office on impeachment and conviction of the offenses
named. But how does tha.t limit the power to present and try impeachments before given or the persons to be impeached 1 T~is section, a-s before shown, contains no grant of power on this subject. It
is a-s if all the other sections on the subject of impeachment and thoso
governing the tenure of office of civil officers had been collated, and
then at the close it had been said: "But all civil officers shall be removed from office when impeached and tried for treason," &c.
And it is not permitted to limit a grant clearly and expressly given
over a genera.l subject by a supposed limitation ingrafted, and only
to be supported by the most blind and indefinite implication. There
is a st.ate of case, it will be seen at once, to.,which this section ca.n
apply in a.ll its force a.nd with the fullest meaning, without invoking
its language to limit and restrain all the other sections and provisions quoted. If this is so, then it is my plain duty to so apply it and
have all the provisions stand. I must not find conflict if I can by fair
construction help it. That construction is always to be preferred
and, indeed, adopted which will permit all the provisions of a statute, and especially a constitution, to be of force rather than that
which will nullify any. I accept and treat this section ( 4, article 3)
as a simple rule as to what shall be done in cases of impeachment and
conviction of those in office and to remove any doubt as to their right
to continue to exercise their trusts a,fter their conviction. It does
not at all impress me that it confines impeachment to those in office
at the tim.e of their trial and oonvicti..on.. The language used in connection with the other sections is not different ft·om that fount! in num-
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berless statutes providing for the punishment of official misconduct
and under which I never suppo ed, nor can I think any one ever did,
that the official must continue in office in order to incur their penalties.
I am not unmindful that the Constitution(article 1, section 3) says
that " where the President of the United States is tried, the Chief
Justice shall preside;" and that from this it is argued that this officer can only be impeached when in office, for it is asked, If he is out
of office shall the Chief Justice preside f I answer, certainly not. The
reason of the provision is clear enough, not doubted by any one; and
why shall we attempt to warp or extend its meaning for the purpose
of limiting a nece ary power, given for wise and necessary purposes
by the Constitution f
.
Mr. President, the Constitution, held up by its four corners and
considered as a whole, must receive at our hands a reasonable construction. We must not lose sight of the objects and purposes for
which the powers therein given were conferred. As wa.s said by
Judge Story, that construction'' should be adopted which is most consonant with the apparent objects and intent of the Constitution; that
which will ~ve efficacy and force as a government, rather .than that
.which will Impair its operations and reduce it to a state of imbecility; * * * the exposition should have a fair and just latitude, so
as on the one hand to avoid obvious mischief and on the other hand
to promote the public good." It is a charter of life, not of death, to
the people, their government, and their interests. Purity in the discharge of official duty and the perpetual exclusion of bad men from
all public trusts are quite as essential to this life of the nation as that
some defiant little official shall be removed froni a trust which he has
disgraced.
Under this rule, I think, the construction stated is most clearly to
be sustained. Because of this, and because I know, as we all do, as
already stated, that neither in England nor elsewhere, prior to the
a-doption of the Constitution, was impeachment ever confined to those
in office at the time of their trial and oonvicti<m, and because I mn~t believe that the fathers employed the language of the Constitut.ion
with a full knowledge of this fact and of the meaning of the word
impeachment as then understood and accepted, I rest my conclusion.
I do so, also, because I think it in the face. of the letter and in defiance of the spirit of all legislation, as applied to crimes or any:.
thing else, to say thatanyonecan avoidliabilityorresponsibility, which
has already attached, by voluntarily laying down an office ; and, too,
because upon every principle, when an officer assumes a trust, he is as
much liable after the expiration of the term as while in office to
atone to the offended law for any violation of its criminal provisions
as he is for the money he controlled or for those acts of commission
or omission not involving criminal liability.
Mr. President, allow me to say in conclusion that I trust a parnonable Stat6 pride, and certainly a strong personal regard for the accused, inclined me to another conclusion. My first impressions, too,
from a casual reading of the instrument, I confess, were against the
power. But giving, as my time would allow, my best thought to the
~cussion and all the provisions of the Constitution, I have, with
some reluctance, I admit-if reluctance should ever be indulged in
the discharge of duty- been brought to conclude that we have jurisdiction in this case and shall by my vote 80 declare.

Opiniea of Mr. Dlerrimoa,

Delivered May 17, 1876.
Mr. MERRIMON. Mr. President, I will state briefly a summary of
the grounds of my opinion upon the question now before the Senate.
After 80 much ha.s been said and much of it well said by Senators on
both sides, more than this from me is unnecessary,..especially as time
baa become so important for the consideration of other business.
The Constitution defines, limits, organizes, and embodies the powers which those who made it deemed necessary to the free operation,
protection, and perpetuation of our system of national government.
In interpreting its meaning, the purpose contemplated by it must be
kept steadily in view. In that light and to that end, itsleadiug provisions and several clauses must receive a fair, just, and reasonable
construction. This leading rule ought always to prevail in ascertaining its meaning and giving effect to its several provisions.
Now, the Constitution provides as certainly th~ method of trial by
impeachment as for a judiciary or the trial by jury. This method of
trial is intended to· answer a distinctive and important purpose, and
that must be ascertained by applying the rule just stated in construing the several clauses providing for it.
It is provided in article 1, section 2That the Honse of Representatives shall • • • have the sole power of impeachment.

By this clause the unqualified power to impeach is conferred upon
the Honse of Repr~sentatives.
In section 3 of article 1 it is provided thatTheSenateshallhavethesolepowertotryallimpeachments. * * * Judgment

in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from officf',
and disquaJificat.ion to hold and enJoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
1J nited States: but the party conv1cted shaJ.l nevertheless be liable and subject to
h.ilictment, trial, judgment and punishment according to law.

These clauses confer upon the Senate the sole power and jurisdiction to try all impeachments, limiting only the power of judgment.
Here it is important to ascertain what is meant by impeachment.
It is not defined in the Constitution, and we must necessarily look
elsewhere to learn its meaning. It is a technical legal term, well understood in the English common and parliamentary law, a.nd to that
law, it is agreed by all, we must look for its meaning and use. According to that law, it implies a method of accusation of official crime
by which the House of Commons in England preferred charges of
crime against some person who, at the time of thfl commission of such
crime, sustained some official relation to the government before the
House of Lords. The House of Commons had the right and power to
accuse any person who had been guilty of crime while in office under
the government of such <1rime before the House of Lords, and the
latter had the right and power to try and acquit or convict the accused and award judgment in its discretion. It was not necessary
that the person so accused should be in office at the time of impeachment; but it was only necessary that such person should have been
in office at the time of the perpetration of the crime in order to raise
the jurisdiction of the court of impeachment. ' Perhaps, in ancient
times, the Honse of Lords may have had, or exercised arbitrarily, a
more extensive jurisdiction in matters of impeachment, bnt the English law was a.s I have stated it to be at and for a long while before the time of the formation of our Constitution.
This definition of impeachment being true, then the clauses of th~
Constitution just cited provide certainly that the Honse of Representatives, like the House of Commons in England, have the unqualified power to impeach-that is, to a~cuse-any person of crime perpetrated while such person held office under the United States before the Senate, and the Senate, like the Honse of Lords in England,
have the power to hear, try, and acquit or convict such person so accused, and award judgment. But the power of judgment is limited;
it "shall not extend further than to removal from office, and disqua.lification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust or profit under
the United States." The power of judgment was not so limited in
the House of Lords. And so, too, it is not material that the person
so accused should be in office at the time of impeachment in order to
raise the jurisdiction of the Senate to try, acquit or convict, and give
judgment, unless there is some provision in the Constitution 80 providing ; it is sufficient that he was in office a.t the time the alleged
offense was committed.
There is nothing in the clauses of the Constitution already cited requiring that the persons impeached must have been in office at the
time of impeachment; on the contrary, the limitation in the last
clause upon the power of judgment goes to show that it was contemplated that the offending officer, though out of office by resignation
-or otherwise, might be impeached so that he mig}lt be disqualified to
hold office afterward. It provides thatJudgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal
from office, and disqualijicCJtum to hotd and enjoy any office of honor, tnut, or profit
under tll.e United States.

'fo construe t.his clause as meaning that the guilty officer must have
boon in office at the time of impeachment is to render it practically
nugatory, for be wouldal ways resign his office, and thus avoid impeachment. All rules of legal construction, as well as the reason of the
thing, forbid such a construction.
The only other clause of the Constitution bearing on this subject is
section 4 of article 2. It is in these words : .
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall
be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

This clause dOE's not confer jurisdiction, nor does it purport to do
so. By the clauses which precede it and which appear in the proper
place in the Constitution for that purpose, general jurisdiction is conferred.
If it shall be treated as defining and limiting the class of persons
subject to the jurisdiction of the Senate as a court to try impeachment, then it must be so construed, if possible, as to harmonize
with the clau~s conferring jurisdiction. This may reasonably be
done by giving it the effect that all officers in office at the timeof impeachment shall be removed from office, leaving the diAqualification
to hold office to the discretion of the Senate.
If this provision were not in the Constitution, the Senate in cases
of impeachment would not be obliged to give judgment of removal
from office. It might give any judgment short of that, as of censure,
or suspension from office, or the like. This clause by its express mandatory t&rms prevents this, and requires that any officer convicted
for the offenses named shall be renwved j1·0111J office. It is mandatory.
As to disqualification to hold office, that is left to the discretion of
the Senate, as provided in the clauses giving jurisdiction. There is
no word in the clause limiting the power to impeach to the time when
such officer is in office, nor is there any such necessary or reasonable
implication. Giving the words the plain meaning I have attributed
to them, all the provisions of the Constitution cited harmonize, and a
manifest general purpose is effectuated; that is, to prot.ect the Government against faithless and corrupt officers and prevent the return
of such men to office under the United States. This purpose is aided
by another provision of the Constitution, which limits the pardoning
power exercised by the President, so that it cannot reach cases of impeachment.
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potence of regal ·authority. Weary with the unequal contest between the prerogatives of the king and the power of the nobility, be
ventured to unma~k before the barons of England a power until then
unfelt, but against which the startled peerage saw at once the sovereign authority of the Crown could alone protect i.hem. It was in
1376, just five hundred. years ago, when Edward III instructed the
Commons of England to appear before the House of Lords, and in
that sounding phrase which still thunders in the forms of impeach
ment to demand in the name of all the people of the realm judgment against Lord Latimer for high crimes and misdemeanors. No
statute ~ave the new and strange remedy, defined its office, or prescribed its boundaries. No royal grant conceded it. It was not found
in the great charter of King John, nor in either of the codicils thereto
published by Henry III and the first Edward. As suddenly as the
gift of diverse tongues fell upon the apostles upon that memorable
day of Penticost, there fell upon the people of England a power to
speak with one tongue, to appear as plaintiff a,gainst any single subject, to prove the doing of an act merely by averring it,, and to subject the act to any penalty which the whim oi the hour might suggest by calling it a ''high crime and misdemeanor."
.
The fullest report I have seen of that "leading case" is found in
the history of Ed ward III, by J osbua Barnes, of Emroam1el College.
Ji'rom that report we learn the enterprising prosecutor assumed the
right to make the laws which ~>hould control his snit. This of course
was a legal necessity. There was no law extant declaring what was
Opiaion of ltlr. Hewe,
or was not impeachable conduct, or what penalties might or might
Delivered May 19, 1876.
not be inflicted upon conviction.
The word impeachment was scarcely known to the English IanMr. HOWE. Mr. President, the pending debate has developed two
very different theories touching the remedy of impeachment as pro- guage. The thing itself was wholly -unknown to the English polity.
vided by the Constitution of the United States. Some Senators main- Of course there was but one rule for.the Commons to follow in framing
tain that the Constitution adopts the remedy known to the parlia- their indictments or for the Peers to follow in giving · judgments.
mentary law of England, subject only to such limitations as are That rule wa~ prescribed by the humor of the times. Accordingly,
expressly prescribed by that instrument; while others hold that our in some COllllts the defendant was accusPd of misconduct in England.
Con titution borrowed nothing but the name of the remedy from En- In another of misconduct in France. His own conduct was arraigned
gli. h juri prudence, and that it confers upon the two Houses of Con- in one count, and the conduct of his officers in another. The embezgres no power in impeachment any more than in legislation not ex- zlement of military fLmds was joined with the loss of a military
pres Iy grant-ed. On one side it is argued that Congress may do by post. It was a st,range event. A suitor, before unknown, appeared
impeachment whatever the British Parliament may do, unless pro- in a. court before unheared of to demand the infliction of penalties
hibited by some clause of our fundamental law. On the other hand, prescribed by no law, upon conduct prohibited by no statute, upon
it is contended that Congress can do nothing by impeachment, or any allegations sustained by no proof. Prosecutor, tribunal, crime, and
other way, unless expressly authorized by the terms of that law.
punishment were each and all but the suggestion of the hour. The
In my own judgment the English remedy of impeachment never historian says:
ouo-ht to have existed anywhere, and never was transplanted into
The said lord. answered every objection, as it would seem by the record, and
th~ country. I therefore beg leave to submit briefly a view of that nry well voiU.ed them in open Parliament.
stran~e remedy known in the English law as impeachment.
Nevertheless he was removed from all employments, committed to
The British constitution is of volcanic formation. In it-s succes- the Marshalsea, a.n<l fine(l20,000 marks.
sive chapters we t;ee the upheaval of different political convulsions.
But the king•
Human necessity, not human clJoice, gave 8hape to the dreadful proc- says the historianesses. Sometimes it was the necessities of a prince, sometimes the was pleased wholly t~ remit both the fine and imprisonment: and the year follownecessities of a class, sometimes the necessities of the people which ing, on the Lords and Commons themt~elves represeDting to tho king that he bad
dominated the mo-.ement. Parliamentary impeachment was the re- been deprived of his oftices and put from the privy council by undne suggestions,
snit of one of those convulsions. Impeachment origimbted in the ne- he was restored unto them again.
ce ities of a prince, and not in the necessities of the people. :Mr.
However, orne weak historians, who resemble the common people
Hallam says the impeachment of Lord Latimflr wa~ the fust which in clamor and want of judgment, ay how that was done in the king's
occurred unuer the English government. That was during the reign declining age, after the death of Prince Edward, when be had taken
of Edward III. He was an able and not very scrupulous monarch. his son, John of Gaunt, to be his a:ssistant in the. government. The
His ancestors for four reigns had been the vassals, not the sovereigns, indignation of the historian is m~bnilestly just. The policy of the
of the English nobles. His great great grandfather was that King king in the impeachment of Latimer gives no indication of t.lte king's
John from whom the barons of England wrested the great charter impaired vigor, but rather of perfected judgment. He bad founa it
at Runnymede. His great grandfather was the third Henry, in whose impracticable to mak& the nobles fear him by any penalties which he
1·eign the infamous Albemarle plundered prince _and }lCople indis- could impose. He taught them therefore to fear the people, and to
criminately, and Fawkes de Breante, when the court had pronounced cling to him for protection against the penalties which they could '
thirty-five judgments against him for the expulsion of so many free- impose. He found that royal pardons were a firmer bulwark of his
holders from their possessions, armed his retainers, took the judge authority than royal punishments. Such was the ori_gin o.f the anomfrom the bench, and imprisoned him in Bedford Castle. His grand- alous proceeding by parliamentary impeachment.
father was Edward I, a prince of great activity and coura,ge. But
Duringthesucceedingseventy-fouryearsitwasemployedonseveral
hi~; authority was defied both by the clergy and the nobility. The difierent occasions. In 1449 the Duke of Suffolk was impeached. The
archbishop of Canterbury told him he must not as ess the church, articles of impeachment embraced eight distinct complaints. The
because the Pope had forbid the clergy to pay taxes. The Earl of first will suffice for a sample. It accusecl t.h e defendant that be meant
Hereford refused to go with his army into }'landers. The kll1g ex- to marry his own son to the daughter of the Duke of Somerset, and
claimed to biln, "By God, sir earl, you shall either go or hang;" and then if the king bad no. issue to make claim to the crown! Accordthe earl replied with equal spirit, "By God, sir king, I'll neither go ing to Hallam that was the last impeacbm~nt known in England for
nor bang." In the end, the king was obliged to apologize both to nearly two hundred yea,rs. The character of those times forbids the
tbA clergy and the nobility. His father, Edward II, was dethroned inference that official life \vas too pure to furnish occa~:;ion for such
and murdered. Admonished by so many examples of the dependence a remedy. The known character of the monarchs who reigned duro£ the Crown upon the peerage, Edward Ill resolved upon its disen- ing that long period compels the inference that they felt no need of
tbrallment. He came to the throne when he was only thirteen years the aid of Parliament in disciplining their subjects. The English
of age. He wa~ subjected to a regency, composed of five clerical and process of impeachment was therefore indigenous, endemic, intermitseven lay peers. While he was yet an infant he saw the combined tent, paroxysmal. It could be prosecuted only by the Commons and
power of t.hat regency .crumble to dust under the iron heel of the as- tried only by the Lords. But it could be prosecuted against any man
piring and lawless Mortimer. When he was but seventeen he seized whether in or out of office, and for any conduct which the Commons
:Mortimer and hung him. At eighteen he a~snmed the scepter, and pleased to call "high crimes and misdemeanors." It dispensed the
laid it down only when he laid down his life forty-six years later, whole arsenal of penalties; removal from office, disqualification, fines
aitt!r one of tho longest and most tri~mphant reigns in English an- without limit, imprisonment without end, banishment, death.
uals.
The proceeding did not abate by t~e !esignation or removal ?f the
To Ed ward III history accords whatever of honor is due to the in- respondell t; not even by hi~ de~th; not ~vr-n by the prorogation or
vention of the great process of parliamentary impeachment. Fawkes dissolution of Parlia1pent. It was probably the only form of snit
de Bre.aute bad shown bow inadequate were the courts of law to curb known to any s·yst,em of judicature which held its course to the end
the turbulence or check the rapacity of the nobles. The humiliation in spite of tbe :death of all parties--plaintiff, defennant, and umpire.
of hi1:1 grandfather and the homicide of his father bad proved thfl im- . S~1ch _a r~~tlF may serve good entls in certain states of society, as

The manifest purpose and spirit of the Constitution is, through_the
court of impeachment, to protect the Government and pe?ple agm_nst
high crime and misdemeanor committed by the Pres1den~, VI~e
President, and aU other civil officers and perhaps other officers, while
in office, by not only removing such oflending officers from ?~ce, but
also by disqualifying them to bold office ever after. Now, tf It s~all
be held that by resigning his office the guilty officer can evade Impeachment, or that resignation operates to oust the jurisdiction of_ the
court, th~n one part of the purpose, and in many cases that. m1ght
ari ·e, the most important part of the purpose, of the Constitutwn Will
be defeated; that is, to disqualify a great, corrupt, and powerful man,
after he has because of crime resigned his office, to return to office
again by means that he might in many ways employ. C_an. a C?nstruction which leads to such results, that thus defeats a d1Btmct1ve
and important purpose of the Constitution, be allowed T It seems to
me that its terms, its phraseology, its manifest purpose and spirit n.ll
alike forbid it.
.
I am therefore of opinion that the plea of the accused to the jurisdiction of the court cannot be sustained; that it must be overruled,
ancl the accused required to answer according to law.

7I
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lightning may in certain states of the atmosphere, but lightning cannot be profitably employed in fair weather, nor can such a remedy be
tolerated under free institntions. It has bad its day in England and
La~ doubtless appeared there for the last time. Tlle unwieldy forms
of pa.rliarneutary impeachment are no longer needed to remove a corrnpt minister from office. If Parliament by a majority vote now declare a want of confidence, the minister must remove himself. And
the time ha.s long since passed when anynobleman, however exalted,
can control the judgment of a court, or pnnish the judge for rendering it. If now a crime is to be punished, Englishmen would doubtle ·s prefer to employ for that purpose the courts of law rather than
tlle high court of Parliament.
Lord Campbell admits that the attempt to impeach Hastings
brongbt the process into disrepute. Nevertheless it was employed
against Lord Melville less than twenty years afterward. But for the
last seventy years the great medireval remedy has bad no employment
in England. No statute created the remedy; no statute repealed it;
it was born of dire necessity. Let us hope that it has perished with
its cruel I;Uother. But whatever may be the fate of impeachment in
England, it lives here.
The question before the Senate is, upon what conditions does it
live here f The procedure known in England as p:nliamentary impeachment never was imported. Before the Federal Constitution
w:ts heard of, several States had provided for a sort of impeachment
in t.heir local constitutions; bot not one of them permitted the liJe,
the liberty, or the property of a citizen to be touched through its
terms. Some States ignored the remedy altogether.
It was scarcely possible the subject of impeach1D.ent should have
been overlooked by the convention which framed the Constitution
of the United States. While that convention was executing its great
task, England was frenzied with the preparations for that splendid
pageant which opened the next year with the impeachment of Warren Hastings. His caae was present to all minds, and was debated
by all lips. It suggested · to the convention the very description of
offenses for which officers might be impeached. (See .Madison Papers,
volnme 3, page 1528; remarks of Colonel Mason.)
The most cursory reading of our Constitution shows that it, like
tl.Je constitutions of each of the States, jealously guarded the life,
liberty, aml property of every citizen a~ainst the process of impeachment. Not a drop of blood can be sheu, not an hour's imprisonment,
not a dollru.· in fine can be imposeu as the penalty of impeachment.
Bnt the question before us is, against whom does the remedy lief Is
it given against officers only, or does it extend to those who have been
officers, or may it be employed al!! well to disqualify those who have
never held public trusts from holding one f We know that only the
House of Representatives can prosecute an impeachment. We know
that only the Senate can try one. We know the utmost extent
of its judgment upon conviction. Of what cases it can take jurisdiction we need not now inquire; but of what parties the Senate can
take jurisdiction we must now determine. In deciding this question
we are compelled to rely mainly upon the text of the Constitution.
Beyond that there is little which can be called authority. First, what
clause of the Constitution is it which limits the jurisuiction of this
·comt as to parties!
Law.yers do not seem to agree even upon this question. The first
reference to impeachment in the Constitution is in the first clause of
the first section of ·the first article, which declares: "Th~ House of
Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other officers, and
shall have the sole power of impeachment." It bas been argued that
that is the jurisdictional clause. Several considerations to my mind
seem to repel that conclusion. First,, such is not the natural import
, of the words. They clea.rly define who may prosecute an impea-chment, but do not suggest who may be prosecuted. Second, if that
clause gives any power, it gives too much. If it authorizes the House
to impeach auybody, it authorizes it to impeach everybody. And
every citizen stands to-day within the perils of impeachment unless
excepted by subsequent clauses of the Constitution. Third, the report of the debates of the convention indicates unmistakably that the
clause in question was designed to point out the party to prosecute,
ami for no other purpose whatever. That clause was agreed to without debate or division. All in the convention were agreed that only
the House should be authorized to impeach. But members differed
as to who should try the impeachment., as to who should be impeached, and as to what offenses should be.impeachable. But had
they understood that this clause did more than define the prosecutor,
these differences of opinion would have appeared before the clause
was agreed to. Fourth, such a construction is not in harmony with
the received interpretation of other and kindred clauses of the Constitution. For instance, the first section declares thatAll legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a. Congress.

That never was understood as a grant of power to pass any particubr law, or as defining legislative power at all. Other and apter
cJauses were employed for that purpose. So the first section of article 2 declares :
The executive power shall be vested in a President.

But no lawyer understands those words as a definition of executive
power. So the first section of article 3 declares:
The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme Court, &c.

No f)De ever

~nderstood tl?-.~t ol~use

as giving jurisdiction to any

court of any particular case. Other provisions were carefnlly framed
for that purpose. It is t.he established method of the Constitution to
nominate tirst the tribunal to which any class of powers is to be
granted, and then to enumerate the powers of that class to be granted.
In harmony with that methofl the Constitution declares thatThe sole power of impeachment shall belong to the House of Representatives.

But, if we would know what that power of impea-chment is, we
must search for it elsewhere in t.he instrument. Undoubtedly the
Constitution uses some words and some term::J the true meaning of
which we can only gather from the common law. Undoubtedly
"pardon" is one of those words; probably "jury" is another: probably" due process of law" is one of those terms. Undoubtedly the
Constitution uses many words the true meaning of which we can
find only in the dictionary. But there are some words and some
terms used in the Constitution for the true significance of which we
are not left either to the common law or to the lexicographer. "Legislative power," "executive power," "judicial power/' are unquestiOnable examples. "Treason" is unquestionably another; and to my mind
"impeachment" is unquestionably another. Each one of tho e terms
was clearly defined in the common law. But the Constitution is careful
to defineeachoneoftbemitself; and whentbeConstitution takes pains
to define a word, it seems to me courts should adopt that definition. I
am therefore forced to believe that when the convention declared
the House of Representatives should have the sole power of impeachment, t.hey did not mean to make a grant .o f power, but merely to
appoint a grantee to take power. We must look elsewhere in the
Constitution for a description of the grant. No one pretends that
grant is described in the third section. The words are :
The Senate shall have the sole·power to try all impeachments.

Of cou:se the power of the &mate to try is not broader than the
power of the Honse to prosecute. The two clauses when taken together obviousJy mean only this: that when one is to be impeached
the Hou~ alone sba1l prosecute him, and the Senate alone shall try
him. Neither clause answers, or attempts to answer, the great question who may be impeached. Another provision of the same section
is as follows:
.Judgment in cases of impE''lChment shall not extend further than to removal
from office., and disqua,Jification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or
profit under the United States.

That provision clearly answers one question, but not the question
just asked. In the most explicit terms it limits the judgment which
can be rendered in any case, but it does not hint at the sort of a ca e ·
in which judgment may be rendered. It tells clearly what may be
done to one impeached; but docs not tell at all who may be impeached.
As yet the Constitution has disclo ed only three things: First, who
may prosecute an impeachment; second, who may try an impeachment; third, what may be the judgment in case of impeachment.
But we have not a suggestion as to who may be impeached. I myself find that in the fourth section, second article, anll I can find it
nowhere else. That section reads:
Tl1e President, Vioo-President and all civil officers of the United States. shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of~ treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

In that clause we find the answers to two questions: It tell not
only who may be impeached, bnt also for what one may be impeached.
II section 4 had been divided into two sections, if one section reads,
"The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United •
States shall be liable to impeachment," and the other reads, "Treason, bribery, and ot,h er high crimes and misdemeanors shall be deemed
cause for impeachment," it seems to me there could h:we been no two
opinions upon the true interpretation of either of the five provisions.
I think all lawyers and all men of sense would have agreed in that
case that the first provision merely appointed the party to pro ecute;
the second merely the court to try; the third merely the j ullgment
to be rendered; the fourth merely the parties to be pro er.uted; and
the fifth merely the conduct to be arraigned. There would have been
no ambiguity in such provisions and no room for interpretation of
them. They would be a.s plain in themselves aa interpretation conld
make them. But surely it will not be contended that combining the
enumeration of offenses with the description of parties to be pro ecuted
makes either the enumeration or the description less certain. The
ambiguity, if any, is in the first part of the section. That does not,
in fact, say that the officers tlescril>ecl shall be liable to impeachment.
It says that they shall be removed from office on impeachment. The
other is the more natural form of expre ion, and is doubtle the form
the convention would have used if its method of draftin~ the Constitution had been those I have employed in interpreting 1t. If tllo
draughtsman had reflected a-s he sat down to draft section 4 that
the prosecutor and court and judgment had already been provided
for and that he had the single purpo8e to provide who should be liable to impeachment, doubtless be would have employed some such
]anguage as I have used. But such was not the course in prepariug
the instrument; on the contrary, a careful examination of the debates of the convention will discover the fact that until nearly the
close of the session impeachment was considered merely as a method
of removi.ug the President from office.
The convention opened on the 14th of May. After nearly three
months had been expended in deliberation no one had suggested the
application of impeachment to any one but the President. On the 6th
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of August Mr. Rutledge reported from the so-called committee of detail a connected scheme for a constitution, presenting in due form all
that the convention bad agreed to up to that time. That scheme pro,vided,as the Constitution now pro:rides, tliat the House of Representati ves shall have the sole power of Impeachment. But the only officer
or person exposed to impeachment was the President of the United
States. In the article crea,t ing the executive office it provided that
he should be removed from his office by impeachment. It provided
for the impeachment of no one else, and therefore they made the Supreme Court, instead of the Senate, the tribunal to try impeachments.
It was not until the 8th of September, just one week before the close
of the convention, that it was proposed to extend impeachment to any
one except the President. On the morning of t.hatday all that had been
agreed upon the subJect of impeachment waa that the House should
ha.ve the sole power to prosecute; that the court should try; that
jndgmeutshouldextend only to removal or disqualification; that treason and bribery shoulcl be the only causes for impeachment, and the
President the only subject of impea.chrnent. On that day Mr. Mason
moved to add after "treason and bribery" the words or" maladministration." Mr. Madison objected that the term was t.oo vague. Whereupon Colonel l\1ason withdrew maladministration and substituted
'' or other high crimes and misdemeanors agajnst the state." That was
agreed to. Subsequently, on the same day, "United States" was sub· stituted for State. Then that clause of the tenth article relating to
the President stood:
He shall be removed from his office on impeachment by the House of Represent.atives and conviction in the Supreme Court of treason, bribery, or other high crimes
and misdemeanors again.st the United States.
btill impeachment was regarded merely as an incident of the presidential office. Th~n a new clause was moved in the following words:
The Vice-President 'lnd other civil officers of the United Sta.tea shall be removed
from office by impeachment and conviction aforesaid.
'l'hat was agreed to. Then the convention transferred the power
to try impeachment from the Supreme Court to the Senate, and provided that a vote of two-thirds shall be required to convict. That
t.ompleted the plan for impeachment. That da.y 's work virtually
completed the Constitution. It was Saturday. On Monday following some motions · to reconsider were ma.de. Some ge:;aral debate
was indulged in, and the plan was referred to the commutee on style
anu arrangement. That committee very naturally left the power to
impeach to stand where it stood, among the powers of the House. It
transferred the power to try impeachments from the article enumeratin g judicia1powers to that section of the first article which treats of the
composition and prerogatives of the Senate. It transferred the cl3.use
making the President impeachable from thn.t section which enumerates the attributes of the presidential office to that provision which
makes the Vice-President and other civil officers removable, and
made that section 4 of the Constitution. Section 4, therefore, is compounded of two distinct ideas or plans, adopted by the convention at
two clifferent times. One is the plan for removing the President from
office, and the other, evolved long afterward, is the plan for employing impeachment. When giving expression to the first idea, it was
most natural and most appropriate to say he shall be removed on
impeachment. And having that formula right before them when
giving ex:pression to the second idea, it was surely more natural, if
not so appropriate, to use it for that purpose. But after all, when
the statutt· says that one convicted of murder shall be hanged by the
neck until he is dead, and says the same of no other offender, it is
quite as clear a limitation of the power of the gallows a.s if t.he law
said "hanging shaH be inflicted only on the murderer." I cannot
avoid the conclusion, therefore, that the uses of impeachment are
limited in the fourth section of the second article, so far as parties
anu offenses are concerned. It may be employed against any party
and aga~nst any offense there named, but against no other.
It bas been ably -argued that if possible a constitution or a statute
should be so construed as to give some effect to every part of it.
Within certain limits that rule of construction is a sound one.
The construction I have employed gives not merely some effect, but
a distinct office, to every clause of the Constitution relating to impeachment. One appoints the prosecutor. One appoints the umpire.
One prescribes the judgment; and another defines the parties and
the cases.
But if, on the contrary, we accept the last clause of the second section of the first article ·as a jurisdictional cla.use, it will be impossible,
it seems to me, to give the slightest effect to one single syllable of the
fourth section of the second article. The whole is absolutely without meaning. Will it be said that the fourth section extends impeachment to treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemea.nors T
Why those are the very words upon which the Commons of England
have impeached British subjects for five hundred years. If the first
article authorizes t.he House to impeach for auy offense, it authorizes
the impeachment for just these offenses and no others. These words
embrace all the offenses againstwhich impeachment lies in England.
Will it be said that the fourth section extends the remedy to civil
officers! Why, when was it doubted that a common-law impeachment lay against a civil officer 7 If under the first article the House
could impeach anybody, is it not and was it not certain it could impeach a civil officer T Will it be said that the fourth section excludes
military and naval officers from impeachment? But it does not .exelude military or naval officers. If under the first a~tjc~~ t4e ·Rouse
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of Representatives is clothed with the common-law powers of liDpeachment, the fourth secti6n does not abridge those powers.
Is it supposed that the office of the fourth section is to author~e
the removal of civil officersf Was ever a civil officer convicted on
impeachment before the House of Lords and not removed T
Was it the office of the fourth section to extend impeachment to
the hAad of the executive dep:J.rtment f Why, the records of the convention show that impea-chment against the President; had been provided in the frame of the Constitution for weeks before the fourth
section was thought of.
Unless, therefore, we hold the fourth section to be the clause wl1ich
confers jurisdiction over parties and causes, it supplies no purpose
whatever in the instrument.
Against whom, then, does the fourth section give the remedy by impeachment f Clearly -against those enumerated in it, and not against
those not enumerated. Against the President and the Vice-President, because they are expressly named, and against all civil officers
because they are expressly named. But not against military officers;
not against naval officers; not against church officers; not against
officers of a municipal or private corporation or of a literary society;
lea.st of n.ll a.gainst such as are not officers o.f any possible description.
Bnt when may impeachment he preferred against a cit'il officer 1 It
seems to me, if we were not more learned than sensible we would
conclude at once that the best time to impeach au officer is when he
is an officer, and not when he is a priest, a. parson, or a. private citizen.
Yet it is argued strenuously that if a disbursing officer embezzles
the public fund , he may be punished for the act after he has left the
office. Undoubtedly he may. And we are asked why he. may not
then be impeached also, after be has left the office? For the plai u
and sufficient reason that the two remedies have totally distinct aims,
may be therefore applied at rlifferent times, though they may be
both applied to the inme person. One remedy is given agaiUBt a
crime and the other ag~inst a position; one is for the punishment of
an oifender, the ·o ther for the pmification of the public service; one
is meant to reform a cri.miual, the other is meant to reform an office.
Impeachment under·our Constitution is a remedy whereby one who
is proved to be unfit to hold office ma.y be removed from it. It is
true, disqualification may be an incident of jndgmeut. Qu.o warranto
is a remedy by which one who has unlawfully intruded into an office
may be removed from it. Costs are an incident to that remedy. But
it is well understood that quo ·wan·anto can only be prosecuted a.ga i nst
one who is in the office at the time of service. If be vacate the office
before commencement of the proceedings, the suit cannot be instituted for the purpose of recovering costs. So different remedies are
given against him who unlawfully enters upon rea.l estate. Trespass
is given to punish the wrong-doer and to compensate the party injured. That can be prosecuted against the wrong-doer after be has
a.bandoncd possession. Ejectment is a remedy provided for removing
the unlawful intruder from poSRession. That, bomwer, can only be
prosecuted agaim;t the party who is in possession at the time of the
commencement of the suit. So replevin is a remedy given against
one who unlawfully detains the goous of another; bnt it can only be
prosecuted against him who is in possession of the goods. If he
abandon possession before snit is commenced, replevin will not lie;
though other forms of procedure a1·e provided by law to redress the
injury done to the lawful owner.
Having thus stated my own interpret.ation of the different constitutional provisions touching impeachment, I proceed briefly to notice
what others have said upon this subject. As before remarked, there
is very little upon the point we are discussing which can be called
authority. Mr. Rawle alludes to and dismisses the subject with this
brief remark:
It is obvious that the only persons liable to impeachment are those who are or
have been in office.
That opinion was advanced by Mr. Rawle with but very little consideration of the subject, and is therefore entitled to but very little consideration from us. AU we learn from it is that in the opinion of the
commentator one who has been in office may be impeached if be has
left it. Evidently Mr. Rawle thought that the jurisdictional clause
is not in the first article, but, as I have contended, is in the fourt.h section of the second article.
No man who holds that under the first article the House of Representatives is clothed with the common-law powers of impeachment
will seriously insist that only those who are or who have been in office
are liable to impeachment. And yet it has been intimated, and more
than intimated in the course of this debate, that in England the
House of Commons could impeach only those who were in office or
who had been in office.
There is no authority for asserting such a limitation. Impeach·
ment, aa we have already seen, is in England not a power granted to
the House of Commons, but a power assumed to be inherent in it.
They impeach, not because any higher power has licensed them to
impeach, but because they choose to impeach. Of course they impeach
all whom they choose to impeach. If a statute could be found declaring th.a t only those who were or bad been in office could be impeac4ed, of course that would be a limit upon the power of impP-achmOJ)t. No such statute ha-s been fotmcl. No such statute can be
found. Or, if a case could be produced when the house bad refused
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to impeach because the party was only a private subject, that mi~ht
bo construed as a limitation upon the common-ln.w power of Impeachment. No such case has been adduced. On the contrary, Mr.
Tomlins expressly declares thatA peer may be impeached for any crime. A commoner cannot, however, be impeached before the Lords for any capital offenst\, but only for high misdemeanors.

Edward Fitz Harris never held office. He was a papist. He was
disqualified for holding office. But in 1&:!1 he was impeached by the
House of Commons, and impeached for high treason. It is true the
Lords threw out the impeachment, but not for the reason that Fitz
Harris had not held office but because he was a commoner and was
impeached for a capital offense. But even in that judgment the
House of Commons did not concur. On the contrary they votedThat this refusal of the Lords was -a denial of justico, a violation of the constitution of the Parliaments, and an obstruction to the further discovery of the Popish
plot.-Kennet's HiJJtoryof England, volume3, pages 386,387; Hansard's Parliamen·
IJJ,r]l Hi.sto·ry, volume 4, page 1263.

Upon the authority of the case of FitzHarris, Woodeson says:

are

All tho Iring's subjects
impeachable in Parliament bot with this distinction:
that the peer may be so accu ed before his peers of any crime; the commoner
(though perhaps it was formerly otherwise) can now be charged with misdemean·
ors only, and not with any capital offense.

Mr. Bouvier clearly indicates the opinion that the jurisdictional
cla.use of the Constitution is in the fourth section of the second article. He says :
'fhe persons liable to impeachment are the President, Vice-President, and all civil
officers of the United States.

He does not intimate that any one else can be impeached. .Bnt he
does not express an opinion as to whether the impeachment must be
commenced while the defendent is still in office.
In 1794 William Blount was impeached by the House of Representati ves for misconduct while Senator from the State of Tennessee.
Blount pleaded, first, that he had cea ed to be Senator from Tennes 'ee;
and secondly, that a Senator was not a civil officer within the meaning of our Constitution. To that plea the managers on the part of
the House demurred. Thus the issue was clearly presented:
Can one not a civil officer under our Constitution be impeached; and, if not, is a
Senator a civil officer 1

These questions were elaborately argued by Mr. Ingersoll and A.
J. Dallas for the defendant, and by Mr~ Bayard and Mr. Harper on
behalf of the managers. The debate by the Senate was held with
closed doors. What was there argued we do not know, hut what the
Senate deci<led we do know. Their resolution was in the following
words:
The court is of opinion that the matter alleged in the plea of the defendant is
sufficient in law to show that this court ought not to hollljuri..sdiction of tile said
impeachment, and that the said impeMhment is dismissed.

That resolution was confirmed by a vote of 14 to 11. And there
is an express judgment <?f the Senate to the effect that jurisdiction
over parties in impeachment is granted by the fourth section of the
second article, and not at all by the first article of the Constitution;
that such jurisdiction obtains only against civil officers, and that a
Senator is not a civil officer. So much has been expressly adjudicated
by the Senate of the United States. Bot in that case the Senate did
not declare whether a civil officer might be impeached after he had
left his office.
Justice Story, in his Commentaries on the Constitution, ha..s considered this very question. He ha.s left us the benefit of his opinion.
It is explicit and I quote it:
As it is declared in one clause of the Constitution that " judgment in cases of
impeachment shall not extend further tllan a removal from office and disqualification to hold any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States," and in another clause tllat "the Presillent, Vice.President and all civil officers of the
Unit~d Stat-es, shall be removed from office on impeachmeut for ancl conviction of
treason, bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors," it would seem to follow
that the Senate, on the conviction, were bound , in all cases, to enter a judgment of
removal from office, though it has a discretion as to inflicting the punisbruent of
di qualification. If then there must be a judgment of removarfrom office, it would
seem to follow that the Constitution contemplated that the party was still in office
at the time of impeachment. If he was not, his offense wa still liable to be tried
and punished in the ordinary tribunals of justice. Audit mi,!!bt he argued with
some force that it would be a vain exercise of authority to try a. delinquent for an
impeucballle offense, when the most important, object for which t.he remedy was
ginm was no lon_ger necessary or attainable. And although ajudgmentof di'>qnalification might still be pronounced, the lnn,!!llage of the Constitution may crcato some
llonbt whether it can he ,pronounced wiihout lleing coupled with a removal from
office. * * * There 1 also much foroo in the remark that an impeachment is
a. rroceeding purely of a political nature. It is not so much desi~ed to punish an
offl·nder as to secure the State against any gross official misdemeinors. It touches
neither bis person nor his property, but simply divests him of his political capacity. (Commentaries on the Constitution,§ SOJ.)

before he is impeached. Tbat seems to be true. So also a murderer~
not merely after accu ation, but after conviction, can escape hanging by cutting his own throat. There are two ways by which the
citizen can escape impeachment: one is by resigning office before the
proceeding is commenced, the other is by never taking office. I am
not sure there are but these two. It seems to me better to leave tbe
citizen these two chances. He must have both or neither. If the
first article gives to the House the dangerous power to impeach a
man because he has once been in office, it gives it the power to impeach him also because he is in danger of getting into office. One is
given as surely as the other.
The rule of construction contended for by the managers clothes
these two Houses with the power to disqualify every man known to
aspire to the Presidency or to any other office; and to do that upon
conviction of a.ny conduct which we deem to be a high crime a:od
misdemeanor, whether any law denounces it as such or not; and to
do that reganliess of the question whether the· aspirant be now in a
civil or a military office, or in no office at all.
But again we are allmonished that if a corrnpt official can escape
impeachment by resigning his office, be may tiJereby escape part of
the consequences of his crime. He may avoid disqualification. And
it seems to be insisted that the well-being of the Republic depends
lar~ely, if not mainly, upon a vigorous administration of disqualifications for holding office. I am less impressed by this argument than
perhaps I should be but for two facts: one is that I have been o diligently instructed for these many years past that not merely the welfare but the existence of the Republic depended not upon imposing •
disqualifications for office, but upon removing them ; the other is,
that it by no means follows that a delinquent official who avoids an impeachment thereby avoids disqualification also. '!"'hat depends upon
the nature of the offense 'Yith which he is charged. If he is accn~ed
of an offense for which the law has prescribed disqualification, then
he does not escape that infliction bye caping impeachment. Then,
although impeachment may not reach him, other criminal process
will. The Senate may not try him. The courts can. And that sentence of disqualification which the Senate does not pronounce the
courts can inflict. When, therefore, this Senate strain~ the office of
construction in order to take jurisdiction of one not in office, for the
mere purpose of disqualifying him from ever entering office, it does
so for one or the other of two reasons: either because the Senate
desires to disqualify for conduct against which the law has not pTescribed disqualification, or because it would disqualify for conduct
against which the courts are authorized to pronounce ju t that ·eotence, and because the Senate has more confidence in its disposition
and ability to do justice than it has in the a.bility and ilisposition of
the courts of law. If this last is the conviction of the Senate, it is
one in which the con>ention which framed our Constitution never
shared. That convention intrusted to the con.rts of law enormous
powers for punishment. It intrusted to this Senate but very feeble
powers in that direction.
I am more ambitious myself of persuading the world that the
Senate might have been safely intru ted with more, rather than of
proving that the little we have is quite too much. But I do not mean
to shut my eyeR to one of the di asters which are supposed to threaten
the Republic. If we disclaim the jurisdiction now urgeu upon us, if
the Senate fails to assert the authority to try one who is impeaqhed
after he has left the civil service, it is possible a case may arise in the
future in which one may resign an office after the commission of acts
for which he shoul<l be impeached. It is possible he may resign after
the commission of acts for which the stahtte has not prescribed disqualification. If such a case shall occur it is clear that the individual
may escape the sentence of disqualification, and so may be thrown
upon the community with the possibility of being restored to office
again at some future time. But I console myself with the belief that
such a danger is not imminent. The man who resigns an office to
avoid impeachment is very apt to resign at the same time all hope
of returning to office again. There is very little danger that a sensible
people will ever wish to restore to office one who has fled from an
office to escape the process of impeachment. But if snch a case
should occur it is worthy of remark that the penalty of ditiqnalification, if pronounced, would fall quite as much upon the people as upon
the delinquent. At the same time that i.t ilisqualified the delinquent
from returning to office it would disqualify the people from returning him to office.
·
And, in couclusion, I submit that it is hardly wort.h while for t.he
Senate -t o assume a jurisdiction which at best is so doubtful, which
never ha-S been asserted1 which has so oft.en been donbted or denil'd,
for the mere purpose ot administering a penalty which mnst fall at'
heavily upon the innocent people as upon the guilty individual.

It may be said of this opinion that it does not amount to the dignity of an authority; that Judge Story had no case before him on
which to give judgment, and that he had not the aid of argument
by counsel:- It is true, the commentator had no a~tnal ca..se before
him. It is, however, equallytrna that he had all possible cases before
him. H~ saw the question might arise. He considered it as a practica,l question. It is true, he was not aided by the argument of counOpinion of llir. fJhristiancy,
sel on either side; but it is equally true that he himself argued it on
Delivered May 19, 1876.
both sides; and when Jnuge Story had argued a q11estion on one side
or the other he usually lett little for argument to do by way of eluciMr. CHRISTIANCY. :Mr. President, I do not propose to enter into
d>tting it.
any elabomte argument nor to make a needless display of 1earni og- uy
Dnt it is s:tid that if impeachment will lie only against one in office, the citation of authorities, (very few of which can have any ilirect
then a corrupt official can escape impeachment by resigning his office bearing upon the case;) but simply to express my opinion upon the
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questions involved, without any argument not actually necessary to
render the grounds of my conclusions intelligible; stating results
rather than detai Is.
I may also say here, that in several matters which I shall discuss
I have been anticipated by the Senat.o r from New York [Mr. CONKLING] and the Senator from Wisconsin, [Mr. HOWE.] _:My remarks,
however, had been prepared before either of those Senators had
spoken and without knowing their views. I wrote nothing untiL I
had heard the remarks of the Senator from Vermont on the day he
first spoke, and completed my own opinion ou the evening o~ the day
after he had closed, except an allusion to the argument of the Senator from Iowa, [Mr. WRIGHT.]
But to proceed. This is not a mere ordinary case in a court of law,
wh~re the result is to be affected by mere forms, technicalities, or
fic tions; but a case of impeachment-a great state trial-an exceptional and extraordin~ry vroceeding, beforo the Senate of the United
States, in the last.quarter of the nineteenth century. A.nd upon such
a trial, before such a tribunal, and at such a time~ if we flid not disregard mere forms and technicalities and all arbitrary fictions contrary to the acknowledged facts; if we did not look through and beyond all these to the substance of things, to the actual merits of the
questions arising upon the facts as they are known and admitted to
be, we should deserve the scorn and derision of the American people.
A.nd, on the other hand, if we should not give to the respondent all
the substantia.! benefits of the great principles of the common law in
criminal cases and the protection of every shield which that law,
ameliorated and humanized as it has been by t.hb spirit of the age,
has thrown around a defendant on trial for a crime, we should eq nally
deserve the execration of the nation and of the age in which we live.
For although this is not, in the ordinary sense, a cnminal trial, bec.ause
the ordinary punishment is not imposed and the respondent is left
liable to be tJ;ied in the proper criminal court ancl to be there punished to the full extent of the punishment imposed by the statute for
the specific offense or oftEmscs charged, the judgment. of removalfrom
office, with or wHhout disqualification to hold office, being, :18 I think,
imposed not for the purpose of punishing the offense as sucb, and for
the ordinary object of punishment, but for the :protection of the public against the danger of his continuance in the office whose t1·usts he
has abused and a~ainst the risk to be incurred by being again placed
in that or any-other civil office of the United States after his conviction, and operating only incidentally as punishment upon the offonder;
yet the proceeding is, in a just and very high sense, a criminal trial for
those offenses, so far as they directly affect tho administration of the
Government. A.nd by the Constitution itself the respondent must be
"convicted" by the Senato of the offen es, or some offense, charged,
before any judgment can be pronounced against him ; and the President llas the power to grant reprieves or pardons for" ofteuses against
the UnitedStatesexcept in casesofimpeachment.," (article 2,sect ion~,)
though this conviction aud punishment are only for the merely political aspects ·of the offense, and form no part of, aucl cannot be
pleaded in bar to, the punishment imposed by the statute upon the
specific oftense when prcsecuted in the or«Unary manner by indictment.
But. the removal from office, as well as the disqualification to hold
office, though: imposed upon conviction only UB a measure of preven-·
tion a_~ainst the possibility of fntUI·e mi'3cooduct in office, does incidentauy operate as a punishment, a punishment which to him may
be as se.vero and even more infamous than would fo11ow a conviction
in an ordinary court. It is, besides, in ordinary ca es and in the constitutional view, so far as it can operate as punishment, additional t.o
that which the statute may provide for the offen e when prosecuted
in an ordinary criminal court. And it makes no difference that under the part.icular statute charged in this case to be violated removal from office and disqualification to hold o~ce are imposed upon
a conviction by indictment. In all onlinary cases of high crimes aud
misdemeanors such is not the case, (it being now confined to cases of
treason, accepting bribP;S by judges and by civil officers of the United
States,) and the Constitution not requiring, though it may possibly
permit, statutes of this kind, it is clear that none of these cau affect
the power or the nature of the impeachment, unless we can hold that
CongreBB may alter the Constitutio-n.
Such being the nature ~rnd character of the proceeding by impeachment, we are bound by the well-settled principle of construction in
all courts, as well as by the nature of the question itself, to adopt a
strict construction of the constitutional provisions establishing this
mode of proceeding. By this I do not mean that we are to adopt an
interpretation or construction contrary to what may clearly appear
to our own minds to have been the intention of the convention which
framed, and of the people ho adopted it. But, unless clearly satisfied of the intention to include the case before us, or so long as we
have any reasonable doubt that such was the intention, we should
decline the exercise of the power; while, if the question were one of
mere civil jurisdiction, we might perhaps properly enough weigh
conflicting probabilities, and sustain the jurisdiction if the probabilities on that side seem to outweigh those upon the other, though
serious and reasonable doubts might remain whether such had been
the act ual intention.
With these preliminary remarks, I proceed to inquire wliatis the
main question in this case t It is simply whether Mr. Belknap, who
had resigned the offi.ce of Secretary of War, and whose resignation
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had been publicly announced to the House before the first st.ep had
been taken ·by the House with a view to impeachment, could be afterward impeached, though on the same· day, for prior official filSconduct in that office, and is amenable to trial for such acts by the
Senate. I state the question in this way, because the official record
of the Honse, of which we are bound to take notice, and upon which
the vote for impeachment rests, shows this fact, that prior to the
first step taken by the House looking to impeachment, his resignation was announced to the House, which met only at noon, as having been· made and accepted at 10.20 of that day.
For convenience I shall call this a question of jurisdiction, thou~h
it in fa.ct is more thau this, a.s it includes the question whether tne
penalty of disqualification is one to which he can be subjected or is
at all liable. The question thus presented, like all other questions at
the present stage of the case, is a clear, naked, dry question of constitutional law, to be decided, not by appeals to prejudice or passion,
nor by any consideration peculiar to the defendant personally, nor by
the consideration of the enormity of his particular offense, (which I
would not extenuate,) nor of the corruption or degeneracy of the
times, (which, though bad enough, is not unprecedented in the history of other countries, aud even of this,) nor by what we may any of
us think the Constitution ought to r.ave provided as a remedy for
such cases, but simply and solely by the provisions of the Uonstitntion which our fathers saw fit to make and did mako in reference to
impeachments. Our province is not now to make a constitution to
meet our own nctions, but to interpret and administer that which has
been m:tde for us and which we are sworn to obey. A.s it is sometimes just as important to notice what is not, as what is, involved in
the question before the court for decision, it may be proper to say
here that the question of jurisrliction in a case where an officer impeached may have resio-ned after the vote of impeachment by the
House or after the at1;icfes are presented in the Senate, and therefore
after the jurisdiction has attached, is not before us. This may, aud,
as I am inclined to think, it would, rest upon different grounds. But
_it is enough for us to decide properly the questions before us, without
attempting to settle the law in all other ca~es which may hereafter
a1·ise. It is quite obvious that when the resignation has taken place,
as it did here, before the impeachment or any proceedings of the Honse
to t.hat end, the redpondent, having alrea.dy ceased to be an officer, is
no longer removable from office, and so much at least of the object of
an impeachment has failed. The question, then, is narrowed down to
this: A.re we satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that, though the
defendant is out of office, but liable to prosecution and the ordinary
punishment prescribed for his whole oftense in a court of law, it was
nevertheless the intention of the Constitution that he should still be
li:J,ble to impeachment for the mere purpose of disqualifying him from
holding that or any other office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United St.a.tes f
Upon this precise question we have not the clirect authority of any
decided c!lse arising under the Constitution of the United Stat.es,
nor under the cons titution of any State, the case of Barnard not
falling sb:ictly within the principle, as he occupied the same office
without any interval between them, the termimttion of one term being the beginning of another, the office being still t.he same for the
whole period. Does a mau lo e his identity when he passes from his
twenty-fourth to his twenty-fift,h yeart And is there any interval
between l The only case in which the question ever aro e, even incidentally, was Blount's case, in 1798 aucl 17<:!9. Blount was a Senator of the United States; ant!, as I 1·emember the c:tse, after the impeachment was voted by the Honse, and the House had impeached
him at the bar of t.he Senate, but before the articles of impt-achment were adopted or presented, the Senate proceeded to expel him
from that body. He was a Senator when impeached, and, though
not so when the articles were presented, yet, so far as can be ascertained from the arguments of counsel-and unfortunately, as the
Senators gave no opinions wllich have become public, the e arguments and the final decision are all we can judge from-the pri.nci pal
if not the only questions thought to be involved, or as I tbiuk really
involved, were whether a Senator wa-s a civil officer of the United
Stateg," within the meanin~ of that clause in section 4, article 2 of
the Constitution, and whetner any but civil officers were impea.chable; but it did not, in so many words, determine the questi(\u
whether a person out of office could be impeached for acts done in
office, though, as l shall attempt to show, the whole decision was
based upon an expreBS ground wholly inconsistent with the idea that
such impeachment could be maintained after he bad ceased to holtl
office;· for it was decided by a majority that he was not a civil officer, and therefore could not be impeached. The form of the final
resolution adopted, it is true, was such that some might possibly
have voted for it on the ground that he was not such an officer at
the time the articles were presented, because of his prior expulsion,
though this is not at all probable. A.nd here it may be proper to say
that the opinions expressed by counsel in that case and in some other
cases, though gravely cited before us, are entitled to the same consideration as the opinions of the counsel on either side in the present
case, and no more.
Much reliance has been placed upon the fact, that in England, persons out of office might be impeached for criminal conduct while
they were in office. A.nd this is claimed to be conclusive, on the
ground that the Constitution has a.dopted the proceeding by impeach-
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ment without defining it , as it has adopted t rial by.jury wit hout de- seiited and will pre ent those in favor of the power of i~pen chment
fining it, and that we are therefore to resort t-o the meaning of the in this case; and it is sufficient for me to point out some of the conterm as understood by the English law. But if it were entiJ:ely true, siderations which lead my mind to the opposite conclusion.
which I think it is not, that the Constitution has adopted impeachHow are we to ascert.ain the intention of the Constitution, and whose
ment without defining it, wo should have to look to the English law intention is it which shall govern f It is the people of the Uni ted Sta tes
only for the nature ~ud form of t~e proceeding, not to ascert~n, as_I who speak through this Constitution. It derives its force aud validthink, the persons liable to be Impeached. And yet, even m th1s ity from theil: adoption and ratification. It is their intent and tl.Jeir
mode of proceeding, my friend, the Senat.or from Vermont, has agreed meaning we are to seek: As we believe they must have undm tood
fnlly with rue and strenuously argued, and the majority of the Sen- it, so we should interpret and obey it. It can make little differ nee
ate have held, that we are not bound by the English precedents upon what any particular member or any mem hers of the convent.ion-lmthe question who should open and close the argument: and he has less it clearly appears to have been a majority-may have thought of
treated the English precedents in that respect with the disapproba- the efi'ect of any particular provision. Some may have understood
tion which they deserve. 'fhe facts, as I understand them, are that, and intended these provisions iu one way, some in another.
orne
by the English precedents-for we can hardly say by English law, may have voted for it with one object, others for an opposite 11111'where all law waa set at defiance and a law made for each case as pose; but unless it clearly appears that a majority of the couvenpassion, prejudice, or political partisan advantage might dictate-im- tion agreed in one and the same views, what they may have sai(l or
peachment was not confined to those who were or had been in public thought is of very little importance, as it would not.have tmabled tile
office, under the government, but extended to private citizens who people, had they had the debates before them, which (to any considhad never been in office, and certainly, if they had but a collateral emble extent) they had not, to have determined the intention otherand indirect connection with a public office or trust, which, it has wise than we are ourselves compelled to do; and that is from the
never until now been seriously claimed is or ever bas been theca e language used (in the Constitution) to e:x:.pre sit, understood in t.be
under our Constitution--and certainly cannot be since the decision light of surrounding circumstances. If they looked to the constiin Blount's case. By the English precedents it was the practice to tutions of the several States at the time, they wouJd see that npon
inflict the whole punishment supposed to be due to the offense, and the question whether a man conlcl be impeached for official miswithout the restraint of any previous law or of any law but such as the conduct after he had ceased to be an officer, some State constitucaprice, or passion or malice, or popular indignation might at the mo- tions had no provision on the subject. Some States, as Virginia a,nd
ment demand. Such were some of the earlier cases, at lea~t in refer- Delaware, expressly permittee! this as to the chief executive of the
ence to partie~:~, to modes of propeeding and punishment, which be- StaU,; while in at least two others, Massachusetts and New York, it
came precedents; and we all know that whatever was once done in was, I think, very clear from the language of their constitutions that
Engl~d in any ju:licial, quasi-judicial, or parliamentary proceeding, the impeachment could not be sustained after the offender was out of
howenr awkwardly, unjustly, or unwisely done, was sure to be looked office. And they would also have discovered that the language in
upon as the only proper mode of action in such cases, until the com- reference to impeachment adopted in the Constitution of the United
mon sense orcommou humanity of the people forced the courts or the St.ates, was more exactly that of the constitutions of New York and
Parliament out of the old ruts into, or towards, the pa,th of reason and Massachusetts than of any other State. And as the people of each
humanity; an~ they have not even yet been driven into the path of State would naturally ha,ve been better acqua,inted with the const·ieqnal ju tice in all things connected with the process of impeach- tution of their own State than that of any other; tho e in different
ment. Many of the precdents in impeachment cases-like those in States might; possibly understand the same provisions differently.
theil: ordinary criminal courts in former times, which denied counsel
If we look to the debates before the people and tile State convenor a copy of the indictment to a deft>ndant in the higher grades of tions, so far as they a.re preserved, we shaH find but little, merely spocrimes, or, in capital cases, the privilege of ha,ving a witness sworn radic expre ions, sometimes one way and sometimes the other, and
in his defense, and later, when allowed the privilege of having a wit- showing nothing like a settled, general popular opinion;· but as I
ness sworn, if present, yet denied him a subprena. to compel the at- think, upon the whole, rather oppo ed to the idea of impeaching a
tendance of his witness, and many other precedents in times when ma,n out of office. And certainly I think thi is thecae with tile
an indictment or impeachm.ent was equivalent to a convictio:;-are series of papers called the Federalist, which probably had quite as
precedents" more honored m th_e brea-ch than. the observanc~.
much influence before the people as anything else. But look where
But ~here waa one fea~e o.f Impeachm~nt rn England which does . we will onts1de of the language of the Constitution and we shall find no
not enst under our Constitution, If that. IS to be const_rned as some snch unanimity or preponderance of opinion as to control that huhave construed it here. The whole pnmshment to _which the party guage into the support of the jurisdiction in question. We are, then,
was liable wasimp~s.ed by thejudgm~nt, or, at least, _1t was so treat-ed; driven, as the lleople of that day were driven, (for finding the iutenand, however capnmous or ex~raordma.ry that puniSh~ent was, the tion,) to the only legitimate source for them and for us, the languarre
convicti~n an~ punishm~nt on Impea~~ent were practically a. bar to employed to express their intention. And t u express my own opinign
any prosecutiOn or .P~~shruent by rndi?tment. An~ they d~d not of that intention to be derived from the language of the Constitution
Story in hi Comviolate the great prmmple that no man IS to be plllllshed twice for I cannot do better than to cite the views of Jntlfl'e
0
the same offense, whi~b ~ould _be the case UJ?-der our C~nstitut~on if mentaries on the. Constitution, (third edit.ion, § 80~,) which, though
the judgment on conVIction by Impeachment Is to be co~tdered, many not intended to be given as a final or definite opinion, because the ·
proper sens~, punishment for the offense char~ed.. ~he 1mpe~chment precise question bad no~ yet been cleci(led, nevertheless shows the
there was, m the full sense, for the purpose of cnmmal pumshment, result of his own reasomng; and his work shows that no man has
and the whole of the punishment dne to the offense, a well as to get, ever examined the que tion more thoroughly. If the Madison Papers
or keep, t~e offenderout.of office. And sue~ w~uld s~em to ha~·e been were not then pub1ished, the people in adopting the Constitution
the case m Pennsylvama, under the c~nst.~tution of 1776,_ wh1ch has were as Ignorant of them as Judge Story, who says: "As it is debeen citecl here, and which the ConstitutiOn of the Umted States clared iu one clause of tbe Constitution t.hat jndfl'meut in cases of imcertainly ~id not adopt, as th_e S~nator from P~nnsylvania [Mr. W AL- peacunumt shall not extend flll'ther than remov~l from office and disLACE] clmms; for the ConstitutiOn of the Umted States does notal- qualification to hold any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
low the punishment usually imposed by the ~tatute for. tho offense to Unite(l State ," and, in another clan, t\, that "the Pre ident, Vicebe impo ed at all as a consequence, o! on the tnal, ?f the tmpeach~ent, President, and an chriJ officers of the United State , sl1all be removed
but leaves the party liable to be indwt_ed and pumshed for that. otlense from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
in the proper court; thus showing, as It seems tn me, that the only ob- other hifl'h crimes and misdemeanors," it wonld seem to follow t hat
ject of the impeachmentwa>S to get the offi cer out of office, and! aft.er the :Senft.c on the conviction, were bound in all cases to enter a judghis expulsion, to keep him out, though this may and does iumdent- ment of re:noval from office, though it has a discretion as to -inflicting
allv operate as punishment to that extent. But, as suggested by the the punishment of disqualification. If, then, there most be a judgSeiiator from Illinois, [Mr. LOGA.l~,] it is clear the framen; of the Con- ment of removal from office, it woul<l seem to follow that the Constistitntion did not consider removal and disqualification by impeach- tution contemplated that the party wa st.ill iu office at the time of
ment as, in the just or legal sense, punishment for the offense charged, impeachment. If he was not, his offense was still liable to be tried
since they have expressly given to Congress the po\v~rto declare the and punished in the orrlinary tribunals of jnst.ice. And it ma,y be
punishment of treason, which is expressly made an llllpeachable of- arfl'ued with some force that it would be a vain exercise of aut4>rity
fense. (Art.icle4,,secti~n:3.) And the~ame mayals~ be said of several to try a delinquent for an impeachable offense, when the most imporother offenses whlch might be the subJect both of Impeachment and tant object for which the remedy was given was no longer neces ary
indictment; and it can hardly be claimed that Congress was to have or attainable.
the right to alter the Constitut ion. (See article 1, sect.ion 8.)
Again, Judge Story says,(§ 790,) in commenting upon the fourth
In England impeachment was not founded upon, or in auy respect section of the second article:
regulated by, any express provision of a constitution or statute. The
question must therefore turn exclusively upon the intention to be
From this clause it appears that the remedy by impeachment is strictly confined
gat.hered from the several provisions of the Constitution upon the to civil officers o r the U nitetl States, includin '! t he P resi.lent anrl Vice- Presicl t>nt.
In
this r espect it th tfers matol'ially fr·om the law and practice of GrPat Britain In
subject of impeachment, which it must be admitted are not as clear tllat.
kingdom all the kin)!'a su4jects, wbethoa· peers or commoners, are im peac hable
ha-ve been made, perspicuity having, as in several other in Parha-ment,
as tbey min-ht
0
thoug h it i ns cr ted that commonet-s cannot now be i mpoacb.etl fu r
provisions of the same instrument, been sacrificed to brevity. ~nd capital offenses. bnt for mi ·clemeanors only. su ~h kinds of ucells, however, as peit is not a.t all st range that equally honest and equallr able mmds cu liarly injure tbe commonwealU1 by tho abtu!O of hir{h offices of trust ar <J t he mu. t
and have IJeen the mo8t. us ual. groumls for t his kintl of p rooocution in I'm··
shonld reach different conclusions. The argument are not (in the ab- proper,
liament. Thoro seems to IJo a peculiar p ropriety, in a rep ubli can {!O-vern mem at
sence or disregard of precedents, or if the question is to be argued least. in contiuing tho impeachin!!: oower t<> persons hohlin ;:: office. I n s nch a f!O<
a~ a ni:'W question would not be) all on one side. Others have pre- ernment a.ll the PO?Pl.e are equa l, and ought to have tho same security of a tria l by
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.'ury for all crimes and off~nses laid
character, &c.

w their

charge when not holding any official

These extracts so exactly express my own views that I need say
little more upon the main question. It is clear from these extracts
(a~ well as sections 789, 790, 79:l, and 7~3) that Jndge Story, a.s I do,
and as the Senators from Ohio do, considered the fourth section of
article 2 as a designation of the parties liable to impeachment under
the Constitution, as well as the causes for such impeachment. But,
unlike the Senators from Ohio, he did not draw the conclusion that
these various parti~ when out of office were st.ill impeachable, because be undoubtedly saw, what the Senators from Ohio cannot on
reflection fail to see, that if this section be a designation of the parties liable to impeacllment, tmch parties cannot be impeached when
out of office, ad it clearly refers to them as holding the office at the
time of impeachment, and expressly de.clares that they ''shall be removed from office on impeachment;" a thing which could not very
conveniently be done, if they were not in office at the time of impeachment. No~ whether, as contended by some, it is this section which
gives the power of irnpeachment, or whether that power is given by
-the provision decla.ring that" the House sha.ll have the sole power of
impeachment and the Senate to try," &c., if this section 4 is to be trnderstood as an enumeration of the- parties liable or intended to be
made liable to impeachment, then this enumeration operates as a
limitation of the power of impeachment to the parties nameJ or
enumerated in the section; and there can be no escape from the conclusion that the parties named must be in office at the time pf impeachment.
Look at the language, now, understood in the light of such limitation:
The President. Vice-President and all civil officers of the United Sta.tes, shall
be removed from office on impea.cbmrnt for, and conviction of, treason, bribery,
or other high rrimes and misdemeanors.

Mnst not t.he President and Vice-President be in office at the time of
impeachment, when the language is that "the President," &c.," shall
be removed from office on trial and conviction f" And if such is the
case with the Presiuent and Vice-President, must it not be the same
with all the civil officers mentioned in the same sentence and connected by the conjunction "and f" Certainly no one can deny this.
The Senat.or fi·om Vermont admits, and no one capabl~ of understandino- language at all will deny, that under the clause of section 3, :uticl~ 1, '' when the President is tried the Chief J ust,ice shall preside,"
only applies to the President while in office; and is not this equally
clear heref
Having thus shown that, if the fourth section of article 2 is to be
understood as an enumeration of the parties intended by the Constitution to be impeachable, there is no escape from the conclusion that
they must be in office when impeached; I shall, in the proper place,
endeavor to show that t,his section was intended as an enumeration
of all the parties liable to impeachment, as some Senators on the
other side expressly, and more of them by necessary implication, admit.
Several Senators admit that none but "civil officers of the United
States" can be impeached, and that no one can be impeacbed except
for the very t·rimes enumerated in this 8e_ction; in other words, that
the power is limited to the parties and offenses spoken of in this l:!ectiou. Certainly there is nothing else in the Constitution establish in~
the limitation.
For myself, I think the proceeding by jmpeachment was intended
principally to secure the Government against official misconduct, and
not at all for punishment, except as the removal and disqualification
may incidentally operate as such. The punishment, as was remarked
in Blount's trial, touches neither the defendant nor his prooerty, but
simply affects his political capacity. And I do not see the force which
some Senators appear to see in the analogy so much relied upon between statutes, on the one hand, defining and punishing offenses by
indictment, imposing two or more kin us of punishment for an offense,
and, on the other, the constitutional provision in section 3, article 1
of the Constitution, which admits both of a removal and disqualification, absolutely reqniriug the first and admitting the second. The
purpose of such statntes as were referred to, was to provide for the
full punishment for the crime in the same prosecution by indictment.
The whole purpose was punishment, and full and complete puniohment, as such, in the ordinary legal senl.ie, and all in the same single
proceeding. While such, as I have endeavored to show, was not the
direct purpoEe of the punishment which incidentally springs from removal and disqualification; and the Constitution expressly leaves
the party liable to prosecution and punishment by indictment for the
full punishment prescribed uy law for the offense.
No species of legal argument is so liable to mislead Man argument
based upon assumed analogies. Nullunt simile est idem-no more like
is the same; and before we yield to an argument from analogy, we
ought to see that the instance assumed as the basis of analogy or
·standard of comparison contains all the important or essential element-s which are contained in the provisions to be illustrated or the
proposit-ion to be demonstrated, and that there are no conflicting elements in the onewhichinvolveadifferentprinciplefrom those involved
in the other. To give any force to the analogy relied upon, the statutes fixing the several penalties (one of which is fonnu impracticable)
should, like the Constitution, provide for a trial of a part only of the
penalties at one time, leaving the defendant liable to another trial in
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another tribunal, and a separate punishment to be inflicted by each
tribunal, or for a mere political punishment for the several offenses in
one tribunal or at one time, and, for all other purposes and aspects of
punishment, in another tribunal or at another time. But all these
would not ma.ke t.he analogy complete without a provision tending
to show that one of the penalties must in all cases be inflicted, leaving the other discretionary. And this la~t, without the other characteristics, would of itself be of little or no force. It will be time
enough, therefore, to consider the supposed analogy when a statute .
containing a.ll the foregoing characteristics shall be produced. As
yet I know of none.
Ao-ain, it is insisted by those who maintain the right of impeach
ment in the present case, that those provisions giving the House the
sole power of impeachment and the Senate the power of trying_ all
impeachments, vests in the Honse and Senate the full power of tmpeachment as it existed in England, except as restrained by other
clauses refening only to the mode of proceeding and the punishment.
In my opinion those provisions a.mount to nothing more than a declaration tha.t those bodies shall have all the power of impeachment aud
trial provioed for under this Constitution, and that we are to look to
article 4 of section 2 to :find who are to be impeached, and to the la~t
clause of section 3, article 1, for the judgment which alonl} can he
rendered; that. the clauses giving the House full power to impeach
and the Senate to try impeachments were intended, as well for the
purpose of distributing to each their respective share in the proceeding, as to give the power; a.nd that the real me:tuin~ of those clauses,
wben construed in refere ce to subsequent clauses ts, that the HouHe
shall have the power taimpeacb and the Senate to try impeachments
in the caBes thereinafter provided.
I listened to the argument of the Senator from Vermont upon this
point, a~ upon every ot.her, wit.h atLention, with pleasure, aucl, it is
not too much to say. with admir:' Lion; and it is upon the ground upon
which he has attempted to sustain the })resent impeachment that it
mnst stand, if it can stanu at all. But if his ar~uments aud conclu- ·
sions are correct, that we are to look to .he English precedents to ascertain the parties who are impeachab·.a, then not only the President
and Vice-Presiclent, and the civil officers provided for by our Constitution to be appointed by tl:le President or heads of Departments, or
by the courb1 of law, as authorized by the Constitution, are impeachable, but Senators and Representatives and a,l l other persons, at least
who may be in any manner employed in tho administration or aiding
in t,be performance of the lmsiness or the protection of the interests
of the Government as servants or as counsel, or otherwise; as all these1
at least, would have been cJearly impea{lhable under the English precedents. And the Senator from Iowa, [.Mr. WRIGHT,] who arlopts,
upon this point, the same argument as the Senat-or from Vermont,
bolrlly a.ccepts this consequence, which, it must be admitted, is inevitable from snch premises, and, in answer to the Senator from New·
York, holds that persons acting merely as counsel for the United States
wonld be impeac-hable.
But unless we are to overrule and wholly disregard the solemn decision of the Senate in the Blount ca e (and if we are to be bound by
any precedent whatever, it most be t,h e decision of this, our own court)
no such doctrine can be ma.iutained; for it was the:} very ground and
the .sole and express ground of that decision, the very premises upon
which the conclusion of his non-liability to impeachment wa~ drawn,
that none but a civil officers of the United States" were impeachable,
and that therefore, though Blount was a Sena.t.or, be WM n t impeachable, not being :1 civil officer of the United St,ates, "within the meauingof the Constitution;" and there is certainly no other provision of
the Constitution which ha,g been claimed or can be claimed to confine
impeachment to "civil officers of the United States," except the provision of the fourth section of the Recond art,icle. The inference is t.herefore absolutely irresistiule, that they looked upon this section as iimit.ing the power of impeachment to the parties mentioned in this section; and so Judge Story treats it, and expresses his opinion to t-hat
effect without any reservation or doubt whatever. (See section 790
et seq.) But this is not left to mere inference, couclusi\e as that is.
It is in legal effect, expressed in the Blount case that this very section
is tLe one to which they nJlude for this limitation to'' civil officers."
Let us see. The plea to the jurisdiction, in legal effect, set up two
grounds: one that he was not a Senator of t.he United States at the
time, &c., and, second, thatJ.. even if .he was a Senator, he was not a
civil officer of the United ::states, within the meanin~ of the fourth
section of the second article of the Constitution, to whiCh it expressly
refers. (See the plea, Annals of Congress, volume 2; Wharton's State
Trials.) The first ground was answered on. the· argnment, arcortling to the admitted fact of the case, that he· was a Senator of the
United States at t,he time when the acts-charged weredone·and when
impeached, which was trqe; and this point tMreafter seems to have
made no figure in the caae, and quite clearly had nothing to do with
the decision. The argument and the· decisi·o n turned upon the second ground, whether a Senator·wa'S a civil offlcerof the United States
within the meaning of the fourth section, article 2. Turn, now, to
the decision.
The first resolution offered to the Senate, and of course, as sufficiently appears upon its face, this must have been offered by one of
the Senators in favor of the juris~iction, ;md it will be seen that even
these resolutions go upon the admission that none but civil officers
of the United States are liable to imp-eaehment under the Constitu-
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non-which refers, of course, to this fourth section, as there is no other Senators doubtless may. I read from Comyn, at the .place cited
other to which it could refer for such a pnrpose-but asserts never- above:
theless that Blount (being a Senator) was such civil officer, (January
The Duke of Buckingham waa impeached, for tltat he, being admiral, neglected
1,1799 :)
t.ho afegnard of th e sea. (&u!ill, 30 .)
Resolned, 'fhat William Blo1111t wa.s a civil officer of the United States within the
meaninrr of the Constitution of the United State.s, and therefore liable to be impeached by the House of R epresentatives;
That as the articles of imooachment charge. him with high crime.s and misdemeanors supposed to have been committed while he was a Senator of the United
State~. his plea ought to be overruled. (See Annals of Congress, volume 2, page
23 L8, WhartOn's State Trials, page -.)

'fbe vote upon the resolution was 11 for, and 14 against it; so that
it failed; showing that, by 14 to 11 the Senate determined, in effect,
that a Senator of the United States is not a" civil officer of t.he United
State ," and was not therefore impeachable. This is clearly enough
shown by the vote afterward taken on the 11th day of February,
offered manifestly by some one opposed to the jurisdiction, as follows:
The court is of the opinion that the matter alleged in the plea of the defendant,
is sufficient in law to show that this court ought not to hold jurisdiction of saitl impeachment, and said impeachment is dismissed.-Annals of Congress, volume 2,
88 above.

The vote upon thisshows the Senators divided exactly by t.hesame
number, there being 14 for and 11 against it. Then look to the jndgruent and its announcement to the managers, which is in the following language:
The court, after having g_iven the most mature and serious consideration to the
que tion and to the full ann able arguments urged on both sides, has come to the
decision which I am now about to deliver.
Tho court is of opinion that t.h e matter alleged in the plea of the defendant is
sufficient in law to show that this court ou~ht not
hold jurisdiction of aid impeachment; and the said impeachment is dismissed. (Page 3319, volume 2 of Annals of Congress.)
·

Thus showing that the plea in effect asserting that none but civil
officers of the United St.a tes could be impeached under the fourth
section of the second article (which wa.s expressly referred to) was
sustained by the Ser:ate, and on this ground the impea{lhment was
dismissed.
Who does not see that the whole conclusion rests immediately and
entirely upon the ground, that none but civil officers of the United
States couJd be impeached under the Constitution, that this is the entire premises from which the conclusion is drawn T Of what consequence was it to inquire whether a Senator was a" civil officer of the
United States," if be could just swell be impeached whether a civil
officer or not t And where in the Constitution does the limitation of
the power of impeachment come from, if not from this section 4 T It
cannot be pretendeu there is ·any other limitation of this kind in the
Constitution. Is it not perfectly clear, then, that the Senate treated
this fourth section as such limitation or an enumeration of all parties
intended by the Constitution to be impeachable T But finally let me
ask, if this fourth section does not confine theu· power of impeachment "to civil officers of the United States," all of whom the Constitution provides shall be commissioned by the President, (article 2,
section 3, also article 2, Rection 2,) why are not Senators and Representat.ives aJso impeachable¥ Why are not military and naval officers also impeachable? Members of both Houses of Parliament and
'military and naval officers were, I think, clearly impeachable in Engiand. .And if we are at liberty to determine the cJas es of persons
liable to impeachment by English precedents, I can see no reason wby
all military and naval officers and Senators and Members of the House
are not a.s clearly impeachable here as they ever were in England.
And this must, I think, be the inevit.able re ult, unle s the fourth
section of article 2 limits the power to the parties t.bere mentioned.
And yet it has been expressly admitted by some Senators who sustain the jurisdiction in the present case, and tncitly admitted, I think,
by everal of them, that the power, under our Constitution, does not
extend to military and naval officers: and no one bns yet contended
in this discussion that it extends to Senators and Representatives or
to military or naval officers. I do not know whether the Senator
from Vermont claims that it extends to military ancl naval officers.
Mr. DAWES. Does not the same removal and disqualification follow a sentence cashiering an officer in the military and naval service
as the Constitution imposes upon other ofticers on conviciion by impeachment!
Mr. CHRISTIANCY. That may be so. But do not the same consequences follow upon conviction by indictment iu a criminal court
for the very offenses charged upon :Mr. Belknap 7 If the fact of such
liability to disqualification, without impeachment, can be alleged as a
reason why impeachment should not be sustained in the C\De ca e, I
do not see why it should not be eq nally efficacious in the other. Bo~h
stand npon the same ground, the authority of an act of Congress only,
and not the Constimtion. Is it denit~d that by the English law, or
rather precedent, military and naval officen~ are impe-achable t I
have not hnuted the precedents, taking it for granted that all of the
olcler as well as more modern English writers who as'ert the power
of impeachment to extend to all the King' subjects, knew better
than any Senator here how the fact was. But, I read from Comyn's
Di~est., which I sent for a few minutes since, title Jucccature of
Parliament, 31, the following pa sages which show instances of the
impeachment of naval officers for official delinquency in office, and
there can he no reason for supposing that it. did not extend us well to
mili tary officers, thougl•, as I have not lately posted myself in English
history, I do not happeu at this moment to recollect an instance ; but

The Earl of Oxforcl, that he hazarded the navy and had neglected to take ships
of the enemy, 8 May, 1701 , and for selling goods taken as adriliral, for his own use,
without accounting for a tenth to others, 8 May, 1701. (Ibid. L. 39.)

I will here say that I see nothing in this book, and recollect nothing in any other English work, ancient or modern, making any cli~
t.i nction between different classes of subjects, whether officers or not,
subject to impeachment, nor anything which tenrls to controvert the
assertion of so many English writers, that all the King's suujects
were impeachable.
·
Mr. THURMAN. Does the Senator remember any particular instance of an impeachment of a strictly private person in no way connected with office f
1\fr. CHRISTIANCY. I have not looked for any. When I find all
the English writers from the earliest times asserting in effect that all
British suujects are liable to it, and no English authority anywhere
intimating any distinction between clas es subject to it, nor that any
but the king are not, the Senator will pardon me if I say I have more
confidence in this uniform testimony of the English writers who bu.d
the best opportunity to know, than I have in the Senator, or any Senator here, who infers that all these English writers were in error simply because he has not found an instance.
If he were to apply the same reasoning to the common law generally, and deny everything to be law for which be could not find a decided case in the year books or in any English reports, he would leave
very large gaps in the English common law.
The fact undoubtedly is that many principles of the common law,
as well relating to the power of impeachment as to anything else, bad
become settled before the earliest reports or parliamentary records
now extant, though the mode of exercising the power of impeachment bas undergone several changes since the parliamentary records
still extant.
I turn now to some miscel1aneous citations from Comyn's Digest,
lying before me, w hicb happen to be on and near the page just cited,
and which, in a miscellaneons manner, may tend to show for what
offenses an impeachment would lie in Engla.ud, and therefore for what
they would lie here, if t.he fourth section of the second article d~les
not limit the offenses for which impeachment may be sustained.
And if this fourth section does not limit the parties liable to impeachment, it does not limit the offenses for which it may be sustaiuecl.
Nor is there anything elsewhere in the Const itution which would confine impeachments to "treason, bribery, and other high crimes and
misdemeanors."
·
I read these miscellaneous ex.-'tmples, showing for what a man may
be impeached. "The Earl of Bristol was impeached (2 Carolus) that
he counseled against a war with Spain when that king affronted n , to
the dishonor and detriment of the realm, (article 3,1 Ru hwortb, 250 ;)
that he advised a toleration of papists, (1 Rushwortb,251 ;) that he enticed t.he king to popery, (id., 252, 262;) the Spencers, that they gave
bad connsel to the kin~, (4 Institutes, 54;) the Earl of Oxford, that
he ad vised a prejudicial peace, (8th 1\!ay, 1701.)
It is true these were privy councilors, but the offense was in giving
advice to the king. If the offenses here for which a pnrty may be
impeached are the same as in England, (and without the limitation
of the fourth section, art.icle 2, as upon the argument of those who
support the jurisdiction they must be,) how many Senators may be
impeachable for advice given to the President, e peciully in reference
to appoint.ments ¥ Is such arlvice one of the "high misdemeanors"
mentioned in the Constitution J
But what shall we say of advising the toleration of papist.s f This,
according to the English law of impeachment, was a much an impeachable offense as bribery or any other crime or misdemeanor;
and upon the argument in favor of the jurisdiction here I see nothing
to prevent its impeachment. There certainly is not, unle s the fourt.h
section operates as a limita1 ion to the crimes and misdemeanors there
mentioned, or the :first amendment of the Constitution may so opera.t.e.
And who in this conntry would not be liable to impeachment for this
causeY Who does not advi e the toleration of papists J
.Again, the Spencers, father and son, were impeached, among other
things, ''for that they put good magistrates out of office and advanced bad." (4 Institutes, page 53.) How many Presidents and
Secretaries might have been impeache.d here, if this is an impeachal.lle
offense, and how many· Senators, as accessories before or after the
fact'
Lord Halifax waa i_mpeached for obtaining grants of money forfeited for rebellion, (9 June, 1701,) for obtaining grants of money
when there was a war aud heavy tax:es, and grants out of the king's
woods, (L. 39,) and so on.
But, to come back now to Blount's ca e, which clearly settled the
point that none but civil officers of the United tates are impeachable,
and that section 4 of article 2 of the Cons:itution was intended as an
enumeration of all tho parties lial.lle to impeachment and of the
ofJenses for which they were impeachable, I will say tbat deci. ion has,
from the day when it was made, been approveu a ound law a ud met
the general approval of the legal profe · ion and of tbe people ; and,
in my opinion, to chauge or overturn it now would be j 11stly lookt 11
npon as revolutionary. I must, therefore, for this aucl other rea OilS
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already given, with diffidence, and I may say with reluctance, disagree with the conclusion of the Senator from Vermont and other Senators who have adopted his views, and h<_>ld Judge Story's view to be
founded upon the sounder and the better reasons, and upon authority
of a decision of this high tribunal it6elf.
My friend from Vermont also made, or attempted to make, an argument in support of the jurisdiction, based upon the use of the word
" person," in section 3, article 1 :
.
And no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the
members present,

I Hgree with the Senator, and do not suppose any Senator will disagree, tbat, notwithstanding the Constitution in express terms speaks
of the impeachment of the Presiuent, Vice-President, and other civil
officers, yet, when a man who is an officer is prosecuted for an official
crime, it is, when we come down to precise accuracy, the man, the
person holding the office, who is prosecuted, and that the punishment
on conviction is a personal punishment, not official; that, when he i~
removed from office, it is the man who is removed from the office, and
not the office from the man. But these considerations only go to
~bow that the use of the word "person," instead of officer, in the
cla.m~e cited, whether the man is impeachable after the termination
of his office or only while he continues in office, was correct, and entirely and equally correct, upon aither view. The Senator will therefore permit me to say, with all deference, that he seems to me to have
drawn a very la:rge conclusion from very narrow premises, when be
infers from the use of this word in this connection, that a man can be
impeached when out of office, when the use of the word is just as
consistent with the conclusion that he cannot. Unaided and alone,
I certainly could not have drawn such an inference from such premises, and I am equally unable to accomplish the task with the powerfnl aid of the Senator himself; and be will pardon me for sayii1g
that his ewn effort in that direction seemed to me a little too much
like catching at straws.
Mr. President, my conclusions upon the main question areFirst. That the main, direct, and primary purpose of impeachment
is to pnt a man out of the office he may hold at .the time of the impeachment.
Second. As a. secondary and auxiliary safeguard against future
mi condnct in office aft-er he bas been convicted and expelled, to
k erp bim out of that and all other ci vii offices of the United States;
or, iu other words, that the disqualification is but a discretionary incident of removal from office; and, therefore,
Third. Tbat disqualification can only be imposed in addition to,
and as a sequence of, the judgment of removal, and not as a single
and substantive punishment.
I see no absurdity in this result. The respondent is still liable to
be indicted in t,he proper criminal court and ptmished to the full extent of the punishment prescribed by the statute creating the offense;
and the sacred right of a. trial by jury is not to be disregarded, except
in the clearest and most extreme cases.
These views render it necessary that I should also consider the
other questions involved in t,h e case.
And first, as to the fractional argument, the argument based upon
the fractions of a day. And here allow me to say that, with my unsophisticat~d habits of looking at things as they are in fact, stripped
of ull mere forms and fictitious coverings, I certainly did not expect
to live to hear it assert.ed in the United States Senate, upon a great
st-ate trial, that, thongh, upon the facts as they are admitted to be,
the defendant is not liable to impeachment-and t.his argument proceeds upon this a(lmission and has no bearing without it-we are at
liberty, by a. pure fiction, known to be and shown upon the record to be
false, to exercise a. jurisdiction based upon that falsehood and convict
the uefeml~nt upon a pure fiction kiwwn to ourselves and the world to
be a palpable lie. I am not ignorant of the fact that there are many
fict.ions of law contrived for the purpose of justice in civil cases, which
a:e or sh?tll~ be,~waysliabletocontradiction when therightsofpartJes reqmre It. I will not deny that precedents may be found in courts
of law, e~pecially in past ages, where fictions have been resorted to
in criminal cases, to the prejudice of the defendant; for there is no
enormity for which such precedents may not be found.
But when such precedent-s are invoked to show that the jurisdiction of a criminal court or the punishment of a defendant charged
with arcrime can be sustained npon a pure fiction, contrary to the
k!lown facts !"'PPe~ring upon the. records, these precedents may be
piled mountams h1gb, and I shall treat them all with the contempt
that all such falsehoods, ur::?ed for such purposes, deserve, in an age
and a country of liberty ana law.
Precedents standing upon palpable absurdities should share the fate
of the absurdity upon which they stand.
. But let us examine t~e fi~tion ~n the present case. Belknap re~ngned at 10.20 a. m. ; his resignatiOn was announced in the House at
.noon, or a little after, and late in the afternoon the vote of impeachment was adopted. It is now claimed that the law takes no notice
of the fractions of a day, and therefore Belknap must be reuarded as
in office the entire day, or that the vote of impeachment m~st be regarded as hav_ing t~ken pla~e at the begi~ning of the day, or at least
before the res•gnatwn-for 1t makes no <li:fference in which shape the
fal ehoocl is put, or whether it relate backward or forward. Falsehoods and fictions are very elastic, and very convenient to convict a
<lefendant or to sustain a jurisdiction which cannot be sustained upon
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the truth of the case; especially if this fiction or falsehood cannot he
contradicted and the actual precedence of the respective events shown
as they occurred; and it is insisted we cannot inquire into the fact
at wb.a t time of the day either fact took place, nor which preceueu
the other; but the whole day must be taken for both, because the
law .takes no notice of the fractions of a day.
This makes a very pretty argument, and 'it is a great pity to spoil
it by putting a case. But duty compels us to do a great many unpleasant things. Say that on the same day that Belknap resigned a
successor was appointeu and confirmed-as well he might be-or take
the ca~e which did happen, of another Secretary assigned to the
duties of the office on the same day and hour of the resignation, and
that successor, or the officer so assigned, had, on the afternoon of the
same day, been guilty of bribery or other impeachable offense. He
is impeached; and on the trial he denies that he was Secretary of
War or in charge of the duties of the office on that day, and t,o prove
it shows·by the record, or by .Mr. Belknap himself, perhaps, that be,
Belknap, was Secretary on the morning of that day, and stops there.
Has he not made out a complete defense, if the fractions of a day
cannot be inquired into f Anu as the fiction may just as well1:elate
backward to the beginning of the day as forward _to its close, why
might not Belknap defend him elf for bribery committed on the morning of th,a t day, by showing that on that day another Secretary bad.
been assigned to fill the office, whose assignment and responsibility
must relate back to t,be first moment of the day 'f Now, in the case of
these overlapping fictions would not every Senator admit that the
truth ought to be allowed. to escape between them 'f
I tbiok I may safely submit it to the candor and good sense of.the
Senate that the succession of events or acts happening on the same
(}ay, and having relations to or affecting each other, may and ought
always to be shown, whether in a civil or criminal ca-'3e, as m11ch a~»
if they had happened on different days; and that our jtuisdictiou
an(} the prosecution by impeachment can be maintained upon no such
trivial falsehood, contradicted by the face of the record.
As to the question, admitting that a resignation in ordinary cases
before the vote of impeachment would defeat t,he impeachment, woulu
it have the same effect though made for the purpose of avoiding the ,
impeachment t Upon this question I can entertain no doubt. The
defendant had a perfect legal right to do the act, to make the resi~
nation, and this cannot be rendered illegal or deprived of its legitimate effect, whatever his motive might have been, nor can that be inquired into.
These views render the other point contained in the resolution of
the Senate in relation to the pleadiog, immaterial, and I therefore
express no opinion upon it.
In conclusion, I must express my thanks for the indulgence of the
Senate, and my regret that I have been compelled to differ with so
many able Senators whose legal opinions I always respect and with
whom I have generally agreed.

Remarks of Mr. Chr-istiancy em the resolu,tion o..ffered by him, May 29, 1876.
The question recurring on the second resolution of Mr. THUR1\1A...~,
as amended,
Mr. CHRISTIANCY moved to amend the said resolution by striking out all after the word "resolved" and in lien thereof inserting:
Whereas the Constitution of the United States provides that no pen;on shall be
convicted on impP.achment without t,he concurrence of two-thirds of the members
pr~sent; and whereas more than one-third of all the members of the Senat~ have
already pronounced their conviction that they have no right or power to adjudge
or uy a citizen holding no public office or trust when impeached by the House of
Representatives; and wherea-s the respondent, W. W. Belknap, was not when impeached an officer, but a pri'nl-t.e citizen of the United States, and of. t.he State of
Iowa; and whereas said Belknap has, since proceedings of impeachment werl' commenced a~ain.~t him, been indicted and now awaits trial beforo a judicial court
for the sam e offenses charged in the articles of impeachment, which indictment is
pursuant to a statute r equiring in case of conviction (in addition to fine and im·
prisonmcnt) an infliction of the utmost judgment whidh can follow impeachment
m any case, namely, disqualification ever again to hold office:
R~solved, That in view of the foregoing facts it is inexpedient to proceed further
in theca.se.

.Mr. CHR£STIANCY. Mr. President, it being now manifest that
considerably more than one-third of the Senators present on thjs trial
believe there is no jurisdiction in the Senate to try this impeachment.,
I t.hink the resolution I have submitted makes tbe proper disposition
of the case. I do not propose to argue the question at length, but to
state briefly my reasons for this conclusiolf.
The ConRtitution declares thatNo person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.

What is necessary to, and w.hat is included in, the conviction here
alluded to! But one answer can be given to this question, and that
is, every constituen~ element, both of law and fact, necessary to constitute a valid conviction ; and the first and most important of all
these is the jmisdiction of the tribunal before whom the trial is to be
had and the conviction }H'•,nOtmced, the right and power to try the
case at all or to declare the conviction. If there be no such jurisdiction, ~0 such power to try, any determination we may make,
any conviction we may pronounce, will be simply ln·utmn fulmen, so
much empty air; for there will be no power to swear a witness in
the cause and all te timony of witnesses, though given nuder the
forms of an oath, must be extrajudicial, without the sanction of an
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oath, and therefore not evidence which this tribunal have a right to
hear or to act upon. From these considerations it is manifest that
this question of jmi diction, though a question of law, is inseparably
connected with, and involved in, every question of fact which may
arise in the cause.
It is fallacious, therefore, to say that this, being a mere question of
kl.w, may be determined by a bare majority, aml that the only concurrence of two-thirds required by the Constitution is upon the facts
of thecae or those facts and the law which would be applicable to
them on the hypothesis that we have jurisdiction.
All the questions which ca.n ever a.rise in any trial are questions of
law, questions of fact, and questions of the application of the law to
the facts; and these last are mixed questions of law and fact, when
the same person or body which finds the facts also applies the law
to the facts and declares tlle combined result of both, like a jury in
giving a general verdict.
·
But there is this difference between a jury and the Senate sitting
as a court of impeachment, that the jury in matters of law are subject to the instruction of the court presiding over their deliberations
and giving them instructions upon the law which they are bound to
follow; and in giving their general verdict they find the facts and
apply to them the law as given them by the court. Besides, a jury
have generally a 1ight to decline the application of the law to the
facts by finding a special verdict setting forth the facts found and
leaving the court to apply the law.
But in the Senate, on the trial of an impeachment., no such division
of functions as to law and fact can be bad. No court or officer presides over us with power to give instructions upon or to determine
matters of law.
Every Senator, upon a trial on the merits, acts in the double capacity of judge and jmor, and must for himself determine both the law
and the facts and apply the one to the other according to his own
convictions and judgment. And certainly no Senator can be any
more bound by the opinion of any other Senator or any number of
Senators upon a qnestion of law than upon a question of fact. Each
must not only draw his own inference from the evidence, but must
apply, that eVidence to the law as be understands it to be.
It would therefore be just as absurd, under the constitutional provi ion requiring the concurrence of two-thirds to convict, to hold
that a bare majority have a right to bind the minority upon questions
of law as to bold that they have the right to bind them upon matters
of fact. Propositions of law are a.a much involved and as essential
elements in a valid conviction as propositions of fact, and. they are
involved in every step taken on the trial. And if this were not so,
if a bare majority could conti·ol the minorit.y upon questions of law
arising upon tho trial of ·an impeachment, such bare majority might
also in many cases establish every element essential to a valid conviction in oppo ition to more than one-third of the Senate.
Let us consider some of the phases of the case and the questions
which must naturally be expected and which usually occur upon a
tTial. On a trial upon the facts in the present case questions of the
admissibility and of the materiality ·of evidence must naturally be
expected to ari e and almost unavoidably do arise upon all trials of
t.he kind. These are questions of law. Now a bare majority think
any particular testimony or piece of evidence offered admissible or
material, as the case may be, but more than one-third of the Senate
think it inadmissible o.r immaterial.
Tpe bare mnjority, no doubt: may admit the evidence, but, in considering its effect npon the case, tho minority, if they act upon their
own convictions, will of course pay no attention to the evidence or
give it any effect. Will any Senator claim that this minorify are
bound to disregard their own convictions as to the eft'ect of such evidence because the majority hold that effect to be different T Are the
minority, I mean, bound thus to yield to the majority when the result
is declared upon the question of guilt or innocence t Would not this
be allowing a bare majority to control as well upon the facts as upon
the law T And would not this effectually fritter away the whole sub:
stance and effect of the provision requiring the concurrence of twothil·ds to convict f
If, then, the decision of a bare majority in admitting evidence
which the minority think inadmissible or immaterial cannot control
the minority as to the effect of the evidence or bind them to give it
an effect which they do not believe that it has, can or ought such
majority to control such minority upon the question whether any
eviclence is admissible, ana compel them to give effect to evidence,
all of which they believe inadmissible, because the Senate has no
power to try the case or to administer an oat.h, and because they believe all the testimony given in the case is extrajnclicial, and that
every witness may testify as he pleases ~ithout liability to the pains
and penalties of perjury f
Is it not manifest that every proposition of Jaw and fact which constitutes a necessary element of a valid conviction must be found and
sustained by the concurrence of two-thirds of all the members pre entT
And that if one if those elements, without which the conviction could
not be valid, may be established by less than two-thirds, any other
necessary element-ancl therefore every other-may be established in
the same way and by the same course of rea oning T And what element can be more necessary to a valid conviction than the jmisdiction to try the ca.se and declare the conviction f
Uponanyquestionor any matter not anessential elementof a valid

conviction there is uo doubt a bare majority may decide; but npon
any proposition of law or fact without the establi hment of which no
valid conviction could be had, I am compellecl to consider any majority
less than two-thirds as no majority in the constitutional sense, and of
no more binding effect than the decision of a minority.

Opini~n oC Mr. Whyte,

Delivered May 20, 1876.
Mr. WHYTE. Withont enterin~ into an analysis of the plearlings
in this case, or expre sing any opmion as to the artistic manner of
their construction, it is sufficient that the broad question is evolved
whether the accused can be tried for offenses alleged to have been
committed while in office, upon an impeachment made after he ceased
to be Secaetary of War T
In my view of this case, it is not material to the point in i. sue to
a.scertain at what precise moment of time Mr. Belknap retired from
the War Department.
Whatever may be said as to the abstract question whether private
persons, that is persons who have never been in office, may be impeached, from a careful examination of the cases in the British Parliament, from whoso parliamentary law we have clrawn the principles
relating to impeachment, it is clear that except in few and rare instances pro~ecution by impeachment bas by a long line of precedents
been confined to offenses of an official character, and as against pt>rsons as well in office as those who have vacated their offices. I bold
the opinion, therefore, that any person charged with the commission
of crime while in office can be impeached after he has ceased . to be
an officer, whether by expiration of his official termorbyvoludtaryresignation.
I believe there is no limitation as to the time when prosecution for
impeachable offense can be had, save in the sound discretion of the
House of Representatives.
Impeachment as a known method of procedure is ingra:fted upon
our Constitution. As it was understood and exercised at the period
when the organic law was framed, subject only to the limitations set
forth distinct.ly in the Constitution, so it is now to be exercised. In
t.be language of Professor Dwight, the Constitution "a urnes tile
existence of this mode of trial in the law and silently points us to English precedents for knowledge of details." .Mr. Web:ter, also, when
defending Judge Prescott, and speaking of a clause in the constitution
of Massachnset~s similar to that in the Federal Constitution, said:
The Constitution haa given this body fthe Senate] the power of tryinl! impeachments without (Lefining what an impeac.hment is, aml, therefore, neces arily introducing with the term itself its usual and received definition and cb.aracter and incidents which belong t~ it.

Whenever foreign statutes are adoptetl into our legislation, the
known and settled construction of those st.atutes by courts of law lias
been considered as silently incorporated into the acts.
So of impeMhment; as it was regulated by the parliamentary law
of England, so it is to be understood, with its specific limitations, however, as part of the constitutional law of our country.
The framers of the Constitution knew impeachment to be the
mode of accusation and tiial of "statesmen for misdemeanors in tlle
administration of government." They knew that as early as the reign
of Edward I the power of parliamentary impeachment had been exerted, and that judges convicted of exactions had been sentenced to
severe penalties by the Honse of Lords; that dming the reign of
Richard II and under that of Henry Vlll lord chancellors and archbishops and chief justices had fallen nnder a like condemnation;
that under King James I Lord Chancellor Dacon had been the subject of impeachment, and Lord Finch and others had suffered during
the reign of Charles I; that under Charles II chief justices of the
King's Bench and Common pleas and barons of the Exchequer had
been impeached by the Commons for various great official crimes.
Thus they had before them from various epochs of English history
many instances of parliamentary impeachment.
It would indeed belittle Madison and Hamilton, Sherman and
Pinckney, and the other intellectuaJ giants of that great couucil to
suppose they did not understand in all its scope the power of impeachment, which they were then importing into our federal form of
government. Some of them had access to Comyn's Digest, Bacou's
and Viner's Abridgment , Rushworth's Historical Collect.ions, and
Selden's Judicatme of Parliament., and Howell's State Trials; nud
Pinckney bad, indeed, sat at the feet of Gamaliel, for he hau
listened at Oxford to the splendid law 1ectures of Blackstone, which
now .as his Commentaries, more than a century after their delivery,
are to be found in the bands of every law student in our laud. Tiley
knew, also, .that in this method of criminal proceclure, since the time
of Ed ward III, the Hou e of Commons accused ll·n•l th"' Hou e of
Lords tried. So they gave the Role power of impeachment to the
House of Representatives and the sole power of trial to the Senate.
Thus the trial by impeachment, without specially definingit, was
adopted from analogy to the English constitution.
.
The makers of the Federal Constitution gave this power of trial by
impea~hment to the two Houses, a.a above stated, in all its plenitude,
and then by subsequent special limitation restricted it in its details
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wherevertheyintended its power to be restrained. The P?wer i~elf in 17f5'/ and this case, as we have seen, was referred to on the 8th day
they never intended to cmtatl; for, .when they added ''high cnmes of September, 171;7, by Colonel Ma:'on, when the clause r~la.ting to
and misdemeanors" to treason and bnbery, Colone~1\Iru;on remarked: the removal of the President on Impeachment and conv1ction for
treason and bribery was under consideration in the convention, as
As bills of attainder which have saved the British constitution, are forbidden, will be seen by reference to t~e Ma.disou ~ap~rs, vo~ume 3, page 1528.
it is the more necessa~.r to extend the power of impeachment.-Madison Papers,
He said "Treason as defined rn the Const1tut10n, will-not reach many
volume 3, page 1528.
' dangerous
' offenses. Hastings
.
. no t gm.
'lty of t reason. "
great and
1s
And it is remarkab1e if true, as asserted, (and from the similarity
This case was thus fresh before them ; and havrng placed several
in the two instruments the assumption seems to be well founded,) limitations on the matter of impeachment, they were silent on this imthat the impeachment clauses in article 1 of our Constitution were portant point, and made no question of the right to impeach a P:uty
taken from the constitution of New York of 1777, drawn by John Ja.y; guilty of official crime after he had ceased to .be an officer. Besides,
that the word " officers" in the latter constitution is omitted in the the objection of Mr. Pinckney, that the Pre~I~ent ought ~ot: to. be
Federal Constitution. If the New York constitution was intended to impeachable while in office is the only p~pos1t10n for any hD!lt:'l'tion
operate only on officers while in office, it is clear that the~hange in of the time when an offender was t-o be Impeachable; and this IS the
the words in the Federal Constitution by which "person" or" party" venr converse of the theory that he was impeachable after he had
is substit.uted for" officer" was intended to give the power of im- vacated his office.
peachment wider scope and to cover the ca es of those who had gone
Givin(T
due weight to the adverse argument based on the expedi0
out of office after the commission of offenses as well as those who were ency of trying a man for official crime after he is out of office and
in office at the time of impeachment.
the dancYer of partisan impeachments, yet, under the sense of duty
The difference between the two Constitutions is thus shown:
which ~pels me to decide this question judicially, I can come to no
other conclusion than that, as there is no limitation to the punis~
Oonstitution of tlte United States :
New York constitution, 1777:
ment of crime except by express st.atutory ena"(}tment.-and ~hm:e 1s
Tb power of impeaching all ojfice'rs of
The House of Reprf'.sentatives shall none in the Constitution as to the time when impeachments w1ll hethe State for venal and corrupt conduct have tbe sole power of impeachment. • its framers meant as Mr. Rawle has expressed it, that "person lia.bl~
in theirrespectiveoffices (shall I be vested " • No person shall be convicted with- to impeachment are
' those who' are or h ave b een m
. pu bl'IC offi ce.'"
in the representatives of th'e people in as- out the concurrence of two-thirds of the
And I adopt this language of John Quincy Adams, as quoted by Mr.
sembly. " • • No jud!mlent of the members present.
said court shall be valid un1es.'l it shall be
Manager HoAR:
ass·1~ted w by t·wo.thirds' part of the mem.bers then present, &c.

It is clear that it was " persons" who were to be convicted, and not
" officers" qua officers, at the period of conviction ; thus including exofficers as well a incumbents of offices.
TheframersoftheFederalConstitutionalsotookintoviewtheimpropriety of allowing the Vice-Pre iden t to preside over the Senate during
the trial of the President upou articles of impeachment, and. so they
provided that the Chief Justice ?f the Supr~meCourt sh':'uld act as presiding officer of the Senate durrng snch tnal. In the rnterest of the
accused, under the strong legal presumption of innocence, and to protect agaiusL pas ion, it is seen they required two-thirds of tl1e members present in the Senate to convict. They knew, also, that such
was the high authority claimed for the court of Parliament that
the House of Commons, in the reign of Charles II, in the case of the
Earl of Danby, insisted that no pardon under the great seal should
be pleadable to an impeachment by the Commons of Great Britain,
and this was finally enacted into statute law by 12 and 13 "William
Ill, chapter 2.
And so they provided that no pardon of the President should be
either pleadable in cases of impeachment or operative after sentence.
They knew the unlimited power of the Honse of Lords to impose
every kind of punishment upon the convicted, :md remembering the
extreme penalties which had been inflicted, and notably in the case
of Lord Cilancellor !lacon, who, notwithstanding his high dignity and
great per onal qualifications, on conviction had been fined £40,000,
was ordered to be imprisoned in the tower durin~ the king's pleruture,
to be forever incapable of holding any office, place, or employment,
and never again to sit in Parliament, or come within the verge of the
court, they put a limitation on the judgment to be pronounced by
the Senate, and put maximum bounds to its sentence in removal from
office and disqualification in the future; but they left the courts of
justice to vindicate the majesty of the law by indictment and criminal sentence as in ot.h er cases of infraction of the laws.
They were not ignorant that in Engla.nd, although it was claimed
that ail subjects were liable to impeachment, yet in rare instances, as
I said before, bad the power been exerted in any case of offense which
was not official crime or t.he breach of public trust; so they left impeachment where they found it in English practice and hedged abont
private persons with trial for crime by jury; and the people in the
States amplified this protection by fuller and clearer gu'll'antees to
accused private persons by the fifth and sixth articles of the amendments to the Const.itution. They knew that in England officers who
had been guilty of offenses while in office were impeachable after
they left office.
They had in mind that Lord Chancellor Somers had been impeached
after he was out of office.
They surely were awa.re of the case of Lord Chancellor Macclesfield
who in 1724 was in tile zenith of hh~ worldly success; yet they had
seen that, shortly after the bnl'stiug of the Sonth Sea bubble, the
storm of indignation arose and he was compelled to resign his office.
They knew full well that, after his resignation, in January, 1725, proceedings were originated in the House of Commons, and subsequently,
after a strong speech from Sir George Oxenden, the Earl of Macclesfield was impeached. They had immediately before their eyes the
case of Warren Hastings. They knew that he bad left India in June,
1785, having surrendered the keys of office. He returned to England,
where he was joyfully received by his friends.
On tile lOth of May, 1786, l\Ir. Burke accused him at the bar of the
Hoose of Lords in the name of the Commons of England. Preliminary proceedings were conducted during the session of Parliament

I bold, therefore, that every President of the United Sta.tA:s, ~very Secretary of
State, every officer impeachable by the la.ws of the country, 1s liable twenty years
after his office expired as he is wbile he continues in office.
·

And this very doctrine will do as much as any one principle can to
restore the purity of our Government and elevate the standard of
official qualitication.
.
. .
.
The fourth section of the second article of the Constitution has, m
my judgment, nothing whatever to do with the matter of jurisdiction
in cases of impeachment. That had been granted ~lr~ady. On the
contrary this was a clause, absolutely mandatory m Its charac~r,
for the r~moval of officers who were in office at the time of their impeachment and conviction. It ":a~ solely to accompliRh the remov~l
of the convicted officers; and th1s IS clear from the fact that when 1t
was first inserted in the Constitution (then limited as it was to the
Chief Magistrate) it is called, as will be seen on page 1434 of the ~bird
volume Madison Papers, "the clause for the removal of the Prestdent
.
on impeachment," &c.
It was a limitation upon the official term of a person who, as President, had been impeache~ and convicted of" tre~so_n, ~ribery, or
other high crimes and nnsdeme::'nors," ~ut not a .lmutatwn on th.e
power of impea"(}hment. I!> was rnserted m t.h.e a~tw~e of the Const~
tution defining the Executive department., as mdtcatmg how the official term of four years for the President could be cut short., and the
insertion of "Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States"
was an afterthought, in no way changing ?r modifyin~ th.e purpose
forwhi•h this clause was· originally inserted rn the ConstitutiOn. That
pnrpo e wa~ to compel the Senate on impeachment and convictio~ of
the ''President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the Umted
States," for treason, &c., to remove them. The language is, they
'' shall be removed from office."
The language is imperative ; it leaves yo.u no discretion ; yon cannot stop short
of removal from office ; you cannot exceed 1t.

The clause was inserted for this specific purpose; to accomplish
nothing more; to leave you in such case power to do nothing Jess.
Much stress has been laid upon the ca.se of Senator Blount, (Wharton's State Trials200,) as estab]ishing the doctrine that none but civil
officers can be impeached, that is, persons in office at the time of impeachment; but I can draw no such conclusion from that c~e. All
that was decided therein in poiut of law was that a Senator 1s not a
civil officer of the United States and cannot be impeached. The party
impeachable must ha~e been an officer of the U~ited States in ~eal
ity anti, as a Senator IS not an officer of the Umted States! he 1s no
mo~e liable to impeachment by the House of Representatives than
any other officer of any of the States of the Union. A Senator for
official crime or misconduct is liable to expulsion from the Senate, as
was done in Blount's case; and that precedent was afterward followed in the expulsion of Mr. Smith, of Ohio, who was charged with
being connected with tile Burr conspiraCly. The Constitution protects the people agaiust the ~isconduct of Representatives.or Senators by leaving to the respect• v_e Houses of Congress the parliamentary power of expulsion of their unworthy members.
In accordance with these views I do not deem it necessary to consider any question relating to the time or circnmst.ances under which
the resignation of the la.t.e Secretary of War was tendered or accepted, but considering him out of office on the 2d day of Ma~ch,
1876 I hold that the Senate is bound under the Constitution to take
juri~diction of this case. The demurrer shoulll IJe overruled, and going
back to the first defect in the pleadings the plea should be overruled
and the accused should be required to answer or plead further to the
articl~s of impeMhment.
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Opinion of Mr. M.itebell,

Deli1:ered May 2'2, 1 76.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, the conclusions I have reached
on the i ue presented, by what is in subst.ance and legal effect the
plea of the respondent to the juri diction of the Senate, ~:~hall be
stated briefly, and without unnecessary elaboration as to the reasons
guiding me.
The Government of the United States is one of limited powers, the
Constitution being the grant, consequently no exercise of any power
upon the part of Congre.t;s, or either branch thereof, can be justified
unless the authority for such exercise can be plainly traced either to·
some express grant in the Constitution, or to one necessarily implied
f1·orn the terms of t at instrument.
Before proceeding to an examination of the different clauses of the
Constitution I will state that I do not deem it proper either to discuss
or decide any of the many questions that have been suggeste(l during the progress of this proceeding which are imm.aterial to the decision of the question now before this court. For mstance, I do not
feel called upon to answer, either publicly or in my own mind, as to
the precise catalogue of offenses that are impeachable under our
Constitution, nor whether a military officer may or may not be impeached, nor whether a person in office may be impeached for an
offense committed prior to the time he took office, and when be was
a private citizen, nor whether a person in office is impeachable for a
high crime or mi demeanor committed prior to tli'e time be entered
upon that particular office, and while he was holding another office.
The deci ion of these questions as well as many others that have been
su{!gested and ar~ued. during th!s discussion is not absolutely ess~n
tial to the determmatwn of the 1 sues now before the Senate, wh1ch
stripped of all complication are simply and purely these:
First. Is the person, William \V. Belknap, who bas been a civ:I
officer of the United States, but who is not now such officer, and was
not at the inception of these proceedings, subject to impeachment
for an impeachable offense committed while in such office, without
recrard
to the question as to how be was disrobed of office, whether
0
by 1·esignation, removal, or expiration of his term f
Second. If he is not, then does the fact tlrat be resigned to escape
impeachment, or the fact that his resignation occurred on the same
da:v that be was impeached, make any difference'
Should the former question be decided in the affirmative, then the
latter also, and those incident to it, become immat-erial. Striving
therefore to keep stea4ily in view the p1·ecise questions before us, I
will state briefly my conclusion, and the reasonH that lead to it.
What are the powers conferred by the Constitution, either by express grant or by necessary implication, upon the Honse of Representatives to impeach and the Senate to try the person impeached f
What is the nature and extent of the original grant, and what, if
any. are the limitations or restrictions upon it J
in giving construction to the Constitution for the purpose of a-scertaining the character and limits of any of its granted powers, all its
provisions bearing upon the particular subject under consideration
shoulc.l be considered and construed togetber1 and in such manner as
to give legitimate effect to each part., and harmony to all.
Section 2 of article 1 of the Constitution provides, among other
things, as follows:
The Hoose of Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other officers, and
shall have the sole power of impeachment.

I regard this as an express, distinct, positive, absolute, and unqualified grant of jurisdictional power to the House of Representatives to
impeach. It is not, as has been suggested by the honorable Senator from
Indiana [Mr. MORTON] and others, a mere assignment of the part the
Honse is to act in the execution, jointly with the Senate, of a power
granted elsewhere in the Constitution. It is not merely functional but
jurisdictional; not (lirectory as to manner of procedure, but substantive as to grant of power. It is itself the source of the power to impeach, and not merely a direction in the execution of such power.
The grant is express, plenary, unqualified, unlimited, without any
word of restraint save that of exclusiveness, and this of course does
not opera.t~ upon the Hou e of Representatives but rather upon every
other Department and officer of Government and upon all private
persons as well. "Shall have the sole power of impeachment;" that
is to say no other Department, or branch, or officer of the Government, nor shall any private person exercise this power, but the House
of Representatives shall have the power of impeachment. The first
· section of article 1 of t.he Com-titution provides as follows:
All legislative powers herein ~ntedshall be vested in a Con,!n'ess of the United
States which shall consist of a. Senate and House of Representatives.

:Mark the language: not all legislative powers, not all the unlimited powers of legislation known to the English Parliament, but. all
legislative powers herein granted. The clause assumes that in subsequent parts of the Constitution there will be a separate grant, specific or by nece ary implication, of the identical powers of legislation
which it is provided by this clause shall be v~>sted in ''a Congre ."
Here then it may wit h propriety be said that this clause i not a juri~S
dictional grant of the various powers of legislation, but simply a designation of the depository that shall receive anu e:s.erci tb ese power, namely, a'' Congress of the United States which shall con "ist of

a Senate and House of Repre entatives." But compare with this the
la t clause of section 2 in article 1 relating to impeachment :
The House of

Repres~ntatives

shall have the sole power of impeachment.

Is there any assumption here that furt.her on in that instrument
there is to be a separate grant, either ex pre ly or by implication, of
the powers of impeachment t .M:ost certainly not. Is there anything
in this language that would justify the construction that it is merely
functional and not jurisdictional; that it was intended merely as a
designation of a particular bra11ch of the Government to perform
one part in the proceedings of impeachment, the jurisdictional power
of which was to be granten in a subsequent section f Clearly. t.o
my mind, not. Had such been the intention of the framers of the
Constitu~n, it seems to me they would have emplQyed restrictive
language similar to that used in the clan e flesignating tb~ repo itory
of all l~gislative powers. They would have said, ''The Hou e of
Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment herein
gra1lied;" or, "All powers of impeachment herein granted shall be
vested in the House of Representative ;" and so also in the clan erelating to the trial of impeachments. If it hadlleen the intention to
simply designate a certain tribunal as the authority to execute certain powers otherwise and in anot.ber section specifically or by necessary implication granted, inst-ead of saying "the Senate sh:tll have
the sole power to try all impeachment ," they would have employed
different language; they would have followed the preCt:ldent laid
down in the first. section of the first article, and said, "The sole power
herein granted to try all impeachments· shall be vested in the SPnate ;" or, "The Senate shall hav~ the solo power h.el·£>in granted to
try all impeachments;" or, as in the clauses 'relating to executive
andjudicia.l power, they would, after de ignating the different arms
of the Government that shall caiTy on the proceedings in impeachment, have proceeded to say, in the same connec,tiou, to what cases
the impeachment power should extend, both as to person and offense.
But it is said the clause which in section 1 of article 2 declares that
''the executive power shall be vested in a President of the Umte<l
States of America" is in conflict with this argument anu oppo ell to
the construction I give to the clause in section 2 article 1 in reference
to impeachment. Most assuredly not, for the simple reason tba.t the
Const:tu tion, after declaring tJ.Iat ''the executive power shall lie ve t.eu
in a President," proceeds in the very same breath, in the arne article,
in the a.ppropriate place in that instrument, and under the proper
bead, to designate in specific t.erms what that power shall be. l<'or
instance, "Shall have power, by and with the advice ann con ent of
the Senate, to make treaties, to nominate and appoint embassado~,
other pub1io ministers and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court., and
all other officers of the United States whose appointments are not in
the Constitution otherwise provided for; to fill up all vacancie:~ that
may happen during a recess of the Senate, to convene both Honse on
extraordinary occasions, and in case of disagreement to adjourn them
to such time as he shall .think proper," &c. And so in reference H>
tho clause in section 1, article 3, which declares thatThe judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one Supreme Court.

Here again the framers of the Constitutioll proceed in the same article, in the appropriate place and under the proper head, to state to
what cases the judicial power shall extend, aud enumerate them at
length. But where is the clause in the Constitution which declares
that the powers of impeachment shall extend to certain cases, either
38 to person or offense f Suppose the Constitution bad st.opped in
speaking of judicial power with the simple declaration that "the
judicial power of the_United States shall be vested in one Supreme
Court ::tnd such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time
ordain and establish," could it be contended that there was no grant
of judicial power to the Government of the United States' Clearly
not, and would not all admit in such .a case that in determining what
that power was we would look to the history of jurisprudet1ce in
England f And so in reference to the clause in section 2 of article 1
in reference to impeachment.
.
But suppose section 1, article 1: were all there was in that instrument on the subject of legislative power. It is clear no power of legislation whatever would have been granted to Congress, becan e that
clause declares that ''all legislative power he.rein granted shall be
vest-ed in a Congress of the United States." That clan e, tbPn, is a
mere declaration of the particular branch or department of th Government that shall exercise all legislative power, and not a jurisdictional grant of the power itself. This clause is indeeu functional and
not jurisllictional, and in this it differs widely, in my judgment., from
the clan es in sections 2 and 3 of article 1 in referencce to impeachment, which I regard as jurisdictional, and which, in my opinion, are
the only clauses in the Constitution that do confer juri c.liction in impeachment, if we may except that clause in paragraph 6 of section :1
of article 1, which reads: ''When the President of the United States
is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside," which clan e I think may very
properly be construed as a nece arily implied g1·o.mt of power to impeach the President and thus enlarge in this respect the English purliamentary power of impeachment by extending it to the executive
head of the Government, for in England tho king coulU uot l>o impeached. This would not be a forced or unreasonable con trnction
of this clause. Still I incline to the opinion t hat without this <:lanse,
or that of sectjon 4, article 2 of the Constitution, the President woultl
lie impeachable ru1der the general grant of power !Jy the Honse to
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impeach and the Senate to try, from the fact that the re~on for the
exemption of the king from impeachment does not hold ~ood as to
the President, namely, "t-hat the king can do no w1·ong." The Presi(ient., unlike the king, has the power to do wrong, and unfortunately
tlometimes exercises that power. The more reasonable construction,
thf'.refore, to be given to the clause "when the President of the
Unired States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside" is, that it was
not intended as a jurisdictional grant of power to impeach the President, but aimply a recognition of such power previously granted
with a provision as to the officer that should preside when he was impeached.
Bnt what are we to understand by the phrase "power of impeachment f" The Constitution does nut define it. The framers of that
in trument did not in their wisdom think proper to specify by limits
tbe extent, the height or depth or breadth or volume of this power.
Whatever they understood that power to be, bowev~r, according to
the usages of Parliament at the time they inserted this clause in the
Constitution; whatever the people of the United States understood
by this phrase when they, in o"l'der to form a more perfect Union, ordained and established the Constitution, whether wide enongh to
inclnde the right to impeach any person whomsoever for any offense
whatsoever against any law or rule of morals of the land, or so limited ru; to apply solely to civil officers of the Government while in
office for offenses committed while in office, they granted it all to the
House of Representatives, reserving no part of it to the States or to
the people, vesting no portion of it anywhere else. Not the power of
iru peacbment, however, that existed under the lex Parlianumt·i in 1376,
when Richard Lyon was impeached for removing the staple of wool
into France and loaning money at usurious rat~; not the power necessarily that existe(l in the fourteenth or fifteenth nor yet in the sixteenth century; but the power of impeachment as it had become
crystallized by usage as to impeachable offenses, persons impeachable
nnd judgment on impeachment, in the latter part of the ei~hteenth
centm·.v, at the date of the formation of our Constitution. Tbis latter is tl1e power of impeachment that was conferred upon the Government of the United States by the clauses in the firRt article of the
Constitution. This was the power of impeachment it was intended
should be e-xercised by this Government, save and except as it was
limited or extem1ed, if at all, either as to person, offense, or judgment,
by subsequent provisions of the Constitution.
The Constitution, we are told, is " an instrument of enumeration,
anclnot of definition," consefJuently the power is granted, while the
definition of that power is left undefined: and while English history
and English precedents confer no powers on our Federal Government.,
t.hcy are both invaluable as aids in defining the powers that are
granted by the Constitution either expressly or by necessary implication. Impeachment bad for centuries forme-d a part of the jurisprudence, if I may so speak, of the English government prior to the
forruation of our Constitution. The records of the British Parliament for a period of four hundred yea;rs were dotted with the history
of impeachment trials that had taken place prior to that date. The
power of impeachment as exercised in England and the settled usage
of Parliament in this respect were then well understood by the statesmen of this country. They had been moulded into shape by the
lap e of ages and crystallized intoperfer.tform by an almost unbroken
line of notable precedents. The dim, shadowy outlines of the parliamentary lex non scripta of the fourteenth century had become the
well-defined parliamentary lex scripta of 1787. In fact, our Constitution was made in the full blaze of light, shed upon the subject by the
impeachment of Warren Hastings, the governor-general of India,
after l.Jis term of office had expired, for offenses committed while in
office. The conclusion, therefore, is iuesistible and logical that the
men who framed our Constitution, the peonJe who ordained and established it., used the terms "power of impeachment" in the sense in
which these terms were at that time nnder~tood and used in the lex
Parlianumti of England, and that they iutended by the clause in the
second article of the first section of the Constitution to make a full,
ab olnte, express grant of this power in such sense to the House of
Repre entatives, and the further unqualified, express grant of power
to the Senate to try all such impeachments by the clause in the third
section of the first article, which reads :
.
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by the abuse of high offices of trust ;" and although it is generally
stated that at common law there is no limit as to the person or character of the offense, in other words, that "all the king's subjects are
impeachable in Parliament," yet it is manifest to my mind that prior
to the forrual:ion of our constitution the usage of the realm had so
far limited the exercise of this power, if indeed any wider scope ever
attached to it, as to Jllake it apply solely to the prosecution of persons who either were or had been in office, for offen es committed
while in office-in other words, for an ofi'ense as an officer, or while
an officer of the Government, affecting the administration of public
affairs.
And again, may it not with perfect propriety be claimed in the
light of t.he English precedents that such has always been the full
extent of the power of impeachment in England, and that the general declaration of the books to the effect that all the king's subjects
are liable to impeachment should be construed to mean that all subjects who hold or have held office, and who have been guilt 'I of auy
offense affecting public interests, disturbing the just administration
of governmental affairs, are liable to impeachment f And applying
the doctrine here, all private citizens are, in a certain sense, subject
to impeachment, because all citizens may hold office and may commit
impeachable offenses while in office. I most, therefore, not be understood as holding that all private persons ar& impeachable, bot only
such as have held office under the United States, and are chargeable
with impeachable offenses committed while in office. As to whether
the power ext.ends to other than civil officers, it is not now necessary
to determine. I am free to admit, however, that if any such limitation exists it is not by virtue of any restrictive.provil:iion of the Constitution itself upon the parliament.ary power of impeachment, but
is to be found in the restricted c~aracter of the parliamentary power
itself, formed and fashioned by the usages of ages; and that such
limitation did not exist in England I would by no means affirm, for I
believe no military officer has been impeached for centuries in En~land, unless be was in some manner connected with the civil adminIStration.
·
The records of the British Parliament through a history of many
centuries, during which scores of impeachment trials occurred, fail
to ilisclose, so far as we have been advised in the investigation of
this case, a solitary case of impeachment except for official crime or
breach of public trust. The grant, therefore, containetl in the two
clauses, "the House shall have the sole power of impeachment," and
"the Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments," aside
from any limitations that may be imposed by other parts of the Constitution, amounts in legal effect to this: Tl.Jat the House of Representatives shall have the power to impeach and the Senate to try all
persons impeached for official crime; and by official crime I mean any
offense possibly necessarily a high crime or misdemeanor affecting
adversely the administration of public affairs, not of course necessarily only such offenses as are indictable either by btatute or the
common law. And upon this power, as we have seen in so far as this
part of the Constitution is concerned, there is no limitation whatever,
either as to the place where the offense is committed, t.he time when
it is committed, or the status of the offender, either at the date of
the impeachment or the time of trial or judgment. The power, therefore, of the House of Representatives t-o impeach and the Senate to
try all persons for all official crime being plenary and unqnalified, in
virtue of the two clauses of the Constitution quoted, it follows that
all persons now living who have at any time since the formation of
our Government, while officers of the Government, been quilty of
official crimA, a-s I have definwl\tbese terms, are liable to imp8achment by the House and trial'1S"y the Senate without regard to f.he
question as to whether they have ceased to be such officers, unless indeed there are limitations upon this liability to be found in otl.Jer portions of the Constitution.
.Mr. Hamilton, inNo. 65 of the Federalist, in speaking of impeachable
o.fienses, says :
The subjects of impeachment are those offenses.which proceed from the mi. con·
duct of public men, or, in other words, from the abuse or violation of somo public
trust.. .

What ~are these limitations, if any, relating to the character of the
offense or the status of the offender, either upon the power of the
The Senate shall have the sole power to try a.ll impeachments.
Honse to impeach or the Senate to try f The third section of the tirst
·what, then, was the true definition of the power of impeachment in article of the Constitution, after prescribing certain rules of practice
the English parliamentary law at the time our Constitution was in cases of impeachment, provides first, that:
No person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two·thirds of the mem·
framed f For to this great defining power, the law and precedents of England-so often invoked by the hi<Yhest judicial trilmnal bers present.
of our land-must we appeal for a definition of not only the power of
But this is not a limitation upon the exercise of the power previimpeachment, but of the persons impeachable. In this connection ously granted to impeach and try; it is-simply a Mafeguard to the perMr. Rawle in his Commentaries on the Constitution, in speaking of sonal rights of the accused, a protection to him against what might
impeachments, says :
possibly be a verdict influenced by high party feeling in a closely
Impeachments are thus introduced as a known, definite term, and we must didded Senate in times of great party strife. The clause might have
have rccotll'Se t{) the common la.w of England for a. definition of them. (Rawle on been made t.o read as follows: "No person shall be convicted without
Constitution, page 198.)
the concurrence of all the members present," andstill the jurisdictional
For the purposes of this case it may not benecessaryto inquire into grant of power to the Senate in the first part of the same section
the full scope and extent of this definition. It is enough for us to would not have been diminisbetl ill the slightest degree. But the same
know that according to the usage of Parliament it meant, generically, section further provides thatJudgment in cases of impeachment shall notextend furtherthan toremo-alfrom
tho prosecution by Parliament of any of the king's subjects for those
and disqualitication to bold and enjoy any office of honor, tnlst, or p.roflt Ull·
offenses or "misdeeds" which, as stated by l\Ir. Wooddeson in his Law office,
der the United States; lm.t tho party cumictcd shall nevertheless be liable and
Lecture, volume 2, page 601, "peculiarly injure the commonwealth subject to indictment) trial, judgment, and pllllishment, acr.onli.ng to law.
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Do these words either in whole or in part in any manner or to any
extent Hmit the grant as to jurisdiction in the Senate to try all impeachments T Clearly they impose a limitation, but such limitation
does not attach to the jurisdiction, but to that which follows after
juri diction has attached. It affects the judgment, and that alone. It
operates on that part of the proceeding in impeachment in such a
manner as t.o not trench in the slightest degree on the question of
jurisdiction. The Senate could comply literally with this provision in rendering judgment whether the party convicted was or wa.s
not in office at the time of impeachment, trial, and conviction. The
clause is simply a limitation upon the power of the Senate in reference to the judgment it may pronounce; its language in efiect is,
"thus far shalt thou go and no farther." If the person convicted is
in office at the date of the rendition of the judgment,·and that is a
civil office, you must remove him, and you ID!lY, in addition to this,
add disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or
profit under the United States; but beyond this limit you cannot go.
If the person is in civil office he, under section 4 of article 2 of the
Coustltution, must be re11wved. If he is not in civil office then you
may disqualify him for one day or a month or a year or five years or
for the term of his natural life from holding and enjoying any office
of honor, trnst, or profit under the United States ; but l>eyond this
boundary of disability you cannot go. Under the common and parliamentary law of England there was no limit to t.he jndgment the
Peers might impose in ca es of impeaclli. "'nt save that prescribed by
the conscience and discretion of those 1 ronouncing it, and the records of that bloody court show that during the past five hundred
years these judgments ranged time and again, aU tllrough the whole
catalogue of disability and punishment, from that of a mere censure
to execution upon the block. This unlimited power in Parliament
in the matter of judgment the framers of our Constitution in their
wi dom thought should be restricted, and, while as to t.h e persons who
should be impeachable they left the matter where the common law
and n ages of Parliament left it, as to judgment they limited the
power of the Senate by declaring that-

acter; a punishment in comparison with which fine, imprisonment, the
pillory, and may we not with propriety say death it elf, would seem to
l>e preferable. For an American citizen, who ha been honor r1 by elevation to high office, who ha8 stood in the temple of official power,
whose sword has been drawn in patriotism and wielded with honor
in defense of his country, whose ambition may have led him to grasp
still higher at the reins of government, to be denuded by the American
Senate, in the presence of over forty millions of people, of all the
rights of au American cit-izen, in so far as they relate to the right to
hold and enjoy any office of either honor, trnst., or profit under the
United States, is, it occurs to me, to snffer upon his part a humiliation, a punishment if you please, which nothing save the security of
the rights of the whole people, tha integrity of the nation, and au
honest and just administration of public affairs would seem to justify:
The sole object of impeachment therefore i3 not merely removal
from office ; and while the purpose is not so much the punishment of
the offender as the protection of the Government and the people
against the venality of dishonest men in office, still the framers of the
Constitution evidently regarded the deprivation from holding and enjoying office under the United States eqnally important to the ends
of justice, the correct administration of public affairs, and the general welfare of the Republic, with that of the removal from office of
a dishonest man. But, notwithstanding the enormity of this penalty,
which in one sense seems to be little e1se tllan punishment, it i not
after all any punishment within the meaning of that term as n ed in
criminal jurisprudence. Legal punishment in the administration of
criminal law is that which in some way, either to a small or large extent, affects the life, liberty, or pr!lperty of the citizen; and t.his dqes
neither. It operates exclusively upon his political rights, and no deprivation of political rights of the citizen in our Government is ever
inflicted as a punishment of the offender, bnt solely as a means of
protection to the State. The framers of the Constitution did notregard it in the nature of a punishment, and they therefore provided
that-

tion in all its unlirrUted range as to the form and character of judgment, as well as to the persons impeachable; and when. for the purpose of casting the veil of derision upon the assumption here of a
position supposed to involve this fatal ab mclity, we are pointed,
with an air of triumph, to the headless trunks, the pilloried forme,
the separated quarters, of those who have fallen beneath the cruel
judgments of impeachment in the English Parliament, it is enongh
that we should answer in the language of the framers of the Constitution, who, while they selected that which was good of English jurispmdence in the matter of impeachment and incorporated it into
our fundamental charter, modified· and corrected that which was
evil in reference to judgment declared:

The third section of article 1 of the Constitution, as we have seen,
vests a discretion in the Senate within certain limit as to the extent
of the punishment to be inflicted. This discretion i. not taken away
by the fourth section of the second article. The obj('cct doubtle of
this section was not to confer jurisdiction nor yet to limit that juri diction already granted in a former section, but rather to limit the
tenure of office; not to impose a limitation npon the power of the
conrt in reference to judgment~ but rather to make imperative one
part of the judgment to be pronounced in a case where the offender
is in civil office at the time of trial and conviction; that is to say,
that he sha.ll in such a case be removed from office.
Again, the terrus "civil officers," as u ed in the fourth section of
the second article, neither add to nor take from the cope of the jurisdiction of grant in the second nnd t,hird sections of the fir t article.
The power of impeachment we have seen granted in the clan e ,
"the House shall have the sole power of impeachment'' and" the
Senate cshall have the sole power to try all impeachments,' is limited
to prosecution for official crime i that is to say, for offenses committed while in office affecting puolic matters. Therefore, all persons
who could be impeached under our Constitution, even althongh tbe
fourth section of the second article were stricken from its provisions,
must be or have been officers of the Government, and mnst be chn rged
with offenses committed while in office affecting the just administration of public affairs.
The honorable Senator from Wisconsin says, in substance, if the second section of the first article gives j oriscliction then the fo11rth -section of the second. article has no office; it is uselm.-s; its in ertion in
the Coustitntion was upon the part of the framers mal ente11dre. The
answer to this, howPver, is that without this section the vilest criminal in t.he highest office of the land, impeached by the Hou e and
convicted by the Senate of crimes dangerous in the extreme to 1he
well-being of the Government, might, through a blso st'ntiment of
pity or error in juclgment of one more than one-third of the members
present- when judgment is pronounced, retain possession of hi office.
The fonrth section, therefore, of the second article performs in thiR
respect a high function in disrobing tile Senate of all di ·cretiou, and
compelling, ipso jm·e, removal from office.
The particular location in the Constitution of the fourth section of
the second article should, it seems to me, receive con idernt.ion in
giving construction to its purpose. If we hold that this clan e is
juri dictional, if it is a definition of the power of impeachment, if it
is a limitation upon the persons subject to impeachment., or tllo offenses for which impeachment will lie, then indeed must we agree
with Mr. Justice Story in saying:

The party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictmen~ trial,
Judgment in cases of impeaebment shall not erlend further than to removal judgment, and punishment according to law.
from office, ancl disqualification to bold and enjoy any office of honor, tmst, or profit
As stated by Mr. Justice Storyunder the United States.
His not so much desii!Decl to punish an offender as to secure the State againllt
Wben, therefore, it is urged that, if we go to English history for !!fOSS official misdemeanors. It touches nAither his person nor his property, but
a definition of the power of impeachment, we must take that defini- simply divests him of his political capacity.

Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extenrl further than to removal
from otlice. and disqna.lifi.cation to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trW~t, or profit
under the United States.

The power to disqua~lfy from holding and enjoying office does not
depend necessarily for -its exercise upon the power to remove f1·om
office. The exercise of the one does not necessarily draw with it the
exorcise of the other. They are two separate and distinct disabilities
or punishmentli, if they may be propelii" termed such, and not dependent in their infliction the one upon tBfrother. They are not necessarijy copulative. They may be disjunctive in application.
But it is said the fourth section of the second article of the Constitution has an important bearing upon the jurisdiction of this court,
and while there is quite a diversity of opinion even among Senators
who deny this juri diction a to the precise office of this section, it. is
asserted and seriously contended by able lawyers of the Senate that
the only grant of power to the United States to impeach at all for any
offense is one of implication, resulting from the language here used.
It reans a follows:
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impe:whmen t for. and conviction of, tt·eason, bribery, or other
high crimes and mistlemeanors.

It is said that, because this section declares that the President,
Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States shall, on impeachment for certain specified offenses, be removed from office, it
rai es a necessary implication, an implied grant of power to the
Federal Government to be exerci ed through the Hou e and Senate
to impeach and try uch officers for the specified oftEm es, and that
this is the sole jurisdictional grant on this subject. This I cannot
a~M~

·

It is contended furthermore that the sole purpose of impeachment
is rem·oval from office, and that, therefore, this clause of the Constitution limits the jurisdiction of this Government as to persons in
cases of impeachment to civil officers of the United States while in
office. It is difficult of comprehension how it can, with any plausibility, be contended that the sole purpose of impeachment is removal
from office, wllen tlle Constitution in terms vests in the discretion of
the Senate the power to impose upon the convicted party an infliction
other than removal from office, and one, too, more terr1l>le in its char-

By some strange inadvertence this part of the Constitution has been taken from
its natural connection, and with ·no great propriety ran~.ed under the head which
embraces the organization and ri_pbts and dul.ies of me exeoutive department.
(Story's c.>mmentaries, volume 1, ~ 788.)

If, however, we regard it not as conferring jurisdiction, not as limiting the power of impeachment either as to person, offense, or judg-
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ment, but s1mply as a limitation upon the tenure of office in th:e case
of a person in civil office convicted of some ofiense included m the
de irnation "treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors,' then we are at once constrained to say t.hat no more appropriate place could have been found for its insertion in our fundamental
Jaw. Had it been intended by this clause to confer jurisdiction or
limit the power of ~urisdiction, either as to perRons, oftell8es, or judgment, why not, as ID the case of the article conferring and limiting
judicial power, have inserted it under the appropriate head of the
g1-ant of legislative powers in proximity with the claus6--7The House shall have the sole power of impeachment.

The fact that it appears under the general head of matters relating
to the executive department of the Government, placed there in this
model production of the century by men so eminent for appropriateness, style, and arrangement as were its framers, is an item not to
be overlooked in giving construction to its language. I hold, theref,)re, that section 4 of article 2 is in none of its features repugnant to
the general grant of power in article 1; bnt that it is in all its parts
harmonious and consistent with all former clauses of the Constitution
relating to the subject of impeachment; it is in no sense a jurisdictional grant of power either expressly or by implication, nor is it a
liwitation upon the power before granted eithP.r as to persons impeachable, the offenses for which they may be impeached, or the
judgment to be rendered; that its meanin~ is, in short, simply this,
nothing more, that in all cases of impeachment of a person who is
a civil officer at the time of trial and conviction for any offense included in the designation "treason, bribery, or other high crimes and
mh,demeanors,'' the persons so convicted shall be removed from office;
auu if, under the common law and by parliamentary usage, as it existed
at tbe formation of our C?>nstitntion, any other persons than civil officers in office could be impeached for any offenses, whether included
or not in the catalogue, "treason, bribery, or other high crimes and
misdemeanors;" or if, under that law and usage, civil officers could
be impeached for any offense not included in that catalogue or designatiou of offenses-and these are questions I do not decide-that then
all such persons as to such offenses can be impeached under our Constitution irrespective of section 4, article 2, and just as though such
section were not in the Constitution.
But it is asserted by some who deny jurisdiction in the case at bar,
with an air almof!t akin to defiance, that the universal current of
opinion of .American commentators is to the effect that impeachment
would not He against a person not in a civil office of the United States
at the time. And especially is the commentator Story relied npon as
conclusive on the question. To this assumption, and in opposhion to
it, I refer to Rawle on the Constitution, section 801, in which he m~es
this language:
From the reasons already given it is obvious that the only persons liable to impeachment are those who are or have been in public office.

Is it conceded by those denying jurisdiction in this case that this
indeed is an exception f that here in truth is one .American commentator of ability as a writer on constitutional law who holds and states
the opinion unqualifiedly that persons who have been in public office
a well as persons who are in public office are liable to impeachment'
I do not understand this concession to have been made by any either
of the learned counsel for the defense or the able Senators who have
argued against this jurisdiction. On the contrary, itiscoutended with
earnestness that Mr. Rn,wle, in the language quoted, did not mean to
assert that a person not in office, but who had been, could be impeached.
And in t.bis attempt to show that he did not mean tbif:, but did mean
something else, the reasons given are diverse and sadly in antagonism
with certain ot.her positions taken by advocates on that sitle of the
question. One of the honorable counsel for the defense, Mr. Carpenter, in referring to tbi clause, disposes of it in this cursory m2.nner:
Three words, "or have been," are all they claim any comfort from in this pa..,sage
front Raw le-an instance of the caution. of a writer in laying down a ~eneral propo ition to throw in here and there qualifications which may or may not exist.

An argument based upon the limitetl number of words in which the
capability of a writer on constitutional law may enable him to state
his conclusions is one hardly calculated to add to the professional
fame of such eminent counsel when used in such an important proceeding as this. The question is, what do the wordR actually used
mean, without regard to the number of words employed by the
learned C(Jmmentator.
But it is contended by others, the honorable Senator from New Jersey, [Mr. l!"'RELL~GHUYSEN,] the honorable Senator from New York,
[Mr. CONKLING,] and the honorable Senator from Wisconsin, [:Mr.
HoWR,] and perhaps others, that what Mr. Rawle meant to be understood as saying by this language, and what he did in effect say, is
this: That from the reasons which had preceded it was obvious that
there were but two classes of opinion extant in reference to the
pe~ ons that could be impeached, the one being to the· effect that
those holding civil public office were liable, and the other, which included both, namely, those" who are or have been in public office."
It seems to me, from a careful reading of the clause, giving to each
word its legitimate office, it may with much propriety be said that it is
obvious that such a construction is illogical, unwarranted, and unsound;
besides, Judge Story, upon whose statements so much stress is laid in
opposition to this jurisdiction, cites l\fr. Rawle as one commentator
who ~eld to the doctrine that those who have been, as. well a.s those
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who are, in public office are liable to impeachment. In referring to
this language of Mr. Rawle, Judge Story, section "801, uses this lau~uage:

.A learned commentator seems to have taken it for granted that the liabilHy to
impeachment extends to all who have been, as well as to all who are, in public
office.

In the opinion, therefore, of Justice Story, Mr. Rawle, so far from
failing to commit himself upon t.he question, and so far from merely
stating the two classes of opinions that prevailed, and which alone
for obvious reasons could by any possibility obtain in reierence to
this subject, had employed such language as showed that be had.
taken it for granted "that the liability to impeachment extends to
all who have been, as well as to all who are, in public office."
It must be conceded, therefore, willingly or otherwise, for whatever it is worth, that .MJ.·. Rawle, in his Commentaries on the Constitution, asserted the doctrine unqualifiedly-and he was a strict constructionist-that under the Constitution all persons who have been,
as well as all who are, in public office are liable to impeachment
for impeachable offenses committed while in office. And can it be
said, even after all that is claimed from Jndge Story's opinion on this
subject, that he (Story) joins issue with Mr. Rawle in this opinionf
Will it be contended in the face of what I am about to quote from
Mr. Storythat he ever at anytime a.sserted that the contrary of what
Mr. Rawle stated was the true doctrine? Most certainly not.
After referring to the several clauses of the Constitution bearing
upon the subject of impeachment, and after stating in reference to
ane clause that so and so appeq,rs to be the case, and in reference to
:mother that "it would seem tofollow"that so and so were true, he,
Judge Story, concludes and dismisses the whole subject in section
805 in these words:
It is not intended to express any opinion in these commentaries as to which is
the true exposition of the Constitution on the points above cited. The.v are brought
before the learned reader as matters still sub judice, the final decision of which may
be reasonably left to the high tribunal constituting the court of impeaehment when
the OCClU!ion shall arise.

Justice Story, therefore, does not decide the question; he does, if
we may take him at his own word, not even so much as '' express any
opinion" in his commentaries "as to which is the tme exposition of
the Constitution" in reference to the very questions which to-day
separate in opinion and judgment the members of this Senate. On
the contrary, he, unlike Ra.wle1 who decided the contro"9'ersy, simply
brings it "before the learned reader as a matter still sub jttdice, still
under consilleration, and one which in his judgment should be reasonably left to this high tribunal for final decision when the occasion
might ari e. That occasion has at last arisen, and here and now the
great question must be forever settled. For nearly a century it haa
been sub judice by American commentators and the .American bar;
diverse opinions have been held and expressed, it is true, and now it
is for the first time before the proper tribunal for adjudication.
What has been sub judice for nearly one hundred years must for all
future time be res judicat4.
It bas been suggested that if the impeachment by the House had
taken place prior to the act of resignation, that then the case would
be different, upon the principle that; jurisdiction having attached, the
Senate could proceed to try. The view I take of the Constitution
renders it unnecessary that I should pass upon this question. I cannot conceive, however, that it would make the s}jghtest difference in
any possible view of the case in so far aa the jurisdiction of t.he Senate to try is concerne-d.
If the construction contended for by those who deny this jurisdiction is correct; 'if to confer jurisiliction the accused must be a civil
officer; if the _sole purpose of impeachment is removal from office;
and if no judgment in impeachment can be rendered except there is
included in it, ~nd as a part of it, removal from office, then it follows
as a legal and logical sequence that a resignation even after the conclusion of the trial, and before judgment pronounced, would oust the
jurisdiction of the Sena~, prevent any judgment whatever f~om being rendered, the whole proceeding would abate, the accused though
perhaps covered with the infamy of his crime would go forth a free
man with the ri~ht, provided he could through a repetition of his
crime, or otherwise, command the power to receive a new commission
the next day, only to be surrendered perhap15 after another trial by
impeachment in time to again defeat the judgment of the Senate.
Any construction, however, of our fundamental law that would make
such a course possible; that would make the whole constitutional
power of impeachment liable to suspension at the will of the accused
criminal; that would, as it unquestionably does in effect, practically
destroy this protection to the Government against the evil practices
of dishonest men who are in office and of others who have been and
may be again, is to my mind unreasonable, illogical, dangerous to the
best interests of the Government, and unwarranted either by its letter or spirit.
The fact that the Constitution empowers the Senate to disqualify,
as well as remove from office, would, it seems, be a perfect 'uswer
to the assumption that the sole purpose of impeachment is the removal from office. To prevent, therefore, in the discretion of the
Senate, a return to office of one who had proved unworthy while in
office, to the extent of commUting an impeachable offen ·e, was evidently regarcled as a means of protection to public liberty, so necesqary to the gnardlanship of the bi~h interests of the State as to secure
for it a place in explicit terms m our fundamental law. To pla.ce
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upon the Constitution, therefore, such construction as would make it
possible for a great public offender, by the simple voluntary act of
resignation, to evade this part of the penalty, and thus trample, unchecked and defiantly, upon one of the great constitutional protections
wit.h which the rights and liberties of the whole people are surrounded,
is, it seems to me, to cast a libel upon the wisdom, the intelligence,
the le~allearning of the men who made the Constitution.
While to the President was given the power to grant reprieves and
pardons for offenses against the United States, an exception was made
in cases of impeachment. This is the ''unpal'donablesin" of tlle Constitution. So dangerous was the commission of an impeachable offense regarded. by tlle framers of the Constitution to the vitality and
purity of the life of our body-politic, that the offender is placed forever
beyond the reach of restoration through executive clemency; and yet
will it be said that the criminal himself, after polluting the official
robe and tainting the public virtue by his own official crime, can
evade the penalties of the Constitution and batter down the safeguards of the nation by quietly surrendering his office f Can be thus
pardon his own offense before conviction f I cannot accept a construction so fatal in its results to the very existence of the power of
impeachment incorporated in the Constitution.
I am clear, therefore, in my conviction that the true theory of the
Constitution in respect of the power of impeachment was declared
by Ex-President John Quincy Adams in the national House of Repre entatives in 1846, when in speaking of this power he used the
following language:
And here I take occasion to say I differ from g"ntlemen who have stated that the
day of impeachment bas pa sed by the Constitntion from the moment the public
office expires. I bold no such doctrine; I hold myself, so long as I have the breath
of life in my bod.\', amenable to impeachment by this House for a.uything I did during the time I held any pulllic office.
.

And when interrupted by Mr. Bailey, of Virginia, with a criticism
in the shape of the following interrogatory: "Is not the juligment in
case of impeachment removal from office 7" The old man eloquent,
the veteran statesman of four score years, responded as follows:
And nisqu:tlification to hold any office of honor, trnst, or profit under the United
States forever afterward; a punishment much weakw iu my opinion than removal
from office. It clings to a man as lon~r as he lives ; and if an ..,- public officer ever
pnt himself in a J?Osi.tion to be tried by impeachment, he would have very lit tle of
my good opinion if be did not think disqualification from holding office· for life a
more severo punishment than mere removal from office. I hold therefore, that
every President of the United States, every Secretary of State, ever.v offi cer impeacbable by the laws of tho country is as liable twenty years aft~r his office expired as be is while he continues in office.- Congressional Globe, April13, 1846.

But. it is said if in this case the Senate should take jurisdictjon it
opens a door so wide that ex-officials who have years ago retired from
office will be dragged from their homes in private life and placed
upon trial before a political tribunal for alleged official offenses;
tllat it will establish a rule of construction for the several States
that may operate practically in ·the same way, to the detriment of
the administration of public justice and 1he deprivation of private
ri~hts. As a preventive against abuRe in this direction may we not
wtth perfect composure rely upon that sense of justice and propriety
which must be presumed to exist at all times and under a.Jl circumstances, whether under one administration or anotller, in the national
House of Representatives and in the houses of repre entatives of the
several States. May we not with perfect confidence trust to their
sound discretion for _protection against proceedings by impeachnient
for offt>nses that are venial in tlleir character, and those that have
been condoned by the lapse of time or par<loneu sttb s-ilentio by a generons people. The fact that in our whole-history of early one hundred years since the adoption of the Constitution there have been but
six impeachments of persons in office, would seem to warrant the conclusion that no abuse of this great power will be indulged in hereafter
by any succeeding House of Representatives.
.
Bolding, therefore, to these views as to the nature and extent of the
power of this Government in the matter of impeachment, it follows
that the plea of the respondent to the jurisdiction of the Senate must
be overruled, and he cited to answer to the merits of the articles of
impeachment.

Opinion of lJir. l'tlorrill, o f Vermont,

Delit,ered May 24, 1876.
Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont. :Mr. President, I shall make no ·attempt to pr~seut ~n argument beret but mere1~ to give very briefly
the concluswns, wttb somo 1·easons t.nerefor, which I have arrived at
after as impart.ial a consideration of the grave questions involved as
I have been able to bestow. I am not eager to convince others, and
if I were, I know of no one eager to be convinced. If the cabinet of
Mr. Pitt differed both about the impeachment of Warren HastinO'S
and a "bout dropping the impeachment ru a question of policy, it is
not strange that Senators should differ here about the impeachment
of the la,te Secretary of War as a question of power. I shall claim
no more charity for my own opinion than I cheerfully concede to
that of ot hers.
As often repeated as .t~ey have been, I can hardly make myself
to impeachunderstood Without reCitmg all of the words relatincr
0
ment contained in the Constitution :

The House of R~presentatives * * * shall have the sole power of impea.chment. (Article 1. ection 2.)
The Senate shall have the ole power to try all impea.chments. When sitting for
that purpo t.\ they shall be on oath or affirmation . When the P 1esident of tho
United States is ti·ied, tho Chief Justice shall preside: and no person shall bt} cunvicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. (Articlo 1,
section 3.)
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend furt her than to removal from
office, and tlisqualificatiou .to hold and enjoy any office of hQnor, trust, or profit under the Unitecl States: but the party convicted shall neverthele s be liable and
subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to la.w. (Article
1, section 3.)
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the Unit.ed States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section 4.)
The President * * • shall ha>e power to grant rep.hwes and pardons for offenses against the United States, except in cases of impeachment. (Article 2, section 2.)
The trial of all crimes, except incases of impeachment, shall be by jury. (Article
3, section 2.1

'These embrace all there is upon the subject. It must in all fairness be conceded that these promions should be construed to mean
no more and no lefs than the words employed conveyed at the time
in the country from which they were borrowed, except so far as the
provisions themselves were directly modified and restrained. If for
no .other purpose, the common law may be resorted to at least to obtain the real significance of the legal terms used in the Constitution,
and with as much authority as the English cia: sics may be for the
correct usage of other words in.our language. Even conceding tha.t
the common law gives no additional constitutional power, it will yet
interpose against an erroneous definition or any curtailment of tlle
·
meaning of its phrase&.
The case llefore us arises upon the presentation by the House of
Representatives of articles of irupeachment..against General William
W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, who pleads that here igned his
office a short time before and on the same ua.y the article were moved.
in the House, ~d therefore is not liable to impeachmAnt. Under the
apt and thoroughly defined phrases of the Con titution, and under
the circumstances as stated, the question pending is: Has the Senate
jurisdiction t
At this point, the question as to the guilt or innocence of the respondent is in no way concerned, and therefore the limitations as to
the final judgment of this court, or the consequences which may follow, are not matters for our present consideration. Nor does it affect
the case at this or any other stage that he may be tried and punish ell
in the criminal court according to law .. That is an incident which
may follow any and all impeachments. It may be more important,
however, that we should pre erve the Constitution in that full bnt
ru1exaggerated force and iL. that entire symmetry with which it left
the hanus of the original framers, and a refusal by the Senat.e to exercise powers actually conferred, if they have been conferred, denying tlle right of the House to impeach an officer who has resigned,
would go far toward establishing a precedent that might practically
destroy the efficacy of all future impeachments, and that in cases
po ibly much more flagrant and important than the one now presemed. Is tl.Jis to be the last case to appear in our history f Are we
to make a breach in the Con titution for the noiseless retreat of a
whole class of the greatest official criminals t
As it seems to me, from a common-sense view-and I speak with
much diffidence-the points most deserving attention are:
First, llas the House of Representatives the power to impeach f
Second, bas the Senate the power to try impeachments f
Third, is the identity of the person propused to be impeached by
the House of Representatives established f
Fourth, is the offense charged in the articles of impeachment an
impeacba.ble ofl:Emse'
Upon the e points there is no doubt suggested in any quarter, and
they mu ·tall be answered affirmatively.
The next point in the case presents the only difficulty ; that is to
say:
}~ifth, is the late Secretary of War, having resigned, now impeachablef
There is no misdescription of the person charged, no imputed or
fatal blunder as to the forms of procedure by the pro ecutor ·,and no
doubt that the case is before the proper tribunal; but the narrow
question still1·emains unanswered: Is the _late Secretary of War entitled to escape all the perils of impeachment by his swift resignation f Can be solely by his own act defeat our jurisdiction f Or, if
convicted, will his voluntary removal from office ueres arily relieve
llim from any further penaltyt The penalty, if convicteu, cou1u not
be le ·s than removal from office and might be much more. Di qualification for all future time might follow conviction, if a ju<lgment o
severe should be held to be meri~ed; but there can be no conviction
whatever if the guilty party can, as soon as he qnit8 office by re i~
nation or otherwise, escape jurisdiction. If the Constitution i to be
interpreted so as to give meaning and scope to all its parts, if we are
not by oru· decision of this ca. ·e t.o virtually wipe out forever the
whole power of impeachment or to transform it into a. ba.rking power
that is never to bite, it must bo held, as it appears to me, that tho
words" all civil officers of the United St.ates," even if held to be jurisdictional~ which is at lea t doubtful, cover tho e who bave as such
committed impeachable offenses whether in office or not at the moment of impeachment, and, if in office, they mu t ue removed. This
interpretation would certainly appear to ~e entiJ:ely just, entm s D(\
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innocent man, shields no guilty man, and is, so far as I know, in harmony with all the ideas of impeachment current at the date of the
adoption of the Constitution aud exactly correspondent with the language of our earliest as well as of the latest penal statutes, including
the revised code, which are held to make officers accountable for their
misdeeds lihough they may have ceased to hold any office. If by resigning a guilty civil officer may escape impeachment, the same door
is open for escape from a criminal indictment.
It is not now contended anywhere that a private citizen, however
guilty of hi~h crimes, while holding no office under the United States,
is liable to unpeachment; and now if an officer guilty of high crimes
may by resignation of his office escape, as has been contended, then
neither private citizens nor officers, except at their own will, can be
hereafter subjected to impeachment. The Constitution has no more
surely furnished an excuse for the former than the latter will surely
furnish for themselves. And thus the great remedy of impeachment
"for tre:u10n, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors" of
all United States civil officers, so industriously planted in so many
different places of the Constitution, would be torn out by the roots
and thrown like a worthless weed away. All of the carefully adjusted machinery about a conviction by not less than two-thirds of
the Senators present and on oath, about a further trial and punishment according to law, about removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office, becomes almost a mockery in the
face of the unedited proviso which the counsel for the responent now
in effect ask us to affix thereto, namely :
Provided, That the Senate shall not entertain jurisdiction in the case of any eivil
officer against whom articles of impeachment may be presented if he shall promptly,
or at any~~ tender a resignation before final judgment.

If the framers of the Constitution had only ingrafted thereon such
a proviso, it would have superseded the necessity of all other safeguards against extreme penalties upon the accused, and saved much
labored commentary. The pardoning power of the President in all
cases of impeachment was taken away; but if resignation snatches
away all jurisdiction, then a power, too great to be intrusted to the
P.~:esident, was taken away only to be given to the party impeached,
from whom the power to resign was not ta.k en away.
No verysubstantialreason baa been offered why official treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors should be outlawed at
the end of an official term or by a resignation. Debts and petty crimes
are very properly subjected to some limitation; but a crime of such
magnitude as to be worthy of a trial by this court ought not, as it
appears to me, to be subject to the plenary indulgence of a statute of
limitations, or to a day" of ju"Qilee. There is no limitation in the Constitution upon this subject whatever; none has been cited under English precedents; and no attempt at limitation by statute laws to
patch the Constitution, even if the power had been given to patch,
is likely ever to be propo ed; and it would seem to be a matter of
too great importance to
interjected into the Constitution at this
late day by construction or by a refusal to try a case because it was
begun two hours too late.
If it be said that, by assuming jurisdiction in a case like the present, a door will be left ajar by which partisan oppression and abuse
will ultimately creep into and pollute our history by great examples
of judicial tyranny, it is to be observed that all granted powers are
open to the same objection-those conferred upon the President, or
upon the judiciary, or upon Congress; and no power granted has
been more carefully guarded than the power of impeachment. The
risk of abnse through a popular government is no greater when exercising the power of impeachment than in many other dll·ections.
To distrust it here is to distrnst it everywhere. A jury of twelve
men-is trusted in any part of the country to try the most momentous
issues among men of life and fortune; and can it be imagined that
the Senate of the United States, composed of men supposed in some.
degree to represent the virtues and dignity, the intelligence and discretion, of thirty-eight States, is a tribunal unfit to be trusted to try
issues of fact upon which the power ever again to hold office on the
part of the convicted party must be the utmost limit of their verdict f
' The honor and conscience of the Senate will not permit this trial to
degenerate into argumentation merely for victory on the part of any
of its members, nor should the Senate be less free than the House of
Representatives has been from the imputation of a division on the
line of political sentii...ent in the determination of a vital question of
constitutional law. It is to be decided impartially, each Senator for
himself alone, whether the decision clashes with that of any others
or not, and, if decided rightly, no one need care.
The-speculations of learned men upon different sides have been industriously cited, and the weight of such authority to guide us has no
such preponderance as to entitle it to control our judgment in this the
first case practically arising for our decision. The una-nimous opinion of the House of Representatives in favor of jurisdiction cannot be
wholly set aside as of no value. The popular branch of the Government ha-s an interest as deep and abiding in the true interpretation of
tho powers relating to impeachment, whatever may be the present
political creed of the majority, as the Senate itself, and it cannot be
supposed that it has now or ever can have any motive for a latitudinarian construction "o f the Constitution on this subject.
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We have jurisdiction most a-ssuredly for offenses committed by civil
officers. The question as to any other officers is not now before us.
To say that a person might be a civil officer for all the purposes of
committing the offense and then in a moment after not be for the
purposes of trial and conviction would be, if I may be allowed to say
so, a stupendous assumpt ion unwarranted by any attribute of common sense. In plain English, and not encumbered by the dust and
mold of antiquated authority, nor by the thick embroidery of later
impassioned rhetoric, the words "civil officers" must be held to mean
civil officers at the time of committing the offense. The remedy
reaches these from the highe t to the lowest, and upon conviction
judgment is not confined to removal from office, that being the very
smallest part of the remedy. This is not a strained view of the law
and presents no terrors save to those guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in office. The people have a right to this remedy unabridged.
The alternative presented looks to me far more formidable, and
that is, to leave all officers of the United States at liberty to burrow
m corruption, to betray the honor and the highest interests of their
country, to sell justice, to accept bribes, to embezzle the public- funds,
and then, after destroying the records of guilt, if that be possible,
and suborning the witnesses through their ill-gotten gains, they can
resign and defy all the remedies provided through the dead forms of
-impeachment. That would be "played out," as a red-handed murderer in New York recently said about hanging. I cannot believe in
any construction of the Constitution that will leave it in so crippled
a condition and so absolutely at the mercy of those against whom its
sharpest provisions are point-ed and who may be the very ehiefest of
offenders.
The doctrine of resignation and avoidance, so far as I am able to
comprehend it, fritters away all the power there is of real substance
in the Constitution relating to impeachments, and, if it shall prevail,
the torn shreds of that power will hang dangling in the air as a mere
scare-crow, but scaring nobody.
Upon one side of the argument it is claimed that there is ~eat
·danger in permitting trials by impeachment for offenses committed
while in office after the person no longer holds Qffice; but is it not
clear that a person out of office will be most unlikely to excite the
undeserved animosity and vengeance of, or be pursued by, any great
party in the plenitude of its power or when holding the majority required for a successful impeachment in both Houses of Congress. If
this is not wholly an imaginary danger it would seem to be set at rest
by the fact that no such merely politically-malicious prosecution, even
in times of the greatest party heat, has ever occurred. And this fact
by no means shows, as has been contended, that the power to prosecute officers after they have laid down their offices does not exist and
is not ready on any proper occasion to be called forth in full vigor.
A long period has elapsed since any declaration of war has been made
by Congress} and yet it will not be said that Congress has not the
power to declare war. The non-use of a power does not abrogate it,
nor necessarily even make it obsolete, but rather tends to show that
it is not liable to abnse.
Upon the other side it is intimated that a person actually in office
may be impeached for offenses prior even to his acceptance of office.
Would not that be the most dangerous doctrine which could under
any oircumstances be e tablished' Offenses which the people had
forgiven by popular election, offenses of youth fully condoned by
years of exemplary life, might be dragged forth by partisan hatred
and malignity in order to drive persons from office and give the spoils
to the victors. I cannot be mistaken in the belief that this is more
than an imaginary danger.
I have thus frankly given my own opinions without attempting to
answer those-just as sincerely entertained by others. In the present
case, those who deny jurisdiction generally appear to occupy the
ground that officers may be impeached for offenses committed as private citizens, but that we may not impeach private citizens for offenses
committed a-s officers. To me the logic of the Constitution indicates
precisely the reverse. To hold otherwise will place the heavy responsibility upon the present Senate of cutting down the much-dreaded
constitutional power of impeachment for corruption in office to the
insignificant proportions of merely removal from office, and that to be
obtained by the cowardly and conscience-stricken resignations of the
offenders. That is a responsibility which, for one, I am not ready to
assume. We are responding to a prosecution begun by the House of
Representatives in the name of all the people of the United States,
and it cannot be evaded a-s a gusty and unmeaning formula, but must
be treated as one of the weightiest matters which can arise under
our form of Government, not to be overcome by hair-splitting objections, sometimes resorted to in pleas of abatement, and which have
no relation to the merits of procedure or the merits of the case on
trial.
I conclude by reiterating my previous statement that the words
"all civil officers of the United- States" must be construed to cover
those who have, as such officers, committed impeachable offenses,
whether in office or not at the moment of impeachment. Without
such a construction the pot.ent remedy of impeachment under the
Constitution for official corruption will hereafter become extinct, and
its downfall will bear the date of 1876.
Sincerely entertaining these views, I must vote in the direction to
which they point.
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Opinion oC Mr. Eaton,

Federal Government unless that power ha-s been either expressly
delegated or is fairly inferable from express delegation.
The best blood of England followed the ax when the Russells and
Sidneys suffered under the parliamentary precedents which have ever
been, and are now, the crying shame of English legislation. It is
said that we must look to the common law of England to properly
understand the meaning of the words impeachment and pardon! The
absurdity of such a claim approaches sublimity. The school-boy
knows the meaning of the word pardon when he escapes the deserved
birch through the clemency of his instructor; we know, without any
reference to the common law of England, the full force and meaning
of the Norman-Fr·~nch word impeachment. We do not know without reference to that common law and its impeachment procedure
the damnable atrocities which have been again and again a thousand
times perpetrated by invoking its capricious power against the Englishman. The framers of the Constitution of the United States·were
well aware of the atrocities which had been perpetrated in England
under the name and forms of law; and in my judgment they framed
an instrument which, under the proper and legitimate exercise of the
powers therein contained, will preserve alike the purity of the Government and the sacred rights of the citizen. It may be pleasant for
the historic student, indeed it may be useful, to trace the right of
trial by jury baek to the times of the heptarchy, and he may fancy
a resemblance between the representative assemblies of our days
and the Witans or Wittenagtmwtes of the Saxon Alfred and his kingly

Delivered May 24, 1876.
Mr. EATON. I should have contented myself with a silent vote
upon the matter now before the Senate, were I not in a position antaaonistic in opinion to distinguished Senators whose lead in aUgener~l legislative busine s I am most plea ~d t<_> follow. !Jut .sitting
here as ajudae, to pas upon a great constitutional question, mvolving the cons~uction of the or~anic law,_ on a po~t where the _r~ghts
of a citizen are to be determmed, ay su, the nghts of all citizens
who may have held or shall hereafter hold civil or military or naval
office under the Government of the United States, I should be false
to myself, false to those principles which have ever governed my public life, if I hesitated to announce the reru!Ons which control my action. The Constitution of the United States is an instrument of delegated powers, delegated by the people of the several States, :;tnd its
provisions are to .be construed strictly. We are to take the mstrument as it is, not as we would have it. We are not constitutionmakers, but the servants of the makers, the people of the States. If
the instrument is faulty, let it be amended in such particular according to its terms, and not force a construction to meet the requirements
of a present contingency.
Senators have gravely said "that the great men, the fathers who .
framed the Constitution, were wise men, men who would not have so
stultified themselves as to have given to their posterity an instrument
which could be defeated by the very act of a delinquent officer." . fu~
!
But, sir, we go not into the regions of the musty past to ascertain
Such language can have no power or inftuence upon my mind; it begs
the constitutional rights of the citizen of the United States, nor the
the issue, and to it I attach no importance.
The question is, what did the fathers do f Not whether they were powers of the Senate conferred by an instrument which is our suwise or unwise; not whether the convention which formed the Con- preme law. And, sir, I beg to say right here that, had thd procedure
stitution might not in many particulars have performed better work. of impeachment never obtained in England, the framers of the ConEvery Senator knows, it is a matt-er of history, that the Federal stitution would have found a way to get rid of corrupt and t.hieving
Constitution would not have been adopted as it came from the hands officials, as they had found a way to rid themselves and their descendof the framers by several of the Stat-es ; and many amendments were ants from the tyrannous exercise of the parliamentary law of Great
demanded before a people jealous of their rights would submit to its Britain. And now, sir, to the question: Under the Constitution of
government.
· the United States, regardless alike of English precedents or the legal
Therefore I say that the question of the wisdom or unwisdom of atrocities practiced under them, can the Senate proceed to assume
the framers of the Constitution is unworthy the consideration of this jurisdiction in· the matter of William W. Belknap, late Secretary 'of
ti·ibunal, and will not be entertained in its deliberations. By the War, now a private cit-izen of the State of Iowa and of the United
terms of the Constitution has the Senate jurisdiction of the matter States 7 It is confessed that he was Secretary of War when the alnow pressed upon its consideration by the House of Representatives t leged crimes were perpetrated; it is admitted he was a private citiCan a private citizen be tried by this body under articles of im- zen when the Honse of Representatives preferred its articles of impeachment alleging criminal conduct of said citizen at a time when peachment.
The meaning of the word impeachment, the full power thereof, the
he was in the enjoyment of a Federal office f
This is the sole question, and into it must not be interjected other mode of procedure thereunder, in Great Britain, were perfectly and
and extraneous matter; not the time when the delinquent officer re- thoroughly understood by the men who composed the convention of
signed nor the reasons which impelled him to a resignation; with all 1787. They deemed it wise and proper to place the power of imthat we have nothing to do. Have we the power to try a private citi- peachment, to a certain, well-defined, and limited .extent, within the
zen Y It is not to be denied that as the House of Representatives has provisions of the organic law, and I will now address myself briefly
the power of impeachment, so the Senate is the only body or tribunal to the consideration thereof, fully satisfied ,in my own mind that a
possessing the power to try; but if the House exercises its power wrong- conclusion can be arrived at which will conform to the necessities of
fully, no jurisdiction is conferred thereby on this body, and the Senate the age in which we live, without reflecting upon the wisdom of the
should at once assert its independence and dismiss the articles of im- fathers.
I call the attention of the Senate to the constitutional provisions
peachment. Can a private citizen, then, be impeached by the House
of Representatives and tried by the Senate for criminal acts done and relating to the subject-matter, and, though other Senators have so
performed during the time that said citizen held an office under the done before me, it is necessary that I should again do so, in order
that my views may be properly presented ; therefore I proceed by
Federal Government T
•
It may be said there a,re no precedents to govern, assist, or en- saying that section 2 of article 1 of the Constitution refel'8 to the conlighten us, and that in this case the Senate of the United States will struction and powers of the House of Representatives. Therein I find
establish a precedent for all the coming years. I pray it may be a the following:
wise one, one which will be respected by the future Senates who
The House of Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other officers; and
may be called to pass upon questions of a like character. There ru-e, shall have the sole power of impeachment.
however, two precedents which have great weight with me, and to
In my judgment there is no grant of power contained in this lanwhich I shall here3.fter direct the attention of Senators, to wit, the guage. I tis, so to speak, functional; in other words, descriptive of one
Blount case and the action of the convention which formed the pres- of the functions of the House; merely descriptive of where a power
ent constitution of the State of New Jen;ey.
"is to be located, to be elsewhere in the instrument defined.
But, sir, Senators have succeeded in :finding English precedents by
I think I cannot be mistaken when I assert that here is no definitive
the score. I desire to say that in the consideration of this grave and power granted, and, unless I greatly err in judgment, I shall elsewhere
important constitutional question English p1·ecedents will have no find in the instrument full, definite, and perfect power.
controlling power over my mind, and I thank God for what I believe
I next direct the attention of the Senate to section 3, article 1. I
to be true, that English precedents in this particular had no govern- find this:
ing weight in the minds of the men who framed the Constitution,
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impea~hments. When sitting for
men who for years had suffered under the tyranny of that very House that purpose, they shall be on oath or affirination. When the President of the
of Lords whose judgments are now invoked as precedents to govern United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside; and no person ahall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. Judgment
a Senate of the United States in the decision of a question resting in
cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office, and
solely upon the provisions of the Constitution!
disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust~ or profit under the United
I am amazed, sir, absolutely amazed, that Senators for whose opin- States: but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indictions I confess to have entertained entire confidence should seek the ment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.
parliamentary law of Great :Britain to solve a question arising under
This section is 'also, in my judgment, simply functional and descripthat written instrument which itself is the sup1'cm.e law of the land! tive. It is fully and thoroughly de~criptive of the mode of procedure
And, sir, we are gravely told by distinguished Senators, that the in the Senate, to which body is given the power, the sole power, to try
modes of procedure adopted by the Parliament of Great Britain in all impeachments. As a descriptive, functional section it is well decaaes of impeachment must have governing power in the delibera- fined:
tions of this Senate upon a grave and important question. Sir, for
First. The Senate is t.o be on oath or affirmation.
one, perhaps the least in consequence of the members of this Senate,
Second. In a particular case the Chief Justice to preside.
I deny it; as a citizen of the United States, I deny it; as a humble
Third. Necessary number to convict.
member of that great and patrioti~ party-and, sir, I beg pardon for
Fourth. Extent of judgment.
..
using the word party-the cardinal legend of which is, "strict construcFifth. Party convicted subject to trial according to law.
tion of the Constitution," I deny it. Sir, I have been taught in a
Thus the descriptive and functional power of the Senate ia in this
school which forbids the exercise of power by any branch of the section, as I previously suggested, perfect and well defined.
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By implication, and by implication merely, I gather from this section that a President of the United States may be subject to impeachment and trial by the Senate, and possibly other persons. I say possibly because the language is too indefinite to permit me to say that,
by implication even, any other person than he who holds the presidential office could under this section be impeached and brought to
trial.
.
And right here I desire to say a word as, to my understanding, to
the singular reasoning deduced from this section by the distinguished
Senator from Vermont, [Mr. EDMUNDS.] And in this connection I
beg to remark that I am possessed with a high estimation of his .abilities as a constitutional lawyer, and therefore my surprise at the course
of his reasoning. Dwelling with peculiar emphas:i,s upon the word
"person" contained in this section, he argues that in that word-" person" he finds authority for t.he Senate to try persons other than official delinquents, persons in office; and again and again be charged
upon the word "person" and rung the changes thereon.
And this little word seemed to operate in like manner upon the
mind of the distinguished Senator from Iowa, [Mr. WRIGHT.] And
the effect of the word " person" upon the mind of my distinguished
friend from Maryland is absolutely appalling. Under it, by its wonderful potency, he finds authority for the Senate to try all the civil,
military, and naval officers of the United States, and possibly, if the
parliamentary law of England is to obtain here, every person in the
United States; all the subjects of the realm, as the cherished English
anthorities would express it.
.
I confess that I am surprised that three distinguished Senators
should rest their main argument upon so slight a foundation ; but I
am in error; I ought not to say that I am surprised, for take this prop
away and the entire superstructure falls to the ground.. This is the
base, the foundation, and without this claim, to use a somewhat vulgar yet nervous expression, they are nowhere.
Let us examine this point again:
.
And no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the
members present.

Is it possible that there can be in this little word any hidden meaning, hidden to my mind, the common mind, sufficiently powerful to
change the plain and evident sense of the language7
Suppose I alter the sentence slightly, thus: "And no conviction
shall be had without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members
present." To my mind, and I think to most minds, the meaning of
the sentence would not be changed in the slightest degree. It would
remain the same, and be much improved in euphony, by the alteration in the text.
I do not deem it necessary to elaborate this point. A mere statement,
in my judgment, concludes the matter.
I next call the attention of the Senate to a part of section 2, article 2, and will read all that relates to the matter in hand :
He-

The Presidentshall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for offenses against the United
States, except in ca.sea of impeachment.

This is only important in this view, and in my opinion is entirely
conclusive against the claim of certain honorable Senators. The
claim is that the parliamentary law of Great Britain, its precedents
for the last five hundred years, running through the bloodiest period
of English history is and are to be used in construing the meaning
of our Constitution, the framers of which are said to have aded with
a full knowledge and intent that it would be so construed; and yet,
the power to pardon a person wrongfully convicted in the heat of
party passion was denied to the executive in all cases; a.· power belonging to and exercised by the Crown of England for a thousand
years I In my judgment such a claim does not run on all-fours with
either common humanity or common sense, and deserves the reprobation of us all.
I beg now to direct the attention of the Senate to the last remaining provision of the Constitution relating to this subject-mattersection 4 article 2 :
Tho President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

Here I find the full, perfect, and absolute grant of power explicitly
announcing the persons who are subject to impea~hment.
First. The person clothed wit.h the office and exercising the powers of President of the United States.
Second. The person exercising the powers of Vic a-President of the
United States.
Third. Each, every, and all of the civil officers of the United States.
Here I find the full, complete, and perfect list; as Mr. Owen would
say, the "sum total." The persons who, not by the law and precedents of Great Britain, but by the Constitution of the United States,
may be subjected to the ordeal of impeachment are here definitively
named and classified: Persons in -office, not out of office. The person
holding and enjoying t-he office of President or Vice-President, and
any other person in the enjoyment of any civil office. Is there the
slightest doubt about the true meaning f Can there be two opinions
about it Y Certainly not. And whyf Because each and all are to
be removed/ron& ojfice on impeachment and conviction of any offense
of the characternamed in the Constitution against the United States.
A person must be in office to be removed therefrom.
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But, says a distinguished Senator, "the Constitution does not in
terms say that an official who resigns his office for the very purpose
of avoiding impeachment shall not be snbjected to trial." That is
quite true; and a sufficient ·answer to that may be found in this remark: What the Constitution does not say, either expressly or by fair
and honest inference, we may do, tlwt the Senate cannot do. The
power is denied when ungra'nted.
Let us view this question for one moment only. I promise to be
brief, and therefore ask the attention of the Senators who do me the
honor to be present, from another stand-point. I insist that section
4, article 2, contains not only the grant of power to impea~h, bnt the
classes of persmts subject thereto:
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers.

Abandon this construction and the Senate is a.t once at sea, on the
wide ocean of mental conjecture, and will be logically forced to the
conclusion of the honorable Senators from Maryland and Oregon, as
I understand them, to wit: Every man, woman, and child in the
United States, capable mentally of committing crimes against the
United States, is liable to impeachment. In office or out of office,
ex-officials and those who have never been in office· are all equally
liable.
If the law of the English Parliament is to be injected bythisforcepumpprocess into the Constitution of the United States, the base use
which may be made of this high court of impeachment is evident t.o
the most ordinary minds. I say may be made. I do not say that snch
will be even a probable result; but I do insist that snch a construction
as is sought to be given to the great charter of our liberties would
make the Senate "the hewers of wood and the drawers of water,"
and extremely dirty water,· for a venal and corrupt House of Representatives, excited by party passion and heat beyond the bounds of
rea-son and justice. But, say other Senators, "such a state of things
can never exist, because this common-law doctrine of impeachment
can only be brought to bear against persons holding civil office or such
as have held civil office under the United States." Is it so f Ah, Sen. ators, you are at sea, in a leaky ship, destitute of rudder or masts or
sails, a mere hulk, where you are unballasted by t!;e material of the
Constitution! One class of senatorial pilots endeavoring to force
your frail craft to one port and another class seeking a different
haven.
Again, by this, andinowmean the most moderate, construction every
man in this broad land who ever held office under the United States prior
to the late terrible civil conflict, and did so at the time of the commencement of hostilities and deemed it his duty to side with his section, would be liable to the pains and penalties of impeachment. But
says some Senator, "Do you believe that there will ever be a. House
of Representatives a. majority of which could be found to pursue. a
course so suicidal to the best interests of the conntry T" I hope, trust,
and pray not; God only knows the hearts of men and the history of
the future of our country. I kno-w that a construction of the organic
law such as is sought to be given would place this dangerous power
in a House of Representatives. What such Honse would do when in
the possession of it is quite another question. At all events, sir, refuse to-day to so construe the Constitution, and all the Houses of
Representatives who come after ns will understand that the Senate
of the United States will stand as a breakwater against all such
stormy action.
Again, sir, adopt the construction which is claimed by ce;tain Senators, and every person who held a military or naval office duringthe
late, or any other war, or no war, who ever held snch-an office, is
liable to impeachment. My good friends, the honorable and gallant
Senators from Rhode Island and Illinois, must look well to their
records, for they were once military officers under the United States,
and are therefore liable to impeachment on a. trumped-up charge of
maladministration dnring their commands. Sir, the English law
seized in its iron grasp all of her people: queens, princes, peers, commoners, priests, counselors, women, military men, naval men, cut
the heads from some bodies, disemboweled others, strangled some
throats, put the rope round other throats. Thank God, sir, none of
these barbarous acts perpetrated under the sanction of English precedents and by the authority of English law can occur under the
Government of the United States, no matter what construction is
given to the Constitution.
·
But, Mr. President, in times of high political excitement strange,
most strange judgments have been pronounced even in the United
States. We have seen in our own days an eminent citizen, a resident
of a State where the courts of the United States and of his own State
were open for the trial of all persons charged with crime under the
Constitution-we have seen ncitizen, who should have been either protected by the law or convicted by the law, haled from his house in
the dark hours of the night, tried by a self-constituted tribunal utterly without legal authority, and visited with a punishment in violation of his rights as a, citizen, in violation of law, in violation of the
Constitution!
So far as possible, let the Senai]e of the United States protect the
citizen in his rights guaranteed by the Constitution.
The beautiful and accomplished" Frenchwoman, Madame Rolanda,
standing under the ax of the accursed guillotine during the bloody
carnival of the revolntion in France, exclaimed:
0, Liberty, Liberty, what orimes are 11erpetrated in thy holy name I
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Beware how you strain your constitutional authority under the
specious, false, and dangerous plea of necessity.
Mr. President, ~he point was well ta~en, and forcibly and eloquently put by my distinguished friend, the Senator from New York,
[Mr. CoNKLING,] the other day, that for nearly a century, for nearly
a hundred years, for a. space of time during which our planet has
thrice lost its population and thrice by the inevitable laws of nature
regained it, no articles of impeachment have ever been preferred by
the House of Representatives except against persons in the present
enjoyment of civil office under the Government of the United States.
No claim by that branch of the Federal Legislature having the power
to impeach, since our existence as a people, has ever been made until
the year of our Lord 1876 that any person could be impeached unless
in the enjoyment of office.
I desire also to say that the decision of the Senate in the Blount
case fully sustains the position that no person can be impeached unless in the enjoyment of a ci:vil office under the United States. That
case has been so fully and thoroughly discussed that I will not take
the time of the Senate further thereon.
Many Senators seem to ent~rtain 1ile opinion that disqualification
from holding Federal office is the great constitutional penalty; not
removal from office ; and that the evident purpose of the Constitution will be defeated if that instrument should be construed in the
manner indicated by those Senators with whom I class myself.
Here I lihink is the fatal error of the reasoning. In my judgment
the great penalty to a public man consists in this:
First. To be charged by the grand inquest of the people,· the House
of Representatives, with maladministration in office, with the commission of grave crimes aga1nst the pu~lic weal; to be impeached
therefor before the Senate of the United States in the gaze of the
intelligence of the world.
·
Second. To be stripped of the official robes; cast from office a dishonored man, to be forever thereafter the mark for scorn's unmoving
finger.
.
.A.nd should the accused official, in hot haste to avoid the procedure
of impeachment voluntarily in the face of the terrible and damning
char~es against ~ resign the office w hioh he has disgraced, the result 18 the same to him and to the country. He stands forever dishonored before his countrymen, a moral leper, and the criminal law
seizes him in its iron grasp to inflict condign punishment.
But, say objecting Senators, he is not disqualified from holding
office, and therefore the people are not protected to the full extent
demanded by the Constitution. Ah, llr. President, is it so f That
presupposes that the people will elect as their Chief Executive a man
so destitute {)f correct principles and official honor as to permit him
to nominate to the Senate for Federal position a thief, a dishonored
and disgraced felon; and, further, that a majority of the Senate are
so degraded and debased that they will approve and confirm the
nomination of a corrupt and venal Executive.
Sir, however this may strike the minds of Senators, of course I will
not undertake to say or predict; but a. mere glance at the point convinces my mind that disqualification from holding office in fact is no
penalty, because either the removal from o:t'fice by impea-chment, or
the resignation of office to avoid impeachment, is in itself an eternal
barrier to the person who has violated his official obligation and prostituted his personal honor.
I have alluded to the action of the convention of the State of New
Jersey as affording a precedent which should be entitled to great
weight in the consideration of this important question.
In 1849, the people of New Jersey, in convention, formed a new
constitution. A list of its members, which I hold in my hand, indicates that several of the ablest citizens of that Stajie were engaged
in the work. The various committees had performed their labors,
and the result was before the convention.
The article on impeachment was identically the same as and was a
copy of the one in the old constitution of that State. I read from the
journal of the convention, page 2451 section 11:
The governor and all other civil officers under this State shall be liable to im
peachnient for misdemeanor in office.

Upon the consideration of this. article Chief Justice Hornblower, a
ma.n who enjoyed a national reputation as a lawyer and judge of great
ability, moved to amend. I now read from an authorized report of
the proceedings of the convention, placed in my- hands by the honorable Senator from New Jersey, ~Ir. FRELINGHUYSEN:
Mr. Hornblower moved to amend so as to provide that public officers might be
impeached after the expiration of their term of office.

The amendment offered by Judge Hornblower was in these words:
During their continuance in office and for two years thereafter.

· The amendment wa.s nnanimously adopted, and, as amended, the
article was unanimously adopted and now stands as the organic la.w
of New J eraey on this point.
I now read the article, section 11, article 5 :
The governor and all other civil officers under this State, shall be liable to im-

chief justice in his amendment, that is, to extend the time of impeachment two years after the termination of the office.
Then, sir, we have upon this great and important question. the
opinion of many of the ablest jurists of New Jersey that previous
to the adoption of her constitution in 1849 a person must have been
in office in order to have been subjected, in that State, to the procedure of impeachment.
·
For one, I value this precedent a.s of more importance than all
those which England oan furnish.
A question was put to the honorable Senator :&om Indiana I think
six times, and my honorable friend answered it as many times as it
was put. The honorable Senator is quite able to answer all questions
and to meet all antagonists, but he will pardon me if I add to his
answer. The question wa&: "Would not the power of impeachment
be full and perfect if section 4 of article 2 had not been pla-ced in the
Constitution f" I think the question an exceedingly improper one,
because no Senator baa a right to suppo e that any of the ections
relating to impeachment could or would have been adopted by the
convention, except in the very shape in which they now are. The Constitution is a work of compromises, and men gave their adhesion to
matters to which they were opposed upon the condition that checks
in the shape of additional sections were accepted by other men.
The opinion of Judge Story, who is regarded by many distinguished
Senators as one of the ablest of our constitutional lawyers, was clearly
in favor of the opinion that no person could be impeached unle s actually in office.
In this opinion of Judge Story I have the more confidence from a
fact which will be conceded by all Senators, to wit: the bent of his
mind was favorable to a broad, not to say unlimited, construction of
the powers granted in the Constitution.
I have in my mind a notable case to which I desire to call the attention of the Senate, apprehending that it will have great weight in
sb.owing the opinions of gentlemen eminent for their ability upon
the point now under discussion. I allude to the impeachment of
President Johnson. I believe, and have satisfactory re ons for my
belief, that for days, ay weeks, the procedure again t him halted because the gentlemen having the matter in charge knew that a misdescription would be fatal and were uncertain whether to allege that
he was President or acting President of tbe 'Qnited States. The idea
was scouted that he could be proceeded against for acts perpetrated
when he was in the enjoyment of the office of Vice-President, and
there were such acts which need not here be more particularly alluded to. The af!tute and versatile Stevens of Pennsylvania. was called
into the troubled council, :md even he, renowned among all the men
of these latter days as the man who had driven this damnable doctrine of necessity over and through the Constitution, even he, this
man of Danton-like nerve and audacity, dared not place before the
Senate articles of impeachment against a person and describe him as
late Vice-President of the United States.
No, sir; no, not until the year 1876, the centennial year, was the.
discovery made in our history that a person could be proceeded against
who was the late holder of an official position. For nearly a hundred years have this people, on this question, traveled the old, plain
political pathway marked down by the fathers. For one, an wering
for myself alone, I shall pursue the same course, and follow not after
the new doctrines of strange gods.
.AP. a sincere and honest believer in the doctrine of State-rights,
knowing that the true interest of forty millions of people who inhabit
now this broad land, and of the hundred millions whose coming footsteps we can almost hear, can only be maintained and conserved by
a strict adherence to the letter and spirit of the Constitution, and
believing, as I sincerely do, that the great danger to be apprehended
to our system of government is the centralization of power in the
various branches of the Federal head, I cannot, will not, and, before
God and the people, dare rwt consent to this departure from the wellknown principle which has heretofore universally obtained.
Therefore I sayFirst. That the Constitution of the United States is the law which
should govern in this case, untrammeled by English precedents or English procedures.
Second. That no other persons than those who are in the enjoyment
of civil office under the Government of the United States at the time
when articles of impeachment are presented by the House of Representatives are proper subjects of trial.
Third. That William W. Belknap, at the time of the presentment of
these articles of impeachment by the House of Representatives, was
not in the enjoyment of any civil office nnder the United States, hut
was a private citizen of the State of Iowa.
Fourth. Therefore these articles of impeachment should be dis:missed
by the Senate.

Opi.ni.on oC Mr. A.lliaou,

Delivered May 24, 1876.
Mr. ALLISON. The question now before the Senate for consideraWhile I admit, for the purpose of the argument, that the report of tion is whether or not the Senate has jurisdiction to try W. W. Belthe proceedings is meager and incomplete, I unhesitatingly assert knap for the offenses alleged in the articles of impeachment, which
that but one meaning can be attached to the language used by the offenses were committed by him while he was Secretary of War, he
peachment for misdemeanor in office duri.D.g their continuance in office and for two
years thereafter.
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having resigned his position as Secretary, and having vacated the
office before the proceedings for impeachment were beF in the Honse
of Representatives, and being at the time of such unpeachment, a
private citizen, holding no office under the Government of the United
States. I have given this question such examination and study as I
could within the time allowed, and I have listened with interest to
all the arguments that have been presented for and against jurisdiction in this case, and have endeavored in my own mind to settle
the question without reference to what may be involved in the case.
The question presented to us for decision is whether or not, tmder
the Constitution of the United States, a person not a civil officer can
be impeached, although at the time the alleged offense was committed he held such office. In the present case it is admitted that the
alleged offense is an impeachable one, under the Constitution, if committed by a person subject to our jurisdiction at the time the impeachment was presented.
·
·
The fact that Mr. Belknap was in office so recently before the impeachment, and that he resigned having in view his impeachment,
is, upon the facts alleged and admitted, the most extreme illustration
which could be presented to mark the line or boundary which excludes
our jurisdiction, if it can be excluded at all.
.
To take jurisdiction in this case it must be shown that, without
reference to the point of time, all persons may be impeached for public
offenses committed in office, although when impeached they are private citizens. To exclude jurisdiction, on the other hand, it must be
shown that civil officers may be impeached while in office only, and
for crimes specified and declared in the Constitution, and for none
other.
There are four clauses in the Constitution that directly affect this
question : First, the last clause of section 2, article 1 :
The Honse of Representatives * * * shall have the sole power of impeach·

ment.

Second, clause 6, section 3, article 1 :
The Senate shall have the sole power to try a.ll impeachmenUJ.

Third, clause 7, same section and article:
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all the writers on parliamentary law. It has been claimed in debate,
and with much force, that this power has only been applied in cases
of official misconduct or violation of public trusts. Assuming this
narrower view of jurisdiction to be the true one, it nevertheless leaves
open to the Senate to try all persons in the United States who at any
·time may have committed any offense in office or violated any public
trust confided to them, and there is nQ limit of time during their lives,
as to such persons, when they may be impeached by the House or tried
by the Senate. This statement of the cla:i:Ip. of those who invoke jurisdiction in this case shows the importance'of the decision we are about
to make as affecting all the people who have held official position or
administered public trusts, or who may do so in the future.
It seems to me that such construction should not be given to our
Constitution unless it is clearly inferable from the words employed
or from the intent of the framers as drawn from the history of the
time or from the debates in the convention.
It seems to me, from the letter of the Constitution itself, and from
the history of the time, and from the debates in the convention, that
the Constitution itse~ intended to include impeachment as a remedy,
and also intended to definitely prescribe its limits and boundaries,
prescribing a body to accuse, a tribunal to try, the extent of the pun·
ishment, the persons who may be tried, and the offeDB~s for which
they are triable, leaving nothing, either jurisdictional or remedial, to
be drawn from the parliamentary law.
.
.All writers agree that it was the intention of the framers of the
Constitution to provide a government in all its parts of limited and
!:.]>ecified powers. Story says :
The Constitution was from im very origin contemplated to be the frame work of
national Governmeat of special and enumerated powers, and not of general and a
unlimited powers.

In order that there might be no mistake upon this.subject, contemporaneously with the adoption of the Constitution, among the early
amendments proposed and agreed to was the tenth article of amend·
ments, which declares thatThe powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor pro·
hibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively or to the people.

Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not ext.md further than to removal from
If we are to resort, therefore, to the common law of Parliament f~r
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States: but the party conviCted shall nevertheless be liable and jurisdiction in cases of impeachment, it is the only instance that can
be suggested where the Constitution has such resource. It does not
subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.

Fourth, section 4, article 2 :
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

It is claimed by those who favor jurisdiotion in this case that the
first-quoted clause not only describes the pody that shall originate
impeachments, ·a nd that it not only confers the power to impeach or
prosecute, but that it is the jurisdictional clause in the Constitution
conferring in terms whatsoever was at the time understood in England to be the scope or boundary or extent of the jurisdiction to
impe~ch under the parliamentary law of impeachment in England,
and that here js found not only jurisdiction, but all jurisdiction ;
that under this clause and the following, granting to the Senate the
power to try, is conferred all the authority to present and try-all
cases of impeachment known at the time to the common law of Parliament, save only that the judgment is limited and the concurrence
of two-thirds of the Senate is required to convict, and that this grant
of power is not limited or circninscribed in any manner by the fourth
section of the second ·article either as to persons who may be impeached or as to offenses for which impeachments may be instittNied
and tried; that this latter section was inserted for no other or di.ffer'tmt purpose than to prescribe the punishment which must be inflicted
in cases where the person impeached is still in the enjoyment of a
pu1:5lic office; or, in other words, for the purpose of pointing out a
class of persons who shall be removed from office when impeached;
that this section is not jurisdictional in its character; that it confers
no jurisdiction and limits no jurisdiction, but only prescribes a particular punishment in specified cases, and is not used to designate the
persons who may be impeached or to define or declare what are impeachable offenses.
If this claim be true, we are compelled to resort to the parliamentary law of England to discover who may be impeached, and for
what offenses, and admit that the framers of the Constitution intended to resort to parliamentary law for .purposes of jurisdiction,
and did not intend to define jurisdiction incases of impeachment except
by reference tn parliamentary law.
It thus becomes material to ascertain who could be impeached
under the·parliamentary law of England. Under this law the Honse
of Commons could proceed against the delinquent, of whatsoever degree, and whatsoever might be the nature of the offense. There was
no limit as to persons or offenses, except that the Lords could not by
· the law try a commoner for a capital offense on the information' of
the king or a private person, but with this exception, under the parliamentary law of England there wasno limit as to the persons who
might be tried or as to the offenses (See Selden's Judicature in Parliament, 1263 ; also 84 ; 4 Blackstone, 257 ; Hatsell's Precedents, volume 4, page 120 ; and McDonald's Manual, page 284 ; also May's Parliamentary Law; also Story on the Constitution,volume 1, § 79.
That impeachment has this extent in England is clearly stated by
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seem probable that, with the history of impeachments in England
fresh in the memories of those who framed our Constitution, they
would have selected this as the special and particular good that
should be transplanted into our frame-work of government without
limitation, save only as to judgments. Section 1 of article 2 declares
that "the executive power shall be vested in the President of the
United States of America;" yet it has never been claimed that any
other or different power was here invested than that prescribed in the
second article. So the judicial power under article 3 was vested in
one Supreme Court and such inferior courts as Congress might from
time to time ordain and establish. Under article 3 the Supreme Court
decided at an early day that the :United States courts had no jurisdiction over offenses at common law and that they could onlyta,k e
cognizance of such offenses as were created by statute, and it is now
settled beyond dispute that the Federal courts will not take jurisdiction over any crimes which have not been placed directly under their
control by act of Congress. It would seem that here, if anywhere,
the common law should apply.
Looking first to the letter of the Constitution, and applying to it
the ordinary modes of interpretation, it would seem that the framers
of the Constitution meant to provide that impeachment as a remedy
should be resorted to with the same distinctness and brevity with
which they provided for other essential powers of government; that,
in order to make this provision, they provided that the proceeding
should be initiated only in the Honse of Repres~ntatives, that body
nearest to and directly responsible to the people. They had ·observed
that in England the king or a private person could initiate these proceedings. They also observed that in the States several modes of inaugurating impeachments were resorted to, as, for example, in Pennsylvania the General Assembly could impeach and the council of censors could inaugurate the proceedings; and in North Carolina the
General Assembly or any grand jury could impeach. 'fhey therefore resolved that only one body, and that "the Hom;;e of Representatives shall have the sole power of impea.chment."
· They next sought to provide a tribunal to try impeachments. Here
also they found great diversity in the constitutions of the several
States. In some of them, as in Massachusett-s, the senate had the
power. In others, as in New York, the senators, chancellors, and
judges of the Supreme Court; in Pennsylvania, the president and
the council of twelve, taking to their assistance, for advice only, the
justices of the supreme court; and in Virginia the general court.
And after considerable debate, and after first providing that the
Senate should only try justices of the Supreme Court; and the Supreme
Court all other officers, they finally adopted the provision that "the
Senate shall have the so]e power to try all impeachments." ·Thus having provided the body to prosecute, and the tribunal to try; they proceeded to the consideration of the judgment, an <I having the. record of
punishments in England fresh in their memories, which record disclosed that there was no limit to panishments in .England except
in the discretion of the Honse of Lords, they proceeded to limit the
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judgment, and provided that a concurrence of two-thirds should be tional Legislature on the request of a majority or the Legislatnres of
required to convict, and provided thatindividual States." "It was necessary," he said, "to place the power
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from of removing somewhere. He did not like the plan of impeaching the
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under great.officers of state. He did not know that provision could be made
the United States : but the party convict.ed shall nevertheless be liable and subject for the removal of them in a better mode than that which he had
to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.
proposed." Mr. Sherman contended that the national Legislature
This clause is the first intimation as to the extent of the contem- should have power to remove the Executive at pleasure. Mr." Mason
plated jnrisdiction, and the pnrpose to be reached by the remedy. It thought "some mode of displacing an unfit magistrate is rendered
is here shown that the purpose was to get rid of an officer by removal, indi~p~~sable by the fallibility of those who choose, as well as corand in extreme cases to disqualify him, as if he had committed treason ruptibility of _the man chosen." He opposed decidedly ''the making
or other high crimes the safety of the state might require absolute of the Execnttve the mere creatnre of the Legislature as a violation of
disqualification. It also appears from this clallSe that whatever of the fundamental principles of good government." A vote being taken
punishment there was in the judgment was only incidental, as they Mr. Dickinson's proposition was rejected; when Mr. Williamson moved
were careful to provide in the same clause for punishment in the to add to the last clause the wo1 ds, "and be removable on impeachcourts according to law. Reacting this C'l.ause alone, without connect- ment and conviction of malpractice or neglect of duty."
ing it with the fourth section of the second article, it would seem that
On the 13th of Jnne Mr. Randolph and Mr. Madison moved the folthe remedy was only intended to reach officers, and I cannot see how lowing resolution respecting the national judiciary:
a less judgment than removal under this clallSe alone could be effectThat the jurisdiction ofnationaljudicia.ry shall extend to cases which respect the
ively pronounced. It has been said an officer might be suspended, collection of the national revenue, impeachments of national officers, and questions
but that is removal for a time, and a disqualification as to the par- which involve the national peace and harmony.
ticular officer for that time. The judgment could go further, ll,nd
Which was agreed to withont debate. (Madison Papers, volnme2,
disqualify as to every office. As before stated, this is the first inti- page
85.)
.
mation as to the real pnrpose of the proceeding.
Up to this time these various propositions had been considered in
This brings us to the fonrth section of the second article. Until
this section is reached no persons have been designated nor offenses committee of the whole, and on that day Mr. Gorham, chairman of
the committee of the whole, reported from the committee a series of
described. The fourth section of article 2 provides thatnineteen resolutions, and the resolution in relation to the national
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States shall judiciary just adopted became the thirteenth of that se1-ies. The
be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason brlbery,
ninth of this series provided that "the President should be removor other high crimes and misdemeanors.
'
This is a potential section, prescribing who may be impeached and able on impeachment and conviction of malpractice or neglect of
for what offenses, and when the judgment shall take effect and the duty." It will be seen that the national judiciary were here authorized to try all impeachments of national officers, and that " the Presminimum penalty that shall be prescribed in all cases.
This section means to provide for all these, or it is absolutely mean- ident should be removable on conviction of malpractice or neglect of
ingless and was wholly unnecessary, because if all jurisdiction was dnty,'' but that no provision was made as to who or what body should
conferred by the last clallSe of the second section of the first article, prefer. the accusation or initiate impeachments. This report from the
it was not necessary to include the fourth section of the second article comnnttee of the whole then became the plan of the convention, and
at all, because this clause had already provided by reference to the Mr. Paterson, of New Jersey, asked time to prepare and present anparliamentary law for everything save the extent of the punishment. other plan, which he said several of the deputations wished should
It was not necessary to include these persons here, because they were be substituted in place of that nnder consideration; and on the 15th
already included. It was not necessary to prescribe the offenses, be- of J~ne Mr. Paterson proposed this plan, the fifth section of which
cause all the offenses here described and many more were impeacha- proVIded for the establishment of a national judiciary, and "that
ble in England. The persons subject to impeachment and the offenses the judiciary so established shall have authority to hear and deterimpeachable must be found in this section or not at all, as neither are mine in the first instance on all impeachments of Federal officers," and
mentioned in any other place. It is claimed that this section was the fourth section of which provided "that the President should be
inserted solely and only for the purpose of compelling removal from removable by Congress on application by a majority of the executives
office in case the party held office. It would hardly seem that the of the several States."
On the 16th of J nne the convention again went into the committee
framers of the Constitution would have given such prominence to a
provision hayi~g only this object in view, especially when they had of the whole for the discussion of the plans of Mr. Paterson and Mr.
already provided that·removal from office mnst be a part of the judg- Rando~ph,_and Mr. Wilson contr~sted the twoplans by ~aying, "The
ment. I therefore conclude that in order to give any effect whatever executive IS to be removable on rmpeachment and conviCtion in one
to this fourth section of the second article it is absolutely necessary plan; in the other to be removable at the insta.nce of a majority of
to give it the full effect above stated, namely, to provide the persons the executives of the States." On the 18th of J nne Mr. Hamilton
to be im~eache~, the of!ens.es impea?hable, the ~!Dum judgment, discussed at length the various propm~itions then in committee, and
and the time of Its application, that IS, upon convictiOn. If this con- presented a plan of his own, which provided in the fourth section
struction be the true one, it follows that removal from office must in "that the Bnpreme authority of the United States should be vested
all cases be a part of the judgment, and this judgment cannot be in a governor, to be elected to serve during good behavior," and the
imposed un_less the paJ""ty holds an office at the time of impeachment. ninth clanse, ofwhich provided thatHISTORY OF THE CLAUSES FOUND IN THE CONSTITUTION.

Admitting that the langua~e employed in the Constitution is not
explicit, and that we are left Ill donbt as to its true construction, we
are at liberty to examine the history of the several clauses bearing
upon the Bubject, and to trace their progress in the Constitution, with
a view to ascertain the aim and purpose in view. In doing this we
must bear in mind the prime object of the Constitution as stated by
Story, namely, that" it was from its very origin contemplated to be
the frame work of a national government of special and ennmerated
powers, and not of general and unlimited powers." On the 29th of
May Mr. Randolph, of Virginia, opened the main business of the
convention by presenting a plan for a national government by stating
the defects in the Articles of Confederation, and proposing a remedy,
which was denominated Mr. Randolph's plan, the ninth section of
which provided for the establishment of a national judiciary, which
should have among other things jnrisdiction to try "impea-chments
of any national officers," thus showing that in the very beginning it
was contemplated that impeachments should apply only to national
officers.
Mr. Pinckney, on the same day, presented a plan which provided
~hat " the House of Delegates shall exclllSively po.ssess the power of
Impeachment," that the Supreme Court should have jnrisdiction to
try the impeachment of officers of the United States, and tha.t the
President" should be removed from his office upon impeachment by
the House of Delegates and conviction in the Supreme Conrt of trea~on, bribery, or corrnption ;" and that in cases of impeachment affectmg ambassadors and other pnblic ministers the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court should be ori~al.
It will thns be seen that m both the plans proposed at this early
day in the convention impeachment was coniined to national officers.
In Mr. Pinckney's plan a special provision was inserted with reference
to the President of the United States; and on the 2d of June Mr.
:Pickins~n moved "that the Executive be made removable bythena-

The governor, Senators, and all officers of the United States to be liable to impeachnient ~or m~l and COITU~t conduct, and upon conviction to be removed from
offic~ and disqualified for ~olding any place o~ trust or profit; all impea~hments to
be tned by a. court to conSISt of the chief or JUdge of the superior court of law of
eac4State, provided such judge shall hold his office during good behavior, and have
a permanent salary.

It will be seen that this ninth clause provides for the impeachment
of all officers, and that they shall be removed from office on conviction, showing that he contemplated that they would be in office at
the time of trial.
On the 19th of June, after a lengthy discussion of Mr. Paterson's
plan, Mr. Randolph's propositiollB, as reported from the committee on
the 13th of J nne, were reported back without alteration. On the 18th
of July Mr. Madison proposed to modify the thirteenth 1·esolution relating to the jurisdiction of the national judiciary, so as to read:
That the jurisdiction shall extend to all cases arising under the national laws
and to such other questions as may involve the national peace and harmony.

This was agreed to; and it would seem that Mr. Madison intended
to confer. the authority to try impeachments upon some other body,
as the thirteenth resolutiOn, before modified, conferred upon the judiciary the power to try. On the same day the whole clallSe relating
to the Executive was reconsidered, and a lengthy debate followed
relating to the length of term of the Chief Executive; and on the
19th, the same question being nnder consideration, Mr. Gouvernenr
Morris observed that he was for a short term, in order to avoid impeachments, which would be otherwise necessary. And again, on the
2oth, the Executive clallSe still being under consideration, Mr. Pinckney and Mr. Gouverneur Morris moved to strike out the clallSe ''to be
removable op impeachment and conviction for malpractice or neglect
of duty." Mr. Pinckney here observed that the President ought not
to be impeachable while in office, and in the discussion of the case
before llS"great stress has been laid npon these words of Mr. Pinckney
and similar words used by Colonel Mason in the same debat.e. But a
careful examination of this debate will show that Mr. Pinckney was
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opposed to the impeachment of the Executive at any time, and I quote he thought the Supreme Court was an improper tribunal/to try him.
On tho 31st of August all the postponed clauses, and such parts of
his language as found on page 1156 of the .Madison Papers :
Mr. Pinckney did not see the necessity of impeachment.'!. He wru~ sure they ought reports as had not been acted on, were referred to a committee of
:not to issue from the legislature, who would in that c~e ~old them as a ~ ~er one from each State. On the 4th of September this committee rethe Executive, and by that means effectually destroy his mdependence. His re- ported recommending the insertion of the words:
Visionary power in particulru.- would be rendered altogether insignificant.

And Mr. King, in the same debate, objected strongly to the impeachment of the President at all, unless they should make the tenure
of his office during good behavior. And it will be observed that the
tenure of the office of the Chief Executive had not been fixed at. the
time of this debate, and Mr. Randolph in this debate said that
appropriat"e impeachment was a favorite principle with him. "The
Executive will have great Qpportnnities of abusing his power, particularly in time of war," &c. He suggested for consideration an
idea, which had fallen from Colonel Hamilton, of composing the quorum out of the judges belonging to the States, and even requiring scmw
preliminary inquest tohether just ground of impeachment existed.
. I call particular attention to this latter language, as it probably
was the origin of the suggestion that the Honse of Representatives
should become the inquest here alluded to, because up to that time
nobody had been provided to make the accusation. QQuverneur Morris, who had originally joined Mr. Pinckney in moving to strike out
this clause with reference to the President, after this debate said that
his opinion had been changed ijy the arguments used in the discussion, and added, "he was now sei;tsible of the necessity of impeachments," thus showing that the object he had in view in moving to
strike out the clause was not t.o prevent the President from being impeached while in office, but to prohibit his impeachment at alL He
goes on to say:
The Executive ought therefore to be impeachable for treachery, corrupting his
electors, and incapa01ty, where they are causes of impeachment. If the latter, he
should be punished, not as a man, but as an officer, and punished only by degradation from his office.

The Senate of the United States shall have power to try all impeachment.'!, but
no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two·thirdSof all the members present.

The same committee reported the latter part of section 2, article 10,
which read as follows:
He shall be removed from his office on impeoohment by the House of Representatives, and conviction by the Senate for treason or bribery, and in case of his removal as aforesaid, death, absence, resignation. or inabHity to discharge the powers
or duties of his office, the Vice-President shall exercise those powers and duties
until another President be chosen or until the inability of the President be removed.

Here it was proposed to provide for the removal of the President
on impeachment by the.Honse and conviction by the Senate. Would
it be claimed by any one that under this clause, which is substantially the clause in the Constitution now, the President could be tried
after he had vacated his office by resignation or after his term of office
had expired f
Mr. Wilson afterward in debating thio clause and other clauses connected with it relating to the Executive said "he was obliged to consider the whole plan as having a dangerous tendency to aristocracy,
and as throwing a dangerous power into the hands of the Senate.
They will have, in fact, the appointment of the President, and through
his dependence on them, the virtual appointment of officers, and
among others, the appointment of officers to the judiciary department. They are to make treaties and they are to try all impeachments. In allowing them thus to make executive and judiciary appointments, be the court of impeachment, and to make treaties which
are to l>e laws of the land, the legislative, executive, aDil judiciary
powers are all blended in one branch of the Government."
This committee further reported the clause postponed on the 27th
of August, making the President removable from office on impeachment for and conviction of treason and bribery, thus omitting the
word "corruption." .A.s this clause had been postponed on motion of
Gouverneur Morris because he thought the Supreme Court an improper
tribunal to try the President, it gave rise to considerable discussion
as to which was the :fitter tribunal to try, the Senate or the Supreme
Court, and the committee having struck out the word "corruption,"
there was a debate as to whether the President should be removed
for any other misconduct than treason or bribery.
·
On the 8th of September the clause referring to the Senate the trial
of impeachments against the President for treason and bribery was
taken up. Colonel Mason said:

And this whole debate shows that, so far from Mr. Pinckney or
Gouverneur Morris intimating that they were in favor of impeachment
of the President a.fter he was out of office, they both objected to his
impeachment at any time, and wished to exclude him absolutely
from the power of impeachment. Those who opposed impeachments
were in favor of a short term for the President, and wished to make
his power absolute and independent of either the legislative or judicial departments. After this debate a vote was taken and the clause
retained in the Constitution.
On the 24th of July the resolutions reported from the committ.ee
of the whole on the 13th of June as amended, were referred to a
committee of detail, consisting of Mr. Rutledge, Mr. Randolph, Mr.
- QQrham, Mr. Ellsworth, and Mr. Wilson, and at the same time the
oxiginal proposition of Mr. Pinckney and also the propositions of
Why is the provision restrained to treason and bribery only f Treason ru~ deMr. Paterson were referred to the committee.
On the 6th of August Mr. Rutledge reported from thfl committee fined in the Constitution will not reach many great and dangerous offenses. Hastings is not £Uilty of treason. Attempts to subvert the Constitution may not be
of detail reported a constitution, which provided:
treason' as above described. As bills of attainder, which have saved the British
The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. (Arti·
ole 4, section 6.)
The President shall be removable on impeachment by the House of Representatives, and conviction by the Supreme Court of treason, bribery, and corruption.
(Article 10, section 2.)
The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court shall extend to the trial of impeachments
of officers of the United States. (Article 11, section 3.)
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office and disqualification to bold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States: but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and
subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law. '(Article
11, section-.)

It will be seen that this report is the first intimation as to where
should be lodged the power to accuse in cases of impeachment. Before this report all propositions had been considered in the form of
resolutions, but now the Honse of Representatives for the first time
was given the sole power to make the accusation. Here all trials were
to be had before the Supreme Court of the United States, and were
limited to officers of the United States. The President could be removable only on conviction of trea-son, bribery, or corruption. The
offenses of other officers of the United States were not described.
On the 20th of August Gouverneur Morris, seconded by Mr. Pinckney, submitted several propositions, which were referred to the committee of detail. The snbstanoo of these propositions was that
there should be a council of state, composed of the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court and six Secretaries, and at the end it was provided that each of the officers above mentioned should be liable to
impeachment and removal from office for neglect of duty, malversation, or corruption. Mr. Gerry moved that the committee be instructed to report proper qualifications for President and the mode
of trying the supreme judges in cases of impeachment.
On the 22d of August the committee of detail made further report
with reference to several clauses, and provided that at the end of the
second section of the eleventh article should be a-dded," the judges
of the Supreme Court shall be triable by the Senate on impeachment
by the Honse of Representatives;" thus leaving the impeachments of
all other officers, inclu.d ingthe President, to be tried before the judges
of the Supreme Court. On the 25th of August, in considering the
pardon clause, the President's power to pardon in cases of impeachment was excepted. This was agreed to nem. con.
On the 27th of August, Gouverneur Morris moved to postpone the
clause relating to removal of the President on impeachment because

constitution, are forbidden, it is the more necessary to extend the power of impeachments.

If be had for a moment supposed-that the power was already conferred by the first article, why should he have used these words Y He
then moved to add after " bribery" the words " or maladministration." Mr. Madison said:
So vague a. term would be equivalent to a tenure during the pleru~ure of the Sen·
ate.

Gouverneur Morris said:
It will not be put in force and can do no harm. An election every four years
will prevent mal.admi.nistration.

Colonel Mason thenwithdrew"maladministration" and substituted
''other high crimes and misdemeanors against the state;" which
amendment was agreed to. Mr. Madison then objected to the trial ~f
the President by the Senate, and a considerable debate followed as to
whether a President should be tried by the Senate or by the Supreme
Court; but on motion to strike out the words " the Senate," made by
Mr. Madison, these words weye retained-9 in the affirmative, and 2
in the negp.tive. Then Colonel Mason's amendment, wherein the word
"state" was used, was struck out, and the words '' United States"
un.a nimously inserted, in order to remove ambiguity. The whole
clause then relating to the President, as amended, was agreed to.
It will thus be seen that up to this point they were fixing in this
clause who should try the President, and for what offenses he should
be tried, and also providing that he should be removed from office orl
conviction. When the clause reached this point, it was voted without debate, and apparently without division, to add to the clause making the President the subject of removal the further words," the
Vice-President, and other civil officers of the United States shall be
removed from office on imp~a-chment and conviction as aforesaid,"
thus showing that the offenses for which the President could be tried
were applied to all civil officers, and also applying to all civil officers
the provision already applied to the President, namely, "shall be removed from office on impeachment and conviction," thus drawingtogether in a single clause the provisions relating to the offenses for
which persons could be tried, and what persons could be tried. The
clause relating to judgment still remained at this stage iu the article _
relating to the judiciary, and at this time the whole Constitution was
referred to a select committee on style and arrl).ngement. The purpose of this committee was to bring the several provisions agreed to
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under their proper heads, so that when this committee on style re- holding office notwithstanding their offenses. Therefore they proported the Constitution as it now stands all the ;provisions relating viued that removal must follow for the protection of the state. They
to jurisdiction of persons and offenses were drawn mto the fourth sec- had a~eed at an early day in their deliberations that such offenders
tion of article 2, and that relating to judgment, except so much of the shoula be turned over to the courts for punishment, and provided that
jud~ment as provided for absolute removal, was drawn into the last persons impeached should nevertheless be liable and subject to inclause of section 3, article 1, or rather that clause was transfeiTed dictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law. This
from the eleventh article, where it stood among judicial powers, to careful provision shows that they had full faith and confidence in the
·the first article, and transferred without change or amendment, so Federal courts to be thereafter created, and the people from the body
that this clause was brought back in its fi.n:1l arrangement to stand of whom juries were to be made up. It will not do to say that if
in the Constitution before the article relating to the Executive, in- Belknap is guilty as charged, he will escape punishment if we do not
stead of standing after that article among the powers granted to the inflict upon him by our judgment the disqualification clause. Conjudiciary; and in construing these several provisions we must con- gress has carefully provided a statute for the class of crimes which
strue them together as a whole frame-work relating ~o impeachments, it is alleged Belknap has committed, and has also provided a severe
and give no prominence to the fact that any one clause stands before judgment which shall be pronounced against him if he be guilty,
the other and should have a construction because of its relative posi- which judgment must embrace the only possible judgment we can
tion in the Constitution.
·
pronounce and much more in addition, (See sections 5500, 5501, and
It will be observed that at every stage of the proceedings it was in 5502, Revised Statutes.)
contemplation to invoke impeachment only for the purpose of try- · But it is said that according to this view he can by his resignation
ing national officers, and·this clauserelating to the President became escape the one penalty we are authorized to impose-disqualification.
separated from that relating to other national officers because there Not so, because the statutes above referred to compel the rendition of
was a doubt in the minds of many in the convention whether the this judgmtmt.
President should be impeached at all, and up to the time of the apBut it may be said that under the statutes the President can _parpointment of the committee of detail, on the 6th of August, the tenure don. Admitting this to be true, he must still be elected to office by
of the presidential office had not been fixed, and this committee of the people, or be appointed by the -President and confirmed by the
detail reported that he shoulfl hold his office for seven years, and that Senate. It can hardly be supposed that a President and Senate would
he should not be elected a second time, and this subject relating to unite in restoring to office a man against whom such a judgment has
the tenure of the Executive was not concluded until near the close been pronounced. Besides, our judgment of disqualification does not
of the convention. It will be remembered that at this stage of th~ prevent the accused, as wa..s shown by the Senator from Kansas, [Mr.
proceedings the judgment in cases of impeachment was provided for L~GALLS,] from holding the most important offices of honor or trust.
by section 5, article 11, the article relating to judicial powers; and The Senator from Kansas said truly that he could still be elected govthere also stood at" this time in article 11 the provision extending to ernor of the State of Iowa; he could still be elected a Senator of the
the judiciary the trial of impeachments of officers of the United States, United States and hold his office, because in the Blount case it wa.a
so that it -became nece sary to modify this eleventh article. Other- decided that a Senator is not an officer within the meaning of the
wise there would be a provision for the impeachment of the Presi- Constitution of the United States.
dent, Vice-President, and civil officers only, and the provision still
I think I have shown, from the debates in the convention, the real
loft in tho eleventh article for the impeachment of officers of the intent and purpose of the framers of our Constitution, and that that
United States not civil, making these two provisions apparently re- purpose thus shown is in accord with the construction I give to the
pu<Tnant. Therefore the committee on style must have removed the letter of the instrument, construing it as a whole.
juKgment clause from section 5, article 11, to section :3, article 1, the
But we are not left alone to the debates in the convention at the
power of trying having been transferred from the Supreme Court to time for the true interpretation of their purpose. This purpose can
. the Senate.
also be gathered from the action of the various States, contempoNow, the history of this clause as to persons shows that from the raneous with the meeting of the convention and the adoption of the
beginninu it was intended to make full provision in appropriate Constitution finally by the several States.
Phra.se fo~ all that could be done under the proceeding of impeach- HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL P}lOVISIONS IX THE SEVERAL STATES AT Ts.
ment; and so of offenses, because the same clause constituting what
TIME OF THE .ADOPTION oF THE FEDERAL coNsTITUTION.
persons should be impeached contains the clause prescribing the ofThis brings us to the consideration of the several provisions relatfenses. If, as is claimed, tho last clause of tho secoml section of the ing to impeachment in the different State constitutions at the time
first article had already provided a full remedy, why were these sev- the Federal Constitution was under consideration by the convention
eralamendments proposed to the clause relating to the President, and and before its final adoption by the several States. And here it must
why were they inserted in that connection Y Surely, as to all other be borne in mind that the Articles of Confederation contained no pro· ·
h t
1 tin t ·
hm t
d •t
t al b
officers, the words "treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misso e redemeanors" were already implied, as the:v. were impeachable offenses VISIOn w a ever re a ~ 0 rmpeac en ' an 1 mus
membered that in the discussion that preceded the meeting of the
in En~land and were wholly unnecessary here. If they were words convention at Philadelphia the failure to provide for impeachment
of limitation and originally intended to apply to the President alone, in the Articles of Confederation did not constitute a reason for a new
then by their insertion here they were finally so applied to all civil frame-work of government or for a revision of those articles. The
officers, because in this section the President and all civil officers are chief objects sought to be secured by the convention were to provide
.
. .
'"more fully fvr the national defense and for the promotion of commerce.
placed upon an equal footin~.
This summary of the vanons motwns, amendments, shifting of
Very'soon after the Declaration of Independence, in 1776, which
clauses, adding of provisions, transposing of provisions, and the de- was in fact a formal separation of the colonies from the motherbates thereon shows that it was the intention of the framers of the country, the several colonies, then denominated States, began the
Constitution to gather into this fourth section of the second article work of framing for themselves constitutions or organic laws. I have
all of the person,g liable to trial and the offenses for which impeach- examined with care the several provisions relating to impeachment
ment could be tried. They did not alter or change the substantive as found in the constitutions of these new States, led thereto by the
c:Jttuse -r elating to judgment, except to make it clear that removal e:x.traordinary pretense that it wa,g the intention of our fathers to imfrom office should be the least punishment, and that in the discretion port bodily into the Constitntio:v of the United States the parliamentof the Senate the further judgment of disqualification might be in- ary law of impeachment, vague and indefinite as it wa8 , to a.dopt
flicted. From this it is clear that the last clause of section 2, article it without limit and without restraint except a.a to judgment. It
1 was only jurisdictional so far as to describe the body that should would be natural to suppose that, if the States in the aggregate had
have the sole power to inaugurate proceedings, and the s~h clause such purpose in view, the several States in their local constitutions, or
of section 3, article 1, is only jurisdictional so far as to prescribe the at least many of them, would also have resorted to the parliamentary
tribunal that should try impeachments, and that the fourth section law for the remedy of impeachme t. But on examination of these
of article 2 was meant to be the jurisdictional section as to persons, several constitutions it will be seen that in no one of them was
as to offenses, as to time of judgments, and as to the minimum pun- this power left vague and indefinite. On ~he contrary, it was spedfishment that could be inflicted; and, if removal from office must be ically defined in all the State constitutions as to the body that could
a part of the judgment, it follows that the person upon whom the inaugurate the proceedin~, as to the body or tribunal that could try,
judgment is to operate shall be in the possession of· an office at the as to thA persons who coUld be impeached, and as to the offenses for
time of the proceedings are instituted, and it follows, of course, that which impeachment would lie. And a further examination Will show
this provision relating to judgment aids us in the interpretation of that the framers of our Federal Constitution practically adopted the
the term "President, Vice-President and all other civil officers," show- remedy of impeachment as it stood at the time in the States of New
ing that they meant the jurisdiction to be confined to such officers, York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire. The New York provisand not to extend to persons out of office, who may at some time in ions are a,g follows:
their lives have held civil office, because under the construction sought
That the power of impeaching all officers of the State for mal or corrup~ conduct
to be given to the words" civil officers" it matters not whether a
pen.on liable to impeachment ha..s vacated his office a day before im- in their respective offices be vested in the representatives of the people m assembly,
but that it shall always be necessary that the two-thirds part of the members
peachment or forty years before, if he still be living.
present shall consent to and agree in such impeachment; * * * that a court
The whole tenor of the debate upon all these provisions confirms shall be instituted for the trial of impeachments and the correction of errors under
the vie:w I maintain; and there seems to have been good reason for the re!!Ulations which shall be established by the Legislature and to consist_ of the
this limitation. They had invoked thisjurisdiction for the safety of president of the senate for the time being, and the senators, chancellor, and Jnd~.es
the supreme <'.Ourt, or the major part of them. * * * No judgment of t.ne
the state, and not to inflict a punishment. They only intended it for of
said court shall be valid nnlessit be assented to .bytwo-thirds part-ofthe m.embet:B
great criminala, who should commit specified crimes, and persist in then present; nor shall it extend further than to removal from office and disquali·
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fication to hold and enjoy My place of honor.~.trust, or prof!.tunde~ t~ State; ~ut in all of them specific provisions were made, they would resort in the
the party so convicted shall be nevertheless uable and subJect to mdictment, trial, aggregate to Great Britain for the measure or boundary of jurisdic.judgment, and punishment, according to the laws of the land.
tion in such cases. It would be strange indeed if, in framing a con-

This constitution was adopted April 20, 1777. The constitution stitution granting" specialand enumerated powers," they should reof Massachusetts, adopted March 2, 1780, provided thatsort without debate, without dissent, and without restraint for jurisThe house of representatives shall be the grand inquest of this Commonwealth, diction to the musty records of Parliament, running over a period of
and all impeachments made by them shall belleard Md tried by the senate. * * * nearly five hundred years, from the Edwards to the Georges, marking,
The senate shall be the court with full authority to hea.r and determine all impeachments made by the house of representatives against any officer or officers of as it did both the glory and shame of England. If they had so inthe Commonwealth for misconduct or maladnrini.strntion in their offices. * * * tended, they utterly failed to carry out the general purpose for which
Their judgment, however, s~ll not extend further than to removal from o~ce and they met at Philadelphia.
diaqua.lificatiou to hold Ol\ eDJOY any place of honor, trnst, or profit under thi8 ComI find, therefore, frQm the letter of the Constitution, from the demonwealth · bnt the partY so convtcted shall be nevertheless liable to indictment,
bates in the convention, and from the current history of the time
trial, judgn{ent, and punishment according to the laws of the land.
that there WnB no intention to resort to the common law or parliaThe State of New Hampshire in 1784 adopted the exact words of mentary law of England to ascertain the proper jurisdiction in ca.ses
the provisions of the Massachusetts constitution.
.
of impeachment.
.
Pennsylvania adopted a constitution or frame of government on the
But passing from this review of the period contemporaneous with
15th of July;l'(76, and provided for impeachment aa follows:
the adoption of the Coll8titution, let us examine briefly what has
Every officer of state, whether judicial or executive, shall be liable to be im- been said of these various clauses by the commentators and publipeached by the ~ne:ral Assembly, either when in office or after his resignatio~ or cists who have undertaken to construe them. So far as I have been
removal, for maladnrini.strntion. All impeachments shaJ.l be before the president,
or pice-vresident and counciL who shall- sit as judges to hear and determine on able to examine, the construction now placed upon the Constitution
impeachments, t:Uring, for their assistancE\ and :wlvice only, the justices of the su- is entirely new with the single exception of the claim put forth by
preme court.
the managers on the part of the Hon.se, on the tri~ of the case of
The board of censors was also authorized to impeach any State William Blount in 1798, and I wish to call attention to what was then
officer. Delaware adopted a con~titution in 1776, with provisions re- said by the managers. It will be remembered that William Blount,
lating to impeachment, as follows :
being a Sena.tor from the State of Tennessee, had during his senatoThe President, when he is out of office and within eighteen month& after, and all rial term engaged in crimina,! correspondep.ce with persons in the
others offending a~st the State, either by maladministration, corruption, or interest of Great Britain, with a view to incite the Creeks and Cherother means by which the safety of the Commonwealth ma.y be endangered, within okees to take up arms against Spain, with whom the United States
eighteen months after the offense committed shall be impeachable bytbe house of
assembly before the le~lative council. If found guilty, be or they shall be either had a treaty of friendship. This correspondence was discovered forever disabled to bola. any office-under the government, or removed from office and sent to the Honse of Representatives by John Adams, then Prespro tempore, or subjected to snob pains and penalties as the law shall direct.
ident. Blount was also charged with an attempt to seduce a United
The State of Virginia adopted a constitution on the 5th day of July, States Indian interpreter from his duty and to alienate the affections
and confidence of the Indians from the public officers residing among
1776, and provided for impeachment as follows :
The governor when he is ont of office, and others offending against the State, them.
either oy maladministration, corruption. or other means by which the safety of the
On the 7th day of July, 1797, Blount was impeached at the bar of
St.ate may be enda.nge~ shall be impeachable by the house of delegates in the the Senate for high crimes and misdemeanors. On the day following
geneml conrl according to the laws of the land. lf found guilty he or they shall
lle either: forever disabled to hold any office under government or be removed from he was expelled from the Senate, making no defense whatever against
8nch office pro tempore, or subjected to such pains or penalties as the law shall the charges presented, so that when he was impeached at the bar of
direct.
the Senate he wa.s a Senator of the United States. Afterward he
The State of North Carolina adopted a constitution December 18, employed able counsel, Mr. Ingersoll and :Mr. Dallas, and the case
came up for consideration in 1798. His counsel set up in his defense
1776, and provided thatThe governor and other officers offending against the State by violating any part that a Senator wa.s not a civil officer of the United States within the
of this constitution, by maladministration or corruption, may be prosecuted on im- meaning of the fourth section of the second article, and therefore
peachment of the ~neral Assembly or presentment of the grand jury in thecourt wa.s not liable to impeachment.
of supreme jurisdiction in this State.
Mr. Bayard, who opened the case on the part of the managers, in
Georgia adopted a constitution in 1777 making no provision for answer to this endeav·o red to maintain that all persons without the
impeachment, but in 1789 revised her constitution an~ provided that- supposed limitation are liable to impeachment and claimed that
The house of delegates shall have the sole power to impeach all persons who none of the positive provisions of the Constitution declared in what
have been or may be m office, and the senate shall have the sole power to try.
cases an impeachment should be sustained or to what persons it
There was no limitation as to judgment. In 1798 Georgia again should be confined, and said :
revised her constitution and limited the punishment, as limited in
Therefore I shall insist that the impeachment remains as a.t oomm.on law, with
the constitutions of New York and Massachusetts, and as in the Fed- variance only as to positive provisions in the Constitution.
eral Constitution ; and then in section 8 provided thatHe proceeded to show that the question is, What persons, for what
All persons convicted on impeachment are hereby released, and persons lying offenses, are liable to be impea.ched at common law! and added that
under such convictions are restored to citizenship.
he "is confident that the learning and liberality of the counsel will
I have selected from the various State constitutions these provis- save him the trouble of argument or citation of authorities to estabions, to show that although the States harl generally adopted the com- lish the position that the question of impeachability is a question of
mon law in their several courts of judicature, in no instance clid they discretion only with the Commons and Lords, and that all the king'a
rely upon parliamentary law with reference to impeachments, but subjects are liable to be impeached by the Commons and tried by t1he
placed in their several constitutions specific provisions relating Lords upon charges of high crimes and misdemeanors, and that this
thereto, the intent and purpose of which provisions were to limit and jurisdiction goes to the extent of the articles exhibited against
restrain the power of impeachment as practiced in Parliament with Blount." Althouah the managers argued at some length that a Senreference to the persons to be impeached, and. the offenses impeach- ator of the United States is a civil officer, yet they laid chief stress
upon the argument that the jurisdiction in cases of impeachment
able, and the judgment to be inflicted.
I also call attention t9 these constitutions for the purpose of show- was limited only by the common law, and that therefore it was not
ing that at the time the Federal Constitution was under considera- necessary to establish that William Blount was a civil officer.
tion the constitutions of the States of New York, Massachusetts, and
Mr. Dallas and Mr. Ingersoll, counsel for Mr. Blount, argued at
New Hampshire provided only for the impeachment of State officers, length to establish that•
while the constitutions of the States of Delaware, Virginia, and PennOnly civil officers of the United States are impeachable, and that offenses for
sylvania provided for the impeachment of officers whether in or out which an impeachment lies must be committed in the execution of a public offico.
of office, except the State of Delawate, which provided that the presiAfter the arguments of tile mana.gers and counsel, the following resdent should not be impeached in office; and Virginia, that the gov- olutions were proposed:
tlrnor should not be impeached when in office. In these latter two
That William Blount was a civil officer of the United States within the meaning
States all other officers were impeached in or out of office ; and in of the Constitution of the United States, and therefore liable to be impeached by
the
Honse of Representatives; that as the articles of impeachment charge him
these two States also impeachments were not confined to officers, but
with high crimes and misdemeanors, supposed to have been committed wlille be
extended to all persons offending against the State.
was Senator of the United States, his plea ouglit to be overrnled.
I call attention to these provisions also to show that the impeachThese resolutions were debated on the 7th, 8th: and 9th of January,
ing power in several of the States was divided, as in Pennsylvania, it
was given to the board of censors and the Legislative Assembly; as 1798, and on the lOth a vote was reached, and they were rejectedin North Carolina, to the General .Assembly and any grand jury of yeas 11, nays 14 ; and on the following day on motion it was determinedany court of supreme jurisdiction.
·
That the court is of opinion that the matter alleged in the plea of defendant is
It will- further be observed that in the different States different
sufficient in law to show that this court ought not to hold jurisdiction of the said
tribunals were resorted to to try impeachments, so that the framers impeachment,
and the said impeachment is dismissed.
of the Constitution, finding in the several States these diverse and
Upon this the vote was reversed, 14 voting for this resolution and
conflicting provisions relating to impeachments, must have intended
to provide clearly for all the various steps in the proceeding, and also 11 voting against it.
The pfea is as follows :
the persons subject to this power, as also the offenses and the time
That proceedinEs by impeachment are provided and permitted by the Constitu·
when the remedy could be applied. And I think it can hardly be tion
of the United States only on charges of bribery, treason, and other high crimes
supposed that having present before them the fact that no one of the and misdemeanors
a.Il.eged to have been committed by the President, Vice-PresiStates ha-d adopted the parliamentary law of impeachments, but that dent. and other civil officers of the United States in the execution of their officee
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held undel' the United States, as appears by the foutth section of the second article and by the seventh clause of the third section of the first article, and other
articles and clauses contained in the Constitution of the United States.
That, although true it is that he, the said William Blount, was a. Senator of the
United Sta.tes from the State of Tennessee at the several periods in the said ar.
ticles of impeachment referred to, yet that he, the said William, is not now a Senator and is not, nor was at the several periods so as aforesaid referred to, an officer
of the United States; nor is he, the said William, in and by the said articles charged
with having committed any crime or misdemeanor in the execution of any civil
office held under the United States or with any malconduct in civil office, or abuse
of any public trust in the execution thereof.

It will thus be seen that it was maintained on the part of the counsel for Blount that it was necessary that the party impeached should
be a civil officer of the United States under the fourth section of the
second article, and it was maintained on the part of the managers
that the jurisdiction to impeach embraced every case and every person known to the parliamentary law of England. Therefore it seems
clear to me that the Senate decided in the Blount case that only civil
officers could be impeached, and, so deciding, they must have held
that the jurisdiction of persons and offenses was described in the
fourth section of the second article, and that impeachments were
limited to the cases therein defined. So that, to my mind, the Blount
case ha.s practically settled the question in this case.
Judge Story, jn commenting upon what are impeachable offenses,
says:
It seems, then, to be the settled doctrine of the 'high court of impeachment that,
though the common law cannot be the foundation of a jurisdiction not given by the
Constitution or l.'\w, tb.'l.t jurisdiction when given attaches and is to be exercised
according to the rules of the common law.

Thus showing that in his opinion the common law could not be resoi·ted to for jurisdiction. It is claimed by those who favor jurisdiction in this case thnt the common law measures the jurisdiction.
Judge Story, in commenting upon the fourth section of the second
article, after quoting the section, says:
From this clause it appears that the remedy by impeachment is strictly confined
to civil officers of the United States, including the President and Vice-President.
In this respect it ·differs materially from the law and practice of Great Britain. In
that kingdom all the kin~'s subjects, whether peers or commoners, are impeachault) in Parliament, though it is asserted that commoners cannot now be impeached
for capital offenses, but for misdemeanors only. " * * There seems a. peculiar
proprtety, in a republican government at least, in connning the impeachment power
t{) persons holding offict3. In such government all the citizens are equal, and ought
to have the same security of a trial by jury for all crimes and offenses laid to their
charge when not holding any official character. To subject them to impeachment
would not only be extremely oppressive and expensive, but would endanger their
lives and liberties by exposing them against their willd to persecution for their
conduct in exercising their political rights and privileges. Dear as the trial by
jury justly i.s in civil ca.ses, its value as a protection against the resentment and
violence of rulers and factions in criminal prosecutions makes it inestimable. It is
there, and there only, that a citizen in the sympathy and impartiality, the intelligence and incorruptible ilJtegrity of his fellows impaneled to try the accusation,
may indulge a well-founded confldence to sustain and cheer him. .. * * Indeed
the moment it was decided that j ndgment upon impeachments should be limited to
removal and disqualifications from office, it follows as a natural result that it ought
not to reach any but officers of the United States. It seems to have been the original object of the friends of the national Government to confine it to these limits, for
in the original resolutions proposed to the convention and in all the subsequent
proceedings the power was el..--pressly limited to national officers. (Story on the
Constitution, volume 1, § 790.)

This lea.rned commentator upon the Constitution seems also to
have considered carefully whether oc.e out of office could be impeached
for crimes a.lleged tn have been committed in office, and expresses
his view upon this point a.s follows :
As it is declared in oue clause of the Constitution tha.tjudgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office and a disqualification to hold any oftico of honor, trust, or profit under the United States, and in
another clause that the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United
States shall be r emoved from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason,
bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanors, it would seem to follow that the
Senate, on the conviction, were bound in all cases to enter a judgment of removal
from office, though it has a discretion as to inllicting the purushment of disqualification. If then there must be the judgment of removal from office it would seem
to follow that t.he Constitution contemplated that the party was still in office a.t the
time of impeachment. If he was not., his offense was still liable to be tried and
punished in the ordinary tribunals of justice, and it might be argued with some
force that it would be a vain exercise of authority to try a delinquent for an impeachabl offen e when the most important object for whlCb the remedy was given
was no longer necessary or attainable. .And. although a judgment of disqualification might still be pronounced, the language of the Constitution may create some
doubt whether it can be pronounced without being couyled with a removal from
office. There is also much force in the remark that an unpeachment is a proceeding purely of a political nature. It is not so much designed to punish the offender
as to secure the State against gross official misdemeanors. It touches neither his
person nor his property, but simply divests him of his political capacity. (See
Story on the Constitution, § 803.)

President, the judges, and all other civil officers of the United States
from office on impeachment. All these autl10rities seem to concur in
the view that the object of impeachment waa not to provide a punishment, bnt only to secure removal from office and protect the state
from the machinations of great offenders who might be guilty of high
crimes in office.
I agree with my colleague [Mr. WRIGHT] that we cannot consider
the motives which actuated the accused in presenting his re ignation.
I further agree with him that the time of the resignation is not ma.terial, provided that it was made before the impeachment proceedings
began.
Should jurisdiction be taken in this case, the principle established
subjects to the impeaching power alL persons who are now living who
may at any time heretofore have held civil office or place of public
trust under the United States ; and, under the arguments of those
who claim jurisdiction, it will also subject to the impeaching power
all the military and national officers of the United States now living
or who may come hereafter. It does not seem to me that it could
have been the intention of the framers of the Constitution to thns
enlarge the power.
It has been said that limiting the impeaching power to the removal
of dangerous persons from office is to practically destroy the remedy,
as all of those who ought to be impeached will resign and escape impea<Jhment, while only those who in the end will perhaps not be convicted will continue in office so as to place theru within the power of
the Honse and Senate. This does not follow, because if it be true
that the object of impeachment, or its principal ol,jeot, was removal
from office, then by resignation or expiration of the term of service
the remedy intended is reached. .A.t best, impeachment is a cumbrous
remedy. In the case at bar we ha.ve exhausted three months of the
most valuable time of Congress on preliminary questions. The trial
of Hastings lasted ten years in Great Britain, and they have had but
on~ case of impeachment since and no case within seventy years.
Since the formation of our Government we have had but six cases in
all and only two convictions. In my own State, Iowa, our constitution has provided for impeachment for thirty years, and not a single
case has occurred, and we all know how difficult it is to find precedents in the various States with reference to this remedy, showing
that in the States and under the Federal Government offenses . are
punished under the regular and certain processes of the law in the
Federa.l and State courts, and that the trial of causes by o. political
body is not a. fa.vorite method of punishing offenders in this country.
Therefore I conclude that it is unnecessary, for the purpose of conserving the public interests, to give a strained construction to the
Constitution for the purpose of invoking this power when all substantial remedies are reached by giving it the limited construction
originally intended by those who framed it.
I have attempted to give a reasonable construction to the letter of
the Constitution as derived from t.he words used in the instrument,
construing the several provisions together. I have examined in detail the progress of the severa.l provisions through the convention,
and the debates thereon. I have shown from the contemporaneous
history of the several States that specific provisions for impeachment
were made in all of them, and that in none of them did the common
or parliamentary law prevail a.s to jurisdiction of persons or offenses.
I have endeavored to show that the construction I give to the Constitution has been uniformly acquiesced in for nearly a hundred years
without being in any way challenged except in the single case of the
argument of the managers in the prosecution of Blount. I have also
endeavored to show that the construction I give to the Constitution
provides the substantial remedy originally intended, a.nd I therefore
conclude that upon principle, upon the letter of the instrument, and
from all the precedents cited, the Senate has not jurjsdiction to try
the case now at bar, and that the proceedings should be dismissed.

Opinion of Mr. l!lclllillan,

Delivered May 25, 1876.
Mr. McMILLAN. It is quite manifest from various provisions of
the Constitution that it was the intention of the framers of that instrument to vest in the General Government a power of impeachment.
It is claimed in the case at bar that the fifth paragraph of section
2, article 1, of the Constitution is the only provision thereof which
affecta the jurisdiction of the persons impeachable and the subjectmatter of impeachment, and that it vests in the Honse of Representatives all the power of impeachment at common law, and that we are
to refer to the common law to ascertain the nature and extent of that
jurisdiction. It is further claimed by the Senator from Vermont [Mr.
EDMUNDS] and the Senator from Ohio [Mr. SHERMAN] that, cbnceding
jurisdiction t<> be conferred only by the fourth section of article 2, persons once officers are impeac.3able after they are out of office for
offenses embraced in this section committed while in office.
The fifth paragraph of section 2 of article 1 of the Constitution 11;
as follows:
The House of Representatives * * * shall have the sole power of impeach-

It will thus be seen that Mr. Justice Story, in his exhaustive chapter on the subject of impeachment, after an examination of all the
authorities upon the subject and after an examination of the letter
of the Constitution and the debates in the convention, arrives at the
conclusion that section 4, article 2, does describe the offenses and the
persons liable to impeachment, and that it was his opinion that the
remedy was intended to apply only to civil officers of the United
States; and that, inasmuch a.s judgment of removal was necessary in
all cases, only persons in office could be impeached. For myself I
prefer to rely upon this high authority rather than to give a strained
antl enlarged construction to the Constitution, especially so when I
find that Chancellor Kent and Mr. Rawle both resort to the fourth
section of the second article for jurisdiction in cases of impeachment
as to persons and offenses. Curtis, in his History of the Constitution,
volume 2, pages 261 and 262, in commenting up<?n the impeaching ment.
power, declares that the object of impeachment was to remove the
Does this vest in the Honse of Representa.ti ves all the power of
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impe9£hment at common law Y If so 1 it must be because the opera- liable to abuse, and so obnoxious to a liberty-loving people as the
tive word "impeachment," ex vi tenni11i, imports the jurisdiction of common-law jurisdiction of impeachment.
the persons impeachable and the subject-matter of impeachment.
But it is a familiar rule of construction that in arriving at the
The word impeachment is nsed in the fourth section of article 2 of meaning of a written instrument all its provisions must be construed
the same instrument, and as there used cannot embrace the ju.risdic- together and in the light of each other. Section 4 of article 2 of the
tion of the persons, for the persons subject to the jurisdiction are ex- Constitution is as follows:
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
pressly designated. It cannot embrace the subject-matter of impeachment, for the offenses are therein enumerated. It clearly, in that removedfromo:fficeonimpeachmentfor, a.ndconvictionof, treason, bribery, or other
connection, refers to the remedy and embraces only the accusation high crimes and misdemeanors.
and prosecution in the p1·oceeding. The same meaning may be given
This, it is claimed, is not a 'grant of jurisdictional power.
to the word as used in the fifth paragraph of section 2, article 1, and
The President, under the common-law power of impeachment, would
still leave that provision fully operative. The word does not, there- not be impea-chable; therefore he is not impeachable at all unless this
fore, per se, import jurisdiction of the persons impeached or the sub- section makes him so. This language, "The President * * * shall
ject-matter of impeachment. The meaning of the clause is, there- be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treafore, open to construction.
son," &c., necessarily implies that he may be impeached for and
May it reasonably be limited to embrace only the accnsa.tion and convicted of the offenses designated. (Story on the Constitution, §
prosecution of the remedy Y
791.) It is, then, a. jurisdictional section so far as he is concerned.
The framers of the Constitution were familiar with the fact that Aa the same words apply to the ''Vice-President and all civil officers
.in Great Britain the power 'of impeachment was not confined to the of the United States," it must have the same effect as to them. The
Hons6 of Commons, but extended alike to the king and the citizen. section is, therefore, a jurisdictional one, hoth as to the persons and
They knew also that, in some of the constitutions of the States about the subject-matter of impea-chment.
to be formed into a Federal Government under the Constitution they
In considering the fifth paragraph of section 2, article 1, we have
were framing, both houses of the Legislature joined in the accusa- already seen that full effect may be given to it by construing it to be
tion and the tria..l in cases of impeachment. They were about to in- a. grant of power to accuse and prosecute only, and that such constitute an extraordinary remedy, the object of which wa,s to protect struction is reasonable. If it had been the intention of the framers
the Government against corrupt officers who might be called to ad- of the Constitution in that paragraph to embrace the jurisdiction of
minister its affairs, which would involve the most sacred rights they the persons impeachable and the subject-matter of impeachment,
were about to secure to the citizens of the Republic. The House of they would certainly have disposed of the whole subject and emRepresentatives, for the organization of which they were to provide, braced the President and Vice-President. The reasonable conclusion,
were to be the immediate representatives of the people. It was therefore, is that the fourth section of article 2 is the only section
therefore fit that with that body, and it alone, should be deposited which confers jurisdiction of the persons impeachable and the offens~
so grave a power. Jealons of the rights of the citizen, that justice for which impeachment will lie.
might not be violated by the accuser becoming the judge, it was the
Again, conceding for this point that some difference of opinion may
great wisdom of our fathers which limited the power of the Honse have existed heretofore as t.o whether under this section a person
of Representatives to that of accusation. (Story on the Constitn- could be impeached after he left office for offenses committed while
tion, §§ 686-687, 741.)
in office, yet I have been unable to learn from my own investigation
Bot although the clause under consideration does not neceasarily or from the investigation of other Senators upon this trial-and the
import jurisdiction of the persons impeachable or the subject-matter latter seems to have been exhaustive-that it was ever claimed, exof impeachment, but only the power of accusation and prosecution, cept by the managers in the Blount case, that the fifth paragraph of
was it the intent of the framers of the Constitution by this language section 2, article 1, conferred on the House of Representatives all the
to confer upon the House of Representatives all the power of im- common-law power of impeachment; on the other hand, whatever
peachment at common law possessed by the Honse of Commons of construction as to the extent of the jurisdiction conferred may be
Great Britain at the adoption of the Constitution f
•
given to section 4 of article 2, Kent, Rawle, Story, Bouvier, and all
It is laid down by English commentators, and the doctrine is recog- the public. men of the country refer the jurisdiction to that section,
nized by Judge Story in his Commentaries on the Constitution, that and the decision in the Blount case clearly, to my mind, settles the
by the common law the power of the Honse of Commons to impe.a ch question that it is the source of jurisdiction in impeachment. .
This brings me to consider whether under this section a person who
embraced private individuals, and it is not disputed that the punishment upon impeachment and conviction was at the discretion of the is out of office may be impeached for crimes committed while in
lords, extending to property, person, and life. If the exercise of this office.
jurisdiction upon individuals was so shocking to the public sense as
If this section, as I believe and have endeavored to show, is the
to prevent its exercise in more modern times, the omission to nse it only source of jurisdiction, it is exclusive, and those only are subject
did not divest the power. The comparatively re~ent case in the En- to impeachment who are embraced within it; that is, the President,
glish courts in which a. party demanded his right of trial by battle, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States. This enuwhich, although so long disused that it was known only in the his- meration of these persons excludes all others.
tory of the law, was found to be a legal right, is familiar, at least to
Paragraph 7 of section 3, article 1, provides thatthe profession. The non user of a right does not abrogate the law.
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
If, therefore, this jurisdiction to impeach the individual existed at office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit uncommon law, the express grant of the common-law power claimed to der the United States: buHhe party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subexist in the Constitution preserves it here in all its vigor. It must ject to indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.
at least be said that, if the construction claimed for this paragraph
The impeachment and conviction are for crimes, but the proceedof the Constitution is correct, the exercise of a power the most dan- ing is not for the punishment of the offense nor the offender,-for that
gerous and odious which could be invoked by the National Govern- is expressly left to the criminal proceeding by indictment, and if
ment is left to doubtful construction.
any element of punishment as such entered into the impeachment, it
But, however this may be, the power of impeachment at common would plainly subject the ci izen to a double punishment for the same
law indisputably excluded the king and embraced all officers of every offense.
character and grade in the realm, and all persons holding or exercisThe only purpose of the proceeding by impeachment, therefore,
ing a. franchise of the Crown, and extended to all crimes and abuses must be the preservation of the purity and the protection of the
of the vested franchisesaffeotingthe public interests. li this be the jur- Government. Official station, in the contemplation of the Constituisdiction conferred by our Constitution, the power to impeach extends tion, is the only thing which affords the opportunity of effecting the
to all civil, military, and naval officers, and to all persons holding any injury to the Government against which it was intended by this profranchise from the General Government. Embraced within the lat- ceedingto protect. Thereforethejudgment in cases ofimpeachment
ter class are all bank officials of national banks, all railroad officials relates only to the incumbency of official position by the accnsed.
of railroads under the laws of the :United States, and officials of any
Paragraph 7 of.section 3, article 1, above quoted, provides thatcorporation which may be organized under the laws of the United
Judgment i.p cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal
States. .
from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit
On the other hand, resting the jurisdiction solely upon this clause under the United States.
and referring to the common law to ascertain its extent, the PresiThe judgment must be based upon the conviction of a person imdent of the United States could not be impeached, for he derives peacha.ble of an impeachable offense. What might be the construeor may derive hi~ office from a source paramount to the National tion of this provision if it stood alone, it is . not necessary now to
Government. (Stoty on the Constitution1 § 791.) If such power and determine. If I am right in the view I have taken of the Constitnsuch want of power be now found to exist in the Constitution, the tion, section 4 of article 2 prescribes the only persons and offenses
people of the country wil suddenly awake from the dream of seen- which re impeachable, and that section provides that all of the
rity of almost a. century's d~ation, in the midst of darkness, filled with ~officers therein designated shall be remoTed from office on impeachterror and fearful. for~bodings..
.
. ment for and conviction of any of the offenses therein mentioned.
~herefore, cons1dermg the Circumstances under whiCh the Consti- The removal from office is based upon the conviction. It must theretut~on was £ram~, the cha.r:acter of its office~, the purposes they fo!e be by the judgment upon the conviction. The language of section
desrred to accomplish by the1! 'Yor~, ~nd !ef~rrmg to the n~ture and 4 18 unambiguous and mandatory-" shall be removed from office."
extent of the common-law Ju.nsdiction m rmpeachment, 1t would
Paragraph 7 of section 3, article 1, must be construed in connection
seem to be unreasonable that our fathers would embody in the funda- with section 4 of article 2, and thus construed the judgment must, in all
mental law of the nation a power and jurisdiction so unlimited, so cases, be removal from office, and must not in any case extend further
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policies are tolerant of differences of opinion and concede the right of
individual judgment; but they always embrace among their adherente large numbers of that invaluable class of supporters who invariably study how they can differ with their associates, and never believe they are truly independent unless they act with their adversa·
ries.
That this jurisdictional question in a practical sense now for the
:first time arises is evidence that it is not an integral part of the Constitution nor essential to national safety. Tha.t when it is thus for
the first time presented it appears in snch dubious and uncertain guise
that the most eminent jurists of one political faith are spontaneously
agreed, while those of the other differ tow calo in their interpretation
of six simple sentences in the Constitution, is further evidence that
the framers of that instrument either considered it a matter of small
moment or were unfortunately negligent in the expression of their
designs.
For it·must be observed that the grant of power is explicit, and
cannot be clas ed among those latent, oqscure, and ambiguous powers, the result of compromise, and the fatal cause of party dissension
and national peril.
The constitutiona.l provisions concerning impeachment have been
so often stated that reiteration seems superfluous; but they must be
repeated here. They are as follows:
•
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and con-viction of, treason, bribery, r
oilier high crimea and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section 4.)
The Rouse of Representatives * "" • shall have the sole power of impeachment. (Article 1, section 2, clause 5.)
The Senate shall have the sole power to t;ry all impeachments. When sitting for
that pU!J>OSe, they shall be on oath or affiimation. When the President of the
United States is tried, the Chief .rustice shall preside: and no person shall be con·
"Victed without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. (Article 1,
section 3, clause 6.)
·
OpiDi.on of Mr. Inamll•,
.rudgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or yrofit un·
Delivered May 25, 1876.
der the United Stat-es: but the party convicted shall neverthel68s be liable and
Mr. INGALLS. Mr. President, the ·American people have exhib- ~~~~~ti~~ ~3~!:e~~ trial, judgment and punishment, according to law. (Article
ited so many convincing proofs of their capacity for self-government,
Stated in their natural order, and assembled in theirpropersequence,
and have falsified so many prophecies of disaster, that I hesitate to they would read thus:
agree with those who affirm that either decision of the question now
The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States shall be
before the Senate is fraught in the alternative with fatal consequences subject to impeachment for treason, bribery, or other ~h crimes and misdemean·
to the Constitution of our country or to the liberties of its citizens.
ors; and on con-viction shall be removed from office. 'the House of Representa.Should it be determined that the respondent, having resigned, con- tives shall have the sole power of impeachments, and the Senat.e shall have the
tinues liable to impeachment for misconduct while in office, it would sole power to try all impeachments. Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not
further than to removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy
hardly be Considered a usurpation of general criminal J'urisdiction or extend
any office of M'nor, trust, or profit under the United States; but the party cona return to the judicial atrocities of the most hateful epooh of En- "Victed shall, nevertheless, be liable to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment
glish history, and presenting thus a novel menace to the guarantees aooording to law.
of citizenship.
Leaving particulars and descending to mere description, they desigShould it be decided on the other hand that liabHity to impeach- natement terminates when the accused ceases to be a civil officer, the great
First. The persons who may be impeached.
safeguards of the Constitution would still remain. When the ConSecond. The offenses for which impeachment will lie.
stitution ceases to express the convictions, the purposes, the conThird. The penalty on conviction.
Fourth. The method of procedure.
science of the people, it will cease to be operative. They will either
Fifth. The limitation of the judgment.
amend it or they will abrogate it, or they will evoke from its recesses
some latent energy to become the potent minister of their will.
The student of En(J'lish history will not fail to note that each of
Nor do the securities and covenants of liberty and citizenship rest these particulars, with the possible exception of the fourth, is a direct
upon any such brittle and shifting foundation as the decisions of departme from the law of Parliament upon impeachment. Under
courts or senates on the construction of words, and clauses, and sen- that all the Iring's subjects could be impeached, but the king could
tences of the Constitution. When the conclusions of these tribunals not. They could be impeached for any offense. Any punishment
fail to register the decrees or to reach the full measure of the intel- could be inflicted, and the power of judgment was g,bsolute.
ligence of the people, they will be reversed by a judgment in that asI am compelled, therefore, to dissent from the doctrine that the
size from which there is no appeal
clauses giving the House the power of impeachment and the Senate
I therefore approach the subject relieved of all apprehensions of the power of trial are in any sense jurisdictional, but must regard
practical dangers, whether the determination may be upou the one them a-s functional merely; directory of the methods of practice and
side or upon the other. Our political history for ninety years refutes procedure under the Constitu,tion, and not M a grafting upon our
the idea that the subject is of very grave or paramount importance. system of the process of impeachment as recognized ·b y the parliaImpeachment, even in cases where the power was undoubted, has mentary law of England. For it must be remembered that in a free
been resorted to infrequently. States have been saved without it. popular government like that which our fathers instituted impeachOfficial delinquency has not been uncommon, but impeachments have ment as known and practiced in Great Britain would be illogical,
been rare. The process ·is dilatory, unwieldy, and expensive. The anomalous, and unnecessary.
machinery is complicated. The possibilities of partisan unfairness
Where monarchs were absolute and the right to rule descended
and malignity are too great. The disproportion of resources between through snccessive generations of avaricious and sensual tyrants;
the prosecutor and the oft'ender are so marked as to shock the love of where corrupt favorites administered the offices and -plundered the
equity and justice which characterizes the Anglo-Saxon. The idea revenues of the kingdom at the pleasure of the king; where the
upon which it is founded is repugnant to the prim:iples of popular property of the realm accumulated in families, and all the prerogatives of wealth and power were hereditary, there was no relief from
government and to the temper and instincts of a free people.
The application of the doctrine now sought, whether it be reg~ded oppression but by extraordinary methods-the dagger, revolution,
1
as a limitation or an expansion of the power of impeachment, is novel, and the scaffold.
but its assertion is not. The question whether the liability to impeachHence in the great struggle between 1..-ings and subjects, when law
ment termin,ated with official existence has often been mooted, but at la t succeeded force, the right to impeach corrupt and incompeit now for the first tim.e arises for practical determination. I do not tent rulers was asserted in Germany and transferred to England M
think it will ever rise again. If the jurisdiction is denied, it is not early as the fourteenth centp.ry. Though it was an advance upon the
likely that it will be re-asserted. If the late Secretary of War is redress of force, yet its methods were violent and its penalties cruel,
tried, the spectacle will be such a-s to prevent the case from. being inhuman, and atrocious. Its victims were put to death, and their mutilated remains refused burial; their blood was corrupted ; they were
cited as a precedent.
Forttmately the· discussion is not political, and this source of our outlawed, banished, and exiled; tlley were stripped of their estates
congratula-t ion is increa ed by the reflection that the question is di- and dignities, an<.l pursued with dishonor beyond the grave. And thus
vested of a partisan ru:~pect by the disjunction of one party on;ty. One impeachment was associated with that odious group of remedies,
great political division of the Senate is practically unanimous upon a among which were ex post facto laws, bills of attainder, and pains
doubtful question of constitutional :Law, and is re-enforced by. allies and penalties.
from that party with which the respondent has heretofore been asso-1 But in a country where the people are the rulers the necessity and
ciated. Political organizations founded npon ideas rather than upon the occasion for impeachment are greatly diminished. Where neither

than "removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any
office * * * under the United States." The power to disqualify
cannot be exercised except in connection with removal from office ;
but it need not be exercised in all cases of removal.
Removal from office, then, must be the judgment in all cases of impeachment ; but removal from office cannot take place where the person impeached and convicted is not in office ; therefore a person not
in office cannot be impeached.
The terms used in section 4 of article 2 to designate who are impeachable likewise imply persons in office.
Whether after jurisdiction in impeachment is taken a resignation
can be effectual to oust the jurisdiction, and whether an officer can
be impeached for offenses committed prior to his entrance into office,
are questions not necessary to be determined in this case, and upon
which I express no opinion.
·
Fo.r the reasons given, I am of opinion:
1. That paragraph 5 of section 2, article 1 of the Constitution confers upon the House of Representatives the exclusive power to accuse
and prosecute in cases .o f impeachment, nothing more.
2. That section 4, article 2, prescribes the officers impeachable and
the offenses for which they may be impeached, and that power extends only to the President, Vice-President, and other civil officers of
the United States while in office. ·
3. That the defendant, William W. Belknap, being out of office
and a private citizen at the time and before the proceeding for his
impeachment took place, the House of Representatives had no authority to impeach him and the Senate has no jurisdiction to try ·.t he impeachment.
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wealth nor power is hereditary, there need be no corruption of blood ; J mineral spring till his agents cease to testify and be reports of this
and where the-tenure ofofficeis brief and depends upon thewillofthe or that constituent a trace only, the combined efforts of all these
doctors have adduced the convincing argument that unless the right
people impeachment is generally conducted at the ballot-box. .
It m'nst therefore be apparent that when the founders of the Re- of impeachment for official misconduct continues after official existpublic conferred upon the House the power of impeac~ent, they did encehas ter:m~ated th~~~diction d~pends D:ot u~on the court but
not mean impeachment aa understood by the laws of England. There upon the cnmmal. It IB InsiSted that, if by restgnation he can defeat
was not only no necessity for it, but the idea would be repugnant to the judgment of disqualification, he renders nugatory the great detheir experience and without foundatiOJ?- ~ reason.
. .
si_gn of the process, whic? is. not o~y to put a man out but to keep
We must then inspect the other proVIsions of the Constitution to hrm out; that, unless he IS disqualified, a perverse or corrupt Execudiscern their purposes and ascertain the limitations they intended to tive can re-appoint him after his resignation and thus defy and thwart
prescribe.
and trifle with the moral sellBe and will of the nation. They contend
These relate to the su_bjects, the objects, and the penalties of im- that he must not only be banished from the Eden of office, but that
peaohment; and, whenconsideredinconnectionwiththeuniformprac- the angel of vengeance with th~ :flaming sword of disqualification
tice of Congress, seem to indicate conclusively that the subjects of must be stationed at the gate to prevent his return, and that unless
impeachment are the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers this is done the public service may be stained, corrupted, and polof the United States, and that the sole objects of the process·are to luted by the invasion of dissolute and unseemly reprobates who will
divest the offender of certain political attributes and functions, not thus be superior to law. The necessary corollary is that if they .are
for the punishment of the individual, but for the protection of the so disqualified the nation·is safe, and that they can then endanger
State.
the councils of the nation no more. Aside from the fact that such
.Articles 5 and 6 of the amendments to the Constitution are explicit, . conduct would be impeachable in the Executive and that he could
and by irresistible inference exclude any other conclusion. They are not resign and re-appoint himself, there is the further consideration
in the following language:
that the security of the people from corrupt officials lies in public
ARTICLE V.
virtue and intelligence, and not in statutory prohibitions.
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infa.moll.S crime, un·
But let us for a moment examine this pretext and see how far the
less on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the protection would extend were the sentence of disqualification in all
land or naval forces, or in the militia., when in actual service in time of war or pubd Wh t dd't'
a1
t
t b d · th
lie danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in cases pronounce ·
a a 1 lOn guaran ee, no
ase rn
e
jeopardy of life or limb.
morality of the people, would be derived from the strictest applicaARTICLE VL
tion of this part of the penalty f
In all criminal prosecutions, the accll.Sed shall enjoy the right to a speedy. and
Should the respondent in the case at bar be convicted and disqualipublic trial, by a.n impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall :6.ed, how could the country be safe from his machinations were he an
have been committed, which district shall ha.ve been previously ascertained by ambitious, intriguing schemer with a following au.ffi.ciently numerlaw.
ous to make his pretensions formidable f The disqualification is only
For the sake of illustration, let us suppose that the late Secretary partial. He could not be President, nor Vice-President, nor Cabinet
of War had deliberately and with malice aforethought murdered a minister, nor postmaster, nor an officer in the civil, military, or naval
post-trader, a capital offense, the punishment for which would be service of the United States; but after going forth from this chamdeath by hanging. This would a~o be. an impell;<lhable offense~ for ber of doom with the indelible stigma and brand upon his brow,
which be might be removed and disqualified; but if such proceedings should be return to Iowa, whence he came, what but the will of
should be had, would it be considered as punishment for the crime of the people could prevent him from being mayor of his adopted. city
murder f Or let it be supposed that, having been tried and convicted or alderman of his native village Y What but this could hinder him
for murder in the courts of the District and lying in·prison waiting from becoming sheriff or trea-surer of his countyf What but this
execution, he should refuse to resign and should be impeached. Would could interfere with his election to the Legislature and his participahis removal beregardedaspunishmentfo~his.o:ffensef Nooll:e.would tion in the enactment of laws and the election of Senators! What
seriously ma.ke such pretense. The application of the provlBlons of but this could stand in the path of his entry into the executive offic~
articles 5 and 6 is too obvious to need further comment. Impeach- as governor of ~he State T Should his ~mbition tak_e a ~igher !fi~ht
ment cannot be a criminal prosecution.
and a-ssume a Wider range, what but this could forbid his admissiOn
1
The determination of the scope and purpose of impeachment is rna- to the Chamber at the other end of the Capitol as a Representative
terially aided by a consideration of the nature of the penalty affixed in Congress, and, in a not impossible contingency, of electing a Presito conviction. The punishment is in one sense always the measure of dent of the United States f What but this could bar his taking the
the offense. The penalty defines the grade to which the crime be- oath as a Senator of the United States and standing as the peer of
any who had pronounced sentence upon him, the representative in
longs
Th~ judgment in impea-chment is confined to the political relations this body of a sovereign State in the American Union Y One Senator
of the r_espondent to the state. It does not affect his citizenship. at least who hears me thought the position of Senator preferable to
The right to hold office, either actual or potential, is not one of the that of Secretary of War. The Senate makes aud unmakes civil offirights of citizenship. Like suffrage, it is a privilege or franchise cers of the United States, and none of the positions I have named fall
gmnted by society to the citizen.
within the category from which your most unrelenting vengeance
The riuhts of citizenship are three: the right to live, the right of could exclude him.
persona{'security or liberty, and the right to hold property. The
No, Mr. President, removal is not punishment; disqualification is
judgment upon conviction on impeachment does not affect either of not punishment. In the nature of things they cannot be punishthese. In England it was otherwise. If the accused were found ment ; and the proceeding in which they are incident.s is a political
guilty he could be deprived not alone of his political rights but of process designed to relieve the public service of an official delin·
the rights of citizenship. His life c6uld be taken at the block, his quent.
liberty could be destroyed by exile or incarceration, his property
I pass, then, to a review of section 4, article 2, and inquire if the Iancould be appropriated by fine or sequestration.
guage here employed sustains the view that the proceeding is political
But under the Constitution the character of the prqceeding is ra.di- exclusively, and if the words ''President, Vice-President, and all civil
cally changed. It is no longer aimed at the oitizen as such. The officers of the United States" is designed a-s an affirmative designapnnishment for crime, which abrogates citizenship by execution, by tion of the persons to whom impeachment can apply. The termiimprisonment, by fine, is remitted exclusively to the courts, and im- nology of the section is peculiar. It authorizes the removal of the
peachment is restricted to the political relations of the accused, and persons named upon conviction. It does not declare that no other
these are only partially rescinded in case of guilt. He may be im- officers than those named. or that those only, shall be removed. And
peached for murder, arson, robbery, or any crime whose penalty is yet unless the words used are held to be descriptive, then the power
defined by law, and, if convicted~ he can only be removed from office conferred in the Constitution must be regarded as to official acts and
and disqualified.
official persons at least, as broad and comprehensive as that known
His citizenship is unimpaired and many of his political rights re- to the parliamentary law of England. There is no language which
main. He can still vote. He can serve in the militia and upon juries. forbids the impeachment of the admiral who neglects the safeguard
His relations to the state are chanued, but he is still entitled to the of the sea; the commodore who sinks his squadl·on; the general who
protection of its laws and to the full benefit of all the guarantees and surrenders his army to an inferiorfoe; the commander who corruptly
immunities of the Constitution.
capitulates his post. And yet it is safe to say that the exercise of
This vast modification could .not have been a-ccidental . .It must such a power by Congress has never for an instant been considered.
have had a purpose, and it serves still further to accentuate and em- The words "civil officers" have always been held to exclude naval
phasize the position that, aa the penalty is political purely, so the pro- and military officers, and therefore culprits in those arms of the pubceeding was intended to be political purely, and was devised for lie service are re1egated to courts-martial and other modes of punishprotection, and not for punishment. Unless it be so, then many in- ment. The state can be as much harmed by their delinquency; in
ferences of the Constitution are controvertced and several of its plain time of war perhaps to a much higher degree than by the miscondeclarations are rendered ineffectual and abortive.
duct of a civil officer, but they have never been considered subjects
While upon the subject of punishment I pause to consider an argu- of impeachment, because the language of the fourth section has been
ment w~h has been strenuously put forward by the managers and regarded as an exclt;Sion, as if the word "only" had been inserted
their associates in the prosecution. It is their strong fortification and after the words" Umted States."
tower of defense. After inspecting the Constitution with the teleWhy! The occa-sion has not been absent in our history, but the
scope and the mi-croscope; after distilling it in the alembic of verbal reason for the abstinence iB" clear. It has been the application of the
criticism; after ooalyzing it as a chemist resolves the waters of a old legal maxim: ExpruBio 1'niUB1 ~UBio alterius. The specification
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of particulars is the exclusion of generals. Lord Bacon says, and his
observation is quoted in this connection by Judge Story with approval,
"As exception strengthens the force of a law in cases not excepted,
so enumeration weakens it in cases not enumerated." It is true that
this rule is not absolute, and that it may l?e susceptible of wrong application; but it is one of those maxims which are founded in reason
and have found their way as well into the affairs of daily life a-s into
the decision of judicial questions. To ascertain how far an affirmative provision excludes others we must look to the nature of the provision, the subject, the objects, and the scope of the instrument.
There can be no doubt that in most cases an affirmative declaration
excludes everything or person not specified; and the reason is obvious. An affirmative grant or specification would be superfluous and
absurd if general authority were intended. (See Story on the Constitution, section 448.) In the case before us if the broad, unrestricted power of impeachment was conferred by article 1, section 2,
clause 5, it would include "the President, Vice-President and all
civil officers of the United States," and thus article 2, section 4, would
be superfluous and illogical, considered either in relation to the persons, the offenses, or the penalty. The greater always includes the
less; and if the fourth article of section 1 be not a limitation, a restrictive, affirmative declaration, then the words of which it is composed are ineffectual. They are as idle and empty as the wandering
air. ·
The man who resigns his office becomes at once a'citizen. That he
has held office makes him no less and no more than a citizen. When
the President resigns he is a citizen. When the Vice-President resigns he is a citizen. When all civil officers resign they are citizens.
And if they are no longer" civil officers'' they are no more liable to
impeachment than military or naval officers. Unless this construction is correct, then there is no limitation and the law of impeachment in America is as unrestricted as in England.
In the case at bar, therefore, the respondent, having resigned his
office before the proceedings were commenced, was not liable to impeachment. He was a citizen. He was not a civil officer. The motive with which he resigned is not material. It is the fact alone with
which we are to dool. Nor do I regard thelegalfictionin relation to
fractions of a day as having any significance in the case. Were the
hour of the resignation and of the impeachment both lii.certain, and
impossible to be ascertained, it might be just to apply such a rule as
would sustain the jurisdiction; but it has no application here.
Should a resignation occur after the respondent was legally before
-the Senate and on trial, I should have no doubt that the proceedings
could continue and judgment of disqualification be properly pronounced.
The conclusions·which I have thus reached appear to me to be not
only consonant with the plain intent of the framers of the Constitution, but also in accordance with the spirit of popular institutions .
and the temper of the age in which we live. When the offender can
no longer endanger the state he should be consigned t.o the courts for
punishment; and in all oases of doubtful interpretation in the organic
law of a. popular government it is always safe to construe the power
in favor of the liberty of the citizen, rather than in favor of the prerogatives of the State.

Opillion oC Mr. Cameron, oC Wi•eoJUia,

Delivered May 25, 1876.
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin. Mr. President, without entering
upon a general discussion of the questions involved in this case, I will
state the conclusions at which I have arrived, and very briefly the
reasons which have influenced me in reaching these conclusions.
For a number of years prior to March 2, 1876, William W. Belknap
was Secretary of War of the United States.
At the hour of ten o'clock and twenty minutes in the forenoon of
March 2 be resigned his said office, by written resignation under his
hand, addressed to the President of the United Sta~s, which resignation was then and there duly accepted by the President.
After the acceptance of Belknap's resignation, but on the same day,
the House of Representatives impeached him for high crimes and misdemeanors alleged to have been committed by him prior to his ~ig
nation and while he was Secretary of War. These are the leading
facts of the case; and the main question raised by the pleadings and
now submitted to the Senate for decision is this, namely: Had the
House of Representatives constitutional authority to impeach Belknap
after his resignation, and, having 1mpeached him, has the Senate jurisdiction to try him upon such impeachment T
This is a. question of the highest importance; not important on
account of the accused, but on account of the principle involved and
the results likely to flow from its decision.
Two theories of the Constitution in regard to impeachment are
maintained.
First. That the provisions which give the House of Representatives
the sole power to impeach and the Senate the sole power to try impeachments copfer a power co-extensive with that possessed by the
British Parliament. That the provision which declares that judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to re-
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moval from office and disqualificati?n to hold and enjoy any office of
honor, trust, or profit under the Umted States, &c., IB" nothing more
than a ~tation upon the power to punish; and that when section
4 of article 2 declares that "the President, Vice-President and all
civil officers of the United States, shall be removed from office on imp~achment o~, and convicf:ion for, treason, bribery, and other high
crrmes and miSdemeai?-ors," It only declares what the punishment shall
be when the person 1D1peached happens to be the President Vice'
President, or a civil officer of the United States.
Second. The other theory is that impeachment, a.s established and
reg~ate~ by the Constitnti,m, is i_n~ended solely to protect the state
agamst mcompetent or corrupt CIVIl officers by their removal from
?ffice, an~ tC? make such removal effectual, disqualification from holdillg or enJoymg any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United
States thereafter.
No other theory has been advanced by any one in this case and I
therefore assume that there is no other theory, and consequentiy that
one or the other of these is the true theory and must be accepted as
such.
My collea~e [_Mr. HoWE]_and the ~e~ator from illinois [Mr. LoGAN]
each sh?ws ill his well-considered·opnnon that every English snbject
at the time of the adoption of our Constitution could be proceeded
against by process of impeachment.
It follows, therefore, that if impeachment under our Constitution
is as broad as impeachment under the English law, every citizen of
the Uni~d States, whether he be a civ_il o~cer or a private person,
can be IIDpeMhed for any conduct whiCh ill the opinion of the two
Houses of Congress is a high crime and misdemeanor.
The constitutional provisions in regard to impeachment are in substance aa follows :
First. The Honse of Representatives * * * shall have the sole power of im-

peachment. (Article 1, section 2.)
Seco?d. The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. .Judgment m such cases shall extend no further than to removal from office and disqualification to hold office: but the .Party convicted shall nevertheleBS be ~ubjectto
indictment, trial, judgment and purushment, a~cordingto law. (Article!, section3.)
Thrrd. The President shall have no power to pardon a person convicted upon
impeachment. (Article 2, section 2.)

It will be seen that section 2 of article 1 declares ill simple but apt
wordsThat the House of

Rep~senta.tives shall have

the sole power of impeachment.

It is claimed on the one hand that this is a grant of power and on
the other that it is merely functional and descriptive. I incline to
the latter opinion; but if it be n. grant of power, it can be exercised
only in the manner and to the extent provided and limited by subsequent provisions of the Constitution.
'
The other provisions quoted regulate the trial and judgment in
cases of impeachment, and this is all they do, all· they assume to do.
Section 4 of article 2 points out who may be impeached. This section reads a-s follows :
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery or
'
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

I adopt the theory in regard to impeachment that in this country
it is a proceeding established and limited by the Constitution ; that
it is not borrowed from. the parliamentary law of England, but is a
creation of the Constitution, and consequently is strictly confined to
the cases expressly enumerated in section 4 of article 2 of the Constitution. The President, the Vice-President and all civil officers of
the United States, and none other, are named as liable to impeachment. It is the officer and noit the man who is impeachable.
The term "civil officer" cannot properly be applied to any person
except while such person is actually holding a civil office. This is
the popular, common-sense construction of the term "civil officer,"
and it has been the . accepted construction in this country for more
than three-quarters of a century.
In the Blount case, a person not a civil officer was impeached, and the
impeachment was dismissed by the Senate expressly upon the ground
that he was not a "civil officer;" he was a citizen of the United States
and a Senator in Congress. If it be true that impeachment in this
country is as broad as impeachment in England, then the proceeding
ought to have been sustained against Blount, because in England, as
has been shown over and over again during the discussion, he might
have been impeached as a subject of the king or as a peer of the
realm.
I am of the opinion, after carefully considering the Blount case,
that it is an authority directly in point in this case, and that it is
uinding upon us so far as an adjudged case is binding upon Ule same
court in subsequent ca,ses.
.
No person not actually a " civil officer" at the time of impeachment has been impeached from the time of Blount's impeachment
until Belknap was impeached.
Investigations into the-conduct of judges and of other civil officers
with a view to impeachment have frequently been commenced, but
upon the resignation of the supposed offender all proceedings were,
in every case, at once dropped.
It seems, then, that for nearly a century it has been \ he understanding of statesmen, judges, lawyers, laymen, that no person in t,h is
oountry except a" civil officer," while actually in an office, was subject to impeachment. We cannot, I think in this case, hold other-
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wise without overruling the Blount ca.se and overruling the almost
universal opinion held by the American people for three generations.
I, for one, am not prepar~d to do this.
.
.
The primary purpose, if not the sole purpose, of Impeachment m
this country is to protect the Government against incompetent or corrupt civil officers by their removal from office, and, as already remarked, to make such removal effectual, disqualification from holding
office thereafter.
Judge Story's Commentaries upon the Constitution have frequently
been referred to during this discussion. I think the language used
by this learned commentator clearly shows that he was of the opinion
that impeachment in this country is limited by the Constitution, and
that it is not as broad, as comprehensive, a.s in England.
At section 803 he uses the following language:
·
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Senate has jurisdiction under the Constitution to try William W. Belknap, lately the Secretary of War, for the high crimes alleged in the
articles of impeachment to have been committed by him while holding that office, by abuse of the powers of said office, notwithstanding
his resignation a few hours before the resolution to impeach him
had been actually adopted by t.!le House of Representatives. I do
not hold it at all necessary to decide any other case than the one
brought before us by the articles of impeachment and the issues of law
raised by the pleadings on behalf of the accused party, and therefore
avoiding the domain of speculation shall discard from consideration
any supposititious case, and address myself to the law as I think it
is, and a.s it is applicable to the precise case 'disclosed by the record
before us.
The Constitution of the United States is the charter of powers
which may be lawfully exercised by us in this proceeding. Its provisions are not couched in obscure language, but are expressed in
worcls of ascertained meaning carefully sifted and well weighed by
a body of men exceptionally and well qualified to state in the English
language what they meant to express and exclude all else. By this
Constitution it wa.s provided, in section 2 of article 1 :
The House of R.epresentatives * * * shall have the sole power of impeaclt

It would seem to follow that the Senate on the conviction were bound in all cases
to enter an~~E!;ent of removal from office, though it has a. discretion as to inflicting the p ·
ent of disqualification. If, then, there must be a judgment of removal from office, it would-seem to follow that the Constitution contemplated that
the party was still in office at the time of impeachment. If he was not, his offense
was still liable to be tried and punished in the ordinary tribunals of justice, and it
might be arguE\d with some force that it would be a vain exercise of authority to
try a dEilinquent for an impeachable offense when the most important ob,ject for
which the remedy was given was no longer necessary or attainable. And although
a judgment of disqualification might still be pronounced, the language of the Con- ment.
stitution may create some doubt whether it can be pronounced without being coupled
In section 3, of the same article :
with a removal from office. There is also much force in the remark that an im·
The Senat.e shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
peachment is a proceeding purely of a political nature. It is not so much designed that
purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When thePresidentof the United
to punish an offender as to secure the State a~t gross official misdemeanors.
is tried, the Chief .Justice shall preside: and no person shall be convicted
It touches neither his person nor his property, tiut simply divests him of his polit;. States
without
the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. .Judgment in cases
ical capacity.
of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United
At section 790 he says:
From this clause it appears that the remedy by impeachment is strictly confined States : but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to indict to civil officers of the United States, including the President and Vice-Presideut. ment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law.
In this respect it differs materially from the law and practice of Great Bl'itain. In
In section 2 of article 2 :
that kin,.dom all the kin"''s subjects, whether peers or commoners, are impeach.
President ~ * * shall have :power to grant reprieves andpardonsforofl'en·
able in Parliament, thong~ it is asserted that commoners c:m.notnow be impea-ched seaThe
against the United States, except m cases of impeachment.
for capital offenses, but for misdemeanors only. Such kind of misdeeds, however,
as peculiarly in i ure the commonwealth by the abuse of high offices of trust are the
Section 2, article 3 :
most proper anti have been the most usual grounds for this kind of prosecution in
The trial of all crimes, except in C3.ses of impeachment, shall be by jury.
Parliament. There seems a peculiar propriety, in a republican government at least,
Iu section 4, article 2:
in confining the impeaching power to persons holtlfug office. In such a government all the citizens are equal and ought to have the same security of a. trial by
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
jury for all crimes and offenses la.id to their charge when not boldlng any official removed from office on impea-chment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
character.
·
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

It has been conclusively shown during this discusssion, and is not
now denied by any one, that a civil officer ha-s a. legal right to resign,
to lay down his office 3t any time. Belknap p~essed this right and
he exercised it at twenty minutes ::rlter ten o'clock, on the second day
of March last. From that moment he ceased to be a civil officer and
has since been a private citizen, with all the rights, privileges, and
immunities of a private citizen. He was impeached about five hours
after his resignation had been duly accepted by the President. When
impeached he wa-s a private citizen, and, if it be true th;.tt under our
Constitution a private citizen is not impeachable, it follows that the
House of Representatives had no constitutional power to impeach
and the Senate has no authority to try Belknap upon such impeachment.
But it is said that if the Senate do not take jurisdiction of the case
Belknap will" go unwhipt of justice." This does not by· any means
follow. If he has violated any of the criminal statutes of the Uniteq
States, the courts are open for his indictment, trial, and punishment.
The criminal court does what impeachment cannot do; it inflicts punishment by fine, imprisonment, and disqualification.
The precedent which will be established by the decision of this case
is of infinitely greater importance to the country than Belknap or
his crimes. If the Senate has jurisdiction to try one private citizen
upon impea-chment, it has a right to try any private citizen by the
same process.
In a case of the magnitude and importance of this, if there be a
well-founded doubt of jurisdiction, then jurisdiction ought nut to be
entertained; the doubt ought to be resolved in favor of the liberty
of the citizen. This is the only safe course for the Senate to pursue.
The country is in no danger from Belknap. He can do it no injury
now or hereafter; but it is in danger if the Senate assumes powers
not granted to it by the Constitution.
Belknap has been indicted by -the supreme court of the District of
, Columbia. Let him there be tried, and, if found guilty by a jury of
his peers, let him be punished as the statute provides by fine, imprisonment, and disqualification. The ends of justice will thus be
fully subserved without .any straine~ doubtful, and consequently
dangerous construction of the Constitution.

Opinion of Mr. Bayard,
Delivered May 25, 1876.

These are all and singular the provisions of the Constitution which
relate to the subject, to which may be added section 5 of article 1:
" Each House may determine the rules of its proceedings." And
under rules of this body made and provided for cases of impeachment
we have thus far duly proceeded.
The Constitution, as was said by Chief Justice Mar~hall, is an instrument of grants and inhibitions of power, not of definitions, of which
last it contains but one---:-that of treason, in section 3 of article 4.
It was framed by men of well matured experience acquired in adversity, learned in the science of government, especially in the usages
and laws of Great Britain, whose subjects they had so. lately been.
The meaning and objects of impeachment as a remedy for crimes
against t.he Government were well known and defined in the books .
of the common law, with all its properties and incidents.
To the Supreme Court of the United States has frequently been referred the duty of giving interpretation and definition to the words
employed in the Constitution, and the language of that tribunal in the
case of Murray's Lessee vs. The Hoboken Land Company may serve to
illustrate the methods of reMoning and sol.ll'ces of information resorted
to by them in cases like the present, where a general grant of power
touching any subject occurs in the Constitution. The decision related
to the true meaning of the words "due process of law," a.s used in the
fifth article of the amendments. And I here cite it as a single, but
sufficient illustration, to show to what fountains we should trace these
verbal rivulets, in order properly to define and adjust the powers to
be exercised under their authority.
The opinion of the court was delivered by Mr. Justice Curtis, who
says:
The words ''due process of law" were undoubtedly intended to convey the same
meaning as the words "by the law of the land " in Magna. Charta. Lord Coke, in
his commentary on those words, (2 Institutes 50,) says they mean due process oflaw.
The constitutions which had been adopted by the several States before the formation of the Federal Constitution, following the language of the great chart.er more
closely, generally containeu the words" but by the judgment of his peers or the
law of the land." The ordinance of Congress of .July 13, 1787 for the government
of the territory of the United States northwest of the river Ohio used the same
words.
.
The Constitution of the United States, as adopt.ed, contained the provision that
"the trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury." When
the fifth article of amendment, containing the words now in question, was made,
the trial by jury in criminal cases had thus already been provided for. By the
sixth and seventh articles of amendment further special provisions were separately made for that mode of trial in civil and criminal cases. To have followed,
as in the St3te constitutions and in the ordinance of 1787, the words of Ma-gna
Charta, and declared that no person shall be deprived of his Lfe, liberty, or property but by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land, would have been m
part superfluous and inappropriate. To have taken the clause "law of the land,"
without its immediate context, might possibly have given rise to doubta which
would be effectually dispelled by usinq: those words which the great commentator
on Magna Charta had declared to be tne true meaning of the phrase "law of the
land" in that instrument, and which were undoubtedly then received as their

Mr. BAYARD. The elaborate and able opinions which have been already delivered by many Senators would make any expression on my
part save my recorded vote seem a work of supererogation. Yet, in vj ew
of the grave and far-reaching consequences which are embraced in the tru~meaning.
That the warrant now in question is legal process is not denied. It was issued
decision which this Senate sitting as a court shall reach in the case bein conformity with an act of Uongress. But is it "due process of law 1" The
fore us, I feel constrained to state in as succinct a form as possible Constitution
contains no description of those processes which it was intended to
someof the reasons which have led my mind to the conclusion that the allow or forbid. It does not even declare what principles are to be applied to ascer
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tain whether it be due process. It is manifest that it was not left to the legislative
power to enact any process which might be devised. The article is a restraint on
the legislative as well as on the executive and judicial powers of the Government,
and cannot be so construed as to leave Congress free to ma.ke any process , 'due
proce s of law" by its mere will. To what principl.es, then, are we to reS?rt to
ascertain whether this process enacted by Congress IS due process~ To this the
answer must be twofold. We must examine the Constitution itself to see whether
thi proce s be in conflict with any of its provisions. If not found t.o be so, we must
look to those settled usages and modes of proceeding existing in the common and
statute law of England before the emigration of our anceRtors, and which are shown
not to have been unsuited to their civil and political condition by having been acted
on by them aft~r the settlement of this country.
Te ted by the common and statute law of England prior to the emigration of our
ancestors, and by thelaws.of many of the States at the time of the adoption of this
amendment the' proceedings authorized by the act of 1820 cannot be denied to be
due proccRs' of law, when applied to the ascertainmentand recovery of balances due
to the Government from a collector of customs, unless there exists in the Constitution some other provision which restrains Congress from authorizinl! such proce dings. For, though "d~e process of la~" generally implies an~ includes.actor,
retUI judex, regular allegations, opportunity to answer, and a trial a-ccordmo- to
som~ settled course of judicial proceedings, (2 Institutes, 47,50; Hoke 118. Hen'aerson 4 De>ereux'l North Carolina, 15; Taylorvs. Porter, 4 Hill, 146; VanZandt v8.
W~ddell, 2 Yerger, 260; State Bank vs. Cooper, ibid., 599; Jones's Heirs 118. Perry,
10 ibid., 59; Greene vs. Briggs, 1 Curtis, 311,) yet this is not universally true. There
may be and we have seen that there are, cases under the law of Engla.nd after
Mao-na 'charta, and as it was brought to this country and acted on here, in which
pro~ess, in its nature final, issues against the body, lands, and goods of certain
public debtors without any such trial; and this brmgs us to the question whether
those provisions of the Constitution which relate to the judicial power are incompatible with these proceedings. {Murray's Lessee et al. V8. Hoboken Land and Improvement Company, 18 Howard, page 280.)

Mr. Justice Bla-ckstone's renowned Commentaries on English lawand which our own great jurist, Chancellor Kent, has said "filled him
with admiration and despair"-were in 1787, as now, the text-book of
all students of law in England and the United States. Blackstone
described impeachment as ''a prosecution of the already known and
established law frequently put in practice." And the most prolonged
and celebrated trial byimpeachment, that of WarrenHastings,ex-governor-general of India, in the course of which everything that the
profound study of able and learned men could bring to enlighten the
subject had been collected and applied, was pending during the time
the subject was under discussion in the constitutional convention
which met at Philadelphia in May, 1787.
The institution of impeachment, thus well known, was imported
into the Government of the United States, and was perfectly understood in its principles, historyt and methods of procedure by the Federal convention, who adopted it as they found it then existing in
Great Britain, with such modifications as the republican constitution
of government for the "more perfect union" of the States required
"to secure the blessings of liberty" to the people of the United States
ancl their posterity.
In No. 65 of the Federalist, Hamilton-than whom no abler expositor of the instrument under consideration ever lived, and who had
been a leading member of the convention-4!aid:
A well-Constituted court for the trial of impea()hments is an object not more to
be desired than difficult to be obtained in a government wholly elective.

The subjects .,f its jurisdiction are these offenses which proceed from the misconduct of public men, or, in othel' words, from the abuse or violation of some public trust. They are of a nature which may with peculiar propriety be denominated
(Page 491.) What, it may be Mked, is the true spirit of the institution itself Y
political, as they relate chie:tly to injuries done inrmediately to society itself. * " *
Is it not designed M a method of national inquest into the conduct of/ublio men'
The model from which the idea of this institution baa been borrowe pointed out
that course to the convention. In Great Brit&in it is the provirice of the Honse of
Commons to prefer the impeachmeBt, and of the Honse of Lords to decide upon it.
Sever-al of the State constitutions have followed the example. Aa well the latter
as the former seem to have re~arded the practice of impeachments as a bridle in
the hanfls of thelegisla.tive bony upon the executive servants of the government.
Is not this the truelight in which it ought to be regarded 9

And in No. 66, the same great authority, treating of the same subject, says:
An absolute or qualified negative in the Executive upon the Mts of the legislative body is admitted by the ablest adepts in political science to be an indispensable barrier against the encroachments of the latter upon the former. And it may,
perhaps., with not less reason, be contended that the powers relating to impeachments are, as before intimated, an essential check in the hands of tlia.t body upon
the encroachments of the Executive.

Mr. Jefferson, although not a member of the constitutional convention, was a contemporaneous expositor of the Constitution, and
his Manual of Parliament-ary Practice, which to-day is one of our
leading authorities, in its title " Impeachment," contains abundant
evidence in its citations that he accepted the English precedents aa
authority on thls subject. (Vide section 53, passim.)
These references to contemporaneous authority will, I think, be accepted as proof, ifproof were necessary, toshowhowfully acquainted
with the subject, were the framers of the Federal Constitution. It
would be an idle parade to repeat the history of precedents and practice in impeachments in England up to the time of the importation
of this institution into the Government of the United States.
Said Chief Justice Marshall, in United States vs. Wilson, 7 Peters,
South Carolina:
The language used IS OUR LANGUAGE, and of a nation to whose judicial institutions ours bears so close a resemblance.

The grants of this power to each House of Uongress respectively,
are general grants, as explicit, clear, and emphatic as words can create:
" sole power" to the House to accuse ; " sole power" in the S!}nate
to try "all impeachments." For the sake of justice the accusers and
the judges ru:e never the same persons, and the concurrence required

of two-thirds of the judges gives additional security to innocence. It
is a great check upon misconduct in the executive branch, and therefore the power of impeachment and conviction is placed as far as poe.
sible beyond the influence of or interference by the executive branch
or any member thereof. The presidential power of veto, therefore,
does not extend over the resolution of the House to iinpeach or the
judgment or resolution of the Senate to convict or acquit.
The trial shall not be by jury, so that none of the official machinery-for the prosecution of crime in the courts-controlled by the
executive, can be called into operation ; and finally, the power to grant
reprieves and pardons for offenseM against the United States, expressly
excepts cases of impeachment. Any construction of the constitutional
provisions relating to the subject which would have the result of
bringing any impeachable offense undex the control of the Executive
Department of the Government, would violate the very evident object for which this great and "essential check" was confided to the
two Houses composing the legislative branch, and imperil if not destroy
its efficiency. Thus, if the President can by removal of an official deprive the House of Representatives of its_power to impeach and the
Senate of its power" to try all iinpeachments," he may not only shelter a dangerous enemy and treacherous public sel'vant from the penalty of disqualification ever to hold office, but, having control over
the officials whose duty it is to prosecute offenders before the judicial
branch, he can practically prevent the trial of the criminal in the
courts or, if in his discretion he permits the prosecution to proceed,
he can by a pardon totally relieve the criminal from all legal punishment for his guilt.
It is therefore essential, in order to maintain that independence
which by the Constitution it waa designed should be secured to the
two Houses of the Congress in their exercise of this great and "sole"
power of impeachment, that under no construction·should their jurisdiction or method of proceeding be subjected, directly or indirectly,
in any degree to the action or influence of the executive branch.
It is the p.ational self-protection against executive encroachments or
malfeasance, and in its initiation and enforcement must carefully be
kept out of the domain of executive power or control, for the correction
of whose wrong it was especially designed. If then the power of the two
Houses of the Congress is to be maintained without interference or influence on the part of any officer of the executive branch, what shall
be said of that construction of the Constitution which gives to the
guilty official himself the power at will to keep himself within or
place himself without the jurisdiction of the two Houses of Congress,
and submit to be impeached only_with his own consent 7
It is difficult with a grave face to state the proposition that a culprit
shall not only raise the question as to the jurisdiction of the tribunal
assuming to try him, but decide the question himself at his own will
and pleasure, carrying his discha'!ge in his own pocket, to be produced
at will, a.s in the present case was sought to be done by a resignation, on the very stroke of the hour when the resolution to impeach
him was about to be adopted by the House of Representatives; in
other words, that a plea to the jurisdiction of a court is to be settled, not by the law and facts as they existed at the time of the
commission of the offense, but is to be decided by the accused party,
and not by the court-is to be always subject to the willingness of the
accused to be tried at all.
To admit such a proposition in a case like the present would lead
to this result : that any guilty official being, as almost invariably is
the case, the sole custodian of the proofs of hi~:~ own misconduct, and
having by virtue of the powers of the office he was betraying the very
means and the only means of concealment, should keep concealed. not
only his guilt but all means of its detection, unt.il the expiration of his
term or his resignation at any time convenient to himself, and should
then leave the office vacant and for the first time open to inspection;
that he should in violation of every principle of law and justice be
suffered to take advantage of his own deliberate wrong; be enabled
to change an unpardonable offense to one within the power to pardon
given to the President.
The high crime and misdemeanor of which W. W. Belknap has been
impeached is an offense against the whole people of the United States;
it is a "public offense" in the strongest, f~lest sense of the word.
It is not doubted that the crimes alleged in the articles of impeachment are "high crimes" and impeachable under the Constitutionit is admitted under the pleadings aa they now stand, and for the '
purpose of deciding the question before us, that Belknap, while Secretary of War, and by the corrupt use of his power aa Secretary of
War, did commit high crimls-the offense being nothing less than
the sale for money, of post-traderships, criminally disregarding his
duty as Secretary of War, and basely prostituting his high office to
his lust for private gain, to the great damage and injury of the officers and soldiers of the Army of the United States as well as of emigrants, ,freighters, and other citizens of the United Statest against
public policy, and to the great disgrace and detriment of the public
service.
But it is argued in~ defense that, having removed himself from
the office by his own act of resignation, which act, although promptly
assented to by the President of the United States, is not thereby
enforced or weakened in its legal results as to him, (Belknap,) he is
ipso facto beyond the jurisdiction of the Senate, and that the judgment expressly authorized by the Constitution of "removal and dis-
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qualification from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit" under
• the United States cannot be entered and enforced against him.
Can it be that a person charged with crime can thnt:1 at will place
himself within or without t.he range of judicial authorityf
The judgment of disqualification to hold and enjoy any office under
the United States would seem to contain in itself the removal of an
incumbent, because it forbids the party convicted to hold or enjoy
any office, therefore, in presenti as well as in ftdu1'o. The final commmmation of long-contemplated crime could be postponed until the last
hour of his official term, unt.il just enough of official power remained
to make guilt successful, yet not enough to compel it to respond to
the demands of justice.
The trai.Ii could be laid and the slow-match lighted with close calculation, and the incendiary retire to the place of safety outside the
jurisdiction charged with his punishment. ·
"Removal" from the particular office then held, on the contrary,
does not include disqualification thereafter to hold som~ other office
or offices, or the same offico for another term. If, as has been argued,
removal was the sole object of impeachment, then, that once accomplished, the more serious and enduring part of the judgment authorized by the Constitution could never be executed, because no officer,
i.e. person holding office, existed upon whom this portion of the sentence could operate.
As reasonably could it be said, that because in the verbal arrangement of the Constitution the word" removal "precedes "disqualifica-r
tion," the rendition of removal, being the first part of the judgment,
would make it impossible to proceed any further.
But the Constitution in the clauses conferring jurisdiction in cases
of impeachment (article 1) does not require" an officer" or person in
office to be the subje-ct of the judgment of the Senate. The individual under impeachment is termed m one clause "a person," in another
"a party," and' in the enumeration of the classes whose removal from
offices upon conviction for certain offenses is made imperative we find
"the President of the United States, the Vice-President, and all civil
officers." So that nothing in the Constitution expressly or impliedly
requires the party against whom judgment of the Senate of disqualification is rendered to be in office at the time of tlial or conviction.
Upon what principle of reasonable construction, may it be asked,
shall the judgment of the Senate not extend so as to embrace dis.
qualification of the guilty party to hold office f
The Constitution gives the power in plain words: "The jmlgment
shall not extend further." That is, it may extend so far as to remove
and disqualify-mnne majus in se continet minus; if the judgment may
include both removal and disqualification, it may exclude either or
both, except as provided iri section 4, article 3.
It is clearly in the power of the Senate in passing judgment to proceed to the outer boundaries of the power so granted, or stop short at
any point within it.
In the historical view of the usage and practice of impeachmentsin
the country from which we have derived the institution, no case ha~
appeared of which I have knowledge wherein the power to impeach
and try an ex official for an offense impeachable when it was committed, was ever denied or questioned. Such was the admitted and
frequently-exercised power of the British House of Commons up to
and at the time of the importation of the institution of impeachment
into the Government of the United States, and when the corresponding branch of the Legislature under our system-the House of Representatives-was invested with the general jurisdiction of the subject
by the grant to them of the "sole power of impeachment," while to
the Senate was confided the " sole power to try all impeachments."
Taking the law and usages of impeachment as they found it in t.he
mother-country, the founders of our Government proceeded to mould
it into harmony with ihe new and more liberal system they were
seeking to establish. They made certain important changE>.a in the
way of restriction and also by enlargement of the relative powers of
the legislative bodies, respectively accusatory and judicial.
And it is safe for us to a-ssume as a canon of criticism upon this
part of their work that, wherever they did not expressly or by the
most necessary implication change the law and practice of impeachment as it then existed in Great Britain, they intended to maintain
it as it then was, unimpaired in all its features.
Let us notice the changes expressly made.
In Great Britain the monarch could not be impeached.
In the United States the chief of the executive branch, the President of the United States, was made liable to be impeached.
In Gre-at Britain the royal pardon, although not pleadable to abat.e
impeachment, could relieve against all penalties of impeachment, and
thus absolve the offender at the will of the king.
.
In the United States the power of the President to pardon was not
permitted to extend to cases of impeachment.
In Great Britain the judgment of the House of Lords was limited
in its nature and, extent, only by their discretion. ·
In the United States the judgment of the Senate was forbidden to
extend further than 1·emoval from office and disqualification to hold
office.
In Great Britain a trial and conviction on impeaehment could be
pleaded in bar of a second trial for the same offense.
In the United States it was expressly provided that judgment of
conviction on impeac1llllent should not operate as a bar to trial and
punishment at law.
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In Great Britain a bare majority of the peers was sufficient to convict.
In the United States two-thirds of the Senators present were required to concur in a · judgment of conviction.
Bills of attainder and ex post facto laws, species of public remedy of
great antiquity and frequent recourse, well known in parliamentary
prosecutions in Great Britain, were expressly forbidden by section 9
of the first article of the Federal Constitution.
Thus we find the founders of ·our constitution of government did
carefully consider and weigh all the features of the English institution of impeachment as it then existed, with careful reference to tl.Je
scope of powers and their adaptation to the new Government they were
arranging; and it seems to my mind a 11ecessary consequence for our
accept.ance that, except as they expressly altered and amended it, it
now remains and must duly be exercised by the House of Representatives and the Senate of the United States.
Upon what presumption of rea.son or justice, by what allowable
construction can we decide that the Honse of Representatives or the
Senate of the United States are to be deprived of their respective powerstoimpeach and to hea.randdetermineimpeachmentsin cases where
the guilty party who committed high crimes w:ben in office has gone
out of office by resignation before the resolution to impeach him ha.s
been adopted by the tribunal possessing the" sole power!" Such
power did confessedly belong to the impeaching power of the government from which we imported the institution and was there frequently exercised and never in any case questioned. By what authority can we subtract this important feature of that power which
our fathers left untouched within the jurisdiction they delegated to the
two Houses of Congress T
When the fi.rst case of impeachment under the Federal Constitution
occured-that of Blount, a Senator from the State of Tennessee who
had been expelled from this body-the question of jurisdiction arose,
and was in substance confined to the issue whether a Senator of the
United States was a civil officer of the United States or the officer of
a State, and the decision wa.s that he was not a civU officer of the
United States within the meaning of the Constitution, and therefore
not liable to impeachment by the House of Representatives. But in
the course of t.hat ably-argued case it was stated by the proaecntion
and admitted by the counsel for the defendant that a party could not
escape impeachment for crimes committed w bile in office by resigning
his office.
Mr. Bayard said:
It is also alleged in the plea. that the party imlJeached is not now a. Senator. It
is enough t.hat ~he was a Senator at the time the articles were preferred. If the
impeachment were regular and maintainable when preferred, I apprehend no sub.
sequent event grounded on the willful act, or caused by the delinquency of the
party, can vitiate or obstruct the proceeding. Otherwise the party~,. by resignation
or the commission of some offense which merited and occasionea his expulsion,
might secure his impunity. This is against one of the sagest maxims of t.he law,
which does not allow a man to derive a benefit from his own wrong.

Mr. Dallas, for the defendant, said:
There was room for argument whether an officer could be impeached after he
was out of office; not by a >oluntary resignation to evade prosecution, but by au
adversary expulsion.

Mr. Ingersoll, for the defendant, said:
It is among the less objections of the cau'se that the defendant is now out of office
not by resignation. I certainly shall never contend that an officer may .first com.
mit an offense and afterward avoid punishment by resigning his office; but t-he defendant has been expelled. Can he be removed at one trial and disqualified at
another for the same offense 7 Is it not the form rather than the substance of a
trial~ Do the Senate come, as Lord Mansfield says a jury ought, like blank paper,
without a previous impression on their minds 1 Would not error in the first sentence naturally be productive of error in the second instance Y Is there not reason
to apprehend the strong bias of a former decision would be apt to prevent the influence of any new lights brought forward upon a second trial.

In the light, then, of history, the record of decisions, and examination of the plain provisions of the Federal Constitution, how can we
doubt that the power to impeach a man, when out of office by his own
resignation for high crimes committed by him when in office, was not
subtract-ed from the general grant of power over the subject which
our fathers so deliberately placed in the Constitution f
I do not consider it necessary to repeat the cumnlati ve evidence in
support of the views I have stated, which is contained in the report
by Mr. Madison of the debates in the convention which framed the
Constitution. They have been too often referred to by the managers
on the part of the House and in the opinions delivered in this body to
make further citation needful. Nor do I reproduce the illustrations
or restate the arguments already drawn so well and elaborately from
the constitutional provisions of the States of Delaware, Pennsylvania,
Virginia, and others, expressly giving the power to impeach men
when out of office for crimes committed by them when in office.
Does it not seem a most unusual construction to give to an express
limitation upon a power the effect of an enlargement, and to hold
that when a State constitution has expressly limited impeachment
to two years after the party accused has ceased to hold the office in
which he was guilty of misconduct, it therefore implies that no
power so to impeach would have existed but for the limitation T
Jurisdiction on the subject is not conferrd by the fourth section of the
second article of the Constitution, which is a mere cautionary addition
to the provisions of article 1 by making removal from office im~
perative in certain enumerated cases and for certain offenses, but in
no tlegree and not even by remote implication impairing o.r restrict..
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ing or qualifying the general grant of jurisdiction before contained
to the House of Representatives of the'' sole power of impeachment,"
and to the Senate of the" sole power to try all impeachments." And in
Blount's case such wM the view stated on the part of the House of
Representatives, aml not dissented from by counselfor the defendant.
Mr. Bayard said:
The use of the law of impeachment is to punish and thereby prevent offenses
which are of such a nature as to enda~er the safety or inj11re the interest of the
United States; and the object of the ~ ·ederal Constitution was to provide for that
safety and to protect those interests. Snch offenses may be committed as well by
persons out of office as by persons in office; and althou~h the punishment can go
no further than removal and disq11alification, which restriction was perhaps wiselv
introdn0041 in ortler to prevent those ab11ses of the power of impeachment which
bad taken place in another country, yet it may often be extremely important to provent such offenders from getting int{> office a8 well as to remove them when they
are in; and it is therefore as consistent with the policy of impeachments and the
principles of the Federal compact to punish them in the one case as in the other.
The learned counsel for the defendant have adduced many of the State constitutions to ahow that the States have in their own constitutions restricted the power
of impeachment to official persons and official offenses; from whence, accordmg to
tbAm, it ought to be inferred that the States, in ratifyin~ the Federal Constitution,
iuwodetl that the power of impeachment whiuh it contains shonlll be restricted in
the same manner. But, Mr. President, I cannot discern how this inference is warranted. The very contrary 1 shoultl suppose ought to be inferred. It must be re·
memberea that in the Stare constitutions the power is expressly limited; and that
tt>rms are employed very different from those to be found in the Federal Constitution. Thit~ proves that where the States intended to limit the power, as in their
own conNtitntions, they emplo:yetl express words for that pm-pose; from whence it
n1ay surely be inferred that when they took the Federal Constitution, without any
such express words, they intended t{) take the power of impeachment alone with it~
without any such limit.<ttion. It must also be remarked, that the convention which
frame!\ the Ffl{leral Constitution wa.s composed of members from each State, who
must have under·stood their own State constitutions, and the limitations on this
8Uhjoct which they contain. Had they im;ended to limit the power of impeach·
ment in a similar manner, they would no doubt have done it by e:x:~ress words, as
in their respective Stat~ constitutions.-A.nnals of Oongress, Fifth Congress, vol. 2,
parres :.!299, ZlOO .
• The Constitution has said who shall hnve the power to impeach and who of try.
ing impea.(lhments. It has also limit-ed the extent of the punishment. But it ha-s
not rlrscribell the persons who shall bathe objects of impeachment, nor defined the
cases to which the remedy shall be confined. We cannot do otherwise, therefore1
than p;resume that upon these points we arc desi_gnedly left to the re,!!lllations or
the common law. Sir, in the very threshold has not this law gi•en us the foundation upon which we stand 1 Where have we looked for the form of the pleadings
which has bro~ht tbe present question before the court 1 And if, sir. a fJuestion
of evirlence should arise, as happ~ned upon a former occasion, should we hesitate
as to thela.wwhichoughttolletermine its competency~ Ifwewerea.sked whether
a greater looseness in pleaclin~s on impea{Jhment were not allowed than in snits at
law, we should answer in the affirmative; and if it were inquired whether the rules
of evidence were more lax, we should answer in the negative; and in such opinionR
I trust we should not be contradicted by the learned counsel of the party impeached;
and yet~ sir, the opinions could alone be collected from the rules of the common
law.
It is perhaps worthy of observation that even as it regards those persons who
are clearly liable to impeachment, there is no direct provision which suQiects them
fu it. Thus, in the fourth section of the second article, which ha.s the closest connection with the point. It ha.s not said President, Vice-President, and civil officers, shall he liable to impeachment; but, taking it for granted that they were
liable at common law, has introduced an imperative provision as to their removal
upon conviction of certain crimes.-A.nna~ of (]ongress, Fifth Congress, volume 2,
page2253.

Indeed, it would seem necessary to sustain the proposition that the
jurisdiction of the Senate to try an impeachment depended upon the
resignation or retention of his office by the alleged offender, at his
own will, that clauses giving sole power to the House to impeach
should be supplemented by the words "provided the party accused is
willing to be impeaehed."
Such would be the effect of sustaining the defendant's plea in the
case before us. The pleadings before us disclose an impeachable
offense to have been committed, which I have heretofore described,
using the language of the articles of impeachment:
That, having thus committed an impeachable offense, the said Belknapresigned his office, and on the same day, andafterthelapseof a few
hoars, the House of Representatives, upon report of one of its standi .g committees, who for several days previous had taken cognizance
of the offense, and been engagecl in taking testimony, n.dopted a resolution to impeach him. This impeachment has been duly and formally presented by the House to the Senate, who, sitting as a court
duly organized under oath, now consider the same, after full argument by the managers on the part of the House and counsel on behalf of the defendant.
Any argument of the danger of this proceeding to the safety aud
rights of individuals is just as applicable to persons in office as to
persons out of office. Oppression and injustice are just as probable
n.nd as much to be dreaded by office-holders as ex officials. The incentives and motives to such action would be the same in the case of one
ns the other. Indeed the desire to remove an opponent from his office
might well constitute the sole incentive.
Shall the crime be punished; and who shall be subjected to the pen·
alty f Of the identity of the gniltyperson there is no qnestion. The
offense remains "unwhipt of justice;" and must it remain so forevert And must the American people be deprived of the protection
against the possibility of repetition of this crime against them and
their Government by this same party because he has resigned the
office since his commission of the offense and immediately upon its
detection t This would be to deny justice; and yet ''to establish justice" was one of the declared objActs for which the Constitution we
have sworn to support was ordained and established.
The proceedings by way of impeachment are not adapted for ordinary ofi'euses or ordinary officials. It is an extraordinary proceeding

to meet extraordinary offenses, especially dangerous to public welfare and safety.
The best and most justifiable object of public punishment is to
prevent repetition of offenses by making public examples. The end
sought is justice, not vengeance ; to protect society, and not merely
inflict suffering on the criminal.
The proceeding is too cumbersome, dilatory, and expensive to be
lightly undertaken.
1
Mr. Justice Bl:J.Ckstone styles it "the trial of great and enormous
offenders, whether Lords or Commons, * * * by the most solemn
grand inquest of the whole kingdom."
The two great bodies of the .Federal Legislature could not in the
nature of things find time for fTequent trials of this nature to the
necessary exclusion of their legislative business. It is only in such
cases as the present, when a great public example in the trial and
punishment of a great public offense is believed by the body having
the "sole power" of impeachment, to be needed for the public safety, for the protection of the integrity of the Government, then, when
this high discretion has been exercised by the department of the
Government having the sole power, in a c e like the pre eut, presenting an impeachable offense committed by a person clearly impeachable when he committed it, I cannot doubt the power and' duty
of the Senate to take jurisdiction and proceed regularly and duly
to the hearing and determination.
It is my judgment that the plea of the accused to the jurisdiction
of the Senate be overruled.

Opinion of Mr. Boutwell,

Delivered May 25, 1816.
Mr. BOUTWELL. Defore proceeding to a statement of the case
I venture to submit to the Senate some general considerations upon
three topics connected not remotely with the question before us. It
is worthy of observation that for nearly a century all classes of persons, the learned and t be unlearned, commentators and students, rested
in the belief that there was no authority in the Constitution of the
United States for the impeachment of a private person.
It is also true that nothing has come to us of the sayings or the
doings of the men who framed the Constitution, either in the report
of the debates in the conven'tion or in the words of the authors of the
Federalist, which justifies the concluion that the eminent men concerned were of opinion that the instrument which they had formed and
were advocating before the people contained the power which is now .
claimed for it by friends of j uri~:~diction in the case before the Senate.
I think it is also true that when the question was first raised in
the the Senate and brought authoritatively to the notice of the public not a third of the Senate nor a third of the jurists in the country
entertained the belief that there was any substantial argument or
valill authority for the claim put forth; and it is only by iugenious
discussion that support has be{)n found for the position thns unexpectedly taken.
:Mnch stress has been placed upon the circtrmRtance that nuder the
Con titution, if jurisdiction be denied, the President, the Vice-Pre ident,or any civil officer charged with crime or misdemeanor justifying
impeachment, may escape the jurisdiction and jud~ment of the Senate
by merely laying down his office; and the quest10n is put with significance, and in the estimation of many I doubt not with force, Can
it be possible that the Constitution has left it for the accused to decide for himself whether he shall submit to jurisdiction and trjal or
not Y This question assumes in a large degree that the proceeding
before the Senate is for the punishment of the accused, and the force
of the inquiry is due entirely to this sug~estion; but its value diminishes when we accept .the doctrine that the sole object is the removal
of an unworthy official from office. If the Senate will consider another
featnre of the Constitution, surprise at the alleged want of power to
try a civil officer who has been accused of an impeachable offense
after his resignation will wholly disappear.
The members of the Senate and House occupy a ID)re important relation to the people of the country than that occnpied by any mere
civil officer. In this statement I exclude the Pre8i<lent and VicePresident, for according to the Constitution, as well as upon the
judgment of . eminent commentatora, the Pre ident and Vice-President are not civil officers. The statement I make in regard to therelation of Senators and Representatives to the people of the country is
warranted by the opinion of the Supreme Court, and it is in accordance manifestly with the theory and readin~ of the Constitution.
Senators and members of the House are a part of the Government
itself, and not its mere agents. As a whole, they constitute the Government for all legislative purposes. The President has only the
constitutional faculty to concur or to refuse to concnr in the action
of Congress; and his refusal even can be overcome by a two-thinls
vote. It may therefore be saicl with a large degree of truth that the
two Houses of Congress constitute the Government of t.he country.
We can im!l~ine that the chairman of an important committee, as the
Ways and Means in the Honse or the Finance Committee of the Senate, might be corrupted, and through his influence and his capacity
to control the legislation of the country he might so shape its policy
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that its revenues would be greatly diminished, not for a single year,
but for a long period of time. An offense of this sort, if youcan dJ:aw
a line between heino11s crimes that closely resemble each other, is of
a. darker hue than the mere acceptance of a bribe by a civil officer. It
is the corrupt:Jn of the Government n.t its source, and in such a manner that the ineans of raising public revenue and maintaining the
public credit would be seriously diminished. The only remedy in_a
legislative sense is the power of each House to expel a member by a
two-thirds vote, the party accused being subject afterward to trial in
the criminal courts of the country. But it is perfectly well known,
and we have had examples and illustrations of the fact, that a Senator or Representative so accused, even after the calling of the roll
commences upon the question of expulsion, may lay upon the table
tile evidence of his resignation, and the p9wer of the House or Senate
to proceed further is at an end. This is precisely analogous to the
power of a civil officer to lay down his office after articles of impeachment have been preferred, he being then subject, as would be a Sen·ator or Representative accused of a similar crime, to trial and punishment iu the courts of the country.
· I have next to say that the question of convenience deduced from
results, whether only apprehended or clearly foreseen, likely to flow
from the rule established by the Senate in this case should have no
bearing upon our judgment. We are not engaged in making a constitution, but in interpreting one. If we were engaged in making
a constitution the arguments and statements would be entitled to
weight ; but, as we are construing a Constitution already prepared
and obligatory upon us, our power is limited to an honest examination and interpretation of what it contains.
It is claimed by the advocates of jurisdiction that under the clauses
of the Constitution so often quoted, "the House shall have the sole
power of impeachment" and ''the Senate shall have the sole power to
try all impeachments," the power of impeachment vested in the two
Houses of Congress is precisely that possessed by the Commons and
Lords of England at the time the Constitution of the United States
wa.s adopted except so far as that power may have been limited in
the Constitution itself. It is further alleged that as to jurisdiction of
persons there is no limitation in the Constitution of the United States,
the fourth section, second article, being merely a specification of the
particular penalty which shall be applied to the President and VicePresident and all civil officers of the United States, but working nu
limitation of jurisdiction as to other classes of persons.
·
If this doctrine be true, the people of the United States are necessarily divided into three classes with reference to their liability to
impeachment: First, all private persons-that is, persons who have
never held any office or place of trust under the Government of the
United States; secondly, the President, Vice-President, and all civil
officers, being the parties mentioned in section 4, article 2 ; and,
thirdly, all other officers of the United States and all persons who
have held any office unfler the Government of the United States,
whether military, naval, or civil
As regards the first class, it is contended by those who now favor
jurisdiction that they were never liable to impeachment in Great
Britain under what is called the common law of Parliament. I think
it must, however, be admitted that this position is not supported by
the facts within our reach.
Mr. Wooddeson in his lecture upon impeachment asserts that "all the
king's subjects are impeachable in Parliament." We.know th~t many
private persons were impeached, but what is more conclut;ive is the
bet that the Commons and Peers asserted uniformly for five centuries
their unlimited power in cases of impeachment. They recognized no
law but their own will, allowed no restrnint but their own judgment,
and in more than one case refused utterly to receive the opinion of
the law lords as binding urou the Commons or the Peers in their judicial capacity.
Mr. Burkeinhisexbaustivereportof17.94 establishes twofeaturesin
the practice of the British Parliament. in cases of impeachment: First,
although there were many precedents, that a system of practice could
not be deduced from them, and, seconuly, that Parliament did not
recognize the binding force of precedents, but claimed that in every
case they could proceed upon their judgment as to what was lawful,
whether as to persons, offenses, or l>ena.lties. At most it can only be
claimed by those who maintain that the Honse and Senate have a
jurisdiction under the Constitution of the United States conesponding to that exercised by the Parliament of Great Britain, that the
question is unsettled whether or not all the citizens of the United
States are subject to impeachment by the House and trial by the
Senate.
·
·
~ regards the second class, all are agreed that they are liable to
impeachment, there being some difference of opinion however as to
the true construction to be given to the phrase, "And all civil officers
of the United States."
The third class are clearly liable to impeachment, if what is called
the common la,w of Parliament has been imported bodily by the Constitution of the United States and incorporated into our system.
Nothing is better established in the history of Great Britain than
the fact that officers of the Army and of theN avy were the most common subjects of impeachment. It is, then, the claim of the friends of
jurisdiction that the common law of Parliament in regard to impeachment has been imported into this country, and that tmder that law all
military and naval officers and all persons who have held any ch·il
;r
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office or any trust under the Government of the United States are
subject to impeachment.
In addition to this, if the rule be established, the possibility remains that, upon the authority of the British precedents and the opinions of British writers upon the subject, all private persous will be
held as subjects of impeachment in the United States. In England
impeachment was a proceeding for the punishment of crimes, and a
trial, conviction, and jutlgment by the House of Peers could be pleaded
in bar in the criminal courts; and much of the argt1rnent, especially
that of convenience, turns upon the question whether in this country
the proceeding is for punishment or only for the safety of the state.
That it is not for the purpose of ·punishment is shown by two articles
of the Constitution. Article 1, section 3, part 7, declares that the
party convicted "shall be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law." If judgment in case of
conviction on articles of impeachment be a punishment, then it follows that by the Constitution a person may be punished twice for
the same offense, which is so inconsistent with the theory of onr Government and the practice under it that there is no ground for the
maintenance of such a doctrine.
·
Further, if impeachment be a punishment, then the process itself
disappears absoln.tely in the presence of the sixth amendment to the
Constitution, which decbres that" In all criminal prosecutions the
accused shall enjoy the right to a speed.y and public trial by a.n impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have
been committed."
These provisions justify t.he most explicit statement that impeach-. ·
ment is for the safety of the state, and not for .t he punishment of the
criminnJ.; and the inference from this is that it cannot have been the
intention of the framers of our Government to import by construction the British system, which was rather for the punishment of
crime than for the protection of the state against official corruption
or maladministration in office. In trial by impeachment in the United
States, crime is alleged, not for the purpose of convicting and judging
the accused for the crime, but the crime is alleged and proofs are
offered for the purpose of showing that the party accused is not worthy
to hold office.
It has been held by the Supreme Court and accepted by jurists and
students that the common law of Great Britain, by which the rights
of the people generally in civil and criminal affairs were ascertained,
was not imported into this country. That system which our fathers
rejected as inapplicable in America as a. national system wa.s the
growth of centuries and the work of a long line of able lawyers and
jurists until it reached that condition when it was entitled justly to
the encomium of being "the perfection of human reason." But it is
now gravely asserted on the other hand that the parliamentary law
in regard to impe:whment, which was not even a system, lmt a succession of precedents from which no n1les of action had ever been deduced, the product of political hostilities and personal animosities,
was transported bodily into and made a part of the supreme law of
the United States. Is it probable that, having rejected the system of
common law applicable to the aii'airs of the people generally, a system so perfect that but few modifications or improvements have
since been made, they would ~ave accepted a law in regard to impeachment which did not deserve even the name of a system f
But it is said in effect by those who maintain jurisdiction that although the law of Parliament has been imported into the United
States and governs in all ca es of impeachment by the Honse, the
system itself, us it existed in England, is so bad that the Representatives of the people of the United States will not act upon it except in
a few cases of supreme importance. No one can be responsible for
this; and so long as the passions of men shall be the chief agents in
political affairs, it may be assumed that, the law being given, cases
will be found.
Until now the suggestion has never been made that it was in the
power of the House to impeach or in the power of the Senate to try
either military or naval officer8. By the Constitution the President
is Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy, and by virtue of
that authority it is his exclusive province to select -commanders
in the field; but if the doctrine now advocated be established it
will be in the power of the House of Representatives and the Senate
by impeachment to remove an officer from his command, thus violating, as it seems to me, one of the chief prerogatives of the President under the Constitution.
Those who deny the broad jurisdiction claimed under the British
law do so upon one of two grounds, either of which, as it seems to
me, is entirely tenable. If it be assumed that the clauses before
quoted, "the Honse shall have the sole power of impeachment," and
"the Senate shall have the sole power to try all impea{lhments," are
jurisdictional clauses, they give to the two branches that power, and
that power only, which can be found in the Constitution.
The other theory is that they are functional clauses merely specifying the branch of the Government in which the charge of impeachment is to originate and the branch of the Government in which the
charge is to be heard and deeided, and that the jurisdictional power
is contained in the fourth section of the second article. In either
case the result as to the measure of power is precisely the same. If
the fourth section of the second article is the jurisdictional one, then
the House and Senate can take just that power and that only which
is granted by the section. If, further, as is manifestly true, the
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section does specify particular persons and a class of person8 to
whom the power of impeachment is applicable, unless other persons or classes of persons are nam~d or specified in the Constitution
to whom the general power claimed is also applicable, then the
power itself is limited to those specified in the section refeiTed to.
This is manifest upon many grounds. In the Constitution words of
inclusion, whether the words relate to a grant of power, to a liability, to a penalty, or to the imposition of a duty, are words of exclusion also. The power is grant-ed or the liability or duty is imposed upon the persons named, and nothing is to be a sumed by or
for any one else. The words of the fourth section, second article, are
specific in this particular. They provide that the President, the
Vice-President, and a.ll civil officers of the United States shaH be liable to impeachment; therefore sufficient is found to which the endowing clauses or the functional clauses of the Constitution can
be applied, and we need not seek by implication or construction, or by
the importation of powers from the law of Parliament to find other
subjects for the application of the same clauses.
The executive and judicial branches of the Government under the
Constitution are ilistinct from the legislative in one import2.nt particular. The executive and judicial branches can take and exercise
that power only for which specific authority is given in the Constitution or the laws. Nothing can be taken or assumed by implic.ation
or construction. This view recognizes a check upon every branch of
the Government. The executive and judicial branches can take nothing by implicat.ion or construction ; and in case the legislature shall
exceed its constitutional power the judicial branch can annul it~ acts.
Hence, it follows that the Government in all its parts is practically
aa well as in theory a Government of limited powers. The legislative branch of the Govt>rnment is endowed with power, by article 1,
section S, and paragraph 18To make allla.ws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the
Government of the United States or in any Department or officer thereof.
The Senate is not now acting in its legislative capacity, but it·s
functions are entirely judicial, and, being judicial, we are obedient in
this respect to the law which applies to the judicial department of
the Government in its other branches. It is, therefore, incumbent
upon those who claim that the Senate has jurisdiction over a private
person, whether he has held office or not, to find in the Constitution
specific authority for the power which they propose to exercise.
Article10of the amendments to the Constitution enforces this doctrine
with great clearness :
Tho powers not deleg~toted to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohib
ited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
The Senate in the matter of jurisdiction represents the United
States, and we cannot exercise jurisdiction if we observe the tenth
amendment, unless we can find the power delegated to the United
States by the 'Constitution. It is not assnmed by any one that that
power is an expressed power. If exercised at all it is to be exercised
only upon the theory that indirectly and by implication the whole of
the law of Great Britain on the subject of impeachment has been imported into the Constitution by the general terms "The House shall
have the sole power of impeachment" and "The Senate shall have
the sole power to try all impeachments."
In concluding this part of my argument I submit, with great confidence, that inasmuch as persons and a clas_s of persons are mentioned
and specified in section 4 of article 2 as subject to impeachment, and
as no other persons are specified or mentioned in any other part of
the Com~titution, and as these persons and classes are adequate subject-matter to which the endowing clause of the Constitution can be
applied, the attempt to extend those clauses and to include thereunder the law of the British Parliament is a construction of a written
constitution so broad in its character and so dangerous in its consequences that it ought not to be accepted either by the Senate or by
the country.
It has been said in the course of the debate that section 4, article
2, is mi located, and that if it had the meaning which the opponents
of jurisdiction give to it, it should have been placed under section 3
of article 1; and this view is in some degree sanctioned by a remark
made by Mr. Justice Story. An examination of section 3, artic~e 1,
shows that the chief object of that section was to furnish rules for
the government of the Senate, and that it does not anywhere contain a grant of power :
The Senate of the United States shall be composed of two Senators from each
State. * * * They are to be divided into three clas ea. * * * No person shall
be a Senator who shall not have att:line<l to the age of thirty years. * • * The
Vice-President of the United States shall be President of th~ Senate, but shall
have no vote, unless they be equally divided.
.
* * * The Senate shall clioose their other officers, and also a Pr68ldent pro
tempore, in the absence of tJ:.te Vice-President.
These are rules of conduct rather than grants of power. Following these provisions in the same section and connected with them, it
is declared tb.at.
. .
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all Impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the Pre.sident of the United
States is tried, the Chief .Tnstice shall preside: and no person »hall be convicted
without t,be ooncurrence of two.thirds of the members present.
Judgmen~ in ca~es of.impeachment sh~ll not ext~d further than to removal from
office, and disq\lalification to hold an<lenJOY anyofficeofbonor, trust or rofitunder
the United States: but the party convicted shall ne'\"ertheless be liab~ lllld subject to indictment, trial, jud~ment and punishment, according to law.

These provisions in regard to impeachment seem tome to bealsorulefl
of conduct rather than grants of power, and if nowhere else in the
Constitution were there to be found operative words or grants of
power the e provisions woulcl be wholly without force or value.
The fourth section of article 2 declares thatThe President, Vice-Pre ident, and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.
This section i either declaratory that the officers named are subject
to impeachment, and of necessity all other persons are excluded, or it
is a grant of power in the sensA of being a jurisdictional clause, and
in that case as well it works the exclusion of eyery other officer or
per!!on from the liability therein imposed upon the officers specified
and ennmerated. In either view it is to be construed strictly. It
includes the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the
United States as subjects of impeachment, and upon the construction
for which I have contended no person can be impeached except he
come within the enumerations of thjs section. The section speaks of
the President in office. of the Vice-President in office, and of all civil
officers of the United States as those who are in office, and it does not
speak of others. It has been contended that any person who has held
the office of President, or of Vice-President, or who h:ta been a civil
officer of the United States, can be proceeded against by impeachment
under this section upon the ground t.hat he was Pre ident or was
Vice-President or was a. civil officer at the time the offense was committed.
It has been said by Chief Justice Marshall and quoted by several
Senators in this debate that there is but one definition, that of the
word " treason," to be fonn(l in the Constitution. l!'rom this statement I dissent. There are two modes of defining words : one is by a
description of a word by the u e of other words, as in the case of the
definition of "treason" in the Consti liution; but a more accurate definition of a word can be reached by the use and the repetition of the
use of it in the same paper or document and in relation to the arne
subject-matter. In article 2 of the Constitution the words ''the
President" are used several times and in relation to different duties
and powers imposed or conferred on the President and always with
reference to the person in office, to the person holding the office of
President.
The executive power shall be vested in a President of the United States of A meriro.
No per~~on except a natural. born citizen or a citizen of the United States at the
time of the adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the office of President.
* * *
In case of the removal of the President from office, or of his death, resignation,
or inability to di charge the powers and duties of the said office, the same shall
devolve on the Vice-President. * * *
The President shall, at stated times, receive for his services a compensation.
* " *
Before be enterd on the execution of his office be shall take an oath or affirma·
tion. * * *
The President shall be Commander·in·Chief of the Army and Navy. * .. *
The President shall have power to fill up all vacancies that may happen during
the recess of the Senate.
And in the same article the phraseThe President. Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States. shall be
remo'Ved from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.
It is a great latitude in construction to assnme that in the same
article of the Constitution the words "the President" are u ed four
or five times as having reference to the person in the office of President, and to no one else, and yet, in another case in the same article,
to assnme that the words "the President" include not only the person holding the office of President but every other pers(ln living who
at any previous time bas held the office of Presidenr;. This is the
result to which the supporters of jurisdiction iu this case are driven,
upon the theory that the fourth section of the second article includes
not only t.he persons in office but all other persons living who at any
time have held either of the offices ennmerated or described in that section. The substantive members of this section, "the President,"" the
Vice-President," and "all civil officers of the United States," ure so
connected with each other grammatically, logically, and by a similarity of responsibility that the law of impeachment must be the
same for all. Inasmuch as section 4, article 2, whatever constr11ction
may be put upon it, relates to the President aml Vice-President and
all ci vii officers of the Government who for the most part are the appointees of the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, or of the heads of the several Departments, it would seem that
no more proper place could be fonnd in the Constitution in which to
set forth their liability to impeachment in cases of treason, bribery,
or other high criines and misdemeanors than in the article assigned
to the duties, prerogatives, and liabilities of the President of the
United State8. Upon the view which I have been presenting, that
the provisions of section 3, article 1, in regard to impeachment, are
rules merely to be applied to those cases of impeachment for whlcb
provision is specifically made in the fourth section of the second nr· 1 th . ·
diffi lt ·
hi rr th
1 · th t th b
tiC e, ere L~ no
en . y lD reac nb e cone uswn a , e p . rase
"Judgment m cases of Impeachment shall not extend further than
to removal from office, and disqualification to bold nnd enjoy any
office of honor trust or profit under the United Stvtes" is limited to
' ·
·
·
·
·
these persons spec~fied m sectwn 4, artiCle 2, who may be 1mpeached
and brought to trtal a.t the bar of the Senate. It follows, also, and
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necessarily, that the proceedings are limited to persons in office. Inasmuch as the judgment is mandatory that they shall be removed,
although a di cretion is vested in the Senate to disqualify the convicted party in the manner provided in the third section of the first
article, it is clea~ that the impeaching power is limited to the persons specified and cla-ssified in the fourth section of the second article.
I submit in conclusion a statement of the case upon the argument
that I have presented.
The power claimed by the friends of jurisdiction is an uncertain
power, and no writer, either English or American, has ever fixed a
limit to the authority of the British Parliament within that laid down
by Wooddeson, who asserted that all British subjects are Hable to impeachment. In this debate, however, it ha-s been contended that private persons were never so liable in England. This argument is not
ilUStained by the precedents, is not in harmony with the authorities,
and it is wholly inconsistent with the claim of the Parliament repeated in many cases and distinctly set forth in the report of Mr.
Burke of 1794. From that report it appears that the authority was
unlimited and that precedents of former Parliaments even were not
bindin<r. But whatever may be the liability of private pel'sons, it is
quite clear that all naval and military officers were not only subject
to impeMhment in Great Britain, but that such persons were the
favorite objects of the proceeding. Jurisdiction in this country
brings these officers, whether in commission or out of commission,
alike within the power of the House to impeach and the power of
the Senate to convict and remove from office, t.bus annihilating one
of the high constitutional prerogatives of the President. In time of
wartheexercise of the power would iojure the rights or even endanger the existence of the Government.
It is not claimed by any one that there is a specific grant of this
power in the Constitution of the United States, and it must be admitted that for nearly one hundred years no assertion of such power
has been made except by managers or couORel in two of the early
trials. This claim was neither recognized directly by the Senate nor
involved in the judgments finally rendered. On the other hand, it is
to be said that those who deny jurisdiction in the case at bar so construe t.be Constitution that civil officers are subject to a jurisdiction
and judgment corresponding exactly to that to which members of the
House of Representatives and Senate are amenable. Expulsion is the
only penalty that can be imposed upon the latter, and that penalt.y
may be avoided by resignation even at the last moment before the
final one in t.he proceedings. Civil officers, by the process of impeachment, are also liable to removal by the judgment of the Senate, which
also, it is to be admitted, may be avoided by resignation. In both
ca es the parties accused are alike liable til indictment, trial, j odgment, and punishment in the criminal courts, according to the laws
of the land.
While the penalties imposed upon members of Congress and upon
civil officers are thus shown to be equal, it is to be said that the obligations resting upon Representatives and Senators are even higher in
their character, and their opportunities for doing the public an injury
by the commission of the crimes enumerated are even greater than
the obligations imposed upon or opportunities open to civil officers.
It is to be said further that the construction given to the Constitution
by those who deny jurisdiction furnishes appropriate use for every
word employed in the Constitution, while, by the construction claimed
by the friends of jurisdiction, there is no certainty as to the subjects
of impeachment or the judgment that may be rendered in case of conviction.

Opi..Dioo of Mr. Cooper,

Delivered May 26, 1876.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, the only question before us for decision arises under the plea of the defendant denying the jurisdiction
of this court to try him upon the articles of impeachment presented
lJy the House of Representatives charging him with high crimes and
misdemeanors committed while in office as Secretarv of War. The
6rimes charged, it is conceded, are such as may be the subject of impeachment. They are of the class expressly named in the Constitution as the subject.s of this proceeding. Nor is it denied that if committed at all by the defendant it was while he held a civil office under
the Government of the United States. But the defense rests alone
upon the assumption that the defendant not now being in office cannot be tried in this mode of proceeding. The issue being thus nar:r;owed ~elieves ns.from tl?-e necessity of examining and determining
the variOus questions whiCh have been suggested and discussed as to
what character of offenses were the subject of impeachment at common law, or under the English government, and ·the pe~ons who
might there be tried for such offenses. It is certainly true, as has
been argued, that we possess no power to try this case unless it is
conferred upon us by the Constitution of the United States. This is
a Government of delegated and enumerated powers, and possesses
such only as. are clearly granted by the organic law.
That law 1s our chart. lts mandate we must obey. Where it is
silent we should not act.
The magnitude of the power sought to be exercised, together with
the results for good or evil which must follow its use to the citizens
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of the Republic, affecting aa it will the rights and privileges of all
who have held office under the Government, demands for its exercise
a clear and explicit grant of authority. Impeachment call~ into use
the highest powers of Government. It exceeds in importance, because of the ~ave nature of the offenses cognizable under it and the
exalted positwn of the culprits arraigned at its bar, all other investigations of alleged criminal misconduct known to civilized communities. Hence the importance and necessity for the grant of explicit
authority before it shall be used. But if such authority is found in
the organic law then the duty to act is made the more imperative
from the same weighty considerations. The public weal is for the
_time being committed to our care and guardianship, and we should
be careful that we are not unfaithful stewards or unmindful of the
great interests confided to us. The decision we may make in this
case will not only affect the defendant in character and position,
but will embrace within its scope every person who has held, or may
hereafter hold, office under the United States Government. Proceedings by impeachment in this country are for the remedy, if not punishment, of offenses "which are of such a nature as to endanger the
safety or injure the interests of the United States, and the object of
the Federal Constitution was to provide for that safety and to protect those interests."
It cannot be denied thn.t the power to impeach for such offenses is
conferred upon the House of Representatives by the Constitution.
The same instrument also vests in the Senate the right to try all such
impeachments. Are these rights conferred in express terms under
one article of the Constitution, or are they to be implied nnder another!
If those who find the power under the first article of the Constitution are correct, then it is broad and ample, unless qualified and limited by some other provision found in the same instrument. It is
admitted that the Constitution must be construed as a whole; that
its several provisions must be made to harmonize; and no construction given to it is correct which does not reach such result. Force
and effect must be given to each provision contained in it. Nothing
was inserted which is meaningless or foolish. It is methodically divided under appropriate titles significant of the snbjects intended to
be embraced under each. The right confen-ed upon the House of
Representatives of the sole po""Ner of impeachment is given by the first
article of the Oonstitution, which provides for the legislative power,
in whom vested, and of what to consist. It is placed in the Rame
sentence with the power of the Hoose to choose their Speaker and
other officers. The right of the House to choose a Speaker is given
nowhere else in the Constitution.
Ever since the or~anization of the first House of Representatives
under the Constitutwn, this power has been exercised without objection from any one. It bas always been acted npon, and thus acknowledged to be substantive in character. This being so, why is
not the power to impeach, included as it is in the same sentence, also
a substantive grant of power f What difference is there between
them f Why not act upon the one aa is done on the other f The
words used to confer the one are as comprehensive and significant as
those which confer the other. The power of the Senate to try all
impeaChments is as broad ancl comprehensive a-s the power given to
the Honse to institute them. I confe~ my inability to fully comprehend the distinction taken by several of my brother judges in this
case, between a substantive and functional grant of power under the
Constitution.
If I comprehend the distinction at all, it is that the former is a vital,
active power by virtue of the grant, whether express or implied, the
other is merely enumerative, to .be afterward defined and vitalized,
and if not so defined and energized remains dormant and useless.
The one is aliving body ready to carry out the object of its creation. 'the
other possesses the form of a body, but is without life or active principle unless breathed upon through some subsequent provision. I do
not think the distinction exists. Those who do insist that the provisions of the first article of the Constitution, giving to the House
the sole power of impeachment and to the Senate the sole power to
try all impeachments, are functional and draw their vitality from the
fourth section of the second article of the Constitution. Others who
concede the substantive grant of pomr in the first article yet insist
that it is limited and defined by this fourth section of the second
article. How different the effect given by the two to thislast-men~ioned section. The one makes it expansive and life-giving, the othel"
restraining and limiting. The words used in this fourth section of
article 2, are not the most apt which·onr language affords to confer
jurisdiction, if such was the intent of those who used them. If they
were the only w01'ds used in the Constitution upon the subject oi impeachment, no express grant of power to impea.c b or try impeachments would be conferred by that instrument. Such power could
only be implied. The implication, however, under such a state· of
facts, that they were intended to confer jurisdiction only, or to the
crimes specified and against the persons named, would be greatly
strengthened.
But the very necessity which would exist in the case supposed to
give them a jurisdictional meaning, from t.he absence of a more explicit and definite grant, cannot and does not exist now, because th~
grant in such cases is elsewhere in the same· instrument expressly and
definitely made. Again, no reference is found: in this fourth section
of article 2 to the preceding articles of the- Constitution in. which
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the same subject is mentioned, noris it necessary in order to give full
meaning and effect to this fourth section, article 2, to call to our aid
any other provision of the Constitution. Full force and effect may
be given to every word used in its construction, and a substantive
and importa,nt object, separate n.nd distinct from any before provided
for, be deduced and made effective. The clause is mandatory, and
cCimmands the court vested with the important duty of trying the
offenders therein named, on the charges specified, upon conviction to
ent.er judgment as there directed. If the framers of the Constitution
intended to make this ajmisdictional clause, how much more apposite
would. have been the word" may" where "shall" is now nsed f
But why should we Iea.ve an express grant of power to seek the
same power in the uncertain proce s of speculation and construction t
W11y reject that which is given in unambiguous words and accept
that which is to be found only by implication f I am satisfied this
fourth section of article 2 is not jurisdictional at all. Then is it a
limitation upon the jurisdiction conferred under the first article f
A prop~r construction of section 4 of article 2 makes it imperative
upon the court to pronounce judgment upon conviction as therein provided whenever the power to impeach before granted sh:l.ll be invoked
against the class of persons therein specifically named. Not thn.t the
power to impeach the persons named is thereby given, and consequently denied as to all others, but the power having been a.lready
provided as to such persons, as well as others, when called into exercise against the persons named, shall be proceeded with in the manner
and to the extent described. A different construction would render
tho provisions of article 1 on the same subject superfluous n.nd unmeaning. The same power in cases of impeachment would exist without as with it. The former construction gives to each provision a use
in furtherance of the general object, an appropriate and useful place
in the mighty machinery of government then being constructed. I
therefore conclude that the power of the House of Representatives to
impeach and of the Senate to try all impeachments is given in the
first article of the Constitution, and is ample and broad enough to embrace the case before us; and the power so given is not limited so as
to dive ·t such jurisdiction 130 vested in the present case by any subseqnent p1·ovisiun of that instrnment.
The framers of tbe Constit,ution incorporate(} in it a power which
existed in most if not all of the States from which they came, and
whose delegates they were, limiterl in many respects from what it
was in the nation from wllicb those Sta.tes bad so recently' separat-ed.
It was no new aurl nntried power, but one kuow:n and recognized and
proviued forb~· tho organic law of the several States.
The Federal Constitution, like tbt1 constitutions of most of the
States, presCl ibed the extent of the judgment to be rendered and the
number of coucurriug votes in the court neCf>ssary to convict, but left
the persons subject to this mode of pror.ednre and the offenses for
which it may be invoked as they exist.ed at the time of the formation of
the Government. Tlre exercise of the power in England as well as in
the original thirteen States which formed the national Union extended to and embraced all persons holding office under their respective
governments who should commit crimes detrimental to the public
weal or corrupting to the pmity of governmental administration,
whether in or out of office at the date of prosecution. The moment
an officer committed an impeachable offense be became liable to prosecution by impeachment, and uo lapse of time removed this liability.
The jurisdiction to try attaches upon ·t he commission of the offense,
and so remains, unless divested by some equally positive law. My
conclusion is that this court is vested with jurisdiction to try the defendant upon the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of
Representatives, therefore the plea of the defendant should be overruled.

Opinioa of ltlr. Saul8bury,

Delit;ered May 26, 1876.
Mr. SAULSBURY. The House of Represf'ntatives has exhibited
articles of impeachment against William W. Belknap, late Secretary
of War, charging him with hlgh crimes and misdemeanors while in
office, and demands that he be compelled to answer the charges thus
preferred against him before the Senate sitting as a. court of impeachment. The defendant denies by proper pleas the jurisdiction of the
Senate to try him upon those char~es, alleging that he is and wna at
tho time the said articles were exhibited a p1ivate citizen, and not
liable to 'impeachment for anything alleged to have been done by
him while in office. The question, therefore, npon which we are now
to pass is not whether the charges preferred :!·re true, but whether
the Senate can I;ghtfully ent.er into any inquiry in reference to them.
The question presented involves to some extent an inquiry not only
~ntothe po~erof.tbe _~enat.e, but also of the Honse of Rei,>resentatives,
m counectwn With impeachments. Whatever authonty upon this
subject. as upon all others possessed by either House of Congress, is
derived from the Constitution, and it is therefore importa.nt to asc<>rta.in the meaning of the provisions of that instrument which relat.e
to impeachments, the inquiry is attended with some embarrassment;
nevertheless, I have been able to arrive at a conclu ion at least satis~
factory to my own mind. In briefly submitting the reasons for the
opinion I entertain, I may be allowed to say tha.t I have no ex1>ec-

tation of being able, and no desire, to influence the judgment of others.
My only object in the enunciation of my own views is to justify the
vote which I shall give upon the question now before the Sena.tA.
By section 2, article 1, of the Constitution" the sole power of impeachment" is conferred upon the House of Representatives, and by
the next section of the same article the "sole power to try all impeachments" is granted to the Senate. These provisions, in my opinion,
contain the only warrant of authority to either House to proceed by
impeachment against any person whomsoever. All other provisions
of the Constitution relating to the subject are such as regnlate the
proceedin(J's, determine and limit the judgment to be pronounced
in case of conviction, ljnnmerate the persons impeachable, and deprive the Prf'.sident of the power of pardoning in cases of impeachment. In urder to determine, therefore, the question now before us,
namely, whether the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment has
jurisdiction to try the defendant on the charged preferred against him
notwithstanding his resignation, iii is necessary to ascertain what was
intended by the framers of the Constitution to be granted to the House
of Representatives by conferring upon it "the sole power of impeachment" and what authority and juristliction was conferred upon the
Senate by granting to that body "the sole power to try all impeachments.'' Upon the right interpretation of these clauses and the ascertainment of their true meaning and import depend, in my opinion,
the whole questionwhichwearenowtodecide. It will beobservedthat
impewhment is nowhere defined in the Constitution, nor the extent
of its application either to persons or to crimes definitely settled and
determined. We must therefore ·look to other sources for the measure of the authority conferred upon the two Houses of Congress by
the provisions of the Constitution already referred to.
Prior to the adoption of the Federal Constitution impeachment was
a recognized mode of procedure in this country against public offenders, and ha.d been incorporated into the constitutions of all the Stat.es
which were represented in the convention that formed the Federal
Union, or at least in all the States that at thaL time had adopted constitutions. In none of the State constitutions had it been defined,
though pr<>scribed as the appropriate remedy for the prevention of
official crimes. In the first fundamental law of my own State, adopted
on the 20th day of September, A. D. 1776, a provision was inserted for
the impeachment of persons holding officialrelations to the State guilty
of high crimes while in office, and in most, if not all, the other States
wer" constitutions formed about the same time wit.h similar provisions. In none of these early State constitutions is the power of impeachment or the extent of jurisdiction thereunder defined. Nor had
there been any practical application of the power of impeachment in
any of the States then forming the Union. We must therefore look
to other sources to ascertain the nature and extent of the powers and
jurisdiction which may be exercised under the provisions of the Federal Constitution to which reference has been made as the source of
congressional authorit.y.
·
To ascertain their meaning I apprehend recourse must be had to
the history of impeachments in England, from which we have borrowed not only the remedy itself but the mode of proceeding therein.
I shall not attempt a recital of the cases of impeachment that have
occurred in that country, but content myself by saying that with few
exceptions, if indeed there are any exception, it wa>S a. proceedin6
intended to reach and punish high official crimes, '1nd was applied to
persons indiscriminatAly in and out of office or public st,ation who
had been guilty of offenses at any time while charged with public
trust or while holding some official relation to the government. Hallam, in his Constitutional History of England, says thatThe earliest instance of parliamentary impea.chment or of a solemn accus..'l.tion
of any individual by the Commons at the bar of the Lords was that of Lord Latimer in the year 1376.

Impeachments occurred at various periods in Parliament subsequ.ent to that time, but in very few, if any, instances has it been applied to any but persons who were or who had been in some way
charged with official duty. Indeed at one time the House of Lords
refused to try an impeached commoner, ou the ground that they were
not compelled to give judgment against any but peers of the realm.
This refusal on the part of the House of Lords shows conclusively
that at that time no person other than those high in rank and station
could be proceeded against by impeachment for an;v offense.
The Lords subsequently modified their views on this point and en.
tertained complaints against persons inferior in station to themselve~:~,
but I am not aware of any instance in which the attempt was made to
impeach a private individual. If such instances occurred at any time
it must have been before the powers of Parliament were well nuderstood. We all know that irt the early days of English history the rights
and powers of Par~ament were not clearly defined; and it may be
that excessive authority was at times claimed and exercised by both
Ron es of Parliament, and private persons subjected to their control.
The constitution of England and the powers of Parliament did not
reach their present well-defined limits in a day, but beca.me settled
and marked by centuries of time. To whatever extent, therefore,
tile remedy or process of impeachment may at any time have be~n
carried, whatever may have been the character of the crimes or the
persons to which it wa.s applied, certain it is that at the time our
CoJ:4')titution was adopted it was nnuerstood, b_oth in England and in
this country, to extend only to such persons as were or had been in
eivil office, and who were or had been guilty of some high oflicia.:
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crime or breach of public duty. No instance can be found of its application otherwise for a long time prior to the date of our Constitution.
Nor was any such unlimited power claimed by the British Parliament. It was asserted by the learned counsel for the defendant in
this casej and has been repeated in a.rgument by Senators, that private persons who had never held any public trust were liable to impeachment in England, and that, if the jurisdiction of ·Pa'rli· ment
over persons was held applicable to impeachments in this country,
every American citizen is liable to impeachment. No greater mistake
could be made. Trial by jury is the birthright of Englishmen, and is as
well secured by Magna Charta as it is by our own Constitution. There
may ha>e been a few instances when this right has been denied, but
no instance of its denial can be found in that country more flagrant
or inexcusable than recently occurreu i u this country, when a woman,
believed by many to be innocent of the crime wit.h which she was
charged, was tried by a milita.ry commission and condemned and executed. The mistake arises from a very erroneous idea of the power
of the British Parliament. There are limitations on the power of
Parliament which are as well defined as are the powers of Congress, and equally as well observed. In the exercit~e of legislative
functions Parliament may be omnipotent, but in the exercise of juflicial authority no such omnipotence is claimed. Its jurisdiction a-s
the highest court of the realm is as clearly settle<l a-s the juridisct.ion of
the court of King's Bench. It takes no cognizance of the crimes of
private persons, but leaves them to be tried by the course of the common
law, dealing in the exercise of its criminal jurisdiction only with public offenders. This view of the jurisdiction of Parliament in impeachments is fully sustained, in my opinion, by the remarks of Blackstone
in the fourth book of his Commentaries, page 259.
Nor does impeachment by the practice of Parliament now extend,
nor has it for a long time extended, to offenses committed by military
and naval officers holrling no other relation to the Government. It
may be that peers of the realm anu others connected by rank and
station with the mana~ement of public affairs, holding high commissions in the rumy or navy, are subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament., and liable to be tried by impeachment· but such liability arises
from their relations to the public, indepenctent of their connection
with the militaryornavalserviceofthecountry. Military men holding
no other relation to the government are subject to military law, and are
tried by courts-martial in Great Britain, as in th1s country, for offenses
cognizable and punishable by such laws, and this was the case long
prior to the fcrmation of the Federal Constitution. A noticeable instance might be cited in the case of Admiral Byng, who was tried by
court-martial in 1757, just thirty years before the Constitution was
formed, and unjustly condemned and executed. He had been placed
in command of a squadron of ten ships-of-the-line, and ord.ered to the
Mediterranean to re-enforce and strengthen the forces in Minorca.
He was ad vised of the inefficiency of his outfit and of the superior
strength of the French fleet, which had already landed a heavy force
and reduced nearly the whole island; but, nevertheless, he endeavored to obey his instructions, and encountered the French vessels superior in number, and, after a vigorous engagement, ending without
decisive result, both squadrons withdrew. Complaints were made
by the people of Great Britain against both the admiral and the ministry for the failure of the undertaking, and the ministry, to protect
itself from censure, caused the admiral to be tried a3 stated, and, in
obedience to its wishes, he was collflemned, and suffered death. This
instance of the trial of a distinguished naval officer by court-martial, so
recent and so unjust, was known to the members of the convention that
framecl ourCon titntion. Theyknewthatimpeachmentdidnotextend
to such officers1 but wa-s applied solely by the practice in Parliament to
offenses comnutted by persons holding civil offices under the government. They were as familiar with the application of impeachment
. as we are. They knew as well the extent of its application to persons and to crimes as we know to-day, and they intended by the provisions of sections 2 and 3 of article 1 of the Constitution to confer
precisely the same power and jurisdiction upon Congress that was
exercised in England by Parliament, save only as it was limited by
express provisions in the Constitution itself.
The investiture of Congress with this power of impeachment is made
in apt and fitting terms. The words employe<! are "the sole power
of impeachment" and'' the sole power to try all i~peachments." It
is difficult to imagine how clearer, stronger, or broader expressions
could have been used to convey authority or jurisdiction, or how they
could have been so employed without an intention to confer upon
Congress not only the exclusive, but the most ample, power of impeachment; upon the House of Representatives the full and unrestricted authority to impeach by formal accusation, and upon the Senate full and complete jurisdiction to try and det.ermine the truth of
the accusation. The word "power" is perhaps the most comprehensive anu appropriate word that could be employed to confer authority, and was used by the convention in the same sense and with the
same effect in the sections under consideration that it was intended
shonld be given to it in any other part of the Constitution where it
was employed to express a dell.\gation of authority to Congress. It
is true that other clauses of the Constitution which I shall hereafter
notice in certain respects limit and regulate the power thus clearly
and broa-dly given; but without such restrictions and regulations the
authority of Congress ould be as absolute and unlimited in impeachments as it is in tho Parliament of Great Britain.
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I now proceed to notice the limitations found in the Constitution
upon the power of impeachment granted to Congress in the first
ruticle. It will be observed that whatever restrictions exist upon
the power apply ~xclusively to the Senate sitting for the trial of an
impeachment and do not touch the power conferred upon the House
of Representatives to impeach. It will also be further observed
t~~ ~bey principally affect the judgment to be rendered upon conviction, and iu no sense restrict the jurisdiction of the Senate to try
the part.y accused. The provisions of the Constitution requiring the
Chief Justice to preside when the President of the United States
shall be on trial and that the Senate when sitting for the trial of an
impeachment shall be on oath or affirmation can in no sense be regarded as restrictions or limitations upon the power of the Senate or
as in any way affecting its jurisdiction to try an accusation; they
simply regulate the proceedings upon the trial, nothing more.
Two limitations upon the power granted to the Senate are found
in section 3 of article 1 of the Constitution, and in my opinion these
are the only limitations upon the power found in that instrument.
The first of these, if indeed it can be properly considered a limitation of the power at all, is a restriction on the power to convict. It
is in these words :
And no person shall be convicted without the ooncllJTence oi. two-thirds of the
members pre.sent.

This provision was doubtless inserted for the greater protection of
persons accused, and wa-s intended to exclude the possibility of a conviction without the clearest proof of guilt. Without this provision a
bare majority of the members present would have been sufficient to
convict, and it may therefore be regarded as in some sense restrictive
of the power of the Senate, but as in no manner affecting its jurisdiction to try a person accused in due form by the House of Representatives.
The only remaining restriction upon the power conferred upon the
Senate is that which refers to thejudgment to be rendered:
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than removal from
office, and d}.squalification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the Uruted States; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and
subject to indictment, trial, judgment, aml punishment., according to law.

This is clearly a. limitation upon the judgment to be rendered, aml
was inserted for that purpose. The House of Lords in England were
not thus restricted in the judgment which it could render in cases of
impea-chment, but it pronounced the judgment prescribed by the law
of the land as the punishment for the offense of which the party was
found guilty; and the judgment thus rendered was a complete bar
to further prosecution in the criminal courts. The idea seems to prevail with some persons, ·and has been more than intimated in the discussion of this qnestion, that the House of Lords could impose whatever punishment it might see proper upon the person convicted on
impeachment. This is a very erroneous idea. It could inflict no
other punishment than such as had been previously prescribed by law
or which the common-law courts could and would have been bound
to inflict for simHar offenses. The judgment, however) of the House
of Lords might go the extent of the law; and I apprehend that but
for the provision of the Constitution under consideration, and the
limitation it prescribes, the judgment of the Senate upon conviction
on impeachment could have gone to the same extent and could have
been pleaded with effect in any further prosecution in the courts for
the same offense.
The framers of our Constitution saw proper to limit the judgment
of the Senate so that it could not go beyond removal and disqualification, and then remit the person convicted to the criminal courts to
be dealt with according to law. It will be observed that in the clause
under consideration removal and disqualification are not made ma,n.uatory upon the Senate, but are left within its discretion. The judgment shall not extend further than removal and disqualification, but
need not go so far. It might have been a judgment of censure, or of
suspension, or of removal without disqualification. The clause wa-s
intended to limit the judgment., not to prescribe what it should be.
Neither of the limitations to which I have referred affect in any
way the jurisdiction of the Senate to try a party impeached, and do
not therefore t.ouch the question now before the Senate. These are
all the restrictions contained in the Constitution upon the power of
the Senate in the trial of impeachments, unless there is some limitation or restriction found in section 4 of article 2, which. it is cla.i med
by some contains both an affirmative grant of power and a. limitation
upon its exercise.
·
· \Ve have already seen that the power of impeachment in its amplitude is conferred by the second and third sections of article 1 of
the Constitution. Does the fourth section of article 2 in any way enlarge that power or confer jurisdiction upon·the Senate not already
possessed f That it contains no express grant of power is admitted ;
and it is difficult to see how an express grant conferre-d in the clearest
and mo t ample manner can be enlarged by implication. The language of the section is :
The President, Vice-President and all oivil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes or misdemeanors.

What authority is given by this language either to the House of
Representatives or to the Senate to proceed by impeachment against
any one f Certainly it will not be contended that standing alone,
unconnected with other provisions of the Con.stitution, it authorizes
the Senate to take cogniza.nce of official misconduct or summon to its
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bar the most guilty official offender. If the section confers jurisdiction, may I not inquire upon what department of the Government is
it conferred f It is not conferred in terms upon the Senate; and from
the language employed, if this waa the only provision relating to impeachment, jurisdiction might be exercised with as much propriety
by any other department of the Government as by this body.
Conbrress nor neither branch of Congress can rightfully claim or
exercise any power which is not expressly granted to it, or which is
not essential and necessary to carry out an expressly-granted power.
It would therefore be a dangerous doctrine to maintain that Con(J'ress,
in the absence of any express grant of poT•er upon any given subject,
could assume to exercise such power from an implication only. So
that, if this fourth section of article 2 were the only provision in the
Constitution referring to impeachment, I should deny that Congress
had any authority upon the subject at all. The defendant might in
such case interpose very properly a plea to the jurisdiction of the
Senate and defy its powereithertotryorgivejudgmentagainsthim.
This 'section confers no jurisdiction over persons not impeachable
under other provisions of the Constitution. We have already seen that
by the practice of Parliament civil officers and persons holding positions of public trust were impeac0hable and that the same authority
of impeachments was conferred by the first article of the Constitution upon Congress that was possessed by Parliament, except as it
was expressly limited in the instrument itself. Neither the enumeration of the persons impeachable nor the offenses for which they
could be impeached in the section can be construed as conferring or
enlarging the jurisdiction of the Senate, for without such enumeration the pel'SODS therein named would have been impeachable for
any of the crimes mentioned in the section. If the provisions of the
fourth section of the second article had been intended to confer or
enlarge the jurisdiction of the Senate, they would have been inserted
among the grants of power to Congress, and not in another part of the
instrument relating exclusively to the executive branch of the Goverment. The men who made the Constitution were not novices, but
understood fully the importance of discriminating clearly between
the powers of the different departments of the Government. Hence
when power was gi\eu to Congress it was so declared in express '
terms and so in regard t.o the executive and judicial branches of the
Government, to make the line of demarkation if pos iule still more
clear the powers conferred upon each department were placed in separat.e articles of the Constitution.
The Constitution must be construed by the same rules of construction that are applie<) to other instruments and its meaning ascertained
by giving to each provision the effect it was designed to have. The
object proposed by this section (section 4, article 2) is no less obvious
from the langnage employed than from the debates in the convention.
The purpose intrmle(l was to insure the removal and disqualification
of t,he President, Vice-Presitlent, and other civil officers if convicted
on impeachment while in office. By the provisions of section 3 of article 1, as I have already stated, it was left to the discretion of the Senate to remove and disqualify the guilty incumbent or not, and this
fourth section was inserted to take a.way t.hat discretion and render
the removal and disqualification certain. It was not intended to confer jurisdiction or in any way enlarge tile jurisdiction already conferred upon the Senate. It was inserted for no such purpose and can
have no such effect.
It has been insisted and urged as an argument in favor of the jurisclictional character of this section that without its provisions t.he
President of the United States could not have been impeached for
any official misconduct. This is a great mistake, arising doubtless
from the fact that in England the kin~ was uot impea,cbable IJy Parliament. The kingly office is a very different office from that of the
President of the United States. The latter holds his office only for a
limited time and derives his authority from the people, to whom he
is always responsible; whereas the king reigns independently of his
subjects and by right of inhelitance, responsible neither to the people
nor to Parliament.
By turning to section 3, article 1, it will be seen that the Constitution had already, if not expressly at leaat by implication, provided
for the impeachment of the President specially by requiring the Chief
Justice to preside when he was on trial. Without, however, any
special provision he would have been liable to be impeached for official crimes under the general power of impeachment conferred upon
the House of Representatives, and could have been tried by the Senate as any other civil officer.
Nor in my opinion does this fourth section operate as a limitation
upon the jurisdiction of the Senate in any respect. It has been insisted in argument that the words ''civil officers" used in this section
apply only to persons actually in office, and that therefore the jurisdiction of the Senate in the trial of impeachment is limited to officials
incumbent at the time of the trial. If the promises were admitted,
the conclusion does not necessarily follow. If it we1·o admitted that
the term 'civil officers" as used in this section applies exclusively to
the in cum bents of office, and their removal and disqualification made
mandat.<Jry upon conviction, it does not follow that persons who have
held civil offices under the Government and been guilty of the offenses
named in the section are exempt from liability to impeachment and
to disqualification if convicted.
Bnt I am not prepared to admitthat these words are used inasense
:-eo restricted and narrow as is claimed. In their broader signification

they embrace all persons who have held office and been guilty of the
commission of official crime therein. It is in this broader sense that
the same words are used in several statutes which provide for the
punishment of official misconduct. No question has been made in the
courts that the appellation of civil officers used in these statutes does
not apply as well to persons who have been removed from office after
their offenses have been discovered as to incumbents. Indeed, to confine these words, when used in the statutes, to persons actually in
office would render it difficult, if not impos ible, to convict for the
most flagrant official crime; for immediate removal follows the detection of guilt in a public officer. A more reasonable construction,
therefore, is to consider the term" civil officer," as used in section 4, as
applicable alike to persons actually in office and to such persons as
have held official relation to the Government, and while in office have
been guilty of the offenses specified in the section. By snch an interpretation the guilty incumbent npon impeachment may be removed
and disqualified, and no guilty official by resigning allowed to escape.
Looking then alone to the language of the Constitution relating to
impea.ohment and giving to each clause that construction which harmonizes with the various provisions on the subject and best effectuates the object proposed by their insertion in the instrument, I am
led to the conclusion that the Senate possesses the jurisdiction to try
the defendant on the charges contained in the articles of impeachment exhibited against him, notwithstanding his resignation andretirement from office before his formal impeachment by the House of
Representatives.
It seems to me that this conclusion is sustained not only by a fair
and reasonable construction of the language of the constitutional
provisions on the subject, but is fully warranted by what must be
supposed to have been the intention of the framers of the Constitution by incorporating those provisions in that instmment. The nature
and object of impeachment and the extent of ita application to persons and to crimes, as already stated, were fully unoerstood at the time
our Constitution was framed, and if the convention had uot intended .
that it should reach offenders who had ceased to hold office after
having been guilty of crimes therein, the men who sat in the convention would have so declared in plain and unequivocal terms. At the
very time when they were framing t:Pe Constitution and deliberating
on this very subject proceedings had been commenced in England
for the impeachment of Warren Hastings, notwithstanding he had
been out of office for more than a year before the proceedings were
commenced. His case had attracted universal attention, not only in
England but in this country, and the members of the convention were
not ignorant or indifferent spectators of an event so marked in the
history of the country with which they had so long been connected
and from which they had so lately separated. They knew full well
that Hastings was to be tried for crimes while in office, though at the
time he had returned from India and surrendered the power be had
used with such oppreS! ion. Yet with this knowledge, not inadvertently, but npon deliberation, they incorporated into our Constitution
impeachment, with all its incidents, save only as it has been curtailed
by express limitation, as a protection and remedy against official
crime and misdemeanors. If they intended that impeachment should
lie only against offenders while in office, is it not strange that they
omitted so to declare in plain and unmistakable language.
Is it not more reasonable to suppose that the framers of the Constitution intended to protect the people of this country as fully as the
people of Great Britain were protected against official corruption and
crime by holding their public servants accountable even after their
retirement from place f To suppose that they intended otherwise is
to impute to them a degree of folly I am unwilling to charge. They
intended, in my opinion, impeachment as a visitation, at the cliscretion of Congress, up~n official misconduct, and did not intend that
the guilty should escape by resigning his position. If this is not
true, impeachment is a nullity; for it would always be in the power
of the guilty to evade it. No man who was conscious of his guilt
would attempt to retain his office and incur the risk, nay the certainty, of removal and disqualification to hold any office of honor,
trust, or profit, when by resigning his position he could escape the
consequences of his crime.
In the consideration I have given to this question I have not been
unmindful of the fact that an unwise exercise of the power conferred
upon Congress ~y sometimes occur. This consideration, however,
ought to have more weight in conferring a power than in interpreting one already given. It may some· imes happen, that from party
zeal or some temporary excitement, the Honse of Representatives
may be induced to proceed by impeachment against a person long
after he has ceased to hold any official relation to the Government for
offenses committed while in office. But such a contingency is remote, and not likely to happen. Such apowerisadmittetl to exist in
the British Parliament, and yet no case of impeachment has occurred
in that kingdom for more than 8eventy years. In some of the States
of this Union where the power now claimed for Cons:ress is undoubted,
no case of impeachment has over taken place, and 1 t. is at least fair to
presume t,ha,t no hasty or ill-advised action will be taken by the
other branch of Congress, but that the power of impeachment will
be exercised with deliberation, and only when demanded by the
public good, especially when the party impeached is out of office at
the time.
If it were fair to presume that part.y spirit at any time could so far
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influence the action of the Honse of Representatives as to induce it
to proceed unad visably by impeachment against any person whether,
at the time, in or out of office, there would be more reason to apprehend that such proceedings would be institnted against an obnoxious incumbent whose removal might be desired, than agai u, t a
political opponent who had by resignation or the expimtion of his
term of office retired to the shades of private life. I confess, however, that I share but little in the apprehensions expressed by
others. We have passed through a century of our national existence in which party spirit has been fully as unrelenting as it U,
likely to be in the future, and wit.h the single exception of the
impeachment of President Johnson I am not aware that any large
number of the American people ever charged or suspected that either
Honse of Congress, or any member thereof, was actuated by any
other purpose than a desire to snbserve the public welfare.
Speculations, however, about the possible cons quences that might
· result from an unwise exercise of a power can render little aid in det ermining its existence. If, however, speculation was admissible, if
apprehended or possible consequences should have any weight in determining the judgment we are to give upon the question of jurisdiction presented to the Senate, or the opinions we express thereon,
then I submit it would be proper to consider the results that might
follow a declaration by this body that it has no jurisdiction to try a
high public officer who has resigned and retireri from place, although
his whole official life ma.y have been stained and polluted by corr~lp
tion and crime.
If we have not the jurh:!lliction to try the late Secretary of War
upon the charges cont.ained in the articles of impeachment simply because he retired from the Cabinet on the morning of the day he was
accused, with the avowed purpose of escaping impeachment and
evading the jurisdiction of the Senate, then there is in this Government no assured and certain means for the adequate protection of the
people by the disqualification of the guilty offender, high or low. The
most guilty may escape and will be likely, nay, certain, to escape the
disqualification threatened against official crime. He may have stained
his hands with bribes and brought reproach upon the country that
bas honored and trusted him, and when his guilt has been detected
and impeachment is impending, with a view to evade the disqualification provided by the Constitution for his ofiense and l~ave the road
open for his return hereafter to public life, be may throw up his
commission and plead the immunity that belongs to a private citizen.
A Secretary of Sta.te may have bartered the honor of his Government for gold and defy its power to disqualify him from holding its
highest positions of honor, trust, and profit thereafter. Or a Secretary of the Treasury may roh the country of its revenues'and appropriate them to his own use; or, like the uDjnst steward, for selfish
purposes may flivide them among his friends, and, after his guilt had
been discovered and before articles of impeachment could be prepared, be could retire from the Cabinet, avoid your jurisdiction, and
escape the jndgment of disqualification you are authorized to pronounce. If it shall be suggested that he would still be amenable to
the jurisdiction of the criminal courts and could be punished by indictment and conviction under the laws of the land, it is a sufficient
answer that such liability is only a part of the protection against
official crime provided by the Constitution of the country. I might
meet such su~;mestion with the further reply that escape ·from criminal prosecut iOn and conviction is neither impossible nor impr.obable
where the offender bas the advantages of wealth and the friendship
of those in high socia.l and official positions. Besides, in case of conviction in the courts, the President, if sq disposed, could exercise the
pardoning power and relieve the culprit from the penalties of the
law. Whereas, in case of impeachment, the Executive could not, if
so disposed, interfere with the judgment upon conviction by the interposition of executive clemency.
In the conclusions at w hicb I have arrived upon this question I have
not considered a.s important or material the time at which the resignation of the defendant took place. However proper on the part of
the managers of the Honse to present for consider~tion the technicalities of the law in reference to the doctrine of relation and the
fraction of a day, I could not consent to decide a grave question like
the one before the Senate, involving consequences so serious to the
d~fendant, on any such grounds. If the jurisdiction of the Senate
cannot be maint..'lined by a fair interpretation of the provisions of the
Constitution referring to impeachment, it ought not to be claimed or
exercised. On the other hand, if a careful examination of the constitutional provisions on the subject, aided by the lights which contemporaneous and subsequent events affonl,lea\·esnodoubt upon the
question, then the duty is plain allll the jurisdiction must be asserted.
I ha.ve not deemed it necessary to review the authorities referred
to in argument by the managers on the part of the Honse and by t.h e
counsel for the defendant. They render in my opinion but very little
aill in arriving at a correct conclusion upon the q.nestion now before
the Senate, for the reason that the precise question has never heretofore arisen in any court of impeachment in this couutry.
Whatever light the authorities referred to throw upon the subject
has been so repeatedly presented in discussion by others that further
review is useless. I may say, however, that in none of the cases of
impeachments cite(\, whether occurring iu this body or in the States
of the Union, nor in the opinious oi comruenta,tors or other eminent
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men .who have WI'itten upon the subject do I find anything, when
properly understood, at variance with the conclusions at which I have
arrived.
'
Neit her Story nor Rawle in their Commentaries upon the Constitution, though evidently differing in the views which they individually
entertained upon the question now for the first time before the Senate, has attempted to maintain the opinions which they hesitatingly
express either by authorities or precedents. The former concludes
his reference to the subject by declaring that il is an open question
to be settled only authoritatively when it shall c,rise; and the latter,
while clearly indicating his own opinion, makes no attempt to sustain
it by reference to the opinions of others, but dismisses the subject by
remarkM embraced in a single paragraph.
The case of Blount, so often referred to, has no relevancy to the
present.case, and the opinions expressed by the learned counsel who
appeared for Blount or the managers on the part of the House of
Representatives were su' mitted upon a question totally distinct from
that now before the Senate, and consequently throw but little light
upon it.
The case of Bernard recently tried in the State of New York upon
charges involving in part his official conduct during a previous term
in the same office which be held at the time of his impeachment raised
more nearly the question presented by the pleadings in this case than
any that bas been cited. Yet the question as presented in that case
was involved in others not in this, and, although the jurisdiction was
maintained by a majority of the court, the complicu.tion of questions
involved not less than the divided opinion of the court renders the
decision in that case unreliable as authority in the determination of
the question before us. This case stands alone and cannot be determined by precedents, for none can be found. Fortunately for the
character of our Government this is the first instance in our history
where a high Cabinet officer, charged with the responsibility of administering the affairs of one of the most important Departments of
the Government and intrusted with the dispensation of immense patronage bas been formally charged at the bar of the Senate with
bribery and corruption in office.
I am glad that no precedent exists to gnirle our action and control
our deliberations in the case before us, but that it must be settled
from an honest conviction of the constitutional powers and duty of
the Senate and with a just regard to the right-s of the defendant and
the welfare and protection of the people of the land.
Entertaining the opinion that the Senate has jurisrliction to try the
defendant on the articles of impeachment exhibited against him, notwithstanding his resignation prior to his impeachment, I must vote
accordingly. In my opinion the demurrer should be overruled.

Opinion of JJir• .;Jone•, of Florida, '

Delit•ered May 26, 1876.
Mr. JONES, of Florida. The importance of the case in which we
are now called to render judgment is all the apology that need be
offered for a statement of the reasons which I am about to ~ive for
my vote. Since we have been engaged in the investigation of the
intricate and novel question presented by the record before us, we
have all felt the want of explicit authority to guide us to a safe conclusion. The decision of the Senate in the case of Blount, so often
referred to in the arguments of counsel, has come down to us unaccompanied by any reasons whatever, and we are left to conjeciure to
ascertain the opinions of the Senators who sat in that case upon the
great issues of law which were before them. It is true that a majority of them decided that the Senate had no jurisdiction over the defendant in that ca-se because he wa.s not a civil officer of the United
States. Had the Senate in 1798, composed a-s it was of men who were
familiar with the history of the Constitution, and who witnessed its
formation and adoption, given us a clear statement of the law which
\hen governed it in the trial referred to, it might have dissipated the
doubts and difficulties which now surround us.
·
Let us not imitate the example they have set us in withholding the
reasons of their judgment, but letus leavetothosewboshallsucceed
us the full benefit of every argument which has contributed to the
conclusion at which we have arrived. The plea of the respondent,
the replication of the House of Representatives, and the demurrer
thereto, in my opinion present to the Senate an issue of law which it
iR our dnty to meet and decide without reference to the matters of
fact which are stated in the subsequent pleadings.
The plea alleges in sn bstance that at the time the Honse of Representatives ordered the impeachment of the respondent, aml at the
time the articles of impeachment were exhibited against him at the
bar of the Senate, he was not then, nor hath he since been, nor is he
now, an officer of the United States.
The replication aJJeges the insufficiency of the plea, and then states
that at the time the several acts charged against the respondent were
done and committed, and thence contjnuously until the 2d day of
March, 1876, the respondent was Secretary of War of the United States.
To this replication a general demuner was filed.
It is very clear that thiM replication does not meet the issue tenderelluy the plea in the usual way. The House of Representatives
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had three courses open to it: First, demur; second, travmoe or .deny
the allegations of the plea; or t hird, confeJ s and avoid them. It has
flone neither of these things. The rep1ication confe e the truth of
the facts stated in the plea., but it sets up no new matter in avoidance of them. It re-affirms the facts stated in t.he articles, for it must
be borne in mind that the articles state that the several acts cha.rged
against the respondent were all committed while he held the office of
Secretary of War, and this allegat.ion is admitted to be true by the
respondent's :plea. The additional statement that be continued to
bold the office until the 2d of March, 1876, adds no legal force to the
replication, for it nowhere alleges that he was impeached on that day
or previous to it. The joiner in demurrer by the House precludes the
managers from connecting in any way the issue of law thus created
with the issues of fact tendered and accepted in the subsertuent pleadings. If we are going to pay any regard to the established rules of
pleading, we cannot upon this demurrer give any judgment except
upon facts the truth of which is not disputed.
Let us see, then, what facts are admitted by the pleadings. It is an
elementary rule of pleading that all allegations not traversed or confe sed and avoided must be taken as admitt.ed. The respondent,
therefore, has aumitted that the acts charged against him were committed while he was Secretary of War. But he says we ha-ve no jurisdiction to try him, because at the time of his impeachment he was
not, and i. not now, Secretary of War. The replication by not denying the fact.s set up in the plea admits that the respondent was not
at the time of his impeachment Secretary of War and does not now
hold said office. So that we have clearly before us the following
facts, the truth of which is conceded:
Fir t. That the offenses and acts charged in the articles of impeachment were done and committed by the respondent while be was
Secretary of War.
Second. That since that time and before his impeachment the respomlent relinquished that office.
Third. That the respondent since the 2d day of March, 1876, haB
not been an officer of the Unit.ed States.
These facts present to our minds a most perplexing legal question;
that is, whether or not the respondent is subject to trial and punishment under the provisions of the Constitution relating to impeachment.
This is a question which rises far above a.ll party considerations. We
have been told from the bar that it is better that ninety-nine guilty
men should escape than that one innocent man should suffer. Bnt it
might have been said with more aptness that it is better that .five
hunured guilty men should escape t.han that the Constitution should
be violated. We aH know bow bard it is to divest the human mind
and heart of those impressions and feelings which in times of party
excitement insensibly creep npon us.
History does not fnmish a single example of oppression or of tyranny, of violated right or party persecution, which the sanctity of
Jaw and the plea of good intention were not put forth to support.
Man in all ages, both civilized and barbarous, haB never been willing
to aumit that his excesses of power and a.uthority were anything
more than impartial and honest juugments dema.nded by the public
good. Even Socrates when commanded to drink the fatal hemlock
was not considered a victim but a sn bject of just and merited punishment. The most successful efforts that have ever been made to break
down the liberties and destroy the rights of the people were those insidious and plausible judgments and opinions of courts and lawyers
which in cases of doubt and uncertainty ha.ve usurped the function!!!
of the law-maker, and in place of interpreting existing laws have established new rnles and principles.
I am not of tho e who ima.g ine that the greatest security for our
liberties is to be found in the wisdom and impartiality of courts of
justice. Still I entertain the very highest respect for the courts and
judges of the land. I am willing to go M far as any one in my submission to judicial construction in all cases of a civil nature in which
property only is involved. But I shall never yield my consent to the
conviction of any man for crime where the law of the case isso very
don bt.ful as to render it necessary to find authority for the conviction
in elaborate and subtle arguments :md refined distinctions drawn by
logicians of great skill.
Enough bas been said during the discussion of this cMe to satisfy
me that if a person may be impeached for what are called official
crimes after he hM given up official station, it mntit be done in pursuance of a power ari ing from construction and not from the direct
language of the Con titution.
The proposition is broadly asserted by the managers that when an
impeachable offense is committed in office the person who commits
it remains liable to impeachment, whether in office or out of office,
during the whole periotl of his life; that when the crime is committed the juri diction attaches and cannot afterward be divested by any
act of the offending party. If t.h is is the meaning of the Constitution,
it is fnll time the people were apprised of it, for iu my opinion a more
dangerous or unwarranted power was never claimed to belong to the
General Government.
We have been told thattheso1e powerof impeachment is vested in
the House of Representatives, and the sole power to try impeachments
conferred upon the Senate. This is true. It is further insisted that
our jurisdiction over impeachable offenses is to be looked for in these
clauses, and that we should go to the wide domain of the common

law to ascertain the meaning and limitations of our powers; that
the same rule of construction must be adopten with respect to im·
peachment which prevails in all cases when a common-law power or
crime is presented for consideration ; that there are no limitations
in the Constitution upon our power of impeachment but what are to
be found in that system of laws from which this term has been imported, except as t-o the punishment which we may impo e after conviction ; that a the common law at the time of the adoption of our
Constitution extended the power of impeachment to all official offentlers, whether in or out of office, the same authority now exists in
this and the other House of Congress. The doctrine contended for
by the learned managers is in my opinion utt-erly inconsistent with
the theory of our government. Our Constitution is an instrument of
enumerated powers. These powers may be cia ified under two beads,
first, express powers; and second, implied powers.
In some instances a general authority is given in express words to
do particular thing , lmt the means be t aclapted to the ends in view
are left to the judgment of Congress. It is a fundamental principle
of on ~ system that all implied powors conferred by the Constitution
must be exercised by Congress, and, before assuming the forms of
laws, subjected· to the checks of each of the departments which constitute the law-making authority. There is no single department or
officer of the Government that is invested with authority to exercise
any implied powers.
There is no officer or tribunal under our Constitution whoso duties
and jurisdiction are not fixed by express law. The executive power .
which is vested in the President is not the loose aud indefinite authority which appertained to the Crown of Great Britain when our
Constitution was adopted. The powers of the Executive are limited
and restricted by the Constitution and the laws, and he is not permitted in any case to resort to construction to ascertain how far
he may go in discharging his official duties. The same may IJe said
of the judicial department. Judicial and execut-ive powers were as
well kuow and defined in En~land as the power of impea~hment.
StiU, wo find these powers limtted and restricted in accordance with
our republican system, and nothing left to implication.
...
The monarch had power to regulate weights and measures, grant
franchises, appoint all officers, and authorize the coining of money.
But did any one ever pretend that these prerogatives attached to the
office of President because we borrowed our ideas of executive duties
from the English system f The grant in our Constitution which vests
all executive power in the President is fully as broad as that which
vests the sole power of impeachment in the other House and the sole
power to try impeachments in the Senate; still there is not a Senator
on this floor who will say that a single attribute of the king which
existed in 1787was vested in the President by the grant of all executive power to that officer. The same is true of our court-s of law and
both Houses of Congress. While in some cases we are referred to the
common · Jaw for definitions of legal phrases and terms to aid in the
exercise of vested jurisdictions, no case can be shown under our
Federal system where jurisdiction itself is made to tlepend upon legal
usages or practices in England or Germany.
The Senator from Indiana referred to the jurisdiction of our courts
in cases of admira.lty and equity; but if he reads the Constitution
closely .h e will find the grant refers to cases in equity arising nuder
the 1aws and Constitution of the United States, and that the admiralty
jurisdiction conferred was that only which WM exercised in the colonies at the time of their separation from Great Britain, and did not
carry with it any power to try crimes which belonged to the same
jurisdiction in England. The fourth section of the second article of
the Constitution of thu United States declaresThe President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United State , shall be
r emoved from otlice on impeachment for, and conviction of, .bribery, treru!on, or
other high crimea and misdemeanor!!.

It is contended that this section is not the source of our jurisdiction in cMes of impeachment, but that it wM only intended to make
the removal of the officers designated compul ory upon the Senate
when they were convicted. Some meaning had to IJe given to the
language of thi~ se-ction, a.nd it seems to me that the one assigned to
it is so unreasonable and inconsistent with sound argument that it
never could have entered int.o the minds of the framers of t.he Constitution. It is further contended that this section is not a limitation
at all upon the power of impeachment; that that power is without
limit, except in respect to the pnnishm.ent to be imposed. The English parliamentary la.w does not givens any definition G"f the offenses
which are impeachable. It has left it to Parliament to say for what
offenses office.rs and subjects ·may be impeached.
J uugment in ca-ses of impeachment under om· Constitution shall DOl
extend further than removal from office and disqualification to hold
office. One of these two alternatives must follow every conviction in
impeachment. Now, whether you disqualify or remove, the same con·
sequence must result to the person in office; he forfeits his position
as an officer. Why should the Com~titntiou therefore have devoted a
whole section to make it obligatory upon the Senate to do that which
must be the result of every conviction without itf Does not every
one know that a judgment of disqualification takes effect from the
time it is rendered f
Now, inasmuch as English precedents are relied upon, it may be
safely sllid that no example of conviction in a case of impeachment
can be found which was not followed by a loss of office wheu the
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offender held one. If the framers of the Constitution were aware stitution as the source of its power and jurisdiction, decided that he
that only official offenses gave rise to impeachments in England, was not a civil officer of the United States. I am at a loss to underthey could not have been ignorant that all convictions in uch cases stand how any man can read the arguments and proceedings in that
were followed by a deprivation of office. Some other reason must casA without eeing that the whole question at issue was whether or
befoundfor the incorporation of the fourth sect.ion of the seco11darticle not the article and section of the Constitution just referred to created
into tl.Je Constitution besides the necessity of a provision to compel any limitations on the power of impeachment. The court then dethe Senate to remove the officer. The proceedings oft be conventJion cided and bad to decide that question. It was in the era when broad
throw some light on this subject. It is well known that all the reso- claims of power were put forth in behalf of the new, Government. It
luHons looking to a frame of Government brought before the conven- was the era of the alien and sedition laws, on the decline of federaltion were submitted to a select committee whose duty it was tore- ism and the dawn of the pure and wholP.some doctrines which Jef- il
port a constitution. This they did on the 6th of August, 1787. In ferson made immorbl by his genius and his name.
pursuance of n. resolution adopted by the convention and looking to
Let it be remembered that the very same arguments which are put
the impeachment of the President., the committee on detail, in the forth to-day to uphold the unlimited power of impeachment were
tenth article of the Const.i tution reported, put this provision:
successfully employed to fasten upon the country the hated maxims
H&of 1798, which culminated in the alien and sedition laws. That broad
.
and fruitful source of power, the common law, was the dark Rlld porThe Presidenttentous fountain from which the streams of arbitrary authority
shall be remo>ed from office on impeachment by tbe Honse of Representatives Bnd emanated, and which for a time threatened to inundate and break
conviction in the Supreme Court of treason and bribery.
down every rampart and barrier of the Constitution. Look to Mr.
Afterward t.he Senate was sn bstituted for the Supreme Court. This Madison's report of 1799 and see to what parts of the huge federal
part of the Constitution elicited some debate. Colonel Mason ob- structure he directed his magnificent argument. He saw at a glance
j ccted to confining the power of impeachment to treason and bribery. the foundations of the new and dangerous heresy. He saw that he
He moved to adrl after bribery maladministra~ion. Mr. Madison said must demolish the monstrous doctrine that the common law-the
this term ~ould be too general. Mr. Morris said it would do no harm, barbarous, far-reaehing, and unfathomable common -law-had been
as an elt>ction every four years would prevent maladministration. adopt-ed by and incorporated into that Constitution which he had
Colonel .Mason withdrew maladmini tration and substituted "other labored so much to create.
high crimes and misdemeanors," and these words were adopted. In
At the conclusion of his great argument he said:
the adoption of this substitute there waa a compromise between those
Such being tbe ground of our R~volntion, no support or color can be drown from
who advocated an almost unlimited power of impeachment with it for the doctrine that the common law is binding on these States as one society;
respect to offenses and those who favored a more restricted power.
the doctrinei on tbe contrary, is evidently repugnant to the fundamental principle
Is it not obvious that the convention never dreamed of the idea of of the Revo ntion. (See Madison's report, page 507.)
compulsory removal. They looked only to jurisdiction. They spoke
Our system of impeachment, as was aptly said by Garrett Davis
only of the JlOwer of impeachment. The meaning of the section, as in Johnson's trial, is sui generis; it borrows nothing from the common
understood by the framers of the Constitution, was that the officers law. Civil officers of the United States are a.lone liable to impeachdesignated in it should not be removed from office for a.ny less of- ment. The Senate is made the conrt of impeachment. The Chief
fenses than treason, bribery, or high crime and misdemeanor, The Jt1stice must preside when the President is on trial. Two-thirds of
purpose was to fix and limit as well as they could the powers of the the Senators present must concur in a conviction. No impeachment
Senate and House. Colonel Mason succeeded in extending the power can take place, except for treason, bribery, and other high crimes and
beyond treason r.nd bribery. ::\1r. Madison's reasons prevailed, and misdemeanors. The judgment may extend to removal from office and
maladministration was stricken out because it would give too great . disqualification to bold office. If it was the purpose of the Constitua power to the Senat.e.
tion to give to the Senate and the Honse the same power of impeachBut. soppo"e the fourth section of the second article is not the source ment which was exercised by the British Parliament., where was the
of our j m·isdiction, ca.n any reason be assigned for limiting this com- necessity of all t.bese express provisions T It is said that the Constipulsory duty of removal to civil officers of the United States T The tntion intended only to limit the punishment, and has left the Enlearned mana~ers were forced, I think, to admit-·indeed their argu- glish la.w in full force.
mentsledirresist.iblytotbeconclnsion-thatmilitaryandnavalofficers
But why designate the officers and the offenses forwhich they
were within the power of impeachment. If so, why was not t.heirre- may be impeached f Did not the English law of impeachment exmoval provided for the same as that of civil officers Y Is v.n admiral tend to all public officers and accordin~ to the admissions of the manor a general of less consequence or more dangerous when t.bey abnsll agers authorize the prosecution of all official offenses f Is there a
their poweJ'S than a custo"'l·house officer or a district judge T It is case to be found in all English history of a conviction upon impeachsnid that jurisdiction attaches whenever an official offense is commit- ment that was not followed by a loss of office J If there is, I cha.ltetl, hut is there no limitation to our jurisdiction in such cases T There lenge its production. Why, then, should the framers of the Conis certainly not if the English doctrine is to prevail; for an admhal stitution have made removal from office a compulsory duty on the
who neglects the safeguards of 4;he sen. or h·" who commands an army Senate when, under the general power given to it in the Constituin t.befield are liable to impeachment according to even the modern law tion and the interpreta.tion that had ever been put upon it in Enghi.ud
of England. Where do you find the limitation which restricts your and which is claimed to have followed it here, that result was sure
power to r.i vii officei'S T Do you not find it in the fourth section of the to follow every conviction. Mr. Hamilt«>n, who favored a stronger
second article of the Constitution T Have we not the authority of the constitution than that adopted, submitted to the convention a plan of
Senate sitting as a high court for saying that none but civil officers government in which .be put a provision on the subject of impeachof th~ United States can be impeached, or at least removed from office ment. That provision contains every element of power which is to be
on impeachment t
found in our present Constitution on this subject, leaving out the
Whatever may be the doubts in regard to the judgment of the Sen- ~overnors of States and Senators, whom be included among the offia.te in Blount's case in 1798, there was one question decided in it which cers sn bject to impeachment. It is as follows:
Governors Senators, and a.ll officers of the United States to be liable to impeachshows what was thought of the unlimited power of impeachment insisted upon then as now. The principal question in that case was not ment for mal and corrupt conduct, a..nd, UJ>?n conviction, to be removed from office
whether a person who holds the office of Senator is an officer of the a.nd disqualified from holding anyplace of trust and profit; aJlimpeachments to be
United States, for no one ever denied that a Senn.tor is such an officer; tried by a co'll"t.
lmt it was whether or not Senator Blount was a civil officer of the
Look now at the b.ngnage of the fourth section of the second artiU nited States, so as to give the court jurisdiction over him. Does not cle of our Constitution, and read it in the light of Hamilton's provision:
everybody see that if the jurisdiction of the Sonn.te and Honse were
The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of tpe United
not affected by the limitations contained. in the fourth section of the States, to be removed from office on impeachment for and conviction
second article of the Constitution, which confines the power of im- of treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors.
peacbment to cit:i~ 1fficers, t.hat the judgment against jurisdiction in
I have here sn bstituted the words "to be" for "shall be;" but can
the Blount case could never have been rendered f We have been in- any one say that the evident sense and meaning of the Constitution
structed with long and interesting accounts of the jurisdiction of the is thereby changed T But it is said the President cannot pardon, and
English Pru-liament. in caaes of impeachment, and it has been said that an officer may escape judgment of disqualification by giving
with much force that the history of that body shows that no caae of up his office. It is well known that impeachment was intended to
impeachment bas been tried there in modern times except for official extend only to officers w bo derive their appointments from the executive .authority, and if the President conld pardon in such cases, the
crime.
But no one has undertaken to show tbnt the English law of im- power to remove from office and thus rid the public service of bad
peachment as practiced there at H11 times did not extend to the Lords men, which is the object of impeachment, might be rendered useless.
a.nd Commons of Parliament. The Senate then had before it in It was to render the power of removal eflectual that the power of
Blount's case an opportunity to exercise the power of impeachment pardon was taken away.
which all must admit belonged to the English Lords-. Had Blount
But it is said again that disqualification is necessary in order to
been a lord of England and a member of the House of Peers, instead prevent the r~turn of men to office who have proved themselves unfit
of an Amerioan Senator, could he have pleaded the want of jnrisclic- for public station. The Constitution does not say that disqualification in Pnrliament t.o try him because he was not a civil officer of the tion to hold office shall follow in all cases of impeachment. A disrealm f He escaped impeachment before the Senate in 179H, not be- cretlonary power is given to extend judgment to that extent where
canse he was not an officer of the Unitetl States, bnt because this jurisdictio.n exists and a proper case is made for the exercise of the
body, looking to the fourth section of the second article of the Con- power. The arguments made upon this point are founded in the fal-
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lacy that disqualification must attend every conviction. It is said
that the right to impose this judgment attaches at the time tho
offense is committed and cannot by any act of the offender be avoided.
Impeachable offenseb, .1nlike those in your crimininal code, are not
defined with accuracy. Murder, larceny, arson, and other well-known
crimes are so well understood, that proof of certain facts comprising
their elements mnst al~ays lead to the judgment of guilt by every
tribunal which i vested with power to try them. Not so with impeachable offenses. The quality and character of these must often
depend upon variable circumstances and the temper of the body to
which is confided the ri,~Zht of judgment.
Up to this time there is not to be found in English or American
law any fixed definition of the words "high crimes and misdemeanors." Mr. Martin, on the trial of Chase, tried hard to limit them to
indictable. offenses, but his argument met with little favor. Mr.
Evarts, on the trial of President Johnson, undertook a like task, with
but little better success. Let it be borne in mind that we must test
the argument I am combating, not by its application to sporadic or
particular cases, but by taking into consideration the whole acknowledged doctrine of impeachment.
One of the mo t important, and at the same time the most dangerous, features of this power is that it leaves to the two Houses of Congress an arbitrary discretion respecting the acts or conduct which
shall subject officers to impeachment. No man knows, no man can
know, what is an impeachable offense. To-day it may be one thing,
to-morrow another. Judge Humphreys was impeached and expelled
from office because he used seditious language. Still he had before
him the Constitution, which guarantees to every citizen freedom of
speech. My democratic brethren of this body, from whom it has
~iven me no little pain to differ on this great question, tell me that
1t was not in the power of that indiscreet though it may be honest
man to escape judgment of disqualification under the law of impeachment by throwing off the robes of office and standing upon his privileges as a citizen. The language attributed to him, if uttered under ordinary circumstances. would not have been noticed. But the
circumstances of the country, the political excitement of the time
made his utterances a high crime.
Juuge Peck, of Missouri, at a less turbulent period, was impeached
by Congress for exercising a like power to that which is claimed for
this body as the foundation of its jurisdiction in this case. He was
a judicial officer; and be was foolish enough to imagine that, sitting
as a district judge, he bad a right to exercise the same broad power of
punishing contempts that was conferred by the common law, and
which had been so long an appendage of the judicial system in England. He made an attorney of his court purge himself of a contempt
by answering on oath written interrogatories under pain of imprisonment. I commend the speech of Mr. Buchanan in that case to all
who are in need of light on the subject of indefinite powers. Judge
Peck was made to feel that there was a provision in our Constitution
which did not permit him to compel even an attorney to give evidence against himself. Under the law of impeachment as now understood how can any officer protect himself against those heats and
passions of party which are inseparable from popular government if
the doctrine of the managers shall prevail f
When it is conceded tnat an act indifferent in itself, and.which
the circumstances of the times or the ~mper of the tribunal may
make a high c:ime, how can it be claimed that jurisdiction to punish attaches in such a case when the act is committed and follows the
person through life f In the great majority . of offenses called impeachable the quality of the act does not depend, aa in ordinary criminal cases, upon definite provi8ions of law, which leave nothing to
discretion. It cannot be said that any offense exists until the body
which has the power of impeachment expresses its judgment upon
the act arraigned. The criminality of officeTs' conduct in cases of
impeachment is not fixed at the time it takes place, but when the impeaching power applies to it the touch-stone of its variable justice.
In the very nature of things different considerations must enter into
the idea of impeachable offenses from those which belong to ordinary
crimes.
Questions of expediency and policy, which have no place in the
criminal law, very often fix the character of an impeachable offense;
and expediency and policy admit of no standard of permanency whatever. Still, we have been pointed to an act of Congress making criminal certain specific acts of corruption when done by public officers, and
asked to explain the difference between the legal con seq uencesresulting
from its violation and those that follow an impeachable offense. Were
I before a tribunal less exalted or discriminating than that which
now hears me, I might feelsomeembarra ment in attempting to pnt
aside an analogy which exists only in the similarity of names. The
House of Commons in the ca-se of Lord Danby laid down the principle
that a miuister could not shelter himself behind the throne by pleading obedience to the orders of his sovereign. He is answerable for
the justice, the honesty, the utility, and legality of all measures emanating from the Crown.
And thus it is sai(l by Hallam the executive administration is made
subordinate in all great matters of policy to the superintendence of
Parliament. Mr. Christian, in a note to Blackstone's Commentaries,
says:

It will not be denied, I suppose, by those who seek to fasten upon
us the common-law doctrine of impeachment, that whatever interpretation ba been given in England to the words high crimes and
misdemeanors, should be adopted here. The law of that country, as
we have shown, for purposes of state policy ha left in the breast of
Parliament the au~st power of determining what iR and what is not
an impeachable offense. This power cannot be compared to the cold
and measured authority of courts of law, which in all countries is
confined to the more simple business of applyin~ pre-existing and welldefined principles of jurisprudence to establisned facts. The jndge
who exercises this authority is not the fountain, but the organ of the
law. His duty is not to create, but to apply the rule. If the case
before him be murder, he is bound to see that the facts establi bed
bring it within every part of the definition which the law has given
to that high crime. Nothing is left to his own willordiscretion. No
questions of state policy, no moralizing upon the effects and consequence of the acts of the prisoner can be raised or permitted; and
cannot all see the great distinction between that case and the case of
an impeachable oft'ense, which is at once ascertained and fixed IJythe
judgment of a political tribunal. Jurisdiction, therefore, in my opinion, cannot be made to depend under our Constitution upon the time
when the act is committed, hut upon the status of the per on, which
can alone confer authority on the impeaching tribunal to give to
that act by the exercise of parliamentary discretion either the quality of guilt or innocence.
We have been referred to the debates in the convention for light
on this subject. The distinguished manager, Mr. HoAR, ruentioneu an
expression used by Mr. Pinckney that the President ought not to be
impeached while in office; bnt he did not tell ns aU Mr. Pinckney said
in t.be debate. After using the above language, he said:
I do not see the necessity of impeachments. I am sure they ought not to issue
from the Legislature, who would m that caae hold them as a rod over the Execu
tive.

Mr. Morris said:
He was sensible of the necessity of impeaohinents if the Executive was to continue for any length of time in office. He may be bribed by a brreater interest to
betray his trust; and no one woulcl say that we ought to expose ourselves to tbe
dan~erof seeing the First Majcstrate in foreign pay \Vithout being able to guard
agamst it by displacing him.- Madison Papers, volume 2, page 1159.

Much has been said in re~ard to the common-law power of impeachments to show the limitations attending it in England. I put the
authority of Mr. Jefferson against that of the managers. In his Manual, on page 284, he says :
The Lords may not try a Commoner for a capital offense on the information of the
king or a private perso~. because the accused is entitled to a trial by bis peers gen.
erally; but on accusation by the House of Commons, they may proceed against the
delinquent, of whatsoever degree and what-soe>er be the nature of the oftense.

The man!lgers have argued in support of their theory tba.t according

to the English law none but official offenders are impeachable. This

they had to do in order to avoid a conclu!;ion which would be fatal
to their argument. But let us not forget that we are now endeavoring to ascertain the views of the men who framed the Constitution
respecting the power of impeachment in England. No safer authority
can be looked to than Mr. Jefferson. He wa-s a representative man
of his age and country. and we may confidently affirm that his opinion
in regard to the nature of the English power of impeachment waa
not different from those of the great men who framen the Constitution. He has left us a manual of the p::trliamemary law of Great
Britain which is a text-book in both Houses of Congress. It is referred to as a standard authority inca es of doubt arising under that
law. Why should we refuse to accept his clear stat.e ment of the
English power of impeachment while we yield implicit faith .t o all
the rest of his opinions upon the subject of parliamentary law f Impeachment in England bas always been governed by the law of Parliament, and we can no more disregard the authority of 1·his great
ma,n upon the question now under consideration than we can his
eqnally correct explanation of the" previous question" and its uses
in the Honse of Commons.
Mr. Jefferson tells us plainly that on accusation by the House of
Commons by impeachment they may proceed against the delinquent
of whatsoever degree and whatsoever be the nature of his oftEmse.
This authority refutes the doctrine of the managers that none but
official offenders are impeachable in England. Tme it may be that
this despotic power has not in modern times been put in force against
individuals, but we are not interested so mnch in ascertaining what
Parliament has done as what it may do in exercising the power of impeachment.
The Senator from Delaware alluded to the fact tha.t Mr. Justice
Bla<Ckstone's Commentaries were familiar to the framers of our Constitution and that the law of England, as laid down by that great
writer, was well understood in this country at the time of our revolution. All this is true, and yet no argument can be drawn from it in
support of the jurisdiction claimed in this case. If the men of the
revolution had followetl the teaching of Blackstone they never would
have resisted the august authority of Parliament which that great
lawyer bad taught them was competent to legislate for the colonies
without their consent. Have we any more reason to think that the
framers of the· Constitution accepted Blackstone's doctrines of impeachment than for believing that his opinions respecting the power
When the words "high crimes an<l misdemeanors" are used in prosecutions by
impeaebment, the won1s " hil!h crimes " have no uefinite signification, but are of Parliament to make law for Vininia aml Massachusetts were regarded as sound, I. tire, and correct f
used merely to give greater solemnity to the charge. .
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maintained before the count r;}' by the ver~· same arguments which
have been u.sed in support of the common-law power of impeachment, and I adopt here as part of my argument the speech of Mr.
Otis in 1798, to show that the doctrine I am now combating is the
same which be then advocated in order to muzzle the press and gag
the mouths of the people. He said emphatically that t·he common
law of England might be looked to for the purpose of ascertaining
the meaning of impeachment, and in almost the same breath contended that the same law relating to libels was part of the jurisprudence of the United States.
Mr. President, t.he more I reflect upon the character of this common-law jurisdiction the more I am shocked at it. All the caution
Your learning ought to teach you, my lord, that laws are intended to guard and guarded language of the managers cannot keep it within limits
against what men may do, and not what they will do.
whi?h are safe or reasonable. Mr. Manager HoAR.says, on page 17
It is evident from the course of the argument in support of juris- of h1s argument:
diction in this case that the power claimed for the Senate omm;t be
It is well settled that all abuses of official trust are impeachable in Parliament.
derived from the second section of the first article of the Constitu- At comm~n ~aw there is no limit as to person ; there is no limit as to time; there
no restnction as to the character of the punishment, save the discretion of the
tion, or it ~annot be found at all. I ha.ve endeavored to show that 1s
two Houses.
this provision of the Constit.ntion is not the source of jurisdiction in
The power is here fairly stated. Will Senators answer me what
cases of impeachment, and that all our power in such cases must be
derived from the fourth section of the second article, which confines is official trust within the meaning of the British law f Was it not
our jurisdiction to the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers asserted in Hastings's trial that any dereliction of duty which affected
of the United States. The construction for which I contend, while even remotely the honor or the interests of the empire came within
consistent with the true theory of the Fedeml Government, gives the juri diction of Parliament! Do yon not remember that Hastings
effect to every provision of the Constitution on the subject of im- claimed that be was not subject to impeachment because he was an
officer of a chartered company whose rights and privileges were dispeachment.
It leaves to the House of Representatives the sole power of origi- tinct from those of the Crown f He was a servant of a company of
nating and prosecuting the charges or accusation. It gives to the Sen- merchants to whose trading privileges were added powers of governate the sole power of trial and judgment, but it limits the power of ment. He was not appointed or commissioned by the Crown, and all
impeachm.-nt, like the judicial and every other power in the Consti- his actions in India were approved by the company which invested ,
,
tution, to the expressly enumerat-ed ca. es prescribed in the fourth him with power.
I speak of this to show that all persons in any way connect-ed with
section of the second article. This section confines our power to the
President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States, public int.erests, whether their power emanate from the government
and provides for their removal from office on conviction of the offenses or not, are subject to impeachment in England. Now it is said that
the sole power of impeachment delegated by the people of the United
designated in it.
But it is contended that this is not the true construction of the States to the Senate and House of Representatives is to be regarded in
fourth section; that the object of 'this provision was to make removal the same light as all other positive grants of authority to this Governfrom office imperative on the Senate, as before stated in my argu- ment, the same as the power to make war, coin money, &c. The power
ment. In ot.her words, this is the judgment clause, so far as removal of impea-chment in England is co-extensive with the whole empire,
and reaches every officer connected with the public service, whether
from office is concerned.
But we have been told that there is another judgment clause in the local or colonial. If this power bas, as is claimed, been delegated to
Constitution relating to the same subject. I refer to the seventh clause the Unit.ed States, how can the States exercise any part of it f The
power to regulate commerce, the power to make war, the uower to
of section 3, art.icle 1, of the Constitution, which is as follows :
Judgment in caaes of impea(lhment shall not extend further than to removal coin money, and the sole power of impeachment are all vested in this
from office, and disqualification to holt! and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or Government. If this power is not to be confined to officers of the
profit under the United States.
United Sta~, cJ.S we contend, according to the fourth section of the
This clause has had great weight. in the argument in favor of jmis- second article of the Constitution, why may it not be made to operat-e
diction because it permits the Senate to disqualify the offender. The upon the· officers of States the same as the English power upon the
Constitution first provides what body should prefer the charge; then officers of the East India Company or those of the government of
it provides the tribunal which shall try it, the persons who shall be Canada!
Do not the governors and officers of States owe as much to this
subject to impeachment, and the judgment which shall be rendered
in case of conviction. By construing the fourth section of the second Government as Hastings did to that of Great Britain! All State offiarticle as a judgment instead of a jurisdictional clause, you destroy cers are obliged to take an oath to support the Constitution of the
United States, and the violation of such an oblic:ration on the part of
the harmony and logic of this arrangement.
But if this provision was only intended as a judgment clause why a public officer is just as much impea-chable as a:Iy offense that can be
did not the framers of the Constitution incorporate into it all that mentioned.
What. reasons can be given for making a distinction between the
they intended to say upon the subject of judgments in cases of impeachment! They put into the Constitution a distinct clause relat- sole power to make war and raise armies and the sole power of iming to judgments in such ca es, and in it they provided for the sa.me peachment a~ it exists in England f The States cannot make war
removal from office which it is contended the fourth section of the raise armiAs, or regulate commerce. Why f Because these powe~
second article was intended only to secure. A statement of this propo- are dele~ated to Congress. But the sole power of impeachment is
sition is enough to show that the construction contended for by the given to the same bodies in langua~e equally as broad as in the other
cases, Why will not the same rule of construction apply to both f
managers cannot be correct.
The people, we are told, will not allow this power to be employed The governors and other officers of States may violate the Constitufor oppressions. Sir, my limited reading has taught me to look for tion of the United States as well as officers of the General Governsecurities for our liberties to a very different quarter. "Put not your ment. The Constitution of the Union makes it the duty of the executrust in princes" is a maxim which will apply to all men in power. tive of a State, upon demand of another executive, to deliver up a
If this argument is good at all, it ouly proves that there is no necessity fugitive from justice. If this duty is violat.ed, why may not the offifor any restrictions on public authority. But have we not examples cer be impeached by Congress, according to English precedents!
A governor of a State may commit treason against t.he United
enough to show us t.hat the weakest and most unreliable security
against oppression is the supposed justice and moderation of public Stares. Surely that would be an impeachable offense. Why not remove him f But I know it will be said that the power of impeachmen.
Some of the greatef!t and purest meu that ever lived in this country ment in the Constitution of tbe United St.ates must be confined to
were charged with haVIng committed oppression. Judge Chase was officers of the Unit.ed States. But why restrict the power here more
an able and a pure man. "No charge of corruption was ever brought th&a in England f No reason or argument can be made or ajsic:rned
to his door. Still we are told that he was a judicial tyrant, and that for such restriction that is not derived from the fourth section of the
the liberties of the citizens were not safe in his hands. General Ja-ck- second article of the Constitution, which confines this power to civil
son w.as the purest of the pure. His uprightness and honor were never officers of the United States. I have always thought that any power
q~estwned. And yet he did not escape the imputation of having which Judge Story said did not belong to the General Government
disregarded the laws. Go back to 1793, and look at the policy of no one could prove to exist. No man who reads his views upon the
oppr~ssion which was then inaugurated under the alien and sedition subject now under consideration can doubt for one moment how be
would have decided the question if it had been before him as a judge.
laws, and by the greatest and purest men of that day.
Look to the case of Matthew Lyon, of Vermont, a member of Con- Mr. Curtis, in his Commentaries, speaks out explicitly. He says:
Impeachment is not necessarily a trial for crime, its purposes lie wholly beyond
gress, who for a mild criticism on the policy of the men in power
was thrown into prison by a judge of the Snpreme Court and subjected the penalties of the statute or cuHtomary law; it is a J.>roceedina to ascertain
"'
to a heavy fine. He thought the liberty of speech and of the press whether cause exists for removing a. public offioer from office.
was safe in the hands of tho e who had undertaken to uphold the
He says that such cause of removal may exist where no offence
Constitution f But he realized his folly in the darkness of his dun- against public law hru, been committed, and instances imbecility and
geon and by the clinking of his chains. The nefarious law under maladministration as crimes of removal. (Curtis on the ConRtitnwhich that innocent man suffered was advocated in Congress and tion, page 360.)
Blackstone is excellent authority upon nearly all questions which
he has disc.ussed; but there are some matters which he has presented
to us which can olliy excite our abhorrence. His personal example
as a guardian of the rights of the people cannot certainly command
admiration. He wrote a great book which will live forever as a monument of his genius, learning, and industry; but during his short
career as a tatesman in Parliament he showed by a ba.se desertion of
his own principles that the most enlightened understanding ever
given to man was not capable of resisting the influence of party and
power when called npou to decide between the rights of the subject
and the unwarranted pretensions of the Crown. Well might Junius
have said to him, when speaking of his action in the case of Mr. Wilkes:
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That careful writer, Chancellor Kent, speaking of impeachment, diction, were ohiefiy intended for offices in the executive line, would it not also be
difficult !o exclu~e execo.tive infinence from the c~oice of juries; or would julies
says:
armetl With the IIDpeachmg power and under the mfiuence of an unimpeachable
The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States may be
impeached by the Honse of Representatives for treason, bribery, and other high
crimes and misdemeanors, and, upon conviction by the Sen:.1te, removed from offioo.
(1 Kent's Commentaries, page 30'2.)

Is it not plain that this great discriminating lawyer looked only to
the fourth section of the second article of the Constitution as the
source of this powerf
In the same work he discusses at great length the common-law
jurisdiction of the courts of the United States, but it never occurred
to him that there was such a thing under our Constitution as commonlaw jurisdiction in cases of impeachment.
Mr. President, it cannot be forgotten that this Government when
first put in operation was regarded as an ex peri men t. It was watched
over with great anxiety by its b.·iends and elicited the most gloomy
forebodings from it~ enemies. Some thought it had too much power,
others tlmt it had too little. But there was a little band of patriots
and statesmen who fondly imagined that it was the most perfect
institution of the kind that had ever been created. Those men were
not admirers of England or of English government. They thought
and felt that the refinement8 and tyranny of the feudal system were
not well ad:tpted to the free spirit of America. They favored strict
limitations on all power which touched the liberty, life, or property
of the citizen. They were for freedom regulated by law; but they
cherished a fierce enmity against all undefined power. Foremost
among these stood Jefferson and Madison. 'l'he one had breathed
into tbe Declaration of Independence the spirit of the purest liberty.
The other carried it down as Franklin did the lightning of heaven,
applied it to practical purposes by making it the foundation of a
written constitution. "\Vhen the fortnnes of party had placed the
nohle work of these great founders of our Constitution in han us which
they considered unfriendly to its principles, they watched oTer its
convulsive and irregular operations with the same care and solicitude
tha.t ibe most devoted parent would watch the progress of disea.se
when it seizes the health and vigor of his offspring.
In 1798, when tbe same claim of power in ca eR of impeachment
which is set up to-day was asserted, the subject attracted the notice
of Jefferson and Madi~on. This common-Jaw doctrine of impeachmen~ put fort-h at that day, and now resuscitated, was denounced by
Madison as the most extraTagant folly of the period. The correspondence is here before me, and I will read it for the information of
the Senate, and I believe that the conclusion at which I have n.rrived
which denie jurisdiction in this case is in strict n.ccordance with the
principles of those distinguished men, and is the true constitutional
doctrine on the subject.
This correspondence has reference to the trial of Senator Blount,
the first case of impeachment which occurred under our Constitution.
I stated that this trial took place in the era of the alien and sedition
Jaws. Tho Federal p::trty was in power. The managers in that c::Hle
contended for a like construction of the Constitution to that which
the present managers contend for.
It was then insisted, as it is now, that the fourth section of the second article of the Constitution was not the sonrce of juristliction, but
that the second section of the first article conferred upon the Senate
and Honse the common-law power of impeachm·e nt.
There is, however, a great difference in one respect between the arguments of the managerR in the Blount <'-USe and the arguments here.
There it was admitted that the common-law power of impeachment
contended for extended to all persons and all officers, State and Federal. Here it is rlenied that it can be extended to private persons,
but properly applies only to official offenses. But is there not in this
very difference of opinion respecting this power enough to induce us
to disregard both it and its source t This shows the danger of relying upon construction in cases like this.
The managers in 1798 stated, I think, the true common·law doctrine, and they claimed for this Government nothing but what was
included in it, na they understood the English law. But the present
managers, looking to the very same provision of the Constitution for
jurisdiction which the former did, in deference, I suppose, to the advanced spirit of the age, tell ns that the common law has always limited impeachments to official crime. The letter of Mr. Madison which
I will now read alludes to the claim of power set up by the managers
in Blount's case, and I have shown that the very same provision of
tho Constitution was im·oked to sustain it which is relied upon by
the managers here. Still :Mr. Madison characterizes the claim of
power set up iu1798 "as the most extravagant novelty yet broached"
by that party which carried through CongreM in the same year the
alien and sedition laws. Here is his letter to Thom'ls Jefferson:
MARCH 4, 1798.
SIR: Mr. Tazewell's speech is really an able one in defense of his proposition to ll!SOCia.te juries with the Senate in case of impeachment. His views of the
subject are so new to me that I ought not to decide on them without more ex:ami·
nation than I have had time for. My impression has always been that impeach·
ruents were somewhat sui generis, anct exclude the use of jurie . Tho terms of the
amendment to tho Con~titution are iJ;Id~ed strong, and ~· T. bas given them, as
tbe. Fruncb say, all th01r lustre. But 1t IS ~ t lenst qpestionable wboth er an appli·
ca..tion of that amendment to the case of IIDpca bment s would not push hit; doctrme fu rther than be himself wouhl be di~:~posed to follow it.
It would seem also that the reservation of an ordinary trial by a jury must
strongly imply that. an impeachment was not to be a trial by jury.
As removal and disqualliication, the punishmeuts wiUlin tb& impeaching juris·
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tribunal be less formidable than the power as hitherto understood to be modified 1
The unive.rsality of this power is the most extravagant novelty that has boon yet
broached, e. pecrnfiy coming from a quarter that denies the impeachability of a Senator. Hardy as these innovators are, I cannot believe thev will venture yet to bold
this inconsistent and insulting language to the public. :if the conduct anu senti·
menta of tho Senate on some occasiOns were to be regarded as the natural and permal?en.t fruit of the institution, they ou:rht to produce not only dis~ust., but de~palr, rn all who are reapy attached to free government. But I cannot help ascribmg some part of the evil to personal characters, and a great deal of it to the present spirit of the constituents of the Senate.
Whenever the State legislatures resume the tone natural to them, it will probably
be seen that the tone of their representatives will vary also. If it should not, the
inference will then be unavoidable that the present constitution of the Senate is
at war with the public liberty.

A few of the grave inconsistencies resulting from the arguments
of the Ifta.nagers I will now enumerate:
First. We are told that our jurisdiction is derived from the second
·
section of the first article of the Constitution.
Secon~. That it is to be governed only by the limitations attendi~g the exercise of the impeaching power 'in England, namely, offimal offenses.
Third. That the fourth section of the second article of the Constitution is not a limitation upon the power of impeachment, but only
a mandatory provision to compel the Sena.te to remove the officers
therein named when convicted.
According to this argument, the broad power of impeachment exists under our Constitution the same as in England. Therefore all
officers of every description, high and low, State and municipal, are
subject to this power, because they are subject in England.
2. The power of removal given in the fourt.h section of the second
article can only operate on the class of officers named in it, all civil
officers of the United States; but every other description, nM•al and
military, &c., State and municipal, do not come under the provisions
of this section, and they may be dealt with according to a different
rule. If they are convicted of treason or bribery, the Senate is not
compelled to remove them, but may censure them and let them go
their way and sin no more.
Again, the crimes, treason, bribery, and bigb crimes and misdemeano~, specified in the fourth ection of the 8econd article, cannot,
accordrng to the argument, be regarded except for the purpose of furnishing grounds for the simple removal of civil officers of the United
States. Iu all other ca es we are not bound to look to the Constitution
for the offenses which will justify impeachments, but must be guided
by the unlimited theories of the common law. Hence we have two
different and distinct rules made applicable to persons subject to impAar.hment under our Const..itution . .
In the case of a civil officer, whose removal is imperat.i ve when conv.icted of treason or bribery, the Constitution has placed some limitatwns upon the power of removal. In the case of a naval or military
officer, or Senators or Representatives, all ofwhom are within the common-law power of impeachment, and beyond the protection of the
fourth section of the second article, they are at the absolute mercy of
the impeaching power and may be dealt with at theuiscretionof'tbe
Senate and the House. These conclusions are inevitn.ble from the
arguments of the managers, and to this doctrine I never will subscribe.
Mr. President, if there was no other argument against the exercise
of this dangerous jurisdiction than that which is founded upon the
ab ence of a single precedent to sustain it., that argument would be
sufficient for me. Cases have arisen in our history which called for
the exercise of this power. Why wns it not put in practice~ From
the origin of the Government until the present hour not a single instance can be shown of an impeachment of an officer after ho left
office. Does not this amount to a construction of the Constitution 7
And why should a construction so long acquiesced in be departed from
nowt
·
.Mr. Manager BoAB says that this Government has no securities to
throw away. I say, sir, tha.t the greatest danger to which the Government is exposed is in the gradual usurpation of powers not uelegated
to it. The people have been made so familiar with excesses of authority until they seem indisposed to q oestion for a moment the power
of the Government to·do whatever it pleases. Placed here as a judge
in a case confessedly criminal, with a special oath resting upon my
COD cience to obey the Con8titution as I understand it., I shall not
consider for one moment what the world may think of the judgment
I now give. l\fy opinion may be founded in error. I claim no infallibility for my judgment, but after the mo t patient and anxious consideration of this great question, after looking for light to guide my
poor understanding in every quarter where I thought it could be
found, and with no feeling of party or of prejudice, I unhesitatingly
say that in my opinion the Senate sitting as a high court of impe::whment has no jurisdiction under the Constitution of this case.
I am not insensible of the greatness of this occasion or of the importance of having safeguards to secru:e the interests of the people;
neither am I inuifferent to the great danger of resortin<T to the exercise of loo e constructive powers, however desirable th;y may be. I
cannot forget that I live under a Government which rests upon the
broad foundation of popular rights; that I am in the councils of a
country where the people are all powerful as we•l a~ all just, and that
the surest guarantee for the efficiency and purity of ow· public ad.
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ministrations is to be found in the virtue and honesty of those whose
interests alone are involved in their degradation and elevation. Nor
am I able to see that those maxims and principles which were made
to curb the power of royalty and hereditary t.enures have any application to a government in which all offices are derived from the people, and all but the judicial are subject to the control of law. I am
not unmindful of the fact that even in the purer and better days of
the Republic the people were conversant with the dangers to be apprehended from corrupt officials. But I cannot banish from my recollection what the history of all past times has engraven upon my mind,
that in providing securities against the inroads of official criminala
such an end is dearly purchased when it is reached by a sacrifice of
the liberties of the people.

Opinion of Mr. Boi(Y,

DeUt1ered May Z'l, 1876.
Mr. BOGY. Mr. President, it was not my intention at the begmnin~ of this discussion to say anything. On the contrary., I bad
demded to give a silent vote. And I would not now alter this purpose if I had not become satisfied from what has been said by certain
Senators during the course of tho debate that in this preliminary
question of jurisdiction was involved virtually the decision of the
greater question whether the party impeached was guilty or not
guilty. This being so, and viewing the subject, as one of the most important which can be presented to the decision of the Senate, I feel
it to bemydutyto give the reasons which control my vote. What we
decide-indeed, what we say in this discussion, although only one of
jnrisdiction-will be looked to as a precedent, and quoted in aftertimes.
The question cannot be said to b~ entirely new, yet it is the first time
it bas been presented to this body for decision. As it is the first time
so it may be, perhaps, the last. We are now to decide whether the
impeachment of anybody, whether in office or out of office, whether
a civil officer or not, can ever hereafter be tried. We :tre now called
upon to pass on the question whether there is such a remedy provided
by the Constitution to check and arrest official corruption. I do not
wish t-o state the question too broadly. I desire to be correct. .Although not attaching any particular importance to my opinions as an
individual, I am not unmindful of the fact that the opinions of en:ch
and all of us will be quoted hereafter. We must not forget that we
are Senators, and that the seats we now occupy will be occupied by
others when we shall have left them. Upon us the Constitution has
devolved the decision of this question, and, as already stated, it will
to a great extent be final. At great lengt·h, anc.l I may say with
great ability, has it been discussed. It will not be my purpose to
follow the example set before me by several Senators. My intention is to be brief. • I do not attach any importance t-o the large
number of imp~achments and political trials which took place some
five hundred years ago in England under th~ reigns of John, Henry
Ill, anll Edward I. All men at aU acquainted with history know the
political condition of that country during t.bat period; an endless
contest for mastery between the nobility, beaded by the great barons, and the king, both parties being compelled to introduce a.s much
foreign influence as possible as help in the contest. The king wa..s
snrrounded with foreigners from France, It~y, and Spain ; and on
their side the barons bad their foreign mercenaries and secret foreign
auxiliaries. In fine, the result was th~1t int{'rn:tl confusion and disorder were the order of the day. Parliament was gradually assuming form, shape, and power. Elections were yet, however, irre~lar,
and partook largely of the condition of the political disorder. Faction necessarily ruled, and the faction in power did not hesitate
to b1·ing to trial its adversaries. Hence history records many bloody
trials, the shame and disgrace of this period of English history. Senators have argued that these trials were, however, sanctioned by the
common law, and that if we au.n.lit that the common law was introduced into the Constitution by the provision in relation to impeachment, that we not only sanction these hloody and shameful h·ials, but
that we thereby authorize the same in this country at this clay. I
must say, Mr. President, that such arguments took me by snrprise.
No one contends that the common law is a part and parcel of the law
of the Constitution in the sense that it is a part and underlies the
system of the States. The States existed before the Constitution, and
the English colonists brought with them from their mother country the common law and implanted it into the colonies, and hence
this old common law permeates the systems of the States. But the
Constitution was an instrument maue'uy the States for a definite purpose and with certain defined powers. The common law is not a
part of the Constitution unle~:~s it i put there by express provision.
And when this is so, it is subject to all the limitations of the Constitution.
The second section 9f article 1 says the House of Representatives
shall have the sole power of impeachment.
The first question which nece~:>san1y presents itself to the mind is,
what is impeachment! And how can the question be answered without going to the common 1'1w for the exposition; it llein~ the fountain,
the great head-source from whence all our system fiows "f The framers
of the Constitution were the sons and descentlants of Englishmen, the_
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only country up to that day that had made any decided advance t.oward libert.y and a government of regulated powers. For although it
is true that there was not and is not now a written constitution in Engl::md, yet it had at that day, and had bad for centuries before, its great
Magna. Charta and other well-defined and well-secured privileges, all
tending to a well-regulated system of free government. Although
it was a monarchy and had. its nobility, nevertheless it was in advance
of the other countries of Europe in securing to the individual man his
personal rights. From the days of Henry III to the time of the adoption of our Constitution the progress made in England toward good
government was immense. The common law-the old customs and
usages of the primitive inhabitants of the island of Britain-had been
molded and shaped by the great judges who at different periods of
time graced the bench, and the no less great lawyers who adorned
its bar, Holt, Bacon, Coke,Selden,Plowden, and hosts of others, bench,
bar, and great publicists had so shaped and crystallized those old cns-·
toms that at the period of the formation of our Constitution the old
lex non scripta had become lex script.a. There was not a principle of the
common law but what became written law, and the crimes and bloody
trials which had taken place in the Parliaments of England five hundred years before were not possible at the time of the adoption of our
Constitution-no more possible then than now. In this respe,ct there
has been no progress, and perhaps there was room for none. At the
time we adopted the word impeachment in our Constitution we
adopted it as it was understood at that day in England. .A reference
to the debates in the convention will show this. The framers of the
Constitution looked to no other country. The word impeachment is
said by Webster, in his Dictionary, to be derived from the French,
and means to hinder, to check, to prevent; yet its legal meaning was
given to it by the common Jaw, as much so aa the word indictment.
Indeed, unless we go to the common law for its meaning and interpr~tation, it has no meaning at all, and the power granted to impeach would amount to nothing. No rule of construction will justify
us in saying this. The ability, the character, the well-known reputation of the great men who framed our Constitution forbid this. The
object was to confer a power, and a substantial one, to protect the
people from corrnpt officials. In England at that day an impeachment was a proceedinu originating in the House of Commons charging
in proper form officiaY malfeasance. Who was thus chargeable is not
at this day important, beyond the fact that all civil officers guilty
of corruption while in office were impeaehable. Whether military
and naval men were or were not is of no consequence. It is enough to
know that civilians were liable, for offenses committed while in office.
Much has been said about military and naval officers not being impeachable. .About this, I wish to be distinctly understood as not committing myself. I can see many good reasons why the leaders of our
armies and the admirals of our Navy should be subject to trial by
impeachment; but desiring to be as brief as possible I will not argue
that point, and will leave it an open question. The time may come
when it may become most important.
Section 2, first article of the Constitution, says:
The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment.

The power, the sole power. No other body. No other tribunal bas
that power; and whyt Because the House is the direct and immediate body in which the people are represented. It is there that they
speak their potential voice. It is there that the Constitution gives
to the people, through their Representatives, the power to call to account the guilty officer-the officer who has either betrayed his country, has received a bribe, has been guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors, affecting the public welfare; and I would ask where could
a power of this kind be better lodged than there T
As the sote power to impeach was given to the people, acting through
the House, the sole power to try was given to the Senate. If the
House has the power to impeach, it. is the duty of the Senate to try.
The limit of power in one is the limjt in the other. If the House cannot impeach, the Senate cannot try; and if the House has the right to
impeach, it is the imperative duty of the Senate to try. For the extent of this power we must necessarily go to the common law as understood at the time. We were certainly introducing an English
system-well known there, well understood, and about which the
legal minds of that country bad already much written.
It is a significant fact that at that very time the most celebrated
trial by impeachment known to the world was going on, a trial
whose celebrity grew out of the character of the man who was
charged-the interesting country over which be was said to have
tyrannized, the remarkable men engaged both in its prosecution
and its defense-the trial of Warren Ha-stings, was at that very
time pending before the British Parliament. Who was Hastings T A
Senator dwelt at some length on the fact that he was not an officer of
the Crown, but of a private company. While it is true that the governor-general of India was, under certain conditions and limit.ations,
appointed by tho East India. Comp:llly, he nevertheless was an officer
of the British Empire. While the gains and profits might belong to
the private compauy, the soverei~nt.y of the countries subjugated belonged to the Crown. He was or had been a British officer, and it waa
as such be was brought before the Honse of Commons. As already
stated, it is not important in this discussion to decide who all were or
were not liabl e to impeachment in England; it is sufficifmt to say
that there a civil officer, a.s was Warren Hastings, was considered lia-
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ble to be tried. He was a civil officer who had been removed from
office-for he. did not resign, he was recalled and removed; and was impeached the year after his return to England. This great trial then
g-oing on in England to my mind is sufficient to explain what the
framers of the Constitution meant. Bnt, in addition to this, we have
the words of the Constitution itself.
It is very plain to me that when you examine critically the power
given to impeach and to try, that the President as well as any other
person boldiug office is subject to impeachment. I have beard it said
during this di ' COS ion that as the king in England could not be impeached, so the President in this country was also not impeachable.
To my mind this is not correct.. While it is true that. in England the
king could not be impeached, for the reason that bisoffic"' is hereditary,
and as king be can do no wrong and is not responsible; therefore he
could not be tried, because be was beyond the reach of thf.' law. But
this is not so with regard to the President. Here be can do wrong,
and for which he is responsible; elected by the people, and not hereditary. In this country he is, like any other officer, subject t.o the
same laws and equally responsible. Therefore I am sati fied he is
impeachable under the first section. Again, as this section provides
that when the President is tried the Chief Justice shall preside,
it must be that it was intended to include him as one of the officers thus liable. I see no reason why he should not be liable to impeachment, but very good ones why he should be, and as hi name of
office is mentioned in connection with a trial, I take it that be was subject to this mode of trial the same as any other person holding office.
It is said in this first article that judgment in cases of impeachment
shall not extend further t.ban to removal from office and disqualification to hold any office. Leaving it optional with the Senate to impo e one or both of those punishments, a party convicted may be removed and not disqualified, be may be removed and disqualified, or
be may be disqualified without being removed, and if be is not in
office be of course cannot be removed, it being a question of discretion with the Senate sitting as a court. I wish this fact to be
well understood, that the Senate bas an nndoubted discretion as to
the judgment. Whether it be considered a punishment or not there
is a diversity of opinion, bnt whether it be from my stAnd-point makes
no difference, the discretion certainly exists. Now if the Constitution bad stopped there the power of impeachment would have been
complete, the power to try no less so, the power to give judgment in
its discretion equally so, complete in every res'{lect. But we must not
forget that this remedy by impeachment was a great weapon placed in
the hands of the people, to be used for their benefit, and by them to
be employed to clean the A.ngean stables of the filth and manure of
the bulls and oxen that might be found occupying the public stables.
Hence the further provision was made, fourth section, second article,
that in the event the President, Vice-President, or any civil officer be
found guilty, he shall be removed; therefore when either of these
persons was in office, there was no discretion as far as removal was
concerned, evidently showing that there might be a class of pe-rsons,
if convicted, toward whom no discretion existed, and another cla
toward whom there wa8 discretion. These two classes are first the
persons who, while in office, commit a crime and do not remain in
office, and the other who is yet in office. I therefore consider that
this fonrth section of the second article does not give jurisdiction,
nor limit it, and has nothing to do with the question of jurisdiction,
but is only mandatory.
This last section, to my mind, is proof positive that persons out of
office can be impeached; otherwise there could be no case in which to
exercise the discretion evidently given by the first section.
Noone can doubt that it was the intention of tbe framers of the
Constitution to confer the power of impeachment of some character
or other. Let the cbaracterof the power be what it may, or the cia s
of persons who may be embraced within it be who they may, a power
of this nature was evidently conferred. I repeat it, for it cannot be
repeated too often, this was intended to be a great power, placed in
the hands of the representatives of the people for their protection
against corrupt aud venal officials. Now, if it ia true that this power
thns conferred can be defeated by the guilty official re igning, it
might as well not have been put in the Constitution. Resignation
will follow the detection of guilt in every instance; and thus although
it might be that a Secretary of State may have betrayed his country
to a foreign power, or the Secretary of the Treasury stolen millions of
the public money, or any other officer from the Presidt>nt down shamefully disgraced his office, or a judge publicly sold justice from the
bench, it matters not wbo the officer may be or what he may have
done, all he has to do as soon as the fact is found out is to hand in
his resignation, and be can go scot-free as far as this remedy is concerned. It is true he may be tried by a court. But I believe that
when the day comes that the Senate will decline to try a guilty
official, and, as in this case, one who admits his guilt, but to avoid
impeachment has resigned the office which be abused, the day will
have come when it will not be very difficult to get out of the clutches
of a court._ We all know how cases are continued and postponed and
· how juries are formed. Let a guilty man escape the punishment prescribed by the people's remedy of impeachment., and to my mind you
will proclaim a saturnalia for all rogues and villains to step forward
and help themselves. My hope, my only hope will then be in the
lleople; and it is to them I will feel it my duty to appeal to restore
this great popular remedy. We cannot submit to be governed by

rogues and villains. The thieves must be driven from power; and,
Mr. President, I desire yon and the Senators around me to remember
that whenever the fact is made known to tile people that it bas been
decided that a guilty man can escape tTial by impeachment merely
by resigning his office, they will take steps to correct this decision.
Although there may be a majority for the jurisclictiont yet if there
is one-third opposed to it, I am satisfied from what has been said
that an effort will be made to get the party charged acquitted ori the
ground that those who are opposed to jurisdict.ion cannot vote for
conviction. Let this be done, and in my1 opinion a storm will be let
loose that will sweep over thi~ land, and as it passes over the valley
and mountains and plains, there will be heard in the di tance the majestic voice of the people crying aloud for a restoration of this, the
people's remedy, with which alone they can drive from office the vill:loins and thieves who may have fattened at the public crib.

Opinion of JD.r. Boelh,

De.liveted Ma.y 27, 1876.
Mr. BOOTH. Mr. President, two theories of impeachment as applicable to the question before us are submitted, one of which we must
adopt, for no other seems to be possible; and yet to my mind neither
is entirely consistent with all the provisions of the Constitution and
their accepted construction.
After listening to one of the ablest debates it bas ever been my
privilege to hear, I am compelled to the conclusion that the doubt
exists in the Constitution itself, and ari es from the fact that the convention did not consider the whole subject of impeachment and determine all its provisions at one time, but agreed upon each with reference to a special object; and the difficulty is insuperable in the attempt to reduce uncertainty to certainty.
The theory in favor of jurisdiction is that the term impeachment
in our Constitution does not mean simply form of accusation, but
imports the whole of the common law in reference to impeachable
persons and impeachable offenses, giving to Congress the exact j llrisdiction which wns held by Parliament, and vesting in it pleua,ry
power of punishment, restlicted only by all these by the provisions
of the Constitution; that is, that the use of tbe word impeachment
in providing for a method of accusation and trial is a grant to Congress of all the power which could be exerci ed by the British Parliament on that subject, and that subsequent provisions, when not
definitions of the methods of its exercise, are restrictions upon the
grant.
In support of this theory as to definition, it might be suggested
that the first clause in reference to the subject reads :
The House of R~presentatives shall choo e their Speaker and other officers; and
shall have the sole power of impeachment.
•

The word " Speaker'' in the same clause is purely technical. It is
not defined directly or indirectly by its use in any other connection.
Wr> are obliged to go to the British Parliament for its meaning. So
far as I know, the House of Commons is the only parliamentary body
in the world that had ever designated its pre iding officer by that
name, or a translation of it. Like many other words, it has drifted so
far from its origin that the Speaker of the H01'1se is the only member
who cannot speak. When be speaks he is not the'' Speaker." To
make the argument drawn from tbis complete, it must follow that the
presiding officer o£ the House of Representatives, by the use of the
word speaker is invested with all the prescriptive rights and functions of the speaker of the House of Commons.
That part of the sixth clause of the third section which provides
that "the Senate shall have sole power to try all impeachments" is
only important in this connection as indicating that the common-Jaw
idea was a controlling one in the mind of the convention as shown
in adopting a method of trial similar to that of Parliament. True
this was done after other methods were discussed, but its final adoption is evidence o£ a disposition to keep within the line of precedent.
I pass for the present to the next and immediately following clause
in the Constitution:
Jodgment in case..~ of impeachment shall not extend further than to remova~
from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or
profit under the United States. &c.

This clause seems to me the stronge t corroboration of the commonlaw theory of jurisdiction to be found in the Constitution. It is restrictive. Restrictive upon what f Certainly not npon any sub equent clause of the Constitution, for the Constitution was to be
operative as a whole-aU taking effect atone time. It would he absurd
for a convention making a co{lstitntion to attempt to-day to restrict
its own action to-morrow, when its whole work was to be adopted
or rejected by the people as one instrument. And if after agreeing
upon these words they had adopted a subsequent provision that the
President of the United States upon impeachment for and connction
of treason should suffer death, by a well-known rule of construction
the latter clause would prevail.
There are no affirmative words in this portion of the clause; it. is
prohibitory. It is doubtful if under snob a clanse in a statuto a. criminal court could pronounce any judgment, unless a genoral or speciilo
power to pronounce any or somo judgment were elsewhere conferred.
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It may be argued that it is permissive, but a criminal court takes
nothing by implication. The cl:1nse, however, is consistent with the
theory tlJat the Senate was already clothed with the general p_ower
of punishment which attached to the House of Peers, and these words
were restrictive of that power. To my mind this sentence must have
meant this at the time and in the connection in which it was used, or
it was designed as a limitation upon the power of Congress to enact
statutory penalties for impeachable offenses.
Being a restriction upon punishment, it must have been a restriction upon a power to p_u nish then in esse, or a restriction upon a power
to create penalties.
Section 4 of the third article is susceptible of a construction consistent with this theory. It reads:
·
The President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for and conviction of treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.
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be found in the common law it must be sought in the Constitution,
and it ean only be found there in the fourth section of the second article. Now, w~etherwe con true this section as a limitation upon a jurisdiction already vested or as the creation of jurisdiction, it clearly
means that only persons in office can be impeaehed. That is, if we
are driven to this section to find a limitation which is conceded to
exist, we are compelled to find the whole limitation contended for.
Bnt this section is not only a limitation; it is al~:.o an extension of
jurisdiction. AI3 firS suggested by the Senator from New York and
brought sharply out by tho Senator from Minnesota, the President,
as the executive head of the Government, was not impeachable by
any analogy of the common law. His position does not correspond
to that of the king who was not impeachable or to the prime miniswr who was. Story very ably argues, and refers to this very section of
the Constitution in confirmation, that the President is not an officer
of the United States. As was tersely said by the Senator fmm Massachusetts, [Mr. BOUTWELL,] "He is a part of the Government." He
was made impeachablo by this section, and the President is so closely
linked with civil officers tha,t they cannot be separated for purposes
of jurisdiction. In this view the rule that including a class excludes
others becomes operative.
It is true, as suggested by the Senator from Missouri, [Mr. BoGY,]
that section 3 of the first article of the Constitution provides that
"when the President of the Umted States is tried" (on impeachment)
"the Chief Justice shall preside," thus rai~ing an implication that
the President was impeachable; but the history of the debates in the
convention shows that this provision was not agreed upon nnt.il after
the adoption of the fourth section of the second article, and that its
precedence in place was assigned by the" committee on style." In
f~t it was first reported by this committee, after all other provisions
in regard to impeachment had been determined by the convention.
Where private rights are in issue, the general opinion of constitutional construction should have little weight, but where public rights
and considerations are only involved, public opinion, that public
opinion which can alone give the Constitution any vitality as a political instrument, becomes a great factor. I take it then to be accepted American law here and elsewhere, to which there is general
acquiescence, though there may be individual exceptions of opinion,
that only offenses are impeachable which are committed in civil office,
and tha.t these offenses are those enumerated in the fourth section of
the second article. This is the law; so generally accepted that it is
tho one firm and stable thing amid the shiftin~ sands and changing
winds of opinion and debate. We have one pomt fixed. Fixed not,
I admit, by the clear intention of the men who wrote the words of the
constitutional clauses, but by that far greater intelligence and more
infallible rule, a hund.I·ed years of experience; by the inertia of acquiescence.
Is it possible to deduce, can you deduce that fixed rule from the
vague, shadowy, undefined, and undefinable custom of Parliament
which is only a custom in that it is above law-conforms to whatever
it desires and, borrows or repudiates the example of yesterday in order
to sanction the right or establish the wrol!.~ of to-day at the whim or
caprice of its omnipotent but changing will f
Who here, elsewhere, or anywhere can tell bow much of what is
called the common law of impea-chment is derived from preceuents
in impeachment trials and how much from the theory of the omnipotence of Parliament f
Sir, for one I will not believe that this undefined law ever became
by adoption a portion of American jurisprudence; that this vast
power was properlyvested by implication in Congress. Any intention to place it there must yield to the spirit of the whole instrument.
If grafted there, it did not grow. If planted there, it did not take
root.
With the Senatorfrom Wisconsin, [Mr. CAMERON,] I can :find in the
Constitution enough to create the proceeding of impeachment, without receiving anything from inheritance or taking anything by implication. I find there a class of persons, an enumeration of offenses
which are impeachable; only one penalty which is enjoined by affirmative words, one limit which cannot be transcended.
I know that as a matter of verbal criticism or legal construction of
lan~age neither theory is perfect, but in the one I stand within secure
limits of actual grant, in the other in the vague and shadowy unknown. In the one I stand within the rule of interpretation which
bas been found to be safest and wisest for the whole instrument, in
the other I make this procedure an excrescence upon the body-politic.
If the time should ever come when the power to impeach after office
is necessary to sooure the proper administration of office, soeiety will ·
be so corrupt and the motives of public moro,lity so low that theRepublic cannot be saved with it, and would not be worth saving if it
could.

The nautral meaning of the words "shall be removed from office
on impeachment for," &c., is that these persons were before that su ~ject
to impeachment. The grammatical meaning of the sent-ence, leaving
out all question of legal construction, is that removal from office is
mandatory in the cases enumerated. To invoke the rule of construction in this view, incliUiio 1tnius, exclusio alterius, seems to me to be a·
pef\tio principii, for whether this sentence is to be construed as inclusive and exclusive as to parties or mandatory as to punishment is the
whole question at issue. If the latter be the true meaning, it certainly includes all persons who can suffer that punishment, and there
is no room exclusio alterius.
It is to be borne in mind, also, that the authors of the Constitution
were familiar with the common law or lex Pa1·liamenti of impeachment; that it was consciously or unconsciously in their minds as the
basis of their proceeding.
Whether they desired to fit a known instrument to their purpose
or to invent a new one they would use common-law terms. They
lived, so to speak, in the atmosphere of the common law, and thought
in its language. If they had_said" the President, Vice-President,
and all civil officers of the United States shall be subject to impeachment for treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors
committed in office, and upon conviction thereof they shall be removed from office and may be disqualified from holding office under
the United States," I, at least, should have had less difficulty than I
have with thio case.
So far this "common law" theory seems consistent with itself;
that is, that in the subject of impeachment the whole power and jurisdiction of the British Parliament is vested in Congress ; that the
methods of their exercise are prescribed; that there is no limitation
except that imputed by the word impeachment itself, ex v-i tm'nlini,
as to persons and offenses; that punishment is restricted to removal
from office and disqualification to hold; and that removal from office
must follow the conviction of one holding office at time of conviction.
I am compelled to the admission that I believe this would have
been the interpretation of the provisions upon this subject by the men
who in convention assembled gave expression to the Constitution of
the United States if they had been called upon to express an opinion,
and not to make a judicial determination; and, if the meaning of the
Constitution is to be ascertained simply by that kind of "mind-reading," that is the interpretation we must adopt. For myself I do not
think this the true rule for interpreting a constitution. The Constitution did not live until adopted by the people of the States. We
must consider their ideas as well as the convention's. It live8 now
by, for, and through the people of to-day. It is for them, not they
for it. We must calculate its meaning in the light of events, by judicial decisions, by the meridian of 1876 as well as 1789. The Constitution of the United States is not dead, but living. If it were an incrustation, not a living body, it would long since have stifled this
nation or been destroyed by it.
To suppose that its authors could have anticipated the wants and
necessities of coming times and provided for the exigencies of human
life in this everincreasing volume in fixed and unchanging terms
would be to attribute to them omniscient wisdom.
I wish to state the paradox as my belief that the Supreme Court of
the United States, that this body to-day understands the Constitution
of the United Stat-es in its application to affairs as they are better
than the convention which framed it, and this generation far better
than the generation which adopted it; as much better as the courts
now understand the statute of frauds in its application to present
transactions than it was understood by the Parliament which adopted
it, or aa the people do the rights protected by habeas corpu.s than the
generation did when they we.re first vouchsafed that great writ for
their protection.
The difficulty in the common-law theory lies at the foundation.
To make it consistent with what is accepted upon all sides as the
law governing us, and what has been at least assumed to be the law
in every impeachment trial in this country, impeachment at common
OpinioQ. of Mr. Key,
Jaw must have been restricted to offenses committed in office. The
history of impeachment in Great Britain not only fails to sustain this
Delivered May 29, 1876.
to my mind, but refutes it. In the case of Blount (the first in the
Mr. KEY. The provisions of the Constitution material to our con·
United States) it was held that Blount could not be impea-ched because he did not hold office under the United States when the offense sideration on this question are these:
was committed. And the practice of tho country with universal acFirstquiescence furt~er limits the rule to civil office. There are very coThe House of Representatives * * * shall have the sole power of impeachgent reasons why this should be so. Now, if this limitation cannot ment.
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Second-

We must interpret the law strictly and as it is written. We are
not to make the law. We are not to determiue whether the Constitution contains such provisions as we should have made or not or
ThirdJudgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from ~~eth~r.they might be improved .. W:e must not obs~ure it, or render
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under It meffiment and powerless by lat1tudmous constructwn or forced imthe United States.
plications. The langua~e of the Constitution in regard to impeachment, when considered m the order in which it stands, the order in
FourthThePresident. Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be which it was placed by its makers-its regular and natural order, so
removed from oiflce on impeaDhmentfor, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other to speak-appears to me easy of interpretation, and so clear and exhigh crimes and misdemeanors.
plicit in its terms as to need the application of none of the rules of
These -are given here in the order in which they stand in the Con- ?onstruction used for ~mbig~ous or doubtful ~rovisions. To my mind,
stitution, and it seems to me that when they are thus collated they 1t appears that the difficulties of the questiOn under consideration
are so plain and explicit as to leave little room for construction or arise, not out of the Constitution, but from the latitude of opinion
don btful interpretation.
which has been taken heretofore in regard to the implications of the
The first gives the House of Representatives the sole power to im- language used, and which do not properly belong to it, when that •
peach. I confess that I do not comprehend that rule of strict con- language is defined in its natural order, according to its plain and
struction which doe~:~ not find a power where it is expressly granted, simple meaning.
aud discovers it, by implieation, in a clause in which no such power
In giving expression to the opinion I have upon this question, I
is given. Strict construction of an instrument finds the power in the wish to be understood as doing so with becomin(J' modesty and diffilanguage in which it is ~ven. There is as much of latitudinous con- dence, for r confess that the magnitude of the difficulties in regard to
struction in refusing to find a power in the words by which it is given, it which arise and which have arisen heretofore in the minds of the
as by forcing an implication of the power from language which does most able and distinguished members of this body on this trial, as
not authorize it. A strict construction eliminates and ascertains the well as on those like trials which have preceded it, make me doubtpowers delegated from the language as expressed, and will assert a ful of the justice and propriety of the views which seem to me so
power which plainly exists as strongly as it will deny one raised only clear and inevitable. I have great respect for the opinion of tho e
by forced implication. It appears to me, therefore, strange that al- Senators who have differed with my view of this question, and to difthough the Constitution says that "the House of Representatives fer with them gives me some apprehension as to the correctness of
shall have the sole power of impeachment," yet these words do not my conclusion; but, notwithstanding the ability, force, and earnestgive it the" sole power of impeachment," and that you must go some- ness with which their views have been urged, my mind is convinced
where to find that power where nothing is said about it, and that a in favor of the jurisdiction of the Senate in this case. Nor am I
strict construction of the Constitution requires this.
alarmed at the dangers which some Senators see in coming to such a
The first provision grants to the House of Representatives the sole conclusion. Our fathers had confidence in the people. They gave
power to impeach. The second gives the Senate the sole power to the people the right to choose those who should be the members of
try the impeachment. The third declares that, should the Senate the House of Representatives. They did this because they were satconvict the person impeached, the judgment shall extend no further isfied the people would elect good and qualified men, to whom the high
than to removal from office and disqualification to hold office under trusts of that exalted position might be safely delivered. They gave
the United States. The fourth provision says that if the President, the Legislatures of the States the right and duty to elect those who
Vice-President, or any other civil officer of the United States shall be should compose the Senate of the United States, because they beconvicted on impeachment for treason, bribery, or other high crimes lieved these legislatures would choose suchaswereqnalified by experiand misdemeanors, he shall be removed from office. The Constituticm ence, ability, learning, and integrity for their high station. To these
does not say that the President, Vice-President, and other civil offi- bodies, the Senate and House of Representatives, it gave the legislacers of the United States only shall be impeached. It bears no such tive power of the Government. To the body chosen by the people our
construction, in my opinion, unles8 it be forced by the widest impli- fathers believed they mi~ht safely give the power and discretion of
cation. It does not say that only treason, bribery, and high crimes impeachment. They saia this body shall have the power to impeach.
and misdemeanors shall be impeachable offenses. We can all see how They did not say it should exercise this power, but it might do so.
a case might happen which would demand the removal of a public
Our fathers never supposed that that august body of the people's
officer who had been guilty of no such offense. Suppose a President, picked men would deal with any but great offenders, guilty of great
by injury, diseaee, or other cause, should become imbecile to such an offenses in public station, or with great officers disqualified by some
extent as to make him incompetent to discharge the duties of his high nnusual cause for the discharge of official duties. They had more
office-suppose be should insist on the exercise of the functions of confidence in Congress and in our form of government than have maoy
the office to which he had been chosen, believing himself fully qual- who have spoken in this debate. They never feared that the" awful
ified to discharge them, how should we get rid of him Y He cannot discretion" of the Senate would be invoked or exercised against small
be said to be guilty of treason, of bribery, or of high crimes or mis- offenders or small offenses, or from motives of hate and party passion.
demeanors, for these are all criminal offenses, and an evil intent is a They would never have given to Congress its grand trusts and great
necessary ingredient of the charge, and there is with him no such in- powers had they believed it would ever be capable of the infamous
tent. -It is true the Constitution provides that in case of the removal conduct and action which in this Chamber have been pictured in horof the President from office, or of his death, resignation, or inability rible outlines before our eyes to terrify us. The fathers were not
to discharge the powers and duties of the office, these duties shall afraid to trust Congress. They did not presume that the representadevolve upon another; but how are you to ascertain and determine tives of the people and the States were those who would be the first
his mental inability when he denies it from honest belief, and asserts to pull down the glorious fabric which sustains and protects our libwith eqnal confidence his ability t.o discharge its duties, if not by im- erties. The first century of our existence as a nation has taught many
peachmentf
here, it seems, that Congress is to be feared, not trusted. Has ConThe Constitution does not undertake to define the nature and form gress grown alarmed at its own temper, powers, and tendencies t Do
of impeachment, or its scope and boundaries. It treats of the whole ita members believe that the lives and liberties of the people are in
subject as of a matter which is already defined, bounded, and under- the power and control of custorlians so dangerous f Has Congress
stood. I think the House of Representatives may impeach for other grown so corrupt, so unfaithful, so weak that it may be driven from
offenses, abuses, failures, and wron~s than those included in the its line of duty by passion or party rancor! Ha-s a new light shone
terms "treason, bribery, and other htgh crimes and misdemeanors." out discovering to our startled vision rocks and breakers which never
I think it may impeach other parties than the "President, Vice-Presi- before appeared in our sea, upon which our vessel of state is in immident, and other civil officers of the United States.'' Upon no other nent peril of being wrecked f I repeat, are Senators afraid of the peohypothesis, it seems to me, can we reconcile aud harmonize the pro- ple's chosen representatives f Are Senators afraid to trust themvisions of the first and second articles of the Constitution defining selves f Do they think that we are better than those who are to come
the extent of punishment or penalty. The first says that jud~ment after us f If corruption, party hate, or other evil spirit should so
shall extend no further than to removal from 'office and disqualifica- possess and control Congress that the House of Representatives should
tion to hold office. That provision is general, and, everything else impeach and two-thirds of the Senate vote to convict a political an. out of tije way, allows the Senate to remove and disqualify partially. tagonist, to destroy him on that account and for that reason, our Govor entirely, or to remove or to disqualify, in its discretion; but as this ernmentwill havoreached such a state of decline, decay, and rottenmight not be sufficient in some cases, tho second article says that ness that if destruction shall not come in one shape it will come in
if the President, Vice-President, or other civil officer of the United another.
States shall be convicted on impeachment, he shall be removed. To
More than one Senator-as an argument ad hon~inem, I suppose-has
that enent the Senate shall have no discretion, but it may still dis- told us that nnder the construction which would give this body jurisquality or not. If others are impeached, the Senate may or may not diction of this case those of us who were lately in rebellion could be
remove; but if the President, Vice-President, or other civil officer is impeached for treason. Sir, on becoming members of this body we
successfully impeached for treason, bribery, or other high crimes and took a most solemn oath. If we believe that a just interpretation of
misdemeanors? the Senate shall remove. If the second article defines the Constitution gives this jurisdiction, and were deterred from saywho shall be 1mpeached and the offenses for which they may be im- ing so and voting so because the construction was nnfavorable to us,
peached, removal from office is the imperative penalty, and the pro- we should forfeit all claim to honor and manhood, bring disgrace
vision in the first unmeaning. It would follow also that the party npon ourselves and the people we have the honor to represent, and
could only be impeached for treason, bribery, and other high crimes deserve the execration of mankind every-Where.
and misdemeanors.
But we ~re told ~hat impeachment in England was in formtlr ages
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments.
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a most barbarous, bloody, and tyrannous proceeding. It is true that
in the times past many bloody sacrifices were made in that country
under the forms of impeachment; bntwhereoneman so fell hundreds
under the sentences of other tribunals fell at the stake, on the gibbet,
and on the scaffold. Of all the courts of Englaml in which crimes
and crimi~ls were tried the court of impeachment was stained with
the least blood. It tried noblemen and great officers. The people
fell by thousands under the other courts. We are told that a little
later in our own country men were persecuted and punished becauRe
they were Quakers, and ugly old women were tried and condemned
because they were said to be witches; but the descendants of those
who did these things were among the very first to light the fires of
liberty on this continent, and none did more than they in laying
broad and deep the foundations of freedom's glorious temple and
erecting thereon the magnificent structure which attracts the world's
admiring gaze. These excesses were not the fault of the people. The
age was to blame. The people of England are more enlightened, free,
and tolerant now than they were in the days of Henry VIII and
Mary and Elizabeth, and the people of New England are more liberal
and tolerant than in the days of Roger Williams and Miles Standish.
England, with what gentlemen call an omnipotent Parliament, has
had but one or two cases of impeachment, I believe, during the existence of our Constitution. Their last was in 1805, I think. Since
that period we have had many cases of impeachment. We have
this fact, which should quiet the grave apprehensions of Senators in
regard to the dangers of the common-law doctrine of impeachment:
England, in our age, with what these gentlemen denounce as unlimited power of impeachment, has had no case of impeachment while
we, with scarcely any power to impeach, according to their idea.
have had several trials of the kind; so that, using our own age and
England and the United Stat.es for the test of the doctrine, the result appeal'S to be that there is more danger of impeachment under
our Constitution than under that of England. What we should have
done had our Constitution and people been co-exietent with the reigns
in England, during which blood flowed so freely, we cannot tell.
I think, Mr. Preedent, our fathers intended to lodge, and did lodge,
in the Houses of Congress, in such manner that these bodies should
be a check upon each other, a high discretionary power, broad enough
and wide enough to be used and exercised for the safety of the state
and the security of the liberties of the people in great and unforeseen
emergencies, dangerous to the life of the state ; a great discretion, to
be exercised when something arose and had t.o be grappled with at
once to save the country, which the general law had failed to foresee,
define, and provide against. The Constitution waa made not only for
the age in which it was framed, but for all the ages which are to
come. It was impossible to foresee what complications, combinations,
or unthought-of dangers might imperil the nation; hence the fathers
gave the power of impeachment to the Houses of Congres~ the same
bodies who give laws to the Government, to be used if neea be in unforeseen emergencies, as well as in the cases specifically mentioned in
the Constitution. It is a power given for the security of liberty; a
power, like all others granted by that instrument, to be used wisely,
and not abused; a power, active, efficient, and operative when occasion demands its exercise, and only then.
Mr. President, I will conclude by saying that for the life of me I
cannot understand or greatly respect a theory which would impeach
and try President Johnson, who had been guilty of no crime, because
he was in office, and permit one to escape who is presumed to be guilty,
as the record stands, of a ~reat offense against the people of the nation in defrauding its soldiery, whom it was his duty to care for and
protecthbecause he resigned his office to avoid impeachment and trial.
I have eard of the uncertainty of the law, and such might be an
example of it.
The power of impeachment, Mr. President, is one of the bulwarks
of our liberties by which the representatives of the people may insure
them against those great offenders whose official misconduct is intended to destroy our Government or overthrow the rights of its citizens, and not as an engine of oppression, by which a faithful officer
could be destroyed and the greatest official offender of the age escape; and yet that is what the theory of those who deny jurisdiction
in this case might accomplish.

Opinion of JYir. Dawes,

Delivered May 29, 1876.
Mr. DAWES. Mr. President, the Senate has determined that the
discussion of this question shall close with the day. The signal ability a:~}(l exhaustive charact-er o~ ~he debate which has preceded, and
the nghts of those who are wa1tmg to follow me, both admonish me
to be brief. I shall struggle to heed the admonition.
I am of opinion that the Senate has jurisdiction to try William W.
Belknap upon the articles of impeachment preaented against him by
the House, anything in his plea to the contrary notwithstanding. I
have thought all along that I should sufficiently discharge my duty
by simply thus recording my vote, and that perhaps that vote would
vindicate itself quite as well without any attempt upon my part to
support it with arguments as in any other way.
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I have listened to the opinions delivered on the one side and on tho
other, and I believe I have listened to·them all, a-s well those from
which I have differed a-s those with which I have agreed. Senators
around me, at whose feet I delight to sit, have addressed to me in
common with others very able arguments against this jurisdiction.
Among them has Leen my own colleague, [Mr. BOUTWELL,] whose
opinions cannot have as great weight with any other Senator as with
myself. I have come to feel in the progress of these arguments- that
it was due tv them that I should give them some reason why I find
it impossible to yield to their reasoning. For this purpose alone I
speak.
The plea is one of confession and avoidance. For the purpose of
the argument, it must be treated aa confessing all that is alleged;
that is, that Mr. Belknap, while Secretary of War and in and about
his official duty, has committed high crimes and misdemeanors, but
that by a subsequent act of his own, a simple resignation of office,
he has avoided all the consequences that would otherwise under the
Constitution follow his official crime. I confess, at the outset, that
it would not be easy to convince me of the validity of such a plea.
I cannot easily come to the conclusion to which the Senator 4"om
California [Mr. BOOTH] seems to have arrived in the beautiful aml
eloquent _o pinion delivered by him yes.terday: that while the members of the convention, if asked their opinion, would of one accord
have said that they had provided for this case, but that nevertheless,
without intending it, they had by some unaccountable jumble of arrangement thwarted their own purpose. A few simple rules of construction have guided me to the conclusion that this plea is bad. I
take the Constitution a-s a whole, and insist that effect must be given to
all its provisions. Any rule of construction must be bad which brings
its different provisions in irreconcilable conflict with each other or
which renders any of them nugatory or void. Many Senators starting from different premises have been led in this discussion different
ways and to opposite conclusions. With some the power of impeachment placed in tho Constitution is the common-law impeachment as it existed when the Constitution was formed, limited, it is
true, in its application and its penalty by express provisions found
in the instrument itself. ·with others the impeachment spoken of in
the organic law is a new creation of the Constitution itself, having
no reference to the common-law understanding of that t.erm, created,
defined, and limited by article 2, section 4, in these words :
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United Stat~s, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

By them it is held that all ot.her provisions relating to impeachment in the Constitution are but distributions of the several parts to
be performed -i n carrying out the power granted by this section. The
argument between the advocates of these two theories has proceeded
upon the ground that they must necessarily lead to different conclusions. It has been generally held by those who believe that the impeachment here spoken of is the common-law power of impeachment,
to which, wherever it obtains, it is admitted that all official misconduct is amenable, that it leads to the conclusion that the Senate has
jnrisdiction. Those holding the other theory, that this is :t new power,
claim, with equal confidence, that it leads to the opposite conclusion.
Hence these two methods of reasoning have been arrayed against
each other with great and exhaustive ability and research. But I
have been unable to see that this distinction is essential to a correct
conclusion. By either mode I arrive at the same result, and, therefore, to my mind, this question, which has so often been made preliminary in the argument, is wholly immaterial. By both processes
of reasoning I am led to the same conclusion. Even if the framers of
the Constitution, in putting into art.icle 2, section 4, the words I have
already quoted, namely, that "the President, Vice-President and
other civil officers, shall be removed on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors," did
create a new power, with its own limitations audits own consequences,
t.o be neither measured nor defuied by the llliltory of impeachment in
the past, still from these premises I can come to no other conclusion
but that this power by every just and fair, aa well as strict, construction of the words here used includes the case at bar.
And briefly, for these reasons: Mr. Belknap was a civil officer when
the offense was committed. The offense, as alleged, is a high crime
and misdemeanor, a.nd the simple question to be decided is whether
a civil officer who thus commits an offense described in the Constitution must be a "civil officer" when the offense is committed or when
he is tried for it. Those who believe that the Senate has jurisdiction
to try the ca-se believe this language to mean that he must be a civil
officer when the offense is committed, while those who believe that
the Senate has not jurisdi?t~on are of opinion :tn-at the language Imports that he must be a CIVIl officer when tned. The construction
which requires the offense to be committed while in office, without regard to the position of the offender when tried, leads to the conclusion that the person who, while in office, commits high crimes and
misdemeanors, maybe impeached therefor at anytime thereafter. On
the other hand, the construction which requires that the person shall
be a civil officer when impeached for high crimes and misdemeanors,
whether in or out of office, leads to the conclusion that the person
when in office may be impeached for any such offense committed
whether in or out of office, and therefore during any period of his
previous private life. While consequences are not always tests of
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construction, yet no one can well lay a ide entirely their consideration, and, therefore, it has been urged upon us with great force by
those opposed to jurisdiction in this case that the construction which
gives jurisdiction renders liable to impeachment for the reJTiainder of
his life any person who has held any civil office under the Government,
overlooking in argument that the construction insisted upon instead
exposes every person the moment he enters office to impeachment and
consequent removal, and it may be peqletual disqualification, for any
alleged offense he may have committed at any previous time in his
life, thereby attaching to the offense itself, years -it may be after its
commission, apenalt.y not attached to it when it was committed, and
it may be long after the infliction of every legal penalty for such offense. I cannot, while listening to the dreaded consequences portrayed by those who fea1· the results that may follow jurisdiction in
this case, keep out of mind equally serious consequences which hang
upon their owu conclusion that it is enough to give jurisdiction that
the person be in office when impeached, and has, when in or out of
office, committed any of the offenses defined in the Constitution. The
construction which I have put upon this section of the Constitution,
namely, that a "civil officer" is the description of the person committing the offense, and not of the one impeached, is in strict accordance with t.he construction placed upon penal statutes of a like
cha:racte1'. The very statute under which Mr. Belknap is understood
to be now under indictment for this offense is in these words:
Every officer of the United States and every person acting for or on behalf of
· tlJo Unlted States in any official capacity under or by virtue of the authority of
any Department or office of the Government thereof; n.nd every officer or person
acting for or on behalf of either llouso of Congress, or of any committee of either
Rouse, or of ooth Hou. es thereof, who asks. accepts, or receives any money, or any
contract, promise, undertaking, obligation, gratuity, or security for the pasment
of money, or for the delivery or conveyance of anything pf value, with intent to
have his decision or action on an:y question, matter, cause, or procee<liug which
may at any time be pending or wh1ch may be by law brought before him in his
official capacity or in his place of trustor profit influenced thereby, * • * shall
be pnnishetl by a fine not more than three times the amount asked, accepted, or
received, and by imprisonment not more than three years.
Every member, officer, or person convicted under the provisions of the two preceding sections who holds any place of profit, or trust, shall forfeit his office or
place and shall thereafter be forever disqualified from holding any office of honor,
trust, or profit under the United States. (Revised Statutes, sections 55CO, 5501, and
5502.)

There are other sections of similar import. The following are sufficient to illustrate the argument :
Every officer or other person charged by any act of Congress with the safe.keeping of the public. moneys, who fails to safely keep the same, without loaning, using,
eonvertin.~ to his own use, depositing_ in banks, or exchanging for other funds than
as specially allowed by law, shall oe guilty of embezzlement of the money so
loaned, used, converted, deposited, or exchanged, and shall be imprisoned not 1 s
than six months nor more than ten years, and fined in an amol)nt equal to the
amount so embezzled.
Every officer or agent of the United States who, having received public mom>.y
which he is not autliorized to retain as salary, pay, or emolument, fails t<> render
his accounts for the same as.provided by law shall be deemed guilty of embezzlemllnt and shall be fined in a sum cqu:il to the amount of the money embezzled
· and shall be imprisoned not leas than six months and not more than ten years.
(Revised Statutes, sections 5490 and 5491.)

In each of these sections it is the "officer" committing the offense
on whom the penalty is to be visited, and the uniform jndicial construction of such penal statutes is that the person indicted under
them must have been such a.n officer when the offense was committed,
without regar<J. to his position in that respect when indicted. No one
would be bold enough, I think, to plead to an indictment under either
of these sections that he had resigned his office since committing the
offense, and had thereby avoided the penalf.y. It is admitted in this
argument that the construction here contended for is applicable to a
penal statute. So I understand the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
CHRISTIANCY] and the Senator from New York [.Mr. CoNKLING] to
admit, while claiming that no such construction can be applied to
the section of the Constitution in question. I know of no rule of
construction more strict than that applied to penal statutes, nor can
I see any reason that in constrning t.his section of the Constitution a .
rule different from that applied to the statute should be ir?voked. If
the Senate has no jurisdiction to try Mr. Belknap upon the articles of
impeachment because he has left office since the ofiense was committed I cannot see by what rule of construction the courts can try him
upon an indictment under the statutes in question, and he must,
therefore, if guilty, escape altogether by a device of his own. B.nt it
is argued, inasmuch as in the article of the Constitution under consideration the penalty is removal from office, that this, in aid of
construction, shows that no man out of office can be impeached, because no man out of office can be removed from office. But this reasoning ignores altogether a more general provision of the Contitution
which precedes the one under consideration, namely, the last clause
of section 3, article 1, which is in these words:
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under
the United States; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject
to indictment~ trial, j11dgment, and punis~ent, according to law.

The construction contended for renders it absolutely impossible to
impose disqualification for holding office in future upon any one under
any circumstances against his consent. There can be no greater mistake
than that removal from office is the sole object of impeachment under
the Constitution. Yet it is the vice of all the arguments against jurisdiction. The framers of the Constitution were, on the contrary, of
tho opinion that there might exist cases of malfeasance in office of so

heinous a chamcter that simple removal from office would not bEl nn
adequate penalty or a sufficient protection of the public. They then'>fore added to the power of removal from office a further power of disqualification to enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States.
I will not discuss at tl1is moment the comparative severity of the
two penalties. It is enough for the argument to say that the framers
of the Con titntiou deemed this l:ttter a penalty of importance
enough to insert in that instrument. Therefore, in my judgment, any
construction of tho instrument itself which renders that penalty of
no value cannot l>e the true one. The provision of the Constitution
last cited is peculiar in form. " Shall not extend further than" are
the words. If they bad stood alone in the Constitution, I think the
conclusion would have been inevitable that the judgment might be of
any character whatever touching the t.ennre of office or disqualification to hold office; that is, might be removal, suspension for a term,
disqualification to hold any office or any particular office, or for a
limited time. Under a similar provision in the-Massachusetts constitution, which has no such restricting clause as in article 2, section
4, a justice of the peace was on impeachment suspended from office
one year. (Appendix t.o Prescott's Trial, page 216.) But taking this
provision in connection with the first section cited, nan: ely, that which
requires certain officers to be removed on conviction, which is subseqnont in point of fact in the Constitution, the Constitution has evitlently provided that at least in respect to the officers named in sec-·
tion 4 of article 2 there shall be no stopping short of removal from
office. There is, therefore, no alternative in the cases mentioned in
this section; but the general section (limiting, as I have aid, the
punishment in all cases of impeachment with the qualification here
stated) still remains in force, and the last clause of it authorizes disqualification to hold office as much as the penalty of removal. Thi , a I
have already stated, c-an only be impo ed upon the offender by his
own consent, if he can avoid impeachment by resi~nation of offico:
I cannot see that -it violates any rnle of constructiOn to hold that
this particular penalty can be inflicted upon the offender though removal from office becomes inoperative.
·.
But it is further argued that the two penalties are in this section
coupled together by a copulative conjunction, and that, therefore,
the one cannot be imposed without the other. But this mistakes the
purpose of the section itself. It is not the form, but the measure of
judgment. "Judgments in cases of impeachment shall not extend
further than to removal from office, and disqualification to hold," &c.
But, as before said, they may extend along that line to any point
within its limits. Besides, if the two penalties are so coupled together
by the copulative conjunction that disqualification to hold office cannot be imposed without also imposing removal from office, then removal from office cannot be imposed without disqualification to hold
office; and yet the universal construction of the Constitution has been
that the penalty of disqualification is a discretionary one, to be imposed with removal or not at the discretion of the Senate. It was
imposed in the case of ·Humphrey, it was .not imposed in the case of
Pickering; the only two cases of conviction thus far had.
But it is also argued that the enumeration, in section 4 of art.i cle 2,
of the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United
States as the persons who shall be removed from office on impeachment, &c., excludes all other persons, under the rule, expressio unills,
e:cclusio alterius. But the application of this well-known rule brings
no aid to the construction, for it begs the very question at issue. The
words "civil officer" here enumerated mean a civil officer when the
offense was committed or when the offender is tried. For all that
there is in this rule it may mean the one or the other. And the rulA
itself contributes nothing toward a conclusion. But the rule is not a
safe one to apply to this case, for the section also enumerate certain
officers who shall be removed froni office on impeachment, &c. Now
the Constitution provides no other mode of removing officers. · The
application of this rule would exclude every other method, and no
one could be removed from office by any other process than impeachment; a. conclusion in the face of all construction and all history, and
a conclusion which renders the very statute under which .Mr. Belknap
is indicted unconstitutional, for that proposes removal from office by
a court after conviction on indictment.
If, therefore, I do not err, a just and fair construction of the words
of the fourth section of the second article, the judicial construction of
penal statutes enacted in similar language to meet the same case, and
the necessity of giving force and effect to all the general provisions
of the Constitution defining and limiting the judgment in impeachment cases, as well as the discretionary power exercised by this Senate in imposing one branch of the penalty without the other, heretofore exercised, all lead to the conclusion that the clause in question
clothes the Senate with jurisdiction in this case. The offense was an
impeachable one when committed. No subsequen~. act of the offender
can change its character or its consequences. A resignation of office
for the avowed purpose, M this record confesses, of escaping these
consequences is most certainly such an act and as certainly must fail
of its purpose. It is gravely argued here that men do by their own
act escape the jurisdiction appointed to try them for offenses when
they depart out of that jurisdiction, and this act (}f Belknap ha.., been
likened in argument here to an escape by him from the reach of the
district court so that he cannot be tried in it. But when he comes
int.o the district court and successfully pleads in bar that he has run
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away from its-jurisdiction, it will be quite time t{) see whether there
be any analogy or soundness in the argument thus adduced.
I have proceeded thus far in the argument upon the theory advanced by some that the power of impeachment in the Constitution
is a new creation, the power found in the fourth section of the second
article, and that all other provisions of the Constitution in reference
to it are merely functionary or distribntory' of the parts in the proceeding. I cannot, however, bring myself to the conclusion that the
framers of our Constitution, when making it, undertook the creation
of a new power differing essentially from any other that had existed
up to that time, so pot~nt in its character and upon which evidently
there was such great reliance for the protection of the liberties of the
people and their institutions a.gainst unauthorized exercise of power
aud corruption in official life. If that had been the case, I cannot concci ve the possibility of their placing that power, if a new one, in the
Constitution without one single word of debate. .All the debate that
has come down to us touching impeachment. arose after the power
itself had been lodged in the Constitution, and bad reference solely to
limitation and details. There did exist, all admit. at the time the convention met, a well-known and well-defined power of impeachment at
common law which would reach all official misconduct in or out of
office. It has been described here by more than one Senator, and its
early history portrayed in very dark colors. The enormities that in
past ages had been committed in its name, the horrors and cruelties
that had darkened the early pages of its history have all been told
' by the Senator from illinois, [Mr. LOGAN.] How it originated and
its subsequent history have been carefully and accurately delineated
by the Senator from Wisconsin, [ Mr HowE.] The Senator from Iowa,
[Mr. ALLISON,] tells us what no one could deny, that it existed in all
the colonies under their charters. It did so exist, Mr. President, not
because of any express grant by the kin~ in the charter, but in the
belief of the public men of that time that It came a.s an inherent power
with the right of the colonists to govern themselves. At the time of
the Revolution and when the Constitution itself was framed it not
only existed, it not only had a place among the recognized powers
under their charters, but was believed by them to be a power mbst
efficient and promotive of the public good. I .fail to find any sentiment prevalent among the colonists that the power of impeachment
at common law, as they believed they had secured it under their
charters, was a dangerous power. I know that in its early history
crimes have been committed in its name. I know, too, that crimes
have been committed in the name of trial by jury. There is no
blacker page in the history of impeachment than that which records
the enormities committed in the court of king's bench by Scroggs and
Jeffreys through the instrumentality of trial by jury. Crimes have
been committed in the very name of liberty herself. The writ of
habeas corpus and de h.om.ine ?'eplegia.ndo came over with impea-chment
as instruments in the hands of a free peop1e for the assertion of their
rights, for the maintenance of their lib~rties, and for their protection
against the encroachments of power and the corruptions of officials.
Hallam tells us how it was held in England at that day. Speaking
of the impea-chment of the Earl of Essex in the time of James I, he
says:
This impeachment was of the highest moment t~ the Commons, as it restored forever that salutary constitutional right which the single precedent of Lord Bacon
might have been in uflicient to establish as against the ministers of the Crown.
(Hallam's Constitutional History, volume 1, page 401.)

And againThe Commons had been engaged for more than twenty years in a struggle to fortify their own and their fellow-subjects' liberties. They had obtained in this period
but one legislative measure of importance, the late doolaratory act a,.rrainst monop.
olies; but they had rescued from disuse their ancient right of impeachment, and
of these advantages some were evidently incomplete, and it would require the
most vigorous exertions of future Parhrunents to realize them. But such exertions
the increased energy of the nation gave abundant cause to anticipate. A deep and
lasting love of freedom had taken hold of every cla.ss, except perhaps the clergy.

No better evidence of the real character of impeachment as known
at the common law as wen as the estirua.te in which it was held by
the colonists at the time the Constitution was framed can be given
than is found in Mr. John Adams's history of its assertion in the coJony of .Massachusetts against the power of the Crown itself only two
years before the Declaration of Independence. The judges in that
colony were the instruments selected by the Crown to carry out its system of opprussion and injustice. They were made independel'lt of the
.colony by a provision fortbe payment of their salaries out of the British
exchequer. It was in this unequal struggle between the people and
these judges that the power of impeachment was invoked. I cannot
do better in this attempt to show both where the power was deemed
to be lodged and the reasons for holding that same power to be ono of
tbe greatest efficacy and security to a free people which must have
obtamed with the framers of the Constitution when they made t.hat
instrument than by quoting somewhat at length from a Jetter from
.Mr. Adams, written in 1817, many years after the events described,
and a.ddressed to a learned jurist of Massachusett , giving an account
of this remarkable impeachment. Writing to M.r. William Tudor, Jannary 10, 1817, Mr. John Adams says:
Th_e public. ~ad been long alar.med wi~h rumors and predictions that the king,
that IS ~he munstry, would take mto t1Je1r own hands the payment of the salaries
of. th~ Judges of the supreme uourt. · The people would not believe it; the most
thrnking men dreaded it. They said: "With an executive authority in a governor
pos eased of an absolute nega.ti ve on all the acts of the le!rislature, and with judges
d ependent only on the Crown for salaries as well as their corumissions, what protc~;tion havo we ~ We may as well abolish all limitations, :u:ul resign our lives and
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liberties at once to the will of a prime minister at St. James." * * * The dis·
patches at length arrived, and expectation was raised to its highest pitch of exultation and triumph on one side, and of grief, terror, degradation, and despoudency
on the other. The legislature assembled, and the governor communicated to the
two houses his majestv's commands.
It happened that I was invited t~ dine that day with Samuel Winthrop, an excellent character and a predecessor in the respectable office you now hold in th6
supreme court. Arrived at his house inNew Boston, I found it full of counselors
and representatives and clergy. * * * All expressed their detestation and horror of the insidious ministerial plot, but all agreed that it was irremediable. There
was no means or mode of opposing or resisting it.
Indignation and despair, too, boiled in my breast as ardently as in any of t11em,
though as the company were so much superior to me in a"'e and station I had not
said anyt-hing; bnt Dr. Winthrop, the professor then of' the council, obseiT:ing
my silence and perhaps my countenance. said, "Mr. Adams,'what is your opinion~
Can you think of any way of escaping this snare 7 " My answer wa~J, "No, sir ; I
am as much at a loss as any of the company. I agree with all the gentlemen, that
petitions and remonstrances to King or Parliament will be ineffectual. Nothing
but force will succeed, but I would try one project before I bad recourse t~ tho last
reason and fitness of t.hings." The company cried out almost or quite together,
"What project is that 1 What would you do~" Answer, "I would impeach the
judges." "Impea-ch the judges! How¥ Where ~ Who can impeach them 1
Answer, "The house of representatives." "The honso of representatives! Be·
fore whom 7 Before the House of Lords in England 7" Answer, "No, surely, you
might as well impeach them before Lord N orih alone." "Where, then 1 " Aliswer,
''Before the governor and council." "Is there any precedent for that 1" Answer,
"If there is not, it is now hil!h time that a precedent should be set." "The go>ernor and council will not receive the impeachment." Answer, "I know that very
well, but the record of it will stand upon the journals, be published in pamphlets
and newspapers, and perhaps make the judges repent of then· salaries and decline
them; perhaps make it too troublesome to hold them. " "What right had we to impeach anybody1" Answer, ''Our houso of representatives have the same right
to impeach as the House of Commons has in England, and .our governor and council have the same right and dnty to receive and oear impeachment as the king and
Honse of Lords have in Parliament. If the governor and council would not do
their duty, that would not be the fault of the people; their representatives ought
nevertheless to do theirs." Some of the company said that the idea was so new to
them that they wished I would show them some reasons for my opinion that we had
the right. I repeated to them the clause of the charter which I relied on, the constant practice in England, and the necessity of such a power and practice in every
free government.
The company dispersed and I went. home. Dr. Cooper and others were excellent
hands to spread a rumor, and before n'.ne o'clock half of the town and most of the
members of the general court had in their heads the idea of an impeachment. The
next morning early Major Hawley, of Northampton, came to my house under great
concern an<l said he heard that I yesterday, in a. public company, suggested a
thou~htof impeaching the judges; that report had got aboutanclhad exmted orne
uneasiness, and he desired to know my meaning. I invited him to my bouse, opened
the charter, and }'{'.quested him to read the paragraphs that I had marked. I then
produced to him that volume of Selden's works which contaius his treatise on ju·
dicature and Parliament. Other authorities iu law were produced to him, and the
state trials and a profusion of impeachments with which that work abounds.
Major Hawley, who was one Of the best men in the province, aml one of the ablest
lawyers and best speakers in the legislature, was struck with surprise. He saitl :
"I 1..-now not what to think. This is, in a manner, all new to mo. I must think uf
it." * * *
Major Hawley, always conscientious, always deliberate, always cautious, harl
not slept soundly. What were his dreams about impeachment, I know not. nut
this I know, be drove away to Cambridge to consult Judge Trowbridge and appe.'tled to his conscience. The charter was called for; Selden and the state trials
were quot-ed. Trowbrid~e said to him what I had said before, that the power. of
impeachment was essenbal to a free governmen.t ; that the charkr had gtven it to
our house of re.p re entatives as 'cleally as the constitution in the common bw·
or immemorial usaf'& had gi.Yeu it to the House of Commons in England. This was
all he could say, althoogh hf'. lamenterl the occal:!iC!n of it.
Major Hawley returned full in the faith; an impeachment was voted; a. committee
was appoint.ed to prepare articles. * * *
The articles were reported to the house, discussed, accepted, the impeachment
voted and sent up in fonn to the governor and council. rejet:tetl, of course, as
everybody knew beforehancl that it would be; but it remained on the Journals of
the bouse, was print.ed in the newspap ~rs, and went abroad int~ t11e world. And
what were the consequences 7 Chief Justice OliYer and his superior court~ your
supreme judicial court, ~ommenced their regular circuit. The chief justice opeued
his court as usual. Grand jurors and petit jurors refuRe<l to take their oaths.
They never could, as I helie,·e, prevail on one juror to take tho oath. I attended
at the bar in two counties, and I heard gran<l jurors and petit jurors say t~ Chief
Justice Oliver to his face, "The chief justice of this court stands impeached by
the representatives of the people of hi~h crimes and misdemeanors and of a COD·
spiracy against the charter privileges of the people; I cannot serve as a juror or
take the oath." The cool, calm, sedate intrepidity with which these honest free.
holders went through this fiery trial filled my ev.es and my heart.
In one word, the royal government was from' that moment laid prostrate in the
dust. and has never Blllce revived in substance, though a dark shadow of the hob·
goblin hauhts me at times to this day.-John Adams, volume 10, page 236.

I have read these long e.xtra{lts from Mr. Adams for the purpose of
showing the spirit of those times and the difference between the colonists and Senators here in the estimate put by them respective-ly
upon the power of impeachment up to the very hour of the Revolution. I have cit.ed it for another purpo~;e. J.Ir. Adams, who wrote
this glowing account of impeachment at common law, embodied in
the constitution of Massachusetts, which was the production 'of his
pen, in 1780 the very peculiar phraseology put seven yean~ later in
the Constitution of the United States limiting the judgment in all
cases of impeachment. "Judgment in all ca.ses of impeachment
shall extend no farther than removal from office and disqualification
to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit," is a peculiar
phrase. It is first found in the constitution of New York, adopted in
1777, in that of Massachusetts drawn by Mr. Adams in 17 0, in that of
New Ramp hire, which was nearly a. copy of that of Massachusetts
in 1784, and then in the Constitution of the United States frame<lm
1787. There is no doubt that in these instruments it had a common
origin, but whether it originated with Mr. Adams or with the framem
of the New York constitution is uncertaiu. But Ma.ssachus&tts from
17i4, when the impea-chment of the judges took place upon his instance, until 17 0, was endeavoring to frame a,nd adopt a constitution. .Mr. Adams wa.s appointed upon a committee to draft one in
1770. He tells us in another letter in respect to one of the most iropor-
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taut provisions of the Massachusett~ constitution th~t ~t was largely
the result of conferences he had with others on his Jonrneys from
Massachusetts to Philadelphia in 1774, 1775, 1776, and 1777. I think
it is fair to assume that this peculiar phraseology by which judgment
in all cases of impeachment was thus limited was the result of conferences between the leading minds of :Massachusetts and New York,
and perhaps New Hampshire, in whose constitu~ion~ it was place~ before it was adopted by the framers of the ConstitutiOn of the Umted
States. These men, as I have shown, were men most ardently impres ed with the efficacy and impor~ance o£ the powe~ of ~peMh
ment at common law, which they believed came over With theu· ch~
ters and which they had proved was powerful enough to wrest their
liberties from the hands of their oppressors.
In the trial of Prescott under the Massachusetts constitution in 18'21
both .Mr. Webster and the late Chief Justice Shaw, though on opposite
sides in the trial, traced impeachment under that constitution to the
common law. (Prescott's Trial, pages 160, 180.)
Now with these views prevalent among leading minds, the convention, ~i~hout debate, so far as I am able to ascertain, first d~clared
thatThe House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. * * *
The Senate shall have the sole po1ter to try all impeachments.

They then proceeded to put limitations upon that power:
No person shall be convieted without the concwTence of two-thirds of the members present. * * " When the President is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside.
Jnd!!IDent in all cases of impeachment shall not cxtencl further tnan to removal
from ;llice and disqualification, &c. * * * But the party convicted shall nevertheles be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law. * * * The President shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for all offenses against the Unitcd States, except in casea of impeachment.

Nearly all the debate in the convention upon the subject of impeachment which has come down to us arose over another section,
namely, the fourth section of the second article, which is in these
words:
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
hlgh crimea and misdemeanors.

Now, up to this point the power ?f impeac~~ent in the Constitution seems complete, and yet there Is no defimtwn of that power, no
1·nles of procedure prescribed, but the whole is left, like ~he ~efinition
and application of the term trial by jury in the Constttutwn, t~ be
derived from other souroes. Of course the framers of the Constitution used words understandingly. What dicl they mean when they
said" the House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeach.mentT" I cannot re8ist the concluaion that they meant by the
term "impeachment'' the known and defined power existing before
the creation of the Constitution, so clear in character and in definition that it was not deemed necessary by them to use words other
than the term itself to make it perfectly understood. Mr. Rawle says:
Impeachments are thus introduced as a well-known defined term, and we must
have recourse to the common law of England for a definition of them.-Rawle on
t11.e Constitution, page 198.

I have said that whatever debate arose upon the subject of impeachment arose upon the subsequent article in reference to the impeachment of the President, Vice-President, and civil o~cers of the
United States so frequently cited. And it is worthy of remark that
this debate wa~ in reference to the office of President alone, the other
words, "Vice-President andallcivilofficers of the United States,~' having been inserted afterward by the committee on style, and Without
debate. Now, the very debate over the office of President convinces
me tllat the framers of the Constitution had in their minds all along
the common-law power of impeachment. Otherwise this very debate
would not have arisen, for .a -new creation applicable to all national
officers, as was the phraseology in Mr. Randolph's original draught,
would have given rise to no debate about the President any more
than any other national officer. But by the common law the king
could not be impeached, for there was no power above the king before whom be could be arraigned. In theory he was himself the
source of power, and if the common-law impeachment was pla-ced in
the Constitution the query would most naturally arise, whether it
would apply to the Chief Magistrate of this country or he would be
excluded as in England, from which the power itself was derived. It
seems natural to believe that lest some such question as that might
hereafter arise it was well to remove all doubt and expressly pToVIde
for the liability of the Chief Executive to this salutary restraint
over his official action as well as all other officers. Hence arose debate over attempting to provide for the impeachment of the Pre ident of the United States, and the very debate, meager as it is, tends
wholly in my mind to strengthen the conviction that men out of office
as well as in office can be impeached for such official misconduct as
amounts to any one of the crimea specified in the Constitution. While
this debate was going on Mr. Pinckney observed that "he ought not
to be impeached while in office."
•
Ml.·. ALLISON. Does not the Senator know that Mr.Pinckneywas
opposed to the impeachment of the President altogether Y
1\Ir. DAWES. Most certainly I do, bnt the convention was against
him and declared that the President should be impeached. Then Mr.
Pinck-ney struggled to provide tha;t h~ sho?l~ not be imp_e~ched wlille
in office, which show-s clearly that m his opm10n the proVISIOn debated

was broad enough to impeach him while out of office. The reply of
Mr. Davie to Mr. Pinckney is most clear. Mr. Davie said:
If he be not impeachable while in office, he will spare no effort or p:1.ins whatever
to get himself re-elected.

Now upon the construction that the Senator from Iowa claims that
he could only be impeached while in office, what meaning is there to
this remark of Mr. Davie. One would suppose that the best thing
the President could do would be to get out of office instead of sparing no effort or pains whatever to get himself re-elected, because, by
the theory of the Senator from Iowa and others who agree with him,
getting himself re-elected would be getting himself into the very
jaws of impeachment, while getting himself ont of office as soon as
possible was getting himself beyond its reach. Mr. Wilson stated
that he ''agreed in the necessity of making the Executive impeachable while iu office," and Colonel Mason said "that wbile great crimes
are committed I am in favor of punishing the principals as well as
the coadjutors."
I do not find anything in the debates nmning counter to the idea
most manifestly conveyed by this meager account that all understood
the phraseology adopted as applicable to the official after he has left
office as well as before. Mr. Hamilton, in the forty-sixth number of
the Federalist, commending this power to the favorable consideration
of the public, conveys to my mind most clearly the same idea. I will
not stop to quote, because it is the tenor of the whole article, and no
particular part. of it, which bears this construction. When the Constitution went before the States in State conventions some of the
ablest of it.~ framers, in their respective State conventions presented
the same view of the subject: (Mr. Madison in the Virginia convention, (Elliot's Debates, volume 2, page 379 ;) Mr. Wilson in thePennsy l vania convention, (Elliot's Debates, volume 3, page 270;) Mr. Pinckney in the South Carolina convention, (Elliot's Debates, volume 4,
page 265.)
The sinale remark of Governor Johnston in the constitutional convention oiNorth Carolina, (Elliot's Debates, volume 3, pa~e 145,) cited
to the contrary, does not support the position for which it is used.
The single line quoted, "How could a mau be removed from office
who had no office t" was uttered alio intuUn, and is found in an argument addressed to the convention of North Carolina, to convince them
that impeachment under the Federal Constitution would not include
State officers, but was confined exclusively to officers under the Federal Government. I do not find a word iu the whole argument having the slightest reference to the question now under consideration.
These men took part in framing the provision itself, . and were
equally active in making it understood by the people of therr respective States when urging it.s adoption. This is all we have of the
views of the framers of the Constitution itself beyond the language
of that instrument.
My colleague, [Mr. BOUTWELL,] following the Senat.Qr from New
York, [Mr. CoNKLING,] has said that of one thing the people of the
United States have rested in the firm conviction for a century, that
no private citizen of this country is liable to impeachment before
this tribunal. And the Senator from California [Mr. BooTH] came
back at 1ast in his beautifullanguao-e to repose upon the same idea.
Nothing can exceed the beauty of ~is description of the safety he
found in this ''inertia of acquiescence." He will permit me to say in
passing that, as much as I admire his sleeping beauty, I am compelled
in the light of history to differ with him in opinion as to her safety,
and to modestly express the doubt that as she sleeps her very danger
lies in her "inertia." But if these Senators mean to say merely that
for the last century the people of this country have reposecl in t~e
belief that no one who ha.s never held office can be arra1gnecl.at this
bar upon articles of impeachment, there will be no dispute with them.
But on the other hand-and it is b_e st to keep as near the case at bar
as we can-if they mean to say that the people have eYer be1ievecl,
before this case arose, that any official, high or low, guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors in office could escape all the constitutional
consequences of hjs misconduct by announ.cing to the Honse ?f Representatives who have the "sole !)OWer of Impeachment," while that
auaust tribdnal is in the very process of presenting articles against
h~, that ''one hour and forty minutes ago I resigned that office an<l
thereby escaped all responsibility to the Constitution and to you to
answer before this tribunal for my official misconduct "-if this is
what is meant by Senators in their appeal to the century, I Yenture
to say that the whole history of the Government does n~t afford. a
sin o-le authority for the assertion.· On t.he contrary,·there 1s much m
that history and in the opinions of public men which requires an explanation at their hands. I have already cited the_ framers of ~he
Constitution both in the Federal and State conventions. The opmion of 1\fr. Rawle has already been cited. It is brief, it is true, but
no words would make it more plain. It was his opinion, in a work
of 1·eputation in the profession, that men could be impeached as weJ l
out of office as in office. These were his wonts :
From the reasons already given, it is obvious that the only persons liable to impeachment are those who are or have been in public ollice. All exocutiV"e and
judicial officers, from the President downward, frOIJ?- the judges o~ the Sn_prt;tue
Court to those of the most inferior tribunals, are molnded m this descnption.
(Rawle on the Constitution, page :.W3.)

The House of Representatives in 18~6 was cert~inly of opin~on that
they could impeach a man for high cnmes and m1sdemeanor~ m office
after he had left it, for th~y undertook deliberately such an 11Dpeach-
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ment of Daniel Webster several years after he left the office of Secretary of State for what were charged to be such offenses while in that
office. The precedent has already been referred to, but its full iorce
and importance have not yet been given. :Mr. C. J. Ingersoll,althQugh
a man of violent political prejudices, yet of ability as a lawyer,
charged Mr. Webster in the House of Representatives with official
corruption while in the office of Secretary of State, from which he
had retired several years before. The charges were direct and specific with the asserted purpose of initiating proceedings in impeachment against that distinguished statesman. It was so understood
by the House; and Mr. Bayley, of Virginia, who believed as Sena-tors
do here that impeachment · would not lie against an official after
he had left office, so understood Mr. Ingersoll and the purpose of
his charge, and called his attention to the fact that lli. Webster was
ori.t of office, and as he believed could not be impeached. Mr. Ingersoll's response was "What if he is f" To this objection of Mr. Bayley lli. Adams made the reply which has already been cited in part,
and which I shall take the liberty hereafter to quote in full. At the
conclusion of Mr. Ingersoll's speech, on his motion the House called
on the President for certain papers and information in the State Department which, as he alleged, would sustain the charges that he had
made against Mr. Webster. The President replied in a lengthy message, which stated that the information called for tonehed the administration of the secret service of the State Department, which had
always been held a~ confidential, and which he declined to disclose,
unle8s the House of Representatives desired their use for the purpose
of impeachment. He intimated that if that were the design of the
House the papers would be disclosed to a committee appointed for
that purpose. The President nsed this language upon the subject of
impeachment, having no other application at the time than to an
official after he had left office :
If the House of Representatives, as the grand inquest of the nation. should at
at any time have reason to believe that there had been malversation in office by an
improper use or application of the public money by a. public officer, and should
think proper to institute an inquiry into the matter, all the archives or papers of
the executive department, public or private, would be subject to the inspection
and control of a committee of their body, and every facility in the power of the
Executive be afforded to enable them to prosecute the investigation.

Subsequently lli. Webster, in the Senate, repelled the charges of
Mr. Ingersoll with great bitterness, and Mr. Ingersoll renewed his
accusations in the House with specific charges of dates, and sums, and
individuals, and the manner in which the secret-service fund of the
State Department had been, as he alleged, corrupt,Iy used by Mr.
Webster. He concluded his speech with a remark which shows that
it was made with the understanding that it should initiate proceedings looking to impeachment. He remarked:
A resolution or committee which I cannot institute will soon test the truth of my
statements.

Whereupon a resolution was first offered bythefriendsof Mr. Webster calling for a committee to inquire by what means Mr. Ingersoll
had become possessed of the secrets of the secret-service fund. Pending that resolution Mr. Pettit, of Indiana, subsequently a member of
this body, and an able lawyer, moved as an amendment a resolution
evidently alluded to by Mr. Ingersoll, which was in these words:
And that another select committee of five be appointed to inquire into the trntb
of the charges this day made by Mr. C. J. Ingersoll a~a.inst Mr. Daniel Wt'bster
with a view of founding an impeachment against saia Daniel Webster, and that
said committee have power to send for persons and papers, books and v~uchers.

lli. Schenck, the mover of the first resolution said
,

If the gentleman will offer that as a. separate proposition I will vote for it.

The resolution was adopted with the previous one, and a special
committee appointed under its authority" with the view of founding
an impeachment against said Daniel Webster," which proceeded to its
work. That committee made two reports, ancl in neither of them did
they encounter the difficulties suggested by this plea, that the accused
bad escaped beyond their reach when he left the office in which be
was charged with corruption. The only difficulty they seemed to
have encountered was that the facts did not sustain the charges.
Why should these Senators rely upon the "inertia of acquiescence"
for a century, when we find that not only Mr. C. J. Ingersoll, Mr. J.
Q. Adams1 and Mr. Schenck, but the whole House of Representatives
of that a.ay, with the exception, so far as the record shows, of Mr.
Bayley, of Virginia, entertained without question the belief that, if
an officer was guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors, no act of his
own in form of resignation could relieve him from the constitutional
consequences of his offenses f These proceedings may be found in the
Congressional Globe, first session Twenty-ninth Congress. The remarks of Mr. Adams upon that question were in part cited by one
of the managers, [Jt:Ir. HOAR.] I am moved to quote them in full
from the remark of the Senator from Maine, [.Mr. HAMLIN,] who was
a member of the House at the time and who expressed to the Senate
a day or two since the impression they made upon him, that · they
were simply an exultation of conscious rectitude upon the part of :Mr.
Adams and a boast that so far as any official act of his own was concerned he was rea-dy now and to the remotest period of his life to an. swer to any impeachment therefor. These remarks were all that the
Senator from Maine baa stated they were; but they were much more
and when fully quoted t,be Senate will see that they were the delib~
era-lie expressions of that lea,rned statesman, made not merely in the
consciousness that he was without fear of their personal application,
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but an exposition of the Constitution itself. It will not be without
profit or bearing upon this question to read them at length. They
are follows :
And here I take occasion to say that I differ with the gentleman from _Virginia

[Mr.llAYLEYl and I believe other gentlemen who stated that the day of I.mpeachment has passed by the Constitution the moment the public office expires. I hold
no such doctrine. I bold myself, so long as I have breath of life in my body, amenable to impeachment by this Hoose for everything I did during the time I bt.tld any
public office.
Mr. BAYLEY. Is not the judgment in case of impeachment removal from office 7
Mr. AD.A.M.S. And disqualification to bold any office of honor, trust, or profit un:
der the United States forever afterward; a puniShment mncb greater, in my opinion,
than removal from office. It clings to a man so long as he lives, and if any pnolic
officer ever put himself in a position to be tried by impeachment he WQtlld have-very
little of my good o'Pinion if be did not think disqualification from holding office for life.
a more se"\"ere pnrusbment than mere removal from office. I bold, therefore, that every
President of the United States, every Secretary of State, every officer of the United
States impeachable by the laws of the country is as liable twent.y years after his
office has expired as he is while he continues in office. And if such is not the case,
if an officer could thus ward off the pains of impeachment, what would be the .aloe
of impeachment or when do you suppose that discoveries would be made ~hat would
render impeachment effectual ~ I speak with reference to the provisions of the
Constitution and to the great objects contemplated by these provisions; and I now
say that, if one-tenth of the charges against the person here attacketl are t.rue, im·
peachment, in my humble jud/!IDent. is the course that ought to be pursued by this
House, and that in the process of impeachment the usual requisites of justice to
every man charged with heinous crimes and misdemeanors should be complied with;
that the accused should have notice of tbe impeachment; that he should ha.ve no·
tice ofthe evidence to be made against him; that he may h:l.ve the means of defense
before the bar of this Honse; and that be may not be reached by side blows by ap·
plications for what may be dragged np out of the Department of State when be was
m the office to injure him in the public mind probably for services of the first im.
portance to the country.

There can be not doubt, I think, for whatever it was worth, the
opinion of Mr. Adams was here given clearly, explicitly, and deliberately that the Senate has jurisdiction in cases like the one at bar.
To break the force of this opinion, one of the counsel for the defense
[Mr. Black] has remarked that Mr. Adams was always quarreling
and was never happy when he was not in a fight, and that nothing
would have delighted him so much as to be brought over into this
presence from the House on art.icles of impeachment, which would
give him an opportunity to strike right and left among his enemies.
Iu the opinion of the counsel that wa.s all this opinion of Mr. Adams
was worth. The Senator from New York [Mr. CoNKLING] has called
our attention to the fact that Mr. Adams was seventy-nine years of
age when he uttered this opinion, and intimated that it was that of
a man, however great otherwise, much enfeebled by age. It is true
that Mr. Adams was antagonistic in his nature, that he struck right
and left among his enemies, but it is his good fortune that the judgment of history will be that he thus struck for the right. It is true,
too, that he was seventy-nine years of age at this time; but he
served his district many years thereafter in Congress with an ability
unimpaired and with a vigor of mind which seemed to increase
with his years, and there never was an hour that his eye was dim or
his mental power enfeebled until his last utterance, as he laid down
his life in harness, "This is the last of earth."
I have one other authority. Mr. Charles Francis Adams, in editing
the works of John Adams which were published in 1852, had occasion
to speak in that work himself of the little restraint upon the President under the Constitution against the exercise of corrupt and despotic power. And in the discussion of that question he assumed all
along, a.s admitted, that the President could be impeached as well after as while in office. These are his words:
Assuming the main check which ex:isted for forty years, the chance of re-election,

to be definitely laid aside, it is not ea~y to put a finger upon any clause of the Con·
stitntion whjch can prevent an evil-disposed President for four years from using
the powers vested in him in what way he pleases without regarii to the people's
wishes at all. Indeed it is possible to go a step further and to venture a. doubt
whether an adequate restraint can be found against the corrupt as well as despotic
use of his patronage as well as the perversion of his policy. The only tangible
remedy, that by impeachment, is obVIously insufficient from the absence of all mo.
tive to wield a ponderous system of investigation after the offender has lost his
power and when be is no longer of any consequence to the state. Of the slog.
gish nature of this process experience in cases of inferior magnitude is of fr139,uent
enough proof. The evidence necessary to convict' an offender woo.ld not be likely
to accumulate until a large part of his four years of service had expired aml the remainder would probably elapse before it could be obtained. Then would come the
election of a successor with a. system in no wise responsible for that which preceded
it and around which new interests would immediately concentrate. What probability is there of the ultimate infliction upon the guilty man, now become a private
i11dividual removed from observation, of any penal~ adequate to his crime i But
if this reasoning as to the absence of responsibility be only partially true it becomes perfectly plain that at least in the case of the President confining himsP li t{)
the use of his 'ie.,.itimate powers in office, however unpalatable they may be, therE
can be of little of sovereignty exercised by the people during his term or of puniah1nent inflicted ofterward.- Works of John Adams, volume 6, page 408.

Thus clearly does the younger Adams stand with his father aml
grandfather, three most illustrious names, in maintaining this broad
power of impeachment under the Constitution.
I have thus shown some authority from the framers of the Consti~
tution, in the national convention and in the State conveut.ions and
from learned writers and able statesmen since, and 1 Llave shown at
least one direct precedent strongly sustaining the theory that the
framers of the Constitution did not either by desi~n or, as the Senator from California [Mr. BoOTH] thinks, by mistake of arrangement
so thwart tbe efficiency of their own work as to paralyze this great
and efficient po\"\'"er of impeachment.
There is one more precedeut Lea ring more or less upon this subject
which ha been frequently alluded. to and. which for a moweut 1 de•
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sire to notice. It is the impeachment of Barnard in the State of New
York. It was under the constitution of 1846, which I do not understand differs materially in this respect from the Constitution of the
Unite_d States. He was impeached while in office, but for offenses
committed under another term of the same office. He had been judge
of the supreme court eight years and had been re-elected, and while
holding the office the second ·time was impeached for offenses committed during his :first term. So far as the office was concerned in
which the ofienses were committed he had left it, but he wa~ nevertheless a civil officer under the constitution of New York, although not
holding identically the same office as that for the corruption in which
he was impeached. This very much weakens the case as a precedent for
either side, but I allude to it now merely to refer to the reason given
by the Senator from Michigan [Mr. CHRISTIANCY] why it cannot be
_ cited as a precedent for the impeachment of a man for official crime
in office after he has left that office. It is said by that Senator that
tho reason the articles of impeachment were maintained in that case
is because no periou of time intervened between the expiration of
the office in which the offenses were committed and the commencement of the office held by Barnard when proceedings were instituted.
I infer from his remarks that bad there been any considerable space
of time intet'Vening between those two officea the case would, in his
opinion, have been otherwise. I cannot understand the force of this
reasoning. The two offices were as distinct and separate and held
by two as distinct commissions as if the one had been held by A and
the other by B, and as if a period had elapsed between the two.
Suppose Barnard had stepped from the office of judge of the superior
court into that of judge of the supreme court, there would have been
no intervening space; they bad been both judicial offices, and yet
they would have been as distinct and different in character and function as they were in name, and by no process of reasoning can I bring
myself to the conclusion that, because the two distinct and separatr.
offices filled under two distinct elections came close together in point
of time, in any sense they were merged into one.
If in view of theae authorities and of at least one clear precedent
thus cited the people of this Re})ublic have reposed in security under
this provision of the Constitution for a century, as the SenatQr from
Nt~w York [.Mr. CONKLING] and my colleague [Mr. BOUTWELL] remarked, certainly no great danger to the liberties of the people lurks
under this power of impeachment so construed and so understood.
A century, if we are not in danger of overworking this word, has certainly done this much to quiet the fears of those who have dreaded
so much the danger of following men into private life with the terrors and cruelties of this proceeding. The guards of the Constitution
have thus proved a sufficient security against abuse.
I must not pass over the allusion of my colleague and others to the
opinion of Mr. Justice Story so frequently invoked in the argument
in this .deliberation. .My colleague says that the profession has for
thirty-five years rested in the belief that Judge Story at least had
declared in a well-considered commentary upon the Constitntion his
settled conviction that no official could be impeached after he had
left office for high crimes and misdemeanors while in office. I will
not venture to put my opinion of what has been understood by the
profession against the larger experience and greater learning of my
distinguished colleague; but he will permit me to say that while'no
one more than myself delights in the charm, the beauty, and t-h e philosophy of Judge Story's works, I think that I do not differ with theprofe sion in saying that after all no man has succeeued in gathering together the opinions of others without expr~ssing his own so successfully as Judge Story. I cannot understand how the profession could
ever come to the conclusion that, contrary to the current of all his
other legal writings, Mr. Justice St-ory had expressed his own clear
conviction upon this clause of the Constitution that the Senate had
no jurisdiction to try any impeachment of an officer after he had left
office, especially when Judge Story himself says that he never intended to express such an opinion.
:Mr. BOUTWELL. Not quite that, I think.
Mr. D.A.WES. Most certainly that; exactly that. These are his
words:
It is not intended to express any opinion as wwhich is the trne exposition of the
Constitution on the point.s above mted. They are brought before the learned reru:lor
a:> ma~rs still sub jud~, the final dec~sion of which ma.y be reasonably left to the
high tribunal constituting the com.:t of liD.peachment when the bccasion shall arise.

It is objected to the doctrine, Mr. President, that the common-Jaw
power of impeachment has been ingrafted into the Constitution, that
it exposes officials, if not private persons, to every impeachment for
any manner of delinquency or unfitness in office that the discretion
of the House of Representatives may determine upon instituting and
the Senate upon entertaining. Certainly there is nothing in the case
at b:tr to render it necessary for us to determine how far the commonlaw _power ?f imp~a;chment mig~t 'Yar~ant a pro ecution a~ainst an
officmlorpnvatemtizen. IfthelimitatwnsoftheConstitutiOn, in the
fourth section of the second article, to treason, bribery, and other high
crimes and misdemeanors is not a limit to the wholepowerofimpeachment, but, as is claimed by some, is a mandatory clause for the removal
from office of the officials therein named when thus convicted, certainlv
theca eat bar comes within the express provision of that section; and
it may be wiser and safer for us to wait until the occasion arises before att~mptin~ a construction that ha_s no applicat ion _to pending
1n·ocee<.lmg '. lin t one can fore ce occaswns for the e:xerc1sc of some

power which, if it be not this, does not seem to exist anywhere in the
Constitution for the neces ary removal of officials, broader than the
terms. used in this section. One cannot read the proceedings in the
impeachment of Pickering without being convinced that it was a re·
moval from the office of judge for no other offense than imbecility
and incompetency. Occasions of like character may ari e hereafter
when it will be a.bsolutely necessary for the public safety to find some
method for the removal of high officials not provided for in the Constitution if the cramped and narrow construction contended for shall
prevail, but ample enough under the broad and healthy common-law
power of impeachment. Suppose the Chief Justice of the United
States becomes insane, or, by a softening of the brain or some othet·
mysterious mental disease, he or some one of his associates becomes
a mem harmless child, the public service would not permit their continuance in office; they could not be charged with trea ou, bribery,
or any other high crime or misdemeanor. I know of no way of forcing them to give way to a public functionary who could discharge
the duties devolving upon their office except by the method here
suggested. I had, however, rather wait in the hope that no such unfortunate exigency will ever arise than to trouble my elf to decide
whether the common-law power of impeachment has been limited altogether by this section, or whether it will admit of a broader and
more healthy awlication w benever the exigency may arise.
I cannot share in the alarm of Senators at the increase in power
of the House of Represent.'ttives.
My colleague will permit me again to allude in all kindness to his
remarks. He says that while the power of the House of Representatives has constantly increased in this great Government, that-of the
executive branch has in a corresponding degree decreased. I have
not so understood it. From the necessity of the case-as the Government has enlarged its borders-States have multiplied, revenue have
increased, and the institutions become diversified. Federal officers
have also increased and multiplied many fold. While in the beginning they were stati!)ned in the thirteen States along the Atlantic
coast, they are now far on the borders, many thousand miles from the
appointing power and a ny supervising personal control. Public
moneys in passing through their bands have increased many hundredfold in amount. Sudden emergencies arise where nothing but their
absolute integrity is security against temptation and corruption and
fraud. In the very nature and growth of the Government the executive department has spread its power over the continent and
multiplied its agencies and its consequent responsibility and liability
and importance as the leaves of autumn. Compared with all this
the power of the House of Representatives bas hardly kept pace. If
it bad grown, it is in my opinion tho grandest of all tbe powers in
the Government. The people speak through it. By it are exercised
the grants of aU the great powers of the Government. It makes
war; it raises armies; it builds navies; it imposes taxe. ; it collects
the revenue; and, above and beyond all, it is the grand inquest of the
nation. Commissioned anew once in two years in its great work, it
is nearer the people than any other branch, and therefore speaks more
clearly and more potentially their voice. No abuse of its power, in
my opinion, can compare with that to which the executive department is daily exposed. Danger does not lie in the encroachment of
the House of Representatives upon the executive branch.
Before concluding, Mr. President, I should do injustice to the efforts
of the distinguished Senators from Indiana and Kansas [Mr. MoRTO~
and Mr. INGALLS] if I did not allude to certain remarks which fell
from both of them in the course of the arguments they addressed to
the Senate in support of the plea of M..r. Belknap.
The Senator from Indiana [Mr. MORTON] called our attention, with
a significance that could not be misunderstood, to the fact that the
discussion in this body upon the question of jurisdiction commenced
with three carefully prepared opinions in favor of jurisdiction, delivered first in order by three Senators all belonging to one of the
political divisions of the Senate. He added the prediction that, how·
ever honestly we might struggle against it, we should ultimately divide on this judicial question much as we do on merely political ones.
The Senator from Kansas, [Mr. INGALLS,] a little more explicit in his
languaue, directly asserted that upon a doubtful question of constitutiona1 law the democratic party in the Senate had arrayed itself on
one side, aided by a few allies on the republican side. I deaire to assure both these Senators that I have given to these admonitions of
where my ·place should be on this question all the consideration
which they deserved, but that they have failed to convince me of a
duty to go counter to the clear convictions of my judgment in the construction of the Constitution of my country.
Senators iri. argument, failing to do away by construction with that
clear, plain provision of the Constitution which authorizes this body
to impose on conviction of official crime fut.ure cUsqualification to
hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust., or profit under the Unit.ed
States, have thought it a proper. consideration to urge that the provision itself is of little or no consequence. They have called attention to the fact that the accused in the ca.se at bar, if guilty, has gone
forever .into private life, and by no possibility could hope for any
public trust again. And they have said," Of what use, then, to impose upon him, even if conviCted, future disqualification f" I have
already said, what I repeat, that it is not for us to weigh in the scales
the comparative importance of the two penalties, removal from office
anu future ilisqnalitication, aud dcciuc which preponuerat . It is
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enough for us that the framers of the Constitution thought both necessary, aud attached as much importance to the one as to the other.
But I cannot concur with Senators that the judgment of future disqualification can possibly be a slight one. Men may not desire to hold
office. It may be impossible for them ever to enter upon any public
trust, but the brand upon the forehead that they are forever disqualified, beyond the power of pardon or any possible relief, to hold any
office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States is in my opinion the severest possible penalty. The theory of the Government
under which we live is that all men are not only free and equal, equal
not only in the enjoyment of all political rights, bnt also of political
privileges, equal in all the opportunities and in seeking the emoluments and honors of office of trust and of confidence. The citizen
upon whose forehead rests the ban that he can never enjoy part or
lot in this glorious inherita.nce bas upon him, like the curse of Cain,
a judgment of condemnation greater than any other it is possible for
me to comprehend. Mr. Hale's thrilling story of a man without a
count.ry is but the story of him who goes in and out among his fellow-men in all time to come with the judgment of this Senate, from
which nothing but death can relieve him, following him to the
remotest borders of the land, "Tho'l\ art forever disqualified to
hold any office of honor, trust, or profit under that Government whose
flag protects all and whose aYenues to honor and confidence are open
to all against whom for official crime thisSenat.e has not forever closed
the door." Like the leper he stands alone, shunned by all clean men.
The eNistence of this power in the Constitution, silent though it bas
been for a century, is as necessary as it is safe. No construction that
I have been able or willing to give tothatinstrumentwillstrikedown
this most efficient weapon of protection against the corruption or the
despotic exercise of authority by the many officials who swarm the
land. I may err in this construction. I bad rather die in the error
than be convinced with some Senators here that the framers of the
Constitution by mistake paralyzed their own work, or with other
Senators that by design they failed to provide the most efficient and
the broadest restraint upon those placed in positions of honor and
trust by a confiding people.

Opinioa oC Mr. K.el'llaa,

Delivered May 29, 1876.
Mr. KERNAN. Mr. President, at this latestageoftbediscussioniintend to occupy the attention of the Senate but a short time. I would be
content to give my vote without saying anything, except that the
question to be now decided does not, in my opinion, require us to pass
upon several other interesting questions which have been discussed.
It is wise that every court should confine its decision to the point in
judgment in the case before it. It is especially proper that a court
constituted as this is should do so. The only question presented for
decision is whether the respondent, William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, is subject to impea-chment by the House of Representati vcs and trial thereon by the Senate, after his resignation, for alleged
misconduct while in office. I shall confine myself to stat.ing briefly
my reasons for the conclusion I have come to on this question.
The provisions of the Constitution as to impeachments are as follows, and are found in that instrument in the order in which they
are quoted, namely:
The House of Representatives * * * shall have the sole power ofimpeachment.
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spondent or any Senator, it is conceded that the House of Representatives had power to impeach the respondent for these alleged offenses and the Senate power to try and convict him thereof, so long
ashe continued to be Secretary of War. It is indisputable that on the
morning of the 2d of March, 1876, he was liable to impeachment for
the alleged official misconduct. It is contended that by his resigna.tion between ten and eleven o'clock a. m. of that day he ceased to be
liable or subject to impeachment. 'l'be respondent subjected himself
to the power of the House to impeach and to the jurisdiction of the
Senate to try and convict him by committing while in office the crimes
charged a.g ainst him. He resigned the office before he was impeached. The only question for our decision is, does he continue liable to this same power of impeachment, trial, and conviction for these
same official crimes after his official term is ended f
It has been urged by the counsel for the respondent that if be can
be impea{lbed for official misconduct after he ceases to be an officer
every private citizen of the United States is liable to impeachment.
This does not follow. There is no pretense that a private citizen who
has never held an office nnder the United States is liable to impeachment for any offense he may have committed. Impeachment under
our Constitution is clearly limited to persons w"!lo have been guilty
of misconduct as officers of the United States. The case before us
does not present, nor does its decision involve, the question whether a
person who is elected or appointed to a civil office under the United
States is impeachable wbiJe in office for crimes committed by him
when he was a private citizen. Nor are we called upon to decide
whether military or naval officers are liable to impeachment for misconduct in the discharge of their official duties. There is no quest.ion
befm·e us as to extending the power and jurisdiction of impeachment to.a person who denies that he was ever liable to this procedure.
The only question is, does a person who holds a civil office and by
official misconcluct becomes liable to impeachment and conviction
therefor, escape from this liability. by resigning the office or by the expiration of his term of office f It is not a question of bringitlg a party
within the scope of this power by construction or implication. The
question is, does a party who by official crime has rendered himself
liable to be impeached and disqualified from ever holding again any
office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States, cease to be
liable the moment he goes out of office T
I ha.ve given this question the careful examination which its importance demands and have come to the conclusion that impeachm~mts are not restricted to persons who are officers at the time the
proceeding is commenced, aml that a party who, while holding a
civil office under the United States, is guilty of impeachable crimes
is subject to impeachment therefor and conviction thereof after his
official term is ended. In my judgment, this is the correct construction of the provisions of the Constitution on the subject of impeachments. By this instmment the "power of impeachment" and the
"power to try all impeachments" are granted to the House and Senate, respectively. (Article 1, section 2, subdivision 5, and section 3,
subdivision 6.) This power is granted in the same clear and explicit
language in which many of the important powers granted by that instrument are conferred upon Congress and other departments of the
Government. "The House of Representatives shall have the sole
power of impeachment," "the Senate shall have the sole power to try
all impeachments," is the language of the Constitution. (Article 1,
section2, subdivision 5; section 3, subdivision 6.) "The Congress shall
have power to lay and collec~ taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; to
regulate commerce," &c., is the language in which the important
powers mentioned in section 8 of article 1 of the Constitution are
granted. Power is conferred upon the President in the same langua.ge. (St>ction 2 of article 2 of the Constitution.)
What is the meaning of the terms'' power of impeachment," "-power
to try all impeae.hment.s," as used in the Constitution t .Mr. Hamilton. in the sixty-fifth number of the Federalist, mentions, what is well
known, that the framers of the Constitution derived their notions of
impeach):nents from the law and practice on the subject as they existed in England att.bat time. :Mr. Rawle,in his work on the United
States Constitution, page 210, says:

(Article 1, section 2, subdivision 5.)
.
The Senat.e shall have t.be sole power to try all impea-chmenta. When sittmg for
that purpo e, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the
United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside: and no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. (Same article,
section :i, subdivision 6.)
Juclgmentin cases of impeaehmf'nt shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and di~> qualificat-ion to bold and enjo:y any office of honor, trust, or profit under
the United States ; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject
to intlictment~ trial, judgment, and punishment, according to law. (Same article, section 3, subdivision 7.)
The President • * * shall have power to gr.mt re~rieves and parclons for offen.'!es against the United States, except in cases of rmpeachment. (Article 2,
Impeachments' are thus introducedsection 2, sobdh-ision 1.)
Tho President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States shall b o
That is, into the Constitutionremoved from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, tl'(~a.son, bribery, or as a known, definite term, and we must have recourse to the common law of Enother hi_gb crimes and misdemeanors." (Article 2, section 4.)
Th e trial of all crime~o~, except in eases of impeachment, shall be by jury. (Ar- gland for the definition of them.
ticle 3, section 2, snbdh·ision 3.)
At the time the Constitution was formed the "power of impeach-

The decision of the question presented depends upon the meanin~
of these provi ions of the Constitution. They are to be construed.
together, and force and effect should be given to all and each part of
them if this can be done.
It is conceded that the Const.itution confers power to impeach and
try a person who is a civil officer of the United States and who has
been guilty of bribery or other high crimes and misdemeanors in reference to his official duties. The respondent was a chil officer of the
United States. The offenses alleged in the articles of impeachment
are bribery and other high crimes and misdemeanors committed by him
while in office and in connection with the discharge of his duties as
such officer. He held one of the offices mentioned in section 4 of article 2 of the Constitution, and the crimes charged are of those enumerated in that section. According to the strictest construction of the
Constitu t ion which has been contentled for by the counsel for there-

ment" was the authority by which the House of Commons prosecuted
before the House of Lords persons who had been guilty of misconduct
in the discharge of their official dut.y; and the ''power to try all impeachments" was that which gave the Lords jurisdiction to try, convict, and pronounce jndgment upon the persons so accused. By the
law and practice in England the power to impeach parties for official
misconduct extended and was exercised against them whether they
were in or out of office at the time the impeachment was commenced.
Tbe terms "power of impeachment," "power to try impeachments,"
imported in their most restricted aud legitimate sense in the English
law and practice authority and jurisdiction to impeach and couvict
parties who bad violated their official duty to the detriment of tbe
public, whether they continued in office or had ceased to be officers
when tho proceeding was commenced.
Many of the most uotell cases of impeachment which had occurred
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in England during a hundred years immediately prior to 1777 were
cases in which the parties impeached and tried for official crime had
ceased to be officers long before they were impeached. The framers
of the Constitution were familiar with the law and practice as to
impeachments as the same then existed in England. The judgment
on conviction in England might affect the property, the liberty, or
the life of the person convicted. The framers of the Constitution by
an express provision declare that judgment in cases of impeachment
shall not" extend further than to removal from office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
United States." By the English law and practice a majority was sufficient to convict the party impeached. The framers of the Constitution by an express provision declare that" no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present." If the framers of the Constitution intended that the "power
of impeachment" and "the power to try impeachments" should be
limited to persons in office at the time of the procedure, and should
under no circumstances be exercised against parties no longer in office but who while in office had been guilty of official crimes, it seems
to me they would have so declared in express language.
Imp(lachment in our Constitution was intended to be something
_ more than a procedure to remove from office a party whose official
crimes are discovered while he is still holding the office. It was intended to reach the corrupt official and disqualify him from ever holding office again, notwithstanding he waa able to conceal his misconduct until after his term of office had expired. The character of the
men who framed and the language they use in the Constitution forbid,
in my judgment, a construction which would permit a dishonest
officer to enrich himself by corrupt practices highly detrimental to
the public welfare and escape conviction and a judgment disqualifying him to hold any office thereafter by resigning. Certainly the power
to impeach and to try impeachments, granted in express terms in the
first article of the Constitution, should not be construed to have this
limired application unless there is language in the subsequent provisions of the instrument which requires this constrnction.
It has bee.n contended that the provision that "judgments in. cases
of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office
and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or
profit under the United States," is repugnant to the exercise of the
power of impeachment against a person who is no longer in office.
The argument is that because he cannot be removed as well as disqualified by the judgment he is not impeachable. The argument
might have some weight if the provision in question declared that
the judgment should be removal from office and disqualification to
hold office. But it does not. It simply provides that the judgment
shall not exten9, further than to removal and disqualification. It may
be either. So far from this provision furnishing an argument against
the power to impeach a person for official misconduct after he has
ceased to hold the office, the argument to be drawn from it is to the
contrary. This provision shows that one of the objects of the procedure was to disqualify a person whose misconduct as an officer rendered it just and wise, in the judgment of the Senate, that he should
not again be intrusted with the administration of public affairs.
It is contended that section 4 of article 2 of the Constitution limits
the power of impeachment to persons in office at the time the procedure is commenced. This, in my judgment, is not correct. The
power to impeach and to try impeachments is not conferred by this
section. This power is given to the Honse and Senate, respectively,
by the provisions in article 1 above referred to. The most that can
be justly claimed is that section 4 restricts impeachments to the persons who shall hold the offices designated in that section, and who
shall while in office be guilty of the crimes therein mentioned. Tbns
construed,-it is in harmony with the provisions of article 1. The prior
provision, that the jnd~ment shall not extend further than to removal from and disqualification to bold office, construed in connection
with section 4, makes it mandatory that if the party convicted is in
office be shall be removed, and leaves it in the discretion of the court
to disqualify him or not.
\
It is urged that the lan(J'uage of section 4 is "the President, VicePresident and aU civil officers of the United States shall," &c., and
therefore no one except a person then actually holding one of these
offices can be impeached; that when he cca ·es to be an officer his
liability to impeachment for official misconduct while in office terminates. In my judgment, this is not the meaning of this language.
This language is used to designate the persons who are impeachable.
The person who while acting as one of the officers named is guilty of
the crimes mentioned is impeachable, whether he is still in office or
bas resjgned. It is the person, not the officer, who is impeached and
convicted. This is the opinion expressed by Mr. Rawle in his treatise on the Constitution, page 213:
From the reasons already given it is obvious that the only persons liable to im·
peachment are those who are or have been in public office.

declared that ''every officer concerned in the collection of the revenue," who commits certain acts, shall, on conviction, be punishetl
aa therein described. Section 1781 declares that "every member of
Congress or officer of the Government who takes a bribe" shall, on
conviction, be punished by :fine and imprisonment. Can it be successfully claimed that the person who was an officer, and as such violated these statutes, is liabletoimpeachment and conviction only w bile
he was such officer T Clearly not. He continues liable after he ceases
to be an officer.
In my judgment, the respondent continued liable to impeachment
for his alleged official misconduct after be ceased t.o be Secretary of
\Var. The plea to the jurisdiction should, therefore, be ove.r rnled.

Opinion of Mr. (Jragin,

Delivered May 29, 1876.
Mr. CRAGIN. Mr. President, two things in this case are conceded
by every Senator, namely: That at the time of the impeachment of
William W. Belknap, by the House of Representatives, he was not a.
civil officer of the United States, having resigned prior to his impeachment, and that he had a full and perfect moral and legal right. to resign. The fact appears of record that he resigned his office of Secretary of War at ten o'clock and twenty minutes, in the forenoon of the
2d of March last, and that the House took no proceedings against
him till the afternoon of the same day. On the next day the first
official notice of the proceedings was brought to the Senate, in the
form of the following House resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of five members of this Hous~ be appointed and instructed to proceed immediately to the bar of the Senate, and there impeach William W. Belknap, late Seoretary of War, in the name of the House of Representatives and of all the people of the Ullitecl States of America, of high crimes and mis·
demeanors while in office, and to inform that body that formal articles of impeachment will in due time be presented, and to request the Senate to take such order in
the premises as they may deem appropriate.

It will be observed that the House, in its initiatory proceedings in
this case, described William W. Belknap as "late Secretary of War."
If there be any doubt as to his right to resign, or that his resignation was effectual, I quote as follows from the decision of the Supreme
Court in the case of The UnitedStatesvs. Wright,ll\fcLean'sReports,
page 512:
There can be no doubt that a civil officer has a right to resign his office at pleasure; and it is not in the power of the Ex:ecutive to compel him to remain in office.
It is only neoessary that the resignation should be received to take effect ; and
this does not depend upon the acceptance or rejection of the resignation by the
President.
.

When this discussion commenced, on the 16th of l\Iay, I had not
made up JDY mind on the question under consideration; but I strongly
inclined t.o the opinion that the Senate had jurisdiction to try the
respondent, notwithstanding his resignation prior to impeachment
by the House. I confess that I was provoked at the idea that any
person could, by voluntary resignation,just before and in view of
presentment, arrest proceedings in a case of impeachment, andespecially in the case under consideration. A man who bad just held
a high position, intimately and confidentially connected with the Chief
Executive of the United States, waa charged with high crimes in office, crimes most disgraceful to him, dangerous to the public good,
abhorrent to the public sense, and humiliating to the party whose
trusted representative be was.
. Under these circumstances I looked eagerly for the power to try
him, and if found guilty, to lay the strong hand of the law upon him
with all its weight and consequences. My sense of right was outraged; my pride as an American citizen and friend of the party in
power was deeply wounded; and I looked for some way to satisfy
justice, vindicate the honor of the nation, and at the same time brand
the offender and make an example of him, if found guilty.
I do not suppose any other Senator will make this confession, but
I do not believe I am alone in this regard. I do not pnt this forward
as any merit on my part, but mention it simply to show how the
human judgment is influenced and embarrassed, when called upon to
decide questions of a judicial character, when mixed with strong personal or party considerations, and bow difficult it is, even with men
who mean to do right, to rise above and look beyond the case whiuh
has aroused their feelings and caused theirindi~ation. Under these
circumstances I commenced work to find jurisdiction in this case.
I read and reread all the constitutional provisions on the subject of
impeachment. I read carefully the proceedings on this subject of the
convention that framed the Constitution; I read the commentaries
of the two leading Ameris:an authors-Story and Kent-on the subject of impeachment, and s'tudied the American precedents under the
Federal and State uonstitutj.ons.
I have listened attentively to the ar~ments of learned and able
Senators on both sides of the question till, in spite of my inclination
and almost dete1·mination to the contrary, I am reluctantly forced to
the opinion that the Senate has no jurisdiction to try a person not in
office at the time of his impeachment. The provisions of the Constitution are as follows:

Language similar to that onder consideration is employed conin penal statutes. Section 17138 of the Revised Statutes of
the United States is an example. It decl:l.r es that "every officer of
the United States concerned in the disbursement of the revenues
thereof," who does certain acts mentioned," shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and punished by a :fine of 3,000, aud shall, upon
The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. (Art.
conviction, be removed from office and forever thereafter be incapable icle 1; section 2.)
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitt.i.ng fm:
of holding any office under the United States." In section 1i "U it is
t~tantly
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that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the
United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside. And no person shan be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
Judgment in cages of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trnst or profit
umler the United States; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and
subj ect to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, according to law. (Article
1, section 3.)
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section 4.)

By article 1, section 2, it a.ppears that the House of Representatives ha.s the sole power of impeachment. By this I understand that
the House of Representatives, and only the House of Representatives,
can institute, present, and prosecute impeachments; that they are the
grand inquest to indict and prosecute the indictment, and that no
other body has this power.
The word" sole" does not qualify the power, but only locates it.
It makes the House of Representatives the sole agent for instituting
impeachments. The power is lodged with them, and now here else.
Impeachment is a peculiar function of the House of Representatives
according to the clause in the Constitution before referred to. If the
word "exclusive" had been used instead of "sole," its meaning would
have been the same. The same word is used in conferring upon the
Senate the power to try impeachments. They have the "sole" or
exclusive power to try all impeachments. This is one of the functions
of the Senate, and is the function of no other body. The Senate
acts in the capacity of court and petit jury to try and decide all matters of law and fact arising in all .ca.ses of impeachment under the
Constitution.
I did not think of looking to the clauses of the first article for the parties who· could be impeached and tried, or for impeachable offenses,
but aiJle Senators have argued that these are the jurisdictional
clauses. It is claimed that under them the House of Representatives
have all the powers of impeachment possessed by the House of Commons in England, by its parliamentary and common law, except as
restricted by the Constitution ; and that the only restriction is as to
the judgment that may be rendered.
As to persons and offenses, the common law of England, or rather the
parliamentary law of England, prevails, and is the rule of action under our Constitution. This is the doctrine boldly proclaimed by some
of the managers in this case and by many Senators on this tloor. I
cannot subscribe to this doctrine, for it is well known that, by the
parliamentary law of England, every subject of t.he realm is liable to
impeachment, and for any offense, in the discretion of the impeaching
power. I do not believe that the bloody code of impeachment in
England was incorporated into our Constitution ; but I will defer
furt.her remarks upon this point to another part of my opinion.
The clause in article 1, section 3, which declares that "judgment
in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal
from office, and disqualification to hol<l and enjoy any office," &c.,
limits the utmost judgment that the Senate can pronounce, namely:
"removal from office and disqualification to hold office." The only
less judgment specified is that of "removal from office," a.s found in
article~, section 4.· From this I infer that there are only two judgments that the Senat.e can impose in cases of impeachment, namely,
" removal from office" and " removal from office and disqualification
to hold and enjoy any office," &c.
In both cases there must be removal. ancl therefore the person tried
must be an officer, or otherwise be could not be removed. This fact
would seem to define the persons who can be impeached and tried,
and to limit the jurisdiction to such persons. Before I had carefully
studied article 2, section 4, in connection with the clause about judgment in article 1, section 3, I inferred that there might be a judgment
less than "removal from office," and that therefore a person not in
office might be impeached an(l tried. I could think of no such judgments except suspension from office or censure. But suspension would
work removal, and either House of Congress can censure a person
without invoking the power or machinery of impeachment.
Article 2, section 4, describes the persons who may be impeached,
and the offenses for which they may be impeached, and this is the
only part of the Constitution that does in any w11.y designate the
persons, or the offenses, subject to impeachment. This provision of
tho Constitution is as follows:
Tlle President., Vice-President and all civil officers of the United Stateg, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high o1imes and misdemeanors.

This provision, in my opinion, describes all the persons who can be
impeached and convicted under the Constitution of the United States;
and it is the fountain of jurisdiction. No person can be irnpeached m·
convicted unless he be President, Vice-President, or some civil officer of the
United States. To my mind this is conclusive. The fact that under
this section the judgment must be "removal from office" is demonstrative t.bat a person not in office and not subject to removal cannot be tried on articles of impeachment.
It is admitted on all sides that all the provisions of the Constitution on the same subject must be taken and construed together. The
last section is as binding as the first, and the whole must be made to
harmonize and agree. The fourth section of the second article should
stand first, for it is the body and substance of impeachment in the
Constitution. All else describes the functions of the two Houses of
Congress and the mode of proceeding. The House only can impeach,
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the Senate only can try, &c. When the Presi(lent is tried the Chief
Justice shall preside; it shall require two-thirds of the members present to convict, &c.,
·
But who can be impeached and tried, and for what they can be impeached and tried, can only be determined by the fourth section of
the second article.
I construe and render the Constitution on the subject of impeachment as follows :
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United
States, shall be removed from offic.e on impeachment by the Honse of
Representatives for, and conviction by the Senate of, treason, bribery,
or other high crimes and misdemeanors; and judgment in cases of
~peacbment shall not extend further than to removal from office
and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or
profit under the United States, but the party convicted shall nenrtheless be liable and suoject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to la.w. The Senate wheri sitting for the trial of
an impeachment shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President
of the United States is tried the Chief Justice shall preside, and no
person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of
the members present.
In this arrangement of the constitutional provisions, on the subject
of impeachment, I submit that I have in no way changed its meaning. I have arranged its provisions in different order and brought
them all together. I place the fourth section of the second articJe in
front, where it belongs. If the Constitution bad been arranged in
this way, by the convention that framed it, there would not be :five
Senators in this Chamber who would claim jurisdiction in this case.
It is well known that the convention after it had agreed upon the
provisions of the ConRtitntion referred its work to a committee of
"detail and arrangement." That committee arranged the provision
under different beads. What pertained to the Honse •of Representatives they arranged under article 1, section 2; what pertained to the
Senate they placed under section 3 of the same article; and what pertained to the President, under article 2, sections 1, 2, 3, and 4.
No one ca.n give any reason why section 4 of said article was placed
in this position, only that the President is the first officer named. I
contend it would have been better if the provisions on the subject of
impeachment had been arranged together as I have arranged them.
I wrote out this arrangement before I had opened the Commentaries of Story or Kent, and simply from reading and study of the
Constitution itself. I previously arranged the clauses of the Constitution in the order as they now stand, with the fourth section of the
second article as an exception to the general power of impeachment,
as claimed by many Senators, but this I Roon rejected. If this clause
is an exception, bow broad aml universal must be the general power!
It must embrace every citizen of the United States. This cannot be
the American doctrine.
I was gratified to :find my opinion ''that only civil officers of the
United States could be impeached" confirmed by Judge Story, and
that my construction and rendering of the Constitution was almost
identical with that of Chancellor Kent.
I read from Story's Commentaries on the Constitution, § 789. The
fourth section of the second article is quoted as follows :
The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimea and misdemeanors.

Story then proceeds :
From this clause it appears that the remedy by impeachment is strictly confined
to civil officers of the United States, inolndi.Dg the President and Vice-President.
In this respect it differs materially from the law and practice of Great Britain. In
that kingdom all tlte king's subjects, whether peers or commoners, are impeachable
in Parliament, though it is asserted that commoners cannot now be impeached for
capital offenses, but for misdemeanors only. Such kind of misdeeds, however, as
peculiarly injure the commonw~lth by the abuse of high offices of trust are the
most proper and have been the most usual grounds for this kiDd of prosecution in
Parliament. The:re 11eems a pectdiar propriety, in a republican government at least, in
confining theimpeachin[J powe:r to pe:rsons holding office.

I will read section 803:
.AP. it is declared in one clause of the Constitution "that judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from office and disqualification
to hold any office of honor, trust, or profit under the Unit-ed States," and in another
clause that ' ' the President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States,
shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery,
or other high crimes or misdemeanors," it would seem to joUmlJ that the Senate, on
the conviction, were bound in all oases to enter a judgment of rem-oval from oqwe,
though it has a discretion as to inflicting the punishment of disqualliication.
If, then, there must be a judgment of removal from office, it would seem to jollo1lJ
that the Constitution contemplated that the party toas still in office at the time of impeachment. If he was not, his offense was still liable to be tried and punished in
the ordinary tribunals of justice. And it might be argued with some force that it
would be a vain exercise of authority to try auelinquentfor animpeaohableoffense
when the most important object for which the remedy was given was no longer necessary or attainable. And although a judgment of disqualification might still ue
pronounced, the language of the Constitution may create some doubt whether it can
be pronounced withoutl>eing coupled with a removal from office. There is ah;o
much force in the remark that an impeachment is a. proceeding purely of a poli tival
nature. It is not so much .designed to punish an offender as to secure the Staro
against {!TOSS official misdemeanors.
·

Removal from office is the main object of impeachment, and if the
person has resigned his office that object is accomplished; and, as
Judge Story says, impeachment in such a case "would be a vain exercise of authority." If a crime has been committed the party cannot escape by resignation of his office, but is subject to be tried and
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puni8hed in the ordinary courts of justice, and that punishment may
include perpetual disqualification to hold office.
In volume 1, page ~9, of his Commentaries, Chancellor Kent, in
construing and rendering the Constitution of t~e United Stat~s on the
subject of impeachment, embraces the whole m the followrng Ianguage, put Ling the fourth section of the second article foremost:
The Pr sident Vice-President\ and all civil officers of the United States may be
impeached by the House of R~presentatives for treason, bribery, and other high
crimes and misdemeanors, and upon conviction by the Senate shall be removed
from office.
In the opinion of Kent this embraces all that there is of substance
on this subject in the Constitution. I am confident he is right.
I now turn to the proceedings of the convention that framed the
Const.itution, and if I am not mistaken they will throw light upon
the meaning of the provisions on the subject of impeachment. This
convention commenced its proceedings on the 25th day of May, 1787.
On the ~9th of May Mr. Edmund Randolph, of Virginia, offered a series
of resolutions giving his ideas of the Constitution that should be
framed. Under the head of the judiciary, and among the powers to
be confened upon the Supreme Court, he mentions "impeachments of
any national officer.''
On the same day :Mr. Charles Pinckney, of South Carolina, submitted a draft of a federal government which, in many respects, ~ iden. 1 · h
t C t't t•
I
t• 1 3 h
tica w1t our presen ons 1 u Ion. n ar 10 e
e says:
The House of Delegates shall exclusively possess the power of impeachment.
This is the exact meaning of the provision in the Constitution as
· d.
granted to the House of. Representatives, as I have heretofore ~1a~~
In article 10, on tho subJec·t of the Supreme Court, he extends 1ts JUrisdiction "to the trial of impeachment of officer8 of the United Sta,teB."
It will be ob erved that Mr. R~ndolph contemplated impeachment
of uational officers only, and that Mr. Pinckney contemplated iinpeachment.s of officers of the United States, both meaning the same
thinrr. On the 13th of June it was moved by Mr. Randolph and sec~
onded by Mr. .MadisonThat the jurisdiction of the national judiciary shall extend to impeachments of
any national officer.

Bear in mind that only office1·8 are mentioned by these leading members of the convention. On the 15th of June .Mr. p 11tterson offered propositions for a form -of government. In his fourth resolu·
tion, in relation to the Chief Execut.ive, he provides ''that he shall be
ineligible a second time, and 1·enwvable on impeachment and conviction of malpractice or neglect of duty by Congress, on application by
11 majority of the executives of the several States." In his fifth resolution, providing for a federal judiciary, he says:
thejudiciary so estabi.Mhed shall have authority to hear ancl determine in
first instance on all impeachments of Federal ojficers.
theThat
On the next da.y Colonel Hamilton submitted a plan of government, the ninth paragraph of which is a-a follows:
The governors, Senators, and all officers of the United States to be liable to im·
pcachment for mal and corrupt conduct; and upon conviction to be removed from
the 19th of June Mr. Gorham reported, from the committee to
whom was referred the several plans and propositions, a series of
·
·a 1 h h E
t·
·
resolutions. In the ninth artie1e it IS proVI e( t at t e • xecu lVe IS
to be ''removable on impeachment and conviction of malpractice or
nef~e~~:~:~:~~:th "impeachment of national officers, is a power
given to the national judiciary.
On the 6th of Aurrnt:lt Mr. Rutled!!e reported from the same com~
'"' ·
·
·
f ll
mittee a clraft of a constitution. .AJ;;twle 4' sectwn 6, lS as 0 ows:
The House of Representatives shall have the sole power of impeachment. It
shall choose its Speaker aut:l other officers.
Article 10, section 2, relates to the Executive, and provides thatHe shall be removed from his office on impeachment by the House of Rollresent;.
atives, and conviction in the Supreme Court of treason, bribery, or corruption.
Article 11, section 3, provides that the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court shall extend "to the trial of impeachments of ojjicer.s of the
United States."
This draft of the Constitution, submitted by Ml·. Rutledge, was
under considera.tion by the convention for several days. Each article
and section wat:l considered separately.
On the 27th day of August the following was adopted by the convention:
He shall be removed from his office on impeachment by the House of Representatives, ancl conviction in the Supreme Court of treason, bribery, or corruption.
Up to this time no suggestion had been made in the convention to
give the Senate the power to try impeachments. It had been determined to give that power to the Supreme Court.
On the 4tli of September Mr.Brearly,from the committee of eleven,
reportet.L partially. Paragraph 3 of said rop01·t is as follows:
In the place nf tbe ninth article, fugt section, to be inserted: "The Senate of the
Uuitetl States shall have power to try all impeachments; but no person ehall be
connctetl without t.he concurrence of two-thirds oft~ members present."
The same report provides that the latter part of the second section,
tenth article, shall read as follows:
He shall be removed from his office on impeachment by the House of Representatives, and connction by the Senate for treason and bribery.
The convention proceeded to consider this report by paragraphs,
and on tho 8th of September it was agrecu to iusert, after the woru

ofil;~

"bribery," in section 2, article 10, "or other high crimes and misdemeanors against the United States."
.
On the same day the following clause was added after the ~ ords
"United States:"
The Vice-President and other civil officers of the United States shall be removea
from office on impeachment and conviction as aforesaid.
On the same day the convention voted to substitute the following
in place of the--first section, ninth article:
The Senate of the United States shall have power to try all impeachments; but
no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two· thirds of the members
present~ and every member shall be on oath.
After this, and on the same day, a committee of five was appointed
"to revise the style of, and anange, the articles agreed to by the
house."
It was not intended that this committee should in any way change
the meaning of the provisions of the Constitution as adoptecl by the
convention, but only to H revise the style and arrange the articles"
under proper heads. The fourth section of the second article, a-a it
now stands in the Constitution, went to this committee in the following language:
HeThe Presidentshall be removed from his office on impeachment by the House of Representatives
and conviction by the Senate for treason, bribery, and other high crimes and mis·
demeanors against the United States. * * * The Vice-Pre ident and other civil
officers of the United States shall be removed from office on impeachment and con·
viction as aforesaid.
I wish to place the fourth section of the second article, as it came
from that committee and now stands, side by side with the article referred to them, that all may see that tho meaning was not .changed.
The following is the fourth section of the second article:
The President, Vice.President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
r~moveajromoffice on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors.
The article is made shorter, repetitions are avoided, and some words
are omitted. Nothing is said of the House of Representatives or
Senate, for it is provided elsewhere in the Constitution that the House
of Representatives h11ve the power to impeach, and the Senato the
power to try and convict. The substantial meaning is iuentically the
same, and Chancellor Kent was correct in his rendering of the Constitution on this subject.
The committee on style and arrangement made its report on. the
12th of September, and their draught wa-s not changed on the subject
of impeachment, except the words "or affirmation" were adued to
the requirement that Senators should be" on o11th" in the trial. No
person can fail to see that not a word was uttered by any member of
the convention, and nothing appears in the proceedings, in any way
implying that impeachment wa-s intenued to 11pply to any person unless be was actual.ly in office at the time of impeachment; and it is
· manifest t.bat the proceeding was only intended as a means for ' 'the
removal from office of a dangerous, corrupt, and unworthy official.
"National officers," "Federal officers," ''officers of the United
States," are the only persons mentioned in the plans submitted by
Randolph, Pinckney, Patterson, and others; and finally the convention limited impeachment to the "P1·esident, Vice-Pt·esident a11d all
civ-il officers of the United States." How, then, is it po sible that a man
not a President, Vice-President, or a civil officer of the United States
can be impeached under the Constitution f It is mn.nifest to my mind
that the person to be in~peached m·u8t be a civil officer of the United States
still in office, and that the object of impeachment "is removal from
office," to which may be added, in ~he discretion of the Senate, disqualification to hold office, &c., under the United States.
The practice for one hundreu years, ever since the adoption of the
Cmistitution, has been in accordance with this theory. No person
has been impeached and tried, under the Constitution, except he was
at the time of impeachment a cit'il ojfice1·. In every case where impeachment has been attempted and the officer has resigned, even after
impeachment by the House, tbe proceedings have instantly stopped,
except in this single case. This case stands alone. No preceuenli
under the Constitution of the United States or of any State can be
founcl. The recent case of Governor Ames, of Mississippi, is in point,
as also the one of Judge Barnard in New York.
The first case of impeachment under the Constitution of the United
States was that of William Blount, and the- .decision of the Senate
in that case, that they han no jurisdiction to try him" because he
was not a civil officer of the United States within the meaning of the .
Constitution," ought to decide this case in the same way, for the truth
is exactly that. Let us refer to the facts in the Blount case. On the
3d of July, 1797, the President, John Adams, sent to the Senate and
Honse of Representatives a message in relation to transactions of
William mount, 11 Senator from Tennessee. I do not intend to go
ftllly into the history of this case. It,appears, however, that his
crime, if it was a crime, had no necessary connection with his office
of Senator.
On the 7th of July Mr. Sitgreaves, a member of the House, by order
of the House came to the Senate and impeached William Blount. in
the form now usual in such cases. On the next day, July 8, the Senate expelled William Blount from a seat in that body. 'I'he articles
of impe?..cbment were not presented by the Honse till the 7th day of
l'ebruary, 1798. After the usual pleas, on the 3cl of Jauua.ry, li9J,
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the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment heard arguments from
the managers, on the part of the House, and counsel for the respondent, on the question of jurisdiction. The arguments upon this question occupied four days; that of Manager Bayard, in favor of juris~
diction, was very able, and has not been surpassed, if equaled, in
the trial of the case now under consideration. He contended that
the House of Representative had the sole power of impeachment,
and that the Senate had the sole power to try all impeachments, and
that these clauses gave jurisdiction to the Honse to impeach, and the
Senate to try, all persons and for all offenses, that the House of Commons could impeach and the House of Lords try in England. He
urged that as there is no description of offenders or the offenses, in
the Constitution itself, where the power is vested, every offender and
every offense, impeachable according to the common law of England,
must be deemed impeachable here; and be alleged that the commonlaw vower of impeachment extends to every crime or misdemeanor
that can be committed by any subject in or out of office.
This is his language:
The Constitution has said who shall have the power to impeach, and who of trying impeachments. It has also limited the extent of the punishment. But it has
not described the persons who shall be the objects of impeachment, nor defined the
cases to which the remedy shall be confine<l. We cannot do otherwise, therefore,
than presume, upon these points, we are desimedly left to the reaulations of the
common law. The question therefore is. what persons, for what oftlenses, are liable
to be impeached at common law ~ And I am confident, as to this point, the learning and liberality of the counsel will save me the trouble of argument, or the citation of authorities, to estauli.<>h the position that the question of impeachabiHty is a
question of diseretion only, with the Commons ancl Lords. Not that I mean to insis t that the Lortls haYe legal cognizance of a. chargo of a capital crime a~nst the
commoner, but simply that all tlie King's subjects are liable to be impeaced by the
Commons and tried by tho Lord.s upon charges of high crimes and misdemeanors.

He th~n goes on to show how important it would be, under certain
· rcumsta.nces, to impeach a citizen not in office, lmt posses ed of extensive influence arising from popular arts, from wealth or connections,
and actuated by strong ambition, if that citizen should by intrigue,
corruption, or force seek to place himself in the presidential chair or
some other high office. He contended that absolute and perpetual disqualification to hold any office, under the Government, wou1d be a
suitaule punishment, and that the same is provided for under the Constitution.
Mr. Bayard boldly and frankly accepted the logical consequences
of his a1·gument, which, I am sorry to say, some of the Senators, who
hold that the Senate has jurisdiction in case of William W. Belknap,
shrink from doing. They hold the same construction of the Constitution, but claim that in England only men in office, or who have
held office, or who are connected with some official trust, are liable to
impeachment; and they seek to limit impeachment to the same classes
in this country under our Constitution. There is no authority for
such limitation. All authorities agree with Mr. Bayard in saying,
"that all the king's subjects are liable to be impeached and tried,
except only on a charge of a capital crime."
On the lOth day of January, 1799, the Senate sitting as a court of
impeachment voted on the following resolution:
That William Blount was a civil officer of the United States, within the meaning
of the Constitution of the United States, and therefore liable to be impeached by
the House of Representatives.
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impeachment were presented to the Senate, he wrote a letter to James
Madison, from which the following is an extract:
Articles of impea{)hment were yesterday given in aaainst Blount. But many great
preliminary questions will arise. Must not a formJ'la.w settle the oath of the Senators, form oi pleadings, process against person or goods, &cJ May he not appear by attorney 1 Must he not be tried by a _jury 1 Is a. Senator impeachable 1
Is an ex-Senator impeachable 7 You will readily conceive that these questions, to
be settled by twenty-nine lawyers, are not likely to come to a speedy issue.

On the 15th of February, the same year, he wrote to Mr. Madison
again, and the following is what he says on the subject of impeachment:
This <lay the question of the jury in C.'\Ses of impeachment comes on. There is
no doubt how it will go. Th~ ~.reneral division of the Senate is 2-2 and 10; and under the probable prospect of what it will forever be, I see nothing in the mode of
proceedin"' by impeachment but the most formidable weapon for the purposes of
dominant 'fuction that ever was contrived. It would be the most eflectual one of
getting rid of any man whom they consider as dangerous to their views, and I do
not know that we could connt on one-third in an emergency. All depends, then, on
the Honse of Represt>ntatives, who are the impeachers; and there the ml•jorities
are of one, two, or three only, and these sometimes one way and sometimes another.
In a question of pure party they have the majority, and we do not know what circumRtances may turn up to increase that majority temporarily, if not permanently.
I .lruow of no solid purpose of punishment winch the courts of law are not equal to,
and history shows that in England impeachment 1tas been an engine more of p!Usion
than justice. •

Again, on the 22d of February, Jefferson writes to Mr. Madison as
follows:

Yon will see in the papers the ground on which the introduction of the jury into
the trial by impea{)hment was advocated by Mr. Tazewell and the fate of the ques.
tion. Reader's mot10n, which I inclose you, will probably be amended and estab·
lished, so as to declare a Senator unimpeachable, absolutely; and yesterday an opinion
was lleclarell that not only ojft!Jers of t:he State gcnJernm.ents, but every private citizen
of the United States are impeachable. Whether they will think this the time to make
the declaration I know not, but if they brio"' it on I think there will not be more
than two votes north of the Potomac against the universality oftM impeaching power.

I wou1<1 here state that there was not a single vote south of the
Potomac in favor of jurisdiction in the Blount case.
Mr. Madison, who is regarded as the father of the ConRtitution, replies to :Mr. Jefferson in a letter dated March 2, 179a. What he says
upon the subject of impeachment is as follows:
·
Mr. Tazewell's speech is really an able one in defense of his proposition to associate juries with the Senate in cases of impeachment. His views of the subject
are so new to me that I ought not to decido on them without more examination than
I bave had time for. My impression has always been that impeachments were
somewhat BUi generis and excluded the use of juries. The terms of t.he amendment
to the Constitution are indeed strong, and Mr. T. has given them, as the French say,
all their luster. But it is at least questionable whether an application of that
amendment to the case of impea{)hments would not push his doctrine farther than
he himself would be disposed to follow it.
It would seem also that the reservation of an ordinary trial by jury must strongly
imply that an impeachment was not to be a trial by jury. As removal aml <lisqual·
ification, the punishments within the impeaching jurisdiction, were chiefly in·
tended for officers in the executive line, would it not also be difficult to exclude
executive influence from the choice of juries 7 Or would juries armed with the
impeaching power, and under the influence of an unimpeachable tribunal, be less
formidable than the power as hitherto understood. to be 'f1W<li.fted 1 The universality
of this power is the most ex:travaaaut novelty that has been yet broached, especially coming from a quarter that 'aenies the impeachability of a Senator. Hardy
as these innovators are, I cannot believe they will venture yet to hold this inConsistent and insulting language to the public.

In this extract Mr. Madison says that impeachments were "intended
chiefl!J for officers in the executive line." There is no doubt it was intended exclusively for executive and judicial "officers" of the United
And the vote stood-yeas 11, nays 14.
The majority therefore decided against the resolution, or, in other States. It is well known that :Mr. Madison was a leading member of
words, that a person 1wt a civil oificer of the United States, within the the convention that framed the Constitution, and no man knew betmeaning of the Constitution, and becatt~e he is not a civil officer, is not t.er than he did, ten years after the work was done, the intendeu meaning of the Constitution. In commenting upon the power claimed in
liable to be impeached by the House of Representatives.
the Blount case, which was precisely like that claimed in the present
On the day following, upon motion, it was d.::~termined thatone, .Mr. Madison says:
The court is of the opinion that the matter alleged in the plea of the defencla.nt
is sufficient in law to show that this court ought not to hold jurisdiction of the said
impe..achment, and that the said impeachment is dismissed.

Yeas 14, nays 11.
The plea was "that he, the said William Blount, i.s not now a Senator and is not an officer of the United States," &c.
If t.he name of William W. Belknap should be substituted for that
of William Blount, in the resolution voted upon on the lOth of January, 1799, and a majority of the present court should vote against it, ,
as in that case, we should decide against jurisdiction, and that would
end this case. Precisely the same reason exists iu this case, for the
want of jurisdiction, that existed in the Blount case; namely: that
Belknap is not, and 1ras not at the time of his impeachment, a " civil
officer of the United States, within the meaning of the Constitution
of the United States," and for this reason the case sbou1d be dismissed, for want of jurisdiction. Did any harm come to t.he Republic
because William Blount was not disqualified to hold office under the
United States t He was expelled from the Senate and never returned,
and never afterward held any office under the United States.
If Belknap had committed suicide at the same time he resigned the
office of Secretary of War he would not be more politicallv dead than
he is at this moment.
•
It will be a vain exercise of power to disqualify him to ever hereafter hold office under the United States. The people have convicted
and disqualified him, and from their verdict there is no appeal. I do
not know of anything that will scorch and wither a public man more
than the condemnation of an aroused and indignant people.
Thomas Jefferson was Vice-President during the trial of William
lllount, and on the 8th of February, 1798, the day after the articles of

The universality of this power is fll.e most eztro:vagant novelty that luu yet been
broached.

It is here implied that no such idea ever entered into the minds of
the framers of the Constitution, and that of all the noz eltieiJ this is
the most extrat,agant. I place the opinion of James Madison against
that of all the Senat-ors who believe in the universal power of impeachment.
Bearing upon this subject, Mr. Jefferson, on the 18th day of August,
~799, wrote to Edward Randolph, a leading member of the constitutional convention, as follows:
Of all the doctrines that have been broached by the Federal Gi>vernment, the
novel one, of the common law being in force and cognizable as an existing law in
their court-s, is to me the most formidable. All their other assumptions of nnW,ven
powers have been in the detail. The bank law, the t.reatv doctrine, the sedition
act, alien act, the undertaking to change the State laws of evidence in the State
courts by certain parts of tile stamp act, &c., have been solitary, unconsequen·
tial, timid things, in comparison with the audacions, bare-faced, and sweeping pre·tension to a system of lawforthe United States without the adoption of their Le_gislature, and so infinitely beyond their power to adopt. I am happy yon have taKen
up the subject, and I have carefully perused and considered the notes you inclosed
to me. *
* *
I thmk it will be of great importance when you com·e to the proper point to portray at full length the consequences of the new doctrine that the comm~n law is
the law of the United States, aud that their courts have, of course~ jurisdiction coextensive with that law; that is to say, general over a.ll cases ana persons. Bt:~.t~
great heavens ! who could 'have conceived in 1789 that within ten years we shonla
have to combat such wind-mills'

I have quoted from this letter of Jefferson's to show that the power
to pa,ss the alien and sedition laws was claimed under the common

law of England, ''as the universality of the impea~hing power" is
now claimed by those who hold that the Senate ha,s jurisdiction in
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this case, and to sliowthat Jefferson thought there was great danger
to the liberties of the people in such unfounded assumptions. Do
you say there can be no abuse of this power T I answer that in high
party times, when the passions of men are aroused, there is great
clanger.
Mr. Jefferson says, as before quoted:
I see nothing in the mode of proceeding by impeachment but the most formidable weapon for the purposes of dominant faction that ever waa contrived.

If the power is confined to persons in office, the cases will be comparatively few, of a factious or partisan character; but if you take in
the leaders of parties, who are seeking office, or Ia.boring for the success of their party, the temptations to disqualify them become dan. gerous in the extreme.
Let us look at a few cases that might have arisen in our history, if
the power of impeachment, as now claimed, had been supposed to
exist.
Soon after Mr. Monroe became President hostilities broke out with
the Creek and Seminole Indians, occupying a part of Geo:.-gia and
Florida. As commander of the southern military district, General
Jackson was ordered to take the field against the hostile tribes ; and
as many of the number took refuge in Florida, where they were believed to be countenanced if not aided by the Spaniards, the general
deemed it his duty to enter Florida with his Army, and take possession of Saint Mark's and Pensacola. He also seized and had tried by
court-martial, two Englishmen, Arbuthnot and Ambrister, who were
charged with aiding and inciting the Indians in their flepredations
upon our people. 1'hey were both found guilty and hung.
'fhese proceedings caused the President great anxiety. They were
considered in cabinet council and condemned and disavowed by every
member except l\Ir. Adams. A paper was drawn up and made public
that in enteriugFloridaGeneralJacksonhad acted without authority,
and upon his own responsibility; and it was decided that the places
taken should be immediately eva~uated. This condemnation of General Jackson roused his fiery temper, and his friends took up his
cause. The subject was brought before Congress by Mr. Cobb, a personal friend of l\Ir. Crawford, who introduced a resolution in the
House of Representatives condemning General Jackson's proceedings, upon which a very acrimooious, irritating, and prolonged debate arose.
It was referred to the Committee on Military Affairs, a majority of
whom made a report severely censuring General Jackson, while the
minority reported that he deserved the thanks of the country. Upon
a final vote the general's conduct was approved-100 to 70.
The papers communicated by the President on this subject to the
Senate were referred to a committee of five. Three of this committee made a report severely condemning General Jackson's proceedings, while the minority justified them. No vote was taken on the
report in the Senate.
The debates in Congress on this subject caused great animosity
among members during the whole session. Now, suppose General
Jackson had been impeached for his conduct under" the unit,ersal-ity
of power," as 1\Ir. Madison calls it, what would have been the consequences! Dangerous in the extreme. Civil discord unprecedented
would have been the result. Had he been disqualified from holding
office, he would never have been President, unless he had reached that
position through revolution, which would not have been unlikely.
When John Quincy Adams was elected President, Henry Clay, who
favored him, was charged with bargain and corruption, a charge
which his enemies persisted in making as long as he lived. He was
the great and favorite leader of the whig party. Suppose that he bad
been impeached, convicted, and disqualified, what would have been
the consequences t Discord, and possibly revolution. These were
possible cases, if there had been the necessary majorities. Many
others of less prominence might be cited.
We have in New Hampshii·e to-day a flagrant case, an ex-governor,
not one year out of his seat, usurped authority and violated the constitution of the State, so as to change the political character of the
State senate. He gave certificates to two men not elected, and stifled
the votes of the people. His action led almost to revolution. He
was censured severely by the bouse of representatives; but under
this new doctrine of "universality of impeachment" he can now be
impeached, and deservedly so, as far as his offense is concerned. But
I counsel no such procedure. We have the necessary mnjority in
each house to impeach and convict him, but the people have already
condemned him, and I would not invoke this doubtful and dangerous power, as it would inflame party passions and disturb the peace
of an orderly and law-abiding people.
Wehaverecently had a civil war in this country. The proceeding
of impeachment was not invoked to reach any of the leaders of the
rebellion. If this "universality of power" bad prevailed, some Senators on this floor, and ·I speak it with no disrespect, might have been
disquaJ.i:fied from holding office, and a two-thirds vote of each House
of Congress could not have relieved them.
This Impeaching power might have been carried to a very great extent. The power as now claimed would have embraced all the officers
who deserted from the Army and Navy of the United States, all the
citi7.ens who were officers in the confederate army, and all the soldiers
who enlisted t.o fight against their country, for they had all committed
treason. By the fourteenth amendment those who had taken an oath
to support the Constitution of the United States, and aided the rebell-

ion, were disqualified to hold any office; but by a special provision
their disabilities might be removed, by a vote of two-thirds of each
Honse of Congres.q,
. Let us not seek for dangerous and doubtful powers in the Constitution, for the sole purpose of disqualifying private citizens from holding office; but if they have committed crimes, let us leave them to
the courts, which can punish them to the full extent of the ma()'nitude of their offenses, in their persons, property, and also disqualify
them from ever holding office under the United States.
The courts can do more in the case of W. W. Belknap than the
Senate can do, and therefore there is no danger that he will escape
punishment. The statute authorizes the court to disqualify him from
holding office, and also to impose fine and imprisonment.
I think there is danger in the exercise of this doubtful power.
If the people of this country should ever fall upon turbulent and
revolutionary times, and party passions be hammered to whitest heat,
I do say, with 1\Ir. J efterson, that I see nothing in this kind of impeachment "but the most formidable weapon for the purposes of
dominant faction that ever wa.s contrived." "It would be the most
effectual one for getting rid of any man considered dangerous to their
views."
Would it be well to have in thiscountryten,fifteen, or one hundred
powerful men, who have been leaders in their party, disqualified for
life to hold office f Would they be good citizens, would their friends
acquiesce in such judgment T We did not think so when we removed
your disabilities, houoretl and respected Senators. [Referring to
RANSOM, GoRDON, and others whose disabilities h:1ve been removed.]
No! Rather that every citizen should feel that this is his country,
his flag; that its interests are his interests, its glory his glory; that
its Constitution and laws protect him in his equal rights and privileges; that all together we may honor, love, and defend our country.
[Mr. CONKLING, Mr. LOGAN, Mr. KELLY, and l\Ir. STEVENSO.N also
delivered opinions, which have not been furnished for publication.]

THURSDAY,

June l, 1876.

At one o'clock p. m. the managers on the part of the Honse of Representatives (with the exception of Mr. LAPHAM and 1\Ir. HoAR) appeared and were conducted to the seats provided for them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, 1\Ir, Carpenter. .
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Pursuant to order, le~islative and
executive business will be suspended, and the Senate w1ll proceed to
the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary
of War. The Secretary will notify the House of Representatives
that the Senate is ready to proceed in the trial, the managers being
present.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore, (at one o'clock and ten minutes p.m.)
The Sergeant-at-Arms will make procl:unation.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The Secretary read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate sitting on Monday, May 29, for the trial of the impeMhment of William
W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed
with the triaL On the question of jurisdiction raised by the plead·
ings in this trial, it is ordered by the Senate sitting for the trial of the
articles of impeachment preferred by the House of Representatives
against William W. Belknap, late Secretary-of War, that the demurrer
of said William W. Belknap to the replication of the House of Representatives to the plea to the jurisdiction filed by said Belknap be, and
the same hereby is, overruled; and, it being the opinion of the Senate
that said plea is insufficient in law and that said articles of impeach·
ment are sufficient in law, it is therefore further ordered and adjurlged
that said plea be, and the same hereby is, overruled and held for
naught. The Secretary will make the proper entry upon the journal.
Mr. WHYTE. Mr. President, I offer the order which I send to the
Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the order
proposed.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered, That W. W. :Belknap is hereby ordered to plead further or answer the
articles of impeachment within t~ dn.ys from this date.

Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators: This court gave us
two days to prepare for the argument of the question of jurisdiction,
the decision of which occupied the court for about three weeks. I
am certain that our argument did not perplex the court more than
the decision of the court has perplexed us. And under the circumstances I trust the court will give ns some time for reflection. The
order offered by the Senator from Maryland is peremptoryOrdered, That W. W. :Belknap is hereby ordered to plead further or answer the
articles of impeachment within ten days from this date.

This order assumes that :Mr. Belknap is compellable to answer further. Whether this be so or not deserves examination. By the old
common law an issue of fact found upon a plain abatement was final
in cases of misdemeanors. Whether this was so where the issue joined
was one of law merits examination.
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One of my associates, Mr. Blair, is necessarily out of town. The
other, J u<lge Black, is confined to his room by illness. And before determining what steps shoulcl next be taken on thl3 part of the respondent, I desire a. consultation with my associates.
By way .of showing the necessity for such consultation let me refer
to some of the questions which arise at the present time.
The defendant first pleaded to the jurisdiction of this court. The
managers filed a. replication, to which the respondent demurred; and
the managers joined in the demurrer.
The rule is that each plea.ding must answer the preceding one. The
replication, if sufficient in law, was a valid answer to the plea. The
;validity of the replication in matter of law was put in issue by our
demurrer. And bad the court upon the demurrer held the replication
bad, then the court would have looked back to the plea. itself to see
whether or not it was sufficient in law; and if it had ~found the plea
to be bad, then the court would have held in favor of the prosecution;
upon the principle that a bad replication is as good as the bad plea
.to which it is a response. But in this case the court overruled our
demurrer to the replication, thus holding the replication a sufficient
answer to the plea. Was there therefore any necessity forthe court
to go back through the record and pass upon the sufficiency of prior
pleadings T The plea to the jurisdiction !laving been answered by a
replication which the court held good by overruling our demurrer to
it, what was the necessity for the court to go back through the record T The only question raised by the plea was the jurisdiction of
this court over the respondent; and whether or not the prosecution
was entitled to a final judgment, or whether the judgment should be
t·es-pondeat ouster, is a question to be examined.
But I submit with great confidence that the question of sufficiency
in law of the articles of impeachment was not before the court; and
that after judgment upon the question of jurisdiction, of 1·espondeat
oustm·, the respondent was at liberty to beb-rin his defense, as he might
have done without questioning the jurisdiction.
In case on indictment, when the defendant challenges the jurisdiction of the court, and fails to make good his objection, he is remitted
to every privilege he would have possessed if he had commenced his
defense with questioning the juris'diction; that is, he may move to
quash, or he may plead in bar, or plead the general issue.
If I were compelled alone to take the responsibility in this case I
should plead no further, but leave the managerR to their own course;
and in that case would not the mana~ers be entitled to move for final
judgment! This would be so, I think, had the issue been one of fact
only. But here there was an issue of law and several issues of fact,
all of which the court has disposed of by the order just entered.
We have appeared and pleaded, and if the court have held our defense insufficient, may we not stand upon it, without filing further
pleadings! l\1y impression is that the next step to be taken is for the
managers to move for judgment, after which we coald move for leave
~o plead further, which I have no doubt the court would grant.
All this, of course, is upon the supposition that the court has overruled the plea to the jurisdiction. 'l'he order declaring the j urisiliction was not concurred in by two-thirds of the Senators present. That
is less than two-thirds of the Senate think the re is jurisdiction to convict the respondent.
Manifestly a court which has not jurisdiction to convict has no jurisdiction to try the respondent; and such pretended trial wonJd be
wholly extrajudicial. No witness could be indicted for false swearing at such trial, nor punished for contempt for not obeying a subpuma.
It. therefore becomes a very important question to be settled by the
respondent's counsel, whether any, and if any what, further steps
should be taken on the part of the respondent. Au order has been
entered in the record, as an order of the court, overruling the plea to
the jurisdiction. But the journal of the proceedings shows that thirtyD. ve Senators concurred in the order, and twenty-two dissented.
Speaking for myself only, (not having consulted with my colleagues,) I maintain that upon the whole record the order is void, for
the reason that it was not concurred in by two-thirds of the Senat.ors present and voting. Suppose a case in t'he Supreme Court, where
only a majority of the judges need concur in the judgment; and suppose the record to show that only four judges concurred in the judgment while five dissented, but the minority directed the clerk to enter
the judgment or order as the act of the court and he should do so
and certify it as such under the seal of the court. It is manifest, I
think, that such judgment, if the dissent of the majority appeared of
record, would be absolutely void; and would be so declared by any
. court where the judgment should come in question collaterally. I
thinlr this judgment is in the same category.
But whether it is better for the respondent to move to vacate the
order for this rea.son, or demur to the articles, and if the demurrer
shall be overruled go through the form of a trial and give to the
country the evidence on his behalf, is a question so important to the
respondent that I do not wish to determine it without consultation
with my colleagues. If this was the trial of an ordinary cause, I
should have no hesitation. I should stop here. And if I was on trial
myself, in tkis cause, I should stop here, confident that no Senator
would vote for my conviction who believed that the court had no
j nrisdiction.
Now the question whether we shall plead further is one as to which
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I wish opportunity to consult with my colleagues; and I hope no
order will be passed to-day which will preclude us from taking such
course l!S, on consultation, we may deem advisable.
The question of the sufficiency in law of the articles themselves has
not been raised by a demurrer thereto, has not been argued by either
side, nor submitted to the court. The only quest.ion raised, argued,
or submitted was the question of jurisdiction of the defendant; that
is, whether the court had power to pass upon the sufficiency of the
articles, or take any other step whatever in the cause. Had the
court affirmed jurisdiction, (as I claim it has not,) then we could have
moved to quash the articles, or demurred to them, OT joined issue for
trial. I do not hesitate to affirm that none of these articles, with possibly one exception, state the necessary facts to constitute a good indictment. Mere rhetoric and denunciation will not do. It is not
enough to say that the defendant has been guilty of high crimes and
misdemeanors; but the articles must state· every fact which is an element of crime. And although the same strictness of pleading has not
been required in cases of impeachment as in ordinary criminal causes,
yet every fact relied upon to constitute the crime must be stat.ed;
and on the trial the proof cannot go beyond the averments of the
articles. In the several irnpea~hment trials in this country defendants have not resorted to formal pleadings. In Blount's case his response was more like an answer to a bill in chancery than a pleading
in a criminal cause. It was a plea to the jurisdiction, a demurrer, and
answer, all in one.
But I assume that where the respondent chooses to avail himself of
formal and particular pleading, which the experience of a thousand
years has shown to be essential to the protection of innocence; this
court will not deny the right, at least without a hearing.
I, therefore, assume that the court, on its attention being called to
the very sweeping terms of this order, will of its own motion vacate
so much of it as holds that the articles of impeachment are sufficient
in law.
The sufficiency in law of the articles is as material to the conviction of the respondent as is the truth in point of fact of the matters
therein charged. Before tbere can be a conviction several things
must be established.
First. That the defendant, in fact, has done, or omitted to do, certain things ;
.
Second. That the things he has done or omitted constitute a crime;
Third . .A.nd not merely a crime, but a. high crime or misdemeanor,
meriting impeachment; and
Fourth. That the respondent is subject to impeachment, and this
court has jurisdiction ov.ar him for the hearing and determination of
this ca.use.
If any one of these elements be wanting, there can be no conviction. And of course, as soon as any one of these propositions is established in favor of the respondent, he is entitled to an acquittal. I
think the point as to jurisdiction has been determined in his favor,
inasmuch as more than one-third of the Senate has declared against
jurisdiction. llut what course we ought to take as a matter of expediency; whether we should move to vacate the order altogether
and that the respondent be dismissed; or demur to the articles; and
if demurrer is overruled, answer to the merits and go to trial, should
only be determined after consultation of the respondent's counsel.
I repeat, if acting for myself, I should take no further step, but
abide final judgment. Every judgment implies a declaration that the
court has jurisdiction to render it. In cases of impeachment., when a
Senator rises and vot-es guilty he thereby affirms the jurisdiction of
the court to pronounce final judgment; the commission by the respondent of acts constituting a. crime, and a high crime; and the
regularity of all prior proceedings in the cause. No Senator can vote
guilty, unless he believes there is not only guilt but jurisdiction to
try and punish. I have mentioned these propositions not to argue
them but to show that they arise fairly at this time, and are of such
importance as to justify us in asking a reasonable time to consider
them, before we are compelled to act.
Mr. ManageT LORD. Mr. President and Senators, one question
which the learned counsel has discussed before you the managers do
not feel authorized to discuss while the order of this Senate remains.
By its order the demurrer to the replication of the House of Representatives is overruled, the plea. of the defendant is overruled anfl
held for naught, and the articles of impeachment are held sufficient.
Now, apprehending that this order has been made upon due consid..
eration, that the Senators understood all these pleadings and made
this order in that view, we do not feel called upon, I repeat, to discuss
the questions pertaining thereto until some motion is made to change
the order; and if such a motion should be made, if the Senate, after
this deliberation and after this carefully prepared order, takes into
consideration the question whether it will change its order, then the
managers wiU desire to be heard.
On the point which the counsel has suggested, practically1 that a
two-thirds vote is necessary on the question of jurisdiction, tliat Senators who voted that this court had not jurisdiction must therefore
on the final vote, when the question is put, "Did this defendant take
$1,500 on a given occasion and for such a purpose!" say" Not guilty,"
because of their views in regard to jurisdiction-on this point I say we
shall be prepared to show that there is nothing whatever in the suggestion; in fact, that the whole practice of courts of impeachment
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has been in contravention of it; that the Constitution itself prevents
any such possibility. Therefore when this question is raised in some
proper form we shall desire to be heard upon it.
. The counsel makes another s.uggestion, that if be stops nere the
managers would be compelled to move, or could move for judgment.
This is not according to the rule of the Senate. The rule of the Senate provides exactly the contrary; that this point may be in the
ruinds of Senators who have not recently looketl at the rule I will
read a portion of it:
'·
If the accused, after service, shall fail to appear, either in person or by attorney,
on the day so fixed therefor aa aforesaid, or, appearing, shall fail to file 'his answer
articl~ of impeachment, the trial shall proceed, nevertheless, as upon a
plea of not guilty.

to such

the case I find on page 71 that the gentleman uses the followin(J' language:
o
An:d I think it. would have been safe for us to demur to the articles; but not
Wishing. to take nsks upon a technical construction. we thought it safer to plead
~atively the fact that the respondent waa not holding any office at the time of
Impeachment.. Undoubtedly, to any plea of therespondentin confession and avoidance of the articles, the prosecution might have replied in confession and avoidance; but not so to a plea which in sab tance i'! a denial of any fact which should
have. be~ stated in _the articles to show jurisdiction. If t.he articles themselves are
defiCient m not stating any fact necessary to entire jmi'!diction, jurisdiction of the
offense and the offender, then this court never acquired jurisdiction.
It result.<;; from the fact that this court bas only a special jurisdiction that the
first pleading mnat show a case within jurisdiction.
'

. I think that after having invited the court to that particular quesMr. CARPE!'{TER. Pardon the interruption; but that is where tion and to the disc~ssion not simply of. the fact, it is fair to presume
that the Senate considered the fuct.s which bear upon the question of
there is no pleading on the part of the defendant.
l\Ir . .Manager LORD. There is now no pleading on the part of the jurisdiction, and also the facts which bear upon the character of the
defe.nda_nt; by the order of the Senate not only is his demurrer to the crime therein alleged.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Presidentreplication overruled, but his ·plea that he puts in to t.he articles is
Mr. THURMAN. I should like to know what is to be the rule of
effectually. held for naught. It stands therefore precisely as if no
plea were mat all. Under the order of the Senate there is nothin(J' the Senate in regard to the discussion of each matter. The Senator
before this tribunal now excepting the articles of impeachmentt:: from Maryland [Mr. WHYTE] ha~ offered an order-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will remind the Senator
· therefore there is no answer, actual or constructive. The defendant
appears in person and by counsel; as there is no answer in this case that debate is not in order.
Mr. THURMAN. I do not wish to debate, but I want to know the
before the Senate, all that the managers can do, at the proper time is
rule of the Senate on this subject. I want to know whether there is
to move to proceed '!ith the trial" as upon the plea of not guilty.';
_One o.tl~er sug~e~tion .. We apprehen<l that the true object of all to be. an unlimited discussion of counsel and managers on every order
trials, ctvil or crxmmal, 1s to reach the merits at the earliest moment. that IS offered by a Senator. In my judgment it is all irregular.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The Chair willT~e <lefendant here stands accused by impeachment, havin" been a
Mr. CARPENTER. If the court will bear me a moment on that
high officer of the Government, of certain crimes and misde~eanors.
He bas put in one dilatory plea, and that has occupied all this time. pointThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will state in reply to the
He now proposes, after this Senate has so deliberately entere<l this
ord.er, afte: it, having examined all the pleadings, haB found these Senator fro!Jl qhio t~at the Chair was holding under the rule that each
articles of Impeachment sufficient, to try a(J'ain in that direction· he of the parties l8 entitled to one hour's debate on ·any motion or order
proposes to demur to the articles of impea~hment; and while I ~an:. submitted.
Mr. THURMAN. What! Upon an order offered by a Senator!
~ot, perhaps, strictly call a demurrer a plea, -yet, in a broader sense it
The PRESIDENT pro tern.pore. The right of discussion is given to
~s. The defendant pr~poses another dilatory proceeding; I may c~ll
It properly anot.h er dilatory plea. And bow many shill he have f the parties.
.Mr. THURMAN. There is no order offered by the parties.
It is absolutely in the discretion of the Senate whether to "ive him
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, can I proceed f
this privilege or not. It is in the discretion of any court of civil or
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The counsel will proceed.
crimi_nal jurisdiction, unless controlled by statutory law.
This defendant accused of these high crimes, after havin(J' by his . Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, this is the second
dilatory plea occupie~ weeks of time, seeks further delay; after this time that I have been reproached in this case with being a "criminal
court, under rules wh1ch are broader and more liberal than in other lawyer." By this epithet I suppose the managers mean to accuse me
con;t.s ~n regard to pleadings, has deliberately overruled his demurrer, o~ J?Ore or less familiarity_with the ru~es and practice which the judiCial courts, after centuries of experience, have established for the
deliber~tel~ heldh~s plea for n~ught, and that the only pleading before t,~lB tribunal ~s the pleading called t.he "articles of impeach- protection of the innocent, and the separation of truth from falsement, and after this court has solemnly adJUdO'ed that these articles hood, ~n the administration of crim.inal justice. This I accept a':! a
are s~fficient, the defendant by his learned cgunsel asks yon to go comphment, though probably not so mtended. The defending of perback mto the courts of law, for rules not binding even there; he s?ns accused of cri~e (always e?titled under our law to the presumpwants you to adopt the rules which be savs are held in criminal courts t~on that.they ~e mnocent until proved to be guilty) cannot be conand give him the right, under all the circumstances of this ca~e t~ sidered d1screditable to anymemberof the profession, when we know
put in t~is furth~r .dilatory plea, because be says what f That' he from historythatfrom Socrates down, through all the a(J'es excellent
could go mto a criiDmal c_ourt and t~ke up these articles of impeach- ana upright men have been falsely convicted, becau e th~y had not
ment, and one by one satisfy the tnbunal that the pleading would advo?ates versed in the law ~~d familiar with the principles and rules
not be good as an indictment. What if he could and what if the of eVIdence, and of the reqUIBite nerve and force to stand up aO"ainPt
technical rule availed here f It nevertheless is in' the discretion of popular prejudice and clamor, or judicial corruption and tyranny and
t~s c?urt whether it wi_1l allow him again to stand on a technical establish before the world their innocence. I understand the :Uanpomt mstead of proceedmg to the merits. I apprehend it is an ap- agers to disclaim be~g criminal lawyers; and I might retort that no
plication. w~ch will not be f~vored by the Senate. I apprehend this one should be permitted to prosecute a citizen in a criminal court
S.enate Sittm~ as a ~ourt of rmpeachment will hardly take the posi- ·who is not familiar with and obedient to the rules and practice of such
tiOn., after this dehberate order, that it will open the .whole case courts.
The honorable manager [Mr. LORD] claims that this court is exagam, and for whatf Not from a sense of justice to the defendant·
not for the_purp?se of asc~rt!lining the truth; but simply that learned empt from adherence to rules of pleading and the methods of judicial
counsel skilled m the crliDIDal courts may stand in this an(J'nst tri- triblllllJ.,lS; and that, i~ reaching its conclusions, it may proceed with
bunal and urge that these articles of impeachment have not all the the freedom of the wmd, "which bloweth where it listeth." So is a
mob on the Rocky Mountains, administering Lynch law upon a supwor~ ~nd P.hr~e?lo~y which ?e t~s :would be necessary in a court
posed murderer; and the mob could as {airly pretend to be exercisinO'
of cn~rnnal JUnsdt~tion to mamtam an mdictment.
I Wlll not now discuss the question whether the articles of impeach- judicial power, as could this august tribunal while denying the prin~
ment are sufficient. The counsel himself has confessed the rule that ciples and overstepping the limits of the law.
The manager who last spoke has referred to my remarks on a former
plead!ngs in this court are entirely distinct and separate as to more
tec~mcal rules from pleadings in ordinary cri~inal proce.edings. occasion, to show that I intended to submit t.h e sufficiency in law of
T~1~ court has a broader. range; it ha-s an easier path in its high juris- the articles of impeachment,-asubject which I did not at a.U discuss.
dicti?n to. reach the m.ents, and therefore I may say, with all respect If by saying that the articles must be sufficient in law to sustain a
~o this ~r1bunal, that 1t would be a most extraordinary proceeiliug, conviction, I submitted the question of their sufficiency to the court
m the J~dg~e~t o_f the managers, for this court, without claim of at that time, then by saying that not only must the articles be snfa~y posstble ~Justice to the ~~fend~nt, to open tllis case for another fi:cient in law, .but ~nat be proved true in fact, I submitte<l the quesdilatory plea mstead of reqmnng h1m to go to trial upon the merits. tiOn of the guilt or mnocence of the respondent at the same time.
If what I said authorized the court to pass upon the sufficiency of
My colleague, Mr. McMAHON, desires to make a statement.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before the counsel resumes his aro·u- the articles,-a question not argued on either side,-tben the court
ment, I desil·e to call his attention to the fact that he has himsellln- might a-s well have passed upon the question of guilt or innocence at
vited the decision of the Senate as it has been made. In lris argument, tJ;te ~me ti~e. I wa8.discussing ~othing but tho qu~stion of jurisdiCtiOn. It IS true I did say that, masmuch as the articles described
to be found on page 64 of the RECORD, I find the following:
the respondent as late Secretary of War, perhaps we might safely
I shall end~vor to ~aintain the following; propositions:
have demurred to them; but, for reasons which I stated wo thought
. 1. That articles of unpeachment cannot be entertained aaainst a private citizen
it safer to plead affirmatively the fact that the respondent was not
many caae whatever;
.,
2. That wherever articles of impeachment are exhibited they must set forth holding any office when he was impeached. The manager says the
every fact. essential to constitute a hiuh crime or misdemeano; and every fact neces- articles of impeachment were before the court. I deny that the quessary to !Jrmg ~he case within t~e_jurisdiction of the court; and
tion of their legal sufficiency was before the court on the argument
3. That the l8Sues of facts arlSmg upon the plea in abatement are immaterial.
of the single question whether the court had jurisdiction to pass upon
After proceeding to discuss these questions, in finally summing up their sufficiency. It was claimed by one of the managers on that
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argument, if I remember aright, that the truth of the articles must
be assumed, for t.he purpose-s of_that argument. In other words, the
question was, whether, conceding everything stated in the articles,
the court had jurisdiction to try the respondent.
The question raised by our pleadings,-andsubmitted by our argument,-was, not whether the articles were true, or in point of form
and substance, sufficient to show an impeachable crime,-but whether
the respondent conld be impeached after he was out of office. The
truth and sufficiency of our plea was conceded by the managers when
they filed a replication. To their replication we demurred. That
nndonbtedly sulmritted to the court the sufficiency of the plea as well
as the replication. And if the eomt had held t.he replication bad,
then, going back, they might have held the plea bad. But if the
court, as appears uy the order entered, heltl the replication good, by
overruling our demurrer to it, then it was wholly immaterial whether
the plea. was good or bad, because it was disposed of by a good replication. As I understand the rule, it is only in case the party demurring is entitled. to judgment on the particular point raised by his demmrer, that the court look back to ~:~ee whether his former pleadings
have been defective.
Suppose an indictment in a criminal court, and the defendant at
the trial to plead to the array of .the petit jury. This might lead to
a succession of pleadings terminating in a tlemnrrer. Would this
demurrer raise the question of the sufficiency in law of the indictment, and the pleas in bar by the defendant, which had not been demuiTed to 7 Undoubtedly such demurrer would raise the question
of the sufficiency of all the pleadings relating to the particular subject-the qualifications of that jmy. So, in this case, the demurrer
compelled the court to inspect all the pleadings touching the question of the jurisdictiol\ of t.he court; and nothing else. And this
question settled in favor of jurisdiction, the respondent should be
permitted to commence his defense as he would have done if the
jmisdiction had not been disputed.
Mr. THURMAN. I wish to submit a question for connsel to answer.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. The question will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
As upon a demurrer the court must go back to the :first defect, how
could the court overrule the demurrer without deciding that the articles are sufficient T
Mr. CARPENTER. The first defect was the demurrer to a good
replication ; the court held the replication good by overruling the
demurrer to it. If the replication was held good, of course it disposed
of the plea, and ended the question of jurisdiction.
Now, if the court please, I do not wish to spend time nnnecessarily.
I know the Senate is pressed with legislative business. Knowing such
tcould be the caae, we moved a continuance to the next session of the
Senate. But the court unanimously denied this motion, thus ordering the trial to proceed. We are therefore not responsible for the
embarrassment which this trial must necessarily cause to legislative
business. And I assume that no Senator will wish to deny us the
privileges necessary to a proper defense, and the time necessary for
preparation, but will accord us a full and patient hearing upon every
question involved in this case; especially as most of the questions
are now preeented for the first t.ime, and by their determination
precedents will be made for all time, binding upon all men.
And now I ask that you will give us until Monday next to determine, as counsel, what step ought next to be taken on behalf of the
respondent ;-determine whether we will move to vacate the order
just entered, upon the ground that it was not passed with the concurrence of .two-thirds of the· Senators present; or whether we will
demur, and if the demurrer shall be overruled, answer, and go to final
hearing and raise there all the questions which enter into a final
judgment. . That we can raise these questions on a. final hearing, is
clear, because it cannot be maintained that any question upon which
conviction depends can be eliminated from such final determination
by the action of less than the constitutional majority of two-thirds.
Otherwise a mere majority of the Senate might defeat the constitutional provision.
In these cases of impeachment, if a mere majority can settle the
question of jurisdiction, so a mere majority, by overruling a demurrer to the articles, can determine that the acts alleged to have been
done or omitted by the respondent constitute in law a high crime or
misdemeanor within the meaning of the Constitution; leaving the
final judgment to rest only upon questions of fact or at the final
hearing, none of these questions having been disposed of, some master tactician might :first move a resolution declaring that the respondent had done or omitted the acts charged, and if sustained by a mere
majority, might claim that the fa-cts were settled, and that the final
.indgment must rest upon the question of law whether such facts
amounted to a high crime or misdemeanor.
In briefer and plainer terms, no conviction cari take place under
this provision of the Constitution, unless two-thirds of the Senators
concur iu regard to every element necessary to conviction, and first
and conspicuous among these, must be the question of jurisdiction.
Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. President, I wish to inquire whet.her it would
Le in order now to move to adjourn to a day certain, or whether the
order should be properly that when t.he Senate sitting as a court of
impeachment adjourns, it be to a definite time 'f
'l'he PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. It would be in order to move to
adjourn to a certain time.
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Mr. WRIGHT. I move then that the Senate sitting as a court of
impeachment a.djourn until .Monday at one o'clock.
Several SENATORS. Say Tuesday.
Mr. KERNAN. If the Senator will withdraw that motion, I wish
to suggest an amendment to the order proposed by the Senator from
Maryland, [Mr. WHYTE.]
Mr. WRIGHT. I have no objection to hearing the order read, so
that it may be considered the pending order.
Mr. KERNAN. I wish to suggest the proposition I send to the
Chair as an amendment to the motion of the Senator from Maryland.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
RuoZ11td, That in default of an answer within ten days by the respondent to the
articles of impeachment, the trialsha.ll proceed ns on a plea of not ,guilty.

Mr. WRIGHT. I now m.odify my motion so us to make it that the
Senate sitting as a court of impeachment adjourn until Tuesday ne.xt
at one o'clock.
Mr. CARPENTER. To avoid any misunderstanding, I simply ask
whether the Senator offering the order just read means by the order
to exclude our right to demur to the articlesT
Mr. KERNAN. I had not that particularly in my mind.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is very important that we should understand what we are to do.
Mr. KERNAN. It can be amended if the Senate deem this proper.
I suppose that where a plea is put in to the articles of impeachment
and a replication made to it and a demurrer to the replication, it
really does test the sufficiency of the first pleading in the articles. It is quit.e common in States where there is pleading under
the ordinary common-law practice. There a plaintiff may have a bad
.declaration, and the defendant's attorney not choosing to demur and
tell him where it is defective puts in a bad plea, and the plaintiff demurs to the plea. Uniformly the demurrer reaches back to the declaration. If that is bad, the court so adjudges.
I had no particular point in view. The Senate can modify the order so as to say "plead or demur." I merely offered it that we
might make some progress. I supposed the present judgment did
affirm the sufficiency of the articles of impeachment.
Mr. Manager LORD. · Mr. President, may I call the attention of
the Senate t.o one thing f We have had a large number of witnesses
in attendance during this protracted period, and we deem it desirable
if possible, in connection with the orders to be made to-day, that
some time be fixed for the trial,. so that we can let some of these witnesses who live within a reaaonable distance go home and return
again, and thereby, perhaps, save some conside:x;able expense.
I will say, in iddition, that if the trial should not happen to occur
on that particular day nevertheless it would be saving a good deal
of expense to the Government and be a great convenience to the witnesses if some day could be fixed when the trial should proceed after
the answer on the questions of fact. If anything should occur to
prevent that, of course that would not alter the propriety of making
the order, because, as I understand now, the trial is to go on.
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I arise only to express the hope
that by unanimous consent these orders that have been offered will
be considered in .open Senate.
Mr. BOUTWELL. Mr. President1\Ir. THURMAN. I hope I shall not be interrupted.
Mr. BOUTWELL. I feel called upon to ask the Chair to enforce
the rules of the Senate.
Mr. THURMAN. I should like to know why the rule is enforced
against me and not enforced against anybody else.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Chair hopes that is not a reflection on the Chair. The Chair called the attention of the Senator
from Ohio to the fact that debate waB not in order: The Senator from
Ohio stated that he wished simply to make a statement. The Chair
indulged him in that. The Senator from New York, in responae to a
question of one of the counsel, also made a statment, which the
Chair supposed he was making, and allowed him to make, by the
same common consent.
Mr. THURMAN. I rise now to a~k unanimous consent that this
discussion be in open Senate. Is that out of order to aak unanimous
consent f
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Chair ha-s not asked the Senate
for unanimous consent.
Mr. THURMAN. No, but I was interrupted by the Senator from
Massachusetts, who cut me off short when I was asking that unanimous consent might be given. I ask it because I have heard the decision of this Senate treated to-day with scant r(>.spect and the law
with less, and I want the diBcussion in open Senate.
The PRESIDENT pt·o tempore. The Chair reminds Senators again
that debate is not in order. The Senator from Massachusetts insists
on the enforcement of the rule. The Senator from Iowa. moves that
the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourn until
Tuesdav next at one o'clock.
Mr. s·HERMAN. I desire to offer an amendment to that, which I
will reduce to writing.
.
Mr. CONKLING. 1 would inquire wbether a motion as to adjournment is amendable except as to the time to which the adjournment
shall bet
Mr. SHERMAN. I think the Senator will not object to the form.
I have now my amendment.
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The amendment having been reduced to writing was read, as fol- idea of d~latory mot.ions in this matter; nor do we seek to put in
these motions for any such purpose. There seems to be an impression
lows:
Ordered-, That this court adjourn until Tue.'!day next, and in the mean time the communicated to the public through the newspapers, that we ar~
defendant have leave to plead, answer, or demur herein.
seeking in some way to delay action. Certainly gentlemen who have
1\lr. CARPENTER. I hope the Senate will also give us leave, if we the e.xpc~ience that weha:ve in lcga.l proceedings know very well that
conclude to make the. motion, to make a motion to vacate this order nothmg lS to be accomphshed by that. We want a fair trial ancl a
on the ground suggested. It is certainly as important a question as fair trial only, and an opportunity to present the questions ;risin(J'
upon the case whicn are of the very greatest importance; and there~
the one which was argued and not at all settled by the Senate.
fore, we feel bound to make this motion and to ask that time b~ given
.Mr. SHERMAN. It strikes me that this gives ample privilege.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore.. The Chair will state to the Sena- for the hearing of it.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. The attention of the Chair is called
tor from Ohio that debate is not in order. Tbe Chair will also rule
that the motion of the Senator from Iowa is a simple proposition for to the fact that the proposition of counsel h~ not in the form of an
au adjournment, and that the proposition of the Senator from Ohio amendment. The proposition of the Senator from Mary land is a
proposition by itself, and so is that submitted by counsel Therefore
is not an amendment to the motion of the Senator from Iowa.
Mr. KERNAN. I will withdraw the proposition I submitted in in priority of time the proposition of the Senator from Maryland must
be tmbmitted first.
favor of the one of the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. SHERMAN. I move to amend the·order of the Senator from
The PRESIDENT p1·o temp01·e. The Senator from New York withdraws his proposition. The question pending is on the motion of the Maryland by striking out the words "is hereby ordered" and insertSenator from Iowa, that the Senate sitting for Lhe trial of the im- ing "have leave;" so as to read :
Ordered, That W. W. Belknap have lea.>e to plead further or answer the articles
peachment adjourn until next Tuesday at one o'clock p. m
'
.Mr. SHERMAN. I ask the Senator from Iowa if ho h:ts any ohjec- of impeachment within ten days from this uate.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. The question is on the amendment
tion to my substitute!
Mr. WRIGHT. I thin"~\ I have. I adhere to the proposition I have propo ed by the Senator from Ohio.
The amendment was a.g reed to.
made, and ask for a vote on that simple proposition.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question recurs on the order
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The quest,i on is on tho motion of
the Senator from Iowa, that the Senate sitting for the trial of the submitted by the Senator from Maryland ali amended.
.Mr. BOUTWELL. Will the Chair have the motion of the counsel
impea-chment adjourn until Tuesday next at one o'clock p.m.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for· the trial of read!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The motion snbmmitted by the counimpeachment (at two o'clock and twenty minutes p.m.) adjourned
sel will now be read.
to Tuesday next !Lt one o'clock p. m.
The Clerk read the motion submitted by Mr. Blair.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, the managers beg leave to
submit a resolution which I send to the desk.
Tbe PRESIDENT pro tempore. A. resolution is submitted on the
TuESDAY, June 6, 1876.
part of the managers, which the Secretary will read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The hour of one o'clock having arResolve~. Tha~ .in default of an an~nv:er to the merits within ten days by respondent
rived, legislative and executive business is suspended and the Senate
proceeds to the consideration of articles of impeachment exhibited to the articles ot unpeachment, the trial shall proceed as upon a plea of not guilty.
by the Honse of Repn-sentatives against William W. Belknap, late
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the order subSecret!try of War. The Sergeant-at-Arms will make proclamation.
mitted by the Senator from Maryland as amended.
The usual procl::~.mation was made by the Ser(J'eant-at-A..rms. ,
Mr. WHYTE. :Mr. PresidentThe managers on the part of the House of Representatives (wit.h
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Debate is not in order.
the exception of Mr. KNOTT) appeared and were conducted to the
Mr. ·wHYTE. I do not rise to debate, but merely to make a sugseats provided for them.
gestion. If the proposition made by tho coun~el-The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair and Black.
Mr. CONKLING. The Senator is inaudible here.
The Secretary read t.he journal of the proceedings of the Senate
Mr. WHYTE. I was about to say tha.t if the counsel for the resitting on Thursday, June 1, for the trial of tho impoachment of spondent, and the managers desire to argue at thiti time the propol'iWilliam W. Bell-uap.
tion submitted by the counsel, the order which I bave offered rau lie
The PRESIDENT pro tem.pOf'e. The Senate is now ready to proceed on the table for consideration afterward. Thero is no proposition by
with the trial.
the counsel, as I understa,nd, or tho managers, to argue the sngO'es1\lr. EDMUNDS. Wha.t is the pending question before the Senate, tiou that they have made for a vacation of the order. If they proMr. President!
pose to argue it, I see no reason why tho· argument cannot go ou at
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the pend- this time.
ing Qrder submitted by the Senator from Maryland, [Mr. WHYTE.]
Mr. BLACK. We have made no proposition to argue it now.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Mr. WHYTE. Or at any time. There is no proposition of a time.
Ordered, Tbp.t W. W. Belknap is hereby ordered to plead further or answer the It is leaving it unsettled.
articles of impeachment \vithin ten da.ys from this date.
:Mr. BLACK. Any time that the Senate may fix we shall be ready
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, I ask leave in the absence of one of to argue it.
the counsel to present a motion drawn up by him which he would
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, it seems to me that the order sughave presented if he had been here. I ask that it be read.
gested by the managers is an amendment to the resolution offered by
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. The Secretary will report the mo- the Senator from Maryland. I move it as an amendment to the order
offered by the Senator from Maryland.
tion submitted by the conru;el.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Senator from Ohio will submit
his propo ition in writing.
Senate of the United States sitting as a court ,of impeaehment.
Mr. THURMAN. It is the proposition on the table as submitted
TilE Uh'lTED ST.ATES OF AMERICA
VB.
by the managers.
WILLIAM w. BE~AP.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Ohio will have
Here in court comes t.he sn.id William W , Bolkna.p, and moves the court now b are, to modify the proposition, changing it so as to be in the form of an
to vacate the order entered l'f record in this ca.use setting a ide and holding as amendment.
·
Jlaught the plea of him, said Belknap, by him first above in this ca.use pleaded;' for
.Mr. THURMAN. · It is to add to the order ''and that," &c.
the reason that said order was not passed with the concurrence of two-thirds of the
Senators present and vot}ng upon the question of adopting and passing said order,
Mr. SARGENT. I should like to hear both reported.
as appears by the record in this cause.
The CHIEF CLERK. The order is in the following words :

l

WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
J. S. BLACK,
MONTGOMERY BLA.IR,
MATT. H. CARP.ENT.lm,
Of Counsel.

The PRESIDENT pro ternp01·e. The question is on the proposition
submitted by the Senator from Maryland, that being fu·st in order.
.Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President, it occurs to me that our motion ought
first to be put. That motion to abate, set aside, vacate the order of
the Senate ought to be put as it supersedes, takes precedence-it certainly does so logically-of the other proposition. And while I am
up I shoul<llike to say to the Senate that our colleague, Mr. Carpenter, by whom this pleading was drawn up, is now unable to attend
in consequenc~ of illness. He is not confined actually to his bed; but
his physician instructed him this morning that he ought not to and
could not safely leave his room; and we would ask, before the Senate
proceeds to the consideration of this motion, a short indulgence for
the purpose of bringing him here to assist in the argument.
I do not know that it would be improper to say that we have no

Orde:red, That W. W. Belknap have leave to plead further or answer the articles
of impeachment within ten days from this-date.

The amendment is to add:
And that in default of an answer to the merits within ten days by respondent to
the articles of impeachment, the tri::~l shall proceed as upon a plea of not gnilty.

Mr. Manager LORD. I present this in connection with tho other-The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1'e. The paper will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, That on the 11th day of July, 1876, the Senate sitting aR a court of impeachment will proceed t{) hear the e'·idence on the mmits in the trial of this ca-se.

Mr. LOGAN. I merely wish to call the attention of t.be managers
to the rules of proceeding in trials of impeachment before the Senate
in reference to the first order offereu by them:
If the accused, after service, shall fail to appear, either in person or by attorney, on the day so fixed therefor a aforesaid, or, appearing, shall fail to file his
answer to such articles of impeachment, the trial shall proceed, nevertheless, as
upon a plea of not guilty.

The rule now is just as the_manager has

..

presente~

the order.

\
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Mr. Manager LORD. Except that we fix the time.
Mr. LOGAN. No, the time is first ordered. I merely wish to call
attention to the fact that the order is a mere reiteration of the rule of
the Senate.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY. Mr. President, I wish to inquire of the Senator from Maryland, and' also of the Senator from Ohio, if it is the intention by the adoption of these orders to preclude the defense from
raising the question whether a simple majority or a majority of twothirds is required to sustain the jurisdiction of this court; whether
it is the intention to cut off the defense from raising that question
and arg-uing it before the Senate T
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, that question can be argued on the
motion submitted by the counsel for the respondent. I suppose it
can be argued at almost any time or in any way. In my judgment it
never can be decided until we come to the :final decision, but it can
be argued on the motion submitted; although I think it is pretty
clear, for reasons that I am not at liberty to state now, that it cannot
be decided on any such motion as t.hat submitted by the counsel.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, as debate is not in order, I refrain
from saying anything except merely to remark by unanimous consent that I do not wish to be bound either by the question of the Senator from Michi~an or the reply of the Senator from Ohio.
'
The PRESIDENT pro ternpm·e. The question is on the amendment
submitted by the Senator from Ohio to the order of the Senator from
Maryland, which the Secretary will again report.
The CHIEF CLERK. It is proposed to insert at the end of the order:
And that in default of an answer to the merits within ten days by respondent to
the articles of impeachment, the trial Mha.ll proceed as upon a plea of not guilty.
Mr. SHERMAN. I ask for the reading of the rule referred to by
the Senator from Illinois. I have it not before me.
1\fr. BLACK. Mr. Pre!!ident, is it in order for the counsel of the
defendant to make a suggestion about these motions as they are going
on T
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is. The counsel and managers
on each side are entitled to one hour on any proposition for discllSsiolt.
1\ir. BLACK. Then I do suggest that it is hardly necessary to provide a penalty for the default by anticipation. It will be time enough
to determine what ought to be done after we have made the default.
It is not necessary to anticipate it. The answer will most probably
be in. The chances are a thousand to one that it will not be necessary
to say what ought to be the consequences of a failure to put the answer in.
Mr. SHERMAN. I a...~k that the rule referred to be read.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempm·e. The eighth rule will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
vm. upon the ,Presentation of articles of impeachment and the organization of
the Senate as herembefore provided, a. writ of summons shall issue to the accused,
reciting said articles, and notifying him to appear before the Senate upon a. day and
at a. place to be fixed by the Senate and named in such writ, and file his answer to
said articles of impeacl.unent, ancl to stand to and abide the orders and judgments
of the Senate thereon; which writ shall be served by such officer or person as shall
be named in the precept thereof, such number of days prior to the day fixed for
such appearance as shall be named in such prt> cept, either by the deli very of au attested copy thereof to the person accused, or, if that cannot conveniently be done,
by leaving such copy &t the last known place of abode of such person, or at his
usual place of business in some conspicuous place therein; or if such service shall
be, in the judgment of the Senate, impracticable, noticl' to the accused to appear
shall be given in such other manner, by publication or otherwise, as shall be deemed
just; and if the writ aforesaid 1:1haJl fail of service in the manner aforesaid, the
proceedings shall not thereby abate, but further service may be made in such manner as the Senate shall direct. If the accnsell, after service, shall fail to appear,
either in person or by attorney, on the day so fixed therefor as aforesaid, ort appearing, shall fail to file llls answer to such articles of impeachment, the trial snall proceed, nevertheless, as upon a plea of not gnilty. If a. plea of guilty !!hall be entered,
judgment may be entered thereon without further proceedings.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. :Mr. President and SenatorE, I wish to call
the attention of the Senate to the difference between the rule a-s it
has now been read and the order which the managers have presented
to the Senate for their adoption. The order which we propose is that
the respondent shall answer on the merits. We have already been
occupied for several weeks with dilatory pleadings. We have had a
plea to the jurisdiction of the Senate. It has been suggested by the
counsel for the respondent that they would yet demur, or a-sk leave
of the Senate to demur, to the articles of impeachment. The managers believe that these dilatory pleadings have been indulged in by
this Senate quite too long and without a precedent. I find no precedent either in England or in this country for dilatory pleadings on
impeachment. In the :first case tried under our Constitution against
Senator Blount, it is true, the respondent :filed a plea to the jurisdiction which is regarded a-s a dilatory pleading; but that was without
authority and withont precedent. There never had been a case in
En~land where a plea. of that kind had been allowed to be put into
artteles of impeachment, aml it stands alone in this country.
The time which bas already been occupied in this case must satisfy the Senate that it is not right that these dilatory pleadings
should be introduced or allowed. In the case of J mlge Barnard in
New York, where the counsel for the respondent app1ieu to the court
for leave to file a demurrer or leave to move ·to quash certain articles
of impeachment, the court refuse<l the request and required the defendant to plead to the merits, stating that iu the course of the trial
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of the case all those questions of law could be availed of by the parties and would be decided by the court.
Now, we think that if a precedent of th.is kind is established, if this
Senate will go on and heru: dilatory plea after dilatory plea, first a
plea to the jurisdiction, a plea in abatement, then a demurrer to the
form, there is no end; and when shall we arrive at a trial of this case
upon the merits f H there was an officer of this Government now in
office who endangered the liberties of the people, who was engaged
in a conspiracy agai!lst the Government, and he stood impeachecl
before the Senate, if these dilatory pleas were allowed, the evil to be
apprehended from his action might be carried into effect aud realized.
And yet it is claimed that it is a matter of right by the respondent,
on the other side, and the courts of impeachment of this country have
by precedent at least, if not by direct vote, decided that when an
officer of the Government is impeached he cannot be suspended from
the functions of his office while the trial is progressing. No; it has
been the aim and intention of the courts in all cases of impeachment
that a speedy trial should be had, that the respondent should be required to answer to the merits, and then the court wonld consider the
question, and the whole question, and protect and save the cotmtry.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, it seems to me that this
objection, if a good one at all, is taken too late. The only dilatory
plea that has been :filed or that is proposed to be :filed was one to the
jurisdiction; and my colleague says with very good reason that he
does not admit that to be a dilatory plea. It is a plea that goes to
the jurisdiction, to the fundamental legal capacity of the court to
entertain the action, aml it is a fundamental question, therefore, to
be decided by the court and put in and accepted on all hands as a
proper course. We were not given t}le time properly to argue that
question. We had to rush into the discussion of it upon three days
of preparation, and the delay that has taken place since has not been
at the instance or the desire of the defendant here. We were not
permitted to argue the question as it ought to have been argued. We
were forced into its discussion without the adeq~te or proper preparation which counsel on a great case like this ought to have been
permitted to make. It is true there has been a decision of this court
upon a question that goes to its jurisdiction. H we had made that
qttestion under the plea of not guilty, and the court had decided it
with the whole ·ca-se before it, and there had been a difference on that
point such a-s now appears in the decision of the court, no lawyer
would claim that a final judgment could be rendered upon the case.
All we a.sk now is to be heard upon that question. The gentlemen
on the other side seem to be anxious to save the time of the Senate.
We are anxious to save the time of the Senate, and we propose to do
it by the discussion of the question to know whether the judgment
that is now of record can stand consistently with legal principle.
While I am up I will say that the honorable Senator from Maryland does not propose to cut off a decision by this court upon our
proposition to be heard. He stated in the hea.r ing of the Senate that
he "Was willing to let his proposition lie until the Senators could have
a vote and ascertain if we would fix a time. We say to-morrow.
We should be ready to-day if our colleague were here and able to
come. To-morrow or the next day we shall be ready to proceed with
the argument upon the question of the validity of the j ndgment which
bas been rendered; and I do hope that this court will allow an argument to be presented upon that fundamental question, and will not
take snap judgment, because that is the proposition, to take snap
judgment and say, "We will not hear you upon this question," on
which we have had no exception taken np to this hour, and when we
are not in default at all and have not consumed the time of this court
by any attempt at dilatory motions.
Mr. BLACK. I should like to learn from the honorable manager
who spoke what his proposition is. Does he intend to have the Senate throw out altogether the motion that we made, and refuse to
hear itT
Mr. Mana.ger LYNDE. It was not upon your motion, but upon the
order introduced by the Senator from Maryland, and the amendment
offered by the Senator from Ohio, that the respondent be required to
answer upon the merits within ten days, and in default of such an
answer, that then the case proceed as upon a plea of "not guilty." We
have no possible objection to the Senate indulging the counsel in any
ru:gument they may see fit upon any question that may properly arise
in the case, but we wish to get at an issue in this case so as not to consume the Senate's time and ours.
Mr. BLACK. I understand that there is no objection at all to our
arguing this question whenever the Senate see proper to hear it f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. None.
Mr. BLACK. Well, I will say now that, so far as I can see, the statement of the law upon this point as made by the Senator from Ohio
[Mr. THUllliAN) is what meets with my view. I have not had time
to consult with the other counsel in the case and do not know how
they feel about it; bnt I think, whatever may be done with this motion or whenever it may be argued, it cannot really be directly decided
until the final determination of the case, and that we ought to have,
therefore, the privilege of arguing the point at any time. It is a
question that arises aod will arise at every step of this case as we go
on. We have, I should think, a perfect right afier putting in an answer to the articles of impeachment to object to any evidence that the
managers may offer on the ground that it is all cormn v.onjudice; that
the decision of the Senate on what we have been j_n the habit of call-
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the question of jlll'isdiction is in favor of the defendant, (the..e
bemg but a bare majority,) and not against him.
At the same time, however, it seems to me that that is a chain of
the question; which, for the convenience of the Senate and of all
parties, ought to be settled at on co; because, if it be the judgment of
the Senate that they have no jm·isdiction and that is placed upon
the record as the judgment of the Senate, then that stops the proceeding, and it is not necessary to go any further. Everything that
we do beyond that is- labor lost, if it should be finally determined
that the jurisdiction does not exist. We say it is determined.already;
that the question whether he was a public officer, and therefore
within the power of the Honse to impeach him, is settled in his favor;
that unless a majority of two-thirds have voted against him on the
proposition jt is lost; that it requires a vote of two-thirds to express
the judgment of the Senate as a collective body; and that a vote of
less than two-thirds is like a vote of one-half of a jlll'y. It establishes
nothing except the acquittal of the party accused.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. .Mr. President, I desire that this question
shall be fully understood by the Senators before the vote iH taken. A
reference has been made to the rule adopted by the Senate applicable to impeachment trials. That rule is general in its terms. It providel'! what shall be the result of the defendant's failing to appear'
and what shall be the consequence if he appear and fail to answer.
We have passed that stage in this case. The defendant hru~ been
summoned, he has appeared and pleaded; and the Senate have given
a judgment upon his plea. Now, all we desire is to have an operative
order in this case as to what shall be the future course of plea-ding;
nothing more, nothing less. That is all that is to be attained by the
resolution or order proposed by the Senator from .Maryland and the
amendment proposed by the Senator from Ohio.
I agree with the learned counsel for the defense that, if it be necessary to retain jurisdiction and necessary that two-thirds of the Senate should vote that they have it, that question is available to them
at any stage of th' s case, after the close of the evidence if you please.
It is not necessary that they should present it here by a motion. We
have no desire to cut off the consideration of that question. We
are prepared to meet that question, to meet it upon principle and upon
authority; but we want at this stage of the case an order of this ccfurt
which will place the defendant in a position where, if he fail to put
in an aDS"wer upon the merits! this case may, nevertheless, proceed as
upon the plea of "not guilty.'
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If no more is to be said, the Chair
will put the question on the amendment proposed by.the Senator
from Ohio [Mr. THURMA....~] to the proposed order of the Senator from
Maryland, [Mr. WHYTE.]
Mr. WHYTE. In order to test the sense of the Senate on the subject of hearing a-r:_~ument, I offer the order which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDEl'l T pro tempore. The proposed order will be read for
information.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:

Orde-red, That the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment adjourn until to.
morrow at one o'clock p.m., when argumentslli'l>ll be hearu upon the motion offeretl
by the counsel for the respondent.
The PRESIDENT pro tern-pore. As this OI"der pertains to adjournment, the Chair will put the question first upon it.
Mr. LOGAN. Before the question is put, I think the convenience
of the managers and of the counsel for the defense ought to be consulted in reference to these motions as to time. I do not know but
what it would be perfectly convenient for them should we adopt this
order, but I think their convenience ought to be ascertained. If the
court is going to have the management of this case as far as time is
concerned, I think we had better retire and consult as to what kind
of an order we shall make. I would rather that such an order should
come from the managers or the counsel upon the other side, so that
they may agree as to time and accommodate themselves to the convenience of each other.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Chair will state before any other
Senator rises that it is out of order to debate queEiions, and the Chair
is compelled to enforce the rule lest reflection be mado upon the Chair,
and he will enforce tho rule unless Senators prefer by common consent to indulge in debate.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I suomit a point of order.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Senator will state his point of
order.
. Mr. EDMUNDS. I submit that the question muststill betaken on
the amendment proposed by the Senator from Ohio, inasmuch as the
order offered by the Senator from Maryland is something more than
a mere adjournment, and is an order for an argument.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·~. The Chair has ruled that, as the order includes adjournment, he will put tile question on the proposition
of adjournment snbmitteQ by the Senator from Maryland.
Mr. CONKLING. The rule, I believe~_permits a question to be asked.
I should like to inquire in some form-1 did n.ot hear the statementwhat was the statement made touching the illness or absence of one
of the counsel for the respondent. I was called from the Chamber for
a moment and have heard nothing in respect to it.
Mr. BLAIR. I will state that Mr. Carpenter, by whom this proposition was written, was very ill yesterday and is still ill, and that his
physician, in my presence, to-day told him that it would be improper
for h'im to leave the house, but he said that he hoped to be ready by

to:morrow. I would ra.ther have it laid over to the next day, but he
sa1d he could come, he thought, by to-morrow if the Senate was so
urgent about it.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Secretary will report the order
submitted by tbe Senator from Maryland respecting adjournment.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
·
Ordered, That the Senate sitting as a court of i.mpeachmt'nt adjourn until to·
morrow atone o'clock p. m., when argument shall be hearu upon tho motion of.
fered by the counsel for the respondent.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Let us have the yeas and nays upon that.
The yeas and nays being taken, resulted-yeas 18, nays ~3; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs . .Allison, Bruce, Burnside, Caperton, Christiancy, Clayton, Den-

nis, Dorsey, Ferry, Hitchcock, Jones of Florida, McCreery, Ransom,

R~bertson,

Sargent, Whyte, Windom, and Wright-18.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Botg, Cockrell. Cooper. Eaton, Eclmunds,Goldthwaite
Gordon, Hamilton, Johnston, ~~lly, Key, Logan, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of Ver:
:,~2:J~orton, Norwood, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, and With·

NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, .Anthony, Barnum, Booth, Boutwell, Cameron of
Pennsylvania, Camt'ron of Wisconsin, Conkling, Cono~er. Cragin, Davis, Dawes,
Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Harvey, Howe, lngalls, J ont's of N cnda, Kernan, McDonald, McMillan, Merrimon, Morrill of Maine, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Randolph,
Saulsbury, Sharon, Spencer, Wallace, and West-32.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate denies the order. The
question is on the amendment submitted by the Senator from Ohio
[Mr. THURl\IAN] to the proposition of the Senator from Maryland,
[Mr. WHYTE.] The Secretary will report both in their order.
The CHIEF CLERJ{. The proposed order is in the following words:

Ordered, That W. W. Belknap have le..'\ve to plead further or answer the articles
of impeachment within ten days from this date.
It is proposed to amend that by adding thereto :
.And that in default of an answer to the merits within ten days by respondent to
tbe articles of impeachment, the trial shall proceed as upon a plea. of not guilty.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the amendment.
The roll-call will proceed.
.Mr. WRIGHT. I wish to suggest to the Senator from Ohio that
the order as drafted by the managers is evidently upon the theory
that the plea of "not guilty" should be entered if there wa.s no
answer. The first part of the order refers to an answer or further
plea. I suggest whether the amendent as offered should not include
what is included in the first part of the order.
Mr. THURMAN. A plea may be a plea. to the merits or it may be
a dilatory plea.
.
Mr. WRIGHT. The language in one case-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will remind Senators that
debate is not in order.
Mr. WRIGHT. I am not debating the question, but merely SU6gesting whether there should not be an amendment to tbe umentlment.
'
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·c. It is difficult for the Chair to de fino
debate.
Mr. ·wRIGHT. Will the Secretary he kind enough to read the order
again f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report th'e order
again.
The CHIEF CLERK. The order reads as follows :
Ordered, That W. W. Belknap have leave to plead further or answer the articles
of impeachment within ten !lays from this date.

To that it is proposed to add the following words :
.And that in default of an answer to the merits within ten days by respondent to
the articles of impeachment, the trial shall proceed as upon a. plea. of not guilty.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the awendment
just reported.
Mr. BLACK. Is it now in order for me to make a remark to the
Senate f
The PRESIDENT pro ternpo1'e. It is.
Mr. BLACK. I wish to say that, while we do not see any special
necessity for the amendment, we have no objection to it, because that
is the right thing to bo done in case we make the default for which
that is provided as a penalty; but the resolution being so amended
we can have no objection to it. That is, we t.hink that we are perfectlycontent that that time should be fixed for putting in the answer.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President, the amendment offered, as I heard it
read the last time, seems to be inconsistent with the original order.
The amendment offered by the managers, in its phraseology, implies
an answer and necessitates an answer to the merits; whereas the
original order offered by the Senator from Maryland admits of a plea,
or answer, or further pleailing. It seems to me that under the one
we might demur to the articles or we might file a plea. The Senator
from Ohio adopts or moves the motion of the m:magers as an amendment t.o the order of the Senator from Maryland; and the one admits
of a further pleading, that is, it would admit of a demurrer, and the
other requires an answer to the merits within ten d:tyd.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The question is on the n,mendment
proposed by the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. THURMAN.] Tho roll-can
will proceed.
The Chief Clerk called the roll on the amendment, and the rollcall having been eoncluded,
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. On agreeing to the amendment the
yeas are 31 and the nays are 5; no quorum voting.
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Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Sergeant-at-Arm~:~ be directed to
request .the attendance of absent Senators.
Mr. WITHERS. There is manifestly a quornm present.
Mr. ANTHONY. I suggest that if the President counts· the Senate
he will find that there is a quorum present.
Tile PRESIDENT pro tPTnpore. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Vermont that the Sergeant at-Arms be directed to
request the attendance of absent Senators.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will execute
the order.
After a pause,
Mr. PADDOCK. "I should like to inquire if there is not now a quorum of the Senate present f
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair is unaware except as the
vote reveals the fact, without counting the Senate.
Mr. PAD DOCK. I move that the roll be called.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We are now executing our order.
Mr. P .ADDOCK. I move that all further proceeding under the
order be dispensed with until the roll is called.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Senator from Nebra.ska moves
that all further proceedings under the order be dispensed with.
The motion was not agreed to.
.
Mr. MORTON. Is it in order to say a word!
The PRESIDENT pro t-empm·e. Debate is not in order.
Further time having elapsed,
Mr. THURMAN said: I move that the names of the Senators who
have not voted be called, so that tbey may vote. Sev~ral have come
into the Senate since the roll was called.
The PRESIDENT pro tempon~. That is not in order. The Chair is
informed that there is a quorum present, the count showing fifty-three
Senators. The Sergeant-at-Arms is executin~ the order of the Senate.
What is the further pleasure of the Senate T
Mr. SHERMAN and others. Call the absentees.
Mr. SARGENT. I believe it is in order to move to dispense with
further proceedings under the call.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is.
Mr. S.A.RGEN1'. I submit that motion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from California moves
that all further proceedings under the order directing the Sergeantat-Arms to request the attendance of Senators be dispensed with.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. THURMAN. Is my motion in order now f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is.
Mr. THURMAN. I move that the Senators who have not voted on
the amendment be called so that they may answer.
Mr. SAULSBURY. I was not in when the motion was put; I would
therefore thank the Chair to state the question.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the amendment
submitted by the Senator from Ohio to the proposition submitted by
the Senator from Maryland. Does the Senator desire the amendment
to be read f
Mr. SAULSBURY. I desire to have both read.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Both will be read.
The CHIEF CLERK. The following is the order:
Ord.tTed, That W. W. Belknap have leave to plead further or answer the articles
of impeachment within ten days from this date.

The amendment is to add:
.And that in default of an answer to the merits within ten days by respondent to
the articles of impeachment, th~ trial shall proceed as upon a plea of not guilty.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The names of non-voting Senators
wiU now he called.
.
The Secretary proceeded to call the names of the Senators who had
not votecl on the previous call; and the roll-call having been concluded, the result was announced-yeas 35, nays 7 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. .Anthony, Bayard, Boey Booth, Burnside, Cameron of Pennsyl·
vania, Caperton, Cockrell, Dennis, Edmund's, Gordon, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Johns.
ton, Jones of Florida, Kelly, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont
Morton, Norwood, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson;
Thurman, Wadleigh, West, Whyte, Withers, and Wright-35.
H~w~~Messrs. Conkling, Cooper, Cragin, Eaton, Ferry, Goldthwaite, and
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Allison, Barnum, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of
Wisconsin, Christiancy, Clayton, Conover, Davis, Dawes, Dorsey, FrelinghuY.sen,
Hamlin, Harvey, Inualls, Jones of Nevada, Kernan, Logan, McDonald, McMillan,
M.errimon, M.orrillo~":Maine, Oglesby,:Padtlock, Patterson, Randolph, Sharon, Spen.
cer, Wallace, and Wmdom-31.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The amendment of the Senator
from Ohio is agreed to. The question recurs on the order proposed
by the Senator from :Maryland as amended, which will be read as it
now stands.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Ordered, That W. W. Belknap have leave to plead further or answer the articles
of impeachment within ten days from this date; and that in default, of an answer
to the merits within ten days by respondent to the articles of impea.chment, the
trial shall proceed as upon a .vlea. of not guilty.

Mr. :W~TE. I move ~ Rtrike out "plead further or," so aa to
leave 1t sunply ''answer," m order to correspond with the amendment which has now been attached to the order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to this amendment Y The Chair hears none, and the order will be so modified. The
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question is on the order as so amended, and the roll-call will proceed.
The question being takeu by yeas and nays, resulted-yea.rs 33, nays
4; as folluws :
,
YEAS-Messrs. Bayard, Bo:ry, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania., Caperton, Cock·
rell, Cooper, Dennis, Edmunds, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Johnston, Kelly, Key, McUroory, Maxey, Mitchell, MoiTill of Vermont, Norwood, R..'lu·
som, Robertson, Sargent, Sanlsbru-y, Sherman, Stevenson, 'l'hurman, Wa.dloigh,
West, Whyte, Withers, and Wright--33.
NAYS-Messrs. Cragin, Ferry, Howe, and Morton-4.
NOT VOTING-MessTS. Alcorn, Allison, .Anthony, Barnum, Boutwell, Bruce,
Burnside, Cameron of Wi consin, Christiancy, Clayton, Conkling, Conover, Davis,
Dawes, Dorsey, Eaton, Frelinghuysen, Hamllit, Harve~, Ingalls, Jones of Florida,
Jones of Ne'"ada, Kf\rnan, Logan, McDonald, McMillan, .Merrimon. Morrill of
Maine, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Randolph, Sharon, Spencer, Wallace, and
Windom-36.

So it was
Ordtrcd, That W. ·W. Belknap have leave to answer the articles of impeachment,
within ten days from this date; and that in default of an answer to the merits within
ten days by respondent to the articles of impeMhment, the trial shall proceed as
upon a plea of not guilty.

Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, may I ask consideration upon
the last motion submitted by the managers t
The PRESIDENT pro tetnpore. The Secretary will report the proposition.
. •
The Chief Clerk read a.s follows:
lle8olved, That on the 11th day of July, 1876, the Senate sitting as a court of im·
pea.chment will proceed to hear the evidence on the merits in the trial of this case.

:Mr. Manager LORD. Am I in order in saying a word on that f
The PRESIDENT pro tumpore. Certainly.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, the reason for
:fixing this time on the 11th of July next is mainly that the witnesses
are now scattered to both sides of the continent. During this long
delay we could not keep the witnesses, we thought, in justice to them,
and therefore they were allowed to go to their respective homes. Very
likely before t.he 11th of July, possibly before the 1st of July, these
witnesses can be gathered in; but we deem it more convenient to fix
the 11th of July, and then it will be much more certain that the witnesses will be here on that day than though an earlier day should be
fixed.
Then, again, the House which we repre.s ent is anxious not to have
this trial interfere with the pending legislation. It is important that
all be done before the 30th of J nne that can be done, and in order
that. the trial need not interfere with the important legislation before
Congress, and in order that we may be enabled to ~et these witnesses
from these distant points, the managers propose this day for trial, the
11th of July.
Mr. EDMUNDS. 1.-Ir. President, I move to amend that order by
making_ it the 6th.instead of the 11th of July.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, the managers accept that
amendment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers accept the amendment. The Secretary will report the proposititon as now modified by
the managers.
4
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, That on the 6th day of July, 1876, the Senate sitting as a. court of im·
peachment will proceed to hear the evidence on the merits in tht~ trial o£ this case.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators, the managers on the part
of the House submit this proposition for your decision.
Mr. SARGENT. I move to amend by saying t.he 19th day of Juue.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Chair will here rule that a
proposition submitted by the counsel or the managers is not amendable by Se-n ators. The Chair will entertain a proposition of the Senators. The managers modified their proposition according to the
suggestion of the Senator from Vermont, and therefore the Chair entertained that. The Senator from California can move a proposition
covering the point he wishes to reach, and the Chair will entertain it.
Air. MORTON. Mr. P1·esident, on a question of this kind, so intimately affecting the business of the Senate, I think there ought to be
opportunity for the Senate to be heard ou it.- Here it is proposed to
spread this trial all over the summer. I move that the Senate retire
for the consideration of this question.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I suggest that the Senate be clearecl.
· Mr. THURMAN. I ask unanimous consent that the rules be suspended and we go on.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That I object to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is made to the suggesti~n
of the Sena.t or from Ohio.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before the motion of the Senator from
Indiana is put, I desire to say that the managers can be ready to try
this case at any time within ten days from this date. The suggestion
made by the chairman was chiefly to accommodate the public business, as I understand it; but if the Senate sees proper, in view of its
knowledge of the situation of the public business, to :fix this trial for
the 19th of June, having had peculiar means of knowing where the
witnesses are, how soon they can be procured, and what we want, I
think I c3rn safely say, on behalf of the managers, that we shall be
ready on that time. Of course, it is only two days, aft-er the answer
is to be put in, but that is for the Senate to consider when they retire. \Ve shall be ready at any time within a reasonable period to go
on with the trial.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair did not hear the proposition ·of the Senator from Indiana. Will he state it again f
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Mr. .MORTON. I move that the Senate retire to consider this question.
l\Ir. EDMUNDS. I suggest that we close the doors and stay here.
Mr. MORTON. It is suggested that I change t.be motion to one
that t.be galleries ue cleared and the doors closed, that the Senate
may deliuerate. I suumit that motion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Indiana that the doors Le closed anu the galleries
cleared, that the Senate may deliberate.
The motion was not agreed to ; there being, on a division -ayes 15,
noes 24.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The question is on the proposition
of the managers as modified, which will be read.
The Chief Clark read as follows :
Resolved, That on the 6th day of July, 1876, the Senate sitting as a. court of im·
peachment will proceed to hear the evitlence on the merits in the trial of this case.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, I propose the same order, strik:mg
out the time fixed and insert-ing the 19th of J tme. If Senators will
wait while I go through the manual exercise of writing it, very well.
Otherwise I think the Clerk might write it out.
The PRESIDENT pro ~rnpore. The ru1e requires all motions to be
reduced to writing. The Chair will enforce the ru1e. The Seoreta1·y
will reduce this motion to writing.
·
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, That on the 19th day of June, 1876, the Senate sitting as a. court of im·
peacbment will proceed to bear the evidence on the merits in the trial of this case.

Mr. ANTHONY. Do I understand that the vote refusing to clear
the galleries is equivalent to a vote to refuse to retire for consultation T
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is. The Chair put the question
on clearing the galleries and closing the doors that the Senate might
deliberate, and the Senate declined to do it.
Mr. ANTHONY. It is likely some might be willing to retire who
would not wish to clear the galleries. I move that the Senate retire
for consultation.
The motion was not agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The proposition of the Senator from
California, which has been read, being the proposition of a Senator,
the Chair will put the question on it as first in order.
.Mr. ANTHONY. I move to substitute for the 19th of June the 11th
of July.
The PRESIDENT pro tent.pore. The Senator from Rhode Island
moves to amend the proposition of the Senator from California ·by
substitnt.ing the 11th of July.
:Mr. EDMUNDS. Is the proposition of the Senator from California
before the Senatef
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is; and the Senator from Rhode
Island moves to amend it by striking out "the 19th day of J nne" and
inserting" the 11th day of July."
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Is that liable to be amended
again f
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. It is.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I move to substitute the 6th for
the 11t.h of J u1y.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpm·e. The Senator from Pennsylvania
moves to amend the amendment by inserting the 6th of July instead
of the 11th. The question is on this amendment to the amendment.
Mr. WRIGHT. I understood that the order offered by the managers
was the pending order, and that the order offered by the Senator from
California was not an amendment to that, and therefore the question
would be pnt on the propositions in the order they were offered.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair bas ruled that a proposition made by managers or counsel is not amendable by Senators;
but any proposition made by a Senator is amendable by a Senator,
nor can the proposition made by Senators be amended by the counsel
or managers. A motion made by a Senator has priority of one offered
by the managers or the oon.nsel.
Mr. WRIGHT. But I understood the Chair to say that the order
o.ffereu by the managers, being first in time, the vote would first be
taken.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. If the Chair stated that, he was incorrect.
Mr. WRIGHT. I certainly so understood.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tentpore. The Chair holds that the proposition
of a Senator has priority of a propo ition of the parties. The proposition offered by the Senator from California being before the Senate,
it is proposed to be amended by the Senator from Rhode Island, to
which the Senator from Pennsylvania offers an amendment. The
Secretary will read the amendment to the amendment.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I rise to inquire whether, if no Senator asks for
the yeas and nays on these points of time, it is necessary to call the
roll f
The PRESIDENT pro tempare. The rnle requires it; but, if no Senator asks for the yeas and days, the Chair will put the question without them.
.Mr. EDMlTh'DS. I think the seventh rule excuses us from calling
the roll on these questions unless the yeas an(l nays are regularly demandeil.
Mr. SARGENT. Let the several amendments be read that we may
know how the question stands.

The CHIEF CLERK. Tl1e -pending proposition is to strike out "the
11th" and insert "the 6th ; '' so as to read :
That on the 6th day of July, 1876, tbe Senate sitting as a. court of impeach·
ment, &c.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question js on this amendment,
proposed by the Senator from Pennsylvania to the amendment of the
Senator from Rhode Island.
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
'fhe PRESIDENT p1·o t.empore. The question now recurs on the
proposition of the Senator from California thus amended, which will
Le read.
Mr. SARGENT. I rise to a point of order.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Senator will state his point of
order.
Mr. SARGENT. The proposition of the Senator from Rbo(le Island
has been amended uy the amendment of the Senator from Pennsylvania; and, being so amended, the question is whether that shall be
substituted for the proposition which I made.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The proposition of the Senator from
Rhode Island was simply as to time, and the Chair took the amendment adopted by the Senate as taking the place of the amendment of
the Senator from Rhode Island. The Senator from Rhode Island
moved one day; the Senator from Pennsylvania moved different
day, and that was agreeu to by the Senate.
Mr. SARGENT. Exactly; and now tba question is between that
date, being the 6th of July, and the 19th of June, as I moved.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. So the Chair stated, and he directed
the question to be reported as it is now proposed to be amenued.
The CHIEF CLERK. The original proposition was in these words :

a

That on the 19th da.y of J nne, 1876, the Senate sitting as a. court of impeachment·

will proceed to hear the evidence on the merits in the trial of this case.

Mr. WHYTE. There must have been some misunderstanding, certainly, on the part of some Senators; certainly there has been upon
mine. Do I understand that the Senate has already adopted the 6th
of JulyT
The PRESIDENT -pro tern.pore. The Chair will state the question.
The Senator from California moved in his proposition the 19th of
June. The Senator from Rhode Is1and moveu to strike out that date
and insert the 11th of Ju1y. The Senator from Pennsylvania moved
to amend the amendment, and instead of the 11th to insert the 6th of
July. That bas taken the place of the amendment of the Senator
from Rhode Island, and the question now stands upon the proposition
of the Senator from California as thus amended.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Not as amended, but as proposed to be amended.
Mr. THURMAN. I submit that the question is, Shall the 19th of
June be stricken out and the 6tho"f July inserted f
Mr. WHYTE. That is the way we understood the question.
The PRESIDENT p1'0 ten1pore. The amendment of the Senator from
Rhode Island, as amended, stands in place of the proposition submitted by the Senat.or from California. So the Chair understands.
All the difference is that the proposition of the Senator from Pennsylvania has taken the place of that of the Senator from Rhode
Island. The question now is 1 Shall that be substituted for the original
proposition of the Senator from California T
Mr. MITCHELL. Before the vote is taken, I should like to put an
inqmry to the counsel for the respondent.
Will the 19th of June give the respondent's counsel such time as
they deem necessary to prepare for trial on the merits f
The PRESIDENT pro ten~pore. The Senate will hear the counsel.
Mr. BLAIR. We have had no opportunity to confer on the subject,
but, so far as advised, that would not give us the necessary time. We
have some witnesses who will not be attainable at that time.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question now before the Senate
is, Will the Senate strike out the 19th of June and insert the 6th of
July f The Chair puts it in a different form so as to make it understood.
The amendment, as amended, was rejected.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ten~pore. The question recurs on the proposition of the Senator from California.
Mr. BLAffi. Wou1d it be in order for the counsel for the respondent to make a motion in regard to the timeT
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. It would be in order for them to
make a proposition, but it would not he in order to amend the proposed order.
Mr. EDMUNDS. It would_ be in order to be heard.
The PRESIDENT pro ~pm·e. The Chair will entertain the proposition of the counsel.
Mr. BLAIR. I would beg, after conferring, to state to the Senate
that we can only judge of the character of the witnesses needed for
our defense by the character of those who are summoned here for the
prosecution. There are some witnesses summoned for the -prosecution whose testimony has been taken that we do not think bears d1
rectly upon the allegations contained in the articles. If those witnesses are to be examined-and I presume they will be, as they have
been examined formerly-we shall need a class of witneE~ses and testimony which will not be at all attainable within the time mentioned
by the order proposed to be adopted now.
We think that justice to the defendant will be secured and the
public business quite ~well advanced Ly laying this trial over until
4
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the next session of the Senate, or until some special adjournmen~ of
the Senate for November; and if it be in order for me. to snbiD.It a
proposition of that kind on the part of the defense I wtll do so. Of
course the Senate will vote upon the subject. If it votes clown the
propo~:~ition of the S61lator from California it will be permissible, I
presume, to then offer a motion in writing to adjonrn over this trial
until November or the 6th day of December next.
I take the liberty of saying to the Senate that, while of course they
know their own business better than I do, it seems to me that there can
be no public object in requiring this trial to go on at this time. It
seem~:~ to me that the convenience of the Senate and the convenience
of all parties would be promoted by the adjournment of the trial
over, say, to the 6th of December.
Mr. BLACK. Or to the 1st of November.
Mr. BLAIR. Or to the 1st of November, some time after the summer heats shall have passed away, when it would be convenient for
all parties to be here. Our original proposition, as the S_ena~ knows,
was to adjourn this question over until after the prestdenttal election. I do not think that anything has occurred since tliat motion
was made to derogate from the sou!ldness .of the views I expresse.d
in makin(J' the motion, and I no~_gtve notJCe to the Senate ~hat,, if
they shali vote down this propositiOn of the Senator from Califorrua,
I shall hope to make that motion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The question is n?w upon the original 'Proposition submitted by the Senator from Califorrua.
Mr. BLAffi. Before the vote is taken, I desire to suggest that my
client says that General Terry, who is commanding an e~pedition,
cannot be brought here in time for th~ occasion. no": ment10ned. It
is necessary for him to be here, proVIded cert.am wttnesses now on
the list of those to be examined by the counsel for the Honse of Representatives are examined. In that case General Terry would be an
indispensable witness for him, and he r:annot be here before fall: ~e
is ready to make affidavit of that fact, 1f the Senate should reqmre 1t.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The q nestion is upon the original
proposition submitted by the Senator from California, which the Secretary will now report.
The Chief Clerk read a-s follows:
Ordered That on the 19th of June, 1876, the Senate sittin~ as 3. court of impeach·
ment will 'proceed to hear the evidence on the merits of the trial in this case.

1\Ir. MORRILL, of Maine. That is not open to debate, I understand f
The PRESIDENT pro tevlpore. It'is not open to debate.
.
Mr. MORRILL, of Maine. I ask unanimous consent to make a~n
gle observation. not by way of debate at all, but by way of suggestion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the request ?f
the Senator from Maine! The Chair hears no objection, and he w1ll
pro~e~
.
.
Mr. MORRILL, of Maine. The question of fixing the time, m my
mind is very important to the Senate and the country.
EDMUNDS. I think if the Senator will move that the doors
be closed it may succeed; and then we can consider the question.
1\!r, MORRILL, of Maine. I desire to say simply in the interests <?f
the exigencies of the public business that we ought to confer on this
question before the vote is taken by the Senate.
Mr. SHERMAN. I feel it my duty to object to debate unless we
can all participate in the debate. I have no objection to going into
private consultation to consider this point.
.
Mr. MORRILL, of Maine. I suggest to my honorable friend that
I stated that I did not rise for debate.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. The Senator from Maine is proceeding by common consent, and is therefore entitled to the floor.
Mr. SHERMAN. I desire to hear the Senator and other Senators
upon the CJ uestion before the Senate.
1\!r. MORRILL, of Maine. My object in making a single remark
will justify me in making a motion, which I now propose to do, that
the Senate have a private conference either by retiring from the Senate or by closing the doors.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I suggest to the Senator that he move to close
the doors.
Mr. MORRILL, of Maine. I move that the doors be closed for
deliberation.
The motion was agreed t-o; and the Senate proceeded to deliberate.
The floor and galleries having been cleared and the doo~ closed,
The question recurred on the resolution of Mr, SARGENT.
Mr. SARGENT having modified his resolution to read as follows:

M.r:

.Resolved That further proceedings in this case, after the filing of his answer by
the defendant, be postponed until the 6th day of December next,

Mr. EDMUNDS moved to amend the resolution by striking out
"6th day of December next" and in lieu thereof inserting "6th day
of July."
Mr. COCKRELL moved to amend the amendment by striking out
the words proposed to be inserted and in lieu thereof inserting "19th
day of J nne instant."
The question being taken by yeas and nays on the amendment to
tbe amendment, resulted-yeas 19, nays 27; as follows:
- YEaS-Messrs. Allison, Bayard, Bogy, Caperton, Cockrell, Dennis~ Gordon,
Hamilton Johnston, Maxey, Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, Sargent, Saulsbury,
Sherman,' Stevenson, Thurman, Whvte, and Withers-19.
N A YS-Messra. Anthony, Booth, Burnside, Clayto!J., Conklin!!, Cooper, Cragin,
Dorsey, Eaton, Edmunds, Ferry, Goldthwaite, Hamlin, Howe, ltelly, K~y, Logan,
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McCreery, Mitchell, Morrill of Maine, Morton, Paddock, Ransom, Robertson, Wadleigh, Wmdom, and Wright-27.
·
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn. :Barnum, :Boutwell, :Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Uameron of 'Yisconsin, Christiancy, C~mover, Davis,pawes, Frelinghuy.
sen, Harvey, Hitchcock, Ingalls, Jones of Flonda, Jones of lievada, Kernan, McDonald, McMillan, Merrimon, Ogl&~by, Patterson, Randolph, Sharon, Spencer,
Wa.llace, and West-27.

So the amendment to the amendment wa-s rejected.
The question recurring on the amendment of .Mr. ED~UNDS, he
called for tho yea.s and nays, and they were ordered; and bcmg taken,
resultecl-yeaa 36, nays 9; a.s follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Anthony, :Bayard, :Bogy. :Booth, Ca.pe1~n, Cockrell, Con~ing,
Cooper, Cragin, Dennis, Eaton, Edmunds, Ferry, Goldthw:rute, Gvrdon: Hamil~n,
Hamlin, Howe, Johnston, Kelly, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Mitchell, Mornllof Marne,
Morrill of Vermont, Norwood, Ransom, Robertson, Saulsbury, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh,Whyte, Withers, and Wright--36.
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Burnside, Clayton, Jones of Nevada, Morton, Paddock,
Sargent, Sherman, and Windom-9.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Barnum, :Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wi~consin, Cbristiancy, Conover, pavis, Dawes, Dorsey, Frelinghnysen, Harvey, Hitchcock, Ingalls, Jones of Flonda, Kernan, Logan, McDonald, McMillan, MeiTimon, Oglesby, Patterson, Randolph, Sharon, Spencer, Wallace,
and West--28.
~o the amendment was agreed to.
The resolution of 1\fr. SARGENT having been further amended, on
the motion of Mr. ED.:\IUNDS, it was agreed t.o; as follows:

Ordtrred, That on the 6th of July, 1876, at one o'c~ock p. m., the Sef!ate sitting _as
a court of impeachment will proceed to hear the eVIdence on the menta of the tnal

in this case.

On motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, the doors were re-opened, after one
lwur arid thirty-five minutes spent in deliberation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~g~oo

their seats,
The PRESIDENT p1'o t-empore. The Senate continues the trial in
open session. It has made an order which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered, That on the 6th of July, 1876, at one o'cl~k p. m., the Se~ate sitting _as
a. court of impeachment will proceed to hear t-he eVIdence on the ment8 of the tnal

in this CllSe.

1\!r. BLAIR. 1\Ir. President, we have a motion to submit, which I
will read to the Senate, as it is in my writing:
In the Senate of the United States sitting as a. court o impeachment.
THE UXITRD STATES }
'118.

W. BELKNAP.
William W :Belknap by his counsel, moves the court that an order be made upon
the managers "on the pa. ~t of the House of Representati v~ to furnish within ~enty
fonr hours to the accused or his counsel a list of the Wltnesses whom they mtend
to call, together with the particulars of the facts which they expect to prove by
thorn.
WILLIAM

Mr. HA.l\ILIN. Let the Secretary read the motion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The Secretary will read the motion.
The motion was read by the Chief Clerk.
.
Mr. Manager LORD. We simply say now that we obJect to the
order entirely as without precedent and without re~son.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators, you have heard the proposition submitted for your decision on the part of the counsel for the
defense.
1\!r. Manager McMAHON. Before the question is put, I. desire to
call the attention of the Senate to the fact that a large portion of the
testimony, and especially the material testimony in th_is cas~, is .already in possession of the respondent by reason of the mvest1gation
of the House which was published. He iB fully posted in regard to
every point that he may have to meet.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, of course in respect t.o
that part of the testimony which has been printed,_ it is very easy. to
furnish it tons; but I beg leave to sa:y- ~bat there ~sa large ~ortwn
of the testimony taken before the Judie1ary Committee of whwh we
are not at all informed, which we have applied to the managers for
copies of but they repelled ns and refused to give them to us. We
do not ~ow what part of it they may rely on at all. We have rumors
of its character from the press; but we do not know what part of it
they mean to rely upon, or what facts they mean to rely upon_; and
a-s we are ordered to prepare, we want to make that preparatiOn to
meet such case as they may make. We think it is a perfectly fair proposition, and it is made in perfect good faith.
Mr. THURMAN. I submit an inquiry to be propounded tGct)Unsel.
The PRESIDENT pro t.empore. The qu~stion of the Senator from
Ohio will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Is there any prece~ent for the orde~ a:sked. fo~, e!t~er in impea-chment trials or in ordmary courts of crliD.lnal JuriSdiction f
:Mr~ BLACK. No; but certainly there ought to be one made.
Mr. Manager McliAHON. It is rather late in the day.
Mr. BLACK. We do not go upon precedent here; that is, this application is not founded upon anything that has ever happened before. There never was a ca-se like this before. I have nev.er heard
whether the managers object to this <?rder or not. If ~hey do, I cannot conceive for what reason. Certamly they_ do :got mtend to ~eep
us in ignorance of the kind of case they are gomg to produce agamst
ns and take us by surprise and then l 'roceed and run ov~r us and get
a conviction against us on grounds that we have no notwe of. They
do not think it is unfair, I suppose, to tell us beforehand what sort
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of facts they intend to produce. We want it soon in order that there
may be no delay about this. We are for speeding this cause. None
of your dilatory motions, if you please ; do not hang back now since
you have got the time fixed for trial and put us in such a condition as
that we shall have to ask for a continuance again, and be again accused of desiring to delay. But will the gentleman tell us now upou
what ground they desire not to let us into this wonderful secret that
they have got!
·
Mr. Manager McM;AHON. The specifications are very distinct and
clear, are they not f
Mr. BLACK. The specifications of t.h e general charge are clear
enough.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The particular day is given in each one
on which your client is charged with receiving the money.
Mr. BLACK. Very well. Now we want yon to state the particular
facts, tbe evidence upon which you are going to sustain that, and the
names of the witnesses by whom you intend to prove it.
l\lr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, as has already
been suggested by my colleague, the articles of impeachment set forth
with great exactness and with great minuteness the precise facts of the
ca e; and what i& the proposition which the counsel makes f It is no
more and no less than this, tbat he has the ri~ht to invade the room of the
managers, that he bas the right to ascertarn their course of trial, that
he has the right to know every possible witness to prove a certain
fact.
Sufficient it is to say that the wisdom of all the ages is against it.
The learned counsel bad better devote himself to answering the question of the Senator, and find whether in all the past ages a single
precedent of this kind haa been had in any criminal proceeding. It
is not enough for him to rise here and say he did not hear the managers objec~. He may possibly have been out of the room. It is not
enough for .nim to stand here and say, "We need to make a precedent in this case." It is enough for us to answer that he asks for an
extraordinary precedent, extraordinary proceeding, against the wisdom of all 'the past, and in regard to which he cannot find the
first authority in rummaging through all the books of the common
law and all the books relating to criminal jurisprudence. l am surprised th~t any such proposition should be seriously made here, that
we should be compelled, in advance, to disclose to him the names of
witnesses and what each witness is expected to testify to, when we
have laid before him in the broadest manner every charge that we
make, and one article of these articles of impeachment contains seventeen specifications. Many of us thought so much labor was unnecessary; and yet in order that there need be no complaint whatever, in
order that we might treat the other side with the utmost judicial fairness, we have spread upon the record the amount and the time and
tho place and the purpose. Now for him to ask of us that we shoul(l
hand him in the names of those witnesses beyond the Rocky Mountains and this side of the Rocky Mountains-! will not say that he
asks this for any sinister purpose; of course we are bound to assume
that he asks it for an honorable purpose-but sufficient to say that
you would co~vict very few man on the face of the earth, that very
few tribunals would ever render the verdict of guilty if such an
order as this should be made in a criminal proceeding.
·Mr. BLACK. I will tell the honorable mana.ger the reason it is very
important for us to have it. They have their witnesses here, or at
least within easy reach. Ours are scattered all over the continent;
some of them in California, others in the Indian 'Territory. It becomes absolutely necessary for us, as soon as we can, to get out our
subprenas for witnesses and use all diligence in bringing them here.
If the trial is to go on upon the 6th of July or a.t any other time, even
a month later than that, we will be hard pressed for time. We cannot know what particular witness we need or bow many of them unless we are informed of t.heirs and understand what facts they mean
to prove or try to prove.
I maintain, as to every public accuser, a manager of the House of
Representatives, an attorney-general, or district attorney, if be ha-s a
criminal case which he intends to prosecute against a citizen, that be
is bound by his duty and as a ]over of justice to disclose the whole
ca e to the defendant as fully as possible and at the earliest moment.
The gentlemen say, when we ask them for this list, that it is a
secret which they have the right to keep and they will keep it until
the moment of the trial and then spring it upon us, so that we shall
be una \Me to meet it by contradiction or explanation. They wish to
take us by surprise as much as possible, and convict the defendant,
if they can, without giving him a chance to show his innocence.
They say there is no precedent for such a call as we make upon them
now. Nothing like this is found in the common-law cases. I do not
know ho" far baok they want us to go for a precedent old enough
to suit ·them. In modern times it has neTer been refused. I admit
that by t.h e common law, whose authority they invoke, a man on trial
in any criminal court had no chance at all for life or liberty. Be
was not allowed cormsel. He was not allowed to call witnesses.
He was · not confronted with the witnE>.sses against him. None of
those privileges which are secured in our Constitution were given to
a party charged with a. criminal offense by the ancient common law.
That common law was a bloody old beast.
Mr. Manager LORD. Will the gentleman allow me to ask him a
question! And that is, what was his practice in this regard as Attorney-General; whether he gave ~nstrnctions to the district attor-

neys throughout this countr;vto furnish the evidence of the witnesses
fm· the pro ·ecotion to the other side or not t
Mr. BLACK. I never gave instructions one way or the other; but
I never had a secret in my life which I kept from a defendant in a
criminal case. No man shoultl ask me in vain for any fact that be
ought to know so that be might be prepared to meet it. I would
hold back nothing. 1 stand utterly amazed that there should be any
objection to the demand that we are m:.tking now.
But they could not convict men, they say, unless they could come
upon them secretly and suddenly, and catch them unawares; a•d so
they lie in wait, concealed in am bush, to take them by surprise. That
is what the learned gentleman means that this man cannot be convicted, if he gets a fair trial, if be is notified beforehand what the
evidence is, so that he can answer it.·
I am sure, just as perfectly sure as I can be of any fact, that not
one of the gentlemen who compose this committee of managers bas
the least intention to do anything wrong or unfair, and when they
come to sleep upon it, whether this order is made now or made at an9ther time ·o r not made at all, when they consult their pillows about it,
every one of them will say that it is a demand which ought to have
been listened to with pleasure and granted without hesitation.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the proposecl order submitted ,by counsel for the respondent.
· The Chief Clerk read as follows :
William W. Belknap. by his counsel, moves the court that an order be made upon
the managers on the part of the House of R-epresentatives to furnish wit.hin twentyfour hours to the accused or his counsel a list of the witnesses whom t~ey intend
to call, together with the particulars of the facts which thtly expect to prove by
them.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on concurring in
this proposed order.
The order was rejected.
Mr. SHERMAN. If there is no further motion on the part of the ·
counsel or managers, I move that t.he court adjourn until the 6th of
July at one o'clock.
l\Ir. Manager LORD. I would inquire whether sufficient provision
has been made in regard .to the answer f I call the attention of the
Senator to that. The answer is to be put ~n in ten days. I ask whether
sufficient provision has been made in regard to the answer and replication t I think some provision should be made in that regard.
Mr. SHERMAN. I will modify the motion at the suggestion of
Senators around me, who think we ought to meet on the tenth day
after this, that the Senate meet on the 16th of June at one o'clook.
Mr. EDMUNDS. You had better make it twelve o'clock. We can
finish it in five minutes and then have an uninterrupted day for legislative business.
Mr. SHERMAN. I accept the suggestion and say twelve o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is moved that the Senate sitting
in trial adjourn until Friday, the:t6th of June, at twelve o'clock noon.
Mr. SARGENT. I ask that that be withdrawn that I may offer the
following:
Resolved, That the manag6rs furnish to the defendant or hls counsel within
twenty.fonr hours a list of witnesses that they intend to call in this case.
.

Mr. SHERMAN. I withdraw my motion for the present.
The PRESIDENT. pro tempore. The question is on the resolution of
the Senator from California, [Mr. SARGE~T.]
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move to amend that order by striking out
"twenty-four hours" and inserting "four days."
Mr. SARGENT. I have no objection to the modification.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from California. accepts the modification.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. I should like to understand one matter.
We may call a good many witnesses whom we have not now in our
minds. We do not want any order that would preclude us from calling any witnesses that we might at any future time deem important
in the case. I may state here, so far as that is concerned, that the
gentlemen have pretty full knowledge of all we expect to calJ, or
nearly all, for they have been under snbprena for these four weeks.
· Mr. SARGENT. I should like consent to say about threo words.
The PRESIDENT pro ten~pore. Is there objection f The Chair
hears none.
Mr. SARGENT. The practice in every State of the Union is to
indorse on the back of the indictment, as required by statutes, the
names of the witnesses called before the granc.l jury. It has never
been construed that any subsequent witnesses whom it is found necessary to call should be ruled out; any further witnesses that were
necessary in the trial of the case have always been admitted, notwithstanding that statute. That I believe is the universal rule. I do not
propose if the managers find it necessary to introduce additional
witnesses that they shall be ruled out by the adoption of this order,
but that they shall furnish a list of the witnesses that they now intend to call.
Mr. EDMUNDS. If I may ask unanimous. consent of the Senate,
which I rlo not believe in at all my~eli, to say one word, I will do it.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ten1pore. Is there objection! The Chair bears
DODO.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I should propose to modify the order of tl1e Senator from California. so as to say "as far as at present known to the
managers." Ho is quite right, according to my opinion~ in his statement of the law, that if we made a peremptory order, which on its
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face seemed to exclude everything else, yet, if a witness wa~ produced
in good faith who was not known before, he would be received, we
at the same time taking care that no injustice by way of sQrprise
shonld be 1lone to the other party. But to make it entirely safe, so
tJ1at there shall be no misunderstanding, I move also besides the four
days, which my friend accepts, to say "a list of the witnesses so far
as at present known to the managers," so t.hat they shall in good faith
gh·e to the other side all the names of all the witnesses whom they
have at present any intention to call.
Mr. SARGENT. I accept tbe modification.
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDENT pro tempo·re. The Senator from Ohio. Debate is
not in order.
Mr. THURMAN. I ask leaYe to be heard as other Senators have
been.
Tho PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Is there objection Y The Chair hears
none.
Mr. THURMAN. . I ·must say that it is news to me that there is any
law anywhere which requires the prosecution to give a list of its witnesses to the defendant; but I am bound to admit that there must
be, because counsel say so. There is certainly none in my State; I
never heard of such a thing before. But, if it is so, it ought to be reciprocal. The State bas some rights as well as the defendant; and
therefore I move to add :
.And that within four days thereafter the respondent shall furnish the managors
with a list of the witnesses he proposes to examine, so far as they shall be known.

Mr. BLACK. We have no objection.
Mr. BAYARD. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to hearing the
Senator from Delaware f The Chair hears none.
Mr. BAYARD. I cannot but remark that in the very nature of
things the list on either side must be incomplete, and being incomplete it will be absolutely without value to either party. Therefore
the request on either side, in my opinion, would be not only lacking
entirely in precedent, but lacking in judgment and sound logic.
1\Ir. WHYTE. I ask unanimous consent merely to say ooe word to
correct a misapprehension of the Senator from Ohio.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair bears no objection.
Mr. WHYTE. There is an act of Congress on the subject. In all
cases of trial of treason and other capital offenses the party accused
shall haYe a list of the witnesses and the places of their abode.
Mr. SHERMAN. I want that to be read.
Mr. WHYTE. It is aa follows:
SEC. 10:~ When any person is indicted of treason, a copy of the indictment and
a liRt of tbe jury and of the witnesses to be produc.e d on the trial for proving the
indictment, statmg the place of abode of each juro1· and witness, shall be delivered
t() him at least three entire days before )le is tried for the same.

Mr. GORDON. That is for treason.
llr. WHYTE. Treason and any other capital offense.
When any person is indict~d of any other capital offense, such copy of the in·
dictment and li~t of the jurors and witnesses shall be delivered to him at least two
entire days before the triaL

Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I will say that we make no
objection to the order after four days to furnish the list of witnesses.
It wa~ the other part of the order asked for to which we made particular objectil)n.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Ohio [Mr. THURMAN J has moved an amendment, which will be read.
Tlte Chief Clerk read as follows:
Insert at the end of the order:
.A.Dd t.lmt within four !lays therenfter tl1e respondent furnish to the managers a
list of witne ses, as far as known, that he intends to SUlllmon.

The PRESIDENT pro tempol'e. The question is on this amendment.
The amendment Will:! agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the resolution
as ameuded, which the Secretary will report.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered, That the managers ful"nish to the defendant, or hi~ counsel, within four
days, a list of witnesses, as far as at present kno"'"n to them, t.hat they intend to
call in this case; ancl tbat, within four days thereafter, the respondent furnish to
tl.tu managers a list of witnesses, as far as known, that he intends to summon.

The resolution, as amended, was agreed to.
1\lr. SHERMAN. I renew my motion that the Senate sitting for
the trial of the impeachment adjourn until the 16th instant at twelve
o'clock.
The motion was agreed to; and (at four o'clock and forty-five minutes p.m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourned until the 16th instant.

FRIDAY,

June 16, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pr~ temp(}re having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended, and
tho Senate proceeded to the trial of the impeachment of William W.
llolknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The managers on the part of the House of Representatives (with
the exception of 1\ir. KNoTI and Mr. HoAR, who were not present) appeared and were conuncted to the seats provided for them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, 1\les.<;;l'S. Blair and Black.
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The Chief Clerk read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate
sitting on Tuesday, June 6, for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed
with the trial. Tho Secretary will read the order made by the Senate respecting t.be trial.
·
The Secretary read the following order, adopted June 6:
Ordered, That W. W. Belknap haYe leave to answer the articles of impEW}bment
within ten days from this date; and that. in default of an answer to the merits within
ten days by re,.qpondent to the articles of impeachment, the trial shall proceed as
upon a plea of not guilty.

Mr. BLACK. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators will please give attention
to the answer of the accused.
Mr. BLACK. The paper which I am about to read will require perhaps a little, but a very brief, ex-planation. The order made by the
Senate at the last meeting wa~ that we should plead to the merits,
which means of course to the merits of our case in law or in fact;
that is, we should answer to the charges or else raise an issue of law.
For certain reasons, which you will find stated in the paper which I
now lay before you, we decline t-o put in any plea; not because we
do not expect to go to trial upon the legal merits as well as the facts
of the case, but because any such answer as that which the Senate
expect we should put in under that order would probably be construed
as an admission that we are not already acquitted substantially.
But this declination to put in a plea will be followed, as a matter
of co~se, by the course which the S~nate expressed it~ determiuation
to take on a former occasion, nameljt that you will order the trial to
proceed under a plea of not guilty, which the court itself will p11t in
for us. We expect you to put in the plea of not guilty for us, and
we hope very sincerely that yon will be able to make it out, and we
shall be here aiding and assisting you to the utmost of our power.
But we are in an extremely sin(J'ular predicament. The sense of
the Sen.ate upon the question which was submitted to them could be
expressed only against us by a vote of two-thirds. One-third and
more than one-thircl of the Senate have decided in our favor. The
others, less than two-thirds, are powerless, of course, to find against
us any fact· which is an essential element in any legal c-Onviction
which yon may be able at any time hereafter to pronounce•. The fact
alleged against us, that General Belknap was a public officer 'vithin
the meaning of the Constitution, has been found in our favor, but
then a majority of the Senate say that judgment shall be pronounced
upon that vote as if it had been a vote of two-thirds. The majority
can do as they please; they can put whatever they pleaae upon the
record. While they are legally incapable of convicting him without
the concurrence of. two-thirds, the majority can say that we are convicted, although by them. We can do nothing but appeal to your
reason and sense of justice and love of the Constitution, which we
think will prevail at some time or other. That the question will be
raised continually at every step in the progress of this affair, until
we are finally acquitted and allowed to go hence without day, is very
certain.
I now propose to read this paper, which contains our reasons for
declining to plead to the merits, whatever that may mean, to put in
any plea at all other than this, which is an allegation that we have been
alre~dy acquitted; that there can legally be no further proceeding
against us; and that we are entitled to a judgment which will allow
us to go hence sine die. I proceed to read the paper-:

1

In the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impe..'l.Chment.
.Am: RICA

TB.E UNITED STATES OF
'liS.

W. BELKNAP.
And now, to wit, thjs 16th day of June, 1876, thesaicl William W. Belknap comes
into court, and being called upon to plead further to the said articles of impeachment doth most humbly and with profoundest respect represent and show to this
honorable court that on the 17th day of April last past he did plead to the said
articles of impeachment~ and in his saicl plea did alle~e that at the time when the
House of Representatives of the United States ordered the said impeachment, and
at the time when tho said articles of impeachment were exhibited at the bar of the
Senate against Wm. the said Belknap, he, the said &lk.nap, was and ever thereafter
had been not a pu!Jlic officer of the United States, but a private citizen of the Unitecl
States and of the State of Iowa; and that the plea aforesaid and all the matters and
thlngs therein contained were by him, said Belknap, fully verified by proofs
namely, by admissions of the said House of Representatives before said court.; ana
the srud Belknap further represents and shows t() the court here that the truth and
sufficiency of the plea pleadod by him as aforesaid were thereupon debated by the
managers of the said House of Representatives and the counsel of this respondent,
and thereupon submitted to this court for its determination and judgment thereon:
and that snob proceedings were thereupon had in this court on that behalf in this
cause; that afterward, to wit, on the 2'Jth day of Mav last past, the members of this
court, to wit, the Senators of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment as
aforesaidt did severally deliver their several judgmen~, opinions, and vot-es on the
troth ana sufficiency m law of the said plea, when anu whereby it was made duly
to a~ that only thirty·se>en Senators concurred in pronouncing said plea insuffiment or untrue; whereas twent.y-nine Senators sitting in said court, by their
opinions and votes, affirmed and declared their opinion to be that said plea was
sufficient in law and true in point of fact; so that the said Belknap in fact saith
that, on the day aml year last aforesaid, twenty-nine Senators sitting in said court
declared therein that the said Belknap having ceased to be a publio officer of the
United States by reason of his resignation of the office of Secretary of War of the
United States before proceedings in impeachment were commenced against him
by the House of Representatives of the ITniterl States, the Senate cannot take ju.
risdiction of this cause; im<l that seven Senators <lid not vote upon said question,
and only thirty-seven Senators, by their votes, declared t-heir opinion t() !Je that
tho Senate could take _jurisdiction of said cause. .And afterward thirty-seven !5enators sitting in said court, and no more, concurred in a resolution declaring that
"in the opinion of the Senat~ William W. Belkna.p is amenable to trial on impeach·
ment for aots done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said
office," and that twenty-nine of said Senators sittiD& in said court, by their votes.
WILLIAM
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affirmed and declared their opinion to be to the contrary thereof. And aft~ward,
on the day and ye.'\r last aforesaid, it was proposed in said court that the President
pro tempore of the saicl. Senate should declare thejudgmcnL of the Raid Senate, sitting a..<1 aforesaid, to be that said plea. of said respondent should lle held for naught,
aud· a vote wa taken upon said propo ition; and, as said vote showecl, two-thirds
of the said Senators present did not concur therein; but, on the contrary thereof,
ouly thirty-six Senators did concur therein, ami twenty-seven Senators then and
there present, and voting on said pr11position, did by their votes dissent from and
vote against said propO!ution. All of which appears more fully and at large upon
the record of this court in this cause, tow hich record he, said Belknap, prays leave
to refer.
Therefore the said Belknap, referring to the Constitution of the United States,
article 1, section 3. clat1se 6, which provides that "no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members pres nt," (meaninu on trial on
impeachment,) aYers that his said plra has not been overruled or held for naught
by the Senate sitting as aforesaid, no such judgment having been concurred in by
two-thirds of the Senators sitting in sa ill court and >oting thereon; but, on the contrary thereof, a.s tJJe vole aforesa1d fully shows, the saic.l plea of the said respondent
was sustained, and it-s tryth in fact aml sufficiency in law duly affirmed by the said
Senate sitting as aforesaid, more than one-third of the Senators of said Senate,
sitting as aforesaid, having by their Yote. so declared, to-wit, twenty-seven Senators as aforesaid, and said twt-nty-seven Senators lmving by their >otes declared
and affirmed their opinion to be that said plea of said r. sponllent was true in fact,
and was sufficient in la.w to pre>ent thl' Senate sitting as aforesaiil from taking
further cognizance of said articles of impeachment.
Wherefore the respondenta\"er.:~ tlmt he bas already been substantially acquitted
by the Senate sitting as afor~aid; and that be, tl1e said respondent, is not bound
further to answer saul articles of impeacllment; the said order roqniring this respondent to answer oyer not having been made with tho concurrence of two-thirds
of the said Senat{)rssittin~ as aforesaitlancl voting upon theqneHtionoftbepassage
of said order; and said orcle1· having been passed with the concurrence only of less
than two-thirds of the said Senators sitting as aforesaid and voting on the question
of making and passing said order, the said order ought not to have been enwred of
record aa an order of . aid court of i~eachment in this cause; and said order a.p·
pearing upon the whole recorcl of said cause to be null and >oid, a.s an order of sa1d
court.
And the said respondent prays the court now here, as he has before formally
moved said court, to vacate said order ; and the said respondent hereby prays said
court that be may be hence dismissed.
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
MATT. H. CARPENTER.
J. S. BLACK.
MONTGOMERY BLAIR.
0! Counsel for said Respondent.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I call the counsel to order. I do not think the
language that he is addressing to the Chair is fit to be addre ed to
this court.
•
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel will use language which is
proper and decorous.
.Mr. BLACK. If I am out of order, I am wi.D.ing to submit. What
shall I clo to get into order!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The counsel will proceed, using
proper language. The Chair will call him to order if he does not uso
proper language.
1\lr. BLACK. I desire that this paper shall be filed. After full
and careful consultation with my-colleagues and my client, we have
concluded in good faith that it is our duty to put i.n this paper or
some other paper which will disclose our reasons for declining to
plead further. The paper itself is not only respectful to th.e Senate,
but it is humble to the last degree; and either it ought to be received
or some reason should be given for rejecting it.
Mr. EDMUNDS. If by unanimous consent I can say one word, perhaps I can relieve the counsel. My objection to the paper was not
with a view of rejecting it, but merely of holding it in reserve until
the Senate could consider what ought to be done about it. That perhaps may relieve the fear of the counsel that he is not going to have
it considered.
Mr. BLACK. Our offer to file it is, then, to be put on record f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will put the question at
the proper time. The objection the Chair notes; but the question
will be subject to the vote of the Senate.
Mr. BLACK. I only wish to have it noted now that we offer it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That has already been stated b:v
the counsel. Do counsel desire to be heard furtherf
~
.Mr. BLAIR. On what-subject f
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. On the pending proposition of the
managers.
Mr. BLAIR. Js that a motion in regard to this paper f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. In regard to the trial. The Secretary will report the proposition submitted by Mr. Manager LORD.
The PRESIDENT pro t.entpore. The answer will be filed.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Mr. EDMUNDS. I do not wi h that answer filed until there shall
Ordered, That the respondent, W. W. Belknap, shall not beallowecl to make any
be consid~ration of it. I object to its being filed at present.
further plea or answer to the articles of impeachment preferred a;rain. t him on the
Mr. Manager LORD. I rose to make tlle same c>bjection that the part of the Honse of Representative , uut that the further proceedings proooed as
Senator ba-s made, uut it is now unnecessary. I ask that the order be upon a general plea of not guilty.
made which I end to the desk.
Mr. BLAIR. I do not understand, may it please the court, that
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The ordor submitted by the man- any such order as that is necessary under the existing ordet· of t.he
agers will ue rea<l.
Senate. By the exist.ing order of the Senate we were give11 until this•
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
day to further answer, and' we have openly and publicly declareu
Ordered, That there pondent, \V. W. Belknap, shall not be allowed to make any that we do not propose to make any answer, but to stand by the recfurther plea or answer to the articles of impeachment preferred against him on the
part of the House of Re).X"esentatives, but that the future proceedings-proceed as ord as tlfe Senate has made it. Of course under these circumstances
we expect
upon a general plea of not guilty.
·
Mr. KERNAN. Will counsel allow me a moment T I supposed that
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I would ask the Chair whet.ber
there is an application on the part of the respondent for subprenas the suggestion of the Senator from Vermont was that if the counsel
desired to give any reason why when the counsel are refusing to
for certain witnesses t
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair does not understand how plead further we should receive this paper, they should do so. That
that is. The Chair has a communication bearing on t.hat subject is a question we shall doubtless have to decide upon the objection;
but if counsel desire to give any reason why the court should permit
which be will lay before th~ Senate. The Secretary will read it.
this paper to be filed, when the counsel refuse to file a pleading, let
The Clerk read aa follows :
them give it to us now, as that will be a question that we are to conOFFICE SECRETARY SIDIATE UNITED STATES.
SIR: On the 14th of June a list of witnesses to be summoned on the part of Will- sult upon, as I understand.
iam W. B~U..11ap was transmitted to this office, whichlrespectfully la.y before the
Mr. BLAIR. .My learned colleagu"' stated, as I understand, suffiSenate for its action.
ciently our reason for declining to file any further answer anu why
W. J. McDONALD,
we thought it proper for the Senate to allow us to put the paper which
Ohief Olerk Senate.
he read on i.ts records. We cannot see any impropriety in a-sking of
Hon. THOMAS W. FERRY.
President of the Senate.
the Senate that liberty, to put upon the files of this trial in a formal
Mr. EDMUNDS. What is the application f I do not care for a list paper our views of the effect of its previous action. That is all I deof the names, but the number of names and the application, what- sire to say on that point.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, the objection of
ever it is.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Secretary will read the accom- the managers to filing this paper is that it is in direct contravention
of the order of the Senate, aa we view it. The order of the Senate
panying paper.
was that on this day the respondent should plead to the morits or
The Uhief Clerk read as follows:
that the case should go to trial as upon a plea of not guilty. Tho
In the Sen:.te of the United States sitting as a court of inlpeachment.
Senate have not forgotten that the learned counsel who makes this
THE UNITED STATES
motion stated distinctly in this tribunal at the last hearina that the
vs.
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
question now raised could not be settled until the finai determiWitnesses on the part of the respondent:
nation of the case, for it is utterly impossible to tell at this time
LHere follow the narues.)
what the organization of the Senate will be then. The managers
Mr. INGALLS. How many of them are theref
then said, and say now, that on this point we are prepared to argue
The CHIEF CLERK. One hundred and ninety-seven or one hun- the question at a proper time, but it seems entirely premature to
dred and ninety-nine, I think.
attempt to argue it now, when it is impossible, as I have already
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, if the counsel or the managers do said, to tell what the organization of the Senate will be when the
.not wish to be beard further upon any of the topics that are now be- verdict is to be taken. How many it will take to make two-thirds of
fore ns, I move that the doors be closed for consideration of the mat- the members present at that time, it is impossible now to tell; and I
ters submitted.
repeat the counsel stated emphatically that the question could not
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, we offer a · paper a-sserting our legal be determined until then. He now comes here, declines to plead,
a.nd constitutional rights, as we understand them. A Senator rises and asks that this rather extraordinary paper be filed. And we say
and says he objects; a mana9er rises and says he objects. Is t,bat a there is no precedent for filing it, there is no rea-son for filing it, and
reason for simply throwing 1t under the table 1 Is there not to be it is a violation of the order of the Senate.
some reason given for such a thing as that f What is to be done
It is suggested by an associate manager-and I wa.., about to tate
with this f \Valk over us I admit you can, if a majority see proper to it myself-that if the Senate should decide to allow this paper to uo
uo so. They can do as they please; they can order it to be thrown tiled, then we desire to be heard on the question; but, deeming it enunder the table ; but some little respect ought to be shown a man tirely improper at this time to file it, we have no more to sa.y on that
wllo is struggling for bh:1 liberty and llis reputation-subject nnW the further order of the Senate.
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The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair and
Black.
The Chief Clerk read the journal of yesterday's proceedings of tbe
Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT p·ro tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed.
with the trial. The question now pending is, Shall the paper submitted by the accusetl through his counsel be tiled in the proceedings
of the trial f
1.fr. BLACK. Mr. President, I presume it is in order for me to make
the motion which I am about to make now. I am satisfied, so is my
colleague, so is my client, that it is outside of the limits of physical
possibility for this cause to be tried iu this weather. Besides, a large
nnm ber of our witnesses are so far away as to make it nearly imposible now to get them here by the 6th of JuJy. Some of them perhaps cannot be got by that time nor for some time afterward. But
there are reasons which rnnst be obvious to members of the Senate and which I think will be appreciated and understood by tlJe
managers of the House, which require that the trial of this cause
should be postponed to about the middle of November. These reasons we have known and understood very well ourselves, and we
have repeatedly acted npon them, but without giving a very full
explanation of them. I think they are known to the managers, ought
to be known lio the House, and probably are understood by the Senate.
I appeal to the House through its managers to say whether t.hey
have any desire to press this cause to a trial upon the 6th of July. If
they have any such desire, then I hope they will say so; and, if they
consent to it, if it is found to be more convenient for the House and
its managers as well as more likely to result in justice to the accused
party, we will appeal to the Senate with very considerable confidence
that what we both clesire will be acceded to by the court.
I therefore now move, merely for the purpose of testing the quesOrdered, That W. W. Belknap having made default to ploo.d or answer to f.he
merits within the time fixed by the order of the Senate, the trial proceed as upon a tion, that this canse be continued until some day in the month of
plea of not guilty, in pursuance of the former order.
November.
Mr. DAWES. :Mr. President, is there any motion pending to reThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will reduce the moscind or m9dify the existing order of the Senate f
tion to writing. [A pause.] The Secretary will report the motion.
'l'he PRESIDENT pro tempore. There is not.
The Chief Clerk read aa follows:
:Mr. DAWES. Why, then, should not the Senate proceed to execute
Ordered, That this cause be now continued until some convenient day in the
its own order f
month of November.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tewpm·e. There are two questions pending
The PRESIDENT pto tempore. The Senate will now hear the manbefore the Senate, the Chair would remark to the Senator from Massa- agers.
chnsetts. One question is on allowing the paper submitted by the
Mr. Mana~er LORD. I think some day had better be named in the
counsel for the accused to be filed; the other is the proposition on proposed oraer, but that can be done hereafter.
the part of the mana(J'ers.
Mr. President and Senators, under circumstances which I need not
Mr. WHYTE. I ask that the paper proposed by the counsel for re- now here detail, surrounding this case, the managers have concluded
spoudent be read by the Secretary. We did not hear it fully in this to ask leave on this motion to consult with the House. I will say now
part of the Chamber.
that, whatever ·the conference with the House may result in aml
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Secretary will read the paper whatever the determination of the Senate may be~ we desire that the
submitted by the counsel for the accused.
question of filing this paper shall be disposed of when there is a.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Before that is read, as it is su~gAsted that there quorum; but, on the question of postponement tmder all the circumis no quorum present, I ask that the Chair ascertain whether that is stances in which we find ourselves placed and the case placed, we
so. We ought not to proceed without a quorum.
desire leave to confer with the HoOBe.
The PRE~ID.&.~T pro tempore. The Secretary will co~nt the Senate.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the court adjourn, which will be, of
The Chief Clerk proceeded to count the Senators present.
course, until Monday at twelve o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Twenty-nine Senators are present;
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 20, noes 14;
not a quorum.
no quorum voting.
:Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Sergeant-at-Arms be directed to
Mr. SHERMAN. I should like to have the yeas and nays, in order
request the at.tendance of absentees, so that we may see whether we to ascertain whether -there is a. quorum or not. I think there are
can get a quorum.
Senators here not voting. I call for the yeas and nays.
The motion was agreed to.
The yeas and nays were ordered; and being taken, resulted- yeas
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will execute 20, na.ys 15; as follows :
the order of the Senate.
YEAS-Messrs . .Allison, Booth, Christiancy, CraginJ Dawes, E(lmnnflR, Ferry,
}'ive minutes having elapsed,
Frelin~huyaen, Hamilton, Howe, Ingalls, Key, MorrillotMaine. Morrill of Vermont,
Mr. EDMUNDS. It is evident that there is no quorum in the build- Qalesby, Paduock, Spencer, Wadleigh, Windom, and Wrigbtr-20.
ing, and it is doubtful if there be one in town. I moYe, therefore, 'NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, CockreH, Conkling, Davis, Eaton, Johnston, McCreery,
Maxey, Morton, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sherman, Thorman, and Whyt&that the court adjourn, whict is all I can move, there being no quorum. 15.
.
.Mr. ALLISON. I ask when f To what timet
_
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, :Bayard, :Boutwell, Bruc.e,
Mr. EDMUNDS. The only thing we can now do nndertherules is Burnside, Cameron of Penosylvanta, Camaron of Wisconsin, Caperton, Clayton,
Conover, Cooper, Dennis, Dorsey-.! Gi>ldthwaite, Gi>ruon, Hamlin. Harvey, Hitchto mljourn until to-morrow at twelve o'clock.
cock, Jones of Florida, ,Jones of l" evada., Kelly Kernan, Logan, McDonald', McMilThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. No lmsiness can be transacted until lan,
Merrimon, Mitchell, Norwood, Patterson, ~gent, Saulsbury, Sharon, Steventhere be a quorum.
son, Wallace, West, and Withers-38.
Mr. ALLISON. Then the adjournment will be until to-morrow at
So the motion was agreed to; and the court adjourned until Montwelve o'clock.
day, June 19, at twelve o'clock m.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It will be. T.he Senator from Vermont moves that the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
do uow adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at twelve o'clock and fifty-one
minutes p.m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
MONDAY, June 19, 1876.
atljourned until to-morrow at twelve o'clock m.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the Senate proceeded to the trial of the impeacfunent _of
William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation wa-s made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
SATURDAY, June 17, 1876.
Messrs. LoRD, LYNDE, McMAHOY, JENKS, LAPHAM, and HOAR, of
The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the nrrival of the the managers, appeared and were conducted to the seats assigned
hour fixed, the Senate proceeded to the trial of the impea-chment of them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, :Mr. Blair.
William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The House of Representatives will
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
Messrs. LoRD, LY11.'DE 1 McMAHoY, and JE"NKS, of the managers, be notified as usual.
The Secretary read the journal of the roceedings of the Senate
appeared and were conducted to the seats assigned them.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President, I ask the Sena.te to indulge me in one
ob ervation. I think my learned friend, the chairman of the managers,
is entirely mistaken in supposing that we conceded at any time that
this matter could not he disposed of untiL the final hearing of this
cause. We l.Ja-ve not taken any such position as that. On the contrary, this pa.per itself takes the position, which we took in a paper
heretofore presented but not noticed, that., the so-called question of
jnrisflict.ion havin!J been raised by our special plea in bar-for that is
what it was; nothrng more, nothing less-it required the same vote to
overrule it that it requires to overrnle the plea to the merits in
form, or not guilty. We wish a formal paper on tl.Je records of this
body showing to the Senate and to the couutry the po~:<ition alfd attitude we take upon that subject, and we think that. now is the proper
time. Of course, we do not say that we stand here to prevent the
Senate from proceeding to the trial of the facts. We cannot do that,
because they have already said-and we take it that what they have
said they mean-that., if we do not on tl.Jis occasion file a plea to the
merit.s of this c~e, they would proceed and put in a plea of the general issue for us themselves; and we expect that now, as my colleague has said to you. All we ask is that this paper, which states
formally the attitude that we hold and shall claim to hold to the end
of this trial, shall be noted on the records of this body. I think that
any impartial tri~nnal would grant us t.hat liberty of claiming the
right to argue :11:1 matter of law that this court has already decided
this qnestiou in its action upon the special plea heretofore put in. I
do not call for any argument from the managers now or at any time
hereafter (if they choose to pretermit it) upon this question.
Mr. Manager LORD. The managers ask to substitute the order
which I now submit in place of the one handed up before.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The substituted order will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
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sitting for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap on cleared be reconsidered, upon which the yeas and nays have been
asked.
Saturday last.
The PRESIDENT pro telnpore. The Senate is now readY. to proceed
Mr. THURMAN. If we have an open sesoion there can be no dewith the trial. The Secretary will report the pending motion.
bate unless t.ho rules are sm~pended.
Ml.·. CONKLING. If we a.re consulting it is not so. The rule says
The Secretary read as follows:
• Ordered, That this cause be now continued until some convenient day in the that Sena.,ors may be heard when consultations take place ; but it
month of November next.
does not say that the galleries must be cleared in case of consultation.
Mr. THURMAN. I ask that the rule be read.
Mr. Manager LORD. }Jr. President, in regard to the application
.Mr. CONKLING. This is an open consultation that is proposed.
of the defendant to adjourn the trial to November next, the manMr. THURMAN. I have no objection if that is understood; but the
agers have reported to the Honse the proceedings in the court of impeachment on Saturday last; the House has tak~u no action in the rule is as I have stated. I ask that the rule be read.
The Chief Clerk read from Rnle 23, as follows:
premises; and the managers therefore leave the question of such
All the orders and decisions shall be made and had by yeas and nays, which shal
postponement with the court.
f'Iitered on the record, and without debate, subject~ however, oo the operation of
· The PRESIDENT pro tempot·e. The pending question is on the mo- be
Rule 6, except whe11 the doors shall be closed for deliberation, and in that case
tion submitted by the counsel for the accused. The Secretary will no member shall speak more tluln once on one question and for not more than ten
minutes on an interlocurory question, and for not more than fi.ft.een minutes on the
again report the motion.
final question, unless by consent of the Senate, to be had without debate; but a
The Secretary read as follows :
motion to adjourn may be decided without the yeas and nays unless they be de.
OrdMed, That this cause oo now continued until some convenient day in the manded by one. fifth of the members present.
month of NoYember next.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. There cannot be any debate m open
Mr. INGALLS. Mr. President, I should like to hear from the man- session unless the rule be suspended.
Mr. SHERMAN. I think the motion to reconsider had better be
agers upon the question of the power ~f the Senate to sit in trial when
withdrawn.
the Houie of Representatives is not. in session.
Mr. SARGENT. I suggest that the order should be executed. The
Mr. Manager LORD. Perhaps, Mr. President, it will be sufficient
for the managers to say in that regard that the managers are not doors are neither open uor closed now. They had better bo closed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Wisconsin has
agreed on that question. Some of us have a very fixed opinion one
way, and otter managers seem to have as fixed an opinion the other moved to reconsider the vote by which the Senate ordered the galway; and not being agreed among ourselves we perhaps ougJlt not leries to be cleared, on which the yeas and nays have been ordered.
The Secretary will call the roll.
to discuss the question until we can come to some nareement.
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted- eaa 19, nays
I will say further, Mr. President and Senators, tbat the question
which is presented by the Senator has not been fully considered by 24·; as follows:
the managers; it bas not been very much discussed by them; but it
YEAS-Messrs. Alcorn, Booth, Cockrell, Conklin", Dawes, Eaton, Ferry, Hamil.
ha-8 been sufficiently discussed to enable us to see that there is this ron, Howe, Johnston, JonM of Florida, Kernan, Norwood, Randolph, Ransom, Wal.
lace,
West. Windom, and Withers-L9.
difference of a pinion. I think myself that when the question is folly
NAYS-M s~. Allison; Bogy, Caperton, Ula.:rton, Davis, Edmunds, Frelin~huy.
discussed by the managers they will come to a conclusion on the sub- Ren, Ingalls, Kelly, Key, Logan, McCreery, Maxey, Morrill of Maine, Morrill of
ject nnanimonsly; but perhaps one differing with me ,might think Vermont, Morton, Paddock, Robertson, Sargent, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman,
we should come unanimouslv to a different conclusion from that which Wadlei~h . and Wright-24.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Bruco, Burnsido,
I entertain. I wiJl say for myself that I have no doubt of the power Cameron
of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Conover, Cooper,
of this court to sit as a court of impeachment after the adjournment Urn~, Denn~. Dorsey, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamlin, Harvey, Hitchcock, Jones
of Nevada, McDonald, McMillan, Merrimon, Mitchell, Oglesby, Patter on, Saulsof the Coll$!ress.
·
bury, ShAron, Spencer, auu Whyte-30 .
.Mr. SHERMAN. What is the date fixed in the order proposed t
Mr. Wl<JST. A "convenient day."
The PRESIDE.trf pro tempore. The Senate refuses to reconsider its
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. No specific date is fixed in the motion. order. The galleries will be cleared and the doors closed.
Mr. SHERMAN. If the motion is to be put to the Senate, I desire
The Senate thereupon proceeded to deliberate.
to have a tlay fixed.
The floor and galleries having been cleared and the doors closed,
The order was again read.
The Senate proceeded to consider the order submitted IJy the counMr. SHERMAN. Is the order opel). to amendmentt
sel for the respondent.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, allow me one moment. I ought
On motion of Mr. THURMAN, it was
to say in regard to the opinion which I have expressed that I predOrdered, That the application of the respondent for postponement of the time
icate that opinion upon the action of both the Houses. I think that for proceeding witt trial be overruled.
in order to authorize the sitting of this court beyond all question
On motion of Mr. EDMUNDS, the Senate proceeded to .consider the
either the Honse or the Congress should vote to empower the man- question of filing the paper read on the 16th instant by Mr. Black, of
agers to appear before this court in the recess or absence of the House. counsel for the-respondent, assigning the reaaons whytherespondent
Mr. SHERMAN. I move that the galleries be cleared so that the declines to answer the merits of the articles of impeachment as reSenate may consult on this question.
quired .by the order of the Senate adopted on the 6th instant; which
The motion was agreed to.
paper Mr. Black had requested to have placed on file.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, may I say one other word beMr. SHERMAN so bmitted the following order for consideration:
fore the result of the motion is announced f I ought to say in furtherOrdered, That the paper presented by the defendant on the 16th instant be filed
ance of the view which I have presented, that the question has been in t-his cause; and the defendant having failed to answer oo the merits wit~
settled in the State of New York, the St.a te in which I reside, and I, days allowed by the order of the Senate of the 6th instant, the trial shall proceed
of course, would naturally be influenced somewhat by the decision. on the 6th of July next as upon a plea. of not guilty.
In the case of Judge Barnard the h'ial was had at Saratoga after the
Mr. THURMAN moved to amend the order of Mr. SHERMAN by inadjournment of the Legislature; and in the recent impeachment trial serting after the word "be" and before "filed" the word "not."
in Virginia the same course was taken: the impeachment· was not
Mr. THURMAN called for the yeas and nays, and they were ortried until after the adjournment of the Legisbture. I am also re- dered; and being taken, resulted-yeas 24, nays 24; r.s follows:
minded that as far back as 1853 when Mr. Mather, a canal commisYEA.S-Messrs. Bogy, Caperton, Cockrell, Davis, Edmunds, Goldthwaite, Hamil.
sioner, was impeached in New York, he was tried after the Legisla- ton, Johnston, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Morrill of Maine, Mol'ton,
Norwood.
Randolph, RobertS{)n, Saulsbury, Stevensou, Thurman, Wadleigh, Walture adjourned. In regard to the English authorities they seem on lace, and Withers-24.
the whole to warrant the proposition that the House of Lords may
NAYS-Messrs. Alcorn, Allison, Booth, Christiancy, Conklin~. Cragin, Dawes,
proceed as a court of impeachment after the adjournment of the Par- Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Jones of Novacla,
·Lo ..an, Ogjlesby, Paduock, Pattorson, Rruisom, Sargent, Sherman, West, Windom,
liament.
8 Wrignt-24.
.
·
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Sergeant-at-Arms will clear anNOT
VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Barnum, B,~,yard, BoutweB, Bruce, BurnRide,
the galleries and close the doors.
Cameron of Pennsylvania., Cameron of Wisconsin, Clayton, Conover, Cooper, Den·
Mr. HOWE. I move to reconsider the vote ordering the clearing nis1 Dorsey, Gordon, Hamlin, Harvey, Hitchcock, McDonald, McMillan, Merrimon,
Mitchell, Morrill of Vermont, Sharon, Spencer, and Whyte-25.
the galleries
Several SENATORS. 0, no; let us settle it.
So the amendment was not agreed to.
Mr. HOWE. Let us SE\ttle it in open session. I ask for the yeas
The question recurring on the order proposed by Mr. SHERUAN,
and nays.
Mr. HOWE demanded a division of the order; and the question beMr. SHERMAN. Let the order be executed first.
ing stated to be on the first clause tllereof, namelyMr. HOWE. Why sof
·
Ordered, That the paper presented by the defendant on the 16th instant be filed
Mr. SHERMAN. After the order is made we cannot proceed to do in this causeanything until the order is executed.
Mr. HOWE called for the yea-s and nays, and they were ordered;
Mr. CONKLING. Can we not reconsider it f
being taken, resulted-yeas 26, nays :J4; ae. follows:
'.Mr. SHERMAN. The order should first he executed. The order and
YEAS-Messrs . .Alcorn, Allison, Christiancy, Clayton, Conkling, Cragin, Dawes,
can only be suspended by the Senate, not by a single Senator.
Eaoon, Ferry, Frelinghuyseu, Goldthwaite, Hamlin, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of FlorThe PRESIDENT pro ·tempore. The motion to reconsider is in order, ida, Jones of Nevada.. .Logan, Oglesby, Paddock, Pattorson, .Rmisom, Sargent, i:iher.
and the Chair was about putting the question pending the clearing mau, West, Windom, and Wright-2fi.
NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, Booth, Caperton, Cockrell, Davis, Edmunds, Hamilton,
of the galleries. If the Senate concurs in the motion to reconsider, it
Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Maxoy, Mor.rill of Vermont, Morton,
arrests the order to clear the galleries. The Senator from Wisconsin Johnston,
Norwood, Randolph, Robertson, Saulsbury, St-evenson, Thurman, Waclleigh, Wal·
moves that the vote uy which the Senate ordered the galleries to be lace, and Withers-24.
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NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Bruee, Burnside, mont, Morton, Norwood, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Ransom, Robertson, SarCameron of Pennsylvania., Cameron ofWiscon~in, Conove;, Coope!, Dennis, Do~ey, gent. Sault~bury, Sherman. Stevenson, \Vallaee, and Withers-37.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Bruce, Burnside,
Gorgon, Harvey, Hitchcock, McDonalll, McMillan, MelTlDlon, Mitchell, :Morrill of
Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cam~ronof Wisconsin. Caperton, Conover, Cooper, DenMaine, Sharon, Spencer, ant! Whyte-23.
nis. Dorse.v, (}{)rdon, Hamlin, Harvey, Hitchcook, McDonald, McMillan, Merrimon,
So it was
Mitchell, Randolph, Sharon, Spencer, Thurman, West, and Wl).yte-27.
Ordered, That the paper presented by the defendant on the 16th instant be filed
So the amendment was rejected.
in this cause.
The_question recurring on the second clause of the order of Mr.
Which paper is in the following words:
SHEP•.J\.fAN,
In the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of inlpeachment.
Mr. MORTON moved to amend the clause by inserting at the end
THE UNITED STATE~ OF AMERICA
thereof the following words:
118.
Provided, That the impeachment can only proeeed in the presenee of the House
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
of Representatives.
·
And now, to wit, thls 16th day of June, 1876, the said William W. Belknap comes
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN movecl to amend the amendment by strikinto court. and being called upon to plead further t.o the said articles of impeachment. doth most hwnbly and with profoundest respect represent and show t.o this ing out " in the presence of the House of Representatives" and in lieu
honorable court that on the 17th day of April last past he did plead to the said thereof inserting "while Congress is in session." ·
articles of impeachment, and in his said plea did alleg_e that at the time when ~be
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
House of Representatives of the United States orderea the said impeachment, and
The question recurring on the amendment of Mr. MORTO~ as
at the time when the said articles of impeachment were exhibited at the bar of the
Senate against bini, the said Belknap, he, the said Belknap, was and ever thereafter amended,
had been notapublicofficerof the United States, but a priyate citizen of the United
Mr. MORTON asked, and obtained, leave to withdraw the amendStates and of the State of Iowa; and that the plea aforesaid aml all the matters and
things therein contained were bv him, said Belknap, fully verified by proofs, ment.
The question a.gain recurring on the second clause of tho order
namely by admissions of the said House of Repre&entatives before said court; and
the said Belknap further represents and shows to the court here that the truth ancl proposed by Mr. SHERMAN,
sufficiency of the plea pleaded by him as aforesaid were thereupon debated by the
Mr. CONKLING moved to amend the clause by inserting at the
managers of the said House of Representatives ant! the counsel of this respondent,
and thereupon submitted to this court for its determination and judgment thereon; end .thereof the words :
and tha.t such proceedings were thereupon had in this court on that behalf in this
Provided, That the impeachment can only proceed while Congress is in session.
cause· that afterward, to wit, on the 29t.b day of May last past, the members of this
Mr. CONKLING called for the yeas and nays on this amentlment,
court,'to wit, the Senators of the United States sittingasaconrtof impeachment as
aforesaid, did severally deliver their several judgments, opinions, and vot.es on the and they were ordered ; and being taken, resulted-yeas 21, nays 19 ;
truth and sufficiency in law of the said plea, wh~n and whereby it was made duly as follows:
to apvear that only thirty-seven Senators concurred in pronouncing said plea inYEAS-Messrs. Alcorn, Allison, Clayton, Conkling, Dawes. Ferry, Frelin~buy
suffiCient or untrue; whereas twenty nine Senators sitting in saitl court, by their
opinions and votes, affirmed and declared their opinion t.o be that said plea was sen, Hamlin, ln~alls, Logan, :Maxey, Morrill of Vermont, O~sby, Paddock, Patterson,
Randolph, Sar:rent, Sherman, Spencer, Wadleigh, and wallace-21.
sufficient in law and true in point of law; so that the said Belknap in fact saith
NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, Booth, Christiancy, Cockrell, Cragin, Davis, Eaton. Etlthat, on the day and year last aforesaid, twenty.nine Senators sitting in said court
munds,
(}{)ldthwa.ite, fumilton, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Raill!Om, Saulsbury,
declared therem that the said Belknap having cea.sed to be a public officer of the
United State.q by reason of his resignation of the office of Secretary of War of the Thurman, Withers, and Wright-19.
NOT VOTIYG-Messrs. Anthony, Barnnm, Bayard, Boutwell, Brnee, Burnside,
United States before proceedings rn impeachment were commenced against him
by the House of Representatives of the United States, the Senate cannot takeju- Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Caperton. Conover. Cooper, Dennsdiction of this cause; and that seven Senators did not vote upon said question, nis, Dorsey, (}{)rdon, Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe, Johnston, Jones of Florida, Jones
and only thirty.seven Senators, by their votes, declared their opinion to be t~ of Nevada, McDonald, McMillan, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill of :Maine, Morton,
the Senate could take jurisdiction of said cause. And afterward thirty-seven Sen· Norwood, R.obertson, Sharon, Stevenson, West, Whyte, and Windom-33.
ators sitting in saitl court, and no more, concurred in a resolution declaring that
So the amendment was agreed to.
"in the opinion of the Senate \Villiam W. Belknap is amenable to trial on impeachMr. MORTON moved further to amend the last clause of the orrler
ment for acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said
office" a.nd that twenty-nine of said Senators sitting in said.court, by their votes, proposed by Mr. SHERl\IAN by inserting at the end thereof the words:
affirniefl and declared their opinion to be to the contrary thereof. And afterward,
And in the presenee of the Honse of Representatives.
on the day and year last aforesaid, it was proposed in aai.d court that the President
Mr. SAULSBURY moved to amend the amendment by inserting at
pro te-mpore of the said Senate should declare the judgment of the said Senate, sit;.
·
tina as aforesaid, to be that said plea of said respondent should be held for naught, the end thereof, "or ita managers."
amf a vote was taken upon said proposition; and, as said vote showed, two. thirds
Mr. THURMAN moved to lay the second clause of the order of Mr.
of the said Senators present did not concur therein; but, on the contrary thereof, SHEIUIAN on the table, and cailed for the yeas and nays on this moonly thirty.six: Senators did concur therein, and twenty-seven Senat.ors then and
there present, and votin!!; on said proposi.tion, did by their votes dissent from and tion, and they were ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas 21,
vote against said propos1tion. All of which appeara more fully and at large upon nays 26; as follows:
the rt'cord of this court in this cause, to which record he, said Belknap, prays leave
YEAS-Messrs. Bogy, Caperton, Cockrell, Davis, Dawes, Eaton, Hamilton, John·
·
to refer.
ston, .Tones of Florida,Xelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Norwood, Randolph, Ransom,
Therefore the said Belknap, referring to the Constitution of the United States, Saulsbury, Stevenson. Thurman, Wallace, and Withers-21.
article 1 section 3, clause 6, which provides that "no person shall be convicted witl.t.
NAYS-Messrs. .Allison, Booth, Uh1istiancy, Clayton, Conkling, Cragin,. Ed·
out the ~oncnrrenee of two.thirds of the members present," (meanina on trial on munds, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Howe, Ingalls, Logan, Ma.x:ey, Morrill of
inlpeacbment,) avers that his said plea has not been overruled or helt'i for nau~ht Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Paddock, Patterson, 8argent, Sherman, Spenby the Senate sitting as aforesaid, no such judgment having been concurretl in oy cer, Wadlei,!!h, West, Windom, and Wrighir-26.
two. thirds of the Senat.ors sitting in said court and voting thereon; but, on the con.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, .Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Bruce,
trary thereof, as the vote aforesaid fully shows, the said plea of the said respondent Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Conover, Cooper,
was sustainefl, and its truth in fact and sufficiency in law duly affirmed by the said Dennis, Dorsey, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Harvey, Hitchcock, Jones of Nevada, McSenate sitting as afbresaid, more than one-third of the Senators of said Senate, Dunald, McMillan, MeiTimon, Mitchell, Oglesby, Robertson, Sharon, and Whyte--26.
sitting as aforesaid, having by their votes so declared, to wit, twenty-seven Sena.
So the motion to lay on the table was not agreed to.
tors as aforesaid, and said twenty·seven Senators having by their votes decla.red
and affirmed their opinion to be that said plea of said respondent was true in fact
The question recurring on the amendment of Mr. SAULSBURY, it
and was sufficient in law to prevent the ~enate sitting as aforesaid from taking was rejected.
further cognizance of said articles of impeachment.
'l'he question recurring on the amendment of Mr. MoRTON, to inWherefore th~ r.espondent av~rs that he bas already ~een substantially acquitted
by the Senat-e sitting as af~resa1d; and that he, the sa1d respondent, is not bound sert at the end of the second clause of the order proposed by Mr.
further to answer sa1d articles o~ im:peachmen~; tho said order requiring this re· SHEIDIAN the words "and in the presence of the House of Represpondent to answer over not havmg been made with the concurrence of two. thirds
sentatives/'
of the said Senat{)rs sitting as aforesaid and voting upon the question of the :passage
Mr. MORTON called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered;
of said orde~; and said o:der havin~ ~ee~ passed wit~ the concurrence only of less
than two. thirds of the sa1d Senators S!ttmg as afores:ud, and voting on the ques1 ion and being taken, resulted-yeas 9, nays 28; as follows:
of making and passing said order, the said order ought not to have been entered of
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Conkling, Ferry, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Sargent,
record as an order of said court of impeachment in this canse; and said order ap. Spencer,
West, and Windom-9.
pearing upon the whole record of said cause to be null and void as an order of said
NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, Booth, Caperton, Christiancy, Clayton, Cockrell, Cragin,
court.
Davis, Dawes, Edmunas, Frelinghuysen, Hamilt.on, Johnston, Kelly, Kernan, Ke.r ,
And the said respondent prays the court now here, as he has before formally McCreery, Maxey, Morrill of Maine, Norwood, Randolph, Ransom, Sherman, Sauls.
moved said court, to vacate said order; and the said respondent hereby prays said bury, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, and Withers-2d.
court that he may be hence dismissed.
NOT VOTING-Messrs . .Alcorn, .Anthony, Barnum,. Baya:rd, Boutwell, pruce,
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvama, Cameron of WISconsm, Conover, Cooper,
Dennis, Dorsey, Eaton, GQldtliwaite, Gordon, Hamlin, Harvey, Hitch~k, How~,
MATT.H.CARPENTE~
Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Logan, McDonald, Mo"Millan, MamJ. S. BLACK,
mon, Mitchell, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, R.obertson, Sharon, Wa.llaoe, Whyte,
:MONTGOMERY BLAIR, and Wright-36.
Of Oounsel for said Respondent.
So the amendment was rejected.
The question recurring on the last clause of the order of Mr. SHERThe question recurring on the second clause of the order of Mr.
MAN, namelySHERMAN, as amended, namelyAnd the defendant having failed to answer t.o the merits within ten days allowed
And the defendant having failed to answer ro the merits within ten days allo.wcd
by the order of the Senate of the 6th instant, the trial shall proceed on the 6th of
by the order of the Senate of the 6th instant, the trial shall proceed on the 6th of
July next as upon a plea of not gniltyJuly next as upon a J;>lea of not guilty: Prwided, The impeachment can only pro
Mr. .ALLISON moved to amend by striking out "6th of July" and ceed while Congress 1s in sessionin lieu thereof inserting "19th of November."
Mr. THURMAN called for the yeas and nays, and they were orMr. CHRISTIANCY called for the yeas and nays, and they were. dered; and being taken, resulted-yeas 21, nays 16; as follows:
ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas 9, nays 37; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Clayton, Conkling, Cra¢n, Dawes, Fre1inghnyYEAS-Me srs. Allison~ Christiancy, Clayton, Jones of Nevada, Logan, Morrill sen 'Johnston Kelly, Key, Maxey, Morrill of Maino, Morrill of Vermout, Oglesbr,
of Maine, Wadleigh, Winaom, and Wright-9.
Paddock, Patterson, Sargent, Sherman, Speneer, Wadleigh, and West--21.
NAYS-Messrs. Alcorn, Bogy, Booth, Cockrell, Conkling, Cragin, Davis, Dawes,
N AYS-MessrR. Bogy, Caperton, Cbristiancy, Cockrell, Davis, Edmunds, Ferry,
Eaton, Edmunds, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Goldthwaite, Hamilton, Howe, Ingalls, Howe, Kernan, McCreery, Norwood, Randolph, Ransom, Stevenson, TburmRD, lUl(l
Johnston, Jones of Florida, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Morrill of Ver- Windom-16.
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NOT VOTING-Mesal'S. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Bruce,
Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania., Cameron of Wiscon in, Conover, Cooper,
Dennis, Dorsey, Eaton, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Hamlin, Harvey, Hitchcock, Ingalls, jones of Florida, Jones of Neva!la., Logan, McDonald, McMillan,
Merrimon, Mitchell, Morton, Robertson, Saulsbury, Sharon, "'Wallace, Whyte,
Withers, and Wright--36.
So the second clause of Mr. SHERMAN's order, as amended, was
agreecl to.
lfr. EDMUNDS submitted the following order; which was considered by unanimous consent, and agreed to :
Ordered, That the Secretary issue tmbpamas that may be applied for by the respondent for such witnesses to be slu:nmoned at the expense of the United States
as shall be allowed by a committee to consist of Senators FRELIXGHUYSEN, Taun·
M.A.:', and CHRISTLL.~CY; and that subprenas for all other witnesses for the respondent sha.ll contain the statement that the witnesses therein named are to attend
upon the tender on behalf of the respondent of their lawful fees.
On motion by 1\Ir. EDMUNDS, the doors were opened.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore announced that the Senate sitting
for the trial of the impeachment in close session had agreed to the
following orders:
Ordered., That the paper presented by the defendant on the 16th instant be filed
in this cause; and the defendant having failed to answer to the merits within ten
days allowed by the order of the Senate of the 6th instant, the trial shall proceed
on the 6th of July next as npon a plea of not guilty: Prooided, That the impeach·
ment can only proceed while Congres.~ is in session.
Ordered, That the Secretary issue subprena~ that may be applied for by the
respondent for such witnesses to be summoned at the expense of the Unit.ed States
as shall be allowed by a commit~e t{) consist of Senators FRRUNGHUYSEN, THUR·
MAN, and CHRISTI~CY; and that subprenas for all other witnetses for the respondent shall contain the statement that the witne ses therdn named are to attend
upon the tender on behalf of the respondent of their lawful fees.
On motion of Mr. HOWE, the Senat~ sitting for the trial of the
impeachment adjourned to July 6.

THURSDAY, ,July

6,. 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The hour of twelve o'clock having
arrived, pursuant to the order of the Sena made on Jnne 19, the
legislative and executive business of the Senate will be suspended, and
the Senate will proceed to the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made b,Y the Sergeant-at-Arms.
:Messrs. LoRD, LYNDE, McMAHON, JENKS, LAPHAM, and HoAR, of
the managers on the part of the Honse of Representatives, appeared,
and were conducted to the seats assigned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black, and
Carpenter.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will notify the House
of Representatives that the Senat.e is ready to proceed with the trial
and that seats are provided for their accommodation.
The Secretary read the journal of proceedings of the Senate sitting
for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap of Monday,
June 19, 1876.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate in trial is now ready to
proceed. The Secretary will read the order passed by the Senate on
the 19th of June.
T11l. e ecretary read as f 011ows :
Ordered, That the paper presentell by the defendant on the 16th inst:mt be filed
in this cause; and the defendant having failed to answer to the merits within ten
days allowed by the order of the Senate of the 6th instant the trial shall proceed
on the 6th of July next as upon a plea of not guilty: Provided, That the imp~chment can only proceed while Congress is in session.
The PRESIDENT pro .tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed
with the trial. The Senate will now hear the managers.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. · Mr. President, befote opening we should
like to know if om witnesses are present, and we therefore ask that
the list of witnesses on behalf of the Government shall be called..
Tbe ~RESIDENT 11ro tempore. If there be no objection, the Secretary Will read the return of the officer to whom the subpama.s were
directed.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Mr. President, we ask that the list be read,
and that the witnesses may answer to their names if they are present,
so that we may a.qcertain whether they are present. We simply ask
that their names be called.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there be no objection the Secretary will call the names of the witnesses who have been summoned
to attend on this trial. The witnesses present will answer in audible
tone so that the Secretary may note who are present and who are absent. The Secretary will call the names.
Mr. CONKLING. If it be not out of order I inquire of the Chair
whether any place has been assigned to the witnesses, or any order
given admitting them to the floor or any other position sufficiently
near to enable them to answer when their names are called!
ThePRESIDENTp1·o t~mpore. The Chair has directed the SergAaut-at-Arms to admit u,ll t.hc witnesses on the floor of the Senate.
The Chair understands that several are present. For the purpose of
convenience the Chair will state to the witnesses who are present
that they will rise when responding to thell' names that they may be
seen as well as heard. The Secretary will proceed to call the names
of the witnesses.

s

The Chief Clerk called the following names:
E. T. Bartlett responded" present;'' J. S. Evans, no response; Caleb
P. M.a rshresponded present; John I. Fisher, no response; George W.
Moss, no response; J. S. Dodge, no response; J. C. Young, no response; W. F. Moody, no response; H. T. Crosby, no response; W. T.
Barnard, no response; Leonard Whitney, no response; E. M. Lawton
responded present; James R. Roche, no response; W. H. Barnard, no
response; W. B. Hazen, no respon~:>e; Irwin McDowell responded
present; Whitelaw Rei(l, no response; E. V. Smalley, no re!-~ponse;
A. R. Spofford, no response; H. F. Vail, no response; Mr. King, no
response; Joseph A. Kernan, no response; William H. Carr, no response ; A. H. Farmer, no response; Charles N. Vilas, no response ;
Governor RaJph Lowe, no response.
l\-Ir. Manager LYNDE. 1\Ir. President, we now ask for an order of
the Senate for an attachment for such witnesses as have been subpoonaed and personally served aud have not presented t.hemsel ves
this morning and whom we have not agreed to notify. If the Senate
will grant this order we ask permission to have the order executed as
the managers may require: an order allowing ns to issue an attachment to certain witnesses who have been personally summoned.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager will reduce his motion to writing.
Mr. CONKLING. May I inquire, without reducing it to writ.ing,
wh~ther there is an understanding with some of the absentees by
which they are to appear when wanted, so that the present motion
does not include all those who have failed to answer f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. There is such an understanding with several witnesses who are in the city and who are to be notified before
they are required, and against such we shall ask for no attachment.
Mr. EDMUNDS. You will have to make your list in such a way as
to cover the very persons you wish attached.
Mr. McMILLAN. Mr. President, is there a proper return of service of these witnesses by the Sergeant-at-Arms on the record'
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. There is. The Chair was auout to
have the returns read. They will be read if desired.
Mr. FRE~INGHUYSEN and others .. It is not necessary.
ltl Mr. MITCHELL.
I offer the followrng order-"' The PR~SIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the order.
The Ch1ef Clerk read as follows :
Ord~rerl, That attachments issue for all witnesses regula.rly sub:prenaed on the
:part of the prosecution who have not answered to the roll-call and Wlth whom there
Is no understanding that they are to ·be notified by the managers when required to
be present.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Is t.he Senate ready for the question 1
Mr. CONKLING. I move to amend the order by inserting the
names of such witnesses as are described. It is not in order for me to
debate, but I think the a.mendment will snfficie:mtly indicate the objection, and the Senator from Oregon may accept it.
Mr. MITCHELL. I accept the amendment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The question is on the order, as
amended.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Let us hear the names read.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The names will be read.
l\1r.l\1anager LYNDE. We are not prepared to furnish all the
names at this time. The list ~bows the absentees, but we cannot
state to the Senate at this time just the persons to whom leave has
been given to be absent this morning.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move to postpone the fnrther consideration of
d
b · ted b
f · d th
t'l to
th t th
the or er su rrut
Y my nen ' en, un I -morrow, so a
e
mana()'ers can supply the names, if they are not ready to do so now.
Th:PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Is there objection to the postponement of the order submitted by the Senator from Oregon 7
Mr. CONKLING. I want to make an inquiry before I omit to ohject to it. I want to know whether it be true that the managers cannot specify the names of any witnesses whose attendance they want
to-day. If so, I submit if it is in order it is enough to attach those
witnesses now, and the others, whose names they may not be able to
present until to-morrow, can be attached when that day comes; but
I do not want to lose this day by the absence o£ witnesses, and I
should like to know whether there are witne es in the city who can
be brought here in response to an immediat.e summons or orde1· of attachment.
Mr. EDMl.ThTDS. I wish to ask the managers, if I may do so without submitting it in writing, whether they have any witnesses in attendance to proceed with to-day f
Mr. Manfl.gerLYNDE. We have all the witnesses that will benecessary for the purpose of the trial to-day.
Mr. EDMUNDS. So understanding, Mr. President, I think my rootion is correct.
Mr. CONKLING. I make no objection if it does not postpone the
trial.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont moves
the postponement of the order submitted by the Senator from Oregon
[Mr.MITCHELL]nntilto-morrow. IsthereobjectionT TbeChairhears
no objection; and it is so postponed.
Mr. CARPENTER. I notice on the list of witnesses read by the
prosecution here this morning the names of nine witnesses not on the
list furnished to us. I should like to know what is tho explanation
of that.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. We answer the question by stating that we
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found their materiality after the list was made out which wa-s presented to the counsel on the other side. The order of the Senate was
that we should give to the counsel on the other side a list of the ·witnesses who we knew a.t that time would be material, a.ud whom we
expected to use in this trial.
.Mr. CARPENTER. Then furn~shing the names of two or three
would have answered the orrler, and the rest could have been put in
sub equently. I supposed, Mr. President, that the order meant something, that it meant the witnesses whose names were not furnished
to us before the trial were not to be called and used against us.
Mr. CONKLING. How many unfurnished witnesses are there f
Mr. CARPENTER. Nine; and some names we did not catch, so as
to be able to make the comparison.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Mr. President and Senators-Mr. CARPENTER. If the counsel will permit me a moment, I will
state an additional fact which I havejnstlearnedfrom the Sergeantat-Arms, that he has not subpcenaed either one of those nine and
never heard of them before.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Those witnesses have been snbpcenaed to
appear before the managers then. Of course we should not ask for
attachments as against any witnesses who have not been subpcenaed
by the Sergeant-at-Arms to attend at this trial.
Mr. President and Senators, I feel it is neceBRary for me, before
stating to the Senate the facts that we expect to prove in this
case, to ask the indulgence of the Senate for a few moments upon
the paper which was filed by the counsel in behalf of the accused at
the last sitting of the court. I deem it necessary because of the bearing and influence which this paper may have in the trial of this cause.
I can see no purpose or object in the filing of this paper, unless it was
to influence the hearing and the final decision of the cause. I there·
fore ask to be heard for a few moments upon some of the allegations
in this paper. The second clause of this paper reads:
Therefore the said Belknap, referring to the Constitution of the United States,
article 1, section 3, clause 6, which provides that "no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present," (meaning on trial on
impeachment,) avers that his"said plea has not been overruled or held for naught
by the Senate sitting as aforesaid, no snch judgment having been concurred in by
two-thirds of the Senators sitting in said court and >oting thereon; but on the contrary thereof, as the vote aforesaid fully shows, the said plea of the said respondent
waa sustained, and its truth in fact and sufficiency in law duly affirmed by the said
Senate sitting as aforesaid, more than one-third of the Senators of said Senate, sitting as aforesaid, having by their votes so declared, to wit, twenty-seven Senators
as :iforesaid, and said twenty-seven Senators having by the.ir votes declared and affirmed their opinion to be that said plea of said respondent was true in fact and wa.s
sufficient in law to prevent the Senate sitting as aforesaid from taking further cognizance JJf said articles of impeachment.
Wherefore the respondent avers that he has already been substantially acquitted
by the Senate sitting as aforesaid.

Senators, we supposed that this question of jurisdiction had been
finally and definitely settled; that it wa-s res adjudicata,· that it could
not again be raised in the trial of this cause withont an application
for a rehearing upon that question. It is a rule in all legislative
bodies, in all courts, that questions are decided by a majorit-y vote,
except where some provision of the Constitution, some statute law,
or some rule of the court requires a larger or a different vote to decide
the question. It is evident from this plea that the question of jurisdiction was decided by a majority of the Senate. The clause of the
Constitution which is stated in this plea is that" no person shall be
convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members
present." Is it contended by any one that a decision of the question
of jurisdiction, let it be decided as it may, determines the question of
conviction T Have the Senate, by overruling the plea of the defendant, already convicted the accused f Would he stand convicted if
that vote had been a two-thirds vote f Should we be spared the trial
that we are now about to enter upon by a mere decision of the Senate,
by a two-thirds vote, that the Senate had jurisdiction and had a right
to try this cause T And yet, if it be true that where more than onethird vote against the jurisdiction of the court it virtually amounts
to 'an acquittal, then it must follow that if two-thirds had voted in
favor of the jurisdiction it would amount to conviction, and no further trial would be necessary.
Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. President, I respectfully object to a discussion of the question now being discussed by the managers, it having
already been decided by the Senate. I should like the question to be
submitted to the Senate as to whether the point now under discussion can be discussed at this time. The order is that we shall proceed
to the trial of this case.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Mr. President, if I can be heard npon the
question raised by the Senator, I will state that I am not discussing
this question for the purpose of getting any further action of the Senate upon it at this time. There has been introduced here a paper by
the counsel on the other side, and I am merely discussing it for the
purpose of showing that in the consideration of this case, and of the
evidence which will be submitted, that question has already been
definitely decided by the Senate and is binding upon every Senator
and tht:S parties in the cause. But I do not care, Mr. President, to
dwell upon this question. I will 1 therefore, leavejt for the purpose
of considering the points which we shall make on the trial of this
cause.
Mr. HOWE. May I ask, for information, if a question of order was
made on the managers on the part of the House of Representatives
hs the Senrtor from Ohio T
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Mr. SHERMAN. Yes; I respectfully objected to the discussion of
a question already decided upon the record, and asked that the order
of the Senate that the case be proceeded to trial be executerl.
Mr. HOWE. If the object.i on was presented in the shape of a question of orrler, I think it ought to be settled .
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair understands that the
Senator from Ohio raised the point that the managers should not proceed in discussing the question to which be has referred. The manager then waived further discussion, so that the Chair did not put
the question. Otherwise the Chair would have put to the Senate
the question whether the mana~er should be allowecl to continue.
He will now put the question, it desired," Shall the manager continue the discussion on the point raised by the Senator from Ohio Y"
Mr. SHERMAN. Unless the manager desires to continue that discussion, I will not press it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager stated that he did not
desire to continue the cliscussion, but would go on with the pending
question, as the Chair understood. If so, the Chair will not put the
question to the Senate.
Mr. CARPENTER. And it will not be considered as settled at all
by what has taken place this morning!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair does not understand that
anything has been settled by the Senate except this order which has
been read.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Mr. President and Senators, in con idering
this case and in opening this case to the Senate I shall take the liberty of giving in a few words, and occupying as little time as possible, something of the history of the sutlers' service in this countl·y.
The service of post-traders differs in some respects from the sutlers'
service. The sutler is recognized as an officer of the Army of the
United States in our laws establishing the Articles of War and the
rules and regulations of the Army, and has been an officer from the
very foundation of our Government until the year 1866 when the
office was abolished.
At the Continental Congress sitting September 20, 1776, articles were
adopted for the better government of the troops of the United States
which contain clauses in regard to antlers similar to the clauses that
were afterward arlopted in the Articles of War of 1806 and have been
continued down to the year 1866, carefully providing against extortion on the part of sutlers, or extortion on the part of the officers as
against the sutlers, and requiringThat officers commanding in forts, barracks. or garrisons of the United States
are hereby required to see that persons permitted to sutle shall supply the soldiers
with good and wholesome provisions at the market price, as they shall be answerable for their neglect.

This rule is of course familiar to every gentleman who has been in
the military service of the United States. Care has been taken from
the very foundation of our Government that the soldier should be
protected against the extortion of the sutler and those who are permitted to supply them with provisions and other articles in that service. In 1866 the twenty-fifth section of the act of Congress approved
July 28 provides:
SEc. 25. And be it further enacted. That the office of sutler in the Army and at
military posts is hereby abolished, and the Subsistence Department is hereby authorized and required to fumish such articles as may from time to time be designated
by the inspectors-general of tho Army, the same to be sold to officers and enlisted
men at cost prices, and if not pahl for when purchased, a true account thereof shall
be kept, and the amount due the Government shall be deducted by the paymaster
at the pavment next following such purchase: Provided, That this section shall not
go into effect until the 1st day of Julv, 1867.

Under that law, under date of May 24, 1867, the following general
order was issued from the War Department:
HEADQUARTERS OF THE

ARMY,

ADJUT.A>.~-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, May 24, 1567.

General Orders No. 58.1
So much of Pai'a.oaraph IT, General Orders No.6, dated War Department, January
26, 1867, as is inconsistent with the following is, by direction of the Secretary of War,
revoked:

I will read :first t.he order of the 26th of January, 1867:
I. Section 25 of the act approved July 28, 1866, entitled "An act to increase and
fix the military peace establishment of the United States," enaets: "That the office
of sutler in the Army and at military posts is hereby abolished."

Reciting the act :
IT. In accordance with the pro"risions of this act the warrants of all sutlers to
the Army will terminate July 1, 1867, and after that date no sutler will be allowed,
uncler any circrunstances, to keep or sell goods of any description within the limits
of any military post, campi or station, or on any military reserve. Commanding
officers are made responsib e for the strict execution of this order.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
.Assistant Adjutant-General.

On the 15th of April, 1867, the following resolution of Congress was
published for the inform·a tion and government of all concerned:
Resolved by the &nate and House of Representatives of the United. States of America
in Oonnress assembled, That the Commanding Gent>ral of the Army shall lJe authorized to permit a trading establishment to be maintained, after the 1st day of
July, 1867, at any military post on the frontier not in the vicinity of any city or
town, and situated at any point between the one hundredth meridian of longitude
west from Greenwich antl the eastern boundary of the State of California, when, in
his judgment\ such establishment is needed for the accommodation of emigrants,
freighters, and other citizens: Provided, That after the Commissary Department
shall be prepared to supply stores to sollliers a-s required by law, no trailer permitted to remam at such post shall sell ~y goods kept by the Commissary Department
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to any enlisted men : And provided further, That such traders shall be under pro-

tection and military control as camp-followers.
Approved March 30, 1867.

On the 24th of May the following order was issued:
So much of pamgraph II, General Orders No.6, dated War Department, January
26, 1867, as is inconsistent with the following is, by direction of the Secretary of
War, revoked.
.
The Commillsary-General of Subsistence having reported that no special appropriation has been made by Congre s to enable the Subsistence Department to carry
mto effect section 25 of the act of Congress approved July 28,1866, which abolishes
the office of sutler, and requires said Department to furnish for sale to officers and
80ldiers such articles (heretofore supplied by sutlers) as may be designated by the
Inspector-General of the Army; and in view of the large expenditure of funds
necessary to furnish such supplies and the delay which must ensue before an appropriation can be made for this purpose, it is ordered til at the sutlers at military posts
on the frontier not in the vicini~y of any city or town, and situated between the
one hundredth meridian of longitude west from Green which and the eastern boundary of the State of California, shall, after the 1st of July, 1867, be ret.'l.ined until
further orders 38 traders at such military posh~, under the resolution of Congress
approved March 30, 1867, authorizing the Commanding General of the Army to permit trader-s t.o remain at certain military posts.
Should the commanding officer of any post included in this order consider the
present sutler of his post an unfit person to bold the office of trader, he will forward a report to that effect, through the intermediate commanders, to these headquarters.
By command of General Grant:
E. D. TOWNSE~'l),
Assistant Adjutant-G&neral.

This waa the order which was made iu carrying out the resolution
of Congress passed in 1867 . . On the 30th of May, 1867, the following
o1·der was issued from the Department:
Whereas it appears from a report of the Commis~ary-General of Subsistence,
that to carry out the provisions of section 25 of the act approved .July 28. 1866, entitled ''An act to incre38e and fix the military peace establishment of the United
States, u which section requires the Subsistence Department to furnish certain articles hitherto sold by sutlers at military post..~ will involve the immedi.a.t~ outJay of
a large amount of subsistence funds for which no return can be realiz~d for many
months;
And whereas no appropriation of fonds has been ma<le for that purpose, and the
funds appropriated for the subsistence of the Ar)lly cannot be diverted from their
specific purpose without damage to the public service:
It is therefore ordered that paragraph 2, General Orders No.6, dated War Department, January 26, 1867, terminating the warrants of all sutlers on the Ist day
of July, 1867, be revoked, ancl sutlers will be permitted to trade with the troops,
under the regulations relating to sutlers now in existence, until further orders.
July 19,1867, the following or<ler was issued from the War Department:
General Orders No. 58, of May 24, 1867, is modified so 38 to permit any persons,
without limit 38 to number, to tra.d.e at the military posts situated between the one
hundredth meridian of longitude west from Greenwich and the eastern boundary
of the State of California, subject only to such regulations and restrict-ions 38 may
be imposed by department commanders.
By command of General Grant:
·
E. D. TOWNSEND,
A.ssista;nt A dj'utant·General.

the act had passed Congress and received the approval of the President. But it was received at tbe.Departmenton the 25th July, 18i0,
which is ten days after the act had been approved by the President
authorizing the Secretary of \Var to make the appointment of posttraders. For some reason, which 1 am not able t_o show, this was followed by anot.her recommendation signed by all or most of the officers at Fort Sill, with an indorsement from General Grierson, recommending JohnS. Evans as post-trader. It would seem prol'able that
the objection to the first recommendation WaB that it recommended a
firm, or two persons constituting a firm, and that this subsequent recommendation was made for the purpose of obviating that difficulty.
Mr. Evans sends these recommendations with his own application for
the appointment under date of "Philadelphia, August 18, 1870." The
Secretary, then, in August, as it would appear by these letters, lla.d
before him the recommendation of th6ofticers at Fort Sill with an indorsement of the comm&.nding officer, General Grierson, and also, aB
it would appear from the date of the letter, the application of Mr.
Marsh for this appointment of post-trader.
Now we may not be able t.o prove, and it is probable that Mr. Marsh
in giving his testimony will swear that his application was not made
until the latter part of September or the 1st of October for that position. Here stands the contradiction between the date of his application as the letter appears upon the file of the Department and the
testimony which he will give as to when the application was made;
and in conl'!idering that testimony I would call the attention of the
Senate to the fact that the letter from Mr. Marsh purporting to be
wt·itten on the 16th of August has no indorsement of its receipt at
the War Department ; that the letter of recommendation from the
officers at Fort Sill recommending Mr. Evans and Mr. Fisher was received at the Department July 25, 1870; that his subsequent letter
bearin~ date the 18th of August is indorsed as having been received
at the Department at ·washington on the 23d of September, 1870.
I wish to call the attention of the Senate for a few moments to
some of the facts connected with this appointment and these recommendations. ]Jfr. Evans in his application of the 18th of August, 18i0,
addressed "to the honorable Secretary of War" of the United States,
states:
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVMill, August 18, 1870.
Sm: I take the liberty of calling your attention t, the accompanying recommendation by the officers of the garrison of Fol"t Sill, Indian Territory, with the
indorsement of the commanding officer, General Grierson, for my appointment as
"trader" at said post.
Permit me to state in support of my application that, a.cting upon the belief that
my present aypointment was in conformity with the existing laws regulating
"traders," am that the same would be of a reasonably permanent character, I have
in good faith, with the view of a l!atisfactory provision for tho prosecution of my
business and in the interest and convenience of the troops, with care for objects
beyond those loading to personalagp-andizement, made extensiveimprovementsin
bmldings, &c., and ha-ve m:ulo heavy in ~estments uf a mercantile character, amounting in the aggregate to more than $80,000.
I beg also to state that I ha~e formed a copartnership with Mr. E. H. l>nrfee,
now trading at tho same place under like authority, and our investments at F01t
Sill combined agwe~ato a sum exceeding $125,000.
In view, then, of the interests that we have at stake and of tbe vital importance
of retainin~ the protection heretofore enjoyed-because if tho sumo shall be withdrawn, anu in the e~ent of our being thrown out of tho privileges and protection
we now have, our property would become almost valueless-! most respectfully
solicit an appointment for Mr. Durfee and myself to continue trading at saiiJ. m.illtary post as a firm, undor tho style of Evans & Durfee, under such regulations and
restnctions as may in futuro govern traders.
Craving indulgence for thus trespassing on your time and patience, which nothing but threatened injury would have induced.

On the 22d of August, 1867, the following circular was issued from
the War Department:
The intent of General Orders No. 68, of July 19, 1867, is to enable department
commanders, if they deem it advisable, to permit the formation of settlements on
the military reservations therein designated, by giving unlimited permission to
traders to open establishments thereon. They may, therefore, at their discretion,
restrict the number of traders to one, ot· to any greater number. In all cases, however, when permission to trnde is gi"\"en, a written agreement, containing proper
stipulations, must be taken from the trader ; and explicit provisions must be made
therein that no right or title, expressed or implied. to ownership or permanent occupation, is given to any part of the military reservation by the permission to trade
thereon.
The application was received at the War Department on the 23d of
By command of General Grant :
September, 1870. No appointment was made for that post until the
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Assistant Adjutant-General.
lOth of October thereafter. The officers at Fort Sill joined in the
This was the condition of the law and the orders which had been recommendation that Mr. Evans should be appointed to that position.
issued from the \Var Department _a t the time that William W. Bel- Mr. Marsh in his application, which bears date the 16th of August,
knap was appointed Secretary of War. His appointment dates, I sayH:
No. 51 WEST THIRTY-FJFrH STREET,
think, the 13th of October, 1869. On the 15th of July, of the year
Tuaday, 16th August, 1870.
Genl. w. w. BELKNAP.
1870, in the Army appropriation bill, section 2'2, Congress ena{Jted:
That from and after the passage of this act the Secretary of War be, and he is
MY DEAR SIR: You will remember my application to yon in Washington a lew
hereby, authorize<\ to permit one or more trading establishments to be maintained days since for an Indian tradership. FOllowing yo or suggestion I wrote to a friend
at any military post on the frontier not in the vicinity of any city or town, when, in Kansas, and yesterday received a reply. My frien<f advises me to apply for
in his judgment, snch establishment is needed for the accommodation of emigrants, Fort Sill and Camp Supply. He says also that he is informed that the latter post
frei~hters, and other citizens; and thepersons to maintain such trading establi::~h- is to be abandoned, and the supplies concentrated at Fort Sill, but that you will
menta shall be appointed by him: Provided., That such traders shall be under pro- know the facts in regard to this rumor. If true, it will be only worth while to apply
taction and military control as camp-followers. The joint resolution aP.proved March for the fort. This post was not mentioned by yon as among those already prom30, 1867, to authorize the Commanding Ge:&eral of the Army topenrut traders tore- ised, and I venture to hope has not been.
.
main at certain military posts is hereby repealed.
I wrot~ to yon a.t once, so that in case it is yet free my application may be filed.
I shall send to Ohio immediat-ely for the recommendations of Senat.or SUERMAN
This is the act under which these post-traders have been appointed, and Representative Stevenson, wliich I can secure without trouble, and as soon
under which the post-trader at Fort Sill was appointed. This act . as received will send a formal application.
bears date the 15th of July, 1870. We ~;hall introduce evidence to
Please reserve the two posts if possible.
show that the letter bearing date the 16th of August, 1870, as appears
I am, very truly, your obedient servant,
C. P . .MA.nSH.
from the files of the War Department, is signed by Mr. Marsh to Mr. . P. S.-If these posts hM·e been promised I shall be mnch obliged if you will in·
Belkn~p, soliciting the appointment of post-trader. I would call the form me at your ear·liest convenience.
attention of the Senate to the fact that there appears, as we shall
.
show, upon the files of the War Department a recommendation from
And on file we find no recommendatiOn from .Senator SB~RMAN of
the officers at Fort Sill, indorsed by General Grierson, which was re- :Mr. Marsh, b_nt under date of November 2, 1870, 18 the followmg from
ceived as appears by the inuorsement ·at the War Department on the Representative Job E. Stevenson:
25th of July, 18i0, recommending the appointment of JohnS. Evans Hon. w. w. BELKVAP,
and John 1<,. Fisher, tile present post-traders, under the fum name of
SecrFtary of War.
J. S. Evans & Co., at this post, for the post of post-traders under the
DEAR Sm: I have pieasure in recommending Mr. Caleb P. Marsh for appointact. It is evident from this recommendation that the officers at Fort ment as post-trader in the Indian country. He is an old citizen, well qualified, and
Sill bad become advised of the pendency of this act in Congress. It a S<.m.nd republican.
is eviQ.e~t that this recommendation must have been received before
Yours truly,
JOB E. STE~SOU.
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This bears da.te the 2d of November, 1870, more than twenty days
after the appointment was made. Why was it thought necessary so
long a time after this appointment that this recommendation should
be procured from Mr. Stevenson T Perhaps it may throw some little light upon the time when the original application was filed.. On
the lOth of October Mr. Evans was appointed post-trader at Fort
Sill. Mr. Evans, after his application was filed in the War Department with the recommendations of the officers of the post, came to
Washington for the purpose of securing the appointment. After he
arrived here, as we shall show by the witnesses in the case, he called
upon the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of War informed him
that he could not make the appointment; that he had promised the
appointment to Mr. Marsh ; and that he must see Mr. Marsh and make
the arrangements. Mr. Marsh was telegraphed to; the proof shows,
I think, that he was telegraphed to by Mrs. Belknap and informed
that Mr. Evans was here, and a-sking him to come toWashington and
see if some arrangement could be made in regard to the post-tradership at Fort Sill. Mr. Evans, in calling upon the Secretary of War
represented to him the sacrifice that it would be if he should be de~
prived of thn,t post-tradership, the investments that he had made
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I understand that Mr. Walker still remains there with a stock of goods.
W.W.B.
JANUARY14, 1871.

This is about three months after the appointment was made, and
is the first order issued from the Department, that I find, directly to
that post. The receipt of this order was acknowledged by the commanding general, Grierson, and subsequently executed. On the 7th
of June, 1871, we find this order issued from the War Department:
WAR DEPARTMEl\'T,

Washington Oity, June 7, 1871.
Let the following be issued as a circular of instructions defining the sta.tu.s of
post-traders.
.
A copy to each commanding officer and trader.
Post.traders appointed under the authority given by the act of July 15, 18'i0, will
be furnished with a letter of appointment from the Secretary of War, indicatinu
0
the post to which they aro appointed,
They are not subject to the. rules prescribed in article 25, or para!mlpha 196 and
197, Army Regu.lations, 1863, m regard to sutlers, that office having \leen abolished

bylaw.

No tax or ~fi!den in any shape will be imposed upon them, nor will they be al·
lowed the.J>nVIlege of the pay table.
T~ey will be permitted to ereot .b?fidings for ~he purpose of carrying on their
b~ess, upon such part of the military reservation or post to which they ma.v be
ass1~ed as the commanding officer may direct. Such buildings to be within 'con·

the amount of capital which he had employed, the buildings and im~
provements which he had put up, and the importance therefore of vement r~h of the garrison.
the appointment to him.
'
'
~hey will be allow:oo the exclusive privilege of trade upon military reserves to
Mr. Marsh comes to ~ashington. He is a merchant in the city of which they are appomted, and no other person will be allowed to tra<le peddle or
goods, by sample or otherwise, within the limits of the reserve. '
'
~ew Yo!k. He. ha.d ret~red from a firm doing an extensive business sellTliey
are ~der military protootion and control as camp-followers.
m the mty of Cmcmnati when he went to New York. He spends his Commanding
officers will report to the War Department any brea~h of military
summers, as it seems, at Long Branch; for during the summer of 1870 re!mla.tion or any misconduct on the part of traders.
All
previous~trnctions
in regard to post.trnders are hereby revoked.
Mrs. :March is at Long Branch with Mrs. Belknap, and Mrs. Belknap

returns with Mrs. Marsh to her house in New York.
Under those circumstances it would seem strange to most of us
that this merchant and citizen of New York should solicit the position
of post;..tra~er in the Indian Territory, on the extreme frontier, with
any intention himself to discharge the duties of that position. But
the Secretary is informed that the post-traderat that post has a large
capital invested; that it would be an immense sacrifice if he should
be deprived of that position. Mr. Marsh knows that it will be ruin
to the post-trader if he shall be deprived of it, and these circumstances
afford the best possible opportunity for just the arrangement that
was subsequently made-for Mr:Marsh to make a contract with Mr.
Evans by which Mr. Evans should receive the appointment upon the
payment to Marsh of the sum of 12,000 per year.
When they first met in the city of Washington Mr. Evans was
stopping at one of our hotels ; I do not recollect the name of the hotel. Mr. Marsh first calls upon Mr. Belknap or Mrs. Belknap. He is
informed where Mr. Evans is stopping. He goes to the hotel, seeks
the interview with Mr. Marsh, and in that interview Mr. Marsh first
demands the sum of 20,000 as the only terms upon which he will relinquish the promise which the Secretary of War is said to have given
him that he should have that post-tradership. After some further negotiation the sum is reduced to 15,000, and there they meet and a
verbal agreement is made that Marsh shall receive $15,000 in quarterly installments; but they go to New York for the purpose of reducing the contract to writing, so thattherecan be no dispute about
it. They are taken to the office of the lawyer of Mr. Marsh, and there
the writing is drawn whlch is finally executed. But on the way to
New York Mr. Evans, seeing in the Army and Navy Gazette something that induced him to think that the number of troops at this
. post might possiblybe reduced, insists that thesum of 15,000 ismore
than he should pay ; and, therefore, after further negotiation, the
sum is still further reduced down to 12,000, and a condition put in
the contract that he should pay for the first year $12,000 in equal
quarterly installments, in advance, and thereafter the sum should be
reduced in proportion if the number of the troops at that post was
reduced.
I think it will be made to appear that after Mr. Marsh had made
this arrangement with Mr. Evans at a hotel in this city he called
upon Mr. Belknap and informed him that an arrangement had been
made. At any rate, after he returned to the city of New York, he
wrote to General Belknap requesting that Mr. Evans should be appointed post-trader in his place. That letter we have called upon
the accused to produce at this hearing. If not produced, we shall be
compelled to introduce secondary evidence as to its contents. It is
one of those letters which were placed on file in the office of the Secretary of War, among a file of letters indorsed "semi-official," and,
although it related to the appointment to a public position, although
it was an appointment made in his official capacity, it wa.s regarded
as semi-official; and before the Secretary resigned his office that letter wa.s taken from the files of the Secretary of War, and subsequently other letters were also taken about the time that he resigned,
those letters which were denominated "semi-official;" but I hope,
Senators, that letter will be produced by the accused.
After this appointment was made under these circumstances, we
find that orders were issued from the War Department, all .o f them
directly favoring the object which seemed t.o be in view in the appoint;..
ment. The first order which we shall produce is an order addressed-

Under this order the post-traders were no longer subject to control
of the board of administration, and the board had no authority whatever to fix the tariff of prices for goods which they might sell to sol, .
diers.
In the fall of 1871 complaints were made that Evans & Co. were
selling liquor on the reservatiQn. Suits were commenced in the
United States district court. Communication of the fact was made
to the Solicitor of the Treasury, and the Secretary of War was notified of these complaints. The Secretary of War, on the 2d of November, 1871, writes to J. S. Evans, post- tra~er at Fort Sill, the following
lett-er:
Sm : The attention of this Department having been called to the fact that spirituous liquors have been taken mto the Indi1.u country without the authority of
this Department and a~st the eXJ!~ prohibition of law by certain parties
I have the honor to request that you will mform me whether your firm has carried
liquors into that country to the value of $50,000 or any less sum previous to Octo.
oor 30, 1871; :md, if so, by what authority they were introduced there.
Very respeetfnlly, your obedient servant,
WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.

On the 8th of November thereafter, the Secretary of War writes
the following letter to the Solicitor of the Treasury:
WAB DEP.A.RTMENT,

November

8, 1871.

Sm: In further response to your letter of the 28th ultimo on the subject of the
alleged illegal introduction of liquors, &c., into the Indian country by certain persons, among others Evans & Co., of Fort Sill, I have the honor to ·inform you that
Mr. JohnS. Evans, post.trader at Fort Sill, through his friends, denies having
taken liquor into the Indian country without authority. Mr. Evans was appointed
to the post;.tradership on October 10, 1870, and holds it in his owu name and not in
that of Evans & Co., and no complaint has ever been made against him by the
military authorities at Fort Sill, he having been regarded a goOd and law.abHling
business man.
I therefore request that no proceedings be commenced against him without a
thorough investigation of the charges that he has ongaged in such practices shows
they were well founded.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
To the SoLICITOR of the Treasury.

From this letter of the Secretary of War to the Solicitor of the
Treasury it is very apparent that Mr. Belknap had fresh in his mind
that Mr. Evans was appointed post-trader at Fort Sill. He could not
mistake as to the appointee. He recites it in this letter. On the 16th
of February, 1872, two months and seven days after this letter was
written by the Secretary of War to the Solicitor of the Treasury,
there appears a communication in the New York Tribune setting forth
the extortions which were practiced upon the soldiers at Fort Sill,
complaining of the manner in which post-tra-ders were appointed,
which article was seen by the Secretary of War. Mr. President, I ask
that this article be read by th& Secretary of the Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the article
called for.
The Chief Clerk read as follows from the New York Tribune of
February 16,1872, being a telegram from Washington, dated February 15, 1872.
Passing over the first paragraph, the next one reads:

Army officers stationed a.tforts in the West complain of the ~xtortions practiced
by the post-traders and of the gross abuses ~racticed under the law which authorizes their appointment. These traders are gtven the exclusive privilege of selling
goods upon the military reservations to the officers, soldiers, Indians, and eiDIgrants. The privilege is so valuable that it is obtained by political or family in·
fiuence at Washington by men who never go to the posb! or engage in the business,
A. G.but farm out the privilege to actual traders for sums amounting in some cases to
Adjutant-General, I suppose$10,000 or $12,000 n year. The traders occupy relations to the Army similar to those
Commanding officer at Fort Sill to be notified to remove all traders from that the sutlers held during the war, with this exception: that the sutlers were under
post oxcepting Mr. J. S. Evans, who was appointed by the Secretary of War under control of the post commanders, and the soldiers were protoot~d against their rapacity by the power of a council of officers to fix a. t.1.riff of pri~s at which gOods
act July 15, 1870.
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should be sold, whereas the traders are appointed by the Secretary of War, and,

having no competition and being under no control, charge any price they please.

I fool that a great wrong bas been done to this command in being obliged to pay
this enormous amount of money under any circumstances; the lar~rest portion of
which, at lea.<!t, has been taken from the officeril and enlisted men of this post
nearly all the money of the latter mentioned going to the trader. The responsibl~
party for this great injustice should be held responsible and be obliged to refund
the money.
If J. S. Evans has not paid this exorbitant price for permission to trade, as stated
by him, his goods shonlcl be seized and sold fO!' the benefit of the post fund.
In order to insure a healthy competition, to reduce the price ·of goods, and to re·
lieve the officers and soldiers of this _garrison from this impo ition, I recommend that
at least three (3) tra<lers be appoint~d, and that those appointments be mado upon
the recommendation of the officers of the post; that each trader be known to be interested only in his own house, and that they be obliged to keep such articles as
are required for the use of officers and enlisted men of the Army, and to sell them.
at moderate prices.
The trader complies with circular of A. G. 0. issued June 7, 1871, as far~ I am
aware.
The bnilding~ (store, &c.) however, are not convenient to the present garrison,
1
bavinl! been built at the time wheri the command was in camp.
Very respectfully, your obedient servan~

The sutlers w re abolished at the close of the war, mld the Commissary Depart·
ment Wl\8 required to fnruish the neces ary articles formerly kept by the suttlers
and to sell them to the soldiers at cost price. This law the commissaries folind irk·
some, and they have always managed to evade it. Soon after it went into effect,
the Adjutant-General issued an order allowing any one to trade at a military post
who should show fitness to the department commander. This was a good arrange.
ment for the troops, for it gave them the advantage of competition; but it did not
suit the traders, who have always sought exclusive privileges. It lasted until the
summer of 1870, when, on the recommendation of the Secretary of War, a section
was put into the Army bill authorizing the Secretary to appoint one or more trad·
ers at eMb military .J>O t "for the convenience of emigrants, freighters, and other
citizens." The section was plausibly worded and passed without objection. Un·
der it the Secretary appoints uut one trader at ea{lh post, and refuses to appoint
more so that f. his sin ale trailer having a monopoly of all the business, plunders
the officers and men bv charging' them outrageous prices. There is no escape from
his rapacity, because the officers hav~ no control ove; ~.as they had over th.e snt.
ler. There is good authority for stating that traders pnvileges are systematically
farmed out by those who obtain them from theW~ Department. The Secretary
B. H. GRIERSON,
is notcbargeo with being cognizant of these practices, and prob.ably ha~ not. been
Colonel Tenth Oavalry, Oommanding.
informed oi them. One of the mos~outragoous ca .es of tl!e ~d 1~ descnbed m the
Received in the office of the Adjutant-General March 9, 1872.
followinuletter from an officer stationed at Fort 81~, Ind1an Terntory:
.
"I ha're incidentally learned that yon have a desue to know whether a bonus IS
[Indorsement.]
required from the traders here, for the privilege of trading, and have been urged
WAR DEPARTMENT, A. G. 0., March 11, 1872.
to write yon the facts in the case. As there seem~ to ~e no secret made of ~he
matter and as in common with all others here, I feel1t to be a great wrong, I think
Respectfully forwarded to the Secretary of War, with application of C. P. Marsll
you will readily excuse the presumption which my writing unasked by yon might
·
mdica.te. I have read the contract between J. S. Evans, a Fort Sill trader, and C. for tradership at Fort Sill.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
P. or C. E. Marsh, of 1867 or 1870, Broadway, New York, office of Herter Brothers,
.Adjutant-General.
whereby J. S. Evans is required to pay said C. P. or C. E. Marsh the sum of 12,000
per year, quarterly in advance, for the exclusive privilege of trading on this mill·
Why
was
the
application
of
C.
P.
Marsh
returned
to the Secretary
tary reservation. I am correctly informed that said sum has been paid since
soon after the new law went in force, and is now paid, to include some time in Feb· of War with this letterf The application of C. P. Marsh was made
ruary next. This is not an isolated case. I am informed by officers who were sta. at the time Mr. Evans was first appointed, in October, 1870. The
tioned at Camp Supply that Lee & Reynolds paid 10,000 outright for the same exclu· letter from General Grierson showing to the Department the abuses
sive privilege there. Other cases are talked of, but not corroborated to me; sufficient
to sfat.e, the tax here amounts to ne.'\r $40 per selling day, which must nece sarily existing at that post was received in March, 1872. It seems that at
be paid almost entirely by the comma.ud, and you can readily see that prices of the time the attention of the Secretary of War was called to these
such goods as we are compelled to buy must be grievously augmented thereby. It abuses the application of C. P. Marsh was again sent up, in order that
not being a revenue for the Government and Mr. Marsh being an entire stranger if there should be a new appointment made at that post it might still
to every one at the post, it is felt by every one informed of the-facts to be, as I said
be in the control of this same C. P. Marsh, and these extra-ordinary
before, a very great wrong.)'

Mr. Manager LYNDE. We shall show that this article in the Tribun.e was seen by the Secretary of War or that at any rate he conversed with Mr. Marsh and I think with others in regard to this
article. It evidently created some alarm in the mind of the Secretary, and on the next day-for that article was in the number of the
Tribune of the 16th of February-the Secretary writes the following:
W A.l~ DEPARTMENT,
WMhington City, FebruaT'IJ 17, 1872.
The commanding officer at Fort Sill will report at once, directly to the Adjutant.
General of the .A.rmy, for the information of the Secretary of War, as to the business character a.nd standing of J. S. Evans, post;. trader at that post; whether hls
prices for ~oods are exorbitant and unreasonable, or whether his goods are sold at
a fair profit; whether the prices charged now and since his appointment to that
position by the Secretary of War, under the act of July 15, 1870, arc higher than
those charged by him prior to that appointment, when he was trader nuder previous appomtment; whether he has taken advantage of the fact that he is sole
trader at that post to Op]Jress purchasers by exorbit{\Ilt prices; whether he charges
higher prices to enlisted men than to officers; and whether ho has complied with
the requirements of the circular of the Adjutant-General's Office issued June 7,

1871.
The commanding officer ia expected to make as full and as wompt report as is
possible.
W.W.B.
.Also similar letter to commanding officer at Camp Supply in regard to the post.
tro.der there, A. E. Reynolds.
The foregoing instructions were communicated to the commanding office~ of
Fort Sill and Camp Supply, Indian Territory, by the Adjut{\Ilt;.General in letters
dated February 19, 1872.

profits which were realized from that post not lost to the parties in
interest.
On the 22d of March, 1872, about a. month after this letter was
written by the Secretary of War to the commandant at the post, Geueral Hazen was summoned before the Committee on Military Affairs
of the House of Representatives and gave his testimony, setting forth
and stating the abuses which existed at the post-trading establishment at Fort Sill. In that testimony, however, General Hazen does
not seem to be as fully informed as was the correspondent of the Tribune of the loth of February in regard to who the post-trader really
wa-s. General Hazen in his testimony seems to be of the impression,
and so states, that Mr. Marsh, of New York, was appointed the posttrader, and that he had farmed out the post to Mr. Evans, who was
discharging the duties of post-trader and paying for the benefits to
be derived from it to Mr. .Marsh directly. This testimony, which was
given before the Committee on Military Affairs of the House on the
22d of March, seems to have attracted the attention of the Secretary
of War, and on the 25th of March, three days after the testimony was
given, we :find the following circular issued from the War Department, which would seem to a person who was really cognizant of all
the facts to be intended to meet the real difficulties existing at Fort
Sill, while it did not meet them at all. This circular is:
[Circular.]
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Wo.ahington City, March 25, 1872.
Now I wish to call the attention of the Senate to the reply which
L The cou:acil of administration ~tt a post where there is a post·trader will.. from
.was received from General Grierson, the commanding officer at Fort time to time, examine the po t;.trader's goods and invoices or bills of sale; and will,
subject to the approval of the post commander, establish the rates and prices (which
Sill, in response to this inquiry from the Secretary of War.
should be fair and reasonable) at which the goods shall be sold. A copy of tho list
HEADQUARTERS, FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,
thus established will be kept posted in the trader's store. Should the post;. trader
February 28, 1872.
feel himself aggrieved by the action of the council of administration, be may ap.
ADJUT.ANT·GENERAL, UNITED STATES .A.IDrr,
peal therefrom, through the post commander, to the War Department.
washington, D. a.
This is an adoption of the old rule to some extent, and so far so
Sm: I have the honor to Mknowled_ge the receipt of your letter dated February
good.
17 1872, .relative to the post-trader at this post.
i: understand J. S. Evans'£>. character as a buainess man is good, and he has here- II. In determining the rate of profit to be allowed tho council will consider not
tofore given general satisfaction; but Mr. Evans is absent, antl has been for some only the prime cost~ frei~ht, and other charges, bntaJ.so thefa.Ct that while the trader
months, and has associated with him J. J. Fisher, now also absent, who has had pays no t.ax or contribution of any kind to the post fund for his exclnsive privilen-es
control of the establishment and who claims to have the greater pecuniary interest he has no lien on the soldiers' pay, and is without the security in this respect o~ce
in the business, (the business being conducted, however, under the name of J. S. enjoyed by the :mtlers of the .A.rmy.
Evans.) Repeated complaints have been made to mo of tho exorbitant prices at
which goods were sold by them, and when I have represented the matter to the firm.
"Once enjoyed," but not enjoyed for several years previous to the
they replied that they were obliged to pay $1.2,000 yearly (to a Mr. .Marsh, of New abolition of that office.
York City, who they represent was first appointed post;.trader by the Secretary of
IlL Post-traders will actually carry on the business themselve War) for their permit to trade, and necessaiily had to charge high prices for their
goods on that account. I have repeatedly urged them to represent this matter in
Mr. Evans, it appears by the report of General Grierson~ was himwriting to me, in order that I might lay the matter before the proper authority to
relieve the command of this burden, upon whom it evidently falls; but they de- self absent frequently from the post; but Mr. Evans after all conclined to do so, stating that they feared their permit to trade would be taken from sidered himself a resident at the postthem.
Post-traders will actually carry on the business themselves, and will habitually
As the prices could not be regulated by a council of administration, the trader reside at tho station to which they aro appointed. They will not farm out, sublet,
not being a sutler, it has been contemplated by some of the officers of the garrison transfer, sell, or assign the business to others.
to represent this matter, without reference to J. S. Evans, through the proper mil·
Not one word in that order reaches the payment which Evans was
itary channels, but as it was claimed that the authority for the tradership emanated from the Secretary of War it was feared that that course might be construed making to Marsh. It merely prohibits the post-trader from farming
as taking exception to the action of superior authority.
out, subletting, transferring, selling, or assigning the business to
Th~ prices are considerably higher since his appointment by the Secretary of
War than previously, and he 'bas undoubtedly taken advantage of his position as others. Evans was the post-trader; he had been appointed by the
sole trader in charging these exorbitant prices, giving the reasons above quot.ed, Secretary of War post-tr::tder; and he was paying by coutra.ct to
stating that he could uot, under the circumstances, sell goods at lower prices.
Marsh, the friend of the Secretary, $12,000 a year for the appointIt has also been reported to me that ho charges enlisted men greater prices for
the same articles than he doe.s officers, and, at all events, it is very evident that ment which he held and the privileges he enjoyed.
the officers and men of this ganison have to pay most of the 12,000 yearly, reIV. In case there shall be at this time any post-trader who is a non-resident of
the post to which he has been appointed, he will be allowed ninety dJI,ys from the
ferred to above, they being the consumers of the largest portion of the stores.
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receipt hereof at his station to comply with this circular or vacate his appointm~~
.
V. Post-commanders are hereby (lirected to report to the War Department any
failure on the part of traders to fulfill the requirements of tJJis circular.
VI. The provisions of the circular from the Alljutant;.General's Office of June
7, 1871, will continue in force except as herein modified.

This order issued by the Secretary of War gave alarm to the posttrader at Fort Sill. He found that the attention of the public was
called to the abuses existing there. He immediately commenced a
negotiation with Mr. Marsh to reduce the amount which he had been
pRying, and finally completed an arrangement by which he was to
p::y thereafter the sum of $6,000 a year instead of $12,000.
I have given a history of this transaction principally from the
documents on file in the Office of the Secretary of W n.r. I have shown
the history of this appointment, the orders which were issued all
favoring, and especiaJly favoring, the post-trader at this position,
giving him opportunities and facilities such as no sutler in the Army
ever had to extort money and make profits from his trade. I now
call the attention of the Senate to the real operating causes, as we
believe, for this indulgence and for this abuse.
This appointment having been made on the lOth day of October,
1870, and Evans having promised and entered into a contract thnt he
would pay Mr. Marsh 12,000 a year, quarterly in advance, with a
stipulation consenting that the first payment should be delayed for
a time, we find on the 1st day of ~ovember thereafter, a little more
than twenty days from the time the nppointme~t is made, an express
package sent by Mr. Marsh toW. W. Belknap, in the city of Washington, containing 1,500, delivered to Mr. Belknap by the express
company in this city, receipted for by Mr. Belknap in his own baudwriting. We find on the 17th day Of January thereafter another
package of $1,500, just one-half of the quarterly payment, sent by
express from New York City by Mr. Marsh toW. W. Belknap, received by Mr. Belknap here; and, if my recollection serves me right,
it was also receipted by him personally. On the 18th day of April,
1871~ another package of 1,500 was sent by express by Mr. Marsh to
Mr. Belknap, an<l delivered to him in this city. Whether that was
delivered to him persona.l ly I cannot now state, or whether it was
received by his clerk. On the 11th of November, 1873, another package was sent by express of the same sum by 11-Ir. Marsh to Mr. Belknap.
On the lOth of April, 1874, another package of the same amount was
sent by express to Mr. Belknap by Mr. Marsh. On the 25th of May,
1875, there was one package sent of $1,500, though indorsed $1,000;
and on the 5th of November next thereafter a package of $750.
When these express packages were sent to Mr. Belknap, Mr. Marsh
will t-estify that he was accustomed to notify Mr. Belknap. He
usually received his instructions as to how they should be sent, and
whenever he sent them he notified Mr. Belknap that the packages
were forwarded to him, usually sending him the receipt of the express
company showing that the package had been received by the express
company to be delivered to him, which receipt was returned back by
Mr. Belknap to Mr. Marsh, written upon "0 K," all correct, or something of that kind; but all these receipts, all communications of any
kind, every writing that showed that any money had ever been paid
Ly Mr. Marsh to Mr. Belknap were destroyed. No one of them can
be found. Mr. Marsh will testify that these writings were destroyed
immediately after the transaction, and in order that no written evi(lence should be preserved of the facts.
We shall show also that three payments were made to Mr. Belknap
in certificates of deposit, one under date of February 10, 1871, for
1,500; one under date of January 15, 1872; and one under date of
November 9, 1874. As to these certificates of deposit, an effort was
made to conceal and to prevent any trace of them from Mr. Marsh to
Mr. Belknap, for they were always given and made payable to Mr.
Marsh himself, never to Mr. Belknap. It is true that Mr. Marsh subsequently indorsed these certificates of deposit to Mr. Belknap, and
thereby we are enabled to trace them through his hand.
T.b.e other payments mentioned in the specifications were made to
Mr. Belknap in person. The payment of July 25, 1871, was received
by Mr. Belknap in New York City; the payment of June 13, 1872,
was the same; the payment of November 2"2, 1872, the same. At the
payment of April28, 1873, Mr. Belknap was in Texas, and we shall
not attempt to sustain that specification by evidence. That is the
ninth specification of the fourth article. The payment of June 16,
US73, wa.s made to Mr. Belknap in New York. As to the payment of
the 22d of January, 1874, we shall not attempt to sustain that charge,
which is the twelfth specification of the fourth article. As at present
advised in regard to the evidence which we have, I make this statement; but if in the course of the trial it should appear that we can
prove these specifications we shall ask leave to do so, although at
present we think we shall have no occasion.
Now, Mr. President and Senators, if we succeed in proving these
payments, a,s I have charged, it seems to me there is nothing necessary to be done, and the judgment of this court must convict the a~
cused. The receipt of these large sums of money from Mr. Marsh at .
the times, periodically, according to the original contract made between Mars.h and Evans, the amounts corresponding with the amounts
of payments made by Evans to Marsh, handing over one-half of those
payments to the Secretary of War, the circumstances under which
the appointment wa.s made, disregarding the recommendation of all
the officers of the post with a knowledge that to take Mr. Evans from
that post would ruin him in fortune and destroy his business, that it
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was given to a man who had no intention and no purpose of . going
from New York City to an Indian tra-ding post or a post in an Indian
territory for the purpose of supervising or transacting the business ;
all of these fads, known to the Secretary of War and his particular
friend C. P. Marsh and used by him to extort from the post-trader
who received the appointment this enormous sum, must convince
every rea-sonable man that the Secretary of War was a particeps ari·ntinis in_,_the whole transaction.
.
Senators, I have occupied now mor~ time than I intended when I
first arose. . I have felt at liberty to read to you the orders that were
issued by the War Department, in order that you might be familiar
with the condiiion of aifairs at the time :Mr. Belknap took charge of
that Department, that you might be acquainted with the orders and
the regulations existing at the time that this post-trader was appointed; that you might know that the whole matter rested with the
Secretary of War; that he at any time could have adopted rules and
regulations to protect the soldiocs at that post, to prevent extortion,
rules which as a mockery he did adopt on the 25th of March, 1873,
after the public attention had been called to these abuses. After a.l l,
I say as a mockery, because it did not reach the real evil; because this
post-trader wa.s not farming out his office, but was paying an outsider for his influence with the Secretary of War.
Senators, I have presented to you a statement of the proofs which
we shall introduce to sustain this impeachment. There will be some
facts brought out in the course of the trial which I have failed to mention ; but I have endeavored to present the principal ones. I do not
feel that it is necessary to say anything upon the law if these fa-cts
shall be proven. You all know the magnitude of the crime ; you all
know the shock which its exposure has given to the American people; you know the disgra-ce which it has brought upon our Govw_n D1Ant, and it remains with you to vindicate the national character and
show to the world that our Republic requires official integrity in
high official position.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, before the manager takes his
seat I should like to inquire of him, if he will inform us, whether the
managers claim that the facts charged in the articles of impeachment
violate any and what statute of the United States. In other words,
will they inform us what particular "high crime" this is Y
Mr. .Manager LYNDE. I will answer the gentleman that while
we do not deem i~ important or necessary, in order to sustain the impeachment, that 1t should be based upon any statute or act of Congress, we do rely and refer to section 1781 of the Revised Statutes,
and also to section 5501.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will you please to read those sections, or have
them read, so that we can see what they are f
The PRESIDENT p-ro tempore. The Secretary will read the sections called for.
·
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
SEc. 1781. Ever.v member of Congress or any officer or agent of the Government
who, directly or indirectly, takes, receives, or agrees to receive, any money, property, or other valuable consideration whatever, from any person for procurin~or
aiiling to procure, any contract, offioo, or place, from tho Government or any J.Jepartment thereof, or from any officer of the United States, for any person what;.
ever, or for giving any such contract., office, or place to any person whomsoever, and
every person who, directly or indirectly, offers or agrees to give, or gives, or be.
stows any money, property, or other valuable consideration whatever, for the procuring or aiding to procure any such contract, office, or place, and every member
of Congress who, directly or indirectly, takes. receives, or agrees to receive any
money, property, or other valuable consideration whatever after his election as
such member, for his attention to, services, action, vote, or decision on any question, matter. cause, or p11>ceeding which may then be pending. or may by law or
under the Constitution be brought before him in his official capacity, or m his place
as such member of Con:n-ess, shall be deemed ~ty of a misdemeanor, and shall
be imprisonecl not :tnoro than two years an!l fined not more than $10,000. And any
such contract or agreement may, at the option of the President, btl declared absolutely null and void ; and ·any member of Congress or officer convicted of a violation of this section shall, moreover, be ilisqualified from holding any office of honor,
profit, or trust under the Gi>vernment of the United States.
SEc. 5501. Every officer of the Fn.ited States, and every person acting for or on
behalf of the United States, in any official capacity under or by virtue of the authority of any· department or office of the Gi>vernment thereof; and every officer
or person acting for or on behalf of either House of Congress, or of any committee
of either Hon.Se, or of both Houses thereof, who asks, accepts, or receives any
money, or any contract, promise, undertaking, obligation, gratuity, or security for
the payment of money, or for the delivery or conveyance of anything of value,
with intent to have his decision or action on any question, matter, cause, or :proceeding which may a.t any time be pending, or which may be by law brou<>bt before
him in his official capacity, or in his place of trust or profit, influenced' thereby,
shall be punished as prescribed in the preceding section. (See § 5451.)

Mr. Manager McMAHON. The managers are ready to submit the
testimony now, and to have such witnesses sworn as are here present.
The PRESIDENT pro t.em.pore. The Secretary will call the names
of the witnesses who are present.
The names of the following witnesses were called, and they ad- .
vanced to the desk, and the Chief Clerk administered the oath prescribed to them, respectively: Caleb P. Marsh, E. T. Bartlett, George
W. Moss, J. S. Dodge, Robert C. Seip, Irwin McDowell, George M.
Adams, E. W. Rice.
Mr. Mc1\1AHON. We propose to examine Mr. Adams first.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e suggested that witnesses take a pla-ce
at the right of the Chair, on a level with the Secretary's desk; but
at the suggestion of the managers and several Senators, a place on
the floor in front of tile Secretary's desk was assigned to the wit.nesses.
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Mr. Manager Mc111AHON. I wish to ask Mr. Adams if he is the
Clerk of the House of Representatives.
Mr. CARPENTER. One moment.
Mr. BLACK. I will ask the gentlemen if they have any objection
to state to us what t hey propose to prove by this witness Y
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Not hing, except to produce a document
which we expect to prove by another witness.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, I presume that the m:mageTI:I intend
now to call the witnesses :md produce the evidence which they have
mentioned in their opening.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The gentlem:m is correct.
Mr. BLACK. We object to any evidence being given in consequence of the conditio:t in which this case now stands; that is, we
stand upon a right which, if it be recognized by the Senate, enables
ns to exclude all evidence such as that which they have declared
their intention of giving.
By the Constitution two-thirds of the Senat,e are required to convict the defendant. One-third voting in his favor express the sense
of the Senate; that is, more than one-third voting in his favor are
entitled to have their judgment recorded as the judgment of the Senate upon any fact or any rule of law which is an essential element in
any legal conviction which the Senate can pronounce. We make this
objection now not with any intent or desire to indulge in argument,
and still less with :tny wish to provoke an argument upon the other
side. We can hardly expect that a maJority of the Senate will take
our view of the question now, inasmuch a-s it appears heretofore to
have been rejected by the majority. The majority have this body in
their hands. They can order any judgment to be entered upon the
record which they see proper, and for aught I can see they can execute it. Although a bare majority has not the constitutional authority to do a thing, yet I do not know how to stop them if they think
they have. Although a third of the Senate be constitutionally the
organ of the whole Senate and bas a right to express its judgment,
yet if the majority will not let them do it I do not know what is to
be done. We take it for granted that what the majority has once
said it will say again; but yet it is necessary and proper that at this
stage of the proceeding and at every stage we should so assertonrright
as that nothing can be quoted against us hereafter as a concession to
the other side. We not only insist upon it that this court has no jurisdiction; tl.tat is, that one of the principal facts which it is necessary should be found in order to enable you legally to convict the
accused does not exist, but that the fact and the law have been actuallyfound in our favor, so that it is now declared already and placed
upon record by the votes of more than one-third of the Senate that
he is not, that he was not at the time when this impeachment was in-stituted against him, an officer of the Government; that the great
question arose then and was debated before this body which Governor Johnston put so pertinently to the North Carolina convention at
the time of the adoption of the Constitntion by that State, "How
can a person be removed from an office which he does not hold t"
A majority of this body have concluded that he could be removed
from an office which he did not hold. That has never got through
our minds; we cannot understand it. We do not appreciate the logic
by which such a conclusion can possibly be reached. Of course I cannot say that it is absurd when I recollect who it is that thinks it is
perfectly sensible and proper. Therefore there must be some reasoning about it that we have not been able to comprehend; but whether
there is or is not, it has become a fixed constitutional fact established
by the judgment of one-third of the Senate, and upward of one-third,
and by the non-concurrence of two-thirds of the Senate, that he is
not, and was not at the time of the commencement of these proceedings against him, an officer of the Government within the meanin(J' of
the Constitution. That we take it ought to end the question un,ess
the gentlemen can show, or unless it shall be the opinion of the Senate, that it makes no difference, that it is not an essential element in
the judgment which yon are about to pronounce. But we think it is,
and to us, to me at all events, the point is so near being perfectly
self-evident that I do not knowhow to make an arO'nment upon the
one side any more than upon the other side. You all know the difficulty of proving that the light shines down through the spaces in
yonder peiling that are made for that purpose. The most difficult
thing perhaps to prove is that which everybody knows to be true and
which requires simply to be stated in order to establish it. That is my
fix here. Perhaps I may be mistaken about it; I suppose I must be.
I would say certainly and clearly that I am mistaken about it if the
Senate had not concurred in the same view. I now say that the sense
of this body ha-s been spoken by those who have a right to speak it
to the number of more than one-third of its members, and that that is
as conclusive of the case as if every individual member had given the
same vote.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, we are here to execute this
order of the Senate thatThe trial shall proceed on the 6th of July next as upon a plea of not guilty.

We do not propose to discuss the question now whepher that
order was properly adopted, nor do we propose t<t discuss the question now what will be the legal and constitutional result in the termination of this trial of tho opinions which any individual members
of this court may entertain or have heretofore expre sed.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, the order to which the honora.-

ble manager refers wM based upon the order which wa.s made declaring that the plea in abatement was bad, that the demurrer to
the replication was bad, the replication good, the plea bad, and the
articles good. We have filed in due course of practice a motion to
vacate that order, and that is the foundation of :ill subsequent proceedings in this cause. It seems to me that that lllotion should be
:first disposed of before we come into this trial. It would be a very
awkward proceeding if we should spend thre,e or four weeks here,
with the snn riding with the Sirian star, in taking testimony, and the
Senate should then finally be convinced that the order which had
been made, :md which is the foundation of this proceeding, was erroneous and mnst be reversed.
I want in this connection to say a few words in the nature of a p,ersonal explanation. When I appeared here n.fter that order was pronounced in the court, I suggested to the court certain questions
which in my opinion arose upon the order which required consultation between the counsel for the defendant before we could determine
what steps we would take as his counsel. Among other things, I
stated my impression to be that in the ca-se of a plea in abatement
being demurred to, or after replication demurrer being :filed to that,
the rule that the court could go back through the record was confined to the particular branch of pleadings out of which the demurrer arose; and that the Senate having decided that our demmrer
to the replication of the Honse was bad, the court were estopped from
going back to other parts of the record. A newspaper says-I di<luot
quite understand it n.t the time-that the Senator from Ohio [Mr.
THURMAN] administered to me a glowing and proper rebuke for my
impertinence and easy impudence in suggesting that an order made
by the court could be erroneous. I want to purge myself of contempt,
(not of the Senate, for I do not think the Senate regarded it as an
impropriety on my part, but of contempt of the press that evidently
did re~ard it as an improper suggestion,) by saying that there is no
court m England or America exercising original jurisdiction which
does not concede as one of the regular steps of practice, motiions toreconsider, and in chancery motions for rehearing and bills of review
upon errors of law apparent upon the record. Half the criminal
cases that are tried in Engln.nd and America are finally dispo ed of
on motions for a new trial based upon the suggestion that the court
below bas erred in admitting or rejecting testimony or in its instructions to the jury, and no man on the bench or at the bar ever
supposed that such a motion was disrespectful to the court. The
courts of chancery in England which administer ori~nal juri diction,
our courts in this country, our circuit courts, the t;npreme Court of
the United St..'\tes, n.ll have rules regulating motions for rehearing;
and the Supreme Court of the United States it elf, sitting with advantaO'es possessed by no other tribunal in the land to be correct in
its judgment, has over and over again reversed its decisions. One
of the first which was reversed was by Chief ,Tustice Marshall reversing an opinion he had delivered himself, upon the ground that counsel had not argued the former case; that is to say, he apologized for
the error in the former case upon the ground that counsel had not
argued that case at the bar.
In mnking the suggestion I did I beg to assert that I not only professed but that I entertained then and now the most perfect respect
for this court. The Supreme Court of the United States would entertain a bill of review in any case where they had exercised the
original jurisdiction conferred upon them by the Constitution. A
State, for instance, is sued by a bill in chancery in that court. Every
proceeding in that snit is regulated by orders of the court, from time
to time, if necessary; and every incident of n. chancery case in England pertains to that trial in that court, :md you may make a motion
for a rehearing upon any order or decree made by the court ; you
may within a year file a bill of review for errors of law apparent
upon the record of that court. I presume no man will doubt that.
Again, let me say that in a case which I shall refer to in sub equant
arguments before this tribunal, two years after conviction on an impeachment in t.he British Parliament a bill pointing out errors of law
was filed for the purpose of reversing that decree; and by some process, not very plain from the histories which I have examined, the
party convicted was relieved from the effect of the decree. So much
for the explanation.
Now I come back to this point: I say there was nothing disrespectful to this court or any member of it in suggesting that that
order was erroneous. At that time I was exceedingly modest about
the statement. It wa-s my impression very decidedly. and I statecl
it so; but I have devoted a week to the examina1ilon of it, and I am
now prepared to prove it so to the satisfaction of every lawyer who
holds a seat in the Senate. That order is the foundation of the proceedings that are now to go on, and it seems to me that the regular
and proper course would be to have that motion for rehearing argued and disposed of by this court. I feel satisfied that the positions which I assumed in the su~gestions I made are sonnd; that
that order is erroneous, especially m holding that the articles of impeachment were sufficient in law; a question not before the comt at
all, as I will satiMfy every member of the Senate when I get at it. If
authorities can settle anything, then I say that we ought to be heard
upon the reversal of that order before we go any further in the case.
The authorities are plain, too plain to be doubted, and not a single
conflicting case, to my knowledge, can be found. In two of the cases
the judges say that they have searched in vain for conflicting au-
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thority, to wit, that on a. plea in abat-ement where the demurrer is
overruled, or where it is followed by a. replication to which a. demurrer is filed, and that demurrer is overruled, the court cannot go back
tlll'ough the record; no other parts of the record are before the court.
That is the well-settled rule both in this country and in England, as
I can show by the authorities when we come to it. Then the order
which was made was made erroneously; I may use the honest language of the law. "Erroneously" is the honest, frank work. It implies no disrespect to the intellect of any Senator or the aggregated
wisdom of the Senate, for God never made a court which could not
err. We are ready to prove-not merely to a-ssert, but to prove-by
the authorities that that order is erroneous, and ought to be reversecl.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the managers desire to be heard f
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. No, sir.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The question raised by the counsel
will be reduced to writing, and the Chair will submit it to the Senate.
:Mr. Manager JENKS. I submit that they ask for no special order.
I do not know that they ask for any ruling, and we therefore propose
to proceed with t he trial.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The counsel objected to the examination of the witness.
Mr. SHERMAN. I suppose the question is, Shall the interrogatory
be put to the witness Y
The PRESIDENT 1_)1'0 tempore. So the Chair understood, and he
has asked that the proposition be reduced to writing. [A ~ause.]
Mr. CARPENTER. We ask the Clerk to read the order which we
ask.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The order will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
·
ThecollllSel for the accused object to the evidence now offered and to all evidence
to support the opening of the managers, on the ground that there can be no legal

conviction, the Senate having already determinen the material and necessary fact
that the defendant is not, and was not when impeached, a civil officer of the Upited
States.
.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
of objection to the Senate. [Putting the question.] Senators concurring in the objection will say "ay;" those non-concurring "no."
The "noes" prevailed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate overrules the objection.
Proceed with the witness.
GEORGE M. ADAMS examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON :
Question. Mr. Adams, are you the Clerk of the House of Representativesf
Answer. I am.
Q. [Handing a paper.] Take that paper and state where you received it and what it is.
A., [Having examined the paper.] The paper which I hold in my
hand purports to be" articles of agreement between J. S. Evans and
C. P. Marsh." It was received by me from the Public Printer as a
part of the original papers that were before the Committee on War
Expenditures, I believe. It was forwarded to me from the Government Printing Office in connection with those papers.
Q. Has it been in your possession ever since f
A. It has been in my possession ever since it was returned to me
from tho Public Printer.
Q. (By Mr. Manager JENKS:) What public printerY
A. A. M. Clapp, I believe, is the name.
Mr. McMAHON. We have no further questions.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the counsel for the respondent
desire to propound any questions Y
Mr. CARPENTER. No, sir.
EDWARD T. BARTLETI' called and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. Where do you reside f
Answer. In the city of New York.
Q. What is your occupation T
A. Attorney and counselor at law.
Q. A member of what firm f
A. Bell, Bartlett & Wilson.
Q. Are you acquainted with Caleb P. Marsh f
A. lam.
Q. How long have yon known him f
A. I think I have known lrim since the year 1868 or 1869.
Q. Have you been his legal adviser in that timeT
A. I have been.
Q. State whether upon any occasion he came to you with a person
whom he represented to be a Mr. Evans, for the purpose of having a
contract drawn up f
Mr. CARPENTER. Do the managers claim that they can introduce evidence of an interview between third persons at which we
were not present f
l\1r. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir; we propose to connect the accused with it in the course of the trial. This is the mere formal
part of the proof.
·-

:Mr. CARPENTER. We do not know any rule which allows them to
prove an interview between this man and two or three other men at
which Mr. Belknap was not present.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I simply inquire for the fact, whether
he came to draw the agreement.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is no fact here, unless Mr. Belknap was
present.
.
l\1r. Manager McMAHON. We cannot get in all our facts at once;
we must get them in one at a time.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. Do counsel object f
Mr. CARPENTER. No; go on.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the witness.) Cn.n yon answer the
question T
The WITNESS. Let the stenographer read the question.
The question was rend, as follows:
Q. State whether upon any occasion he [Marsh] came to you with
a person whom he represented to be a Mr. Evans for the purpose of
hn.vin~ a contract drawn up Y
A. \Vben I was employed to draw this contract Mr. Marsh came alone
to my office. I did not see l\1r. Evans until the contract was executed.
Mr. Marsh came to my office, as I now remember, about the date of
that contract, and banded me a written memorandum of his OWn containing in substance the subject-matter of this contract and requested
me to reduce it to legal shape.
Q. [Handing to the witness the paper identified by Mr. Adams.]
Look at that paper, and see if that is the agreement which you drew
up and which was signed by the parties T
A. [Having examined the paper.] That is all in my handwriting.
Q. The agreement is in your handwriting!
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. Who is the subscribing witness to itt
A. lam.
Q. That is your signature Y
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. Did the parties sign it in your presence Y
A. After the contract was drawn I was requested to call on him up
town in the evening, at the store of Herter Brothers, No. 867 Broadway, as I now remember. Mr. Marsh was a partner in that firm; and
I was there introduced by Mr. Marsh to a gentleman called JohnS.
Evans, whom I had never seen before and have never seen since.
This gentleman anrl Mr. Marsh executed the contract in my presence.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We offer the agreement in evidence, and
desire that the Secretary may rea-d it.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. The paper will be read by the Secretary, if there be no objection.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Articles of agreement made and entered into this 8th day of October, A. D. 1870,
by and between JohnS. Evans, of Fort Sill, Indi.'lll Territory, United States of
.America. of the first part, and Caleb P. Marsh, of No. 51 W est Thirty-fifth
street, of the city, county, and State of New York, of the second part, witnesseth,
~~:

.

Whereas the said Caleb P. Marsh baa receh·ed from General William W. Belknap, Secretary of War of the United States, the appointment of post-trader at
Fort Sill aforesaid; and whereas the name of said JohnS. Evans is to be filled into
the commission of appointment of said post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid, by permission and at the instance and r~uest of said Caleb P. Marsh, and for the purpose of carrying out the terms of this agreement; and whereas said JohnS. Evans
IS to hold said position of post-trader a aforesaid solely as the appointee of said
Caleb P. Marsh, and for the purposes hereinafter stated:
Now, therefore, said John S. Evans, in considemtion of said appointment and
the sum of 1 to him in hand paid by said Caleb P. Marsh, the receipt of which is
hereby acknowledged, hereby covenants and agrees to pay to said Caleb P. Marsh
the sum of 12,000 annulllly, payable quarterly in advance, in the city of New York
aforesaid; said sum to be so payable during the first year of this agreement absolutely and under all circumstances, anything hereinafter contained to the con~
notwithstanding; and thereafter said sum shall be so payable, unles increased or
reduced in amount in accordance with the subsequent provisions of this agreement.
In consideration of the premises, it is mutually agreed between the parties
aforesaid as follows , namely:
Firat. This agreement is made on the basis of seven cavalry companies of the .
United States Army, which are now stationed at Fort Sill aforesaid.
Second. If at the end of the first year of this_ a~eement the forces of the United
States Army stationed at Fort Sill aforesaid snau be increased or diminished not
to exceed one hundred men, then this agreement shall remain in full force and un~hanged for the next year. If, however, the said forces shall be increased or diminIshed- beyond the number of one htmdred men, then the amount to be paid under
this agreement by said John S. Evans to said Caleb P. Marsh shall be increased or
reduced in acoordanoo therewith and in proper proportion thereto. The above rule

laid down for the continuation of this agreement at the close of the first year thereof
shall be applied at the close of each succeeding year so long as this agreement shall
remain in force and effect.
Third. This agreement shall remain in force and effect so long as said Caleb P.
Marsh shall hold or control, directly or indirectly, the appointment and position of
po t-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
Fourth. This agreement shall take effect from the date and day the Secretary of
War aforesaid shall sign the commission of post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid, said
commi~sion to be issued to said John S. E vans at the instance and requ est of said
Caleb P . Marsh, and solely for the purpose of carrying out the proVIsions of this
agreement.
Fifth: Exception is hereby made in regard to the first quarterly payment under
this agreement, it being agreed and understood that the same may be paid at any
time within the next thirty days after tlbe said Secretary of War shall sign the
aforesaid commission of post-trader at Fort Sill
Sixth. Said Caleb P. Marsh is at all times, at the reqnestof said JohnS. Evan.s,
to use any proper influence he may have with said Secretary of War for the protection of said JohnS. Evans while in the discharge of his legitimate duties in the
conduct of the business as post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
Seventh. Said John S. Evans is to conduct the said business of post-tra.rler at
Fort ill aforesaid solelv on his own responsibility and in his own name, i t being
expr ly agreed ancl unaerstood that saicl CalebP. Marsh shall assume no liability
in the premises whatever.
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Eighth. .And it is expressly undbrstood and agreed that the stipulations and
covenants aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, and administra..
tors of the respective parties.
In witness whereof the parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands
and seals the day and year first above written.
JOHN S. EYANS. (sEAL.]
C. P. MARSH.
[sEAr•• ]
Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence ofE. T. BARTLETT.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are through with the witness for
:the present.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempon~. Have the counsel any questions to
askf
Mr. CARPENTER. No, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I desire to ask counsel on the other side
if they have any objection to permitting Mr. Bartlett to return home,
liable to be recalled by telegraph f
Mr. BLACK. We have no objection.
lli. Manager Mc'MAHON. We shall need him again. He is not
discharged, but we will take the responsibility of letting him go, we
telegraphing him when we desire him to be here.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The next witness will be called.
lli. Manager McMAHON. I should like to know if JohnS. Evans
has arrived yet f
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Secretary will call the name.
The Chief Clerk called the name of JohnS. Evans, but no response
was heard.
John I. Fisher's name was called and no response made.
GEORGE W. Moss called and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. What is your occupation at present
Answer. I am the agent of Adams Express Company in Washington.
Q. How long have you been in their employ!
A. Eleven years.
Q. Continuously !
A. Yes, sir.
·
Q. What position have you held for the last six years f
A. Within that time I have held two or three different positions in
the office.
Q. State them.
A. Six years ago I was in charge of the money department, and
four years ago I was appointed acting agent ; two years ago, agent.
Q. Who succeeded you in the money department T
A. Mr. Giddings.
Q. Who is your money-delivery clerk f
A. Mr.Dodge.
Q. How long has he been soT
A. I think he has been there for fifteen or sixteen years.
Q. Have you brought with you the books that you were subprenaed to bring!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Please produce them; we wish to look at them.
[The witness produced the books.]
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, is there any objection on the
part of the Senate and counsel to have the witness st.:'1nd at your
right or left f So far as I am concerned, it is utterly impossible for me
to bear one word out of three that is spoken. It has been so during
the whole time. If I take the seat of another Senator it is at his inconvenience. This is my seat. I have no right to another, but I
have a right to hear what is said.
· [The honorable Senator occupies the extreme northwestern seat in
~he Chamber.]
· The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will state to the Senator
that he designated a little higher place for the witnesses, but the
managers and counsel thought it would be preferable to have the
witness in front of the desk, and the Chair submitted that to the
Senate, and, as there was no objection, the witnesses were placed
there.
Mr. BLAIR. We do not object to the change proposed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the witnesses
standing near the Chair on a higher place !
Mr. Manager McMAHON. There will have to be some arrangement for the handing of these books there.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will stand on the right
of the Chair on a level with the Secretary's desk and try to make
himself heard.
[The witness was placed in the position stated, as were the subsequent witnesses.]
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:) Mr. Moss, have you your books
arranged in order by years!
A. Yes, sir.
. Q. Turn to the book that contains your bound way-bills for November, 1870.
A. Yes, sir; here it is.
Q. Turn to the original way-bill of November 1, 1870, shipment
from New York.
A. [Examining book.] I have it here.
Q. Before we ask you its contents, state if that is the origillal pa-

per that accompanies shipments of money from New York to Washington City.
A. It is.
Q. In whose handwriting is that bill f
A. Mr. Moody's.
Q. Where does he reside T
A. In New York.
Q. State the custom in your office in regard to verifying the packages that are put into the safe with the way-bill that accompanies
them.
A. They are verified by the check of the clerk who places them in
the safe and his signature at the bottom of the manifest.
Q. Tell us if there· appears to have been a package sent from New
York, and, if so, from whom, to General Belknap of that date f
A. Yes, sir ; a package of $1,500 for General Belknap on that date.
Q. Sent by whom f
A. C. P. Marsh.
Q. From what point f
A. From New York to Washington.
Q. Now turn to the book under date of January 17, 1871; have you
the original way-bill of that date f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you find a shipment there to General Belknap f
A. Yes, sir; one package, $1,500, from C. P. Marsh to Ron. W. W.
Belknap.
Q. From what point was it shipped f
A. l!,romNew York.
Q. In whose handwriting is that way-bill f
A. In the same, Mr. Moody's.
Q. Mr. Moody's or lli. Young's T
A. Mr. Moody's. Mr. Young verifies the manifest.
Q. Turn to the book for April 18, 1871 ; do you find a shipment
there to General Belknap!
A. Ido.
Q. Give the particulars of it.
.
A. One package, $1,500, from C. P. Marsh to Hon. W. W. Belknap,
from New York.
Q. Whose handwriting is that in f
A. The same ; Mr. Moody's.
Q. By whom checked T
A. Mr. Young.
Q. Now turn to November 4, 1873.
A. I have it.
Q. State the contents of that way-hill.
A. One package, 1,500, from C. P. Marsh to General W. W. Belknap, from New York.
Q. In whose handwriting is that made out t
A. The same ; Moody's.
Q. And checked by Young t
A. Checked by Mr. Young.
Q. Now turn to the lOth of April, 1874.
A. April10, 1874, from New York, one package, 1,500, from R. G.
Care;y & Co. to Ron. W. W. Belknap .
Q. In whose handwriting and by whom checked f
A. It is in the handwriting of Mr. Moody. There is no check on
this bill. Mr. Young was absent then.
Q. Turn to the 24th of May, 18'15.
A. May 24, 1875, from New York, one package, 1,000, from R. G.
Carey & Co. to W. W. Belknap.
Q. In whose handwriting is that way-bill ann by whom checked f
A. It is in Mr. Moody's writing. There is no check at the bottom.
Q. Now turn to November 8, 1875.
A. November 8, 1875, from New York, one package, $500, from R.
G. Carey & Co. to Hon. W. W. Belknap.
Q. In whose handwriting is that way-bill or manifest f
A. Mr. Moody's.
Q. And checked by Mr. Young!
A. Mr. Young:s check is not on it.
Q. Take January 18, 1R76.
A. That I have not here with me. That book is in the binder's
hands.
Q. We may probably take a statement of that at some future time.
Have you any book from which you can make a statement of itT
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What book is itT
A. The delivery-book.
Q. State what that is, the date, and all about it.
A. The package on the manifest of January 1 , 1876, was received
here on the morning of the 19th; it was for a parcel valued at 21000,
with no name of the consignor given, for Mrs. W. W. Belknap.
Q. Was it money or a parcel t
A. I cannot say.
Q. Now, in regard to all these way-bills or manifests, I desire to
ask you a few general questions. Are these the money shipments
from New York to this city f
A. Yes, sir; this book contains the money as well a-s the freight
way-bills.
Q. But these you have beenreadingfrom are the money way-bill~ f
A. Yes, sir; t he money way-bills.
Q. In what way does that money come forward from New York f
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A. It comes to us in a. safe.
Q. After the safe is opened, state whether the marks on the contents of the packages are compared with the way-bill.
A. Yes, sir ; they are.
Q. And if found not to correspond in the least particular, wha.t takes
place f
.
A. Upon the receipt of a safe containing money packages it is the
duty of the clerk to check each pa-ckage from off the manifest and
attest it by his particular check. If it should turn out that a package
was short, we should have to telegraph about it.
Q. That is marked" short!"
A. The pa-ckage is marked "short," and we telegraph at once.
Q. You know nothing, of course, about the contents except from
the marks on the outside!
A. That is the only way.
Q. Now state from these way-bills what were the marks on the outside of each one of these packages delivered to General Belknap, and
particularly whether the money mark would be on the outside of each
one and the amount of money.
A. Each package would be marked with the amount of money said
to be contained in the package. The envelopes that are in common
use by express companies have the name of the shipper as well as the
consignee.
Q. So wherever the way-billshows that a package marked "$1,500"
came forward, that package must have had "$1,500" in figures marked
on the ou~ide f
A. Exactly.
Q. Is not the only place from which you could get the information
to make up the way-bills the outside marks t
A. Yes, sir. The money way-bill is a perfect transcript of the face
of the money envelope except the local address in the city.
Q. You have besides these way-bills the receipt-books. Explain
now to the court how those receipt-books are made up first and by
whom before they are sent out with the delivery clerk to deliver the
money.
A. After a money manifest is checked, it is the duty of a clerk who
is delegated for that purpose to transcribe the entries from the manifest to the delivery book, and this delivery clerk then takes his book
and checks the packages to see that they are all there before he leaves
the office; so that the delivery book is a transcript of the manifests.
Q. And he sees also that the book corresponds with the marks on
the packages f
A. He must see.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I believe that is all, Mr. Moss, at present. Gentlemen on the other side can examine.
Mr. BLAIR. We do not intend to cross-examine him.
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A. On April18, 1871, I find one package from New York from C. P.
Marsh, S1,500, to Hon. W. W. Belknap, and the receipt is signed by
"John Potts, for W. W. B."
Q. Who was John Potts T
A. John Potts was chief clerk of the War Department.
Q. He is now dead, is he not f
A. He is dead.
Q. You delivered that pa.cknge to Mr. Potts for General Belknap t
A. I delivered the package to Mr. Potts.
Q. Now turn to the 4th of November, 18737
A. November 4, 1873, one package, from New York, from C. P.
Marsh, 1,500, to General W. W. Belknap, delivered to H. T. Crosby,
forW. W. B.
Q. Who was H. T. Crosbyt
A. H. T. Crosby was chief clerk of the War Department.
Q. He is now in the War Department, is he not f
A. He is still in the War Department.
Q. Did you deliver that to Mr. Crosby for General Belknap t
A. I did.
Q. Now turn to the 11th of April, 1874.
A. There appefl.rs on the 11th of April, 1874, one package from R.
G. Carey & Co., New York, $1,500, to Hon. W. W. Belknap.
Q. Receipted for by whom f
A. The receipt is signed "W. T. Barnard."
,
Q. Do you know who Mr. Barnard is f
A. I know he is in the War Department, in the chief clerk's room.
Q. You delivered that package to him for General Belknap f
A. Yes, sir; for General Belkna.p, in the chief clerk's office.
Q. Now turn to the 25th of May, 1875.
A. May 25, 1875, I find entered one package, 1,000, from New York,
from R. G. Carey & Co., to W. W. Belknap. The receipt is signed
"H. T. Crosby."
Q. Do you know who H. T. Crosby wast
A. H. T. Crosby was chief clerk of the War Department.
Q. That was receipted for by him for General Belknap t
A. It is not so designated here.
Q. It is only signed ''H. T. Crosby!"
A. That is..all.
Q. Now turn to November 8, 1875.
A. I have November 9, 1875, here. I have one package from New
York, value 500, from R. G. Carey & Co., New York, for Hon. W. W.
Belknap. The receipt is signed ''W. W. Belknap."
Q. In whose handwriting is that signature f
A. It seems to· be W. W. Belknap's.
Q. Now turn to the 19th of January, 1876.
A. January 19, 1876, I find one package, value ~,000, from New
York-no name given of the person who sent it--to Mrs. W. W. Belknap.
·
Q. By whom is that receipt signed f
A. It is receipted by "Mrs. W. W. Belknap, 2222 G street."
Mr. Manager .McMAHOO. We say to the gentlemen on the other
side that we claim nothing from this shipment except as side-evidence
of other facts that we expect to prove in the case. I desire to call
the attention of the counsel on the other side to the fact that we want
to know if they make any point on these signatures of General Belknap himself!
Mr. C"ARPENTER. We are not making any points at all.
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. I observe that.
Mr. CARPENTER. We axe respectful spectators.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are through with the witness.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do counsel desire to. aak the witness any questions!
Mr. CARPENTER. No, sir. We have a mere cnriosityin knowing
from the managers whether they claim anything .from this last package of $2,000!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think not.
Mr. CARPENTER. You do not claim anything against Mr. Belknap.on that account f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think not; but if in the course of the
trial something that we do not now expect should be developed, we
do not expect to be debarred from claiming that, of course.

J O~AS S. DODGE called and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. How long have you been in the employ of Adams Express Company f
Answer. Since 1856.
Q. In what capacity f
A. In various capacities.
Q. How long have you been the money-delivery clerk f
A. For thirteen years.
Q. These last thirteen years f
A. The last thirteen years.
Q. Take the delivery books-you have them in order-take first
November 1, 1870.
A. I have the delivery-books, [producing books.]
Q. See whether, on the 2d of November, 1870, you had a package
for General Belknap; and, if so, from where, what it was, and to
whom you delivered it., and who receipted for it. ·
A. I find an entry of November ~, 1870, "One package, value
$1,500, from New York," to Bon. W. W. Belknap.
Q. Does the shipper's name appear f
_
A. The shipper's namo appears in pencil.
Q. Who was the shipper t
A. C. P. Marsh.
Q. Did you deliver that in person; and, if so, by whom was thereceipt given to you f
·
H. T. CROSBY sworn and examined.
A. I hold the receipt of W. W. Belknap.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. Is that his handwriting t
A. Yes, sir.
Question. Look at the book produced by the last witness containQ. Does your receipt book show the individual person to whom you ing the receipt of November 9, 1875, and say in whose signature that
delivered the package!
receipt is.
A. Yes, sir.
·
Answer. It seems to be a receipt by W. W. Belknap.
Q. Now tnrn to the 17th of January, 1871.
Q. In whose handwriting is it.
A. I have the book for January 17, 1871.
A. It looks to me like his.
Q. Now state what allpears there that has reference to this caseQ. Are yon familiar with his handwriting!
the delivery of money to Mr. Belknap.
A. I am quite familiar with it.
A. There appears one package from New York, value $1,500, from
Q. You have seen it a good many timest
C. P. Marsh to Hon. W. W. Belknap.
A. A great many times.
Q. By whom receipted f
Q. Are you not sure that it is his handwriting!
A. The receipt is signed "W. W. Belknap."
A. I am as positive as I am of most signatures I am familiar with.
Q. Wlto e handwriting is that receipt in f
Q. Turn now to the 25th of :May, 1875, and say by whom that reA. It seems the samo as before, "W. W. Belknap."
ceipt is signetl f
Q. Turn now to April 18, 1871.
A. By myself.
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Q. Forwhomf
A. For General Belknap.
Q. Why did yon sign your name to it when the package was for
General Belknap!
A. It was usual for me to sign the receipts for express packa.ges for
General Belknap or any Secretary of War.
Q. Did yon sign that for the Secretary of War f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did yon hand that package over to him 7
A. I suppose I did. I have no recollection of it now.
Q. Now turn to the 11th of April, 1874.
A. Under date of Aprilll, 1874, there appears a package for 1,500,
the receipt signed by "W. T. Barnard."
Q. In whose handwriting is that receipt signed by Barnard f
A. It looks like his. I recognize it as his signature. I would ordinarily recognize it a~ his signature.
Q. What position did he hold 7
A. He was clerk in the War Department, on duty with the Secretary of War.
Q. What room did he occupy in the War Department!
A. The same room with the Secretary of War.
Q. He wM his confidential clerk, was he not f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. PaBB to the next, November 4, 1873 f
A. November 4, 1873, appears one package, 1,500; the receipt signed
uy "H. T. Crosby for General Belknap."
Q. Whose handwritin~ is that f
A. The receipt is in mme.
Q. Yonreceived thatmoneyf
A. Yes, sir; I suppose I did.
Q. Did yon deliver it to the Secretary!
A. I think so.
Q. Turn now to Apri118, 1871 f
A. April18, 1871, appears an entry, $1,500, W. W. Belknap, signed
by J ohu Potts.
Q. Who was John Potts!
A. John Potts at that time was chief clerk of the War Department.
Q. Is that his handwritingf
A. Yes, sir; I recognize it as his handwriting.
Q. Was he authorized to receive packages for the Secretaryf
A. That I do not know.
Q. Did he in fact receive them 7
A. He often received them.
Q. Turn now to January 17, 1871.
A. 3:anuary 17, 1871, appears one package, $1,500, the receipt
signed bv W. W. Belknap.
Q. In whose handwriting'
A. It looks like General Belknap's signature.
Q. Is it hisf
A. I think it is.
Q. Turn to November 2, 1870,
A. November 2, 1870, appears one package, $1,500, signed by W.
W. Bellmap himself.
Q. Now tell us in whose handwriting it is f
A. That appears to be General Belknap's signature also.
Q. What position do you occupy in the War Department, •and for
how long a time have you been there f
A. I have been there in various capacities a.s clerk for twelve or
thirteen years.
Q. What connection had you with General Belknap at any particular timeT
A. I was his confidential clerk.
Q. During what period f
A. During the years 1870, 1871, and a part of 1872.
Q. Up to what date in 1872 7 Do you remember f
A. I think until the 24th of July; somewhere thereabout.
Q. What position did you assume after you ceased to be his confidential Be(}retaryT
A. I was appointed chief clerk of the Department upon the death
of John Potts.
Q. How long did you occupy that position f
A. I still occupy that position.
Q. Mr. Potts died in what year T
A. July, 18i2.
Q. Have you 'made an examination of the records of the War Department for the purpose of ascertaining where General W. W. Belknap was upon the 25th of July, 1871 f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Where was he at that date T
A. I do not recollect.
Q. [Producing a letter.] You may have this letter, if it is in your
handwriting, to refresh your memory. Yon can look over that letter.
A. [Examining the letter.] It is not in my handwriting, but I
dictated it.
Q. Where was General Belknap on the 25th day of July, 1871 t
A. I cannot state positively where he wa..s.
Q. Wa~ he in Washington Cityf
A. I do uot know. but it appears from our records that he was absent.

Q. How do yon make it appear from your records that he was absent!
A. By the manner in which the correspondence, the letters, indorsements of the Department, and orders were signed.
Q. Now turn to the 13th of June, 1872, and state whether he was
in the city of Washington at that date.
A. I do not know of my own knowledge wbether he was or not, but
from the record it appears that a telegram was sent to him at West
Point on the 12th and 16th of that month. No record as to the 13th
appears.
Q. Where wa..s he upon the 22d of November, 1872 T
A. A telegraphic dispatch was sent to him at Chicago on the 19th,
and one to New York on the 23d, but the records do not show where
he wa~ on the 2'2d, nor do I know myself.
Q. Where was he upon the 16th day of June, 1813 f
A. The record appears to show him at West Point.
Q. The memorandum th~t you have there was made out at your
.
dictation f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. From an inspection of the record f
A. From an inspection of the record.
Q. Yon were examined at one time, I believe, by a subcommittee
· of the board of managers f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When General Belknap went out of office state whether any application was made to yon by him for his papers.
A. No, sir; there was no applica,tion mado by him. There was a
direction given by him verbally tome to send him his private papers. ..
Q. Now state what character of papers yon have, whether they are
all of an official character or of another character besides official ;
and, if so, what term do you use to designate letters that appertain
to business but are not really official letters f
A. It depends, I suppose, upon the taste of the person who has
them in his possession as to what he calls them.
Q. Give us now an instance of that parlicular matter, whether
there were several kinds of letters that General Belknap received.
A. There are, of course, letters private and letters public; letters
which he regards as confidential and which he does not put on file,
and letters which go regularly upon the public file. As to his own
personal private matters he is at liberty to dictate, or any Secretary
I bave ever seen is at liberty to dictate, whether he shall put them
upon record or not. It is a matter in his judgment.
Q. Did you have a book called an index of semi-official letters f
A. I had no book called an index or known by any such term. I
kept a book, a memorandum of such letters as were received and
handed to me for record in that book.
Q. Did those letters go upon the regular record of theWar Department!
A. No, sir; I think they never did.
Q. There was a distinction made between the letters Y
A. Y~, sir; they were considered private letters.
Q. What passed between you and the Secretary, Mr. Belknap, in regard to his letters after he went out of office f Give us about the
language.
A. I think he merely said to me, "Send my private papers and otl1er
matter to me."
Q. The application that Mr. Marsh made to have Mr. Evans appointed ; do yon remember a letter like that f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was that among the files of the official letters of the Government!
A. No, sir; I think not; never.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before proceeding any further, we desire to notify the gentlemen on the other side that this is one of the
documents which we have served a written notice on them to produce; and unless objection is made now, we shall proceed to exam.i ne
in regard to the contents of that letter.
The PRESIDENT pro ten~p01·e. Is there objection f The Chair hears
none.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON:) Give us the contents of that letter.
If you have the letter, that would answer all the purposes.
Mr. CARPENTER handed a letter to the manager.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (t.o the witness.) Look at that letter,
and see if that is the letter that you handed to General Belknap.
[Handing a letter.]
A. (Examining letter.] I suppose this was in the package of letters presented to him.
Q. You observe the handwriting!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. From whom did you get this letter!
A. I suppose I ~ot it from General Belknap. I must have got it
from him. At this period of time I do not recollect.
Q. You put that among the semi-official private letters. By whose
direction was that done '
A. That was ordinarily assumed to be by direction of the Secretary
when it was handed to me.
Q. I understood you to state a while ago that the classification of
official and confidential letters depended upon the judgment of the
person who received the letter.
A. Yes. sir.
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Q. .And this letter was handed to you as one of the confidential
class which wa.s indexed and did not go upon the public record.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. This never did go upon the public records, did it 7
A. It never did.
Q. Who had possession of this letter when General Belknap went
out of offi.cef
A. It wa.s one of a series of letters of the same character that had
been stowed away in the bottom of an old book-case ever since I relinquished the position of clerk to General Belknap in 1872.
Q. Stowed away among the confiential, semi-official letters!
A. Yes, sir. There was no particular form for it. They were wrapped
up in a package and put away.
Q. How did you come to get this particular letter and deliver it to
General Belknap t
A. I delivered that with the other letters to him.
Q. Did not a conversation pa~ between you and Mr. William T. Barnard in regard to this letter Y
A. I think there did.
Q. What was that conversation while you were searching for this
letter f
A. I do not recollect.
Q. Were you not looking for the letters that related to the Fort
Sill matter 7
A. Probably I was; I do not re.collect.
Q. And in looking for those letters you found this one 7
A. That may be the case ; I have not the recollection of it now.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We desire the Secretary to read this letter now, and we offer it in evidence.
~
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
No. 51 WEsT THIRTY-FIFI'H STREET,

Ne·w YOTk Oity, October 8, 1870.
DEAR Sm: I have to ask that the appointment which you ba.ve given to me a.s
post-trader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, be made in the name of .JohnS. Evans,
aa it will be more convenient for me to have him manage the business at present.
I am, my dear sir, your very obedient servant,
C. P. MARSH.
P. S.-Please send the appointment tome, 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York
City.
Hon. W. W. BELKNAP,
•
SecTetary of War, Wa&hington Oity.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON:) Mr. Crosby, were you ever examined as to what papers relating to the Fort Sill matter were in the
War Department and had been surrendered'
A. Yes, sir; I think I was.
Q. Before what committee 7
A. The Judiciary Committee.
Q. In your testimony before the Judiciary Committee, did you refer
to this letter f
A. I think not.
Q. How did we know that this letter was in existence and had been
handed to you by General Belknap!
1\Ir. CARPENTER. Had yon not better state that yourself!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We want to find out if the witness does
not know.
Mr. CARPENTER. You know a great deal better than the witness
can tell.
The WITNESS. I do not know how you came to know about it. In
fact it ha-d almost passed out of my memory.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:) It had passed out of yonr mind T
A. Yes, ~ir.
Q. Was this letter delivered by itself or with a general package?
Was this paper delivered by you to General Belknap before you had
sent the others or after 7
A. My recollection is not very distinct, but I think at the present
time that I delivered that letter before the pa{lkage Wai delivered.
Q. Was it on the day he resigned or the next day that you handed
this letter to him T
· A. I do not recollect whether it was the day before, the day after,
or the same day. It was thereabouts some time.
Q. And you handed him this letter by itself f
A. I am not positive about that.
Q. Wa.s it at a. request by him to look through for these Fort Sill
papers Y
·
A. That I do not recollect.
Q. Was General Belknap a subscriber for the New York papers f
A. The Department subscribed for the papers.
Q. Where were those papers put when delivered T
A. They were delivered to him sometimes.
Q. Was the New York Tribune one of those papers!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. For how many years has the New York Tribune been taken at
the War Department and delivered there f
A. I should say ever since seven or eight years.
Q. Do you know that General Belknap was in the habit of reading
and looking over the New York papers, say particularly the New
York Tribune!
Mr. CARPENTER. One moment. Do the managers really think
that is competent evidence T

Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think so. We propose to show some·
thing that was in the New York Tribune.
Mr. CARPENTER. To carry the knowledge of it up to General
Belknap by the fact that he sometimes read the papers f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We will carry it a little closer than that.
Mr. CARPENTER. Why do you not do it, then f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is only a question of the degree of
evidence and not of the competency of evidence.
Mr. BLACK. Is it any evidence at all!
Mr. Manager McMillON. I think it is good to go to a court or a
jury as to whether it is a fair presumption of law.
Mr. BLACK. The courts have decided it over and over again . .
Mr. Manager HOAR. We propose to add to the direct evidence
that he knows the contents of a particular paper, that he was in the
habit of reading that paper. !tis confirmatory; that is all. Itisnot
very strong.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is all there is of it. Do the counsel
insist on their objection f
Mr. CARPENTER. We have not made any objection. We appeal
to you.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If you appeal to me, and let me have it
all my own way, I will proceed.
(To the witness.) The question is whether General Belknap was
in the habit of reading the New York Tribune.
A. I think it wa.s customary for him to read the New York papers.
Whether he particularly read the Tribune or not I cannot say.
Q. Have you any recollection of the attention of the Secretary -of
War being called to this article in regard to the Marsh matter in 1872 f
A. I know the Secretary of War observed that article and read it.
Q. st.ate to the court how you know that fact.
A. I think I heard him read it, if my recollection serves me.
Q. You think you heard him read it f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you know of any order being ba.aed upon it, upon reading
that article T
A. No, sir ; not precisely that.
Q. Do you know of any order being issued about that time, after
Genera.} Belknap had read this article in the New York Tribune f
A. I know that General Belknap read the article, a,ud I know that
he wrote an order to the Adjutant-General inquiring as to the truth
or untruth of the matters set forth in that article. so far as Fort Sill
and Camp Supply were concerned. I think that that letter was produced in evidence by me before the Judiciary Committee.
Q. Have yon the New York Tribune theref
A. No,sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think Mr. Spofford probably brought
it in just now. If so, we will have it read.
[A file of the New York Tribune was produced and placed before
the witness.]
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON:) Turn to the Tribune of 16th of
February, 18i2. Is the article there f
A. [Examining.] Yes, sir. This is a copy of the same article.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let the Secretary read that article, if
you please.
The CHIEF CLERIC This article is dated "Washington, Thursday,
February 15, 1872." Passing over the first paragraph, the next one
commences:
.Army officers stationed at forts in the West complain of the extortions pra-cticed
by the post-traders and of the gross abuses practiced under the law which author.
izes their appointment. These traders are given the exclusive privilege of selling
goods upon the milit.a~ reservations to the officers, soldiers, Indians, and emigrants. The privilege1s so valuable that it is obtained by political or family influence at Washington by men who never go to the posts or engage in the business,
but farm out the pnvilege to actual trad.e rs for sums amounting in some cases to
10,000 or 12,000 a year. The traders occupy relations to the Army similar to those
the sutlers held during the war, with thi.s exception: that the sutlers were under
control of the post commanders, and the soldiers were :protected against their rapacity by the power of a council of officers to fix a tariff of prices at which goods
should be sold, whereas the traders are appointed by the Secretary of War, and,
having no competition and being under no control, charge any price they please.
The sutlers were abolished at the close of the war, and the Commissary Department wa.a required to furnish the necessary articles formerly kept by the sutlers
and to sell them to the soldiers at cost price. This law thecommissanesfound irksome, and they have always managed to evade it. Soon after it went into effect,
the .A.djutant-lteneral issued an order allowing any one to trade a.t a military post
who should show fitness to the department commander. This was a good arrangement for the troops, for it gave them the advantage of competition; out it did not
suit the t;raders, who have always sought exclusive privileges. It lasted until the
summer of 1870, when, on the recommendation of the Secretary of War, a. section
was put into the .Army bill authorizing the Secretary to appoint one or more traders at each military ~ost "for the convenience of emigrants, freighters, and other
citizens." The section was plausibly worded and passed without objection. Under it the Secretary appoints but one trader at e:wh post, and refuses to appoint
more, so that this single trader, having a monopoly of all the business, plunders
the officers and men by charging them outrageous prices. There is noescapefrom
his rapacity, because the officers have no control over him as they had over the sutler. There is good authority for sta.tin~ that traders' privileges are systematically
farmed out by those who obtain them from the War Department. The Secretary
is not charged with being cognizant of these practices, and probably has not been
informed of them. One of the most outrageous cases of the kind is described in the
following letter from an officer stationed at Fort Sill, Indian Territory:
"I have incidentally learned that you have a desire to know whether a bonus is
required from the traders here, for the privilege of trading, and have been urged
to write you tbe fact in the case. As there seems to be no secret made of the
matter and as, in common with all others here, I feel it to be a great wrong I think
you will readily excuse the presumption which my writing unasko<l by you mi.g ht
mdicate. I have read tho contract between J. S. Evans, a Fort Sill trader, anuO.
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P. or C. E. Marsh, of 1867 or 1870, Broadway, New York, office of Herter Brothers,
whereby .f. S. Evans is required to pay said C. P. or C. E. Marsh the sum of 12,000
per year, quarterly in advance, for the exclusive privilege of trading on this military reservation. I am correctly informed that said sum has been paid since
soon after the new la.w went in force, and is now paid, to include some time in February next. This is not an isolated case. I am informed by officers who were stationed at Camp Supply that Lee & Reynolds paid 10,000 outright for the same exclusive privilege there. Other cases are talked of, butnot corroborated to me; sufficient
to state, the tax here amounts to near $40 per selling day, which must necessarily
be paid almost entirely by the command, and you can readily see that prices of
such goods as we are compelled to buy must be grie,ously augment.ed thereby. It
not being a revenue for the Government an!l Mr. Marsh being an entire stranger
to every one at the post~ it is telt by every one informed of the facts to be, as I said
before, a very great wrong."

Q. (By Mr. :Manager :McMAHoN :) Is that the article, Mr. Crosby !
A. That is the article.
Q. [Producing a paper.] Look at this order, a certified copy from
the War Department, and see whether it is the order issued by the
Secretary of War after reading that article in the New York Tribune.
A. [Examining the paper.] Yes, sir; that appears, to the best of
m~· recollection, to be a true copy.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. . Let the Secretary read that, dat.e and
all.
·
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
WAR DEPARTME..~,

Washington Oity, February 17, 1872.
The commanding officer at Fort Sill will report at once directly to the AdjutantGeneral of the Army, for the information of the Secret.'try of War, as to the business character and standing of .T. S. EvruiS, post-trader at tllat post, whether his
prices for goods are exorbitant and unreasonable or whether his goods are sold at
:1o fair profit; whether the prices charged now and since his appointment to that
position by the Secretary of War, under the act of .Tuly 15, 1870, are higher than
tho e charged by him prior to that appointment, when ho was trader under previous
appointment; whether he has taken advantage of the fact that he is sole trader at
that post to oppress purcha.sers by exorbitant prices; whether he charges higher
prices to enlisted men than to officers; and whether he has complied with therequirements of the circular of the Adjutant-Genern.l's Office issued .Tune 7, 1871.
The commanding officer is expected to make as full and as prompt report as is
possible.
W.W.B.

:Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is sufficient.
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand that document has not been fully
read yet.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think it has. That is the wholo of
the letter.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. No; it is allonelettertotheAdjnta.nt-Gencml,
containin~ two di:fferont subjects. Let the rest be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
·
Also similar letter to commanding officer at Camp Supply in regard to the posttrader there, A. E. Reynolds.
The foregoing instructions were communicated to the eommanding officers of
Fort Sill ana Camp Supply, Indian Territory, by the Adjutant-General, in letters
dated February 19, 1872.
WAR DEPARTMENT, An.ruTANT·GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, March 14, 1876.
Official copy.

E. D. TOWNSEND,
.Adjutant-General

Mr. CARPENTER. That is it.
Mr. :Manager McMAHON, (to the witneBS.) Do yon remember any
other time that General Belknap's attention was called to the situation of affairs at Fort Sill by other publications T
The WIT~NESS. No, sir; I do not.
Q. (By Mr. ManaJ~_er McMAHO~ :) Have you any recollection of the
fact that General Hazen testified before the Military Committee of
the House not long after the date of this letter!
A. No, sir; I kriew nothing about General Hazen's testimony.
Q. Do yon know anythin~ about the fact us to whether any person held a communication mth General Belknap in regard to General
Hazen's t-estimony of your own knowledge 7
A. No, sir; I do not.
Q. Did General Belknap, to your knowledge, know that the testimony had been given by General Hazen before the Military Committee in regard to Fort Sill!
A. I think he did know.
Q. State how you knew that he did know.
A. I cannot tell now how I derived that feeling. I think so.
Q. You think he did know 7
A. I think he did know.
Q. Whyf
A. Probably from conversations. I cannot recollect distinctly now
what it wa-s that created that impression.
Q. Give us your best impression of the conversation that you had
with General Belknap about that testimony.
A. I have no recollection that is at all distinct about any conversation with General Belknap in-regard to that testimony.
Q. What position did you occupy at that time in the Wa-r Department, say in February and March, 1872!
A. I was confidential clerk to the Secretary at that time.
Mr. CARPENTER, (to Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Will you not let
him follow up and state in that connection what wa-s done by General
Belknap in regard to that Fort Sill matter!
Mr. Manager :McMAHON. Suppose we first put in the testimony
of. General Hazen before the Military Committee, as published in the
report. We shall put in the order afterward.
Mr. CARPENTER. I should be astonished at your reading testimony taken so~ewhere els~.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. That may be so; but if it concerned
General Belknap, and it was called to his attention, it certainly has
a very distinct bearing upon· the animus and the knowledge, and I
might say the guilty knowledge, of the Secretary.
Mr. CARPENTER. What I was speaking about to you wa-s whether
you would not at that point put in the fa-ct that in obedience to this
order the Adjutant-General did write out there, and that General
Grierson or somebody wrote back, and upon the strength of that an
order was immediately made on that subject, referring tne whole matter of fixing the prices to a council of administration.
Mr. :Manager Mc:MAHON. You have it all wrong, if we understand
the case.
1\lr. CARPENTER. You do not understand the caoo, then. I thought
you did.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think by the time we get through it
will be developed who understands it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Very well.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We propose to show, and we now offer
to test the question, the testimony of General Hazen before the Military Committee of the House on the.22d day of Marcl!., 1872, and we
propose to supplement that with the orders iBSued from the War Do.
partment on the 25th day of March, 1872, which was a very gooc
order, but did not quite reach the Fort Sill case. We offer it now, and
desire that the testimony of General Hazen, as published in an official document, shall be read.
Mr. CARPENTER. We make no objection, Mr. President, except
that we feel that this court will not hear any testimony that is not
material and pertinent. .
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It refers directly to the Fort Sill b~si
ness.
Mr. CARPENTER. But it is.testimony taken not only not in this
Chamber but taken in pais.
Mr. :Mant~:McMAHON. Suppose that General Hazen had taxed
General Be · p with the facts stated in his test.imony, would it not
be perfectly competent, and would it not be the very best kind of
evidence to show what official action General Belknap took when
those facts were brought to his knowled~e Y
Mr. CARPENTER. The particular pornt I want to suggest, to the
consideration of the manager only, is this, that I never heard one man
tried on testimony given in some other tribunal. Without proof that
the witness was dead or could not be called, and that the party was
present and cross-examined him, it cannot be done in a civil case. I
sugsest to the managers that it would be remarkable if you could
rea<J. a depositio~ taken somewhere else.
.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Allow me to put the case again, and so
a-stute a gentleman ought to be able to give me a categorical answer.
Suppose that a friend had taken this testimony of General Hazen to
General Belknap and had read it to him, and General Belknap had
said, "It is all true," would not what General Belknap thus stated be
perfectly competent evidence, not only competent but the very best
kind of evidence as to the facts contained therein' Suppose that instead of stating "It is true," he simply keeps quiet. That is simply
one kind of confession, but it is just as competent to produce that in
evidence as it would be to produce his absolute confession that it was
true ; and therefore it is a very common thing in criminal cases,
when a man is taxed with a crime or the charge of a crime is brought
home to his knowledge, to show how he acted under the circumstances as affording the very highest proof of the man's innocence or
his guilt.
Mr. CARPENTER. I have never heard that method resorted to
until it was first shown that it had been brought to his knowledge.
Mr. Mana,ger McMA.HON. The witness has just testified that he
knew all about it.
Mr. CARPENTER. No; he has not so testified.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. He said they had conversations about it.
Mr. CARPENTER. He says he has a vague, a very vague, impression that Mr. Belknap knew that Hazen had testified to something ;
but no pretense that Belknap said that what Hazen stated was true.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. On the testimony that ba-s been offered,
I submit now that we propose to read the testimony of General Har.en
as published in the official report of the proceedings before that com·
mittee, publiRhed by order of Congress.
Mr. SHERMAN. I should like to a(!k the witness a question through
the Chair. Did General Belknap read or hear the testimony of General Hazen !
·
The PRESIDENT p-ro tempore. The witness will answer.
The WIT.NESS. I do not know, sir.
1\Ir. SHERMAN. I will ask whether that testimony of GenH'al
Hazen was published in the public journals and brought to the knowledge of General Belknap f
The WITNESS. I do not know.
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mcl\.fA.HON:) You had conversations with him,
however, about itt
A. I do not know that I did have conversation about it.
Q. Do you remember General McDowell coming to see him about itt
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. What was the purport of the communication of General McDowell to him f
A. I do not know. The conversation did not take place in my
presence at first.
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Q. Do you know of any order being issued by the Secretary of War,
which was based, or supposed to be based, upon information that was
derived from the testimony of General Hazen f
A.. No, sir; I do not. I was not aware that that had any effect.
I had no knowledge about it. I know that General McDowell came
and had an interview with the Secretary of War in the room adjoining the Secretary's usual office-room.
Q. About whatf
A.. What their conversation was there, I do not know.
Q. How do yon know that it related to General Hazen's testimony f
A.. I did not say that. it did.
Q. When I asked you whether Genera.l McDowell came to see him
about General Hazen's testimony, how did you come to connect the
two and say that he did f
A. I did not say that I knew that General McDowell came about
General Hazen's testimony.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the counsel for the respondent.) Do I
understand the gentlemen now to object to the testimonyf Because I
think if it can be received without objection it is not worth while
for us to consume time in argument.
Mr. BLACK. We think it safe to appeal to your conscience whether
you will undertake to make a confession out of an ex parte statement
made by a witness which the accused party never saw.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I am young enough yet to have a conscience, but I have p1:acticed too long to have any opinion.
Mr. BLACK. Then let that conscience have fair play on this occasjon.
Mr. SHERMAN. I object to the testimony at this stage of the pro·
·
ceeding.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have the proof of this matter more
complete, and will withdraw the offer at the present time.
(To the witness.) Mr. Crosby, what conversation took plaee between you and General Belknap, if any, in regard to the authorship
of that article in the New York Tribune t
The WITNESS. I have no recollection of any conversation about
the authorship of that article.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMA.Ho~:) Do you know whether General
Belknap made any efforts to discover who had written itt
A.. I do not.
Q. Do you know whether he did discover who had written it 1
A.. I do not know that.
Q. Do you know whether he discovered who had inspired the writing of itf
A.. I have DQ means of knowing whether he discovered it or not.
Q. Do you mean to say that you had no conversation with him
about the authorship or the person who inspired the writing of that
article in the New York Tribune T
A.. I do not recollect to have ever had any conversation with him
about it. I may have heard him say something about it. My general impression is very vague, as I said before, about it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are through with Mr. Crosby for
the present; but until we can find some little notes of te3timony that
we have, we shall not discharge him finally.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there are no other questions the
witness will be excused for the present.
Mr. SARGENT. Mr. President, I offer the following order:
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The proposed order will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Ordered, That at half
seven this evening.

p~t

five o'clock this court take a recess until half past

Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before that is put we should like to be
heard on that question. I think we shall be unable to go on this
evening. Most of our witnesses are on the road, and will not be here
until to-morrow morning.
Mr. BOGY. I object to that order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Debate is not in order. The Chair
will put the question to the Senate. The question is on the order
proposed by the Senator from California, [Mr. SARGENT.]
The order was not agreed to.
Major-General IRWIN McDOWELL called and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. Where are you stationed at the present time, General f
Answer. My present stat;ion is San Francisco, California.
Q. Were you in Washingion City when the .Military Committee of
the Honse in 1872 was taking testimony in regard to re-organizing and
reducing the staff of the Army T
~
A.. I do not recollect, but I think I was.
Q. Yon are acquainted with General Hazen!
A. Well.
Q. Do you remember of his having given certain testimony before
that committee in regard to post-tradership transactions at Fort Sill f
A.. I have no knowledge of it at all of my own.
Q. From whom did yon derive information that testimony had been
given by General Hazen f
A.. I cannot say. I do not recollect at this time how that came to
my know ledge.
Q. Did it come to your knowledge by some means or other!
A.. I think it did.
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Q. Can yon now remember the person who communicated the fa-ct
to you f
A. Perhaps I had better state the case in my own way, and it wiil
answer the purpose better than these questions.
Q. That will be better, perhaps.
A. I was in command of the Department of the East, stationed in
New York City. I met accidentally Mr. Whitelaw Reid and referretl
to some statement I had seen in the New York Tribune or other
papers and taxed him with it. I thought it was unfair; I did not
believe it to be true. The old Tribune used to have many articles
against the Army, and I used to tell Mr. Whitelaw Reid that on military matters it was never right, even by mistake. It was a part of
this same chatting with him in reference to this article. He told me
this. was true and there was more beyond it. It was in reference to
Fort Sill; it was in reference to the statement made in the paper that
the person in charge of the tradership at Fort Sill was paying to the
person who held the appointment, as I understood in New York, a
large sum of money, and the person in New York gave no consideration for it:
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand that this conversation between
third persons is within the conscience of the managers.
:Mr. Manager JENKS. It is merely introductory.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I know of no rule of evidence jn re·
gard to conscience at all.
The WITNESS. It was in reference to how I came to the knowledge of these facts. I do not know whether I came to Washington
on purpose or whether I came here incidentally in the course of my
duty, for at that time Washington and the country south to a certain
extent waa under my command, so far as the military forces stationed
in it were concerned. I came to Washington and saw the Secretary
of War. I called his attention to what I had been told, and told him
that it seemed to me that it was a hard thing upon the people at Fort
Sill to have to pay this heavy tax, and it was a thing that would be
damaging if it were not at once corrected. I cannot now, at this
distance of time, tell whether this was the first time I saw him, or
immediately after, but it was in the morning of the day that I first
arrived, and he then asked me to draw up an order to correct this
matter, and I did so. That order, I think, is dated some time in March,
1872, and was meant to correct the evils complained of at that time
and cha.rged to exist at Fort Sill. When I drew it up the Secretary
said tlr<~>t he had wished to draw np such an order as that before. He
said, I think, that there had been some difficulty raised by the judge
advocate who was acting somewhat as the legal adviser of the War
Department; that inasmuch as these post-traders were not sutlers,
were not military appointees, and ha<l no reference in their appointment to the Army, but were for the a-dvantage and convenience
of those stationed at posts, there would be no right in the Military
Department assu.rrring to control them. I think that wa-s the difficulty suggested at the time; at all events, there wp..s some difficulty
in the way., as the Secretary told me. I told him tbat it seemed to
me, as be had a monopoly in his hands, it would be simply the proper
discharge of his duties in regulating that monopoly to see that it was
not abused. He concurred with me, and if you will look at the order-I have it not now, and I do not recollect the date of it, but I
think some time in March 1872-you will see that it corrected the
very evils complained of; that is to say, it put these post~ traders, so
far as the charges they were to make on their sales were concerned,
subject to the conncil of administration of the post, the council of
administration consisting of the three highest officers at the post nuder the commanding officer ; that the council of administration was
to take into account the original. cost, freight, and the fact that the
post-trader, unlike the sutler, whom he is generally supposed to have
succeeded, had no lien on the soldier's pay. It also provided that the
post-trader should habitually reside at the post; that he should not
sell, that he should not transfer, that be should not assign, that he
should not sublet or farm out his position. I do not recollect all the
terms, but he should not do any of the things complained of, but
should carry it on in good faith himself. It gave him a certain time
to do 'this or to give up his appointment.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:) Now, before yon go any further,
your understanding of the situation at Fort Sill was that the man who
held the appointment lived in New York. Is not that correct!
A.. That was my impression at the time.
Q. And that the man who resided at Fort Sill was simply a person
who did business in his name f
A.. I do not know as to that. It was a person who was working
under him, or with him, or did so for some consideration, or it was
transferred to him-some of those business terms that I do not exactly understand.
Q. In other words, you thought Marsh was the post-trader a.nd
Evans the person who actually did the business Y
A.. The order itself will show very clearly what the impression w::ts.
Q. And in order to correct this matter you added to this order a
provision that the post-trader should reside at the post!
A. Should habitually reside at the post. I did that because it is
sometimes very convenient that a post-trader should be at New York
or San Francisco, if he is a pnrlner, because in his purchases and in his
business arrangements he may find it necessary not to be at tho post.
Q. When yon came to Washington, state whether yon found General Hazen here.
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A. I do not think I saw General Hazen then.
Q. State whether any person ha-d given you information in regard
to his ha.ving testified.
A. General GARFIELD did.
Q. He called your attention to it f
A. No, I called his attention to it, and he then said that General
Hazen had testified to what was stated in the New York papers; and
this order that I drew up I talked over with General GARFIELD. Perhaps I may have written it in his room; I do not remember. He saw
it, at any rate, and he wncurred in it. It seemed to him to cover the
whole gronnd, a~ it did to me.
Q. In the conversation between you and General Belknap, besides
referring to this article in the New York Tribune, did you refer to the
fact that General Hazen had testified before the Military Committee Y
A. I think that I mentioned the fact that I learned from General
GARFIELD that General Hazen had done so. I think General Belknap
tohl me that General Hazen had done so and had said substantially
tbr same thing. I think General Belknap was indignant at General
Hazen having done so instead of having come to him. I think he
thought he owed it to him to have ·made this statement to him personally instead of going elsewhere.
Mr. CARPENTER, (to Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Ask him in that
connection what would be the military rule on that subject.
Mr. :Manager McMAHON. My conscience would not permit that.
(To the witness.) Look at that paper and see whether that is the order to which you have referred. [Exhibiting a paper to the witness.]
A. [Examining the paper.] That is the order.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I RBk the Secretary to read it.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
[Circular.]

W .AR DEPARTMENT,

Washington Oity, March 25, 1872.
I. The council of administration at a. post where there is a ~ost-tr:Wer will from
time to time examine the post-trader's goods and invoices or bills of sale; nnd will,
subject to the approval of the post-commander, establish the rates and prices (whlch
should be lair and reasonable) at which the goods sha.ll be sold. A copy of the list
thus established will be kept posted in the trader's store. Should the post-tra.det
feel himself aggrieved by the action of the council of administration, he may appeal
therefrom thrOugh the post-commander to the War Department.
II. In determining tho rat.e of profit to be a.llowed, the council will consider not
only the prime cost, freight, and other changes, but also the fact that while the
trader pays no tax or contribution of any kind to the post fund for his exclusive
privileges, ho has no lien on the soldier's pay, and is without the security in this
respect once enjoyed by the sutlers of the Army.
III. Post-traders will actually carry on the business themselves, and will habitually reside at the station to which they are appointed. They will not farm out,
sublet, transfer,- or sell or assign the business to others.
_
IV. In case there shall be at this time any post-trader who is is a non-resident of
tho :post to which he has been appointed, he will be allowed ninety days from the
receipt hereof a.t his station to comJ>ly with this circularorvaoa.te bisappointment.
V. Post commanders are hereby directed to report to tho War Department any
failure on the part of traders to ftilfill the requirements of this circular.
VI. The provisions of the circular from the .Adjutant-General's Office of June 7,
1871, will continue in force except as herein modified.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant-General.

Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, may I inquire, through the Chair,
if that is the proper way, whether that is the order re:W. by the manager who opened the case and commented upon by him t
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Yes, sir; it is.
Q. (By .Mr. Manager McMAHoN:) I understood you to say, General
McDowell, that in conversing with General Belknap you found that
he had heard the statements that Hazen had made and was indignant
about them f
A. I mentioned to him the fact that General Hazen had stated them
substantially as I learned from General GARFIELD; then he was indignant that General Hazen should have gone to the committee to make
the statements instead of reporting them to him.
Mr. :Manager Mc:MAHON. We have no more questions to a.sk.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpfJre. The witness will be excused.
Mr. LOGAN. Inasmuch as there is no examination on the other
side, I wish to a.sk if it is competent for me to put a question to the
witnessf
- ·
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is.
Mr. LOGAN. I desire General McDowell to state, as an officer of
the Army, what the rnle wonld be where a discovery was made by an
officer of irregnlarities f What would his duty be in reference to giving information to his superior officer f
A. I think the ordinary, strict, formal rnle wonld be for him to
make a report of it to the staff officer of his next commander.
(By Mr. LOGAN:)
Q. In that way the report would be sent to the War Department f
A. Undoubtedly, if it was not within the competency of that immediate superior to dispose of the case, he wonld refer it to the one
where the authority lodged that had cognizance of the matter.
Q. (By Mr. Manager .McMAHoN:) That rule would not prevent a
military man from giving evidence before a committee if he were subprnnaed before that committee to testifY f
A. That is a question you can better answer than myself.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Isimplywan~ed toputthequestion toyou.
Mr. CARPENTER. Ask him whether his military duty wonld require him or permit him to corre pond with Congress or any member of Congress on the subject before having transmitted intelligence
through the regular military channel.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are not trying General Hazen now.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then you do not want to put that question f

Mr. Manager McMAHON. Not jnst now.
Mr. C.ARPENTER I wish you would put it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the witness.) That is all.
The PRESIDENT pro t(f111.pore. The witness is excused.
The WITNESS. Do I understand that I am discharged f

The PRESIDENT pro tempo·re. Can the witness be discharged f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I prefer that the witness should stay
over until to-morrow at any rate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will take notice.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. Now, if the Senate plea e, we proposo
to offer the testimony of General Hazen, as taken before the committee, for this reason and this purpose: We find from two different
sources that General Belknap is adyjsed of the fact and becomes indignant with the knowledge that General Hazen has testified to the
existence of certain abuses at Fort Sill which lay directly within his
province to correct.
Mr. CARPENTER. Which he dicl conect.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Which he did not correct. The order
will speak for itself. I lay particular stress upon the word "not,"
because the papers together will provo this. We now propose to have
rea-d to the Senate the testimony of General Hazen, because in a trial
of this chara.cter we take it to be the duty of an officer in General
Belknap's position, when he is aware that such charges have been
made and sworn to by a high officer, to acquaint himself with the
facts and the details of the facts. I think we have laid a sufficient
basis now to read this testimony to the court.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Have you charged him in the articles with any
crime of omi.saion in this regard f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have charged him in the articles, if
the Senator will pardon me, with having knowingly received certain
moneys which were the fruit of a corrupt arrangement in regard to
the post-tradership at Fort Sill. One of the important item in that
connection is his knowledge of the existence of the eyjl. We propose
to show, and we claim that we have shown up to this point, that he
knew that Marsh was the post-trader and not that Evans was the po ttrader. The testimony of General Hazen, which we propose to offer,
is based upon the idea that Evans wa.s the post-trader, and not Marsh.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the testimony was based on a false assumption, it would not be very valuable prima facie.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Then we offer it for this purpose: to
show that the accused, who d:.i,d know the trne state of theca e, only
corrected the evil to the extent to which it was made appar nt in the
testimony, and ~he evil that was not discovered in the te timony as
published to the world was not corrected, although it lay in his breast,
and he knew it. That is the purpose for which we offer it.
Mr. CARPENTER. You do not prove by anybody that General
Belknap ever read that testimony to know what it was. The indiO'nation arose from the fact that he had been talking before a committee when he onght to have gone through directer channels, through
the Army.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I suppose it was on that indignation
that he sent General Hazen to the .Arctic regions.
Mr. HOWE. Do I understand that the testimony offered is objected
tof

The PRESIDENT pro t(f111.pore. Is there objection to the testimony
of General Hazen being readY The Senator from Ohio objected a few
minutes ago.
Mr. SHERMAN. Some testimony has been taken since then, but
it would not change the objection, in my judgment.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. Objection is made.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I shonld like to inquire the object of offering that testimony, whether it is to prove the truth of the facts
stated in the testimony or not.
. Mr. Manager McMAHON. By no means. It is to prove that the
facts stated there were substantially communicated to General Belknap, and, as a public officer, that he had knowledge of the testimony as there taken.
Mr. CONKLING. If I may inquire, Mr. President, I should like to
do so, is the foundation of that idea the testimony delivered by General McDowell that the Secretary of War alluded to the fact that
General Hazen had maQ.e statements about this subject which be bad
not made to him f Is that the testimony upon which the Senate is
aslied to vote that the respondent here was charged with a knowledge of this testimony so a.s to admit it as a declaration made to
himf
Mr. Manager HOAR. If I may be permitted to make a sug(J'estion,
I understand that General McDowell's testimony is that ~eneral
Belknap said to him that General Hazen ha-d testified in snbsronce to
the same matters which were contained in the New York Tribune
article.
Mr. Manager Mc~HON. Yes, he did.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Therefore stating to him a knowledge of the
substance of General Hazen's testimony. Now, if he had that knowledge of the substance of General Hazen's testimony, it tends to show
that he knew that these periodical payments of money which came
to him from Marsh were payments of money that had come to Mar h
from the post-trader. If I am in error·as to the ext nt to which General McDowell's st atement went, I can be corrected by referring to
it. In other words, if General .Belknap was receiving once every
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three months a sum of money from Marsh in New York, it is important for the Senate to know whether Belknap was informed that those
moneys were moneys which were being improperly paid in consequence of this bargain of the post-trader at Fort Sill to Marsh; in
other words, that ht} knew where the money be was receiving came
from. The article in the New York Tribune contains a distinct assertion of those payments by Evans to Marsh, and, as I understand it,
the testimony of General Hazen contains in substance the same
thing. It is therefore important not as proving the tn1th of anything
that General Hazen said, but aa proving that the Secretary of War
was notified that such thing was said at that time.
Mr. HOWE. I a.sk that the reporter may read the testimony of
General McDowell upon that point.
Mr. BOGY. I should like to make an inquiry of the manager who
has been examining the witness as to the character of the pamphlet
purporting to contain the testimony of General Hazen, whether it is
an official document, and published by whose authority Y What is
the character of the pamphlet containing that testimony!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It isHouse of Representatives Report No. 74, Forty-second Congress, third sesslJ>n.
Army staff organization.
Febr-uary 2, 1873.-0rdered to be printed, and recommitted to the Committee on
Military Affairs.
Mr. Coburn, from the Committee on Military Aifuirs, made the following report.

It 1s a public document, published by order of Congress.
Mr. BOGY. It is, then, an official document.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I so understand.
Mr. HOWE. I a8k the reporter to read the testimony for which I
have called.
Mr. BOGY. I should like to know if it be an official document containing testimony taken under oath f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reporter will now read what
has been called.
The Official Reporter read from his short-hand notes of General McDowell's testimony, as follows :
Question. In the conversation between yon and General Belknap, besides referring to this article in the New York Tribune, did yon refer to thefa.cttha.t General
Hazen bad testified before the Military Committee¥
Answer. I think that I mentioned the fact that I learned from General GARFIELD
that General Hazen had done so. I think Genera.J Belknap told me that General
Hazen had done so and had said substantia.lly the same thing. I think General
Belknap was indignant at General Hazen having done so instead of having come
to him. I think he thought he owed it to him to have made this statement to him
persona.lly, instead of going elsew~ere.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection being made, the Chair
will submit the question to the Senate, Shall this testimony of General Hazen be admitted T
Mr. BOGY. I call for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered ; and being taken, resulted-yeas
20, nays 31 ; as follows :
·
YEAS-Messrs. Alcorn, Bayard, Bogy, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dennis, Harvey, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Norwood, Randolph, Sargent, Stevenson,
Wallace Whyte, Withers, and Wright-20.
N.A.Y~Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Booth, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin, Conkling, Cragin, Dawes, Edmunds, Ferry, Frelini}\]f:!~· Hitchcock. Howe, Ingallsii
.Tont•s of ~eva.da., Kelly, Kernan, Logan, Me ·
Merrimon, Mit{lhell, Morri
of Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Paddock, Patterson, Ransom, Sanlsbury, Sherman,
Spencer, Thurman, and Windom-31.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Barnum, Boutwell, Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Christiancy, Clayton, Conover, Dorsey, Eaton, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Hamlin, Johnston, .Tones of Florida, McDonald, Morton, Oglesby, Robertson,
Sharon, Wadleigh, and West-22.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate declines to admit the
testimony.
Mr. SHERMAN. I move, if it .is convenient to the parties now,
that the court adjourn.
Mr. KERNAN. To what hour!
Mr. SHERMAN. I should propose eleveno'clockto-morrow. ["0,
no."]
Mr. KERNAN. That will do.
Mr. SARGENT. We may want some time for the appropriation
bills in the morning. It seems to me that the court had better adjourn to twelve o'clock, and give us the hour before that for legislative business.
Mr. SHERMAN. I have no objection to that.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore.
The Senator from Ohio moves
that the Senate sitting for the trial adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at five o'clock and twenty-five
minutes p.m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
adjourned until to-morrow at twelve o'clock.
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The respondent appeared withhiscounsel,Messrs. Blair, Black, and
Carpenter.
The Secretary read the journal ofproceedin~s of the Senate sitting
yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT p-1·o tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed.
The managers on the part of the House will continue with their evidence in support of the articles of impeachment.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I desire to state that yesterday
we cross-examined none of the witnesses and .made no objections to
questions propounded by the honorable managers. We had not at
that time been able to have a consultation among ourselves on that
subject, and had concluded to leave the case entirely in the hands of
the honorable managers. But one day's experience sa.tisfied us that
that was a mistake on our part. The method of examination on the
part of the honorable managers was not satisfa.ctory to us, and we
think it would do injustice to the ca-se to permit it to proceed further
in that manner. Our doubt about taking any part in the trial beyond
that of spectators was that it might be considered that by doing so
we might waive or lose rights in the point upon which we rest this
case, namely, that there is no jurisdiction to try; but after an examination of some authorities upon that subject, and a full consultation, we have come to the conclusion as counsel that inasmuch as the
Senate has made an issue we can waive nothing and forfeit nothing
by taking advantage of our right to cross-e;xamine witnesses. We
now ask the indulgence of the Senate to recall General McDowell
for the purpose of putting some questions to him in cross-examination.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That had better be done at a later stage.
There are other witnesses here from a distance ready to testify, who
are anxious to go home.
Mr. CARPENTER. General McDowell is here from a distance, and
away from the performance of his oificial duties, and he is very anx·
ions to get through and return to the discharge of his duties. Therefore, I a-sk the Senate at this po&.t to give us permission to recall
General McDowell for cross-examination.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President and Senators, the managers certainly object at this particular stage of the case that they
shall be interrupted in their course of examination because the gentlemen _upon the other side, either for want of consultation or from
overconfidence, declined to cross-examine a particular witness who
was upon the stand and discharged fully from attendance upon this
court except in so far as we requested him to remain another day.
We have witnesses in attendance who are here at very great. inconv:enience to themselves; men who occupy responsible positions in
banking establishments and other places, who are ready to testify
and who want to go home. General McDowell can stay until we get
through at least with them1 I think. I make no objection to the right
to recall him. We concede it a-s a right.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then we reeall him.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. But at the proper time; not now.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel for the a~cused ask to have
the witness, General McDowell, recalled for the purpose of cross-examination. The Chair will submit the question to the Senate.
Mr. CONKLING. I inquire, is the request of the counsel to crossexamine the last witness upon the stand, the witness examined yesterday after whom no other witness has been called f
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. CONKLING. I did not hear the name.
Mr. CARPENTER. We ask to recall General McDowell, who was
on the stand when the Senate adjourned last evening.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. Shall he be recalled f
The question being put, it waa determined in the affirmative.

Major-GeneraliRw:rn McDOWELL, recalled.
The PRESIDENT pro temp(}re. The Chair will state that the witness asks the privilege to correct the last statement he made. The
Chair hears no objection, and he will make the correction he desires.
The WITNESS. It was the last question put to me yesterday. In
fa~t I did not answer it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Do I understand, General, that you desire me to put that question again t
The WITNESS. No; I desire to correct the answer that I made to
it, and to say that it would be the duty of an officer subprenaed before a committee of Congress to answer such questions as the committee might ask him touching the public service of which he had
knowledge.
Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTE.R:
Question. Would it be the duty of an officer to volunteer information by letter or otherwise to members of Congress in regard to abuses
connected with the service with which he was a-equainted f
A. I do not know of any such duty imposed upon him by the artiFRIDAY, July 7, 1876.
cles.
Q. Is it not his duty, on the other hand, to make report of all such
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore, (at two o'clock p.m.) The Senate things through the regular military channels f
resumes its session in trial.
A. That I answered yesterday ; yes.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
Q. When you called on .General Belknap in regard to the alleged
Messrs. LoRD, LYNDE, McMAHON, JENKS, LAPHAM, and HoAR, of abuses at Fort Sill, did not General Belknap say to you, "Well, Genthe managers on the part of the House of Representatives, appeared, eral, yon know what to do; now sit down; you draw an order that
and were conducted to the seats assigned them.
will correct it f"
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A. I cannot at this day recall the conversations, for there were several of them, t.hat took place between the Secretary and myself in
reference to that subject. I called upon him at his house, then diagonally opposite the Arlington, and said to him that I had something
to say that concerned the public service and also concerned him personally. After I had disclosed what I had to say, either at that particular time or not long afterward, he substantially said as you have
asked.
Q. Did be at that time or at any time show the slightest reluctance
to make an order which would correct any abuse at Fort Sill T
A. No reluctance. The only obstacle that beseemed to have in the
way was a question, as I understood him, which he had referred to
the Judge-Advocate-General, and which the Judge-Advocate-General
had answered, to the effect that there was a difficulty in him as Secretary of War controlling by military authority the action of these
po t-traders.
Q. Was not the doubt this: Whether it would be legal for the Secretary of War to direct the council of administration to fix the prices
at which the traders should sell t
A. That is what I understood; and that is what I think I said substantially, from the fact that they were not appointed for the Army
but for emigrants and travelers.
Q. But did not the Secretary of War insist, notwithstanding t.he
doubts suggested byth~Judge-Advocate-General, that he would make
such an orderT
A. I think he yielded to my argument in that matter.
Q. And consented that the order should be made, and direct~d you
or requested you to draw such an <n-der as would cure the difficulty f
A. As I think, yes, sir.
Q. You have been a good many days in the Army; and now I want
to ask yon, as an expert on that subject, whether that order as you
drew it would not have corrected all abuses there if it had been enforced?
A. I thought so t.hen and think\o now.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Such questions as that I think do not
require anv expert.
Mr. CARPENTER. I think they do. I do not think we know
enough about the matter to tell.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will remind the gentlemen that they must rise to speak, and address the Chair. The Chair
will insist upon it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Wewithdrawanyobjectiontothe ques·
tion.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) In regard to the post-trader residing at
the post, was there any object in that except to keep him at all times
au bject to military regulation and bring him more nearly within the
control of the men who ought to control; the military officers?
A. My own view in drawing up that order was aimed at the question in hand of there being what I supposed to be a post-trader at
Fort Sill residing in New York.
Q. Would it make any difference whether he resided in New York
or any other place, provided the rates at which he must sell were
fixedf
A. I do not know whether it would or not.
Q. Can you conceive any difference t
A. I will only &ay what was in my mind at the time I drew the order up, that it was with reference to correcting an admitted abuse.
Q. 'fhe abuse, as you understood it, was sales at extravagant prices,
was it not f
A. No, it was a man holding a place and exa.cting or receiving a
large sum of. money for it, having no capital, and doing no service for
the IllOn~y he received.
Q. Is there any way that that could injure the soldier or the country, unless he charged higher prices in consequence of that arrangementf
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Wait a moment. The objection we make
to the question is that it is an endeavor to exculpate the accused by
simply proving that he did not hurt the soldiers, although he may
have hurt Evans. It seems to me that in the trial of a person for official malfeasance in an impeachment case, ifhwe provt' that the Secretary of War is in a corrupt combination wit a person who has procured an appointment, by which the person who gets the appointment,
for example-and I will give the example, Evans-is to divide the
money that Evans may be able to force out of this person, to say that
that is innocent simply because it doee not raise the price of provisions at the garrison or the price of thread or cotton or whatever else
may be wanted there, is certainly to the managers something new in
the development of this case and of the theory of the defense. We
do not care whether he raised the price of provisions a copper, from
our stand-point.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senat.ors, if this case is
dwindling dowu to a mere question of ethics between Mr. Marsh and
Mr. Evans! we will retire. But the theory of the honorable managers
bas been that in consequence of the arrangement between Marsh and
Evans t.he soldiers were plundered. Now, if it be a fact that no one
was injured by this arrangement, I do not think that this impeachment trial need be prolonged. I understand that impeachment is to
punish some wrong. If no wrong has been committed which would
lay the fountlation for even a civil action, if the Government has not
lot:~t a shilling, and the soldiers. who are the wards of the Govern-

ment, have not lost a shilling, it is difficult to see what this impeachment is for.
We otler to prove by this witness that the only consequence of a
post-trader residing away from his post would be that he could not
be controlled by the council of administration or subjected to the influences of the officers in command. The object of this order was tobring the trader under the supervision and influence of the officers at
the post. If the question which I put to the witness had been objected to on the ground that the answer was self-evident, the objection would have some force. But here we have upon the stand a.
soldier of no mean reputation, one who has served from his boyhood
to the present hour and filled every station from a cadet to a majorgeneral and performed his duties under every va,riety and contingency of the public service, and we now offer to put these questions
to him and appeal to his experience on the subject in order to show
by him that it was immaterial where the trader lived if he sold his
goods cheap enough. The object of bringing the trader within the
post was to subject him to the influence of its officers, and thus to
control his prices within the bounds of reason. No otherobjeot could
be attained. If the soldier did nothavetopayforthebonuswhich the
trader paid to his friend, it made no difference t.o the soldier whether
the bonus was paid or not. It is for that reason we claim this to be
competent evidence.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, the court will have observed that the scope of the case on the part of the prosecution here
is to assume a knowledge on the part of this defendant of the contract
existing between Evans, the tmder, and Marsh, a witness. There is
no ground for that assumption here. There is no ground to assume,
certainly at this stage of the case, any knowledge on the part of the
defenuant of the existence of such a contract. The proposition that
we now have before the court is to show that when these complaints
were brought to the attention of this defendant, he called upon General McDowell, an experienced officer then present in Washin~ton, to
call his attention to them and to draw such an order as would meet
the difficulty complained of in the newspapers and before the committee of Congress. General McDowell drew that order, and he says
in his testimony that he submitted it to the chairman of the Military
Committee of the House, and that the chairman before whom thfs
complaint had been made deemed that order all sufficient. Now, how
do the gentlemen on the other side attempt to escape from the weight
and force of that testimony f It is clear that the order was, in the
opinion of the General, all sufficient; that he drew it with reference to
the fact as he supposed that the trader in thls case did not reside at
the post at all but resided in Washington or in New York. The question that we ask the witness is, Did that make any difference f We
want the General to say whether it made any difference in view of
the effectiveness of this order where the man resided, and did it not
have that effect. The manager says "that is an improper question
because we are impeaching your client here for having clone something." That is not the question in examining this witness at all.
He says "We are impeaching your client for being a party to a corrupt bargain." The very impression and very force of this testimony
is to show that if there was any such bargain our friend and our de- .
fendant was not a party to it at all, for he was <loing everything that
a just and good officer could do to crnsh out such a corrupt bargain
and make it utterly ineffective.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Mr. President, I apprehend, Senators,
that the learned counsel has endeavored to withdraw the attention
of the Senate entirely from the real question now before it for consideration and to discuss matters which rest mainly in his imagination rather than in the facts of the case as thua far developed. The
witness says he drew this order under the conviction resting upon his
mind that the post-trader was Marsh, residing in the city of New
York, and that the sole object of the order was to correct that mischief. .A.s a military officer he assumed that it was mischievous to
have a post-trader not residing at the place where he was trading.
The learned counsel says that the defendant called upon General
McDowell to draw this order and to correct this evil. That is an entire misapprehension. General :McDowell called upon the defendant
to admonish him that there was wrong imputed to him in appointing
a post-trader not residing at the place where he was engaged in business. Did the defendant correct that misapprehension! Did he say
to General McDowell, as he well knew, "Marsh is not the post-trader;
Evans is the post-trader; the gentleman who is engaged at Fort Sill
in this business is the officer; Marsh is not the officer." If he had
said that, General McDowell would never have drawn any order at
all ; but the defendant left Genera] McDowell in ignorance of the
real facts in this case. He concealed from him the fact that instead
of Marsh being the trader, Evans was the tra-der appointed by him,
his appointee.
Therefore the argument of the learned counsel that here was a desire on the part of the defendant to correct an evil falls entirely to
the ground. He knew there was no evil so far as the appointment
was concerned. He knew perfectly well that his appointee resided at
the place where he was transacting this business, but he concealed
from General McDowell the relation of Marsh to this transaction,
with which we say he was perfectly cognizant, that Marsh was receiving this bonus of 12,000 a year; so that the argument of the
learned counsel falls entirely to the ground.
•
This question to which we object, I submit to Senators, is entirely
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foreign to any inquiry before the Senate. It is obnoxious again to
the objection that it is aaking for a mere opinion or inference of this
witness, and not for any fact, not for his opinion or inference upon
any que,stion upon which he might be called to te,stify as a military
expert. For that reason we submit the question should not be al_
lowed to be put.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the manager permit a moment's interruptionf
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Certninly.
Mr. CARPENTER. We shall show, or expect to show, in connection with this testimony, that General McDowell had seen the article
which had been published in the Tribune, and in consequence of that
called upon the Secretary of War, and that that very article says that
Evans is the trader at the post and pays tribute to Mai"Sh in New
York.
·
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Then why did General McDowell draw
this order to provide against a post-trader not residing at the post!
Mr. CARPENTER. That is just what I want to get out of the
General.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. This question is not calculated to call for
that information.
Mr. CARPENTER. It leads t.o it pretty rapidly.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Now, then, as to whether a public officer,
receiving a share of the contribution in the manner in which Evans
was making his contributions to Marsh, thereby imposes upon those
who are compelled to trade at a military outpost (Fort Sill, for instance, to bring the question directly home) an additional burden or
not, is not a consideration here.
Mr. CARPENTER. I thought that was the o::1ly question.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Not at all. If he consented to receive a
portion of what was thus conttrbuted he has nothing to do with the
consequence,s which resulted from the act. The acceptance of the
share is what constitutes his offense. Whether he harmed or did not
harm others is not a question for him to consider or for the Senate to
consider. That it did result in harm there, that it did lead to grievous complaint there, that it did lead to the Tribune article, that it
did lead to the complaint and te,stimony of General Hazen, are facts
which are patent to us all; but whether it had resulted in that or
not is not a question for this defendant. It is enough for us to show
that he consented to accept a portion of the money which was contributed by Evans to Marsh. If we establish that fact we establish
his guilt within the range of the constitutional power of impeachment on the part of the House and within the jurisdiction and power
of this court to try him for an impeachable offense.
A:lr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, I beg to call the attention of the court to the fact that the gentleman in the close of his
speech, and his colleague in the opening of his, assumed here as
proved and e,stablished before this court the very thing that they
have yet to prove, of which there is not a scintilla of proof before
the court. He says of course if they prove that this defendant received this money it is an impeachable offense, and it does not make
any difterence what this order was drawn for. He goes back constantly harpiug on that and repeating it as the substance of the
t.hlng proved, when it remains yet to be proved, and when the question !Jefore this court bears directly upon that question, to show that
uy tlle course of conduct a-dopted by this defendant he could not
have known that there was any such contract in e:x¥tence between
these partie,s.
The effort which we are here now making and the effect of this
proof is as positive as it can be made to negative the assumption
upon which the,se gentlemen are asking these questions. Is it not
legitimate for us to ask this witness-an experienced officer of the
Army, who himself did call upon the Secretary to inform him of tlris
evil in existence and to suggest remedies for it-whether or not the
remedy which he himself suggested was not adequate to the evil
which he undertook to meet t The question whether the trader lived
at the post or anywhere else is, as we expect to show, utterly immaterial; and yet we see that that circumstance was made to figure in
, the opening of this argument, and is continued to this moment, as
the only way of escape from the conclusion and weight of this testimony that the defendant misrepresented to the officer who drew this
order the fact that the trader resided not at the post but in New York.
The witness has not said any such thing; he has not said at all that
this defendant represented to him any such thing. He has not said
that, to begin with. Those are words put into his mouth by these
gentlemen. _He has not asserted at any time that the defendant told
him that the trader lived in New York and that this was carried on
for that purpose. He says, to be sure, that as. he now recollects it, he
understood the fact to be that he did reside somewhere else; but we
will show him and show this court before we get through that in that
ilis recollection is mistaken. We will show him that he knew then,
at the time, that the trader did not live in New York, but lived at the
post. Hence this totally immaterial circumstance in its bearing upon
this order is utterly swept. out of the way, and the testimony will be
left to bear with its whole force upon the fact that this defendant did
not know anu could not know of the existence of this contract which
is the basis of the proceedings.
I thm·efore insist that this is a principal, material question to be
answered by the witness, and the fact of the resistance to it makes
it manifest to the court that it is a pretty material question.
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Mr . .MORTON. I offer the following order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The proposed order will be reported.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered, That on questi"ons of the admissibility of testimony the discussion shall
be limited to one counsel for the respondent and to one manager for the House of
Representatives, and shall not extend beyond ten minutes on each side.

Mr. KERNAN. I move as an amendment that the objecting party
have the close, so that we may apply the ordinary rule.
Mr. CARPENTER. Five minutes for opening and five minutes for
closing f
Air. MORTON. I do not say anything about five minutes. I want
to notify counsel on both sides that hereafter, for one, I shall insist
that the discussion shall be confined to such time as the court gives,
and the objecting party may have the opening and close; so that we
shall not have it repeated over and over a.g ain.
Mr. CARPENTER. Before the question is taken on this proposed
order I desire to show to the Senate that if it is desired to have this
testimony put in upon the principles which govern the admissibility
of testimony in courts of justice, it is impossible for us to discuss the
questions which will constantly arise in ten minutes. If the Senate
choose to make an order that n6 objection shall be argued at all and
that it shall be submitted to the court without an argument, let it
be so; but in a case of this kind, in the highest _court of the land, to
say that the propositions of the admissibility of te,stimony, which are
after all the great questions in all criminal trials, shall be disposed
of in this way I submit to the court, most respectfully, is to deny us
a right which was never denied in any court of the United States.
No such rule exists anywhere.
Mr. THURMAN. Will the counsel allow me to interrnpt him t I
move to amend the order by striking out" ten" and inserting "thirty,"
and adding at the end " unless otherwise ordered ; " so that in caae it
is necessary the time may be extended.
A:lr. BLAIR. I beg the indulgence of the Senate-Mr. MORTON. I withdraw the order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will again remind gentlemen, and hopes he does it for the last time, that the counsel as well
as the managers should address the presiding officer, that he may
maintain t.he rights of the parties. It is due to the Senate that it
should be done ; and the duty of the Chair demands it to protect the
respect due to the Senate. The Chair will state also thathe will not
recognize a gentleman on either side unless he does rise and address
the presiding officer.
1t:lr. MORTON. With the consent of the Senate, I withdraw the
order.
A:lr. Manager McMAHON. The order having been withdrawn, we
object to any further argument on this proposition, and demand that
the question be submitted.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to say one word, Mr. President. It
seems the Chair will not permit us to address the Senate, and the
Senn.te will not permit us to address the Chair. Precisely how we
are to perform our duty, a.nd precisely what angle we are to direct
our discourse to, I cannot understand.
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. The Chair will relieve counsel on
that point. All the Chair desires is that counsel shall rise and call
the attention of the Chair and then turn to the Senate.
Mr. CARPENTER. That I have invariably done, I think.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair cannot control the rights
of the parties, as well as of the Senate, without knowing whether the
person on the floor is the one he has recognized as entitled to the
floor. Objection is raised to the que,stion Shall the interrogatory be
putt
Mr. CARPENTER. Before the que,stion is put I wish the interrogatory reported.
The question was read, a.s follows:
"Q. Is there any way that that could injure the soldier or the conntry, unless he charged higher prices in consequence of that arrangement¥"
Mr~ CARPENTER. The word "that'' means whether the arra-ngement between Ma,rsh and Evans could have injured the soldier, unless in consequence of t'hat the trader put up the prices.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpm·e. Shall this interrogatory be admitted!
Mr. HOWE. I ask for the yeas and nays on that question.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. McMILLAN. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair will remind Senators
that debate is not in order.
Mr. McMILLAN. Before f,he question is put, I desire to make an
inq niry of the managers. Is it not charged in article 3 of the articles
of impeachment that Evans was retained in office by the Secretary of
War not only corruptly, but that his retention there was ;, to the
great injury and damage of the officers and soldiers of the Army of
the United States stationed at said post, as well as of emigrants,
freighters, and other citizens of the Unif.ed States," &c.; and whether,
although that issue may not be the only issue in the case, it is not
an issue that may be a material one, and upon which the Senate will
have to pass in their finding Y
Mr. EDMUNDS. That had better be reduced to writing, I shou1d
think, under the rule.
The PRESIDENT pto ternpore. The Chair stated that debate was
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Mr. KERNAN. I think that the witness said it did not refresh his
not in order, but no objection was raised to the Senator from Minnememory a to the matter, did he not Y
sota proceeding.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is what he said.
Mr. McMILLAN. It is a mere inquiry.
Tile PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall the letter go into the handB
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is debate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Shall this inter- of the managers T
The question was decided in the negative.
rogatory be putT upon which the yeas and nays have been called.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I want to ask yon, General, what had
The yeas and nays being taken, resulted-yeas 20, nays 31; as folbeen the practice in regard to sutlers residing at their posts prior to
lows:
the warT
YEAS-Messrs. Allison. Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin, Conkling, ConA. So far as my memory goes, they had resided at the posts.
over, Cragin, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Harvey, Howe, Jones of Nevada, Logan, :McQ. Had you ever known instances in which they did not reside at
Millau, :Mitchell, O~lesby, Paddock, Patterson, Sargent, and West-20.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Bogy, Booth, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper, Dawes, Den- the post!
·
nis Edmunds, Gordon, Hamilton, Ingalls, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, :McDonA.
I
know
of
an
instance
in
which
one of the members of a firm
ald' Maxey :Merrimon, Monill of Vermont, Norwood, Randolph, Ransom. Robertson' Sanlsbm. Sherman, Thu:rman, Wadlei~h, Whyte, Withers, and Wright-31. did not reside at the post, but I do not know it of my own knowledge.
Q. It is charged in the third article of impeachment that the things
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania Christiancy, Clayton~Davis, Dorse~i~:ton, Goldthwaite, Hamlin, Hitch- alleged to have bean done there-that is, the making of this agreement
cock Johnston, Jones of Floriaa, Morrill of
· e, Morton, Sharon, Spencer, Stev- between Evans and Marsh-bad been to the great injury and damage
enso~, Wallace, and Windom-22.
of the officers ancl soldiers of the Army of the United States stationed
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senat-e sustains the objection. at that pust. In what way could such contract injure the officers of
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) General McDowell, please look l)t thn:t the United States f
article which was read yesterday from the files of the New York TnMr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. Presid~nt, we object to that quesbune and see if that is the article which induced you to c:ill upon tion as being determined by the decision already made upon the yeas
General Belknap in regard to this subject T
and nays.
A. (Examining]. It may have been, but I am not certain what the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair sustains the objection.
article was, or rather what the articles were. Some articles n.ppeared
Mr. CARPENTER. Does your honor decide that this question has
in the Tribune about that, and it may have been such an art.icle.
been put liefore and voted down!
Mr. CARPENTER. I ask the managers if they claim that there
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. A similar question.
was any other article on that subject in the Tribune about this time
Mr. CARPENTER. I have no appeal anywhere, I suppose.
except this T
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. You have not. ASenatorcanhave
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not know. Mr. LYNDE says there the point submitted to the Senate.
was another.
Mr. CARPENTER. Sufferance is the badge of all our tribe, eviMr. Manager LYNDE. In March.
dently. Mr. President, I want to say a few words more on this subMr. CARPENTER. Was not that after the order had been issued T ject to this court. It seems to me so important in this case that I do
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No; it was when General Hazen gave believe that if understood by the lawyers of the Senate this testihis testimony.
mony would not be excluded.
Mr. CARPENTER. Some years before f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I know of no point before
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No, the following March. That article the court at the present time.
appeared in February, and this was the following March.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will not some Senator move to reconsider that
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) State, General, as near as you can, at what votef
time the article which you saw in the Tribune appeared.
Mr. KERNAN. Allow me to put a question to the counsel: SupA. I could only recall that date by the dat.e of the order, which was pose a public officer whose duty it is to appoint a person to office
March 25, 1872. I came to Washington a few days before the date of should, for a consideration paid him, appoint a very good man rather
that order, I think March 23. I saw Mr. Whitelaw Reid, I think, the than a bad man, would it not be a crime for him to do so f That is
day before I came to Wa ·hington. It was a short time before that; why I acquiesced in the decision of the Chair confirming the previous
whether one day or a week I do not know.
decision. I do not think we should bear it discussed, unle s some
Q. The article which you saw you had seen before yon came to gentleman has doubt about it. Otherwise we shall never get through.
Washington t
:Mr. CARPENTER. Theu I shall have to experiment on other quesA. I saw it before I came to Washington. It was called to my at- tions. I abandon this with this offer, Mr. President, which I desire
tention. I stated yesterday my remark to Mr. Reid and his statement to go upon t.h e record : th11t the defendant here and now offers to
to me that the article was true and that there was more yet; ~nd prove that as matter of fact no injury could result to any soldier or
that made me feel that it was n. grave question_. I think I came on any officer of the Army, or to anybody else, from the contract made
purpose to Washin!!ton to see the Secretary about it.
between Marsh and Evans as alleged, except it induced Evans· to put
Q. Look at that letter and see if it refreshes your recollection as up the prices of the articles which he sold; aud to prove that Mr.
to what article you referred to there. [Handing the witness a letter.] Evans did not put up those prices oue cent in consequence of the arMr. Manager McMAHON. Let us see the letter before testimony rangemellt made with Marsh. That, I think, puts the point upou the
is given about it.
record. And further, let it be stated that we offer this to meet that
Mr. CARPENTER. Not now. I simply hand it to him to see if it allegation of the third article of impeachment which charges that
refreshes his recollection in regard t-o the question.
·
this thing did result to the great damage of the officers and soldiers
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You do not claim that I have no right of the Armv of the United States.
to see it¥
Mr. SHERMAN. I ask the counsel to read the question he proMr. CARPENTER. I do most certainly. When I want to -r efresh poses to put to the witness.
your recollection I will hand it to you.
Mr. CARPENTER. The reporter will read it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. There is somebody else's recollection to
The question was read by the Official Reporter, from his notes, as
be refreshed besides mine.
follows:
The WITNESS. This is a private note of mine to the Secretary.
Q. It is charged in the third article of impeachment that the things alleged to
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Does that remind you in any way in re- have been done there-that is, the making of this contra{)t between Evans and
gard to the article which you saw T
:Marsh-had been to the great injury and damage of the officers and soldiers of the
Army of the United States stationed at tha.t post. In what way conld such conA. No; this is marked-Q. Do not read the letter. I simply hand it to you to see if it re- tract injure the officers and soldiers of the United States ¥
freshes your recollection.
Mr. CARPENTER. I would be very thankful to some Senator to
A. This refers, I think, to a subsequent article.
do what I cannot do-move to reconsider the vote of exclu ion.
Mr. MERRIMON. Mr. President, in order to give the counsel an
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, that letter has been put
in the bands of the witness, and we claim the right to see it. The opportunity to make his question, I ask for a vote of the Senate on
witness has no right, as I understand the law, to refresh his recollec- the ruling of the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from North Carolina
tion from a memorandum which cannot be shown to the other side.
Mr. CARPENTER. This happens to be a memorandum that could asks that the question be submitted to the Senate, Shall this interrogbe shown to the other side with perfect innocence and without injury; atory be admitted T
.
Mr. MERRIMON. I take it now the counsel can make his argubut we do not propose to show it to them just at this minute.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We will not take your word for that.
ment.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yr. Pre~ident and Senators-Mr. CARPENTER. We do not ask you to.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before proceeding, the understanding
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We want the judgment of the Senate,
is that you open and we close the argument. Being the objectors we
Mr. President, on the question.
.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tmnpore. The Chair will submit the question. have the right to the opening. We waive that.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go ahead; take every right you have got.
The manager asks the Senate to decide the question : Shall this paper
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We simply waive it.
go into the hands of the managers f
Mr. CARPENTER. No, you need not waive it. I insist upon your
Mr. CARPENTER. The hands or the pocket f
The PRESIDEl\Trf pro tempore. The managers hold that they hn.ve opening.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. All right. I will simply stat-e the
a right to the letter that was ubmitted to the witness to refresh his
memory. The question is, Shall the managers have a right to the grounds of objection to the Senate in order to preserve order and deletter T
corum in the proceedings.
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We have yet off6red no proof in this case to show that this has been
detrimental to the service of the United States in the view in which
the ethics of the gentleman seem to indicate to him may be important.
It is a matter really for him in the defense if there is anything in it;
and he bas no right when we put a witness upon the stand to go into
his substantive defense on that point.
The second objection we have in this case is the one which the Senate has already decided. Suppose that we should, taking an indictment, find in that indictment that the offense charged waa alleged to be
against the peace and dignity of the State of Ohio, or the State of
New York, or against the commonwealth; and you were to put a
witness on the stand and attempt to prove that it was uot against the
pea~e and dignity of the State of Ohio or the State of New York because it was done in a corner where the .State did not see it or bad
nothing to do with it, and would not know it unless one of the parties told it. It seems to me that it is entirely irrele'\""ant, and it certainly strikes me as anew argument in morals that it is not improper,
not an impeachable offensfl, for a Secretary of War or a Secretary of the
Navy to dole out his offices to the men that will make the best bargaill
with him, without reference to the question whether it may be injurious to the public service or not.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. Pre.'!ident, I desire to state in further
opening the ftirtber objection that this is not a matter to be proved
by experts; that the question whether the payment of the sum of
$i2,000 a year for an office or the right to sell goods is to be an injury
to the persons to whom those goods are sold, cannot be a question to
be answered by a witness upon the stand as to how or in what way
that injury would be wrought. It is a question for the common
knowledge and understanding of men, and which the court or jury
must deal with on their own judgment. It is not a matter to be
proved, to examine witnesses upon.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, there is, as every
lawyer knows, a conflict in the decisions in England and in some of
the States of this country in regard to the extent to which a crossexamination may go. The rule in England, I understand to be, and
in many of the States, that when a witness is called upon the stand,
the other party may cross-examine him as to anything pertinent to
· the issue. The rule in other States is the reverse, and the rule I am
bound to say in the Supreme Court of the United States is that you
can only cross-examine as to matters referred to by the direct examination. - But I submit to the Senate that in this trial, circumstanced as we are, with many Army officers in attendance here whose
public duties, as important as the duties of any officer, require their
immediate return, and who are staying here every day to the prejudice of the public service, that rul~, which after all is one in the disCI;etion of the court, should in this case be, aa I understand the English rule to be, that we may ask any witness called to the stand any
question pertinent to the issue. There are many advantages in ibis.
In the first place, it will place before the Senate in a compact form
most of the testimony upon a particular subject.
In the next place, it will be a great convenience t.o aU these witnesses. I do not understand, however, that I am now going at all beyond the scope of the direct examination. I make this remark because
the question will undoubtedly arise hereafter as to other witnesses.
Now the managers say they have not as yet introduced any proof
to show that thls arrangement was detrimental to anybody. If they
admit that it was not, then I do not wish to take a moment of your
time in proving that it was not. If they concede that not a soldier
paid one cent more for any article that waa sold at that post in consequence of this arrangement between Marsh and Evans, that is the
end of it. That is all I want to show by this testimony ; but we are
able to show, and shall if permitted, that notwithstanding this arrangement between Evans and Marsh, Evans never inct·eased his prices on
a single article. He has as he bas sworn elsewhere, upon the general
average of his prices, charged leas, than before, he did before the arrangement made with Marsh.
Mr. Manag-er LAPHAM. Will the learned counsel allow me to put
him a quest10n f
Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Why, then, I sl1ould like to have the
counsel answer, was the article in the Tribune published or the testimony of General Hazen givenf
1\Ir. CARPENTER. Well now, Senators, I always try to answer
questions put to me in a trial by opposite counsel; but a question
which supposes that l manage the New York Tribune is such an impeachment of my own intelligence, inasmuch as it is generally abusing me, that I must ask my friend to excuse me from answering that
question. What crotchet entered the head of Whitelaw Reid that
morning, I cannot tell. Where he dined the night before; what influences were brought to bear on him between dinner and breakfast;
whether he had a good breakfast and felt well, or a poor one and felt
ill, it is impossible for me to say; and I ought to say as a matter of
justice to Whitelaw Reid that his relations and mine are not intimate.
Mr. Manager L.APHAM. My inquiry extended to the complaint of
General Hazen.
Mr. CARPENTER. I understood you to ask why that article was
published in the New York Tribune.
Mr. l\fanaget L.APHAM. And tbeevidenceof Getteral Hazen given.
Mr. CARPENTER. That involves a scrutiny of the mind of General
Hazen, and I never saw the ruan. I have not so much clew to his in-
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tellect as I have to Whitelaw RE"id's. I have felt him occasionally.
I never saw the other man, and know nothing of his mental processes.
This question is not one of ethics. The managers are attempting
to lay a fonn:dation by proving facts from which certain conclusions may be drawn. Your honors cannot have forgotten the opening
of the learned manager the other day. You will recollect distinctly
how :we were taxed, and bow our crime was swollen al\d aggravated
by the charge that the arrangement between Marsh and Evans was
an affliction upon the soldiers. One of the managers who argued the
question of jurisdiction-! did not see then, and do not now, bow that
bore on the question of jurisdiction-went into an estimate of how
many cents per day were taken out of the pocket of each soldier. If
that was good evidence on the question of jurisdiction, it ought certainly to be admissible under an article which charges that this arrangement was detrimental t.o t,he soldier.
They are o:flering these facts for what purpose f For the purpose
of showing that Mr. Belknap, being interested in this tradership, did
not do what an honest man would have done to protect the soldiers
at that post. I have never before tmderstood that the House of Representatives bad undertaken to correct the good morals of the country, or that a mere arrangement between two individuals, which is
not even shown to have been known by Belknap, could be a subject
of impeachment, unless it injured some one. I do not understand that
the Government of the United States is interested in or bas any right
to inquire whether a particular sum remained in the pocket of ~Iarsh
or went to the pock~t of Belknap, so long as the exchange involves
no dishonesty. If no injury has been done to the Government nor
sustained by the soldier, then the theory on which they ask you to
presume that this respondent was guilty falls to the ground.
We offer to show, in this connection, that sutlers were never required to live at their posts. We expect to show that that order,
drawn by General McDowell, is the first order in the history of this
Government which required traders or sutlers to reside at their posts.
We also propose to show by him General Belknap's readiness to do
anything to correct the reported irregularities at that post; we have
shown that General McDowell drew the order at f,be request of the
respondent, which was sufficient to correct all abuses complained of.
We cannot get all our evidence in upon one question . . This thing
leads by due succession from one matter to another; but to strike
out what we offer is to strike out the whole moral-e of the defense,
is to blot ns out with rhetoric in the articles of impeachment and
in the opening of counsel; and yet, on the question of intent to exclude all proof, suppose your honors have, as matter of strict law,
a right to do it. Here, when a public officer who has been for years
administering one of the most important branches of the public serrice, who bas passed through his bands $.137,000,000 without the loss
of a cent to the Government, who has served his country in the field,
everywhere well, would your honors deny to him even a little generosity in the admission of proof wb)ch would go to bear upon the
question of his guilty intent t You might impeach him even if he
received it by accident, if he took it in !1 dream, if be received it believing be had a perfect right to receive it. That becomes a question
on which you will pass when rendering final judgment; but would
you not allow him to prove everything that would go to establish his
intent t He might be mistaken, the thlng itself might have been
improper, yet held up before forty millions of people, would you
not permit him to show what be could toward establishing the intention with which he performed the act complained off
Mr. Manager JENKS. Mr. President, I desire not particularly to
argue this question, but simply to state that the charge against this
defenclant is that he directly or indirectly received a bribe. The defense which this question would indicate-and they say it is the whole
nwmle of their defense-is that if he did receive a bribe nobody is
harmed by it; the soldiers paid no more in conseqneuce of his having
received a bribe than they would have done bad he not received it.
Now is that releTant testimony f The judge on the bench may take
in his band the filthy lucre from a suitor, and he may say, "I ~ave
the same judrment which I would have ~iven if I bad not recetved
that money.' The Secretary of War will say," I issued the same
orders I would have issued had I not received this bribe." Crime is
crime per se, and it is not the effect of that crime that we are to inquire
into now, but simply did that man receive the bribe Y He may have
received it with the benevolent intention of donating it to some
eminently charitable institution, and it may not have affected the
soldier one cent, but if be took the money merely be is guilty of the
crime, and you have no right to inquire into its effects, because the
law says it is a crime, and that is what we are now trying.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I ask to have read by the Secretary, from the l~ECORD, the few lines which I send up marked on
page 116, and also on page 118. It is the testimony to which, if at
~1, this cross-examination is addressed.
The PRESIDENT ]J'I'O tempore. The Secretary will read.
THE CHIEF CLERK. On page 116:
I am informed by officers who were stationed at Camp Supply that Lee & Rey.
nolds paid $10,000 outright for the same exclusive privilege there. Other cases aro
talked of. but not corroborated to me; sufficient to state, tbe tax here amounts to
near $40 ·per selling flay, which m nst necessarily be paid almost entirely by the
command, and you can readily see tba.l; prices of such g:oods as we are compelled
to buy must be grievously au,._ITillented thereby. It not being a. revenue for the
Government and Mr. Marsh being an entire stranger to every one at the post, it is
f elt by every one informed of the facts to be, as I said before, a very great wrong•.
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Mr. CONKLING. That is from the Tribune article which I think
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Shall the interrogahas been put in evidence. Now I ask to have read a short passaO'e
tory just read be admitted Y
·
0
marked from General McDowell's testimony on page 118.
The question was decided in the negative.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
'l'he PRESIDENT pro tmnpm·e. The objection is snstained. ProI told him that it seemed to me, as he had a monopolv in his bands it would ceed with the witness.
be simply the proper discharge of his duties in r egulating that monoPolY to see
Q. (By Mr. C~ENTER.) General McDowell, do yon know of any
that it was not abused. He concurred with me and if you will look at the "orderorder or regulatwn of the War Department prior to this one drawn by
! have it not now, and I do not recollect the date of it, but I think some time in
.Mar'?h, 1872-you will see that it corrected the very evils complained of; that is to you for General Belknap, reqni1ing sutlers or post-traders to reside at
say, 1t put these post-traders, so far as the charges they were to make on their their posts f
sales were -concerned, subject to the council of administration of the post the counA. I do not.
cil of administration consisting of the three highest officers at the post' under the
Q. As yon understand it, that is the :first regulation on that subject
commanding officer; that the council of administration was to t ake into account
the original cost, freight, and the fact that the post-trader, unlike the settler, whom ever promulgated f
he is generally supposed to have succeeded, had no lien on the soldier's pay.
A. I do not know of any other, and, of course, that is the :first to my
.Mr. HOWE. Now, Mr. President, I ask to have read the question knowledge .
Q. Let me ask yon one other question in regard to a subject I inand the answer to the question, which is found at the bottom of the
first column on the one hundred and tenth page, the question put quired about before, and that is in regard to sutlers prior to the war.
by counsel for respondent to the managers, and the reply of the Had it not been common for the sutler himself to be the man of capital in the concern and have it cauied on by his clerks or partners at
managers.
the post f
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
¥r· <:!ARP~R.. Mr. P.re~ident, before the manager takes his seat I should like A. I c~not speak from any general knowledge on the subject. At
to IDqmre of him, if he will inform us, whether the manaaers claim that the facta the post at which I was stationed the sutler resided there and had all
charged in the articles of impeachment violate any and what statute of the United the capital necessary for it hilnself.
States. In other words, will they inform us what particular "high crime " this is 1
Q. I ask you merely for the purpose of having it. identified and
Mr. Manager LYNDE. I will answer the gentleman that w bile we do not deem it
important or necessary, in order to sustain the impeachment, that it shoo.ld be based marked by the Secretary, whether that letter is in your hand writing T
upon any statute or act of Con~, we do rely and refer to section 1781 of theRe- [Handing a letter.] It is the same letter I showed yon before.
VISed Statutes, and also to section 5501.
•
A. T~a~ i~ a privat.e letter of mine to Secretary Belkna.p."
Q. Did 1t mclose this letter to General Belknap f [Handing another
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I ask unanimous consent to make a stateletter.]
ment in regard to this Tribune article.
A. From the dates I suppose it to be such, though it had eRcaped
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair hears no objection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, the managers did not my memory.
Q. Is that the handwriting of Whitelaw Reid f
suppose that the article in the New York Tribune when read was read
A. It is.
as evidence of any fact contained in it, and did not so offer it. They
Q. Do you know his handwriting f
simply offered it as a statement which came to the knowledge of GenA. I do.
eral Belknap, for the purpose of discovering and proving to this
Mr. CARPENTE~. I ?OW ~k to have these papers marked by the
court what action he subsequently took thereon.
Mr. CONKLING. May I inquire of the manager, did he not un- Secreta:ry for mere Identification. I propose to keep them in my own
derstand that General McDowell, in referring to what he bad heard possessiOn.
The letters were marked as follows, respectively:
and restated to tho Secretary of War, had reference to that article and
to the gravamen of it, namely the charge in the article that grievous
K 1.
impositions had occurred by augmenting the prices charged in the
Mr. Carpenter pla-ced this paper in my hands for the purpose of identification.
W. J. McDONALD,
language of the articles, of the officers, soldiers, emigrants, and other
Oh. Ol•
citizens of the United States f
K 2.
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. Undoubtedly; but the statement by
Mr. Carpenter placed this paper in my hand~; for the purpose of identification.
General McDowell to the Secretary was of no fact that he knew. It
W. J.. McDONALD,
c.lid not put anything in testimony that had fallen under his observaOh. Ol.
tion or that he could swear to, and is evidence of no fact. · All that
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. Now, Mr. President, we claim the riO'ht
we undertook to do in the examination of General McDowell was to
b
connect the testimony of General Hazen before the Military Com- to see these letters at this time.
Mr. CARPENTER. We deny it.
mittee with General Belknap, not to prove any fact that was stated
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. If that right is not granted we shall
in the testimony of General Hazen. I think there is scarcely a lawyer
0
seated here on the part of the House so poor as to have offered it as reserve the right to object to their introduction at any future staO'e
of the case.
evidence of any fact contained therein.
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not propose to have them offered in eviMr. CO'~TKLING. But to charge the respondent with notice of it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON~ With notice of the fact ; and if we fail de.nce at thi~ time; but I am very happy to gratify your private curito prove by other testimony any fact stated therein which was im- osity, [handing the letters to the managers.]
[The letters examined by managers and returned to Mr. Carpenter.]
portant, that fact is not proved at all to this court; and, therefore,
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I ask yon, General, whether on reflection
nothing has been offered by the managers at this time in the least
degree bearing upon the proposition as to whether this thing did do and after looking at that article you think yon were or were not
mistaken in saying that you supposed that Marsh was the post-traner
harm to the soldiers or did not.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, one moment. It will be recol- at the time yon bad your interview with the Secretary of Wart
A. I can hardly say what particular relations Marsh or Evans had
lected that one of the managers, I think this morning, has accused
General Belknap of misrepresenting to General McDowell the fact as with this matter. The Secretary told me he had appointed Marsh
to the location of the trader. It is said that General .McDowell un- and I supposed he had received the office. Whether he had trans:
derstood when be went to Belknap that the trader lived in New York f~rred it, or assi~e~ it, or suble~ it, or fa~med it out, or what relaand that Mr. Belknap did not undeceive him. Now that very article tiOns he bad with It was not, m my mmd, a very special quesshows and stat.es the fact to be that Evans, the trader at Fort Sill, tion. What I wanted to do was to correct an abuse; but whether
the form was that Marsh was the trader or the other man was the
bad made a contract with Marsh in New York.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is not the q\.estion we are now trader was not so much in my mind as to discuss the question that
was then up.
discussing.
Q. Was it of any importance whether Marsh was the trader and
.Mr. CARPENTER. It is an impol'tant question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It bas nothing to do with this question. Evans his agent, or the reverse f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. 0, yon do not insist on that question.
The PRESIDENT pm ternp01·e. The reporter will report the inter.Mr. CARPENTER. If. not I sh?uld not have aske~ it. (To the
ro~atory which is to be submitted to the Senate.
The Official Reporter read the following interrogatory from his witness.) What I mean 1s, would It have made any difference with
the order which you were to draw if yon had known the fact to be
short-hand notes :
exactly the reverse! Would not this order as you drew it have covQ. It is charged in the third article of impeachment that the things alleaed to ered the abuse in the one case just as well as the other J That is the
have been done there-that is, the making of this contract between Evan'S and
Marsh-had been to the great injury and damarre of the oilicers and soldiers of th6 question.
Army of the United :States station~:~d at that -Post. In what way coo.ld such conMr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the objection.
tract injure the officers and soldiers of the Unit~d States ~
The WITNEss, (to Mr. Carpenter.) I do not nuderstand you.
. Mr. HO~. Is the question to be submittec.l to the Senate ofpntQ. (By Mr. CARPE~"'TER.) The question is this: Suppose yon bad
tmg that mterrogatory, or is it the question of the admissibility of known that Evans was the trader and lived at Fort Sill, and that
the proof offered by the counsel for the respondent T
Marsh was not the trader, would yon have drawn this order in any
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The admission of this iuterroo-a- different terms than you did employ Y
rocy.
o
Mr. Manager ?OAR. Do you mean to suppose in your question
Mr. CARPENTER. But that, I submit, should be stated to the that Marsh received any sum of money from Evans f
Senate and voted upon in connection with the offer we make of testi- . Mr. CARPENTER. If that occurs to me I will put it in my quesmony to follow it up.
tiOn. It had not occurred yet as part of my question.
Mr. EDMUNDS. The only thing we can vote upon now is that inThe WITNESS. If the case was otherwise, it would have been difterrogatory.
feren~ of course.
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Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) How different would it have been f Suppose you had thought at the time that Mr. Marsh was the trader and
lived in New York, what order would you have drawn different from
thisf
A. That is what I suppposed was the ca~e, that :Mr. Marsh was the
trader living in New York substantially, whether in form or not;
and be had the control of the place as evidenced by tll;e fact of his
receiving this large tribute.
Q. As you supposed f
A. As was true, and seemed to be understood.
Q. Suppose the case had been exactly the reverse, and you supposed
that Mr. Evans had control of it and was the trader, and not Marsh;
would your order have been drawn any differentlyf
A. I do not know. If the man was residing at the post, I do not
think it would have suggested itself to my mind to say he should go
there.
Q. That is one thing. Now let me call your attention to the first
part of this order, t.o see if that is not the material part of it after
all. Please reaa the first clause of the order.
A. It isL The council of administration at a. post where there is a -eost-trader will from
time to time examine the post-trader's goodfl and invoices or bills of sale; and will,
subject to the approval of the post-commander, establish the rate-s and prices (which
ahould be fair and reasonable) at which the goods shall be sold. A copy of the list
thus established will be kept posted in the trader's store. Should the post-trader
feel himself aggrieved by the action of the council of ad ministration, he may appeal
therefrom through the post-commander to the War Deparment.

Q. Now I want to know why that order would not have corrected
the abuse there without regard to whether the trader lived at the post
or not, if the order had been executed by that council Y
A. Very likely it might have done so.
Q. Would it not have done soY
A. I do not know.
Q. Can you conceive how it could fail to do it !
A. Yes; because it has failed.
Q. Has not that been because the officers have not done their duty 7
A. It may be.
Q. Can it be for any other reason f Under this order if the officers
had put the articles at the proper prices and insisted upon the execution of the order, would there have been any abuse t
A. I have said before that, in my judgment, there would not have
been; but why it was not done I do not know.
Q. Who were the officers at that post Y
A. I do not know. I do not know anything about Fort Sill.
Q. And do not want toY
A. I will not say that.
Q. How long have you known General Belknap!
A. I first saw General Belknap at a meeting of the society of the
western armies at Chicago. I cannot recollect the date, but it was
the first meeting of the Army societies at Chicago.
Q. Was he then Secretary of War f
A. He was not Secretary of War. It was before he was made Secretary of War.
Q. You have known him from that time to this t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How frequently have you seen him, and how much have you
known of him officially and otherwise l
A. I knew him shortly after he was made Secretary of War. He
has been an inmate of my house, visiting me. I saw him several times
in Washington, several times in New York, and at other places. In
the early part of his administration of the War Department I corresponded quite frequently with him unofficially and confidentially, as
well as officially.
Q. What bas been his character as Secretary of War f
'Mr. Manager McMAHON. One moment. Mr. President, we object
to this question, and will state our objection to the Senate. I think
this is clearly substantive matter of defense, and must come into the
trial of this case when the defendant opens his side of the case; but
I will say to the gentleman here, though it may not waive the proof
upon his part, that the managers upon their part, as I understand,
are perfectly willing to concede that up to the time of the development of these matters his character was as goqd as could be desired
or wished.
Mr. CARPENTER. This question, Mr. President and Senat-ors, falls
within the class of questions to which I before referred. Of course it
is not a cross-examination, but if not answered now, it may make it
necessary to keep General McDowell here for several days before it
can be put in. I therefore offer it now and let the Senate rule upon
it, and then of course we shall know exactly what course to take in
regard to other evidence from other witnesses.
The PRESIDENT 'l!fO tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate. The reporter will repeat the question.
·
The question was read, as follows:
"Q. What has been his[Belknap's] character as Secretary of WarT''
The PRESIDENT :p'rO ternpore. Shall this interrogatory be admitwdf
.
The question being put, it was decided in the affirmative.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Answer the question, General.
A. As far as it came within my know ledge, he was active, energetic,
and faithfuL
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Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. Did I understand you to say that General Belknap told you he
had appointed Marsh f
A. He told me that he had offered the place to Marsh; I think he
said he had offered it or had appointed him, and he told me why, under what circumstances.
Q. What were those circumstances. What circumstances did he
tell you f
A. It was something bearing on the relations between Mr. Marsh
and his wife.
Q. Friendly relations between them T
•A. Relations of kindness while she was sick.
Q. Do you remember the time that she was sick T
A. I do not.
Q. In this interview between you and General Belknap, did he
make any allusion, or did you, to the fact that Evans was paying
Marsh 12,000, as stated in that Tribune article T
A. I made it in the beginning of my conversation with him.
Q. What did the General say in answer T
A. I cannot recollect that he said anything in answer to that, further than to ask me to draw up such a,n order as would correct the
abuse which I had stated to him-t11at complained of.
Q. Did he request you then to draw up an order to correct the payJ
ment by Evans to Marsh of $12,000 a year t
A. No, sir.
Q. He did not t
A. Except so f:tr as subletting or transferring or assigning or selling
the place may be considered to have corrected it.
·
Q. But it was in that conversation that he told you he had appointed Mr. Marsh f
:Mr. CARPENTER. The witness does not say that. I object
Mr. 'Manager McMAHON. I put it in the interrogative form.'
Mr. CARPENTER. It is an improper form.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Not at all.
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that question.
Mr. 'Manager McMAHON. I will reput it. Was it iii that conversation that he alluded to the fact that he had appointed Marsh and
not Evans post-trader T
Mr. CARPENTER. That question I objected to for this reason, Mr.
President: The witness bas said that he cannot say that Belknap
said he bad appointed Marsh. He said he had offered it to Marsh or
had appointed him, or something of that kind. Now to put to him
the positive question, "Was it in that conversation that he said he
had appointed Marsh," when the witness did not say that he said in
any conversation be had appointed Marsh, is not proper.
Mr. Manager Mc.MARON. I will modify the question.
Mr. CARPENTER. I guess you had better.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do so simply to save time. (To the
witness.) Was it in that conversation that he said he had appointed
Marsh or offered the appointment to Marsh t
The WIT.llo'ESS. It was on that occasion. I had several conversations; I cannot state whether this was the first time I saw him or
subsequently.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Where was this interview between you and General Belknap T
A. First at his house and subsequently at his office.
Q. At his office in the Wa1 Department f
A. In the War Departm~nt.
Q. Did either you or he take any steps at the War Department to
inquire as to who was the actual post-trader at Fort Sill T
A. We did not.
Q. Did he to your knowledge f
A. I do not know.
Q. Did be go out to make any inquiry t
A. Not that I know of.
Q. In this matter I want this distinctly undersliood: Whom did
you and General Belknap in your conversation there together understand to be the post-trader at Fort Sill T
A. I (lo not know what General Belknap understood, and as to myself
I did not think much about the matter. I merely wanted to correct
an abuse; I merely wanted to state a scandal; and I took what I
thought the quickest and best and directest way to do it, and that
will be seen in the order which I drew up.
Q. If you had known that the grievance that existed there was
the payment by Evans, who wa~ actually post-trader, of $12,000 a year
to Marsh, who had no capital invested in the concern-! put the
question to you in answer to the hypothetical question put on tho
other side-would you not have drawn a different order from the one
you did draw¥
A. I can hardly say what I would have done if things had been
different.
Q. Still I put the question to you.
Mr. CARPENTER. I tried to get an answer to that and could not;
but I hoped you would.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have tried. I should like an answer
to this question. (To the witness.) If you bad known that the actual state of circumstances at Fort Sill was that Evans was really
the post-trader, that Marsh had no capital in it, and that Evans waa
paying $12,000 a year simply for the privile~e of holding it-A. That was about what 1 understood to oe the case.
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[Indorsements.]
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did you draw that order for the
Pay to the order of W. W. Belknap,
purpose of correcting that f
C. P. MARSH.
A. Yes.
Pay to the ordor of C. F. Emery.
Recross-examined by Mr. CARPEYrER:
WM. W. BELKNAP.
Q. Would not that order have corrected it if it had been executed T
C. F. EMERY.
Pay Gilman, Son & Co., or order, for collection, on accoU.nt of
A. I have said two or three times that I thought it would.
PEDDECORD
& BURROWS.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to keep that constantly before the
For deposit to credit of Gilman, Son & Co.
Senate.
GTI..M.A.N, SON & CO., Bankers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Are the managers through with the
No. 783.
witness.
NEw YoRK, January 15, 1872.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
C. P. Marsh has deposited in the National Bank of Commerce in New York :fif
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Are the counsel through t
teen hundred dollars, payable to his order on surrender of this certificate, properly
Mr. CARPENTER. We are through.
inrlor ed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. May he be discharged T
1,500.
P.R. KissAM,
H. F. V .AIL,
Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly.
TeUer.
Cashie-r.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness is discharged.
[Indorsements.)
Mr. CARPENTER. We also wish to cross-examine Mr. Crosby. If
Pay to the order of W. W. Belknay.
that is seriously resisted on the part of the managers we shall have
C. P ~MARSH.
to wait till another period, I suppose.
·
WM. W. BELKNAP.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object now simply on account of the
Pay Fourth National Bank, N.Y., or order, for account of First National Bank,
Washington, D. C.
convenience of persons at a distance. He is here all t.he time.
WM. S. HUNTINGTON,
Mr. CARPENTER. It may be understood, then, that our right to
Fourth National Bank, N.Y.
.
Cashier.
cross-examine Mr. Crosby is retained to us f
No. 1038.
NEw YonK, Oct. 9, 1 74.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It will have to be considered by the
C. P. Marsh has deposited in the National Rank of Commerce, in New York,
Senate.
seven hundred dollars, payable to his order on surrender of this certificate, properly
.Mr. CARPENTER. Will it be objected to by the managers!
· indorsed.
700.
P. R. KisSAM,
RICHO. KING,
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
Teller.
.Assist. Cashier.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then I think it ought to be settled by the Senate at this point.
[Indorsements. J
Mr. Manager Mc~fAHON. We expect to put Mr. Crosby on the
Pay to the order of W. _W. Belknap.
C. P. MARSH.
stand again, and we will therefore concede the right to recall him.
Pay A. M. Belknap or order.
Mr. CARPENTER. Very well ; it is much easier to get along goodWM. W. BELKNAP,
nature.dly.
ANNA M. BELKNAP.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. !remembered the fact after I made the
Pay to the order of J". L. Worth, cas'r.
EDWARD JOHNSTON,
objection th~t we shall have to reoall him.
RICHARD KING sworn and examined.

By Mr. Manager McMAHoN :
Question. Where do yon reside T
Answer. In the city of New York.
Q. What is your present occupation f
A. Assistant cashier of the National Bank of Commerce in New
York.
Q. Who is the cashier !
.
A. Mr. Henry F. Vail.
Q. How long has he been cashiar of that bank!
A. I may say over twenty years.
Q. How long have you been assistant cashier!
A. Over twenty years.
.
.
Q. Are you acquainted with Caleb P. Marsh t
A. lam.
Q. Has he done business with your bank Y
A. He has kept an account there.
Q. For how many years.
A. That I cannot say.
Q. About how many, six or seven years back T
A. Yes ; that many.
Q. State whether upon any occasions he has procured a certificate
of deposit payable to his own order from your bank T
A. Hehas.
Q. Have you those certificates with you t
·A. I have.
Q. Please produce them 7
A. Here they are. [Producing papers.]
Q. How many were the:x:e in all f
A. Four.
Q. By whom were these issued t
.
A. One was issued by Mr. H. F. Vail, the cashier, and three are
signed by myself.
Q. Those certificates of deposit have of course been returned to your
bank and paid f
A. They have been.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We now offer them in evidence attd Mk
to have read not only the certificates but the indorsements on the
back, taking them in the order of dates.
:Mr. CARPENTER. You have no objection to my looking at them f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. None whatever. We think there will
be no dispute about the in~orsements.
The certificates were handed to the counsel for the respondent, and
after examination by them sent to the desk to be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:

Stamped:
"The National Park Bank of New York. Paitl."

Cushier.

No. 1039.
NEW YoRK, Oct. 9th, 1874.
C. P. Marsh has deposited in the National Bank of Commerce. in New York, eig-ht
hundred dollars, payable to his order on surrender of this certificate, properly indorsed.
P. R. KlsSAll,
$800.
RICHD. KING,
Teller.
.Assist. Cashier.
[Indorsements.]
Pay to the order of W. W. Belknap.
C. P: MARSH,
WM. W. BELKNAP
·
HORACE S. LELL~ & CO.
Pay American Exchange National Bank or order.
J. BROWN,
Stunped:
'
B.
"Am. Exch. Nat'l Bank, Oct.19, 1874. Paid."

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Mr. King, when a check is cashed
by your bank, which is the first entry that is made of that transaction;
what book does it go upon.f
A. In what is called a check-book.
Q. Who is Joseph A. Kernan T
A. He is the book-keeper o the ledger in which Mr. Marsh's ac·
count was kept.
Q. Is he here to-day T
A. He is.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is all for the present.
Mr. CARPENTER. We have no question to put to this witness.
We will say to the managers, in regard to these certificlJ.tes, that
there is no question that they went through Mr. Belknap. You need
not go through the machinery of tracing them all. They are all right,
and we admit their reception.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think we have proved that clearly.

JosEPH A. KERNAN sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. Where do you reside ·
Answer. In the city of New York.
Q. What is your occupation f
A. Book-keeper in t.he National Bank of Commerce.
Q. How long have yon occupied that position t
A. That particular ledger I have had for about seven or eight years.
Q. Have you had charge of Mr. Marsh's account Y
A. I have had.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state to the gentlemen that we
have the book here and the witness has also a copy which can be verified from the books. (To the witness.) Have you a copy of Mr. Marsh's
account from your books Y
A. I have.
No. 748.
NEw YoRK, Nov. to, 1871.
Q. Examine whether on the 1st day of November, 1870, a check was
C. P. Marsh bas deposited in the National Bank of Commerce in New
York, fifteen hundred dollars, payable to his order on surrender of this paid, drawn by Caleb P. Marsh for $1,500.
certificate, properly indorsed.
A. There was.
RICHD. KING,
Q. Now look whether on the 16th day of January, 1871, a check WaB
.Asst. Oash'ier.
paid bythe National Bank of Commerce for 1,500,drawnon the bank
P. R. KISS4M, Teller.
l>y Caleb P. Marsh.
$1,500.
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A. On the 16th day of January, 1871, such a check was paid.
Q. Now look at the 17th or 18th day of April, 1871. ·
A. On the 17th day of April, 1871, there was a check for $1,500
paid.
Q. That is Marsh's check f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now on the 24th or 25th of July, see whether a similar check
was paid.
A. Yes, sir; on the 25th of J nb, 18717 one for 1,500.
Q. Now look at the date of November 10, 1871 7 which is the date
of one of the certificates presented by :Mr. King.
A. On the lOth of November, 1871, there were two checks, amounting to 1,600 ; that is to say, two checks are charged-that is the way
we charge them-two checks amounting to 1,600.
Q. Was one of them for $1,500 Y
A. I can tell by looking at the check-book.
Q. I donotcareforthat; but there were twochecks that amounted
to 1,500'
.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. They were paid upon that day f
A. They were paid upon that day.
Q. Now look at the 14th or 15th of January, 1872.
A. On the 15th of January, 1872, there was one check for $1,500
~~

.

Q. Observe whether either at that point or the previous entry of
$1,500 there is any entry on your book "paid in for certificate" or
anything like that, indicating that it was a check for a certificate.
A. No, sir; there is nothing in the account to show that.
Q. Now turn to J nne 13, 1872.
A. On the 13th of June, 1872, there was one check for $1,500 paid.
Q. Turn to the 2'2d of November, 1872.
A. On the 22d day of November, 1872, a check for 1,500 was
paid.
Q. Take June 16, 1873, and see whether a check for $1,500 wa-s presented and paid that day.
A. On the 16th of June, 1873, there is a charge of 1,700; but there
is no memorandum here, according to custom, to show whether it was
one check or two checks. I could tell it by a reference to the checkbook.
Q. We may look at that presently. Now, look and see whether
there is one about November 4,.1873, for 1,500.
A. No, sir; there is none.
Q. Now, take the lOth of April, 1874.
A. On the lOth day of April, 1874, there was one check for $1,500
paid.
Q. Now, turn to the 9th of October, 1874, the date of two of these
certificates, and see if there is any entry.
A. Yes, sir; on the 9th of October, 1874, there was a. check for
$1,500.
.
Q. 1.'ake the 24th of May, 1875, and see if a check of 1,500 was paid
that day.
A. It was paid that day.
Q. Look and see if in the month of December, 1875, there is a check
for somewhere in the vicinity of "'900, or between 700 and 900; and
if so, gtve us the date.
A. I have only made a transcript of the account up to November
19, 1875. That was the last time we balanced it.
Q. Have you there as well the deposit account M the debtor account f
A. I have.
Q. Give us the date at which a deposit of $3,000 appears to ha.ve
been made by Mr. Marsh, beginning at November 1, 1870.
A. November 17 1870, 3,000 was deposited.
Q. Now look to about January 17, 1871.
A. Jan nary 16, lb'71, 3,000 was deposited.
Q. About Aprill7 or 18, 1871 f
A. April12, $3,000 was deposited.
Q. Now, about July 25, or in that neighborhood f
A. July 17, 1871, $3,000 wa-s deposited.
Q. About November 10, 1871 f
A. Three thousand dollars was deposited then.
Q. About 15th January, 1872f
A. Twenty-nine hundred and ninety-seven dollars was deposited
then.
Q. About the 13th of June, 1872!
A. On the 31st of May, 18727 $2,997 was deposited.
Q. Now, take about the 22d of November, 1872.
A. No, sir; none there. ·
Q. Any preceding that f
A. Yes; 24th October, 18727 $3,296.70.
Q. Now, say as to the 16th June, 1873, or about that time; that is,
any time preceding that or immediately following it Y
A. I find a deposit on the 9th of June, 1873, of $2,000; and on the
2d of J nne, $1,000.
Q. Have you any deposits in round three thousand dollars; say
about the 4th of November, 1873 f
.
A. No, sir.
Q. How about April10, 1874 t
A. No $3,000 then.
Q. Now torn to the lOth of April, 1874, or in that neighborhood.
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A. The only sum of any account is the 8th of April, 1874.
Q. Howmuchf
A. Two thousand dollars.
Q. Are there any sums following it or preceding it of large amount!
A. Yes, sir. The deposit immediately preceding it was on the 19th
of March.
Q. How much t
.A. Nine thousand and-Q. That we do not care about; it has nothing to do with this mat·
ter. Was there any deposit October 9, 1874, or in t.hat neighbor·
hood t
A. October 5, 1874.
Q. Howmuchf
A. Twenty-nine hundred and ninety-nine dolhrs and fifty-four cents.
Q. Now take May 25, 1875, or about then, immediately before or
immediately after.
A. None.
Q. Now turn to the latter part of October, 1875, or the early part
of November, 1875, and see what the total amount of certain drafts
was, and give the date.
A. I find none.
Q. Look then at the 30th of November.
A. The account closes the 23d of November, 1875. This transcript
ends then when the account was balanced.
Q. Look then at the 13th of November.
A. None. The only large amount is on the 17th, $1,000.
Q. On the 17th of November.
A. Yes, sirj November 17,1875.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are through with this witness.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do counsel desire to ask any questions t
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not see that the testimony touches the
case any way. We have no questions to put.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness is excused.
Mr. CARPENTER. I will a.sk one question of the witness before
he goes. (To the witness.) What was it yon held in your hand f
A. A tran cript of Caleb P. Marsh's account from my ledger.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Who made it f
A. I made it.
Q. Is the ledger here f
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The books are here, not only the ledger
but the check-books.
Mr. CARPENTER. Do not bring them in.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You do not want to see them f
Mr. CARPENTER. O, no.
Mr. WHYTE. Before the next witness is called, I offer the following order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The order will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordtred, That at half past five o'clock p. m. this court ta,k e a recess until half
past seven o'clock p. m.

Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I want to say to the Senate in
regard to night se sions in this trial, that we have no desire to prolong the trial a minute longer than is absolutely necessary. We are
not enjoying it to any such extent as to make us anxious to have it
last a day longer than it ought to last. The Senate can see from day
to day whether we are acting in good faith in this or not; and if they
find on either side any disposition not to do so, they can then apply
the lash. Every lawyer knows that under the circumstances of this
cMe, if we desire in good faith to shorten the trial, the only way to
a-ccomplish that is to give us the time for preparation. Our witnesses are subpcenaed from all parts of the United States; we have
to see them after they get here, find out what they know, what we
can prove by them, and prepare memoranda for examination of witnesses. Now I believe that if the court will give us sessions from
twelve o'clock till five, or from twelve o'clock to four even, and give
us the evening and the morning for preparation, the trial will be
shortened rather than prolonged. We will, so far as we can accommodate, on both sides about admitting facts that are not disputed;
but I do appeal to Senators, and especially to Senators who have
been lawyers, and to Senators who being lawyers know that there is
a little more anxiety; a little more waste in the performance of the
duty of counsel in an important criminal case than there is in the ordinary routine of duty in the Senate, to give · us a chance to live
through this trial on our assurance that we will in good faith do every
thing in our power to make it a.s brief as possible. But to sit all the
afternoon in this heated Chamber, and then come back here at night
and sit till ten or eleven o'clock-and if it is not the purpose to sit
as late as that it is hardly worth while to come back in the eveningwill just break us down before we get through the trial. I am certain that if any of us get sick, this cpnrt, like every other court,
would be considerate enough and humane enough to adjourn until
we were well. So that I believe that economy of time-and I know
how important that is to the Senate-will be socnred by giving us
only da:v sessions.
Mr. WHYTE. Mr. President, under the circumstances stated by
the counsel I will withdraw the order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The order is withdrawn.
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CHARLEs N. Vrr.AS sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. Are you acquainted with General Belknapf
Answer. I am.
Q. Where do you reside f
A. In New York.
Q. What is your occupation f
.A. Cashier of the Fifth Avenue Hotel.
Q. How long have you been in the Fifth Avenue Hotel f
A. Nearly four years.
Q. Rave you been employed there otherwise than as cashier!
.A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you brought the registers of the Fifth Avenue Hotel with
you of certain dates specified 1
A. Yes, sir; I have.
Q. Have you brought with you also the transient ledger-book
showing the accounts of i.n dividuals f
A. I have.
Q. Does your transient ledger-book show the account of each individual who arrives by namef
A. It does.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I desire to state to the Senate that under
those specifications which we do not substantiate by an express package or a certificate of deposit, we propose to prove that General Belknap was in New York City and that the money was paid to him
there, with one exception. (To the witness.) Now let us know if
General Belknap was in New York City on t.he 24th and 25th of July,
1871, at the Fifth Avenue Hotel f
A. Our books show that General Belknap arrived at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel on the 24th day of July, 1871, at breakfast, and left on
the 26th of July after dinner.
Q. Now see whether you have any record of his being there on the
13th of June, 1872 J
Mr. BLACK. This is no record.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. This is merely an abstract taken from
the books, which are here. If you desire to see them, you can see
them.
Mr. BLACK. We do not care.
l\1r. Manager McMAHON. The books are here, and I have inspected
them myself.
The WITNESS. I ha\e no recollection of General Belknap being
there on that date.
Q. (By Mr. Mana~er McMAHON:) On the 13th of June, 1872f
A. No record of tna.t.
Q. Now take the 22d of November, 1872 f
A. I find that General Belknap arrived at dinner the 21st of November, 1872, and left on the 24th after dinner.
Q. Now see whether you have a record of the 16th of June, 1873 f
Mr. CARPENTER. Was the book kept by this witnessf
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The register is not required to be kept
by anybody. General Belknap's signature is on the register. The
witness speaks now from the register; and the length of time he remained is determined by the transient ledger. We have here both
the register and the transient ledger. (To the witness.) The facts
to which I am callin~ your attention you have derived, have you not,
from the register which you have here as well as the transient ledgerf
The WITNESS. Yes, sir. The register shows his arrival, while the
transient book shows the time he remained at the hotel on each occasion.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Now turn to June 16, 1873, or
about the 16th of Juue, 1873.
A. General Belknap arrived June 16, 1873, at dinner, and left on
the 18th after dinner.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will say to the gentlemen here (as of
course we do not want any objection made after the witness has
gone) that his books are here, and this transcript is made from them.
If you desire the books, we will bring them in and let you examine
them.
Mr. BLACK. It will be rather late to make an obje~tion after you
have proved the fact in this way, with our consent.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If you think so we are probably in
accord.
(To the witness.) When you state in your testimony that General Belknap arrived on a certain date and remained until another
time, you mean that he is charged on the books with board at the
hotel from that first date to the subsequent date f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Where was General Belknap on
the 15th and 16th days of August, 1870 f
A. We have an account with General Belknap dating from the 15th
of August, 1870, at tea. and leaving on the 16th of August after
breakfast.
Q. Now see whether General Belknap was at the hotel about the
15th day of September, 1870.
A. I am not positive as to that date. We have an account with
him which is closed.
Q. Are you familiar with the handwriting of General Belknap f
A. I am somewhat.

'·

Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Did you keep either of these books f
A. I kept one of them a portion of the time; not the whole time.
Q. Did you keep the pay-book 'f
A. Yes, sir; it comes nnde1· the cashier's desk.
Q. Are you so familiar with the handwriting of General Belknap
that you could swear to it f
A. I think I am .
Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. At the suggestion of Mr. LAPHAM I wish to ask you whether
upon the register General Belknap's name is entered in his own
handwriting f
A. In some cases it is and in some cases it is not.
Q. Do you know the handwriting where it is not hist
A. Ido.
Q. Whose handwriting was it f
A. The clerk's handwriting at the counter at the time he arrived.
Wn.u.ur H. BARNARD sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. Where do you reside 'f
Answer. In Washington.
Q. What is your present occupation f
A. I am clerk to the receiver of the First National Bank of Washington.
Q. How long have you been in the employ of the receiver of the
First National Bank of Washington 'f
A. Since the bank failed.
Q. What relation did you sustain t.o it prior to its failuref
A. I was a clerk in the bank
Q. For how many years f
A. Since 1865.
Q. Have you the deposit tickets of the First National Bank of Wa hington so far as they relate to General Belknap and during the existence of the bank 'f
A. I have them for 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1873.
Q. Break now the package of 1872, and see if you have a deposit
ticket of November 27, 1872, for 2,574.56.
A. Yes, sir ; $'2,574.56.
.
Q. Whose handwriting is that deposit +,icket in f
A. Mr. Belknap's hand writing.
Q. State what that little ticket is, and by whom it is executed, and
for what purpose f
A. A deposit ticket is a ticket that is made out on making a deposit
of money in bank.
Q. Did your bank require the depositor to make it out in his own
handwriting'f
A. No; they did not require it.
Q. It is done f
A. Somet.imes it is done in that way and sometimes the clerk at the
counter does it.
Q. Let me have that ticket. [The witness handed the ticket to
the manager.]
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We offer this little paper in evidence.
I will read it so that the Senate may all hear it:
Deposited with the First National Bank by Wm. W. Belknap, Nov. 27, 18"12:
U. S. bank notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . $1, 460 00
Checks as follows....................................................... 1, 114 56
2, 574 56

Mr. EDMUNDS. In whose handwriting did the witness say that
wasf
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Be said that was in General Belknap's
handwriting. Is not that so, Mr. Barnard f
The WITNESS. Yes, sir.
[The ticket was handed to the counsel for the defense, examined by
them, and returned to the managers.]
Q. (By Mr. McMAHoN.) Into whose account would that money and
those checks that were deposited pass t
A. Pass into the account of General Belknap. ·
Q. Did it pass into his account f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. His private account T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State how you discovered this ticket.
A. I found it in the files of the bank.
Q. What led you to look for this ticket f State whether prior to
looking for this ticket you examined his account.
A. I examined the account on the ledger.
Q. Have you a copy of his ledger account with you f
A. No, sir; I have not.
Q. Have you the original ledger at the office f
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager :McMAHON. Shall we produce it, gentlemen 1
Mr. CARPENTER. No; make out a statement, and, if you prove
it to be correct, it will be all ri <Yht,
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have a certified copy I think. (To the
witness.) Now turn to the date of 19th of June, 1873.
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The WITNESS. Fifteen hundred dollars was deposited J nne 19, 1873.
A. A banker.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Read it out.
Q. Do you invest money for people f
A. "Deposited with the First National Bank by Wm. W. Belknap,
A. I do.
June 19, '73, U.S. bank notes, 1,500."
Q. State whether this certificate ever passed through your hands;
Q. In that connection explain to the court U a man deposits a look at it. [Exhibiting to the witness certificate No. 748 for $1,500,
check and deposits money or drafts how they are separated and di- dated November 10, 1871, produced by Richard King.]
vided on the ticket.
A. Yes, sir ; it did.
A. It has printed on it "U. S. notes," and opposite that is carried
Q. From whom did you receive this certificate of deposit for $1,500f
out the amount, "$1,500." Below that is "Checks, as follows," and
A. From W. W. Belknap.
the checks are scheduled below that.
Q. What instructions accompanied it, if any f
Q. In whose handwriting is that deposit ticket f
A.. I was instructed to invest it for him in a real-estate mortgage.
A. :Mr. Belknap's handwriting, I should say.
Q. Did you do sot
Q. Did that money pass into his individual account in the bank f
A. I did.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How much; 1,500 t
Q. Now take the year 1872 again. Was there a deposit on the 29th
A. Fifteen hundred dollars.
of Jannary, 1872, of 1,732f
Q. To whom did you make the note payable f
A. I have the ticket.
A. To W. W. Belknap.
.
Q. Yon transmitted the note and mortgage to him f
Deposited with the First National Bank
By Wm. W. Belknap,
A. Yes, sir.
·
ifany. 29, 1872.
Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Dollars. Oents,
tr. S. and bank-notes ....................................................... .
Q. HM that money been paid f
Checks as follows:
'
A. It has not been.
$1,500
200
Q. What has been done with that investment f
25
A. The money was invested for three years, and at the end of three
7 87
years the party borrowing the money desired to keep it three years
longer. The note and papers were returned to me from General
1, 732 87
Q. Look at this certificate of deposit, [handing the witness the cer- Belknap with an indorsement to Mrs. A. T. Belknap, I think, and I
tificate of deposit for $1,500, No.7~, and dated January 15,1872, pro- re-invested the money for three years longer for Mrs. A. T. Belknap,
duced by Richard King,] and see whether that passed through your and the party now hM the money.
Q. Was not that assignment made to the name of "A. T. Bower,"
bank.
A. Yes, sir; that evidently passed through the First National Bank instead of "Mrs. A. T. Belknap f"
A. I think not, but I am not certain ; my impression is not.
of Washington.
Q. Try to think of the time ; and when we show when the marriage
Q. Did that pass to the credit of General Belknap on the books of
took place ihat may settle the fact. Try to think of the time the
the bank!
assignment was made.
A. I cannot say that without examining.
A. The date of the loan was the 21st of December, 1871. The loan
Q. Have you the" record of drafts mailed f"
was made for three years from that time.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Now, the question is whether that assignment was not made beQ. Is that here f
fore the termination of the three years.
A. Yes, sir.
A. I have no knowledge of when that assignment was made. I
Q. Will that show f
did not see the notes until nearly three years after I made that loan.
A. That will show if the draft wa.s deposited by him.
Q. When the notes were returned to you, was the loan then due f
Q. If this draft or certificate was passed to his credit, will it not
Had the three years expired f
show that fact Y
A. The three years had expired when the note was returned to me
A. It will not show it passed to his credit.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Wh,a t we want to show hi that it passed with instructions to make a reloan for Mrs. A. T. Belknap, if Iremember rightly, but still I am not certain of that fact.
into Belknap's individual a~count.
Q. You stated the date of the first loan; then, of course, it matured
Mr. CARPENTER. It is not worth while going into that; we have
in thr~e years after that.
admitted that those certificates were drawn.
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Very well; we need not go any further
Q. The loan stands to-day in the name of Mrs.. Belknap f
into that matter, then. (To the witness.) Now look at your "record
A. Yes, sir.
of drafts mailed" and see upon what date this fifteen-hundred-dolQ. Renewedf
lar certificate or draft upon New York passed through your bank, and
A. Yes, sir.
see whether it corresponds with the date of the deposit of fifteen-hunQ. Having how much time to runt
dred-dollar check to which you have testified.
A. It was renewed for three years from the 21st day of December,
A. There is a record of drafts mailed-1874, making it come due in 1877.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Did you keep that book yourself!
A. No, sir.
Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHoN :
Q. Do yon know anything of your own knowledge about the enfu.ies
Q. To whom was the interest sent during the first three years of
in it'
this investment t You collected the interest, did you not f
A. I do not understand the question.
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is not in his handwriting, I admit,
Q. To whom did you send that interest f
but we can easily get the witness to state ip whose handwriting it is.
A. I sent it a part of the time to W. W. Belknap. I am not confiMr. CARPENTER. These are the things we have admi~ted three dent whether it was sent all the time during those three years to Mr.
or four times. If you will not take our word and must have nroof, Belknap or not.
you had better have legal proof.
Recross-examined by :rtfr. CARPENTER:
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We will take your word now, you having given it a second time.
Q. Have you collected interest since the reloan f
Mr. CARPENTER. We ·admit those entries as stated in the book.
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. What we wanted to prove by him parQ. To whom have you remitted ·that f
ticularly now was that the deposit of 1,500 of the 29th of January
A. To Mrs. Belknap. I have remitted a draft to W. W. Belknap
was the proceeds of the certificate of deposit which was this day payable to the order of :M:rs. Belknap.
mailed to New York.
Q. (By Mr. WRIGHT.) Was this second arrangement after the matuMr. CARPENTER. That we should like. to have proved, because rity of the first note f
we do not understand that to be the fact.
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is the fact unquestionably. (To the
Q. Do you know how long afterward f
witness.) Look at the handwriting there on the "record of drafts
A. The loan matured in three years. I loaned this money upon a
mailed" and tell me in whose handwriting that book is kept.
mortgage for three years' time. When the three years expired I reA. I do not know this handwriting. I can ascertain. The hand- loaned the money for three years longer.
writing on the page before is my own.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. In the name of Mrs. Belknap.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is the same draft. We only want to
(By Mr. WRIGHT:)
connect it, ?ecause two weeks subsequently it was deposited to Belknap's cred1t. We have no more questions to ask this witness now.
Q. How long after the first note matured was the second arrangeMr. CARPENTER. We have none.
ment madef
A. It was really made before the maturity of the note. In renewCHARLES F. EMERY sworn and examined.
ing these real-estate mortgages there is no change made except in
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
taking new interest notes; the old mortgage stands good until it is
Question. Where do you reside f
paid. I take new interest notes, and I frequently take thelie notes a
Answer. At Maroa, Illinois.
week, or two weeks, or three weeks before the loan matures; and my
Q. What is your occupation f
impres..'lion is that the date of the new papers or the new notes.was
A
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upon the exact day that the old loan matured, the 21st clay of December, 1874.
Q. The inquiry I made is aa to when you had instructions to make
the change, whether before or after the maturity of the first loan T
A. It was some time before.
·
Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. Does the old mortgage stillstand in the name of W. W. Belknap f
A. The theory of these mortgages-Q. I want the fact.
A. I will tell you the fa-ct. They are made in the name of W. W.
Belknap. The moment W. W. Belknap indorses tboso notes it carries the mortgage with it to whoever he indorses it to1 and the new
int.erest notes are made a renewal of the old note, and. they read in
the note that a certain new loan was made upon such a date payable to W. W. Belknap, and by him indorsed to so and so, aml the
new notes read "due iu six months after date" or "due upon such a
date so ma.ny dollars," payable to the order of the party then owning
the note.
Q. The question now is, is there any new note or new mortgage
executed'
A. There was no new mortgage, but new interest notes were executed.
Q. New notes for the principal, for the $1,500?
A. There was no new note issued for the principal.
Q. Simply new interest notes f
A. Simply new interest notes.
Q. And the old mortgage and the old notes stand T
A. Yes, sir; the old notes and the old mortgage stand.
Q. You sent them here to Washington f
A. No.
Q. How did I understand you to say you have been sending this
interest since the change of the investment; in what shape f
A. I have been sending it in a draft payable to the order of 1t!rs.
A. T. Belknap.
Q. Sent to whom T
A. Sent to General Belknap.
Recross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Was Mr. Belknap's assignment upon the papers when they were
sent to you the last time f
A. The principal note f
Q. Yes.
A. It was.
Q. Can yon not recollect whether that MBignment read to Mrs.
Belknap or to Mrs. Bower 7
A. No, sir; I cannot.
Q. When did it mature f
.
A. It matured on the 21st day of December, 1874.

IDysses S. Grant, President of the United States of America..
To aU who shall see these p1•esents, greeting:
Know ye, that reposing sp~:~cial trust and conpdence in the patriotism. integrity,
and abilities of William ,V. Belknap, of Iowa., I do appoint him to be ocretary for
the Department of War, and do authorize and empower him to execute and fuHill
the duties of that office according to law, and to have and to hold the said office,
with all the powers, privileges, and emoluments to the same of right appe11ainin~,
unto him, the said William W. Belknap, until the end of the next session of tJ10
Senate of the United States, and no longer, subject to the conditions prescribed uy
l.aw.

In testimony whereof I have caused these letters to be made patent and the seal
of the United States to be hereunto affixed.
Given under my haml, at; the city of Washingt~n, the 25th day of October, in the
J year of our Lord 1869, and of the Independence of the Unit.ed States of
L
[
· 8· Americ.'l. the ninety-fourth.
U.S. GRANT.
By the President:
HAMILTON

FisH,

Secretary of State.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

To aU to whom these presents shall come, greeting :
I oortify that the rlocument hereunto annexed is a true copy from the record in
this Department of a. comrnission appointing William W. Belknap to be Secretary
of the Department of War.
In teati.mouy whereof I, Hamilton Fish, Secret..'l.ry of State of the United States,
have hereunt.~ subscribed my name and caused the seal of the Department of State
to be affixed.
Done at th9 city of WMhington this 26th day of April, A. D. 1876, and of the
Independence of the United States of America. the one hunclredth.
[SEAL)
HAMILTON FISH.
Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United States of America..
To all who shall see these presents, greeting :
Kno'Y" .Y~· that re.p~sing special trust and confidence in t~e patriotism, integrity,
and abilities of William W. Belknap, of Iowa., I have nommated, and by and with
the ad vice and consent of the Senate, do appoint him to be Secretary for the Department of War, and do authorize and empower him to execute and fulfill the
duties of that office according to law, and to have and to hold the said oftice, with
all the powers, privileges, and emoluments to the same of right appertaining unto
him, the said William W . .Belknap, subject to the conditions prescribed bylaw.
In testimony whereof I have caused these letters to be made patent and the seal
of the United States to be hereunto affixed.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the 8th day of Deo.1 in the
L
] year .of our Lord 1809, and of tho Independence of the U. S. of America.
[
· 8· the nmety-fourth.
U.S. GRANT.
By the Prosident:
1IAMJLTON FisH,

Secretary of State.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

To aU to whom these presents shall oonw, greeting :
I certify that the document hereunto annexed is a true copy from the record in
this Department of a. commission appointing William W. Belknap to be Secretary of the Department of War .
In testimony whereof L Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State of the United States,
have hereunto subscriued my name and caused the seal of the Department of State
to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this 26th day of April, A. D. 1876, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the one hundredth.
[sEAL.)
HAMILTON FISH.

E. D. TOWNSEND sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN :
Question. General, is Fort Sill one of the military posts of the
United States f
Answer. It is.
Mr. Ma.na~er McMAHON. I offer now in evidence a certified copy
Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United States of .America.
of the appomtment at Fort Sill, addressed to ,John S. Evans. I ask To all who shall see these presents, greeting :
the Secretary to read it.
Know ye, that reposing special trust and confidence in the patriotism, integriliy,
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
and abilities of Wm. W. Belknap, of Iowa, I have nominated, and by and with
WAR DKPARTMENT,

Washington Oity, October 10, 1870.
· Sm: Under the provisions of section 22 of the act of July 15, 1870, you are hereby
appointed a post;.trader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, and will be required to assume your duties as such within ninety days from the date of this appointment.
' Yon will please report to this Department through the Adjutant-General's Office
your acceptance or non-acceptance of thil! appointment.
WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
Mr. JOHNS. EVANS,
Care of C. P. Marsh, Esq., 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York City.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) How long ha.ve you been Adjutant-General 7
.
A. I have been in charge of the Department since M:Ych, 1863,
holding the commission of Adjutant-General since February, 1009.
Q. Who was acting and actually Secretary of War from, SillY). July
1, 1870 up to last March f
A. General William W. Belknap, about those dates.
Mr. Manager Mcl\IAHON. We offer these commissions, certified
copies. There will be no objection to them.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let the Clerk read them so that they may go
into the record. We want everything printed that is put in evidence.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA., DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

To all to whom these pr~ents shalJ, come, greeting :
I certify that the document hereunto annexed is a. true copy from the record in
this Department of a commission appointing William W. Bel.l..-nap to bo Seoret..'U'y

the advice and consent of the Sen>~ote do appoint, him to be Secretary for the Department of War, and do authorize and empower him to execute and fulfill the
duties of that office according to law, and to have and to hold the said office, with
all the powers, privileges, and emoluments to the same of right appertaining unto
him, the said Wm. W. Belknap, subject to the conditions prescribed by law.
In testimony whereof I have caused these letters to be made patent and the seal
of the United States to be hereunto affixed.
Given under my band at the city of Washington. the 17th day of March, in the
J year of our Lord 1873, and of the Independence of the United States of
L
[ · 8 · America the ninety.seventh.
U.S. GRANT.
By the Presiflent:
HAlrrL'l'ON FISH,

Secretary oj

St.at~.

Mr. CARPENTER, (to Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Do you rely
upon all those commissions as ~vidence of character f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. As evidence of confidence. I presume
they express confidence.
Q. (To the witness.) Have you the original papers relating to the
appointment of a post-trader at Fort Sill and the management of that
place.
A. Yes, sir; all that are on file.
Q. Have ;y;ou the application of Mr. Marsh dated the 16th day of
August, 1870 7
A. I have. [Producing letter.]
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Hand it to the Secretary and let him
read it, if you please.
The Chief Clerk read a.s follows :
No. 51 WEsT THIRTY-FIFTJi STREET,

of the Department of War,
In testimony whereof, I, Hamilton Fish, Secretary of Stat.e of the United States,
have hereunto subscribed my name and caused the seal of the Department of Sta,te
Tuesday, 16th A ugu8t, 1870.
to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this 26th d.ay of April, A. D. 1876, and of the In- . MY DEAR Srn: You will remember my application to yon in Washington a few
days since for an Indian tradership. Following your suggestion I wrote to a friend
dependence of t-he United States of America. the one hundredth.
in Kansas and yesterday received a reply. My friend advises me t~ apply for l~ort
J..sEAL.)
H.A.MILTON FISH.
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Sill and Camp Supply. He says also that he is informed that the latter post is to
be abandoned and the supplies concentrated at Fort Sill, but that yon will know
the facts in regard to this rumor-if true it will be only worth while to apply for
the fort. This post was not mentioned by you aa among those already promised,
and I venture to hope has not been.
I write to you at once, so that in caae it is yet free my application may be filed.
I shall send to Ohio immediately for the recommendations of Senator SHERMAN
and Representative Stevenson, which I can secure without trouble, and as soon as
received will send a formal application.
Please reserve the two posts if ;possible.
I am, very truly, your obedient servant,
C. P. M..A.RSll.
General W. W. BELKNAP.
P. S.-If these posts have been promised, I shall be much obliged if you will inform me at your earliest convenience.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Have yon the recommendations
·
accompanying that application T
A.. [Producing paper.] I have one signed by Hon. Job E. Stevenson· member of Congress.
fu. Manager McMAHON. Please hand that to the Secretary and
let him read it.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
TILDEN, STEY.&.~SON, & GOODMAY,
A'ITORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,
Oincinnati, November 2, 1870.

·DEAR Sm: I have pleasure in recommending Mr. Caleb P. Marsh for appointment as post-trader in the Indian country. He is an old citizen, well qualified, and
a sound republican.
Yours, truly,
JOB E. STEVENSO~, M. 0.
Ron. W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
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Being personally acquainted with these gentlemen, we cheerfully recommend
them to your consideration, and lmow them to be in every way worthy of the position.
Very respectfully,
W. W. SANDERS,
Oaptain and Brevet Oolonel, U. S. A.
ORLANDO H. MOORE,
B1·e:vet Lieutenant-Colonel rmd Oaptain Sixth Infantry.
JAMES POWELL,
Oaptain Sixth Infantry, U.S. A.
W. H. FORWOOD,
Assistant Surgeon, U. S. .A., Post St~rgeon.
J. T. M9RRI.SON,
.
Ftrst Lieutenant Tenth Oava:Zry.
R. H. DAY,
First Lieutenant Sixth infantry.
D. S. CRAFT,
&C011d Lieutenant SixUllnjant1·y, Brepet Captain U. S . .A.
S. P. JOCELYN,
Pi·rst Lieutenant Sixth Infantry.
A. MACOMB WESTERVIL~.
Second Lieutenant Sixth Injant:r-y.
GEO. P. SHERWOOD,
First Lieutenant Sixth Infantry.
WM. R. HARMON,
Second Lieutenant Tentll. Oaval1y.
R. H. McKAY,
.Acting .A8sistant Surgeon, U. S. A.
J. WILL MYERS,
Second Lietttenant Tenth United States Oavalry.
J;L S. KILBOURNE,
.Acting A PY'istant Surgeon, U. S. A.
WM. E. DOYLE,
Second Lieutenant Tentk Od1JalT'IJ•
ROBERT GRAY,
Oaptain Tenth Oavalry.
GEO. ROBINSO~,
Oaptain Tenth United States Oava.J.ry.
A. F. ROCKWELL,
BrevP-t Lieutenant-Colonel and Assistant Quartermaster, U. S . .A.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. We desire to know if that is the only
recommendation filed by Mr. Marsh 7
Mr. CARPENTER. That was the only one.
MI·. CONKLING. Were these officers at Fort Sill at the timeT
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is understood, then.
The WITNESS. It is the only one I find.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is our understanding. We may
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mc~IAHON.) Now turn to the application of be incorrect about it.
JohnS. Evans.
See if there is not a mark across the face of the paper.
The CHIEF CLERK. It is marked on the face :
A.. lProdncing paper.] I have one from JohnS. Evans to MajorGeneral Grierson dated June 24, 1870, with inclosures from officers,
Approved: B. H. Grierson, colonel and brevet major-general U. S. Army, comrecommending him.
~dingpost.
Mr. Manager Mc.MA..HON. Please hand that paper to the Secretary
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) I should like to know if that
and let him read it.
The WITNESS. I have also another one dated August 18, 1870, from paper contains anything on it showing the date it was filed at Washington T
Mr. Evans.
.A. It is marked, "Received at Adjutant-General's Office July 25,
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
1870."
FORT SILL, L"WIAN TERRITORY, June 24, 1870.
Q. That indicates that it was on file in the Department after the
Gm."ERAL: I respectfully submit the inclo ed recommendation of the officers of 25th of July, 1870
the garrison for my appointment to the position of post-trader, as provided for in
A.. Yes, sir.
section 22 of the bill for the re-organization of the Army that has recently passed
Q. How 8oon was it communicated through your office to the SecCongress.
Beli~v_ing my interests to~~ secure f_or some time in the future, I have, under retary of War Y
the pnvileaes granted by ongmal pernnt from General Sheridn.n and a recent apA.. That does not appear.
proval of the same by the succeeding department commander, made extensive imQ. Did the application of Mr. Marsh pass through your office to the
provements a~d large i~vestments at .this post, in view of .which fa-ct I take the
liberty of urgmg my claun ~the ~pp~nntment under the eXISting.law relating to Adjutant-General or di(l it go directly to the Secretary of War f
post-traders; and should this application meet your favorable conSideration would
A.. It went directly to the Secretary of War. It is addressed to him,
re~pec~yrequest your approval and recommendation to the proper authorlty for if I remember aright.
srud appomtment.
Q. Look at the application of C. P. Marsh and see when it did pass
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
through your office for the first time.
JOHN S. EVANS.
Brevet Major-General B. H. GRIERSON,
.A.. I believe you have it. The original passed out of my hands a.
OoloneZ Tenth Oavalry, Oommanding Post.
moment ago.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Here is the original. [Handing paper to
flndorsement. J
witness.]
HEADQUARTERS, FORT SILL, lNDIA..>i TERRITORY, .
The WITNESS, [examining paper.) There are two dates of receipt
Fort Sill, Indian Territory, June 25, 1870.
The within application of Mr. JohnS. Evans for the position of post-trader at marked on the original application of Mr. Marsh. One, I think, is in
this point under the provisions of the twenty-second section of the new Army bill the hand writing of the Secretary of War, "Received August 16, 1870 ;"
is hereby approved.
.Mr. Evans is gentlemanly, obliging, generous in his dealings, and a universal and the other one is, "Received, Adjutant-General's Office, Septemfavorite, and in every way well fitted for the position. He has expended a much ber 23, 1870."
larger amount of money in improvements than both the other traders and he has
Q. [By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.] See if you have a letter there
constantly kept on hand a very extensive aasortment of goods the only'stock suited from JohnS. Evans, of the date of August 18, 1870, from Philadelphia.
to the wants of officers and soldiers of the gaiTison.
·'
A.. [Producing paper.] Here it is.
In cas~ there should be but one trader allowed at this post, in mv judgment he is
Q. To whom is it addressed 7
much better entitled to the position than any one else, as he attends strictly and
personally to his business. Neither of the other traders (E. H. Durfee and J. C.
A.. It is addressed at the bottom "To the honorable the Secretary
Dent) _have ~ver b.een here, ~hey being represented by agents. In view of these of War United States, Washington, D. C."
facts, ill coDSideration of the mterests of the troops, and in justice to Mr. Evans, I
. Q. Is there any indorsement on it showing the date when it was
urgently recommend to the Secretary of War or to the competent authority his
received by the Secretary of War f
appointment.
B. H. GRIER-SO~,
A.. No, sir; it was an inclosure in another letter.
OoZonel Tenth OavaJ.ry, Brevet Major-6e1U'T'al U: S. A., Oommanding Post.
Q. At what time was it received in your office f
A.. September 23, 1870.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Did another inclosure accompany
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let the Secretary read that letter, if
that, a recommendation of the officers stationed at Fort Sill f
yon please.
A.. It did. I handed it to the Secretary.
Mr. C.A..RPENTER. That will not do. Is Evans's letter evidence
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the Secretary.) Read that next recagainst usf
ommendation.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It waa addressed to the Secretary of
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
War.
FORT SILL, h'DIAN TEI:RITORY, - , 1870.
Mr. CARPENTER. Does that make it evidence Y
To the HON. SECRETARY OF WAR,
Mr. Manager Mc~IA.HON. It is an application for a post-traderWashington, D. 0.:
.
We, the undersigned, officers of the Army at this post, would most respectfully ship at Fort Sill.
.Mr. CARPENTER. I should hate to be tried by every letter which
recommend Mes rs. John S. Evans and John I . .Fisher, the present :{lOSt-traders
(under the firm name of J . S. Evans & Co.) at this post., for the position of post- I have received.
traders under the new act.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yon would not need to ue tried if you
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had been behaving right after the letter was received; but if a man
SATURDAY, July 8, 1876.
does not behave himself the case is diiferent.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1·e. The hqur of twelve o'clock having
Mr. CARPENTER. Let me see what it is. [Examining paper.]
arrived, the legislative and executive business of the Senate is susVery well.
pended, and the Senate wi1l proceed to the consideration of the articles
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Read that letter, Mr. Secretary. •
of impeachment against Wi]J.iam W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
PHILADELPHIA, PECI."NSYLV.A..."UA, August 18, 1870.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Honse of Representatives will
Sm: I take the liberty of calling your attention to the accompanying recommendation by the officers of the garrison at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, with the be notified.
indorsement of the commanding officer, General Grierson, for my appointment as
Messrs. LYNDE, McMAHON, JE~Ks, LAPHAM, and HoAR, of the man"tr~er " at said post.
Permit me to state, in support of my application, that acting upon the belief that agers on the part of the House of Representatives, appeared and were
my wesEint appointment was in conformity with the e.Ai..~ting laws regulating "trad- conducted to the seats aasigned them.
ers, and that the same would be of a reasonably _Permanent character, I have, in
The Secretary read the journal of proceedings of the Senate sitting
good faith, with the view of a satisfactory proVIsion for the prosecution of my yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap.
busine s, and in the interest and convenience of the troops, with care for objects
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair and Carbeyond those, leading to personal aggrandizement, made extensive improvements
.
in buildings, &c., and have made heavy investments of a mercantile character, penter.
amountin~ the aggregate to more than $d0,000.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers will proceed with
I beg also to state that I have formed a coparlnersh!P with Mr. E. H. Durfee, the examination of witnesses.
now trading at the same place under like authority, and our investments at Fort
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We were not through with Adjutantsm combinr.d aggregete a sum exceeding $125,000.
In view, then, of the interests that we have at stake and of the vital importance General Townsend yesterday. If he is present, we should like him
of retaining the protection heretofore enjoyed, because, if the same shall be with- to take the stand again.
drawn and m the event of our being thrown out of the privileges and protection
we now have, our property would become almost valueless, I most respectfully
solicit an appointment for Mr. Durfee and myst>lf to continue trading at said military post as a firm under the style of Evans & Durlee, under such regulations and
restrictions as may in future govern ''traders."
Craving indulgence for thus trespassing upon your time and patience, which
nothing but threatened injury would have induced, I have the honor to be your
obedient servant,
JOHN S. EVANS.
The Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR, U. S.,
Washington, D. 0.

Mr. CARPENTER. I wish to know from tlie managers if they expect to have Mr. Evans here as a witness Y
Mr. Manager McM.AHON. Mr. Evans has been under subpama,
and will be under attachment if he does not put in au appearance.
Mr. CARPENTER. I have no objection to the letter being received with the understanding that if he is not to be here as a witness the letter will not be used against us.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We claim it to be evidence, whether he
comes or does not come. We claim it, independently of his being or
not being here, as an application to the Secretary of War and coming
under his knowledge. We make no condition.
Mr. CARPENTER. We do not propose to be ridden over so easily
on a point of that kind.
Mr. Manager McM.AHON. I say we make no conditions ; that is
all.
Mr. CARPENTER. If Mr. Evans, Mr. Smith, or anybody else can
write a letter to l\Ir. Belknap and that letter becomes evidence against
him, we are in a remarkable state of the law.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I suppose there is no objection to allowing
the counsel to avail himself of the objection hereafter, if Mr. Evans
does not come.
Mr. CARPENTER. Very well.
Mr. Manager HOAR, (to Mr. Manager McMAHON.) That will answer your purpose Y
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That will do.
Mr. CARPENTER. It will be received, then, subject to objection,
which may be made hereafter.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The letter will be received with that
understanding.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Senate sitting for this trial take
a recess until half past seven o'clock.
Mr. CARPENTER. Is the motion made With an understanding
that it is to be a recess of the trial, to go on to-night i
Mr. EDMUNDS. Ye , sir.
:Air. CARPENTER. I want to just appeal1\Ir. EDMUNDS. I submit that on a question of this kind counsel
are not entitled to be heard.
:Air. CARPENTER. I insist that we are, and I want to argue the
question.
The PRESIDENT pro telltpm·e. The Chair overrules the point of
order.
~Ir. EDMUNDS. Very good.
Mr. CARPENTER. If a Senator can rise here and enter an order.
which takes away one of our rj.ghts, or which takes away one of our
chances of living long enough to make our rights apparent, he can
enter an order taking them all away, and we cannot be heard upon
it. I protest against that. I protest that every order which is to
affect us herein thiscansewehave aright to be heard upon . "Strike,
but hear me," is the foundation of all jurisprudence in all civilized
lands. Then I want to make an appeal to every Senator who has any
of the "milk of human kindness" in him not to drag us through a
night trial.
The PRESIDENT pro tempote. The Senator from Vermont moves
that the Senate take a recess until half past seven o'clook.
The motion was not agreed to.
Mr. INGALLS. I move that the Senate sitting as a court do now
adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; there being on a division-ayes 31, noes
14; and the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment of W. W.
Belknap adjourned until to-morrow at one o'clock.
.

E. D. TOWNSEND's examination continued.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. I believe the last paper we read yesterday was a letter
from JohnS. Evans, dated at Philadelphia, August 10, 1870. State
now whether another copy of a recommendation of him by the officers
of Fort Sill accompanie{l that letter; we seem to have two copies
here in these certified copies .
.Answer. I think that the other copy, the one which was read yesterday, was transmitted from Fort Sill direct, and that the copy which
was not read but which bears, at any rate, many of the same signatures as the first did, was transmitted with Evans's Jetter from Philadelphia.
Q. Have you that inclosure with you now¥
A. I left the papers yesterday mt,h the reporter to put them in the
RECORD.
[The papers were handed to the witness.]
Q. I simply want the recommendation of the officers; it is the one
that has the date ·to it, June 23, 1870.
.A. I have it in my hand.
Q. Hand it to the Secretary and let him read it.
A. Yes, sir.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
FORT SILL, L'IDIAN TERRITORY.
June 23, 1870.
We, tbe undersi.gned, officers of this ~arrison, having confidence in the ability
and business integrity of Mr. John S. Evans, trading at this post under existing
authority. do respectfully recommend and solicit his appointment as post-trader,
under section 22 of the bill for the reorganization of the Army.
ORLANDO H. MOORE,
Captain Sixth lnfantr7J.
J.W.WALSH,
Captain Tenth Oaval:r?J.
ROBERT GRAY,
Captain Tenth Cavalr?J.
W. F. ROCKWELL,
Brevet Lieutenat-Oolonel and AsS'Mtant (/uarterrrulster, U. S. A.
JOHN B. VAN1JE WIELE,
Oaptain Tenth Cavalry, Brevet Major, U. S. A.
R.H.PRATT,
First Lieutenant Tenth Oavalry, Brevet Captain, U. S. A.
P.L.LEE,
Captain andBrevet Lieutenant-Oolonel, U.S. A.
JAMES POWELL, JR.,
Oaptain Sixth Infantry.
GEO. P. SHERWOOD,
First Lieutenant Sixth United States Infantry, Commanding Company E.
WM. E. DOYLE,
Second Lieutenant Tenth United States OavalnJ.
THOS. J. SPENCER,
First Lieutenant Tmth OavalT'IJ, Brevet Oaptain, U.S. A.
THUS. M. WILLEY,
Lieutenant Sixth Infantry.
W. W. SANDERS,
Oaptain Sixth lnjantnJ, Brevet Oolonel, U. S. A..
GEO. ROBINSON,
Captain Tenth Oavalr?JORVILLE BURKE,
Captain Tenth Cavalry.

R.ll. DAY,
First Lieutenant Sixth Infantry.
WM.H.BECK,
First Lieutenant, R. Q. M., Tenth Oaval;ry.
A.. MACOMB wETHERILL,
Seco'T}d Lieutenant Sixth Infantry.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) ll.ave you there a letter from John
S. Evans accepting the position of post-traderf
A. I have two letters.
Q. State why you have two.
A. One of them is addressed direotily to the Secretary of War, who
signed the appointment of Evans.
Q. Are there any marks upon that which indicate that it was rt).
ceived by the Secretary of War and from his office transmitted to yours
A. No, sir.
Q. How did that paper get into your office or possession f
A. I am unable to say.
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Mr. CARPENTER. What is the date of the letter you speak of,
gentlemen!
Mr. Manager Mc?!IAHON. Let the Secretary read it.
The WITNESS. I will hand it to the Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,

Novemher 10, 1870.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of October 10,
1870, appointing me post-trader at this post under section 2'2 of act of July 15, 1870.
I have the honor to report that I accept the position of post-tra.Uer under that
act.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN S. EVANS.
Hon. WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
Secretary of War, Washington Oity, D. a.

Q. (By Mr. Manager ~~cMAHO:N.) A letter like that being addressed

to the Secretary of War would go to him and be opened lJy him before
it came into your office, would it not f
A. That depends upon the address upon the envelope. .
Q. What marks are on that indicating that it was received by you,
if any, and when it was received by you f
A. The usual office marks are indorsed.
Reed. A. G. 0., C. B.-

which means" commission branch," where these letters are filedNov. 25, 1870.

Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) November 10 was the date; and when
was it filed!
A. Filed in the Adjutant-General's Office November 25, 1870.
Q. (By Mr. 1\IcMAHON.) Now pass to the other formal acceptance
and give the date of that, and then hand it to the Secretary and let
him read it.
Q. It is dated, ''Fort Sill, Indian Territory, December 1, 1870."
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Sn.L, INDIAN TERRITORY,
December 1, 1870.
To the Adjutant-General United States Army, Washington,· D.
Sm: I have the honor to state that having been appointed trader at this post by
the Secretary of War, that I accept the same.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient serv:mt,
.TOHN S. EVANS.
FORT

a.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Do yon know how two letters
came to be written by Mr. Evans accepting this position!
A. I suppose from the terms of the letter of appointment. The
letter of appointment recites the act under which the appointment
is made, and is signed by the Secretary of War. The last clause says:
You will please report to the Department, through the Adjutant-General's Office,
your acceptance or non-acceptance of this appointment.

Q. Have you any means of knowing whether that first letter which
was directed to "Hon. W. W. Belknap" pa sed through the War Department proper, through his office, before it came into your office 1
A. 1\o, sir; I have not.
Q. Have you an order before you of the date of the 14th of January, 1871, communicated through yon to the commanding officer at
Fort Sill, to remove all the traders from the post except Mr. J. S.
Evans!
A. I have.
Q. From where did that order come to you f
A. It came in the handwriting of the Secre:tary of War, signed
with his initials, in an envelope addres ed to me.
Q. Please hand it to the Secretary and let him read it.
·
A.. I will.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
A. G.:
Commanding officer at Fort Sill to be notified to remove all traders from that
post except Mr. J. S. Evans, who was appointed by Secretary of War under act
.fnly 15, 1810. I understand that Mr. Walker still remains there with stock of
goods.

.TANUARY 14, 1871.

W.W.B.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Upon what date did you communicate those instructions to the commanding officer at Fort Sill!
A. Upon the 17th of January, 1871.
Q. Now, before proceeding to any other documentary proof, I will
ask you if there is any record in your department of a. letter from
any person stating that Mr. Walker wa-s still tht>-.re with his stock of
goods!
A. I have a letter from Colonel Grierson, the commanding officer of
the post, dated February 26, 1871.
Q. That, however, is subsequent. The order that you havejustread
was dated the 14th of January, 1871, and the letter of General Grierson is dated February 26, 1871. I speak of a letter prior to the issuing of that order.
A. I find no such letter. Colonel Grierson, in the letter of February 26, acknowledges the receipt of the letter of the 17th of January.
Q. In this connection, hand it to the Secretary and let him read
that.
A. Yes, sir.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
IlRADQUARTBRS, FORT SU.L, INDIAN TERRITORY,

FelJrua:ry 26, 1 71.

Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of communication of January
17, 1871, relative to the removal of all traders from this reservation other than
J. S. Evans, who has been appoi?ted by the Secretary of War.
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Immediately upon being informed by Mr. Evans that he was prepared to enter
upon the duties of trader, Mr. Walker was notified to close his store and remove
his stock, &c., from the military reservation without delay. (Copy of letter herewith inclosed.)
·
·
Mr. Walker, fulling to sell his goods to Mr. Evans, was given a reasonable time
to obtain the necessary transportation to remove his property, which arrangement
was perfectly satisfactory to Mr. Evans, as be informed me then and since. The
goods, bnildini!S, &c., were all removed about the 1st of January.
Very respectfnlly, your obedient servant,
B. H. GRIERSON,
Oolonel Tenth CavalnJ, c01nmanding.
To the ADJUTA."\T·GENERAL, United States Army,
lVashinglon, District of Oolumbia.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Have you the inclosure that accompanied that letter, being the order of Grierson to those parties f
A. I have that, dated November 20, 1871, addressed to J. C. Dent &
Co., traders.
Q. That is another letter, I suspect; look again.
A. Perhaps I can explain why this comes as an inclosure to the letter of. General Grierson.
·
Q. Give any explanation.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. What is the inclosure f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The inclosure of a letter that seems to
be dated some months afterward. It may be a copy of the paper
that he had isRued to the other parties.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let me see it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We lay no stress on it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then it goes out.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. ThE.\ General desires to make an explanation in regard to it. I do not know what it is.
Mr. CARPENTER. There must be a mjstake of a year undoubtedly aB to the date. It should be 1870 insteacl of 1871.
The WlTNESS. It must be a mistake in the year in the copy.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMA.Ho:N.) Look a.t your indorsement upon it.
A. Supposing it to be a mistake, the e:xpl11>nation is very clear.
Mr. CARPENTER. The letter inclosed should be 1870.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think so. (To the witness.) State
whether you have an indorsement on this letter as to the dat-e at
which you received it. That is, the letter dated November 20, 1871.
Is there not an indorsement" Received in Washington March 13, 1871,
and submitted to Secretary of War J"
A. That was an indorsement of the War Department.
Q. (By 1\Ir. Manager McMAHO:N.) Now read the letter and then
read the. indorsements on both tJ:10se letters.
A. This letter of Colonel Grierson of February 26 is marked:
"Received at the Adjutant-General's Office March 11, 1871." An indorsement dated March 13, 1871, by the Adjutant-General submits it
to the Secretary of W nr. The War Department stamp shows it to
have been received there the same date, March 13,1871.
Q. How about the inclosed letter or order Y
A. At tb.e same time that the appointment was made for the trader
signed by the Secretary of War, that letter was addressed to the commanding officer at Fort Sill by the Adjutant-Genera.], in which occur
these words :
A s soon as Mr. Evans shall be prepared to enter upon the discharge of his duti es,
you will cause the removal from the military reservation at Fort Sill, In dun Territory, of all .traders not holding ~ letter of appointment from the Secret.try of War
under said act.

That was the printed form addressed to all commanding officers
when appointments were made at posts of post-traders. Supposing,
then, the date of the order inclosed in Colonel Grierson's letter to be
a mistake for November 20, 1870, this order would be a compliance
with the instructions from the Adjutant-General.
Q. Now we will turn back to your order issued under the instructions of the Secretary of War Qn the 14th of January, 1871; and I
ask you whether that was a general order issued to all post-traders or
officers commanding at posts, or a special order sent to Jl'ort Sill alone Y
A. That particular order referred solely to Fort Sill.
Mr. CARPENTER. What is that orderf
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is the order commanding him to
remove all post-traders except JohnS. Evans.
(To the witness.) Do you know of any similar order having been
issued to any other specific post f
A. I do not recall any other; there may have been.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) That question was put to you,
was it not, by the Judiciary Committee and called to your attention
at that timet
Mr. CARPENTER. That is immaterial.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It may have refreshed his recollection;
that is all.
The WITNESS. I do not remember.
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mc::i\!AHoN.) You have no recollection of any
similar order Y
A. No, siT.
M:r. Manager McMAHON. Read the letter, Mr. .Secretary, addre · ed to J. C. Dent & Co.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
HEADQ UARTERS FORT SILL, INDIAN T ERRITORY,

November 20, 113ll.

Sms: JohnS. Evan!'! havin~ been appointed post-trader at Fort Sill, Ind~an Territory, antl having notified this office that be is prepared to enter upon the discharge
of his duties, you will immediately close your store and as soon as possible remove
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your goods from the military reservation, unless yon ha\e. an appolntment from
the Secretary of War to trade at this post nnderthe provisions of section 22 of the
act of July 15, 1870. No notice of snob appointment has been received at this offico, and I am directed by instructions from the Secretary of War to oa.nse theremoval from the military reserve of all traders not authorized by him.
By order of Colonel B. H. Grierson.
WM. H. BECK,
J.ilr11t Lieutenant, Regimental Quartermaster Tenth Cavalry, Post .Adjutant.
J. C. DEXT & Co., Traders.
Official:
J. WILL MYERS,
Second Lieutenant Tenth CavalnJ, Post .Adjutant.

Q. (By Mr. :Manager McMAHoN.) Have you now with you a general order issued from the War Department of the 7th of June, 1tl71,
or circular of instructions defining the status of post-traders t
A. I have.
Q. Please hand that to the Secretary and let it be read.
A. I have the manuscript and also the printed copy in this document.
Q. In whose handwriting is the manuscript!
A. My impression is that it is in the handwriting of :Mr. H. T.
Crosby, who was a clerk in the War Department. It is signed by the
Secretary of War.
lli. Manager McMAHON. Read it, Mr. Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
WAR DEPARTME~'T.

Washinoton Oity, June 7, 18TI.
Let the following be issued as a oiroula.r of instructions defining the status of
post-traders, a. copy to each commanding officer and trader.
Post-tr •.ders appointed under the authority givon by the act of July 1:5,1870, will
be furnished with a letter of appointment from the Secretary of War, indicating
the post to which they are appointed.
Th<:q are not subject to the rules prescribed in article 25, or paragraphs 1~6 and
197 Army Regulations, 1863, in regard to sutlers, that office having been abolished by
law.
No tax or burden in any shape will be imposed upon them, nor will they be
allowed the privilege of the pay table.
.
They will be permitted to erect buildings for the purpose of carrying on their
business, upon such part of the militllry resermtion or post to which tboy may be
assi~ed a the commanding officer may direct, such buildings to be within oonvement reach of the garrison.
They will be allowed the exclusive privilege of trade upon the military reserve
to which they are appointed, and no other person will be allowed to trade, peddle,
or sell goods, by sample or otherwise, within the limit,r; of the reserve.
They are under military protection and control as camp-followers.
Commanding officers will report to the War Department any breach of military
tel!Ulation or any misconduct on the part of traders.
All previous instructions in regard to post-traders are hereby revoked.

WM. W. BELKNAP,

Secretary of War.

Q. (By Mr. Manager :McMAHON.) Look at the book I hand you,
a.nd see if the sections marked are the two sections of the .Articles of
War allnded to in that order Y

A. [Examining book.] Those are the sections.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. Secretary, please read those two
sections.
1\fr. CARPENTER. Are they sections of the Statutes 1
Mr. Manager McMAHON. They are sections of the Army Regul~
tions.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
196. The post council shall prescribe the quantit.y and kind of clothing, small
equipments, and soldiers' necessaries, groceries, and all articles which the sutlers
maybe required to keep on baud; examine the sutler's books and papers, and fix
the tariff of prices of the said gol)ds or commodities; inspect the sutler's weights
and measures; fix the laundress's charges, and make regulations for the post
schooL
197. Pnrsuanttothethirtietharticleofwarcommanclingofficersreviewingtheproceedings oftheoounoilof administration will scrutinize tho tariff of prices proposed
by them, and take care that the stores actually furnished by the sutler correspond
to the quality prescribed.
.

Q. (By Mr. Manager Mc1riAHON.) General, I will ask you whether
the effect of this circular of instructions was to prevent the council
of administration or any person from interfering with the prices that
sutlers or post-traders might charge¥
Mr. CARPENTER. That will not do. It is self-evident on its face.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the question. (To the
witness.) After the repeal of these two sections, 196 and 197, were
there any other statutes or articles of war that permitted the prices
which a trader might charge to be regulated by any person except
himself!
Mr. CARPENTER. That will not do.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I ask if there were any other regul~
tions. That is proper.
Mr. CARPENTER. You call upon the witnessto construe the regulations. It is manifest that you cannot ask the witness to construe a
statute which you hand to him. You cannot ask him if there is any
statute which ha-s such an effect.
lli. .Manager McMAHON. The point we desire to get before the
Senate is this: We do not ask a construction of sections 196 and 197,
but we ask theAdjutant-General as a matter Of fact whether, if these
articles are repealed, there are any other articles of war or statuteswe do not care about the statutes, but any other articles of warwhich impose any restraint whatever upon a. post-trader in regard
to the prices he may charge for goods.
Mr. BLAIR. It is obviously a question of law.
Mr. CARPENTER. If you called the JndgeAdvocate-General,you
would get uearer to it ; but I should object to it then. The Army
regulation& are statutes themselves.

Mr. Manager McM..A.HON. We withdraw the question. (To the
witness.) See wheth&r you have a correspondence that passed in
part through the Depanment of Justice in regard to charges against
John S. Evans which were submitted to the Secretary of War; and,
if so, give us that entire correBpondence.
A. I have a lett~r dl.tted October 28, 1871, from the Solicitor of the
Treasury, transnrltti,ng copies of papers charging Evans & Co. and
other parties with introducing spirituous liquors in the Indian
country.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, Please hand it to the Secretary, and he
will read it in detail.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let me ask what is the object of offering this
letter t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It contains certain facts.
.Mr. CARPENTER. The letter is no evidence of facts, and there
is nothing in the articles about whisky regulations.
1\fr. Manager McM.A.RON. It is a letter which was submitted to
the Secretary of War, upon which he wrot-e a letter, which we have
here as well.
Mr. Manager JENKS. It is introdnct.ory to the next let.ter.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then let us hear the next letter first.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If you come over here, we will show it
to you. [Handing a letter to the counsel.]
Mr. C.ADPENTER, [examining the letter.] I object to all that
proof. It does not go, so far as I can ascertain, to sustain any charge
made in these articles at all, nor is it evidence of anything necessary
for them to prove so far as I can see. They certainly do not state any
reason why this should be received. One of the managers says he
wants to prove by it that Evans was there acting as post-trader and
that Belknap lmew it. As they have shown the fact that Belknap
appointed him, it is pretty good evidence that he knew that Evans
was appointed. There is no question made here that Belknap did not
know that be was tho po t-trader thero; not the slightest.
lli. Manager Mc~:lAHON. Mr. Pre ident and Senators, the letters
which we now offer by way of introduction to sub equent letters
are letters which make certain specific charges against the post-trader,
John S. Evans. The theory of this prosecution is, and up to this
point tolerably well sustained, that John S. Evans was appointed
through the influence of Caleb P. Marsh and in pursuance of a corrupt bargain between them, the profits of wmch were equally divided
between .Marsh and the Secretary of War. That the Secretary of War
did actually and personally receive his share of tho fruits of this arrangement, no man who has any regard for testimony can doubt. The
great question for this tribunal is whether he received it knowingly,
under such circumstance~ that any officer of honesty and integrity
ought to have known where this money was comin~ from.
The particular point., therefore, to he investigated is the conduct
of the Secretary of War. Whenever this particular post-trader is affected, from whom he is receiving his gains, the p:1rticular point is
to discover how the Secretary of War acts. What he may say is very
direct and positive te timony, but it is not any more direct and positive than what he may do. The gentleman says that they have admitted that the Secretary of War knew that JohnS. Evan waspo ttrader at this point-a very extraordinary admission to make!
Mr. CARPENTER. No, I did not admit it; you proved it without
objectiou.
·
:Mr. Manager Mc~IAHON. If we ha>e proved it by one witness,
there is no law against our proving it by another. If we have proved
it in a manner which does not bring conviction home to the gentleman, it ought to satisfy him that we may introduce the letter of the
Secretary of War.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yon have proved by the only testimony which
can prove it, to wit, the record of his appointment, that he was appointed. After yon have proved the record of a judgment in a court
of record, you cannot call witnesses to prove_that the judgment was
rendered, because that is cumulative. You have introduced eonelusive evidence, and I have said to you that we do not deny it; we
make no point upon it. Of course the Secretary knew that Evans
was post-trader.
Mr. Man:tger 1\fcMAHON. We have introduced conclusive evidence
that JohnS. Evans was in fact the post-trader, but whether the Secretary of War had forgotten the fact in the multitude of his different
appointments is another important fact in this ca-se which we propose
to show had not occurred; that he had not forgotten that JohnS.
Evans wa-s the post.trader, but on the contrary that he was receiving
testimony as to Johil S. Evans's goo9. character, supporting and sustainin~ John S. Evans all along. Then if the gentlemen desire to see
the full force of what we claimfrom it, we propose toshowthatwhen
the New York Tribune article was published statements were therein
made in regard to this particular matter and its status exactly given.
Then we come to tlte order to which the gentleman baa alluded so
frequently as a triumphant vindication of his client. The order exculpating his client, by some singular and extr-aordinary coincidence,
bound to it every other post-trader in the country except JohnS.
Evans, and did not affect Caleb P. Marsh in the slightest degree in
the relations between Marsh and Evan , except, as we shall prove
hereafter, that the amount of contribution paid by Marsh to Evans
was diminished by one-half, and the amount, of course, that went to
the Secretary of War was correspondingly diminished, and that was
by rca-son of :tllowing a council of administration to fix the prices.
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Now, I think that this testimony is clearly competent in every view
which can be taken of it.
Mr. BLAIR. I propose to ask the gentleman whether in point of
fact, and speaking candidly as a gentleman occupying his position
before the Senate ought to speak, his only object in introducing this
paper is to show that John S. Evans was at that time the posttrader!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. A sufficient answer to that is, that if it
is competent for that purpose, it is competent; bnt I will go further,
and say that I want to show not only that M]:. Belknap knew he was
the post-trader, but that he made inquiries into his business standing
and fixed his status in his mind as a good business man; and I suppose he had good reason, from his stand-point, to think so.
Mr. BLAIR. Then, Mr. President, the gent.Jeman now says it is
admitted that the ostensible object for which lle offers this proof is
not his real object at all; that he has some ulterior object in offering
this proof which he has not the candor to state to this court.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I deny the imputation; it is not true;
but I do not mean to be rude a.bout it.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President., the gentleman has not stated any
otiler object. He gets up here and tells the Senate that his object
in offering this proof is to show that it was known to the Se~retary
of War that JohnS. Evans was the trader at Fort Sill, a fact that is
not denied, a fact that is proved by other testimony, which is not a
matter at all that we contemplate denying or controverting. This
is the only object which be has at;signed to this body as a motive for
introducing this paper. We say that until something legitimate in
reference to the issues here before this body is assigned for introduc.ing this evidence, it is wholly immaterial and irrelevant to the issue
before the body; and we hope it will bo excluded until some reason
is given for its introduction.
Mr. KERNAN. The manager will please tell us from whom the
letter is which he now offers and who answers it. We do not understand it here.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The letters a.re addressed by the regular United States ~uthorities in the Indian Territory to the Department of Justice, and are communicated to the Secretary of War and
by him answered.
I want to put this question to the honorable counsel: Do you contend that in view of the issue joined between us in this case the conduct of the Secretary of War to John S. Evans and everything that
throws light upon their dealings with each other is not competent in
this case f
.
.Mr. BLAIR. If the gentleman means to state to this body that
his object is to show by this paper that the Secretary of War did
in any way by his conduct in that matter show favor to John S.
Evan , and that this is proof material to the issue, then let him say
so, and we shall prepare to controvert that subject and show that it
i not material in that aspect; but the whole body will see that that
is not the avowal of the gentleman at all. He gets up here and asks
the introduction of a paper as evidence to prove a fact utterly without any consequence at all, and keeps in reservation the real object
that he has in view. I say that is not the proper way to conduct this
ca-se, and I think the Senate, :lS well as the parties here, have a right
to have candid and fair and round dealing. The gentleman has not
yet explained the object which we a8ked him to givens clearly and
precisely when he rose and presented the paper. Let him do so, and
then we shall ee whether it is legitimate in that aspect of the case.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate. Shall these letters be admitted f
The question was determined in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers will proceed.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the witness.) General, refer to the
letter of October 28, 1871; state what it is and then hand it to the
Secretary, if you please, to be read.
Mr. CARPENT~R. Tell us whose letter it is.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is a letter to E. C. Banfield, Solicitor
of the Treasury.
'rhe WIT~'ESS. It is a letter sent to the Adjutant-General's Office
for file, signed E. C. Banfield, Solicitor of the Treasury, addressed to
Ron. W. \V. Belknap, Secretary of War, and dated "Department of
Justice, Office of the Solicitor of the Treasury, Washington, District
of Columbia, October 28, 1871," with two inclosures dated "Clerk's
office; United Stat.es court for the western district of Arkansas, Fort
Smith, Arkansas, October 18, 1871, to Ron. E. C. Banfield, Solicitor of
the Treasury," and signed by ''J. H. Huckleberry, United States attorney." Another inclosure of the same date, to "Hon. E. C. Banfield,
Solicitor of theTreasury,"isalsosigned by "J. H. Huckleberry, United
S ~a~s attorney." Both inclosures purport by the signatures to be
cop1es.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Do you know anything about whose
hand writing they are in f
A. No, sir.
1\-Ir. CARPENTER. I object to the papers 01l that ground.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) l>o they purport to be official
copies sent to the Secretary of War and submitted to him f
A. Yes, sir; the two inclosures purport to be copies, and there is
what seems to be an original letter from the Solicitor of the Treasury
to the Secretary of \V ar.
Q. State whether these papers were delivered to the Secretary of
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War, considered by him, and letters addressed by him in answer to
the complaints therein made.
A. I can only judge by the marks on the papers and by copies of
letters which were sent to my office for file in connection with the
subject. I have no personal knowledge of the matter.
Q. Have you a letter there from the Secretary of War, signed by
him personally, in regard to these matters; and have you also a let·
ter there adchessed by the Secretary of War, in consequence of these
letters, to J. S. Evans, post-trader at Fort SillY
A. I do not know that I understand the :first quest4on.
Q. The first question is whether these letters were not submitted to
the Secretary of War and responded to by him in a subsequent letter.
A. That I have replied to; but I refer to the question just previous
to the last one.
Q. Well, did he reply to these letters T And, if so, give us the dates.
A. [Producing papers.] I have copies of letters which were sent
to me for file.
Q. Of what date f
A. This copy says "Nov. 18, 1871, to Col B. H. Grierson, command·
ing Fort Sill."
Q. One moment. That may not be the one. There is one to the
Solicitor of the Treasury November 8, 1871.
A. I have two to the Solicitor of the Treasury, one dated November 2, 1871, and the other November 8, 1871.
Q. Signed by the Secretary of WarY
A. These are copies signed with his initials. I do not mean to say
that they are signed by his own initials, but signed as copies with his
initials attached.
Q. But they are official copies filed in your office t
Mr. CARPENTER. What does the witness understand by "official
copies f" Would he call any copy filed in the office au official copy t
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the witness.) State what you call
an official copy there.
· Mr. CARPENTER. He bas not called it an official copy.
Q. (By 111r. Manager McMAHoN.) Take the letter of November 8,
1871.
A. TheletterofNovember8, 1871,is dated "War Department"-Q. Let me see the paper itself. [Examining letter.] That was the
paper that was filed in your office f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Whose handwriting is that paper in f
A. I do not recognize the handwriting.
Q. How did it come into your office and from whom f
A. If I had the other papers, I could tell. [Mr. CARPE~~R handed
the papers t.o witness.] They came at the same time that the papers
from Mr. Banfield came and were inclosed with t.hem, having the
same office-mark.
Q. Being the complete correspondence upon that subject¥
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were they filed by you, and have they been filed and kept by you
as copies of the correspondence and the record f
A. They have been.
Q. That letter of General Belknap you will :lind refers at the be·
ginning "In further response to your lett-er of the 28th ultimo."
That seems to be in reply, does it not, to the letter of the Solicitor of
the Treasury dated October 28, 1871 Y
A. Itdoes.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We now offer all these papers in evidence.
Mr. CARPENTER. The court has already ruled them in. I do not
suppose we could prevent it now.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let them be read.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, let them all be read.
The Chief Clerk read the papers received in evidence, as follows:
DEPARTME..I.-yr OF JUSi'ICE,
OFFICE OF THE SoLICITOR OF THE TREASURY,

Washington. D. 0., October 28, 1871.
Sm: I herewith transmit copies of letters received at this office from J. H.
Huckleberry, United States attorney, western district of Arkansas, chargin~
Evans & Co. and other parties with introducing spirituous liquors, wines, ami ale
inro the Indian country.
Please inform me whether the parties referred to in these letters have been
authorized by your department to introduce liqnor into the Indian country as con·
tern plated in section 1, act of March 15, 1864. (13 Statutes, pa~e 29.)
In view of the numerous complaints made in relation to this matter, permit me
to call your attention to the power vested by this act in a commanding officer of a
military post in relation to the seizure of spirituous liquors or wines unlawfully
introduced into the Indian country.
I am, very respectfully,

E. C. BANFIELD,

Hon. W. W.

Solicitor of the Treas'l£ry,

BELIL~AP,

Secretary of War.

Mr. l\Ianager 1\IcMAHON. Now read the inclosure of October 18,
1b'71.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
CLERK's OFFICE, UNITED STATES CoURT
FOR WESTER.~ DISTillCT OF ARKA..'\SAB,

Fort Smith, Arkansas, October 18, 1871.
Sm: What. right has E'ans & Co., at Fort Sill. to introduce wine and ale into the
Indian country ~ I am informed by r eliable authority that some tifty thousand dol·
lar 'worth of this kind of spirituous liquors were introduced by the .·aid firm, they
claiming that they had permission to introduce the !"aid spirituous liquors. li
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they nre nuthorized to introduce the same, please furnish me with a. copy of their
permit, in order to see whether or not ihe same has been violated in nny particular.
Very respectfully,
J. H. HUCKLEBERRY,
United States AUorney.
Hon. E. C. BANFIELD,
Solicitor of the Treasury.

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. President, may I be allowed to submit an inquiry to the managers and also to the counsel as to whether there is
any necessity that these pn.pers shall all be read, and whether it would
not be sufficient that they be banded to the reporter without readmg them at this timet
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have no objection to that being
done.
:Mr. CARPENTER. I do not understand that it would be a. proper
way to try the case to proceed without reading the testimony. The
only chance we have got to compel anybody to listen to it is to have
it read on the trial.
Mr. WRIGHT. My inquiry was this: when it is a,greed that n. paper is arlmissible in evidence, if it may not be regarded a-s read without taking up the time in reading it. Of course any question as to
the admissibility of a. paper ca,n be raised.
:.Mr. CARPENTER. If the managers will concede the corresponding presumption that the papers do not do us any h:1rm, we shall not
have any objection; but if they claim that these papers n.re injurious
to us, we want to have them read fer the purpose of letting the Senate see right on the spot that they are not. No lawyer would try a
case in a court of record in such a way as that. We have not seen
these papers; we do not know what they are. We want to hear them
as we go on for t.L.e purpose of cross-examining the witness on them
if n ecessa.ry.
Mr. WRIGHT. Of course I understand the counsel have t~at right;
but I suggest whether we might not sa,ve time by dispensing with
their reading.
:hfr. CARPENTER. Undoubtedly itwouldsave time; but it would
not save our rights. We maycross-ex::urune or else not having beard
these papers let the witness leave the sta,nd, and then they might
slide in a bushel of papers. That would not be :1 proper way to conduct the case.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The ma,nagers will proceed.
:hfr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. Secretary, you will read the second
letter of Octouer 18, 1871.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
CLERKS' OFFICE, U:NITED STATES COURT
FOR WESTER."V DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS,

Fort Sm.itA, Arkansas, October 18, 1871.
Sm : Frequent complaints are made of late in reference to spirituous liquors
being introduced into the Indian country by tho Missouri, Kansas and Texas Rail·
road. Now, have they received nny authority to introduce said liquor , and, if so,
under what r~~ulations 1 S•·cond. Certain white men claim the nght of furnishing goods to weir men on tlult railroad without a. license from agent (subagent)
oflildian affairs. Rave they that right, and, if not what advice would you give~
And also if the railroad bas not permission to introduce spirituous liquors, would
you advise that the same be seized and an information filed against them 1 Please
answer the above questions a~ soon ru:1 possible.
Very truly,
J. H. HUCKLEBERRY,
United States AUorne-y.
Hou. E. C. BLWIELD,
Solicitor of the Treasury.

.A. • .A.bout that same time.
Q. Was it possible to have received any communication by the Sec- .
retary of War from Fort Sill between the 28th of October and the 8th
day of November Y
.A. It might have been received by telegraph.
Q. Are any such telegrams on record in the office 7
.A. Not in my possession.
Q. Did you make search for all the official documents relating to
the Fort Sill matter on the request of the Judiciary Committee of the
House of Representatives Y
, A. Yes, sir; I did.
Q. Did you find any letters on file or any statements from any
friends of J. S. Evans & Co. in regard to the introduction of liquors at
Fort Sill, or any of those charges that were made in this matterY
Did you find a,ny letters, or statements, or telegrams ou file Y
.A.. No, sir.
Q. Now have you a letter of the date of 2d of November, 1871,
signed by the Secreta,ry of War and directed to John S. Evans Y .And,
if so, hand that to the Secretary to be read.
.A.. I have no such letter.
Q. We have a. copy of it. You had better look tlirough your papers.
Mr. CARPENTER We will loan yon our copy.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You have a copy t I thought yon said
a while ago you had not these letters that we were introducing.
Mr. CARPENTER. 0, no.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, you did. You forget yourself.
Mr. CARPENTER. No, I do not forget myself. The general proposition was made by the Senator from Iowa, that we should consider
all these papers and letters as read. This pl1rticolar letter I happen
to have a copy of.
1t1r. Manager McMAHON. You had the Banfield letters.
Mr. CARPENTER. The proposition was not to admit the Banfield
letters, but all letters and documents.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Have you found that letter t
.A. I have not. It may have been filed in the Department, and not
in my possession.
Q. You furnished us with a certified copy and gentlemen on the
other side also have one. Look over this copy and see where it may
have come from.
.A. (Examining.) It has evidently been furnished from the Adju tautGeneral's Office. I do not know why it is not among the papers I have.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We will read the certified copy. That
is evidence in itself. I send it to the Secretary to be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
WAR DEPARTMIDi"T,

WtUhington Oity, Novlmlber 2, 1871.
SIR: Tho attention of this Department having been called to the fact that spirituous liquors have been taken into the Indian country without the authority of
this Department and against the express prohibition of law by certain parties, I
have the honor to request that you will inform me whether your firm has caiTied
liquors into that country to the value of $50,000 or any less sum previous to October 30, 1871; aud, if so, by what authority they were introduced there.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of lVar.
J. S. EV.L"'(S, Esq.,
Post-Trad.er, Fort Sill, Indian Territory.

:hfr. Manager McMAHON. \Ve have already offered in evidence, I
Mr. Manager Mcl\f.ARON. Now let the Secretary read the two let- believe, the letter to Colonel Grierson at Fort Sill, dated the 17th day
ters of General Belknap, the first dated November 2, 1871, to the So- of February, 1872.
licitor of the Treasury, and the second dated November 8, 1871.
The WITNESS. I have tha,t letter, but I have not testified to it.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
:hfr. Mana,ger McMAHON. But it haB been put in evidence, I beWAR DEP ARTl\IE~""T,
lieve. We will offer in this connection at any rate (for we have not
Washington OiJy, November 2, 18TI.
the RECORD here to show it) the letter of the Secretary of War, of date
SIR: I have the honor to reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo on the subject
of the illegal introduction of spirituous liquors, &c., into the Indian COUll try by February 17, 1872, addressed to General Grierson, commanding officer
Evans & Co., and other parties, that previous to the 28th ultimo, on which date at Fort Sill. It need not be read, a-s I am sure it is in the RECORD, but
Evans, po t-trader at Fort Sill, was nuthorized to take to that post monthly ten we want the reply of General Grierson to that letter. Give us the date
gnllous of brandy and ten gallons of whisky for the use of the officers there, no of that letter and state what it is.
permit had been given him or the other parties referred to to introduce any liquors
The WITNESS. It is dated "Headquarters, Fort Sill, Indian Terrimto that COUll try.
·
tory, February 28, 1872," addressed to ".Adjutant-General United States
Very respectfully, &c.,
W.W.B .•
Army, Washington, D. C.," and it begins:
Secretary of War.

The Soucrron of the Treasury Departme·nt.
WAR DEPARTME~iT, November

8,1871.
Sm: In further response to your letter of the 2Bth ultimo on the subject of the
alleged illegal introduction of liquors, &c., into the Indian country by certain persons, among others Evans & Co., of Fort Sill, I have the honor to inform you that
Mr. John !::i. Evans, post-trader at Fort Sill, through his friends, denies having
taken liquor into the Indian COUll try without authonty. Mr. Evans was appointed
to the post-tradership on October 10, 1870, and holds it in his own name and not in
that of Evans & Co. and no complaint has ever been made against him by the military authorities at Fort Sill, he having been regarded a. good and law-abiiling business man .
I therefore reguest that no proceedings be commenced against him without a.
thorough investigation of the charges that he has been engaged in such practice~
shows they were well founded.
Very respectfully, &c.,
W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
To the SouciTOR of the Treasury.

Q. (By ~fr. Manager McMAHO~.) How long does it take a letter to
go :from the city of Washington to Fort Sill
A. I think about seven days. I am not quite sure about the time.
Q. About lww long does it take a person to travel'

Srn: I have the honor to adrnowledp;e the receipt of your letter dated Februnry
17, 1872, relative to the post-trader at this post.
.

It is signed " B. H. Grierson."
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) That is not the whole of it f
.A. No, sir.
Q. Let the Secretary read the whole letter.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
HEADQUARTERS, FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,
ADJUTANT-GE~i'ERAL, U:r-.TrED STATES AIDIY,

Feb1-uary 28, 1872.

Washington, D. 0 . .
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated February
17, 1872. relative to the post-tracler at this post.
I understand J. S. Evans's chamoter as a business man is good, and be has heretofora given j!;eneml satisfaction; but Mr. Evans is absent, and has been for some
months~ and has associated with him J. J. Fisher, now also absent, who bas had
control JJf the establi hment and who claims to have the great-er pecuniary intere t
in the business, (the business being conducted, however, under the name of J. S.
Evans.) Repeat-ed complaints have been made to me of the exorhitant prices :lt
which goods were. old by them, and when I have represented the matter to tho firm
the.v replied that they were obliged to pay 12,000 yearly (to a Mr. Marsh, of New
York City, who they represent was first appointed post-trader by the Secretary of
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Wnr) for their permit U> trade, and necessarily had U> charge high prices for their
goods on that account. I have repeatedly urged them to represent this matter in
writing to me, in order that I mi~ht lay the matter before the proper authority to
r lieve the command of this buruen, upon whom it evidently falls; but they declined to do so, stating that they feared their permit to trnde would be takeu from
them.
As the prices could not be regulated by a council of administration, the trader
not being a sutler, it bas been contemplated by some of the otlicm-s of the garrison
to represent this matter, without reference to J. S. Evans, through the propf'r mil·
itary channels, but as it was claimed that the authority for the tradership emn.nated from the Secretary of War it was feared that that course might be construed
as taldng exception to the action of superior authority.
The prices are considerably higher since his appomtment by the Secretary of
War than previously, and he has undoubtedly taken advantage of his position as
sole trader in ch~>rging these exorbitant prices, giving the reasons abo\e quoted,
stating that he could not, under the circumstances, sell goods at lower prices.
It bas also been reported to me that be cbar17es eulist~d men greater prices for
the same articles than he does officers, an~l, at all events, it is very evident that
the officers an(l men of this garrison have to pay most of the 12,000 yearly, referred to above, they being the consumers of the largest portion of the stores.
I feel that a great wrong bas been done to this command in being obliged to pay
this enormous amount of money under any circumstances, tho largest portion uf
w bich, at least, ha been taken from the officers and enlisted men of this po t, nearly
all the money of the latter mentioned f,!Oing to the trader. The responsible party
for this great injustice should be held responsible and be obliged to refund the
monev.
If j_ S. Evans has not paid this exorbitant price for permission ro trade, as stated
by him, his goods should be seized and sold for the benefit of the post fund.
In order to insure a. healthy competition, to rednce the price of goods, and torelieve the officers and soldiers of this l!arri on from this imposition, I recommend that
at least three {3) trade1-s be appointoo. and t.hnt those appointments be made upon
the recommendation of the officers of the post; that each trader be known to be interested only in his own house, and that thevbe obli~ed to keep such articles as
l\re required for the use of officers and enlisted men of the Army, and ro sell them
at moderate prices.
•
The trader complies with circular of A.. G. 0. issued June 7, 1871, as far as I am
:~.ware.

The buildin~s. {store, &c.) however, are not convenient ro the present garrison,
ha.ving- been built at the time when the command was in camp.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"B. H. GRIERSON,
Colonel Tenth Cavalry, Com1nanding.

Q. (ByMr.Mana~erMcMAHON.) Did thatletterpaEsintothehnads
of the Secretary of War f
A. It first came to the Adjutant-General ; on the 9th of March, 1872,
was re~rded in the Adjutant-General's Office.
Q. Look at the marks and see whether it passed into the hands of
the Secretary of War.
A. It was submitted to the Secretary of War by indorsement of 11th
March, 1872.
Q. State whether in pursuance of that letter of Genm-al Grierson
the Secretary of War took any action, and what that action was.
A. I know of no reason why a circular of March 2.5, 1872, in relation to post-traders was issued, unless it was in consequence of that
letter of Colonel Grierson; but I have no positive information on
that point.
Q. I ask you whether yon remember the fact, independent of what
you have"heard, that General Hazen had also testified to certain facts
before the Military Committee three days prior to the order of March25.
A. I do not know anything about that.
Mr. CARPENTER. Allow him in that connection to explain the
whole subject, from the letter to which this is a reply and the letter
from the Secretary of War showing that as soon as he gets notice of
that thing he writes to Grierson for the facts; Grierson writes back ;
the letter gets here on the 9th of March, and this order, correcting
the whole subject, is issued.
.
Mr. Manager HOAR. We do not know of any order correcting the
whole subject.
1\Ir. CARPENTj:R. One side of a correspondence does not show the
matter fully.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) What the gentleman calls for, I
understand, is some letter of the Secretary of War to you in response
to the submission to yon of this letter.
A. I hold in my hand a copy of a letter which is designated as the
letter of February 17, 1872.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is the letter which we gave them
and they waived the reading of.
The WIT:Z'Ii'ESS. :My letter to the commanding officer at Fort Sill is
dated 19th February.
• Mr. Manager McMAHON. It was read tn connection with the
Tribune article. We have no objection to its going in again.
Mr. CARPENTER. If it is in once, that is enough. I do not underst:md that it is.
Mr. Manager HOAR. It has been read already by Mr. LYl\'DE in
the opening in that connection.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. It has been put in evidence since.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) The order that we are referring
to now in this connection is the order of the 25th of March, 1872, as to
which you say that you know no reason why it should not have been
based upon the letter of General Grierson. Now I will ask you
whether any action was taken, to your know ledge, by the Secretary of
War to correct the payment of a tribute by Eva,ns to Marsh T
A. I know nothing about any payment whatever of that sort.
Q. Do the records of your Department show any inquiry into the
matter as to whether Evans was paying the tribute f
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to. You had better bring the
records.
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Mr. Manager McMAHON. He has a right to anRwer. He has inspected them. Do yon make objection 1
:Mr. CARPENTER. No.
Mr. Manager Mc~IAHON. Very well. (To the witness.) I understand you to say that you had examined the records for all the
papers relating to the Fort Sill matterY
A. Yes, sir.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Did you find any order for an investigation into the fact that Evans was paying Marsh 12,000 a
year for the privilege of being the post-trader at that post f
Mr. CARPENTER. That question I object to.
Mr. Manager McMA.HON. Well, let us have the reason.
Mr. CARPENTER. The reason is that the witness himself says
he knows nothing about that subject. He has not found anything,
would not know what t9 look for, would not know when he found
something whether it referred to it or nbt, for he knows nothing
about the subject.
Mr. Manager Md.fAHON. Mr. President, it seems to me a very
peculiar point indeed that we should be compelled to put in the
entire records of the War Department and have each individual Senator or the counsel go over those records for the purpose of investigating whether these were all the papers that are there. I do not under- •
stand that to be the law at all.
Mr. CA.RPENTER. If that is what you ask, we withdraw the
objection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. All right. (To the witness.) Now, General, I will renew the question whether after having made search for
all the papers relating to Fort Sill you find any order or any communication in any way bearing upon the correction of this payment of
a subsidy of $12,000 by Evans to l\Iarsh in New York f
A. No, sir.
Q. (By Mr. MamLJer McMAHoN.) Nothing of that sort f
A. Nothing.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Nor of the subsidy itself f
A. Nor of the subsidy itself.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Is there any other order in the
War Department that was issued upon the basis of this Grierson lei-ter
except the order of the 25th of March, 1872 T
A. I think that question goes a little further than my testimony.
I have no positive knowledge of what the basis of this circular was.
The papers of the •post-trader business are con£ded to my office for
custody. The tnmsactions are seldom between the Adjutant-General
and the post-trader, except so far as they relate to the military relations of the trader to the post. Therefore I am not able to say anything about that Grierson letter being the basis of any instructions.
Q. The question I ask is, is there any other order upon this question of post-tradership except this order of March 25, 1872 f
1\fr. CARPENTER. He read another one himself yesterday.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Not after tbe Grierson letter. That was
in J nne, 1871.· The Grierson let.ter is March, 1872.
The WITNESS. Do you mean subsequent to t.he letter f
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Subsequent to the re.ceipt of the
Grierson letter, in March, 18i2.
A. There is a circular dated June7, 1875, which confirms, with one
!"light alteration, the circular of March 25, Hl72, and a former circular of J nne 7, 1871.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. JllStlettheSecretaryreadit. We want
all the orders on the question.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
fCircular.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, AnJUTA."'iT·GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Wa-shington, Jv:M 7, 1875.
The following instructions, defining the status and for the government of posttraders, are promulgated for the guidance of all concerned:
1. PoRt-traders appointed nnder the authority given by the act of July 15, 1870,
will be furnished with a letter of appointment from the Secretary of War, intlicating the post t~ which they are appointed.
II. They are not subject to the rules prescribed in article 25, or para~phl'l 196
and 197, Army Regulations, h!63, in regard to sutlers, that office having oeen abol•
isbed b:v law.
III. They will be permitted to erect buildings for the purpose of carrying on
their business, upon such part of the military reservation or post to which they may
be a signed as the commanding officer may direct, suoh buildings to be within convenient reach of the ~anison.
IV. Thev will be allowed the exclusive privilege of trade upon the military reserve to which the:v are appointed, and no other person will be allowed to trade,
peddle, or sell goods, by sample or otherwise, within the limits of the reserve. This
paragraph, bowev~r. is not intended to prohibit the sale by producers of fresh fruits
and 'egetables, by permission of the post-commander.
V. They are under military protection and control as camp-followers.
VI. The council of administration at a post where there is a post-trader will,
from time ro time, examine the post-trader's goods and invoices, or bills of sale;
and will, subject to the approval of the post-commander, establish the rates and
prices (which should be fair and reasonable) at which the goods shall be sold. A.
copy of the 1ist thus established will be kept posted in the trader's store. Should
the po t-trader feel himself aggrieved by the action of the council of administration, he may appeal therefrom through the post-commander to the War Department.
VII. In determinina the rate of profit to be all owe(}, the council will consider not
only the prime cost, ~ight, and other charges, but also the fact that while the
trader pays no tax or contribution of an7. kind to the post fund for his exclusive
privileges he has no lien on the soldiers pay, and is without the securit;y in this
respect once enjoyed by the sutlers of the Army.
VITI. Post-traders will actually carry on the business themselve~. and will habitually reside at the station to which they are appointed. They will not farm out,
sublet, transfer,. sell, or assign the business to others.
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IX. Post-commanders will report to the War Department any misconduct, breach
of military regulations, or failure to fulfill the requirements of this circular on the
part of traders.
X. All previous instructions in regard to post-traders not in conformity with the
terms of this circular are hereb:v revoked.
By order of the Secretary of \Var:
E. D. TOWNSEJI.TD,
A~utant-eeneral.

The WITNESS. There is also a general order dated "War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, D. C., October 12, 1B72,"
promulgating for the information and guidance of all concerned a
letter from the Department of Jnstice da,ted Washington, October 3,
1872, to Ron. William W. Belknap, Secretary of War, giving an opinion
on certain questions relating to post-traders which had been propounded to him.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let it be given to the Secretary. We
want them all in. It need not be read unless the gentlemen on the
other side desire it.
Mr. CARPENTER. We have not seen it. We have no copy.
.Mr. Manager LYNDE. It merely relates to the right of post-traders to remove buildings.
.Mr. CARPENTER. If you do not want it in, we do not.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We want it in the record.
Mr. CARPENTER. If it goes in the record, let it be read.
The Chief Clerk read a.s follows:
WAR D&PARTMR.."T, ADJUTANT-GENERAL's OFFicE,

Washington, October 12, 1872.
General Orders No. 89.
The opinion of the Acting Attorney-General upon the following questions is published for the information and gnidallce of all concerned :
"DEPARTM:ID\'T OF JUSTICE,

" W ushington, October 3, 1872.
"Sm: I have duly considered the questions which you ask the Attorney-General
in your letter of the 11th instant, and which are a-s follows:
•i 'Where persons such as po t.traders, contra{)tors, and others have been allowed
by proper authority to erect buildings to facilitate thelr business upon a military
reserve, With no restriction aa to the term during which they shall be allowed to
remain" 1. A.re such buildings, after the removal of the trader, contractor, or other person from the reserve, still his personal estate, and as such has he the right to ilispo e of them by rent, lease, or sale to other persons?
"2. DoE's not such property -become part of the realty after the a.ppoi'btment of a
trader is revoked or a contract~r has fulfilled his contract, or any event happens
which dis olves their business connection with the reserve Y
"By the order of the Secretary of War of June 17, IBTI, ta copy of which you inclose to me,) it is provided that 'post-traders appointed under liie authority given
by the act of July 15, 1870, will be furnished with a letter of appointment from the
Secretary of War, inilicating the post to which they are appointed.'
" They will be permitted to erect buildings for the purpose of carrying on their
business upon such part of the military reservation or post to which they may be
assi~neu as the commanding officer may direct~ such buildings to be within {)Onvement reach of the garrison.
"They will be allowed the exclusive privilege of trade upon the military reserve
to which they are appointed, and no other person will be allowed to trade, peddle,
or sell goods by sample, or otherwise, withm thelimits of there erve.
"They- are under military protection and control as camp-followers.
"Builuings erected by post-traders on a military reserve, in conformity to this
oraer, are erected for the mutual benefit of tho Government and the trader, and are
not to be regarded as buildings would be erected by trespassers, or even by tenants
under leases, in which no provision is made th~[refor; but they are erected. under a.
license from the Government and for the mutual benefit of both parties. Under
these circumst-ances I am of opinion that by the proper construction of the license
the e buildings were not in tended to become a part of the realty after their erection; but were to continue the property of the traders, and, lest tberefore when a
trader is removed from his post, I have no ~oubt that he bas a right to remove the
building from the place where it was erected; and that when removed he can dispose of the materials as his own property. But it is very clear that the license to
erect such buildings is a pw·ely pert~onal one, and is granted for one purpose only.
Therefore, under such licenses, the person so erecting the building would ha.ve no
right to rent or lease the same or even to sell it to another post-trader without permission of the military authorities, but his rights are confined solely to that of
removing the buildinp; from the reserve. Undoubtedly the property in such a
building might, with the approval of the commanding officer, be tra.nsierred fo another post-trader, and such permission would have the same force as a license to a.
new post-trader to erect such a building at that spot.
'·I return you the papers iuclo ed.
" I have the honor to be, sir, your very obeilient servant,
"CLEMENT HUGH HILL,
''Acting Attorlu!.y-General.
"llon. WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
"Secretary of War.''

Mr. CARPENTER. I want to ask the mana.g er what possible effect
that can have in this case, what it proves or disproves, corroborates
or draws into suspicion f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Having been read, I suppose it is mere
matter of argument now.
•
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to this being considered as evidence
tmless somebody can see something that is important in connection
with it. I cannot see the slightest relevance.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. At the request of the gentleman, I will
state the purpose and object of it t.o the Senate. We have a-sked the
Adjutant-General for a copy of every order that has been issued
since the Grierson complaint in regard to post-traders for the purpose
of proving a negative, but a very important negative in this ca-se,
and that is for the purpose of proving that every order that the Secretary of War issued, by a coincidence of good luck, failed to hit the
case of Marsh and Evans.
Mr. CARPENTER. Well, Mr. President; it strikes me that that is
tritlingwith this court and not very respectful to counsel on the other
side. That that circular has any possible bearing upon this case does
not appear from anything that the managers are willing to inform us

of. If it be intended in the spirit of a justice's court practice to pile
up testimony here so that it will seem to be a large volume without
any regard to what it is, then I see the importance of it; but the New
York newspapers could be embodied with just as great effect. But
no lawyer, I presume, will undertake to say, cel'tainly none has said,
that that is at all material to any issue in this case Ol' that it tends
to prove or disprove anything that is in the case.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I fail to see the justice
of the application of the gentleman's remark in regard to a justice's
court.
Mr. CARPENTER. I speak of that not disrespectfully to counsel,
but because that is the court I am most familiar with.
Mr. :Manager McMAHON. I accept the apology. Now, I made the
statement in perfect good faith and I offered the order in the most
perfect good faith. It may be that my leual learning is limited; I
concede that fact, but yet I think that I did imbibe enough in the
course of a short practice to know that it was just as important, if
you wanted to prove what a man had not done, to prove exactly what
he had done and that it was all that he had done. When I offered
this I said it did not bear on the particular transaction which we
had in hand, that we did not claim that it did, that we did not want
it read; but the gentleman who was looking for light insisted that
it should be reacl. I agreed that it should simply be printed in the
record, and it ought to have gone into the record, because this honorable body ought to know and to be informed of every particular order
in regard to post-traders that may have been issued by Mr. Belknap;
for suppose we had only put in-one or two, and had not proven to this
court that those were all the orders tha1i were issued t Then it seems
to me that we should have been derelict in our duty as managers on
the part of the House of Representatives.
I say we offered it in good faith, with no disrespect to counsel, and,
certainly, we did not intend to insult the court.
The PRESIDENT p1·o t~rnpore. The Chair will submit to the Senate the question whether this letter shall be admitted.
·
The question was uecided in the affirmative.
Q. (By 1\Ir. Manager McMAHON.) Now, General Townsend, have
you given us all the orders in regard to post-traders f
A. I am satisfied I have given yorl all the orders that hav~ passed
through the Adjutant-General's office.
Q. Do they generally pas through your office T
A. Such orders as those do.
Q. How long was John S. Evans post-trader-up to what date 7
A. His appointment was revoked on the 6th of March, 1876.
Q. Upon what day dicl General Belknap resign f
A. I think it was the 2d of March, 1876.
Q. Have yon any knowledge of any letter or special order issued by
the Secretary of War in response to the letter of General Griersonany communication, I mean, directly with General Grierson f
A. No, sir.
Q. Would your office be the proper channel through which such 3
letter would pass, the official letter from General Grierson having
passed through your office to the Secretary of WarT
A. It wonlu generally. It might in the discretion of the Secretary
of War be communicated by him to Colonel Grierson without my
kno"\\ledge.
Q. Is that usnal f
A. It is not usual, though it is sometimes done.
Q. Were you familiar with the business habits of .M.r. Belknap when
he was Secretary of War Y
A. Yes, sir.
. Q. What was his habit in regard to inspecting &ll documents that
were signed by him as Secretary of War and being personally cognizant of the contents of the letters which he signed 7
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President: I want to know, but I shall not
press it to a vote, if the managers of the House of Representatives
here in this trial claim that they can carry knowledge of any particular document to Mr. Belknap by offering to prove that it was his general habit to read everything.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think so.
Mr. CARPENTER. That would be evidence that he read the specific document 7
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It would not be positive andconclusi\"8
evidence.
Mr. CARPENTER. Is it any evidencef
Mr. Manager Mc~IAHDN. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then go ahead.
Mr. Manager HOAR. This is a document signed by him that the
inquiry relates to.
Mr. CARPENTER. Would no·t that document _signed by him be
the highest evidence f
Mr. Manager HOAR. Certainly.
Air. CARPENTER. Would it not be the only evidence, for the reason that it is competent!
:M.r. Manager HOAR. No.
Mr. Manager Mc-MAHON. Not necessarily. Many a man signa a
paper t.h at he does not read.
Mr. CARPENTER. .Ai3 far as I have ever read on the subject of evidence, a document signed by a party is the only evidence, because it
is the best evi!lence; and if yon have got such a signeu document, it
seems to me that is the best evidence.
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Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is true be is to be affected by the contents of that letter; but when you come to the question of actual
knowledge, a man may have signed a paper the legal consequences of
w bich he may suffer, and yet be may not actually have been informed
of the contents of the letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. We do not object. The managers think it
proper.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go ahead.
The WITNES8. Very few of the documents I ever presented to the
Secretary of War were for his signatpre. I cannot, therefore, say
what was his general custom on the subject of signing letters without inspecting them.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Had you any personal conversation with the Secretary of War in relation to this Grierson letter Y
A. No, sir.
Q. Ha4 you in regard to the New York Tribune article!
A. No, sir.

This seems to the board a necessary mea8ure to secure the soldier from extortion
on th~ part of the traders.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. B. MARCY.
Inspector-General. United State& .Army, Pruident of the Board.
General J. HOLT,
Judge-.Advocate-GerwraJ., United State& .Arm-y.

Marsh and of Stevenson, were both, by direction of the Secretary of
War, put upon the files of the Department in the general course of
business f
A. I cannot say so certainly about the recommendation of Mr. Stevenson, because there is nothing to indicate that it was by his direction that it was made official.
Q. But the Marsh letter you say bears his order f
A. Bears his order, apparently in his own handwriting.
Q. To make it official Y
A. "File; official," are the words.
Q. They meant that it should be put on the records of the DepartmenU
A. Yes, sir.
·
Q. What was the first order issued by the Department, as far aa you
know, in regard to fixing the prices at which goods should be sold by
post-traders after the act of July 15, 1870, took effe_c t!
A. The circular of March 25, 1872.
Q. Now look at those documents, [banding a bundle of papers,] and
see if they are correct.
A. These documents do not come from my office, and I do not know
anything about them.
Q. Do you know something about that T [Pointing to the first page
of the bundle of papers.]
A. I do.
Q. What is it!
A. This is the seal of the War Department and the signature of the
present Secretary of War.
·
Q. Did you hear the testimony of General McDowell yesterday f
A. Not perfectly.
Mr. CARPENTER. General McDowell st.ated in substance that
when he spoke to Mr. Belknap in regard to issuing that order of March
25, 1872, Mr. Belknap said to him that there had been trouble about
the authority of the Secretary of War: and that that had caused
delay in regard to the matter. Now, in this connection I want to
offer as evidence the communication to the Judge-Advocate-General
and his answer on that question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let us see that first.
Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly. [Handing papers to the managers.l
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (after examining.) All right.
Mr. CARPENTER. I ask the Sem·etary to read the papers which
I hand to him.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :

Q. (By Mr. CARPE~"'TER.) What wa-s the date of the letter written
by General Grierson making complaint of the condition of things at
Fort Sill t
A. February 28, 1872.
Mr. CARPENTER. March 15, 1872, is the date of the letter to the
Judge-Advocate-General inquiring as to the authority of the Secretary of "'War to make this regulation a,.., to prices, and March 16 was
the date of the letter in reply, and March 25 was the date of the order which stopped it.
Mr. Mauager LAPHAM. And the order is directly adverse to the
opinion.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir. The Secretary of War was so anxious
to correct any abuse there that he took the responsibility of reversing his subordinat-e officer's opiJ?.ion and issued the order. If you had
impeached us for that, that would have been another thing.
The managers have read the letter from Banfield to the Secretary
of War and the Secretary of War's reply. So, of course, I do uot
wish to put those in at this point; but the other letters which were
written by the Secretary of War immediately aft-er that, making the
investigation, I wish to have read at this point. I ask the Secretary
to read what I send to the desk.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :

Official copy.

W. M. DUJ..TN,
Judge-.Advocate-GtneraJ..

W .AR DEPARTliiENT, BUREAU OF MILITARY JUSTICE,
March 16, 1872.
Brevet Major-General R. B. MARCY,
Inspector-General., U. 8 . .A.
GENERAL: I have to reply as follows to your communication of yesterday:
The existing law in regard to post-traders specifies the purpose for which they
are authorized, namely, "for the accommodationz" not of soldiers, but "of emigrants, frei~hters, and other citizena." The origmal statute on the subject, the
joint resolution of March 30, 1867, which the present act bas repealed, was similarly
expressed. Taking into consideration with such provision the abolition, almost
cotemporanoous with the first enactment, of the office of sutler, and the concluCross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
sion seems ne.cessarily to follow that Cong-ress in authorizing post-traders did not
Q. I want to call your attention to the copies of the Stevenson let- intend to substitute them for sutlers nor contemplate that they would as S'UCh
any connection with the bu iness of supplying goods to soldiers. In this
ter and of the Marsh letter of August 16, read yesterday. Look at have
view, to establish regulations by which traders shall be required to furnish certain
those and see from th~ir marks what was done with them by the articles for sale to soldiers and to affix certain prices thereto would in my opinion
be beyond the province of the Secretary. If in the absence of some such regula..
Secretarv.
A. There are in pencil-marks: apparently in the hand of the Secre- tion the enlisted men of the Army are in danger of being overreached in their dealings with this class of persons, this re ult must be charged to the defective state
tary of War, the words: " Answered August 16; file ; official," in- of the law ou the subjeot, which can be remedied only by additional legislation.
dorsed upon the letter of C. P. Marsh of.Au~st 16, H:!70.
The fact, it may be added, that the law places traders "under protection and
military control as camp-followers" does not, in my opinion, affect the above conQ. Now look at the other.
Such control, if exercised at all, could certainly not be exercised as to imA. There are two words marked in red ink upon the letter of recom- clusion.
pose upon the trader a character or obligation not contemplated by the terms of the
mendation by Mf. Stevenson uf Caleb P. Marsh, "Adjutant-General." statute.
That signifies that the letter was sent to the Adjutant-General for
I remain, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. HOLT,
file.
Judge-Advocate-General..
Q. Then these letters which were yesterday read in evidence, of

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington City, July 13, 1876.
Pursuant to !!ection 882 of the Revised Statutes, I hereby certify that the annexed
are true copies from the records of this Department.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the War
Department to be affixed on the day and year first above written.
[sEAL.j
J.D. CAMERON,
Secretary of War.
UNITED

STATES

OF AlfERICA,

BOARD FOR THE REVIBION OB THE ARMY REGULATIONS.

W ASHJNGTON, D. C., Ma.rch 15, 1872.
GENERAL : Will you oblige this board by giving a.n expression of opinion a.s to
whether there is anything in the act of Congress approved J ula!,~~~f~O, which
lo~ally debars the Secretary of War from o.rdering councils of a
· · tration to
affix a. tariff of prices upon goods that post-traders are to sell to troops, and desig.
na.tiug the articles that thoee tmders sfuill keep for sale to the troops¥
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W .AR DEPAR'niEh'T,
Washington Oity, NoveTT.ber 18, 1871.
Sm : Charges have been made t~ this Deparf,ment against Evans & Co., (which
is presumed to mean JohnS. Evans,) of FortS~ of introducing and selling liquor
in the Indian Territory. I desire that you report to me us early as practicable as
to thP. truth of these charges, and what quantities have been shipped by !!aid Evans,
antl whether such shipments have or have not been in accordance with your orders.
Your report will be addresseU.to me personally.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W.M:. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
Colonel B. H. GRIERSON,
Commanding Fort Sill, Indian Territory.
WAR DEPARTME.NT,
Washington Oity, December 5, 1871.
DEAR GENERAL: John S. Evans, post-trader at Fort Sill, Intlian Territory, baa
been chargetl with conveying spirituous liquors into the Indian Territorv and selling them without competent authority. On the 18th ultimo h~ showed"me a permit to sell liquors at Fort Sill which passed through your headquarters, and alleged
that all those sold by him nad been under that authority anrl in accordance witllits
terms. I will thank yon to inform me whether this permit was correct. The in·
formation I have is that Mr. Evans is a reliable and law-abiding man. Please address your answer to me direct and at your early convenience.
Very truly, yours,
W. W. BELKNAP
Sectetary of War.
Lieutenant-General P. H. SHERIDAN,
United State& .Army.
(NOTE, (in red ink.) War Department books do not show reply from General
Sheridan.J

(Personal.]
SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY, December 8, 1871.
Sm: Respectfully referring to your letter of the 18th ultimo, I have the honor to
report that more ale, wine, and porter was intl'oduced by JohnS. .Evans than was
contemplated by me in my indorsement of July (August) 2·!, 1871; bnt it was done
by the authority of the officer temporarily in command of the post while I was absent in the field.
I do not think that the post-trader has strictly complied with the provision!! of
my indorsement referred to, yet I believe it wa.s not his intention to VIolate the~
FOUT
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strictions imposed therein. As to the amount introduced, I respectfully refer yon
The WITNESS. I read some time ago an extract from a circular
to tbe report of .Tohn S. Evans, also to a copy of the indorsement authorizing the which was sent to the commanding officers of all posts at which
introduction, herewith inclosed.
traders were appointed·.
Very respectfully, your obedient seryant,
B H. GRIERSON,
Mr. CARPENTER. Now read that again.
Co!onel Tenth United States Cavalry, Commanding.
The WITNESS. After announcing the appointment of certain indiHon. W. W. BELKNAP,
-viduals as post-traders, the order proceeded: "As soon a-s Mr. -· - Secretary of War, Wa-shington, D, (}.

shall be prepared to enter u~o~ the discharge of his duties, yon will
cause thA removal from tbemilxtaryreservation at---of all traders
not holding a letter of appointment from the Secretary of War under
said act," being the act referred to in the first part of the circular.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Was that sent to the posts f
A. Yes, sir. Whenever a post-trader was appointed the commandin~ officer was notified of his appointment in that form.
Q. It was sent in the Fort Sill case a-s it waa sent in all the other
cases t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. At any other post in the United States, if the Secretary had
been informed that the old trader would not retire, would !here not
have been an order issued to the commander of the post to put him
outf
A. I do not know.
Q. What do you believe about it f
• Mr. Manager McMAHON. I object to the question.
Mr. CARPENTER. I congratulate the gentleman on gettin~ back
to regular testimony. (To the witness.) After the resignatiOn of
General Belknap as Secretary of War, was Mr. Evans removed as
post-trader at Fort Sill f
FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,
A. An order was sent to remove him, dated the 6th of Maroh, 1876.
December 2. 1871.
Mr. CARPENTER. Read that order, if you have it here.
Sm: In reply to your inquiries of this date, relative to the introduction and sale
The witness read as follows:
· •
of ale and wine, we respectfully submit the following statement:
fCopy from post records.]
FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,
August 22, 1871.
.Tohn S. Evans & Co., post-traders, request, in aecordance with the permission
from division headquarters, permi.~ion, under the direction of the commanding .
officer, to purchase and have deliv~red for sale at'\his post forty cases imperial wines,
thirty cases Cataw!>a wines, thirty ca.ses. still wines, and fifty barrels bottled ales;
states that the increased amount ordered beyond what is needed for immediate
supply is made to prevent great loss which would ooour by breakage from frost in
transporting in cold weather.
IIEADQUARTERS FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,
August 23, 1871.
Respectfully returned. The permission herein requested is hereby -~-anted under the authority given by the commanding general of the .Military Division of the
Missouri.
By order of Majar-General J. M. Schofield.
S. L. WOODWARD,
First Lieutenant Tenth Cavalry, Adjutant.
Offir.ial copy :
WM. H. BECK,
First Lieutenant, RegimentaJ, Quartermaster Tenth Cavalry, Post-Adjutant.

First. We have introduced ale and wine t.o the amount of f1,060.
Second. We have sold it to officers, in ~rson and on their orders, and in small
quantities, by permission, to troops and mvillan emp:oy6s.
Third. We have now on band ale and wine to tte amount of f300,
Fourth. We have been governed in the sale of the ale and wine referred to by
the provisions of the indorsement of the commanding officer Fort Sill, Inilian Territory, dated July 22, 1871.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.T. S. EVANS & CO.
Lieut. WH. H. BF..CK,
Tenth Cavalry, Post-Adjutant.
WAR DEPARTME?i'T, December 22, 1872.
SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the inclosed copies of letters just
received by me in relation to the sale of spirituous liquors by JohnS. Evans, posttrader at Fort Sill, and particularly to the letter of Colonel Benjamin H. Giierson,
which satisfies me that Mr. Evans had military authority for tbe sales of liquors
which he has made.
Very respectfully, &c.,
W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
To the SoLICITOR of the Treasury.

Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) General Townsend, have you the circular
of June 7, 1871 f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Plea-se read the clause of that circular which is marked in the
copy I hand you.
A. "Commanding officers will report to the W a.r Department any
breach of military regulation or any misconduct on the part of traders."
Q. Under that circular was it the duty o£ Colonel G;rierson, if he
knew of any impropriety existing at the post on the part of the traders to report it to the Department T
A. .A.t any time after the receipt of the circular it was his duty.
Q. This circular was issued June 7, 1871, and the date of his letter
is .February 28, 1872.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. So that he must probably have received this circular before that
letter was written. Let me see t.he Grierson letter. [The witness
handed the letter to the counsel.] Yon have read a letter or order from
the Secretary of War directing the other traders at Fort Sill, after
the appointment of Mr. Evans, to be removed; have you not f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was that the course pursued with all the posts after the act giving the power to the Secretary of War to make the appointments f
Mr. Manager HOAR. Be good enough to repeat your question, Mr.
Carpenter.
Mr. CARPENTER. I cannot.
Mr. Manager HOAR. The substance-Mr. CARPENTER. I want to prove that the same thing precisely
that was done at Fort Sill was done everywhere by a general order;
and that there iB but one exception in the United States, and that iB
in Texas, where there is more than one trader.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. But no special order was issued to any
post except this one;
1\!r. CARPENTER. Because nobody resisted it in the ot-h er cases.
· Here the man did not go when he was ordered, and therefore a &J>ecial order was issued that he should go. In the other ca.Ees they went
by mere obedience to the order, and there were more traders at this
post than at any other in the United States when the order was issued.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. That shows the great value of the post.
Mr. CARPENTER. That Ui not our fault. We did not make the
post.

LTelegram.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL's OFFICE,

Washington, March. 6, 1876.
Lieutenant-General SHERIDAN, Commanding, Ohicago:
The President directs yon notify Evans, post-trader Fort Sill, that his appoint.
mentis revoked. He will be permitted to remain and sell goods at prices fixed by
council of administration till appointment of successor. The President drsires
von t.o direct council of administration to meet, and to recommend to Secretary
'war, through military channels, suitable person for trader. ·Letter bv mail.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjt.-General.

The WITNESS. There was also a letter sent throngh'the mail in the
following terms:
WAR DEPA.RTMENT, ADJUTANT GE!<.'"ERAL's OFFICE,
WtUhinoton, March 6, 1876.
SIR : I have to inform you that your appointment as post-trader at Fort Sill, In·
dian Territory, has been revoked by direction of the President.
Respectfully,
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant-General.
Mr. JOHNs. EVANS,
Fo1·t SiU, Indian Territory.
(Throu~h the Lieut-enant-General commanding Military Division of the Missouri,
Chicago, illinois.)

There is also a letter addressed to General Sheridan upon the same
point.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) 'Vas a circular issued of which that is
one of the printed blanka, [handing a paper;] and, if so, at about
what timet
·
Mr. Manager LYNDE. What is the date of the circular!
Mr. CARPENTER. March 7, 1876.
Mr. Mana~er JENKS. What is its relevancy T
Mr. CARPENTER. 'l'o show that the order was issued and to
show the proceedings under it.
Mr. Manager JENKS. What has that to do with this case f
Mr. CARPENTER. I think it will acquit Mr. Belknap.
Mr. Manager HOAR. That was a.fte:r he went out f
Mr. Manager JENKS. Yes; be went out on the 2d. of March. I ·
object to it as irrelevant.
Mr. CARPENTER. We offer this circular in evidence.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. We object to the introduction of that circular in evidence. It bears date, I think, 7th of March, after the
resignation of Mr. Belknap, and has nothing whatever to do with the
case now before the court so far aa we can see.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. The testimony which we offer is that on the
7th of March, 1876, a general circular order was issued to every post
in the Umted States directing the officers to examine whether the posttraders were satisfad.ory; and, if not, to state that fact or to have
them removed ; and that in pursuance of the order, at Fort Sill on the
11th of April, 1876, there was a meeting of the officers and every one
of. them recommended the re-appointment of Mr. Evans.
A word further as to the relevancy of this testimony. The articles
charge that Mr. Belknap received money in consideration that he
would not remove Mr. Evans. Madison said in the convention which
framed the Constitution that the removal of a good officer without
cause would be impeachable. We want to see if we can be impeached
for not doing what Madison said would be impeachable. We wa.nt
to show that this man had the confidence of all the officers at the
post; that there never was any reaaon for removing him; and that
Mr. Belknap would have been in the wrong if he had removed him
at any time. .
Mr. Mannger LYNDE. Mr. President and Senators, it ifeems that
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this investiga.tion was not had until Mr. Belknap had sent in his resignation and vacated the office of Secretary of War. Ho had made
the appointment previously, it is true, on the recommendation. of the
officers at Fort Sill, when he was Secretary of War; but he refused to
make it until :Mr. Marsh t.hrew in his internst :md influence with the
Secretary of War, who had informed .Mr. Evans that he had already
promised this appointment to Mr. Marsh. That the officers at. Fort
Sill found no fault with Mr. Evans and excused him of the high
charges which he made for the goods which he sold to the officers
and soldiers on the ground that he was paying $12,000 a year bonus
we are informed by the letters of the commamling officers at the post
aml by the other evidence we have introduced in the trial. Therefore that these same officer~ should, subsequent to the resignation of
the Secretary of War, when this matter was under investigation and
when Mr. Evans was no longer called upon to pay this bonus of
$12,000, have sufficient confidence in his integrity to recommend his
continuance in· that position, makes nothing in favor of the accused
in this case. We therefore claim that it has no pertinency to the
issue before the Senat~, and a~k that it may be excluded.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the other side do not claim that there was
any excuse whatever at any time for the removal of .Mr. Evans by
the Secretary of War, that is one thing. They charge in the articles
of impeachment that we received money in co11sideration that we
would not remove him. We have already shown by letters from the
· very officers at the post, when they were interrogated officially by
Belknap, that he was a good trader, an honest man, &c. We now
propose tO show that the President, knowing nothing about this
thing, but the storm being raised, removed him at oncE\, and ordered
the council of administration to recommend a man, and that they
unanimously recommend him for re-appointment. It seems to me
that if the order to the post-trader about his house and permission to
take it away when he left the service is evidence on any issue in this
case, this is relevant as bearing on one of the express allegations of
the articles themselves.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, the court will observe
that there are two theories here ; one by the prosecution and mJe by
the defense, and they recur at every stage of this case. Yesterday we
had this battle with the managers, they assuming that we knew of
these arrangements, of the existence of this contract, and were receiving knowingly this money. Of course they think that theory is
trne, and of course they think there is no other theory in the case.
But there is another which we mean to make good to this "c ourt, and
it is' that we knew nothing of the consideration whatever; that this
appointment was made in perfect good faith ; that so far as we knew
the law was being executed, and when failure of its execution was
called to onr attention we got the advice of our officers, those who
were most familiar with this case, and got their remedies and applied
them. They would think the argument to be on their side that
we ought to have immediately removed this man, broken up his establishment, and turned him out, as the President did when the fact
was finally brought to his attention and it waB published that this
contract existed. Let the Senate assume, as we infer they will assume, that the Secretary of War knew nothing of this transaction
between these other parties; and that this man executed his duties
faithfully. That he did execute them faithfully and that he was a
good officer, we think is provedoy the unanimous recommendation
of the officers and soldiers at this post. We want now to show to
the court that this officer, notwithstanding all the charges which
were made, was recognized as a good and proper officer, and did his
duty so satisfactorily that every officer at the post recommended his
re-appointment. We think this competent proof. We think this
proper to go before the Senate as a circumstance to weigh in their
judgment upon this case.
Mr. Manager Mc.MAHON. Mr. President and Senators, the proposition under discussionis the admission of a recommendation of the
post-trader who was maintained in office by the Secreta:-y of War
under, as we claim, a corrupt arrangement, of which he was cognizant. The recommendation is signed by these parties after the whole
matte1· had been exposed to the world, after the Secretary of War had
gone out of office, and after, as has been well stated, Mr. Evans was
1·elieved of that incubus which made him at one time an undesirable
man at the post. Th~ inference that bas been drawn surprises me.
I am only more surprised by one thing in the arguments on the other
side, and that is the serene confidence in the innocence of his client as uniformly exhibited by my friend to the right (Mr. Blair) when
he gets up to say anything in regard to this case. John S. Evans, say
these gentlemen, was a good officer, and therefore .Mr. Belknap ought
never to have removed him. We never asked General Belknap t.o remove him. But what are the facts T These same officers, or others
who stood in the same position and had the same confidence of the
country, recommended John S. Evans unanimously in 1870 for this
post. Those papers were laid before the Secretary of War, and what
do we find Y The unaninlous recommendation of every man who knew
John S. Evans was overlooked. The fact that John S. Evans had invested one hUlldred and twenty-five thousand dollars1 worth of property there was overlooked.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is summing up the case, and has nothing
to do with this particular question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I beg your pardon; I am answering your
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argument. The fact that this man was to be ruined by the appointment of Caleb P. Marsh, who had no recommendation on file when appointed, was overlooked, and JohnS. Evans was put in not because
he had the recommeudation of every officer at the post, but in spite
of that fact, simply because Mr. Marsh went in and said, as we may
prove on our side, that he should be retained.
Mr. BLAIR. Does not the gentleman see that this is arguing the
case t . I put it to the gentleman if it is fair to get up here and repeat
and ding-dong all the time the facts claimed by tha other side before
the Senate upon the mere question of the admissibility of a piece of .
testimony as t.ending to show our theory of the case t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is impossible, Mr. President, to argue
the admissibility of any particular piece of evidence without in some
degree trenching npon the merits of the CMe; and I think I am excusable in doing that when I have to deal with gentlemen who are so
apt and expert in themselves.
To come back to the point I was arguing when interrupted, they
claim that JohnS. Evans ought not to have been removed and was
not removed, because he wa-s a good officer, and they want to prove
that by a subsequent statement, whereas until Caleb P. Marsh told
the Secretary of War " put my man Evans in," Evans could not
go in.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is not the question. The question is
whether he was a fit man to be in, uot how he got in.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Then the theory of the gentleman is
very much this, in politics, in ethics, and in law, that if you appoint
a fit man for a corrupt consideration, it is all right.
Mr. BLAIR. That is the old story.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I know it is the old story, and we are
going to try the case on the old story until we get through with it.
If these gentlemen are to be called and sworn, and will express therr
opinion here and be liable to be cross-examined if there is anything
of importance, very well; but this mere paper is nothing.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is an official paper coming from the office
of the Secretary of War.
:M:r. Manager McMAHON. But not an official opinion.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is as much official as the letters which you
have had read from the district attorneys in Missouri, or Arkansas,
or some other place.
Mr. ED~1UNDS. I shouldlike toasktbedat~of the circular which
is now offered.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will state the date of
the circular.
The WITNESS. The 7th of March, lt!76.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Shall the circular
be admitted f
The question was determined in the negative.
Mr. CARPENTER. We now offer the recommendation.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to that of course on the
same ground, thc~t it is a recommendation subsequent to March 2,
1876. Am I correct!
Mr. CARPENTER~ I understand so. I want to have taken down
in the record so that I can refer to it. perhaps hereafter, if necessary in
the argument of the case, the fact that we offer here to show that the
President issued a circular requiring the council of administration
at every post to examine into the competency of the traders then in
place and to recommend the removal of such as ought not to hold
the place; that in consequence of that order of the President, on the
11th of April, 1876, the council of administration at Fort Sill held its
regular meeting under that circular and recommended this man
Evans, and that he was also recommended by all the officers at the
post at the time.
· Mr. BLAIR. Does the Chair overrule our question f
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. On the same principle decided by
the Senate, the Chair sustains the objection, thb paper being subsequent t.o the resignation of the Secretary of War.
Mr. BLAIR. But it is a piece of evidence.
The PRESIDEl\TT pro temp01·e. The Chair so understood it, but decided it on the principle that it was subsequent to the date of resignation, and on that the Chair ruled. The Chair will, however, submit the question to the Senate, if desired, Shall this paper be admitted T
Mr. LOG A...~. What is the paper t
The PRESIDENT pro tempo,.e. Tho witness will give the date.
The WITNESS. "Proceedings of the council of administration convened at Fort Sill 7th March, 1876." The council convened on the 8th
of March pursuant t.o an order of the day previous.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. Shall this paper be received T
The qu{\Stion was determined in the negative.
Mr. ED~IUNDS. If the examination of this witness is to continue
much longer, I ask leave to move that the Senate take a recess for
fifteen mmutes in order that the counsel and witness may rest from
their labor during that time. (To Mr. Carpenter.) Will you want
the witness much longer f
.
Mr. CARPENTER. 0, yes, we shall want him for an hour longer1
or more.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that we take a recess for fifteen minutes~
The motion waM agreed to; ·a ud a recess of fifteen minutes was taken.
The Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment re-assembled
at three o'clock p. m.
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E. D. TOWNSEND's.cross-examination continued.
By Mr. CARPE~ER :
Question. Do you know Captain George T. Robinson, who waa in
the Tenth Cavalry!
Answer. I know there wa.s such an officer in the Tenth Cavalry.
Q. Was be at some time court-martialed f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you here the proceedings of his trial f
A. I have not the proceed.irigs; I have a copy of the order promulgating them. It does not include the testimony, but only the findings.
Q. You may state, if there is no objection to that form, what the
finding of the court was.
Mr. Mana.ger LYNDE. We object.
Mr. Manager HOAR. We do not object to the form; we object to
the substance.
Mr. CARPENTER. To the document then f
Mr. .Manager LYNDE. We object to that.
Mr. Manager HOAR. We do not object to the form but to the substance of the fact you propose to prove.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let us hear what the objection is.
Mr. Mana.ger LYNDE. For what.purpose is it sought to introduce
this evidence!
Mr. CARPENTER. We offer it for this purpose: This man Robinson waa, as I understand, court-martialed and sentenced by the court
to be dismissed the service. He was at the Saint Louis barracks at
t.be time; and after the finding by the court was sent on to Wa-shington to be approved by the Secretary of War he wrote a letter to
the. Secretary substantially stating the allegations which are now
mude in these articles and by the testimony offered bythe managers,
and C<Jntaining what we regard as a blackmailing appeal to the Secretary of War, that he must disapprove of the findings of that court
or the writer would take steps to disclose what be says existed in regard to the tradership at Fort Sill.
.Mr. Manager LYNDE. What is the date of that communication T
Mr. CARPENTER. April2, 1875. Thereupon General Belknap examined the papers in the case, found that the proceedings were regular·, that the court was justified in its finding, and he approved the
finding and cashiered the captain, and filed this of record.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Who approves the finding, the Secretary of
War or the President!
Mr. CARPENTER. The President approved it, but it passed
through several channels. It was approved first by the Judge-Advocate-General, then by the Secretary of War, and then by the President, who ordered the dismi8sal. General Belknap filed this Jetter at
that time wit.h those papers, and we have it certified here from the
files of the War Department.
Mr. HOWE. At what time was that letter filed f
Mr. CARPENTER. This letter is dated April2, 1875.
Mr. HOWE. Does the date of the filing appearf
Mr. CARPENTER. It does not. This is certified, but it does not
certify the time when it was filed.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Probably after t,b at time.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. I do not yet understand from the counsel
tbe purpose or object they have in presenting that record or those
papers to the court.
Mr. CARPENTER. I thought I had gone far enough to show the
bearing of it, We should argue to a jury, because it might be necessary thtlre; we should not take any time to argue it to this Senate,
because we should suppose the thing was transparent that a man
would not put deliberately upon the records of the War Department
evidence of any transaction which implicate.d him if he knew there
was such a. transaction and that it did implicate him. T.he fact that
under that threat he approved of the finding, and that this man was
subsequently dismissed, and this letter put upon the files of the Department., has a material bearing. We shall show that at the time
wben these papers came on they were exhibited to General Townsend,
and a few days after were filed in the office; I do not now at what
particular time.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Has this letter ever been filed in the office!
Mr. CARPENTER. I think so from that certificate, [h,anding tho
papers to Mr. Manager LTh"'DE.]
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Haa the General the original of which this
is a copyf
Mr. CARPENTER. He· says he has.
Mr. Manager LYNDE, (to the witness.) Look to the original and
see when it was filed.
The WITNESS. There is no mark on the letter to show.
Mr. CARPENTER, (to the witness.) Was that leUer shown to you
about the time the finding of the court waa sent on for approval f
Mr. Manager HOAR. One moment. We object to that. Mr. President and Senators,·I understand the offer of proof is exactly this:
that in April, 1875, an Army officer who had been court-martialed
wrote a letter to the Secretary of War stating that this bargain alleged to have existed between the Secretary·of War and l\Iarsh and
Marsh and Evans had come to his knowledge, and thi·eatening that
if the Secretary did not cause the proceedings under the court-martial
to be aba.ndoned he would expose the information he had gained, and
thut thereupon the Secretary of War made known the letter to the
Adjutant-General and proceeded to ndvise the President to approve

the sentence of the court-martial dismissing the officer from the service, which was accordingly done.
Mr. CARPENTER. And that be also showed this letter to the
President at the t.ime.
Mr. Manager HOAR. That does not strengthen the offer any.
Now, it seems to me a statement of that offer is enough to show its
total immateriality to the ca-se. It is not necessary to argue it.
The PRESIDENT pro tenipore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate, Shall this paper be admitt,ed T
1\Ir. HOWE called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered.
l\Ir. MITCHELL. Before the vote is taken I should like to inqnire
from the counsel for the defense if they are able to state when this
letter was filed in the Department f
Mr. CAUPENTER. Mr. President, I understand General Townsend can state all about that. We understand that it was filed about
the time of the receipt of it and about the time it waa acted upon.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It never was in his office. It came from
General Dunn's office.
Mr. CARPENTER. Its being in the Adjutant-General's Office is of
no cc;msequence. The point about it is, that this man had been tried
by a court-martial; the finding of the court had been sent on to
Washington for approval and was pending for approval by the War
Department at the time.
Mr. MERRIMON. What time f
Mr. CARPENTER. In April, 1875, or about that time. While that
was pending there, this man writes a letter-it is an oracular kind of
letter; it is a blackmailing letter evidently, aa the letter will show
when read-setting forth that he is informed of irregularit·ies in
regard to the tradership at Fort Sill and some coimection of the Sec-retary of War with it, and then he informs the Secretary that if he
is driven out of the Army, that is to say, if the finding of that comtmartial shall be approved, he will take certain steps; on the other
band, if that. finding is not approved and he is retained in the Army,
he will send all these evidences to General Belknap. General Belknap, getting this letter, sends for the papers, examines them himself
in connection with the Adjutant-General, shows the Adjutant-General this lett.er, approves the finding himself, takes it up to the President anrl shows it with this letter to the President, and the President
affirms the findinO' of the court, and cashiers the man from the Army.
Mr. CONKLING. Is the writer of this letter connected with the
case in any other way t
Mr. CARPENTER. In no other way than that while the finding
of the court was pending before the Secretary of ·war it was writ.tcn
by him to the Secretary of War and received by the Secretary, and is
marked "personal," and in 1875 this was shown to the President and
to the officers having charge of this case, and about that time lodged
with the papers in the case. That is what we offer to show, and then
we shall aak some presumption arising from that fact of Mr. Belknap's
innocence or that he is so great a fool that he is not amenable to
criminal justice.
.Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, it seems to me that t.hat act
of the Secretary of War affords no evidence or presumption of his
innocence. A black-mailing officer, himself convicted by court-martial, sent t.o the Secretary a certa.in threat and demanded certain nction. If . the Secretary of War had acceded to his demand, he would
have put himself in the power of that officer forever; and the acceding to that demand or concealing the letter from the persons about
him in the War Department won.ld have been a confession of guilt.
On the contrary, the exhibition of the letter and t.he going on with
the court-martial was denial. All, therefore, that it is offered to
show from the conduct of the Secretary of War is that in April, 1875,
being charged with this offense, he denied it and did not confess it;
in other words, he seeks to make evidence for himself by proving a
denial, which is the substance of his own conduct.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Mr. President and Senators, I desire w
state another fact in this connection. The managers learned from
Mr. Robinson that be had communicated with the Secretary of ·war
the offense which had been committed at Fort Sill. We foilowed it
up by an inquiry at the Adjutant-General's Office to learn whether
any such commtmication from Captain Robinson was upon file, and
we have the certificate of the Adjutant-General that no such paper
is among the files of the War Department. Now, until it is shown
that this paper was pla-ced on file before these accusations were publicly made against the defendant, we certainly object to its introduction. There is no evidence at this time as to when, if ever, it was
placed on file. It was not there at the time we began this investigation, as we have the evidence of the office to show; and on t.l:iat
ground we object and object most strenuously to the receipt of this
paper.
Mr. CARPENTER. In that particular I understand that the manager is mistaken. We shall prove, as I understand it, from General
Townsend himself, that this paper was in the files of the Department
long before any exposure came, and about, as I understand, the time
of the approval of the finding of the court.
Mr. S~GENT. Is there objection to haviug that fa-ct proved preliminarily before we proceed to vote on the admission of the documeiJt?
Mr. Manager HOAR. No; let that question be asked.
The PRESIDENT p1"0 tempm·e. If there be no objection the question will be put.
·
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Q. (lly Mr. CARPENTER.) Have you the original of this letter!
A. I have.
Q. To your best recollection when was it filed or left with the pa.pet'S in that case in the Department; it appears not to be marked
"filed¥"
A. I saw the letter; I think it must have been just about the day
of its receipt. It was not then left with me, but I subsequently obtained it from General Dunn, now the Jndge-.A.dvocate-General of tile
Army. I cannot say when it <'·arne into his hands or llow.
Q. Was it not sent to him with the court-martial papers wllen they
were sent to llim for his P-xamination and approval f
A. Very possibly, but he must tell that; I cannot.
Mr. Manager HOAR. You may assume that, Mr. Carpenter, for the
pntpose of your qnestion.
Mr. CARPENTER. That we understand is the fact, that they were
sent to the Judge-Advocate-General and afterward by him returned.
Q. (By Mr. WHYTE.) I desire to ask the Adjutant-General when he
personally received that letter from the Judge.-Advocate-GeneraU
A. I think it was about the 3d of March, 1876.
Q. That was after the resignation.
A.. After tbe resignation of the Secretary of War.
Mr. CARPENTER. That, I submit, can make uo difference. It
was in a public office, in Dunn's office. It did not matter whether it
came back with the papers or was there. It had been in a.·public
office of the Government all this time.
1\fr. Manager McMAHON. · It was not an official paper; it was a
personal letter ; and so the Adjutant-General will tell you.
Q. (lly 1t1r. LOGAN.) I wish to ask the witness this question: Is
General Dunn the J udge-.A.dvocate-General of the Army f
A.. Heis.
Q. Is his office a part of the War Department f
A. It is.
Q. Does he keep regular. files of papers f
A. He keeps the files of court-martial cases.
Q. The papers in regard to courts-martial f
A.. Yes, sir.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the admission
of this paper.
The Question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 21, nays
18 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Conkling, Conover. Cragin
Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe, Ingalls, Lo~an, Mitchell, Morrill
of Vermont, Paddock, Sar_gent. Shertuan, West, and Wright-21.
NAYS-Messrs. lloJZY, Cockrell, Dawes, Dennis, E(lmunds, Gordon , Hamilton,
K elly, Kernan, Key, .McCreery, .Maxey, Merrimon, Robertson, Wadleigh, Wallace
Whyte, aml Withers-lB.
NOT VOTING-Messrs . .Alcorn, Anthon~, Barnum, Bayard, Burnside, Cameron
of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Caperton, Cbristiancy, Clayton, Cooper,
Davis, D~rooy, Eaton, Golclthwait~, Hamlin. John ton, Jones of Florida. Jones of
Nevada, McDonald, McMillan, Morrill of Maine, Morton. Norwood, Odcsby, PattcrRon, Randolph, Ransom, Saulsbury, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, Th~urman, and
Windom-34 . .

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is overruled.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) What was the finding of the court in the
case of Captain Robinson f
A.. I read from General Court-Martial Orders No. 25-.Mr. "Manager McMAHON. One moment before that goes on. It
seems to me, Senators, that we are not now to go into the trial of
Mr. Robinson. That is what this leads to. We are, I suppose from
the gentleman's asking for this finding, to discover whether Mr. Robinson was properly convicted or improperly convicted.
Mr. CARPENTER. Not at all.
'
Mr. Manager McMAHON. What is the object in asking the question f
Mr. CARPENTER. Simply that he was convicted.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. What difference does it make whether
he was convicted or not f You want simply to produce the letter and
prove the faot that it was put on file. Who Mr. Robinson was, or
what connection he had with it, has nothing to do with this case, it
seems to me.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to show that the letter was written to
General Belknap at the time that case was pending before him for
approval or disapproval. Of course I do not care to go iuto the testimony in that case to show whether the finding was right or wrong,
but simply to show the pendency of the case in the War Department.
. Mr. Manager McMAHON. It IB sufficient to show that it was pend-

mg.

Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Now, what was the judgment!
A.. The sentence was, "to be cashiered and forfeit to the United
States all pay and allowances now due or to become due, and to have
his crime, name, pla{le of abode, and punishment published in and
about Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Saint Louis, Missouri." The
sentence is" approved."
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. Carpenter, I do not understand that
the Adjutant-General gave the date of this approval of the sentence.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) What was the date of the judgment
and what the date of the approval T
A.. The date of the approval by the President was April14, 1875.
Q. Do you remember the fact of the papers in that case being submitted to the Secretary of War for examination !
A. I know that they were submitted to him, and there are marks
in his hand writing on the original proceedings showing that he llad
seen them.
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Q. Then from him t.hey pass to the President, who makes the order
of final approval and discharge f
A.. So I suppose, though I do not know it of my own knowledge.
Q. Does not the order say soT
A.. The order says so, and I believe that the Secretary of War took
the proceedings to the President and obtained his approval. Mr. CARPENTER. Now, we offer tllis letter, and ask that it be
read.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Ha\e you any objection to my asking
one question before you ren.d it f
.
Mr. CARPENTER. Of cotu-se not.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) How does the date of the approval of the order in regard to Mr. Robinson correspond with the
date of the receipt of that letter by General Belknap f
A.. It must have been several days subsequent to the receipt of the
letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. Read the letter.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
[Personal.]
SAINT LOUIS BARRACKS, MISSOURI, April 2, 1875.
Sm : I have the honor to inform you tbat I am now preparing a sef of charges
against the firm of J. S. Evans & Co., post-tmders at the po t of Fort Sill, Idaho·
Territory. I have been stationed at that post since its first location in 1868. Among
the many charges I am preferring against this firm is one of malicious slander, in
which both members of this firm have repeatedly stated, not only to myself bnt
to Brevet Major.General Hazen, Brevet Major. General Grierson, and many others
of the officers of the Sixth Infantry and Tent.h Cavalry, that they were payin.!! you ·
atoue time $15,000peryear, at another date $12,000peryen~r. 1,000 por month in advance, and only a short time ago Mr. J. J. Fisher stated in my quart· rs at this post
that he was still paying you the same amount. He al!io informed General Grierson
at the same date at this post of what he termed ' ' these facts." I was, while at the
post of Fort Sill, Idaho Territory, on the post council of administration many times
2s its "recorder." The reueatetlstatements of both J. S. Evans andJ. J . Fisher to
the fact that they could not sell their goods any cheaper to the men.a.nd officers of
the United States Army bec.ausll they were obliged t-o pay to the Secretary of War
15,000 per year. monthly in advance, I took doWIJ carefully with day an<l date and
the names of the officers present who heard these statements made. They·were
made before me officially as the recorder of the post council of administration.
I haYe thought that you. sir, should know these facts before I brought them to
your official notice by Sef!ding the charges to you through .a!! of the official channels, and to ask your adviCe as to t.he best and most expOOitiOU8-lDanller of bringing these men to justice. Every man and officer of these regiments have been
most outrajleously swindled by this firm, as I have abundant testimony to prove.
If I leave the Army by sentence of the general court-martial that has just tried
me, it is by getting into unavoidable debt to these men, who, after getting all the
money I had, now seek to ruin me, knowin_g that I alone am in possession of all the
fa~ts1n the case against them. I honestly belitwe that these slanders on your namo
B·'ld action are false, and shall bring this firm to speedy justice, whether I am in
or out of the Army, and ask of you, sir, your advice as to my pruoodnre before
ootion. Should I remain in the Army, I shall, if you de ire, transmit all of tho
docnments en tiro to you for your infonnatiou and such action as you may see fit to
take. I will either act as prosecutor or witness. as you may elect. Many of my
notes are at my home in Baltimore, some of them here ; but I have enough to draw
charges on here, which I am now doing. Several newspaper men have made me
very alluring offers for these papers, but I prefer to take the course I am now c]o.
ing, so as to get officially all the facta on record Uefore a court of justice against
these men.
I am, general, your obedient servant,
GEO. T. ROBINSON,
Oaptain Te-nth 0a1Jalry.
Ron. W. W. BELKNAP.
SecretaT1J of War.

Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I want to call your attention now, General, to the charges about whisky and the investigations which were
made of them. I want to know if there was anything abont that
transaction on the part of the Secretary of War that. was a departure
from t.he ordinary method of doing such business in the Department f
I mean the correspondence with Grierson and the other letters on the
subject. Was that the usual way of investigating any charges that
were madef
A. It is often done in that way. Sometimes it·is done by directing
the Adjutant-General to write to the commanding officer.
Q. Tho way is to write to the commanding officer before action f
A. Yes sir; to tell him to investigate.
Q. The letters were all filed officially, and a record kept uf the entire proceedingf
'
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You do not mean to claim in this particular case that there was any official order to the commanding officer to investigate f
Mr. CARPENTER. Most decidedly. I read the letter to -that
effect about an hour ago.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I must have been out.
Mr. HOWE. Before the subject of this letter passes away, I wish
to understand whether the witness did or did not state where the letter was kept between the time of its receipt in 1875 and the time at
which I understand him to say it came on to his files in 1876; or
whether he knew.
Mr. 1\Iana.ger LAPHili. He does not know• .
The WITNESS. The letter was showed to me by the Secretary of
War about the date of its receipt. I subsequently, after the resignation of General Belknap, received it from the hands of General Dunn,.
the Judge-Advocate-Geueral. I do not know where it was between:
the time I first saw it and the time that General Dunn received it, or
when General Dunn dicl receive it, or how.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) But you say you saw it about the time it
was received 7
A.. I think so.
Q. In connection with the papers of that case~
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A. No, sir.
Q. I do not say that it ·was filed with the papers; but did you see
it about the time that case was being considered in the War Department!
A. The proceedings of the court-martial were received in the.JudgeAdvocate-General's office on the 1st of April, 1875. This letter was
written at_l;aint Louis on the 2d of April, 1875, and the envelope
shows that it was post-marked there on the 3d of April, 18i5. My
recollection is that when the Secretary of War showed me this letter
be asked me where the proceedings in the Robinson case were and
directed me to get them from the Judge-Advocate-General ns soon as
possible. I know the proceedings were approved by the President on
the 14th of April, 1875.
Q. Severa.l days after the receipt of that letter T
A. Several days after I saw the letter.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Mr. Carpenter, will you ask whether the
President would approve except on the request of the Secreta~ of
WarT
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) The President nright approve, of course,
without the request of the Secretary of Wart
A. I have never been present at any conference between the Secretary_and t.he President on those subjects.
Q. (By Mr. MITCHELL.) Is there anything on thls paper to indicate
that the Secretary of 'Var took any action whatever eit.her recommending approval or disapproval f Is there anything indicating on
· the paper that the Secretary of War did anything T
A. On the proceedings of the court in the Secretary's handwriting,
as nea.r as I remember it, are these words: "Approved by the President."
Q. (By Mr. CONKLING.) In the handwriting of the Secretary T
A. In the handwriting of the Secretary of War.
Q. Did the witness state who carried the proceedings to the President for approval T
A. I did not. My impression is the Secretary of War took them.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Did you or not understand at the time
this matter waa being examined by the Secret-ary of War that he was
in favor of approving the finding of the court!
A. I did so understand.
•
Q. And that be took the papers to the President to have the President ratify the finding and discharge the man T
A. I am quite sure that was the case.
Q. How long have you been connected with the War Department
in various positions f '
,
A. I first came into the War Department as a subaltern officer in
1846, but have not been on duty there all the time since.
Q. How long have you been A(ljutant-General T
A. I received the commission on the 22d of February, 1869, but was
acting in that capacity before.
Q. Under what Secretaries of War have you acted as AdjutantGeneral f
A. Secretary Stanton, Secretary Rawlins, Secretary Grant, Secretary Schofield, Secretary Belknap, Secretary Taft, and Secretary Cameron. I believe those are all.
Q. What was the manner of the discharge of his duties as Secretary of War by General Belknap while he held that office T
A. He impressed me as a person who took great care to understand
all the business that came before him and to transact it efficiently
andjnstly.
Q. Does not your position as Adjutant-General give yon an insight
into many of the duties that are discharged by the Secretary of
WarT
A. It does.
Q. And a pretty good opportunity to judge whether he did hls duties
well or illY
A.. Yes, sir.
_
Q. In other words, your relation to the Secretary is a confidential
relation, is it not T
A. In matt.ers purely military it is.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is all I have to ask the witness at present. We may recall him hereafter in connection with other subjects.
Re-e'Xamined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. Have you the original letter of Robinson there f
A. Yes, sir:
Q. Look at it and state to the court whether that letter has ever
been of official record in the Judge-Advocate-General's Office with the
proceedings of the court-martial.
A. It has no mark indicating that.
Q. When letters are filed officially, do they always have marks indicating that they have been so filed f
A. As a rule they ought to have, but they may not be so marked.
Q. You _:find no such marks upon that paperT
A. No, sir.
Q. Was that paper handed to you by the Judge-Advocate-General
alone or with other papers f
A. Alone. I may say, however, that I asked the Judge-AdvocateGeneral to give me the proceedings of the court in Robinson's case at
a different time from the time this letter was handed to me.

Q. Before or after f
A. I cannot recollect. It must have been nearly the same day at
any rate.
Q. But when you did ask him for the proceedings you did not get
that.letter with the proceedings f
•
A. I did not. However, the Judge-Advocate-General may have
gone to the proceedings to get this letter when he handed it t.o me. I
cannot tell whether it was put with the proceedings or not. I do not
know.
_
Q. All you know is that be handed you the papers at different
timesf
A. Yes, sir.
Q. (By l\ir. BLAIR.) You do not recollect whether he handE'Ai you
those papers before or after he handed you that; letter f
A. No; Idonot.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Would not the fact that this letter was
marked "personal" prevent its being marked" official"without some
specific instruction about it 'J
.Mr. Ma11ager McMAHON. I am not through with the witness.
Mr. CARPENTER. I beg pardon. .
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I thought you did not understand it.
(To the witness.) At the time that letter was shown to you by the
Secretary of War did conversation paas between you and him in regard to itf
A. So far as I recollect he sent for me especially, and when I proceeded to his room he handed me the letter and said, "I wish you
would read that." I made the remark, "It looks to me like a threat,"
when I retnrned it to him. I cannot recollect whether he made any
reply ot not.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did anythirig further transpire
then between you and him f
A. Nothing that I recollect in connection with this letter, except
tba.t my impression is that he at that time asked me in relation to
the proceedings in Robinson's court-martial.
Q. Did he at that time or at any subsequent time direct any investigation to be made at Fort Sill in regard to the statements therein
made as to whether Evans & Co. had made such statements!
A. Not to me.
Q. To your knowledge, did be make any such inquiry of any person f
A. I do not know of any such inquiry.
Q. But be immediately called for the proceedings, and in two or
three days brought them back to you indorsed, "Approved by the
President,': and the approval in his handwriting t
A. They did not come to me through his hands; but that is in the main the course they took.
Q. The date of that letter, I believe, was Saint Louis, April2, 1875 f
A. Yes, sir; and postmarked April3.
Recross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Was it received in due course of mail from Saint Louis to Washington T
A. From the connection of events in my mind, I think it must have
been received in due course of mail, and that I saw it the day of its
receipt.
Q. Who preferred the charges against Captain Robinson on which
he was court-martialed t
A. They were preferred in the regular routine course of business at
my instigation. Charges were drawn up by the Judge-AdvocateGeneral on official papers which came into my hands and which Ireferred to hlm for the purpose.
Q. Did the Secretary of War know anything about those charges T
A. When they were prepared I said to him that I proposed to ask
General Pope, the commanding officer of th~ department, to order a
court-martial for the trial of Robinson upon those charges, mentioning not in detail but generally what the charges were. The Secretary of War assented. and that course was taken.
Q. Did the Secretary of War know Robinson or anythlng about
him!
A. I have no reason to suppose he did.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is all.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the managers desire to put any
further questions to the witness.
_
Mr. CARPENTER. I simply put these questions for the purpose
of showing that Belknap was not persecuting him.
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the witness.) One question, General. In the conversation between you and General Belknap did he
state anything about having received a. previous letttjr of similar import¥
The WrT~ESS. No, sir; not that I remember.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Of course before the institution of the
court-martial. That is all.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The witness is excused.
WILLIAM F. MOODY ca.lled and sworn.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state to gentlemen on the -other
side, in order to expedite matters, why we call Mr. .Moody. We bad
him under subpcena originally, but sickness detained him. He is the
express agent at New York who made out the original way-bills of
these money packages. If you desire anything further on that question we are ready to go into it. If you waive it-_-
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Mr. CARPENTER. We do not desire you to go further into it.
· Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not want to consume time. He
is the person who made out the original way-bills, as you will remember the testimony, gentlemen.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. We 9o not want to bother you about that.
Mr. 1\Ianager McMAHON, (to the witness.) You may go home, Mr.
Moody. The point is conceded by the other side.
Mr. EDMUNDS. What is conceded t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is conceded that the way-bills accompauying the money are sufficiently proved, and substantially, as I understand, admitted by gentlemen on the other side.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Do you mean by that that the person who purported to send the money really sent it f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Not that, because we expect to prove
that by Mr. Marsh . This is simply the express agent who received it.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I -understand that the counsel do not propose to offer any evidence to contradict the fact that Mr. Belknap receivecl the packages which webaveshownber~ceiptedfor. Thatisall.
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand that you have already proved
these papers. Do yon call him to prove the handwriting and all that
sort of tbingf
Mr. Manager HOAR. You do not propose to offer any evidence to
contradict the fact that he received those packages!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Perhaps I bad better ask Mr. Moody
one or two questions in the same connection.
WILLIAM F. MOODY examined:
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.
Question. What is your position in New York f
Answer. Money clerk in Adams Express Company.
Q. How many years have yon been with that company f
A. Thirteen years.
Q. It is your business toma.keonttheway-billsaccompanyingmoney
shipments to Washington and other places f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Are you acquainted with Caleb P. Marsh t
A. I am not.
Q. You do not remember him T
A. I do not.
Q. In making out these way-bills from New York just state in brief
the manner in which you make them up; what is done with the money,
&c. Explain in a few words.
A. The way-bill is made by copying the address, the amount on
the package, the consignor's name, and the consignee:s name on a
sheet called a way-bill.
Q. Who a.ssists you now in comparing those packages with the
way-uillsf
·
.A. I am assisted by Mr. Young at times; at other times I do it aJ1
myself.
}lr. Manager McMAHON, (to the counsel for the respondent.) Do
yon desire any further proof f Do you wish us to go through the
books a1;1d identify them f
Mr. CARPENTER. No.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Very well.
Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. You do not see the money in the packages f
•
A. No, sir. I do not know anything about them except from the
marks.
Q. You do not know that any one of those packages contained any
moneyf
A. I do not. It might have contained brown paper, so far as my
knowledge goes.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) But when yon put on the waybill an entry of a package and the figures '' 1,500," that indicated
t;hat " 1,500" waa on the outside of the envelope f
A. ln all cases.
Q. (By 1\lr. CARPENTER.) Does that indicate 1,500 in money or
$1,500 in value in the package f
A. I cannot answer that question.
Q. You cannot tell f
A. I cannot ten what it contains.
Q. You receive it as a package and the company becomes responsible for the amount marked upon itf
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And your rates of charges of course depend on the va\ne of the
package!
A. On the value of the package.
Re-examined by Mr. :Manager McMAHoN.
Q. State whether the money packages that are delivered to you a.a
money packages proper come forward in a separate safe from other
express packages.
A. They do. ·
Q. A separate way-bill a.ccompanies the separate safe t
A. Wba~ we call a money way-bill.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. But whether it is money or something else you are not required
to know and you do not know Y
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A. We do not know.
Q. You do not know that it contains anything except brown paper f
A. Not from ruy own knowledge, only from what is marked on tile
outside of the package.
1\Ir. Manager McMAHON. I will say to the gentlemen that if they
desire us to be put to the trouble, we can identify all these way-bills
as being written by the witness.
Mr. CARPENTER. We do not want to put you to any trouble
wbat~ver.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. Is it conceded that · he will teetify to
thatf
Mr. CARPENTER. Draw up the stipulation you want me to sign
and I will do it. I have stated over and over again that it is conceded.
The PRESIDENT pro tem1Jore. The witness is discharged.
E. V. SMALLEY sworn and examineo.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. Where do you now reside!
Answer. In Philadelphia.
Q. What is your present occupation f
A. I am a journalist.
Q. For what newspaper do you write f
A. For the New York Tribune.
Q. How long have you been in that position f
A. Six or seven years, I think~ connected with the Tribune.
Q. In 1872 where were you located f
A. In Washington.
Q. What department of the correspondence of the New York Tribune did you have; the whole or any particular department f
A. Mainly matters connected with the House of Representatives;
the proceedings of the House.
Q. How about military affairs f
A. I cannot say t.hat I had charge of that department, but most of
the dispatches on that subject were writ,ten by me.
Q. What position did you hold as well to any committee in tbe
Honse that yoar f
A. I was at that time clerk of the Military Committee of the House.
Q. Do yon remember an article that appeared in the New York
Tribune making certain charges in regard to the tradership at Fort
Sill-say, February 15, 161 or 17, 1872f
A. Yes; I wrote a dispatch, I think, on the 15th of February, 1872,
on that subject.
Q. Have yon looked at that article f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you remember the article T
A. I rem em her the article .
Q. From whom did you obtain the information upon which those
charges were made.
·
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to. .A regular journalist is·not
bound to furnish any authority whatever for his statements.
Mr. Manager McUAHON. That is his privilege.
Mr. CARPENTER. And therefore you should not violat& it by
asking him where he got his information.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If that is the only ground we waive
the question. (To the witness.) After the article appeared in ·the
New York Tribune, state whether any action was taken by the Secretary of War in regard to it, and what that was f Did any paperscome to you out of the usual course of business f
A. No papers came to me. The order that has been referred to m
this trial upon the subject of post-traders waa sent to our office to
Mr. White, who was in charge of the office. I saw the order that
evening.
Q. (By Manager McMAHON.) What order do yon refer to now, the
order of March 25 or the l~tter to General Grierson f
A. I refer to the order of March 25.
Q. Do you remember of General Hazen having testified before the
Military Committee f
.A. I do.
Q. Do yon remember as a fact that his testimony a.S given befor~
the Military Committee was reported in the New York Tribune? •
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that. Produce the Tribune. That
is the best evidence.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not propose to prove its contents.
I only ask as a matter of fact; but I waive the question! to- get along
more speedily. (To the witness.) Did General Belknap know that
you were a correspondent of the New York Tribune heref
A. I have no doubt that be did.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did he seek any interview with
yon in re~ard to the publication of this article of the 15th af February, 1872!
A. No; I do not think he sought any interview on the subject.
Q. Did you have any conversation with him f
A. I have been reminded to-day of a circumstance which I had forgotten: That on one occasion, being at the War Department on soine
other business-! think committee business-General Belknap invited
me to ride up to the Capitol in his carriage and at that time the subject was mentioned, I think, but it bad nearly escaped my mind.
Q. Now, stat~ what took place between you at that time 7
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A. I cannot state the conversation. There were two other persons
in the carriage, one I think the chief clerk of the \Var Department,
and I remember the circumstance chiefly not from any conversation
but from the fact that the carriage wa-s very small and two of the
gentlemen were very large, and we had some apprehension that we
should not get up Capitol Hill.
Q. Was this article in the New York Tribune the subject of conversation t
A. 1 cannot testify positively to the conversation. I think some
reference was made to it.
Q. Was any inquiry made of you in regard to the authorship of
the article!
A. I think not.
Q. Was any inquiry made of you with. a view to looking after the
abuses of this matter, as to where you got your information, where
it came from f
A. I have no recollection.
Q. About how many days was it after this article had appeared in
the Tribunef
.
A. I think it must have been a week or two. I think it was shortly
before the order of March 25 was issued.
Q. You remember the fact, I believe, that General Hazen was a. witness before the Military Committee f
A. I do.
Q. Where did the Secretary of War go a.t that time you were riding
toward the Capitol f
A. He came to the Capitol; we a.ll got out in front of the Senate
wing, I think.
Q. Did he go before the Military Committee that day T
A. I think not.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is all.
The PRESIDENT pro tempfYre. Do counsel desire to put any questions to the witness T
Mr. CARPENTER. We do, if anything has been testified to by this
witness; but we do not understand that anything has been. ·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We sometimes miss it.
Mr. CARPENTER. I will act on my own assumption that there
has not been anything proved, and I will not cross-examine.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness is excused.
LEONARD WmTNEY sworn 'and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. What is your occupation'
Answer. I am manager for theWestern Union Telegraph Company.
Q. How many years have you occupied that position f
A. Some four or five years; since 1~1.
Q. Have you been subprenaed to bring with you the telegrams passing between Wa-shington and New York and between Caleb P. Marsh
and W. W. Belknap!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you made search for those telegrams f
A. I have.
Q. How far back have you the telegrams f
A. Only as far ba.ck as June, 1873.
Q. Why have you no others t
A. They have been destroyed in the regular course of our business.
Q. What is your usual custom in the office in regard to keeping old
·dispatches f
A. Our rule ha.s been to retain dispatches for two years. After that
they can be destroyed.
Q. Now open your package and see what dispatches yon havefrom
Washington to New York, paasing between Mr. .Marsh orR. G. Carey
& Co. and W. W. Belknap.
A. Before I do so I wish· to state that I cannot produce these telegrams unless I am required to do so by the court; and I respectfully
submit to the court that they are privileged communications, and I
ought not to be required to produce them.
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. The court can settle that question very
shortly.
The'PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate, Shall the witness produce the telegrams f
The question was decided in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT p1'o ternpore. The witness will produce the tel~
grams.
Mr. SHERMAN. I ask the Chair if counsel will not be expected to
specify the part.i cular telegrams called for f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state to the Senator that we have
been unable to see them and know what they are. We have certain
dates about which we have particularly inquired; but the witness
would no more show them to us as individuals than he would to the
Senate, except on the vote of the Senate, and we do not know what
he has.
Mr. SHERMAN. The questions will disclose what is wanted, I suppose.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the witness ba-s any telegrams signed by
Belknap, they are competent eviflence.
.Mr. :Manager McMAHON. There may be some that may have been
delivered to Belknap.

Mr. CARPENTER. That would not make them evidence against
Belknap.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Have you the dispatches arranged in order'
A. In chronological order.
Q. I want you first to take the dispatches passing between Washington and New York, and those that do not apply to them to lay
aside.
A. The dispatches are all in chronological order, no matter between
what points they pass.
Q. I cannot help that; just lay them aside.
A. Do you want me to separate them f
Q. Yes, sir. I can give you, to start on, a date, about November 1,
1870. Look at that time.
.A. I have no dispatches further back than 187~l.
Q. From what date-in June, 1873 f
A. The first is dated June 10.
Q. What is t.bat dispatch f
A. It is a skeleton of a dispatch addressed to General Belknap, and
signed Henry A. Taylor.
Q. We do not care about that. Now pass to the date of November
3, 1873, and see if you have a dispatch of that date f
A. I have.
Q. What is that dispatch; from whom to whom f
A. It is addressed to Ron. George H. Pendleton, New York Hotel,
New York, signed W. W. Belknap.
Q. Look at t-hat. [Handing a paper to the witness.] I do ·not
care for the other one; it has no connection with this case. What is
that dispatch which I show you f
A. This is a skeleton of a dispatch received on November 3, toW.
W. Belknap, signed C. P. Marsh.
Q. Sent from New York on what datef
A. November 3, 1873.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is not offered in evidence, of course.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Not the dispatch itself; simply the fact
that the dispatch passed.
Mr. CARPENTER. I should like to see it. [The dispatch was
handed to Mr. CARPENTER.]
Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the witness.) Turn now-Mr. CARPENTER. One moment. Let me ask a question about this.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Certainly.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Do you know of your own knowledge
anything about this.
A. I know that it is ·a skeleton kept on onr files of a message received by the printing instrument, the printed copy of which was
delivered.
Q. ·whose handwriting is this!
~ A. That is the writing of the clerk in the operating-room.
Q. Do you not know anything about it yourselff
A. I did not receive it myself.
Q. You do not know anything about it except that yon found it f
A. Only I know that it is on our files in the regular course of business.
Q. You do not know whether what it says is true or not f
A. It does not say anything.
.
Q. What does it amount to in your opinion T
A. I should have to explain. The original message wa-s received
on onr printing instrument-- ·
Q. Do you know that of yonr own knowledge, or do you only assume that it is all right because you find it in the office in your usual
course of business f
·
A. I did not receive the message. I know as manager of the office
that this is the regular skeleton copy of such a message.
Q. That is to say, if a message had come through, yon think that
skeleton would have been keptT
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And it might have been pnt there if it had not come through f
A. No, sir; it could not have been.
Q. WhyT
A. Only by deliberate design on the part of the clerk.
Q. Deliberate design on the part of the clerk could have put it
there without a message. You did not receive it; you did not know
anything about the del.i.berate design of the olerkf
A. No.
Mr. CARPENTER. I object.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) In whose handwriting is that;
do youk:uowf
A.. I cannot say in whose handwriting it is. I am not sure whether
we have the clerk now in the office; but I think we have.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Keep that; put it aaide, and when you
go home this evening, mark on it the clerk's name in whose handwriting it is.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then you do not consider it as offered at
present!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not offer that at present. (To
the witness.) Now look at the date of about the 9th or lOth of
April, 1874.
A. I have one of April 9 and one of AprillO.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Did they pass between Gene1·nl
Belknap and R. G. Carey & Co. or C. P. ~larsh f
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A. No, sir.
Q. Let me see them and I can tell better. We do not want to get
into your secrets. [The dispatches were banded to and examined by
the manager.] I do not care about that. Now look at the date of Octouer 8 or 9, 1874.
·
A. I have a message here; but I am unable to say whether the date
is the 9t-h or 19th.
Q. Let me see it, and I will see whether it bears on the case. [The
dispatch was handed to t.he manager and examined by him.] I do not
care about that. Now look auout the date of May 24 or 25, 1875.
A. I have one of May 25, 1875.
Q. Let me see it. [The dispatch was handed to and examined by
the manager.] I do not care about that. Now look at the- date of
November 7 or 8, 1875.
A. I have one of November 7.
Q. Let me see it before reading it. -[Dispatch handed to and examined by the manager.] That I do ot care about. What I want
from you are the dispatches, if you have any, or skeletons, that passed
between New York and Washington between W. W. Belknap and R.
G. Carey & Co., or Caleb P . .Marsh.
A. I shall have t{) look for them.
Q. Look them over and come back on Monday, making seaxch in
the mean time. [Handing papers to the witness.] Look at these
four papers and see whether they passed through yom office. These
are dispatches, lmt I do not want t{) int,rodoce them all now. I want
them identified. Did these pass through yolll' office f
A. [After examining.] I presume they did.
Q. In whose handwriting are they f
·
A. These two I should say are in the handwriting of Mr. Belknap.
Mr. .Manager McMAHON. I offer them in evidence.
Q. (By .Mr. CARPENTER.) How did they come out of your office.
A. I presume they were produced in answer to a subprnna before
the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I offer these, and ask that they be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
To C. P. }{ARSH,
Care of Herter ·Bros., 877 Broadway, N.
Letter by mail to-day. You must come.

W A.SHINGTON, February 20, 1874.

Y.:
WM. W. BELKNAP.
W .Alt DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. 0., May 31, 1875.

To C. P. MARsh,
Care L20 Front street, New York:
Leave here Tuesday evening. Will be at St. James Hotel, Wednes<lay.
WM. W. BELKNAP.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Identify the others at present as
having "passed through your office and been produced; I do not care
to use them now.
[Two dispatches were identified by the witness and marked.l
Q. These two dispatches did paBs through your office f
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. What dispatches are those f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The other two. We simply have them
identified now. (To the witness.) On Monday, Mr. Whitney, you
will have the dispatches assorted and select those passing between
Caleb P. Marsh or R. G. Carey & Co., of New York, and W. W. Belknap, in the city of Washington.
The WITNESS. Is. that all for to-day f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Are the counsel through f
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand that the managers dismiss him
until Monday and propose to go on with him then. We shall reserve
our cross-examination till they are through.

Wn.LI.A.M T. BARNARD sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. What position do you occupy f
Answer. I am a clerk in the War Department.
Q. What relation did yon sustain to M.J:. Belknap when he was Secretary of War f
A. Part of the time I was his private secretary.
Q. For how long T Giv~ the dates.
A. From April 1, 187:J, until his resignation.
Q. You were his confidential clerk, were you not f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You had charge of his letter-books as well f
A. I had charge of his private letter-books, except those relating to
his personal business. Those I had not.
Q. At what season of the year does .the Secretary generally make
his trip to West Pointf
A. He generally goes there about the 27th. or 28th of May.
Q. About how long does he remain!
A. Generally about ten days.
Q. Were yon ever with the Secretary of War at West Pointf
A. Yes, sir, on several occasions.
Q. in what monthsf
A. I think each time in June.
Q. The early part of June or the latt-er part of June t
A. The early part of June-.
Q. Were you there with him in June, 1872!
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A. I think I was.
Q. Did you go with him from Washington to New Yorkf
A. That I do not recollect.
Q. Were you attending at West Point by virtue of yomrt-lation to
bimT
A. I was attendingbyvirtueof myrelation to the War Department
as chief of the Military Academy division at that time.
Q. Do you remember the fact that be was there in June, 1872!
A. I am quite positive of it.
Q. -:About how long did he stay that year, 1872f
A. That I cannot tell vou.
Q. About how long did the exercises last f
A. They generally close about the 15th of June.
Q. Who was at West Point of the acquaintance of Mr. Belknap at
that particular time besides you f
A. I do not know who his acquaintances were.
Q. Were ~Ir. Marsh and his wife there f
A. Mr. and Mrs. Marsh were at West Point in 1872 or 1873; I will
not sav whicb.
·
Q. Were they there at the time Mrs. Bower was there t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were they there together before they made their trip to Europe f
A. I think so.
Q. Do you remember at what season they went to Europe, 1872 or
18737
A. I do not.
Q. How long did Mr. Marsh and his wife remain at West Point
then T
A. That I do not remember.
Q. A day or two days t
A. Mrs. Marsh remained longer; Mr.- Marsh came up occasionally,
I believe.
Q. Came up from New York City f
A. From New York.
Q. About how many times during that period did Mr. Marsh come
up from New York City f.
A. I cannot tell you. I took no notice of his movements.
Q. Was he engaged in business in New York at that time!
A. I understood so.
Q. That was in the early part of June, 1872 t
A. The fore part of J nne, 1872 or 1873 ; I d.o not remember which
year.
Q. It was the same time that Mrs. Bower was there prior to their
trip to Europe, whenever that was!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you remember the fact that shortly after they had been there
together, they went to Europe together!
A. I do not know that fa-ct.
Q. What do you mean to say when you say you do not know that
fact!
A. I heard that Mr. Bower and Mrs. Marsh went to EUJ."Ope together,
but I do not know it.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) That is, you did not go!
A. I did not go and did not see them start.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did you hear conversations before they went to Europe about the plan of going to Emope t
A. I may have heard conversations, but I cannot recollect them
now.
Q. I only want to refresh yom recollection as to whether you do
not know that they went to Europe, because the matter was talked
of and arranged at West Point while you were there f
A. I heard conversations about their going to Emope, I believe.
Q. Were you there in J nne, 1873 t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was Mr. Belknap there in 1873!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was that the year in which he delivered the address; he delivered an address there upon one occasion!
'
A. I think be delivered the address to the graduating class every
year that I was there.
•
Q. Have you any recollection of what day the address was d.eli-vered upon!
A. I have not at this time.
Q. Would it be about the second week in June generally!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. He delivered the address at each time at West Point to the graduating class!
A. When I was there.
Q. Which would come in the second week in June!
A. About.
Q. When you went through New York and stopped at New York,
at what hotel did you put up Y
A. On one occasion I put up at the Fifth Avenue Hotel; on other
occasion I put up at the St. James.
Q. Where did General Belknap put up or stop 7
A. I do not know where he always stopped; be stopped with me
once at _the St. James; I think, usually, at the Fifth Avenue.
Q. Have you met Mr. Marsh in the War DepartmenU
A. I met Mr. Marsh in the War Department on one occasion, I be·
lieve!
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Q. What date was that f
A. I do not remember the date.
Q. About what yearf
A. I think it was in 1874; it was the year that General Belknap
made his southern inspection.
Q. Had Geneml Belknap just then returned fmni a tour to the
southern posts f
A. Shortly before that.
Q. Where did the interview take place between Mr. Marsh and
General Belknap!
A. In General Belknap's ordinary office.
Q. Were you present during the conversation f
A. Not all of it; I came in and went out, I believe, during that
time.
Q. Did you hear any of the conversation f
A. I may have beard a small portion of it.
Q. What did Mr. Marsh come over to see the General about f
A. That I do not know.
Q. Did yon get no impression from hearing the conversation f
A. None whatever.
Q. You did not know what they were talking about f
A. No, sir.
Q. Have you seen letters directed to the Secretary of 'Var from
Mr. Marsh!
A. Only one. ·
Q. What one was that f
A. A letter that, I think, was read here to-day or yesterday.
Q. What do yotl know about the private letters of a semi-official
character that belonged to General Belknap being deliv.e red to him
about the time he went ont of office f
A. By General Belknap's direction, before he ceased to be Secretary
of War, I put together all his private letters and private papers and
his letter-books which were considered private, and a day or two after
his resignation I took them to his bouse myself.
Q. Did you look through those letters to see on what subjects they
weref
A. Not one.
Q. You do not know what they referred to!
A. Only from the fact that they were put in the books as they were
received; I put them in the books myself; sometimes I had to answer
those letters, and at other times I had not.
Q. Were not these private or semi-officialletters indexed f
A. It was my habit to index the books.
Q. Was that delivered to the General as well f
A. The index to the letters in each book was bound with the book.
No cross-examination.
Mr. McCREERY. .Mr. President, it becomes my mournful duty this
evening to ask a short legislative session of the Senate. I move that
th"' Senate sitting as a court do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at fonr o'clock and forty-three
minutes p.m.) the Sen~te sitting for the trial of the impeachment
adjourned.

MONDAY,

July 10, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The hour of twelve o'clock having
arrived, the legislative and executive business of the Senate will be
suApended and the Senate will proceed to the consideration of the
articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives
against William W. Belknap.
Tbe usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The House of Representatives will
be duly notified.
.Messrs. LYNDE, McMAHoN, JENKS, LAPHAM, and HoAR, of the managers on the part of the Honse of Representatives, appeared and were
conducted to the seats assigned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black,
and Carpenter.
The Secretary proceeded to read the journal of the proceedings of
the Senate sitting on Saturday last for the trial of the imp~achment
of William W. Belknap.
Mr. SHERMAN. I move that the further reading of the journal
be dispensed with.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT p1'0 tempore. The Senate is ready to proceed with
the trial.
WmTELAw REm sworn and examined.

. By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. Where do you reside!
Answer. In New York.
Q. What is and has been your occupation for the last five or ten
years t
A. I am the editor of the New York Tribune.
Q. Do you remember an article that was published in your paper
some time in February, 1872, in regard to the Fort Sill matter f
A.. I do.

Q. Did that attract your attention at the timet
A. Y&~, sir.
Q. You can state now whether at any time, personally or by letter,
the Secretary of War addressed you any communication to find out
yonr antborit.y for the statements in that article'
Mr. CARPENTER. We object to that. We do not see what materiality that can hav-e to anything in this case.
Mr.Mana~er McMAHO~.
I should like to bear the objection stated.
Mr. CARPENTER. The objection is that it is wholly immaterial
aml irrelevant to this ca e.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will add to that question the words,
"or anything in connection therewith."
I do not know whether the Senators have all heard the question
that I propose to propound to Mr. Reid, and under the apprehension
that they have not, I will repeat it and then state the purpose; and
I think stating the question and the purpose together will furnish
about all the argument that the question needs to entitle it to be admissible. I pnt the question to Mr. Reid, whether, after the appearance of the article in the New York Tribune which we have all hearcl
read, any communication was made to him by the Secretary of War,
either personally or by letter, in regard to the authorship of that
article or the person responsible for its statements, or any communication whatever in regard to that article. The answer of the witness is of course not yet given. We do not know at this staae of
the objection whether the witness will say •'yes" or will say '?no;"
and therefore the argument must be directed on the hypothesis that
he may answer either way, and at this stage of the inquiry, if it is
admissible in case he should answer either way, it is of course competent, and I think it is competent no matter how H may be answered.
Why f Here is an article chargipg the existence of a grievance at
Fort Sill, the payment of a tribute by one man to ·another for being
kept in the place. We have already called Mr. Smalley, who wrote
the article, and proved by him that no inquiry was made of him a-s
to the authorship of that article, and that there was no general
conversation had in re~ard to it. We now propose to go to the headquarters, to the fountam, and inquire whether anythi.1g was said to
the editor of the paper in regard to this matter, and for this purpose
I do not care what the answer may be. If the answer is "yes," we
desire the communication. whatever it may have been. If the answer
is "no," our argument will be, in my jmlgment, equally strong, if not
stronger, than it would be if we had the direct communication.
Now, I will put it on the hypothesis that the witness will answer
"yes." Are we not entitled to know what the Secretary of War said
when such a thing as this was published f I need not argue that
question. Suppose now that he will answer "no;" are we not eotitled to a knowledge of the fact as we propose to prove it here, that,
although these charges were publicly made in regard to the mana~e
ment of n1Iairs at Fort Sill, the na.mes having been given, tbe -parttes
being specified, and one of the parties specified being, as we shalJ show,
at that time an intimate personal friend of the Secretary of War, at no
stage of the proceedings was any inquiry made by the Secretary of
War from any person who would have any right to speak in regard
to the source of the information of the facts stated in that communication f We draw our argument from that, and I have no objection to
stating it. Our argument is this: that his cond.uct in that matter is
the conduct of a guilty man; it is the coniluct of a man who knows
that the facts exist, of a man who knows all about the statements in
the New York Tribune article, and he does not care to go to anybody
to find out the authority.
Mr. CARPENTER. .Mr. President, the rule of course must be the
same here as it would be in the trial of any criminal case in a court
of law; and is this Senate to establish the rule that, as often as a
newspaper contains a libel upon an individual, that individual must
go and shoot the editor, or must sue .him for libel, or demand his authority for the article, or stand convicted of the charge f That is
the question. They propose to convict this man of everythin~ said
in that article because he did not go and make a row about 1t, because be did not go and demand the authority upon which it was
published, bring a libel suit, or shoot the editor. The man who is
perfectly conscious of integrity in the matter never runs after such
articles; at least there is no law that compels him to do so; and there
is no law of presumption against him if he refuses to do it. I should
be surprised to see any judicial court establish sueh a rule, and I should
be anxious and curious to see bow many of the Senators now sitting
in the view of the Chair would be on their way for about five hundred editors within the next twenty-four hours. If it is a good rule
against the Secretary of War, it is a good rule against any public man
or any private citizen, and as often as any one of you, Senators, see
a libel upon you in regard to ,any subject, you must "jump for" the
editor or you confess your_ guilt.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let me put a question to yon, Mr. Carpenter; .suppose the witness answers "yes." He has not answered
the question yet us to whether he held any communication.
Mr. CARPENTER. The manager has stated his object fully and
frankly. He expects to show that Mr. Belknap did not say anything
about it, and from that fact he says he will argue the conclusion that
Mr. Belknap knew that the charges were true, and therefore did not
want to pursue any man, did not want t.o know who the author was,
or anything of the kind. The argument is just as strong that he
knew it was all false as that he knew it all to be true j and the man
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Q. Please produce it, hand it to the Secretary, and let him mark it.
who sits undisturbed under a libel is as likely to be an innocent man
[The ~itness produced t.he letter, and it was marked" W.R.McD."]
as a guilty one: Junius once said a good thing applicable to this
precise point. Speaking of a certain man, he said that he wa,l;j not
Mr. Manager M:c~AHON. That is all, Mr. Reid.
Tho PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the counsel for the respondent
only n~ce on the point of honor, but that he was absolutely sore.
desire to put any_questions to the witness t
~b. CONKLING. May we hear the question read f
Mr. CARPENTER. No,sir. I ask fortherea£1ingof two telegrams, one
The- PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The reporter will read the quesfrom General Sherman and the other from General Sheridan, for the
tion.
purpose of making a suggestion to the court.
The Official Reporter read from his short-band notes as follows:
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The telegrams will be reported.
Q.. Yon can state now whether a.t any time, personally or by letter, t.he Secretary
of War addressed yon any communication to find out your authority for the state·
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
menta in that article or anything_ in connection therewith.

Mr. ED~1UNDS. May I ask a question of t.he managers without
putting it in writing f I wish the maua11ers to say whether the counsel on the other side has stated correctly the offer, which I did not
hear, happening to be engaged at the moment, that what they expect
to prove is that the Secretary of War did not address a communication to the editor.
·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We expect to show that the Secretary
of War in person did not, but that his next friend in this transa-ction
probably did.
Mr. CONKLING. Who was the next friend f
l\lr. Manager McMA.HON. He has already testified.
Mr. CONKLING, I did not hear who it was.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. General McDowell.
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. Shall the interrogatory be admitted f
The question wns decided in the negative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is sustained.
Q. (By 1\Ir. Mana~er 1\Ic:MAHON.) Did you receive any communication from General McDowell in regard to this article in the New York
Tribune!
·
Mr. CARPENTER. To that we object.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I simply want the fact; I do not ask
for the letter.
.Mr. CARPENTER. I object to the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I propose to have General McDowell recalled.
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I simplyproposetosbow
that at the time this thing occurred a communication was addressed,
and to call for that and have it handed to me. Then I propose to
hn.ve General McDowell recalled, and to refresh his recollection by
the contents of that letter. I do not propose to offer it now.
Mr. CARPENTER. · The manager seems to want some information
from the witness privately in regard to what he will do about some
other witness. I have no objection to their retiring and having a
consultation, but I object to the question propounded as evidence in
this cauRe.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let me ask the gentleman before be
sits down, am I not entitled to prove a certain letter which I desire
to use in the pJ;ogress of this case, and to identify it as the letter
which the witness has received from a certain person in due course
of mailf
Mr. CARPENTER. If yon want me to decide that question, Isa:v,
·
•
as applied to this case, no.
Mr. .Manager McMAHON. Then it is because you are counsel for
the defenrlant in this particular case.
Mr. CARPENTER. No; it is because I am a lawyer and talking
law.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate: ShaH the interrogatory be admitted f
· Mr. Manager McMAHON. I ask to have the question reported.
The Official Reporter read the question from his short-hand notes
as follows:
Q Did yon receive any communication from General McDowell in regard to this
article in theNew York' Tribune?

•

Mr. CARPENTER. If any human being can tell how the answer
to that, whether it be yes or no, is any evidence in this case, I should
like to hear it stated. We are not bound by anything that McDowell
did. We are not bound by anything that he refused to do.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted t
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 22, noes 14;
no quorum voting.
Mr. EDliUNDS. Let us have the yeas and nays.
Mr. SHERMAN. Let us have another division. I did not vote.
.Mr. EJ?MUNDS. Very well. If there is a. quorum here, let us diVIde agam.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair will put the question
again, if there be no objection.
The q_uestion b~i~g: again put, it was decided in the affirmative,
there bemg on a diVISion-ayes 2J, noes 15.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The objection is overruled.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Now state, Mr. Reid, whether yon
received in March, 1872, a communication from General McDowell in
regard to this New York Tribune articlet
A. I did.
Q. Have you the letter with you f
A. I have it.

Mr.

[Telegram.]
FRENCH,

Sergeant-at-A:rms of Senate :
~neral Sheridan telegraphs that he is summoned as a witness. Yon know that
his pre.sence at Chicago at thls time is absolutely necessary. Human life de:{lcnds
upon his wise action. Consult counsel and seo if yon cannot take his deposition a.t
Chicago. If his presence be absolut~ly necet!sary, can it be defen·ed a. few days1
Advise me to-day if pm~sible, as otherwise he may leave Chicago when his presence
there is absolutely needed.
W. T. SHERMAN, Gen61'al.

J. R. FRENCH,

lTelegram.]

Sergeant-at-Arms, United States Senate, Washington :
Your dispatch relative to my attendance a.s a witness at the impeachment trial
Washin~n Wednesda.y morning;
but I have so many things to do in connection with Indian matters on the frontier
tha.ti would be scarcelyjustifiedin leaving hero at this t.ime under any circumstances.
If arrangements could be made to take my testimony here the public int~rest would
be benefited. Please let me know if this. cannot be done.
P. H. SHERIDAN,
Lieutenant-Genera-l.
has been received, and if necessary I will be in

Mr. CARPENTER. In consequence of those telegrams, a.nd not
wishing to interrupt the public service unnecessarily, we have agreed,
if the court will permit us to let it go upon the record, as follows:
I. It is admitted that Lieutenant-General Phil Sheridan would, if
present, testify to _the good official character of the respondent while
Secretary of War.
II. That in regard to all the applications made for leave to sell
liquors at the military posts the matter was referred by the Secretary
of War to him, and by him investigated and reported on, and his~
port in all cases was aJopted by the Secretary of War.
III. And that a part of a letter from him, Sheridan, to the Secretary of War dated March 29, 1872, may be read in evidence and that
the same, and said admission, shall be taken and regarded as testimony in this cause with the same effect as though General Sheridan
had appeared and testified to the same effect.
It is understood of course that all these different points are subject
to the objection that they are irrelevant if the counsel on the other
side chooses to raise that objection.
Mr.. Manager McMAHON. Or incompetent.
Mr. CARPENTER. Or incompetent.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We admit that he would be asked these
questions and would answer in that way, provided they were competent or material.
Mr. CARPENTER. Exactly.
P. MARSH called and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Question. Where do yon now reside f
Answer. In New York.
Q. How long ha.ve you resided there!
A. About eight years.
Q. State the business or the different kinds of business in which yon
have been engaged in New York City since living there.
A. I was for about four years in the furniture business, manufacturing, and am now in the tea-importing business.
Q. Were you conducting business in your own name or with other
persons; and, if so, give the na.me or names of the firms to which yon
belonged.
A. In the furniture business the firm was Herter Brothers, and in
the tea-importing business, in which I am now engaged, the firm is
R. G. Carey & Co.
Q. How long has the firm of R. G. Carey & Co. existed f
A. Two years, and a little over.
Q. Did you go out of the firm of Herter Brothers when you went
into the firm of R. G. Carey & Co. f
A. I did.
Q. How long were you in the business of Herter Brothers f
A. I should think four years.
.
Q. Where did you reside before yon lived in New York!
A. In Cincinnati.
Q. What business were yon engaged in there, and with what firm!
A. The hardware business-Tyler, Davidson & Co.
·
Q. When did you first become a.cquainted with General W. W. Belknap, and where!
A. It must have been in the summer of 1870.
Q. Where7
A. In Washington. I only know, not by recollection, bn~ by a letter
that has been shown me. The first interview, if I may be allowed to
explain-Q. Presently we will come to that. Aside from that letter, what is
CALEB
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your recollection as to the first place at which you ever met General
Belknapf
A. Aside from my recollection being refreshed by that letter, you
mean T
Q. Yes, sir.
A. I should have said that the first time I saw him was at my house
in September, 1870.
Q. At what particular occasion was it that he was there at your
house in September'
A. His deceased wife and his present wife were at my bom~e spending some time in September and he came there to take the two sisters
to Washington.
.
Q. And you think, aside from your r~collection as refreshed by the
letter, that was the first time you met him f
A. I should have said so before seeing the letter.
Q. Had you met him at Long Branch before he came up to your
housef
A. I think not.
Q. How long had you been acquainted with his second wife and.
his present wife before you became acquainted with him f
.
A. I should say five or six years, perhaps seven; I am not certam.
Q. How well acquaintedh~d you been wit h them T Wasitaca.•mal
acquaintance or an intimate acquaintance f
A. It wa-s rather a ca.Hual acquaintance with the deceased Mrs. Belknap. but an intimate acquaintance with the present Mrs. Belknap.
Q. Where have you kept your money account in New York City in
the laat six or eight years T
A. In the National Bank of Commerce.
Q. Of New York T
A. Of New York.
Q. Up to last December state whether you had sent to the Secretary of War at Washington City different sums of money, in the first
part of that tiwe quarterly, and in the latter part of it semi-annually;
and ii so, state how much you sent to him, how you sent it, and give
us the facts connected therewith.
A. The question is so long that I do not know that I can answer it.
Q. Begin at this part of it: whether from, say, November, 1870, up
to December, 1875, you sent sums of money to the Secretary of WarT
A. After November, 1870, up to December, 1875; I sent sums by express to the Secretary of War.
Q. Sums by express T
A. Sums of money by express.
Q. Did you send sums of money by certificate of deposit also T
A. I did.
Q. Have you any distinct recollection as to how many occasions
yon sent the money by express and how many by a certificate of deposit f
A. I have not. I have only a. general recollection ; but I should
say oftener by express.
Q. State whether at other times you paid the Secretary of War
money personally.
A. I did, one or more times.
Q. Where!
A. Iu New York.
Q. When you paid him in New York did you pay him in bank-bills,
or in checks, or in certificates, or in what f
A. In bank-notes, I think, always.
·
Q. \Vhat was generally the amount of those payments that yon
made to him f
Mr. CARPENTER. The witness bas said nothing about any payments.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. He says he has paid sums of money.
Mr. CARP ENTER. He says he has sent sums of money to the Secretary of War.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We shall not quarrel about it; we need
not call it a payment. (To the wi~ness.) In what amount were the
sums of money thali you delivered to him, by express or by certificates, or in person, generally 'I
·
A. I did not de1iver the money to him; I delivered it to the express
company.
Q. It is the same thing.
A. Generally $1,500, I should say. .
Q. Was it in regular or irregular installments f
A. For the firBt year and a half or two years, I think it was quarterly.
Q. How much quarterly f
A. Fifteen brmdred dollars.
Q. After that how much f
A. The same amount, semi-annually.
Q. [Handing the certificates of deposit produced by Richard King.]
Look at these certificates of deposit and say whether they are papers
that passed through your hand.
A. They have my indorsement.
Q. To whom did you indorse them f
A. My indorsement is :

A. By direction from him usua1ly; I do not know but always, and
yet I am not certain.
Q. State whether you have any of the letters that passed between
you and him.
A. I have not.
Q. Any of the telegrams f
A. I have not.
Q. What became of your letters f
A. It was my habit to destroy t.hem.
Q. State now, generally, whether yon have any letters at all
which you received at any time in the last six years from General
Belknap.
A. I have not.
Q. Give us, then, about the wording of one of those letters directing you to send money to him by express.
A. His letters T
Q. Yes, sir; give us about the substance of one of his letters.
Mr. CARPENTER. The witness has not said that he ever bad any
such letters. I think you had better not lead this witness.
Mr.ManagerMcMAHON. No; Ithinkhehassaid it. I willrepeat
the questiOn, there being a misapprehension. (To the witne.ss.) When
you sent money by express how was it that you selected the express
as the mode of forwardmg the money to him f
A. When I had money to send to him it was my habit to write to
him and ask him how it should be sent.
'
Q. (By Mr. .Manager McMAHON.) What answer would- yon receive f
A. He would tell me bow to forward it.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the counsel for the respondents.)
Gentlemen, we have served a notice upon you to produce the letters
which have paased between these parties, and, of course, weare ready
now to receive them, or to ofier evidence of their contents.
Mr. CARPENTER. Where is the notice!
[1\Ir. Mana.~er 1\IcMA.IlON handed a paper to Mr. Carpenter.]
Mr. CARPENTER. This notice, as far as it calls for letters touching the management of affairs at Fort Sill, calls for wha.t were official
letters, and may be found at theWar Department. We have no other
letters called for by the notice.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. With permission, Mr. President, I will
ask the Secretary t-o read the notice.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Fourth. .All letters, telegrams, and communicati.onfl from said Caleb P. Marsh to
you in regard to tho appointment of post-trader at Fort Sill or elsewhere.
All letters from saill Marsh to you concerning the manag em ant, conduct, or removal of the post-trader at Fort Sill.
A.Jllett.ers or tele:rrams from said Marsh to you in an:v way connected with the
forwardin g to you of money, certificates of depoRits, drafts, &c.
.All letters from s:~ id Marsh to you informing you of the state of accounts between him and youTself, particularly the letter informing him of a change in the
amount of the annual payment to be made to you by him some time in the spring
of 1872.
The time covered by this notice is from June 1, 1870, to March 2, 1876. ThE' dates
more pa.riicularly referred to are those specified in the seventeenth specification
set forth in the fourth article of the impeachment articles filed against you.

Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) State again, Mr. Marsh, aa near as
you can recollect, the contents of the letter which yon addressed to
him in regard to the money that yon had to forward to him.
A. I would state that I had a remittance for him and would ask
how I should send it.
Mr. CARPENTER, (to Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Are you calling
for the contents of any particular Jetter T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. All the letters at the time of the express shipments and of the sending of the certificates of deposit by
mail.
Mr. CARPENTER. And the witness is to give the contents of all
at once f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I give him one sample. Proceed, Mr.
Marsh, with your testimony.
The WI'E"ESS. I would simp1ywrite to him that I had a remittance
for him and ask him-Mr. CARPENTER. I submit that that is too general and too leading. He ~hould be confined to some specific letter and be asked to
give the contents of it, and not asked in general as to what hls habit
was about writing the letters.
Mr. Manager MdiAHON. We shall not quarrel about that. I will
put a. particular date. (To the witness.) Take the 1st of November,
1870, when it appears that a package was shipped, $1,500. What were
the contents of that letter f
·
A. I do not remember at all.
Q. (By Mr. Mana~er McMAHoN.) Do you remember the contents
of any particular letter that you sent to him; that is, the substance!
A. I think that I have sometimes said, "I have a remittance"-Mr. CARPENTER. That will not do. You may call his attention
to a particular letter; then if we have it we will produce it; if we
have not got it, you can prove its contents, but you cannot call a witness and drag him over the general character of a correspondence exPay to the order of W. W. Belknap.
C. P. MARSH.
tending for years.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will put this preliminaryqu~stion now,
Q. How did you transmit these certificates of deposit to him f
so that we may have the foundation all prope:dy laid. (To the witA. I t,hink by mail.
Q. When you sent money to him by express, state whether you did ness.) Did you ever send him money by express unless he had requested you to do so t
it upon your own motion or by direction from him.
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A. Never unless he told me how to send it, if you call that a request.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAno~.) Did yon ever send him money by
express unless upon his direction t
A. I think not..
Mr. CARPENTER. The last two questions have been a~:~ked and
answeren, but I protest against this method of examining the witness.
There are reasons perfectly apparent to the counsel and to the conrt:
whythe rule of examination should beproperlyadministered in tbis
case, andtbewitnesssbould notbeled, and coaxed, and teased by questions, as be has been all the way through. The counsel is perfectly
competent to put proper questions to the witness, without suggesting
to him in every instance what he wants him to say. It is not the
proper way, and it is not a fair way.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President1 it seems to me, Senators,
that I have, in putting the questions to this witness, been unusually
fair. It may be tha.t I ma.y misapprehend the situation. I am not
endeavoring to lead the witness. I ask him this question, a qurstion
that ca1ls for what is admitted to be true, "You have sent money to
General Belknap." I have not asked him upon what account. He
answers" Yes." ·I ask," Did you ever send him that money by express," of which we have proof seven times, ''except upon his direction t" He says ''No." He then !'!wears as a witneRS in this court
that each time be addressed a letter to your client who sits there.
We canuot afford in the trial of a case before so august a tribunal as
this, to take the honorable gentleman's statement that no such letters are in existence in opposition to the oath of the witness who sits
there.
Mr. CARPENTER. Does be swear they are in existence f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. He says they were delivered to your
client, and if you do not produce them it is simply because they are
destroyed; and if they were, aa you say, official communications
they hau no business to be destroyed.
.Mr. CARPENTER. They are not destroyed; they are on file. You
have got one of them already.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Gentlemen will address the Chair.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. What we desire to prove is tllis: Ne
may call his atteniion to t.he particular <late, but we go further and
ask, Was there a general form in which you sent them, or was there
any particular letter of which you may r~member the substance f
The idea is that we have got to go through these fourteen different
occasions when money was sent, and if he does notrememberthecontents of a particular letter, therefore it is not competent to testif.v to
the contents of all of them as to his best impression! I understand
that the rules of evidence are based upon a knowledge of human nature, upon a knowledge of the infirmities of human nature, anu that
a witness who has transacted business of this kind, when the documents are in the possession of the defendant, when be undertakes to
state here the substance of their contents, is entitled to state it without saying that it was the contents of the letter of the 1st of November or the (ith of October or the 9th of October1 1874. I think I have
said all upon this question that the occasion demands.
.Mr. CARPENTFR. I have nothing to say in reply to what the
manager says. All I ask is that the court will enforce the rule for
examining this witness. We all know what is expected of this witness. There is nothing secret about it. The fairest way would be to
tn.ke Mr. Marsh to the beginning of this business and bring him down
chronologically, and not hedge him iu with little questions here and
there and whenever he is led on with little answers then to snap
upon him the narrow gauge.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I should like to inquire of the honorable
counsel if he declines to produce any letters in response to our notice f
Mr. CARPENTER. I have already stated, and repeat, that the
only letters called for in the notice that we know anything abont are
official letters on file in the Department, one of which we produced
at your request the other day.
Mr. Manager HOAR. You c~n produce no letter in response to our
notice except the one you refer to f
Mr. CARPENTER. We cannot. It is not contumacious. We have
not got them and never did have them.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is a question. The witness says
they were written, and they must either be in existence or they must
have been destroyed. At this stage of the case that is the presumption of law.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The question objected to will be
l'ead by the reporter.
Mr. CARPENTER. We object to the manner, not to the particular question, for that has already been answered.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers will proceed.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Now give us the contents, as
near as you can remember, or the substance, of one of these letters
without fixing the date.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is the question I asked a while ago.
:Mr. CARPENTER.. The rule is perfectly well settled that if an
instrument is called for and not produced they may prove the contentR of it. There is no doubt about that; but to ask the witness
what wru; the general substance of letters, without regard to date, is
not proving any instrument whatever. I deny that you can take a
witness up here and pull ~ drag-net over the correspond&nce of bnsi-
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ness men for years and ask "what wa-s the general purport of your
correspondence?'' That will not do. That is too indefinite. They
will have to introduce the particular letter, and if they do not l;mve
it they must account for its loss, either by them or by us, and they
may then prove the contents of that particular paper; but having
shown that a particular paper is lost they cannot ask the witness
upon the general tenor of all these letters without regard to their
dale. When the question wa.s put distinctly to this witness as to
what were the contents of the letter which accompanied the first remittance, be said be did not remember. Now, if there is any other
particular letter which they can locate in the mind of the witness
and prove by him its contents, that of course is not objected lo; but
the question, "what is the general substance of letters," without regard to their dates, is not pnving a particular paper, it is proving at large what was the substance of a general correspondence.
That cannot be doue. You must prove it by introducing every letter
by itself. If you have not got. the letter, then yon must account for
its loss and prove its contents, not by proving what was the general
tenor of forty papers. It is for the court to say what the general
tenor of them is, after they know each letter, and we :ue to have the
substance of each letter as near as the witness can gh-e it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted T
:Mr. CONKLING. I should like to inquire, if it is in order, whether
it is the purpose of the managers, after the witness answers the question, to have him proceed and fix the date or leave it generally some
date that he does not know T
Mr. Mana,ger McMAHON. I propose: of course, after getting the
contents to fix the date if be can ; and, failing upon that, I propo e
to ask him further whether the letters were of a general class, similar in their character, with no distinct variation in the terms contained therein.
Mr. EDMUNDS. May I :u;k the manager a question without reducing it to writing T I shonld like to inquire whether this inquiry is
intended to apply to any period of time before the first date fixed or
after the last one T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No, sir; only within the dates fixed in
the articl~s.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Shall thisinterrogatory be admitted f
The question was determined iu the affirmative.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Now answer the question, lli. Marsh.
Tb~ question was read by the reporter, as follows:
Q. Now ~ve us the contenta; as near a.s yon can remembor, or the substance, of
one of these letters, without the date 1

A. I bave addressed him in this way on more than one occasion, I
think, but I cannot fix any dates: "I have a remittance for you from
the S. ,V." meaning the Southwest. "What shall I do with itT"
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHOY.) After you hal! dispatched a let·
ter like that, w bat letter woulU. you get in return T Give us the contents of one of his letters that you can remember.
Mr. CARPENT~R. I want formally to make the same objection •
I suppose, of course, it will be overruled: bu.t I want to malre t.be
same point here as upon the former question.
The PRESIDENT p1·o temp01·e. The Chair will take it aa the sense
of t.he Senate that. the objection is overruled.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Give us now the substance of
one or more of his letters in reply to such a communication from you.
A. His replies were simply directions how to forward the money, aa
near as I can remember.
·
Q. When did you destroy these various letters that you ha.d received from the Secretary of Wad At what particular time f
A. It was neve~ my habit to keep them.
Q. Is it not yonr habit as a business man to keep letters containing
directions how to forward money f
A. I might have kept them for a few days pON!ibly; I do not remember.
Q. Now state whether, after you would forward the money by express, you would communicate with the Secretary of War; and, if so,
what inclosure, if any, you would send to him.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to object again. The question is, what
you would do after yon had done so and so; no date, no time, no particular. I wa.nt at least that it shall appear on the record that I objected.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this question be admitted f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore put the question, and declared that
the noes appeared to prevail.
Several Senators called for a division.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think the managers may remove the
objection by changing the form of the question. We withdraw it and
put it in a different shape.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is withdrawn.
Q. (By .Mr. Manager .McMAHON.) Statewhether,.aftershippingthe
money to him by express, you informed him of that fact; and, if so,
how.
Mr. CARPENTER. To that question we object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Objection is made. The Chair will
put the question on admitting the interrogatory.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. I ask for the yeas and nays on
this question; I think it is a very important one, whether we are to
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trust to the treacherous memorv. of a witness a.bont transactions that
transpired y~a.rs ago. I think it is a very dangerous question, and I
should like to have it decided by the Senate by the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Debate is not in order. The Senator from Pennsylvania calls for tbe yeas and nays.
The veas and navs were not ordered.
The PRESIDEN.T pro tempore. The question is on admitting the
interrogatory.
The qnestion was decided in the affirmative.
:Mr Mana~er .Mc.MA HON. Now answer t.he qnestion.,-1\Ir. 1\fa.rsh. _
The WITNESS. It was my custom, I think invariably, to send him
tho express receipt when I sent a remit.tance.
Q. (By Manager McMAHON.) How was that express receipt sentf
A. By mail.
Q. State whether you received any reply; and, if so, in what shape.
Mr. CARPENTER. No partitnlar time I understand is alluded to'
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is as t.o all these express matters.
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel objects. The Chair will
submit the question 1o the Senate.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are speaking about the express shipments alone.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Sball the interrogatory be admitted 7
The question was tlecic.led in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ttmpm·e. The objection is overruled. ·The
witness will answer the question.
Tbe WI'l'~Ess. I have received from him the express receipt which
I had sent him, indorsed on the back simply "0. K." I may have
received acknowledgments in other forms, but I do not remember
that form.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McitiAHON.) When you delivered the money
to the expr~ss company, at what office in New York City did you deliver it for shipment to Washington City t
A. As fa.r as I can recollect, the Anams Express.
Q. What number in Broadway r Do you rememberf
A. I do not; the down-town office.
Q. How far from Wall street f
A. It is close by.
Q. That is called "the down-town office T"
A. Yes, sir ; the head office.
Q. In whose name as consignor were these shipments made from
New York to '\Vashingtou Cit.y by you f
A. In my own name, except in, I should say, two or three cases
when I sent the money in the name of R. G. Carey & Co. I eannot
tel,lllow many cases; but I think two or three.
Q. You have referred now to one of your letters. "I have a remittance for you from the S. W.," meaning, as you say, the Southwest.
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not understand that he ha.s said any such
thing.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. 0~ yes.
M1·. CARPENTER. He says he would generally say, not referring
to any one letter as counsel says,'' I have a remittance from the S. W."
Now counsel puts in his mouth as to one particular let.ter-M•·· Manager Mc.MAHON. I would rather have it that way if you
insist on it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Have it any way you please; but do not misleau the witness about it.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) You stated thatyougenerallyinformed him in these letters that you had a remittance for him from
the "S.W.t"
A. I do not know that that was general. I have done that several
times.
Q. State whether you ever bad any other business transactions
~ith the Secretary of War except the transactions that you refer to
a-s "from the S. W."
Mr. CARPENTER. That gives nobody any information of what
tran"a.ctions are referred t.o by the m::magers. There may be such a
complete understanding between the manager and the witness that
they understand it, but not having been admitted to that conference
I do not know what transactions he is referring to by the question.
I have heard nothing about any transactions in the Southwest yet.
once.
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. We cannot get everything in
We are endeavoring to do it as expeditiously and conveniently for
the court as possible ; but sometimes one man must go through the
door before the other, and one fact must get in abean of the other
necessarily.
Mr. CARPENTER. The trouble is that you are not putting anything through the door.
·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is for the c.ourt to decide. The
question that I pnt to the witness is this: Did you have any other
business transactions with the Secretary of War except this that yon
referred to by the name of" S. \V.," the SouthwesU
Mr. CARPENTER. If anybody knows what that means, I do not.
Mr. Mana~er McMAHON. The witness knows, and I am endeavoring to get the truth out of him. The reference to the Southwest
meant something, I suppose, and I want to find out now whether that
was on the same account, ''from the Southwest;" and then, if you
will ~-i ve me time and opportunity, I will show just what "the Southwest ' is; )Jnt I must have time.
1\ir. CARPENTER. The manager says he wants to get at the
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transactions that took pl:we in the Southwest. We have heard
nothiug a.bout any transactions in the Southwest; we have heard
about remittances of money from New York here accompanied by
certain letters. Now, be puts a question-and I would not be capt.ious about the mere forll,l of the question if I did -not think it was
substantial bere-1 unclerstaml from the managers proceeding here
tbat he is endeavoring to avoid the transaction itself and to stick in
the bark. If this is a straightforward, honest witness, indorsed by the
Honse of Representatives, why clo they not push him right into deep
water and let us know what the facts are f
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will simply say to the honorable gentleman that I think we are examining this witness on this side, and
however limited our information may be upon the matter we understan(l probably how to put the cruie in evidence.
Tho PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel objects to the ouestion. The
question will be repeated. .
•
Mr. CARPENTER. I withdraw the objection.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tmnp01·e. The objection is withdrawn.
The question was read to the witness, a-s follows :
Q. State whether you ever had any other business transaetioll8 with the Secretary of War except the transactions that you refer ro as "from the S. W."

A. I never had any business transactions with him except sending
him money, that I remember now.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Money from what quarter!
A. Money that came to me from Fort Sill.
Q. In wllat part of the country is Fort Sill located f
A. I should sa;V generally in the Southwest.
Q. Is Fort Sill the place to which yon referred by using the letters "S. '\V. f"
A. It was.
Q. I understand you to say that when yon forwarded the express
receipts the Secretary would return them to you indorsed" 0. K."
A. Sometimes.
Q. Do yon remember any letter in which be made anyinquiryasto
what the meaning of "S. W." was in these letters of yours 1
A. I do not.
Q. Take these certificates, again, [handing certificates of deposit
produced by Richard King.] Have you any recollection about tbe
giving of any one of these particular certiticates, of the occasion
why it was put into a certificate and not into money sent by express f
A. I should say it was· according to General Belknap's directions.
Q. Do yon remember any particular reason assigned, if there was
any, in any letter to you'
A. I do not.
Q. I notice that upon the 9th of October, 1874, instead of issuing
one certificate for $1,500 the bank issued two to you, oue for 700,
the other for 00. Have yon any recollection about the division of
thatT
A. I have not.
Q. They are of the same date.
A. So Lsee.
Q. One of them appears to have been indorsed to his wife and the
other seems to have paBSed through the hands of " Horace S. Leland
&Co."
A. It is not his wife.
Q. Who is "Anna M. Belknap T"
A. I do not know.
Q. Not his wifef
A. Not his wife.
Q. What are the initials of General Belknap's present wife 1
A. I think "A. T."
Q. Have you any information as to who "Anna :M. Belknap is f"
A. I have not.
·
Q. When you inclosed one of these certificates of cleposit to him,
state what was the substance of the letter which you did send to him
accompanying·the certificate.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I want to submit whether that
should not be confi.ned to some particular certificate f
Mr. ·Manager .McMAHON. That is the express question exactly.
~Ir. CARPENTER. I do not understand it so. I understand the
question is what you would have done.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let the question be read.
The question waR read by the Official Reporter, as follows:
"Q. When yon incloRed one of these certifi.cat,es of deposit to him,
state what was the substance of the letter which you did send to him
accompanying the certificate."
Mr. CARPENTER. I insist on knowing which particular certificate
he refers to before he proves the answer that he received.
Mr. Manager Mc.MAHON. That is the identical question that has
been settled by the Senate in the express matter.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. The Chair overrules the objection.
The witness will answer "the question.
The WITNESS. I cannot state.
Q. {By Mr. Manager McMAHo~.) Have you any recollection of the
substance of any one of these letters 7
A. I have given the substance of some.
.
Q. Yes, you have given the substance of the letters accompanying
the express shipments. Now I want the substance of the letters accompanyi!lg the certificates f
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A. I do not distinguish them.
.
Q. Do you mean to say that you generally made the same statement to him in a letter inclosingthese,as you would when yon shipped
the money to him by express f
A. I shoul<l sav so.
Mr. CARPENTER. The question is whether you have any distinct
recol1ection a.bout itt
The WIT~"'ESS. No, sir; I have not.
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mcl\lAHON.) Now, state to the court whether,
when you sent these certificates forward by mail, you received any
acknowledgment from him of their receipt.
A. I do not remember of any. I should say generally that he always acknowledged the receipt of remittances. That is my general
recollection, but I do not remember any particular occasion.
Q. After you became acqna.inted with General Belknap in 1870,
state how intimate you became with him and how well acquainted
with him.
A. I have never seen him very often; I cannot tell, it is so long ago.
Q. What were the relations bet.ween you and him socially f
A. They were very friendly. He has been at my house in New
York. That is years ago, not recently; not for the last two or three
years.
Q. Has he staid at your house over night T
A. I could not say that he ever did positively. He may have done
so.
Q. Have you visited him at his house in W asbington f
A. You mean socially?
Q. Yes, sir.
A. On one occasion only, I believe.
Q. Do you remember at what time of the year the West Point commencement is held f
A. I do not.
Q. Do yon remember being at West Point with Mrs. Marsh at any
time when General Belknap was there f
A. I think I was, but I "·ould not swear to it positively.
Q. What year do you think that was in f
A. It must have been three or four years ago.
Q. In what year did your wife go to Europe f
A. Eighteen hundred and seventy-two, I think.
Q. Does that refresh your recollection now as to the time -that she
was at West Point!
A. It may have been that year, but I am not positive.
Q. Who went with her to Europe at the time that she went f
A. Mrs. Bower.
Q. The present wife of the Secretary!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have yon a recollection of being at West Point at the time General Belknap was there, immediately prior to your wife and Mrs. Bower
going to Europef
A. I have not. I have a recollection of being at West Point when
thev were there.
·
Q Were you at West Point more than once T
A. I do not remember.
Q. Have you been there at a time General Belknap was there,.since
your wife returned from Europe T
A. I should say no; but I am not positive.
Q. But you do remember being there once some years ago f
A. ldo.
Q. Have you a recollection of your wife staying there for several
weeksT
A. No, not several weeks.
Q. How long a time f
A. I cannot tell. I think she was there for perhaps a week or two;
I am not at all certain of the time.
Q. How long did you remain at the visit you made.f
A. I think a dny or two at a time, perhaps. I am not certain even
about that.
Q. State whether yon went there, when you went up, more than
once; or whether you went up, made one visit, and did not return f
A. I cannot tell you positively ; but probably I was back and forth
more than once.
Q. You have stated that you paid General Belknap money in New
York. About how many times in New York f
A. I should say one or more times; I canno~ answer any more positively.
Q. When yon did not send him the money by express or send him
a certificate of deposit, where did you pay what was coming to him T
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to. We do not want an argument on the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will put the question in this form :
When you did not send the money by express or by certificate, how
did you pay itT Do yon object to that T
Mr. CARPENTER. It is a little better than the other.
The WITNESS. I think on one occasion I bought a Government
bond. As far as I now remember, on all other occasions I gave him
the money in New York in person.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) In person f
A. I think so. If there was any o1her mode I have forgotten it.
Q. When you paid the money to him in person, did you take any
receipt from him, or receive any receipt t
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A. I did not.
Q. From what bank did you draw the money to ship to him to
Washington City'
A. Tho bank where I kept my account-the National Bank of
Commerce.
Q. From what bank did you generally draw the money when you
paid it to him in person f
A. The same, I think, always.
Q. State whet.ber npon any one occasion yon sent him money or
delivered it to him without cirawing a check upon your hank for the
amount T
A. I do not know that I have ever done so. It is possible, but 1
do not remember any such case.
Q. Do you know H. T. Crosby, of the War Department f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you met him in New York City at any timeT
.
A. I think he called at my house on one occasion tQ see General
Belknap several years ago.
Q. I referred to it for that purpose, to find out whether that refreshed your recollection. He came to your house to see General
Belknap who was stopping there at that time f
A. I think so.
Q. When you delivered this money in person to General Belknap,
state what conversation passed between you anu him as to the source
from which this money came, upon what account it w~ T Just give us
the conversation f
Mr. CARPENTER. When and where T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. On any one occasion that he remembers.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. Can you not come to some one occasion and
give us that conversation T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I am looking for light as well as you.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go on.
The WIT~TESS. I do no not remember any conversation between us.
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mc~IAIIOY.) What did you say to bini when
you handed him the money f
A. Nothing.
Q. Did be take the money T
A. Always.
Q. What did be say on taking the money T
A. Nothing that I remember.
Q. I want to know if he made any inquiry of you in regard to the
account upon which the money was paid f
A. I do not remember that he ever did.
Q. Did you ever make any explanation to him of the account upon
which the money was paid f
A. I do not remember that I ever did.
Q. Did you and he ever have any settlement or .comparison of
books. or anything of that sort f
A. Never.
Q. You statt'd that the money was paid, at first 1,500 quarterJyT
Mr. CARPENTER. Ho has not said that money was paid at all.
Mr. .Mana.g cr McMAHON. He delivered it to Belknap.
)!r. CARPENTER. The manager understands perfectly well the
use of words. A payment presupposes an obligation to be satisfied.
Sending money to a man does not necessarily imply that there is any
indebtedness whatever, and is not a payment.
1\fr. Manager McMAHON. I accept the criticism, but it is a nice
one-a distinction between the payment of an obligation, and a
present.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is a verv broad distinction on which human
life may depend, and very well worth bearing in mind.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) When you delivered the money
to him, as Mr. Carpenter wants it, you stated that you at first delivered him $1.500 quarterly, and after the lapse of one and a half or
two years $1,500 semi-annually. State now whether yon failed to
deliver to him exactly at the time tlie amount that you were to deliver to him, and if so, why f
A. The :611\t sum sent was not sentMr. CARPENTER. I want to object to that question, Mr. President. It is as disa~reeable to me to seem to be captions about
objections as it is disagreeable to the Senate to have me captious;
but the insidious manner in which the facts of this case are sought
to be kept out of view, while some deductions and conclusions are
forced in as their substitute, is, although very i_ngenions and very
artful and very gradual, yet perfectly apparent. We ought to have
the questions so put to the witness that be will understand and that
we shall understand precisely what transaction is being referred to.
Now you call his attention to no particular transaction at all; you
do not name a place and do not fix a date ; you do not determine any
particular t.ransaction ; and yet you are trying in that way to float
him over all of them, when in the only instance in which you put the
quest.ion direct you did not get what you wanted to get, and I suppose
that is the reason why the manager is now seeking to generalize.
But it is an improper way, as I believe, to lead this witness. The
manager knows perfectly well how to put the proper questions in a
direct examination, not fix him between this bowlder and that rock,
and lead him from step to step and over gulch and gulf, as he is doing
by tllis metl.!o~ of examination. This is too big: a thing to be played
on a small, mere ~m~. ·. ~t us hav~ it 01,1t ; l~t us have the facts.
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This is too big a court to be trifled with by that method of examination. Here is a man put on the stand to swear to we all know what.
Why do not they let him swear to itT Why do not they put him
right straight forward and let us have these facts in t.heir natural
order, and not dragged out one after the other in this ~udirect and,
as I think, improper way f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, it is a matter of great
deprivation to the House of Representatives, no doubt, that the able
gentleman (and I say it in all seriousness and earnestness) does not
sit here to conduct the case of the Government for it; but that is
one of those accidents which we cannot prevent, for the simple reason that he fails to be a member of the House. The House bas selected ns to try this case; and while we concede to the gentleman
(and we concede it honestly, not in any other except the fairest
meaning) great ability in his profession and a full understanding of
all the points of law and a full knowledge of all the details of practice ant.l a full aptit•Jde in all t.he details of 'liisi pl'ius trials, yet we
most respectfully submit to the Senate that we, however humble,
appea.r here trying this case on our side; and if the gentleman will
but possess his soul in patience for a little while the time will come
when be can double this witness up all over four or five times with
his unusual skill, and he can brio~ out all this truth that we are now so
in iuiously suppressing. He can then make it appear that his client
is innocent, and that all this that we are introducing as testimony
La@ nothing whatever to do with this case. A little patience now, a
li•tle of that which we have exercised, and the time will come when
all these material facts in this case, all this hidden truth can be
brought out in the full sunlight that we have had in the last three
or four ua.ys. Now we propo e, and we must be allowed that privilege, to pot the questions to the witness. I never knew that right
interfered with before.
Mr. CARPENTER. Well, Mr. President, I have had some little experience in the trial of can es at nisi prius, as the gentleman says, by
which I mean an examination into fa.ct.s, and I never saw a case tried
under those circumstances in which one of two things did not occur:
either the lawyer who examined his witness examined him properly,
or t.he other lawyer, if he had any sense, objected t.o the improper
questions put. I do not understand that the House of Representati ves collies here with any greater dignity than we do, not a particle.
TheJ are prosecutors, he is defendant; and he has as much right here
at this tribunal as the whole aggregate House of Representatives.
They have no more right to put au improper question than we.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Understand me; we do not claim the
tight to put an improper question. We claim the right to conduct
the examination properly in the way that we see fit.
Mr. CARPENTER. I will make an explanation to answer that,
and say I do not claim to object to a proper question. That lea.ves
us exactly where we started: Is this a proper question or not f That
is all I wish to say about it.
Mr. SHER:\fAN. Let the question be read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be read by the
reporter.
Tht\ question was read from the Official Reporter's short-hand notes,
as follows:
Q. When yon delivered the money to him yon stated that you at first delivered
him $1,500 quarterly, and after the 'lapse of one and a. half or two years 1,500 semi·
annually. Htate now whether you failed to deliver to him exactly at the time the
amount that yon were to dtiliver to him; and, if so, why 7

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this question be putt
The question was decided in the affirmative.
,
The :PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The objection is overruled, and the
question will be answered.
The WITNESS. If I understand the question, I should say that it
was my habit to send him money as soon as I heard from him, very
soon after it was remitted to me. Is that the answer f
. Mr. Mana~er McMAHON. Yes, sir; but the question goes further
than that: Whether you paid him, say within the last year, $1,500
semi-annually at the times that you had been in the habit of sending
to him previously t
• A. It was my habit to send it to him soon after having received it;
but those dateR were somewhat irregular.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) In the last year state anyirregu
larity about the dates and what amountl:i you delivered him in the
last year.
'
A. I think the last money I sent him wa.s about half of $1,500.
Q. About what time of the year did you send that, and what year f
A. I should say it was last November, but I am not positive.
Q. November, 1875!
_
A. I should say so, but I am not positive.
Q. You bad received about 1,500 from the Southwest f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Of which you sent forward one-half!
A. Yes, sir.
·
Q. Did you deliver the other half at any subsequent date; and if
so, to whomf
A. I delivered it to Mrs. Belknap at the St. James Hotel, New
York, I should say shortly before Christmas.
Q. Last Christmas t
A. Yes, sir.
Q: now wu~h did you deliver tQ hel,' there'
4

A. I should say it was the half of the remittance that came to me
from .Mi:. Evans, probably from 700 to $750.
Q. When you delivered this money to Mrs. Belknap, state whether
you had had any previous communication with the Secretary of War
concerning itt
A. I think I wrote him, as was my custom, that I had a remittance,
and I think his reply was to call and see his wife, that she would be
at the St. James Hotel at such a date. That is my recollection; I am
not absolute about it. I think that is the fact.
Q. Give us the substance of the Jetter you received from General
Belknap again, a.s near as you can, the exa-ct language, when you
wrote to him last December that you had a remittance for him. Give
ns now the substance of his reply, or as near as you can the words of
his reply.
Mr. CARPENTER. :May I be allowed to ask one question right
theref
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Have you any distinct recollection that
you received any such letter f
A. No, sir.
Q. Then would it not be pretty difficult to give the contents of it f
Do you now distmctly remember the circumstance that you did receive such a letter from Belknap telling you to go and see his wife t
A. I do not know that I did-not positively.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then it would be pretty difficult to give the
contents of it.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) What is your beat recollection
a-s to whether you received a letter from him or not before you paid
the money to his wife f
Mr. CARPENTER. He says he has no distinct recollection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No, I beg your pardon. I ask what is
his best recollection about it.
Mr. BLAIR. We submit, Mr. President, that when the witness says
that he does not recollect receiving any such letter at all it is objectionable to a-sk the witness what his best recollection is of the contents of the letter which he says positively that he does not recollect
having received.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before the gentleman sits down a question may narrow this controversy. He hM already testifi.ed-Mr. LOGAN. Ask him the question again, and let us know just
what be does say.
The following question was read by the Official Reporter from his
short-hand notes:
Q. Givl' us the substance of the letter yon received from General :Belkua-p again,
as nt>ar as you can, the exact language, when yon wrote to him last December lha.t
you bad a remittance for him. Give us now the substance of his reply, or, as near
as you can, the words of his reply.

Mr. CARPENTER. Having asked this witness if he distinctly
recollects receiving such a letter, and he having said he does not, the
question in substance now is, what would have been the contents of
it if he had reCf~ived it f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I beg your pardon. I ask him now, what
is his best recollection as to having received such a letterf
Mr. CONKLING. Let him answer that.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will answer that question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Of course prior to paying the money to
Mrs. Belknap.
The WITNESS. I shall have to make something of an explanation.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Go ahead.
The WITNESS. When the remittance came from Mr. Evans-the
last half-! wrote General Belknap and he wrote me back to send
the money to his wife, No. 22'22 G street, but that letter miscarried.
I did not hear from him for I guess two weeks, perhaps tllree, I do
not remember exactly, and I wrote him again; and it was then, I
think, that he told me to go and see his wife at the Saint James
Hotel. I think he wrote me that ; and while she was in New York
the missent letter turned up, which had the direction in it that I
ha.ve stated, to send this money to No. 2'22'2 G street.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Are these letters now in existence or have they been destroyed T
A. That letter I gave to Mrs. Belknap.
Q. Which one do you refer to now '
A. The delayed letter.
Q. What became of the other which came to you, the last oneT
.A. That I destroyed, no doubt. I do not remember positively about
h; but it was my habit to do so. That is all I remember.
Q. About what time of the year 1870 did you first become acquainted with JohnS. Evans!
A. It must have been very early in October.
Q. Have you any points or memoranda by which you can fix the
exact timeT
A. NothinO' nearer than the date of the contract.
Q. A bout 'tow long before you entered into the contract with him
that you refer to wa.s it that you met him f How many days before f
A. I cannot say positively-four, five, six, or seven days probably.
Q. What business was Mr. Evans pursuing in the city of Washington when you first meli him f
A. He told me-he was there seeking-Mr. CAR:BENTER. 'fhat will not do.
..
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Q. (By Mr. Manager Mcl\lAHoN.) Where did Mr. Evans reside in
Wa~hington

City at that time 7
A. I think he told me he residedMr. CARPENTER. No matter what he told you. We object to
any such conversation.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) How many interviews did you
have with him before you made the contract referred to!
A. I cannot tell you positively; one or two, possibly three.
Q. Did you go to see him first, or did he go to see you f
A. I went to see him, I think.
Q. How came you to go to see him-by whose direction f
A. I think General Belknap's or his wife's, and I think it was the
General himself who told me he was in the city.
Q. What else did the General say f
A. This refers to my appointment as post-traderf
Q. Yes, sir.
A. My reply would not include the fir!}t conversation.
Q. I am speaking now of what General Belknap said to you that
led you to ~o and see Evans.
A. He srud he would a,ppoint me to this place, post-trader at Fort
Sill, I think, and he then told me that I had better go and see .Mr.
Evans; that he was in the .city and an applicant for re-appointment;
and that if I was tQ run the post myself I think he said I ought to
make an arrangement with him to buy out h~ stock of goods and his
buildings, because it would not be fair to torn him out of his position
without buying .out his stock anP. buildings; it would ruin him, or
something of that ltind, ~d h,e woq.ld :pot consent to it.
Q. You went to see Mr. Evans upon that f
A. I did.
.
Q. Did you see Mr. Evans and make an ar,rangement with him i
A. I did.
.
Q. Who gave you the ;infor,m~ti.on as to where he could be found!
A. I think General Belknap himself. He might have told me the
hotel or he might simply have said he was in the city and I searched
for him; I do not rememqer it is so long ago.
Q. [Handing to the witness the agreement of October 8, 1870, Qetween himself and J. S. Evans, heretofore offered in evidence.] Look
at this before I ask any more q"!lestions and see if this is the agreement you subsequently enter~d into with Mr. Evans. Do you recognize your signature!
A. Yes, sir; I do.
Q. Dil,l Mr. Evans sign that paper with you f
A. He did.
Q. This agreement wa-s reduced to writing in New York City. State
whether it was agreed to before it was reduced to writing, and, if so,
where. In other words, whether you came to any understanding in
Wa-shington before you went to New York City f
A. We came to an understanding as to the amount he was willing
to pay, if I would allow him to hold the po t and contin~e the business at Fort Sill.
Q. In that connection, without further questions, give us all that
passed between you and Mr. Evans prior to the execution of this
contract.
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to, Mr. PresideD;t.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have no objection to the submission
of the question to the Senate if there is no argument to be made.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate.
Mr. CARPENTER. The Senate, of course, wi11 observe that this
calls for a convers~tion betw,een the witness and a third person, not
in our presence, with no pretense that we know anything about it.
The PRESIDENT po tempore. The question is on the admi.ssion
of the interrogatory.
The question wa.s decided in the negative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is Stll3tained.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) You went to New York City and
entered into this agreement t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State whether after you came to an understanding with Mr.
Evans in Washington City you went to see the Secretary of War
before you went to New York City f
A. I think I did.
Q. What passed between yon and him at that timeT What did
you say to the Secretary of w~r and what did he say to you!
A. I think I asked him if he would appoint Mr. Evans in my place
if I would withdraw in his favor.
Q. What did he say!
A. I think he assented.
Q. Did yon then go to New York T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you, after this agreement wa-s executed, send any word to
the Secretary of Wad
A. There seems to have been a letter read here, but I ha{! forgotten all about it.
Q. To whom was Mr. Evans's commission as post-trader sent first
by the Secretary of War, or Adjutant-General, or wherever it came
fromY
A. Well, sir, from something that I have heard here I should have
been led to suppose it was sent to me.
Mr. CARPENTER. If yon do not know, say so.
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The WITNESS. I had forgotten.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) After this agreement was exe-

cuted between you and Mr. Evans, state how soon you received any
money under it 1
A. I think in the following month.
Q. Where did you deposit the moneys that you received from
Evans; in what bank T
A. In the National Bank of Commerce, I think.
Q. Have you the bank-book or anything to show the date at which
you received the first 3,000 from Evans V
A. I have not.
Q. About how long did Evans continue to pay you 12,000 a year
or $3,000 a quarter Y
Mr. CARPENTER. He has not stated that he ever paid it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The agreement shows it.
Mr. CARPENTER. You have not offered the agreement in evidence.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. 0, yes; it has been offered in evidence
and read on a previous day. (To the witness.) How long was it that
yon received quarterly from Evans $3,000 under this agreement t
A. I should say perhaps eighteen months, more or less; I am not
certain about the time.
Q. What led to the reduction from .12,000 a year to 6,000 a year T
A. It was mainly the complaints of Evans and his partner, Mr.
Fisher; and the publication of the Tribune article may have had
something to do with it.
Q. Do you refer now to the article that was read here in evidence
the other day as from the New York Tribune t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. After that article appeared in the New York Tribune, what conversation passed between yon and General Belknap in regard to it f
Mr. CARPENTER. Woulu it not be better and more in form to ask
him if there ever was any conversation, and then to ask what it waa Y
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It seems to me it amounts to the same
thing.
Mr. CARPENTER. It seems to me it does not. Yon want to call
the witness's attention to the fact that there was one, you remind
him of that, and then you put your other questions. I would rather
it should come in the other order.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not think I can accommodate the
counsel in so small a matter as that.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go ahead then.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) What conversation, if any-1 will
put that in-passed between yon and the Secretary of War in regard
to that New York Tribune article T
A. I think thenexttimelsawhim-buthow soon after it was leannot say, I think it might have been one month, or it might have been
four-he asked me if I had a contract with Evans, and I think I asked
him who he thought was the cause of the articles appearing in the
Tribune, who was the instigator. At all events I think he told me
who he thought wa~; whether in reply to a question of mine or not,
I am not certain.
Q. What name did he give f
A. I think he gave the name of General Hazen, that he thought he
was.
Q. Where did-this conversation occur?
A. My impression is that it was in New York.
Q. Do you remember the business that brought him over there at
that timeT
A. I do not at all.
Q. When he asked you whether you had a contract, what reply, if
any, did you make f
A. I said I had.
Q. Did he make any inquiry as to the terms of that contract f
A. Not that I remember. I thinknot.
Q. What further conversation passed between you and him in
regard to that contract Y
A. None that I remember.
Q. Who made the first reference to the New York Tribune article f
A. I cannot tell you positively.
Q. What conversation, if any, passed between you in regard to the
continuance of this contract between you and Evans t
'
A. Not any that I remember.
Q. Have you stated all now that occurred between yon and GeneraJ
Belknap upon that occasion when you state that he asked you if yon
had a contra-ct and you told him you had f
A. It was this conversation about who was the author of the article
in the New York Tribune !
Q. Yes, sir.
A. It seems to me that I said somethlng to him that I had reduced
the bonus at the fort from 12,000 to $6,000. It seems to me I said
something of that kind.
·
Q. What did he say in answer to that Y
A. I do not remember that he said anything. I would not swear
to that as very positive recollection, but it is the best I have.
Q. Why did yon communicate that fact to him that you had reduced it to 6,0007
Mr. CARPENTER. He is not positive that he did.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. But he says that he thinks he did. (To
the witness.) Why did yon communicate that fact to him f
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A. It seemed to be a natural one to communicate.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Whyf
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that. What seemed to the witness
to be natural to do, and why it seemed to be natural, cannot be proper
testimony.
Q. (Bv Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Why did you communicate to
him the vfact that you had reduced the bonus at the fort from 12,000
to . 6,000'
.
A. Because I had been sending him this amount of money.
Q. Did General Belknap know where these moneys came from that
you were sending to him!
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that question. That calls for a
conclusion, not for a fact.
Mr. Man ager McMAHON. It is a square fact, I think.
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not think it is. A conclusion may be drawn
from a correspondence running through years, and a dozen conversations; but it is a conclusion always. If you ask him what he told
General Belknap, or what Belknap ever said to him, that calls for a
fact; but to ask him whether he must have known such a thing calls
for conclusion.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not ask whether he must h_ave
known.
- Mr. CARPENTER. You may ask whether he knew it.
Mr. Manager Mc.M.A.HON. I insist on the question. Did General
Belknap at this time know where this money was coming from that
was being paid to him Y
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpm·e. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate, shall this interrogatory be admitted f
The question was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Answer the question, Mr. Marsh.
The question was read by the Official Reporter from his short-hand
notes, as follows :
Q. Did General Belknap at this time know where the money was coming from
that wa-s being paid to him ¥

A. I should say that I presume he did.
McMAHo~.) Had you had at that time any
business transactions with him whatever, except the Fort Sill matter f
A. No, sir.
:Mr. CARPENTER. You have not shown any transaction between
him and General Belknap.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have shown that this witness sent
one-half the Fort Sill money to General Belknap. That is a transaction.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go ahead.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) What is your answer to the
question, whether you ever had any other business transactions or
money transactions with General Belknap, except this Fort Sill or
Southwest ma,tter f
A. I never bad, to my recollection.
Q. Where did all the money.come from that you sent by express or
certificate or that you delivered to General Belknap f From what
source did it come f
A. It came from John S. Evans & Co.
Q. What connection had it with this contra~t which we have
offered in evidence f
A. It waa in fulfillment of the terms of the contract.
Q. State now whether, up to the 1st of March, 1876, you had delivered to :Mr. Belknap, or sent to him, the half of all the money that
you received from JohnS. Evans on account of this Fort Sill transaction.
A. I bad, either to him or one or both of his wives.
Q. Upon how many occasions did you deliver money to his wife or
wives Y
A. I sent the first money that came to me from the fort, the half
of it, to his first wife, now deceased.
Q. When was the second time f
A. That was in December, 1875, about Christmas.
Q. Then they were the :first and last payments f
.A.. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you make any other payment, or deliveries, or shipments
except the first and last to his wives f
.A.. Not that I remember.
Q. How did you send the first shipment, and about what time, to
the second Mrs. Belknap, now dead f
A. It was in November, 1870. I sent it to her by express.
Q. You have stated that you never sent money by express except
upon order. Who directed you to send that money by express to Mrs.
Belknapf
.A.. I do not think any one did.
Q. How soon did you send it after you received it f
A. I should say very soon; but I do not remember positively.
Q. Did you send it by the same express company that you have
spoken about, Adams Express f
·
A. I am not positive, it is so long ago. May I be allowed to explain f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
A. According to the express company's books-M.r. CARPENTER. Never mind that. •
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The witness has a right to make the
explanation.
A. According to the express company's books as produced here, the
Q. (By Mr. Manager

firs re~ttance was sent to General Belknap. I have a very clear
recollectwn that I sent the money to her.
Mr. CARPENTER. Probably it is a mistake in the entry in the
book.
.A.. I do not know that it was. If I was called upon to explain it,
I should say that inside of the package addressed to him was another
sealed package addressed to her with the money in it. I am sure I
sent the money to her.
Q. (By :Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Do you remember the day that
the second Mrs. Belknap died f
.A.. It was very late in December, 1870.
Q. The 30th or 31st of December, was it not f
A. About that date.
Q. Do you not remember that on New Year's Day there was no ob-·
servance of the day here on account of her death f I refer to that to
fix the time.
A. I do not remember that fact.
Q. It was about the last day of December, 1870 f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How many children had General Belknap!
.A.. By this wife one.
Mr. BLACK. Do you want to know about the rest f
Mr. Manager Mc:rt!AHON. No, that is all I want. (To the witness.) He had one child. How old was it at the time its mother
died f
A. I cannot tell you. It was very young.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) How soon after the death of the
mother did the child die f
A. I should say the following summer.
Q. That would be in 1871 f
A. Yes, sir. I am not positive about that date.
Q. Have you any recollection about the time that General Belknap
married his present wife f
A. No, sir; not positively.
Q. In making your application for appointment as post-trader you
:filed a recommendation-·
Mr. CARPENTER. Will not the manager ask him whether he ever
did make an application and how he did make it f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That has been proved already.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then do not state it again.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I am simply coming to the question.
(To the witness.) You filed a recommendation. State whether you
made any application to Senator SHERMAN for a recommendation f
.A.. I did not personally.
Q. Did you ever file any recommendation from Senator SHERMAN f
A. I do not remember.
Q. You filed one, I believe the record shows, from Job Stevenson T
.A.. Yes, sir; but I bad forgotten it.
Mr. CARPENTER, (to Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Will you ask the
witness who this Job Stevenson is f
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Who was Hon.JobE. Stevenson T
A. A member of Congress. A member of the House from Cincin~
nati. I do not know whether he was in the House at that time.
Q. He had been a member f
.A.. He had been a member; whether he was at that time or not, I
am not certain.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is all for the present, I believe.
We are through with the direct examination.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the court please, with the permission of the
managers, at this point I will ask the court for an attachment against
Mr. Evans. He has been subprenaed, aa the record shows, and I believe has not answered to his name at all. He is an important witness for this defense, and we ask that an attachment may issue now
and be put in the hands of the Sergeant-at-Arms before the next train
leaves for New York.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I simply desire to state in that connection that Mr. Evans is an important witness for the prosecution, and
has been subprenaed and ordered here by telegraph on several occasions, and that an attachment would have been issued by the Government for him if we had not the information that he had started on
the 4th of July to be here.
Mr. BL.A.CK. Where from!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. From Fort Sill, our dispatch says.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01'e. Is there objection to issuing the
attachment.!
Mr. Manager JENKS. None. We want it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We make no objection to the issuing of
the attachment, provided the proper. foundation is laid. We do not
wish to be held responsible for it.
Mr. CARPENTER. The return of the Segeant-at-Arms shows that
he was subprenaed.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. By telegraph. I do not know whether
that would be held sufficient.
Mr. CARPENTER. He is on the list of witnesses which Mr. .Belknap asked to have subprenaed.
Mr. SHERMAN. I ask for the reading of the return of the officer
who made the service.
Mr. CARPE.NTER. The subprena was denied to Mr. Belknap on
the ground that Evans had already been subpcena-ed by the Government.
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Mr. Manager McMAHON. I would state to the honorable Senator
Mr. Manager McMAHON. And the Government in good faith has
that the Government stands in a different position probably in this
subprenaed him and desires his attendance.
. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report there- case from the defendant .
Mr. STEVENSON. I was only speaking as to this gentleman f
turn.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. This gentleman is in the category of all
The CHIEF CLERK. The return to the subprena to JohnS. Evans,
the other of the Government witnesses, except some few about the
made by the Sergeant-at-Arms, is in the following words:
city. They bad all been regularly subprenaed before House commitW ABBINGTON, D. C., Jul.y 1, 1876.
I made service of the within subprena., telegraphing the same to the within-named tees and had testified before House committees and were not finally
John S. Evans, at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, on the evening of the~ uay of June, discharged by the Honse committees, but ordered to go until further
notified by telegraph; but of course that confers no power upon the
1876.
JOHN R. FRENCH,
Senate other than it may haveBergeant-at-Af"TTWW United Statu &nate.
Mr. CONKLING. And this is one of those witnesses f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state in addition that I have seen
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair is informed and will state
a dispatch in the Sergeant-at-Arms' room from John S.Evans acknowlthat in all ca.ses where telegraphic service occurred the parties re-·
edging the receipt of this snbpcena..
sponded to the service by dispatch.
:Mr. CARPENTER. On that we ask for an attachment.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We want to see the papers. We want the return
The PRESIDENT p-ro tempore. The counsel asks for an attachment. Sha.ll it be granted! The Chair hears no objection. It is so of the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro te1np01·e. A messenger has been dispatched
ordered.
Mr. CARPENTER. We want it placed in the hands of the Ser- for the paper.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Cannot the trial go on in the mean time f
geant-at-Arms at once.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That is left to the parties.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It will be.
Mr. SHERMAN. The reporter can read the return.
Mr. EDMUNDS. May I inquire of the Chair whether there was
Mr. CARPENTER. The reporter has the return in his minutes.
proof 'that Evans bad been served f
Mr. STEVENSON. I do not know that a service by dispatch would
The PRESIDENT pro temp9re. It was stated that there was an acauthorize an attachment.
knowledgment of his service by telegraph.
Mr. LOGAN. I wish to make an inquiry. A few days a~o a request
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move to reconsider that order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion to was made for an attachment to issue against certain Witnesses. I
should like to know if that attachment was issued.
reconsider.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore The application was withdrawn. No
The motion to reconsider was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question now is on ordering such order was made.
Mr. Manager JENKS. I ask unanimous consent to make a request
th.e attachment.
that the attachment shall be issued, and then when the witness comes
Mr. EDMUNDS. I should like to have the proof of service read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It has been read. The Secretary in if he were not regularly served it can be found out by inquiring of
him upon oath, and of course there would be no penalty, in pursuance
will read it again.
Mr. .MERRIMON. I ask counsel to state the ground on which they of that attachment, inflicted. The process of attachment is only a
means of bringing him in, and it would only amount in substance to
base their motion for this attachment.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I will state the facts of the case a subpama to appear forthwith, as in many cases we do have subpreas I understand them. Mr. Evans is regarded by us as one of the naa issued to appear forthwith and bring in the witness then and
most material witnesses for the defense. He wa-s on the original list there. Now in lieu of that, aa he ha.s been serveQ. by snbpama over
furnished by us to the Secretary upon which subprenas were ordered the wires ~d as he has acknowledged that fact, if he be brought here.
by this court to issue. The proper authorities-! do not remember upon _an attachment and it does not appear that he has been subwhether the Secretary or the Sergeant-at-Arms-declined to summon prenaed and had full notice, let it have the effect only of a subprena
him for us; at all events the witnesses who had been subprenaed by to appear forthwith; and in the event of his saying that he had nothe Government were not subprenaed as for the defendant, of course tice and opportunity to appear and disregarded it, then he ought to
to save the expense of a double subpcena, which was unnecessary; be punished.
Mr. CONKLING. The question I suggest is one of power. Have
but our request was for a subprena. for him to bring him here on the
6th of July. The subprena that was issued was a. telegraphic snb- we power to attach a witness who ha-s not been snbprenaed legally!
prena or a subprena telegraphed over the wires to him which he ac- By "legally" I mean as the law says be shall be.
Mr. Manager JENKS. I should say you have not power to attach
knowledges the receipt and service of by telegraph. I understand
that that is the way in which all the witnesses at this trial have been in the sense of punishment; but you have power to bring in; and
sn bpamaed. I want to state in that connection that unless Mr. Evans the question as to whether that power has been rightly exercised
is here when the case closes on the part of the prosecution we shall may be determined by proof afterward. Then yon can prove that
be driven to appeal to the court to delay the trial till he can be here. you have issued your process and that you had power to issue it.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Have we the power to deprive witness of his-liberty
For the purpose of avoiding that motion, which we shall be compelled to makel I inteiTupted the managers, with their consent, as soon all the way from Fort Sill here if he has not committed any offense f
Mr. Manager JENKS. It would only have the effect of a subprena
as I learned tne fact that he was not here, to make this motion, so
that no time may be lost by our neglect. We understand that he is that he appear forthwith in that event. It is purely discretionary to
punish or not punish.
to- day at Fort Sill.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask that the return of the Sergeant-at-Arms on
Mr. BLACK. The attachment is an order to arrest him, is it not,
the subprena that contains the name of Evans be read, that we may Mr. JENKS, and bring him here T
Mr. Manager JENKS. That was the ordinary process to bring in
see what is the official proof.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair so understood, and it has a suitor at the common law; but there was no special harm done;
it waa merely to bring him into court. This is only as a matter of
been sent for.
Meantime may I inquire whether the counsel is right in saying that defense; the application comes from your own side.
the service of all subprenas for this trial on witnesses a.t a distance
Mr. BLACK. From our side Y
baa been made by telegraph!
Mr. Manager JENKS. From you.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that this subject be laid on the table for
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand so.
The PRESIDENT pro tcm,pore. Not all, the Chair is informed by the time being.
the Sergeant-at-Arms.
· The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The return has been read by the
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. In no case, as I understand, except by a Secretary; and the reporter can read it from his notes of what the
previous arrangement with the witnesses who have been here before Secretary read.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We shall get it presently. I move to lay the subone of the committees.
Mr. CONKLING. Had this man been here!
ject on the table.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Yes, sir.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. CONKLING. So that yon had his consent f
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I do not know, after the thing
Mr. Mana.g er LAPHAM. I am not certain as to that.
is laid on the table, whether we shall have any rights over it again
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, what has become of the sub- or not. We desire to state that if Mr. Evans is not here when the
prena.f
prosecution close their case, we shall be compelled to move for an
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is in the hands of one of the clerks, adjournment until such time a.s he can be produced.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The service is here now.
and has been sent for. It was sent out to have the attachment made
out. It -will be here aa soon as he can be reached.
Mr. CONKLING. Let us hear it read.
Mr. STEVENSON. I should like to inquire of the managers or
The PRESIDENT pro tempo're. Is there objection to having therecounsel for the defense if there is any law to summon a witness by turn read! The Chair hears none, and it will be read.
telegraph. I am not aware of any.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
•
W ABBINGTON, JuJ,y 1, 1876.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, did I understand the
I made service of the within subprena, telegraphing the same to the within-named
Senator as making the inquiry of me or of the counsel f
JohnS.
Evans
at
Fort
Sill,
Indian
Terrifx>ry,
on
the
evening
of the 22d day of June,
Mr. STEVENSON. I ask the question of either side. I understood
the witnesses to have been summoned by telegraph. I want to know 1876.
whether that was a legal summons or not.
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1\fr. EDillJNDS. That is no service in point of law.
Mr. CARPENTER. We have done everything in our power about
that man. \Ve have furnishe4 his name as a witness, and the court
has ordered him to be subpreuaed.
Mr. EDMUNDS. It is not your fault.
Mr. CONKLING. I do not see that the counsel could do anything
more.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I suppose he will be here; but I do not think
it unreasonable to require the counsel to reduce to writing what they
propo e to prove by him.
.,
Mr. EDMUJ\TDS. I ask unanimous consent to move that a subprena
issue for John S. Evans, commanding him to appear forth with.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpm·e. The Senator from Vermont moves
that a snbprena be issued commanding Mr. Evans to appear here
forthwith.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The order will be executed.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Now let us see if we cannot get that process
served according to law.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I would prefer that the subprnna issue
upon behalf of the defendant, because I wish any application for continuance to be based upon their own ground, not upon ours.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We are executing our own order.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The direct examination of the witness Marsh has been concluded. The counsel will proceed with the
cross-examination.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, the examination of this witness
has heen rather peculiar. He has been escorted around the ca.se two
or three times. He has at times been brought very near the border
of it; but whether he ha.a passed over the limit into anything that is
material and whether he has testified to anything that we need con
trovert in many particulars must depend upon a most critical examination of the precise words which the manager and the witness, who
have understood each other so well, have employed. I therefore ask
(and the court will see that it is not at all for delay, but only for the
purpose of having an opportunity to examine his testimony in print
to-morrow) that we may be permitted to waive this afternoon the
cro,s-examination of this witness and take it up to-morrow or at
some sub equent stage of the trial.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. Is there objection to this course
being pursued! The Chair hears none.
.
Mr. anager McMAHON. Mr. Marsh, before you leave the stand
I want to ask one question which I had really forgotten. (To Mr.
Carpenter.) Yon have no objection to making the case complete for
you, of course f
Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly not.
CALEB P.MA.Rsu's examination continued.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. When Mr. Evans wanted any favors or applications made to the
War Department, state, if you have any knowledge, whether he made
application to you or directly to the Secretary of War.
Mr. CARPENTER. When he made application f There is no proof
he ever did make application.
The WITNESS. He ha.s made application to me.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) What did you do with those applications f
A. It was my habit to forward them to the Secretary of War.
Q. What would the Secretary of War do with his answer to the
requests or applications Y
A. I do not know, I am sure. Repeat the question, plea.se.
Q. After you had forwarded these applications or requests of .Mr.
Evans to the Secretary of War, what notice, and how, would be
taken of them by the Secretary of War 1
A. That was usually the last I would hear of them.
Q. State whether upon any occasion the request was transmitted
back through you t
A. I do not remember any.
Q. Do you remember anything about any complaints being made
at any time about the selling of spirituous liquors by Evans or the
introduction of them into the Indian Territory!
A. I do not now remember.
Q. Have you any recollection of being consulted by the Secretary
of War upon that question at any time Y
A. I do not remember.
WILLIAM B. HAzEN sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Question. General, you are in the Army f
Answer. I am.
Q. In what position f
A. I am a colonel of the Sixth Infantry and brevet major-generaJ.
Q. How long have you been colonel of that regiment f
A. Since 1868.
Q. In 1870 where was it stationed T •
A. In 1870 my regiment wa-s stationed in the Indian Territory.
Q. Was Fort Sill within your lines f
A. It was in my command but a small portion of the time; but four
companies of my regiment were stationed there.
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Q. How long were four companies of your COJlliiland stationed there
and during what period of time f
A. They went there in the spring of 1868, and I think they remained
there for two or three years; I do not remember precisely.
Q. Where were you stationed in, say: February, 1872!
A. I was stationed at Fort Hays Kansas.
Q. Were any of your troops at that time at Fort Sill f
A. I think they were. They were or had just been removed :(rom
there.
Q. Have you been personally to Fort SillY
A. I have been.
Q. Have yon ever seen the contract between John S. Evans and
MarshY
A. I never have.
Q. Were you at Fort Sill at anytime between, say, July 1,1870, and
Febrna.xy 17, 1872 Y
A. No.
Q. Was Fort Sill under your command, do you say!
A. Fort Sill was under my command for a very short time in 1869
or 1870; perhaps it was in 1870.
Q. What time of 1870 f
A. It was the latter part of 1870, and probably the first part of 1871.
Q. Was your attention called at any time to the post-tradership at
Fort Sill f.
A. It was.
Q. BywbomY
A. By a great many officers of my own regiment and of tho Tenth
Cavalry, but particularly by Lieutenant Pratt of the Tenth Cavalry;
and also I would say by Mr. Fisher, one of the members of the firm
of Evans & Fisher.
Q. Was your attention called to it officially as an officer of the
Army!
A. AB an officer of the Army.
Q. Did you communicate these facts directly or indirectly to the
Military Committee of the House!
A. !did.
:Mr. CARPENTER. One moment. We object to that. We understand that the method of communication in the Army is not through
Congress.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We shall find out about that.
Mr. CARPENTER. We object to this question.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the managers insist upon it!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will withdraw it for the present.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The question is withdrawn.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McM.AHON.) Did you come on to Washington
City in February, 1872 f
A. I did.
Q. State, if you know, who furnished the information upon which
the New York Tribune a.rticle was published.
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to. What can be the object
of that testimony Y
1\Ir .Manager McMAHON. Of course the gentleman has a right to
require me to state the object, and I will state it. From our own
stand-point, assuming the testimony which we have already given to
be correct, which we have a right to do, we have heretofore proven
that the article in the New York Tribune was brought to the knowledge of General Belknap. We have to-day proven that General
Belknap had a certaiued that the authority for. those charges was
General Hazen, who bad Fort Sill within his lines and w'bo had
troops stationed there. 'Ve have had from another source that General Belknap was exceedingly indignant because these fact.s had been
reported either to the Military Committee or to the newspapers. [l\Ir.
Carpenter shook his head.] I beg your pardon, gentlemen. Shaking
of the head will not wipe out the record. The record shows that General Belknap wa.s very indignant because General Hazen had represented the facts to the Military Committee instead of representing
the facts to him.
l\Ir. CARPENTER. That is right, but that is not the way you
stated it before.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is my statement, that he was indignant because General Hazen had represented it to a committee instead of to him. Now this is the inference we want to draw from it:
There is no libel in the New York Tribune article upon Secretary
Belknap; on the contrary, if you will read that article you will find
that it expressly excludes the Secretary from participation in this
matter, and says that he knows nothing about it. It is no libel upon
him in a newspaper, which is a subject upon which my friend is so
sensitive, and upon which the counsel made the point, and very properly, that a man should not every time run and see the author of a
newspaper article ; but here are charges put in this article, coming
from an officer whose name is not given, but then at the bottom of
it is stated that these charges are made on the authority of a high
officer under the Government in the .Army. Here is the Secretary of
War not charged, not implicated, no libel put upon his cllaract.er, no
stain upon him, but a grievance, a monstrous grievance is called to
his attention, one that demanded the imm~diate arm of the Government to remedy if it were true. While I submit to the decision that
was made a wbile ago j.n regard to the testimony of 1\--Ir. Whitelaw Reid,
and did not propose to argue it at that time, I say that it is the very
highest kind of testimony upon a question like this, that when these
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charges are made in a public newspaper, not against this gentleman
who is upon trial, but against certain other individuals, and public
attention is called to them, an extract from a letter quoted with
quotation marks to indicate that it is an extract ftom an officer at
tba,t point, and then that is fathered by a leading officer in the
Army-I say we have s right to show, as we propose now to show, that
instead of hunting up whether these things are true or not, instead
of endeavoiing as an officer of the Army to correct these . evils, he
cloaks them, does not inquire even when he knows the officer who is
the authodty for this statement, or the officer cominanding this particular post. He shuts his eye to the transaction and goes no'where
for information. He goes neither to Mr. Smalley, who wrote the article, nor to Mr. Reid, who published it, nor to General Hazen, who
was the authority for it; and, as we shall show hereafter, he n,either
goes to Evans nor to Caleb P. Marsh to learn anything about it.
Are there no inferences to be drawn from these facts f Is it not
the best kind of testimony when we have got the pecul.i.ar case that
we have here f Then what are your relatione, Mr. Secretary, or what
were your relations to this man f Was Mr. Marsh pTivately milking
him and dividing with you and you knew it Y The inference is
almost irresistible that he was aware of all these facts. He knew
that General Hazen was the man who was responsible for this statement, and yet he neither corrects the abuses nor calls upon General
Hazen in any shape or form ; but gentlemen on the other side seem
to feel, and they hide themselves under that, that they are indignant.
He becomes very indignant because instead of the matter being repreeented to him, the Secretary of War, it was represented to a ~filita;ry
Committee. The fact of the matter wa-s known when it was represented to the Military Committee and represented through the public press and represented to the Secretary of War; yet that sore, that
disgraceful corruption, that cancer upon the body-politic was never
probed into, never cut out, niltil finally it grew so rotten that it fell
to pieces of its own accord.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I should like to ask the managers a question, if I
may do so. How can it make any difference if as is shown the respondent believed that General Hazen was the author of this article,
or the informer, whether that belief was well-founded or ill-founded
on the theory that you have presented f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I make no point as to its being well or
ill founded. I simply a-sk the witness whether after it was published-and that is my whole point; if it is not good the question
falls-and he was aware that General Hazen did inspire this article
and was the authority for it, he made no inquiry from him as to
whether it was true and upon what authority be ba-sed his .statement.
Mr. EDMlThTDS. My inquiry is this, Mr. President, if I may have
unanimous consent to make it: It has been stated in the evidence
that General Belknap believed that General Hazen was the originator
or author of these charges. The point of the managers is that_his
taking no action to correct it, if he did take none, is a circumstance
to be considered. If General Belknap did believe this to be true,
how is it of any consequence for us to inquire whether General Hazen
was in fact or not the author or as to the inference produced on the
mind of the respondent f
·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If the Senator will permit me to answer
his question, if the Secretary of War did not believe what to be true f
Mr. EDMUNDS. That Hazen was the author or orignator of the
article.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think we do not still understand each
other, because my point is that if, as has been testified, the Secretary
of War believed General Hazen to be the author of the article, it was
his duty, having a responsible name for it, to make inquiry of General
Hazen. We have proposed tu show that he inade no inquiry of anybody else; that he did not make it of General Grierson, who was in
command; that he did not make it of this man or that man who was
authorized ; and we want to close up the entire gap to show that he
made inquiry of no person.
Mr. BLACK. He did make inquiry of General Grierson.
Mr. Manao-er McMAHON. I beg your pardon; he did not ask in
his letter to Mi-. Grierson whether Evans wa-s paying $12,000 to Marsh.
He asked pretty much everything else that could be asked except
that.
.
Mr. STEVENSON. May I ask the gentleman what the precise
question is f
·
_
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have had so much argument that
perhaps I have forgotten the exact question; but this is the point: I
desire to ask the witne s whether after this article was published
General Belknap made any official or petsonal inquiry of him in regard to the truth of the statements contained in it.
~1r. Manager LAPHAM. The question objected to is whether General Hazen furnished the information.
Mr. Manager MoMAHON. I See the question that was put. It is
possibly unimportant, and in that view I will vary the question and
we can consider the arg11meflt as made on the Iie.Xt question..
Mr. CARPENTER. That is, on your sidef
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
llr. CARPENTER. We have not tnade any argument.
Q. (By Mr. Manager MCMAHON.) After the jmblication of the article in the New York Tribune, state whether the Secretary of War
officially or otherwise made any inquiry of you in regard to the truth
of the statements contained in the article.
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Mr. CARPENTER. That question we object to.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. I ask the court to coBBider my argument as made on this question.
Mr. CARPENTER. There is a little incident alwaysrunningthrongh
this case. We cannot axgue the question of admissibility without
having a little more or less summing-up of the case. The precise
question has been explained here; that is the mode of putting it. It
is if Mr. Belknap thought that Hazen was the author of that article
why did he not go to General Hazen f The testimony has already
shown that Belknap was indignant at Hazen because he had violated
the regulations of the Army and had not communicated what he pretended to know as a fact through the military channels, as it was his
duty to do, but poured it out into the bosom of a congressional committee. The testimony also shows that Belknap did go to work investigating this matter through the proper channe1s. He wrote a
letter to Grierson, who was in command of the post, and to Evans,
and to others there, in regard to the matter. The letter of Mr. Grierson making his report is on the 18th of February. It was received
about ten days after that, and the order correcting the whole thing
wa-s made on the 25th of March.
Is it possible that Mr. Belknap is to be condemned here because he
did not select that particular method of investigation which the
managers wish he had selected Y He went to work regularly and efficiently. He did not wish to imitate the irregular conduct of General Hazen. Because Hazen had violated his duty and the regulations
of the Army, it wa-s not necessary that Belknap should also violate
his duty, nor was it necessary that he should chase the newspaper
or chase any correspondent of a newspaper ; but he set immediately to work investigating through the regular military channels,
where officers made their reports upon their character as officers and
where if they were untrue they could be court-martialed for their untruth; not anonymous correspondence in newspapers, but regular
official investigation, and on the 25th of March the whole matter was
cured by the order of that date.
That is the state of facts. The question put to the witness is, did
General Belknap go to you about this matterY They might as well
call any other man in Washington and ask, "Did he go to you about
it." Belknap was under no obligation to go to General Hazen. He
went through the regular channel to the commander of the post.
General Hazen was not the commander of that post, and if General
Hazen had known anything of irregularities there while he was in
command of the post the regulations of war made it his duty to communicate it through the military authorities, not through political
and congressional channels, but to make it directly through the official military channels. Then it could be corrected according to the
discipline of the Army.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question,
Shall this interrogat,ory be admitted f
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 15, noes u;;
no quorum voting.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Let us have the yeas and nays.
Mr. ANTHONY. There is a quorum here. Let us have a further
count.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I yield to the suggestion of the Senator from
Rhode Island. Let us take another division.
Several SENATORS. Let the reporter read the question.
The question was read, as follows :
Q. After the publication of this article in the New York Tribune, state whether
the Secretary of War, officially or otherwise, made any inquiry of yon in regard to
the truth of the statements contained in that article W

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Shall this interrogatory be admitted f
The question was determined 'in the affirmative, there being on a
division-ayes 19, noes 18.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) General, you will answer the
question.
A. He did not.
Q. State whether you were in Washington City at any time after
the publication of that article in the New York Tribune.
_
A. I was here undersubpama immediately after.
Q. State what were the relations between you and the Secretary
of War up to February, 1872.
A. So far as I knew, they were perfectly friendly.
Q. You testified, I believe, before the Military Committee at that
timef
A. I did.
Q. How long did you remain in the city of Washington f
'A. I wa-s here four days in all.
Q. Did you meet the Secretary of War during that time'
A. I think I did.
Q. There has been a criticism made upon your communicating this _
matter to the Military Committee instead of communicating it through
the regular channels to the Secretary of War. State your views of
that question.
Mr. CARPENTER: We object to that.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You asked that question of General
•
McDowell.
Mr. CARPENTER. You propose to swear down my argument.
This witness's opinion upon the proper construction of the rules and
regulations of war, which are statutes of the United Stat~s, as to
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what his duty would be, might swear our arguments away, arid we
should not stand a fair chance.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Will the counsel allow me to ask him a question f Did not the learned counsel put this precise question to General :McDowell f
Mr. CARPENTER. And on your objection I withdrew it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I beg your pardon. The court allowed
it to be put.
Mr. CARPENTER. Very well. If that is so I can say nothing.
The WITNESS. My testimony before the committee had nothing-Mr. CARPENTER. You are not interrogated about that testimony
at all.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not care about that, but simply
why you made the statement before the Military Committee ; that is,
why you communicated the fact to them instead of commlinicating
it to the Secretary of WarY
The WITNESS. The main points of my testimony had been communicated several times through the military channels. It referred
to the law of 1866 regarding the furnishing of these same stores by
sutlers.
Mr. CARPENTER. The witness is_called on for an essay on one
subject and he is giving an essay upon another subject. He was inquired as to what his duty was in regard to communicating these
facts through the military channels.
Mr. Manager McMA.IION. I think the witness is entitled to a little
fair treatment.
·
Mr. CARPENTER. We are entitled to our objection.
Several SENATORS. Let the question be read.
The question was read fi·om the reporter's short-hand notes, as follows:

larly indexed in a book kept for that purpose, and he ha.s both the
book and the letters. We gave notice to produce them, it is true,
:md we sha11 be at liberty, if they are not produced, to prove by this
witness that such letters were sent and prove their contents orally
by reason of their non-production. Surely this inquiry, it seems to
me, Senators, is entirely proper and legitimate by way of ascertaining what communication, if any, was made to the Secretary of War
by the witness or by his direction.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair is informed that there is
a message to be submitted from the House of Representatives. If
there be no objection the proceedings of the trial will be temporarily
suspended for that purpose.
A message was received from the House of Representatives.
After which,
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate resumes its session sitting for the trial of the impeachment.
Mr. CONKLING. May I inquire, if it is in order, whether these
letters of which the witness has been speaking are letters written by
him to the Secretary of War f I did not hear that part of his statement.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is the point I have been trying to :find
out for an hour.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. It is just what we are trying to :find out.

Q. There .has been a. criticism made upon your communicating this matter to the
Military Committee instead of communicating it through the regular channels to
the Secretary of War. State your view of that question.

Q. In these previous communications to the Secretary of War had allusions been
mane to the relations between Evans and Marsh Y

Mr. EDMUNDS. I object to that question myself if counsel do not.
I do not think the time of the court ought to be wasted with that
sort of evidence.
.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1·e. Objection is made.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I withdraw the question. (To the witness.) State why you did not communicate these facts .d irectly to
the Secreta,ry of W a,r.
A. The facts stated in my testimony had been communicated several
times before.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) How?
A. By letters, official and otherwise, to the War Department; but
they referred to different subjects.
Mr. CARPENTER. One momentQ. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Did they refer to the Fort Sill
matterY
A. They did. They referred to that and all other matters stated
about the farming out of post-traderships.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will state that when
an objection is made the witness s-hall withhold his answer.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to know whose letters they were.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I am examining the witness. (To the
witness.) In these previous communications to the Secretary of War
had allusions been made to the relations between Evans and Marsh f
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that. There is but one way that
these matters can be brought before the Secretary of War. . The law
provides how they shall be brought before him. When complaint is
made in regard to any of these matters, the subordinate officer must
make his report to his next superior, and so on through all the channels until it reaches some one who haB the power to correct the abuse.
That is the uniform course. Anything else is just as much hearsay
as a conversation between anybody else. An official report made by
an officer in pursuance of law would come with force. It is at all
events a report which the law requires an officer to make ; but the
general talk and conversation, whether among officers and soldiers
or laymen or citizens, makes no evidence here in this case. If there
were a.ny written reports made, let us have them. They are in the
War Department. Let us know who made them, what ·they were
made about, and then let us have the reports. They are a great deal
better than General Hazen's understanding of what they were.. I do
not understand him to have read one of them or that he knows the
contents of one of them except from hearsay.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Suppose the witness addressed to the
Secretary of War directly a communication upon this subject instead of communipating to his superior officer or the officer next in
command; would that make it any the less evidence in this case f
The learned counsel talks about its being on file in the War Department. This is one of those semi-official communications which the
defendant has appropriated to himself since his resignation.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is a mistake.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. And we cannot get control of it.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is assumed.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Sir, we have a right to assume that if it
is not a regular communication ma-de to the War Department and is
not on file. There is no such letter on file or in the archives of the
Wat- Department. If the letter was addressed to the Depa:rtment
upon this subject by the witness or by his direction, it is among the
papers which the defendant has taken away from the War Department1 which were there during his term of office, which were regu-
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Mr. CONKLING. I will ask, then, to have the question read that I
may see whether it relates to communications made by the witness
or communications that he has heard were made by somebody else.
The question was read by the reporter from his short-hand notes,
as follows:
Mr. CONKLING. I should like to know as one member of the court
whether these communications referred to are communications from
the witness o:r somebody else. If the Senate will allow me, I would
ask this question. (To the witness.) Were the communications t.o
which you have been referring communications by you or communications that passed through yon to the Secretary T
The WITNESS. They were communications from me written officially.
I will say here, in correction of what I said before, that perhaps they
did not refer to the Fort Sill matter. They referred to the farming
out of post-traderships generally, but I will not say they referred
directly to the post-trader at Fort Sill.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the question. then. That
settles the controversy. That is, we withdraw the particular question we have put as to whether there was any reference in these letters to the relations existing between Evans and Marsh.
Mr. CONKLING. The witness says he does not know that there
waa.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Where were you in February,
1872!
.
A. At Fort Hays, Kansas.
Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Did you in 1872 come before that Military Committee in obedience to a subpama f
A. I did.
.
Q. Issued by whom f
A. Issued by the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of Representatives.
Q. Did yon nat propose to the committee or to somebody else to
be examined upon the subject before you were subprenaed f
A. I proposed to give information in regard to the post-traderships
before I was snbprenaed.
Q. To whom did you make that communication f
A. I made that communication to General GARFIELD.
Q. The chairman of the committee!
A. He was not the chairman of the Military Committee then. He
was my friend at home through whom I did nearly all my correspondence with Washington.
Q. These letters which you speak of having sent about post-traderships, you say were official letters sent through: the military channels f
A. Which letters do yon refer to f
Q. The letters you have testified to.
· ·
A. I cannot remember whether they were official or semi-official. I
do not remember about that.
Q. I rmderstood you to say just now that they were official letters.
Do you want to correct that statement f
A. I cannot say that they were technically official letters.
Q. You were commander at Fort Haysf
A. I was commander at Fort Hays.
Q. What was the regular military channel for communications from
you with the Secretary of War about a. matter of official business f
A. Through the Adjutant-General of the Army.
Q. At Washington T
A. At WaBhington.
Q. Your letter, if it was official, would be received by the AdjutantGeneral, marked in his office, and be traceable all through the various channels '
·
A. I suppose it would; but it would not necessarily refer to tb.i8
subject here, but it would refer to fannin~ out post-traderships.
Q. Have you any recollection a.bout wnting the letter f
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A. I have, very distinctly T
Q. What is about the date of it f
A. I cannot give the exact date.
Q. How long was it written before you were examined before that
Military Committee f
A. It was some time between 1866, when this business commenced,
and the business I testified about, the farming out of traderships.
Q. The question is how long was your letter Written to the Secretary Qf War prior to your being examined before that committee f
A. f do not remember.
Q. Was it before!
A. It was.
Q. How Jong, can you not tell f
A. I cannot tell.
Q. Can you not give us some idea, whether a month or two or a
year!
A. I think it was about six months or a year.
Q. Did it go through the military channels f ·
·
A. It was sent through the regular channels. I never heard from it.
Q. Then would it not be indexed at the various headquarters f
A. I have no doubt.
Q. Will you not state where and at what places it would be indexed!
Give me an idea of the military route.
. A. It would be probably indexed in the office of the Adjutant-Gen• eral of the Army.
Q. What is the military channel from you f
A. Directly to the Adjutant-General of the Army or it would go
through the headquarters of the military department.
Q. Will you not explain to whatplacesit would go, whereitwould
be registered, if you did write such a letter! Where would it go
first from Fort Hays f
A. It would go to Fort Leavenworth.
Q. That was to General Pope f
A. To General Pope.
Q. Where from there f
A. To General Sherman.
Q. Where was his office at that timef
A. At Saint Louis.
Q. Then he would send it where f
A. He would send it to the Adjutant-General.
Q. And the Adjutant would send it to the Secretary of War f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Would it n::Jo through Sheridan's headquarters!
·
A. I do not t ·
he was then commander. If Sheridan was in
command, it would go to him.
Q. You do not think Sheridan was in command at that time f
A. He may have been.
Q. Fix the time as near as you can when you wrote this letter recommending the correction of all these general abuses.
A. I think the letter was written in the last portion of 1871 or the
first of 1872.
Q. Was General Sherman's office at Washington at that time!
A. It may have been.
Q. Where was itT It might have been anywhere. Youknewwhere
your superior officers resided and had their headquarters.
A. I think he was in Washington and General Sheridan was in
Chicago.
Q. Do you not know that his office was in Washington!
·
A. Not without looking at the record.
Q. You do not know that Sherman's headquarters were in Washington the last of 1870 and in 1871, and you do not know that Sheridan's headquarters were at Chicago f
A~ Upon reconsideration, I think they were. At that time I did
_not know.
Q. At what time did you not know!
A. At the time the question was first asked.
Q. You were in a department under the command of Pope f
A. I was.
Q. In a division under the command of Sheridan.
A. I was.
Q. In the Army under the command of Sherman.
A. I was.
Q. That letter, if you sent it, was indexed at all those places.
A. It was, if it did not miscarry; but it is possible it was not an
official letter. I do not remember distinctly as to its character. If
it was not an official letter it would not be filed.
Q. Let me a-sk you whether it was not your duty, if you became
aware of any abuses at any posts within your command, to report
them through the military channels to the Secretary of War f
A. Yes ; and I think I did it.
Q. It was your duty to do so f
A. Yes.
Q. You think you did it f
A.· I think I did.
Q. If you did, the letter would be indorsed in all these he~quartersf
\
A. It would, if it passed through them.
Q. Have you any reason to suspect that the letter miscarried T
A. No; but I never received a reply to it.
Q. But you expect it was received through all these channels f
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A. I think so.
Mr. CONKLING. I should like to understand it. Do letters go
open to all these places to be seen f
Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly; and reviewed.
The WITNESS. If it was official. If not official, it would not be so.
_Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) The letter would first have been soon by
General Pope, next by General Sheridan, next by General Sherman,
next by the Adjutant General, and then by the Secretary of War T
A. It would, if official.
Q. It would, if it was what you say you think it was f
A. Yes; that is what we are talking about.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the court please, I want to give notice to
Crosby, a witness whom we ha.ve the right to cross-examine, the
chief clerk of the War Department, to find the letter referred to by
this witness and have it produced here to-morrow. Mr~ Crosby is
here and will hear the notice.
Mr. Manager McMAHoN. You might supplement that with a notice
to your client if he happens to have it semi-officially to bring it out
of the package in which itwasthatwas taken from the Department.
Mr. CARPENTER. It does not happen to be there.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It might be.
Mr. CARPENTER. It would not be.
Mr. CONKLING. In this pause I beg to ask one or more questions.
May I inquire whether such a letter going as this does through these
several commanders receives from each one any indorsement either
of approval or disapproval, or any other mark from him f (To the
witiress.) If, for example, General Pope receives it, does he mark it
"approved" or "disapproved," or does he put any mark upon it Y
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will answer.
The WITNEss. He can do either, as he sees fit.
Q. (By Mr. CoNKLING.) Does he, in point of fact, do one Y
A. Not necessarily.
Q. What does he say, "received and forwarded f 11
A. "Received and forwarded," "approved" or "disapproved," or
whatever other mark he sees fit.
Q. He puts some mark!
A. He puts some mark.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Then that letter which you think yon
wrote communicated as much to General Pope, and to General Sheridan, and to General Sherman as it did to General Belknap, did it not T
A. It did, if it was rea.d by them.
Q. That would be true of Belknap, would it not!
A. Yes.
Q. (By Mr. BLACK.) Such a letter is addressed to the immediate ·superior of the officer who writes it, is it notf
A. Yes.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) You say you testified before that committee under a subpoona f
A. Under a subpoona; yes, sir.
Q. Did you first write from your post to General GARFIELD that you
should like to be subpoonaed, or words to that effect T
A. I wrote to General GARFIELD that I was coming ea.st and would
be in Cincinnati, and if it was required would come here.
Q. Had you been inquired of in any way about this matter f
A. No.
Q. Was it not your duty at that time, if you knew any fact whatever in connection with this business which was improper, to' communicate through the regular military channels to the Secretary of
WarT
A. It was.
Q. Why did you select General GARFIELD rather than the Secretary
of War, then!
A. I believed it would receive no attention if sent to the Secretary
of War.
Q. For that reason you violated your own duty because you thought
he would violate his f Is that it T
A. I cannot say. I gave the reason.
_
Q. Do you recollect writing a long letter to General Belknap dated
September 12, 1875 T
A. Ido.
Q. Do you recollect writing it in these wordsMr. Manager McMAHON. Let him see the letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. 0, no.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You have no right to cross-examine him
in regard to the contents of a letter without submitting it to him.
Mr. CARPENTER. How do you find out that this is the letter?
This may be a memorandum in my writing.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If you say it is a memorandum of a letter that was destroyed, no matter; but if you claim to have the letter, you cannot cross-examine him on it without putting it in his
hand.
Mr. CARPENTER. I ask him "Do you remember in that letter
using these words, in substance f"
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We make objection, Mr. President and
Senators, to the witness being asked any question as to the contents
of a letter which the counsel apparently holds in his band. 1f he
does not have it, the objection at any rate goes to the point that it
having been addressed to the defendant, the counsel must first show
it to have been destroyed.
Mr. CARPENTER. Did the manager not here ask this very wit-
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ness about a letter that was sent to the Secretary of War which ho
did not have T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is not on file.
Mr. CARPENTER. How do you know Y If it was ever written,
there is where it belongs. You had not proved search, or loss, or destruction, and yet you proved the contents of it. The law has not
changed since you were examining this man in the direct examination.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. In answer I will simply say that we do
not propose to refight any question of evidence which has been already
settled. If the gentleman withheld to make his objection that was
his fault, if my objection is good at the present time. Because I put
a similarly improper question awhile ago and required to have it
answered, it is no reason that the rules of evidence may be violated now.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be read.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. vVe object before the question is put.
Mr. CONKLING. Let us hear the question.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Do you recollect using these words, or
sub tantially the e wo1·ds, in 'that letter to General Belknap, namely:
"I was summoned to Washington to give evidence upon staff organization of the French and German armies. After finishing upon these
subjects I was questioned upon the subject of post-traders. I at first
remonst1·ated, on the ground that I had not reported the matter to
you," (that is, the Secretary,) "because I believed the Commissary
Department would defeat any action in that direction T"
Mr. Manager McMAHON. General, you need not an8wer the question. The objection is pending.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate, Shall this interrogatory be admitted T
The question was determined in the negative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is sustained.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, if t.h e Senate will pardon me
just a moment, I did not state the ground of the question, because I
thought it was apparent. The witness has just sworn to a totally
different state of facts; that he came here on subprena and was examined on this matter in obedience to the subprena. On cross-examination we got from him the fact that he wrote a letter to General GARFIELD from his po t. Now, here is a letter, or at least I am inquiring
of him now if he did not write to General Belknap on the 12th of
September, 1875, a totally different account of that transaction.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You must put it in his hands for the
purpose of impeaching him.
Mr. WALLACE. May I ask the counsel if it is competent to contradict the witne s by giving a part of a conversation and not giving the whole of it that occurred at the same time; whether the
witness is not entitled to have the whole of what was said at that
particular time, and therefore the whole of this letter t
Mr. HOWE. May I ask for inforll}ation, for I have not attended
particularly so closely to the evidence as I should, has it already appeared in evidence that the letter, of the contents of which the counsel proposes to ask the witness, has been sought for and is not io be
found f Has that appeared in evidence T
1\.fr. BLACK. We are not offering the letter in evidence; we are
just asking the witness a question in regard to it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Senators will recollect that this witness testified ~ere that he gave testimony before the House Military Committee because he thought if he conferred directly with the Secretary
of Wa,r he would not pay any attention to it. He then swears he did
write a letter and sent it through the regular military channels,
communicatin~ everything to General Belknap that he swore to before the committee. In this letter, of which I now question him, he
writes, as we claim and offer to prove by him, that he did not report
the matter to the Secretary for the reason that he knew the Commissary Department would not permit it to be done.
• Mr. EDMUNDS. The letter will show.
·. Mr. Manager McMAHON. The letter will speak for itself.
Mr. CARPENTER. The letter I do not propose to give in evidence.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Then you cannot have any evidence
with regard to its contents unless you prove that it is destroyed.
Mr. MERRIMON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there be no objection the order
sustaining the objection will be reconsidered.
Mr. MERRIMON. That letter having been alluded to in the way
it has been, it is due to the court and due the witness in the case that
it should be put in evidence.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Or else all aBusion to it be stricken out
of the record.
Mr. MERRTh10N. I think it ought to be put in evidence.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate.
Mr. CONKLING. What is the question now Y
Mr. CARPENTER. What the Chair is going to submit to the Senate is whether the Senate is going to assume the examination of our
case and introduce our proof or not. If we are so unfortunate as not
to introduce sufficient proof, we shall suffer for it in the verdict; but
do not let the court assume our side of the case. If it will, let it
take both sides and we can go home.
Mr. CONKLING. What is the question t
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from North Carolina
made the point that the letter or paper in the hands of counsel should
be put in evidence.

Mr.l\IERRIMON. I beg to state to the Senate that I should do it
on this ground : they produce a part of a paper, and the whole of it
should be put in evidence.
Mr. CARPENTER. We have not produced a paper any more than
I have produced my watch from my pocket.
Mr. MERRIMON. I understood differently.
Mr. CARPENTER. I have not offered any paper to the cou-rt.
Mr. MERRIMON. Then t am mist:iien about it. I understood
that part of the paper was read, and thai it was proposed to pat in a
part of the paper and not the whole of it.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators1 it seet:ru! to me that the
ruling of the Senate is made upon a rare nnsconception of the question submitted by my colleague in this ca e. Rete is a witness upon
the stand who testifies that he wrote a certain lett.er to the Secretary of
War, semi-official or official, he doe not kilow which, communicating
facts in relation to abuses prevailing at these trading-posts in the
Indian country, and t.Jia't the r~ason why he did n:ot go to the Secretary of War rather than go before the Military Committee to testify
about these abu.Bes as that he had written su~h a letter and that it
had received no attention. Now, we want to ask liim-and it is perfectly competent; no lawyer I think will deny the competency of itwhether he had not stated to another person on another occa ion
directly the contrary of that, stating the p.erson and the time leaving
us the liberty of calling in that p'erson, o:f calling for that leiter, and •
showing that he is here stultifying himself and falsifying himself.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair reminds counsel that
there is no que8tion before the Senate. The Senate ha-s ruled upon
this evidence.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, I was rising to object to any discussion on this question after it had been once decided.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair did not know wnat counsel was at, and when he saw what he was doing rem.i.ilded him of the
fact.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have an order thai I should like to
submit in justice to the witness, which I will reduce to Writing. It
is this:. that in view of the fact that counsel on the other side refuse
to produce this letter and tha"D the counsel have undertaken to reflect
upon the witness without giving him an opportuiiity to see the letter or to have the Senate inspect the entire contents of that letter,
to reflect upon his truthfulness and Iris veraci y 1 every allusion either
in argument or in the question to this matter be stricken out of the
record. I think it is due to a gentleman holding the position in the
Army that the witness does in this ca e. I d6 not think it is fair or
right or proper at all to treat him in this way. It is not dealing with
the gentleman in the right shape.
Mr. CARPENTER. On the subject of tliai order I wish to sayThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager will reduce his motion to writing.
Mr. MERRIMON. Mr. President, I should like to get the exact
status of this matter. I see that I was inadvertently misled as to
the exact state of the matter. I thought the paper bad been offered
and that it was proposed to give the Senate a part of it. Now if I
understand it correctly, and I am not sure that I do, the purpose of
the defense is to impeach this witness by showing that he has stultified himself on more than one occasion. If I am correct in that, and
if it is proposed by any portion of this letter to stultify him, it is due
to the witness a-s a matter of law that he should see the letter before
he shall be required to testify. It should be put in his hands.
Mr. LOGAN. The question hM been decided.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question has been decided.
Mr. HOWE. I ask if the exmnination of the witness is concluded f
Mr. CARPENTER. 0, no. The manager is drawing up an order
to have it submitted.
•
Mr. Manacrer McMAHON. I withdraw it. Go ahead.
Mr. MITCi:IELL. Mr. President, I believe the orderiead a moment
ago was wrongJ and I shall move to reconsider. I do not know that
any other Sena-tor agrees with me. I move to reconsider the order
overruling the question. I believe the question ought to be answered.
I make the motion a't any tate.
·
The PRESIDENT pro tcntpore. The Senator from Oregon moves to
reconsider the vote just taken sustaining the objection to the question.
Mr. BLAIR. Now, Mr. President and Senators, before the question
is put, I beg to continue for a single sentence the argument that I
was submitting when I was interrupted as being out of order in arguing a question already decided. I said that I believed every lawyer
in this body would recognize the principle that it was perfectly competent to ask a witness whether or not he had on a different occasion
given a clliferent account of the same subject than that he now offers.
Mr. LOGAN. Allow me to ask the connsel if the object of this
question is to impea-ch the witness T
Mr. BLAIR. Certainly.
Mr. BLACK. No, not 'to impeach, to contradict.
Mr. BLAIR. That is an impeachment.
Mr. BLACK. It does not impeach him in his general character at
all.
Mr. BLAIR. I call that impeaching him. The gentleman may call
it by another name.
Mr. LOGAN. What I mean by "impeach" is what the word commonly imports, "contradict."
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Mr. BLAIR. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Allow me to read for you a little elementary law. Will you submit to the interruption f
Mr. BLAIR. Ce~ainly.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think the Senate will discover that a
while ago when I interrupted the witness when the contents of a letter were stated to him, I was right in regard to the law. I read now
from an elementary book, Greenleaf on Eiidence :
§463. A. simililr principle J>revails in cross-examining a. witness as to the contents
of a letter or other paper wntten by him. The counsel will not be permitted to reJ>·
resent, in the statement of a. question, the contents of a letter, and to ask the Witness whether he wrote a. letter f{) any person with such contents, or contents to the
like efiect, without having first shown to the witness the letter, and having asked
him whether he wrote that letter, and his admittin$ that he wrote it. For the contents of every written paper, according to the ordinary aud well-established rnles
of evidence, are to be proved by the paper itself, and by that alone, if it is in existence.

That is very simple; and I was right awhile ago, notwithstanding
the overpowering weight of the gentlemen on the other side.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is of no conSequence; the court sustained
·
you.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I was overruled in regard to stating the
contents of the letter in your question.
Mr. BLAIR. I have not investigated the subject fully; but it seem8
to me perfectly plain that a party may be called upon to say whether
he had not at a <:Wferent time to a different person made a different
statement; and this letter falls entirely within the common practice
of snowing that a witness had made on a different occasion a di:ffefent statement in regard to the same subject-matter.
M1' WALLACE. Is he not entitled to hear all that he said at that
timef
Mr. BLAIR. We propose to give all that he said in relation to the
particular subject, and we ask him the question whether or not he
did not say that the reaaon why he had before gone before the committee, and not before the Secretary of War, was because he waa here
before the committee for another purpose, and that he did not go to
the Secretary of War, not because he did not expect to have the Secretary attend to it, but because he waB afraid to do so. We asked
him whether he had said that thing. We might have asked him,
without saying whether he had put it in writing or not, or we might
produce his letter, as we chose. I do not care about arguing the question any further.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Senator from Oregon [lli.
MITCHELL] moves to reconsider the vote by which the objection was
sustained to the question proposed by the counsel.
The motion to reconsider was not agreed to.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) You say you recollect writing a letter to
General Belknap about the 12th of September, 1875 f
.A..• I do.
Q. That letter was marked " confidential," was it not f
.A.. I think it was.
Q. Are you willing to withdraw the confidence and allow the letter
to be read in evidence f
A. I am willing that my lett-er shall be read.
Q. [Handing letter to witness.] See if that is the letter you wrote;
and, if it is, read it.
.A.. [After examining.] This is my letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. Read it.
The witness read a-s follows:
fConfidential.]
FORT

:BUFORD, DAKOTA T.EBRITORY,
September 12, 1875.

:MY DEAR GENERAL BELKNAP: As mentioned to you while here, I wish in perfect
frankness to express what I think it is duty to myself to do. It is unnecessary to
discuss the fact that I have felt that you have felt unfriendly toward nie for a long
time past, and I have no doubt with apparent good reason. For three years before
you became Secretary of War I, with others, ilid what we could to do away witb
what we then thought and still think to be unwise and pernicious to the Army;
that is, our system of sutlering, now called po t-trading, with a view to substituting the plan employed in nearly all other respectable armies of supplying the articles necessary to officers and men at cost by one of the branc.hes of the Army itself.
This was finally accomplished and a la.w passed requiring the Commissary Department to perform that duty. That Department was opposed to tlie law, and upon
the representation of "no special appropriation" were excused the first year from
executing the law. Other reasons were afterward found for similar action, the
Commissary-Generalmaking no estimates for it, till finally the law was passed ~iv
ing us our present system, which is by far more objectionable than the origmal
plan. I have always believed this la.w for post traders was put throu~h Congress
under false representations, as its purpose specified in the text ruakes it for the
benefit of the" traveling public," while it gave us back the old sutler, in which the
"traveling public" is not interested the ninety-ninth part that the soldier is. This
has also acted to leave the law causing the Army itself to furnish these articles a
dead letter.
Seeing that we were defeated and the Army again encumbered with the old system, which is nothing less than a system of 1eeches applied to the pockets of the
Army, (although personally the present sutlers are not objectionab1emen 1) and that
the objections of the Commissazy Department virtually blocked any action in the
matter and would defeat any attempts through the Army itself looking toward
correction, I endeavored to call the attention of Congress to the subject through my
old friend and schoolmate, General GABFIELD. I naturally gave the worst instances
of the workings of the law I knew of, and tliese were instances of farming out
licenses a.t heavy rates which were of course a tax to that amount upon the garrisons. In this there was nothing whatever intended to be personal to the Secretary
of War, but merely examples under what I believed an odious Ia.w. I had no reason for being inimlcal to the Secretary, and I state bot the exa~t truth in saying
lliat only the highest regard and kindest feelings toward him always actuated me,
·Kith a smgle exception, to be referred to further on.
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My letters to GARFIELD were to have been confidential so far as concerns their
authorship, as my motives only refeiTed to action on the law which I believed necessary to the Army. I desired especially not to appear in antagonism to tlie Secretary of W~, as I then saw it would be easyto put such a construction on myactidn.
My letters fell into the hands of one Smalley, secretary of the House Military Committee, who was also- New York Tribune correspondent. He not only published
the purport of my letter, adding as much as he saw fit, while enlarging on other
points so as to make a very different matter of it as published, but although not
mentioning my name, so describing his authority as to at once put it upon me.
Soon a.ftkr, when Mr. Coburn was chairman of the committee, I was summoned
to Washington to ¢:ve evidence upon staffor~ation of the French and German
armies. After finishing upon these subjects .1 was questioned upon the subject of
postrtraders. I at first remonstrated on the ground that I had not reported the
matter to you, because I believed the Commissary Department would defeat any
action in that direction, and that my testimony might be considered a discourtesy
to the Secretary. Mr. Coburn then replied that whatever I might say upon the
subject would be confidential with the committee. I then gave the f:Wts as I had
before done to General GABFmLD. My testimony was, however, openly _Published.
About this time1 feelino- that after a long and successful fight in which we had
gained a substantial goo!, we were· about being defeated by the simple fact that
seemed to me the paltry selfishness of the branch of the Army whose duty it was
to carry out the law, which did not benefit them but merely added slightly to their
dllties, and I receivin~ much censure for my action in this matter, in my great irritation I did write an mtemperate letter to either GARFIELD or Coburn, in which I
used many o:f. the phrases found in Smalley's statement. I was in a manner put
on trial, and the letter was (so to speak) extorted from me, and I have always regretted it. Whether it came to your notice or not, I ask pardon for ever writing it.
For everything else in the whole matter I have been guided conscientiously by
a desire to effect what I believe a great advantage to the Army, the saving to it of
~,000,000 annually, more even than its late increase of pay, besides ridding it of a
corrupting infiuence, the present system having many of the features of bribery
and extortion, as goods are usually sold to officers at cost and to others at a. hign
profit} while the system of farming (not unusual) adds an additional cost which must
be paid by the troops. I have tried before to get this matter before you, but it
meets its usual hamer in the Office of the Commissary-General. I inclose a ca e
of it. The law referred to in that letter was a. mandatory one of perfectly plain
construction, one in which troops on the frontier are interested to the extent of
about 2,000,000 annually; and the construction referred to in that letter is not understood either in fact or in justice, only that it has been opposed from the first by
the Department whose dnty it was to carry it out. The objection made by these
officers ·• that it is not in keeping with their other duties,'' or" that it is unbecoming
their positions," is not tenable, as they already keep for the benefit of both officers
and soldiers a large list of articles without detriment or complaint of a not dissimilar na.ture. The Government could furnish a cigar for two cents that the trader
charges twenty for. The English government furnishes it for a penny and the
German government for half a penny. Other necessary articles, (indispensable in
fact,) such as towels, brushes, stationery, &c., are on the same footing, but less exaggerated.
.
When in Washington three years ago, I was more gratified than I can tell you
by the kind reception you gave me. Later there was a change, the cause of which
I never knew. I know, also, that some of my overzealous friends have troubled
you and the President to ask favors for me. But they did so against my expres ed
wish and request. Your subsequent order respecting officers coming to Washington, &c., led me to belie>e you thought I had busied myself in matters of general
legislation upbn Army matters, and officers of staff ha-.e said that I was the author
of the Coburn bill, which they had seen in my handwriting. So entirely untrue is
all this that, feeling certain that many would charge me with this on account of
my book, I was especially ca~tions, and never con-.ersed that winter with ,any
member of Congress at any time upon Army matters of a general nature, and l:
have before me a letter from General Coburn, stating that I ne-.er saw the bill or
any of its provisionS' till after it was introduced in Congress.
I did aid in the restoration of Captain Jocelyn, being partially in fault for his discharge.
I have felt the past three or four years that I was suffering from some unjust impression at the War Department, and it has been a sore ana painful wound to me.
I don't believe I am a bad, insubordinate, or insincere man. I have tried all my life
to do right and industriously to do my duty. If you think I ever wronged you it
was ceitainly not from my heart, and I regret to have caused the impression. I
unfortunately have one or two enemies of high rankin the Army who I sometimes
think wrongfully prejudice me in the eyes of those above me. If I have omitted
anything which you would care to have further explained I shall be but too glad to
be given thEl opportunity.
I 3illl, most respectfully,
w. :B. H.AZEN.
The Honorable Secretary of War W. W. BELK..'iAP,

Washington, D. 0.

Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I understood you to say when you commenced testifying here a few moments ago that you testified before
the Military Committee because you thought the Secretary of War
would not attend to the matter.
A. I thought so at that time.
Q. Did you think so when you testified just nowf
A. I did not think anything about it.
Q. I understood you to say here to-day that you went before that
committee and testified because you were fearful the Secretary of
War would not attend to the matter.
A. I was at that time.
Q . .A..nd you had written a letter to the Secretary of War.
.A.. No, not to the Secretary of War, but to the Adjutant-General,
which would probably go to him. I will say in that connection that
I do not know whether it was an official letter or not.
Q. Does not this letter change your recollection in several particulars f
A. No.
Q. You say in this letter that you have tried and tried in vain to
get the matter before the Secretary of War.
A. I had.
Q. That they always lodged in the Commissary Department.
.A.. Yes.
Q. Now let me ask you in connection with this letter which you say
you did write, what is your present impression about that, whether
that was to the Secret:uy of War or not T
.A.. It is my impression that it was to the .A..djutant-Geheral or Secretary of War, but it is so long ago that I do not knowwhether it was
apuolic letter or private letter, and I do not know its contents.
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Q. You say in this letter written to General Belknap in 1875, de- service I ~ght expect there, as !"ell as by the fact that, although stationed for
four years m the nudst of the Indian country, where active expeditions were frescribing your interview with the committee and your testimony :
g_uently sent out of which my own regiment formed a part, I have been invariably
I at first remonstrated-

That is, against answering about post-tradersupon the ground that I had not reported the matter to yon.

Now what do you think upon the question of whether yon had reported the matter to him f You say here in 1875 that you at first remonstrated with the committee against swearing upon the subject
because you had not reported it, as you ought to have done of course,
to the Secretary of WarT
A. I think I did report it. I think I did report it in the way I have
spoken of, but I am not certain that it ever reached him because as I
have said, I received no reply.
'
Q. Did you ever do anything more than write that one letter which
'
you do not know whether it was official or not f
A. That was the letter I referred to.
·
Q. Here in 1875 you say that when you were before the committee
in 1872 yon remonstrated against swearing before them upon the
ground that you. had not made any report to the Secretary of War.
Now that letter you say was writt.en before that testimony.
A. I think it was written before.
Q. You answered that you could not tell how long before, but that
it was before.
A. It was.
Q. [Handing a newspaper slip.] Did you write a letter of which
that is a copy !
.
·
A. [After examining.] I did.
Mr. CARPENTER. So much ha-s been said, Mr. President, in the
. country and by the managers about General Hazen's having been banished into the arctic regions by General Belknap that I want to read
this letter in evidence. One of the managers the other day alluded
to it in the course of the trial.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to this letter g~ing in because we have offered no testimony on that question.
Mr. CARPENTER. The statement was made by the manager here
in the trial.
:l(r. Mana~er McMAHO~. But suppose you were to undertake to
rebut by eVIdence everything a manager may say during the trial Y
Mr. CARPENTER. We should have a great deal of trouble, but we
propose to follow you as long as our lives last.
Mr. Mana:ger McY~ON. I~ say to the gentleman that we expressly avoided puttmg any question to General Hazen in regard to
that matter, as the Senate will bear witness. These little side issues
I think have nothing to do with the case.
Mr. CARPENTER. They have a great deal to do with the reputation of General Belknap.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. General Belknap's reputation is only
at stake so far as the facts of this case implli:late it. If he can rebut
those facts, all right.
·
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President, we beg leave to call the attention of
the Senate to the fact that in connection with the introduction of a
piece of testimony here the other day a.nd to show the animus and
vindictiveness, as the gentleman remarked, of the Secretary of War
toward General Hazen because of that testimony, he said that General Hazen had been banished to the arctic regions because he had
communicated these facts to the public. Now we want to show that
all that is untrue. We have a right to show it by General Hazen's
own testimony by calling the attention to his published letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. We propose to fortify the opinion of General
·
Hazen by the facts.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the objection and you
may read the letter, and we will reserve the right to ask General
Hazen questions about it.
. Mr. CARPENTER. Certainly we would not deprive yon of that
nght.
The :PRESIDENT pro tempore. The letter will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
CINCINN.ATJ, Omo, May 20, 1876.

kept at my post, while sometimes a majority of my regiment haa gone to make up
the command of an officer junior to me in rank. These appearances have not only
attracted the notice an~ commeni of my personal friends, but of a. large portion of
~e Army. I state a gam t!J.at th~rnmor never came from me, -b ut on all proper occaSions I have contradicted 1t, until recently I have paid no attention whatever to it
I have known from the first that the order did not emanate from the War nO:
partment, and have believed and always said that in making the selection direct
reference was had to military reasons.
'
W. B. HAZEN.

Mr. CARPENTER. Now we offer to show in this connection the
official orders from the War Department. In the first place the President orders Mr. Belknap, Secretary of War, to send a regiment of infantry to Dakota, designating nothing. Then Mr. Belknap. Mr. Manager McMAHON. We propose to object to all this. We
did not object to the letter, but we are not trying General Hazen.
The gentleman seems to forget that we are trying General Belknap.
Mr. CARPENTER. Is th,ftt all the objection f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is the objection.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then let me finish the offer. The- offer is to
show that the President ordered Mr. Belknap as Secretary of War
to send a regiment of infantry to Dakota; that Belknap ordered General Sherman to send ~regiment of infantry to Dakota; that Sherman
ordered General Shendan to send a regiment of infantry to Dakota ;
that Sheridan ordered ~eneral Pope ~o send a regip:lent of infantry
to Dakota, and Pope des1gnated the Sixth Infantry of which Colonel
Hazen. happened to be. colonel. Tha~ is all the connection Belknap
had With that transaction, and there 18 the proof of it. [Holding up
a bundle of papers.] We offer these papers.
Mr. Man_age: McMAHON. w_e object, a~d . I will state the ground
of our obJection. We have g1ven no evidence on this point. We
concluded the examination of General Hazen without asking him
when or where he was ordered after he had given the testimony before the Honse committee. We did so because we did not desire to
encumber this record or this case with any other question except the
one legitimately before the Senate. We did it because we were aware
of Gen~ral Hazen's own letter from which we might have drawn our
own conclusions, but we care to draw none now and have made nothin~ upon it; and, as I repeat to the gentleman, he is endeavoring in
this case to try a side issue, that side issue being in the fi!st instance
whether ~eneral Hazen ~ad told the .truth about a particular matter; and m the second mstance (which has no connection with this
case) whether General Belknap sent him to the frozen country because General Hazen testified before the Military Committee.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the manager allow me to interrupt him T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
·
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand you to say that yon knew of this
letter of General Hazen showing that Belknap was in no fault whatever about his being sent t,o Dakota. I should like now to know
whether it was before or after you had that know ledge that yon made.
the charge here as manager that Belknap sent him to the frozen regions.
Mr. ~anager McMAHON. I derived th::Lt impression, if I made that
expression, from what I supposed General Hazen had said.
Mr. CARPENTER. I ~shin justice, then, to the manager to concede that he would not have said any such thing if he bad that know ledge at the time.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there be no objection the proceedings of the trial will be suspended to receivP. a message f-rom the
House of Representatives.
A message was received from the House of Repr~~entatives.
After which,
The PRESIDENT pro tcm,pore. The Senate resun;t>s the impeachment trial. Objection was raised to the submission of certain documentary evidence. The Chair will submit the question to the Senate
'
Shall the papers be admitted T
The question was decided in the negative.

WILLIAM B. HAzEN's examination continued.
Mr. CARPENTER. We are through with the witness.
In connection with your article of the 12th instant, in which my name is made to
Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHoN :
appear, I have to ~nest that you also insert the inclosed slip frOm the Army and
Navy Journal. I thmk this is out fair to me.
Q. Was the letter which has been read in evidence here marked
I am, respectfully,
"confidential" in answer to a letter received or did it grow out of a
W. B. HAZEN.
personal interview!
fThe letter alluded to by General Hazen is the following, addressed to the editor
A. It grew out of a personal interview.
of the Army and N ayy J ournaJ:]
Q. Where!
CINCINNATI, Omo, May 14, 1876.

EDITORS OF THE PIONEER PREss AND TRmUNE:

~Y DE.AR CoLO~ CHURCH: In your issue of yesterday you say :
. We saw cons1de~ble ?f General Hazen while he was in New York,

and certainly never heard him hint at any such cause (meaning my action taken four
years ago respecting post. traders) for being ordered to Dakota."
Neither you nor any other person ever beard me say so but many persons have
heard me contradict the rumor, which has given me g:reat annoyance and my excuse for continuing this matter in print must be that 1t has alrea{ly been brought
thero in a manner requiring my notice.
~he order came ~most immediately af~ I had tes?Jied before the Military Comnuttee and under crrcumstances of peculiar hardsb1~J before I was fairly settled
at the post I was then at, and when I was seriously ill from an old wound which
ren_de~ me unfit to tra~el fo~ t:wo mon~s and for duty for more than 'a year.
Thts, mth the sad domestic affi.iction resultino- from the journey incident to the order, naturally enough connected the two, my &stimony and the order in the minds
o! many as cause and effect. Their belief seemed confirmed by un~ded expresSIOns of the Secretary and those supposed to reflect his views as to the length of

A. At Fort Buford.

Q. You can state now what that interview was between yon and
General Belknap.
. A.. It was to tJ;te effect that I thought there was a misunderstandmg ~ our relations and had been ; th~t my testimony before the
committee four years before referred. directly and specially to the
faulty system of post-traders; and the matter that came in there respecting himself was entirely a side issue and came in incidentally
and I had requested that there should be nothin<Y said about it · but
I reported that. it was a matter whic.h I consi.de~ed was very i~por
tant the committee should know, as 1t was brtnging the office of the
Secretary of War into great criticism, inasmuch as his relations to
certain parties to whom this-

TRIAL OF WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
Mr. CARPENTER. One moment. I should like to know what the
question is that is being answered.
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. He is answering that this letter grew
out of an interview between him and the defendant.
Mr. CARPENTE.R. Then let him state what he said and what the
defendant said.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is what he is doing.
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not understand it so.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do. To test it I will put a question.
(To the witness.) .Are you not now, General, testifying to a conversation between you and General Belknap t
A. lam.
Q. (By :Mr. CARPENTER.) Distinguish between what yon said and
what Belknap said.
The WITNESS. I said to him that I felt that I had been unjustly
construed; that I thought there was a misunderstanding growing out
of my testimony before the committee four years before, and that I
desired that he permit me to address him fully on the subject. I went
into some detail of my testimony at that time ; I will not pretend to
trace it now. He told me hewantedmetowrite him fully and frankly;
and that was the reason the letter was written. I said to him specially
that my testimony before the Military Committee did not refer to himself, but did refer to the faulty system of post-traders, and their being farmed out h. and that I did not consider myself responsible for
the gossip that ad grown up.
I wish also to say with regard to my testimony before the Military
Committee four years ago that I was called there principally as stated
in that letter to testify with regard to the German and French staff
organizations, and the other was a branch of the subject.
Q. (By :Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) As a matter of fact, how had the
personal relations been between yon and the Secretary of War in
the three years preceding thi~ interview at Fort Buford !
A. They had been very unsatisfa-ctory to me, as I had many reasons
for believing he did not feel kind to me.
Re-cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Where was this conversation T
A. At Fort Buford, Dakota Territory.
Q. I know, but whereabouts wa"' it, on the steamboat just as the
boat waa ready to start T
A. It may have been on the steamboat or it may have been in my
headquarters.
Q. How long did the conversation continue f
A. Perhaps five minutes; not long.
Q. Did he ask yon at that time about your own post--trader, what
• sort of a man he was T
A. Yes.
Q. Did you make report on that subject T
A. I reported.to him, butQ. [Handing a paper.] See if that is the report. Is that thereply you made bearing on the subject T
A. [After examining.] That is my letter.
Q. Who was the post-trader there!
A. Mr. Leighton.
Q. .And you reported him all right T
A. All right, and have since recommended him for re-appointment.
Mr. CARPENTER. (To the managers.) Do you care for this letter T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No; we do not want Mr. Leighton.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) You say you had special reasons for
thinking the Secretary of War felt unkind to yon. State anything
the Secretary of War ever did to justify you in thinking he was unjust to you, or what he ever did that waa u.njust to you.
A. I know of no acts he did that were unjust to me. I do not think
he ever did an unjust act to me.
Q. You say you never think he did an unjust act to you t
A. I do not remember of any.
Q. Is not that about all that can be expected in official relations T
Do you not know that the Secretary of War did recommend yon to
go upon a board for the revision of Army regulations!
A. I know he did. I was grateful to him for it, but I requested
General Sherman not to permit me to go, as I had been already on
that style of duty more than I wanted to be at that time, and General Sherman put another man on the board.
Q. Do you say that General Sherman did that at your request T
A. I do not know that he did it at my request; but when he was
at my post at Fort Gibson SOlDe six months before I did request him
to see that I was left at the post and not put upon detail duty.
Q. [Handing a paper.] Did you ever see that letter, or a letter of
which that is a copyT
A. [After examining.] I never saw it.
Q. Does that refresh your recollection any f
A. Not at all. I have no recollection about it.
Mr. CARPENTER. We offer in this connection an order for a telegram between General Sherman and-Mr. Manager HOAR. I desire to ask the honorable counsel if, considering that this whole matter rests on a statement in the opening
which has been disclaimed by the managers and as we have allowed
you to go so far as to show that letter, it is worth while to take up
the time of the court by pursuing this vindication of his treatment
of the witness any furtherT
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Mr. CARPENTER. I do not know how far that opening speech
may have struck through the Senate. It did not make much impression on me, because I did not take any stock in it.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I shouJd think after spending an hour on the
subject it ought to be sufficient.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I understand you to say that in no act
did the Secretary of War do yon injustice, and here is at least one
act in which be tried to do you a favorT
A. I know of no special act in which he was unjust to me.
Q. Do you not know a special act in which he tried to further what
he supposed your wishes were by this promotion on this board T
A.. That is true; however, I did not wish it at the time.
Q. But General Sherman opposed it on the ground that you had
had too many favors already T
A. Yes.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Without stating what had been
reported to you, yon can say whetheryonhadheard reports as to what
the Secretary and those connected with him had said in regard to
yon f
Mr. CARPENTER. What is that!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. He hasstatedalreadythat therelations
between him and the Secretary were not satisfactory. You have put
the inquiry to him simply as to whether the Secretary did any unjust
act. Now the question I put is this: Without giving the details of
any conversation or any report that was made to yon, state the fact
whether reports were made to you of statements in regard to yon by
the Secretary of War and those connected immediately with him T
Mr. CARPENTER. Do yon really insist on that question T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is as good as a great many of yours.
Mr. CARPENTER. If you want to keep this witness here three
weeks, ask the question; I shall not object; but yon will have a
large chapter.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the question.
Mr. CARPENTER. I thought you would.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. .Are the managers through with the
witness!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness is dismissed.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state, Mr. President, that two or
three of our witnesses have not yet appeared; we have no witnesses
now to-day that we can examine unless it be Mr. Whitney, if he has
separated those telegrams; or you can put Mr. Crosby upon the stand
now and put such questions to him as yon see fit in cross-exami.n.ation.
Mr. CARPENTER. We prefer to call Mr. Crosby after he has had
an opportunity to find that letter from General Hazen. We want him
to search for that in the Department and be here with it to-morrow.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is understood now that he is offered
for cross-examination, and if you wait for your case we shall insist
that he is your witness and must be examined a-ccording to law.
Mr. CARPENTER. We shall submit to the law as cheerfully as
you have all the way through.
LEONARD WmTNEY recalled and examined.
Question. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Have you made the search
we spoke of on Saturday!
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you found any other telegrams than those submitted f
A. I found some among those that I submitted on Saturday. I
I,Ilade the selections as you requested.
[The witness selected a number of dispatches and handed them to
the managers.]
.
.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. There is nothing there except what we
have already the originals of, and you can retire, Mr. Whitney.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness is excused.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I will state to the court
that we have now no witness present that we can examine, probably,
until ·a fter the examination 'Of Mr. Marsh is completed, and but one
or two then, except Evans and Fisher; and if not inconvenient to the
Senate and a waste of public time, I would suggest modestly that the
Senate as a court of impeachment might very properly give counsel
·
a rest at this time by an adjournment.
Mr. CONKLING. How many more witnesses have you to examine T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have Evans and Fisher. We have
some other witnesses subprenaed; but they are for rebuttal.
Mr. CONKLING. I mean in chief.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Probably three more.
Mr. ANTHONY. .Are they in the city T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Evans and Fisher are not in the city
The other is in the city, but we have not been able to reach him.
Mr. Manager· HOAR. We do not expect to call Fisher, if Evans
comes.
Mr.Manager McMAHON. We will call Mr. RoBBINs, of the House,
now.
Ron. WILLIAM M. ROBBINS called.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are informed that Mr. ROBBINS is
confined to his bed by illness, and we shall have to make an arrangement to get some other witness.
Mr. CARPENTER. As it seems that we shall adjourn at this point,
probably, I want to suggest to the managers whether they are not
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willing to adjourn the trial over to-morrow. The Senate having other
business enough to do will not be at leisure or out of business, and
that will give us an opportunity to look over our testimony on t.he
part of the defense and put it in just as rapidly a it c:m. be put in.
I will save the day, I believe in the time of the Senate, if they will
allow me for to-morrow to get the defense ready Sb that we can get it
in hand and rush it through.
Mr. KERNAN. How long will your testimony take Y
Mr. CARPENTER. Two days, I think. It may go three ; but I
think two will do. I will put in the case on the part of the defense
as fast as possible.
Mr. KERNAN. I move that the Senate sitting as a court for the
trial of the impeachment adjourn until to-morrw.
The motion was agreed to; and (at four o'clock and forty-nine
minutes p.m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment
adjourned.

TUESDAY,

-

July 11, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The hour of twelve o'clock having
arrived, the Senate will proceed to the consideration of the articles
of impeachment exhibited by the House of Repre entatives against
William W. Belknap.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The House of Representatives will
be duly notified.
Messrs. Lni'DE, McMAHoN, JENKs, LAPHAM,. and HoAR, of the managers on the part of the House of Representatives, appeared and were
conducted to the seats assigned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black, and
Carpenter.
Mr. THURMAN. I now move that the proceedings of the court
be suspended for half an hour in order to go into legislative session.
Mr. CARPENTER. I am told by some Senators that the Committee on Appropriations are anxious to go on with their work this morning. I find myself thoroughly sick and unable really to stay here today, and the managers, I understand, would have no objection if the
Senat-e would adjourn over until to-morrow. Mr. Evans has not arrived, so that no time would be lost, and it would be a great accommodation to me personally, and I do not see that it would harm any
body or delay any thing.
The PRESIDENT pro tcmpo1·e. The question is on the motion of
the Senator from Ohio, [Mr. THURMAN] that the proceedings of the
court be suspended for half an hour.
Mr. WINDOM. I aBk consent to say a word with reference to the
request of the counsel.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo·re. Is there objection Y The Chair hears
none, and the Senator from Minnesota will proceed.
Mr. WINDOM. I think that no time would be lost by the Senate
in acceding to that request. The Committee on Appropriations have
the river and harbor bill ready to report to-day, and we can act upon
it to-morrow. It is desirable, I think, that it should be a-cted upon
before we conclude the trial.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That makes two days then.
Mr. WINDOM. I thought the request was to adjourn over to-morrow, instead of to-day.
Mr. CARPENTER. My request waa to adjourn until to-morrow.
Mr. WINDOM. I misunderstood the request. The reason I gave
would not apply to to-day.
Mr. CONKLING. I move to amend the motion of the Senator from
Ohio, so that the Senate sitting for this trial adjourn until to-morrow, which will be at twelve o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Simply to adjourn will be until torow at twelve o'clock. The Senator £rom New York moves that the
Senate sitting in trial adjourn.
The question being put, there were, on a division-ayes 13 noes
15; no quorum voting.
'
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before the vote is taken I simply desire to say to the Senate that I think the statement of the gentleman
was entirely too broad that the managers bad agreed to the postponement.
Mr. CARPENTER. I said that I understood the managers would
make no serious objection to it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. So far as the managers are concerned
'
of course they prefer that the trial shall go ahead immediately.
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 17, nays
24 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Bogy, Conkling, Cooper, Dawes, Ferry Hamilton Howe
Ingalls, Kelly, Logan, McCreery, Mitchell, Morum, Sherman, Th~ and We~

17.

NAYS-Messrs. :Anthony, Booth, Bruce, Cockrell, Davis, Edmunds, Frelinghua_sen, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kernan, Key, Merrimon, Morrill, Norwood, Oglesby,
~rid~i::~~tterson, Ransom, Robertson, Wallace, Whyte, Windom, Withers, and

N~T VO~G-Messrs. Alco:n, Ba:num, Bayard, Boutwell, Burnside, Cameron
· of Pennsylvama., Cameron of WISCOD81D, Caperton, Christiancy, Clayton, Conover,

Cragin, Dennis, DOrsey, Eaton, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamlin, Johnston, Jones of
Flonda., Jones of Nevada, McDonald, McMillan, Maxey, Randolph, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, and Wadleigh-31.

So the motion was not agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question recurs on the motion
of the Senator from Ohio [Mr. THURMAN Jthat the trial be suspended
for half an hour.
Mr. CON_KLING. I hope not. Let us go on.
The motion was not agreed to.
The Secretary proceeded to read the journal of the proceedings of
~he Senate sitting yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of WillIam W. Belknap.
Mr. HOWE. Mr. President, I move that the further reading of the
journal be dispensed with.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is ready to proceed with
the trial.
CALEB P. MARsH recalled:
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before you proceed, Jt!r. Carpenter, let
me put him one question. I may bring it in after awhile; but I
prefer to do it in this connection. (To the witness.) Mr. Marsh
state whether yon remember the Secretary of War beinrr at you:
house to dinner at any time shortly prior to the publicatkm of the
article in the New York Tribune.
A. He has been at my house to dinner, but I cannot fix the date.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Do yon remember any occasion
when Mr. Reid and Geueral McDowell and he were there together Y
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When was that f
A. I cannot tell you. It is some years ago. I cannot even tell the
year with any certainty.
Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Had you prior to the time when these ladies were at your house
made any application or had any thought of procuring a tradership f
A. It seems I was in Wa.shington early in August from a letter
which has been shown me, in which I state that I called on the Secretary of War.
Q. I aBk yon for your present recollection. Have yon any recollection now of having made any application or having had any thought
of it prior to the time these ladies were at your house Y
A. I have no recollection except from that letter-no recollection
at all.
Q. What letter is it that yon speak off
A. A letter that has been read here and shown to me.
Q. Where did you :first see General Belknap; was it not at Long
Branch f
A. The :first time I saw him must have been in Washington, from
this letter.
Q. Are you swearing from your recollection or from this letter as to
that factf
A. From the letter.
Q. Entirely from the letterf
A. Entirely.
Q. From your recollection without the letter see if yon do not remember that you first saw him at Long Branch.
A. Without the letter I should say the first time I saw him was
when he came to my house in September to bring the two ladies to
Washington; I do not remember seeing him at Long Branch.
Q. Let me see if I cannot refresh your recollection about it. Do
you not remember that J,fr, Belknap and his wife were staying at
Long Branch; Mrs. Marsh waa at Long Branch; yon came there and
WaB introduced to Mr. Belknap; Mr. Belknap went from there to
Iowa to make a speech at Des Moines at some military meeting there,
and returned from Iowa to your house in New York; do you notremember that you found Mrs. Belknap sick at your house; do you not
recollect that circumstance f
A. I am not positive of having seen him at Long Branch; it is
quite possible; it is many years ago; I may have done so.
Q. There was some talk between you and the Secretary of War
about your being appointed post-trader instead of Evans or yourself,
Evans not being mentioned in connection with it at first f
A. Yes, sir. When I first called upon him he was not meutioned.
Q. Wa-s there are any corrupt agreement or any agreement between
you and Mr. Belknap in regard to being appointed post-trader at Fort
SilrrY
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to the word" corrupt." Say
"any agreement." I think by DBing the word "corrupt" yon are
asking an opinion of the witness. The objection we make is that
the question calls for an opinion as to the character of the agreement
instead of calling for the agreement itself.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do counsel modify the question!
Mr. CARPENTER. I donotwantto argue the question of the propriety of that interrogatory.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair sustains the objection.
Mr. CARPENTER. Read the question.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reporter will read the question.
I
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The question was read by the Official Repo~er1 us follows :
Q. Was there any C01'l1lpt agreement. or any agreemellt het.ween you and :Mr.
Befknap in regard to your being appointed post. trader at Fort Sill ~
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand the interrogatory is objected to,
and the objection is sustained by the court.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The whole interrogatory the Chair
considers overruled. If counsel desire, the Chair will submit it to
the Senate.
·
Mr. CARPENTER. No; I will put another question. ('fo the witness.) Was there any agreement on your part to pay Mr. Belknap
any money in consideration that he would appoint you post-trader at
Fort Sill f
A. There was not.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) At any time'
A. At any time.
Q. Was there ever any agreement between you and Mr. Belknap
that you should pay him any pecuniary consideration for or in consideration of his appointing Mr. Evans post-trader at Fort SillY
A. There waa not.
Q. Was there ever any agreement between you and :Mr. Belknap
that you would pay him any money or other valuable consideration in
consideration of his continuing :Mr. Evans as post-trader at Fort Sill f
.A... Never.
Q. So fur as you know waa not the only inducement leading to that
appointment the kindness which you and your wife had shown to
Mrs. Belknap at your house!
A. That certainly had a great deal to do with it, I presume.
Q. Did you make or claim to have any bill against him for anything done for Mrs. Belknap f
A. No, sir.
Q. Your treatment of her was entirely gratuitous!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. But of course led to a feeling of friendahip between the families f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Yon say that the friendship which arose from the fact that Mrs.
Belknap had been sick at your house, and been kindly treated, had a
great deal to do with that appointment; was there, apart from that
friendly feeling, any consideration moviqg from you to Belknap to
procure that appointment Y
•
A. None.
. Re-examined by Mr. Manager Mc~lAHON :
Q. The letter of August 16, 1870, has been referred to in cross-examination. Was that letter properly dated 7
A. As far as I now remember.
Q. Have yon any recollection of improperly dating it at any time Y
A. I have not.
Q. After having seen that letter, I understand you to say that you
and the Secretary had had a conversation about post-traderships
some time in August Y
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is a repetition. We withdraw the
question. (To the witness.) Do you remember upon any occasion
when Evans & Co. made payment in a check of Northrop & Chick
to you for $500 f
.Mr. BLAIR. We object to that question.
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. I simply want to call the witness's recollection to a particular time.
Mr. BLA!R.. We object to any question not growing out of onr
cross-exammation.
Ur. Manager .McMAHON. This comes right in your line, as yon
will see presently. (To the witness.) Do you remember the fact Y
The WITNESS. Am l to answer Y
Mr. CARPENTER. Not at present. We insist on the objection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. State the objection.
.Mr.CARPENTER. Wehavesimplycross-examinedthiswitfless. We
ha_ve shown nothing whatever1 nor J;a:ve we attempted to show anything whatever, except what IS legitimate matter of cross-examination. They may re-examine in regard to the new matters we have
called out in cross-examination, but nothing else. They cannot go on
no.w and by t~ witness attempt_ to show any co~sideration or anything. of that ki~d, because that 1s. a part oftheu case; they have
exannned the Witness upon that subJect and called out from him such
evidence as they could and passed him over for cross-examination
and they cannot return to it now.
'
Mr. THURMAN. I wish to suggest that even if the question is not
strictly responsive to the cross-examination, it is in the discretion of
the court to pe.rmit it to be answered.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The reporter will read the question.
The question was read, a.s follows :
Q. Do yon remember upon any occasion when Evans & Co.

a. check of Northrop

& Chick to you for $500 1

made payment in

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admittedf
The question being put, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Answer the question.
The WITh"'ESS. I do not remember.
Q. (By :Mr. Manager .McMAHON.) Do you remember any occasion
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when he made a payment jn a check of $500 that you returned to
him, without remembering the name of the person f
A. I remember returning him a check, but I do not remember the
amount. I think it was more than one.
Q. Do you remember writing him a letter at the time yon returned
a check to him f I do not ask for the contents of the lett-er.
A. I think 1 do.
Q. (By Mr. CoNKLING.) Was the answer of the witness that this
was more than once Y
A. More than one check, I think.
Q. (By .Mr. Manager Mc~lAHON.) You remember writing a letter to
Evans & Co. about that matter¥
A. I think the letter was to Fisher. It might have been to Evans
& Co., or to Fisher, one oi the partners.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is alL
Mr. .MITCHELL. I send a question to be put to the witness.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question pnt bv the Senator
from Oregon will be read.
~
The Chief Clerk read aa follows:
Q. Why did you send to W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, the onehalf of the various sums of money received by you from Evans at
Fort Silll
Mr. CARPENTER. 1\fr. President, the celebrated Jeremiah Maaon
in the trial of a very important case once said, when a judge put a
question to a witness, he being counsel for the defense, that if the
question was put on the part of the plaintiff, he objected to it; if it
was put on behalf of the defendant, he withdrew it.
Mr. MITCHELL. It is put in behalf of justice.
Mr. CARPENTER. The Government have gone through the exawination of this witness; we have cross-examined him; the court has
allowed them to go partially into a redirect examination, and they
have concluded it. This question put by the managers now would certainly be objectionable, and I presume that we have the same right
to object to a question put by the court that we would have if it were
put by the managers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there be no objection, the question will be put.
lli'. CARPENTER. There is objection. That is clear. We object.
The PRESIDENT pm tempm·e. 'fhe Chair willsnbmit this question
to the Senate, Shall this interrogatory be put?
Mr. PATTERSON and others. Let the question be reported.
The Chief Clerk read the question of Mr. MITCHELL, as follows :
Q. Why did you send to W. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, the one
half of the va,.rious sums of money receive&. py yon from Evans at Fort
SillY
Mr. CONKLING. As I am called upon to vote ~pon this queStion,
if it is in order I should like to make an inquiry. Is it intended to
call for the motive of the "itness, or is it intended to call for any fact
or thing which influenced him! I wish the Senator who puts it would
make it a little more pointed. If it is a cali for the motive of the
witness, I cannot vote for it for one. If it is a call for any fact, I
can.
~fr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, it is not, of course, in order to
argue the question. I think the question calls for a fact. It calls
for the reason why this money was sent. I shall insist on the question.
.Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, I want to say a
few words further on my objection to this question. You will all
recollect that the examination of this witn·ess by the prosecution was
very singular and peculiar. You will recollect that I over and over
again objected, objected to their going into it by piecemeal and
s~rap~ and. collateral fact~ and circu~ances, and asked them to push
him nght mto the narrative and let him tell all there was about this
matter. I waa rebuked by the leading manager and informed that I
knew far less about the management of their side of this ca-se than
they did. I of course had to submit to that, and did cheerfully. No
doubt it is true; but what does it indicate Y It indicates simply this,
that the prosecution here on the part of the Honse of Representatives
have a scheme of examining this witness.
It was manifest, I think to everybody, where the weakness of this
case l~y wp.en they had to dodge acliOund the case the way they did in the
exammation yesterday. Now they have set us an example which we
have a right to follow, when the House of Representatives, after being requested to do it, refused to ask this general question and put
this witness into the general narative of the transactions between
him and everybody else important to this inquiry, and confined him
only to specific facts and circumstances, against our objection over
and over again made. Then we called the witness and put him on
the stand for a cross-examination, putting no improper question not
a question that the ~ana.gers have objected to, and he has ans~ered
our questions. They have had one redirect examination, the court
overruling our objection to it, to give it to them. Now after this will
this court permit the managers to return. to that subject and open
the examination of this witness! And if they will not permit the
managers to do it, will the court do it themBelves! H a question
cannot be objected to when put by one of the court which would be
ruled out if put by the counsel, then this is a strange proceeding and
we are in a sen gular situation. I say this of course with entire respect
to the Senator who asks the question; but we must have a right to
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object to the question, and for the purpose of testing whether it is
proper or improper, it must be considered as a question put by the
managers, and put by the managers at this time, is there the slightest doubt that the Senate would rule it ontf
The PRESIDENT p1·o tem,pore. The question is, Shall this interrogatory be admitted f
Mr. THURMAN. Let it be read.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It will be again read.
The Chief Clerk read the question of Mr. MITCHELL, as follows:
Q. Why did you send toW. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, the onehalf of the various sums of money received by yon from Evans at Fort
Sill!
Mr. ANTHONY. I wish to ask whether the counsel object to this
interrogatory at this time or whether they object to it altogether!
Mr. CARPENTER. Both; because it is out of time and because it
is an improper question.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the admission of
this interrogatory.
The question being put, it was determined in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be answered.
The WITNESS. Simply because I felt like doing it. It gave me
pleasure to do it. I ·sent him the money as a present always, gratuitously. That is the only reason I had.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Are there any further questions to be
put to the witness!
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I should like to ask the witness a
question; the reporter can take it down if the Chair will allow it. I
should like to ask the witness, in connection with his last answer,
whether General Belknap knew, in advance of these remittances from
time to time, how large the present was going to be that was to be
sentf
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I object to that question upon
the ground that one man cannot swear what another man knows. It
is physically and intellectually impossible. If he could say that he
told Mr. Belknap a thing, if he could prove any fact, that fact may
be proved; but could I be put on the stand to swear what the Senator from Vermont knows upon any subject! I shouldsayheknows
all about it, but any particular knowledge on a particular subject I
could not be called to swear to. Nobody can.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, there is another objection
to this question that I hope the Senate will consider before voting
that this question shall be admitted, and that is that this witness is
a Government witness, and that the interrogatory of the Senator is
to impeach the witness on the part of the prosecution. It implies
that he has not stated the truth.
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. The question will be repeated by
the reporter.
The question was read, as follows:
Q. Did General BelKnap know, in advance of these remittances from time tD time,
how large the present wa.s going tD be that wa.s to be sent¥

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted!
The question was decided in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will answer the question.
The WITNESS. I cannot say how far he knew, I am sure.
Q. (By Mr. EDMUNDS.) Did you know yourself how large the presents were to be in advance!
.A. Certainly. That is, I made up my mind that I would send him
the half that came to me from the fort.
Mr. LOGAN. I desire to propound a question which I send up in
writing.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question of the Senator from
illinois will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Q. Prior to the sending of the first money, had you said anything
to any person or had any person ever said anything to you on the
subject of sending money to General Belknap; if so, who wa-s it Y
.Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, it is impossible to ascertain from
this court, it being so numerous, as we do always in conversation with
a court of law, what is the point involved in the decisions which have
been ma-de. I would ]ike to ask whether the opinion of the Senate
is that we cannot object to a question put by a Senator or whether
the questions have been ruled in upon the ground that they were
proper questions Y
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question of the Senator from
Illino~s [Mr. LOGAN] will be repeated.
The Chief Clerk read the question of Mr. LOGAN.
The WITNESS. Am I to answer f
Mr. CARPENTER. Wait a moment.
The PRESIDENT pro tcmpo1'e. Do counsel object t
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, Mr. President, on consultation we object
to the question.
The PRESIDE1\TT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted!
The question was decided in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will answer the question.
The WITNESS. I had a conversation with the present Mrs. Belknap
on the night of the funeral in W aahington.

Mr. Manager LAPHAM. That was after the first money was sent.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The question calls for conversation before any money waa sent.
The WITNESS. That was before I had sent any money to him. I
had sent a remittance to her.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Go on.
The WITNESS. Does the question call for conversation f
Mr. EDMUNDS. No.
Mr. LOGAN. I will now add, let him state what the conversation
was.
·
Mr.Manager McMAHON. I object to that at this stage of the case.
This may excite the risibility of the honorable gentlemen on the other
side; but I think I shall be able to give a very good reason for it.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I should like to hear the answer of the
witness as far as given.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reporter will read.
The answer was read, as follows:
That was before I had sent any money to him. I had sent a remittance to her.

Mr. Manager HOAR. That answer is a little ambiguous. It had
better be made certain. He has spoken of the present Mrs. Belknap,
and says, "I had sent a remittance to her;" let him state to whom.
.A. I mean Mrs. Belknap, deceased.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The managers have objected to
the question, and the Chair will submit it to the Senate.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is the question that calls for the conversation Y
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. Shall this be admitted!
Mr. HOWE. Let the question as it is put be reported.
The question was read by the reporter, as follows:
Q. State wha.t the converaation was.

Mr. WHYTE. What conversa.tionisreferred tof We did not hear
the ground of the objection made by the manager. I presume that
the absence of General Belknap would be one objection if he was not
present at the convereation. We did not hear what objection was
made by the manager.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Even if General Belknap was present,
while we might have called it as a~ainst him, he cannot produce it
as in his favor. It is the conversation of a third party.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Shall this interrogatory be ad·mitted'
.
Mr. HOWE. I aak for the yeas and nays.
The yea-s and nays were ordered.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before the vote is taken, Senators, I
desire that all shall understand the precise conversation now called
for. It is a conversatiqn between the witneRs and the present Mrs.
Belknap, occurring on the night of t,h e funeral of the second Mrs.
Be1knap, between the witness and her, not in the presence of General ..
Belknap; a conversation between the two persons on that occasion.
Clearly it seems to me the defendant is not at liberty to produce that
conversation in his behalf.
Mr. CONKLING. .And it waa after the first money had been sent
to the :former Mrs. Belknap f
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Yes, sir.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I should like to ask whether the conversation which is inquired for is not the same conversation as to which
the court inquired whether it had taken place.
Mr. CONKLING. Certainly it is.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will call the roll.
The q nestion being taken by yea~ and nays, resulted-yeas 18, nays
23; as fOL')WS:
YEAS ' {eosrs . .A.lliaon, Booth, Bruce, Conkling, Cra!!in, Ferry, Frelinghuysen,
Harvey, llo . ·e, Ingalls, Logan, Morrill, Morton, PaddOck, Patterson, Sherman,
West, and Wr.. .~ht-18.
NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, Capertan, Cooper, Dawes, Edmunds, Gordon, Hamilton,
Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Merrimon, Mitchell, Norwood, Ransom,
Ropertson, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte, and Withers-23.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Burnside,
Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Cla~n, Cockrell,
Conover, Davis, Dennis, Dorsey, Earon, Goldthwaite, Hamlin Hitchcock, .Johnston, .Jones of Florida, .Jones of Nevada, McDonald, McMillan, Oglesby, Randolph,
Sargent, Saulsbury, Sharon, Spencer, and Windom-31.

The PRESIDENT pro te'l'ltpore. The objection is sustained.
Mr. DAWES. I should like to have a question put, which I send to

the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro Um11Jore. The question of the Senator from
Massachusetts will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Q. State an the knowledge or information that General Belknap ·
had, which it is in your power to state, as to the amount of any money
sent him or the source whence it came, other than what you have
already stated.
Mr. CARPENTER. To that question we object.
Mr. LOGAN. Before the point is submitted, I will state that the
first question I propounded was not objected to by the Senate. The
la-st one was objected to. I desire to have that first question fully understood, and I ask the Clerk to read it again to the witness and have
it answered before we proceed to another question.
The PRESIDENT pro Uimpo1·e. The int-errogatory propounded by
the Senator from lllinois will be read.
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The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Q. Prior to the sending of the :first money had you ever said anything to any person or had any person ever said anything~ yon on the..
subject of sendingmoneytoGeneral Belknap; and, if sot who was itf
A. No one that I remember. No other except what I .nave already
stated, the conversation with Mrs. Bower.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpm·e. The Senator from Massachusetts
[Mr. DAWES] proposes a question, which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. State all the knowledge or information that General Belknap
had, which it is in your power to state, as to the amount of any money
sent him or the source whence it came, other than what you have
aJready stated.
1\fr. DAWES. I do not desire to have the witness state over again
what he has already stated.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection being raised the Chair
will put the question to the Senate: Shall this interrogatory be admitted!
The question was decided in the affirmative.
The WITNESS. I have stated all the money that I have sent General
Belknap, as far as I can remember.
1\fr. Manager LAPHAM. That is not the question.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Read the question again.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the question.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Q. State all the know ledge or information that General Belknap
had which it is in your power to state as to the amount of any money
sent him or the source from whence it came other than what you have
already stated f
A. 0, I do not know anything about General Belknap's knowledge;
I know nothing of General Belknap's knowledge except the money I
sent him.
Mr. MORTON. I submit the following interrogatory:
Q. Did General Belknap personally or through any person or by
letter ever inquire of you why this money was sent, and did you in
any way ever assign a reason to him for it f
A. Never, to my best recollection.
Mr. CONKLING. I propose a question which may have been answered in substance, but I should like to have an answer to it:
Q. Was your intention to send money to General Belknap and your
act in sending it in consequence of any communication between you
and General Belknap, and, if there was any such communication,
state itf
A. No, sir; there was not.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The managerswouldlike to put a question now, if convenient.
Mr. CARPENTER. I object.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We certainly claim the right.
Mr. LOGAN. I have a question to propose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. 'fbe Senator from IJlinois desires
to submit a question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We waive the right to put ours while
Senators are asking questions.
The PRESIDENT pro temp&re. The interrogatory of the Senator
from Illinois [Mr. LOGAN] will be rea~.
. The Chief Clerk read the question of Mr. LOGAN, as follows:
Q. Did you have any understanding with any person other than
General Belknap in reference to sending the money you have testified
to or any part of it f If so, with whom was such understanding, and
what wa-s such understanding f
A. I had an understanding on the night of the funeral. I had some
conversation with Mrs. Bower, the present Mrs. Belknap.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object that that is only getting indirectly at the same matter that has already been settled by the
Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair has submitted each of
these questions, and will also submit this, to the Senate.
Mr. LOGAN. I wish to state merely the object of my question.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Is there objection 7 The Chair
hears none, and the Senator will state it.
Mr. LOGAN. There seems to be a kind of vagueness about this
thing, and my object is, if there was an understanding under which
this money was sent, to get at the understanding, what it was, and
with whomitwas. I cannot see that that can be objected to. There
must have been an understanding with somebody, and I want to know
whom it was with. That is all there is in the question.
Mr. EDMUNDS. He has stated that he had not any conversation
with anybody in the world but one.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. The learned Senator will doubtless remember that there may be implied as well a-a express understandings.
Our objection is that this calli for a conversation with a third person, and is the precise question upon which the Senate has already
passed. The witness having stated expressly that he had no conversation with the defendant, the question calls for some express conversation, some expression, agreement, or understanding, and not for an
implied or inferential understanding from the acts of the parties.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let me inqure of the manager whether he
admits that there was no express agreement f
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Not at all.
Mr. J.OGAN. I will change the language of the question in one
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particular. Where it says "understanding" I will use the word
" agreement."
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the question as modified.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Q. Did you have any agreement with any person other than General Belknap in reference to sending the money you have testified to
or any part of it? If so, with whom was such agreement and what
was such agreement f
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, this question is substantia.Uy the same, in my own judgment, as that upon which this body
has already ruled. Senators will bear us witness that we have uniformly objected to this mode of examination. We think that, as the
parties here have represented it, they ought to be allowed to conduct
their own case. The other side have chosen to rest their case upon a
mere technicality by creating a presumption from the transmission
of money that there wa-s an agreement that that money should be
transmitted. to us in pursuance of an understanding. We have met
that presumption by the witness flatly contradicting it, and they are
therefore out of court on the case they have made. It is perfectly
apparent to any logical, reasoning mind that the implication which
they seek to bring against us of an understanding or agreement that
we should receive money on account of an appointment which the
party here made is utterly and absolutely rebutted by their own witness. Now, the attempt is to contradict that witness; to make him
testify to circumstances which will contradict that direct, plain statement.
·
Mr. Manager HOAR. Would it be agreeable to the learned counsel to permit me to put a question to him f
Mr. BLAIR. Not at this stage of the argument.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I will not do it then.
Mr. BLAIR. I want this body to have a fair understanding of
the case. We are here ready and willing and prepared to meet this
whole case. If they will go into it, and give this picture its clothing
and coloring, and let the Senate and country see the whole of it, and
drag these persons, all of whom are mixed up in it, before the Senate and
the country, let them do it; we cannot object; but when they choose to
rest their case upon proof of the reception of money, and thereby
seek to imply an agreement, and when we come in and rebut that
distinctly by showing there waa none, by their own witness, it seems
to me that the Senate ought to hesitate before they make another
case for these gentlemen and go piece-meal in attempting to rebut
this testimony. Having gone as far, however, as the Senate has
chosen to go in this ~atter, it does seem to me that when a Senator
wishes to know the truth and to have an explanation of bow it happens that money was sent to this person, when there was no agreement between him and this person to have it sent, it is perfectly
legitimate to have the truth of that and to show at whose instance
and by whose request this money was transmitted to some person ·
claiming the money in that way. These gentlemen know, because
the faets are spread far and wide-they are facts of record-that
there was a person who claimed this money as her own and that she
directed this money to be sent in this mode.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. There is nothing of that in the case.
Mr. BL.Affi. There is not anything of it in the case, but it is a fact
known to the country and known to us .
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is not known to us.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Managers will not inteiTUpt the
counsel without their permission.
Mr. BLAIR. It is known to you and it is known to the Senate that
there was some arrangement by which this money was sent in that
form; and now, when it is sought to know by what arrangement and
what person it was, it is objected to. It will lighten the burden of
the defendant to know that there wa-s another person claiming this
money. It seems the gentlemen do not want to lighten our burdens,
but whenever they can get a piece of testimony that will weigh upon
us it is very fair; they put it in by scraps; but the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, they do not want to know. They only want
to have the Senate know what will criminate this defendant, and not
what will exculpate him. Now I will answer any question the gentlemen desire to a-sk.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Have you got through your address to the
Senate?
Mr. BLAIR. If you have any question to put, I will answer it before I sit down. You said yon had a question to put.
Mr. Manager Hoar. But I do not propose to ask it now.
Mr. THURMAN. I should like t-o ask the counsel a question. I
want to understand from him whether he objects to this question
being answered or whether he wants it answered.
Mr. BLAIR I do not object to it. I did object on general principles to the whole series; but as these questions are going in, I should
like to have the Senate let something in on our side. They are letting
in everything else that is brought against us. I should like to see a
little fair play.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, the question that I proposed
to put to the learned counsel would have conveyed an idea which I
will convey directly to the Senate. I suppose if a judge were on trial
on an impeachment for bribery, and it turned out that a certain suitor
had a case once a year for six years, and it were proved that a bag of
money containing $3,000 as passed up by that suitor to the bench
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every time the ca.'3e came on, it would not be necessary to go any
further and prove an agreementMr. BLAIR. That is argument on the merits.
Mr. Manager HOAR. It would not be necessary to go any further
and prove an agreement to receive that money corruptly. Now suppose that were the state of the proof in the case I have supposed,
would it be material in defense to show that the bag of money was
passed up to the judge at the request of the judge's wife once a year f
That is the whole of the present proposition.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, I should like unanimous
consent to make one remark. AB I understand it, the court, exercising its privilege and against the objection of the respondent, permitted it to be proven t hat there was a conversation which had relation
in some manner to these payments. I think it is the right of the respondent that that conversation should now be given. It was the
court, not the respondent, who introduced the fact that there was
such conversation that bad relation to these payments. I do not think
we can fairly exclude the conversation. ·
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, if I were at liberty to say anything, as I am notThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair hears no objection.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I shall object myself; but if I were at liberty I
should say that I did not agree with the law of my friend at all; but
I cannot go into a debate here upon the subject and shall not undertake to do it.
The PRESIDENT pro tcrnpore. The Secretary will report the question.
The Chief Clerk read a-s follows:
Q. Did you have any agreement with any person other than General Belknap in reference to sending the money you have testified to
or any part of it f If so, with whom was such agreement and what
was such agreement f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be a-dmitted Y
The question being put, a division was called for; and the ayes
were 18.
Mr. LOGAN. I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered; and being taken, resulted-yea-s
25, nays 21 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Bruce, Conkling, Conover, Cragin, Dawes,
Ferry, Frelinghnysen~ Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe, Inlialls, Logan, Mitchell, Morrill,
Morton, Oglesby, Paa.dock, Patterson, Sherman, Wadleigh; West, Windom, and
Wright-25.
NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, Caperton, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dennis, Edmunds,
Gordon, Hamilton, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Merrimon, Norwood, Ransom,
Stevenson, Thurman, Wallace, Whyte, and Withers-21.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Burnside,
Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Clayton, Dorsey,
Eaton, Goldthwaite, Hamlin, Johnston, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada., Me.
Donald, McMillan, Maxey, Randolph, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sharon, a.nd
Spencer-26.

So the question was decidecl in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will answe1· the question.
lli. CARPENTER. Let the question be repeated.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Secretary will report the question.
The Chief Clerk read a-s follows :
Q. Did you have any agreement with any person other than General Belknap, in reference to sending the money you have test ified to,
or any part of it f If so, with whom was such agreement, and what
was such agreement 1
A. I had a conversation with Mrs. Bower, the present Mrs. Belknap, on the night of the funeral. She asked me to go up stairs with
her to look at the baby in the nursery. I said to her, a-s near as I can
remember, "This child will have money coming to it after awhile."
She said, "Yes; my sister gave the child to me, and told me the money
coming from you I must take and keep for it." I am not certain about
the rest of the conversation. I have an indistinct impression of what
was said afterward. I said, very likely," All right; but perhaps the
father ought to be consulted," and her reply wa~ that if I sent the
money to him she would get it any way for the child, or something
of that kind. That is as far as I remember it; but I had some understanding; I have sometimes thought that I said something to General Belknap that night. My entire recollection is indistinct about
the matter, except her relation of her sister's dying request made an
impression on me more than any other part of the conversation. As·
I said before, I have sometimes thou~p.t I said something to General
Belknap about it, but I am not at au certain. At all events I had
some understanding that night or subsequently before the next money
came due-and I do not remember of any subsequently-by which I
sent the money to General Belknap.
lli. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, if the witness is through
I desire to ask a question now.
Mr. D.A.WES. I wish to pu~ a question which I desire to have answered.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempQte. The Senator from Massachusetts
submits an interrogatory, which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. Did you or any other person to your knowledge ever explain
to General Bellruap what "Southwest" means in your letters inform-

ing him that you had a remittance for him t If so, state the explanation.
A. Never to my knowledge.
Mr. Manager :McM.A..JION. I propose now to propound the following question:
When you sent General Belknap the first letter notifying him that
you had a remittance for him " from the s. w.," state whether
heinquired of you by letter or otherwise from what source the money
came!
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to, because we object to the
managers returning to this ca.'3e.
.
Mr. Manager Mc:MAHON. The managers certainly have a right to
come in now.
Mr. CARPENTER. What gives them that right¥
Mr. Manager McMAHON. To make a further explanation to the
Senate.
Mr. CARPENTER. lli. President, both parties have made this
case to the Senate as they have chosen to make it ; and the court has
gone through in its own way, e~ching for f~ct~, and, I understand,
has re ted also. Now is it po sible that the parties are to take this
case up again and have any rights they would not have, arising from
the examination as it took place on their part respect1 vely! They
cannot go back with such a question certainly, unless it be on account of some questions that the court has put.; and that certainly
cannot renew their right. They put this witness on the stand and
exhausted him as far as they thought it was ~afe to do so; then we
cross-examined lrim; both parties rested; and now the court has
rested. Now we protest that the managers cannot ask any more
questions of this witness.
Mr. Manager McMillON. Mr. President, I have heard a great deal
from one of the distinguished counsel on the other side and something
from another in regard to getting this case in by piecemeal, and I
have heard a great deal of criticism on the manner in which I have
done it; and I expected my honorable friend [Mr. Carpent-er] to
ask thi court to nonsuit the Government from the remarks which he
made upon one occasion, that we had made no case, &c. The only
answer I have to that is that if we have failed to put in the fa{lts in
this c~e to convict their client, they ought to be nncler the most everlasting obligations of gratitude to us for our want of capacity in managing the case.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is on the ground that you stop now.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I accept the statement of the gentleman and the interruption, because it leads me directly to the next
point I am about to make. The other gentleman [Mr. Blair] keeps
complaining all the time that we do not introduce the whole truth.
Now the honorable gentleman [Mr. Carpenter] had the opportunity
to cross-examine this witness, to put every interrogatory to him that
he chose, and if our examination were short, which it was not, theirs
certainly was extraordinarily brief and, in my judgment-! say it
here-substantia1ly a confession of the facts and circumstances in
this case.
But now, to ~o further. I understand even the order in which a
witness is exammed in a court of justice to be always a matter within
the discretion of a court. A witness who has been fully dischar~ed
and gone may be called back and asked a question because something
new bas been developed in the case; and often-it is so laid down
in the elementary books-you may recall a witne who has been
absolutely discharged to ask him whether upon a certain occasion at
a certain place he did not say so and so to A B, for the purpose of
calling A B right there to contradict him. That is a very common
practice.
Now after the Senate bas in the exercise of its discretion put
further questions to this witness and eliminated a part of the truth
from his bosom, what we want now is directly in the same line to
put a question throwing light upon the very questions t.hat have
been put, and it is this: ''When you sent General Belknap the first
letter notifying him that you had a remittance for him 'from the
S. W.,' state whether he inquired of you by letter or otherwise from
what source the money came f "
If the defendant in this case is an innocent man and had no business transactions with Caleb P. Marsh and had nothing in this letter
to notify him that this money was for Mrs. Bower or the child or anything else, but simply" I have a remittance for you from the Southwest," if he is an honest man, a man of high integrity in his Department, is he going to fob the money without making any inquiry from
Mr. Marsh by letter "Why, what is S. W.; -where does this fund
come from; what do you mean, Mr. Marsh; yon do not owe me any
money; you are not trustee for any of my relations that I know of;
to what account shall I pass this 1,500 f" .A.h, the objection comes
from a confession of guilt, from a :Jmowledge of guilt, a desire not
to put in the whole truth as the gentleman [Mr. Blair] complains
that we do not put it in, but from a desire to exclude the whole of it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, will the manager allow me to
interrupt him a moment Y
Mr. Manager Mcl\fA.HON. Yes, sir.
!-Ir. CARPENTER. The objection to this question is that it is out
of time, and I want to ask the manager if he thinks that objection
makes in order an argument on the merits of the case and the guilt of
this defendant'
Mr. M:fl,n~.ger McMAHON. I will say in all candor to the gentle-
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man who has just taken his seat that if he and his associates only
possessed the gift to see themselves as they see others, they would not
be so critical in their criticisms upon our conduct. My honorable
friend there [Mr. Blair] never rises to discuss a question but what he
talks to the merits, always telling us about some defense that is to
come, always expressing that sublime and childlike confidence in his
client's innocence, that there is not a single fact yet in this case to
warrant. Havel no right to talk about the facts that are in the
case; have I no right to repel the statement here that we are endeavoring to exclude the whole truth! By all means I have the right,
and I say here that I have the right to call for an answer to this
question to throw light upon this important matt.er and to let us see
whether in this matter he did have knowledge when he was receiving
this money as to the source from which it may have come.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President a,nd Senators, I know what the gentleman says to be true that a witness may be recalled at any time at the
discretion of the court; but the court presides over the trial and looks
after the interests of justice, and therefore it is within the competency of the court, as every lawyer knows, to allow a witness to be
reca,lled. But I appeal to this court and to its discretion and ask this
court to consider whether it is just to allow this witness to be recalled
and re-examined in the manner that it is now sought to do when the
gentlemen have made their case1 exhausted the witness, turned him
over to us and we made a very bnef cross-examination, and now when
the manager seeks to have the last word of this witness and to reiterate and ding-dong in the ears of the Senate every time he makes a
speech denunciations of our client as if he was appealin~ on the last
argument of the case f I appeal to the Senate and to tne justice of
the Senate to know whether such a course of examination ought to
be tolerated.
.Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, in the hope of saving time, I ask
to have read again a question put by the Senator from Indiana [Mr.
MORTON] and the answer to it which I think covers this very question. If it does, perhaps we shall get along.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpcn-e. The question will be read.
The Chief Clerk read the following question propounded by Mr.
MORTON:
Q. Did General Belknap personally, or through any person, or by
letter, ever inquire of you why this money was sent; and did yon in
any way ever assign to him a reason for it f
Mr. CONKLING. That covers everything except the "S. W.,"
which is practically included. The answer was that he never did.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If that is the understanding of the Senate, we withdraw this question. Of course I do not wish to multiply
the evidence of the same thing. If that covers the ground in the
opinion of the honorable Senator, we withdraw the question.
The PRESIDENT p1·o temp
. ore. The question is withdrawn.
Mr. HOWE. If the court has not closed its case, I should like to
have the question answered which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question of the Senator from
'Visconsin will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. Was the money which you sent to General Belknap designed
for his use or for the use of some other person T
·
A. I sent it to him originally according to what I have heretofore
stated occurred on the night of the fp.neral. It may be presumed
that it was sent for the child, but I continued sending it after the
child's death to the General, and I always presumed it was for him.
Q. (By Mr. THURMAN.) Was the child a child of General Belknap'sf
A. Yes, sir.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) In that connection ~ive the date
of the death of the child, if you can remember it. I thmk we have
agreed that the mother died about the 31st day of December, 1~0.
A. And the child the following sumi:ner.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let it be also understood when he was married
to the present :Mrs. Belknap.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. In December, 1873, General Belknap
was married to Mrs. Bower.
Mr. CARPENTER. Three years afterward.
Mr. HOWE. I should like to have the answer to this last question
read.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tmnpo1·e. The reporter will read the answer
to the question propounded by the Senator from Wisconsin.
The answer was read, as follows :
A. I sent it to him originallyaeoording to what I have heretofore stated occumld
on the night of the furieral. It may be ~resumed that it was sent for the child;
but I continued sending it after the childs death to the General, and I always presumed it was for him.

Mr. HOWE. Now I should like to send to the desk one more question to be read.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The question of the Senator from
Wisconsin will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. Why did you say to Mrs. Bower that the child would have money
after a time f
A.. Because I h ad previously sent a remittance to the mother, and
I felt like continuing it to the mother's representative, the child.
Q. (By Mr. CABPE~'TER.) The first remittance was sent to Mrs.
Belknap.
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A. Yes, sir; to Mrs. Belknap.
Mr. WRIGHT. I have a question I wish to propound, and I will
read it in the first instance, as it is not very legible.
Q. You said on yesterday that you presumed that General Belknap
knew from whom the money sent him was received. Now state what
led you to so presume, or upon what you based this presumption f
Mr. CARPENTER. We object to this question. Let it be read
again.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be read by the
Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read the interrogatory of Mr. WRIGHT.
The question being put, was decided in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT 1Jro tempore. The witness will answer the question.
The WITNESS. I said I presumed he knew where it came from.
Mr. CARPENTER. Now it appears there was a mistake, as I
thought. The question does not correctly state the case to the witness. The question and answer yesterday were exactly this:
Q. Did General Belknap at this time know where the money waa coming from

that was being paid to him 1
A. I should say that I presume he did.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be answered. It
will be read a(J'ain to witness.
The Chief Clerk again read the question of Mr. WRIGHT, as follows:
Q. You said on yesterday that yon presumed that General Belknap
knew from whom the monev sent him was received. Now what led
you to so presume, or upon what you based this presumption'
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Before the question is answered, there
is a misunderstanding as to what the real meaning of the answer
given yesterday is. Our object in putting the question was to ascertain whether Belknap knew where the money was coming from, not
the person, not the man from whom it came, but the place.
Mr. WRIGHT. This question covers the whole ground.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Go on.
The WITNESS. I presumed that he knew, because he had appointed
Mr. Evans to this post at my request. I had no other business transaction with General Belknap whatever excapt sending this money. I
had sometimes forwarded him requests of Mr. Evans sent to me for
certain privileges wanted around the fort. I cannot give details particularly. It is a kind of general knowledge arising from our relations together.
Mr. LOGAN. I desire to ask a question which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question propounded by the
Senator from Illinois will be rea<!.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. From the conversation with the present Mrs. Belknap, mentioned
by you in your answer to my former interrogatory, you spoke of an
understanding with the former Mrs. Belknap, now decea-sed; please
state what that understanding was.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the court please, we object to that. It does
not seem necessary to argue the objection to a question which calls
for an interview or an arrangement between this man and a third
person.
:Mr. Mana(J'er McMAHON. \Ve second the objection.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Counsel objects to the question.
The Chair will submit it to the Senate. Shall this int-errogatory be
admitted T
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 12, noes 13,
no quorum voting.
Mr. THURMAN. Let us have the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. THURMAN. I understood the managers to object alittlewhile
ago to a similar question. Now what do the managers say to this T
.Ml·. CARPENTER. Both sides objP,cted to this question.
Mr. THURMAN. I wa,nt to know, if both sides object to it, why it
is askecl.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is asked by a member of the court.
Mr. THURMAN. I want to know what business the court has to
ask it.
Mr. LOGAN. If there is no objection, I should like to answer the
remark of the Senator from Ohio.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair hears no objection.
Mr. LOGAN. It seems to me a very strange remark for a Senator
to make, to ask what business a member of the court has to put a
question. I presume that members of the court here stand upon an
equality, and that one has at; good a Iight to ask a question as another, provided it is a proper question, couched in proper language.
I asked a question a while ago of the witness what the understanding was between him and birs. Bower. I did not use the name, but
that was it, and he gave the understanding, and in that answer he
incidentally remarked that he ha<l an understanding with the former
Mrs. Belknap. The question was argued by the managers and counsel for the respondent; the vote was taken by yeas and nays, and
the Senate voted that the question should be answered; and the witness did answer the question. In furtherance of that question, I have
asked what the understanding wat; with the former l\Irs. Belknap.
Now, if the Senator desires to state his objection to that as a member of the court, let him do so, and if his objection is well foundetl, I
certainly do not desire to ask an improper question; but at the same
time I do not like a Senator in his manner and demeanor to indicate
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that he is the only i~dividual that has a right to aek a question in
The question being taken, resulteu-yeas 23, nays 17; as follows:
this court.
YEAS-MessTR. Allison, Booth, Conkling. Conover, Cragin, Dawes, Ferry, Fr6Mr. THURMAN. There is no necessity for the exhibition of that-- lin~huysen. Hamilton, Har;ey, Hitchcock, Howe, Lo~an, Maxey, ;Morrill, Morton,
Paduock, Patterson, Robertson,Wailleij!h, West, and Wngbt-23.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ternp01:e. Is there objection to the Senator Ol!lesby,
NAYS-Messrs. Caperton, Cocb.-rell, Cooper, Dans, E(lmunds, Gordon, Kelly,
from Ohio proceeding Y The Chair hears none.
Key, McCreery, Merriinon, Mitchell, Norwood, Stevenson, Thurman, Wallace,
Mr. THUR::\1AN. There is no necessity for the exhibition of tba.t Whyte, anu Withoi'll-17.
NO l' VOTI:KG-Mess~ . .Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Bogy, Boutwell,
feeling ; and if the Senator from Illinois were not exceedingly sensiBurnsido, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy,
tive, he never would have made such a remark. The House of Repre- Bruce,
Clayton, Dennis, Dorsey, Eaton, Goldthwaite, llamliu, In~lls• .Johnstun, .Jones of
sentatives here is represented by its managers; the defendant is rep- Floriua, .Jones of Ne·raila, Kernan, McDonalU, McMillan, .Kandolpb, Ransom, Sarresented by his counsel; and when both sides agree as to what are gent, Saulsbury, Sharon, Shennan, Spencer, and Windom-32.
tho issues upon which they will put in evidence, I really do not see,
So the qnestion was decided in tho affirmative.
with entire respect to the Senator from illinois and every other SenThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is overruled. The
ator, that it is any part of the duty of the Senate which is to sit bore witness will nnswer the question.
as impartial judges to introduce a new line either of prosecution or of
The WITNESS. I think not.
defense. I see no reason for it; and if the Senate has erred once, it
Mr. CONKLING. What does the witness mean when ho says ho
is no reason why it shonld err again. If neither the managers on the thinks nott
part of the House nor t.he counsel for the defendant have seen fit to
The WrrXEss. I do not think I stated that I had an under~Standing
go into the arrangements, if there were any, between the witness a.nd wit.h Mrs. Belknap.
this decease<llady or this living lady, it is no business of ours to go
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) As I understand, the first money that you
into them. If it is necessary for the purposes of public justice that sent was sent to the former Mrs. Belknap, now deceased f
they shoul<l be gone into and the testimony would be legitimate,
A. Yes, sir.
it is to be presumed. that the House of Representatives, through its
Q. And that was sent without any arrangement between you and
managers, woulll have asked us to hear the testimony. If it were anybody f
necessary for the defense that the mattt'r should be gone into, it is to
A. YeR, sir.
be presumeu that the counsel for the defense would have introduced
Q. A clean, clear present f
it as a defense. It is not for us to supply any deficiency of the proseA. Yes, sir.
cution or to supply any deficiency of the defense.
Mr. LOGAN. The witness spoke of a conversation about the child,
Mr. LOGAN. If there is no objection, I desire to say a word.
that the money would now go to the child according to some former
The PRESIDENT pro ternp01·e. The Chair hears no objection to the understanding.
Senator proceeding.
The WITl\'ESS. I said with General Belknap, not with Mrs. BelMr. LOGAN. I am not so old in the practice of law as the Senator knap. I said that I was under the impression at one time that I had
from Ohio, but I will ask him now as a lawyer if be ever knew a said something to General Belknap himself the night of the funeral;
court that desired to ask a question to be prevented from doing it in that I certainly had an understanding with him or with Mrs. Bower,
the trial of any case whatever f
because Mrs. Belknap was then dead.
Mr. THURMAN, Until to-day, I never knew a court, in forty-odd
Q. (By Mr. McliAHO.N.) Had the present wife of General Belknap
years' experience, to ask a question to which both parties objected. at any time any interest in the money that wa~ sent to General BelMr. LOGAN. My experience bas been more limited than that of knap by youf
the Senator, but in that limited experience I have observed that
A. Not to my knowledge.
which he has not.
Mr. WHYTE submitted the following question in writing:
Mr. THURMAN. The Senator must bear in mind that a single
Q. When you paid to General Belknap money in person did yon
Senator is not the court. It is not the court that asks the question, have any conversation with him about the source whence the money
but one member of the court.
came or in any way regarding it f
Mr. LOGAN. It is the court. if the court agree to it. I never
A. I did not.
knew the ·whole body of the Senate to ask the same question at the
Mr. MORTON. I propose the following question :
same time; but if one member of the court asks a question and the
Q. How often after the first money was sent to Belknap and before
rest agree to it, that is a question of the court. That wa-s the prop- your exa.mination before the Committee of the House did you meet
osition I was ma.king. If the Senate do not agree to it, of course I General Belknap, and was the money ever referred to in conversation
shall withdraw the question, or at least the question will not be asked. at any of these interviews f
But I am not managing this case, nor do I desire to manage it, and
A. For the first two or three years, I saw him perhaps two or three
certainly the Senator from Ohio does not desire to do that ; he has times a year. The first money I sent General Belknap must have been
given evidence of that fact. But I am one of the court, and I have in the spring of lf:l71. I suppose probably through that year and
a right to have such information and light on this case as can be ob- 1872 and 1873 I met him two or three times a year; but I have no
taine(l properly. The managers have a right to manage their case to recollection of the money having been referred to in any conversasuit themselves, anu so havo tl1e respondent's counsel; but some mem- tion between us.
bers of the court might have some idea in reference to t.his case, that
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mc~lAHON.) Mr. Marsh, what is your best
some question might develop some fact that was weighing on their recollection as to . having h~ a conversation with the Secretary of
minds. Now I will state to the court that there is something in this War on the occasion of the funeral of his second wife f
case that neither side tries to develop; I do not know what it is;
A. It is exceedingly indistinct.
but that is perfectly patent to everybody. Whatever is in this case,
Q. What is your best recollection as to whether yon flid or did not
no matter what it is, dark or bright, this court is entitled to know it have a conversation with him personally while you were here attendin order to make up its verdict; and I, as one member of the c.ourt, ing the ftmeral of his second wife!
claim the right to know the facts, and when counsel on either side
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to.
do not put a question that strikes my mind as being one that I want
Mr. CONKLING. What is the ground of objection T
to know something abont, I claim the right to ask the question myMr. CARPENTER. The grounu of objection is that the witness
self. The court can decide whether I am entitled to have the answer; says his recollection is so indistinct that he has no confidence in it
I certainly ha.vo the right to ask the question.
himself.
Mr. MORTON. Mr. President-Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is a matter for the witness to settle.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpm·e. Is there objection to the Senator I prefer that the witness answer these questions and that we have
from Indiana proceeding!
the whole truth from the person who is under oath.
Mr. EDMUNDS. After the Senator from Indiana has concluded I
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. Shall this interrogatory be t~.dmit
shall object to further debate on all questions.
.
ted f
· Mr. MORTON. I simply want to state that I regard 1t a-s the absoThe question was determined in the affirmative.
lute right of this court or any member of it, with the consent of his
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness will answer the quesbroiher judges or a majority of them, to ask any qQ.estion; and the idea tion.
·that the court can be overrqled by the counsel on either side agreeThe question was rea-d by the· reporter, as follows:
ing that tho question shall not be asked is something entirely new.
Q. What is your best recollection a.s to whether you did or did not ha.ve a conver·
The PRESIDENT pro t-empore. Tho yeas and nays have been de- sation with him personally, while· yon were here attending the funeral of his secoml wifef
manded on the question, Shall this interrogatory be admitted t
Mr. ANTHONY. I think if we take the question again by a. division
A. I can only state that I have a very indistinct impression about
it will be fonncl that there is a quorum here.
it. I have sometimes thought that I said something to Genera.! BelMr. EDMUNDS. No; let us have the yeas and nays.
knap on the night of tho funeral, but I sometimes thiak I did not,
The yeas and nays were ordered.
and that the only conversation I had was with Mrs. Bower.
The PRESIDENT pro tempcn-e. The Secretary will report the ques·
By Mr. CARPENTER:
.
tion.
Q. Is there any way in your mind to strike an average between
The Chief Clerk read Mr. LOGAN'S interrogatory, as. follows:
Q. From the conversation with the present Mrs. Belknap, mentioned those two impressions t
A. I cannot. I never shall know; Inevershall be certain about it.
by yon in your answer to my former interrogatory, you spoke of an
Q. The Senate will never know from you, then f
understaniling with the former Mrs. Belknap, now deceased. Please
A. I have thought about it night and day, but the more I think
state what that understanding was.
about it the less I know.
The PRESlDEN'J; pro tempore. The roll-call will proceed.
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By Mr. Manager MCMAHO:Y:
Q. At the time the change was made from the payment of $12,000
a year to $6,000 a year, about which you have testified, state what
eonversation passed between sou and General Belknap.
Mr. CARPENTER. That vre object to. Unless the court me::m to
say that the whole case may now be opened by the managers, that iB
an improper question. It is their direct proof, and they have gone
oyer that.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this question be admitted f
The question was determined in the negative.
The PRESIDENT P'I'O tempore. The objection is sustained.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Your wife has been subpamaed
as a witness to attend this tribunal f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. I desire yon to state now whether she is able to attend.
Mr. CARPENTER. What is the object of that!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. "\Ve want to know from the witness
whether she is able to attend.
Mr. CARPENTER. We object. What ha-s that to do with this
cnse whether she is well or sick f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have a right to send for her if she
is able to come. Let the objection be passed upon by the Senate.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1'e. The counsel object to the question
propounded by the managers. Shall the question be admitted Y
The question was detennined in the affirmative.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) State whether your wife is able
to be present in court to be examined as a witness.
A. She is not ; she is very ill.
Q. Have you the certificate of a surgeon to that effect!
A. I have.
Q. Whose certificate is it f
A. Dr. Alfred L. Loomis.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the managers state now what the object
~
of that testimony is f
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. It is to inform the Senate the reason why
we do not call Mrs. Marsh.
Mr. CARPENTER. Is it propgsed to raise any presumption against
the defendant T
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. We .shall argue that hereafter.
Mr. CARPENTER. We will take her testimony that was given before the committee if the managers want that, or consent tohaveher
deposition taken. We want to completely repel the presumption
that Mrs. Marsh being ill is any evidence of our guilt.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The managers here decline to do that.
I do not agree with them in that matter. The counsel will make his
application to the Senate personally.
Mr. OGLE~BY. Would it be in order to present a question to the
witness!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It would be.
Mr. OGLESBY. May I read it!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. You may.
Mr. OGLESBY. I call the attention of the witness to the question
so that he may know whether my statements are correct or not.
The Secretary will read it afterward. My question is this:
Q. You havestateddnringyour examination to-daythat the money
advanced by you to Belknap was a pr~nt and that it afforded you
pleasure to give it to him. In answer to a question put to yon after
that, you stated that you had some conversation with .Mrs. Bower on
the night of the funeral about the payment of money in the future,
and that after that conversation you paid money directly to Belknap.
Do you now mean to have the court understand that the payments
or presents of money from you to Belknap after that time were only
in consequence of that conversation or from the motive previously
stated that it afforded you pleasure to do so f
A. Tho money that I sent during the life of the child may be fairly
considered to be sent to Mr. Belknap for !lrs. Bower to keep for the
child. After its death I understood it was for him.
.Mr. WHYTE. The witness says that he understood the money sent
after the death of the child to General Belknap was for General Belknap. I wa.ut to ask him from whom did he understand that it was
for General Belknap f
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Secretary will report the question.
The Chief Clerk rea-d the question of Mr. WHYTE, as follows:
Q. From whom did you understand that it was for General Belkn:J.p after tho dAath of the child f
:Mr. CARPENT.BR. If the court please, we object to that because
it woulil be hearsay evidence. I understand the answer which the
witness has already given is his mere mental conclusion.
. The WITNESS. That is all.
Q. (By Mr. CARPE:YTER.) That is what you say t
A. That is an ; not any understanding. Perhaps I am unfortunate
in my choice of words. It is my own conclusion; that is all.
Q. Not the result of any understanding with Mr. Belknap or anybody else!
A. N6, sir.
HIThTRY 8. BRINKERHOFF sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager MCMAHO:Y:
Question. State where you are employed ~nd how long you have
heen there.
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Answer. In the office of the Adjutan~General of the Army; for about
ten years.
Q. [Presenting a paper.] Look at this paper, or rather the marks
on it. See whose marks those are on the outside, and rea-d the marks
in your handwriting, if any are there, and give us also the marks
that may be in the handwriting of the Secretary of War at that time,
if any are there.
Mr. CARPENTER. Is that the letter of Ma.rsh f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is the letter of August 16, 1870, from
Marsh to the Secretary of War applying for tho post-tradership at
Fort Sill.
The WITNESS. Theonlywritingnpon the outside of this letter that
is in my handwriting is a. note. saying ''Received back AdjutantGeneral's Office, March 15, 1876."
·
Q. (By Ur. Manager McMAHo~.) What marks are on it in the handwriting of the Secretary of Wad
A. ''Received August 16, 1870." I should say that it is my impression this is in the hand writing of General Belknap. He was then
Secretary of War.
Q. Is that in pencil or in ink f
A. It is in ink-what I have just read.
Q. See whether there are other marks on it in pencil in the handwriting of the Secretary of War.
A. There is a mark in pencil thatsays, "AnsweredAngust16. File;
official." It is my impression that it is in the handwriting of the
Secret.ary of War.
Q. How familiar are you with tho handwriting of the Secretary
of Warf
A. Quite familiar. I have seen a great deal of it.
Mr. CARPENTER. There is no qrrestion that that is in his hanclwritinO'. You need not spend any time aboutitf
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Oneof the managers desires tho
question to be put whether there are any marks upon it indicating
that it was originally filed in the Adjutant-General's Office 7
A. The marks indicate that it was received in the Adjutan~General's Office for file September 23, 18i0.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Abont a month after its date!
A. About a month after its date.
Q. (BY. Mr. Manager l\fcMAHo~.) In whose handwriting is that l
A. Iji is in the handwritin~ of the ·c lerk who was then and is now in
charge of the book of recora.
Cross-examined by l\Ir. CARPEl~TER:
Q. [Presenting a paper.] Whom is that letter addressed to f
A. It is addressed to General ,V. W. Belknap.
Q. Would not that letter in due course of business go to Belknap's
table before it would go to the Adjutan~Genoral's Office T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not dispute that.
· Mr. CARPENTER. I want to prove it.
The WITNESS. A letter addressed in that way, in my opinion, would
go first to the Secretary of War.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) And be sent by him to theAdjutant-General's Office f
A. That is my opinion.
Q. And that got into the Adjutant-General's Office within a month
after its date f
A. Within a month after it.s date.
WILLIAM B. HAzE~ recalled.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. General, I have been given to understand
by you that you desire to make an explanation. I do not know what
it is, but I recall you to give you the chance.
Mr. CARPENTER. Is it anything about this case; is it testimony
or whatf
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is about this case.
The 'VnNESS. It is in regard to the testimony of yesterday. Upon
consideration I find that the letter whi;ch I referred to, the official
letter which I said was reported to the W a.r Department for General
Belknap's information with regard to post-traders, was.'WJ'itton at
Fort Buford, and not at Fort Hays; and that would make it after I
had testified to the Honse committee, and not before it. • So that I
wish to change my testimony in that respect. It was written after,
and not before, as I supposed yesterday.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Is that the letter which yon read here yesterday f
A. No; there was another one before that which I referred to.
That is not the one I referred to. There is another letter on the subject.
Q. Did you ever write to Secretary Belknap more than one letter
in your life on that subject¥
A. Not to him directly; but one to bim. That was the one.
Q. Which one did you send to him directly!
A. The one which was read yesterday I se~t him directly, but that
was not t]¥} one I referred to in my testimony yesterday. The one I
referred to in my testimony yesterday wa-s a letter written to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
Q. Did you say in the testimony which you gave before the committee that you had writtP.n a letter to Secretary Belknap on that
subject T
A. I did.
Q. You now find that you had not f
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A. It was intended-Q. Answer the question. You now find out that at the time you
testified before the committee you had not written to General Belknapf
A. I did not intend-Q. I do not ask you what you intended. Here is a distinct question, which can be answered" yes" or" no." I ask you, do you now
find out that at the time you gave your testimony before the committee you had not written to General Belknap T
A. Not personally.
Q. You swore you had, did you not f
A. I thought I had.
Q. Did you not swear that you had, without any thinking about
it f [Presenting printed slip.] I will ask you if you wrote a letter
of which that is a copy f You seem to be considerable of a correspondent.
A. [Examining paper.] I did ~te it.
Q. Will you read it f
The witness proceeded to read as follows:
· CITY OF MExico, March 15.
Ron. HIESTER CLYMER.
DEAR SIR:-

Mr. THURMAN. What year f

The WITNESS. March 15, 1876.
Mr. CARPENTER. Hand it to the Secretary to read. It is in
print.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Let me see it one moment before it is
read, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. I do not see what that has to do with this
case.
Mr. CARPENTER. You will see after you hear it.
Q. (By Mr. THuRMAN.) Did you write a letter to the AdjutantGeneral on the subject of post-traderships before you testified to the
House committee f
A. My impression is that I did. I wrote letters on that subject. I
am under the impression I wrote to the Adjutant-General of the
Army.
Q. Before you testified then f
A. I think so; I am not prepared to say.
Q. (By Mr. CARPE:NTER.) Did you not state in your testimony before the committee that yon had written to the Secretary of War on
the subject 7
A. I did; but I was not certain whether it was before or after.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have no objection to this letter being
read.
The PRESIDENT pro temp<Jre. The Secretary will read it.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
WASHINGTON, March 29.
The following lett~r was received recently by the chairman of the Committee on
Expenditures in the War Department:
Ron. HIEsTER CLYMER:
CITY OF MEXICO, March 15.
DEAR Sm: The papers of the 4th instant brought me the result of the Belknap
investigation. :Hy referring to the proceedings of t.h e Honse Military Committee
of March, 1872, yon will find precisely the same information given by me then a.s
that upon which your investigation was founded. Mr. Smallev, the then clerk of
that committee, published in the New York Tribune the pu.q)01t of my evidence,
which only referred to t.he black-mailing: of the post-traders and not to tlie final disposition of the money; but he added to 1t the presumptive disposition, which is now
proved to have been true. The Secretary of War took the newspaper paragraph
to the President, as he has since said, remarking: "Mr. President~ have yon soon
the article in the New York Tribune of this morning referrin"' to me7" To which
the President replied: "I have, and do not belive a word of it." The Secre~
then said: " H you do believe it, I am no longer fit to hold a place in your Cablnet." This was the end of the matter both wiili the President and Congress, leavin~ it a question of veracity between the Secretary and myself.
I have waited patiently four years, never doubtinp: I shall be finally vindicated,
though at times feeling very heavily the weight of displeasure of those high in
power for daring to tell the truth respecting the great outrage upon the Army.
My object from the first was not only to relieve the Army from th1s outrage, but
to obtain the execution of a most excellent law passed in 1860, requiring the Commissary Department to furnish to enlisted men at cost the articles usually furnished
them by settlers. This most admirable arrangement, which is virtually carried
out in all other armies, would be worth to the enlisted men 2,000,000 annually,
and cost nothing but a little extra work to the Commissary Department. This department h3.t1 opposed this law from the first. In setting th1s law aside vitality
and >alue were given to the post-traderships which could be done in no other wav.
The law itself has even been omitted from the Revised Statutes. To secure tliis
most useful end was my only purpose. In the autumn of 1875 the Secretary visite-d
my post, :.:eceiving my mo.st cordial hospjtality, which was fully accepted. I
thought this a proper occasion for a renewal of our old and friendly relations, as
we had served tocrether in the war. I therefore wrote him a sincere letter looking
to such a result, though I felt entitled to some reparation, having for four years
experienced a. full sense of the wrong inflicted npon me by the Secretary in his virtual denial to the President of my truthful report. The Secretary did not see fit
t.o reply to my letter. I then concluded to let the matter rest, hoping only for the
partial reparation that time gives all wrongs, when your letter in January, as
chairman of one of the committees of Congress, called for the information furmshed
you. For your compliance with my request not to bring my name forward in con·
nection with the investigation, I tender yon my tna.nks, ani:i now release yon from
further obligations in that respect.
Very respectfully, &c.,
W.B.~N.

Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) You have felt a little interest about this
impeachment, have you not, all along f
A. Some interest in it.
Q. Yon took some interest in it because you thought you were goiug to get vindicated, did you not f

A. I do not know that that was the reason. I took the ordinary interest which I do in matters of this kind.
Q. Did you not take a little more interest in this impeachment than
you ever took in anybody else's impea-chment f
A. I never had anything to do with anybody else's impeachment.
. Or any other lawsuit f Have you not been pretty active now
in the press and in all ways setting this thing going f
A. Somewhat so.
Q. Is that any portion of the duty of the colonel of a. regiment 9
A. No more his duty than that of any citizen.
Q. Is not the colonel of a regiment bound by regulations, if he
knows anything against any officer, to furnish it in some official way
and form, and not scandalize him in a newspaper f
Mr. Manager :McMAHON. Was he Secretary of War after the
letter was writt.en f I think that is a little late.
Mr. CARPENTER. It was still later when he ought to have made
his report.
Mr. Mana~er McMAHON. I am speaking about this letter. I
think you caLled him Secretary of War.
Mr. CARPENTER. You call him "the late Recretary of War."
That will do. (To the witness.) How many other articles have you
written on the subject f
A. I do not know. I do not remember writing any.
Q. You do not remember writing any for publication f
A. I do not remember writing any.
Q. Who wrote that article published in the New York Tribune f
A. At what time f
Q. The article that was read here in this trial. There has been bui
one article.
Mr. Manager HOAR. February 15, 1872.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) About the tradership at Fort Sill f
A. I did not write it.
Q. Do you know who did f
A. I suppose Mr. Smalley did.
Q. Did you fmnish him the information upon which he wrote the
lotterf
A. I furnished the information out of which the letter was written.
Q. You speak here of having sustained some grievous wrongs at
the hands of the Secretary. You swore yesterday that he never had
done an act of injustice to you that you were aware of. Now, what
did you mean when you wrote thisletterf
A. I was under the impression that he had from time to time been
inimical to me and that I had suffered thereby.
Q. You swore yesterday that be never did an acto£ injustice to you
and had done some favors, or tried to do some. What did you mean
when you wrote in this letter of the grievous wrong done to you by
the Secretary of War f Did you mean anything, or was it just the
common impulse to jl!mp on after a man is down t Is that it !
A. Not at all.
Q. Then state what the motive was.
A. I believed that he had made me unpopular with my officers.
Q. Is it true that you are unpopular in the Army f
A. I do not know that it is.
Q. Then how dicl you think he made you so f What made you
think that he had made you unpopular, or apparently tlllpopular,
with the officers f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think that would be very easily answered if the Secretary of War was inimical to him.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The counsel have the witness.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Let us know about that.
A. I supposed in a general way that he was unfriendly to me.
Q. What made you suppose so J
A. His manner to me.
Q. What was his manner to you f Did he ever treat you otherwise
than as a gentleman f If so, when and where f
A. I cannot specify times.
'
Q. Can you state the fact that he ever did t
A. I was under that impression.
Q. You know how to treat a gentleman and you know when you
are treated like a gentleman, do you not f Now, I ask you if he
ever treated you in any other way; and, if so, when was it and where
was itf
A. I am unable to give times and places.
Q. Are you able to say that he ever treated you in an ungentlemanly manner f
A. I believed so at that time.
Q. You believed so. You knew whether he had or not, or has your
standard of gentlemanly demeanor changed since that time f How
is that f
A. I do not feel like answering.
Q. I did not think you would, and I will excuse you. How do you
know what General Belknap said to the President on this subject f
Did you hear it!
A. I heard it from several people.
Q. Did you hear the conversation f
A. No, I did not hear the conversation.
Q. Then on mere hearsay you, being an officer of the Army, sat
down and wrote a letter over your own signature rela.tin(J' a conversation held with the Commander-in-Chief of the Army f That is what
you did, was it not 7
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A. I only knew that conversation from others T
;
Q. Then yon did not know it at all T
A. I did not know it from hearing it directly.
Q. Is it according to discipline in the Army for an officer to publish scandal of the President which he knows nothing about except
from hearsay T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I must at this point ent-er an objection.
It seems that my friend here is pursuing the old line, having the old
misapprehension that every now and then crops out in this case. The
misapprehension is that he is trying General Hazen and not General
Belknap. I think I may make the remark that the conduct of the
counsel of General Belknap in this particular case to General Hazen
indicates very clearly that the apologetic letter that was written by
General Hazen to Genera-l Belknap failed to reach the right spot in
that gentleman's composition.
Mr. CARPENTER. I understood themanageronlywanted to make
a little speech on the merits. Did he object to the question T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I objected to the question.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, this witneBS has been laboring
for months to get up this impea-chment for his own vindication. He
comes back here to-day for explanation, and I am doing everything
in my power to assist his purpose. I want to show what his motives
have been; I want to show that they are utterly groundless; I want
to show that be has violated all the proprieties and all the duties of
his official station by the band be has taken in this matter and his
anxiety t.o fan public sentiment against General Belknap, who has
nev-er done him an injury in his life-time, and who had shown him so
many favors that General Sherman objected to his giving him another; and that is the man who repeats gossip against the President
and against the then Secretary of War, and publishes it in letters over
his own name! When we see the name of au Army officer published
in print we think we have struck truth. The line of honor in the
Army is drawn more distinctly and is more rigidly enforced than perhaps in almost any claBS of any community; the letter of an Army
officer carries conviction with it; and I want to show here, and show
fully, that all that has been done by him has been not in the line of
his duty, but in violation of it, aga.i nst the President of the United
Stat-es, Commander-in-Chief of the Army, and that his charges are
wholly untrue; that General Belknap never did him an injury; that
he has conferred upon him so many favors that General Sherman
would not let him confer another.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I am right in the surmise
that I made in the opening, that the counsel had imbibed the sentiment and the feelins- of the client in this case in rega.rd to, I will say,
the distinguished "W"Itness who is upon the stand. Now, Senators, let
us rehearse the facts in this case up to a certain point, and then remember and call to mind the tirade made against this witness by the gentleman.
Mr. CARPENTER. I rise to a point of order.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not submit to a point of order.
Mr. CARPENTER. You have got to; you cannot help that. I
make the point of order on the counsel that in arguing a question on
the admissibility of testimony he cannot sum up the case.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not propose to do that. I propose
to sum up in regard to this particular witness all the facts you have
now been alluding to.
Mr. CARPENTER. The point is you cannot do it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You cannot make a speech and shut me
oft', when by law I have the close. You cannot do it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager will confine himself
to the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The gentleman makes a speech to this
court to prejudice this witness in the mind of this court, and upon
what¥ That he has been making false statement.s. Was it not true
that in 1872 Caleb P. Marsh was milking John S. Evans, and was it
not true that he was milking him to give one-half of the proceeds to
the Secretary of War f He only stated the half of the truth; he only
stated that Marsh was getting the money from Evans. He did not
state the other part of it.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. You will spoil your final speech entirely.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have no final speech.
The PRESIDENT pro tcmp01·e. The manager has the :door. Colloquies will not be permitted.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will say that I have no objection to
the interruptions.
M.r. CARPENTER. It is all friendly between us.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Of course we so understand. When
this officer was summoned as a witness before the Military Committee
in 11::172, what djd be testify toT Did he say one word reflecting upon
the Secretary of WarY Not one word. The article in the New York
Tribune, about which so much fuss was made, expressly says that of
course the Secretary of War knows nothing about these things, and
it was expected that when information was brought to his ears that
these E:,rrievances existed he, like au upright and honorable man, would
have corrected them. What then f He has neverimplicated the Secretary of War; he has never made the slightest allusion to him; but we
find-and now I am compelled, I may say to the gentleman, to go back
to a point that we had conceded in tbiscase-thatthe heavy hand of the
superiotofficer does lie over the head of thiR young man in the service of his country; we find that while he does not give us any dis-
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tinct instance except as be did in his examination in chief, his command is ordered here .and there, and he not sent with it; we find that
he is under the conviction for three long years that he is oppressed
by the Secretary of War. Then they have a personal interview, in
which they come to a mutual explanation. He writes a humble
apology, such an apology as nobody but an inferior under the strict
military rules woul'd write to a superior officer.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is rougher on him than anything I have
said.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You never fully appreciate the roughness of what you do say, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. That may be.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Now when in the lapse of years this
matter is brought up General Hazen is called here as a witness, and
what does he testify to, w bat important fact f He does not testify to
any personal knowledge of the payment of moneybyEvanstoMarsh;
he does not implicate the Secretary of War; he simply testifies here,
(and that is the sum and substance of his testimony so far as it is
given,) that General Belknap never called to see him about it. That
is the sum and substance of General Hazen's testimony in this case;
and the honorable Senate will bear me witness that it is all we put
him on the stand for, all that we argued to get in that the Secretary
of War knew that General Hazen was responsible for this statement,
and never came to him to inquire where he got his information in
order that, like a true officer, be might correct it. And because he
has dared upon my subpama to come into this court and to say that
General Belknap never spoke to him about it, therefore the old venom,
as it were, sticks out in regard to this matter, aud be must be treated
by the counsel in this case in a manner that cannot be justified except that it be the reflex of the sentiment of the defendant in regard
to him, and in that light we accept it.
•
Now I say in the interest of the speedy trial of this ca.se, although
I may be taking a few more minutes in the argument, that I call back
the attention of this court to the question that is at issue in the case.
I object to this line of examination, and I do not see how any good
lawyer can say that the objection is not well founded.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is made by the managers
to further questions by the counsel of the witness.
Mr. CARPENTER. The objection is not to all questions, but to this
particular question. Let it be read.
The reporter read the question, as follows:
Q. Is it a~cording to discipline in the Army for an officer to publish scandal of
the President which he knows nothing about except from hearsay f

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted!
The question was decided in the negative.
·
Q. (By Mr. CARPE~"TER.) You say in that letter that the law to
which you referred as being such an excellent one was left out of
the Revised Statutes. Turn to page 207 and see about the law that
yon referred to.
A. I will say that the law I referred to I was mistaken about.
Q. It is in the Revised Statutes f
A. It is in t.he Revised Statutes, although I looked for it very carefully at that time n.nd could not find it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Tb:tt is all.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No more questions of this witneBS.
Ron. HIESTER CLYMER sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMAHo~:
Question. You are a member of CongreBS f
Answer. I am.
Q. Chairman of the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department!
A. lam.
.
Q. That committee had charge of an investigation into the Fort
Sill business T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State whether Mr. Marsh was subprenaed before your committee
and gave testimony there.
A. He wa.s suprenaed and gave testimony before the committee.
Q. Has the testimony as he gave it before the committee been pub·
lished by order of the House f
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Look at this, and see if it is the
original testimony taken in the ca-se. [Handing a manuscript to the
witneBS.]
A. I presume it to be; it is in my own handwriting.
Q. Is it all there t
A. I can only answer that question accurately by reading it all;
but if this was obtained from the Clerk of the HonseMr. Manager McMAHON. It was; he produced it here.
A. Then I should say with that reservation that I believe it to be
the testimony taken.
Q. Does it appear to be signed by Caleb P. Marsh f
A. I know that the evidence was signed in my presence. I find
his signature here.
Q. Have you got the sheets in order there TA. Yes, sir.
Q. After the testimony of Mr. Marsh was taken, state what action
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your committee took in regard to it so far as the Secretary of War
was concerned.
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to that. Let us know what the object
of that is.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state briefly what we propose to
show. We propose to put in evidence the fact that the witness Marsh
was examined; that his testimony was rerluced to writing ; that the
Secretary of War was officially notified of the fa-ct; that be appeared; that the testimony was read over to him; that he took time
to consult; that he finally came in and presented his resignation to
tbe committee, from which we shall draw our inferences as far as the
situation permits. That is all.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to make a little suggestion to the
manngers at this point. I had supposed that the order made by the
court precluded all the subjects set forth in our pleadings prior to the
three-weeks consultation of the court ; but if that is to be opened,
if that is a question that can be gone into here, we propose to play
several tunes to that key.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think the counsel misunderstands the
purpose, and before he sits down I should like to state to him, as he
l1as the right to reply, that the purpose i_s not anything but this :
Here is a party confronteu with an apcusation. How does be meet
it f Does he deny it f Does he ask to cross-examine the witness!
Docs he dispute the truth of the statements, or does he admit it, or does
he resign f The strengt.h of tbe conclusion that may be drawn from
tho conduct depends upon the importance of the conduct that may
have taken place. In this case we all know as a matter of fact that
he resigned. From that we propose to draw such conclusion as in
our judgment the law will wan·ant us to draw.
AB my colleague, Judge HoAR, suggests to me, it is substantially proof
that the defendant bas fled from just.ice-1 do not mean fled from
impeachment, but fled from his office, fled from position, gone out of
his place-wbich is always substantially admitting the truth of the
statements therein contained.
Mr. CARPENTER. In other words, that he has risen to the dignity of a private citizen, clearing himself from the annoyance that
visits every man in public life; and that is evidence against the defendant, is it f The proposition here of course includes the reading
of all that evidence.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It does.
Mr. CARPENTER. What purpose may you read that evidence forT
'fhe proposition substantially is that they shall read all the evidence
that was given by Marsh before the House committee and which
they say was read to General Belknap. That testimony could be
competent for nothing except to impeach Mr. Marsh, and they cannot impeach him because he is their own witness.
Now the question is whether that testimony shall be read over for
the mere purpose of proving after the testimony has been read what
our :!_)lea declares, what is admitted through the whole record in the
a.rticles of impeachment and in the entire defense, that he resigned
on a certain day. If the managers propose tQ go into that subject
apart from the testimony of Mr. Marsh, which we shall object to for
other reasons, if they propose to open the issues which they made on
our plea in abatement, we shall of course follow it up wit.h proof
and shall offer to prove that that committee made the distinct proposition to Mr. Belknap that if he resigned before twelve o'clock of the
next day there would be no impeachment, and that he brought the
ori~inal resignation and the acceptance of the President upon it and
dehvered it to the committee and the committee drew their report
in substance saying that he having resigned they had no further duty
in the premises, and that afterward, after some political consultations, the committee changed their mind and did make a report that
has been printed.
Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask tl1e counsel a question, Mr. President!
Do I understand you to admit that the Sem-etary of 'Var resigned in
consequence of this accusation made against him !
Mr. CARP~TTER. If I ever get around to the point where I want
to admit that, I will make the admission so distinct that the Senator
from Vermont will have no doubt about what I say. I have said
nothin~ upon that subject.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I think I am entitled to a respectful answer from
counsel, either to say that be doe~ or does not or to say nothing, and
not make a retort of that character. I ask tbe ~ounsel respectfully
if I understand him to admit that f He can tell whether he does or
not without making any very sharp rejoinder to me.
Mr. CARPENTER. I have not said anything about it, as I understand. I have not intended to do so.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Very good.
Mr. CARPENTER. But I do intend to prove, if this proof is admitted, what took place between the committee and the Secretary of
War. Tbat is all.
Mr. :Manager Mc~IAHON. We will not leap before we come to the
stile on that point.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. The question will be repeated and
the Chrur will submit it.
Mr. CONKLING. If there is a question pending, I ask to bear it
read.
Mr. WRIGHT. May I be allowed t-o make an inquiry 7 Do I understand that the managers propose to introduce this testimony and
follow it by the single propcsition that thereupon the Secret.ary of

War :JOeSigned, and thereby ask the Senate to draw a conclusion, or
that tliere was anything said by him or done by him other than the
mere resignation t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have already stated that we expect
to show that the investigation was continued from one hour in the
day until another and then continued until the next day, and that
while they were waiting for the matter the resignation was brought
in and handed to the committee; and I accept the statement of the
distinguished counsel, if he desires it in, for the express purpose of
preventing his bein~ impeached. If he desires to prove that fact, I
have not any objection certainly.
·
Mr. CONKLING. If I am not out of order I want to ask a question.
Shall I understand the managers to propose either to read at large
the testimony of Marsh or to have t.bat testimony received here anq
go upon the record, all for the purpose of proving that after it was
delivered the respondent resigned his office f Is that the scope of
this proposal, or is it intended to put into the case what Marsh testified in another form on another occasion, that that testimony may
speak in this trial t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I will answer the honorable Senator. It is offered in part only for the purpose which the
honorable Senator from New York has eliminated from my remarks.
The entire purpose is to show that substantially the same testimony
as has been given here, not a different statement, but substantially
the same statement as has been made here, was read over to the Secretary of War as a charge by one of the co-ordinate branches of the
Government, to which he made no statement under oath or otherwise,
and that the substantial facts therein stated having been brought to
his knowledge and read without dispute, we are entitled to draw two
inferences, the one from his resignation, and the other from his failure to deny the facts therein stated, whatever they may bave been.
Mr. BLACK. That is, you want to use it as a confession.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If you put it in that severe light, probably yes.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, I ask the attention of the
Senate to the scope of the question which is now to be acted upon,
and I put it to this body to say whether any legitimate conclusion
such as the counsel for the Government seeks to draw from the conduct which he seeks to prove here wonlcl be authorized by the proof.
The whole object of the gentleman is to show that in consequence
of similar proof being offered before the Committee on War Expenditures and being made known to the defendant in this case he thereupon resigned his commission as Secretary of War, and he admjts that
at the time tbis resignation was put in it was done in con equence of
an understanding which then was bad that thereby impeachment or
an action of this kind which is now here pending would be avoiued.
1\Ir. Manager McMAHON. You misunderstand me. I say if you
can prove that, I have no objection.
Mr. BLAIR. Well, I understand that that is the proof which is
to be offered, and is the nature of the case to which the managers
now invite this court. Now, I ask the court to consider tlle state of
proof to which themm1agers invite your attention, and to say whether
or not any such conclusion as they seek to have you draw from itconld
be legitimately drawn. They ask you to draw a conclusion from t.hr,
fact that the Secretary of War on seeing the proof resigned his office.
I ask this court if that is a confession of guilt, or whether anybody
in his senses could draw such a conclusion from it, even if it were
not accoQipanied with the facts which we intend to prove if the matter is gone into. We intend to show that the reason of the resi~na
tion was that we wanted to avoid this trial, and bad reason to believe
that the committee before whom this testimony was taken coB.curred
with us in tlle belief that that would be an avoidance of this trial.
Now take the whole scope of the case~ because bere is volnniinous
testimony to be offered and to be considered, and I ask the Senate to
con ider now before we go into it whether or not any such conclusion
as the managers seek to draw from that can be legitimately drawn.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this testimony be taken?
The question was decided in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The witness will answer the question.
The question was read by the reporter, as follows:
Q. After the testimony of Mr. Marsh was taken, state what action your committee took in regard to it, so far as the Secretary of War was concerned.

A. The evidence of Mr. Marsh was taken by the committee on
Tuesday, the 29th day of February. On the morning of Wednesday,
the 1st of March, I, as chairman of the committee, addres ed a note
to the Secretary of War, informing him in brief terms that eYidence
relating to himself had been given before the committee the day before, and informing him that there would be a meeting of the committee at, I think, half past ten o'clock in the morning, to attend
which I invited him.
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mc~!AHON.) State, now, whether you received
any personal or other answer to that letter.
A. At half past ten in 1 he morning the committee met, and I think
all the members were present, and at that hour, or shortly afterwa1·d,
the Secretary of War appeared. My impression is, although I am
not very accurate, that he said he appeared in obedience to the invitation in my note. Ho came there at that time. 1 do not recollect
that be stated tlw.t distinctly.
Q. State whet.her the testimony of Mr. Marsb was read over to him.
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A, I read it to him at that time.
Q. Did you read it to him from the manuscript that you have now
before you J
A. I did.
Q. Have you all the testimony of Marsh that was taken before
your committee and read to the Secretary before you now T
A. All of it,, I believe.
Q. What was said by the Secretary of War after you read it to him t
A. The Secretary, if I remombercorrectly, said, "Some of the statement I know to be true; otht.r portions of it I know to be false;
and some of it I know nothing about." That is my recollection of
his reply.
Q. What action was then taken in regard to the matter by him T
A. If you will allow me to refer to the minutes of my committee to
refresh my memory, I will answer.
Q. Have you the book T
A. I have the book.
M.r. BLAIR. There is no objection on our part.
The WITNESS. [Consulting a paper.] The Secretary of War expressed a desire to cross-examine the witness, and asked time to em~
ploy counsel, and thereupon the committee adjourned until three
o'clock of that day for that purpose.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) That was the 1st day of March!
A. The 1st day of March.
Q. Did he appear at three o'clock T
A. At three in the afternoon the committee again met, and all the
members were present.
Q. State whether Mr. Marsh wa.s present at each meeting that day.
A. Mr. Marsh was present certainly at the morning meeting, and
my impression is at the afternoon meeting, although I am not so clear
in my recollection about that., but certainly at the morning meeting.
Q. State what took place at the afternoon meeting.
A. I recollect that for the information of Judge Blair all the testimony and exhibits in the case were again read ; my recollection being
that the Secretary of War at that time retired.
Q. You refer to Hon. Montgomery Blair T
A. Yes, sir; Montgomery Blair, counsel in this ca.se.
Q. Was any further action taken by the committee that afternoon T
A. There was none.
Q. When did General Belknap again appear before thtt committee,
if at allY
A. He did not again appear in person.
Q. Was it adjourned at his request until any particular time f
A. The committee on that afternoon adjourned to meet that evening at the residence of one of the members of the committee.
Q. Was General Belknap present at that meeting T
A. He was not.
Q. Was his counsel there that evening t
A. He was not.
Q. State when the committee met again.
A. You mean the subsequent day!
Q. Yes, sir; the next day.
A. On Thursday, the 2d of March, the committee met at half past
ten o'clock in the morning pursuant to the adjournment of the night
before.
Q. Did General Belknap appear at that timeT
A. He did not.
Q. Was his counsel there tbe next morning!
A. At about eleven o'clock Judge Blair appeared before the committee.
Q. In what capacity did he appear there 7
A. I can hardly say definitely whether as friend or counsel, from
what had transpired before that.
Q. What took place when Judge Blair arrived!
A. He presented a letter signed by the President of the United
States accepting the resignation of W. W.Belknap as Secretary of War.
Q. Have you the original letter here T
A. I presume it is among the exhibits here.
Q. I think it is in the envelope. [Directing the witney;s's attention
to an envelope.]
A. [After examining.] I hold the letter of acceptance in my hand.
Q. The original letter t
A. Yes, sir; the original letter signed by the President of the
United States.
Q. Just read that.
A. "Executive Mansion, Washington, March 2."
Mr. CARPENTER. Read the resignation and also the acceptance.
A. The resignation is :
W ASBIKGTON, D. C., March 2, 1876.
Mr. PUESIDENT: I hereby tender my resignation as Secretary of War, and reque!<t its immediate acceptance.
Thanking yon for yonr constant and continued kindness, I am, respectfully and
truly, yours.
WM. W. BELKNAP.

This is certified to be a true copy as sont to tho committee.
The letter of acceptance is as follows:
EXECUTIVE MANSIOY, W AS~GTOY, March 2.

Your ten(ler of resi~ation as Secretary of War, with tbe request h>
have it accepted immediately, is received, and the same is hereby accepted with
great regret.
Yours, &c.,
DEAR SIR:

U.S. GRANT.
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Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) At what time had you information
from the President in a sort of official letter that this resignation wn.s
presented ·t o the President and accepted 7
·
A. We took an adjournment for an hour or .more, and at about half
past twelv-e o'clock the committee met and the chairman wa.s directed
to address a note to the President asking-Q. Before you go to that state whether any questions were put to
1\Ir. l\Iarsb by the cotmsel or friend of Generalllelknap at that meeting at 10.30.
A. My recollection is that Mr. Marsh waa recalled and that one
question possibly, not more I think', wa.a put to him by Judge Blair at
that time.
Q. Now go on to the matter yon were stating.
A. We took a recess until half past twelve o'clock, when the committee directed the chairman to address a note to the President asking him at what hour be had received the resignation of the Secretary of Wax. We received a reply to that note.which is among the
exhibits here.
1\Ir. CARPE1TTER. We will permit that letter to be read as evidence of the fact.
The WITNEss. I have a copy of the note I addressed as chairman
to the President.
1\Ir. Manager Mcl\'IAHON. The answer is what we want.
Mr. CARPENTER. It is agreed that it shall be admittecl a.s evidence of the fact to save our calling witnesses.
1\fr. Manager 1\fcMA.HON. Yes, sir.
.
The WITNESS. The reply of the President ia as follows:
EXECUTIVE MANSION,

Washington, March 2, 1876.
Sm : In reply to your note of inquiry of to-day's date the President direct'~! me to
say that the hour of the acceptance of the resignation of Hon. W. W. Bel1.-nap ll8
Secretary of War was about ten o'clock and twenty minutes this morning. A copy
of the letter of resignation is herewith inclosed.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
C. C. SNIFFEN, SecretanJ.
Hon. RIESTER CLniER.
Ohairman Committee on Expenditures in the War Department,
House of Jkpresentatives, present.

Mr. CA.RPEN';I'ER. That letter may be received as evidence of the
fact.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Certainly; we make no objection. (To
the witness.) State now whether at any subsequent time the Secretary of \Var or his counsel asked to have any of the witnesses recalled
to have any cross-examination or any explann.tion made.
A. My recollection is that we took a further recess during that afternoon of Thursday, the 2d of March, for the purpose of considering
the request of General Belknap made by his counsel, Judge Blair, to
be permitted to appear before the committee to make a sworn statement by himself, and that we determined that if he desired to do so
he should be beard.
.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Yon took that recess T
A. :For the purpose of giving General Belknap an opportunity of
appsaring.
Q. Did yon meet again at the hour indicated to Mr. Blair that you
would meet again f
A. We did.
Q. Did you meet at the time and place Y
A. We did, in the committee-room.
Q. Did any one appear there on behalf of General Belknap Y
A. No one appeared. We did receive a telegraphic communication
from Judge Blair.
Q. To w bat effect T
Mr. CARPENTER. Is all that evidence t
1\lr. Manager McMAHON. We only want to show that we did not
close down without his being informed.
Mr. CARPENTER. Suppose they had; what difference does it
makef
Mr. Manager McMAHON. They did not close down until the other
sido had a fair chance to come in.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. I object to the testimony.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state the object of this, Mr. President and Senators. We want to show in this matter by proof that
no snap judgment was taken in regard to it.
1\lr. CARPENTER. That is immaterial.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It may be material.
Mr. CARPENTER. How T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I am not speaking now in regard to the
issue; but at the time appointed when he was to be there by appointment, tho committee was there and waited until they received uotice, whatever that maybe, from the counsel for the' defendant in this
case. I think we are entitled to show it.
Mr. CARPENTER. The only object, as I understand, of that testimony is to exonerate the committee, which nobody has censured.
Mr. 'Manager MclHAHON. No, I beg pardon; it is to show tllat
the defendant expressly declined to avail himself of the opportunity
to cross-examine and produce proof in his exoneration.
Mr. CARPENTER. He did just what any good lawyer would hn.ve
advised him to do if he had.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I am afraid he fell into the hands of the
lawyers too soon.
1\ir. l\Janager HOAR. He acted as a guilty man woul<l.
Mr. CARPENTER. No lawyer who could earn $500 a year woulcl
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advise any man accused of crime to put in his appearance in the
grand-jury room if they would let him. No lawyer ever thought of
doing such a thing.
.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I know of many an honest man who
would have been glad of the opportunity to have the witnesses called
in the grand-jury room in order that his good name might not be
tarnished by a bill of indictment.
Mr. CARPENTER. It was because be had not a good lawyer.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No, because the law does not permit it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted 7
The question was decided in the negative,
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is sustained.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Now we offer in evidence the testimony,
the original paper, that was taken before the committee, and I will
state to the court that we waive the reading of it. We do not care
about its being read; we put it in evidence.
Mr. CARPENTER!> We want it to go out, but if it is to go in we
want it read.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I offer it in evidence because of course
it is impossible for this court to know to what extent the defendant
was implicated by this testimony unless we know just exactly what
the testimony was; and the strength of the inference, or its weakness,
must of course be determined by the strength or weakness of the
charges and the directness of the testimony.
Mr. CARPENTER. The whole subject comes right to this: A man
is accused of the commission of a crime; he goes to a lawyer and
takes his advice, and his lawyer tells him to go home and stay until
he is invited into court and then try his case there, not to try it before
a committee of Congress, not to try it in the grand-jury room, not to
try it in the newspapers, but to hold his tong_ue; and he does it; and
proving that fact is to convict him of the ottense charged I
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Usually good advice to a guilty man,
"hold your tongue."
lli. CARPENTER. Mr. President, we never can discuss anything
here without being charged with guilt.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, I am compelled, if nobody else does,
to can the attention of the President to the fact that this is not a.
police court. This gives us a good deal of evidence of it. I do not
think it is the right way to manage the case.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, if any allusion is made
to me, with all due respect to the honorable Senator, I propose to
disclaim having acted in any manner looking to conduct before a
police court, and to say that upon that question I go to the country
between the honorable member of the court and myself.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Objection ismadetothetestimony.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, I have made no assault on the manager, and I do not know that the Senate is bound to sit here and be
assailed by a manager. If the court is, however, we had better retire. This side-bar remark that is going on constantly is more like a
police court than a Senate. Lawyers know that to be true. If lawyers are going-to demean themselves as though they were in a police
court, they must expect somebody that is a part of the court to take
notice of it. And I do not propose to be criticised by any gentleman
either bec~use I call attention to the fact that we expect the case to
be handled properly.
Mr. BAYARD. Mr. President, is this debate in orderT
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Debate is not in order.
Mr. BAYARD. I object to it, then.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I simply desire to state that as a lawyer I always have a right to maintain my standing in any court in
the land; I do not care what it is, the United States Senate, the Supreme Court of the United States, or any thing else. It never has
been denied to any lawyer anywhere, except in the most arbitrary
and meanest days of the history of judicature in England.
The PRESIDENT pro temp~re. Objection is raised to the testimony.
The Chair will submit the question to the Senate.
Mr. CONKLING. I should like to know to what testimony and to
what offer objection is made.
~
Mr. CARPENTER. The testimony of Marsh before the committee.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Testimony alluding to Belknap before the House Committee on War Expenditures.
Mr. CONKLING. Shall I understand that it is now proposed to
offer here for any purpose the testimony delivered by Marsh before
the committee of the House t If it is, if nobody else does, I raise an
objection to that, on the ground that it is incompetent; and I ask for
the yeaB and nays upon it.
Mr. CARPENTER. I have raised the objection.
Mr. CONKLIN~ I did not know whether counsel had or not.
Mr. Manager Mc~ON. Wecertainlyofferitascompetent. We
do not want any misunderstanding on that point.
Mr. KERNAN. Permit me to make an inquiry. Is the object to
have it read as evidence in this case, or read as a communication
made to Mr. Belknap f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. To have it read precisely upon the principle that the article in the New York Tribune of February 15, 1872,
was read, as a charge of certain matters therein stated, but not as
evidence of the truth of anything therein stated. Every lawyer, I
think, can see the difference.
Mr. CONKLING. Then I beg to inquire whether the whole pur-

pose is not achieved by having this witness, Mr. CLYMER, stf\te that
the evidence there given from Marsh and others was brought home
to Belknap and an offer made to him to present himself as a witness
or to cross-examine any other witness, and that he stood mute;
whether it can be possible that it is necessary to spread upon the record of this trial all the testimony of Marsh, additional, variant, or
similar as it may have been, in order to acquaint this court 'vith just
what it was that Belknap knew was alleged against him. Of course
I do not mean to doubt that the offer has for the motive precisely
that stated; but I cannot shut my eyes to the fact that the Senate
will be overriding well-settled rules of evidence, as I understand
them, by permitting this ttlstimony to go in.
Mr. EDl\IUNDS. I call my friend to order, as I promised I would .
some time ago. It gives me great pleasure to hear him; but I object
to debate.
Mr. CONKLING. If we observe the rule all around, I do not object; but others must if I do.
The PRESIDE~TT pro tempore. Debate is not in order.
lli. BAYARD. In order that I may comprehend the question upon
which the yeas and nays-Mr. EDMUNDS. I insist on the rule.
The PRESIDENT vro ternpo1·e. Debate is not in order.
Mr. BAYARD. I rise to ask a question of the Chair.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. Is there objection T The Senator
will state his question.
Mr. BAYARD. The yeaa and nays, I understand, have been called
for by the Senator from New York upon a motion of the managers to
admit certain testimony. As I understand the question upoq which
we are called to vote-and if I do not understand it my expression of
my understanding can be corrected by the Chair-The PRESIDENT p1·o ternpore. The Senator from Vermont objects
to any debate. The Chair must enforce the rule. If the Senator has
a question to propound, the Chair will hear it.
Mr. BAYARD. I am endeavoring to state it in order that it may
be understood by the Chair. I do not understand that this testimony
is sought to be introduced in corroboration of what has been-Mr. EDMUNDS. That is debate, and I object.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Senator from Vermont objects.
1\fr. BAYARD. Then I ask the Chair whether it is in order to object to my apf_)lication for an understanding of the question upon
which I am called to vote t
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. The Senator from Vermont has objected to debate.
Mr. BAYARD. I am not debating, Mr. President; I am not proposing to debate; I am proposing to state the question, and simply
ask whether this is the question upon which I am called upon to
vote-Mr. EDMUNDS. That can be shown by reading the question.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be reported, and
the Senate will then see what is the question now pending. It is the
admission of the testimony proposed by the managers, to which objection was raised by the counsel The reporter will now read the
question, and then the Chair will hear the Senator from Delaware, if
he has a question to put to the Chair. But Senators object to debate.
The rule denies debate to any Senator. The Chair must enforce the
rule.
Mr. BAYARD. I am aware of that, and have not sought debate. I
will await the reading.
The PRESIDENT p1'0 tempore. The reporter will read the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. There is no question. It is an offer.
The reporter read the offer, as follows :
Mr. Manager :McMAuo~. Now we offer in evidence the testimony, the original
paper, that waa taken before the committee.

Mr. BAYARD. That does not disclose the object and result of the
question.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is debate, Mr. President. The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator may ask for an explanation and it can be given on the part of the managers or counsel;
but the Senator from Vermont objects to debate, and it is debate to
do anything more than ask a simple question.
Mr. BAYARD. Then I ask through the Chair that the question be
put to the managers on the part of the House, what is the object and
intent of this offer.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That is a proper question. The
managers may explain.
Mr. CONKLING. That is not a question under the rule, if I may
be allowed a suggestion. I am glad to have the Senator put the
question; but under the rule he cannot even do that unless he reduces it to writing.
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. As the Senator from New York has
alluded to the fact that the question was not put in writing, the Chair
will say that it bas not been done in order to facilitate business, and
a moment ago one of the Senators was about to reduce a question to
writing and the Senator from New York stated that the practice had
been otherwise.
Mr. CONKLING. I think tho rule is an absurd one.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Chair to facilitate business has
allowed questions to be put without being reduced to writing by their
propounders.
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Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think the honorable Senator from
Delaware will remember that in my answer to the remark of the
Senator from New York who sits farthest from me, [Mr. KERNA.t~,] I
stated distinctly the object and purpose of this offer, not as evidence
to this court of t,be truth of any fact therein stated, but simply for
the purpose of showing that at a particnJar time certain charges
from an autborizetl source were made against the defendant, which
were read to him for the purpose of ascertaining what action he
took after this was communicated to him. Now, the question that
is put to me by the honorable Senator from New York who sits
nearest to me, [Mr. CONKLING,] was, would it not be just as well to
let the witness state that the testimony of Marsh waa read to the
Secretary of War, and thereupon he took the action-Mr. CONKLING. And all the other testimony taken.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. There was no other testimony except
that and the agreement. I woul~ answer in this way : If we should
propose to do that against the objection of the defendant, it would
be one of the greatest wrongs and outrages probably that ever could
be perpetrated, for bow can this Senate know as a court, what right
has it to have any knowledge as a court, of what was actually read
to the honorable Secretary of War except it is first produced in evidence here and read as we read the New York Tribune article t We
might say that the testimony of Marsh was very different or very
like; it is a mere matter of conjecture what the testimony of Mr.
Marsh before that committee was. It might have been exculpatory
or it might not have been; but yon cannot state, sitting as judges,
what it was unless you see the paper and have it read to you; and I
cannot concieve of a greater wrong that could be committed to the
defendant than for us to ask merely, "Was Marsh examined before
you t" and for the witness to say " Yes; " and then to ask, " Did be
then resign f" and let him be permitted to say "Yes." The court
would say, if we took that action, "We want to scrutinize with
our own eyes what it was that was done;" and the fact that it ha.s
gone to the country in a published pamphlet from the House of Representatives makes it no more evidence in this case than any of the
statements in the newspapers in regard to it, which have never been
offered either in the House or here.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, one word in reply. If it is
competent to introduce this testimony given by Marsh before the
House committee simply because Belknap did not say anything in
reply to it, is it not competent to introduce here every newspaper
article that has charged him, from Maine to California, with being
guilty of this offense, and with being a thief and all that sort of thing,
to which be has, under direction of counsel, never opened his mouth,
to which he has never written a reply, of which he has never taken
the slightest notice f Upon what principle could you introduce the
deposition of this witness simply because it was read to the defendant and he said nothing, and exclude a newspaper article which you
conld show be bad seen and to which he had said nothing f We did
not care when the article from the New York Tribune was offered to
ouject for certain reasons. It was very doubtful in our mind whether
that was legal testimony; but we did not care to object to it. But
here is an otfer made now the result of which, if sustained, is that if
they can show that a newspaper has published an article charging
him with being a thief in this particular, ca.Iling him all the hard
names they can think of in consequence of these charges made here,
and that he read it and threw it down, making no remark, that would
be ns competent as this testimony. It must be borne in mind that
that committee had no jurisdiction over Mr. Belknap. Mr. Belknap
could have no trial before that committee. A few things may be
mentioned in a political trial that would not be proper in a court of
law. It was well known that that committee was of an opposite
political faith, and it was not expected that much justice wonld be
done to Mr. Belknap or any other republican ; and any lawyer, I
think, who had been consulted by Mr. Belknap would have given
him the advice which he did receive, and that was to let the committee alone till they got through, and then see what their charges
amounted to. But if the managers can introduce this evidence upon
tlle ground that it was read to him and be said nothing, I submit
that every newspaper article which can be shown to have been seen
by llim is evidence if they can also show that he read it and made
no reply.
1\Ir. BAYARD. I send an inquiry to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The inquiry will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Is it the object of the present inquiry to corroborate or discredit the
test.imony of Marsh, the wit.ness, or to establish any fact therein referred to, or solely to prove what was the action or conduct of Mr.
Belknap when tho fact that such charges had been made against him
was so made known to him t
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That is addressed to the managers.
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. lfr. President, the question put to the
managers is as follows: ''Is it tho object of the present inquiry to
corrouorate or discredit the testimony of Marsh." In the :first place,
I will answer in detail that it is to corroborate 1\fr. Marsh in just this
far, not as evidence of any facts stated therein, but when the charge
WaR
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fact is charged against the defendant, to draw a conclusion as to its
truthfulness or untruthfulness by the action of the Secretary of War
in regard to it.
"Or solely to prove what was the action or conduct of Mr. Belknap
when the fact that such charges bad been made against him was so
made known to him." It is solely for that purpose; but from that
we draw our conclusion as to the truthfulness or untruthfulness of
the charge there stated, but do not seek to establish any minor details on that point.
Mr. CARPENTER. In other words, the manager finally comes to
admit that he wants to give that testimony on the issue in this case.
?tfr. Manager McMAHON. I do not in the way you put it.
Mr. CARPENTER. The manager does it in the wa.y be puts it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Shall the testimony
be admitted t
Mr. CONKLING. On that I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators-Mr. Manager McMAHON. I want to interpose an objection. Debate has long since been exhausted on this question. I began half
an hour ago. Just now I was simply answering a question put by a
Senator after the debate waa all over.
Mr. CARPENTER. It broke out afresh on the question put by the
Senator from Delaware.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore.. The Chair will enforce the rule.
Colloquies must cease. Objection has been made, and the Chair must
enforce the rule. He will state that on the part of Senators, to guard
against any breach of the rules and unpleasantness, he will require
all questions to be reduced to writing; and then certainly there can
be no debate. The counsel will proceed.
Mr. BLAIR. I invite the Senat.ors to consider the importance of
the question as developed by the inquiry now put by the honorable
Senator from Delaware and by the admission of the counsel on the
other side. The Senate will seo at a glanc~ that the admission of this
testimony operates, as they contend, to confirm their proof as they
now offer it here, at the sa.me time that we would not be authorized
to quote that testimony or to use it for the purpose of vindicating
the defendant upon this trial. It therefore presents a case of peculiar
hardship, one where they attempt to bolster up their case by a proceeding which, while it may have that effect on their side, enables
them to go into testimony that we should not be able to use on this
trial. In that testimony honorable Senat-ors here know, who have
read it, that this whole matter is developed, and we have come here
expecting that the counsel for the Government would go into the
matter and give the whole story as it is therein contained. Now they
propose to g1ve it in evidence, so that they can use it for their purposes, but where we cannot use it for any purpose.
Mr. OGLESBY. Does the decision of the Chair, that no questions
can be put hereafter without being reduced to writing, cover questions pnt by the court to one of the counsel f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It co vera all questions put by members of the Senate. The rule does not require the qu~stions on the
part of the parties to be reduced to writing unless so requested by
the Chair or a Senator; but all questions put by members of the Benate the rule requires shall be put in writing.
Mr. CONKLING. That is confined to witnesses; and a Senator is
not, under the rule, permitted to put a question to anybody else I
submit.
Mr. OGLESBY. I desired to put a question to the counsel just on
the floor; but if I cannot do so without reducing it to writing, as it
will be a long one, I shall abandon it.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. 'rhe Chair is merely enforcing the
'rule; and the allowing of a. practice without the rule has been the
occasion of a little disturbance. In order to avoid this in the future,
the Chair takes this ground of enforcing the rule, and certainly he
is right. If the Senate see fit to vary the rule by directing the Chair,
the Chair will follow the direction of the Senate. The question is,
Shall this testimony taken before the House committee be admitted t
upon which question the yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. BAYARD. The Chair will pardon me. I think it is restricted
to a statement made by Marsh exhibited by the testimony.
Mr. CONKLING. That is the whole evidence.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The roll-call will proceed.
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 24, nays
13 ; as follows :
YEA..S-Me.'!Sl'S. Bayard, Booth, Caperton, Cockrell, Dennis, Edmunds, Gordon,
Hamilton, Hitchcock, Howe, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Merrimon, Morrill, Norwood, Oglesby, Ransom, Robertson, Stevenson,Wallaoe,Whyte, and With·
ers-24.
·
NAYS-Me srs. Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin, Conkling, Cooper, Cra.,oin, Dawes,
Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Ing~s1 Logan, ~xey, Paddock, and Wrigbt-13.
NOT VOTING-Messrs . ..8.lcorn, .A.llison, Anthony, Barnum, Bogy, Boutwell,
Burn irle, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Christiancy, Clayton, Conover, Davis, Dor·
sev, Eaton, Gi>ldthwaite, Hamlin, Harvey, Johnston, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Kelly, McMi.llan, Mitchell, Morton, Patterson, Randolph, Sargent, Sanl.sbury,
Sharon, Sherman, Spencer, Thurman, Wadleigh, West, and Windom-35.

So the question was dec:ded in the affirmative.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Tlle testimony will be admitted.
Mr. Manager McMAHON.

Upon the part of the managers we

the truthfulness of it.
waive the reading of it with the understanding that it may be conSecondly, "Or to establish any fact therein referred to." Not as sidered iu evidence. I expect the gentlemen a.nd Senators have a
evidence of any fa{lt therein referred to except in tllis way, when the printed copy of it.
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Mr. CARPENTER. You cannot consider anything in evidence
which is not offered and read.
.Mr. .Manager .McMAHON. At the request of counsel for the defendant, it may be read.
The WITNESS. I ask the Secretary to be kind enough to read it.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want it understood that it is not read at my
request.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is read at the request of the
managers. The reading will proceed.
·
.Mr. Manager HOAR. Perhaps there is some misunderstanding.
We understand that this document contains testimony substantially
the same in substance as bas been given by Mr. Marsh here, although
the document is in, ther~fore we think that it would be a waste of
time to have it read over; and we suggest to counsel on the other
side to treat it as in without having it read, with the understanding
that they can point out any difference in it if they see fit to do so
hereafter. Do they object to that suggestion or accede to itT
Mr. CARPENTER. We object.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Then. it will have to be read.
The PRESIDENT pro ten1-pore. Is there objection to the Secretary
reading from the print f
.
Mr. CARPENTER. We want the !llanuscript. Of course the
printed copy is not offered.
Mr. Manager HOAR. It is the same.
Mr. CARPENTER. \Ve want the evidence that is offered read.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, I call upon the witness
to read it. He has a peculiar handwriting which calls for peculiar
eyes.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. The witness will read the paper.
The witness 1ead from manuscript, as follows:
Mr. CALEB P. MARsH, one of the witnesses ordered to be subpwnaed by the committee, being present, was duly sworn MCOrding to law:.
By the CHAIIUdAN :
Question. Where do yon reside 7
Answer. IresideatNo. 30 West Fifty-seventh street, New York; have resided
in New "York about eight years.
Q. Were yon or not appointed or tendered an appointment as a post-trader l\1.
Fort Sill, Indian TeiTitory, in the fill of 1870, by the Secretary of War1 If so,
under what circumstances was said appointment secured to you~ State also if yon
were commissioned by the Secretary as such post-trader, or, if not, who was so
commissioned; and, il any other person than yourself was so commissioned, give
his namt-, the reasons why he was commissioned; if any agreement was made between you and the appomtee, state it, or produce it, if in writing; and was such
agreement made with the knowledge of the Secretary of War1 and state the circumstance connected with the making of that agreement and all the transactions
in detail thereunder, fully and particularly, as if you were specially interro:rated
in regard to the several transactions and so fully as t~ save the. necessity of repeated interrogatories. .

The 'VIT~"ESS. Let me suggest that it would be a great convenience to me if counsel would permit me to read from the printed copy.
I can scarcely decipher this manuscript. If, however, it is insisted
upon, I shall proceed wit.h the reading; but it is mere labor imposed.
Mr. CARPENTER. If the witness has compared the print with
the manuscript so tha.t he knows they are exactly alike, there is no
objection; or if he will do so now he may.
The WITNESS. I will proceed with the reading.
The WITNESS. In reply to your questions, I won1d state that in the snmmer of
lf!70 myseJf and wife spent some weeks at Long Branch, and on our return to New
York Mrs. Belknap and Mrs. Bower. by our invitation, came for a visit to our
bouse. Mrs. Belknap was ill during this visit some three or four weeks, anll I suppose in consequence of our kindness to her she felt under some obligations, for she
asked me one day in the course of a conversation why I dhl not apply for a posttraclership on the frontier. I asked what they were, and was told that they were,
many of them, very_ lucrative offices or posts in the gift of the Secretary of War,
and that if I wanted one she would ask the Secretary for one for me. Upon my
replyin.!! that I thought such offices belonged to disabled soldiers, and besides that
I was without political influence, she answered that politicians got such places,
&c. I do not remember sayin$ that if I had a valuable post of that kind that I
would remember her, but I ao remember her saying somet.h ing like this: "If I
can prevail upon the Secretary of War to award you a post you must be careful to
say nothing to him about presents, for a man once offered hun $10,000 for a tradership of this kind, and he told him that if he did not leave t-he oliice he would kick
him down stairs." Remembering a-s I do this story, I presume the ant-ecedent
statement to be correct.
Mrs. Belknap and Mrs.llower returned to Wa-shington, and a few weeks ther-eafter Mrs. Belknap sent me word to come over. I did so. She then told me that
the post-tradership at Fort Sill was vacant ; that it was a \aluable post, as she nnderstood, and that she had either asked for it for me or had prevaileu upon the
Secretary of War to agree to give it to me. At all events, I called upon the Secretary ol War, and as near as I can remember made application for this post in a.
regular printed form. The Secretary said he would appoint mo if I could bring
proper recommendatory letters, and lhis I said I could do. Either Mrs. Belknap
or the Secretary told me that the present trader at the post, JohnS. Evans, was an
ap\llicant for re-appointment, and that I had better see him, he being in the city,
aa 1t would not be fair to turn him out office without some notice, as he would lose
largely on his buildin:rs, merchandise, &c., if the office was taken from bim, and
that it won1d be proper and just for me to make some arrangement with him for
tht-ir purchase if I wanted to run the post myself. I saw Evans and found him
alarmed at the prospect of losing the place. I remember that he said that a fi.tm of
western post-tra-ders, who claimed a good deal of influence with tho Secretary of
War, had promised to have him appointed, but he found on coming to ·washington
t-his firm to be entirely without influence. Mr. Evans first proposed a partnerslllp,
which I declinerl. and then a bonus of a certain portion of the profits if I would
allow him to hold the position and continne the business. We finally agreed upon
$15,000 per year. Mr. Evans and myself went on to New York together, where the
contract wae made aud executed, which is herewith submitted. (Paper marked
A.) During our trip over, however, Mr. Evans saw something in the Army
and Navy Jonrnal which led him to think that some of the troopR were to boremoved from the fort, and that be had offered too large a sum, and before the contract was drawn it was reduced by agreement to $12,000, the same being payable
quarterly in advance.

When the first remittance came to me, very probably in November, 1870, I sent
one-half thereof to Mrs. Belknap; either, I presume, certificates of deposit or banlrnotes by express. Being in Washington at a funeral some weeks after this, I had
a conversation with Mrs. Bower to the following purport, as far as I can now remembm, but most say that just here my memory is exceedingly indistinct, and I
judge in part perhaps from what followed as to the details of the con\ersation. I
went upstairs in the nnrsery with Mrs. Bower to see the baby. I said to her,
"This ehud will have money comin.., to it before a great while." She sai<l, "Yes.
The mother gave the child to me, an'a told me that the money coming from me she
must take and keep for it." I said, "All right," and it seems to me rsa.hl that perhaps the father ought to bo consulted. I say it seems so, and yet I can give no
reason for it, for as far as I know the fa-ther knew nothing of any money tran. actions between the mother and mysl'lf. I ha'\'e a faint recollection of a remark of
Mrs. Bower that if I sent the money to the father that it belonged to her, and that
she would get it anyway. I certainly had some understanding, then or subsequent- ·
ly, with her or him, for when the ne::~..'t payment came due and was paid, I sent th~
one-half thereof to the Secretary of War, and have continued sub tantially from
that day forward to the present time to do the same. About, I should say, one and
a haU to two years after the commencement of these payments I reilnced the
amount to 6,000 per annum. The reason of this reduction was partly because of
the continued complaints on tho part of Mr. Evans aml his partner, and partly, so
fur as I now remember, in consequence of an article in the newspapers about that
time reflecting on the injustice done to soldiers at this post caused by exorbitant
charges made necessary on the part of the trader by reason of the payment of this
bonus.
To the best of my knowledge and belief the above is a true statement of all the
facts in the case and as complete as I can remember occurrences of so many years
ago.
Q. State how the payments were made to the Secretary of War subsequent to
the funeral of his then ·1vife, which yon attended in Washington in December,
1870; wheth.e r in cash, by check, draft, certificate of deposit, bonds, or by express,
or otherwise.
A. The money was sent acoordin~ to the instructions of the Secretary of War;
sometimes in bank-notes, by Adams Express. I think on one or more occasions by
certificate of deposit on tbe National Bank of Commerce inNew York. Sometimes
I have paid him in New York in person., except the first payment in the fall of 1870
and the last in Decemher, 1875; all were made to the Secretary in the modes I have
at.a.ted, unless, perhaps upon one or two occasions at his instance I bought a Cfflvernment bond with the moueys in my hand arising from the contract with Evans,
which I either sent or handed to hini.
By Mx. BLACKBUfu'{:
Q. Can you state the sum in the aagregate received by yon under the contract
with Evans; and what portion thereof have you paid to the Secretary of War, including the first and last payments, which you have stated were not paid to him 1
A. Ina\e no memorandum whatever on which to make answer. It is a verv
simple calcnlation. Tho first payment to me by Evans was made in the fall of
1870, at the rate of 12,000 a .year. He paid at that rate about a year and a half or •
two years, and since then at the rate of $6,000 a year. It would aggregate about
$10.000, the one·half of which I have disposed of as above stated.
Ry the CIIAIRMA.lv:
Q. Did you receive letters from the Secretary of War acknowledging the receipt
of the sums forwarded to him in the manner you have stated; or didhe acknowledge the receipt of the same in any way Y
A. Usually, when I sent money by express, I would send him the receipt of the
company, which be would either return marked" 0 K," or otherwise acknowledge
the receipt of the same. Sometimes I paid it to him in person in Now York. when
his receipt was unnecessary. I have not preserved any receipts or letters. When
sent by express, I always deposited the money personally and took a receipt from
them.
Q. Have you atany time had any conversation with the Secretary of Warregarding
tho post-tradership at Fort Sill; or have you corresponded with llim regarding the
same1
A. 0, frequently. I have forwarded requests to the Sscretnry, made to me by
Mr.Evans, wishing privile:res about the fort, such as to sell liquor, &c. I don't remember what action was taken upon them; they were not returned to me. As far
as I know, Evan...~ corresponded regarding affairs at Fort Sill through me with the
Secretary of War. I never heard of any other way.
Q. Was the contract between you and Evans ever the snbjset of conversation
between you and the Secretary of Wad
A. It never wa.'3, as I remember, save in one instance, bot am not positive; yet
it seems to me when the article in the newspapers regarding affairs at Fort Sill,
probably in 1872, about the time the reduction was made in the payments from
$12,000 to $6,000 appeared, the next time I saw the Secretary of Wa.r he asked me
if I had a contract with Evans. I told him I had. I never showed it to him or any
one else until I produced it here.
Q. After receiving the telegraphic subprena from the Seraeant-at-Arms to appear
before this committ.ce, which was on Monday, the 21st of t'hls month, did you come
to Washington; a.nd, if so, had you an interview with the Secretary of War, and
when and where¥
A. I came to Washington on Wednesday, the 23d of this month; I went to the
house of the Secretary of War, st.ncid Wednesday night, and returned on Thursday
mornin~. I showed him the telegraphic snbprena. and asked him what it meant.
He sain he supposed it was to state before the committee what I knew about our
transactions together. I said I did not like to appear, becanso I thought my testimony would be damagin~ to, or would implicate him or give him trouble. He said
he thought not, and adVISed me to stay and meet the committee. During that
evening my conversation was chiefly with his wife, he being present par_t of the
time and tmderstanding the general tenor of our conversation. She suggested that
I could make a statement which would satisfy the committee and excplpate the
Secretary. She wanted me to go before the committee and represent that she and
I had business transactions together for many years, and that all this money I had
sent the Secretary was money that she had from time to time deposited with mo
as a. kind of banker, and that she had instructed me to send it to the Secretary for
her. I dined there and spent the evening, and staid all night, retiiing about
twelve o·clock. The evemn.., was devoted to discussing this matter. I told her
that the statement would not'hold water before the committee, and even if it would I
con1d not make it. At the same time I was so wrought up and bad such anxietyshe pressing and pressing me about it-and having slept little since tho receipt
of the subpwna, and sympathizing with their condition, I did not give them a positive an wer that night.
I went to bed at twelve o'elook. and I do not suppose I slept a. wink. They said
they would breakfa.qt about nine o'clock. I came uown about eight. and met the
Secretary alono. I told him I thought I had better leave and get out of t-he conn·
try, for I would not perjure myself for any one; that I could- afford to have my
throat cut, but not to perjure myself. He replied he did not wish me to do that,
that we could fix it up some other way. I said, "I think I had better lea'o the
country." The Secretary said I would ruin him if I left. I said, "If I go before
the committee I will surely ruin you, for I will tell the troth." He was greatly
agitateu. Wbeu I came down stairs to leave, be followeu me and asked me into
the parlor, and saill, " I want to make a last appeal to you to sta.y longer." He said
if I went he would be ruined. I said I would ruin him if I went before the com·
mittee, and I left and took the limited express to New York.
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On reaching home I consulted my attorney, asking him if the committee could

r~acb me by snbprena if I left the country. I stated the case to him, (Mr. Bartlett,
120 Broadwav, Equitable Building.) He asked if I was subprenaed. I told him I

had a. telegraphic dispatch calling me to Washin<Yton. He said that if a subprena had
been duly servecl they could give me considerabfe trouble, but that on a telegraphic
message they could not reacll me if I was out of the country. I asked h1m how
long I would have to stay. He said if the committee had leave to sit during the
recess! could not come back until the present Congress expired. I then went home
and found there a dispatch from Dr. William Tomlinson, the brother-in-law of the
Secretary. Its pnrportwas not to leave; that he had goodnews; that hewa coming: over. I determined not to be governed by it; that I was going; that they only
wis hed to fix up some new story, but that I worud not be a party to it. My trunk
·was being packed to leave.
At about midnight Thursday, February 24, Dr. Tomlinson arrived at my house.
·He said: "I have seen JOE BLACKllUIL.~. He is a cousin of mine, who said he thought
if I would write a letter something like the one which he (Tomlinson) would su.e:gest that there woulll be no further investigation; and if there was they would
ask no questions about it that it would be difficult for mo to answer, and that Mr.
BLACKBURN said he thought that if the committee still wanted to examine me they
would appoint a subcommittee and come over to New York to do so." He came
to my bedroom, and I told hi~ to go into the sitting-room and draw the sketch of
the proposed letter, and that when dressed I wouiu join him, and I would write
such a. letter as he wanted, if I could. I wrote the letter from the sketch of Tomlinson; the endeavor was to exculpate the Secretary; there was nothing in it nn·
true to the best of my recollection, but it did not state the whole truth; it was a
very short letter. He took it with the contract inclosed. Ho said he would take
the letter and contract to Mr. BLACKDURK, who would show it to the committee, and
that would be the end of it. He left my bouse at two o'clock Friday morning. At
millnight Friday night I was roused up, and had tho subprena of the committee
served on me. Saturday morning about eight o'clock Dr. Tomlinson ag:ain appeared.
He said ho had been to Washington. He wanted to know the first thing if I bad
• been snbprenaed. I told him I had. Ho began t.'llking the whole thing O\"er a~ain,
sWl wanting me to say before the committee what was suggested at the Secretary's.
(At tho interview on Thursday night he wanted me to telegraph to the committee,
before which I had been subprenaed by telegraph to appear the next moming-Fri·
day-that my wife was sick and that I could not attend. My wife being sick, I
consenrod and did so telegraph.
Recurring to the interview again on Saturday morning, I said I could not make
the staroment he desired. He said he had seen Mr. BLACKB~ in the interval, and
lu<td shown him the letter of Tomlinson. He then returned it and the contract to
me. I said, 11 Dr. Tomlinson, I have thougM of this thing so mncb it bas nearly
made me crazy. I am not going to talk aoout it any more. We will go down to
my lawyer and consult him about it;" my object being to haYe a lawyer to tell
him bow ridiculous the story he wanted me to tell wo'nld appear before the committee. We went down and called on Mr. Bartlett, and I told him the whole truth
in the presence of Dr. Tomlinson. Bartlett said I could not manufacture any story
if I wanted, and must not if I could. Dr. Tomlinson still in isted that if 1 could
swear that General Belknap knew nothing of the arrangement with his siRter, Mrs.
Belknap, deceased. and if I could swear that at t.he time I was at her funeral I
made an arrangement with Mrs. Bower, the present Mrs. Belknap, by which I was
to seml her all this money through the Secretary, that the whole thing could still
be settled. I replied, 11 I cannot st.ate it, for it is not the trnth ; " my impression
then being that at that funeral I had said something about the matter to General
Belknap. Tomlinson said. 11 If you could swear to that yon bad better leave the
country." .Mr. Dartlett said, '"This is a bad business; it is not a lecral question
you have submitted to me, and in the position of affairs the Secretary ofe.war should
decide if yon should go to Washington or leave the country." Dr. Tomlinson said
he would return to Washington; he prepared two formulas of telegrams which I
would understand.
One was, 11 I hope your wife is well," which was to be interpreted to leave the
country.
.
The other was, "I hope your wife is better," which meant, 11 Come to Washington."
We then parted. On going home in the street-cars, thinking the whole thing
over, about the conversation at the time of the funeral , I made up my mind that,
although I had stated to Mr. Bartlett that I thought I bad bad some conversation
at the time of the funeral with the Secretary of War about sendin(7 this money,
yet I was so undecided about it that I was certainly willing to give the Secretary
the benefit of the doubt. I thonaht I would see 'romlinson and tell him. We
parted at one o'clock. He was to 'i'eave for Washin,.ton at three o'clock. I went
to the depot and met him, and told him that on thinking over the matter I was so
undrcideu about the conversation with the Secretary at the tiwe of the funeral
that I would give him the benefit of the doubt. He said, "I am very glad to hear
this, because my sister, Mrs. Belknap, said this was the fact."
That Satnrda.y I got a telegraphic dispatch from Mrs. Belknap which said: "Come
to Washlngton to-night; 1t is necessary." I received it in the evening. Next
morning (last Saturday) I recei \"ed a dispatch from Dr. Tomlinson: "I hope your
wife is better ; " which according to our a~eement meant "Come to W a.~hington."
In the afternoon I got a second dispatch from Dr. Tomlinson, as follows: "Come
without fail. Answer." I answered : "I shall como to-nhht. without faiL" I was
very glad not to have to leave the country, the conviction having grown on my mind
that it would do no good. I reached Washington yesterday morning at 6.30, and
stopped at the Arlington, my wife being with me. Was shown to a. temporary room
at about 7 o'clock. I laid down, being greatly fatigued, and about 8 o'clock Dr.
Tomlinson called me to the door of the room. lie said be had seen BLACKTIURN, and
that he ~till thought this matter could be fixed up without any trouble. He asked
me if I bad tbeletter I had written to the committee on Thursday night. I said,
11
I bad not." He said, "BLACKBUR~ says you had betterwriteanotherof the same
purport and send it up to the committee, with a note, explaining why it did not
arrive sooner." I did so. [The note and letter are markeu "B ''and" C."]
Shortly before 2 o'clock p.m. yesterday I came to the Capitol to meet the com.
mittoo, anrl Dr. Tomlinson found me in the corridor near the committee-room door.
1Je said: "Yon are going before the committee, and I want you to remember that
:.here was no arran ~ement with you and the Secretary of ·war at the time of the
funeral, and that the money yon have always paid to General Belknap was for Mrs.
Belknap, and by her direction." I told him I was goinrr before the committee to ·
tt>ll the whole story, as far as I coulrl recollect it. I said '1: bad thought of leaving
the country, but was overruled; and that now I shall tell the truth, and the whole
truth, an<l nothing but the truth. He said: "I don't want you to tell any lies; I
only want you to tell the truth, and that is the truth." I satd, 11 The truth I shall
certainly tell. and if it does not burt General Belknap, no one will be more rejoiced. than m~solf." I entered the committee-room .at about 2 o'clock yesterday,
and mthout bemg sworn I made a. statement to oertam members of the committee
of the fact.s in tho case-moro briefly, but substantially as I have now answered in
reply to your chief interrogatory.
When I returned to. the hotel yesterday afternoon, Dr. Tomlinson was waiting
at my room at the Arlinf!!ton to -;ee me. He asked me how I got along beforo the
committee. I told him bad told the story from beginning to end, anu that at the
rr,qnest of the gentlemen present I was going to reduce it to writinrr, and appear
before the committee to-day at 10.30 with 1t. He wanted to know how I had
st~"lt~>Al the fact that all these payments to the Secretary had been made in consequence of the original agrt>~m ont made with Mrs . Belknap. I aij I had stated the
facts as they were, according to my best roc.ollection and belief. I told him I
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would furnish him a copy of the statement I would make before the committee.
J.~repared the statement last night, and gave him a copy of it about eight o'clock
th1s morning, being substantially a copy of that I have submitted as an answer
to your chief interrogatorv, save that I ha.ve filled np the blanks.
Dr. Tomlinson came bao'k to my room at about 7.30 last ovening, and I asked him
whether be bad seen Mr. BLACKBUIDI' since I had made my statement in the after.
noon, and what impression it had made upon the gentlemen who heard it. He suid
he did not like to say ho bad seon Mr. BLACKBURY, bnt he said he had seen one of
the committee who expressed the opinion that my statement would invol\"e the
Secretary. He then made a. stron~er appeal to me than ever before, saying that I
was the friend of the Secretary; that if this thing came out it would ruin him;
that his wife was in great distress about it and he h1mself. as her brother and friend
of the fanlily, was in great trouble, and that if I could state-. I said "Stop, Dr.
Tomlinson; I have about finished my written st.<ttement, and I wiil read it to yon."
I then read it to him. He said he did not see but that it was all right; that things
could be explained yet if they could prove tbat this money was originally sent to
General Belknap by Mrs. Bel1..11:1p's orde"T. General Belknap wouldoe st1bprenaed
and would prove to the committee that Mrs. Belknap's estate is entirely separate
from his, and that this money received through me be ba.d always kept distinct
from his and for her.
·
Q. Did yon ever have any business relations of any kind or nature whatever with
the late Mrs. Belknap, or the present Mrs. Belknap, or either of them, other than
those arising from this Fort Sill tradership i Have yon now, or have yon ever
had. any sum or sums of money, or any evidences of indebtedness or securities of
any sort or description whatever, belonging to either of them; or have you at any
time been indebted to either of them in any way, manner, form, or description 7
A. Never. The present l[rs Belknap, years ago, may have consulwd me on
business matters ; but there were no monetary transactions whatever between us
other Ulan I have heretofore stated.
Q. When was the baby of the late Mrs. Belknap born, and when did it die 7
. A. The baby of tbelate Mrs. Belknap was born in the autumn of 1!:!70; died durmg the summer of 1871.
By Mr. RoBBINS :
Q. In the conversation had with the present Mrs. Belknap, at the funeral of her
sister, in December, 1870. or in any other conversation bad with her or any other person at any time, was it the understandin.!! that the money you were to pay, and were
paying, was to be the money of Mrs. Belknap, the pre-sent wife of the Secretary of

Wad

A. It was not.
The foregoing deposition and stat~ment, made under oath, having been carefully
read over in full to llr. Caleb P. Marsh, the witness, in the presence of the commiLtee, and be having made such alterations and corrections therein as he deemed
jnst, assents to it as a. correct record of his testimony, and attests the same by his
signature hereto attached.
C.A.LEB P. MARSH.
W AS~GTOX, February 29, 1876.

That is the paper that I rend in the presence of the Secretary of War.
Q. (By :Mr. Manager LYNDE.) Mr. CLYMER, was the contract between John S. Evans and Caleb P . .Marsh read by you to General
Belknap at that timeT
A. It is my impression that it was read. I am not posit.i ve, but it
is my impression that I reacl it to him. Although I may be in error
about it, my strong impression is that I read it at the srune time as
it is referred to in the testimony.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Have you the report that was drawn by that committee here f
A. It is here. [Producing a paper.]
·
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore• .Are the counsel through with the
witness f
Mr. CARPENTER. We will put no questions to Mr. CLYMER at
present. We may want him at a subsequent stage of the case and
can then recall him.
The WITNESS. I will merely state that I am very likely to leave
town to-morrow, and would prefer to be examined to-day.
Mr. BLACK. You mean that you want to go. So do we.
The WITNESS. I do not think you can hold me by any process. I
would much prefer, if you have any further examination, to go on
with me to-day for I am anxious to leave town. I believe I am under
no process and would not be compelled to remain here.
Mr. DA.WES. We do not hear the witne s.
The WITNESS. I say, Mr. Senator, that I am very anxious to leave
town to-morrow and that I should prefer being examined to-day if I
am to be subjected to any further examination.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there any arrangement between
the counsel!
Mr. CARPENTER. We will put no questions to-night.
The WITNESS. I wiH try to be here in the morning, if I can.
Mr.l\IanagerMcMA.HON. Mr.President, themanagersuponthepart
of the House of Representatives are now through, with the exception
of two witnesses, one of whom will probably answer their purposes.
The two witnesses are Evans and Fisher, members of the firm of
Evans & Co. The counsel for the defendant desire to have the testimony of Mr. Ev-ans, and I suppose that we can enter into an agreement that when Mr. Evans comes, if he comes iu the progress of the
case, he may be called upon behalf of the Government; and if he is
pnt upon the stand by the defense, that he may be cross·examined or
examined in chief as to all the matters that are in this case and not
simply confined to matters that may be put to him on the examination in chief. I understand that Mr. Evans is upon the road, but that
the roads ~re broken up by the heavy freshets which we have had in
the West and he may be delayed. .Mr. Fisher has telegraphed that
he is unable to come on account of sickness. I state.these facts in
order to put the Senate in possession of all the information we have.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I move that the Senate sitting as a court
adjourrv
Mr. CARPENTER. IasktheSenatorto withdraw t11~tmotion one
moment.
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Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I withdraw it.
Mr. CARPENTER. We can do nothing, Senators, on the part of
the defense until we have Mr. Evans. We shall call very few witnesses, perhaps two or three, or four possibly. Mr. Evans, however,
is our most important witness in our present opinion. We want him
first, and I shall object in this case to the Government having any
right to re-open the case after they rest it. If they can show any
reason for an adjournment of two or three days to gat the witness,
they must do it now, and get their testimony and put it in. When
they close, we want t-o know that they have closed. We can do
nothing until the testimony of Mr. Evans is obtained.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It seems to me, Mr. President, that that
is a very peculiar statement. The counsel is willing to compel us to
go on now without Evans; but he insists that the court shall wait
for him to get Evans. If we cannot go on with Evans at this stage
of the case, I do not see why we should not be allowed to examine
him at a subsequent stage.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the manager allow an interruption f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Certainly.
Mr. CARPENTER. The manager entirely misunderstood me. I
said we should insist upon their closing their case before we entered
upon the defense. If they can make a showing for the purpose of
getting delay in the absence of Mr. Evans that would be proper and
save the opening of the case; but we insist that they shall close their
case before we begin. I then said, looking to the fact that they
might not take that delay, that I should call Mr. Evans.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not ask any continuation of this
case on account of Mr. Evans's absence. I think it is perfectly fair
that if he comes in the mean time while the case is pending we shall
have the right to examine him as well upon the matters you put to
him as upon those matters that are within our knowledge.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Or, if they do not call him, that we shall
have the right to call him.
Mr. THURMAN. I should like to know when this witness is expected. If neither party can proceed without him and he is not expected to-morrow, it is idle ceremony for the court to meet to-morrow.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not mean to say that we cannot
proceed without him.
.Mr. THURMAN. The defense say they cannot.
Mr. BLACK, (to Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) You mean to say that
you cannot close without him.
.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. If he is to be in the case, we want to
get the whole truth out of him; all he knows.
Mr. THURMAN. When is he expected f That is the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I would suggest, :Mr. President, that
the Sergeant-at-Arms has a dispatch probably, which, if he will hand
to the Secretary and let him read, will give some information.
Mr. CARPENTER. I should say, since consulting my colleagues,
that we shall probably call a larger number of witnesses than I have
named, but it will be to a single point, to be d!sposed of in :fi. ve or ten
minutes; so that our testimony will take but a very short time, although there may be more witnesses.
Mr. BAYARD. I should like to ask a question.
Mr. ANTHONY. I should like to :l.Sk counsel for the defenseMr. OGLESBY. You cannot without putting it in writing.
Mr. ANTHONY. I think I shall be allowed to do it.
Mr. CONKLING. Yon cannot do it, then, under the rule.
Mr. ANTHONY. I wish to know, if I can ask counsel for Lhe defense, if they have any objection to examining any witnesses other
than :Mr. Evans now f
Mr. OGLESBY. I shan object unless the question is in writing.
Mr. BAYARD. I wish my question read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question proposed by the Senator from Delaware will be reported.
· The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Will the managers or the counsel for the defense inform the court
where the witness Evans waa at last accounts, and what is the purport of their latest communication from him f
Mr. CARPENTER. The Sergeant-at-Arms can answerthat.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I ask the Secretary to read the ~
patch.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
[Telegram.)
Evans ha.~ left Sill. Must be en route to Waahington. Fearful freshet in the
Territory. I will be at Washington Wednesday morning.
J. I. FISHER.

Mr. THURMAN. What is the date of the dispatch!
The CHIEF CLERK. July 10.
Mr. THURMAN. Where is it from!
The CHIEF CLERK. From Saint Louis.
Mr. ANTHONY. I rise to a point of order. I ask if the question
which I proposed to the counsel, having then been somewhat irregularly brought before the Senate, is not ·now competent to be answered
by them 7 His whether they cannot examine their witnesses other
tb11n Evans now Y
Mr. CARPENTER. "Can we not examine them" is a very indefinite phrase. We could call some witnesses, but we want to put in
our defense understandingly. We want the testimony of Evans first.
He was on the first list of witnesses we furnished to the Senate to be
subprenaed, and he was in tho first order of the Senate to subprena

on our behalf; and we want to examine him first. The other testimony will be very brief. If we were to go on now, an adjournment
would still have to take place because he cannot get here for a day
or two. It would be far more satisfactory to us to put in our testimony with Evans ahead.
Mr. EDl\flThTJ)S, Mr. President, I wish to ask the counsel a. question. I submit it in writing.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont proposes an inquiry which will be reported.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Will the counsel state what they propose to prove by Evans T
Mr. CARPENTER. We will not, Mr. President, because we do
not think it would be right to our client.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Has the Senator from New Jersey
withdrawn his motion T
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I now renew it.
The PRESIDENT p1"J tempore. TheSenatorfromNewJerseymoves
that the Senate sitting in trial do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at four o'clock and :fi.ftyminutesp.
m.) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

July 12, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, the legislative and executive business was suspended and
the Senate proceeded to the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W.
Belknap.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tem.po1·e. The House of Representatives will
be notified aa usual.
Messrs. McMAHoN, JENKs, LAPHAM, and HoAR, of the managers on
the part of the House of Representatives, appeared and were conducted to the seats assigned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black,
and Carpenter.
The Secretary proceeded to read the journal of the proceedings of
the Senate sitting yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of 'Villiam W. Belknap.
Mr. HARVEY. I move that the further reading of the journal be
dispensed with.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Senate is ready to proceed with
the trial.
JoHN J. FISHER sworn ancl examined.
By 1\fr. Manager McMAHON :
Question. Where do you now reside t
Answer. In Saint Lonis.
Q. Were you a member of the firm of JohnS. Evans & Co. f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When was that firm organized or formed f
A. In 1868, I think.
Q. Were you in partnership in the business at Fort Sill f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Iu what business T
A. Merchandising.
Q. Who held the appointment of post-trader at Fort Sill under the
new lawf
A. JohnS. Evans.
Q. How long had Mr. Evans been at Fort Sill prior to the passage
of the law under which post-traders were appointed under that name T
A. He commenced business at Fort Sill when it was organized,
when the fort was established.
Q. Were you in partnership with him prior to 1870 f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. About how much bad you invested there in goods, buildings,
&c., at the time the law was passed f
A. We generally carried a stock of goods of from $30,000 to $40,000,
and, when we bad Indian goods there, sometimes $80,000, including
all.
Q. About how much altogether f
A. With Indian goods and military goods, about $80,000. Sometimes it used to run down a.s low as $20,000. It depended on the
trade and the season of the year.
Q. What efforts did 1\Ir, Evans make to get a recommendation of
anybody for the appointment of post-trader at Fort Sill f
A. He got up a petition and the officers signed it.
Q. Do you know tha.t fact personally T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. After 1\Ir. Evans was appointed, state whetheli your firm paid
any money to anybody on account of the appointment.
A. Yes, sir; we paid money.
Q. To wbomf
A. It was transmitted to Caleb Marsh.
Q. How much was paid him by the year T
A. At .first $12,000.
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Q. How was it payable T

A. I do not remember now ; but I think six Jllonths in advance.
It may have been three months in advance. I do not remember now,
but it was in advance; and I think it was quarterly in advance.
Q. State whether the money was regularly remitted to him, so far
as you know.
A. It was remitted.
Q. State whether the amount was changed.
A. The amount was changed, I think in 1872, to $6,000.
Q. Who made th~ arrangement with Mr. :Marsh to change the
amount from 12,000 to 6,000 T .
A. I was present in New York when it was changed.
·
Q. Rave you any data as to, or any recollection of, the time of
the year, what season or month f
A. It was in the spring of 1872, I think.
Q. Can you tell us what month f
A. I cannot say wbat month.
Q. State whether about that time any publication had been made
in any of the newspapers calling attenti(ln to the arrangement.
A. There was a publication prior to it in the New York papers.
Q. Did you ever call the attention of the Secretary of Wm- to it
yourself?
A. No, sir.
Q. Do you remember which New York paper contained the publica.tion T
A. I do not remember. I was in New York at the time and read it
myself. I think I saw it in the Tribune.
,
Q. After the amount was reduced from $12,000 to $6,000, state
whether the 6,000 was paid regularly; and, if so, in what amounts
and at what periods.
A. I thil;lk it was paid six months in advance, 3,000 at a time.
That is my recollection.
Q. How long did you continue to pay that moneyf
A. We paid until the 15th of ApriJ, 1876. That is, I think the last
payment was in October, and that ran to April, 1876.
Q. Have you a letter from Mr. Marsh with you 7
A. No, sir.
Q. Who has possession of that letter!
A. Mr. CLYMER's committee has it.
Q. Did you leave the original with the committee f
A. I did. I gave my papers to them.
Q. State why this money was paid to :Mr. Marsh regularly, $12,000
a year and subsequently 6,000.
A. 'Vhen Mr. Evans returned to Fort Sill he tol£1 me-M.r. Manager McMAHON. You need not give the conversation,
but the reason why you as a member of the firm forwarded the
money.
A. For the position.
Q. To retain the position f
A. Yes ; that was my understanding.
Q. Did the Secretary of War ever address you any communication
in regard to this matter f
A. Never.
Q. Did he address any communication to the firm with your knowledge T Have you any knowledge of any such communication f
A. No, str.
Q. State, in this connection, what information you have of Mr.
Evans, where he is, whether he is coming.
Mr. CARPENTER. What is the object of that T
.Mr. Manager :McMAHON. Simply for information. I ha'\"e not any
object in it. I will not ask it if yon do not want it.
'fhe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do counsel object f
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not object; but I do not see what the
manager wants to prove about the whereabouts of a man who is not
here.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I want to see if he is coming.
The WITNESS. He is en 1'0ltte.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) From what point did you hear
of him last T
A. He left Fort Sill. to come by the way of Fort Reno, and the
freshets have beeu terrible there; he certainly must be en 1·oute.
Q. How long will it take him to get here now f
•
A. I cannot say where he is. If I knew where he was I could tell.
Q. How long does it take to come from Fort Sill here if the road is
entirely open !
A. About seven d'ays from Fort Sill.
Q. Is there raiJ.road communication to Fort Reno f
A. No, sir.
Q. Is_.he impeded by floods beyond Reno f
A. Yes, sir. I think he is between Fort Sill and the raiJ.road by the
way of Rono.
Q. What day did he leave Fort Sill f
A. I do not know.
Q. Have you any telegram from him T
A. No, sir; I have not. I have a telegram from the book-keeper
that he left several days ago.
Cross-examined by :Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Do yon know Mr. E. H. Durfee f
A. Yes, sir; I think I know him.
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Q. Was he formerly a partner of Mr. Evans T
A. No ; I do not think he ever was.

Q. Was he interested with him in business T
A. No; he never was.
Q. They never carried on business together f
A. I think not.
Q. Was it contemplated at any time to your know ledge by Mr. Evans
to form a partnership with Mr. Durfee!
A. I think it was spoken of at one time.
Q. For the purpose of carrying on business at },ort Sill T
A. I think so, for a short time. That is my remembrance.
Q. You say that you paid that money, you supposed, to keep your
place; did you not know that Mr. Evans had made a contract in
writing with Mr. Marsh upon that subject f
A. I read the contract; yes, sir. ·
Q. Then you paid the money under that contract T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. That is all that you know about itT
A. That is all I know about it.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. Mr. Fisher, have you any knowledge to whom communications
would be addressed by the firm when they desired favors or made
applications to the Secretary of War; through whom would the applications be sent T
A. I think on several occasions we wrote directly to 1\Ir. Marsh.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Do you know that fact of your own.knowledge!
A. I do not know that I do know that personally.
Q. Then I would not answer it.
A. That is my impression; that is aJ.l. I do not know it personally.
By Mr. Manager :McMAHON :
Q. What other post-traders were there at ·Fort Sill at the time of
the passage of the law of July, 1870, and at the time when the 'order
came tO remove all other post-traders from the post T
A. Mr. Durfee and John C. Dent.
Q. Two different establishments besides your own T
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. Be.fore calling another witness I wish 1to call
the managers' attention to the fact, as it appears by the RECORD, that
a letter from Mr. Marsh, which was an exhibit in his testimony before the Honse committee, is not printed in the RECORD. I suppose
that is considered in evidence.
Mr. Mana~er McMAHON. Which letter f
Mr. CARPENTER. The letter printed in the House committee's
report. It is referred to in the testimony, and is really a part of it;
but does not appear in the REcoRD.
Mr. Manager HOAR. It is the letter which he drew up at Tomlinson's request.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We have no objection to its going in,
but it was really not a part of his testimony.
Mr. CARPENTER. Marsh refers to it in his testimony.
Mr. Manager :McMAHON. We agree that the printed copy in the
report may be printed in the RECORD as a part of these proceedings.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The letter will be now I'ead, if there
be no objection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not care about its being read.
Tbe PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. If the parties agree to that understanding, the letter will ,not be read.
Mr. CARPENTER. Let ns have the letter read, because that is as
important as anything. The Secretary will plea.se read the printed
letter from the Honse committee's report.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
NEW YORK, Februanj 25, 1876.
To the honorable the Oommittee on E~ditures in the War Department:
DEAR Sms: I dnJy received your telegram of March 21 summoning me to appear
before you, and answered that I would ao so; but my wife has since become so ill
as to make it almost impossible for me to leave her for any time, and I to-day send
you a. telegram to this effect, and will also give a statement of my corinection with
the post-tradership at Fort Sill which will, I irnst, avoid the necessity of my leaving home. I will, however, come as soon as I can, or will be happy to soo any one
or all of the committee at my house in this city.
At the time I applied for the position of post-trader at Fort Sill I presumed that
I conJd furnish recommendations that would secure me the appointment which was
afterward promised me. After this I saw Mr. Evans in Washington, and made an
arrangement with him in consequence of which I withdrew in his favor and he
received the appointment.
This arrangement was made without the advice or consent of the Secretary of
War, neither did he have any knowledge of such an arrangement from me, or any
one else, so far as I know.. nor was he interested in any such arrangement or the
fruit.s of any aiTangement oetween us.
There never hns been, nor is there now, any contract, agreement, or arrangement
between the Secretary of W a.r and myself in regard to these matters.
I am, very sincerely, your obedient servant,

C. P. MA.MII.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. The understanding is, of course, that

that comes in as the ·other proceedings before the House committee.
not as evidence of the truth of the statements therein made.
Mr. CARPENTER. It goes in exactly as Marsh's testimony which
you have offered. I do not know bow to give it in as evidence without having to give it in as evidence after it gets in.
Mr. Manager Mcl!AHON. You want with that the letter that inclosed it also .

•
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Mr. CARPENTER. No, I think not.
0 , yes; we want the whole of it. Mr.
President, we offer to the Senate the Jetter in which this letter was
inclosed, a short note dat ed February 28, 187f).
Mr. BLACK. To whom is tllis addressed 1 There is no name.
1\Ir. Manager McMAHON. It is addressed to the committee.
Mr. CARPENTER. We object to it.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will state to the Senate in brief the
particular quet:~tion that is now before it, as probably most of the Senate was not attending when the letter was read. The counsel upon
the other side offered and bad read a letter written by Caleb P. Marsh
to the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department of the
date of the 25th of February, 1876, to the reading of which we made
no objection; but we desire to connect with it, which is Exhibit B,
Exhibit C, dated Wasbing:,on, February 28, 1876, being the letter
written by him which inclosed the letter which the gentlemen ba\e
just had read. Of course the Jetter itself to the committee is not
complete without reading the letter which inclosed it. They are one
communication.
Mr. CARPENTER. The only objection to it that I can conceive of
is that this was written by a third person, not by General Belknap,
and therefore is not evidence against him.
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. You offered Marsh's letter, and tbis is a
part really of Marsh's letter. The fact that they happen to be upon
separate pieces of paper makes no difference. They were both under
one envelope and are a part of one communicatiou.
Mr. CARPENTER. We will take the ruling of the Senate upon
that point.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this letter be admitted f
The question was decided in the affirmative.
.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Read the letter, Mr. Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Mr. Manager .Mc:;\1AHON.

. ARLINGTON HOTEL, WASHINGTON, February 28, 1876.
DEAR Srns: I herewith inclose copy of letter which I wrote you f.romNewYork;
but not having mailed it whl'n I received your subprena, conc1uded not to send it
This morning. however, I have thought best to send it to yon, in the hope that it
may tend to shorten the time of my examination.
.
Very respectfully, your obeclient servant,
C. P. MARSH.
P. S.-I will bring the contract you inquire for.
The COIDUTTEE ON EXPENDITURES rn THE WAR DEPARTMENT, Oapitol.

1\Ir.Ma.nager McMAHON. We nowdesire to recalll\Ir.CLYMER on
one point, and have sent for him, requesting his attendance. He is
in the city.
The PRESIDENT pro tcrnpore. Have you any other witnesses f
1\Ir.ManagerMc.MAHON. We have no one except Mr. Evans; and
we have a proposition to make to the counsel to which theymaypossibly accede. The proposition we bavo to make to counsel on the
other side, in view of the absence of .Mr. Evans, is this: He bas been
thoroughly and fully examined, as the documents I hold in my band
indicate, both by the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department and by the Judiciary Committee of the House, but not by the
board of managers. The testimony has been reduced to writing, and
we propose now to furnish to the counsel upon the other side this testimony, with the understanding that they may take any competent
portion of it, take any specific questions and answers, and submit
them as the testimony of 1\Ir. Evans; with the understanding also
that we may offer as well any competent portions relevant to our
case. We do not ask them to decide immediately; they can hav:e the
proper time to look at it.
We make this proposition b.ecause the gentlemen have insisted upon
a continuance to a remote period. All periods are very remote w hic"Q.
protract this trial, just now, beyond a day. They ask it in good faith,
· no doubt, with the idea that Mr. Evans is an important witness for
them. While they undoubtedly have that belief, and express it honestly and sincerely, we can as honestly and 's incerely say it is impossible for the defendant to get any testimony which can be of value
to the defense.
Mr. BLACK. You mean it is impossible for us to introduce any
testimony which will be of value f
l\1r. Manager McMAHON. Yes, from .Mr. Evans, because his testimony is of that negative character that would exclude the idea of
its being of value to you.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpm·e. 1\Ir. CLYMER is in the Chamber.
Ron. HIEsTER CLnmR recalled and examined.
By Mr. Manager .Mcl\IAIION:
Question. Mr. CLYMER, how much of 1\Ir. Marsh's testimony before your committee was in his own handwriting f
Answer. If you will give me a. copy of the printed RECORD, I can
tell.
Q. [Presenting a copy of to-day's RECOBD.l Just state where it
began -and where it closed.
:Mr. CARPENTER. What is the object of that 7
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. The witness bas the written statement,
and I only want to show as a matter of record where the written
statement closes and wher~ the committee began to cross-examine
him.
The WIT~'ESS. It will be observed in the printed RECORD, which
is an exact copy of the manuscript before me, that there is one ques-
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tion asked, a general question, covering, I presumed when I framed
it, the entire case, so as to prevent the necessity of repeated interrogatories. To that main question Mr. .Marsh submitted on the morning after the cross-examination a paper in writing which I hold in
my hand.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) That is, he brought it back next
morning!
A. He brought it back the next morning, and read it in answer to
this leading interrogatory.
Q. How far down did his written answer goT
A. His written answer goes until the next question is asked in the
print.
Q. Read the question now, so that the RECORD mn.y show it.
A. Do you mean the first question Y
Q. The first question after the written part. ·
A. The first question after the written reply is this:
Question. State how the payments were made to the Secretary of War subseqnent

to the funeral of his then wife, which you attended in Washington in December,
.1870; wh ~ther in cash, by check, draft, certificate of deposit, bonds, or bv express,
or othel'WlSe.

Q. After that in whose handwriting is the testimony that was submitted T
A.. In my own.
Q. Upon question and answer t
A. On question and answer.
Cross-ex.a mined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Mr. CLniER, how long was your committ-ee engaged in investigating the affairs of the War DepartmentY
A. 1 think the committees were announced prior to the recess in
December, the 19th or 20th; I do not have a precise recollection of
the dates. I returned here early in January. I can state when the
committee was organized from the records of the committee. [Examining papers.] The Committee on Expenditures in the War Department met as a committee first, as I perceive by the minutes, on February 2, 1876.
Q. This last Febrnaryf
A. Last February. I will state further that during the month of
January, without the committee having been organized at all, as its
chairman numberless things were sent to me with regard to the War
Department which I chose to look at myself, without troubling the
committee; but the 2d of February was the date when the committee or(J'anized and when we fixed our days of meeting.
Q. From that time on how much of the time baa been devoted to
the inYestigation of the a.ffairs of the War Department Y
A. I see by the minutes that we seem to have held our meetings
regularly from time to time. I can scarcely answer your question
definitely as to how much time we occupied.
Q. Of course not exactly, but you can approximate itT
A. I do not know whether I understand precisely the scope of the
question.
Q. How long has the committee been engaged in investigating the
affairs of the War Department 1
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I only want to understand how far this
is to go. If any inference is to be drawn from any investigation held
there that there is nothing else in this matter but what has been
charged, we shall claim to put in the testimony which has been taken,
which we shall certainly claim throws a good deal of light on other
transactions a.nd on this. We have carefully excluded them up to
this point.
•
1\Ir. CARPENTER. I am very much surprised to hear an honorable mana~er charged with conducting this prosecution against us
state that be has a large amount of testimony bearing upon this
transaction which he has withheld.
Mr. .Mana~er McMAHON. I say it would throw light on this transaction-testimony as to other post-traderships.
Mr. CARPENTER. In other worcls, the object of the manager is to
leave this transaction as much in the dark as can be done possibly.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No, I think the reverse.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpo,re. Does the counsel yield to the manager!
Mr. CARP~ER. The statement I understand is that the manager has a large amount of testimony which would throw H~bt on
this transaction, and be has withheld it up to this t.ime. Withholding
what would throw light seems to me to be th;rowing darkness, or
leaving darkness upon the transaction. My logic may be defective,
but that is the way I reason. The question put at present, I take it,
is proper, and the managers cannot object, or at least cannot succeed
in sustaining an objection to this question, for fear I may subsequently put a question which they may want to object to.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The logic and the illustration of the gentleman are both at fault. We might hoM a candle in this room and
it certainly might throw some light; but we should not want that
candle to enable us to see what was before us, though it would throw
light. The logic is bad. We have undertaken to try this case on behalf of the House of Representatives as lawyers, confining ourselves
to the issue, and when we have proof which we shall claim in the
close of this c~se ~no~ susceptible ev~n of being broken down, we do
not care to ra188 side 1ssues by showmg that t here were other posts
at which doubtful transactions took place. The gentleman, however,
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proposes to go so far with this witness as to say, "Have you been investigating the War Department !" from which he-proposes to draw
the inference that he found nothing else wrong. We do not propose
any such inference to be drawn under any circumstances whatever.
Mr. CARPENTER. Perhaps I may shorten the objection of the
manager. The defendant proposes to the board of managers to entor into an investigation of every post-tradership in the United
States; and if the manager means here to have the court understand
that there is any testimony in relation to any transaction as to
another post-tradership unfavorable in any way to this defendant,
we demand that he shall either retra~t tho statement or produce the
proof.
Mr. :Manager :McMAHON. I have simply this to say in reply, "Sufficient unto the day is t4e evil thereof." I hn.vo no doubt the gentlemen on t.he other side would like to turn to some other post-tradership besides Fort Sill; but we propose to adhere to Fort Sill.
Therefore we do not propose to have this controversy in any manner
diverted to other post-traderships where the testimony may not of
it elf be as conclusive in the particular instance, but where the
proof in regard to that instance might throw a ray of light on this
particular transaction, if this p~rticular transaction needs any ray
of light.
:Mr. CARPENTER. •The honorable manager has done precisely in
this matter what Mr. Burke did in the trial of Warren Hastings, for
which the House of Commons censured him. They had confined
their articles to such charges as they wished to present against Governor Hastings, and an oral intimation from :Mr. Burke of other crimes
committed by Warren Hastings was rebuked in the House of Commons.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. When the gentleman proceeds into the
House of Commons of the United St.ates and I have their rebuke, I
shall bo happy to have a. parallel betweep so distinguished a man as
Edmund _B urke and myself. In the mean time I simply remain the
humble individual that I am. In answer I assert that I have a right,
when the gentleman undertakes here to ask a part of the truth out
of this witness from which he wants to draw an inference, "Have
you been spending your time in investigating the War Department,"
to say that we do not go into that; and you have no right to say that
we have found nothing more because we wodld have put it in evidence if we had found it. That is my warning to the gentleman. I
say that testimony has been submitted to us from which we have
the right and this court would have the right to draw a conclusion,
but it would have involved side issues. I say because it does involve
side issues I object to it; and if in that particular I may have fallen
into the fault of that distinguished gentleman, if I could imitate
some of his great virtues and possess some of his shining qualities, I
should <lie entirely satisfied.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers object to the interrogatory proposed. Sh:dl the interrogatory be admitted T
The question was decided in the affirmative.
Q. (lly Mr. CARPENTER.) How long bas the committee been engaged in investigating the affairs of the War Department T
.A.. We entered actively upon our investigation, as I have stated
before, about the 2d of February, and we have conducted our investign.tions with reference to different branches of the same subject up to
within the last week or two.
Q. Since this trial commenced f
.A. Yes, sir.
Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. Had your committee taken any other testimony except Mr.
Marsh's at the time that the House ordered the impeachment of Mr.
Belknap and notified the Senate to that effect 7
Mr. CARPENTER. What is the materiality of that T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. To rebut your presumption. If your
qnestion was competent, mine is.
Mr. CARPENTER. We oLject to the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We must insist upon the question being
answered, if the Senate so rule.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I should like to say one word.
In the first place, it would be utterly impossible for this witness to
answer such a question. 'l'he House of Representatives has various
means of obtaining information. The method of examination conducted by a committee is only one o~ many sources of information
legitimately open to a legiSlative body.
Several SENATORS. Let the question be read.
The question was read by the reporter.
Mr. CARPENTER. What is the object of that question f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will answer by asking what was the
oLject of asking your question of Mr. CLYMER aw bile ago T
Mr. CARPENTER. That is pa-st. We have nothing to do with
that now.
Mr. l\Ia.nager McMAHON. My object is the same aa yours, to rebut
the inference you propose to draw from tbat.
Mr. CARPENTER. Wliat inference did I propose to draw T
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I snpposeu you proposed to draw the
inference ~at this committee had been fishing and found nothinO' but
Fort Sill ; and therefore that everything else was right. My object
is to show that when the House framed the impeachment Fm·t Sill
was all that was up, and the transaction at Fort Sill was ordered to
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be impeached, and that this conrt have nothing to do with anythinrr
else and can draw no inference from anything else upon the principle
that "sufficient unto the dav is the evil thereof."
Mr. CARPENTER. That ~principle is very well established; bn t in
the very articles of impeachment which the House of Representat ive:::;
filed they have reserved the right to file addhlioual articles. TI.Jey
have, as Mr. CLYMER says, searched in that Department from the 2(1
of February to since this trial commenced, and they have the right
reserved to file additional articles. It ·seems to me the tnana.ger has
made out a pretty good case against his own proposition. Having tho
right to reserve new articles and having searched for months looking
through the Department from one end to the other, it is a fair presumption they have· not found anything else.
.Mr. Manager Mc1IAHON. Will the honorable counsel allow mo to
ask him a question before be sits down 7
Mr. CARPENTER. I will.
Mr. Manager McliAHON. I ask him if he is willing to let that
question go to the testimony of the witness and the testimony that
bas been produced before his committee, and if. he will accept the
challenge whether nothing else bas been found in the War Department, whether no other post-traderships have been found out. I am
willing to take the whole testimony on that question.
Mr. CARPENTER. The proposition which we made to the boarc,l
of managers we repeat. We consent to your opening in this court an
investigation of every post-tradership in the United States for the
pill'pose of showing anything against General Belknap's character or
honor.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I want to ask the honorable gentleman
another question. He puts the question now to the witness about
the examinations made by his committee. His proposition, therefore,
is to draw from this matter the fact that there is nothing else because
we have presented no additional articles. The fair way to settle that
is to a-sk Mr. CLYMER," You have been on the search; you have taken
testimony. What is that testimony T . Produce it here in court," if
any inference is to be drawn from something that this Committee on
Expenditures in the War Department did subsequently to the investigation of Fort Sill, and "What did it develop f" How aro you going to do it, except by letting l\Ir. CLYMER state or produce the written testimony in regard to all the post-traderships, north and south.
I understand very well the general idea that the gentleman would
have liked us to have brought in additional articles aud then had a
continuance and a new fight on that, and so run along.
Mr. CARPENTER. We shall not ask any continuance. If you
bring in new articles, we shall get ready as fast as you can and put
it into this case.
Mr. Manager Mcl\IAHON. We are simply prepared to try these
articles. I say to the gentleman if he will get rid of the Fort Sill
matter and his client be disqualified from holding office on that transaction, it is not worth while to disqualify him because of some other
transaction, for all the purposes of public justice will be entirely subserved.
·
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be read by the
reporter.
The question was read, as follows:
Q. Had your committee taken any other testimony except Mr. Marsh's at the
time that the House ordered the impeachment of Mr. Belknap and notified the
Senate to that effect 1

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted T
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 11, noes 16;
no quorum voting.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Rather tha.n lose time, we will waive
the que-stion.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I. should like to ask you, Mr. CLYMER,
whether after you got through with the testimony on which tlte report was made to the House, you know that the Judiciary Committee
of the House were of opinion that it did not amount to anything;
that they could not impeach upon that; and whether Mr. Marsh was
not sent for and brought back here and re-examined 1
A. I do not know that fact.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It seems to me that is putting just exactly what was ruled out.
'l'be PRESIDENT pro ternpore. If objection is mado the Chair sustains it. Are counsel through with the witness T
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore, (to Mr. Manager Mcl1AHOY.) Call
your next witness.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We desire to state to the Senate that
we are through with our case in chief for the Unitell States with
this exception : that if Mr. Evans arrives in the usual course of the
trial of this case, we desire to put him on tho stand, or if be is put
upon the stand by the defense we desire permission to put to him
such questions as would be competent and proper if be were examined by us in chief; but we do not ask the delay of this case one hour
for the arrival of Mr. Evans. On the contrary, we ask that it proceed.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to this privilege
of examination being reserved Y
1\!r. CARPENTER. We shall object to it, of course.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, I do not think it is necessary to decide that question now.
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The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The managers have raised the
question.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. It was very proper for the managers to
make the statement, and when the question arises the court will determine it.
The PRESIDENT p~·o tempore. The defense will proceed, the case
being closed on the part of the managers.
Major-General JoHN POPE. sworn and examined.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Question. Is Fort Sill in your department t
Answer. Fort Sill is in my department.
Q. Do yon know anything about permits haVing been applied for
by the traders at Fort Sill to sell liquor T
A. There have been permits applied for from Fort Sill as well as
from other posts, in the ordinary course of official business.
Q. State what is the ordinary course of such official business.
A. The applications are usually made by the officers at the post or
by the soldiers at the post. They are sent through the proper post
commander, and by him transmitted to the department commander,
who forwards them to the War Department through the proper military channel for the permit to be granted or refused.
Q. Do you know any instance, while General Belknap was Secretary of War, in which he overruled recommendations of the officers
through whose h'ands the application had come f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It seems to me, Mr. President, that the
record ought to settle that question. Everything goes officially
through the Departments and the action of the Secretary of War upon
it, favorable or unfavorable, ought to be proved by the record and
not by the mere recollection of a witness who has had so many other
transactions.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question
to the Senate, Shall this int.errogatory be admitted T
The question was decided in the negative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is sustained.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) How long have you been in the department that you are in at present f
A. I have commanded the Department of the Missouri since 1870.
Q. And has Fort Sill been in that department all that time f
A. No, sir.
Q. What part of the time haa it been f
A. It was in the department from the time I assumed command of
it in 1870 up to 1871, in the autumn. From that time to 1875 it was
out of the department, and was retra.nsferred in 1875 to the department.
Q. Do you recollect any applications in regard to licenses for selling liquor at Fort·Sill w bile General Belknap was Secretary of War!
A. I remember an application, simply because I had occasion to
look it up recently; that the officers at Fort Sill-Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to this. The witness himself
(liscloses the fact that he remembers it because he has recently seen
the official ducuments. Now, I say that the official documents must
be produced.
A. The official documents are in my own office.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. But we want the official documents.
That is the point we make. We want particularly to see the dates.
The PRESIDENT pro ten1pore. The Chair sustains the objection
under the ruling of the Senate.
Mr. CARPENTER. I should like to know exactly what is sustained and what is not. The witness was in the midst of an answer,
and the manager makes an objection which I do not comprehend,
and the court sustains the objection. I want to know how much the
objection covers. Does the Chair ru1e that we cannot prove from this
witness that he in the discharge of his duty has passed upon these
applications coming from Fort Sill !
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The witness stated that he refreshed
himself from the record.
Mr. CARPENTER. Very well; if he has refreshed himself he can
swear to it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager t.ook exception that
the record should be produced, and on the prior ruling of the Senate
the Chair rnled that the objection was well taken. If the counsel
prefers, the Chair will submit the question to the Senate.
Q. (By Mr. CARPE.NTER.) Do you know anything of the extension
of the reservation about Fort Sill, and when it took place f
A. Fort Sill was .a post established at the time I took command of
the department. My predecessor in command, Genera.! Schofield, was
written to from the War Department, I think, directing him to take
some steps to have the reservation extended and properly surveyed-Mr. l\fa~ager McMAHON. I am obliged again to say that all these
are matters of record. The gentleman has a client who understands
all about getting copies of them, who is thoroughly informed, and we
must certainly object to having oral testimony as to what is matter
of record.
The PRESIDENT pro ten~pm·e. The manage1'8 object to this interrorratory.
i1r. MERRIMON. Let it be reported.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tentpore. The question will tie read.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It was not so much the particular question as the answer which he was going on to give t·hat we objected.

The question and answer as far as given were read by the Official
Report,e r, as follows :
Q. Do you know anything of the extension of the reservation about Fort Sill
and when it took place ~
A. Fort Sill waa a post estn.blisbed at the time I took command of the department. My predecessor in command, General Schofield, had been written to from the
War Department., I think, directing him to take some steps to have the reservation
extended and properly surveyed-

Yr. Manager LAPHAM. I desir~ to make a suggestion here by way
of objection to this whole range of inquiry. This witness has stated
that from 1871 to 1875 Fort Sill waa not in his department; he had no
jurisdiction over it. Now all the complaints made of the conduct of
Evans as introduced in the proof in this case were dming that period
of time, when the witness had nothing whatever to do with Fort Sill,
no knowledge in respect to it, no jurisdiction over it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Still he might know something about it if he
had no jurisdiction over it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Still he ought not to be asked what he
knows from the record. The record ought to speak on these questions.
111r. CARPENTER. I wish to say one word to the court at this
point. I stated to the Senate the other day that we could of cour e
call witnesses, but that our case could not be put in properly or orderly without first having the testimony of Mr. Evans. The testimony we now want is in reference to testimony which we shall expect to procure from Mr. Evans; but he is not here, and of course it
does not now appear what that testimony will be. It seoms to me
that in a case of this importance, where the Senate is driven with
other work so that no time is lost, this case ought to be postponed for
two or three days, until Mr. Evans can get here. But if that cannot
be done, and we are to be precluded from giving the testimonywh)ch
.Mr. Evans would render proper and competent, we are in a pretty sad
condition in this case.
The PRESIDENT pro tenlpm·e. The Chair will submit the question. Shall the interrogatory be admitted which has just been read f
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, the obje'ction is not to the interrogatory itself, but to the answer stating the contents of a certain
letter.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair does not know what the
counsel may put, aud the objection is confined t.o the question. The
reporter will read it if the manager will allow.
The Official Reporter read as follows:
Q. Do you know anything of the extension of the reservation about Fort Sill and
when it took place ~
A. Fort Sill waa a post established at the time I took command of the aepartment. My predecessor in command, General Schofield, had been written to from
the War Department, I think, directing him to take some ateps to have the reservation extended and properly aurveyed-

Mr. Manager HOAR. At that point the managers interposed the
objection that that correspondence, being iii writing, cannot be testified to by the witness.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this line of interrogatory be
proceeded with f The Chair will submit the question to the Senate.
The question was decided in the negative.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The objection is sustained.
Mr. CARPENTER. I understand that the President has not only
overruled this question, but excluded this line of questions.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpo1'e. That is the vote of the Senate.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think when the question arises the
court can decide it of course.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) General Pope, what was the practice prior
to the war in regard to sutlers living at their posts'
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to that question.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The managers object on the same
ground. The Chair sustains the objection.
Mr. SHERMAN. That is not the same nature of question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Our objection is on the ground that it
is entirely immaterial.
Mr. CARPENTER. Prior to March 25, 1872; I will locate the question in that way, then.
·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not offer any objection to that.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Then answer the question, General. I
ask you what was the practice in the Army, so far as you know, in
regard to traders or sutlers residing at their posts prior to the order
made by General Belknap which required them to reside at their
posts T
A. I do not know that I can tell you what the practice was. My
general impression is that the sutlers lived, as a. rnle, at the posts.
Q. Do you not know of many instances where they did not f
A. I have known of such instances.
Q. Was there any regulation, to your knowledge, which required
them to reside at their posts prior to the order made by General Belknap!
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is the question you prevented me
from asking the other day. . The statutes and regulations must speak
for themselves, as you said.
Mr. CARPENTER. How can a regulation speak for itself if it
never existed T
.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I beg your pardon; it can be found in
the books issued and in existence at that time.
Mr. CARPENTER. If it never existed it would be very difficult
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to find it in a book. Mr. President, I do not know how closely the
managers-Mr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the objection rather than
con ume time.
Mr. CARPENTER. I trust hereafter that when the managers think
a question is perfectly proper they will not make more than two or
three arguments before they withdraw their objection.
. Mr. Manager McMAHON. When we think a question is so clearly
rmmaterial that an objection will induce counsel to withdraw it at
once, we object. We have been in the same position ourselves.
_Mr. CARPENTER. We do not put immaterial questions. (To the
W1tness.) You say you know of severalil!lBtances in which the sutler
did not reside at the post.
A. I can recall one now. I do not knllw that I can recall more.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I then ask you if you know of any reO'ulation prior to the order issued by General Belknap on the 25t.h of
March, 1872, which required sutlers or post-traders to reside at their
pots Y
A. I do not.
Mr. CARPENTER. It will be impossible for us to proceed any
furt,her with General Pope until Mr. Evans arrives.
The PRESIDENT pro ternp01·e. Is the counsel throurrh
with the
0
witness'
Mr. CARPENTER. GeneralPopeis veryanxiousto get away from
here and get back to his post, and we are willing to accommodate in
every way to reach that result; but if the mana(J'ers are to pursue
the present captious course of objection and requir~ these documents
to be produced, they have got to be looked up in the Department,
and General Pope will have to stay and swear in view of them; and
after Mr. Evans arrive~ we shall then want him also in regard to two
or three points that we cannot inquire of now.
Mr. Manager HOAR. Will the learned counsel state what is the
fact he wishes to prove by General Pope f
Mr. CARPENTER. I cannot fullv, because I do not know myself
until we have the testimony of Mr:Evans. What I have spoken of
now are these very matters that were covered by the questions that
you objected we must get the records here to show. General Pope
knows just ~much about the matter wit~out looking through fort.y
pages as he will after he does that; but still the Senate has sustained
the objection; and if you insist on it General Pope must rernain.
That is all.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We certainly must try the case according 0 the rules of evidence. We want to see the records themselves.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I ask you, General Pope, how long have
you known General Belknap!
A. Since about 1870.
Q. You were in the Army all the time that Belknap wa~ Secretary
of War, were you not7
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Having constant official relations with him!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What, in your opinion, bas been his general conduct as Secretary of War f I mean the character of his administration of that
officeY
A. So far as I know, so far as all the official relations of the War
Department with the commands which I exercised were concerned I
have no reason to think that they were otherwise than honorabie
upright, and attentive to all the duties of the office.
'
Mr. CARPENTER. That is all at present.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is all, General Pope.
Mr. CARPENTER. I ask now to have this part of a letter from
General Sherid&n rel}ll. which I send to the desk.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
CmcAGO, March 29, 18720
.have examined the circular on the aullject of
post-traders an4 think very well of It. So far as the troops are concerned it is especially fair and just.
It i~ possible that post-traders may give you some annoyance by appeals arising
from the act!on of councils of administration, but probably more from the action
of commanding officers There a,re so many ruen in this world whose hair is always ~ying in the m:on~ direction, and who when invested with the slightest
anthonty must make 1t felt, that I fear the post-traders will be sending yon many
appeals. .
•
.
MY DEAR GE.''i'E~AL BELKNAP: I
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ROBERT MACFEELEY sworn and examined.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Question. How long have you been in the Armyf
Answer. I have been in the Army since 1850.
Q. In what parts of the-country'have you been st.ationed f
_A. I have been on the northern frontier at Fort Brady two years
from U:l50 to H:l52 I have be~n stationed in Oregon and California fro~
1852 t.o 1 GO. Smce th3:t t1me and dnring the war I served principally m the Southwest, m Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi.
Q. Prior ~o t~e 25th of March,,~ 72, was there, to your knowledge,
any regulatiOn ill the Army requmng sutlers or post-traders to reside
at their posts 7
A. No, sir; there was not.
Q. That is -the :first order ever made on the subject, so far as yon
knowT
A. So far as I know.
Q. What nowdoyousayas totbe fact of sutlers prior to thatorder
years ago, residing elsewhere than at their posts f
•
'
A. As far as I have any know ledge, the sutlers were not required
to reside at the posts.
. Q .. Was it not ~lso ~ fact th.at they frequently did not ! The q uestion 1s whether m different mstances they did, in fact reside away
from their posts t
'
A. They did in one instance that I know of certainly.
Q. Where was that Y
A. It was at Fort Brady.
·
Q. Who wa~ the sutler f Do you recollect f
A. Mr. McKnight, of Detroit; his business was conducted by his
clerk during the two years I was there.
Q. Do you not know of similar instances in California and Oregon T
A. I believe ~here were similar instances, but none at any other post
that I was statiOned at. At the posts where I was stationed in Oregon the sutler happened to reside at all those posts himself.
Q. Do y~u remember a firm by the name of Allen and somebody in
San FranCl~co who were sutlers or traders at several different posts f
A. Yes, srr; Green, Allen & Co.
Q. They staid at San Francisco, did they not f
A. I believe they did.
Q. Where were their posts f
A. I am not positive, but I believe they had several posts.
Q. At different places f
A. At different places.
Mr.. Manager JENKS. Do not give your suppositions, but only
facts if you know them.
The WITNESS. I do not know the fuct from my own knowledge
but merely from hearsay.
.
'
Q. (By Mr. CARPID."TER.) What is your position at present in the
Armyf
A. I am Commissary-General of Subsistence.
Q. Does that bring yoLl into frequent official relations with the
Secretary of W a.r l
A. It does.
Q. How long have you helcl that office f
A. I was appointed Commissary-General in the 1atterpartofApril
1875, and took charge of the office and of the duties about the lOth
of May, 1875.
Q. Now I will ask you the same question I have asked others:
From what Y?U ~now of Gen~ral ~elknap while Secretary of War,
and from offi~1al ~tercourse wtth h1m, what do you say of the general manner ill which he performed tlie (luties of that office!
A. As far as I have any knowledge, the management was charncterized by honesty and justice.
·
Cross-examined by Ur. :Manager McMAHON:
Q. In answering my question speak only from your own personal
knowledge. Ho'Y many in~tances do you kno~ in which the posttrader or sutler dul not res1de at the post at whwh he was stationed f
A. I only know one instance from my own knowledge.
Re-examined by Mr. CARPEI\TTER:
Q. But there was no regulation requiring any of them to reside at
the postf
A. None to my knowledge.
Q. They might have all lived somewhere else if they pleased!
A. Yes, sir.
;

0

0

0

0

•

Mr. CARPENTER. This is part of a letter of General Sheridan
admitted by stipulation without the rest of the letter written three
days after the circular of the 25th of :Uarcli was issu~d.
.General E. D. TOWNSEND recalled and examined.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. All right.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. Now I call attention-it need not be rewritten
By Mr. CARPID.~ER :
or copied, of course-to the stipulation on page 158 of the IMPEACHQuestion. On page 137 of the lMPEACHMEl\~ RECORD counsel who
MENT RECORD, of three-points of fact admitted.
opened this case for the prosecution referred to the fact that when
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Section 2 is not competent, and to that General Grierson's letter was received it was sent, with a letter from
we have reserved the objection. That is:
Marsh to the Secretary of War.applying for the post, up to the Secretary. Do you recollect the mrcumstance of that letter being sentY
~ That in regard to all the applications made for leave to sell liquors at the
~iJ1ta~ posts the matter was refen:ed by tht.; Secretary of War to hlm, and by him
Answer. If I had General. Grierson's letter I might be able to recall it.
m \'l!stigated and reported on, and hlS report mall caaes was adopted by the SecreMr. Manager McMAHON. I think you have all the original papers
tary of War.
except one that yon returned to us at our request.
On this we make the point that the record must speak for itself
The WITNESS. I left them with the stenographer to be pla-ced in
which is the question already made and settled; and we put in th~ the RECORD.
objection now to that particular matter.
[The papers were handed to the witness.l
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The WIT.~'"ESS . [ S~lecting the letter referred to.] General Grierson,
in his letter of February 28, 1872, alludes to a transaction wi~h a Mr.
Mar h, of New York. In the indorsement upon that letter, m these
words," War Department, A. G. 0., March 11, 1872; respect.fully forwarded to the Sec'y of War with application of C. P. Marsh for trad_ershi p at Fort Bill; signed, E. D. Townsend, A. G.," I find the solutiOn
of the question. It is the habit in the Adjutant-Genera.l 's Office, in
submitting a paper to higher authority which requires action, to send
with it, without any other instructions, such papers as may be referred to in that letter or may bear upon it. Such was the case in
tho·prc ·ent instance.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) The sending of Marsh's letter was your
own act in the usual course of doing business f
A. Yes,sir.
Cross-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. Can you tell which letter of Mr. Marsh it was f August 16, 1870,
was it not f
A. The indorsement designates it as "application of C. P. Marsh
for tradership at Fort Sill." There is but one such application that
I l11ow of on file.
Q. As General Grierson called attention to the fact that Evans was
paying money to Marsh, you sent up Marsh's application because that
threw light upon that charge f
A. Merely because it was alluded to.
Q. That is the fact, is it not f
Mr. CARPENTER. One moment. We do not want the AdjutantGeneral of the 'A rmy to swear to the effect of this t.estimony. He says
that in the usual course of business on the receipt of the Grierson
letter he sent up Marsh's application. That is all there is of the fact.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. We want to see what the bU!:~iness was.
Mr. Ma.nager McMAHON. The gentleman has asked him whether
he sent it up in the usual course of business. We propose simply to
ask him in cross-examination, Did you not send it up with the Grierson letter because Grierson's letter charged that Evans was p:1.ying
money to Mars~ and you sent up the Marsh application for the purpose of intimating that possibly there was a little bargain under the
bn h?
Mr. CARPENTER. Do you really propose to prove that by General Townsend 7
Mr. Manager McMAHON. To try to.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go on and do it.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. Do you withdraw the objection 7
Mr. CARPENTMR. Certainly I do.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did you not send up the application
of Marsh with that letter of General Grierson because you found in
Grierson's letter a charge that Evans was paying to Marsh $12,000 a
year! Look· at the Grierson letter and see.
A. There is such a charge in the letter; but that was not the specific reason which induced me to send the letter with it.
Q. What was itT
A. Because I always send letters which bear in any way upon the
one which is to be submitted.
Q.• How did that bear upon the one that was submitted except in
the way I have indicated f
A. Mr. Marsh's name was mentioned in it.
Mr. CARPENTER. One moment. The two letters are here. They
will settle the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. He is speaking about his own judgment
in regard to the matter.
Mr. CARPENTER. He has et.ated what was his motive about it
and there are the two letters. Now do the gentlemen propose to ask
him how one bears on the other f
Mr. .Manager McMAHON. We are satisfied. The argument makes
itself. The gentleman is right; the question is withdrawn.
NELSON H. DAVIS sworn and examined.
By Mr. CABPE.'IIiTER :
Question. Are you an officer of the Army !
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q. What position do yon hold!
A. I am Inspector-General with the rank of colonel, United States
Army.
Q. Did you ever know a post-trader by the name of E. H. Durfee f
A. I knew a firm of traders by the name of Durfee & Peck.
Q. E. H. Durfee was one of that firm. Where were they t
A. On the Missouri River.
Q. How many posts did they have f
A. Forts Rice, Stevenson, and Sully, I believe.
Q. Did th~y not also have Fort Buford f
A. I think not at the time I knew of them.
Q. Were you instructed by General Belknap as Secretary of War
at any time to investigate into the standing and character of Durfee
& Peck f
·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object, Mr. President. We want to
know first whether that instruction was in writing or whether it was
verbal.
Mr. CARPENTER. I ask the witness, Djd you investiga.t.e it f
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. I object to that. Colonel, before you
go on, we w~~t to ~now w?.-et?.-er t?.-e order was in WI'iting.

Mr. CARPENTER. I waive the order now, and ask did he investigate.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to that.
Mr. CARPENTER. The question is whether he had at one time
been directed by the Secretary of Wa,r to investigate into the st.anding as husiness men of Durfee & Peck.
Mr. Manager JENKS. I woulcl ask the learned counsel what his
object is in introducing this testimony 7
Mr. CARPENTER. It has been insisted upon here that the fact
that Mr. Evans was not a,ppoiuted in the first place upon the recommendation of the officers of the Army was because General Belknap
had some corrupt design of conferring it on Marsh.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Were they the predecessors of the trader at Fort
Sill 7
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Durfee was Evans's partner, and Mr. Evam
informed the Secretary of War of that fact. The Secretary of W at.
had his suspicion that Durfee & Peck or Durfee him elf was not
the proper man to be appointed, and we propose to show that he
ordered this witness to proceed there and inquire into the matter;
that he did inquire into it, not at that particular post, but as to these
men, and it was in consequence of that that Mr. Evans, who, it was
understood, would go into company with Durfee if he was appointed,
w:as not at that time appointed. Afterward he did not form that
partnership, and he wa appointed without objection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Our objection is that it is all matter
of record; but +.he counsel and the client do not seem to understand
each other about this matter, and we cannot expect to understand it
unless we see the record.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The managers have objected to
this question. Shall it be admitted f
The question was decided in the affirmative.
:Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I want now to renew to the
Senate the statement I have already made about the utter impossibility of putting in our testimony so as to !rive it any emphasis or
force wjthout having the testimony of Mr. Evans, and to ask this
court to adjourn some reasona,ble time for Mr. Evans to reach here.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, we shall most undoubtedly resist any motion for a continuance. The line of examination
that the managers had pointed out for themselves was that Mr. Evans
should be called first; but 1tlr. Evans was not here, and we reconstructed our case and tried it in a different way; and I never yet knew
a case which could not proceed until a particular witness had been
examined, unless the witnesses who were to come after that man
whose testimony wa.s of a hypothetical character and to whom the
facts, for example in a medical case or a matter of a.rt, had to bA
submitted for their opinion; and of course no intelligent hypothetical case could be put until the facts had been put in evidence upon
which the hypothetical question coultl be based.
Now, I think the counsel ought to state somethin~ about what they
expect to prove by Mr. Evans in regard to thili matter. Possibly we
can agree to the proposition they may want. It cannot be something
so myste1·ious and hidden but what it may be developed. We will
not interfere with Mr. Evans in any shapo or form. It is to be known
to this court; why can it not be made known now as the basis of the
application f There is entirely too much mystery about it.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I wish to ask the counsel the following question,
whichl send to the Chair, if, as 1 understand, he applies to postpone
this case on ar.count of the absence of Evans.
Mr. CONKLING. Before that question is put, as a matter of order,
I want to understand the rule under which any Senator, in writiug or
otherwise, can interrogate counsel We are trying to observe the rules,
aml I ask for the reading of Rule 18, governing impeachments.
The PRESIDENT protentpore. The Senator from .New.York calls
the attention of the Chair to the fact that the rule does not authorize the questioning of counsel, but of witnesses.
Mr. CONKLING. Then I object to it.
The P RESIDEt""T pro tempore. The rule will be reaq.
The Chief Clerk 1·ead as follows :
XVlli. If a. Senator wishes a. question to be put to a witness, or to offer a mo.
tion or order, (except a motion to adjourn,) it shall be reduced to writing and
put by the presiding officer.

Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask the Chair to have that rule again read, and
see whether it prohibits a-sking counsel a question. Perhaps I did
not hear it quite.
The rule was again refld.
Mr. CONKLING. Now, Mr. Presi<lent, I raise as a point of order
and ask the Chair to rule upon it, the question whether, apart from
that rul~, Senators may ask such questions as they choose, and if so,
whether there is anything which requires them to be reduced to writing f
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is hypothetical. I ask the Chair to rule on
my question.
Mr. CONKLING. I ask the Chair to rule on my point of order. I
do not mean to object to the Senator from Vermont any more than
anv other Senator; but I want the rules observed that I may know
what they are in common with the other members of the body.
Mr. EDMUNDS. So do I.
·
Mr. WHYTE. I ask the Chair t.o submit that question to the
Sen at{\.
The PRESIDENT pro tentplwe. The Chair will state that adminir!-
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tering the rule be would not feel authorized to permit a question to
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
be put to the counsel or the managers, for the rule provides only for
Are not the counsel bound by the rules of practice to state, or show
Senators to question witnesses, and not counsel or managers to be by affidavit, what it is that it is expected the absent witness will teaquestioned by them. The Chair will however submit the question to tify, in order that the court may know whether the evidence will be
the Senate whether Senators shall be permitted to put questions to material f
the counsel or the managers.
Mr. OGLESBY. Mr. President, I ask the Chair to whom that inMr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I rise to a point of order. That terrogatory is addressed f
is not tbe question I proposed. I wish the Chair to submit whether
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair does not know except by
I shall be allowed to put that question in writing.
the language.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Chair has ruled on the point
Mr. EDi\llTh"1JS. When I sent it to the Chair I said that I wished
of order raised by the Senator from New York.
to ask the counsel the ttnestion which I sent up in writing.
Mr. CONKLING. What is the ruling of t.he Chair f
Mr. OGLESBY. I do not understand from that which counsel.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. The Chair holds that according to
.Mr. EDMUNDS. Counsel for the respondent. There are managers
the rule the question cannot be put.
on one side and counsel on the other.
Mr. EDMUNDS. From that I appeal.
Mr. OGLESBY. But the managers are all counsel.
The PRESIDENT pro tcrnpore. The Senator from Vermont appeals
Mr. C.AJl.PENTER. Mr. President and Senators, I do not underfrom the decision of the Ch~ir. Shall the decision of the Chair stand stand that we are bound by the rules of practice-by which I underas the judgment of the Senate f
·
stand the rules of practice in the judicial courts in criminal casesMr. CONKLING. Is that debatable, Mr. President f
to state or show by affidavit what we expect to prove by our witnesses
The PRESIDENT pro tempote. Not in a trial session.
until we can have them called. If we were in default in this matter,
Mr. HAMLIN. It is in order to nave the rule read, is it notf
if we had not subprenaed this witness or done everything in our power
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Secretary will read the rule, to subprena him, and were a-sking an indulgence of this court to give
and the Chair will put the question.
·
us an opportunity to summon the witness and get him here, having
The Chief ClPrk read Rnle 18.
been in default ourselves, I think a court would compel us to say.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Now I ask the question to be read that I pro- what we expected to prove by him as the terms and conditions on
posed to ask the counsel, so that the Senate may see whether it is in which they would grant us a favor. We are not asking a favor
order or not.
here-I use that language with no disrespect-we_are demanding a
The PRESIDENT p1·o tcrn1101'e. The question will be read.
right. The Constitution says we shall have our witnesses; we shall
The Chief Clerk read aa follows:
have compulsory process to bring them. We have done everything
Are not the counsel bound by the rules of practice to stat-e, or show in our power to secure that end; we have applied to the court; we
by affidavit, what it is that it is expected that the absent witness have furnished the list of witnesses; the court ordered them to be
will testify, in order that the court may know whether the evidence subprenaed by the Sergeant-at-Arms; we have no control over the
will be material f
.
Sergeant-at-Arms; we have done everything in our power. Now
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will ask the Senator from upon what principle should we be compelled to disclose what we
New York to state his point of order.
expect to prove b;y a witness and see whether t.he other side will
Mr. CONKLING. We are proceeding under rules established for admit it' No lawyer woulU be willing to try a case in that way.
the government of the Senate when sitting in trials of impeachment. The impression from such a proceeding would be that the side which
One of those rules prescribes the way and the instance in which mem- admitted it thought it amounted to nothing, that it was a trifling
bers of the Senate may put questions, and the rule confines those aJfair, and that would be trying a case very unjustly and very unquestions to interroga.tories addressed to witnesses. My point of or- fairly in any court in the world. If we had been in default, if it
der is that if, de~pite that rule, proceeding without the rule, members was our fault that this man was not here, that might be the rnle; but
of the Senate may do this in writing, they may do it orally; in short, I have never, answering so far as my own practice in criminal courts
that the rule amounts to nothing unless it is held to cover the ground I goes, known a defendant compelled to testify what he expected to
to which it. 'lpplies; and, if it does, I submit that we ought to adhere prove by his witness on an application for a first continuance.
to it, and that it excludes interrogatories, particularly I should say
The rule of om State courts, aa I understand it, is that on the ap·of this kind, being in the nature of argument addressed to the conn- plication for a second continuance the affidavit shall show what is
sel on one side or the other.
expected to be proved Ly the witnesses, but on an application for a
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from New York bas first continuancefrom one term to another parties arenov~rrequired,
stated the point of order, and the Chair simply holds that under the so fax as I know, to state what they expect to prove by the witness
rule No. 18, and which is the only one bearing upon the subject and upon whose absence they aak a continuance. In the late criminal
trials in the circuit court. before Judge Drummond, the whisky cases,
upon which he rules, the Chair sustains the point of order.
1\lr. EDMUNDS. From that I appeal.
as they are usually called, last fall, he did rule that in applications
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. .From that the Senator from Ver- for a continuance from one term to another the parties should state
mont appeals to the Senate.
what they expected to prove by the witness. I do not know of any
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask for the yeas and nays on the appeal.
other instance in twenty-five years' practice where a court of law reThe yeas ann nays were ordered.
quired that to be done in a criminal case ou an application for a. first
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The question is, Shall the decision continuance from oue term o>er to another.
of the Chair stand a.'i the judgment of the Senate f
Ur. Manager HOAR. Mr. President and Senators, I understand
The yeas and nays being taken, resulted-yeas 18, nays 21; as fol- the rule and practice to be perfectly well settle(l and enforced in all
lows:
courts where justice is administered according to the forms and pracYEAS-Messrs. Bogy, Booth, Bruce, Conkling, Cooper, Cragin, Hamlin, Howe, tice of the common law that a party in a civil or criminal case apLogan, .McC'reery, Merrimon, Mitchell, Oglesby, Paddock, Patt-erson, Randolph, plying either for a continuance or a postponement on account of the
Sherman, and West--1~.
absence of a witness mu t showNAYS-Messrs. Caperton, Cockrell, Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Edmunds, Gordon,
Hamilton, Ilarvey~ Kelly, Kernan, Key. Maxey, Morrill,* Norwood, Robertson, SaulsFirst. That the witness has been duly summoned;
bury, W::illace, Wnyte, Withers, and Wright-'21.
Seconrl. That the evidence which the witness would give if presNOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Allison, Anthony, Barnum, Bayard. Boutwell, ent is material :md important to his cause; and
Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancv, Clayton,
Th' d Th t th
'd
tb
t f th tb t tb
•t
t
Conover, Dorsey, Eaton. Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Goldthwaite, Hitchcock, Ingalls,
IT •
a
eeVI encemus esose or
a
e oppos1 epar Y
Johnston, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, McDonald, McMillan, Morton, "J'..an. may, if he choose, elect to admit thn.t the witness, if present, would
som, Sargent, Sharon, Spencer, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, and Windom-33. so testify; not to admit the fact, but that the witness, if pr-esent,
The PRESIDENT P'J'O tempm·e. The decision of the Chair does not would so testify; and tpat election is always tendered to the oppostand as the judgment of the Senate. The Senator from Vermont site party.
proposes a question to counsel, which will be read.
There is but one exception to the univeTSality of that rule, which
Mr. CONKLING. Is it now in order for me to ask a question of is, that where the evidence is of itself of a character which the witorder of the Chair f
ness only could state, that is not required of the party, as, for inThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is.
stance, if the question were of the construction of a dam which had
Mr. CONKLING. If it is, I want to inquire·wbether the questions been taken away, the scientific exper under whose direction that
we address hereafter to these gentlemen on both sides must be in structure was built would be the only person who could describe it,
writing. The rule does not apply to such a case; and I should like and it would be impossible for the party ordinarily to say what his
to know bow to govern myself, for I do not want to be out of order. witness would testify to on that subject if he were present; but with
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. As this does not come within the that exception, of the evidence of experts where it is of such a charrole, in the judgment of the Chair, he would hold that there would acter that tbe evidence could not be understood by the party who
be no rule governing it.
undertakes to set it forth, the rule is universal.
Mr. CONKLING. Then we can ask such a question orally.
In the present case I fully concede t.hat the defendant's conn8el
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is a hypothetical decision of the Chair on ought to stand before t.he Senate as if they had summoned the witwhich I shall want to be heard when I get a chance.
nPss. They applied to the Senate for asubprena. The Senate grante(l
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. The inquiry of the Senator from the order. The Sergeant-at-Arms did not execute it because, aa he
Vermont will be reported.
understood, there bad been a subprena issued alreadv and served at
the instance of the other party. So we agree that the uefen~;e stands
*The Senate was t-o-day advised of the resignation of Mr. MoRRILL. of Maine, sQ here iu all respects having used all diligence to obtaiu the preJ:~ence
that the" !'r£r. MoRRILL" her~after mentioned is Mr. MoRRILL,?~ yen~ont.
of this witness; but the defendant shows no reason whatevOJ why
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be should not state the evidence which Mr. Evans would give if be
were present and give us an opportunity to elect to consent to that
evidence. In fact Mr. Evans, it appears,"bas been twice examined
vcrJ fully in regard to this whole transact.ion before two different
committees of the House. It is true that there was nobody present
at that examination representing the defendant, and therefore certainly it is true that the defendant cannot be sure that the facts favorable t.o him within Evans's knowledge were brought out in that examination. I do not overlook that. I make that C(lncession also as
fully as the learned couns('.l could desire. Still, either be can state
w bat Mr. E-vans would testify if be were present, and his reasons for
believing that he would so testify, or he has no reason to believe
that Evans's testimony would be valuable to him if he were.here.
He cannot escape, a it seems to me, that dilemma. Either he has no
reason to suppose that Mr. Evans would be more important to him
than any other citizen of the United States who is at a distance of a
thousand miles from this place or he can state what it is that this
witness knows and would prove, and give us the opportunity to make
onr election.
I conceive that any di tinction in practice which has grown up in
State courts between a first continuance from term to term and a
econd continuance from term to term has nothing whatever to do
with this matter. This is not a court having terms. It is a court
· which expires with its first and only term. This is not the case of
an application for a continuance of a trial made before trial. It is a
case where the tria.l has begun and has proceeded with the full consent in this particular of both parties. The evidence is fresh in the
minds of all the members of the court. This, therefore, is a simple
application for the postponement of a trial which is already far advanced toward its termination.
My associate [Mr. Manager J&.."'KB] desires me to state the case of
the trial of Smith and Ogden in thecircuitcourtof the United States,
where Judge Pate111on e tablishes the rule that I have stated.
Mr. CARPENTER. Was that a civil case f
Mr. Manager HOAR. It cannot be worth while to cite in this body
of lawyers an authority in favor of one of the best elementary principles of the law.
Mr. BLACK. What is the elementary principle you allude to f
Mr. Manager HOAR. The rule of practice in regard to postponemeut on the application of a party because of the absence of a witness.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, it is proposed, I snppose,
from thi initiat.ory proceeding to treat this as an application for a continuance. Everythingthathas been said proceeds upon the assumption
that we have applied for a continuance of this case, whereas we only ask
that a witness who has been duly summoned, who ought to be here now,
for whose absence we are not responsible, should be allowed a reasonable time to make his appearance, being detained by freshets or some
other canse for which the party defendant is not in any way responsible. We have no disposition to abuse the patience of this body.
We rlo not expect a delay beyond the time when the Senate will be
in session in the transaction of its other business. We do not expect
to detain this body with any long speeches. We have evinced no
disposition whatever at any time, as I may appeal to the experience
of every gentleman who hears me, to abuse the patience of this bouy
in any respect, and above all not to try any sharp practice upon this
body, but to have a fair trial.
I utterly protest against the application of rules derived from
other proceedings altogether to the occasion which has arisen now,
which is not an application for a continuance. We only ask that
this body will wait until a man who has been summoned by its order
makes his appearance here so that we may proceed with om examination.
·
While I am up I will say, however, that my learned friend on the
other side and the very learned gentleman who makes this proposition are altogether mistaken or I am in regard to the rules of practice
about what terms a party is to have who makes hi application for a
continuance. The gentleman who is associated with me has said
that on application for a second continuance under the rules of the
State in which I have practiced the party.is required to state what
the witness is expected to prove. The practice which prevails in the
circuit court of this District and in Maryla.nd, as my learned friend
who represents that State on this floor [Mr. WHYTE] will bear rue
out, is that where a party makes an application for a continuance
and states what he expects to prove by the witness, that proof is assumed to be a fact, not that the witness has proved it, but it is assnmed to be a. fact, an indisputable fact, according to the practice
prevailing in this District, and in Mary land, from which State we de·rive the practice that prevails in the Dist.rict. So that if the rule is
to be enforced here and the analogy is to be taken from the practice
prevailing in this District, if we state what we expect to prove by
this witness and they proceed to trial, what we expect to prove is asnmed to be an undisputed fact. That is the law of this District and
th., practice of the courts of the Unite<l States in the District of
Columbia. That is a peculiar law. It does not prevail in the other
courts with which I am familiar. It does not prevail in Missouri,
where I practiced a great many years; but it is a law of this District
and of Maryland. So then there are differences .in respect to the
laws of the difforent States. There is no uniform law on this subject.

There is no common law upon this sn bject. There is none here recognized by this body. This court will have to make a rule for itself,
and especially will it have to make a rule for itself in a proceeding
which is not a motion for a continuance, but a motion for the delay
of this trial until a witness can reach here who has been duly summoned.
Mr. Manager HOAR. I desire before the connsel sits down to ask
him a question, and that is, if he knows of any court in his large experience where postponement was granted on account of the absence
of a witness without satisfying the c.ourt that the witnes.<J, if present,
would testify to something material to the interest of the party making the application f Does he know any tribunal on earth where
there is a practice of po tponing a case without doing that f
Mr. BLAIR. The gentleman knows perfectly well that when ca es
are called for trial in the ordinary courts of judicature the parties •
are asked whether they are ready for trial, that then and there the
parties announce w bether they are ready or not, and that motions
for continuance are made and settled before they proceed to t1·iaL
Here there has been no occasion of that kind. We have been required to go to trial on this occasion without any "ifs" or "ands"
about it, whether we were ready ·or not. We have been appointed a
given day to be here. WA have been not.ified that our witnesses
would be summoned, and we h:tve had the allowance of a committee
of this body to summon them. We put their name in the hands of
the officer to summon them. He has summoned them; and it is not
our fault that this witness is not here. The analogies of the gentl~
man break down. One of the most unjust things in this world is to
apply false analogies. It is the most misleading of all modes of reasoning.
· Mr. Manager HOAR. I understand the learned gentleman's answer
to be, then, in substance that he uoes not know of any such tribunal.
l\1r. BLAIR. That may be the gentleman's conclusion. I state
openly and fairly what. I mean on this occru~ion, and it is for this body
to determine and say for it elf whether I have satisfied them. I do
not hope to satisf-y my learned friend on the other side.
Mr. BLACK. Will the gentleman accept an answer from me on
that subject'
Mr. Manager HOAR. Y •s, sir.
Mr BLACK. I say that where t.he court bas a doubt about t.he
good faith of counsel w he~ they a k for a continuance of a cause, the
counsel are always bound to satisfy the court that that doubt is not
well founued.
'
Mr. Manager HOAR. If the learned gentleman will permit me, it
does not seem to me to be a question of good faith of t.he counsel. It
is a· question of correctness. The counsel may suppose that certain
testimony woulcl be competent which the court would deem entirely
incompetent if the witness were here. It is not a question of good
faith; it is a question of fact or of law.
Mr. BLACK. No; this is it: Where a witness is absent whom the
party waa desirous to examine and had good reason to believe would
be present, and the counsel suddenly finds himself in a situation
where he cannot proceed any furtl1er iu the can e witbont the presence
of that witness, a 10;imple statement of that fact to the court is always
sufficient to require that the court shall give a reasonable continuance
until the witness can be brought, unless there is some doubt about
the materiality of the witness. If t.be court has any reason to suppo e that if the witness were here he would not be material, then it
ought not to grant the continuance. That is the case here. If anybody doubts the truth of what Mr. Carpenter has said, that we really
cannot get on well without him, then the mere fact that he is a material witness, that be is absent., and it is very desirable we should
have him here before we proceed any fm·ther, is a sufficient reason
why there should be no objection made at ali. When we are called
upon to satisfy the court of the materiality of a witnes it is not a
proper thing for a court or any body else to insist upon a stu.tement of
the specific testimony which the witness would give. It is a very
great hardship upon us to ask it of us at this time, because in t.ruth
and in fact we cannot state it with the sort of precision that ought
to be given. If we are to answer the question, "What precisely do
you want to prove hythatwitnessT" we say, ''Wewantto prove the
truth by him."
Mr. DAVIS. w·e cannot hear a word the counsel says, on this side
of the Cb.amber.
l\lr. BLACK. I was tryin~ to satisfy the honorable managers that
they ought to make no obJection to what we are askiug for now,
namely, a continuance for a (lay, or such length of time as will enabl~
us to get Mr. Evans here. I deny ntterly the rule which they Ja.y
down with so mnch emphasis as hbing the true and only rule applicable to such a case, that is, that when a party is caught with an absent witness whom he had used all diligence to get here, and who
he had good reason to believe would be here, it is either fair or just
or law to pt1sh him forward ot· make him show the specific testimony
which the witness would give if be were here, unless there be some
rea on to doubt the good faith of the application or the materiality
of the witness, supposing him to be here.
.
The mll.nager have produced a book, The Trials of Smith and
Ogden. There the counsel for the accused asked for the continnance
of the cause until they shonld be able t,o get certain witnes es from
Washington, to which it was objecteu that they had not stated what
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The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. The question is on agreeing to this
epecific facts the witnesses would prove if they were present.in court.
order.
Mr. Colden, of counsel for the defense, answered:
The order was a,greed to.
.
That is not the law as we have hitherto understoorl it. If we are obliged to offer
Mr. ED~llrnDS. I rise, if it is in order, to ask a question of the
an affidavit, we conceive it to be sufficient, in the first instance, to declare generally
that the witnesses are material without specif.ving the particular points to which Chair. I ask whether the question to postpone the present procedure
they are to testify, and that without them our clieut cannot safely proceed to trial has been disposed oH
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It has not.
To which the answer of the judge was this:
Mr. ED~i NDS. Then that is the pending question.
You must offer an affidavit, and must show in what respect the witnesses are maThe PRESIDENT pm tempore. There is no question. The re.quest
terial.
on the part of counsel has been made, but no formal motion has been
Now mark the reason upon which that ruling was founded:
entered. The Chair will receive a motion in writing.
M1·. SHERMAN. The order just agreed to may dispense with any
The fa.cts charged in the indictment took place, and are laid, in New York; the
·
witnesses are admitted to have been during that period at Washington. The pre- further action on the question.
sumption is therefore that they cannot be material, and this presumption must be
1fir. CARPENTER. Mr. President, there are some witnesses here
removed by affidavit.
which the respondent may call and examine, paTticularly on the subThat is the rule. If we were asking for a postponement on ac- ject of character, without regard to the witness Evans. We propose
count of a witness who manifestly was a thousand miles oft' at the to go on and put in all the testimony we can, and then take our
time the fact which we wished to examine him upon occurred, that chances afterward.
would raise such a presumption against us that the court would very
NELSo~ H. DAVIs's examination continued.
properly call upon us to .show how that witriess could be a matnial
~y :Mr. CARPENTER:
witnt:!SS. They have cited this book as a precedent, and, so far as I
Question. Colonel Davis, how long have you been in the Army!
have read it, it is a sound precedent. Let them follow it up. What
Answer. Since 1846.
happened immediately after that f The counsel in that case, as they
Q. What position do you hold now f
bore a conscience in their bosom, fotewent the advantage that they
A. The position of Inspector-General.
got by this decision, and they said, "We will not push you forward."
Q. You were in the Army, then, during the entire administration
They just had a little conference, laid their heads together, and said,
"We will not ask you to go on to-day." Now, let the man:tgers go of the War Department by General Belknap!
A. Yes, sir.
and do likewise.
Q. Holding consta.nt official relations with him'
Mr. Manager JENKS. Mr. President, if the learned counsel will
A. Part of the time direct, so to speak. A part of the time I have
be so good as to come and lay their heads with ours and show us
wherein it is necessary that John S. Evans should be here before they been with the department commander, and therefore my communiprove the good character of their client as an officer, it is possible cation with hjrn officially has been indirect.
Q. From all you know of the subject, and from all you know of
and highly probable, if it appears to 118 to conduce to the ends or
purposes of justice, that we shall act just as the counsel did in this General Belknap, I ask you what bas been the general character of
case. But the inquiry here turns upon what is the law. What is the his administration of the War Departmentf
Mr. Mana,ger JENKS. Stop. The objection I make to tha.t is that
law that refers to this in United States courts f I do not agree fully
to the extent that my honorable colleague from Massachu.setts [Mr. a witness must testify tq character instead of to the specific acts of
Manager HOAR] has stated, that the law is always uniform that the this man or ~eneral acts. He must know what has been said by those
applying party mllSt state and swear what the materiality is specifi- who are familiar with his administration in that offi14e, instea<l. of how
cally, because so far as my experience in United States courts goes it bus be done the business.
:Mr. BLACK. It is character in the sense of reputation we are askwould be something like t.bis: The United States judges in any pa.r ticular district are very largely infinencecl by the decisions and laws ing about.
MJ-. Manager JENKS. Jt is character in the sense of reputation
of the State in which they are sitting. What might be accepted in
one district very often is not accepted in another as a ground for con- that yon should confine yourself to.
Mr. Uanager HOAR. We understand also that it should be the
tinuance. Therefore the practice is not uniform, as I understand, but
the rule is uniform that there is never a continuance had unless there opposite of the particular offense charged. If a man is charged with
be sworn evidence to sust:tin it. A party can swear ~hat the witness adultery, his reputation for chastity; if he is charged with perjury,
is material, at lea-st, but as to whether he must swear to the facts his reputq,tion for veracity. We suppose the question should be,
which constitute that materiality there is some disQrepancy in the "vVbat is the reputation of the f:::iecretary for official ii:Jtegrit.y t"
Mr. CARPENTER, (to the witness.) Answer the question.
decisions, I believe, in the clitferent United States courts. In the case
The WITNESS. I ask the qnestion to be read.
cited of the trial of a misdemeanor in the circuit court of the United
The question was read by the reporter.
States in New York it was ruled that they must set forth the very
ground of his materiality. Then what should be the rule in this
Mr. Manager HOAR, (to Mr. Carpenter.) That question we nn<lercourt is really more pertinent than what has been the rule in other stand you modify.
Mr. CARPENTER. No, we do not.
C{)Urts.
The learned counsel who last addressed the Senate states that the
Mr. Manager JENKS. It must not be the personal knowledge of
other side cannot give the Senate the very facts becau.se they do not the witness, but reputation.
know them. Then the learned counsel does not know the very facts
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. "What do other people say of him!" is
which make this witness material. In that case, on what do they the question.
Mr. CARPENTER. That opens up a very large question which I
found their opinion t Their client, I suppose, has told them that
Evans is a material witness. If their client has not told them mate- am certainly in no condition even to state to-day. We sha.ll claim
rial facts which they c:1n state or which they can swear to which wlleu we come to sum up this case that the general management of
would make him material, the counsel cannot conscientiously state it. the War Department by General Belknap is a proper subject of conWe go further than that. It is the right and province of a court sideration ; that if they could establish this particular charge we
to exercise its own judgment as to the materiality or immateriality could ~till prove the general manageme-nt and official conduct of the
of any testimony sought to be introduced. It may be merely cumu- Departmect, a.nd then appeal to the Senate upon the whole record of
lative. HP-re we stand in a particular place in this trial. The trial the a<!. ministration of that office whether this man shall be driven out
has gone through on the part of the prosecution. Tlie defense have into a little corner of his life or whether his whole conduct in the
other witnesses in the c::t.Se. This witness is on the road. Their wit- office is to be considered.
Mr. Manager HOAR. We do not understand that it is competent
nesses in the case chiefly ~.re with reference to character, as I understand. Why may they not at least go on with them f If they do to prove by a subordinate officer in the Army, as an expert, the gennot, at least let them state to the Senate why this witness must be eral character of the administration of a great officer of state. There
called before they can go on with the other testimony. We disar- is no such thing as an expert in such an administration. We object
ranged our cause for the sake of expediting the triaL The Senate is to the que~tion unless it is limited to the reputation of the Secretary
not such a body that if you do not put in the testimony in a specific for official integrity.
orrler it will not accept it.
1\fr. BLACK. For integrity.
I submit, therefore, that it is sufficient to decide the case at present,
Mr. Manager HOAR. Well, you may leave out the word "official"
without establishing precedents for the future, that they have shown if you prefer. We will not object.
no ground for this continuance except the mere ipse dixit of counsel
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the counsel modify the questhat they desire a continuance for the sake of order without stating tion t
why. We insist that this trial shall proceed. ·
Mr. CARPENTER. N-o, sir.
Mr. CONKLING; Mr. President, I ofter the order which I send to
Mr. Manager HOAR. Then we object to it.
The PRE!:-JIDEr T pro tempore. Objection is made. The question•
the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Secretary will report the pro- will be read by the reporter.
·
posed order.
The question was read, as follows:
The Secretary read a8 follows :
Q. From all you know of t-he sub,iect and from all you know of General Belknap,
Ordered, That· the Senate will receive any evidence otherwise competent, which
the cou nsel for the respondent 1\"suro the Senate will be connected with the case
hy the t estimony of the witness Evans, now absent, but whom the respont.lent dnly
a.skcu to hn.vtl summoned and who is expected to appear.

Mr. EDMUNDS.

That is all right.

I ask you what has been the general character of his administration of the War
Department ~

The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The question is, Sh..'\11 _this interrogatory be admitted!
The question was decided in the affirmative.
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Q. (By Mr. CABPENTER.) Answer the question.
A. So far as my knowledge goes of the manner in which the administration ofthe WarDepartmenthasbeen conducted bythelateSecretary of War, General Be.l knap, it has been correct and upri~ht; and
so far as I know with regard to his character in that capamty it has
been one of integrity and honesty. I know of nothing to the contrary.
No cross-examination.
Mr. CARPENTER. We will next call General Hancock.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair is informed that General Hancock is too sick to leave his hotel.
H. T. CROSBY, recalled and examined.
By Mr. BLAIR:
Q. Mr. Crosby have you the post-traders' book f
A. Yes, sir; I have one of them.
Q. What is the history of that book f
A. The history of that book follows the legislation on that subject
made in 1870. As soon as the law of 1870 came to be put into execution, giving to the Secretary of War the appointment of post-traders,
a great many applications for that office came into the War Department from all sources, and it became necessary, as is usual in the War
Department, to put them upon the record. They were so put upon
the record in the Adjutant-General's Office; and I also kept a list, or
several lists, of the applications and the recommendations. Prior,
however, to my keeping any book or any proceeding being taken, the
Secretary of War called for a report from every division and department commander as to who were at that time acting as post-traders
by the appointment of any individual except the Secretary of War.
Tl.tose lists were furnished from every department; I had them in
my office on my desk; and I then commenced to keep lists of new
appointments made under the act of 1870 by the Secretary.
Q. Have you got that book with you f ·
A. Yes, sir. [Producing a book.]
·
1\Ir. Manager McMAHON. Let me see the book before it is offered.
[Examining book.] Proceed with the examination.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) Turn to" Evans, Fert Sill," there, and say
upon whose recommendation Evans was appointed.
Mr. Manager uAPHAM. :Mr. President, we have all the papers
upon which that appointment wa8 made already in proof. Surely a
record in the office of those papers can be of no avail or force.
Mr. BLAIR. This is merely introductory.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. We have the original papers. They have
been introduced in evidence and pri,nted.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think it will not disagree with what
we have presented.
Mr. BLAIR. Certainly not.
The PRESIDENT pro temp&re. If there is no objection the witness
will answer the question.
The Wrn."EBs. [Examining book.] Heappear8 to have been recommended by all the officers of the post at Fort Sill.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) That is the way it is entered,
is it'
A. Yes; the papers themselves, of course, are on the public records.
This is a mere memoranuum entry.
Q. That is your mere conclusion from other papers that are on
record Y
A. That is what I took from the papers.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) Havo you the papers there showing that John
C. Dent watt a trader at that post f
A. This book does not show that Dent was a trader at that post at
the time.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. That has been proved undoubtedly. He
was thue at the time.
Mr. BLAIR. I put the question merely as introductory. Of course
there can be no objection to the question from the fact that you have
already proved it.
·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Get to the substance of what you really
want to prove.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) Was he removed from that post and appointed
to another post t
A. Yes, sir; his appointment was necessarily revoked by his appointment to another post by the order which the Secretary of War
had issued in general.
·
Q. To what post was he appointed Y
A. The post of Fort Union.
Q. Have you got his appointment there f
A. I think not..
A. Is it entered on the book f
A. It is entered on the book.
Q. How many post-traderships are there t
A. I think about a hundred.
• Q. How many of them have more than one tra-der T
A. I think not more than two.
Q. Do you remember the time when General McDowell was at the
office previous to the making of the order of the 25th of March, 1872f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you got the original of that orderf
A. I have not. The original of that order waa left with Mr. Murphy, the reporter.

Q. Were you present at the conversation between McDowell and·
the Secretary of War in regard to that order f
A. I was not present at one of the conversations, which took place
in the inner room, the room next to the Secretary's corner roomL After General McDowell came out of that room there was some conversation respecting that circular or order.
Q. Do you recollect the points of that conversation, and can you
repeat them so as tO let the Senate understand the spirit of the parties in making that order f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. What do we want with the spirit of the
conversation f Give us the fact, and we can draw the spirit from the
results accomplished by it.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) You understand what I want. State the circumstances.
A. General McDowell brought in his hand, to the best of my recollection, adraughtofthatorderwritten in his own handwriting. Conversation took place between him and the Seqretary of War as to
every material point in that circular. It was read over together. I
heard the reading and the conversation. At this late day I cannot
recollect the precise language used in tha.t conversation by either
party; but I do know that some of the point8 which were dwelt upon
were the irresponsibility of soldiers to the trader for any goods purchased on credit, and the position in which the soldier would st.and
without some law or rule put upon the traders in regard to their
prices. The subject of trading in appointments wa-s also dwelt upon
in consequence of the article which appeared in the New York Tribbune; anu one of those paragraphs was at that time framed for the
very purpose of correcting such abuses as appeared in that article in
the Tribune. That is the best of my recollection about it. I copied
from General McDowell's manuscript what is called now the original
order, which is in tbe hands of Mr. Murphy.
Q. Did the Secretary express a desire to have all the evils complained of in that article remedied Y
A. Yes, sir; I so understood him.
.Mr. Manager LAPHAM. One moment. To that form of question
we object.
Mr. BLACK. State your objection to the form.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. It does not ask for anything that was
said.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. It is leading. That is the objection of
the managers.
After consultation by the managers the objection was withdrawn.
The question was read by the reporter, as follows:
Q. Did the Secretary express a desire to have all the evils complained of in that
article remedietl ~

A. The paragraphs, to my understanding, were framed for the very
purpose of meeting every material point in that newspaper article.
Q. (B.v Mr. Manager McMAHON.) That was the object of that 25th
of March, 1872, order f
A. That was my understanding.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) Did General McDowell have that article ~here
at the time with him t
A. I do not know whether General McDowell had it. It certainly
was there with the Secretary of War.
Q. Did you hear it discussed between them T
A. I did.
.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. The article in the Tribune you meanT
Mr. BLAIR. Of course, the article in the Tribune. (To the witness.) How was it discussed betwe-en these officers!
A. I heard them discuss that art.icle.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) Did they discuss the langnage that was used
in the order to meet the points of the article Y
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was the discussion long continued f
A. Not very long. The order was already framed, and the conversation took place, as I understand and remember it, for the purpose
of meeting by words, if words could express it, the points of that article, to stop such abuses as were alleged to exist there.
Q. Are these the books that are called the semi-official index-books f
(Referring to the books prouuced by the witness.)
A. Yes, sir; these are those books.
Q. Were they kept by you!
A. They wet·e kept by me.
Q. Was tbisl\Iarsh letter that we have heard about here entered
on these books T
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How was that book-take one of them-prepared T
A. When I was placecl on duty in tbe office of the Secretary of
War, that is to say in General Belknap's room, I had handed to me
by him many letters, both official and those that were personal, which
!found it nece sary to keep the run of in my memory. For that purpose I got this book. I was not directed to get it by General Dulknap. I did it because it is the usual form of keeping public records
in the Department of War. In it I entered everything that [thought
it material to remember, so that I should be relieved from the tax
upon my memory and have it here where I coulu always refer to i~
aud see what hau been done with such a communication.
Q. Now I want the Senate to understand what is the character or
these books. Are they secret books f Were they regarded in any
sense by the Secretary as secret books f
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Mr. Manager LAPHAM. That we certainly object to-how they
were regarded by the Secretary.
Mr. BLAIR. Well, I will make it different. (To the witness.)
Were they regarded in the Department as s~:~cret books!
A. No, sir; I think not.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. By" secret" you mean" private," I suppose f
l\1r.• BLA1iR. Yes; books to be withheld for any reason from official examination.
The WIT:~TESS. There waa no such character as that about them.
They lay on my desk subject to e\erybody's inspection who came in.
Q. (By Mr. BLAIR.) What sort of papers were put upon them f
Give some general idea to the Senate of the character of the papers
that were eutered upon those books.
A. I do not know that I could do that better than by reading one
or two of them to show their character.
Mr. BLAIR. Well.
The WITNESS. Take the top of this page-Q. Is that the page on which the Marsh letter appears to be entered f
A. No, sir; that is in the other book.
Q. Suppose you take that book and look that up and just read what
is entered on that page where the Marsh letter is.
A. [After examining a book.]
E. A. Pierce, Sun Rise, Indiana.
Letter roo~ived on 6th of October dated October 3, 1870.
R ecommemled by the Vice-President and Senator Pratt for the post-tradership at
Camp Supply.

The next entry is:
Charles Hubbell, Keokuk.
Requests letter of introduction to ~neral Schofield and to the officers comm:mding at 8an Diego.
G. L. LHly, Washington.
lnquires what proof or evidence will be required to establish a. claim under the
ioint resolution of July 11, 1870.
G. S. Wilson, Dubuqne.
Recommenat~ J. H. McKnight for a post-trader.
Allen Dodge,
Georgetown.as agent of the Government for the sale of arms.
Requtlsta
an appointment

That shows the chara.cter.
Q. Is not the Marsh entry on the same page t
A. Yes, sir.
C. P. Marsh.
Letter 1eceived October 10, 18,0, dated October 8, 1870.
C. P. Marsh, New York.
Requests that the appointment of post-trader at Fort Sill be made out in the
name of Johns. Eva.ns.

Cross-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. How long have you been chief clerk in the War Department!
A. Since July, 1872.
·
Q. What position prior to that time did you occupy in the War
Department f
A. I waa the Secretary's clerk.
Q. How long previous to 1872 f
A. Since November 1,1869.
Q. During the time you were clerk to the Secretary you were tolerably familiar with his business!
A. I cannot answer that so broadly. I knew something about it.
Q. These indexed books that you have shown us relate all to the
public busine-ss, do they nott
A. I think not.
Q. Have yon any particular letter there now that you can pick out
that does not refer in some way to the public business t
A. [After examining.] Here is one. "William Read, chairman,
Philadelphia. Invitation to reception of Saint John's Commandery ."
Q. Addressed to him as Secretary of War, was it not!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Give me some other instance.
A. I shoulcl not say "as Secretary of War." That I cannot state.
Of course it was addressed to General Belknap. What the address
is I do not remember now.
Q. Give me some other instance of a letter purely privatef
A. "Chairman of the Father Matthew convention~ Henry V. Mulhall. An invitation to the Secretary to be present or to write a
friendly letter for publicat.ion."
Q. That is to him as Secretary of War, is it not 'i
A. I do not know.
Q. H~ did not belong to the Father Ai..'ttthew Society, did he!
A.. I do not know.
Q. Give me another instance. Take one that is a busine8s matter,
outside of invitations to him as Secretary of War.
A. The next one is:
H. J. Ramsdell, WashiBgton correspondent Tribune.
Wants

copies of public "documents for use of the London correspondent of the

Tribune.

Q. Is that about Mr. Belknap's private business t

A. I do not know that it is.
Q. I do not want anything except some imtance about his private
correspondence that is indexed in that book. Is it not either something official or semi-official that is en,tered there t
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A. Here is "Professor Cameron, of Princeton," who "wants letters
of introduction to people abroad."
.
. .
Q. That is addressed to him as Secretary of War offi01ally, 1s 1t not f
A. I do not know.
Q. I will pass from that, if you cannot give me any other instance.
Why did you give these books np and send them to the Secretary of
War when the great majority of letters that are referred to there
concern the public business!
A. A great manv of these letters will be found upon the public files.
When they were of an official character thev were sent to the public
files as well as entered here. Of course, those letters are still on the
public files.
Q. Mr. Marsh's letter, however, requesting the appointment to be
ma.de to Mr. Evans was not on the public files t
A. No, sir.
Q. You have been speaking about opening a book of post-traders
after the new law wa.s passed in July, lA'iO. That is the book that
yon opened, is itt [Exhibiting one of the books produced by the witness.]
A. Yes, sir; it is.
Q. Your first column is headed "Garrison!"
A. Yes, sir.
Q. The next is headed "Post f"
A. I bt!liev~ so.
Q. In that column is entered the name of the particular post!
A y
·
• es, BIT.
Q. And the third column is entered under the bead of "former
trader." That means the man wbowas in when the law was passed t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. The next is" present trader." What does that mean; the per·
son who was appointed by the Secretary under the new law f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Then the next column, "appointed," gives the date of his appointment; the next the date of his acceptance, und~r "accepted;"
and then the next column is "by whom recommended;" and the
next," remarks t"
A. Yes, sir,
,
Q · Now 1oo k a t your b ook an d st a te h ow many d'fti
1
eren t app1i can t s
there were for this position at Fort Sill and by whom they were reoommended. Give us the names, one after the other, of all the difierent applicants for the position.
.
A. I ca.n give you such names as are on the book.
Q. That will do.
A. But the date of the application I cannot give yon.
Q Th t 'll ,, f th
t
·
a Wl uo or e preseu · ·
A. John J. Fisher, recommended by officers.
E. H. Durfee by Senators Rice, McDonald, and L. H. Rouse.
C. P. Marsh by Senator SHERMAN and Hoo. Job Stevenson.
' w. 0. Latimer by Hon. Alexander McDonald, Hon. Thomas Boles,
Hon. John Coburn, and J. C. Abbott.
General W. W. McCall by Hon. SIMON CAMERON.
Henry Warren by J. W. FLANAGA...~, 0. P. Snyder, and Hon. W.
Wil!L.'trus.
Those are all the entries that a.re in my handwriting.
Q. There are some others, are there not f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Give us all from that record.
A. Levi Wilson: recommended by General Hancock, General Pope,
General Sheridan, and General Van Vliet.
William .Matthewson, by L. L. CROUNSE.
W. C. Hershberger, by Colonel Lewis N.ve and Senator SHERII1AN.
These latter ones are entered subsequently to the commencement o.f
this trial.
Q. I do not care about those.
Mr. Manager LAPHAl\L Since tbjs trial commenced f
A. The last one I read, by Senator SHEID1AN, was referred to the
po t council of administmtion.
Q. (Dy Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Where is the letter that yon refer
to there in your hand writing as sent by Senator SHERMAN recommending Mr. Caleb Marsh! You had charge of thel:le papers; where is
that letter'
A. That Jetter went on the public files and is there still.
Q. Have you it there now T
A. It has been produced before your committee.
Q. The letter of Senator SHERMAN J
A. No; uo letter of Senator SHK&'\iAN.
Q. That is what I want to know about. Why did you enter there
"Recommended by Senator SHERMAN" when you have no letterfrom
Senator SHER.'l.AN!
A. There may be a recommendation verbally as well as by letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. This is not index of correspondence merely.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We shall find out about that.
The WITNESS. I do not understand why this entry was made of
any recommendation from Senator SHERMAN when none appears. I
do not recollect whether he ever recomruentled him or not, of my own
knowledge.
Q. You have no recollection at all of any letter fr.om Senator SHERMAN f

A. Nonewha.t.ever.
Q. Have you any recollection of any communication from the Sec-
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retary of War to enter Senator SHERMAN as a. person recommending
Marsh t
A. No, sir; I do not recollect any such thing.
Q. How did that get on your book, then t
A. I cannot understand it myself.
Q. How did Job Stevenson's letter get on that book when it was
dated the 2d of November, a month after ~Ir. Evans was appointed!
A.. I think I have explained heretofore that before I opened this
book I kept lists upon which I entered recommendations. In di·aughting off from those lists I may have a.dded any other name that came
in in the mean time.
Q. By the recommendations that were put on file you mean the
recommendations upon which the appointment was made, do you not f
A. Any recommendation that came. I do not know whether it was
the recommendation on which the appointment was made or not.
Q. We will pass from that. You know of no letter or no verbal
recommendation by Senator SHERMAN t
A. I hav~ no recollection of any.
Q. This book was opened immediately after the law was passed
wasitnotf
A. I think this book was not opened prob~t.bly for two or three
months after.
Q. You remember when the law was pending in Congress, do you
notY
A. Not distinctly.
Q. Do you not remember that there were conversations between the
Secretary of War and members of Congress in regard to this particular change of the law f
A. I recollect something about it; but it is very indistinct.
Q. Do you not remember that the Secretary of War was anxious
to have the law changed so that he should have the appointment of
post-traders f
Mr. CARPENTER. That is a little too general. Ask him what the
Secretary of War said f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have a right on cross-examination to
put a direct question.
!\ir. CARPENTER. You have no right to ask '~ether the Secretary was not anxious for a thing.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Since when under t.he law have I not
the right to put a direct question T
lli. CARPENTER. Since never.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is well answered. I repeat the
question, ltlr. President.
Mr. CARPENTER. The objection is simply that they cannot ask
him whether the Secretary of War was anxious for something. Ask
him anything the Secretary of War said or did.
~Ir. Manager McMAHON. I will put the question in this way.
('fo the witness.) Did he not take an interest in the passage of the
law changing the appointment of post-traders as it did!
A. I suppose he did.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Do you not know tb..'lit he did f
A. I have not much recollection about it.
Q. Have you not testified that he did f
A. I do not recollect.
Q. Did you not testify before the board of managers that he did f
A. I do not recollect.
Q. Were you not swom beforo the board of managers in their room
in this building!
A. I was.
Q. Was not that question put to you T
A. I have no recollection of it. I may have said something in general ~rms; I do not recollect.
Q. What do you say now; did he not take an interest in having
the law changed so as to vest the appointment of post-traders in
hiiilielff
A. To the best of my recollection he did ta,ke some interest.
Q. As soon as the law was passed, where did the ~ecretary of War
go'
A. That I do not know.
Q. Do you not remember his taking a trip to Iowa f
A. I recollect his taking several trips t.o Iowa.
Q. At that particul..'lr time do you not remember t1at he was gone
to Iowa for some t-i me f
A. No, sir ; I have no recollection about it that is of any consequence; indeed I have no recollection at all of his going about that
time.
Q. Look at your post-trader book, and give ns the date of the :f:inlt
appointment of any post-h·ader under the new law.
A. That would Le pretty difficult to find.
Q. It will not be if you ruu through the dates. Givens the earlie~;;t. See if you find any earlier than the 1st of October, 1870. [The
book was handed to the witness and examined by him.] State aft.er
au examin:1tion of this book what is the <late of the earliest appointmeut uy the Secretary of War of any post-trader under the new law.
A. I do not know of my own knowledge.
Q. I ask you to state it from the book.
A. That shows either October 5 or 6. There are several of October 6.
Q. You hold in your hand what is a book, as I understand, that is
kept as a sort of official l'Bcord by you. in regard to post-traders f

A. Yes, sir.
Q. By whom recommended and who was appointed, the date of his
appointment, the date of his acceptance, and everything connected
with it, and you have a final column there for "remarks," have you
not7"
A. Yes, sir.
Q. State whether that book shows anything of the letter which we
have pronuced here in which Caleb P. Marsh reque ts tile app.ointment at Fort Sill to be m:ule out in the name of JohnS. Eva.ns.
A. No, sir, this book would not be likely to show that.
Mr. :Manager LAPHAM. That we did not ask.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) It does not show it, does itt
A. It doe not.
·
Q. The letter that I speak of now is the letter that you gave up to
the Secretary of War the day before or the day of his resigoa.tion!
A. I do not think I gave it up to him. I think I gave it up to him
with the packa.ge.
Q. (By ltlr. Manager LAPHAM.) Do you mea.n that you did not give
it singlyt
A. Yes, I do not think I did; I think I put it in the package.
Q. (By rtlr. Manager McMAHoN.) You picked it ont smglyf
A. I picked it out singly and looked at it.
Q. When you go back to the War Department we want you to examine the official records there of the issuing of orders and the sending of letters from the 17th day of July, 1870, to the 1st day of September, 1870, and then tell us when you come back whether Secretary
Belh.""Dap was in W rr.sbington City during that time, and, if so, bow
long, ann, if not here, where be was. These two indexes and the one
that indicates the letter of Marsh of October 8 are the books that
you surrendered to-the Secretary of War with certain le~ters 7
A. Yes, sir.
Q. On the day or about the day of his resignation f
A. Somewhere thereabouts. I do not recollect the precise date.
Q. Abo11t how many letters; how large a package f
·
A. I think t.h ere was a package about the size of the book. [Exhibiting one of the memorandum books produced by the witness.]
Q. (By Mr. .Manager LAPHAM.) About how many in number should
you judgef
Mr. CARPENTER. Are they not all indexed there f
A. They are not all here A great many of them a.re on the public
files.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Our question is a.s to the number delivered
to the Secretru·y.
A. I caitDot tell the number delivered to ' the Secretary, because all
were not delivered that are marked on this index.
Q. (By Mr. Manager LAPHAM.) But state something about it.
A. I have no way of getting at the number.
, Q. (By Mr. M.:tnager Mcl\IAHO:N.) · There were as many as two hundred, probably, were there not 7
A. There may have been all the way from fifty to three hundred;
I do not know.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That will do. The witness is not discharged. We want him to retnm after having made this search.
Re-examined by Mr. BLAIR :
Q. When was Evans appointed, according to that book T
A. [After examining.] October 10, 1 70.
Q. Look and see if the appointments at Forts Dodge, Hays, Reyn-

olds, Sill, Sanders, Bridger, Buford, Ransom, Totten, Randall, Davis:
Halleck, and n. number of otlters were not marle before his.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do not make any point as to the
order of time.
·
Mr. CARPENTER. We do.
Mr. 11a.nager Mc.llAHON. We make no objection, then. I simply
thought you were offering it as in answer to our cross-examinatiorr.
Go ahead.
1Ir. BLAIR. I thought you intended to show that there was great
h:uste about the appointment of Evans.
ltlr. M:tnager Mc1\1AHON. Not at all. We had another object. We
wanted to get the date of the first appointment. There is no objection to the question being answered.
The WITNESS. The first appointment was at Fort Dodge, made
October 6, lo70.
Mr. BLAIR. You need not examine it now. You can take that list
with you, and when you come back give DB the dates.
Mr. Manager ¥c.J'1AHON, (to the witnes .) We understand that
you are to examine each particular day between the dates I have
given you and find out what days the Secretary signed the letters
and orders in the War Department.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Do you not recollect that the Secretary of War was in Iowa in
September of that year
Were yon not there with him at Des .Moines
at a military gathering there '1
A. Yes, sir; now that you speak of the military gathering I remember that I was there.
Q. W us General Belknap there T
A. General Belknap was there.
Q. And came from there back to New York 9
A. I t.hiuk he did. I do not recollect that.
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Mr. CARPENTER. The testimony of Mr. Marsh takes it up and
shows that he remained there some days and then returned to Washington.
M.r. Mana.g er :McM.d..HON. Yes.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) About how long was he in Iowa T
A. To' the best of my recollection, about ten days or two weeks.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN :
Q. Do you remember the date of that gathering in Iowa T
A. I do not.
·
Q. Was it about the 1st of SeptemberT
A. I think it was.
Q. What makes you think it was about the 1st of September T
A. Well, I do not know whll.t makes me think so. That is my impression. It was just at the end of the summer or beginning of the
fall.
Q. Did you go with him T
A. I think I did.
Q. You went from here to New York first, did you not T
A. I do not recollect that.
Q. Yon went from New York then West to Iowa, did you not!
A. I do not recollect.
Q. Did you not return by way of New York T
A. I do not think I did. I may have done it.
Q. Did you return with General Belknap f
A. That I do not recollect.
Q. Do you remember now th!1t Mr. Evans was here trying to work
up his application for this post-tradership just after the law passed Y
A. I do not recollect much about that, because I very seldom spoke
to Mr. Marsh.
Q. I am not speaking of Marsh; I am speaking of Evans.
.A. I know Mr. Evans was here.
Q. How soon after the la.w was passed was it that he was here f
A. That I do not recollect.
Q. Was it not a short while T
A. I do not know. t do not recollect that distinctly.
Q. Do you not remember now that be field a. recomm~ndation that
was dated on the 23d of June, 18i0, nearly a month prior to the passage of the law Y
.A. I do not know anything about th:tt.
Q. Do you not remember seeing Mr. E\T:tns out in Iowa T
A. No, sir; I do not recollect that. I have heard that said, but I
do not recollect it.
Q. Do you not remember that Mr. Evans was out there and made an
application to the Secretary of War for this place, and that he told
him to wait until be got to Washington; t.hat he would not consider
these matt~rs until be got back to Washington CityT
A. I have no recollection of ever hearing him say that or seeing
him there.
Mr. BLAIR. We ask the Secretary to read an extract from the roport of the Secretary of War.
Mr. .Manager McMAHON. We have no objection to that going in
in view of the fact that it was after the election of the incoming
Con•rre s.
·
M~. CARPENTER. If you ha.ve no objection it is not worth while
to sum np on it at present.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I simp1y state the fuct.
Mr. BLA.IR. This is an extract from the report of the Secretary of
War for the year ending June 30, 1875, the annual report.
Mr. M:tnager McMAHON. It is really December, 1875.
.
The Chief Clerk read from the report of the Secretary of War,
dated November 22, 1875, as follows:
By the ad of July 15, 1870, the Secretary of War was authorized "to permit. one
or more trauing e ta.blishments to be maintained at any military post ou the frontier, nut in t-ile vicinity of any city or town, when he belienl8 such an establish·
mentis needed for the accom100dation of emi,.OTants, freighters, or other citizens.
The pernons to maintain such e. tablishruents shall be appointed by him, and shall
be under protecfion and control as camp-followers." This changes the previous
custom, under which the department commamler had charge of the appointment
of sutlers for military posts. I suguest iliat a la.'v be pas ed giving the appointment of sutlers, as hereb>fore, to department commanders, including in its provisions authority, as it now exists, to the council of administration at each post to
ro~ulate the prices of the goods to be sold by the traders, and also authority to the
proper military commander to limit the amount to which a. soldier shall be trusted
by the sutler, that amount to be collected from his monthly pay. A provision of this
klnu woulfl, I think, be wise, as it worlid prevent that excess of expenditure which
now occurs where there is no supervision ex~rcised.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. Gentlemen, have you any other message
or recommendation prior to that, between 1870 and 1875 f We have no
objection to that going in as well.
Mr. CARPENTER. We desire to return our thanks for the gushing generosity of the managers, which we have not noticed until very
I'ecently, or else we should have acknowledged it before.
Mr. i\.ianager Mc.\1AHON. It was to the poverty of the gentlemen
that I made the appeal. I knew they had none to offer.
Mr. CARPENTER. Tbat detracts very much from the generosity
I gave the mana,ger credit for.
NAPOLEO~

B. McLAUGHLIN sworn and examined.
By Mr. BLAIR:
Question. State your position and occupation.
Answer. I am a major in the United States Army, Tenth Cavalry.
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Q. Where stationed T
A. At Fort Sill.
Q. How long have you been stationed at Fort Sill T
A. Nearly two years.
Q. Are you a member of the council of administration at that posH
A. A council of administration is appointed every month or two. I
was a member of the council of administration two months ago at
Fort Sill.
Q. Was Mr. J. S. Evans recommended by you as a member of tha.t
council for the post-tradership T
A. He was.
Q. Did the whole council join in his recommendation f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. When is this that you are referring to;
what date'f
Mr. BLAIR. When be was a member of the council.
Mr . .Manager McMAHON. That is since March 2, 1876, is it not.
Mr. BLAIR. Yes.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That ha~ been ruled out by the Senate,
Mr. President; the recommendations of this party-Mr. CARPENTER. The record was ruled out. We now want to
establish the fact by the witne s.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Perhaps I ought properlY. to ask first
what you expect to prove.
Mr. CARPENTER. To prove that Mr. Evans was :t first-rate trader
and good business man.
Mr. Mana~r McMAHON. I expect we sha.U agree to that.
Mr. CARP .~!iNTER. That is the end of it, the;n.
Mr. BLA{R. That is a.ll we wanted to prove by Major McLaughlin.
Mr. CARPENTER Let us have this agreement understood. I understand tbat the managers consent that Mr. Evans was a tirst-~1ass
trader and a good business m!ill, recommended unanimously by the
board f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We admit that the appointment itself
was a goou appointment; but it was unfortunate tha.t he had to get
it in the way be did. That is onr admission.
Mr. CARPENTER. I guess we ba.d better go on with the witness.
Your generosity is fading out again.
Mr. Mm1ager McMAHON. I concede all you ask.
Mr. Manager HOAR. We concede that he was a good post-trader
and a good business man.
Mr:Manager MCJ1AHON. We do in good faith.
Mr. CARPENTER. And wa.s nnanimomdy recommended by the
council of adminit)tration and all the officers at the post about the
8th day of March, 1 76 'f
Mr. Manager McMAHO~. YE's, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is admitted, is itT
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. Ye , that is agreed. Not only was he
so then, but was back in 1870 as well.
Mr. BLAIR. Then we need ask no more questions of this witness.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We shall put none.
CHRISTOPHER C. AuGUR sworn and examined.
By Mr. BLAIR: •
Question. What is your rn.nk ::md present command f
Answer. My rank is that of brigadier-general in the Army, and I
at present command the Department of the Gulf.
Q. How long h:tve you held that command T
A. I have held that comnmnd since some time in March of last
year.
Q. Where did you command previously T
A. I commanded previously to that the Department of Texas.
Q. How long did you command in Texas Y
A. I commanded in Texas from ear yin January, 1872.
Q. Did these tleveral commands that you have held bring you into
relations, corre pondence, and official communication with the Secretary of Wart
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did yrm become well acquainted with him T
A. Very well.
.
Q. Will you be good enough to state, from your own knowledge
and from hili reputation among comm:mding officers in the service,
what his character itl as an efficient and honetlt administrator of his
Department t
A. So f:lr a:.s I know and so far as I ha.d relations with him in reference to my own department-! speak pa.rticularly of that-and so
far as I know in other respects, his administration was regarded as
a just, able, and efficient one. He was ze:tlous for the interests of the
service, so far a my own departments were concerned. I know that
from his manner and from my intercourse with him.
Q. Was his character upright in dealing with all business T .
A. So far as I ever heard.
Cross-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON :
Q. Where did Mr. Belknap reside before he WaB appointed Secretary of Wart
A. I do not know of my own knowledge. I understood th:tt he wa-s
a resident of Keokuk, Iowa.
Q. Were you aware of the fact that ·be wa,s collector of internal
revenue for some years in Keokuk, Iowa l
A. Not of my own knowlellge.
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~Ir. CARPENTER. Will the managers .state what the object of that
kind of examination is 7
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I want to inquire upon cross-examination the extent of tbe witness's knowledge, and to open a matter that
we may go into before we get through. The gentleman would J?Ot
take our admis ion, and now we want to inquire what the reputation
of General Belknap may have been at Keokuk, Iowa, in public matters in connection with internal revenue.
~Ir. CARPENTER. We shall be glad to have you do it.
lli. ManaO'er McMAHON. The gentlemen may laugh; but if they
press the inquiry we have the right to cross-examine.
Mr. CARPENTER. You can sail right in.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) State whether you had any acquaintance with or knowledge of what people said about him. in the
town in which he lived as to his reputation for honesty and faiT dealing in public office.
A. I know nothing of it.
Q. About how mue.h association have you had with people who are
intimately acquainted with General Belknap f
A. None, except with officers of the Army.
Q. How near did you ever live to General Belknap !
A. I do not know. I have been on the frontier at Omaha since 1867
and in Texas. I do not know where the Secretary resided during that
time.
Q. And you have no knowledge of what his neighbors and those
who associated with him say about him at hoJDe in Keokuk f
A. No, sil·; I only know him through his connection with the Army.

RALPH P. LOWE sworn and examined.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Question. Where do you reside'
Answer. In Washington City.
Q. How long have you resided here!
A: Two years last May.
Q. Where did yon previously reside!
A. I formerly resided at Keokuk, Iowa.
Q. What official positions have you held in the State of Iowa f
A. I wa-s prosecuting attorney for the State of Iowa and for the
},ederal Government a part of the time; I have been on the district
bench; I have filled the office of governor and member of the supreme
bench of Iowa.
Q. How long had yon lived in Keolmk before coming here f
A. Twenty-five years.
Q. How long have you known and how intimately have yon known
General Belknap f
·
·
A. About a quarter of a century.
Q. How intimately f
A.. I should think as intimately and .as closely aa any other person
outside of his own family.
Q. Do you know his reputation and character in the city of Keokuk
in regard to private and public life f
A. I think I do. He was a close neighbor of mine. He lived next
door to me with his family up to the time he came here as Secretary
of War.
Q. What was that character!
A. I think it was very good. During the twenty-five years I have
known the General I had no reason to distrust-Mr. Manager McMAHON. Never mind that. It is only his general
reputation among his neighbors that is competent.
Q. (By .Mr. CARPENTER.) A.s the managers are getting a little
anxious on one point, I will ask you if yon know anything about his
reputation as internal-revenue collector f
A.. I know something of it, his general reputation.
Q. Was that good f
A. The collections of the internal revenue in that district were very
large, unnsualJy large during the time he was collector. I think the
collections were very close indeed.
Mr. Manager Mc~MAHON. Tha£ is not the question. The question
is his reputation. I object, of course. The proper question is what
his neighbors said on the point.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Very well; what was his reputation in
that respect f
A.. I think it was very good indeed.

Q. Yon can state now all yon know about certain charges, if any,
being preferred against the collector of intornalrevenue, if there were
·
any, iu regard to the management of matters in that district.
A. I never heard of any.
Q. Was there not an effort made for his removal f
A. I never heard of it.
Q. Are you not aware that Mr. McCRARYwhenelectedmadeformal
application to have him removAd f
A. I am not. I never heard of it before.
Q. You did not know that f
A.. No, sir.
Q. I understood you to say that you left there two years ago.
A. A little over two years ago.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the Sergeant-at-Arms go over to the House
and ref) nest .Mr. McCRARY to come here as a witness f
Mr. Manager HOAR. I think lli. .McCRARY ha.s gone home for the
session.
The WITI\'ESS. Mr. McCRARY ba-s returned home. He is not here.
Mr . .Manager McMAHON. I was not aware of the fact myself when
I put the question, or I should not have put it in that shape.
1\lr. CARPENTER. We ask the court now for a subpama to be
issued at once and be delivered to the Sergeant-at-Arms at once for
Ron. Mr. McCRARY, a mt1mber of the Honse from Iowa.
Mr. Manager Mci\IA.HON. The gentleman bad better put it in a
different shape. 1\lr. McCRARY being a member of the Hone, and
the House being in session, whether a snbpmna could reach him is a
question that the gentleman had better consider.
Mr. CARPENTER. He cannot protect him. elf against a subpmna
of the court by leaving his duties in the House.
1\Ir.l\fanager McMAHON. If the House has given him leave, it is
a matter between him and the Honse.
Mr. CARPENTER. If he is absent on leave he is a private citizen

zn·o t-anto.

Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have no fnrt.her suggestion to make.
- Mr. CARPENTER. Much obliged to you for what yon have made.
Mr. Managir .McMAHON. I will proceed with the cross-examination of .Mr. Lowe. (To the witness.) Have you never heard the
transactions of the defendant impeached by people that were his
neighbors out iA Keokuk, Iowa f
A. I never heard of but one circumstance, and that grew out of his
real-estate operations. AU the real-estate operators there went over
the boa,rd in the crisis of 18S7, and General Belknap, like all the others, was unable to meet all t.he liabilities that he had incurred during
the few years prior to that crisis.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not care about those matters.
1\lr. CARPENTER. Had you not better go on aud press itT
Q. (By Mr. Manager .McMAHON.) What I want to get at is whether
yon ever heard any person speak of his transactions; I do not want
the transactions themselves.
A. I heard of a rumor of a particula,r transaction which wa-s settled
to the entire satisfaction of all the- parties as I under tood.
Q. It required settlement, did it!
A. I do not know; it was settled. I saw 1\lr. Lomax's communication to the Tribune-he wa.s the party concerned-in which he stated
that the transaction had been settled to his entire satisfaction, and
I think of the public there generally.
.
Q. While that thing was unsettled was there talk about it f
A. There was some talk about it.
Q. Of what character!
A. '()f the character that he did not meet his liabilities; that he
had incurred a certain liability which he waa unable to meet; but as
soon as he got able, as soon as he came out of the Army, he had
some money and settled it to the satisfaction of all pru.1:i.es. The
transa{)tion came out, I think, while he was in the Army. _ He did
not meet the liability at the time perhaps he should have done, but
very soon a,fter he came out it was arranged to the satisfaction of
ev·erybody.
Q. What did yon hear, if anything, in regard to his trn.n&.'tr.tions as
collector of intarnal revenue, not ouly at the time that he was collector, but a,t any time then or subsequently f
A. All that I heard was very good; all in his favor.
Q. That is, there was a...great deal of revenue Y
A.. I heard that he was praised here at Washington for his promptness and fidelity aa an officer and for the large collections which be
made in that district.
Cross-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. Do you not know that they made very large collections in MisQ. Were you ever connected with him in business f
souri; that while the thing wa-s running "crooked" there the collecA. Yes, sir; he was a partner of mine in the practice of the law. tions were very large f
When he first came there he entered my office as partner.
A. I do not know. I did not hear anything about that.
Q. By whom wa-s be appointed collector of internal revenue f
Q. And since the law is enforced the collections are very small, are
A.. I presume he was appointed by the President of the United they not!
States.
A. I do not know about the operations in Missouri. I never heard
Q. Who wa-s President at that time f
anything about them until this ''whisky ring" wa-s ferreted out and
A. I believe it was Andrew Johnson.
the parties punished.
Q. How long did he hold that place f
Re-examined by .Mr. CARPEl\TTER:
A. He held it up to the time he was appointed Secretary of War;
two, three, or four years.
Q. You said that a cert.'l;n transaction was settled. The managm
Q. Are yon acquainted with Ron. Mr. McCRARY, Representative asked you if it wa-s a transact.ion that neerled settlementt How i it
from that district f
about book accounts bPt.ween two individuals; do they need settleA. Very well.
meutf
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By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. When a promissory note is paid that is a settlement of the note,
Question. How long have you known General Belknap f
is it notf
Answer. About twenty-five years.
A. I presume so. I understand it to be so.
Q. How far do you reside from him f
·
Q. The sum and substance, head and front, of this thing was that
A. Counting Keokuk as his home, I reside about on.e ~undred ~nd
General Belknap was a little short at one time f
fifty miles. I did reside, however, for fifteen years mthin fifty nnles
A. Yes, sir, unable to meet his real-estate obligations.
of him.
Q. That is common with all speculators in tba.t town f
Q. You say yon ha:ve known hin:J.for about a quarter of n. century!
A. Yes; about three-fourths of the town, I think, became bankrupt
A. Yes, sir.
then.
Q. Do you know his general reputation in the State of Iowa f ·
Q. Of course I understand you to sa.y, Governor, that he subseA. I think I do.
quently did meet the obligation to the satisfaction of the man to
Q. What is it, good or bad f
whom he was owingY
A. Good.
A. I saw a statement under the hand of Mr. Lomax to that effect.
Cross-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON :
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I desire to call Senator .ALLisoN,
Q. Did you ever hear a Keokuk ~an speak of General Belknap f
of Iowa.
The PRESIDENT pro tetnpore. The Senator will stand in his place
A. 0! yes, sir.
. .
.
.
Q. Did you ever hear hlB mtegnty quest10ned f
and be sworn.
A. Never.
Hon. WILLIAM B. ALLisoN sworn and examined, standing in his
place.
THOMAS H. RuGER sworn and examined.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
By Mr. CARPE~TER:
Question. Where do you reside!
Question. Yon are :m officer of the Army T
Answer. I reside at Dubuque, Iowa..
Answer. I am.
Q. How far from Keokuk f
Q. A graduate of West Point!
A. About two hundred miles.
A . lam.
Q. How long have you known General Belknap!
Q. Have you been some years superintendent at West Point!
A. I have known General Belknap since 1859, I think.
A. I have been.
Q. Are you acquainted with his general character and repnt:ttion
Q. How long!
in the city of Keokuk, and the State of Iowa, and all around that
A. Since the 1st day of September, 1871.
neighborhood f
Q. Are you still there!
Mr. Manager LAPHAM.. 1\Ir. President, I desire to make an objecA. lam.
tion to that question. If there is any rule in the world that is well
Q. Have you as Superintendent of the. Military Academy been .in
settled, it is that a witness not of the vicinage of the person to be official communication and relations with the Secretary of War while
sustained cannot be called to prove his general character. No man General Belknap wa-s in that office f
can go two hundred miles for the purpose of ascertaining the repuA. Yes, sir.
tation of anot.hcr and then testify to it. The question has been reQ. From your knowledge of General Belknap and his manner of
peatedly decided.
doing husiness, I ask you what, in your opinion, was the general charMr. BLACK. How near must he be f
acter of that administration t
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the honorable manager allow me a quesA. So far as the Military Academy is concerned, the character has
tion!
been that of a person who was zealous for the welfare of the academy
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Certainly.
and attentive to his duties-Mr. CARPENTER. What would be the vicinage of General Grant
Mr.l\Ianager McMAHON. That is not in issue in this case.
if his character was in question, or General Sherman, or General
Mr. CARPENTER. 0, yes, it is.
.
.
Phil Sheridan f
Mr. Manager Mc~1AHON. I certainly must ralSe that questiOn.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Either their former residence or their We have no objection to his honesty, integrity, and offici:'l'l patronage
present. residence.
being brought in; but, as to the Military Academy, I fail to see how
Mr. CARPENTER. We could take our choice!
it comes in.
·
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Yes.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. It only comes in a8 one branch of the service
Mr. CARPENTER. But could not take both.
over which he was administering.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Yon may prove the general reputation of
1\Ir. Manager McMAHON. You are only entitled to go into general
General Belknap at any former period of his life by anybody that reputation.
knew what it was; but I admit that the rule is perfectly well settled
Mr. CARPENTER. General reputation as to ea~h branch of the
in all courts that no man can go from the vicinage of another a dis- business.
tance of two hundred miles and there learn suffiCient to enable him
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No; general reputation for hones~ and
to speak upon a question of general reputation.
integrity; not in any particular branch, but generally. I submit the
Mr. BLACK. What is the precise distance, Mr. LAPHAM; how question to the Senate.
many miles, furlongs, feet, and inches must the witness have resided
Mr. CARPEN.TER. Let the question be reported.
from the party's residence f
The question and answer were read by the Official Reporter, as
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Within what is termed ''the neighbor- follows.
hood."
Q. From your knowledge of General Belknap and his manner of doing bus~e~s,
1\lr. CARPENTER. That means the jurisdiction of the justice of I ask
yon what, in your opinion, has been the general character of that administhe peace, does it not f Is not that "the vicinage" to which the man- tration 7
A.
So
far as the Military Academy is concerned, the character hns b~en that ~f
ager refers f
a lJerson who was zealous for the welfare of the academy and attentive to his
Mr. Manager LAPHA.M. Not quite that.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I suggest that the proper foundation is dntiesMr. CARPENTER. Nothing further.
this: If the witness who proposes to speak is well acquaint-ed with
Mr. Manager McM.AHON. If that is all, we have no questions to
the neighbors who are about the party, he can then speak as to what
ask.
the neighuors say. I think that is the true rule.
1\lr. CARPENTER. Will not the reporter read that question t
S. V. BENET sworn and examined.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The reporter will read the question.
By MI'. CARPENTER:
The question was read by the Official Reporter, aa follows:
Q. Are yon acquainted with his (Belknap's) general character and reputation in
Question. You are an Army officer t
the city of Keokuk, and the State of Iowa, and all around that neighborhood i
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q. A graduate of West Point f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Do the managers insist on the obA. Yes, sir.
jection f
Q. How long have you beeu in the service f
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Yes, sir; we object.
A. About twenty-seven years.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be adQ. What is your present position T
mitted?
A. Chief of o ·rdnance, United States Army.
The question was decided in the affirmative.
Q. Were you Chief of Ordnance during the time General Belknap
The PRESIDENT pro tempoTe. The quest.ion will be answered.
A. I have no special knowledge of General Belknap's character at was Secretary of War or some portion of it!
A. I have been Chief of Ordnance since June, 1874.
Keokuk. Of course I know a good many people in Keokuk. I know
Q. Before that, in what position were you f
_
in the State of Iowa, that, so far as acquaintance goes, he bore a
A. I wa-s acting Chief of Ordnance for several months prior to tnat
·
good name.
date, and prior to that I was assistant in the office of the Chief o.f
No cross-examination.
Ordnance since October, 1869.
Q. And from that time yon were more or less familiar with the busRon. GEORGE G. WRIGHT sworn and examined standing in his
iness of the office T
place.
A. I suppose so.
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A. Yes, sir; entirely familiar with it.
A. His reputation has been high as a man of integrity and as a man
Q. What is about the amount of funds disbursed through your of ability.
Bureau annna11y f
·
No cross-examination.
A I did not know that question would be asked, but I guessed at
R. B. MARCY sworn and examined.
it, and I should say that we have expended through the office-I cannot say how much annually; but since July, 1869, there has been exBy Mr. CARPENTER:
pended over 13,000,000.
Question. Yon are an officer of the Army f
Q. Yours is a Bm·ean of the War Department!
An~wer. Yes, sir.A. Yes, sir.
·
Q. A graduate of West Point f
Q. And the funds that go to that and t.o all the other Bureaus of
A. Yes, sir.
the Department are in a general way supervised by the Secretary of
War, are they not f
· Q. What position do you hold _at present f
A. Inspector-General of the Army.
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you held that office during the administration of Belknap
Q. Drawn on his requisition from the Treasury Department f
in the War Department f
·
A. Yes, sir; all of them.
A. All the time.
Q. I ask you now, from your knowledge of General Belknap and his
Q. Are the duties of your office of a character to bring yon into close
collllection with the public service and yourself with him ali public
officers, whether in your opinion the general administration by Gen- relations with the Secretary of War f
A. Quite so.
eral Belknap of the War Department has been a good one or a bad
Q. From your knowledge and experience under his administration
one or what it has been f
A. My impression is that his n.dministration has been most excellent. what do you say of it ; was it good or bad Y
A. I should say that he conducted the affairs of the War DepartCross-examined by Mr. Manager :McMAHON.
ment, in my judgment, with eminent zeal, ability, and integrity.
Q. I want to ask you about sutlers in the Army previous to 1872.
Q. Explain how this mone.y was passed through the Secretary's
hands and how many persons are in the di.trerent Departments who Under the old system were they always living at their posts or were
· are checks upon it. It is not in his priyate pocket to handle a.s he they sometimes living away from tbeir posts f
A. I neve~ knew one who lived away from the post.. There mar, have
pleases, is it f
.
been exceptwns to that, though. When I was stationed at military
A. Not at allf
posts on tbe frontier, the sutlers always made their homes at the
Q. Explain how many checks there are upon that to guard it.
A. Whenever I desire money to be sent to a disbursing officer at an posts. They were away purchasing goods a portion of the time, but
arsenal, I make a re.qnisition upon the Secretary of War for a certain they were generally at the post.
Q. Was there any regulation of the Army requiring them to reside
amount of money under a certain appropriation to be transferred to
that officer. He then makes a requisition upon the Treasury Depart- at their posts previous to that of March 25, 1872f
A. I do not think there was any specific regulation, but it was genment, and the money is sent from the Treasury Department to the
erally understood that they were to do so.
officer.
No cross-examination.
Q. How many different persons would be able to show that money
had been abstracted by him if it had been abstracted by him, accordWILLIAM McKEE DuNN sworn and examined.
ing t-o the checks and method of doing business in the Department 7
~ I cannot answer that question.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. More than one person, would there not be f .
Question. Are yon an officer of the Army-the Judge-Advocate-GenA. In fact, I do not see how he could abstract it at aU.
eral f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That will do.
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you been present during the testimony so as to know what
Re-examined by :Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Would it be possible for an unscrupulous Secretary of War to is meant by the "Robinson letter" that has been introduced here f
A. Yes, sir.
·
have fingers in contracts of considerably large amounts f
Q. Where did you first see that letter f
A. If he had some one to help him, probably.
A. I think I first saw it in the office of the Secretary of War.
Q. Are there not a good many ways by which a Secretary of War,
Q. At what time f
if he were a dishonest man, could lay aside a. good deal of money f
A. About tlle time it was received, I should think; not long after
A. I think so. I think it almost impossible to have the checks
and balances so closely and perfectly arranged tha.t a. dishonest man it was received. It was before there was any action taken ou the
record of his trial.
could not take advantage.
Q. Where did you see it afterward.
Recross-examined by Mr. Manager HoAR :
A. I sa,w it afterward in the office of the Judge-Advocate-General.
Q. You were assistant judge-advocate-general at that time f
Q. Do yon mean to say that it would be possible for a Secretary of
A. At the time I first aa.w the letter I was the nssista.nt juuge-advoWar to have. those fingers-to use the phrase of the counsel-in conc:tte-ueneral.
tracts with your knowledge or without your knowledgef
Q. Was the case of Robinson being considered in the office of the
A. I say that usually in such transactions it requires more than
Judge -Advocate-General f
one party.
A. I think it was at that time. My recollection is that I was called
Q. But yon were 38ked by the counsel whether it would not be
po sible for an unscrupulous Secretary of War to have fingers in con- into the office of the Seocetary of War and was askeu whether the
tracts, and you said it would. Now I ask you whether tLJat would record was in my office in the War Department building. It waa
not. That was the first I had heard of the case.
be possible without your knowledge f
Q. And that was about tbe time you saw the letter f
A. I think it might be without my knowledge, but I have my
A. I think so. I eitlter saw the letter then or it was read to me. I
doubts. I do not know that I could answer the question positively.
became acquainted with the contents of the letter in some manner.
I do not really know that he could very well.
Q. While the case of Robinson was under consideration in the DeQ. Then it would not be possible for an unscrupulous Secretary of
War to commit that dishonesty without being detected by yon and partmentf
A. Yes, sir; before the case of Robinson was acted upon by the
being exposed f Is that what you mean to say f
Secretary of War.
·
A. I should think it would be very difficult.
Q. Do you know that the Secretary of War recommended the approval of the finding of that court f
ANDREW A. HUMPHREYS sworn and examined.
A. I have every reason to believe he did. It was my business when
By Mr. CARPENTER:
reports of cases of officers were sent up from the Judge-AdvocateQuestion. You a.re an Army officer, and a graduate of West Point f General to re:ul them to the Secretary of War; and while I do not
Answer. Yes, sir.
distinctly recollect that I read that record to him, I think I did. At
Q. Chief of Engineers f
least I have sufficient reason to believe that he thought the sentence
A. Chief of Engineers.
ought to be approved.
Q. How long have you been in the service f
Q. Yon have held this office while General Belknap was Secretary
A. Since 1831, with the exception of a year or two.
.
of Wart
Q. Were yon Chief of Engineers during the administration of Bel- · A. Yes, sir.
knap as Secretary of War f
Q. What, in yonr opinion, was the general character of his adminA. I was. I bec..'lJlle Chief of Engineers in August, 1866.
istration of the War Department T
Q. Your Bureau is part of the War Department, of course 7
A. So far as I could judge, I would characterize it as General Marcy
A. Yes, sir.
did; that it was able,· zealous, and honest.
Q. Are your duties of such a character as t.o bring yon into very close
Cross-examined by .Mr. .Manager McMAHON:
communication officially with the Secretary of WarT
A. Very constant and close communication.
Q. Do yon remember how it was that the Robinson letter was found
Q. From what yon have seen and known of his administration as or hunted up in your office after the resigna.tion of the Secretary of
Secretary of War, I ask you whether it has been a good one or a bad Wad
~'
~~~
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Mr. Mann.ger Mc~1AHON. The Senator from Vermont put a ques·
tion awhile ago which indicated the idea.
Mr. SHERMA.l.~. I ask what is the probability of getting Mr.
Evans here and when f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. About seven days, I should judge from
what has been said. I may be wrong about that; but he is the other
side of Fort Reno, and I understand that the commander at Forp Reno
is here aud says that when these streams get up they stay up for three
or four days. The railroad is torn up and the stage8 cannot get
through.
· Mr. SHERMAN. I should like to know whether General Belknap or
his counsel had any opportunity to cross-examine the witness Evans
when he was examined before the committee of the House.
Mr. CARPENTER. Of course not.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think not.
.
Mr. ROBERTSON. I move that the Senate sitting as a court of
impeachment adjourn.
Mr. CA..RPE.NTER. Will not the Senator withdraw that for a momentf
SAMUEL F. MILLER sworn and ex..'lmined.
Mr. ROBERTSON. I withdraw the motion.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, we ask leave to file,
By Mr. CARPENTER:
in support of a motion for postponement of this trial to some rea.sonQuestion. You are, I believe, a civil officer of the United States!
Answer. I have the honor to be one of its officers; a member of the able time, the following affidavit:
In United States Senate sitting as a. court of impeachment.
Supreme Court.
Q. How long have you been acquainted with General Belknap f
THE UNITED STATES }
vs.
A. I think since 1851 or 1852; I am not precisely sure which year.
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
Q. Where do you reside f
A. I reside in Keokuk, Iowa. Gener:tl Belknap came to Keokuk, I DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 88. :
W. W. Belknap, being first duly sworn ou oath, says that he has stated to his
think, a year or a year and a half after I did. I went there in the
counsel, Ron. J. S. Black, Montgomery Blair, and Matt. H. Carpenter, what he exspring of 1850.
pects to prove by John S . Evans, and after such statement is advised by Iris said
Q. You have known him eyer since f
ooun sPl, 1\nd verily believes, tba.t the teiltimony of said Evans is material and neces.
A. I have known him, I think, very well since. He married just sary for his defense in this can e, the said Evans being the same person upon whose
shortly afterwn,rd a young l:tdy across the street from my house, and appointment the IU'ticles of impeachment are based; that said affiant is informed
my si ter-in-Iaw was bride-maid to bis first wife; and we have been and bt:lieves that said Evans is en route for Washington and detained by high
water obstrnctin!{ tbe roads, but that he will be in as soon as he can get here, and
on social and friendly terms frQm that day to this.
this application for postponement of the trial is made in good faith, and not for de.
Q. Are yon acquainted with the general character of Belknap in lay.
WM. W. BELKNAP.
the city of Keob..~kf
A. I think I can say that I am.
Snbscribed null sworn tn before me this 12th day of July, .A.. D. 1876.
W. J. McDONALD,
Q. Wh:tt is it, good or bad f
Ohtef Glert &nate.
A. It is v.ery good.
Q. What is his character, if he has n.ny, in the city of Keokuk as a
Mr. Manager :McMAHON. The objection has been fully stated, and
collector of internal revenue T
we only rise now to·enter it formally here.
A. General Belknap was collector of internal revenue after I came
Mr. EDMUNDS. May I ask t.he Chair what the pending question
to be a judge, and I resided in Keokuk about three or four months in is if it is in order to make an inquiry t
the year; I remember paying my own income tax to him; and I never
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel on the part of the respondheard anything said against General Belknap in the world as regards ent have presented an affidavit and counsel have asked a postponehis character as a collector of internal revenue.
ment in acconlance therewith. There is no formal motion.
Q. It has been said here that at some one time of his life he was
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask that the motion for postponement be reduced
pretty short and could not pay some debts that he had contracted for to writing, if it is in order to make such a request.
real estate. Do you know anything !l.bout that f
The PRESIDENT pro tc:mp01·e. The counsel will reduce their moA. I t.hink that was true.
tion to writing as required.
Q. Do you think he lost any character in Keokuk on aeconnt of it f
Mr. CONKLING. I should like to inquire of somebody the date
Q. I do not think ho did. I think, if you will permit me to say so, when Evans's name was furnished to the appropriate authorities t,,
that I did the largest collecting business at that time in Keokuk or be summoned as a witne s.
Southeast-ern Iowa, and among other collections I ha.d a good many
Mr. Manager HOAR. Mr. President, I think! ought to state a fact
notes and cl~ims against Mr. Helknap, and I know of no man in those which perhaps will be considered as favorable by the counsel for the
pressing circnmRtances who acted with more honor uniformly than defendant, but I will state what I am informed by the Sergeant atGeneral Belknap did.
Arms. I understand that Evans has actually been in attendance beNo cross-examination.
fore the Senate, in obedience to tbo subprena, if it were a subpama1
or to the telegraphic information that a subpoona had issued.
Hon. JoHN A. KAssoN sworn and examined.
1\Ir. CONKLING. 'Vhen was t.hat T
Mr. Manager HOAR. I am not able to say; the Sergeant-at-Arms
By .Mr. CARPENTER:
give the information. I suppose that rather stre11gthens than
Question. You are a member of the House of Representatives from must
weakeni the claim of the c.lefen ·e.
the State of Iowa f
Mr. CONKLING. My pnrpo e was only to know what diligence
Answer. I am.
they had observed in getting him aurnmoned.
Q. Where do you re ide in the State f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The return can bo read which will
A. At the capital, Des Moines.
show the fact that the Senator from New York has inquired about.
Q. How long have you known General Belknn,p f
Secretary will read the return.
A. I cannot say exactly. I ahonl<l t.hink eight or ten years; perhaps The
The Chief 'clerk read as follows:
longer.
w ABIUNGTON, D. c., Jmy 1, 1876.
Q. Do"you know what his general character is in the State of Iowa f
I made service of t.he within snbpmna, telgra phing the same to the within-na.mcd
A. I think I do.
John S. Evans, at Fort Sill, Indian Territor·y, on the evening of the 22d day of
Q. What is it; good or bad f
June, 18i6.
JNO. R. FRENCH,
A. His reputation is good, and unimpeached until the matter now
Sergeant-at-Arms Un.ted States /:1enate.
under consideration by the Senate.
No cross-examination.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. Presidenb~ my inquiry was simply when the
Mr. CARPENTER. Now, Mr. President, we have completed all the respondent or his counsel took the proper steps to have this man
testimony that in our opinion as counsel we can properly and safely summoned first; what date that was Y
introduce until Mr. Evans is sworn. We now repeat the request that
1\Ir. BLACK. I should say immediately after the time wa.s :fixed for
t,be court adjourn for a reasonable time to enable Mr. Evans to be the trial, a.s soon as it was possible for us to do so.
present.
Mr. EDMUNDS. He is in the general list of witnesses ordered by
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We certainly renew our objections, Mr. the Senate.
President, to a continuance without a compliance with the rule, or, if
Mr. BLACK. I understand the managers to say what I know to be
not the rule, a rnle that ought to. be establishAd by the Senate, that true myself, t.hat we have used all possible diligence to get this witthe. materiality or pertinency of the testimony expected be submit- ness here ; that there can be no objection t-o anything we ask for of
ted to t.he Senate. The question has been argued.
which t.hat i~ a sufficient ground.
Mr. BLACK. Do you mean to say that you want us to make this
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Mr. President, I desire to ma.Ke a single
statement on oath f
suggestion t.o the Senate upon the point of our olJjection that the

Q. It was through a publication of Robinson's, was it not f
A. I think that after Robinson made a publication the letter was
inquired for.
Q. The President of the United States ordered a search for it, did
he not f
.
~ A. I know nothing about that. General Townsend, I think, wa-s
the party who fhst made inquiry about it.
Q. There had been a publication by R<>binson in which he alluded
to it. You remember that fact, that he had written such a.letterf
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Search was made, arid it wa-s found in your office f
A. I do not know that he had alluded to the fact that he had written such a letter, but in some way or other he cla.imed credit for the
exposure of Secretary Belknap~
Q. And claimed, did he not, in an interview to have brought the
attention of the President to it as well T
A. I do not remember. There was some newspaper article published
in regard to it.
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re.<~pondent in support of this application should be required to state
what he expects to prove by this witness as a condition of postponement at this stage of the case. The respondent entered upon the
trial without objection, upon the assumption that he was ready for
trial. We are now in the midst of the trial; and a different rule, I
submit, applies to this case from what would have been applicable
if this application to postpone had been made before the trial commenced, upon the ground that Evans was not here in attendance. We
have waited until the evidence on our side is completed. , with the right
to call this witness in case he comes, for we want him, I apprehend,
much more than the defense. We have waited until the defense have
exhausted in the main their evidence accoruing to the suggestion of
the counsel. Now they propose to stop this trial midway, and postpone the further hearing by reason of the absence of thi witness,
without any suggestion as to what they propose to prove in respect
to this ease by him. I submit that an application now, pending the
trial, is upon an entirely different footing from an application made
before the trial is entered upon on the supposition and statement that
the party is not ready for trial and cannot properly.commence it.
The defendant did not ask to postpone this case on the ground that
his witnesses were not here. He entered upon the trial on the 6th
of the present month, the day as igned by the Senate for the trial,
without objection that he was not prepared to go through with it.
It was then the proper time, if his witnesses were not here, for him
to have asked a postponement until their arrival. Having entered
upon the trial, and having proceeded to the point we now have
reached, I submit that the application to postpone is upon a different
footing from what it would have been if made then.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, the reason for strictness against
an applica~ion made to adjourn a cause after the trial of it has commenced in a court of law is that a jury is not a continuing institution. It is summoned for a term, and it never comes again. That
particular body never comes a second time. That is the reason, and
it is always stated so, why greater strictness is observed in regard to
th~ postponement of a trial commenced before a jnry.
Everything
tbat has been done must be lost. The testimony at the next term
must be retaken, and the whole case proceed cle ?10L'O. Here is a trial
in the court of impeachment before the Senate of the United States,
a body that cannot die as long as the Government lives, a continuous
institution, that is not to lose the benefit of what has been done.
The strict attention which has been paid by every Senator here to
this testimony shows that it will nevAr fade from his recollection.
There is not the slightest fear that when the Senate shall postpone
this hearing for a. week or ten days to have this witne s arrive, any
of the testimony will be even faintly fading away at all in the minds
of the Senate. The argument, t.herefore, made by the managers as
to a nisi prius trial before a jury bas no application.
Again, he says we ought to have applied for a continuance before
we commenced the trial. I have already stated to the Senate, :md
now repeat, that when we made our application to have this witness
subprenaed he was not subprenaed in our behalf, because the Government had subpcenaed him themselves. The Governmeut were llere
with their case, and Mr. Evans was one of their witnes es, and we
have heard from first to last that he was one of their main and principal witnesses, the thought of whose absence makes their grief over:fiow. We had no doubt that the managers were acting in good faith.
We had no doubt that they would not proceed to the trial until they
knew their chief witnesses were at command. We bad no doubt that
Mr. Evans would be here; and as soon as the fact came to our knowledge that he was not here, we even interrupted a witness on the stand
to ~i ve notice that we should be unable to proceed with our evidence
without him, and on an order moved by thfl Senator from Vermont,
I t.bink, a subprena was actually issued, and was put into tile hands
of the Sergeant-at-Arms at once.
Mr. BAYARD. I should like to ask counsel are we to un'llerstand
that the defenda.nt has not summoned this witness at all, but has
relied on the snbpcena issued on the part of the prosecution T
Mr. CARPENTER. 'fhe fact is this : We applied in the first application made to have Evans subprenaed as onr witness, and supposed
that he had been. After the trial commenced and we came to inquire
into the matter, we asce1·taiued that the officers hau not subpcenaed
him for the defendant because they had su bpcenaoo him for the prosecution.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The order was simply this: That witnesses were to be summoned at the expense of the Government whom
a certain committee said should be summoned. The respondent was
at liberty to summon any one at his own expense. ·
Mr. BLACK. It was the 14th day of J nne that the list of witnesses summoned on the part of the accused was ordered to be transmitted to the Secretary of the Senate.
:Mr. CARPENTER. This matter is very easily settled. Here is the
application which we made for our witnesses and which the Senate
ordered to be submitted to a committee named in the order, and on.
the first page of that list is the name of JohnS. Evans, and this came
from the committee approved by the committee, signed by Senators
FRELINGHUYSEN, THURl\1AN1 and CHRISTIANCY, ancl it was received
by th~ Clerk of the Senate on the 21st day of J nne. So we had a
right to suppose that the witness was to be here, and we supposed
that he was here. The very moment we ascertained that he was not

here we did everything that we could to protect our rights in the
matter.
Now I respectful1y ask the following order:
"The respondent's conn el ask for au order that the further trial of
this cause be postponed until notice be given by the S~nate to the
House of Representatives of the United States and to the respondent."
I put it in that form because he may be here by Saturday ; he may
not until Monday. I do not know anything about his whereabouts
or when he will be here, except what has been stated in the Senate.
111r. ROBERTSON. Is it known that he will be here at all J
Mr. CARPENTER. It has been stateu several times in the Senate
that telegra.ms have been received that he iR on his way and is only
staid in his coming by freshets which prevent travel, and that he will
be here just as soon us he can. Precisely how high the tide is rising
there or how broad the freshet is, I do not know. The testimony is
that he is on his way anu will get here as soon as he can. ! - therefore ask for that order in that form.
Mr. Mana.~er JENKS. I will ask the counsel whether all the rest
of their testimony has been given f
Mr. CARPENTER. There are two or three witnesses that we cannot properly call, a I have sai<l, until we see Mr. Evans. Aside from
that I think we have none; and yet if anything should occur in the
mean time, we do not wish to be cut off by a formal close at this
point.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Secretary will report the order
asked by the counsel.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
The respondent's counsel ask for an order that the further trial of this cause be
postponed until notice be ~ven by the Senate to the House of Representatives of
the United StattJS and to tlie respondent.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the order just
read.
.
Mr. CONKLING called for the yeas and nays, n,nd they were ordered.
Mr. BAYARD. Pending that call I move that the Senate sitting
as a court of impeachment do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and (at five o'clock p.m.) the Senate
sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourned.

THURSDAY,

July 13, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The legislative and executive business of the Senat.e will he suspended, and the Senate will proceed to
t.be consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the
Hou e of Representatives against William W. Belknap.
. The nsu:1.l proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-A.rms.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. The House of Representatives will
be notifieu as usual.
Messrs . .McMAHON, JENKS, LAPHAM, and HoAR, of the managers
on the part of the House of Representatives, appeared and were conducted to the seats assigned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black,
and Carpenter.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The journal of yesterday's trialsession will be read.
:Mr. SHERMAN. As the journal is really in printed form lying on
our tables in the REcoRD, I move to dispense with its reading.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. :Mr. President, before that is done I notice in the RECORD that on an objection which was made anu sustained by th~ Chair, the ruling of the Chair is not ent.ered. It is in
that place, Mr. Carpenter, where you offered the second item of General Sheridan's testimony. We objected on the ground that it had
already been settled.
.Mr. BAYARD. Mr. President, I should like to be informed wl1ether
the Sergeant-at-Arms has any facts in regard to the witness Evans:
obtained since our adjournment yesterday¥
The PRESIDENT pro tentpo1·e. The Chair is just informed that be
bas, and will submit them. They are reduced to writing, and the
Chair will submit the paper as soon as the minutes are dispo eu of.
Counsel are agreeing on some difference.
Mr. Manager Mc.MAHON. On page 17 of the RECORD of to-day as
put before us here, we find thi .
Mr. CARPE:\-orER. Now 1 call attention-it nee<l not be rewritt~n or copied, of
course-to tho stipulation on page 15d of the lMPEACIDfE:\'T RECORD, of thl'ee points
of fact submitted.
Mr. Manager llcfuaox. Section 2 is not competent, and to that we have reserved the objection. That is:
"II. That in regard to all the applications made for leave to sell liquors ut the
military posts the rna.tt~r was referred by t.be Secretary of W a.r to him, and by him
investigated and reported on, and his report in all cases was adopted by the Secreta1'Y of W:u.-."
On this we make the point that the record mnst speak for itself, which is the
question already made and settled; and we put in the objection now to that particular matter.

The President nodded bnt sa.id nothing, and the reporter fails to
have the sustaining of the objection noted.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Cha.ir sustained the objection.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. T.t.e RECORD does not show that the
objection was sustained.
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The PRESIDENT pro tmnpo1"e. It will be corrected in that particular. Shall the further reading of the minutes be dispensed with f
The Chair hears no objection.
The Senate is ready to proceed with the trial. Bsfore considering
the pending proposition the Chair will lay before the Senate a communication from the Sergeant-at-Arms, which will be read by the
Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
SENATE OF THE Ull.!TEJJ STATES, OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT·AT-ARM8,

Washington, Jttly 13, 1e76.
Sm: Permit me to communicate through you to the Senate the fN:ts in relation

to the summoning of .Tohn S. Evans as a witness in the impeachment trial, and as
to bis absence so far as they are known to me.

I first summoned John S. Evans as a witness at the request of the managers, and
by telegraph, A.pri122. Mr. Evans in response to .this summons reported m Washillg;ton on May 3 and remained in attendance until the trial w~ ad,iourned to July
6. He was t.hen excused, uot discharged, by the managers until July 6 .
.Tohn S Evans was summoned the second time and on this occaaion in behalf of
rr.spondent, and by telegram June 22, the receipt of which he acknowledged next
day. Believing that his response in person to the fir11t summons gave legal effect
to that summons although the same was by t-elegraph, and that therefore an attachment coul£1 is.s ue upon that summons if he should fail to appear upon the 6th. I
jutlged it a wise economy to save the eXTJense of a deputy's joumey to Fort Sill
with the SPcond, and indeed the Senate will believe it was quite an absolut-e necessity when they learn that thus far in executing th.e orders of this court and securing the attendance of witnesses, I have been obliged to furnish every needed dollar
hom my own lean purse.
I lrarn through Mr. Fisher, the partner of Mr. Evans, by several telegrams from
Mr. Sbea.rcroft, Mr. Evans's book-keeper at Fort Sill, and by telr~am from one of
the officers stationed at that fort, that Mr. Evans, abont the m1ddle of the first
week of July, started for Washington, by Fort Reno, which would give him two
hundred miles of staging before reaching railroad at Wichita, Kansas ; and I far·
thnr learn that t.hat route within the past teo days has been subjected to ~usual
floods so as to greatly interrupt the passage of stages. Between Fort Sill and
Wichita there is no line of telegra;J?h.
I have men at Wichita., Fort Sill, and Saint Louis, to hurry Mr. Evans toward
Wat~hington if be should appear at either point.
Very respectfully,
JOHN R. FRENCH,
Sergeant-at· Arms, Senate United States.
To the Hon. T. W. FERRY,
Preside-nt of the Senate.
__

Mr. CARPENTER. I have a telt'g-ram from General McDowell
wishing to make a correction of a single word omitted by mistake in
the printing of his testimony, and I will ask to have the telegram
read.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That has been ag-reed to. We have a
duplicate copy of th~ dispatch.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. The dispatch will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
NEW YORK, July 10, 1876.
To Mr. CA.RPENTEn,
Of counsel for General Bell:-nap, Washington, D. 0-:
In line 43, page 126, record of impeachment trial, next after the words " except
so far as" and before the word "subletting," the word "forbidding " is omitted
and the lack ofit makes the answer absurd. May not this obvious correction be
made without my havip_g to turn back and come in person before the court~ Have
telegraphed Manager .M.CMAHO~. Please see him.
IRWIN McDOWELL,
Major- General.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to this correc·
tion l The Chair hears none, and the correction will be made.
Mr. WHYTE. Before voting on the pending order I desire to propound an inquiry to counsel.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The inquiry of the Senator from
:Maryland will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Do the counsel for the respondent decline to state for the information of the Senate what they expect to prove by the absent witness,
JohnS. Evans T
·
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, it seems obvious from the statement we have beard from the Sergen.nt-at-Arms that this witness may
be bore any day. I move that the court adjourn until to-morrow.
The motion was not agreed to.
Mr. BAYARD. I propose an order which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1·e. The Senator from Maryland haB
propounded a question to counsel which has been read. The question
of the Senator from Delaware will be read.
Mr. WHYTE. Mr. President, I ask that either a response be made
to that inquiry of mine or a refusal noted.
Mr. SHERMAN. Let Jibe interrogatory be read again.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The interrogatory of the Senator
from Maryland will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Do the counsel for the r~pondent decline to state for the information of the Senate what they expect to prove by the absent witness,
John S. Evans f
Mr. BAYAR.D. If it will not interfere with the intelligible reply
of ~on:t;~sel, I ask that the order I have sent up may be read for .information.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report it for information.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
That as a condition-precedent to the order fol· postponement of this trial asked for
.m the 12th instant by the respondent., it is
Ordered, That the respondent inform the Senate what in substance he proposes
~ prove bv Johu ·s. Evans, the witness on the ground of whose absence postponement is asked.
·
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Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, I desire in the
first place to enter a respectful prot-est against being compelled in a
criminal case to state what we expect to prove by a witness. I do
that: not for its importance in this case so much a.s I hold tbat every
lawyer defending a person accused in any court owes it to his profession to stand by the regular practice, and I understand that to be
the regular practice almost without exception, that wher~ a defendant in a criminal case is not in fault as to the subpamaing of a witness he is not compellable to stat-e what he expects to prove by that
witness.
In this case, however, one or two things I may state. In the first
place we expect to prove by Mr. Evans one reason why he was not
appointed when he first applied for this position, and that was that
he intended to form a partnership with Durfee, whose character we
shall show aa a business man not to have been good, and that that
wa8 one important reason why he was not appointed at first.
In the next place, let me say that Mr. Evans is the man upon whose
appointment these articles rest. We have never examined him nor
had an opportunity to do so. He has sworn twice before a committee of the House, and the testimony presented by the managers is
qnite voluminous in manuscript. We have never read it; at least I
have never read it; and I never supposed we should. be called npon
to read it, because we had the aBBurance of the Government that Mr.
Evans was to be here. It seems now, from the statement of the Sergeant-at-Arms, that Mr. Evans was here and was released temporarily
by the managers themselves without consultation with us. Our witness has been subprenaed by the order of the Senate, has been here,
has been discharged or released temporari1y by the opposite party
without consultation with us, and we desire to call and examine him.
Now we are asked, "Will you state what you -expect to prove by
him f" We cannot, because we do not know what he will swear to
in regard to certain points. And, sir, in a trial like this where every
word we utter goes upon the record to be called back in the summing
up of this case to show that we were mistaken abont what the witness would swear, we should be guarded and prudent. We know
this man Evans has had intimate knowledge of the management of
that tradership from first to last, for he has been the trader. We
know from glancing through certain other testimony and from certain other facts within our knowledge that he must have knowled~e
of certain subjects which we think if he would swear one way will
be important to us; if he would swear the other way it might not be
so beneficial to us. We think be will swear in our favor; and yet
we do not know what he will swear; and therefore we do not know
what we expect to prove by him.
Mr. THURMAN. :Mr. President, I suggest to the Senate that we
can lose no time whatever by adjourning until to-morrow. The river
and harbor bill is ready to be taken up, and no time whatever will be
lost. In the mean time this witness may arrive. I renew my motion
that the court adjourn until to-morrow.
.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ternpm·e. The question is on the motion of
the Senat.or from Ohio.
1\fr. CARPENTER. · If the Senator will excuse me a moment, on
consultation with my client, I a.m informed that I have put the case
a little too strong as to Durfee's bad character. That is not the point;
but there were other objections to 1\fr. Durfee's being appointed, not
touching his character as a. businesS' man, and I wish tll correct that
statement right on the spot.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpo1"e. The Renator from Ohio moves that
the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; there being on a division-ayes 26, nays
13; and (at twelve o'clock and twent.y-tive minutes p.m.) the Senate
sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourped.

FRID.A.Y,

July 14, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tmnpo1·e. Legislative and executive business
.will be suspended, and the Senate will now proceed to the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, ]ate Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Hon'!e of Representatives will
be notified as usual.
Messrs. McMAHoN, JENKS, and LAPH.llf, of the ma~agers on the
part of the House of Representatives, appeared and were conducted
to the seats assigned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black, and
Ca.rpenter.
The Secretary read the journal of proceedings of the Senate sitting
yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belkn~p.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is ready to proceed w1th
the trial. The Secretary will reatl the application of counsel which
is yet pending.
The Chief Clerk read as fo11ows:
The respondent's counsel a.~k for n.n order that the further h·ial of this cause be
postponed until notice be giV:b::l 0y the Senate to the House of· Representatives of
the United States and to the respomlent.
.

Mr. CARPENTER. That.order was submitted in that form simply
as a matter of ~onvenieuce, because the::;~ openings and a~journings
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from day to day take so much of the time of the Senate. If the Senate willadjoum until Monday or until Tuesday or any day fixed, of
course that is all we want. We want the testimony of this witness
very much; we cannot do justice to the defense without it.
Mr. SHERMAN. I move that the court· arljourn nntill\1onday and
then cont.inne the trial, whatever that expression may imply.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Senator from Ohio moves that
the Senate sitting for the trial adjourn to Monday next.
Mr. SHERMAN. The trial then to go on.
The PRESIDENT Jn'O tempore. The trial then to go on.
Mr. COCKRELL. I desire to ask if anything has been heard from
the absent witness, Evans!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. A communication has been placed
in the hands of the Presiding Officer by the Sergeant-at-Arms which
will be read by the Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:

The Secretary read as follows :·
In United States Senate sitting as a court of impeachment.
THE UNITED STATES }
118.
WILLIAM

W.

BELKNAP.

DISTI.UCT OF COLUMBIA, 88:

W. W. Belknap, being first duly ~worn, on oath says that he has stated to his
counsel, Hon. J. S. Black, Montgomery Blair, and Matt. H. Carpenter, what be expects to prove by John E. Evans, and after such statement is advised by his said
coun8el, and verily believes, that tho te timony of said Evans is material and necessary for his defense in this cause, the said E>ans being the same person upon whose
appointment the articles of impeachment are ba ed; that said affiant is informed
and believes that said Evans is en route for Washington and detained by high
water obstructing the roads, but that he will be in M soon as he can get here., and
this application for postponement of the trial is made in good faith, and not for
delay.
WM. W. BELKNAP.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of July, A. D. 1876.
W. J. McDONALD,
Ohief Olerl; &nate.

The Sergeant.at-.Arms was telegraphed from Wichita, Kansas, yesterday noon,
in these words:
"No sta,rres for several days; streams all impassable."
:Ur. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I should like to hear the order
He has also a. telegram this morning from one of his depntie~ looldng for Evans, read on which the la t adjournment took place.
saying that he has reliable information as to Evans upon which he bases the belief
The PRESIDE.NT pro tempo1·e. It will be read.
that he will be in W ashin~ton by Tuesday next.
The Secretary read a-s follows from the journal of Friday last :
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The question is on the motion of
On motion of Mr. SHERMAN,
the Senator from Ohio that the Senn.te sitting in trial adjourn until
Ordered, That when the Senate sitting for the trial of impeachment adjourns it
be till Monday next, and that the trial then proceed.
Monday next; the trial then to proceed.

The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I move that the counsel have leave
the impeachment adjourned until Monday next.
to examine Evans at any stage when he arrives, and that we go on
under the order as it stands.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont moves
that counsel ha.ve leave to examine the witness at any time during
the trial.
1t!ONDAY, July 17, 1876.
1\ir. CONKLING. I suggest that that order ought to be reduced
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Kansas calls for to writing. It involves particulars which we ol)ght to consider.
the re~ular order. Legislative and executive business will be sus'l'he PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Senator from Vermont will rependoo, and the Senate will proceed to consider the articles of im- duce his motion to writing.
peachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against WillMr. CARPENTER. Will the Senate allow me to sa.y, in that coniam W. Belh--uap, late Secretary of War.
.
nection, that we want to examine two or three witnesses, at least we
The usun,l proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
expect to do so, after examining 1\!r. Evans' The whole examina.tion
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo-re. The House of Representatives will of the witnesses after 111r. Evans arrives, on our part, I do not think
be notified as nsua.L
will exceed three hours; but it is impo sible for us to know what witMessrs. LYNDE, McMAHON, JENKs, and LAPHAM, of the managers nesses precisely we wish to call until we do examine him, and we
• on the part of the Honse of Representatives, appeared a.nd were con- have no testimony that we can put in until we bear the testimony of
ducted to the seats assigned them.
Mr. Evans.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black, and
.l\!r. EDMUNDs's order was reduced to writing and rea.d, as follows:
Carpenter.
Orderrd, That the respondent have leave to examine JohnS. Evans at any stage
The Secretary read the journal of. the proceedings of the Senate of the proceedings prior to the termination of the argument-in-chief, to any matter
material to his defense.
sitting on Friday last for the trial of the impeachment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is ren,dy to proceed with
Mr. CONKLING. 1t1r. President, mn.y I inquire of somebody whether
the trial.
that order would give the managers the right to call witnes. es in
:Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators1 I nndemtand from reply and the counsel for the respondent the right to examine witthe Sergeant-at-Arms that he learns from a deputy of his who is with ne~ es other than John S. Evans f
Mr. Evans that he is on his way and will be here to-morrow evening;
Mr. EDMUNDS. It would not without special leave.
that he lost by an accident on the railroad about twenty-four hours
:Mr. CONKLING. Debn.te, I believe, is not in order, Mr. President.
in his pas age or he would have been here that much quicker. The
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is not.
Senate having indulged us two or three days to get this testin;wny.
Mr. WHYTE. I offer the following a-s a substitute for the order
I take it now, when we have a very good assurance that be will be propo ed by the Senator from Vermont.
. .
here to-morrow night, it will give us until Wednesday morning for the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The substitute of the Sepator from
pri.rpose of having the witness here.
Mary land will be read.
Mr. CONKLING. Is the dispatch there f
•
The Secretary read as follows:
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submittotheSenate
Ordered, That the Senate sitting in thid trial adjourn until Wednesday, the 19th
a communication from the Sergeant-at-Arms.
instant.
The Secretary read·as follows:
Mr. EDMUNDS. Is that in order as a substitute f
SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
Mr. CONKLING. It is in order to adjourn.
.
OFFICE OF THE SERGEA:\T-AT-AID!S,
Mr. ED~1UNDS. So it is, but it is not in order as a substitute.
Wa-shington, July 17, 1876.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the motion of
To Hon. T. W. FERRY,
President of the SenafA.
·
the Senator from .1\faryland, [Mr. WHYTE.]
Sm: John S. Evans came out of the Indian Territory by the first stage for seve.
The order was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of the
ral days on Friday night. Saturdav morning at four o'clock he took the cars at impeachment adjourned until Wednesday, the 19th instant.
Wichita, Kansas, for Washington. "B:v accident he wru~ de~ayed twenty-f~ur ho~s
on the Atchison, Topeka amf Santa F6 road, so that he d1d not make Sarut Lom.s
until this morning. Without further accident Mr. Evans will reach Washington
Tuesday evening.
Very respectfully,
JOHN R. FRENCH,

WEDNESDAY, July 19_, 1876.
Sergen.nt-at-.A.rm~.
Mr. CONKLI;NG. May I inquire whether there is a dispatch from
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Legislative and executive business
Saint Louis T
will now be suspended and the Senat.e will proceed to the con idera.The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will read the dis- tion of the articles of impeachment exhi IJitetl by the House of Reprepatch from the Sergeant-at-Arms's deputy.
sentatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The Secretary read as follows :
The usual proclamation was made by the Serg.eant-at-Arms.
SAINT LoUTB, Mo., July 17.
The PRESIDENT p1·o te?npore. The House of Representatives will
(Received at 9.46 a.m.)
be notified as usual.
To Hon. JoHN R. FRENCH,
Messrs. LORD, LYXDE, McMAHON: JENKS, and LAPHAM, of the manSergeant-at-Arms, Senate, Washi71gton, D. 0. :
Telegram received. Evans arrived. We leave for Washington this morning, ao-erd on the part of the Honse of Representatives, appeared and were
via V a.ndalia.
cgndnoted to the seats as ignecl them.
W. S. DODGE.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black, and
Mr. 'MORTON. I desire to inquire whether there is any affidavit Carpenter.
The Secretary read the journal of proceedings of the Senate sitting
or statement on· file showing what is expected to be proved by this
on 1\!onday last for the trial of the impeachment.
witness, to show the materiality of his testimony.
The PRESIDENT p1•o tempore. The Senate is now ready to proThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report the afficeed with the trial.
davit made on a prior day.
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Mr. CARPENTER. We propose to call John S. Evans. 'Ve understand he is here.
J ORN S. EvANS was called and took the stand.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, I desire to say to the managers
that Mr. JohnS. Evans is now upon the stand. If they wish to examine him as a witness on the part of the prosecution, we make no
objection to their doing so. If they do not, we give them notice that
we shall insist on their being held to a proper cross:-examination.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, we desire to state to the
Senate that we shall claim the right to call out on cross-examination
whatever is legitimate and proper in this caae. I think, after having
waited for nearly a whole week for the witness to come to accommodate the defense, that the Senn.te will endeavo1· to expedite matters
by enabling us to put our questions to the witness upon cross-examination with the full privilege of the gentlemen in rebutting to ask
him to explain all those matters about which we may inquire, which
will make one examination answer all the purposes of this case,
whereas if we now examine him the gentlemen on their side will
have a right only to cross-examine him aa to what we examineu into,
and then they must put him on the stand, we cross-examine him, and
so on, making really a double examination, and upon the good sense
of the Senate on that question we rely now. The gentlemen may examine Mr. Evans.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators, it will be recollected that the manager stated to the Senate that Mr. Evans was one
of his most important Witnesses. When he closed his caBe, he closed
it reserving the right to call Mr. Evans if he should appear at any
time during the trial. Mr. Evans is now present. We waive all objection to his being examined in chief on the part of the Government
if they wish to examine him. If they do not, we shall insist, as far
as we can insist, that when they come to the cross-examination they
shall be restricted to the proper rules of cross-examination.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, to avoid misunderstanding and
save time hereafter I offer the order which I send to the Chair.
The Secretary r"'ad as follows:
Ordered, Tha.t the managers proceed to examine the witness Evans in chief; ot•,
should they decline to tlo so, the respondent may proceed to examine the witness in
chief, with the right of the managers to cross-examine him like any other witness.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is on the order proposed by the Senator from New York.
The order was agreed 1o.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tem1wre. The ma.nagers will ta.ko the witness.
·JoHN S. EvANS sworn and examined.
By Mr. Manager McMA.Ho"N:
- Question. Where do yon reside now f
Answer. . Fort Sill, Indian Territory.
Q. Are yon the post-trader at that point T
A. I am not now. I am still there, not ha.ving turned over my
business. I have been removed and another party has been appointed.
Q. Who is your successor f
.A. Messrs. Rice a.nd Byers, Saint Louis, Missouri.
Q. How long have they been there f
. A. They are not there at all. I do not turn over the business nntil
the 15th of August. They take possession a.t that time.
. . Q. That is under an order of the 6th of March last, I believe. How
long had you been post-trader at Fort Sill prior to your removal f
A. Since the establishment of the post, in 1!:)69, I think.
Q. You derived your ori~inal appointment from whom T
A. On the recommendatiOn of the officers I was appointed by the
department commander.
Q. Who was he at that time f
A. General Schofield, I think.
Q. Where .were yon when the law of July, 1870, was passed f
A. I was at Fort Sill in 1870.
Q. How soon after the law wn.s changed was it that you came to
., Washington Cityf
A. I beg pardon. I was not there when the law was changed. I
came to Washington before the law waa changed.
·
Q. Whose recommendations did you bringwithyou for appointment
under the new law f
·
· A. Every officer of the post, indorsed by the post conimander.
. Q. When did you first lay those recommendations before the Secretary of War f
A. I do not remember.
. Q. How soon before or after the law passed f ·
A. I cannot remember. The Secretary of War left the city and
went West a short time after the change of the law, and I do notremember whether I placed these documents before him before his leaving or after his. return.
Q. How long was the Secretary of War gone at that time f
A. I think some Jihree months; I do not remember exactly, but I
suppose two or three months, perhaps four.
Q. Where did you stay in the mean timeT
A. I was here part of the time and among my friends in the East;
no place in particular.
Q. Were you expecting the return of the Secretary of Wart
A.. I met the Secretary of War. I went t.o Keokuk while he was
absent from here.
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Q. About what time waB it you met him at KeokukT

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

I am not able to say.
Do you remember the month f
I do not.
What did you go to see him for at Keokuk f
·
A. I went to see him in reference to this appointment at Fort Sill.
Q. Was that the first occasion you had ever seen the Secretary of
Wart
A. It waa the first time I had ever met him.
Q. You do not know how soon he saw the paper that you filed with
the Department T
A. I do not.
Q. State all the conversation that pMsed between you and the Secretary of War at Keokuk in regard to this appointment.
A. It was very brief indeed. I was introduced by Mr. Peck, an acquaintance of mine and also an acqnaintn.nce of General Belknap.
Q. What did you say to him f
A. Mr. Peck, if my recollection serves me, told him I was an applicant for the ~ppointment at Fort Sill. He said to me that he was
not attending to any of that bu iness here ; he would attend to it
when he returned to Washington; he was off on a pleasure trip. That
was about the sum and substance of the conversation.
Q. About when was that, do you know!
A. I cannot tell. It was probably after June of that year.
Q. Do you remember when you got back to Washington City; what
month it was f
A. I do not. I returned East and remained here until his returnremained partly in New York and partly in Philadelphia.
Q. Did you explain to him at Keokuk, Iowa, that you were already
the post-trader and had been there, and explain-Mr. CARPENTER. Ask him what the conversation was.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Just state the whole conversation.
The WITNESS. I do not think I .made any mention of being an
applicant here. Mr. Peck merely said that I was an applicant for this
place. I do not remember what his remarks were, but they were very
brief. The Secretary had very few words to say on the subject.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McM.A.HO"N.) Where did you go to from Keokuk
next!
A. I returned East.
Q. How soon did"you come back to Waahington City!
A. I do not think I returned here nntil the return of the Secretary.
Q. How did you get information of the return of the Secretary f
A. I am not positive; probably through the papers; but I do not
remember.
Q. When you got here state whether you fonnd the Secretary here
or whether he wa.s not yet home.
A. That I am not able to say.
Q. You have no recollection~ on that pointY
A. No recollection whatever.
Q. You did meet the Secretary afterward, personally!
A. I met him afterward.
Q. How many times!
A. But once.
Q. State who introduced yon and where this took place. Give all
the conversation between you.
A. My introduction was so slight at Keokuk to the Secretary th1.t
I did not suppose he would ~now me. E. W. Rice of this city introduced me. I knew there were a gre'1t many applications for these
positions. I did not suppose the Secretary would know me or remember me, and for that reason I thought it best to get some one.
Q. Did Rice introduce you personally, or did he see the Secretary
in advance, or give you a letter!
A. He saw the Secretary in advance.
Q. Did any conversation paBS between you and the Secretary in the
presence of Genernl Rice or anybody else!
A. No, sir.
Q. State what the conversation was between yon and the Secretary
when you went to see him.
A. i called npon the Secretary and made myself known to him, and
he appeared to recognize me when I came in. I told him I was an
applicant for this position and that my papers were before him. I do
not remember at what time I placed my papers before him, but they
were in his possession at that time. I called his attention to that
fact. He said they were, and they were in every way satisfactory,
that is my recollection of his remark, but that he had already made
the appointment or had promised it to another party.
Q. What other party was that!
A. Afterward I fonnd it waa Mr. Marsh.
Q. Did he mention the name of the party f
A. I do not recollect that he did at that time.
Q. How did you discover who the party was f
A. Throu~h Mr. Belknap, Secretary of War. That was subsequent.
Q. Now g1ve all the conversations that passed between you and the
Secretary of War, and all arguments, if any, that you adduced to him
to give you the nomination.
Mr. CARPENTER. State all the conversations.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That is what I want.
Tbe WIT:NESS. The Secretary recognized-me as an applicant when
I introduced myself and told him who I was. He said he remembereu me as having met me at Keok~. Of course I told him my
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business, and he said my docnm~nts were every way satisfactory, of the post for which you were an applicant was named by your friend
but that he had already made the appointment or promised the ap- who introduced you.
pointment to another party, and that I might possibly be able to
A. That I cannot say.
Q. State whether, when you came on to Washington City, you
make some arrangement with that party; he did not know whether
he wanted to go there particularly or not; that he would be in the brought with you your application for this post, signed by the officers,
city and I could see him. That was about the substanco of the mat- or whether it was sent and mailed to yon after you had left there.
A. I !:>rooght it on with me. I brought the papers with me.
ter. He said that my papers were satisfactory. I told him how I
wa.s situated there, that I had a large investment, and what the conQ. How soon did you file them in the War Department f
sequences would be to me if I did not receive the appointment. I
A. That I donotremember. As I stated before, I do not remember
should have to move my goods off the reservation and my buildings whether it was prior to the departure or after the return of the
would be worthless. He said that he thooght I could probably make Secretary of War, but I think previous to his leaving the city.
Q. Go on and state whether under that contract, which we have
some satisfactory arrangement with this party. I do not give this
put in evidence, the payments were made; and, if so, how frequently.
as the exact language.
Q. (By .Mr. .Manager McMAHON.) What was the remark he mad~ State if any change was made in the amount, and why; and state huw
I understood you to stat.e it a while ago-about this party not want- much in all you have paid to him.
ing to go out there f
A. I have a statement that I can submit here.
A. I am not positive he said that, but that is my recollection, that
Mr. CARPENTER. That would not vary, I suppose, from Marsh's
he did not know whether this party wonld go himsf'lf or whether he. testimony about the payments.
•
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think not. I want the statement,
wished to go there or not.
Q. When did he say this party would be in the cityf
however, substantially. (To the witness.) Look through yonr etateA. I will not say positively whether he said that night or not, ment and give us the amount you have paid altogether to Mr. Marsh,
but he asked me where I was stopping. I told him, and on the same and about the sums, whether quarterly, semi-annually, or how!
evening or the following evening-I am not positive as to that-Mr.
A. I will state that a great many of these remittances were made
.Marsh called upon me.
a.s we could procure exchan~e. In that country we could not regnQ. You had a conversation with Mr. Marsh that evening about larly meet our agreement. Our agreement was quart.erly in advance.
this matter. Did you come to any arrangement that evening f
I find in September the first paYJD.ent of $3,000. Then come a great
A. I do not think we came to a positive arrangement. My impres- · many small payments.
Q. How many times did yon pay 3,000 at one time in cash f
sion is Mr. Marsh wished me to pay him, in the tirst place, $20,000 a
year, saying that he had understood from good authority the post was
A. We ·never at one time paid more than 3,000.
a very valuable one and worth a great deal of money-! give this as
Q. I understand that; but how regularly did you pay $3,000 at one
·
my recollection--=-but I would not listen to that. I did not feel in- time f
clined to pay 20,000, and told him so. After considerable conversaA. There appear here seven items of $3,000.
tion he consented to have me appoipted or to take the post in his
Q. For how long a time was the payment of $3,000 made quarterly!
name for 15,000 a year. On that basis we separated. I do not think
A. I cannot tell distinctly about tha.t. This matter was taken right
I acceded to that at the time, but when I went to New York the next off my books as the payments were made. I find we frequently made
day in the same train with Mr. Marsh I met him and succeeded in payments as we could get exchange. We did not make payments in
securing the position from him at the rate of 12,000 a year.
full, because we could not secure exchange. Consequently the books
Q. Was there not a contract drawn up between you f
sh.ow exactly the payments as made.
A. Yes, sir.
·
Q. How much did you pay Mr. Marsh altogetherf
Q. [Handing to th('l witness the agreement between himself and C. P.
A. The sum-total is $42,317 .0'2.
Marsh, heretofore produced in evidence.) Is this the paper that was
Q. Up to what date did you make the paymentf
signed by you f
A. September 30, 1875.
A. [Examining.] That is my signature attached to that docnQ. That was the last p:tymentf
meut.
·
A. The last payment.
Q. Look at the date of this; October 8, 1870, I believe T
Q. Yon paid in advance, I understand.
A. Yes, sir; that is the date.
A. I was paying in advance.
Q. Was that agreement executed on the day it bears date T
Q. The last payment yon say was the 30th of September, 1875; how
A. It was, to the best of my recollection.
mnch f
Q. After the agreement was executed, what action did Mr. Marsh
A. An item of $1,575.:25.
take, if any, to have you appointed f
Q. That was only the half of the payment; was it not f
A. It was fully understood that the appointment should be made
A. Only half.
ont in my name between :Mr. Marsh and myself.
Q. When did yon send him the other half of that payment?
Mr. CARPENTER. I suppose that is not competent.
A. October 11.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Have you the original appointQ. How much did you send him October 11, 1875!
,
ment with you T
A. Fourteen hundred and twenty-one dollars and seventy-five cents,
A. I have not.
making the $3,000, I believe.
Q. Who has it f
Q. When was this amount that you paid to him, $12,000 per annum,
A. I think it is here. I think I left it with Mr. CLYMER's com- reduced and to what was it reduced f
mittee.
A. I cannot tell by this statement. I think the twelve-thousandr
Mr. CARPENTER (to the managers.) You read it in evidence.
dollar payment r!tn for a year and a half, or about that time; but I
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, we have read it in evidence. (To cannot tell exa.ctly. In the statement it is not explained.
the witness.) Do you remember who drew up t.hat agreement f
Q. Did you ever see the Secretary of War after you were here in
A. I would remember the name of the gentleman if I heard it. It. October, 18701
was Mr. Marsh's lawyer.
A. Yes, sir; I did.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Mr. Bartlett, was it not f
Q. Upon how many occasions f
A. Yes; Bartlett.
A. I recollect but once. I may have seen him oftener; I recollect
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did you at any time learn from only once.
the Secretary of War the name of the friend to whom this post had
Q. Did any conversation pass between you and him in regard to
been promised T
this matter f.
A. I think he told me that night of our interview that it was Mr.
A. Not any whatever; it wa.s on a different subject entirely.
Q. A different matter f
Marsh.
Q. Did he state where be lived f
A. Yes, sir.
·
A. I think he did; New York City.
Q. Did the Secretary of War ever address you any letter or any
Q. When Mr. Marsh came to see you had you had any previous ac0- communication whatever inquiring into the fact as to whether you
·
were paying Mr. Marsh any money f
qnaintance with him or any knowledge of him f
· A. I never had heard of the man before except through the SecreA. He never did. · I never had a line from him on the subject.
tary of War.
Q. Did any person claiming to be authorized by him ever make any
Q. Were yon hunting for him or did he find yon f
inquiry of you upon that question!
A. He came to my hotel where I was stopping.
A. They did not.
Q. Had yon informed the Secretary of War of the name of the hotel
Q. Why did you continue to pay this money f
at which you were stopping f
Mr. CARPENTER. He paid it under the contract.
\
The WITNESS. I made a contract to do so to hold my position.
. A. I think so,
Q. How many interviews did you ever have with the Secretary of
Q. (By Mr. Manager :McMAHoN.) For what purpose did you keep
War about this post-tradership matterf
paying the money!
·
A. One only; that was the first and last that I ever had with him.
A. To hol(l my position, of course.
Q. Of course you 'except from that the Keokuk interviewf
Q. Had Mr. Marsh any capital ever invested in your concern f
A. Yes, sir.
~
A. He had not.
Q. Yon met hut on~e in Washington City f
Q. This was no portion, then, of the profits of your concern coming
4. ~ut once OJl t4~t business.
to him on acconnt of any capital or labor he had invested in itf
Q· W4ell ;YQl+ W!3f~ int!'oqu~~dr at Keokuk state whether the name
A. Not any; nothing of the kind.
·
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Q. Through whom did you receive your appointment; do you remember f That is, did it come directly from the War Department
or through some person else f
A. I think it came through Mr. Marsh.
Q. State through whom yon addressed a communication to the
Secretary of War when you desired any information or any favors f
A. As I recollect-! may be mistaken about it; I will not be positive-they went through Mr. Marsh.
Q. If you had a copy of your letter of appointment, would it not
showf
A. I am at sea in regard to that.
Q. When you wanted any favors or held any communication with
the Secretary of War in regard to matters at Fort Sill, state whether
you communicated directly with the Secretary of War or whether
you communicated through somebody else.
A. All such communications were addressed through Mr. Marsh, as
:fur as I recolleQt. I never addressed a. communication to the Secretary
of War direct'iy .41 my life that I recollect.
Q. You direc€eil it to him t
A. I may be mistaken in regard to that; but that is my recollection.
Q. Are your books here, Mr. Evans Y
.
A. They are.
Q. Is there any doubt about your having paid this $43,000 f
A. My books are here to be examined. I made the copy from my
books. It is an exact copy.
. Mr. Manager McMAHON, (to the counsel for the respondent.) You
may cross-examine, gentlemen.
Mr. SARGENT. I should like to know of the managers if they do
not propose that the witness shall st.'l.te fully his conversation with
Marsh at the time the bargain was made by which Marsh was allowed this payment. If I understand his testimony, the Secretary of
War stated that he had promised the appointment to Marsh; but as
Marsh might not wish togo to the Indian Territory, heperhaps coulu
make an arrangement with him; and that Marsh calleu on the witness at his hotel. It seems to mo it would be interesting, perhaps
important to the truth, to know what conversations he had with
Marsh at that time in order to know if Marsh at that time stated
that he had to divide this money with any person as an inducement
why the payment should be larger than the amount the witness was
willing to pay.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I have no objection to that question.
Mr. CARPENTER. We do not regard such examinations as quite
proper; it is a conversation between third persons; but w~ have no
objection to make.
Q. (By Mr. ManagerMcMAHO~.) Mr.Ev3.ns, stato the conversation
that took place between you and Mr. Marsh that preceded the makiQ.g
of the agreement and all your conversations from the time you left
'Vashington until you finally consummatecl the agreement, that may
shed any light on this contract. From the time thu.t Mu.rsh saw you
at the hotel is what the Senator's question leads to.
A. Mr. Marsh camo there and sent up his card, I recollect, to my
room. I received him there, and the matter was broached without
any delay, so far as I recollect. I stated to him the condition of our
afi'airs there at Fort Sill.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Tell what you stated to him.
A. I stated to him that myself and partner had an investment, or
rather means and stock, amounting probably to 100,000. I think
that our stock there at that time was fully $BO,OOO. Whether that
included our buildings or not I do not recollect, but that is my recollection. I stated to hi~ that onr investment was about 80,000, and
it would be a great loss po us to be compelled to leave the post. I
showed considerable anxiety to make some arrangement, I know, with
Mr. Marsh. My idea is that I offered to make a partnership with him.
My recollection is that I proposed to go into partnership with him or
that I was willing to sell out to him: t.bat I made the proposition to
sell to him or aaked him for a proposition to buy.
Q. That is, to buy your stock and buildings!
A. Yes, sir; I did not want to submit to a sacrifice. I told him I
could not pay the amount. As I said before, my recollection is he
wanted $20,000. I told him that was very exaggerated; that I could
not pay any such amount, even with the monopoly of the trade; and
when he submitted the proposition of $15,000 I still expostulated w.ith
him that I was not able to pay it, that the business did not justify
it, and I did not think it would be right and just that I should pay
such an amount. I may have consented to accept his proposition for
$15,000; I think I did not, however; but there were a great many
applications for that post and it was a matter of very serious importance to me that I should secure it, rather than submit to the sacrifice of being moved off the reservation, a~ I supposed would be the
case should another party be appointed.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) In that connection you say that
something was said about the monopoly of trade there. State fully
what was said on that subject.
A. When I say monopoly I mean there was to be but one trader. I
understood there was to be but one trader appointed at any post.
Q. From whom did you learn that fact t
A. It was general remark in the city. A large number of men in
the same condition were here, and it was general talk among us.
Q. What did Mr. Marsh say in regard to this matter as to whether
there was to be more tha.n one at your post¥
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A. My recollection is he said there would be but one appointment
made.
Q. That was the understanding T
A. That was the understanding. There wa~ to be but one appointment at the post. As I say, I do not recollect whether I consented to
pay the $15,000. At all events, Mr. Marsh said he was going to return
to New York that evening, and! told him !should go there also, which
I did . . We went over in the same train. The next mornin~ I happened
to take up an Army paper and noticed that there was to oe a removal
of a portion of the troops from the post. I went to see Mr. Marsh
during the morning and snumitted that to him, and told him there
was going to be a reduction of the force, and that I was not justified
in paying such an amount; and we compromise(l on $12,000. Whether
I suggested paying that in place of the $15,000 or whether be submitted it, I do not remember. I accepted it, and our contract was
drawn up on those terms, at the rate of $12,000 a year, payable quarterly in advance.
Q. Had Mr. Marsh at this time actually the appointment or the
simple promise of itt
A. It was my understanding that the appointment bad not been
made out; that the appointment would be made to him if we came
to an agreement. I understood at that time there had been no appointments made under the new law. It was my understanding that
there had been no appointment made at any post.
Q. There had then been no appointments as you understood f
A. That was my understanding at that time. I may be mistaken,
however, about it. That is my recollection.
Q. Have you stated all now that passed between you and Marsh f
A. That is the substance of the interview, so far .a~ I can recollect;
I have not used the exact language. The interview with Mr. Marsh
was probably two hours long. I cannot go into the details of the conversation.
By Mr. SARGE~:
Q. Did Marsh in either of those conversations tell what he was
going to do with the money that he received from yon f
A. He did not.
Q. Did he state whether be wa~ to divide it with any person f
A. Not at all. Of course it was understood that it was for himself.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question must be reduced to
writing.
:Mr. SARGENT. I suppose the reporter baa the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We are through with the witness for
the present.
Mr. RANDOLPH. There is one question which I should like to ask
the witness.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will observe that the
Senator must reduce his question to wrWng. The rule requires questions by Senators to be reduced to writing.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I know the rule requires it, but I also know that
the rule bas not been kept, and inasmuch a.8 this is the first time I
have obtruded a question upon the court, I do not know why the exception should be made in my ca~e.
'l'he PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will observe at this time
that so far a~ questions have been put to witnesses by Senators the
rule in the recollection of the Chair has been observed until this time,
ancl the Chair called ·the attention of the Senator from California,
who put a question just now without reducing it to writing, to the
fact that the rule required it to be done. The question having been
put and it having been reduced t.o writing, by calling the attention
of the Senator to the rule the Chair did his duty. Heretofore no questions have been put to witnesses, as the Chair recollects, without having been first reduced to writing. Is there objection to the Senator
from New Jersey asking a question of the witness 7
Mr. EDMUNDS. Sta.nd by the rnle.
:Mr. RANDOLPH. If there is no objection I should like the reporter to take my question down.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reporter will take down the
question.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The question is this: What amount of goods
did Mr. Evans ~<ell at Fort Sill during any one year pending this contract f That is the :first question.
Mr. CARPENTER. The object of that question seems to be to show
that he made an improvident contract with Marsh and paid him too
much. I submit that that can have no materialitJ to this case. If
the managers trace $500 home to Belknap in tho form of a bribe, it
is just a8 complete a. ca.se as 50,000. If he paid him an unreasonable
bribe, it is no worse than to pay ten cents.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I am unfortunately placed to &rgue the question with the counsel-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Debate is not·in order. The question will ·be put.
Mr. CARPENTER. We object to it.
Mr. RAl~OLPH. I ask the opmion of the Senate upon the propriety of the question.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tentpore. Shall this question be submitted 1o
the witness ~
Tho question was determined in the affirm~tive . .
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reporter will read the question.
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The reporter read the question, as follows :
Q. What amount of goods did you sell at Fort Sill during any one year, pending

this contract!

A.· This was a milita.ry appointment. I wa~ doing an extensive
business there in contracts for supplies. I should like to know
whether the question applies to my Indian business, military business,
or contracts, or all combined, or military busiue s alone.
Mr. RANDOLPH. His business aa post-trader. I do not know
how many kinds of business he was engaged in.
Mr. CONKLING. Then the question I suggest should be, How
mu·c h did you, as post-trader, sell f
Mr. RANDOLPH. VtJry well ; let the question be put in that way.
The WITNESS. That I cannot answer. My business was all combined.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. I should like to suggest to Senators that possibly the cross-examination would bring out a great many facts which
Senators want, and if they will give us leave first to cross-examine
the witness it might reduce the number of questions Senators might
wish to put themselves.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I have no objection to delaying my question.
Cross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER :
Q. Yon saw Mr. Belknap for the first time at Keokuk, Iowa t
A. I clid.
Q. You said that you thought Secretary "Belknap was absent from
Washington in 1870 two or three months, or it might be four. Did
you mean months or weeks t
A. Since I made that remark a. while ago I think I was very much
mistaken about the time.
Q. It wa-s about three weeks 7
A. Yes, probably it would be that time. I was on East here and
the whole trip I got in my mind, and I was mistaken.
Q. Yon say you had no conversation with him whatever at Keokuk
about Fort Sill t
A. Only that I mentioned the matter myself.
Q. You were merely introduced to him T
A. It was in the presence of three or four or half a dozen ~entle
men.
• Q. Yon next saw him in Washington t
A. I next saw him in Washington.
Q. And you had but one interview with him in regard to this appointment f
A. One interview only.
Q. That was in his office in Washington, in the War Department,
I supposef
- A. It was at his dwelling-house.
Q. There you showed him your papers f
A. The papers were already in his possession.
Q. You said y.ou thought they had been filed in the Department f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. In that conversation you say that he told you he had promised
it or had appointed a friend of his to that place, and told you who it
wasT
A. Yes, sir; he did in the course of the conversation.
Q. Did you not then enter into a conversation with him in regard
to the stock of goods you had and the value of the buildings you had
on the premises f
A. I did. I laid the whole facts before him.
Q. Did you not ask him whether some arrangement for a partnership or something of that kind could not be made between you and
Marsh 7
A. I asked him whether he thought such an arrangement could be
made, whether I could dispose of my interest there or form a partnership.
.
Q. Dispose of your interest or form a partnership t
A. Ye, sir.
Q. What did he say in reply T
A. He said he could not tell whether this gentleman would wish to
go to the Territory; that I might possibly be able to make some arrangement.
Q. Did he use any persuasion with you to make an arrangement
with MarshT
A. Not any whatever.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Ask what he said. That is not a fair
question.
Mr. CARPEN'lER. It is calculated that way, for if so then follows what then did he say. (To the witness.) What did he say to
you then about seeing Mr. Marsh T Did he ask you to see him T
A. The Secretary of War appeared to have some sympathy for me
in the matter. He said he thought it was a pretty hard case that I
should have to leave the reservation, but that the promise already bad
been made.
.
Q. By Mr. CARPENTER. Was not all that was said on the part of
Mr. Belknap suggested with a view to help you to get rid of your
·goods to Marsh t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think the question ought to be, did he
· ~ay anything to you so and so. I do not object to leading questions
on cross-examination, but I do not want leauing questions in regard
to motives f.1,nd 1~feren!}es. I want the facts, and am entitled. to have
tbem mthe proper way.

Q. (By Mr. CARP~TER.) Did he request you to go and see Mr.
Marsh f
A. He did not. Mr. Marsh was not in the city, as I understood.
Q. Did he request you ever tQ see him on his behalff
A. He did not.
Q. It was in reply to your asking him whether any arrangement
for a partnership or for n. sale of your stock could be made wit.h this
man that he told you this man would be in town and you could see:
himf
A. He said, "I do not know what arrangement you can make; you
may possibly be able to arrange it," or, ''I do not know what arrangement you can make; but this ~entlema.n, Mr. Marsh, will be in the
city"-whether he said that rugbt or the night following I cannot
remember-and I could see him. Then I probably asketl him where
I would meet him. I do not say I did.
Q. Did not Mr. Marsh tell you that he bad come down there in consequence of having seen the Secretary of War and had been told by
him that he must make some arrangement with yon to save you from
ruin or he would not appoint him T
'
A. I do not recollect what he said in coming there.
Q. Did he p.ot explain the fact to be that he had come there in consequence of what the Secretary of War had told him f
A. That was my understanding. He came over there.
Q. In consequence of what the Secretary of War said to him f
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Marsh has sworn that the Secretary of War
would not appoint him if he did not make ~orne arrangement.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Never mind stating what Mr. Marsh
swore to. That is in the record.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTEB.) In that conversation which you had
with Mr. Marsh I suppose you were trying to get aa low a price and
he as high a. price as he could for the arrangement, was he not 7
. A. I was trying to make the best arrangement I could in my own
interest.
Q. He was up to about the same thing in his, was he not f
A. That was my impression when I got through with him.
Q. In that conversation did Mr. Marsh say to you that he had to
divide anything he got from you with anybody 7
A. He never breathed anything of the kind; he never intimated it
at all.
Q. When did you first ever hear that any such tl1ing had been done f
A. I n~ver heard it until this matter was brought to Washington.
It was reported through t,he Army. I heard it spoken of, that that
was the impression.
Q. I men,n at what time did you have any knowledge that Marsh
had paid the money!
1\Ir. Manacrer McMAHON. Yon did not ask for knowledge, but
when he fir :t heard of this division; and he is telling you he heard
it rumoretl through the Army. Do not change bases.
1\lr. CARPENTER. The manager can have me to enforce it as
often as he pleases. (To the witness.) Did you ever hear it talked
about in the Army prior to the article in the New York Tribune on
the subject t
A. I do not know that I did. I think that originated it.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) You think it originated with that article t
A. I think so.
Q. What was your business at Fort Sill f
A. It was general merchandising; Army trade, Indian trade, contractin~ with the Government for supplies.
Q. What was the whole amount of your business at that point
worth per annum in 18707
A. I cannot tell.
Q. Give as near an estimate as you can.
A. I should suppose, probably, 150,000.
Q. Do you mean profitsf
A. No, sir; I mean our trade; the quantity of goods sold. It may
have exceeded thn,t.
Q. Of that, how large a proportion was the tradership, the mere
sales of stock to the soldiers and officers f
A. I should suppose, probably, about one-third, not to exceed 75,000.
We bad one year a large force. There is another little item I should
mention. We were building a post there, a.nd had a large number of
citizen employ~s included in this estimate. I cannot give any idea; I
suppose it exceeded $50,000.
Q. Was it through your position as post-trader there that you were
enabled to run all these other branches of business T
A. I had an Indian license, which would have enabled me to have
run outside of the military reserve; but it was a great advantage to
be on the military reserve.
Q. It was a great ad vantage to you to be on the military reserve in
regarcf to your other business than trader f
A. Yes, sir; it was.
Q. Did that enter largely into the sum yon agreed to pay Mr. Marsh T
A. I do not understand you.
Q. Did that consideration enter into the fixing of the sum with him
that you were willing to pay to 1\Iarsh t
A. It did.
Q. It was not merely, then, for the profits you could make as trader,
but the advantages that would result to you in general business thereT
A. That was the idea. I merely wish to.statt' that I never would
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have consented to have paid any such amount of money as military
trader alone. My business in that capacity never justified it.
Q. It was your other business in connection with it that induced
you to pay so large a sum f
A. Of course it was.
.
Q. And you never understood from Marsh, in any of the negotiations with him about it, that he had to divid a cent C?f the money
with any human being f
·
A. I never heard anything of the kind intimated.
.
Q. Who was with you when you called on General Belknap rn
Keokukf
A. Mr. Peck, of the firm of Durfee & Peck.
Q. How many posts had Durfee & Peck at that time f
A. My recollection is that they had three posts ; probably more.
Q. They had three posts under the old law, had they f
A. I do not say under the old law. My impression is they had more
than t.hat nn,der the old law. Under the new law my impression is
they had but three. I am not positive a-bout it.
Q. At the time yon called at Keokuk to see General Belknap how
many posts did that firm have!
A. I cannot say; my impression is three or four.
Q. When you subsequently applied to the Secretary of War in
Washington were you contemplating a partnership with Mr. Durfee f
A. I bad at one time contemplated a partnership with Mr. Durfee,
and made my application with his name attached to the application.
Q. [Handing a paper.] Is that a copy of the application you made f
· A. It is. It was on file here, in the War Department. The partnership had not been agreed on a.t that time. It was contemplated,
however.
Q. At that time did you not understand Mr. Belknap to say that
one reason why be could not appoint you was that you were in partnemhip with Durfee f
A. '!'here is an impression in my mind that he refused to appoint
Mr. Durfee to any other position; whether he told me that personally himself or whether Mr. Marsh told me that, I do not remember.
I probably stated to Mr. Marsh that this application had been made.
.Q. Did not Mr. Belknap tell you distinctly that he would not appoint you in connection with Durfee f
A. I do not recollect that he ever said so distinctly, but I have the
impression that I waa told, probably by the Secretary, that Mr. Durfee could not ha,•e any further appointment.
Q. Then you say it is your impression that General Belknap dicl
tell you that Mr. Durfee could not have or be interested in any more
appointments f
A. It was either himself or Mr. Marsh; I cannot recollect which.
Q. I understand you to say that it was the general understanding
all around that there was to be but one trader at any military post
:under the new law!
A. That was my understanding.
.
Q. What favors did you ever apply for of the Secretary of War
through Mr. Marsh f
A. An application was made regarding the limits of the reservation.
Q. Enlarging the reservation f
A. It was understood between Mr. Marsh and myself that the reservation should be extended.
Q. One application was in regard to an enlargement of the reservation f
A. One waa. I think that I communicated to Mr. Marsh regarding
that matter, that the reservation had not been extended to the limit
that was understood.
Q. What did you next hear from that application f
· A. .I have no recollection.
·
• Q. Let me see if I cannot recall your recollection. Do yon not remember that you received a letter from the War Office informing you
that the recommendation of General Pope had been adopted enlarging the reservation aa he recommended !
A. I have only an indistinct recollection of it, nothing very definite.
· Q. Did you. ever hear anyt.h ing from Mr. Marsh about it f
A. I do not remember that.
Q. Was your letter addressed to Marsh or addressed to the Secretaty of War and sent through Marsh f
A. It was addressed to Mr. Marsh. I do not recollect ever having
.addressed a communication to the Secretary of War about it. I do
not recollect sending any such communication, but very likely I did.
.Q. What other application did you ever make to the Secretary of
Warf
A. There was an application made for the introduction of liquors
there for the use of the officers at the post. I am not positive whether
that was sent directly or through Mr. Marsh; whether it went through
tlie regular channels or not.
Q. [Handing papers to the witness.] Look at that and it will probably refresh your reeollection.
·
,A. [After examining.] That is correct; I remember.
Q. You addressed that directly to the Secretary of War f
A. To the Secretary of War.
Q. What response did you receive to that!
A. The permission was granted.
. Q. Was it granted through the regular military channels f
· A. Through the regular military ~hannels.

Q. Did you ever a-sk any other favor as a post-trader f
A. I do not recollect of any.
Q. Then the only two you remember wa.s one in regard to this
liquor-selling business and the other in regard to the extension of the
reservation f
A. That is my recollection.
Q. Did -yon ever have any other favor or indulgence of any kind
from the Secretary of \Var which was not common to all tra-ders f
A. I do not recollect any.
Q. What was yonr situation there in regard to protection t Had you
any other protection than all post-traders hadf
A. None other whatever.
Q. An-d the only privileges you enjoyed there were those which pertained to your appointment as post-trader f
A. As I understood, all orders sent there were sent to all traders
throucrh the countrv.
Q. Can you describe what the regular military channels are f
A. From the adjutant of the post up through all the grades of officers to the post-commander, to the division commander, and the division headquarters, and then to Washington, to the Adjutant-General
of the Army.
·
Q. These applications are seen and read at all these headqnartersf
A. Through all these channels.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object to proving by this witness
or any other that any communication went through the regular military channels without producing the records to show the indorsements
on them and that they did so pa-ss.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, we offer now a certified copy
of Mr. Evans's letter asking permission to sell liquor, &c., and aU
the reference·s of it that were made from that post clear up to the·
Secretary of War, which are the exhibits A, B, C, D, E, and F, in the
documents in my hand, except that we shall not ask the Clerk to
read one map which probably he could not do intelligibly.
The Chief Clerk rea-d as follows :
FORT- SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,

The Hon.

November 30, 1872.

W A..H,
Washington, D. 0. :
Owina to the isolated position of this post and the difficulties attending thesbip-.
ment of merchandise, it. is inconvenient and almost impossible to make shipmenta
of 'vhisky and brandy monthly as provided in paragraph 2 of War Department
order dated October~. 1871.
I therefore respectfully request that said paragraph be so modified that tbe in·
traduction of the..~eliquors may be allowed in like manner to that of ale and wine,
the quantity and disposition being as at present subject to the absolute control and
direction of the po.~t-commander.
·
Very respectfully, yoru· obedient servant,
JOHN S. EVANS,
Post-Trader.
SECRETARY OF

Exhibit A is a description by diagram or map of the Indian Territory.
EXHIBIT B.
WAR DEPARTMEh'T1

Washington Oity, OcUJber 28, 1871.
Orders.
I. On the order of any officers of the garrison, approved by the commanding offi.
cer, the post-trader at Fort Sill has authority to take to that post from points outside the Indian Territory a limited 9-uantity of wines, porter, and ale, provided
such supplies are for the use of the officer so ordering.
II. The post-trader at said post has authority to talre to said post 'not to exceed
ten ~lions of brandy and ten gallons of whisky monthly, to be used only for
mediCinal-purposes and sold only on the authority of the post·commander.
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
EXHIDITC.

WAR DEPARl'l!E~"'T,

City~ February 2, 1872.
Order8.
The following is hereby substituted for paragraph I of orders dated October 28,
1871, paragraph n to remain a.s at present:
L Penmssion is hereby Jn'3Ilted the post-trader at Fort Sill to carry thereto and
keep on hand for sale to officers such quantity of wines, ale, porter, or other malt
liquors as the commanding officer at the post may deem advisable, to be sold only
on his approval.
WM. W. BELKNAP.

Washington

EXHIBIT D.
WAR DEPAR'.l'MID<"T,

Washington Oity, January 3, 1873.
Orders.
Para~ph IT of orders dated October 28, 1871, authorizing the post-trader at Fort
Sill, Inuian Territory, to take to that post a limited quantity of brandy and whisky
monthly, "to .be used only for medicinal purposes and sold only on the authority
of the {'Ost commander," is hereby so modified as to permit the introduction of
liquors m the same manner and under like restrictions as in the cases of ale, wine,
and porter, (vide orders dated February2, 1872,) the quantity and disposition thereof
to remain subject to the control and direction of the post-commander.
WM. W. BELKNAP.

&creta,ry oj War.

EXHT13IT E.
HEADQUA}lTERS, FORT SILL, INDIAN TERRITORY,

February 17, 1873.
Mr. J. S. EVANS,
Post-trader:
Under tbe provisions of War Dept. orders of January 3rd, 1873 modifying Wa-r
Dept. orders of October 28, 1871, you are hereby authorized to br~g to this .post;
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Q. State the substance of these indorsements without taking time
to read them in full.
.
. A. These notes which I commenced to read are the same aa those
read in the gem'ral orders.
Q. State by what officers that is indorsed and recommended, the
channels through which it came.
A. It is indorsed fi.rst by the assistant adjutant-general, at headqua,rters Military Division of the Missouri, Chicago, August 22, 1871.
Q. Who is thatf
ExmniTF.
A. James B. Fry.
Copy of indorsement on application of J. S. Evans & C.o., post~ traders, for modiQ. Sheridan's adjutant-general f
fication of par. 2, War Department orders, dated October 28, 1871, regulating shipA. Yes, sir. Next it is indorsed:
ment of whisky aud brandy.

tho following quantities and kinds of liquors, and to dispose of the same under such
l'Ules and restrictions as the post-commander may hereafter inlposo, viz :
100 casks ale and porter.
100 cases imJ?erial wine.
50 bbls. whisky.
5 " brandy.
By order of Major Geo. W. Sc~ofield.
C. E. NORDSTROM,
1st Lt. lOth aaralru, Post Adjutant.

(First indorsement,)
liEADQUARTERS, FORT SILL, L'IDIAN TERRITORY,
December 2, 1872.
In the opinion of the post-commander, it would be better for both trader and purchaser were the trader permitted to introduce liquors in quantities larger than is
now J>Ormitted at one shipment.
W1th a view to accomplish this! the within request is recommended to the favorable consideration of the honorab e Secretary of War.
GEORGE W. SCHOFIELD,
Major lOth aavalry, f]ommanding.

ADJUTANT-GE~""ERAL'S 0n'ICE,
Washington, Augt~t 29, 1871.

Respectfully submitted to the Secret.'\ry of War, recommended, and with remark
that it would seem proper to obtain the consent of the Inclian Bureau before declaring this reservation, as it appears to be within the Tndian reserve as aot apart by
treaty of October 21, 1867, with the Kiowaa and Comanches. (Statutes at Large,
volume 15, page 582.)
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant-General.

Q. That is by yourself.
A. Yes, sir.
_
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Do these papers which have been read
Q. Now I ask you if you have the paper there giving the consent
cover all the indulgences granted to you in regard to the selling of from the Interior Department f
liquorf
A. I have.
A. They do.
Q. Read it in that connection.
Q. Every one of them made subject to the control and discretion of
A. The first is the letter of the Secretary of War to the honorable
the post-commander Y
Secretary of the Interior.
A. In every case.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington aity, September 2, 1871.
Q. This and the enlargement of the reservation were the only favors
Sm: Inviting your attention to the accompanving letter in relation to and plan
you ever asked or received t
and description of the military reservation at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, which
A. All that I have any recollection of.
appears t.o be within an Indian reserve, I have the honor to inquire if the India.n
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, we ask ]eave to call General Department bas control over this property, and, if so, whether there is any le:ral
Townsend at this point for the purpose of identifying some records. obstacle known to the Department of the lDterior to its being set apart as a. mill·
tary reservation.

The return of the papers is requested.
E. D. TOWNSEND recalled and examined.
Very respectfully, &c.,
w.w.n.,
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Secretary of War.
Question. [Submittiu~ a paper.] Is that the order enL1.rging the
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
reservation at Fort Sill T
This is a copy of the original letter. The next is:
Answer. This is the order of the President declaring the reservaDEPARTME~T OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF L'IDIAN .AFFAIRS,
tion at Fort Sill on the 29th of January, 1872. It makes the reservaWashington, D. a., September 7, 1871.
tion contain thirty~six square miles.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from the Depart·
Mr. CARPENTER. We ask the Secretary to read it.
ment, for my views ota communication from the honorable Secretary of War,
The Chief Clerk read aa follows:
dated the 2d instant, inclosing map, with accompanying papers, of the site of the

proposed military reservation of Fort Sill, Indian Territory, nnd inquiring if
HEADQUARTRRS, DEPARTME~'T OF THE MisSOURI,
there is any legal obstacle known to the same being set apart for the purpose
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, January 29, 1872.
stated.
General Orders No. 2.]
In reply, I will state that Fort Sill is· lor.ated in the cou.ntry set apart for the
By authority of the President of the United States, and in accordance with the
Kiowas
and Comanches bv the second article of the treaty concluded with said Ininstructions of the Secretary of War, dated January 19, 18i2, the military reservadians October 21, 1 67. (Statutes at Large, volumes 14, 15, page 582.)
tion at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, is designated as lollows:
By the seventh clause of the eleventh article of said treaty the Kiowas and C.oThe initial point of t-he survey is the flag-staff. From thls point due north two
(2) miles and four hundred and forty (440) yards, to a point on the northern bound- m:mches "ajZree to withdraw all opposition to the military posts now established in
ary line of the reservation; from thlB point due east three (3) miles to the northeast the western Territories." This i11 tho only provision in said treaty regarding milicorner; thence due south four (4) miles to the southeast corner; thence due west tary posts, and I am of opinion that there can be no objection t.o the setting apart
nine (9) miles to the southwest corner; thence due north four (4) miles t.o the north- of the military reservation in question.
It is proper t.o st'l-te that in accordance with the terms of the treaty ·concloded
west corner; thence due east six (6) miles to the above-mentioned point on the
with the Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches, October 21, 1867, (Statutes at Large,
northern boundary line, to close the boundary.
ThE\. points of the compass mentioned are magnetic. The variation of the mag- volumes 14 alld 15, page 589,) the latter became confederated with the former, o.nd
accepted a pt'rmanent home on the Kiowa and Comanche reserve.
netic needle iu June, 1871, was 11° 22' 30'' e.'ISt.
The papers referre<l by you are returned herewith.
Monuments of hewn stone with cut letters "U.S. M. R." on the one side, and "L
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
T." on the other, mark the corners of the reservation; all half miles are marked by
H. R. CLUM,
plain posts.
The reservation contains thirty-six (36) square miles.
Acting CommisBioner.
To the honorable SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
By command of Brigadier-General Pope:
R. WILLIAMS,
The next is a. letter to the honorable Secretary of War, inclosing
Assistant Adjutant-Genera-l.
that:
•
Official:
E. D. TOWNSEYD,
DEPARTMENT OF THE L'ITERIOR,
Adjutant-General.
Waghington, D. a., Septe'lnber 8, 1871.
Sm: Respectfully referring to yonr communication of the 2d instant, inclosing
Q. ~By Mr. CARPENTER.) What pa.per is that f [Submitting a map
with accompanying papers, and making inquiry as to the propriety of the site
paper.}
proposed at Fort Sill bemg set apart as a. military reservation, I ha>e the honor
A. This is a copy of a letter dated "Headquarters, Department of to transmit herewith for your information copy of a report from the Actin~ Com·
the Missouri, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, Au~ust 12, 1871," addressed missioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 7th instant, in relation to the subJect, in
views I concur.
"to the Adjutan~Generalof the Army," by ueneral Pope, command~ whoseVery
respectfully, your obedient servant,
ing the Department of the Missouri.
B. R. COWEN,
Q. Please read the paper entire and all the indorsements on tbe
Acting Secretary.
To
the
honorable
t.he
SECRETARY
OF
WAR.
back f

A. The letter is:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTME:!I"T OF THE MisSOURI,
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, A'U{J'USt 12, 1871.
To the AnJUT.Al\~-G~liERAL OF THE AmrY,
Washingtm, D. 0.:
(Through Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri.)
Sm: In compliance with the instructions of the General of the .Army of June6,
1868, I have the honor to transmit herewith accompan;ying, a map and field-notes
of the United States military reservation at Fort Silf, JD(lia.n Territory, with a view
to their being properly declared by the War Department.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant.,
JNO. POPE,
Brevet Major-Ge11eral Commancl'ing.

[Indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTI!ENT OF THE MlSSOUru,
OFFICE OF THE CHIKF ENGI~""EER,
Fort Leavenworth, Kamas, - , 187-.
Description of the United States military reservation a.t Fort Sill, Indian Territory.

There was a subsequent communication from. the Secretary of War,
datedwAR DEPARTMEXT, October 11, 1871.
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE L~RIOR:
Sm: The President having been pleased to set aside for military uses and as a.
military post the reservation at Fort Sill, Indian Territory I have the honor to
forward to you for compliance therewith l1is directions that tho same be noted in
the General Land Office, and also the plats a.nd notes of survey of the reservation,
which, when no longer needed, please return to this Department, together with tho
President's order.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. W. BELKNAP~
Secretary of ~rar.

That letter is acknowledged by the Secretary of the .futerior:
DEPARTMJTh~

OF THE bTRBIOR,
Washington, D. a., 13th October, 1871.
Sm: I have the honor t.o acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 11th in·
stant, transmitting the President's order of 7th instant, setting aside for military
uses the lands at Fort Sill, Indian Territory.

TRIAL OF WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
A cop:v of your letter, and all the papers accompanying it, haye to-day bu.n sent
to tho Comn:iissioner of the General Lond Office, for appropriate action.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. DELANO, Secretary.
Hon. WILLIAM W. BELKNAI',
&cr<Jtary of War.

Q. Now return to the paper you were reading ·and finish the indorsements on that. You had read yonr own letter and stopped there.
A. The remaining indorsements are simply office marks showing
that the paper I hold in my hand is a copy of the original papers sent
to the Interior Department from the War Department.
·
ADJUTANT·GE~~RAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, January 20, 1872.
Official copy for file in the Adjutant-General's Office.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant· Gen.eraJ.

Then come snndry memoranda of the dates and so on.
Q. Was not that approved by the Secretary of War and then by the
President!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. All those f
A. I beg pardon.
Q. You stopped with reading your own letter in which you advise
that the Department of the Interior ehonld be consulted.
A. The :third indorsement is :
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Wa8hington Oity, Septentber 15, 1871.
Approved and respectfully submitted for the action of the President.
WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.

The fourth indorsement :

EXECUTIVE MA.Nsrox, October 7, 1871.
The reservation at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, as described in thfl accompanying
plat and notes of survey, approved by the Secretary of War, is made for military
purposes, and tbe Secretary of the Interior will cause the same to be no tell in the
General Lnnd Office to be reserved as a military post.
U. S. GRANT.

Q. That completes that document, does it f
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'A.RPENTER. That is all for the present, General.
S. EVANS recalled.
Cross-examination by Mr. CARPENTER continued :
Question. I understood you to say that the enlargement of the reservation, which has just been explained here, and the lic~nses about
the sales of liquors were the only f::Lvors you ever asked and the only
ones yon ~ver received as post-trader from the Secretary of Wad
Answer. I have so stated.
·
Q. When you returned from Washington to your fort who was c~m
mander of the post at that time 7
A. General Grierson.
Q. Did you communicate to him the contract which you had made
with Marsh f
' A. I did.
Q. How soon aftc1· your arrival there f
A. Probably the same day.
Q. About wha.t time wa-s that f
A. I think it was the evening of the same day.
Q. About what time did you get home f
A. Some time early in November.
Q. You communicated it to Grierson in November, 1870 T
.A. I did.
.
Q. And all the facts that you knew about it f
A. All the facts that I knew about it.
Q. You said that when you came to Wa-shington you were introduced to the Secretary of War. Did you mean thatf
A. When I came to Washington I was introduced indirectly
through Mr. Rice.
Q. Did Mr. Rice go with you to the Secretary of War f
A. He did not.
Q. Did he give yon a letter f
A. No; he saw the Secretary prior to it.
Q. That is what you understood from him f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. But when you went t-o the War Department you were recognized
by General Belknap as the man he had seen at Keokuk, were you T
A. I was.
Q. And you clo not know of your own knowledge that anything
passed between Rice and Belknap about itT
A. I never heard a word. I never saw them together in my life.
Q. Since your appointment you have been, you say, tbe only trader
at l!'ort Sill f
1:\. The only military trader at Fort Sill.
Q. Is that post exceptional in that respect or not T
A. It is not an exception.
Q. There is hut one at any of the posts f
A. That is my information.
Q. Have you related all that took place between you and the Secretary of War in regard to any arrangement to be made between you
and M.a rsh T
A. I have.
Q. Do you know whether the Secrei!ary of War knew that there
JoHN
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was any arrangement made between · you and Marsh, or what were
the terms of the arrangement'
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Speak only of your own knowledge;
give no impressions or belief, but simply what faeta you know.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is what 1 asked him. (To the witness.)
Did you communicate the fact of having made a contract with Marsh
to the Secretary of WarY
A. I never spoke to the Secretary of War on the subject.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. He says he did. not see him; he went
away without seeing him.
Mr. CARPENTER. He might have communicated it without seeing him, in a letter, or in the dark. (To the witness.) You say you
did not communicat~ that fact to the Secretary of War f
A.' In no way, shape, or form.
.
Q. (By Mr. CARPE.."'TER.) After you returned to Fort S11l and after
that contract made between you :tnd Mr. Marsh, by which you bound
yourself to pay him sums of money on dates fixed in the contract, did
you put up the prices of your goods at the fort l
Mr. Manager McMAHON. One moment. Mr. President, that is a.
question that has already been settled, a.s I understand, by the Senate two or three times, and we do not care to go into that matter as
to whether be put up t!le prices of his goods.
Mr. CARPENTER. I do not understand that it has been settled •
at n.ll. We offered certain questions here, we put to witnesses certain
questions, and I stated that I proposed to follow the questions with
this proof; n.nd, notwithstanding that statement, it is true the Senate excluded the questions; but that does not exclude the offer. It
might be that the Senate thought the question was an improper one,
although the offer would be perfectly proper. This is, if I recollect,
the first tll:ne we have distinctly offered to prove the fact, and I now
offer to prove by this witness that he never put up his prices one
cent in consequence of that arrangement with 1\Iarsh.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, certainly the memory of
the gentleman must be at fault, for I think if any one thin~ wa-s contested with some warmth and zeal in the trial of this case rn chief it
was this identical proposition whether it made any difference in the
trial of this case whether by reason of this tribute that Evans was
paying to Marsh the soldiers or anybody else were charged higher
prices than they had been before; aud if that question wa-s not settled by this Senate, not only onco lmt twice or three times, then I
have failed to see entirely the applicability of a decision to a point
made.
Mr. CARPENTER. Allow me to interrupt you a momeqt.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Certainly.
Mr. CARPENTER. The question put to the Senate wa-s not would
the offer made be proper when it should be reached; the only question submitted was shall this interrogatory be put It is true that
by way of inducing the Senate to allow tho question, I stated the
proof that I expected to follow it up with; but non 0011Btat that the
question would be proper even if the poof would be proper; and the
ouly question submitted to the Senate, and the only one which the
Senate passed upon was whether the particular interrogatory should
be answered, not whether this offer of proof would be proper when
the time came to offer it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Undoubtedly, because I never k-new before that a court of law settled questions in a bunch.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is the reason they did not settle this.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. But whenever they settle a particular
question upon a particular principle, I never knew before that that
principle which was then established by the court in that particular
case did not apply in every subsequent stage of the case when the
same question arose. I do not understand that a court of law lays
dow-n rules for all questions that may be offered; but the principle
that is applicable to the particular question, if a subsequent question
is the same in substance and involves the identical point, is to be applied. It seems to me it is wasting time to argue it.
But now let me put a question to the gentleman. I want to hear
from him-and I will allow the interruption-upon the materiality
of this testimonv once more.
Mr. CARPENTER. The fourth article, if I remember the number
rightly, charges that in consequence of this arrangement between
Marsh and Evans the soldiers and officers of the Union Army were defraudecl and compelled to pay extravagant ~nd exorbitant prices.
Now we offer to show that that is not true. Let the managers strike
it out of the articles, and we do not care for tb.e proof. If it remains
in the articles, we offer to disprove it and will provo by this witness
that he not only did not increase his prices, but that they were absolutely lower from that time out until he was removed than they had
ever been before, and not, as he expresses it, the one-tenth part of
one cent was added to the price of goods sold to the soldiers in consequence of that. arrangement.
Mr: Manager McUAHO.N. Now I think that the argument the gentleman has made will recall to the Senate at once the f,wt that this
question wa-s thoroughly and completely argued not only upon one
occasion but upon two and probably three difterent occasions, because
the honomble gen tleman will remember that at one stage of the case
I alluded to these very words upon which he put so much stress, and
it seems the honorable gentleman is more troublecl about the aggravations of this case than about the crime that has been committetlor
charged.

•
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: Mr. CARPENTER. There is not any crime.
1\~r. Manager McMAHON. 0 I I put this illustration, that it was
like chru·ging in an indictment that the act was against the peace and
di~nity of the State in which the particular offense was committed.
Raising prices ·on the soldier is not the crime charged against this individual. That may be a.n aggravation, but whether it exists or does
not exist, the crime is just as absolute and complete, if proven, as it
would be if it raised the prices ten times on the soldiers.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then why not concede the fact that it did not
raise the ~rices f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Simply because the question bas been
settled. The pertinacity with which the gentleman lmderta.kes to
overrule the Senate surprises me, and I think I shall save the ti_me of
the Senate by insisting that this testimony is not competent, has tlothing to do with the trial of this particular case. It mn.y have something to do with some outside or ulterior purpose which either the gentleman or his client may have in his bosom, but so far ns this case is
concerned, it is imposssble for me to see how it can hav~ any bearing
whatever. If he were able to prove the fa.ct, as he says, that after
this tribute of 12,000 wa.s put upon him he lowered his prices, it is
a very remarkable fact and one that I should like to see proven in
some other tribunal for the purpose of ascertaining some new patent
• method for reducing prices.
I submit this question to yon Senators; we have discussed it twice,
and it having been twice decided, it seems to me the question ought
to be set at rest.
Mr. CONKLING. May we hear the question read f
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. The question will be read by the
reporter. ·
The reporter read the question, ns follows:
Q. After your return to Fort Sill and after that contract made between you
and Marah by which you bound yourself t-o pay him sums of money at the dates
fixed in the contract, did you put up the prices of your goods at the fort ?

The PRESIDENT pro tem.pore. The Chair will put the question to
the Senate, Shall this interrogatory be admitted T
Mr. MORRILL called for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered; and being taken, res11lted-yeas
26, nays 13; as follows:
. YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Booth, Cameron of Wisconsin, Conklin.,., Cooper, Cragin,
Dawes, Ferry, Frelingbuysen, Harvey, Hitchcock, Howe, Ing~, Logan, Mcrri.
mon, Mit-chel( Morton, d_glesby, Paddock, Patterson, Ramlolph, Sargent, Wadleigh, West, Windom, and Wrigbt-26.
NAYS-Messrs. Bogy, Caperton, Cockrell, Dennis, Edmunds, GQrdon, Kelly,
Kernan, Maxey, Mornll, Norwood, Whyt-e, and Withers-13.
NOT VOTING-Mes~rs. Alcorn, Anthony, Barnum, Bayard, Boutwell, Bruce,
Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Christiancy, ClaJ!;on, Conover, Davia. Dorsev, Eaton, Goldthwaite, Hamilton, Hamlin, Johnston, Jones of Florida., Jones of
Nevada, Key, McCreery, McDonald, McMillan, Ransom, Robertson, Saulsbury,
Sharon, Sherman, Spencer, Stevenson, Thurman, and Wallace-33.

So the qnestiou was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. CARPENTER. Answer the question. Let it be read.
The question was read to the witness by the reporter, as follows:

•

. Q. After your return to Fort Sill and after that contract macle between you and
Marsh by which you bound yourself to pay him sums of money on the dates fixed
in the contra-ct, d1d you put up the prices of your goods at the fort~

· A. I did not.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Did you continue from that time on to sell
your goods at the fort at a-slow a price as you were selling when that
contract wns made or lower.
A. At the time I was removed from that post I think I can safely
say I was selling goods 25 to 33 per cent. cheaper than I was at the
time I had that appointment made.
Q. When was that f
A. In 1870.
Q. When was your removal !
· A. In the early part of March this year.
Q. Then all the time yon remained post-trader and the contract
between' you and Marsh continued in existence, yon were selling
goods to the soldiers and officers at a lower rate than you were before
the contract was made!
A. I was. As my fa-cilities for getting goods into the country were
. better, I reduced my prices.
Q. The da.y after you returned to Fort Sill I suppose the facilities
for receiving goods were just about the same that they were the day
you left Fort Sill T
· A. About the same.
Q. And you did not at that time, in consequence of the Marsh contra-ct, increase your prices a cent !
A. I did not. I never inCI·eased an article in my establishment one
·
cent.
Q. How much did you ever pay to the Secretmy of War for this appointmentf
A. I never paid him a cent.
Q. Who were traders prior to July H>, 1870, at that post besides
yourself f
A. E. H. Dnrfee and J. C. Dent.
Q. Where did they reside T
A. One of them resided in Leavenworth, Kansa.s, and the other, I
think, at Fort Union.
Q. Neither of them resided at the post T
A. Neither one was eyer at the post to my knowledge.
r

Q. How long have you been acquainted with this post-trading or
sutler business f
A. Since 1863 or 1864.
Q. Do you know any other posts except that of Fort Sill where the
trader lived away from the post f ·
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Speak only from your own knowledge,
not from information.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is what I am asking for.
A. I do not know any others.
Q. (By Mr. CARPE:l\~R.) These two traders at Fort Sill you say
lived away!
A. They lived away at that time.
Q. Did you receive any information from Mr. Belknap in regard to
the new law!
A. I never received any information from Mr. Belknap regarding
the law.
Q. Were you in partnership with Mr. Durfee when you were appointed by General Belknap f
A. I was not.
•
Q. Tha.t contemplated partnership was abandoned prior to the
time when you were in fact appointed !
A. It was.
Q. Do yon not recollect that in the conversation with the Secretary of War he spoke disparagingly of appointing Mr. Durfee, in
some wayf
A. I cannot recollect anything of that kind; I have only an indistinct recollection ot some remarks having been made to that effect,
either by the Secretary or by Mr. Marsh.
Q. Did you have an interview with the Secretary of War about
November 1, 1871, in regard to this liquor business, in the War Department!
A. Yes, sir; at the War Department Office.
Q. Did Mr. Fisher al o call t
A. I do not recollect his doing so. I do not know that he did.
Q. About what time did you call on the Secretary of War f I will
state the object of the question.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We understand it.
Mr. CARPENTER. I was afraid you did not. The witness may
not, and I will tell him. (To the witness.) There is a letter written
to you by tho Secretary of War on the 2d of November, 1871. Where
were you on that day!
A. I was in the States.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Not at home f
A. No,sir.
Q. Did yon call on General Belknap soon after that and before you
haQ gone home and received that letter T
A. That letter, I think, was forwardecl me here from Fort Sill.
Q. Did you see the Secretary before or after you received that letted
A. After I received that letter.
Q. And did not see him before!
A. I did not.
Q. Reflect a little on that subject, and he as particular as you can
about it. Try to recall when you came here, what date.
·
A. I cannot remember. I cannot 1·emember the year really.
Q. Then how do -you know that you did not see the Secretary of
War soon after the 2d of No\ember f
A. I did not say I did not. I did not mention any date. I say I
called npon llim in reference-to that matter, hut I cannot·tell the year.
Q. Have yon any means by your books or anything else of telling!
A. My partner probably would recollect.
Q. Is he here!
A. He is.
·
Q. What is his name T
.
A. Fisher. I would presume it was in 1872, shortly after the license
was granted. The documents will show.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I think they were in 1871.
Q. (By Mr. CARPEl\7ER.) Can you say whether or not you saw the
Secretary of War between tb.e 1st .and 8th of November, 1871 t
A. I cannot.
_
Q. You cannot say whether you did or not t
A. I cannot say wheth~r I did or did not see him.

Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. I understand you to say that you do remember that the letter

was sent to you at Fort Sill and returned to you in the States ~
A. That is my recollection.
Q. And after receiving tllat letter you went to see the Secretary of
Warf
A. I did.
Q. How long did it take a letter to go to Fort Sill in those days f
A. I should suppose from ten days to two weeks at that time. ·
Q. You stated a w bile ago tliat you did not increase prices on nccount of this contract.
A. I did; but after that reduced them.
Q. What improved facilities did you have for the shipment of your
goods f You have alluded to somet.hing; what were theyf
A. The extension of the railroads into the Indian Territory was a
very considerable agency which reduce-d the expense of getting goods
there, besides reducmg the risks of shipping.

/
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Q. And your rates of transportation were reduced f
ago. They called a witness, Mr. Marsh, examined him, and then
A. Reduced to probably one-fourt h of what they had been before .. offered the endence he had given before the committee in corroboraQ. The cost of transportation is one large item, is it not, in t he price tion of his statement here. That struck me as being peculiar; but

of goodsf
A. A very considerable item at that time and is even to this day.
Q. And it was by reason of the diminished cost of transportation
that yon were not compelled to put up the prices of your goods f
A. It was the increased trade he gave me by being the sote tra-der
at the post.
· Q. By having the exclusive privilege. Now, with your diminished
cost of transportation, would you not have been able to put the prices
of your goods down if it had not been for this $12,000 a year yon had
to pay to :Mr. Marsh f
A. Certainly I could have sold my goods, whatever that percentage
wa , that much.less on my sales.
Q. So you really had to make that $12,000 ont of your sales in order to make the profit that you had been previously making f
A. I did not change my prices except as t.he cost of transportation,
the cost of getting goods in, reduced the cost.
Q. You could have reduced your prices to the soldiers and emigrants just as much less as t he $12,000, if it had not been for the
$12,000'

.Mr. CARPENTER. Would you 7
Mr.ManagerMcMAHON. Nevermindaboutthat. "Wouldyouf"
is too long back, Brother Carpenter. (To the witness.) When yon
went to see the Secretary of War the day after General Rice had
been to see him, according to your statement, state whether any conversation passed between you and the Secretary as to the fact of General Rice having been to see· him.
. Mr. CARPENTER. That I object to. You have examined on that
point.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. This is simply re-examining on what
you cross-examined about. State your ground of objection.
Mr. CARPENTER. The objection is that you have been over the
ground twice.
Mr. .Manager .McMAHON. I have not been over this ground, but
the gentleman has been over it.
Mr. CARPENTER. Go ahead.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) State now whether in that conversation between you and the Secretary of War he in any way alluded to the fact that General Rice had been to see him for you the
day before.
A. I have no recollection that he did; I do not remember about it.
Q. Ditl you employ :Mr. Rice as your attorney to go and lay your
case before the Secretary of War!
Mr. CARPENTER. That we object to. He has already said that
he does not know that Rice ever saw Belknap or that Belknap ever
saw Rice ; he never saw them together; he knows nothing about i.t
except what either Rice or Belknap told him, and he says BelknaQ
never told him anything. If they want to know anything about Mr.
Rice call Mr. Rice.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. He said he does not know.
The PRESIDENT pro t.empOt·e. The Chair sustains the objection.
Recross-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Mr. Evans, after you went back to Fort Sill with your appointment would you have I'educed your prices but for the contract made
with Marsh !
Mr. Manager McMAHON. W~ object to that. The question is,
Would you have done so but for something!
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes; bnt for this contract with Marsh.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We object.
· .Mr. CARPENTER. Why, Mr. President, they asked this man if he
could have sold for less if he had not paid money to Marsh. It hardly
required a witness to prove that. He could have given away his
goods. The question is whether he would have done so; in other
words, the question is whether his trade with the officers and soldiers
was at all influenced by the contract he had with Marsh. They asked
him, "Could you have sold for less if you had paid less and made the
same!" That is mathematics. Now, the question is whether he
would have done so. Mathematics will not settle that; this witness
can. After they have proved the mathematics of the question I offer
t(), prove the fact.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The question can be submitted to the
Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall this interrogatory be admitted 7
. The .question waa decided in the negative.
.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is all. Now, Mr. President, following tbe
example of the managers, I offer here in partial corroboration of this
witness his examination before the committee of the House, in which
he swore distinctly that he would not have made the change of a
shillinO' and that he never would have put prices down until he was
compelled by the commission of officers that had jurisdiction.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. This matter is considered to be ruled
out under the decision already made, I take it. If the Senate will
not let him swear to it here in open court, they certainly will not allow you to corroborate him in that way.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. That is not the point at all. They have called
the witness. This case is a great deal stron~er t~an it was four days

the Senate admitted it. The prosecution haa now called another
witness and examined him, and I propose to introduce his testimony
before the same comuilttee. I could introduce it for the purpose of
contradicting him-that would be proper enough-but I want to follow the shade of the managers. I do not consent in any case
which I try that the opposite counsel shall be more irregular than I
am, and following precisely in their wake I offer this testimony to
corroborate the testimony of the witness on the stand.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, as to the opposite conn~
sel in any case being more irregular than the gentleman, he can always
rest easy and a-ssured in his position upon that question. I know
nobody who can ever compete with him in that particul.a r regard.
But now to the point: I do not know whether to say that I am surprised at the position of the honorable gentleman in undertaking to
claim that there is a parallel between the conduct of the managers
in offering Mr. Marsh's testimony and his present offer in regard to
this particular matter. I scarcely am able to think that the honor~
able ~entleman is really in earnest about the proposition, for I have
too high a regard for his intelligence as a lawyer and his respect for
the intelli~ent men before whom he is trying this case. We offered
Mr. Marsh s testimony simply for the purpose of drawing a conclusion
from the action of the Secretary of War when it was read to him.
That was all; not to conoborate Marsh, not to contradict Marsh, and
it was expressly rnled in by the Senate upon that ground.
·
Mr. CARPENTER. The manager forgets his own statement.
Mr. Manager JENKS. Here it is, on page 190 of the RECORD. •
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I need not waste any time on a question
like that before a Senate composed, a majority of them, of lawyers;
but the point now on which I desire the honorable gentleman's attention because he amazes me. He is not permitted to prove by this
witness that he would not have de-creased his prices but for this contract. The Senate by a unanimous vote says he shall not put that
question. Then, for the purpose of corroborating the witness aa he
says, he offers to put in evidence a statement to the same effect that
he wanted to prove now and which the Senate would not allow him
to prove. Never before in all the extended practice that I may have
had in a western town did I hear of corroborating your own witness.
If yon claim anything from him, I have heard of impea-ching him by
showing that he made a different statement; but I never heard of corroborating him by showing that he made the same statement on a.
different occaaion; be-cause, if he has made the same statement, what
is the use of corroborating him by his oath on another occasion' He
is in the court. We have not impeached him. There is no question
of impeaching or of conoboration. I must say, with all due defer.ence to the gentleman, that I think he has lost his ~earings in the
books of evidence on this question.
.
J.Ir. CARPENTER. I should not wonder if I had, for I have been
readil}g the arguments of the managers too much. When the question was put to the manager why he claimed to put in that testimony
given in anothm· forum, where t here was no cross-examination or anything of the kind, and whether it was to corroborate the witness or
not, the managJr answered in this way:
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President, the question put to the managers is· as
follows: " Is it the object of the present inquiry tp corroborate or discreclit the testimony of Marsh." In the first place, Iwillanswerindeta.il that it is to corroborate
Mr. Marsh in just this far, not as evidence of any facts stated therein, bot when
the charge was· made by Marsh t-he Secretary of War l.Jy his conduct admitted the
~~~~~~

.

So far it was designed to corroborate Mr. Marsh. The precise. extent of corroboration that we shall get out of this evidence I do not
pretend to state, because it is for the court to weigh the evidence and
only for me to offer it. But the manager says be offered that other
statement in corroboration so far; that is, so far as it could corrob-·
orate. I ask nothing more for this. I offer it in good faith aa withi
the ruling of this court in partial corroboration of the testimony of
the witness.
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. The Senate may d~cide. We have no
answer to make.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question-is, Shall this evidence
be admitted t
The question was d~cided in the negative.
· Mr. WRIGHT. I wish to put a question to the witness Evans:
When you left the Secretary of War, after you met him at his house,
and just before you made the contract with Marsh, it wa~ understood
that Marsh had been promised or had received the appoinment. Then
you say you arranged with Marsh that you were to receive the appointment. Now, was it understood between you and Marsh that he
was to advise the Secretary of the change f If not, how wa~ the Secretary of War advised of this change, and did you have any.thing to
do with letting him know of such cha;nge Y
.
The WITNESS. It was my understanding that no appointment had
been made out, but that the appointment had been promised or made·
verbally but had not been made out formally, and that the appointment would be made to me originally.
1\Ir. Manager McMAHON. The Secretary had better read the question to him.
.Mr. WRIGHT. Let the question bere~d.
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The reporter read the question of Mr. WRIGHT.
The WITl\"<E s. I had no intercourse with t he Secretary of War
regarding this matter at all, after I met him that night. My recollection, as I stated, was that be told me tllat be had either promised
Mr. Marsh or given him the appointment.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. The question was, how the Secretary was
informed t.hat you were to be appointed instead of Marsh.
The WITNESS. I say that I know nothing about it at all.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. When you left the Secretary of War yon were talking about
either selling your property there to Marsh or making a partnership
with him, were you not f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you ever see the letter that Mr. Marsh wrote to Mr. Belknap
asking him to give the appointment to you, as it woul9. be more convenient to have it managed in your name f
A. I never saw it.
Mr. WINDOM. Mr. President, I ask that the trial be suspended at
some time most convenient to the court that I may make a report from
the committee of conference on the sundry civil bill.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. If there be no objection proceedings will be suspended for that purpose.
After some time spent in legislative session, the Senate resumed
the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate will resume its session
• for the trial of the impeachment of William W. Belkna.p.

In reply to that portion of the resolution calling for information a.a to " what
changes, if any, in the price of goods, wares, and merchandise, or supplies of any
sort and description whatevE.r, as fixed by the post or other council of administration, has been made, and by what authority," the Secretary of War has the honor
to report that councils of adininistration were authorized to establish tho rates and
prices at which post-traders' goods should be sold, by paragraph 1 of circular
from this Department dated March 25, 1&72, as follows:
[Circular.]
WAR DEPAR'DIRN'l',

Washington City, March 25, 1872.
I. The council of administration at a post where there is a post-trader will from
time to time examine the post-trader's goods and invoices or bills of ale; and will,
snbj<>ot to the approval of the po t·commander, establish the rate and prices (which
should be fair and reasonable) at which the goods shall be sold. A copy of the list
thus established will be kept posted in the trader's store. Should the post-trader
feel himself aggrieved by the action of the council of administration, he may appeal
therefrom through the post-commander to the War Department.
II. In determining the rate of profit to be allowed, the council will consider not
only the prime cost, freight, and other charges, but also the fact that while the
trader pays no tax or con?ibution of any kind to the po t-fund for his exclusive
privileges, be bas no li'3n on the soldier's pay, and is Without the secnrity in this
respe.ct once enjoyed by the sutlers of the Army.
III. Post-traders will actually carry on the business themsel'l"es, and will habitually reside at the station to which they are appointed. They will not farm out,
sublet., transfer, or sell or assign the bMin s to others.
IV. In case there shall be at this time any postrtrader who is a non-resident of
the post to which he has been appointed, he will be allowed ·ninety days from the
receipt hereof at his station to comply with this circular or vacate liis appointment.
Y. Po t-commanders are hereby dtrected to report to the War Department any
failure on the part of traders to fulfill the requirements of this circular.
VI. The provisions of the circular from the Ai!,iutant-General's Office of June 7,
1871, will continue in force except as herein modified.
By order of the Secretary of War:
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant- General.
This parag;apb was republished in paragraph 6 of circular from this Department, dated .June 7, 1875.
A council of adn..ini&tration was appointed Oct()ber 30, 1874, to audit the a.ccounts
of the post-treasurer at Fort R.-.ndall, Dakota Territory, and to transact snob other
business as may be properly brought before it. In their report dated November
1, 1874, the council submitted a list of the prices at which the goods of the posttrader should be sold. On the 23d of December, 1874, the post-commander re-;lS·
sembled the council of administration "for the purpo e of receiving any communication the post-trader mav desire to present in relation to the tariff on his goods
agreed upon by said council'."

JoHNS. EvANs recalled and examined.
By Mr. CARP.L"iTER:
Question. I understood from you in the Hall a few minutes ago that
there was one particular thing in which you thought your testimony
was misapprehended. You can make any explanation about it you
please without objection, I presume'
Answer. My imvression on thinking the matter over as to the communication about the liquor business is that I received a telegraphic
dispatch from my forwarding agent at the end of the railroad. InMr. CARPENTER. The rest of the letter need not to be read. It
E<tead of waiting for the letter whic was subsequently forwarded,
is immaterial to this c-ase. We only present it to show that a response
I received a telegram from the agent.
was made.
Q. Upon that did you see the Secretary of WarT
The WITNESS. Here is another letter from Mr. CLYMER, dated FebA.. Yes, sir.
ruary 14 1876.
By Mr. Manager McMA.Ho:8:
Mr. CARPENTER. Let that be read.
The Chlef Clerk read a.s follows:
Q. How was your recollection refreshed on this question f
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
A. On thinking the matter over myself.
Washington, February 18, 18i6.
H. T. CROSBY recalled and examined.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Question. Do you recollect a call made by the House of Representatives on any of its committees for a list of post-traders, &c. t
Answer. Yes, sir.
·
Q. About what time was itt
A. It was some time in February, the latter part of February, I
think.
Q. February of this year f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Was such a report made by the War Department f
A. !twas.
Q. Have yon with you or can you produce the list that was sent
in obedience to that calif
A..• No, sir; I cannot.
Q. Can you produce the letters that were sent with the list t
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Letters to whom f
Mr. CARPENTER. To the committee or to the Speaker, as the ca-se
may be.
The WITNEss. [Producing a paper.l This is the call of the Honse.
Mr. CARPENTER. Hand it to the Seereta.ry, and let it be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:

To the SECRETARY OF WAR:
DEAR SJR: I am direct~d by the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department to make inquiry of you whether during your term of office any letters, statements1 or any communications have been received by the Department. or yourself
as ita nead, from any person or persons, or any officer or officers of the Army, urging, suggesting, or advising the abolishment of sutlerships in the Army, or advising
or protesting a~ainst the subletting of post-traderships in the same, and if so, to furnish the committee with copies of all the correspondence relatin~ to the foregoing
topics. I am also directed to request you to furnish the committee with a list of
the names and residence of aU persons who at any time have received from yon
license aa post-traders and the name of the several posts for which they may have
received license to trade, with the date thereof. By complying with the several
requests of the committee you will greatly oblige, yonrs, verv truly,
HiESTER CLYMER.

Mr. CARPENTER. Now give us the reply to it.
The WITNESS. I have a pre s copy which I will submit.
The Chief Clerk reacl as follows:

FEBRUARY 28, 1876.
SIR: Referrin~ to my letter of the 19th instant in reply to yours of the 18th instant., on thesubJectof post-traders~ &c., I now have the bonm· to inclose copy of report of the Adjutant-General, datea the 26th instant, in reply to your iuqwry as to
the abolishm(lnt of sutlersbips and the subletting of post·traderships.
The papers accompanying the report of t.h e AdJutant-General are herewith trans·
mitted, also a list of the names of all persons who at any time have received ap·
pointment from me as post-traders, names of the posts to which appointed, and
where and through whom the appointments were sent.
The regulations issued by me from time to time (circulars dated June 7, 1871;
March 25, 1872; and June 7, 1875,) for the government of this matter are also in·
Forty-fourth Congress, fi.r st session.
closed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
WM. W. BELKNAP,
IN THE HOUSE 011 REPRESEliTATIVEB, February 16, 1876.
Secretary of War.
On motion of Mr. CLYMER,
HIEsTER CLYMER,
Ron.
ResokM, That the Secretary of War be requested to inform this House of the
Chairman of Committee on Expenditures of War Depar~11t,
nam~ residence, and date of appointment of the severill post-traders of the sevHouse of Representati11u.
eral trading establishments and t.h e rlace at which each one is trading; and also
Q. (By Mr. CARPEXTER.) Can you state what that list in reply to
what changes, if any. in the price o goods, wares, and merchandise, or supplies
of any sort and description whate'l"er, as fixed by the post or other council of this showed in regard to Fort Sill t
·
administration, haa been made, and by what authority.
A. It showed what this book of records shows. [Producing a book.]
Attest:
Q. Is that a book of records 1H'l pt in the Office f
GEORGE M. ADAMS, Olerk.

A. A book of records in the Adjutant-General's Office.
Q. Turn to it and read what it shows about Fort Sill f
A.. [Examining.] The heading is "Fort Sill, Indian Territ{)ry,''
and then the Elntries in the several columns are, name, John S. Evans;
date of appointment, October 10, 1870; Secretary of 'Var1 or by whom
appointed, W. W. Belknap; when and where sent, Octooer, 11, 1870,
care of C. P. Marsh, esq., 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York City;
acknowledged November 10, 1870, letter to commanding officer, OcThe Secretary of War baa the honor to transmit to the House of Representatives, tober 11, 1870.
in compliance with the resolution of the House dated the 16th in tant, the names
Q. Those are the entries upon the book of records, from which the
of the several post-traders, residence, date of appointment, and place at which each
statement ma{le to the House was made out f
one is trading.
Q. (By :Mr. CARPENTER.) Produce any letters you have, office letrers or copies, to the committ.ee or the House in obedience to that
call.
A. [Producing paper.] Here is a press copy of the reply of the Secretary of War, si~ned by General Belknap, dated February 23.
Mr. CARPENTER. Pass it to the Clerk and let it be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :

TRIAL OF WILLIAM W.
A. The report of the Adjutant-General was made up from that.
Q. Is that an official l>ook of the War Department !
A. This is the regular book of records of post-traderships 'n the
War Department.
Q. Kept in what Office f
A. Kept in t.he Adjutant-General's Office, of appointments of posttraders.
Q. Yon spoke the other day of a letter which was sent from C. P.
Marsh to Mr. Belknap request.ing that the appointment at Fort Sill
be made out in the name of Evans f
A. Yes, 'sir.
Q. Do you recollect that letterf If so, what did you do with it
and why did yon.do what you did with itf
A. I received that Jetter, as I receive many others on the subject of
po t-traders, and I communicated when the appointment was made
out. The information that was desired was this1 or the directions on
it were these: that Mr. Marsh clesired the appomtment of trader at
Fort Sill to be made in the name of JohnS. Evans and sent to him
at a certain address at New York. When the appointment was made
out-! think I made it out myself-I entered that address on'the appointment, from which it was copied into that book.
Q. Copied in the book which you ha¥e just presented here f
A. Yes, sir; which I have just read from.
Q. What did you do with the letterf
A. The letter I placed among the ordinary letters which I considered of a private or personal character, and there it staid until the
resignation of General Belknap. It was undisturbed there until that
time.
Q. Did Mr. Belknap give any direction to yon where to put that
letter!
A. I think he gave no special direction about it; I have no recollection of any.
Q. How long was it before Belknap knew where yon had put it, if
yon knowf
A. I do not know that he knew it was there at all.
Q. Who got up that system of keeping indexes a.nd letters there T
A. I kept that book myself, because I wanted to facilitate my memory in recollecting the matters I was to do for him.
Q. Was there anything about that letter which you discovered, or
which you discovered from t.he manner of direction of Mr. Belknap,
that required any secrecy whatever f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Never mind that. We have had enough
of your opinions about that, Mr. Crosby.
lli. CARPENTER. Is the question objected to f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yes, sir; the letter speaks for itself.
Mr. CARPENTER. I was not asking a.bout what the letter sa,id.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We do .not want his opinion on the
ma.tter.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Did you think there was anything about
thht letter which required it t.o be smuggled r
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I object to the question. I do not care
what he thought about 1t. We want to know what he did about it,
and then we can judge-what he thought about it. The fact is he did
smuggle it, and that is enough.
Mr. CARPENTER. The fact is be did not smuggle it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The manager objects to the question.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Was there anything in the disposition
of that letter peculiar on your part f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I object to that question.
Mr. CARPENTER. I insist on it. If he smuggled it as you say he
did, let us prove it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Mr. President and Senators, I think we
have had enough so far as this witness is concerned of an attempt to
exculpate the defendant by his opinions. How far his testimony in
regard to acts may tend to exculpate the defendant is a question
which we shall probably consider in the proper progress of this case;
but what this witness may think is not admissible. Whether there
was anythin~ peculiar in it is a question of simply this witness's opinion, and I think that there is nothing expert in regard to his testimony, nothing difficult for him to lay open before the Senate different
from what Senators are able themselves upon an investigationof the
facts to determine for themselves as members of the court and members of the jury that are to try the defendant. The question" Was
there anything peculiar that you did with this letter T" is not a proper
question. It is, what did you do with the letter; where did you put
it; by whose direction did you put it ther~i with whose knowledge
or consent did you put it there f That is all. If there was anything
peculiar in that matter, that is a question for this court to determine,
and not for the witness to undertake to swear to for the purpose of
exculpating the defendant.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, the manager assert-s here that
this letter was smuggled by this witness. I now ask him the question, was there anything peculiar in your disposition of that letter f
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Why did I say that it was smuggled T
Because upon the day of his resignationYr. CARPENTER. Never mind arguing it.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Yon asked me the question and I wanted
to answer.
Mr. CARPENTER. No, I did not ask you anything.
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Mr. Manager McMAHON. I will ask to state it. On the day of
the resignation this letter is by this man Crosby, the witness, taken
out and delivered, as he testified on one occasion, separately to the
Secretary of War at the time the charges were made in relation to
this particular matter. I call that smuggling.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempcn·e. Tbe reporter will read the question and the Chair will submit it to the Senate.
The question was read by the reporter, as follows:
Q. Was there anything peculiar in your disposition of that ~etterf

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Shall the interrogatory be admitted f
The question was decided in the negative.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I should like to ask the witness, or request counsel to ask the witness-the reporter can take it down-w bether there
was anything in his treatment of that letter out of the ordinary
course of business.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is what I meant by the question I put.
The WITNESS. I treated that letter precisely as I treated every
other letter which is found in that pn.ckage.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. The Senator's question is not being answered. Let it be read to the witness.
·
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The reporter will read the question.
The question of Mr. EDIIIUNDS was read by the reporter, as follows:
Q. W,a there anything in your treatment of th!!ot letter out of the ordinary course
of fmsiness W

·

A. I think not, certainly not at the beginning nor during the whole
period when it was there in the package, which was about four years.
It remained perfectly undisturbed during that time along with the
rest of the file of these personal letters. Subsequently I testified here
that I went and looked at that letter once about the time of General
Belknap's resignatiou. My recollection is not clear whether I gave
that letter to him singly or with the package. I ba,ve been disputed
so much with by others with whom I have consulted about my recollection that I do not like to be positive about tha,t. One of the gentlemen in the office thinks I gave it with the package, that I put it
back in the package:Mr. Manager LAPHAM. We object to that.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. That other person can be examined
when he comes.
The WITNESS. I recollect nothing out of the ordinary course with it.
By Mr. CARPENTER.
Q. You say it remained on file there for four years. Did it remain on
file after the information contained in that book of records had been
sent to the Honse of Representatives 7
A. It was there at that time.
Q. And the report which was sent to the Honse of Representatives
showed what the lett-er requested, that the appointment was sent
through Marsh, did it not f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. That Marsh had requested it f
A. Yes, sir. All the information was on the public files, in other
words.
Q. ·what is your best present recollection whether you passed that
letter over to Belknap distinct from the others, or with them in the
package f
A. It is very difficult for me to remember that distinctly.
Q. When did you pa.ss over this package of letters f
A. I think it was a. very short time, within a day or two, after his
resignation. It may ha.ve been the same day; the next day, or the
da,y after. It wns very near then. My recollection is not very distinct.
Q. Who had charge of those letters all that time T
A. After I ceased t.o be General Belknap's clerk in the same room
w,ith him, that record ceased also, and the letters that were remaining in the pigeon-holes I put together in a package and placed in the
next room in the bottom of a large closet there.
Q. Was there any direction from General Belknap what to do with
those letters officiaiJy f
A. I do not think he knew where they were.
Cross-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON:
Q. This book that you have produced to-day is not one of the books
that you had here the other day f
A. No, sir.
Q. This is a book which is produced for the first time to-day, is it
notf
A. The first time.
Q. This is what you call the official book T
A. That is the official record of the Adjutant-General's Office.
Q. That ron have brought in t
A. Yes, su.
Q. The book that yon had the other day that we looked at was a
book that you had kept, not as an official book but as a sort of private bookt
A. No, sir; it was a sort of official book; it was a memorandum
reference book. All commissions of officers are entered at large.
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These appointments were not in the Adjutant-General's Office, but
were entered in that form. Copies of records of all commissions, appointmen~ of that sort are regularly kept. This was a memorandum
book in the Secretary's office, so that we should not have to be
sending up and down stairs continually.
Q. The letter of October 8, 1870, requesting the appointment to
be made out in the name of Evans is not fom1d in the Adjutant-Gen·
eral's book ; there is no reference to it there, is there f
A. No,siJ.-.
·
Q. None whatev:er f
-A. I believe not; I do not know.
Q. Was there any reference to it in the book you had here the other
day which yon kept in the War Department! .
A. No.
Q. Where was there any reference to this letter to be found f
. A. In the personal books which I kept of the Secretary of War.
Q. Yon have said that this letter was on the file. When you say
"file," do you not mean that it was among the letters that were kept
in the Secretary of War's office, among what you called his private,
semi-official papers f
A. That letter was always where I have stated it to have been; always in the Secretary's office.
Q. But was it not among papers that were open only to you as his
chief clerk or his private secretary !
. ·A. I cannot say that; they were in open pigeon-holes.
Q. But did anybody have the right to go in there and call for that
correspondence and investigate it f
·
A. I do not think they had.
Mr. CARPENTER. That •is matter of opinion, what you are opposed to.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. No; this is routine of the office.
Mr. CARPENTER. His opinion about routine.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) When you say this letter was on
the public :files, do you not mean-The WITNESS. I did not say that it was on the public :files.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. You may not have meant to say it; but
you did say it.
· The WITNESS. I beg your pardon, I did not say it.
Q. There is no reference to this letter on any book now except on
this private, semi-official letter-book of yonrs f
A. That is all.
Q. How are you able, after the lapse of six yea.rs, to call to mind
anything about what yon did with this particular letter f What :fixes
it in your mind f
A. There are two or three things that :fix that in my mind.
. Q. Let us have them aU.
_
A. One is the index-book, which I kept myself. The next is the
fact of finding it among the files.
Q. Go on.
A. And the production of it. That is all.
Q. Now what does that bring to your mind f
A. In what respect f
Q. Have you any recollection whatever of the receipt of this letter
independently of seeing these memoranda on the book, any independent recollection.
A. Certainly I cannot undertake~ remember the receipt of that
letter.
Q. Have you any recollection of ever having seen it except that
you saw some marks on the back of it in your handwritingf
A. I had forgotten it entirely, if it were not that I found it on the
files again·.
·
_·Q. Now that you have found it upon the :files, what do you remember about its receipt f What distinct recollection have you now about
anything that occurred at the time you received it f
A. I have not any very distinct recollection.
Q. Do you know whether you handed it to General Belknap or not f
A. I do not know whether ! •handed it to him.
Q. Would you, as his chief clerk, have taken the responsibility of
making out the appointment to Mr. Evans without consulting him
upon that letter t
A. Certainly not. I took his dir~ctions about aU appointments.
Q. Then you must have shown that letter to him.
Mr. CARPENTER. We concede that he did, and that Belknap saw
it; that he put it away where such letters belonged, and that it remained there for four years, and that it was found there when it was
wanted.
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) You ha"Ve no recellection as to
whether you received this letter or not t
A. Yes, sir.
Q. All you know is that it passed through your hands from the indorsements on the back f
A. I recognize my handwriting on it.
Q. Did you not testify the other day that whether letters went upon
·Official files or semi-official files would depend on the opinion of the
man who received the letter, and the instruction that he would give
you at the time. he delivered it to you f
A. Generally speaking, I should say that.
Q. Have you any recollection of this letter distinct from that f
A. I have not.
. Q. Then, :q you put this lette~ o~ the semi-offici~! files, must it not
• have ~een from the direction of General Belknapf

.

A. No; it might have been from my own judgment.
Q. I do not want what it might have been. You have no recol·
lection about it f
A. I have no distinct recollection whether it was by his order or my
own judgment.
·
Q. It wa a matter that purely concerned the public business, did
it not, the making out of an appointment for post-trader f
Mr. CARPENTER. That is matter of opinion again.
:Mr. Manager McMAHON. This is simply the basis of a proper
question.
Mr. CARPENTER. You cannot put an improper question as the
basis of another.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I ha"Ve the right to cross-examine him
in this way. (To the witness.) Was not this an official letter f
A. I never regarded it so.
·
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Why notf
A. Because it was of a personal character to General Belknap.
Q. Was it not a .request to General Belknap to make out an appointment for a post-trader in the name of JohnS. Evansf Do you call
that a personal letter!
A. I say so of it.
Q. Was it personal, then, because of the relations existing between Mr. Marsh, Mr. Evans, and the Secretary of Wart
A. I do not know of those relations you speak of.
Q. Then this letter you treated just as you would treat any ordinary letter of that character, you think, unless (lirected by the Sec ...
retary of War to do otherwise f
A. I have no recollection of that at the time, as I told you; but it
must have happened that that came in such shape to me by its envelope, &c.-it looks ]ike a note-that I regarded it as a private note.
Q. How are you able to say that the Secretary of War may not
have ordered you to put it on the semi-official file f
·A. I told you that I could not say that.
Q. You do not say itt
A. I do not say it.
Q. Have you any recollection about it at all f
A. I have not.
Q. Is it not all mere gu~ss-work f
A. I have not been guessing at anything.
Re-examined by Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. Look at the letter and then look at the official book, and say what
solid information there is in the letter that is not on that book.
A. I cannot discover any.
·
Q. Then, so far as yon can judge about it, everything that there is
important in that letter was put upon the official book!
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. I object to that.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I want all there is about JohnS. Evans
read.
The WrT~TEss. The entries are: Fort Sill, Indian Territory; name,
JohnS. Evans; date of appointment, October 10, 1!370; Secretary of
War, or by whom appointed, W. W. Belknap; when and where sent,
October 11, 1870, care C. P. Marsh, esq., 51 West Thirty-fifth street,
New York City; acknowledged November 10, 1870; letter sent to
commanding-officer, October 11, 1870.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Read all the rest that is there. We
want the whole entry under that heading.
A. I do not understand these entries very well.
Mr. Manager Mc~ON. Never mind, give us what they say, and '
we will try to make them out. .
A. Then under the column "remarks" is "see 434, A. C. P. Complaints about exorbitant prices. Revoked March 6, 1876." These are )
not in order. " Evans can remain until his suc'cessor is ready to furnish supplies, and in the mean time to sell at prices to be established
by the council of administration." This waa subsequent to the
opening of this trial.
•
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Just read the entries.
Mr. CARPENTER. Continue them right through.
The WITNESS. "Letter to commanding officer at Fort Sill, April
5, 1875, stating Secretary of War desires post council to recommend
another man.
"Post council recommends Messrs. ~ice & Byers, of Saint Louis, 2407
A. P. C., '76, to Secretary of War, May 11, 1876."
By Mr. Manager McMAHo~:
Q. Is that all about Evansf

A. Yes, sir.

·

Q. When you were on the stand the other day I asked you to give

us the fact as to whether General Belknap waa in Washington City
from July 15 to the 1st of September, 1870, and, if so, how long a
period of that time.
A. I can only ten this from looking at the books.
Q. Let us have the statement.
A. A memorandum I ha.ve taken in pencil here shows that the letters
of the Secretary of War were signed by General Belknap as Secretary all through July until the 27th. From that time to the 2d of
August his signature does not appear. There is a telegram of July
28 to him at Watervliet arsenal. }"'rom the 2d of August until the
12th of August, inclusive, he appears to have been in Washington by
,hls signature to letters..
- •
Q. Now, go on.

.
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A. From that time until about the middle of September, I think,
but certainly the first week, he was not in Washington apparently
by the books.
Q. He was not in Washington, then, from the 12th day of August
until some tim~ in September f
A. No, sir. He was not here on September 7.
Q. He had not still returned on the 7th of September f
A. No, sir.
By Mr. CARPENTER :
Q. Were not several post-traders appointed under the new law before Evans was appointed; and, if so, how many! Have you examined the book to find out f
A. There were about twenty-four.
.
Q. Twenty-four before Evans.
A. Twenty-four appointed October 6 or thereabouts.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. But none of them were appointed before the 6th of October
A. No, sir.
By Mr. CARPENTER:
Q. What caused the delay in the appointments after the new law
was passed f .
.
A. I said once before that we had to call for reports from department commanders as to the number of the posts and the names of
those who were then occupying the positions. Some of those reports
came in pretty late. Here is one that came in August 27 from General Pope. General Belknap was away, as I testified, until about the
middle of September, and there was not time to make out these things
in due form.
By Mr. Manager McMAHoN:
Q. He was absent from the 12th of August to about the middle of
September!
A. Yes. He being absent, there was not much opportunity to carry
this law into effect nntil we got the list and perfected \he books in
some way and made our arrangements to open the books.
Major-General WINFIELD S. HANcocK sworn and examined.
Mr. CARPENTER. I will state to the managers that we detained
General Hancock here several days to prove by him several matters
which we have proved already by Mr. Evans and other witnesses, so
that I will simply ask him in regard to character.
Question. (To the witness.) How long have you known General
Belknap!
Answer. I knew General Belknap first about 1850, but I did not
see him again until subsequent to the time of his becoming Secretary
of War.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Yon are a WestPoint graduate!
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have been in the Army ever since f
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Holding different positions from cadet up to major-general!
A. Yes, sir.
.
Q. In your official intercourse with General Belknap while he was
Secretary of War and from all your knowledge of his management of
·that Department, what was it, ~ood or bad f
A. I have never known anythmg to his discredit from any personal
knowledge of mine.
Q. What- was his reputation as Secretary of War aside from this
thing on trial here f
· A. I know nothing against his reputation.
· No cross-examination.
Mr. CARPENTER, (to the managers.) This is our case, gentlemen.
Mr. Manager .McMAHON. We close. We have nothing to offer in
rebuttal.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the court a-djourn.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will not the Senator withdraw the motion a
moment for the purpose of having some understanding about summing up the case T
.
- .Mr. EDMUNDS. With pleasure.
Mr. CARPENTER. How much time the Senate will give us and
what -order we are to speak in ought to be determined before the court
adjourns to-day in order that we proceed to make onr preparations.
·on the part of the defense, the three counsel for the defense desire to
be heard in the argument.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask that the twenty-first rule be read, Mr. Pres'ident.
·
The PRESIDENTp1·otempore. TheSecretarywillread. thetwentyfirst rule.
·
The Chief Clerk read as follows!
XXI. The case, on each side, shall be opened by one person. The final argument
on the merits may be made by two persons on e:wh side, (unless otherwise ordered
by the Senate upon application for that pnrpo~e,) and the argument shall be opened
and closed on the part of the House of Representatives.

Mr.. 0;ARPENTER. We apply, Mr. President, under that rule for
pernnsswn to have -three connsel for the -defendant heard. On the
part of the prosecution there has alrea-dy been one argument and they
·propose, I understand, two more.
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Mr. Manager LORD. What one argument f
Mr. CARPENTER. By Mr. LYNDE.
Mr. Manager LORD. A mere opening. It had nothing to do with
the final3rgument.
·Mr. CARPENTER, It had a good deal to do with the final argn.ment if it was a pretty good opening, and it was.
~Jr. Manager LORD. In that view we concede it. Mr. President,
we do not oppose the application of the other side if the Senate see
fit to grant it; but it seems to me proper to suggest that the ti.ma
might be limited.
Mr. CARPENTER. Upon that subject I think the thermometer is
·
a snffieient limitation.
Mr. Manager LORD. Perhaps so.
Mr. CONKLING. .Mr. President, may I inquire how many of the
managers wish to be heard f
Mr. Manager LORD. I will a.nswer the Senator. Only two desire
to be beard on the question of fact. If, however, the question is to
be argued here as to the effect of the two-thirds vote, then another
manager desires to be beard ; but on the question of fact on the final
submission of the case under this rule only two of the managers desire
to be heard.
Mr. CARPENTER. · That leaves us all at sea as to the manner and
arrangement of our argument. The managers should let us know how
many of them wish to speak in the final summing up of this case. I
think they may safely assume that we shall argue all there is in the
case, and I think that one of the biggest points in it.
.
~fr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I understood that the other
day, while Mr. Manager LYNDE was proceeding to argue the question
aa to the effect of the two-thirds vote, he was called to order, or at
least stopped by one of the Senators, on the ground that that question
had been decided. If there is to be a distinct argument on that point-,
one of the managers especially prepared himself in that dil·ection,
and therefore that would involve being heard by three managers;
but, under this Rule 21, I repeat we only desire to be heard by two
managers.
Mr. CONKLING. Mr. President, I suggest to 't he managers and to
the counsel, assuming that three on a side are to address the Senate,
that they arrange among themselves their order, which probably they
can do -in a moment, and not call on the Senate to make an order on
that subject unless they dis:tgree.
1t-Ir. Manager LAPHAM. .Mr. President, I supposed we had already
agreed on that question.
Mr. Manager LORD. Not in consideration of three managers speak·.
.
in()'; onlyin regard to two.
lli. BLAIR. Mr. President, Senators w1ll recollect that we dtd not
avail ourselves of our right to make a statement of the case, which
is substantially always an argument upon the assumed evidence that
is to be given, as the managers did on t~eir part, expecting that all
of us would join in summing up. They availed themselves of their
right to open and ma-de a very able speech, and they propose to sub•
join two more upon the facts and perhaps a third upon the law. Now
it seems to me that under these cirf11IDstances it is not asking anything too much of the patience of the" Senate to allow all the defendant's counsel be heard.
Mr. EDMUNDS. ~fr. President, if it is in order, at the suggestion
of a Senator behind me, although he does not suggest the time, I
move that three on each side be allowed six hours for the summing
up, to be arranged between them, if they are able to arrange it, as is
agreeable.
Mr. CARPENTER. Six hours for all T
1\fr. EDMUNDS. Six hours to each side; twelve hours altogether.
Mr. CONKLING. I do not understand that the rule fixes any limit
of time. Let it be read.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The rule does not prescribE} the
time. The rule will be read.
The Chief Clerk read Rule 21, as follows :
21. The case, on ea.ch side shall be opened by one person. The final argument
on the merits may be ma<le by two persons on each side, (unless otherwise ordered
by the Senate, nponapplica.tion for that purpose,) and the argument shall be opened
and closed on the part of the House of Representatives.

Mr. CARPENTER. I submit that six hours is too short a time.
The Senate may safely assume that in the present state of the atmosphere we are not going to talk here to waste the time of the Senate.
Thi1:1 case is an important one; it involves a gt·eat many important
questions, and one certainly important constitutional question which
has neither been ar~ued nor decided ; that is, what is the effect of a
mere majority vote m regard to the question of jurisdiction, and we
shall desire to be heard upon that and heard upon the other questions
of law involved in the case and also on the facts, and I submit that
six hours is altogether too short a time.
Mr. CONKLING. May I inquire now whether the managers and
counsel have agreed on the order in which .they will address the Senate!
Mr. Mana~er LORD. I understand that we have.
Mr. CONKLING. Then the only question they make is as to permission for three in place of two persons on each side to conclude the
argument.
1\Ir. CARPENTER. Anu the time, which nuder the rule is unlimited, as I understand.
Mr. CONKLING. So I understand. Now, Mr. President, I should
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like to inquire is there any motion or order before the Senate touching the number of counsel who may be heard f
The PRESIDENT p1'o te7npm·e. There is not.
Mr. CONKLING. Then I offer an order which I will reduce to
writing, that three managers and three counsel may be heard at their
option in the order they have agreed upon.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I believe I have a motion pending. ,
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Senator from Vermont has submitted a proposition.
Mr. CONKLING. Then I will offer mine as a substitute for that.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That can be done. The Secretary
will report the proposition.
The Chief Clerk read the proposition of Mr. Co~"'KLING, as follows:
Ordered, That three managers and three counsel for the respondent may be
hea.rcl in the concluding argument, in the order in which they state to the Senate

tl:tey have agreed.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Now I should like to hear the original proposition.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The proposition of the Senator from
Vermont will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Orde-red, That three persons on each side be allowed six hours for the summing up,

to be arranged between them.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We can get at it in a shorter way. I move to
amend the amendment of my friend from New York by adding theret.o "and that the argument be limited to six hours on each side."
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Senator from Vermont with.draws his original proposition and moves to amend the proposition of
the Senator from New York.
Mr. EDMUNDS. The Chair is mistaken; I do not with<lraw it. I
move to amend the amendment of my friend from New York by adding thereto" and that the argument be limited to six hours on each
side."
Mr. CONKLING. I rise to a question of order. I submit to the
Chair whether a Senator can offer an original proposition :.Llld when
an amendment is offered to that, then offer the original proposition
again as an amendment to the amendment f
Mr. EDMUNDS. It is not the original proposition.
Mr. CONKLING. I beg the Senator's pardon. It is the origino.l
proposition in substance. I object to it.
Mr. INGALLS. Is the question divisable on the amendment f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is. The Secretary will reduce the
amendment to writing and the Ohair will rule on it. The Secretary
will report the first proposition offered by the Senator from Vermont.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered, That throe persons on each side be allowed six hours for summing up,

to be arranged between them.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will now report the
substitute by the Senator from New York.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Ordered, That three managers an~ree counsel for the respondent may be heard
in the concluding argument, in the 'older which they state to the Senate they have
agreed upon.

Tee PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Secretary will now report the
last proposition of the Senator from Vermont and the Chair will rule
upon it.
·
The Chief Clerk read the last proposition, as follows:
And that the argument be limited to six hours on 63Ch side.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The Chair understands the SenatQr
from Vermont proposes that as an amendment to the substitute proposed by the Seno.tor from New York. It is in order. The question
is on the amendment of the Senator from Vermont to the substitute
proposed by the Senator from New York.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President, before that question is put, I clesire to say to Senators that, if they will limit ns to six hours and give
us a day or two to get ready, that will be time enough; but if we are
to prepare arguments now upon testimony not yet print.ed and which
will not be printed until to-morrow morning, it seems to me the time
is too short.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The quesMon is on the amendment
of the Senator from Vermont to the substitute of the Senator from
New York.
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 15, noes 29.
So the amendment to the amendment was rejected.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ientpm·e. The question recurs on the substitute proposed by the Senator from New York.
The amendment was agreeu to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question recurs on the order as
amended.
The order, as amended, WM agreed to.
Mr. CONKLING. I move that the Senate sitting for the trial adjourn.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Before that, will the Senate allow
the Chair to state that the Chair understands the witnesses on both
sides can be discharged t He makes that announcement so that they
-can leave. The Senator from New York moves that the Senate sitting
for this trial do now adjourn.
The motion was a~reed to ; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment actjourned.
·

THURSDAY, tluly 20, 1876.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Legislative and executive business
will now be suspended and the Senate will proceed to the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Tho House of Representatives will
be notified as usual.
Messrs. LoRD, LYNDE, McMAHo~, J&'i'XS, and LAPHAl\1, of the
managers on the part of the House of Representatives, appeared aud
were conducted to the seats a~igned them.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Mr. Blair and Mr. Black.
Mr. SHERMAN. I move to dispense with the reading of the journal of yesterday.
The motion wa-s agreed to.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed with the trial. The Senate will hear the managers in the opening of the closing argument.
Mr. Manager LORD. The arrangement, Mr. President, is that Mr.
Blair opens on the part of the defense.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The Senate is ready, then, to hear
the counsel on the part of the accused.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Presiuent I am sorry to announ.ce to you and to
the court that our colleague, who has the laboring-oar of this case in
his hands and upon whose presence more de ponds than upon any.
thing else- I know of, has been taken so sick that it is impossible for
him to be here to-day. It is a thing of the utmost import that a
counselor who is to answer an argument should hear it when it i
delivered. I understand that there has been an arrangement mado
between the ~entlemen who are to speak on the other side and Mr.
Blair, to which so far as I am concerned I give my full assent upon
certain conditions, that Mr. Blair shall proceed with his argument
first, and we have no objection that he shall make his opening anu
that his address sha.l l be heard fully to-day; but we would greatly
rather, and indeed we think we have a right to hope, that neither of
the mana,gers will insist upon speaking to-day in the absence of Mr.
Carpenter. I suppose Mr. Blair will occupy a very considerable portion if not the whole of this afternoon, and there will be no considerable inconvenience to anybody in saying that the arguments on the
other side shall open to-morrow, when we have reason to expect that
Mr. Carpenter will be present.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, we shall have to leave the
matter with the court in that regaru. "We are prepared to go on,
and the managers are exceedingly desirous to have this case closed;
the House is desirous to h:1ve this case closed; but sickness is a thing
which we cannot contend with, and therefore we have to leave the
matter with the Senate.
Mr. BLACK. Are you desirous to do your speaking in the absence
of the gentleman who is to reply to you 1
Mr. Manager LORD. No, sir; we are not desirous to do our speakin~ in his absence, but we are desirous to have this case proceed. I
thmk I have said all t.hat fairness requires when I say that we lea'\"e
the matter with the court under the statement of the counsel.
Mr. INGALLS. Is there any order asked for, Mr. Presideb.tf
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. No order is proposed, the Chair understands.
Mr. BLACK. We ask for somethin(J' which will enable us to feel
confident that after the conclusion of Mr. Blair's speech there will be
an adjournment until to-morrow morning.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. ·w hat is the request of the counsel f The Chair <lid not hear.
Mr. BLA.CR. For an order that Mr. Blair proceed now and make
his argument, after which the court shall adjourn until to-morrow
morning, at which time the managers will be heard.
Mr. SHERMAN. Is it in order to say a word on this nbject T
:Mr. :B])~lUNDS. It is not in order for Senators to speak.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. Debate is ont of order.
.Mr. BAYARD. Mr. PresidentThe PRERIDENT pro tenlpore. Debate is out of order.
Mr. BAYARD. I suggest that while it is true that the argument
of counsel will be reported, yet it will not be published until the day
after it is spoken, and it is on that day-.Mr. EDMITNDS. Is this in order!
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. Debate is not in order.
Mr. ANTHONY. I hope the Senator from Delaware will be allowed
to make a statement.
The PRESIDENrr pro tempore. Is there objection to hearing a statement t [Mr. SHERMA~ rose.] The Senator from Ohio rises for some
purpose. Is there objection!
Mr. INGALLS. I shall object nnless the debate is to be participated in by whoever desires to speak.
Mr. SHERMAN. I do not wish to speak; I am willing to vote.
All I wish to say is that there are seventy-two members of the Senate
who are here in great physical debility, and they ought to bo considered.
.Mr. ANTHO'NY. I hope we shall allow short suggestions to be
made l1y any Senators. They aid us ver.y much. I hope there will
be no objection.
The PRESIDENT 111'0 tem.pore. Is there oiUectiou to the suggestion
of the Senator from Rhode Isla.ncl f

,,
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Mr. WITHERS. I object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Counsel on the part of the accused
desire that the counsel, Mr. Blair, be permitted to open on the part
of the defense to-day, and that the Senate then adjourn unt.il tomorrow without any further argument. Senators concurring will
say "ay."
Mr. KERNAN. I ask for a division of the question.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1·e. There is no question bnt on the
proposition that there shall be but one argument to-day.
1\lr. KERNAN. I withdraw the call.
Mr. HOWE. 'Vbat is the motion f
The PRESIDENT p1·o tentpore. The motion is that the counsel, Mr.
Blair, be permitted to go on to-day, and that when be concludes the
Senate adjourn until to-morrow on account of the sickness of his asso•
ciate, Mr. Carpenter.
Mr. ANTHONY. I ask as a question of prder whether, if that order
is laid on the table and then the counsel go on, the question of adjournme-nt-cannot be decided when he is finished Y
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Certainly.
Mr. ANTHO~Y. Then I move to lay the order on the table. Let
the coun, el go on, and we can decide whether to adjourn or not when
he has finished.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It is proposed to lay the order on
the table.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The counsel will proceed.
Mr. BLAIR Mr. President and Senators, I appeal to the Senate in
now approaching the consideration of this case for its final determination that the Senate may consider it with the calmness and deliberation
and fairness which are appropriate to so solemn and important an occasion. I should not deem it proper to make even so brief an apperu
to the Senate, if on aformeroccasion when this subject was discussed
I had not felt that the proprieties of the occasion had not been observed by the managers on the part of the House of Representatives.
On that occasion I witnessed a scene in this Senate which, I think,
may be characterized as improper, when a mana,ger: having the close
of the argument, made an appeal to the Senate, pointing to the respondent hm-e as a representative of the abuses which had grown up
iu the administration of public trusts during his caree:r in public life
and asked the Sen1.te to override the question of jurisdiction in order
to make that man a victim of the reaction of the public mind against
the abuses of the day.
The object of such an n:ppeal when the Senate had under consideration a question of constitutional law could be no ot.her than to constrain the decision of the Senate, then sitting as a legal tribunal to
decide an abstract question of constitutional law, by bringing to be:tr
npon the body the aroused popular feeling against great and acknowledged abuses. The appeal of the manager was responded to by loud
applause from the galleries. And the response was certainly a.s proper
as the appeal of the manager; and that scene, which I think will
hereafter be remembered with shame, was only char~teristic of t.b.e
spirit which has been evinced throughout by the prosecution.
- The questions now to be considered are purely questions of law and
evidence, and ought to be approached, I think, with deliberation and
calmness and freed from the passions of the outside world and of the
political campaign which is in progress, and the respondent's counsel
have studiously observed that rule and have endeavored to present
nothing for the consideration of this body but what arises on the evidence and the law.
The questions are :
First, whether the order dismissing the impeachment on the ground
that more than one-third of the Senate have vot.ed against the jurisdiction !!~hall be granted;
Second, whether the question of jurisdiction be not involved in
the plea of "not guilty" ordered by the majority of the Senate to be
entered for the respondent;
Third, whether the fa~ts alleged in the articles are proved; and
Fourth, whether the evidence established any improper conduct
on the part of the respondent.
The two first questions will be discuBSed by me together, a11d afterward the last.two. As there can be novalid decision of any question
of law or fact by a tribunal which has no power to decide it, it follows of necessity that the question of the power to give a judgment
is involved in giving any valid judgment, and also that it requires
the same authority to determine the question of power which is required to give the judgment, because the judgment itself is a formaJ
and solemn assertion of the power to give it.
These are self-evident propositions, and the only difficulty I apprehend in applying them here and disposing of this case upon therecorded vote of the Senate which demonstrates that the body cannot
convict the respondent by the requisite two-thirds vote, arises from
the attempt to evade meeting this plain proposition by a dexterous
application to this special tribunal of the rule of practice which prevails in court.s of general jurisdiction in regartl to the time and manner of presenting and disposing of questions of juriiidiction. And becanse in courts of general jurisdiction the question of jurisdiction
must be raised by p1ea in abatement, and when so raised and acted
upon by the court by judgment on that plea the question is finally
clisposetl of, it is argued that this is equally true of the action of this
court on the plea to the jurisdiction filed in this case, and by insisting

it requires but a majority to decide the question of the jurisdiction
at that stage of the proceeding, because it is only on the final question of conviction that a larger number is required.
Brit this reasoning overlooks the well-settled principle that a different rule prevails in courts_9Lgeneral jurisdiction from that which
prevails in courts of limited or special jurisdiction in regard to the
time and manner and effect of making the question of jurisdiction.
In courts of limited and special jurisdiction the question of power
continues to +,be end and cannot be waived. In such tribunals it
enters into and forms a part of and is formally and solemnly asserted
in any judgment which may be given, and therefore it necessarily
follows, when it is ascertained by the recorded vote of the Senate that
the requisite number of the Senate to give its judgment of conviction cannot be had, the proceeding ought to be dismissed, just as a bill
in equity is dismissed when it is ascertained at conference that the
number of judges required to sustain jurisdiction to administer the
relief prayed for cannot be bad. This proposition is well settled by
decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of
Rhode Island vs. Massachusetts, 12 Peters, pa.ge 718, and by the Dred
Scott case, 19 Howard, pages 473 and 564.
·
Mr. Justice Daniel's decision in the Dred Scott case quotes, page
473, 19 Howard, the passage I now read from the decisions in 12
Peters:
The question is whether on the case before a court, their action is judicial or
extrajudioial, with or without the authority of law ro render a judgment or de.
cree upon the rights of the litigant parties.
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A motion to dismiss a cause pending in the courts of the United States is not
analogous to a plea to the jurisdiction of a court of common law or equity in England ; there the superior cowts have a geuera.l.juri.sdiction over all persons within the realm and all causes of action between them. It depends on the subjectmatter, whether the jurisdiction shall be exercised by a court of law or equity; but
that court, ro which it appropriately belongs, ca.nactjudicially upon the party and
the subject of the suit~ unless it shall be made apparent to the court that the judicial determination of the case has been withdrawn from the court of general jurisdiction roan inferior and limited one. It is a necessary presumption that the court
of general jurisdictio-n can act upon the given ClUe tohen nothing appears to the contrar-y; henr.e has arisen the ru.lt that the party clctiming an eumptivn from its process
must set out the reasons by a special plea in abateme-nt, and show that so1ne inferior
court of law 01' equity hat the 1xclv.sive cogntZa?)Ce of the ca~e ; otherwise the superior
court must p1·oceed in tJirtue of its general juri.sdictivn.
A motion to dismiss, therefore, cannot be entertained, as it does not and cannot
disclose a case of exception ; and if a plea in abatement is JYI!l in, it mmt not only
make out the exception, but point to the particular court to tohu:h the ca1e belongs.

As there was no such pointing to any particular court other than
this to which this case belonged, in the plea in abatement which we
filed, it was no plea in abatement at all. It lacked an indispensable
averment to make it a plea in abatement.
·
There are other classes of cases where the objection to the jurisdiction is of a
different nature, as on a bill in chancery, that the subject-matt~r is cognizable only
by the king in council, aml not by any Judicial power, or that the parties defendant cannot be brought before any municipal court, on account of their sovereign
charaeter and the nature of the controversy; or in the >ery common cases which
gresent the question whether the cause properly belongs to a court of law or equity.
To such ClUe& a plea in abat.m~ent would not be appli.cablt, became the plaintiff could
not sue in an inferior court.

Hence, a.s the plaintiff in this case could only sue in this court, no
plea in abatement would be applicable.
The objection goes to a denial of any jurisdiction of a. municipal court in one
class of cases, and to the jurisdiction of auy court of equity or of law in the other;
on which last, the c.ourt dec.i des according to their legal discretion. An objection
to jurisdiction, on the ground of exemption from the process of the court in which
the suit is brought, or the manner in which a defendant is brought into it, is waived
by appearance and pleading to issue, but when the objection goes to the power of the
court over the parties, or t.he subject-matter, the defendant nud not for he cannot give
the plaim•',ff a better writ or bill. Where no i.nferi{)r court can have jurisdiction of .a
ca~e in law or equity, the !JTOUnd of the objectiun is not taken by plea in abatement, as
an exception of the given case, from the otherwise general jurisdietion of the cowrt; appearance does not cure tbedefectofjudicial power, and it maybe relied on by plea
answer, demurrer, or at the trial or bearing, unless it goes to the manner of bringin~ the defendant into court, which is waived by submission to the process.
As a denial of jurisdiction over the subject-matter of a suit between parties
within the realm, over wliicb and whom the court has power to act, cannot be successful in an English court of general jurisdiction, a motion like the present could
not be sustained consistently with the principles of its constitution. Bu.t as this
court is one of limited and special original jurisdiction-

And certainly the court of impeachment is one of limited and of
special jurisdictionits action must be confined to the particular cases, controversies, and parties
over which the Constitution and laws have authorized it to act; any .Proceedin
.' g
with out the limits prescribed is coram non judice, and its action a nnllit.y. And
whether the want 01' excus of power is objected by a party, or is apparent to the court-

At any stage of the proceedingsit must surcease it.s o.ction, or proceed extrajnrlicially.

In the opinion of the court in the ca.se of D1·ed Scott -rs. Sanford the
court said:
Before we speak of the pleas in bar, it will be properro dispose of the questions
which have arisen on the plea in abatement.
That plea denies the right of the plaintiff to sue in a conrt of the Uriited States
for the reasons therein stated.
If the question raised by it is legally before us, and the court should be of opinion that the facts stated in it disq,uaJ.ify the pla.intitf from becoming a citizen in the
sense in which that word is used m the Constitution of the United States, then the
judgment of the circuit court is erroneous and must be reversed.
It is suggested, however, that this plea is not before ns, and that as the judgment
in the court below on this plea was in favor of the plaintiff, bo does not seek toreverse it or brin~ it before the com-t for revision by his writ of eiTor, and also that
the defendant wah·ed this defense by pleading over, and thereby admitted the jurislliction of the court.
But, in making this objection, we think the peculi:ll' and limited jurisdiction of

)
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courts of the United States has not been adverted to. This peculiar and limited
jurismction has made it necessary in these courts to adopt different rules and principles of pleading, so far as jurisdiction is concerned, from those which regulate
courts of commorilaw in England and in the different States of the Union which have
adopted the common-law rules.
·
In these last-mentioned courts, where their character and rank are analogous to
that of a circuit court of the United St.ates; in other words, where they are what
the Jaw terms courts of general jurisdiction, they are presumed to have jurisdiction, unless the contrary appears. No ~~overment m the pleadings of the plaintiff is
necessary in order to grve jurisdiction. .If the defenclant objects to it he must
plead it specially, and unless the fact on which be relies is found to be true by a
Jury, or admitted to be true by the plaintiff, the jurisdiction cannot be disputed in
an appellate court.
Now, it is not necessary to inquire whether in courts of that description a party
who pleads over in bar, when a plea to the juriscliction has bHen ruled against him,
does or do.es not waive his plea; nor whether upon a. judgment in his favor on the
pleas in bar, and a writ of error brought l>y the plaintiff, the question upon a plea
m abatement would be open for revision in the appellate court. Cases that may
have been decided in such courts, or rules that may have been laid down by common-law pleaders, can have no inlluence in the decision in this. court. Because,
onder the Constitution and laws of the United St3tes, the rules which govern the
pleadings in its courts in questions of jurisdiction stand on different principles and
are regulated by different laws.
This difference ar.ises, as we have said, from the peculiar charad.er of the Government of the United States. For although it is sovereign and supreme in its appropriate sphere of action, yet it does not possess aU the powers which usually belona to the sovereignty of a nation. Certain s-pecified powers, enumerated in the
Volliltitution, have been confeiTed upon it; and neither· the legislative, executive,
nor judicial department of the Government can lawfully exercise any authority
beyond the limits marked out by the Constitution. And in regulating the judicial
department, the cases in which the courts of the Unit~d States shaH have jurisdiction are particularly and specifically enumerateil and defined; and they are not ~~tu
thorized to take co~izance of any ca.se which does not come within tbe description
therein specified. .Hence, when a plaintiff sues in a court of the United St3tf's, it
is necessary that be should show in his pleadings that the suit be brings is within
the jurisdiction of tbe court, and that be is enti't:led to sue there. And if be omits
to do this, and should, by any oversight of the circuit court, obtain a judgment in
his favor, the judgment would be reversed in the appellate court for want of jurisdiction in the court below. The jurisdiction would not be presumed, a in the cnse
of a common-law English or State court, unless the contrary appeared. But the
record, when it comes before the appellate court, must show affirmatively that the
inferior court bad authority, under the Constitution, to hear and determine the case.
And if the plaintiff claims a- right to sue in a circuit court of the United States, under that provision of the Constitution which gives jurisdiction in controversies between citizens of different States, he must <listinctly aver in his pleading that they
are citizens of different States; and he cannot maintain his snit without showing
that fact in the pleadings.
This point was decided in the case of Bingham vs. Cabot, (in 3 Dallas, 382,) and
ever since adhered to· by th~ court. And in Jackson vs. Ashton, (i3 Peters, 148,) it
was held that the objection to which it was open could not be waived by the opposite party, because consent of parties could not give jurisdiction.
It is needless to accumulate cases on this subject. Those already referred to
and the eases of Capron v~. Van Noorden .(in 2 Cranch, 126) and Montalet vs. Murray (4 Cranoh, 46) are sufficient to show the rule of which we have spollen. The
case of Capron vs. Van Noorden strikingly illustrates the difference between a.
common-law court and a. court.of the United States.

Mr. Justice Curtis delivered a dissenting opinion from . the court
in that case, but concurred with the court in holding that when a
party pleaded over after his plea. to the jurisdiction had been overruled by a court of limited jurisdiction the questio~ of jurisdiction
was not waived. I will read a few passages from his opinion to show
the court his views on this point:
The part of the judicial power of the United States conferred by Congress on
the circuit courts being limited t() certffin described cases and controversies, the
question whether a particular case is within the cognizance of a circuit court may
be raised by a. plea to the jurisdiction of such court. When that question has been
raised tbe circuit court must, in the first instance. pass upon and determine it.
When the plea was adjudged insufficient, the defenllant was obliged to answer over.
He held no alternative. He could not st()p the further proj!l-ess of the case in the
circuit court bv a writ of error, on which the sufficiency of his plea. to ~e jurisdiction could be tried in this court, beca u..ae the judgment on that plea was not final,
and no writ of error would lie. He was forced to plead to the merits. It cannot
be true, then, that he waived the benefit of his plea to the jurisdiction by answering over. Waiver includes consent. Here there was no consent.

the Constitution requiring the concurrence of two-thirds of the Senate to convict may be renaered absolutely nugatory. An issue can be
made in any ca-se npon which any one can be convicted by the required
vote if the majority be determined, resolves to make the issues, and
can overrule the defenses seriatim without being obliged to proceed to
final judgment on them.
The ma~agers hol«;} tp.at a majority can decide against this or any
other plea, and that 1t IS competent for them on motion to procure an
order of the Senate t.hat on respondent's failure to answer as directed
an order can be made entering a plea for us. It is true that when
t.he motion for such an order was made by the managers, Hon. Mr.
LYNDE said that he ditl so to cut off any further dilatory pleas or any
demurrer, whlch he said he had understood was to be filed to these
articles of impeachment. He said there was no precedent for the
allowance ol such pleadings in cases of impeachment, and held tha.t
all objections could be tak,en, under the plea of not guilty, whet.her
of law or of fact. Hence, when the Senate ordered the plea of not
guilty to be entered, it would be implied that every defen , whether
of law or of fact, could be made under that plea. The inference would
be that the Senators who voted against the jurisdiction could vote in
the negative on that plea.
If this view of the subject was accepted by the majority, as it ia
known not to be, it would not be by the minority, and hence the effect
has been and will continue to the end to be most prejudicial to the respondent. It has operated unfairly, because a portion of the Senate ha~
refused to.participate in the intermediate proceedings, and all question
npon. the admissibility of testimony has been decided without their
votes, and a still larger number of them will refuse to partic·lpate ou the final vote upon the issueimmed by the majority of the
Senate, holding that by the vote already given the Senate has recognized its incompetency to convict the respondent, however the questions may be shaped by the majority.
When the Senate failed to convict by the required two-thirds vote
upon t,he issue presented by special plea in bar of the respondent
(for that is the nature of the plea as shown by the authorities) they
held that there could be no conviction- upon any other issue in the
case which the maJority of the Senate might frame and order to be
voted npon. Hence the trial is essentially one conducten by the majority of the Senate, and it remains to be seen whether the constitutional requirement of the concurrence of two-thirds for conviction
can be secured by a refusal of the majority to enter the judgment of
dismissal required by that failure demanded, and proceeding to frame
an issue for respondent which excludes his defense. If the respondent can be convicted by eliminating his defense in this manner,
Blount might certainly have been convicted by similar action as that
which it is now proposed the majority shall t.ake, and I do not see
why more than a majority should be required in any case.
The proceeding is illegal and unjust. This is certainly an attempt
to put in practice an extraordinary piece of ingenuity to coerce a portion of the Senate to vote for conviction in a case upon which they
have already iOted they had no power to act at all. When ·b y a recorded vote it is demonstrated that the two-thirds required to pronounce judgment of conviction cannot be had, because more than a
third of the Senate hold that they have not the power to try the accused, the prosecution can be continued only upon the unreasonable
expectation that the Senators mean to stultify themselves and vote
for conviction when they have voted t.h at they had no power to maintain the jurisdiction of the cause. These, I say, are circumstances
utterly inexplicable, and show to the country the extraordinary character of this proceeding. .
. ·
Mr. ROBERTSON. The language of the counsel strikes very hard
in reference to Senators when he uses the-word " stultify" in regard
to their action.
Mr. BLA.ffi. I beg the Senator's pardon.. He is entirely mistaken
in supposing that I made any reflection upon Senators.
Mr. CONKLING. The counsel said unless it was expected that
they would by so doing stultify themselves. It wa.s a mere supposition ; a mere hypothesis.
Mr: BLA.IR. I beg to state again that the Senate may understand
exactly the view I take of that matter. I sa.id the persistence of
this prosecution on the part of the managers, after this vote, seemed
extraordinary to me, because it could be founded in no other theory
than the expectation that Senators, who had by their solemn vote
declared they had no power, would stultify themselves by assuming
to have power and to pass a verdict in the case.
I shall say a few words, and a few words only, in support of the plea
upon which we ask that this case be now dismissed; because, after
the very able and exhaustive arguments which are to be found on
the question of jurisdiction which it involves in the opinions of the
Senators already published, it would be certainly a work of supererogation for me to attempt to add anything to tho argument on the part
of the respondent. Bnt there is an opinion published among theDl
which, from the high character of the gentleman who o-a.ve it as a
lawyer, his reputation as a statesman, and the position he holds in the
country, induces me to add a few remarks upon the positions which
he has taken, and more particularly because he misapprehends the
ground taken by the accused. I refer to Senator THURMAN. His inquiries are :

But little comment on these ca~es is necessary. They show that
from the very nature of such tribunals as .this is there can be no
waiver of jurisdiction, even when the party himself pleads over to
the merits after judgment against hlm on the plea. to the jurisdiction.
Afortim-i there can be no waiver where a party as in this case elects
to stand by hls plea to the jurisdiction and to make no plea to the
merits but to ask for judgment of dismissal on the vote of the Senate,
whereby it appeared that there could be no judgment of conviction
against hlm for the reason that two-thirds of the body did not concur in holding that there was power to give ·it, and when the socalled plea to the merits was not the act of the respondent but of the
majority of the Sen.a.te itself.
It will be further seen by the ca-se from 12 Peters that although the
respondent's plea is a plea to the jurisdiction it is not a plea in abatement. Such a plea must undertake to show that some other court of
law or equity has cognizance of the cause. That averment is indispensable t.o make a plea in abatement. This is entirely wanting in
the plea filed herein, which is in effect a denial of the jurisdiction of
any court. To such cases, says the Supreme Court in 12 Peters,_in the
opinion just rea<l, a plea in abatement would not be at all apphcable.
The plea is therefore no plea in abatement, but a plea in bar, which
cannot be overruled save by a two-thirds vote, because as the respondent elected to stand by this plea conviction followed on its being overruled. The failure on the part of the managers to ask for
judgment is a clear.recognition of the principle we here now contend
for. But if the majority C.'1n assume that the majority vote only is
required to ·dofeat a special defense and that they can themselves put
the respondent on another defense, which will exclude that upon
First. Wlmt was the legal signification of the technical term "impeachment''
:which he has elected to stand, it is manifest that the provisions of w)leii the Constitution was adopted 7
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the court to the point I am going to make on these articles, because
the question here is not whether General Belknap has committed
He finds that the term impeachment in the Constitution has the some great offense, has committed some immorality, or has demeaned
common-law meaning, and that the Constitution limits the proceeding himself in orne general way improperly in office; but the qneHtion
in certain particulars. The second limitation which lie gives is that- for your consideration here now is whether he has committed the
In England all the Queen's subjects are impeachable. In the United States, irregularities and the crimes which are describe4 in these five artiBlount's case seems to hold that impeachment is confined to treason, bribery or cles. Wbat are those articles f
other hi~h crimes and misdemeanors of civil officers, (the Presioent and Vice-Pres·
The first article charges that, Belknap having promised the appointident included,) leaving military and naval officers to be dealt with by ma,rtial
ment of post-trader to Marsh and Marsh having entered into a conlaw.
tract with Evans, Belknap appointed Evans, corruptly received cerHe says on page 3:
tain sums of money from said Marsh in consideration of said appointBut it has been earnestly contended that it makes another and sweeping change•
namely, that it confines impeachment to cases where the accused is in the office ment, and did receive from Marsh like sums in consideration of his
which be bas abused at the time of his impeachment, conviction, and sentence; permitting Evans to continue to hold the same. Consider that charge.
and that, consequently, if at anv time before sentence be resign, the jurisdiction of It charges that Belknap promised t.he appointment of trader to Marsh;
the Senate is at an end and no judgment can be pronounced against him.
that MarHh entered into a contract with Evans in regard to it; and
That is an entire misapprehension of the ground taken by there- that Belknap appointed Evans upon a corrupt bargain that he should
spondent. The respondent, it is true, contends that impeachment lies receive certain sums of money; and that he continued him in office
only against those holding civil office ; but he does not contend that that he might receive those sums of money. Yon will observe that
resignat.i on after impeachment would defeat jurisdiction any more this is not charged in the technica.llangua~e of the law as bribery.
than a surrender of property after action brought would defeat an The Judiciary Committee, by which this article was framed, did not
· action of ejectment, and insists that impeachment could not be tried see their way clear to make that charge. The evidence did not, in
after resignation or eviction from office any more than ejectment after their juC.gment, warrant them in charging General Bf'lknap with havthe surrendering of the possession of the property. In both cases ing received a bribe; yet by circumlocution they have made a charge
the object of the action is the eviction of the parties against whom which no sensible mau can distinguish from that charge-. If it is not a
they are brought, and the judgment would depend upon the posses- charge of bribery, it is not a charge of anything.
sion of the defendant when the actions were brought, to which time
Yon will observe that the learned manager who opened this case
the judgment relates. The Senator a somes that, in saying the H.ouse did not analyze the articles or attempt to explain how the evidence
shall have the sole power of impeachment and the Senate the sole which he proposed to introduce would substantiate the charges made
power to try by impeachment, the Constitution confers the unlimited in the articles against the defendant. Not one of the managers has
power of impeachment exercised by the houses of the British Parlia- undertaken to analyze the charges and show what they are; but I
ment, and that this power is limited only by the other provisions of say that no rational mind can make anything else of them than a
the Constitution. It might be argued with equal reason that because charge of bribery. I want t.he managers when they come to speak
the executive power is vested in the President and the judicial power to tell the Senate what they mean by these charges. I should like
in one Supreme Court, &c., that tbe President and judiciary have the now to know whether the leading manager will rise in his place and
unlimited power of the executive and courts of England unless lim- tell whether he undertakes to charge bri!Jery or not. There is no
ited by subsequent provisions; whereas the settled construction of the response. Yon will have to inquire for yourselves. The prosecution
Constitution by all parties has been that these clauses only designate will not tell us whether they mean to charge bribery or not ; but I
the officers who are to execut-e such executive and judicial functions say that no other construction can be put upon ~be charges. The
as the Constitution expressly or by necessary implication grants. So charges are all identical in purport and legal intent with t.he first. I
that by parity of reason the clauses relating to the impeachment by have analyzed them carefully, I have paid a great deal of attention
the House of Representatives and trial by the Senate mean only that and spent a good deal of t~me in dra~g the .page ay.d a half, two
these bodies shall impeach in the cases provided for in that instrument. line apart, that I have wntten here m analyzmg these charges. I
It is the first time in the history of the Government that power am giving the Senate the benefit of my analysis in simple language,
bas been claimed because ''it is not pret-ended that any provision of and will state the purport of each one of these charges. The first I
the Const.itution explicitly denies" it. That is a most extraordinary have given.
position to take at this time in the history of our Government. That
The second article charges t.hat Belknap received 1,500 from Marsh
the Constitution does not authorize the impeachment of any but civil in considerat.ion that he would continue to permit Evans to hold the
officers or those who have been civil officers the Senator says was the appointment; that is, in consideration that he would continue to perjudgment in the Blount case; but this decision could only have been mit him to hold this appointment he received 1,500; that is, he rereached by overruling the theory upon which his opinion rests, for ceived the money in consideration of the continuance of the mail in
the contest in that case, a,s in this, was whether the Constitution office. Article 3 charges that Evans to procure the appointment
granted the whole common-law power of impeachment or granted aQTeed to pay Marsh, and did pay him, and that Marsh paid Belknap
only the power to impeach given in tbe fourth section of the second o~e-half; that Belknap knew these facts, and yet continued Evans
article. It was not pretended in the argument of that case that the in office for the purpose of getting the money from Marsh.
fourth section of the second article waa a limitation upon the general
New phraseology is used, but it is only the same thing stated in a
grant of power. It was contended by the advocates of unlimited variety of ways. Article 4 charges that he received the money,in conpower that the only meaning of this section was that the officers sideration of the appointment and gives fifteen specifications of dates
named therein tnmt be 1'enwt·ed j1·ont office on impeachment, while the and sums. Article 5 charges that Belknap continued Evans in office
advocates of limited power contended that this section itself enu- in order that he might receive the money. These articles, I repeat,
merated all the caseR which the House could present or the Senate all cha.rge bribery. This cannot be eontroverted, and there can be
try. The Senate adopted the latter view of the subject. The Sena- no reason for not making the charge distinctly and squarely and not
tor says thatby circumlocution but a consciousness that the evidence does not
The Senate in that case1 whethcr correctly or not it is unnece.~sary now to decide, subst.a ntiate it. It is a confession, by the frame-work of the articles
seems to have considerea the section as an enumeration of the cauliiCs for whlch themselves, that the gross fact which they mean but do not assert
an impeaohment :will lie and of the persons who commit the impeachable offense. cannot be substantiated.
Having conside1;ed the purport of these charges, let us consider the
.As the Senator has admitted that this clause of the Constitution of
itself gives no power to the Honse to impeach or the Senate to try proof in support of them · and for the purpose of shQwing you how
General Belknap, he has to fall back on the power of the general entirely the case fails I shall take the proof in its strongest light
grant which he admits the decision in Blount's case repudiates. If against the accused. I will therefore assume for the purposes of this
there had been any such general grant of power the decision in branch of the argument that the defendant knew the money he reBlount's must have been different, because it was not pretended in ceived from Marsh wa,s derived from Evans; that it was proved that
the argument of that case that the fourth section of the second arti- Marsh remitted and that Belknap received all the money charged to
cle was or could be construed as a limitation upon the general power. be remitted and received in the several articles; that the defendant
That is manifestly either itself the grant of the power to impeach, knew that the money was received by Marsh from Evans; that it was
and if so necessarily the exclusive enumeration of the cases in which a very great impropriety for him to receive the money, and that he
impeachment would lie, or it is simply as contended in Blount's case, a was conscious of that impropriety. This is certainly all that any
requirement that the class of officers 11ame(l in it shall be removed candid man will claim to be proved by the prosecutioQ.
If the proof stopped here it might be argued that the receipt of
from office on impeachment. The Senator then argued that the clause
as construed in Blount's case does not limit the time but only the per- the money implied that the appointment of Evans had been made ir...
sons, and is similar to sections 5501 to 5504 of the Revised Statutes. consideration of it, and that he was retained in office in order that he
The difference, however, between these sections o~ the statute law might continue these payments; but the testimony does not stop
and the fourth section of the second article is that the requirement here. It does not stop with the proof of the appointment and of the
of removal in the latter forms part of the description of the persons making and receipt of the remittances. The witness who proves
to whom it is applicable. It says distinctly that the persons subject the remittances directly and positively disproves the fact sought to
to impeachment are those who can be removed, for it says that they be inferred from the appointment and subsequent remittances, and
shall be removed on impeachment. It is mandatory. This being the proves that the remii.tances were not made in consideration of the
interpretation of Story and the pra{ltice heretofore, it ought not to be appointment or of the continuance of the party in office, by showing
that the appointment was given on an entirely different considera.disturbed unless palpably wrong.
Now I proceed to consider the articles upon which this trial is to tion and that no sugget~tion was ever made at the time of the ap.
proceed. These are five in number. I ask the especial attention of pointment or subsequently that any pecuniary consideration should
Constitution~
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be given for it; that the division of the bonus which he subsequently made was the su~gestion of his own mind and wholly voluntary, and that the moneys were in fact pre ents which he felt
entirely at liberty to ma.k e or to withhold; that the appointment was
not made upon any promiae or understanding that such payments
should be made, nor were they subsequently made to procure the continuance of Evans in office. Thus affirmatively and directly the witness upon whom the case of the prosecution rests, in the most positive and emphatic lan~uage which the English affords, denies the
whole inference which is sought to be made against the reMponuent.
I must trouble the Senate at this point to read the testimony of this
witness on this subject on page 178 of the RECORD:
Mr. CARPESTER. · (To the witness.) Was there any a~ement on your purt w
pay Mr. Belknap any money in consideration that he wocl'd appoint you post· trader
at Fort Sill ~
Answer. There was not.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTEH.) At any timeT
A. At any time.
Q. Was there ever any agreement between yon and Mr. Bellrnap that yon should
pay him any pecnniru·y consideration for or in consideration of his appomting Mr.
Evans post-trader at :Fort Sill T
A. Ther e was not.
Q. Was there ever any agreement betwt>en you and Mr. Belknap that you would
pay him any mon y or otbf'r valuable con ideration in con ideration of 'his con tin·
uing Mr. Evans as post-trader at Fort SillT
A. N ever.
Q. So far as you know was not the only inducement leading to that appointmf'nt
the kindness which you and your wife had shown to Mrs. Bclknap at your boose '!
A. That certainly had a great deal to do with it, I presume.
Q. Did yon make or claim to have any bill against him for anything done for
llrs. Belknap i
A. No, sir.
Q. Your treatment of her waa entirely gratuitous?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Bot of course led to a feeling of friendsllip between the families 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. You lllay that the friendship which nrose from the fact that Mrs. BelknRp bad
been &ck at your house, and been kindly trented, had a great deal to do with that
appointment; was there, apart from that friendly feeling, any consideration movin~ from you to BeU..-nap to procure that appointment 1
A. None.

*

Mr. MITcHELL. I send a question to be :put to the witness.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question put by the Senl\tor from Oregon will
be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. Why did :you send toW. W. Bell-nap, Secretary of War. the one-half of the
various sums of money received by you from Evans n.t Fort Sill7

*

*

*

*

*

•

•

The WITI>ESS. Simply because I felt like doin~ it. It gave me pleasure to do it.
I sent him the money as a present always, gratuitously. That is the only reason
I had.

•

Mr. LOGAN. I desire to propound a question which I Rend up in writing.
The PRESIDENT pro tem:Pore. The question of the Senator from Illinois will be

read.

The Gbiel Clerk read as follows:
Q. Prior to the sending of the first money, had you said anything to any person
or had any person ever sai<l anything to you on the subject of sending money to
General Belknap; if so, who was it 1

*

*

*

*

*

The WITiiESS. I had a conversation with the present Mrs. Belkn.'\p on the night
of the funeral in Washington.
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. That was after the first money was sent.
Mr. Manager McMAHoN. The question caJls for conversation before any money
was sent.
The WITXESS. That was before I had sent any money to him. I bad sent a remittance to her.

*

Mr. LoGAN. Before the point is submitted, I will state that the first question I
propounded was not objected to by the Senate. The last one was object&l to. I
destre to have that tirst question fully understood, and I ask the Clerk to read it
again to the witness and have it answered before we proceed to another question.
The PBESIDKYT pro tempore. The interrogawry propounded by the Senator from
lllinoi11 will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows :
Q. Prior to the sending of the first money had yon ever said anytbin~ to any person or had any person ever said anything to you on the subject of sending money
to General Belknap; and, if so, who was it 7
A. No one that I remember. No other except what I have already stated, the
conversation with Mrs. Bower.
Mr. MORTON. I submit the following mterro~atory:
Q. Did General Belknap personally or through any person or by letter ever inquire of you w by this money was sent, and did you in any way ever assign a reason
to him for it 7
A. Never w my beat recollection.
·
Mr. l-ONKLING. I propose a. question which may have been answered in substance. but I shon1d like to have an answer to it:
Q. Was your intention to send money to General Belknap and yonr act in sending it in consequence of any commumc;1tion between you and General Belknap 1
And, if tht're was any such communication, state it.
A. No, sir ; thet e was not.

*

*

*

*

A. Yes, air.
Q. And that was sent without any arrangement between yon and anybody 1
A. Yes, sir.
Q. A clean, clear present 1
A. Yes, sir.

*

..

*

*

*

*

Mr. MORTON. I propose the following question:
Q. How often after the first money was sent to Belknap and before your ex.ami·
nation before the committee of the Hoose did yon meet General Belknap and was
the money ever referred to in conversation at any of these interliews i '
A. For the first two or three years, I saw him perhaps two or t-h ree times a vear.
The first mone:v I sent General Belknap must have been in the aprin~ of 1871. I
suppose probably through that yf'.ar and 1872 and' 1 73 I met him two or three
times a year; but I have no recollection of the money having boon referred w in
any conversation between us.
By Mr. Manager McMAHON:

*

*

*

*
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Q. What is your best recollection as to whether you did or did not have a conver.
sation with him personally, while yon were here attending the funeral of his sec.
ond wife1
A. I can only state that I have a very indistinct impression about it. I have
sometimes thought that I said something to ~neral Belknap on the night of the
funeral, but I sometimes think I did not, and that the only convero~ation I had was
with Mrs. Bowt'r.
By Mr. CARPE~"'TER:
Q. Is there any way in your mind to strike an average between those two im.
pre siuns !
A. I cannot. I never shall know; I never shall be certain about it.
Q. The Senate will never know from you, then 1
A. I have thonghli about it night and day, but the more I think about it the less
I know.

In this connection I propose also to read what the witness sn.id in
his examination before the Committee on the Expenditures of the
War Department. In that statement, on page 191 of the RECORD, he
said:
The WITh"ESS. In reply to yourqnMtions., I would state that in the summeroflll70
myself and wife spent some weeks at Long Brnnch, and on our return toNew York
Mrs. Belknap and Mrs. Bower, by our invitation, came for a visit w our house.
Mrs. Belknap was ill during this visit some three or fonr weeks, and I suppose in
consequence of onr kindness to her she felt under some obligations, for she asked
me one day in the course of a. conversation why I did not apply for a post-tradership on the frontier.

*

*

*

*

*

*

It

Mrs. Belknap and Mrs. Bower returned to Washin~n, and a few weeks the-reafter Mrs. Belknap sent me word to come over. I did so. She then told me that
the post-tradership at Fort Sill was vacant; that it was a valuable post, as she on·
derstood, and that she had either asked for it for me or bart prevailed upon the
Secretary of War to agree to give it to me. At all events, I called upon tbe Secretary of War, and as near aa I can remember made application for this post in a
regular printed form. The Secretary said he would appoint me if I could brin"'
proper recommendawry letters, and this I said I could do. Either Mrs. Belknap
or the Secretary told me that the present trader at the post, JohnS. Evans, was an
applicant for re-appointment. and that I had better see him, he being in the city, as
it would not be fuir to turn him out of office without some notice, as he wou.ld lose
largely on his buildings, merchandise, &c., if the office was taken from him, and
that it would be proper and just for me to make some arr.1n~ement with him for
their purchase if I wanted to run the post myself. ·I saw Evans and found him
alarmed at the prospect of losing the pfa{le,

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

Mr. Evans first proposed a partnership, which I declined, and then a. bonus of a
certain ;portion of the profits if I would allow him to hold the position and continue
the busmess. We finally agreed upon $15,000 per year. Mr. Evans and myself
went on to New York together, where the contract was made and executed, which
is herewith submitted. (Paper marked A . ) During onr trip orer, however, Mr.
Evans saw something in the Army an<l Navy Journal which led him to think that
some of the troops were to be removed from the fort, and that he had offered too
large a sum, and before the contract was drawn it was reduced by agreement to
fL2,000, the same bein~ payable quarterly in advance.
When the first rem1ttance came to me, very probably in November, 1870, I sent
one. half thereof to Mr·s. Belknap, either, I presume, certificates of deposit or banknotes, by express. Being in Washington at a funeral some weeks after this. I had
a conversation with Mrs. Bower to the following purport, as far as I can now remember, but must say that just here my memory is exceedin~ly indistinct. and I
judge in part per naps from what followed as w the details of the conversation. I
went upstairs in the nursery with Mrs. Bowers to see the baby. I sa-id to her,
" This child will have money coming to it before a great while." She said, "Yes.
The mother gave the child w me, and told me that the money coming from me she
must t.akeand keep for it." I said, "All right," and it seems tome rsaid that perhaps the father ought to be consulted. I say it seems so, and yet I can give no
reason for U, for as far as I know the father knew nothing of any money transac.
tions between the mother and myself. I have a faint recollection of a remark of
Mrs. Bower that if I sent the money to the father that it belonged to her, and that
she would get it anyway.

Further on in this same testimony the court will see in what light
these remittances were probably viewed by the respondent. I quote
from page 192 of the RECORD:
She-

Mrs. Belknap, says the witnesswanted me to go before the committee and represent that she and I had business
transactions together for many years. and that all this money I had sent the Secretary was money that she had from time to time deposited with me as a kind of banker,
and that she had instructed me ro send it to the Secretary for her.

To these last extracts I call particular att.ention, because they are
contained in the testimony which the managers produced to prove a
confession or admission by the defendant. The testimony was put in
by them for that purpose, and of course that part of the te timony
which controverts the accusation is as good for us as the other part,
if there is any such thing in it, .is good for them.
In the course of this examination a Senator made an argument to
the witness in the form of a question, implying that remittances by
The WITNESS. I think not.
Mr. CONKLIXG. What does the witness mean when he says he thinks not!
installments were i.IConsistent with his assertion that they were
The WITNESS. I do not think I stated that I had an understand1n~ witll ;Mrs. presents. In the absence of positive proof to the contrary regular
Bellruap.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) As I understand, the first money thAt yon se"Jlt; waa ;remit.tances of equal sums carries an implicat.ion of payment, but not
wore than a single remittan<?e could convey; and the positive assersent to the former Mrs. Belknap, now deceased 1
Mr. LOGAN. I desire to ask o. question which I send to the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question propounded by the Senator from Illinois will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. From the conversation with the present Mrs. Belknap, mentioned by you in
your answer to my former interrogatorv, yoll' spoke of an un.d.m'stantling with the
former Mrs. Belknap, now deceasea. Please state what that un.dePJtanding was.
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tiona of the witness that the remittances were all presents is aa credible as if he had spoken of one remittance only. And the circumstances stated by witness in explanation of the transaction show that
the number of remittances do not any way affect the character of the
transaction at all. He says that when he transferred the place to Evans
he at the time of the transfer resolved to give the Secretary's wife
one-half of the bonus. If the bonus had been a round sum paid in
hand and he bad banded over to Mrs. Belknap one-llalf of it, not in
pursuance of any agreement or understanding express or implied to
that eflect, but from a feeling of gratitude, aa he expresses it, it could
not be pretended that the defendant had eitner given the appointmf'nt
or retained the appointee in office in consideration of a contract for
money.
It does not alter the character of the transaction that the bonus
was not paid in hand but was paid ill installments as it was received,
and a contract could no more be implied from a remittance of the onebali of the bonus in installments than it could be from the remittance
of a round sum. As the witness swears positively that the appointment was not made for an~' pecnniary consideration and that the appointee was not continued in office for any such consideration, it cannot be inferred that the officer would have been removed on failure
to pay.
And this view of the case is demonstrated by the course of the
managers to accord with their own line of reasoning. They studiously suppressed the facts showing the origin of th~ appointment.
This could only have been done because they felt that the disclosure
of the origi"l of this appointment and the nature of the consideration
on which the witness expressly declared that it was conferred was
fatal to the charge made in the several articles of impeachment.
What other motiv~ could they have had for failing to require Marsh
to give his story in the chronological order he had given it before
the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department but the conviction this proof negatived the conclusions they sought to draw from
the unexplained facts of the appointment and the remittances which
followed Y They evidently supposed that we would not supply that
deficiency, because we had shown so strong an indisposition -to bring
before the public the names of those with whom Marsh had dealt in the
beginning, and they did not anticipate that we would strike out the
key-stone of the arch of presumption upon which they had built.
They rested their case without asking their witness whethth- the
statement made in the articles as to the consideration on which those
remittances were made was true. Without mentioning anybody's
name1 we asked their witness that question, and the answer is a direct and positive contradiction; and the result is that all the articles
are proved to be absolutely false by the only witness who is adduce<!
:to substantiate the consideration of which this appointment was
made, which is the point on which the case presented in each one of
the articles turns.
There are a number of immaterial circumstances upon which the
managers rely indirectly to defeat the effect of this direct testimony
on the part of their own witness. They undertook to show, first,
that Marsh had said~ in a conversation with Belknap had in the
spring of 1872, that he had a contract with Evans, and also that that
fact appears in Colonel Grierson's letter written in answer to the inquiries made by the Secretary of War on the publication of the famous
article in the New York Tribun~ . of 1812. But if the Senate will advert
tothefactsunderwhich this appointment was made, itwillseein a moment thatGrierson'sandMarsh'sstatementon that point was important.
After the promise had been given to Marsh, Evans appeared here, and
an interview took place between .Marsh and Evans, the result of
which ·was that .Marsh applied to the Secretary to let the appointment stand in Evans's name, as that would be more convenient for
him at the time. When Emns applied, and told the Secretary how
large an amount of money he had invested in buildings and in goods
at the station, the Secretary told Marsh, as Marsh testifies at page
164 of the RECORD, that he most make some arrangement with Evans,
and that he would not appoint him unless be did so. This is .Marsh's
account of the interview.
A. He said he would appoint me to this place, post-trader at Fort Sill, I think,
and he then told me that I had better go and soo Mr. Evans; that he was in the
city and an applicant for re-appointment; and that ifi was to run the post myself!
think he said I ought to make an arrangement with him to buy out his stock of
goods and his buildings, because it would not be fair to turn him out of his position
without buying out his stock and buildings; it would ruin him, or something of
that kind. and he would not consent to it.

The Secretary had therefore said to .Marsh that be would not consent

to allow him to ruin Evans, and that he must go and make some ar-

rangement with him by which their matters could be accommodated.
Marsh's statement which I have just read you from his testimony
before the Committee on the Expenditures of the War Department is
to the same purport, hence the Secretary had required Marsh to arrange
with Evans. Marsh had accordingly made the required arran~ement,
and Marsh had notified the Secretary that he had made it; and It is also
in evidence here that Evans com.municat.ed to the Secretary through
Marsh. What other conclusion could the Secretary have formed in
relation to them than that there were business arrangements between
Marsh and Evans, and if business arrangements exiFJted was it not
fair to presume that it was a partnership f That relation was implied
as it seems to me in the terms of Marsh's letter, in which he says that
he wanted the business to stand for the present in the name of Evans,
for the reason that it was not convenient for him to take charge of
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it himself. So when it was afterward disclosed to the Secretary by
Marsh, in a conversation, that he had a contract with Evans, and
when Colonel Grierson writes to hlm that he learns Evans makes
remittances to ·Marsh, this was uo more than the Secretary would
have inferred from the facts already within his knowledge.
The question is simply whether it was wrong for t.h~ Secretary to
appoint Marsh, his friend, and not to appoint Eva11s, with whom he
had no such relations. Will the Senate hold this to be an offense f
We may have a very defective civil service. · I am uot here to recom~
mend favoritism in the administration of public affairs. But who is
t.here in this body, or among the managers, or in the House they rep·
resent, who bas not recommended his friends for appointment to office
over those who were strangers to him f Who bas not given place to
frienrh~ when he had the power to do so f If this be an offense, it is
one which few of those I am now addressing have not committed, and
it would be a sufficient answer to the accusation to say, "He that is
without this sin among you let him cast the first stone."
No inference derogat.ory to General Bellrnap can be drawn from the
fact that be used his political power to give position to one who had
been kind to those who were dear to him. It was a political appointment, and he disposed of it after the manner of the times, as he, as
all know, the heads of Departments, and members of Congress, and
other public men dispose of or recommend the disposal of such appointments. The crime comes in only when the party who makes or
recommends such an appointment does so for pecuniary consideration to himself. He may have made all his appointments from favoritism, without justifying any unfavorablfl inference here. Indeed
the evidence shows that, while he was <loing what everybody else
does in giving placeR to their friends, he did not indulge his kindly
feeling so far as to be unjust. He maintained in this transaction the
character for justice which all who have as~ociated with him atttibute to him. He therefore made it a condition with Marsh that he
should make some arrangement with Evans by which Evans's just
rights should be saved.
Evans had no right to the place.. Congrees, in passing the act
which turned him out and put the power of making appointments in
the hands of the Secretary of War, adjudged t.bat lle had no right to
the place. He therefore had no possible claim upon the Secretary
of War for the continuance in the Jllace, but be had invested largely
in lmilcling v.nd transporting merchandise there, and thus entitled to
some consideration, and he was certified to also as an upright man, and
it was therefore but right that t.he Secretary, in exercisin~ the right
given by Congress to supersede him by a personal or politwal friend,
should require his friend to make some arrangements to save the incumbent from ruin. And this the Secretary required absolutely.
And now it is sought to turn this circumstance against him. If be
had been the mereenary which it is sought to represent him to be, he
would not have interfered. He would have ~iven .Marsh the place
unconditionally to make the most of it for d1vision between them.
Bnt he takes directly tlte contrary course, and in the spirit of an honest man exacts justice f.rom l\larsh for the stranger.
In this case, as the evidence shows, the consideration originated iu
his privat-e relations. The man and his family had been kind to Belknap's family, but he nevertheless imposed it as a condition that he
must bring political indorsements, and he promised and finally secured the usual political indorsements upon which such offices are
given, and we have here on file with the appointment the recommendation of a man of very great eminence in politics in the West,
and it appears by the record that one of the most distinguished members of this body also joined in the recommendation, whose recommendation has probably beeu lost. It is not at all ti.Je habit of the
Departments to preserve mere recommendations to office aft-er a certain number of years have elapsed; it would overwhelm the archives
to keep the voluminous recommendations that are put there for office,
and therefore they are not retained for any number of years, nor are
they preserved with any special particular care after the appointments are made, and h~nce it is not at all remarkable that the recommendation of one of the gentlemen whose names entered upon the
book as having joined in the recommendation of Marsh is not to be
found. There is record evidence that there waa such a recommendation, if it be important to consider it all.
But the case wM disposed of just as other cases have been disposed
of; the position given to a political friend of the Secretary, on the
recommendation of his political friends, because he is certified in this
recommendation by .Mr. Stevenson to be a good republican was a passport to office not at all peculiar to this Administration. It is the habit
of all administrations to confer office on their political friends. Hence
this case, so far as the appointment goes, stands upon no different
footing from any other appointment. It is the appointment by au
officer upon considerations of which he alone was t.h.e proper judge
and made so by the law, and that appointment was conferred upon
his friend, and he yet obliged that friend to make just terms with the
incumbent.
Hence the knowledge which the respondent had of the relations
between .Marsh and EYans, that .Marsh did not go there himself to
carry on the business, but that Evans was carrying it on, and that
he received communications through Marsh of Evans's wants, and
acted upon them in the due course of official proceedings, wa-s aground
for the assumption that he had a contract of some kind with Evans,
and probably a parLnership. This also the respond1mt knew accorded
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with the usages of the service, as testified to by Evans himself. Both
the men who had been there before, Durfee and Peck, were partners
in business, and did not live there at all, and yet they bad tradersbips
at that point, and were. carrying them on at that time, at this very
Fort Sill by other persons, while they themselves lived at Saint Louis
or elsewhere. So the Secretary naturally supposed that Evans was
a partner of Marsh, upon whom and through whose influence the
appointment was conferred, and it was nothing extraordinary, and
no as umption derogatory to him can be based upon it, that be knew
that there was a. contract between them and that Marsh was receiving money from Evans.
.
Another circumstance upon which great stress is laid in this group
of trifles is that complaints were made by .1:. vans through Marsh. I
have explained that in connection with what I have already said
about the knowledge of the contract, and I ~:~hall pass to other considerations.
The third is the whisky order. After the great amount of time
with which the explanation of that matter occupied the Senate and
the complet-e refutation which was made by the official orders tbat
t.here was involved in the whisky order any favoritism to Marsh and
Evans, it cannot be necessary for me to dwelJ at any lengt h upon this
matter. A great stre s, however, was laid npon it as a great stress
is laid upon aJl these circumstances, and I think the Senate ought to
infer from the stress laid on these unimportant. circumstances uy the
prosecution the ab olute poverty of the case on the part of the prosecution.
Think of the time, of the trouble, of the attention of this body,
which has been att.racted to thiM whisky order for the argument it
was suppost>.d to afford in support of the char~es by showing Belknap's
interest in Evans's affairs, and an immense Importance was attached
to it by the prosecution for that reason; and when you come to sift
it down what is itT It appears that the officers at Fort Sill themselves wanted the post.-trader to have the liberty to introduce a larger
quantity of liquor at one time than be was allowed by the exis~;_ng
• l'egnlations to introduce, and that the application being made by the
-po ·t-trader for that hbert.y, it was referred by the Secretary of War
to the several officers in due order of their grade, the subject duly
considered, and the order given after each one of these subordinate
officers bad severally and seriathn given his sanction to it. 'Vhen the
Senate see the enormous weight that is attached to this petty and
paltl'y and utterly insignificant circumstance; the days that have
been exhausted here in this sultry season ; the weight that these gentlemen have laid on this immense whisky favor as they supposed, and
then see how it all vanishes to nothing, you cannot fail to see bow
utterly frivolous and trifling and ridiculous the pretense is t-hat Belknap went out of his way to help Evans because be knew he was interested in his business. It is enough to show that the order in relation to whisky, aft.er it had been COJ?Sidered and reported on in due
form by the post-commander, by the division commander, and the department commander, is freely left entirely to the commander of the
post and revokable at his pleasure, whenever the necessity for it
ceased.
Now pass to another one of these mighty and wonderful favors adduced with such a parade of circumstance to destroy the character of
this respondent, and that is the grant of this extraordinary favor of
the extension of the military reserve. It is true that tho application
-was made by the trader; but it is also true that it ran the gauntlet
of the military ordeal, went from post commander to division and
department commander, to the Adjutant-General, and to the Interior
Department,cametotheSecretary,andfinallytothePresidenthimself,
and the question discussed and duly considered by all these various
officers as to whether it was a proper order to be made for the public
. service, and only passed on and g1·anted by the Secretary of War when
it had come up from every one of the subordinate posts, sanctioned and
indorsed by every one, and finally approved by the President of tl.le
United States with all the sanctions going before him. It does seem
to me tba.t it is one of the most significant things connected with this
case that these parties should unclertake to impeach their own witr
ness by adducing such circumstances as those I have been considering. The object of the group of circumstances upon which I have
been commenting is to contradict Marsh, who swears that Belknap
bad no contract with him under which be received the remittances
in <luestion. They \visb the contrary to be inferred by showing tl:at
Belknap took a lively interest for Evans and such as evinced a knowledge on his part that be had a pecuniary interest dependent on
Evans's success; and the attempt is to show that the Secretary of
War manifested some great an(l extraordinary interest in this posttrader because he granted these extraordinary favors. What do these
favors consist oft ~othing but these two matters, which are mere
ms.tters of military detail and ran the gauntlet without any suggestion whatever emanating from the Secretary in favor of them at any
time until they came back to him, having pa.ssed through all the subordinates and with their approval before he puts his signature to them.
Another fa~t to which undue importance is attached is the possession by respondent of the short letter addressed to the Secretary by
Marsh recommending Evans's appointment. One of the managers
has spoken of the removal of that letter as tlte '• purloining" of it, or
some equivalent phra.se. The witness Crosby does not remember how
be came to deliver up that letter, whether it was delivered up with a
bundle of letters or separately.
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The argument will be that the Secretary sought to possess himself
of this letter to suppress it as evidence of his guilt. But this :it; repelled by the fact of record that the contents of that lett.e r "ere entered on the Adjutant-General's books. The letter was written forno other purpose than to ask the Secretary to send Evans's appointment to him, Marsh, at some pla-ce in New York. That is the purpo1t
of the letter. Now this is entered on the Adjutant-Geneml's book,
and the fact was also communicated to Congre s with the list sent
upon the demand of the committee investigating this matter. That
fact, which is supposed to be so damaging to the Secretary, is communicated to Congress, is recorded on the books of the AdjutantGeneral; but all this fuss is made because the letter itself, con isting
of three lines and communicaiing no more than that the appointment
be sent to him, Marsh, was handed to the Secretary after his resignation. Marsh was one of the persons on whose recommendation the
appointment bad been made, and the most influential person, too;
and be was accordingly entered in the books of record by the Adjutant-General as the party to whom the appointment was sent. All
those facts appear and are recorded in the books of the AdjutantGeneral's Office, and are communicated to Congress before these proceedings are initiated. If the Secretary had been guilty and eager to
hide his footsteps, and regarded this letter as one of them, would be
have communicated the contents of the letter to Congres t There
really is nothing in the letter. There is no cii'cumstance connected
with it that I can see of any importance, unless it be that it can be
made out that the Secretary stole it. That would be a circumstance
to communicate an interest to it; but I do not see anything else to
give the least interest to it; because, when examined by itself, when
analyzed wit-h all my powers, I see no inference to be drawn from
the possession of the letter to the prejudice of the respondent. And
yet it is certain that that letter will figure in this argument a.s a
damning circumstance to fix guilt. It does seem to me that the importance attached to such trifles shows the barrenness and povf\rt.y
of the case on which the prosecution rests.
Another one of tho group of circumstances is that the Secretary
was invited to read the examination ma{}e by the Committee on the
ExpendJtures of the War Department; that he I'ead the evidence
wbich is spread on this record; and that he resigned after reading
that ~aper. Does it signify more than an indisposition to meet this
trial or make a contest publicly about the facts which we_'e there
communicated f Taken in its strongest aspect, it proves nothin€;' more
than the evidence be read implies. Now I insist that if we sh. uld
demur to that evidence it does not convict the respondent of the offenses charged, because, as I have already said and as I shall now
proceed to show, the evidence of that wi\ness, taken in connection
with other circumst!l.nces in this case, absolutely ne~ati ves the charges
here presented.
Passmg from the consideration of the articles and of the proofs of
these articles I come to the fourth bead of the argument which I
have submitted, and that is, What evidence is there here to show
that the Secretary has committed any improprietyf By an analysis
of these articles 11nd by an analysis of the t-estimony adduced in support of them, by a brief consideration of every circumstance that is
brought forw:>.rd to suEI\:ain them and to negative the testimony of the
witness who posit.i vely disproves the gravamen of these charges, I have
endeavored to satisfy the Senate t.hat these articles cannot be sustained by the proof. But I go further, and assert that the proof fails
to establish anything derogatory to the Secretary.
If there is anything which may seem to derogate from General
Belknap as the case stands it is because, and only because, the whole
truth has not been brouglit to light. The managers have purpo ely,
as I have already shown, snppressecl a great part of it, and although
their motive for doing this bas not been kindness to General Belknap, he is glad that they have taken that course, and he obliges his
counsel to follow their example, because it is not necessary, in their
judgment, to his acquittal on the cbm'ges to go further into the matter,
and for other reasons which every intelligent and true man can appreciate. All t.he heads of the Departments, and every other officer
of high gmde in the country of every branch of the service, and the
man even with whom this inquiry originated, have been brought
here and have borne testimony to the rectitude of the Secretary in
his great office.
One of the ablest, certainly, and one of the purest men that e'er
sat upon the supreme bench, a man whose vigor of intellect every
lawyer admlres, who has known this man for thirty years, to mark
his sympathy for him in hili trials and his confidence in his integrity
came into this b'ldy before he was brought here to testify, and sat
down by the respondent's side when hy reason of the obloquy which
bad been heaped upon him by the organized assassins of character in
the sensational pre~s he was shunned as a leper. When that brave
aml true man was afterward brought to the Mtand to testify to the
character of the respondent no one who heard him could fail to have
been impressed. Judge :Miller said he bad known Secretary Belkuap;
he had known him for thirty years, he had known him in times of
trial, he had known him during his financial embarrassment and
when he was in distress, and bad never known any man bear himself
more honorably in trying circumstances than General Belknap.
We have had similar testimony from other quarters: from the two
Senators and -Representatives from Iowa, from a former governor and
a supreme judge of that State, all of whom have known thls respond-
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ent in and out of office, in private and in public life, who have testified
to his honorable, just, reliable, and faithful career in office and in private life. His administration in all save the isolated charge here presented has also been vindicated by the committee which presented
this charge. It appears by the testimony of Mr. CLTIIER that the
re pondent's official career bas been ransacked. That committee bave
sat in judgment on him for the ~t five months to explore every
transaction. The Honse of Representatives reserved the right in
preferring these charges to add to them, if this search, which they
ordered to go on and have continued, as the witness said, until after
this trial commenced, should reveal anything. But it has been utterly
fruitless. Nothing is found to stain this man'a record but this single
transaction. And do not forget, Senators, that the respondent distinguished himself in the service of his country. For the sacred object
of preserving the Government which you are here administering he
freely offered his life and bore all its hardships; and by his valor
and his self-denial aided in perpetnatin~ this glorious fabric of government. He was put in his high positwn by the Chief Magistrate
of the nation because of his distinguished services in that honorable
field. Such a IIJ.an ought not to be dishonored by a vote of this body
upon proof relating to a single transa~tion in a career otherwise remarkable for ita severe integrity and justice except upon proof which
fixed this stigma upon him in the clearest manner. There is no such
evidence here.
There is no convincing proof in the record that General Belknap
ever knew that the money remitted to him was derived from Evans
at all. The witness l\1arsh says explicitly that he bad no reason to
believe that the Secretary knew of the first remittance to the deceased Mrs. Belknap. He pointedly repeats in this examination this
which he bad sai(l in his first examination. He says when Mrs. Belknap died he came to this city, and that after the funeral he was invited by Mrs. Bower to go up into the nursery and see the child, and
while he stood looking at it he said to Mrs. Bower, "This child will
have money com in~ to it by and by." ''I know it," said Mrs. Bower,
"and you are to g~ve it to me for the child; I am to keep it for the
child." He says he thinks that he remarked that the father ought t.o
know something of it, but his memory does not serve him. Now, Senators, consider that that was the day of the funeral. Is it at all likely
that he would have brought such a subject to the attention of a man
with such an affiiction so green upon him t The witness Marsh will
not say that he did. On the contrary, be has veered from one to another opinion on the su.bject, and concludes as his better judgment
that be did not then say anything about it to the Secretary, and he
is certain that he never did afterward. It is, therefore, certain
he did not tell the Secretary at any time where the money h6 subsequently remitted came from.
Recollect then, Senators, that the remittances which subsequently
took place to the Secretary were by the direction of Mrs. Bower, she
claiming the nwney to be hers. Does that convey any knowledge to t-he
Secretary f Mrs. Bower was a lady of property, into whose affairs
the Secretary bad no right to inquire at all. Was it a circumstance
to put the Secretary on his guard that she received money from Marsh
and that Marsh remits it to Belknap by her direction f She was
not then Mrs. Bellllap. The remittances to her did not commence to
be made to the Secretary when the appointment was made. There
was therefore nothing to associate the two things. The appointment
of Marsh had been made the year before the first remittance came t.o
the Secretary for Mrs. Bower. Mrs. Bower, according to the testimony, afte1·ward suggested to witness to say to the committee that
she claimed the money as hers, and that he had had it in his keeping
for her and paid it to Belknap from investments made by him for her.
Is it not probable that she gave this reason of the remittances to the
Secretary!
Recollect, too, Senators, that yon are dealing with a man whose
name is spotless, whose escutcheon is without a stain; a man whose
probity and justice is recognized in the Army, who was an honor to
the Administration of which he formed a part down to t.he day when
this charge waa made. Are you going to presume against testimony
like this that he had a guilty knowledge of facts, without proof and
when his character and the proof all point to a dift'erent solution f
Mrs. Bower went abroad. The proof creates the presumption that
he received the money for her. That is not all. We have a ray of
light shed upon this whole transa~tion by a witness for the prosecution, for we are not allowed to bring in any here for ourselves. Mr.
Emory, of Illinois, had to deal with one of these vecy checks produced in evidence. He invested it and has charge of the investment
now, and holds it for whom f He holds it for Mrs. Bower, n~w.
Belknap. The facts show that she claimed this to be her pr
,
and that the claim was recognized by the Secretary and th it was
transferred to her by him on her return from Europe. Now, Senators, if one piece of this property is thus shown clearly to be claimed
by her and recognized by the defendant as her properLy, does not
that show how all the property wa.s claimed and to whom it was all
recognized to belong 1 Consider, too, the present relations of these
parties. They are now man and wife, and this disables us from giving you a full explanation and a complete showing of what iook
place between them and t{) whom all this money was recognized to
belong. We are therefore not able to give you a clear and full account of this transaction and to show where this money went to, anl
who it was claimed by; but we do show you where a part of it wa~.;
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claimed and where it now rests, and we say that we are entitled to
your verdict.
Recollect also, Senators, that Mrs. Bower was an old acquaintance
of Marsh. They ha-d lived as neighbors and friends in Cincinnati.
They had relations of confidence. Belknap never saw Marsh in his
life until he met him with his wife and family as their acquaintance,
and he had taken them to his house. This lady comes to have business relations with him as Mrs. Bower. She was not Mrs. Belknap
for three years. Why are you to suspect that he knew it simply because he had given Marsh an appointment some time before, and because remittances come to a lady, his sister-in-law, who goes abroad,
and to whom be accounts for the rn,pney when she returns f Why are
yon to jump to the conclusion that this respondent takes presents ·
from tho e upon whom he bas conferred office when yon have an explanation exonerating him even from this impropriety and when the
djsbonoring conclusion is not in character with the man at all, his
whole official life showing him to be exemplary, just, and exacting 7
Consider his actions when complaints were made of the exactions
of Evans in the Tribune article by Hazen and by Grierson. Did he
act as a man would have done who was conscious of receiving a benefit from these exactions f Not at all. He responded at once by the
order mM.e on the 25th of March, 1872. This order was drawn by
Generfll McDowell to meet the evil as set before him by General
Hazen in the Tribune article. It was approved by General Sheridan
as just the thing needed. !twas a.lsojustwhatwnsrecommended by
General Grierson, and exactly what was required by the Tribune
article itself and General Hazen himself. Yet when all these magnates concur in saying that this was the very thing that was wanted to
cure the evil, it is insufficient in the eyes of the managers to exonerate
the Secretary from conniving at the extortions of the trader, and indeed it is even adduced by t.bem as proof that be aimed to protect the
trader in his wrong-doing. This is because they have a foregone conclusion which nothing can unsettle. They have an invincible faith
in the wickedness of t.he Secretary which notbingcanshake. Therefore they c:J.nnot see, what every other man sees, t.hat these orders
drawn by the skillful hand of General McDowell, approved by the experience of General Sheridan, suggested themselves in the Tribune
article, called for by General Grierson in his letter, are sufficient.
I say that a man who had been a particip:tnt, who was dividing
and knowing that he was dividing the spoils with Evans, would not
have "killed the goose that laid the golden egg" by such an order as
that. Lot me call your :1ttention first to Grierson, page 137 of the
RECORD. What is the cause of the high prices imposed upon the
soldiers 7 lt is because, says GriersonThe prices conld not be regulated by a. C01mcil of o.dmhistration, the tra.d.er not
being a. sutler.

Hence, according to Grierson, the whole difficulty was that the
council of administration could not regulaie the pri'les of tb~ trader.
The Tribune article on the same page makes the point:
There is no esc~pe fMm his np:wity-

Of the trader, says Hazen, speaking in the Tribune :uticlebecause the officers have n'l control over him as they had over the sutler.

I need not stop to tell you how the order of March 25 states this,
because that order was read here repeatedly. Here are the two a:tticles of complaint brought to the attention of this Secretary by the
Tribune article inspired by General Hazen, who himself saw, or
thought be saw, what tho grievance was and how to remedy it. General Grierson says the same thing, and General McDowell, who hears
the matter, took the way to do it; and the only way to do it, all agree,
was to subject this trader to the·council of administration; and although the J udge-.A.dvocate-General had said that such an order could
not be made, the Secretary" took the bull by the horns" and made it,
to make sure of remedying and correcting the evil in regard to which
these complaints were made.
_
Look again at this Robinson letter, Robinson who was here, one of
the witnesses called for the prosecution. When we brought his retter to the attention of the Senate, then be incontinently "vamose<l
the ranche." What does the Secreta.ry do with that letter when it
comes to him f He puts it in the archives of the Government and
calls the attention of the President and of the Judge-Advocate-General and the Adjutant-General of the Army to it. Is that the act of
a guilty man f Th~ gentlemen say he abstracted a letter, that he
abstracted the Marsh letter. He did not abstract the Robinson letter, not a word of it; but he communicated these charges against himself, thinking they were idle, treating them as ridiculous. And therefor~ the man who thinks he is afraid of having attention brought to
them, and thus argues that they shall be ventilated. No man would
so act who was guilty.
.After having thus sketched the evidence aml called the attention
of the Senate to the leading facts in the case, I beg to say in conclusion that I hope the majol'ity of the Senate will not force a vote on
the plea which they ordered to be made. This; I repeat, pu.ts the minority of the Senate in an attitude wherein they cannot have a fair
vote upon this question of guilt or innocence, because of the decision
already had of the want of jurisdiction by more than one-third of
this body.
I have discharged my duty to the best of my ability under too circumstances, very trying, owing to the heat of the-day and the tx-
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haustion of the Senate, the late season of the year in which we have
been forced to this argument, the wearied condition of mind in which
you all must be, and tbe staleness of the subject itself, which leaves
me to talk to so ma?y empty seats. Can that be called a trial when we
have the suectacle of more than half these seats empty t The utter
indifference manifested to the subject shows that it is not one upon
which this body ought to pass otherwise thau by dismissing the articles for the reason that there cannot be any final vote which will
represent the just sentiment of the Senate upon the merits of the case.
Mr. MERRIMON. Mr. President, before the counsel takes his sate
I wish to propound two questions which I should like to hear debated by counsel, either by hlms f or some of his colleagues, before
t.be argument closes. I a-sk the Clerk to read the two questions which
I send to the desk.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will report them.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
If the Senate sits as a court to try cases of impeachment and there
is no specified limit on the power of the court to decide all questions
coming before it except in one respect, that of conviction, why is a
Senator, dissenting from a decision of the court made by a majority,
except in the case of the exception named, not bound by such decision
just as a dissenting judge of the Supreme Court is bound by a decision
made by a majority of that court f .
.
.
What is meant by the term" convwted" as used m the siXth clause
of section 3 of article 1 of the Constitution t Can there be conviction wit.hout judgment of disqualification to hold office t
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, the first question which
the honorabLe Senator from North Carolina makes is one which I have
endeavored very elaborately to consider in the opening of this argument. I endeavored to show, at some length and by authorities, that
the plea which we put in was a plea not in abatement because, as
the decision I quoted shows, there can be no plea in abatement in this
court. There cannot be, says the decision in 12 Peters, a plea in
abatement to the jurisdiction in a.ny court wherein no other court has
jurisdiction; that is to say, the plea in abatement must point out the
special jurisdiction. That is the form of the plea. It must not only
deny the jurisdictio· of the body, but it must point out what body
bus the jurisdiction. Our plea did not do that or attempt to do it;
and therefore by the express terms of the decision in 12 Peters it was
n • t a plea in abatement. It was a special plea in b:tr, and therefore
being a special plea in bar, could not be overruled by any less than a
vote which could convict, because that means conviction. When a
special plea pleads special circumstances as a re::tson for not convicting, if the plea is overruled conviction follows. Hence conviction
c::tnnot follow in this case. The plea has not been overruled in this
case becanse the required number to convict has not been obtamed.
That is the law as laid down by the highest authority that I know,
the Supreme Court of the United States stating expressly the principle t"Q;I.t in no court of special jurisdiction is there a plea in abatement made to the jurisdiction by pleading over. Hence also the
question inures in the case to the last moment. I suppose no honorable Senator will contend that anybody ca.n give the judgment of
conviction except the body that has the power to give judgment. No
body can give a judgment of conviction on final hearing of this case
except by the assertion of the power of the court. It lies in, it is asse.{ted in, the very judgment itself. The power is inherent, and hence
it of necessity requires something that is to assert that power and it
does exercise it. That is the answer that I have endeavored to give
more at large in the course of my argument.
The second question which the honorable Senator asks is, What is
meant by the term "convicted" as used in the sixth clause of section
3 of article one of the Constitution t Cau there be conviction without judgment of disqualilication to hold office f The disqualification
to hold office has not been considered as at all necessary. They may
give it or they may not. It has never been maintained, I believe, by
any commentator upon the Constitution, that it was necessary on conviction to add to the judgment disqualification as a part of the sentence.
Mr. MERRlliON. Suppose two-thirds of the Senate should find the
accused guilty, would it require a two-thirds vote to pronounce judgment! Is the conviction complete without the finding, and also the
judgmentf
Mr. BLAIR. It is a question that I have not at all considered
whether it does not require the same number to give judgment that
it does to convict. As 3 question of first impression, I shoultl say
that the judgment, or the sentence rather, necessarily is 3 part of the
evidence of convictions; but most of the treaties on the Constitution
with regard to impeachment have considered that the disqualification to hold office was a mere incident; that the object of the proceecling w!ls ejectment from office and the disqualification superadded, which JM.y be put on or not, I think, as circumstances reqnire;
that it was merely to insure the effectuation of the judgment. That
is, if a man could be convicted and turned out of office and the Senate could not· put on a. disablement from his being put in again, the
President migh.t put him back again, and that contest would be a
fruitless one. It was for such cases as that, as I have in my opening
argument endeavored to explain, that impeachment applied, that is,
only to cases of controversy between the great public bodies, the
Executive and his appointees on the one hand, and the Honse representing the people on the otoor; and that it would be applicable

only to such cases. It could not be carried ont in such cases without
the power of the Sena.te to put in the disqualification, because if be
were eject.e d from an office, be might be put b~ck the next day by the
President. Therefore I have always supposed it was a thing enuirely
discr~tionary according to the aggravation of the offense and according to· t.he judgment of the Senate for the time being as to the offender. But I have not considered wbet.her it required any greater
vote to impose the sentence than to adjudge the conviction ; but I
suppose as a matter of first impression tha~ it would not, that the
two things go together. I do not see that it has any particular bearing on the case now before the court. I do not see the bearing of the
question upon the case at bar at all. It seems to me, as I have endeavored to explain in this argument and in the other, that the
whole reach of this proceeding is against an ofl"ender in office, and
that the reason of the thing ceases when be is out of office before
proceedings commence.
Mr. INGALLS. Mr. President, I move that the Senate sitting in
the trial do now adjourn.
The motion was not agreed t.o.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, I do not like to make· any appeal to
the mere mercy of the Senate; but certainly it seems like a hardship
that the case should be pressed on in the absence of the counsel who
is. to answer the arguments that will be made this afternoon, if they
are made. I therefore ask very earnestly that there shall be no objection made-and I am very much surprised that there should be anyto a continuance of the canse until to-morrow simply that Mr. Carpenter, who is absent on account of illness which wholly disables
him from being here, shall be present in order that he may, by hearing the arguments of the other side, qualify himself to reply to them.
It is impossible for me to do it because the duty of replying mainly
to the arguments which the gentlemen will deliver on the part of the
Honse of Representatives this afternoon, if they go on at all, has been
assigned to him and not to me. It is almost as bad as refusing to a
man the privilege of being heard by his counsel altogether.
Mr. CONKLING. May I inquire of the counsel who is now addressing the Senate, inasmuch as the argument made to-day will be
in print by an hour in the morning as early as that when his associate will be up, thus giving him opportunity to peruse and mark it
in print, whether the whole object which ·he seeks will not be obt,ained substantially as well a.s if we go over until to-morrow and lose
the reRt of 4;his day f
Mr. BLACK. I think not. There is no certainty that the argument will be printed to-morrow.
Mr. CONKLING. That occurred to me. and I should like to know
from the managers, if we may know tliat, whether the argument
which will be made this afternoon will be in print in the morning.
If it should be delivered and withheld for revision, and a reply required from collllsel who is not to hear the delivery of the argument,
that would be very awkward certainly.
Mr. Manager LORD. I will answer the Senator that Mr. LAPHAM who is expected to make the next argument on behalf of the
managers went home indisposed. I have now sent for him. I pre:.
some that whatever he says on the subject will not need revision. If
Mr. LAPHAM is not able, then Mr. LYNDE will have to go ou, if the
Senate does not adjourn.
Mr. CONKLING. Will his argument be printed in the morning t
Mr. Manager LYNDE. I should prefer not to go on, as I intended
merely to speak on a single ·point of law, and not comment upon the
testimony ; and, as an a.rrangement was made yesterday as to the
order of the argument, I did not come here to-day prepared to make
my argument .
.Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I wi.ll say again that I have
sent for Mr. LAPH.lll. He lives very near by, and he may be able to
go on to-day.
Mr. INGALLS. Has Mr. LAPHAM retired from the Capitol, being
unable to remain!
Mr. Manager LORD. He went home about Ml hour ago; but still,
I think he may be able to go on. I thought when he went away that
Mr. LYNDE would take his place. I find now that Mr. LYNDE would
prefer to go on in the morning, and I have sent for Mr. LAPHAM.
Mr. ANTHONY. I should like to ask counsel for the defense if Mr.
Carper..ter's indisposition is such that it is probable he will be unable
to appear to-morrow f
Mr. BLACK. I think be will be here then. He is very sick now,
bn t it is a. sort of sickness that he is very likely to recover from by
to-morrow morning.
?\:wager LORD. You think he will be here t
LACK. I do think he will be here.
NKLING. I suggest that it might facilitate the determination of this matter if the Senate sitting for the trial were to take a
recess of ten minutes. When Mr. LAPHA.J.11 gets here these gentlemen
can confer.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator fromNewYorkmoves
a recess of ten minutes.
The motion was agreed to; and (at three o'clock p.m.) the Senate
sitting for the trial of the impeachment took a recess for ten minutes.
·
After the expiration of the recessThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate resumes the trial session.
Mr. Manager LORD. I will say that I have sent for Mr. LAPHAM,
and expect him here every moment. The messenger I sent has not
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returned. He Jives at 407 East Capitol street, which I understand is
not very far frmr here. If the Senate will wait two or three minutes
he will very likely be here.
Mr. CONKLING. By way of preventing the Senate from being
without business, I ask that the trial may be suspended and that
the bill which I just now reported and in which the Senator from
Maine [Mr. HAMLIN] is very much interested may .be taken up and
acted upon.
The PRE~IDENT pro tempore. The Senator from New York asks
that the trial session be suspended for the purpose of considering legislative busine88. Is there objection f
Mr. OGLESBY. I understood that the court, or the Senate sitting
in the trial, had taken a recess for ten minutes.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator is correct.
Mr. OGLESBY. And that the President of the Senate had announced that the recess had expired and that the court wonld proceed with the case. Now, if the managers and counsel are not prepared to go on and the court is ready to hear them, let us conclude
the argumt:'nt and let the court take the case. I do not know that
the Senate should be delayed day after day or hour after hour sitting
here patiently waiting to hear evidence and hear argument, willing
to hear counsel, willing to be enlightened by them, and if after the
admonition the counsel and managers have received they are not
.Ieady to go on, I think it no more than prudent that the conrt shonld
admonish the counsel and managers both that it is ready to take
~barge of the case without any further elucidation.
Mr. CONKLING. Will the Senator allow me to inquire of him, did
he hear one of the managers state that a messenger had gone to a
hoUBe near by to recall one of the managers who left here a short
time ago not feeling well, and that they expected him here momentarily!
.
Mr. OGLESBY. If the Senator from New York will permit me to
reply, I will say that I did hear that statement.
Mr. INGALLS. Mr. President, may I rise to a point of order f
The PRESIDE~"T pro tempore. The Senator from Kansas rises to a
point of order•
.Mr. INGALLS. Is the Senate in trial session or legislative session f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. In legislative session.
Mr. INGALLS. What, then, is the question before the Senate f
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The consideration of the bill asked
for by the Senator from New York.
Mr. ALLISON. I hav~ no objection to the consideration of that
bill.
l\lr. OGLESBY. I asked the presiding officer of this body if the ten
minutes bad not expired, and before I made a remark I understood
the President to say that the court wa.s now ready to proceed with
the trial.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Senator is right in that the
Chair stated that the Senator was correct in regard to the recess.
Since the recess, however; by unanimous consent the business of the
trial was sm,".Pended for the purpose of considering the bill which the
Senator from New York reported.
Mr. OGLESBY. To wh1ch I rose to object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair did not hear the objection. The Senator rose and the Chair recognized him on the bill as
he supposed, no objection being made to its consideration.
Mr. OGLESBY. I object now.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The objection is now too late. The
bill will be read.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I rise to a point of senatorial courtesy. If the Senator from Illinois states that he rose to object, according to the universal usa,ge in this body he is entitled to do it.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair did not understand the
Senator to state that he objected before the bill was taken up.
Mr. OGLESBY. I rose and addressed the President of the Senate,
if the President will allow me to so remark, by asking the Chair one
or two questions. The Chair replied to me in such manner as to
leave no doubt upon my mind that we were now in trial session. After
that and the motion had been made by the Senator from New York,
as I understood from the President that the court was sitting, I did
not offer an objection to the Senator's bill, but I took the liberty to
make the remarks that I did. The Senate is sitting here patiently in
this heated weather ready to go on with this trial. We are perfectly
willing to hear counsel andJUanagers, but they ought to be ready without asking a moment's longer delay.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will state to the Senator
from Illinois that the Chair recognized the Senator from New York,
and put the question to the Senate, to which no objection was made,
of suspending the business in trial session for the purpose of considerin~ the bill which the Senator from New York suggested. The
Chau stated that the bill was before the Senate, and then the Senator from Illinois rose, as the Chair supposed, to address the Senate
on the bill. The Senator now states that he supposed the Senate was
in trial session, and on that he wonld havo a right to object to the
consideration of the bill.
Mr. CONKLING. The honorableS~ .1ator from Illinois in the course
o~ h~s very eloquent rema,rks has said that ~e did not object to t,his
b1llm wh1ch the venerable Senator from Marne was so much interested. The Senator from Illinois need not have made that remark;
because, knowing him as I do, I know th:tt be 1~ ;.,~apable of ma.kin~
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l'!uch an object.ion. He did not object to it; he will not object t.o it.
The
papers are all complete; there are full certificates which the Senator
from Maine, unlike some other Senators whom I might refer to but I
do not, always takes the pains to have, the official certificates and
the full proof in these somewhat vexatious case.s. He has taken the
trouble to have all that now. He wants this little bill passed. It is
a matter of accommodation to him and to his constituents. It would
have taken ahout one-quarter the time which I have misexpended
myself now in addressing the Senate. As I know the Senat.or from
Illinois will not object to it, I ask now that this little bill may be
taken up and passed in the absence of the Senator from Maine, so
that, when be comes back, he may be rejoiced to lrnow that the Senate has done that. little act of courtesy to him in his absence.
The PRESIDENT p'l'o tempore. The Chair reminds the Senator
from New York that debate is out of order. The Senate is in trial
session.
Mr. OGLESBY. Do I understand the Chair to decide that we are
now in trial session!
The PRESIDE.:NT pro tempore. In consequence of the objection of
t.b.e Senator from Illinois; and therefore debate is not in order.
.Mr. CONKLING. The Senator from Illinois will withdraw that
objection.
Mr. OGLESBY. I should be perfectly willing to accommodate the
appeal of the Senator from New York.
The PRESIDENT '[»'O tempore. The Chair reminds Senators that
debate is uot in order.
Mr. OGLESBY. Could I have permission to withdraw my objection f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator can withdraw his ob ·
jection.
Mr. OGLESBY. I was going to reply to the honorable Senator from
New York that, under his touching appeal, with that rotund and irresistible eloquence that overwhelms every man to whom it is addressed,
I would withdraw my objection if I felt. that I shonld be supported
by the Senate; but, as I see the Senate is determined to proceed with
this trial, I shall have to stand on my objection. [Laughter.]
Mr. :Manager LORD. Mr. President, I would state that Mr. LAPHAM is not able to come, and Mr. LYNDE will proceed with his argument.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Mr. President and Senators, I feel great
delicacy in addressing the Sena.te at t.his time because of the arrangement which had been made between counsel for the argument of this
case, that arrangement being that Mr. Blair should open the argument
and Ahould be foll~wed by Mr. LAPHAM who would address the Senate
upon the evidence in the case and such points of law as he saw fit to
address them on, and that I should be called on to address the Senate
on one single point of law; and in fact I did not know that I should
be called on to address the Senate on that question of law until yest{'rday afternoon. Under these circumstances, as I am not to address
the Senate upon the facts, (for I have made no compilation of the
evidence in this ca~e,) it is peculiarly embarrassing to me, inasmuch
as the counsel on the other side have already addressed the Senate.
upon the facts, and the counsel who is to follow on the other side
will undoubtedly ask the Senate that some of the managers shall addressthe Senateon the facts before he shall be called upon to reply.
I do uot feel, Senators, that we are at all to blame for not being able
to proceed in the regular order of argument this afternoon. It is
owing to the fact that one of the managers after spending two or
three hours in this court has gone home sick, and that is an event
over which neither Senate or managers have any control. It is
usually considered a sufficient reason for giving some ind'Glgence to
counsel even in the midst of the most important cases, but as a continuation oft his argument is insisted upon, I will say to the Senate all
that I have to say upon this case and will occupy but a very short
time.
The only point to which I intended to call the attention of the Senate is aa to the effect of the vote upon the question of jurisdiction upon
the final vote which will be taken on conviction. I do not propose
to enter into an argument on the question which was argued here by
the Senate for some thirty days as to the jurisdiction of this court.
I take it that question has been aa fully discussed as would be of advantage in this case, aud that every Senator is fully satisfied in ~~
own mind; but I am not advised that the other question, which I
now present, has received the consideration of the Senate.
The question was asked this afternoon by one of the Senators as to
what was included in the word "conviction." When that question
is answered it seems to me that it disposes entirely of t.he effect of
this vote. If the word "conviction" embraces every step and every
proceeding in the cause from the beginning to the end, every step that
becomes necessary in the course of the trial of this cause, then there
must be a concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators present. If,
however, it includes nothing more than the vote on the question of
guilt of the accused, whether the allegat.=ous in the articles of impeachment are sustained by the evidence in the case, then aJl other
questions can be determined by a majority vote.
The question of jurisdiction may be raised in different forms. In
the case of Judge Barnard it was raised upon a plea that acts which
were performed, crimes committed by that j ud~e during a previous
f,prw of his service, were not proper subjects of 1mpeachmont. What
It is a little bill to change the name of a little fishing-vessel.
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does that mean but that the court had no jurisdiction of the allegations in those articles of impeachment, and thereforE' could not proceed
with the trial of that cause T On that plea, which was pre ented t.o
the court, the vote stood 9 against the jurisdiction of the court, against
the validity of the articles, and 23 in favor of their validity. Amon(}'
the eminent lawyers and judges who participated in tha.t trial ana
who voted upon this question I find that Chief Judge Church, Judges
Folger and Rapallo, Senators Foster, Harrower, Lewis, Lord, Murphy,
and O'Brien vot.ed against those articles of impeachment, against the
court taking jurisdiction of those articles for the reat~on the offense wat~
committed in a prior term from the one in which he was then serving;
and yet those judges after that question had been decided, every one
of them, voted in favor of sustaining the articles, those very articles,
upon the final vote. What then becomes of this pretense that a Senator sitting as a judge or sitting in the trial of an impeachment case,
when he feels that the Senate bas no jurisdiction over the articles presented and that question has once been decided by the tribunal, has
still a right to set up his own opinion against the decision of the court
and refuse to vote upon the articles presented T I see no reason, Senators, why after a question is decided a.ccordin~ to law, according to
the practice of courts, the decision is not bindmg upon every party
who has any act to p6rform in carrying out the adjudication of that
court.
On the subject of conviction I would ask the indulgence of the Senate to read from Story on the Constitution, § 811 :
When the answer is prepared and given in, the next regular proceeding is for
the House of Representatives to tile a replication to the answer in writing, in sub·
stance denying the tl'Jlth and validity of the dofell8e stawd in the answer and averring the trnth and sufficiency of the cbar~es and the readiness of the House to
prove thf'm at such convenient time and place as shall be appointoo for that purpose by the Senaw. A time is then assigned for the trial, and the Senate, at that
period or before, a.iljust the preliminaries ancl other proceedings proper to be had
before and at the trial by fixed regulations, which are made known t,., the House
of Representatives and to the party accused. On the clay appoinWd for the trial
the House of Representatives appear at the bar of the Senate, eitl.ler in a body or
by the managers selected for that purpose, to proceed with the trial. Process to
compel the attendance of witnesses is previously issued at the request of either
party by order of the Senate; and at the time and place appointed they are bound
to appear and give testimony. On the day of trial, the parties being ready, the
managers w conduct tl1e prosP.cution open it on behalf of the House of Representatives, one or more of tbem delivorin"' an explanatory speech, either of the whole
charges or of one or more of them. ~he proceedings are then conducte d snbst.anti:illy a-s they are upon common judicial trials, a-s to the admission or rejection of
testimony. the examination an<t cro a-examination of witne.'ISCS, the rules of evi·
dence, and the legaltloctrin e.~ as to crimes aml misdemeanors. When the whole
evidence ha-s been gone t,hrough, and parties on ea.ch side have been fully heard,
the Sena.:e then proceed to the CC\nsideration of the case. If any debates arise they
are conducted in secret; if noue arise, or after they are ended, a day is as. igned
for a final public decision, by yeas and nays, upon each separaw charge in the articles of impeachment. When the court is U..'>Sembled for this purpose, the question
is propounded to each member of tbe Senate by name by tho President of the Senate, ~ tho following manner, upon each articlo, the same being first read by the
Secretary of the Senato: "Mr. --,bow say you, is the respondent gniltyor not
guilty of a high crime and mi demeanor·, as Charged in the - - article of im·
peachment1" Whereupon tho member rises in his place and answers guilty or
not guilty as his opinion is. If upon no article t.w o-thirds of tho Senaw dcuide that
the party is gmlty, he is then entitled t,Q an acquittal, and is 1leclared accoulingly
to be acquitted by the Presi<lent of the Senate. If he is convicted of all or any of
the articles, the Senate then proceed to Iix. and declare the proper punishment.

· It is very apparent that this great commentator on the Constitution construed the word" condction" as a.pplying to the vote upon
the articles of impea-chment. Tha.t is the only vote which the Con. st.itution requires should be taken by yeas and nays. But it is impossible, Senators, for me to understand how this question aa to whether
the Senate will try the cause and have a right to try the cause should
in any manner be complicated with the question of conviction. It
certainly cannot be complicated with it any more than the admission
of evidence; the question as to whether evidence is admissible in the
trial of the cause where an objection is made; and yet who bas ever
supposed that it required two-t.bir<ls of the Senate to admit testimony which was offered in the trial of an impeachment case f And
if the Senate does admit the evidence, if a majority have a right to
pass upon the question as to wha.t is legal evidence and what testimony is admissible in the case, that de-cision must be- binding upon
the court and every member of it. No member has a right to say that
the majority of the Senate can admit the evidence and yet behave a
right to exclude it.
In the impeachment case of Andrew Johnson, lately tried before
this Senate, in fifteen cases where the yeas and nays were called on
the admission of evidence there were less than two-thirds voting for
the admission, and yet that evidence was received. Of nine cases
where the yeas and nays were called and the evidence was rejected
there were five or six where it was rejected by less than a two-thirds
vote.
It is a new idea that a jnclge upon the bench is not bound by legal
decisions in the same case; that a j nd~e upon the bench is not bound
to regard the law of the case when it 1s settled; aud if it is true that
this question can be passed upon l!Y a majority vote, the decision is
binding upon the judge as well as upon the party.
I will now read on the subject of the definition of "conviction,"
from a small work called The Cabinet Lawyer, from pages 62 and 63:

inu counsel. The evidence on both sides being olosed, the judge sums up, as in
ciru cause~, and the jury deliberate on their verdict, and until a verdict be given
they cannot be discharged. If they ,find the prisoner not guilty, he is liberawd; but
if they find him guilty, he is said t9 be convicted of the crime whereof he stands
indicted.

I also refer the Senate to Bouvier's Law Dictionary, twelfth edition, title ''Conviction," for the legal definition of this word, which
reads as follows :
CONVICTION1 (Lat. cont1ictio ; from con, with, ?JinceTe, fu bind.) In practice. That
legal proceeding of record which ascertains the guilt of the party and upon which
the sentence or JUdgment is founded.

"Which ascertains the guilt of the party." What is it that ascertains the guilt of the party on these articles of impeachment as they
are presented to the Senate T Is not that ascertained entirely from
the evidence and from the verdict based upon that e'"idence; the evidence that is properly before the court; the evidence w hicb the court
bas decided to receive T What bas it to do with the fact that the
court has voted upon the question as to whether it will proceed to
try the cause f
I feel myself embarrassed in presenting authorities to this court to
maintain the position that all questions are to be decided by a majority vote, unless the Constitution or laws or the rules of court and of
legislative bodies expressly prescribe a different l'ule. It would seem
so familiar to Sen~tors that to quote authorities to sustain it would be
trespassing upon your time; yet I ask your indulgence w bile I call to
yonr minds a few. I do not claim that the vote upon the question of
jurisdiction is so far beyond the reach of the Senate that it is not subject to reconsideration at any time during the progress of the trial,
and on that vote of reconsideration every member will exercise his
own opinion in voting on it; but so long as it remains unrepealed, so
long as it remains the standing order of the Senate, it is binding
upon all.
The rule of decision in all councils and deliberative assemblies-

! rAad from Cushing's Law and Practice of Legislative Assemblies,
page 167whose members are equal in point of ri!!ht is, that the will of the greater number
of those present and voting-the assembly being duly constituted-is the will of
the whole body.

The Senate act as a body, and not as individuals, when they pass orders or make laws. The Supreme Court of the United States bas decided over and over again that when a decision of tha.t court is rendered even by a divided court it has the same force and effect and is
jnst as binding as if it bad received the unanimous vote of that
court. I read from the opinion delivared by Mr. Jnstire Field in
the case of Durant t•s. The Essex: Company in 7 Wallace, 113:
The stawment which always accompanies a judgment in such case, that it is rendered by a divitlell court. is only intended to show that there was a division among
the judges upon the questions of law or fact involved, not that there 'was any dis·
a,!!I"eement as to the judgment to be entered upon such division. It serves to ex·
plain the absence of any opinion in the ca.use, and prevents the decision from becoming an authorit.y for other cases of like character. But the jurlgment is as conclusive and binding in every respect upon the parties as if rendered upon the concurrence of all the judges upon every question involved in the case.

Therefore I call the attention of the Senate to the fact, that courts
and legislative bodies, when they pass upon questions whether of law
or any legi lative proceeding, act as a body, an<l when an act has
been passed or a decision made by a constitutional vote, it is the vote
of the body, and no individual member of the body has a right to
complain, no individual member has a right to set up his conscience
as against the law. I will now read a few more sentences from
Cushing:

H ence whatever is regularly agreed upon by a majority of the members of a leg·
islative assembly is a thing "done aml passed" by that 'body. Where the assembly is equally divided, there is, of course, not a majority in favor of the proposition,
which is put to vote, and that proposition is consequently decicled in the negative.
413. The right of the majority thus to decitle, which is instinctively admitwd as
an ultimate fact, is also founded in good reason. In the first place, as has already
been remarked with reference to electors, the members being supposed equal, it is
at least probable, if not certain, that t.here will be more knowled~e. wisdom, aud
virtue in a majority than in any smaller number; secondly, there 1s no other practicable way by which. in the last resort, an:y matter can be concluded, in reference
to which ther~ is a diversity of opinion; thirdly, the supremacy of the majority is
not the dominion of a certam number of the individual members arrayed together
for the purpose of governing the others on all questions and subjects; but those
wbo constitute the majority or minor•t.v on any one point may change places on
the next question that arises; and, fourthly, as a council or other organized assembly, consisting of several members, is considered as one person or body, as to all
other persons ami boilie.~, its will can be no other than that which predominates in
it, whl're there arc several discorclant wills among the members.
414. For these reasons the L'l.w of the majority is universally admitted in all legis·
la.ti ve assemblies, unless, in reference to particular cases, person , or circumstances,
a llilferent rnlo is prescribed by some paramount authority oris agreed upon ueforehanrl and cstablishetl by the a.'l. embly itself, by which a smaller number is permitted , or a larger number is required, to do some particular actu But even in the e
cases it is tbe will of the majority that governs, because it is by a ma,ior vote, in
the fir~st instance, that the rule itself is established; or where the rule is estab·
li~h ed by the Uoll8titution or by law, it derives its authority from the sovereign
power of the people acting in a constitutional manner, which ultimately resolves
Itself into the will of the majority. T!leCoustitution of the Unitetl States requires
the aureement of two.thirds of each branch to pass a bill, notwithstanding tho obj ectio~s of the Pr11sident. and also allows oue-fifth of the number necessarv to a.
quorum to require a question to be taken by yeasa.nd nays. 'l'bereare ex:amplosof
When the case for the prosecution is closed, the prisoner or his COUU8el addresses the establishment by express provision of a rule of doci:;ion different from the ma.
.
the jury and examines witnesses for the defense, to which the prosecuting COUI!sel jority.
bas the right of addressing the jury in reply, if witnesses hav-e been called for the
Mr. EATON. Mr. President, is it proper that I should a.sk the manrlefense, except for the purpose of proving the prisoner's character; for, if the defense rests entirely on oharncter and cross-exrun.in:ation of J.>TOSecutor's witnesses, ager a question!
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It has been so ruled by the Senate.
~~e ptisoner or his counsel hM the last word. and no reply 18 allowed to the open-
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1\lr. EATON. The manager has read from the manual of Cnshing
where he says "a majority present and voting." Now the Constitution of the United States sa.ys: "And no person shall he convicted
without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members pre ent;" not
"present and voting,'' but "present." The question that I de ire the
distinguish eel manager to answer is this: Suppose there be sixty members of the court present and . bnt twenty-five vote, is that clause of
the Constitution of the United States satisfied by that vote when it
says t.hat no person shall be convicted: without the concurrence of
two-thirds of the members present f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Mr. President and Senators: I do not .know
what steps the Senate under t.hose circumstances would feel itself
called upon. to take. I do not know bnt a Senator can remain in his
seat and refuse to vote upon a question that is legally Lefore the
Senate; but this I do think, if it is true that the Senate bas no mode
of enforcing its rules and requiring every Senator in his seat to vote,
it should consider no person pre ent who does not make himself appear upon the record as present by his vote. That is the only test
that I know of to ascertain whether a member is present or not. If
be hould get up and refuse to vote and announce that he is present,
I think he is not present within the meaning of the rules and within
tbe construction of the law, for the law supposes that every Senator
present will do his duty and vote. The law presumes every Senator
votes who is present. I know in legislative bodies with which I have
. been connected it is frequently said when a question is aaked on a
motion for reconsideration whether the party who made the motion
vot.ed with the majority it is answered that there is no record, the
motion is ruled in order. I think that would be the proper rule to
govern all cases where yon are to ascertain what Senators are present.
I will now refer the Senate to au order in the House of Commons
for tlle purpose of showing how these parliamentary rules have been
construed in other bodies. I refer to the Lex Parliamentaria, page298:
April2, 1604. A rule that a. question being once made and carried in the affirmative or negative cannot be questione<l again, but must stand as a judgment of
the House; the case of Sir Francis Goodwyn·and Sir John Fortescue.

This was a case where the king claimed that Sir Francis Goodwyn
wa not eligible to a position in the Parliament on the ground that
he had been outlawed, and the House of Lords sent down to the
House of Commons to ask a conference on this question; but the
House of Commons replied that the juitgment, where the order had
once been made and carried in the affirmative, must stand as the judgment of the bouse.
I will now~ k the attention of the Senate to a reference which I
.find in 25 Wendell's Reports to Sidney on Appeals and Palmer's Pra-ctice
of the Honse of Lords. Sidney on Apt>eals is the book referred to,
and which 1 cannot find in any of our libraries:
The cases referred to by Sidney on Appeals, and in Palmer"s Practice of the
House of Lords, which have occured since the deliberate judgment of that tribunal
upon the question of rehearing in January, 1697, will all be found to be ca.ses of
that description.

Thn.t is, upon the question of rehearing.
:Both those writers eonsider it as the settled practice of that court-

That iR, the Honse of Lords.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY. I wish to ask the manager what he now reads
fromf
Mr. Manager LYNDE. I now read from 25 Wendell, page 255.
Mr. CONKLL.~G. What is the case 7
Mr. Manager LYNDE. The case is The People tB. The Mayor and
Aldermen of New York.
Both t.ho e writers consider it a.s the settled practice of that court, which has
existed for nearly a century and a half, that there can be no rehearing or review
of the cause upon the merits, after the minutes of t·ho judgment have been settled
and directed to be entered. Sydney says, "when the miuntes of an order ha.Ye
been read at the table of tbe Honse of Lords, it is considered as final and unalter·
able, even upon appeals from chancery." (Sydney, 32.) And in Bernal vs. The Mar·
qnis of Donegal, m1814, where a mistake in drawing np the order upon an appeal
was corrected, &c.

I read this for the purpose of showing the binding effects of orders
made by this court.
Mr. ~UTCHELL. If it will not interrupt the manager, I should
like to ask him a question. The Clerk will read it.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Certainly.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. The Clerk will read the question.
The ·Chief Clerk read as follows :
Suppose the plea in this case had been that of former conviction or
former acquittal, would it have required a two-third majority to determine the issue; and if the plea were overmled by a. mere majority
vote would the Senators voting in the minority be legally bonnd by
such decision f
Mr. MITCHELL. There is one other question which follows in
connection with that, which I also ask to have read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
What difference .is there, if any, between the case just supposed and
the case at bar, in reference to the requisite majority to determine
the issue f
Mr. Manager L ThTDE. Mr. President and Senators, with my view
of thls case it makes no difference what that plea may be, if the decision of it does not determine the merits of the case. Any plea which
may be introduced, which must be uisposed of preliminary t.o the vote
on conviction, or vote on the guilt of the party, can be decided by a
majority vote of this hody, and when so decided it is conclusive upon
the Senate a.nd npon the body.
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Mr. COl\'KLING. Mr. President, if I do not incommode the manager I should like to ask him a question to understand what he has
said.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Not at all.
:Mr. CONKLING. I have understood the manager to argue and to
hold that the presence on this record of an order, sustained by a majority of the Senate, overruling the plea, constitutes the rule of action for every Senator; and that while that order stands he is bound
by his vote to assert jurisdiction in this case.
Mr. Manager LYNDE. So I understand.
Mr. CONKLING. I beg to ask the manager a question. Take the
case of a Senator who believes that the remedy by impeachment is
confined to civil officers, that it touches nobody else, that Senator,
under t.he manager's proposition, would be compelled, as long aa that
order st,ands, to assert by his vote the contrary of his belief. But
suppose, when this case comes to be ultimately disposed of some Senator shoulfl say, "Now, let us waivetechnicalitiesaud let us by gener~ consent deem the order vacated; by unanimous consent, let it be
dropped and expunged," then I understand it would follow that every
Senator would be remitted again to the duty of voting on his oath
as he believes the Constitution to be, merely because by general consent the order meanwhile would have disappeared. Is that the position of the manager f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. My position is just this: that every Senator
and every judge is bound by the law and the Constitution as it is construed and interpreted by the proper authorities; and that if a majority of the Senate have a right to pass upon the queRtion and settle
the question of juriscliction, then that question is settled according
to the Constitution, and is binding upon the member, under his oatli
that he will support the Constit.ution, and he is not at liberty to set
up .Q.is individual views as against the legal construction.
Mr. CONKLING. That being the general principle, I want, if I
can, to make the application exactly right in my own case. Therefore I beg the manager to say in answer to my proposition, whether
the rule and its application for wbich he contends means this: that,
inasmuch aa the order stands on the record overruling the plea, every
Senator is bound for that reason to so vote as to assert the jurisdiction
of the Senate, whereas the same Senators who disbelieved in the jurisdiction, if by the order or consent of the Senate that order overruling the plea should be dropped or expunged, would then instantly
be obliged to vote the reyerse; that is to say, to vote in a-ccordance
with their own convictions. Is that the application which the manager givesf
~1r. Manager LYNDE. He must vote as the law stands when his
vote is given.
.
Mr. CONKLING. By "the law" themanagertheremea.ns the order
which has been registered by the court f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. The order which bas been registered byt.he
court so far aa that order extends. I would not trace it beyond t.he
plea, because that is all the order applies to. I mean by that, that
the Senate are only bound so far as the order extends; the Senate
has overmled the plea to the jurisdiction and ordered an answer to
the merits, and the issue t-o be tried is an issue upon the merits.
Mr. CONKLING. Now expunge the order, and then what would be
the duty of Senators f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. If there is no plea to the jurisdiction in
this case.
Mr. CONKLING. I beg pardon; take the plea just as is. Expunge
the order overruling that plea; let it be done by unanimous consent.
It is obliterated. What I ask the manager then, in his view of the
law, is the dnt.y of a Senator like myself, who disbelieves utterly in
the notion that the remedy of impeachment touches anybody but a
civil officer J What is his duty then f
Mr. Manager LThTDE. My answer to that would be that the plea
standing to the jurisdiction of the court, if the Senator believed that
the court had no jurisdiction he would then vote for the dismissal of
the impeachment, and if the vote upon the guilt of the accused
should be first taken and the Senate should convict, then the question would properly arise on a motion in arrest of judgment, and
would come properly before the Senate.
Mr. CONKLING. Now the manager comes to the only remaining
inquiry which I wish to put, and it was part of my original inquiry.
Suppose in place of a special direction of the Senate, by which the
jurisdictional question was presented as a preliminary qJestion, the
trial had proceeded until now, that remaining then as it is now one
of the elements in the case, would it or would it not, in the judgment
of the manager and upon the law as he understands it, be the duty
of any Senator to vote to maintain a jurisdiction which on his oath
he believes does not and cannot exist f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. The question should be raised by the parties before the final hearing of the case. If not raised, it is true the
court or any Senator would have a right to raise the question and have
it disposed of; but I think it should be disposed of as a separate
question by the Senate in any event.
Mr. CONKLING. But if it came simply on the general vote in the
enu, what would tb'e law be, aa the manager understands it f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. I must answer the ~enator that I never
beard of such a case. I never knew of a case of that kind, where
the question was not raised before the final hearing, or subsequently
by a motion in arrest of judgment; and in those cases a majority set··
tle the question; it becomes the order of the court.
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.Mr. CONKLING. Is it, then, the opinion of the manager, and the
law as be aseertains it to be upon investigation, that if the quest.ion
were now first presented on a plea of not guilty, and the presiding
officer propounded to me the question: "How say you, .Mr. Sena,tor,
is the respondent guilty or not guilty f" and I made answer that be
is ~?uilty without in that verdict or vote including the element of
jnn~:~diction, thut I could so answer if ·I believe<! that I had no more
1·ight to pronounce upon him than the Senate to pronoLmce upon the
honorable manager now upon the floor f Is that the view of the
manaO'er!
Mr.~Manager LYNDE. Mr. President and Senators, in response to
the questions propounued by the Senator from New York, I will answer that if be votes at all, if be entertains jurisdictioJ! by participating in the trial of the cause, j£ he feels that he has a right to try
the case, and thereby entertains jurisdiction, then he is bound to vote
as t-o the guilt of the party upon the articles presented; that he cannot try the cause and at the same time insist that he hag no right to
try the cause, and thereby avoid a vote upon the issue joined upon
the guilt of the accused. If I may be pardoned, I would ask of the
Senator, or any other Senat.or on this floor if they have ever known
a judge to refuse to participate in the trial of a cause where the other
judgel.'l sitting with him upon the bench had overruled him upon a
preliminary question; and that is all there is of this matter. The
very first question in the case naturally to decide is as to whether the
Senat.e can try this case. It is purely preliminary, entirely independent of the merits, involving no question of guilt, but barely whether
the Senate has a right under the Constitution to try the cause.
When that preliminary question is disposed of, which according to
the decisions of the courts and according to the rules laid down in
Cushing which I have read to the Senate is a question to be determined by t~e majority, it is conclu~ive and binding in that case until
reconsidered.
Mr. McMILLAN. Will the manager allow me to ask him whether
I understand him correctly to say that the question of jurisdiction in
a trial of this kind is a preliminary question!
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Yes, sir.
Mr. .McMILLAN. One that cannot be raised at any other stage of
the casef
.Mr. Mauauer LYNDE. No; the Senator did not understand me in
that way. It can be raised at auy time, even after conviction.
Mr. McMILLAN. Then must it not be passed upon at the time it
is raised f
Mr. Manager LYNDE. Certainly; but it must be passed upon as
an independent question which a majority can determine. Parties
sometimes may waive the question of jurisdiction; but as a ~eneral
rule the question of jurisdiction can be raised at any time durmg t.he
progress of the cause.
So rigid have the courts been in the construction of the rule that a
majority shall govern, t.hat when in the State of New Jersey a law
was passed providing that no judgment of the supreme court shall
be reversed by the court of appeals unless a majority of all the members elected shall concur in such reversa.l, the highest court in the
State decl:J.red the law unconstitutionaL (Clapp vs. Ely, 3 Dutcher's
Reports, 62.2 ; F. F. l:<Te1inghuysen and C. Parker for plaintiffs in error, Runyon and Brauley for defendants.) The syllabus reads:
A law which pro>ides that no judgment of the supreme court slu.ll be reversed
by this court., unless a majority of those members of the court who are competent
to sit on tbe bearing and decision of the case shall concur in such reversal, is unconstitutional.
But even ii such law were constitutional, ii a majority of the judges who are
competent to sit 1n the cause, when it is decided, concur .In reversal, the judgment
should be reversed.

Mr. President and Senators, I have presented my views on this subject M fully ars I care to present them. I have not presented to the
Senate all of the authorities that I intended to refer to, but bt:Jingforced
to argue this question this afternoon, I have not been able to arran~e
the authorities so that! could refer to them readily. Therefore Will
not trespass further upon the time of the Senate.
Mr. SHER~1AN. I move that the court adjourn.
The motion waa agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment adjourned.

FRIDAY,

July

2~,

1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Legislative and executive business
will bo suspended, and the Senate will proceed to the considemtion
of the articles of impeachment exhibited against William W. Belknap,
late Secretary of War, by the House of Representatives.
· The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pt·o te'11tpore. The House of Representatives will
be duly notified.
Messrs. LORD, LYNDE, and McMAHoN, of the managers on the part
of the House of Representatives, appeared and were conducted to the
sea,ts assigned them.
The respondent a.ppeared with his counsel, Mr. Black.
The Secretary proceeded to read the journal of the proceedings of
the Senate sitting yesterday for the trial of the impeachment of
William W. Belkrtap.

:Mr. SHERMAN. I move that the reading of the journal be dis·
pensed wit h.
Mr. CONKLING. I think the rf\ading of the journal had better
continue until the counsel or the mana.gers who are to address the
Senate come in. The manager, Mr. LAPHAM, who is to addre the
Senate is not here. If objection is made to doing anything excevt
proceeding with this trial, I think we may as well read the journal
until the manager comes in who is to address the Senat.e.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. The Secretary will resume the reading.
The Secretary concluded the reading of the journal.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is ready to proceed with
the trial.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, it is my duty to myself, to my colleague, to my client, to the court to encounter any misapprehension
that may be necessary, but at all events to lay _before the Senat-e an
affidavit from the physician of Mr. Carpenter showing what his condition is. If he is so sick as to make it a,bsolutely impossible for him
to come in now, then we are asking you for a. postponement, an intermission in this argument upon grounds which I think have never
been refused. To say that the counsel whose business and duty it is
to make the concluding argument shall not have the indulgence that
is asked for in this case in order that he may be here while the argument is proceeding npon the other side, is a kind of, I would say
harshness, but I am sure it is not me.lnt in that way. The Senate are
tired, as we are, and everybody desires to get through with this business as soon as possible; but it certainly is asking no more than _wonld
be granted in any case, no matter whether great or small, pending
before any tribunal. I ask that this cause be postponed until the
time mentioned in this affidavit as being the time when Mr. Carpenter will be able to be present, to wit, next Monday.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpo1'e. The Secretary will read the paper
for information.
United StAtes Senate sitting as a court of impMChment.
THE UNITED STATES }
VB.

WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
D~TRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Oounty of Washington, sa.:
Personally appeared before me D. W. Bliss, who, being sworn according to la.w,
says that he bas been the family physician of .Matt. H. Carpenter for seven years
when in Washington; that he 1s now under my care and seriooaly ill with acute
gastritis, (intlammati.on of the stomach;) that he has been confined to his bed for
the past thirty-six hours, and is not able to leave his room to-day; and I state my
belief that he will be able to resume his duties on Monday, the 24th instant.
D. W. BLISS, M. D.
Subscribed and sworn before me this 21st day of July, A. D. 1876.
A. E. BOONE,
[SEAL.]
Notary Public.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Have counsel any motion to make T
Mr. BLACK. I have moved t.he court for a postponement until
:Monday moruing next.
'fbe PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The counsel on behalf of the accused moves that the trial be postponed until Monday next. The
question is on that motion.
Mr. Manager LORD. Perhaps it is due to the case to say that Mr.
LAPHAM, who is elaborat.ely prepared on the questions of fact, the
manager relied upon to bring before the Senate the questions of fact,
while he hopes to be able to be here to-day, is really not able to be
here. I recently left him, not half an hour ago. He thought he
would get out of his bed to come over and make his argument in
regard -to which be is thoroughly prepared. Under these circumstances, the mv.nagers do not feel like opposing the application made
upon the other side. I think if the time of the Senate can be taken
up in legislative business, no time will really be lost by allowing .Mr.
LAPHAM to come in Monday morning and make his argument.
I will further say that the arrangement originally was that the managers and counsel should alternate; but inasmuch aa the managers
have not yet opened on the questions of fact (for Judge LYNDE, it
will be remembered, confined himself wholly to a question of law)
perhaps under the circumstances it would be just that Mr. LAPHAM
should have until Monday morning to recuperate, when be will take
only two hours and perhaps less, and then the case will be ready for
the other side.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is the Senate ready for the question on the motion of the counsel that the trial be postponed until
Monday next f
A division was called for.
Mr. HOWE. I ask for the ye._'tS a.nd nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered; and being taken, result;ed-yeas
34, nays 5; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, :Barnum1 :Bayard, Bo_gy, Bo"th, Boutwell,
Conkling, Cooper, Cragin, Davis, Dawes, Denrus. Edmunds F~rry Frelin_ghnysen,
Hamilton, Howe, Ingalls, Kelly, K<-rnan, Key, McDonald, Mitchell, Morrill, Norwood, Patterson, Randolph, Ransom, Sherman, Speucer, · Wa:la.ce, West, and
Wright-34.
NAYS-Messrs. Cockrell. Hitchcock, Oglesby, Paddock, and Withers--5.
NOT VOTING-Mess-rs. ·Alcorn, Bruce, Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania,
Cameron of Wisconsin, Ca.,\)erton, Christiancy, Clayton, Conover, Dorsey, Eaton,
Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamlin, Harvey, Johnston. Jones of Florit.la, Jones of N evaua,
Logan~,McCreery, McMillan, Maxey, Merrimon. Morton, Robertson, Sarg"nt, Sauls·
bury, ~haron, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Whyte, and Windom-33.

So the motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial
of the impeachment adjourned un til .Monday next.
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MONDAY,

July 24, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The Senator from Vermont insists
on thA regular order. Legislative and executive business will now
be suspended and the Senate will proceed to the consideration of the
articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives
against William ,V, Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. The usual notice will be transmitted
to the House of Representatives.
Mr. LORD, one of the managers on the part of the House of Repre~entati ves, appeared.
The respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Black, Blair,
and Carpenter.
The Secretary read the journal of proceedings of the Senate sitting
on Fridav for the trial of the impeachment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is ready to proceed
with the trial.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I desire before submitting any
remarks to the Senate to have this affidavit which I send to the desk
read by the Clerk.
•
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The affidavit will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:

l

United States Senate sitting as a court of impeachment.
THE U~TIED STATES

vs.

WILLL\111

w.

:BELKNAP.

DISTRICT OF COLUiliDL\, County of Wa.shin!Jtlm, 88.:

Personally appeared before me D. W. Bliss, M. D., a pra.cticing physician. who
being sworn according to law saitl, that Hon. A. G. LAPHAM has been under his
professional care during the past three days and unable to leave his bed by reason
of acute cellulitis and perineal abscess, and he will not, in my opinion. be able toresume his official duties before Wednesday, the 26th instant.
D. W. BLISS, M. D.
Sworn and subscribed to before me this 24th day of July, 1876.
A. E. BOONE,
Notary Public.

Mr. Manager LORD. I desire very briefly to state to the Senate
the situation of this, case and then to leave it with tbe Senators. The
managerR have not yet opened on the facts. The other side, I think
with entire propriety, insist tha:t, before they come to reply on the
facts, nnder the rules adopted by the Sena.te the managers should
open on the facts. Mr. LAPHAM has been relied upon for that purpose and is sick, as described in this affidavit. I have just been to
see him. He would have attempted to come this morning but for the
positive prohibition of his physician; and he is very confident that
he cnn be here Wednesday morning. Probably the Senate can occupy
its time with legislative business; but of course the managers cannot
judge of 'this. I sa.y this in the absence of the other managers. I
take the responsibility of saying that it would be agreeable to the
managers to have Lhe case postponed until Mr. LAPHAM can be beard.
The PRESIDENT pm tempm·e. Does the manager submit any motion'
Mr. Manager LORD. Under the circumstances reluctantly; as we
never have procured an adjournment, I submit a motion that the cas·e
be postponed until Wednesday morning.
Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. President, I should like to ask a question of
the managen~; that is, if they will be ready to go on 'Vednesday in
case Mr. LAPHAM does not recoved
Mr . .Manager LORD. Yes, sir; and I will say more, (in answer to a
suggestion made by a Senator,) that we could go on this morning, but
under all the circumst.ances I think something is due to Mr. LAPILU:r.
This, if I recollect aright, is the first time that the managers have
suggested a postponement at all; and were it not that I have just
seen Mr. LAPH!L'\1: and· know his strong desire 1o be heard in the submission of this case, and were it not that I am also a·ware that he is
thoroughly prepared, I would not make this suggestion or motion;
but as it is, when I made the motion I had to do it in the absence
of t.he other managers, as no one was then here but myself.
Mr. Manager LYNDE, Mr. Manager McMAHON, and Mr. Manager
JEII.TKS appeared.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I do not know whether I understand the
managers or not as saying that they could go on this morning.
Mr. Manager LORD. Yes, sir. It is fair to the case to say, it is
dne to the mana~ers to say, that the managers have not left this an
open question. We are prepared to go on t.his morning in case the
Senate concludes not to wait for Mr. LAPHllf. I have given the reasons why we desire to wait for Mr. LAPHAM. I cannot say more than
I have said; but if the Senate conclude that it ought not to adjourn
the trial, the managers are prepared to go on.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The managers submit a motion that
the trial be postponed until Wednesday next.
The motion was not agreed to.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President, I would ask, under the circumstances, leave that Mr. LAPHAM be allowed to print his argument.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there oLj.;ction f
Mr. CARPENTER. There is objection, Mr. President.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will submit the question.
.Mr. CARPENTER. We are willing to wait until Mr. LAPHAM can
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come; but when he comes and makes his argument we want to reply
to it.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The Chair will submit the quesiion
to the Senate.
Mr. SARGENT. Allow me to ask a question of the Chair. I should
like to inquire when this argument of Mr. LAPHAM will be printed, if
its printing is allowed f In time to be read by counsel who is toreply, or in time to be read by the Senate before the decision f
Mr. Manager LORD. -I think it can be printed to-morrow morning.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpm·e. The manager asks that ?fir. LAPHAM, one of the mana.gers, b~ permitted to print his argument.
Mr. INGALLS. With the understanding that it is to appear tomorrow morning f
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Ch~-ir is not advised as to that.
Mr. CARPENTER. And also with the further understanding that
we shall not be required to close the case on the part of the defense
until t.o-morrow. It is manifestly unjust, Mr. President, to allow the
argnment which bas been prepared on the part of the mana-g ers on
the facts to come in here after our case is closed. No coul't would
tolerate that.
Mr. Manager LORD. The managers propose this morning to submit an argument on the facts, perhaps as exhaustive as that of Mr.
LAPHAM, and I presume very much in the line Mr. LAPHAM would
take. I have no doubt that Mr. LAPHAM'S argument can be printed
by to-morrow morning. The facts relied upon by the managers, however, will be presented to-day.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question is, Will the Senate
allow the argument of Mr. Manager LAPHAI\f to be printed f The
counsel, Mr. CARPE:STER, ha.s asked that the defense shall not be required to reply until to-morrow after the print appears.
Mr. Ma.nager LORD. I suppose that is an independent motion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair bas submitted the suggestion of the counsel. He will now put the question, Shall this argument be printed f
The motion was agreed to.
The argument of Mr. Manager LAPHAM is as follows:
Mr. Manager LAPHAM. Mr. President and Senators, I approach
the discharge of the important duty which now devolves upon me
with an unfeigned diffidence in my ability to render to the case that
service which its great importance demands. It shall be my purpose
as directly as possible to enter npon the discussion of the questions
which the case presents, all(} as brieily as a sense of duty will permit
to submit my views for yonr consideration; and I hope to be able to
do so without trespassing upon your patience or nnnecessa.rily con·
suming the time of tbe Senate.
The position occupied by the respondent ·down to the 2d of March
last, the nature of the charges preferred agaim;t him by the Honse of
Representatives, in whose name and behalf we are acting, undoubtedly require that he should be entitled in the outset to that presumption of innocence which usually obtains' in trials for crime, and that
such presumption should only be overcome by that clear and satisfactory evidence of guilt which leaves no fair ground for a reasona,ble
doubt on the subject.
For aught we know and as the defendant has shown, down to the
time he was selected for the high office in question he was a citizen
of good repute, of unblemished character, and high standing as a
brave military officer. He had rendered such service and maintained
such a rank as soldier and citizen that on the mere imputation of
offense he could have said:
I never robb'd the soldirra of their pay,
Nor ever had one penny bribe from Fi-ance.
So help me Go£1, as I have watch'd the nightAy, night by nil!ht-in studying good for England,
That doit that e'er I wrested from the king,
Or any groat I hoarded to my use
Be brought against me at my trial day I
No! many a. potmd of mine own proper store,
Because f would not tax the needy commons,
Have I disbursed to the j!atTisons,
And never ask'd for restitution.

Enjoying to sucli an extent the esteem of his countrymen, in the
languageo£.his commission, the President," reposin~special trust and
confidence in his patriotism, integrity, and ability,' selected him a.~
one of his Cabinet counselors to fill the high and responsible office of
Secretary of vVar.
If, as these articles charge, he bas abused tha.t confidence, betrayed
his trust, and fallen from the high position almost at the first presentation of temptation, the conclusion that be is thus gnil ty deters all
just minds from cultivating any sympathy in his behalf, however
much we commiserate the position in which be is placed by his own
voluntary acts. On the contrary, his case demands the most stern
and fearless execution of all the punishments provided by the Constitution and laws in such cases.
The articles of impeachment cbar,geFirst. That the defendant: being Secretary of War, promised t.o appoint Marsh as post-trader at Fort Sill ; that thereafter, and on the
~th day of October, 1870, Marsh and Evans made the agreement which
bas been put in evidence; .that on ti...e lOth of Oct-ober, 1870, the defeudant, at the request of Marsh, appointed Evans post-trader; and
that on the ~d November, 1870, 8Jnd at the end of each three months
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thereafter for one year, the defendant corruptly received from Marsh
the sum of 1,500 in consideration of the appointment of Evans and
of retaining him in his place.
Second. That on the 4th of November, 1873, the defendant corruptly took and received from Marsh the sum of $1,500, in consiueration of which he corruptly agreed to retain said Evans at said military post.
Third. That the defendan~, being Secretary of War, and having
authority to appoint a post-trader at Fort Sill, did, at the request of
Marsh, on the lOth October, 1870, appoint Evnns, who continued to
hold the office to March, 1876; that before the appointment Evans
and Marsh mnde the said agreement, a'hd in pursuance of the same
Evans paid Marsh quarterl~ for the first y<>ar ~he sum of $12,000and
large sums after that unt~l December, 1875; that on 1he receipt of
each sum by Raid Marsh, he, said Marsh, pdd oue-ha1f to the defendant; that the defendant, well knowing these fact and having
the power to remove Evans, disregarded his duty acd permitted him
to remain the post-trader at Fort ~ill.
Fourth. That the defendant, on the lOth of Octoter, 1870, did appoint said Evans post-trader at Fort Sill, and for 11ch appointment
and for continuing him in office did receive from Marsh lal'ge sums
of money; and in this article are seventeen specifications setting forth
the dates aud amounts of each payment.
Fifth. That on the lOth October, 1870, the defendant appointed
- Evans as post-trarler at Fort SiH aml permitted him t.o retain the place
until March, 187G; that the defendant was induced to make the appointment at the request of Marsh, in consideration of which Evans
paid Marsh 12,000 a year until the 25th March, 1872, and G,OOO a
year thereafter, yet the defendant, in consideration he would permit
Evans to retain said post, did receive from Marsh for his own use, or
to be paid over to his wife, the several sums of money stated in the
specifications of the fourth article.
To these articles the defendant has put in no answer or denial, but
stands mute, and the trial by an act of mercy to him has proceeded
as upon a. plea of not guilty.
_
If he really had a valid and tangible defense, one would have supposed he would have gladly availed himself of the opportunity to
spread Jt upon the record and to have called some one or more of the
one hundred and ninety-seven w_itnesses we were notified he should
call to prove such defense and to establish his innocence.
Indeed, t.he learned counsel for the defendant [Judge Black] in substance, in one of his earlier speeches during the progress of the trial,
characterizedthedefenseuponwhichGeneralBelknapreliedandwhich
he believed to be complete as beingsoinexpressiblypainful to him that
the House had better have taken his life than pnt him on trial for
this accusation. The defense has not been presented for the consideration of t.be Senate; none of the one hnndred a,nd ninety-seven witnesses have been called to establish the said defense under the assumed plea of not guilty.
Bnt he has been content to call witnessess to prove that down
to this charge he sustained a good character, and without attempting to deny or disprove the payment of these large sums of money,
amounting in the aggregate to over $21,000. His previous good character will be of little avail if these paymenta and th~ purpose for
which they wm·e made a-reestablished by the evidence in the ca-se, as
we shall claim they are beyond all question. It is on1y in doubtful
cases, or those depending mainly upon circumstantial evidence, that
proof of good chamcter is of importance to a person accused of crime.
It is not necessary in this case in order to convict the defendant
that he shall be shown to have committed an offense punishable by
law as a statutory offense. This was fully settled in the case. of President Johnson, and the Barnard case in New York, and is the recognized doctrine of most of the elementary writers.
The defendant may be convicted, we submit, under the fifth article
for receiving for his wife and family those various sums of money and
keeping Evans in his pla-ce in consideration thereof, as well as for receiving it for a like purpose for his own use.
Admitting, as the evidence tends to show, that the first remittance
was for his second wife and the second and third for his child, yet
the subsequent payments were, as sworn to by Marsh, for the defendant's own use, and the defendant's present wif~ was in ,no event to
have any interest in the money.
Before proceeding to a consideration of the detail of the evidence,
it may be woll to notice one or two of the theories which were at one
time put forth by the defendant and t.hose acting in his behalf.
According to the evidence of Marsh as read to the defendant by
Mr. CLYMER, and according to the history of the case, it was proposed to set up that the money sent the defendant by Marsh was the
income of a fund in Martsh's hands belonging to tlle defendant's second wife. The fatal difficulty with that theory 'Yas that after the
:rribune article the income was diminished by one-half, and no investigation or inquiry was ever made why it was so reduced. Ha-<.1
her property been lost or her income been depreciated, or what was the
cause of so sudden and great falling off of income Y The defenuan t
never asked the question, but was as content with 3,000 per year
paid half yearly as he had before been with $6,000 per year payable
quarterly. So that theory has been aba~doned.
Another theory was, and that is the one upon which the case now
rests, that Mrs. Belknap and the defendant were placed undel' great
obligations to Mar8h for his kindness to 1\lrs. Belknap in ller illness,

and that the defendant and his wife want.ed to do somethinO' for
ttbrsll iu consideration thcreo.f. It is a little difficult to see ho~ appointing Evans instead of Marsh would accomplish that end, or how
it shou]d result in quarterly presents of 1,500 by Marsh to Mrs. Belknap instead of something by way of compensation by Mrs. Belknap
to .Marsh. The guise by which the real transaction in this ca e is
thus sought to be covered up is entirely too thin to conceal the real
truth, and will not deceive or mislead any Senator who carefully
scans the evidence in the ca-se.
We are brought, then, to a consideration of the evidence with a
view of ascertaining what are the facts proven to establish the gui t
of the defendant.
Senators will bear in mind it is only a question of fact which remains to be decided. The question of law as it affects the jurisdiction
of the coui't has been decided, the judgment of the court has been
entered thereon and the court has ordere«l.....the trial of this question
of fact. as upon a plea of not guilty. In tne Barnard case in New
York three judges of the court of appeals and seven senators voted
against jurisdiction on all the articles charging J ud~e Barnard with
offenses committed dnring a terii} of office which baa expired before
h~ was impeached. Yet the same judges and senators voted him
guilty on the articlesthusobjected toforwant ofjurisdiction,onsevera.l of which the vote was unanimous that the respondent was guilty.
After the question of jurisdiction was settled there it became a question of fact, as it is here, does the proof establish the guilt of the
respondent t
That the relations be4.iween the defendant and Marsh were more
than usually intimate for some can e, i~ very fully established by the
proof; and yet they were strangers until after the passage of the act
of July, 1870, giving the appointment of post-traders to the Secretary
of ·war. The section conferring that power was put in the Army appropriation bill on the recommendation of the Secretary of War, as
stated in the Tribune article a,n d as proved by Mr. Crosby and not
denied by the defendant. This change, which took from the post
counci1 of administration the power to control the sutler in his prices,
and superseded the act of 1866 which provided t.bat the soldiers should
have their supplies at cost, gave to a post-trader, when appointed,
the sole occupant at a military post, a complete monopoly of prices
without any check or restraint whatever.
It appears by the evidence that t-h e first application of Evans to
be appointed post-trader at Fort Sill was made as ear1y as the 23d of
June, lt:!70, nearly a month before the act empowering the Secretary
to make the appointment became a law. It is signed by all the officers at that post, indorsed by General Grierson, and is, I venture to
say, the strongest recommendation ever made to the reS{)ondent for
such an appointment. By this it is evident that in military circle-s
it was known or believed the respondent was to be clothed with this
power. 'fhis recommendation was accompanied by a letter from General Grierson and an app1ication from Evans, found on page 133 of
the record. There was also a second recommendation forwarued
by Evans, which is signed by the same officers as the one of the 23d
of June, is without date, bnt was filed in the office of the AdjutantGeneral on the 25th of July, 1870. On the 18th of August, 1870, Evans
wrote the defendant from Philadelphia, calling his attention to the
recommendations he had sent and to the fact that he and Mr. Durfee
had large interests at stake and would suffer irreparable loss unless
retained as traders at Fort Sill.
There was no other application for the post at Fort Sill except the
one made by Marsh, which bears date August 16, 1870, two days before the letter of Evans. Was this letter written at that date, or
being written afterward, and after Marsh had made the acquaintance
of the Secretary of War, was it antedated so as to precede the date
of the letter of Evans' Bear in mind, Senators, the applications of
Evans, so well supported, a.s I have shown, were on file from and
after the 25th Of July, 1870.
Now what is the evidence as to the time when the defendant first
saw Marsh' According to the recollection of Marsh the first he ever
saw respondent was at his bouse in September, 1870. The defE-ndant
undertook to show by Marsh that he first saw him at Long Branch
in September, 1870, but Marsh does not remember that; and what
Marsh says upon seeing the letter dated August 16, 1870, is reasoning,
and not recollection. These two applications by Evans and Marsh
were filed the same day, September 23, 1870, an<l,..it is very evident
from Marsh's testimony that he had not made the acquaintance of
the defendant until that month.
The application of Marsh bearing date the 16th of AuO'ust, 1870,
has upon it two indorsements in the handwriting of the defendant,
as follows: "Received Augm~t 16, 1870/' The proof establishes, by
the records of the War Office, that the defendant was absent from
Washington from t,be 12th of August to about the middle of September. He could not have received it, therefore, on the 16th unless addressed to him at some other place, which is not to be presumed and
is not shown. The uouble indorsement of its receipt by the defendant is, at least. a suspicious circumstance in the case.
There was nothing in support of the application of Marsh. The
indorsement of Congressman Stevenson bears date the 2d of November, 1870, which was after the appointment of Evans was made.
When it was received at the ·war Department does not appear. The
evidence of Evans shows that be cal Led on the Secretary of War early
in October with reference to his application. The Secretary told him
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he had promised the appointment to Marsh, who would be in the city
that or the next evening, and he bad better see him and they could
probably make some satisfactory arrangement.
Marsh aays be was called to Washington by a telegram from the
respondent or Mrs. B.; that be came here and called on the Secretary, and was informed by him that Evans was in the city and he
bad better see him. The Secretary also said that Evans had a large
stock on hand at Fort Sill, and he (Marsh) ought to make some arrangement to save him from loss. The defendant told him where Evans
would be found. (See page 164 of the record.) At this suggestion
Marsh called on Evans, and they made the arrangement preliminary to
the agreement of th~ 8th October, 1870. The sum of 20,000 was first
exacted by Marsh ; finally $15,000 was fixed, and the parties were to
go to New York the next day and have the writings drawn. On the
way to New York, the next day, Evans stated to Marsh he -had seen
a statement in the papers that a portion of the troops stationed at
Fort Sill were to be removed ; that $15,000 was more than he could
pay, and the sum of 12,000 was finally agreed npon to be paid quarterly in advance. Why paid in ad vance f Clearly from the terms of
the agreement to s~cure t.he certain payment of the bonus and to enable Evans to hold the pla(le. It was not to be a division of profits,
but the payment in advance of a fixed slim whether Evans made profits or not. If he had not made a dollar or a (lime, he was bound to
pay this large bonus or surrender his post. I desire Senators to read
at this time and in this connection the agreement as finally executed
on the 8th October in the city of New York. It is as follows:
Articles of agreement made and entered into this 8th uay of October, A. D . 1870,
b:v and between JohnS. Evans, of Fort Sill, Indian Territory, United States of
America, of the first part, and Caleb P. Mars~ of No. 5i West Thirty-fifth
street, of the city, county, and State of New York, of the second part, witnesseth,
namely:
.
Whereas the s::tid Caleb P. Marsh has received from General William W. Belknap, Secret:a.ry of War of the United States, the appointment of post-trader at
Fort Sill aforesaid; and whereas the name of saiu John S. Evans is to be filled into
the commission of appointment of said post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid. by permission and at the instance and request of said Caleb P. Marsh, ancl for the pur·
pose of ca~ng out the terms ofth1sagreement; and whereas said JohnS. Evans
1s to bold sru.d position of post-trader a~ aforesaid solely as the appointee of said
Caleb P. Marsh. and for the purposes hereinafter stated:
Now. therefore, said John S. Evans, in consideration of said appointment and
the sum of S1 to him in band paid by said Caleb P. Marsh, the receipt of which is
hereby acknowledged, hereby covenant~ and agrees to pay to said Caleb P. Marsh
the sum of $12,000 annually, payable quarterly in advance, in the city of New York
aforesaid .i said sum to be so payable during the first year of this agreement absolutely anu under all circumstances, anything hereinafter contained to the contrary
notwithstanding; and thereafter sa4lsnm shall be so payable, unless increased or
reduced in amount in accorclance with the subsequent provisions of this ajl;reement.
In consideration of the premises, it is mutually agreed between the parties afore.
said as follows, namely:
First. This agreement is made on the ba.'lis of seven cavalry companies of the
United States Army, which are now stationed at 1:-'ort Sill aforesaid.
Second. If at the end of the first year of this agreement the force of the Unit-eel
States Army stationed at Fort Sill aforesaid shall be increased or diminished not
to exceed one hunured men, then this agreemen t shall remain in full force and nn. changed fQr the next year. If, however, the said forc-es shall be increased or dimin·
isbed beyond the number of one hundred men, then the amount to be paid under
this agi"eem~nt by said JohnS. Evans to said Caleb P. Mru:sb sba.ll be increased or
reduced in accordance therewith and in proper proportion thereto. The abovorule
laid down for the continuation of this agreement at 1ho close of the first year thereof
shall be applied at the clo e of each succeeding year so long as this agreement shall
remain in force and effect.
Third. This agreement shall remain in forc.e and effect so long as said Caleb P.
Marsh shall hold or control, directly or indirectly, the appointment and position of
post-trader at Fort Sill afore aid.
Fourth. This agreement shall take effect from the date and day the Secretary of
War aforesaid shall sign the commission of post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid, said
commission to be issue(] to said JohnS. Evans at the instance and request of said
Caleb P. Marsh, and solely for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
1\greement.
~fth . Exception is hereby made in regard to the first quarterly payment under
this agreement, it bein::t agreed and understood that the same may be paid at any
time within the next t-hirty days after the said s~cretary of War shall sign the
afore..<Wd commission of post-trader at Fort Sill.
Sixth. Said Caleb P. Marsh is at aJl times, at the request of said JohnS. Evans,
to use any proper influence he may have with said Secretary of War for the protection of said JohnS. Evans while in the discharge of his legitimate £1uties in the
conduct of the business as post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
Seventh. Said John S. Evans is to conduct tho said business of post-trader at
Fort Sill aforesaid solely on his own responsibility and in his owu name, it boing
expressly agreed and understood that saill Caleb P. Marsh shall assume no liability
iu the premises whatever.
Eighth . .And it is expressly understood and agreed that the stipulations and
covenants aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, and administrators of the respective partie .
·
In witness whereof the parties to these presents have hereunt() set their hantl.s
and seals the day and year fu·st above written.
·
JOHNS. EVANS. [SRAL.]
C. P. MARSH.
(SEAL.]
Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence ofE. T. B.ARTLETT.

I twill be noticed, Senators, thattheparties,afterseeingthe Secretary
of War separately and receiving the directions as I have stated, made
t.beir preliminary arrangement anu left. for New York, without again
calling on the Secretary on the subject. Wbnt do we next learn in
regaTd to the appointmentY It is the letter from Marsh to therespondent, written on the 8th October, the same day of the agreement, and sent from the city of New York by mail to Mr. Belknap.
This iR the Jetter which was never put on the tiles of the War Department, which was never indexed by Crosby in the index of semi-official
letters which was taken away by the respondent from the files of the
War Office, and only produced here on notice by us that unless produced we should give parol evidence of its contents. It is the key
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which unlocks the whole mystery which surrounds this case up to
this point, and lays bare the motives which actuated the respondent
in making the appointment of Evans. It reads:
No. 51 WEST THIRTY-FIFTH STREET,
New York Oity, October 8, 1870.
DEAR Sm: I have to ask that the appointment which you have giwn to me as
post-trader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, be made in the name of JohnS. Evans,
as it will be more convenient for me to have him manage the business at present.
I am, my dear sir, your very obedient servant,
C.P.MARSH.
P. S.-Please send the appointment tome, 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York
City.
Hon. W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War, Washington Oity.

Although this lettter is the one upon which the defendant obviously acted in making the appointment in the name of Jj)vans, as the ·
appointment was sent according to the request contained therein, it
was withdrawn from the War Office by the defendant about the time
of his resignation and was only produced in pursuance of notice by
us, as I have already stated.
Two days aft-er this the respondent made the following appointment:
W AB DEPARTMENT,
Washington Oity, October 10, 1870. .
Sm: ·Under the provisions of section 22 of the act of July 15, 1870, you are hereby appointed a post-trader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, and will be required to
assume your duties as such within ninety days from the date of this appointment.
Yon will please report to this Department through the Adjutant-General's Office
your acceptance or non.acceptance of this appointment.
WM. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War.
Mr. Joax S. EvANs,
Care of C. P. Marsh, Esq., 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York City.

Senators, ca,n any man fail to see the obvious truth shown by this
1<3tter, :md the inferences which a,re inevitable from the cirr.umsta.nces
and language employed T Was there ever any agreement, says the
defendant's counsel to Marsh, between you and Mr. Belknap that he
should share in any money paid you by Evans f Of course Marsh replied
there was none. Bntwhat does this letter showt On its face it is a
proposition to farm out this appointment for the benefit of Marsh.
"I want my appointment as post-trader at Fort Sill m1.de in the name
of Evans, as it will be more convenient for me to have him manage
t.he business for me at present," is the fair import of it-s language.
General McDowell was nearer right than appe~rs on the surface when
he assumed that Marsh and not Evans was the post-trader at Fort Sill.
The appointment it will be seen was sent to Marsh as requested,
and Evans on the 1st day of December, 1870, accepted the same by
letter t.o the Adjutant-General 'lS provided in the appointment. On
the 14th of January, 1871, the defendant issued an order as follows:
A. G.:
Commanding officer at Fort Sill to be notified to remove all traders from that
post except Mr. J. S. ~vans. who waq appointed by Secretary of War under act
July 15, 1870. I understand that Mr. Walker still remains there with stock of goods.
W. W:B.
J .LWARY 14, 1871.

This was sent on the 17th of February, 1871, to Colonel Grierson,
in command at Fort Sill, and on the 26th of February, 1871, Colonel
Grierson reported Lo the Secretary as follows:
HEADQUARTERS, FORT SILL, 11-H>I.A.N TERRITORY,

FebrtWIMJ 26, 1871.
Sm: I have the honor t,Q acknowledge the receipt of communication of Janu11ry

17,1871, relative to thu removal of all traders from t.h is reservation other than J. S.

Evans, who has been appointed by the Secretary of Wnr.
Immediately upon being informed by Mr Evans that be was prepared to enter
upQn the duties of tmder, Mr. Walker was .notified to close his store and remove
his stock. &c.. from the military reservation without delay. (Copy of letter herewith inclosed.)
Mr. Walker. failing t() sell his goods to Mr. Evans, was given a reasonable time
to obtain the necessary transportation to remove his property, which arrangement
was perfectiy satisfactory to Mr. Evans, as he informed me then and since. The
goo4s, buildmgs, &c., were all removed about the 1st of January.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. H. GRIERSON,
Colonel Tenth Oavalry, Oomm«'ll.ding.
To the AnJUT.A..NT·GE..'iERAL, United States .ATWiy,
Washington, District of Columbia.

We prove by the Adjutant-General that simultaneously with the
appointment of Evans an order was issued containing the following:
As soon as Mr. Evans shall be p1·epared to enter upon the discharge of his duties,
you will cause the removal from the military reservation at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, of all traders not holding a letter of appointment from the Secretary of War
under said act.

This the Adjutant-General states was the form of an order sent
upon the appointment of each post-trader; but the order of 1he 14t·h
January, 1871, which I have read, was applicable at Fort Sill only.
Upon the receipt of the order issued. upon the appointment of Evans,
the officer in command at Fort Sill gave notice to the other traders
at Fort Sill to immediately close their stores and remove from that
military reservation. There were at that t.ime trading at Fort Sill
Messrs. Walker, J. C. Dent & Co., and .Mr. Durfee. They all hnd valuable stocks of goods, and it was as detrimental to them to be compelled to leave as the respondent said to Marsh it would be to Evans.
Bnt they were in the way of the objects sought to be accomplished
by appointing Evans for the convenience of Marsh, and so they bad
to "step dow11 and out," no matter at what ea.crifir.e. l)n the 1st o!
June, lt:!70, the respondent issued his ord0r, among other things re-

•
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vokin~ the Army Regulations in regard to sutlers, which are in the to write you t.be fact.~ in the case. As there seems to be no secret madA of the
matter and as. in common with all others here, I feel it to be a great wrong I think
followrng words:

196. The post council shall prescribe the gnantity and kind of clothing, small
equipments, and soldier's necessaries. grocenes, and all articles which the sutlers
may I.Je required to keep on hand ; examine the sutler's books and papers, and fix
the tariff of prices of the said goods or commodities; inspect the sutler's weights and
measures; tix the laundress's charges, and make regulations for the post school.
197. Pursuant to the thirtieth article of war commanding officers reviewing the
proceeding:s of the council of adminjstration will scn1tinize the tariff of prices pro.
posed by them, and take care that the stores actually furnished by the sutler correspond to the quality prescribed.

So that by this act of the defendant Evans was allowed to charge
his own prices without check or restraint from any one.
In Oct.ol>er, 1871, a serious complaint waM made against Evans that
he was introducing spirituous liquors and wines and ale into the Indian country. The complaint was made by the United States attorney of the western district of Arkamms to the Solicitor of the
Treasury, and by him on the 28th of October, 1871, referred to the
Secretary of ·war. On the 2d of November, 1871, the defendant informed the Solicit.or that Evans & Co. had the right to take to that
post ten gallons of brandy and ten gallons of whisky monthly for the
use of the officers, but no permit had been given him to introduce
any liquors into that country. The defendant has proved that on
t.he 28th of October, 1871, the same day Solicitor Banfield referred the
matter to him for consideration, he, without request from any one, so
far as appears, and certainly without the advice of the officers stationed
at the post, or any of them, issued an order to Evans of his own volition, which could not have reachecl Evans before the letters of the
2d and 8th of November. On the 8th of November, 1871, the defendant addressed to the Solicitor the following:
WAR DEPART~"T, November 8, 1871.
Sm: In further response to your letter of the 28th ultimo on the subject of the
alleged illegal introduction of Jiquo~, &c.. into tho Indian country by certain per.
sons, among others Evans & Co., of Fort Sill. I have the honor to inform you that
Mr. John S. Evans, post.trader at Fort Sill, through his friends, denies havina
taken liq nor into the Indian country :without authority. Mr. Evans was appointe~
t~ the post-tradership on October 10, 1870, and holds it in his own name, and not in
that of Evans & Co., and no complaint bas ever been made against him IJy the mil·
itary authorities at Fort Sill, he having been regarded a good and law·abidin~ busi·
ness man.
I therefore request tbat no proceedings be commenced against him without a
thorongh investigation of the charges that he bas been engaged in such practices
shows they were well foumled.
Veryrespectfully, &c.,
W. W. BELKNAP,
Suretary of War.
The SOLICITQR OF THE TREASURY.

Who were the "friends" through whom the Secretary had been informed that Evans denies having taken liquor into the Indian countJ·y without authority! Nothing could have been heard from Fort
Sill,.M it would have taken at least fourteen days to hear from there
by mail if there were no delay in the answer. The records of the War
Department show no such communication by mail or telegraph; and
this instruction not to prosecute Evans and the permit of the 28th of
October were acts of favoritism on the part of the defendant, the
reason for which will be apparent when we consider the remaining
·evidence in the case.
It does appear, however, that on the 18th of November, 1871, the
defendant wrote General Grierson on the subject and received from
him an answer, as follows:
fPersonal.J
FoRT SrLL, L"<DIAN TERRITQRY, Deumber 8, 1871.
Sm: Respectfully referring to your lett.et: of the 18th ultimo, I have the honor to
report that more ale, wine, and porter was mtroduced by John S. Evans than was
contemplated by me in my indorsement of July (August} 22,1871; but it was done
by the authority of the officer temporarily in command of tho post while I was ab·
sent in the field.
·
I do not think that the post-trader has strictly complied with the :t>rovisions of
my indorsement referred to ; yet I believe it was not his intention to VIolate the restrictions imposed therein. As to the am01mt introduced, I respectfully refer you
to the report of JohnS. Evans, also to a copy of the indorsement authorizing the
introduction, herewith inclosed.
Very respectfully, your obedient serV'lnt,
B. H. GRIERSON, Oolonel TtntA U·nited Statu Oavalry, Oommand.ing.
Hon. W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War, Wa81ington, D. 0.

you will readily excuse the presumption which m.v writinj! unasked by you mi!;ht
mdicate. I have read the contract between J. S. Evans, a. Fort Sill tr-ader, and C.
P. or C. E. Mnrsh, of 1867 or 18i0, Broadway, New York, office of Herter Broth ers,
whereby J. S. E>ans is required to pay said C . P. or C. E. Marsh tho sum of $12.000
per year, quarterly in advance, for the exclusive privilege of trading on this mili·
tary reservation. I am correctly informed that said sum has been paid since
soon after the new law went in force, and is now paid, to include some time in F eb.
n1ary next. This is not an isobted case. I am informed by officers who wero ta.
tioned at Camp Supply thnt Lee & Reynolds paid 10,000 outright for the same exclusive privilege there. Other cases are talked of, but not COITOboratecl t{) me ; suf.
ficient to state. the tax here amounts to near $40 per selling day, which must necessarily be paid almost entirely by the command, and yon can readily see that
prices of such goods as we are compelled to buy must be grievonsl:y augmented
thereby. It not being a revenue for the Government and Mr. Marsh beiu~ an entire stran$er to every one at the post. it is felt by every one informed of tne facts
to be, as .1 said before, a very great wrong.

On the 17th of February, 1872, the defendant adclressed to the
commanding officer at Fort Sill the following order and inquiry :
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington Oity, Ftbruary 17, 1872.
Tbe commanding officer at Fort Sill will report at once directly to the AdjutantGeneral of the Army, for the information of the Secretary of War, as to the business character and standing of J. S. Evans, post·trader at that post, whether his
prices for goods are exorbitant and unreasonable or whether his goods are sold at
a fair profit; whether the prices cha1·.e;ed now and since hi appointment to that
position by the Secretary of War, under the act of July 15. 1 70, are higher than
t.hose charged by him pl'iorto that appointment, when he was trader under previous
appointmPnt; whether he has taken advantage of thefact that he is sole trader at
that post to oppress pnrcha ers by exorbitant prices; whether he charj.'!es higb.,r
prices to enlisted men than to officers; and whether he has complied with the requirements of the circular of the Adjutant·General's Office i sued .tune 7, lf!.'l.
The commandin" officer is expected to make as full and as prompt report as is
possible.
W.W.B.

It will be observed there is not a word in this about the real evil,
the payment of the 12,000 per year quarterly in advance, onehalf of which had been regularly sent to the defendant as we have
proved.
The response of General Grierson' shows how a disinterested and
faithful officer performed his duty, and is as follows:
HEADQUARTERS, FORT SILL, IXDIA..~ TERRITORY,

February 28, 1872.
ADJUTAl\"T·GENERAL, UI>iiTED STATES ARMY,
W~Uhington,

D. 0.
Sm: I have the honor t{) acknowledl?e the receipt of your letter dated February
17, 1872, relative to the post.tTader at t.nis post.
I understand J. S. Evans's character as a business man is good, and be has heretofore given general s.'\tisfaclion ; but Mr. Evans is absent, and h:.a bet>n for some
months, and has associated with him J. J. Fisher, now also absent, who has had
control of the establishment and who claims to have the greate-r pecuniary interest
in the busin('SS, (the business being conducted, however, under the name of J. S.
Evans.) RJ3peated complaints hAve been made to me of the exorbitant price at
which j!oods were sold by them, aml when I have represented the matter to the
firm they replied that they were obliged to pay '12.000 yearly (t~ a Mr. Marsh, of
New Y01·k City, who they repl'esentwaa first appointed post. trader by the Secret-ary
of War) for their pennit to trade, and necessarily bad to cbar~e high prices for th eir
goods on that account. I have repeatedly urged them to represent this matter in
writing to me, in order that I might lay tile matter before the proper authority t~
relieve the command of this burden, upon whom it evidently falls; but they declined to do so, stating th:~.t they feared their permit to trade would be taken from
them.
As the prices could not be regulated by a council of administration, the trader
not being a sutler, it has been contemplated by some of tbe officers of the garrison
to represent this matter, without reference t{) J . S. Evans, through the proper military channels, but as it was cl.aimecl that the anthorit.y for the tradership emanated
from the Secretary of \\ arit was feared that that course might be construed as takina exception to the action of superior authorit_y.
li;he prices are considerably higher since his appointment by the Secretary of
War than previously, and he has lllldoubtedl.v taken advantage of his position as
sole trader in char1:,ring these exorbitant prices, giving the reasons abo>e quoted,
stating that he could not. under the circumstances, sell goods at lower prices.
It has also been reported t<l me that he charges enlisted men greater prices for
the same articles than he lloes officers, and, at all events, it is very evident that
the officers and men of this garrison have to pay most of the 12.000 yearly, re·
ferred to above, they being the consumers of the largest portion of the stores.
I feel that a great wrong has been done to this command in being obliged to pay
this enormous amount of money under any circumstances; the largest portion of
which, at least, has been taken from the officers and enlisted men of this post,
nearl:v all the money of the latter mentioned going to the trader. The responsible
party" of this great injustice should be held responsible and be obliged t{) refund
the money.
If J . S. Evans has not paid this exorbitant price for permission to trade, as stated
by him, his goods should be seized and sold for the benefit of the post fund.
In order to intmre a healthy competition, to reduce tJ!e price of goods, and to 1'6·
lieve the officers and soldiers of tllis garrison from this 1m position, I recommend
that at least three (3) trallers be appointed, and that those appointment.~ b made
upon the recommendation of the officers of the post; that each trader be known to
be interested onlv in his own bouse, and that they be obliged to keep such articles as are reqUired for the use of officers and enhsted men of the Army. and to
sell them at moderate prices.
The trader complies with circular of A.. G. 0. issued J nne 7, 1871, a~ far as I am
aware.
The buildings, (store, &c.,) however, are not convenient to the present garrison,
having been built at the time when the comm:md was in camp.
Very respectfully, your obedient !!ervant,
B. H. GRIERSON,
OoloneZ Tenth Calvary, Oommanding.
Received in the office of the Adjutant-General March 9, 1872.

Although this letter is marked" personal," unlike the Marsh letter,
not so desi~nated, it was placed on the files of the War Office. On
the 5th December, 1871~ the defendant addressed a similar inquiry
to General Sheridan, to which no answer was ever received or at
least none appears on the records of the War Office. The alleged irregularity of Evans being thus bridged over for the time, nothing
occurred to revive the excitement until the Tribune article of the
16th of February, 1872. General · Hazen, who had been in command
at ~"'ort Sill, furnished the facts therein stated. This the defendant
knew, and he also knew the contents of the article so published.
This publication, after stating the history of the abolition of the
sutlerships, which were under the control of the council of administration as to their charges, and stating the fact that after the war it was
provided that the Commissary Department should furnish the articles theretofore kept by sutlers at cost price; that this was re~arded
[Indorsement. J
as irksome and waa disregarded, and that on the recommendation of
W A.R DEPARTMENT, A. G. 0., March 11 , 18i2.
the deiendant the act of 1870 was enacted, concludes with the followRespectfully forwarded to the Secretary of War, with application of C. P. Marsh
ing quotation from an officer stationed at Fort Sill:
for traclership at Fort Sill.

I have incidentally learned that you have a desire to know whether a bonus is
required from the traders here for the privilege of tradin~, and have been urged

E. D. '.rOWNSEND,
.Adjutant· Gene-ral.
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thought at the timo that Mr. Marsh was the trader and lived in New York, what
order would yon have drawn different fmm this?
..
A. Tha-t is what r supposed was tbe case, that Mr. Marsh was the trader liYl!l'(
in New York substantially, whether in form or not; and he had the control ot tne
place a-s evidenced by the fact of his receiving this large tribute.
Q. As yon supposed Y
A. As waa true, and seemed to be understood.
Q. Suppose the ca e had been exaetly the reverse, and you supposed that Mr.
Evans had control of it and was the trader, and not .Marsh; would your order have
boon urawli any tlift'erently 7
A.. I do not know. lf til£ m-an was residing at the post, 1 do not think it would haua
St£flgested itllelf to my mind to say he slwuld go th£re. .
•
(l. That is one thing. Now let me call your attention to the first part of this order, to see if that is not the material part of it after a.ll. Please read the first clause
of the order.
·
A. !tis" I. The council of administration at a post where there is a post-trader will from
time to time examine the post-trader's goods and invoices or bills of sale; and will,
subject to the approval of the post-commander, establish t.he rates and prices (which
should be fair and rea-sonable) at which the goods shall be sold. A copy of the Est
thus est-ablished will be kept posted in the trader's store. Should the post-trader
feel himself aggrieved by the action of t-h e council of administration, he may appeal
th~:~refrom t.h rongh the post-commander to the War Department."
Q. Now I want to know why that order would not have corrected the abuse there
WAR DEPARTMENT,
witllout regard to whether the trader lived at the post or not, if the order had been
Washington Otty, March 25, 1872.
executed b:v that council~
A. Very likely it might have done so.
L The council of administration at a post where there is a post-trader will from
Q. Wo.ild it not have done so7
time to time examine the post-trader's goods 1\Dd invoices or bills of sale; and will,
A. I do not know.
subject to the approval of the post-commander, establish the rates and prices (which
Q. Can you conceive how it could fail to do it Y
should be fair and reasonable) a.t which the goods siJall be sold. A copy of the list
A. Yes; because it has failed.
thus established will he kept posted in the trado•·'s store. Shoohl the po~t- trader
feel himself aggrieved by t.he action of the council of au ministration, he may appeal
Re-examined by Mr. Manager McMAHON :
ther11from through the post-comm:mder to the War Department.
IT. In detei'Dlining the rate of profit to be 3Jlow11d, the council will consider not
Q. Did I understand yon to say that General Belknap told you he had appointed
onlv the priine cost, freight, and other char~es, bot also the fact that, while the MarshY
trailer pays no tax or contridntion of any kmd to the post fund for his exclusive
A. He told me that he had offered the place to Marsh; I think he said he had
privileges, he has no hen on the soldier's pay, and is without the security in this offered it or had appointor! him, and he told me why, under what circumstances.
respect once enjoyed by the sutlers of the Army..
.
.
Q. W ha.t w~re those circlllDStanees i What circlllDStances did he tell you 1
III. Post-traders will actually carry on the busmess th11mselves, and will habitu.A. It was something b.•aring on the relations between Mr. Marsh and his wife.
ally reside at the station to which they are appointed. They will not farm out,
Q. ]friendly relations between them 7
sublet, transfer, or sell or assign the business to others.
A. Relations of kindness while she was sick.
IV. In case there shall be at this time any post-trader who is a. non-resident of
Q. Do yon remember the time that she was sick 7
the post to which he has boon appointed, he will be allowed ninety days from the
A. I do not.
receipt hereof at his station to compl.v with this circular or vacate his appointment.
Q. In this interview between you and General Belknap, did he make any allusion,
V. Post-commandeJ"ll are hereby directed to report to the War Department any or did yon, to the fact th:lt Evru1s was paying Marsh 112,000, as stated in that Trib·
failure on the part of tmders to fulfill the requiremem;s of tbis circular.
une article Y
VI. The provisions of the circular from the Adjutant-Gilneral's Office of June 7,
A. I made it in the beginning of my conversation with him.
1871, will cont.inoe in force except as herein moilitied.
Q. What di(l the general say in a.m•wer t
By order of the Secretary of War:
A. I cannot recollect that he said anything in answer to that, further than to
E. D. TOWNSEND,
ask me to draw up such an order as woofd correct the abuse which I had stated to
Adjutant-Gene-rill.
him, that complained of .
Did he request you then to draw up an oM.er to correct the payment by Evans
Itwill be seen, as stated by mylearnedassociate[Mr.Mc~iAHOY]dur to Q.
Marsh of 12,000 a. year i
ing the trial, th<lt this order entire1y fails t.o correct the real evil, that
A. No, sir.

What action did the defendant take on the receipt ofthis which t.h e
uroof shows was on the 9th March, 18721 None wh:\tever._ While he
t,uould have at once issued an order removing Evans, as the President
did when the facts were brought to his knowledge, he forbore a-etion
nutil General McDowell waited on him and told him it WM a. "tiling
that would be damaging to the service if it was not at once corrected.",
General McDowell also told him it concerned him personally. The
Sncretary said in substance tba.t tb~e traders were not sutlers and
the military had no power to control them. He bad obtained the unqualifiedopinionoftbeJudge-Advocate-General,datedMarch 16,1872,
that he bad not and could not exercise control over post-traders as
to the prices at which they should sell goods to soldiers and others.
Yet, with the concurrence of General McDowell, who was aeting
upon the mistaken view that Marsh wa-s the post-trader and Evans
his agent, he issued the order of the 25th March. which the AdjutantGeneral says is all the notice he ever took of General Grier~on's letter;
and to this order I desire to call the particular attention of Senators.
It is a~ follows:
l Circular.]

is, the payment byE vans to Marsh of 12,000 a year as a consideration
for receiving the appointment and retaining the post. It is true it
professes to vest in the council of administration the power to examine the post-trader's pric~, which the Judge-Advocate had just informed him be had no power to do, and to determine the price~:J at
which the trader should sen, which should befair and reasonable, considering not only t.he cost and freight, but the fact that the trader bad
n'o lien on the soldiers' pay as sutlers had, and then adds:
Should the post-trader feel himself aggrieTJed by the action of tJLe council of administration he may appeal therefrom to the War Departmmt!

How Marsh and Evans must have been gratified when they saw
this order. The only effect it had on their arrangement was to reduce the amount to be paid from 12,000 to 6,000 per year, of which
reduction,~ well as the agreement with Evans, Marsh testifies he
informed the defendant within a month after the Tribune articlethe first time be saw him after, which was in New York-and the
Secretary then informed him Hazen inspired that article, but made
no inquiry as to the terms of the contmct with Evans or aa to why
the amount had been reduced from twelve to six tllousand dollars.
A part of the evidence of General McDowell is very pertinent in
this connection, and I ask leave to call attention to it. It is as follows:
Question. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) I a-sk you, Gilneral, whether on reflection and
after looking at that article yon think you were or were not mistaken in saying
that you supposed that Marsh was the post-trader at the time you had your interview with the Secretary of War1
Answer. I can hardly say what particular relations Marsh or Enns had with
this matter. The Secretary told me he had appointed Marsh, and I supposed be
bad received the office. Whether he had transferred it, or assigned it, or sublet it,
or farm~:~d it out. or what relations be bad wit-h it was not, in my mind, a very special question. What I wanted to do was to c01-rectan abuse; bot whether the form
was that Marsh was the trader or the other man was the trader was not so much in
my mind as to discuss the question that was then up
Q. Was it of any importance whether Marsh was the trader and Evans his agent,
or t.be reverse1
Mr. Manager McMAHOY. 0, you do not insist oil' that question.
Mr. CARPENTER. lf not I should not have asked it. (To the witness:) What I
mean is, would it have made any difference with the order which you were to draw
if you bad known the fact to be exa{)tly the reverso ~ Would not this order as you
drew it. have covered the abuse in lhe one case just as well as the other 1 That is
th~:~ queRtion.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. We withdraw the objection.
'l'he WITNEl:!S, (to Mr. Carpenter.) I do not understand you.
Q. (By Mr. UARl'ESTER.) The que.~tion is this: Suppose you had known that
Evans was the trader and lived at Fort Sill and that Marsh was not the trader,
would you have drawn this order in any different terws than you did employ~
Mr. Manllger RoAn. Do you mean to suppose in your question that Marsh received auy sum of mon ey from Evans~
Mr. CAt,PEKTER. If that occurs to me I will pot it in my question. It had not
occuiTe<l yet aa part of my question.
The WITNESS If the case was otherwise, it would have been different, of course.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) How different would it have been Y Suppose you had

What has become of the debt of gratitude to :Mrs. Marsh for her
kindness to Mrs. Belknap in her illness f The natural expression of
obli~ation would ha.ve been to her. Marsh was about his business and
at h1s store. Suppose, Senators, that the defendant had told General
McDowell the truth, as he now .c laims it and as is abundantly estabJished by the evidence-auppose he had said, "General, I promised
the place to Marsh, who had no support, inconsideration of his kindne s to my wife when ill at his house in September, 1870 r At the request of .Marsh I appointed Evans, which Marsh stated would be more
convenient to him at present. Evans has paid Marsh 12,000 per year,
as stated in the Tribune article. One-half of that sum Marsh has
sent to me quarterly in advance: the first 1,500 for my wife, the next
two payments of 1,500 each for my child, and since the decease of
the child the like quarterly payments have been made to me for my
own use and I have received and used the money, 'asking no questions
for conscience sake.'" If be had said this, does any Senator or any one
who hears me suppose that General McDowell would have drawn the
order of March 25! On the contrary, he would have fled from the
War Department as from a pestilence, knowing that his kind offices
would no longer be of any avail to the defendant. But the defendant concealed the truth, and, as I have already said, aUowed General
McDoweU to act upon a mistaken theory, and that is the reason why
the order made, and which it was supposed wou1d correct the evil,
in no manner ·reached it except to work the reduction from twelve to
six thou and dollars. The order did not in fact accomplish that. It
was the alarm created by the Tribune exposure and the fear tha.t if
twelve thousand continued to be exacted from the soldiers it would
inevitably lead to an inv~tigation and would develop the monstrous
iniquity and fraud with which the whole scheme leading to the appointment of Evans was tainted.
Senators, in this connection I will call your attention for a moment
to t.he evidence of General Hazen. He appears to have been an ear·
n~t supporter of the policy of the la~ of 1866 or 1867: which made
provision that soldiers should be supplied with goods at cost-. He
estimates that it would have been a saving of two millions annually.
Having command at Fort Sill and learning the complaints there about
Evans, be wrote the facts upon which the article in the Tribune was
based. He was summoned and appeared before a committee of the
House and gave his testimony. Although that evidence bas been excluded on this trial, it is evident the defendant knew what it was.
He also knew, for he complained of the fact, that Hazen inspired the
article in the Tribune. Yet the defendant never made any inquiry
of Mr. Smalley, the correspondent here who wrote the article, or of
Whitelaw Reid who published it. He asked General Grierson for
a report which he recei yeu before the order of the 25th of March, and
upon which, as I have stated, no official action was ever taken. The
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letters of General Hazen, written since to the defendant and to Mr.
CL Yl\IER, are put in evidence to destroy his credit. I submit, Senators,
that the letter to the defendant, written at his reqnest after the
Secretary had seen Hazen a.ncl frowned upon him as a military superior, so far from detracting from the credit due to General Hazen,
. strongly supports him for hls sincerity and his subordination to su~
perior authority. Even General Grierson, as Senators will remember,
states in his answer of the 28th of February, 1872:
I hwe repeatedly urged them-

Evans & Co.t() represent this matter in writing to me, in order that I might lay the matter be.
fore the proper authority to relie>e the command of this burden, upon whom it
evidently falls j but they aeclined to do so, ~;tating tho.t t/w1J feartid. their permit to
trade would be taken from them.
,
As the prices couhl not be regulated by a council of administration, the trader
not being a sutler, it has been ·contemplated by some of the officers of the garrison
to represent this matter, without reference to .r. S. EvrulS, through the proper milnary channels, but as it was claimed that the authority for the tl'ader~hip emanated from the Secretary of War it was feared that that oourBe might be construed as
tuXing exception. to the action. of superior authority.

Here is the same fear of superior authority expressed and exhibited
by Hazen. A great and insufferable evil could not. be even reported
to the Secretary of War throngh military channels without fear that
the course might be construed as taking exception to the action of su~
perior authority; a very delicate hint by General Grierson, as the
request of the Secretary gave him the opport.unity to make it, that
the Secretary probably knew all about the matter and it had received
his sanction.
Why, I repeat :tgain, Senators, did the defendant pass by this most
important letter wd the terrible disclosures it contuined without ac~
tion :mcl without any instmctions to General Grierson to correct the
evil 7 There is, there can be no o~her answer than the one disclosed
by the case; that he had appointed Evans at MaJ·sh's request and for
his benefit, a-s an act of kindness to him, and that Marsh was remitting to him qm1.rterly one~half of the 12,000 he received from Evans.
Mr• .Marsh states that he was accustomed when he received a remittance from Evans under the contract of the 8th of October, 1810, to
write the defendant in substance, "I have a remitt.ance for yon from
the S. W.; how shall I send it f" He states that in answer thereto
he received instruction by mail to send by express or by certilicn.te
of deposit or to purchase a government bond, or to hold the money
to be paid personally, and in one instance to be paid to the wife of
the defendant. The defendant admitted the receipt by an "0. K.,"
and his letters as received were destroyed by Marsh. In one or the
other of these modes Marsh states he remitted and paid to the defend~
ant one~half of all the money he received from Evans. We show by
Evans and Fisher that $3,000 wa-s sent by them to Marsh quarterly
up to February, 1872, and semi~annually afterward down to the faU
of 1875, including an advance to February, 1876. Their a.cconnts are
brought to confirm the correctness of their statements. Marsh states
that he deposited the money in theNn.tional Bank of Commerce, New
York, and checked it out for the purpose of paying the defendant.
We show by the books of thn,t bank and the evidence of the assistant
cashier, Mr. King, that Marsh made deposits corresponding generally
with the remittances of Evans and drew checks corresponding gen~
erally With the payments to the defendant.
The witness identifies four certificates of deposit. One for 1,500,
dated November 10, 1871, is indorsed by Marsh to the defendant, and
by the defendant to C. F. Emery, by whom we prove he loaned the
money at the request of the defendant in Iowa upon a note and mort~
gage having three years to run; that the loan has been renewed for
three years more, ancl the interest notes on the renewal are made
payable to the defendant's present wife, bnt. the original mortgage
and note are in the defendant's name. Since Marsh has testifie<l that
the defendant's present wife was never to have any interest in this
money, and till at all which wa-s sent after the death of the defendant's
child in 1871 was for the defendant's nse, we do not regard this
change in the interest notes as of any importance. Another certifi~
cate for 1.,500, dated January 18, 187~, indorsed by Marsh to the de~
fendant. This we trace by the evidence of Mr. William H. Barnard,
the clerk of the receiver of the First National Bank of Washington,
and, by a deposit ticket, in the handwriting of the defendant, into his
private account in that bank on the 29t,h of January, 1!:372, and Mr.
Barnard identifies the last-named certifica.te as being part of snch
deposit and as having passed through the bank, as the indorsement
upon it shows. The other two are certificates dated October 9, 1874,
one for seven and the other for eight hundred dollars, both indorsed
by Marsh to the defendant, and by him indorsed to other parties.
We also show by the officers of the Adams Express Company the
receipt of money packages by express to the defendant from Marsh
and from R. G. Carey & Co., the firm of Mr• .Marsh, in whose name
be stat-es some of the later remittances were made, as follows: No~
vember 1,1870, ·t,500, receipted by qefendant in person; January 17,
. 1871, $1,500, receipted by the defendant; April 17, 1~1, 1,500, re~ .
ceipted by the defendant; November 4, 1873, $1,500, delivered to M.T.
Crosby for the defenrlant; April 10, 1874, 1,500, from Carey & Co.,
receipted by Barnard for the defendant ; May 24, 1875, 1,500 from
Carey & Co., receipte<l by Crosby; November 8, 1875, 500 from
Carey & Co., receipted by defendant. We prove by Crosby and Barnard that they were clerks in the defendant's office, and authorized
to receive and receipt packages for him. M.r. Marsh states that he

paid the last half of 1,500 to the present wife of the defendant by
his direction at the Saint James Hotel in New York in November or
December, 1875. We showthedefendanttohave beeninNewYork at
several times when payments were coming from Evans, and Marsh
states that except as he sent by express or certificate of deposit or
the purchase of a Government bond, he pa.id the defendant personally and generally in New York.
·
I should weary the patience of the Senate if I pursued this inquiry
in detail any further. The evidenee of these quarterly payments
do"rn to February, 1872, and of the half~yearly payments from that
time down to November, 1875, is so full and complete as to l~ave no
room for doubt on the subject, and Marsh is so completely confirmed
by the evidence as to leave no question as to his being entitled to
credit for all he doos remember. He is not a willing, but, on the con~
trary, a reluctant witness. We show by Mr. CLYMER that in the gen~
eral statement be prepared he failed directly to implicate the defend~
ant. It was only by direct questions that the facts were drawn out.
The case discloses be was anxious to so ndjnst matters as to save ex~
posure. His letter to the committee before the examination, which
was read to the defend..'l.nt, discloses that fact. When pressed, he
said:
If I s'vear I sh:ill tell the troth, and that will ruin Secrot.ary Belknap.

When, therefore, the witness Marsh gives it a.s his best recollection
he conversed with the defendant on the evening of his wife's funeral
and was directed by him about sending the money, we submit he is
entitled to belief, although his memory is va.gne on the subjoot. The
subsequent acts of the parties fully confirm him in such statement.
When asked by us whether the defendant knew from what source
this money came, the witness Marsh answered:
I should say that I presume he did.

Standing by itself this would not be a very sn.tisfactory item of evi~
dence, but the Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. HoWE] and the .senator from Iowa [Mr. WRIGHT] addressed to him the following que ~
tions, and the answer of Marsh, especially to the last question, throws
a flood of light upon thjs case:
Mr. HoWE. H the court has not closed its case, I should like to h[lve tho question answered which I sen<l to tho Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question of the Senator from Wisconsin will
be read.
Tho Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. WaR the money which yon sent to General Belknap designed for his use or
for the use of some other person 7
A.. I sent it to him originally according to what I have heretofore stated occmred
on the night of the funeral. it may be prrsumed that it wa sent for the child, but
1 continued sending it after the child's death to the General, and I always presumed it was for him.
Mr. WRIGHT. I have a question I wish to propound, and I will read it in the
tir!lt instance, as it is not very legible.
Q. You said on yesterday that you presumed that General Belknap knew from
whom the money sent him was received. Now state what led you to S() presume,
or upon what you bMed this presumption.
Mr. CARI'&'lTER. We object to this question. Let it be read again.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Tho question will be read by the Secretary.
The Chief Clerk read the interrogatory of Mr. WlUGHT.
The question being put, was decided in the affirmative.
The PtmsiD~T pro tempore. The witness will answer the question.
The WITX.Ess. I said I presume<\ he knew where it came from.
Mr. CARPENTER. Now it appears there was a mistake, as I thought. The
que tiou does not correctly tate the case to the witness. The question antl answer
yesterday were exactly this:
"Q. Did General Belknap at this time know where the money was coming from
that was being pa.td to him!
.
"A.. I should say that I presume be did."
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be answered. It will be read
again to witness.
The Chief Clerk again read the question of Mr. WRIGHT, as follows:
Q. You said on yesterday that you presumed that General Belknap knew from
whom the money sell't him was received. Now st.'lte what led you to so presume, or
upon what you based this presumption.
Mr. Manager Mc.MAHOY. Before the question is answered, there is amisnDilerstanuing as to what tbe real meaning of the answer gi\""en yesterday is. Our object
in putting the question was to ascertain whether Belknap ~now where the money
was coming from, not the person, not the man from whom 1t came, but the place.
Mr. WRIGHT. This question covers the whole ground.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. Go on.
The WITXESS. I presumed that he kneto, becausP. he had appointed Mr. Evans to
this post at ·my requat. I had no other business tmnsaction with General Belknap
whatever-except sendin_g this money. I had sometimes forw'Lrd.ed him requests of
Mr. Evans sent to me for certain pri'Dilenes wanted around the fort. I cannot qive
detail& particularly. It is a lcind of oeneral knowledge arising from our relations
together.

There is equal force and pertinency in the two questions propounded
to the witness by the Senator from Indiana [Mr. MORTO~] and the
answers of Marsh to the same:
Mr. MonroY. I submit the following interrogarory:
Q. Did ~neral Bellmap personally or through WlY person or by letter ever inqmre of you why this money was sent, and did yon in any way ever assign a reason
to him for it'
A. Never to my best recollection.
Mr. MORTON. I propose the following question:
Q. How often after the first money was sent to Relknap and before your examination before the committee of the House did you meet General Belknap, and
was the money ever referred to in conversa-tion at anv of thesointerviewsi
A. For the first two or three years, I saw him perh'aps two or three times a. ~ear.
The first money I sent General· Belknap must have l.Jeeu in the spring of l c!71. I
suppose probably through that "\'ear and 18i2 and 1873 I met him two or three
time a year; but I have no recollection of the money having been referred to in
any conversation between us.

Why t-his reticence f Legitimat~ business transactions woulcl have
been the subject of conversation without doubt. The only occasion
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when the defendant broke silence was the next time he met Marsh
after the Tribune article. He asked Marsh if he had a contract with
Evans, and Marsh replied he had. Marsh asked him who inspil:ed or
wrote that article, and the defendant said General Hazen; Ma.r sh
then told him he had reduced the amount from 12,000 to 6,000, and
the defendant said nothing. Could the receipt of money after that
have been innocent, especially when only half as much was sent as
before, or half of six instead of twelve thousand dollars per year.
Senators1 there is no escape for the defendant upon the question of
his guilty .trnowledge as to the source from which this money came.
He made no inqmry of General Hazen or Mr. Smalley or .Mr. Reid
as to the Tribune article. He took no notice of the grave charges
made by General Grierson in his letter of the 28th February, 1872,
for which, as I have said, any disinterested and upright officer would
have removed Evans on the spot. He disregarded General Grierson's
recommendation to have three post-traders and competition. He
overlooked and covered over with pretenses clearly false the charges
made against Evans in the fall of 1871. He kept Evans in place with
full knowledge he was paying this large bonus to Marsh and taking
it out of the soldiers in exorbitant prices because he was securing to
his own use one-half of all that Evans paid to Marsh. A more flagrant case of a breach of official duty was never presented for the
consideration of any tribunal.
There is a maxim of the law that when the circumstances of a
case are fairly calculated to put a person of ordinary care and prudence upon inquiry, and he omits to investigate, he is presumed to
know the real facts, and is chargeable the same as though he made
inquiry and ascertained the truth. In criminal cases the rule is that
when the evidence fairly construed creates a presumption against
the defendant which if innocent he could explain, and he fails to
give the explanation, the presumption is thereby strengthened.
This august tribunal cnn never decide, and with great confidence I
submit that no member of the court, in view of the facts of the case,
can find any ground in the case for an intelligent opinion that the
defendant for a period of over ti.ve years could be the recipient of
over 21,000, in installments of 1,500 each at regular intervals, without any business transactions with Marsh or any relations except
those disclosed by the letter of the 8th of October, 1870, and yet be
ignorant of the source from which the money came or the motives and
purposes with which it was sent. The receipt and use of the money
from time to time without inquiry ns to why it was p·a id implies guiUy
knowledge, and no man of the intelligence of the defendant can escape
the imputation.
1f such receipt, by an officer making an appointo:.ent from the person at whose request it was made, for so long a period, as this case
discloses, does not constitute official corruption, by what name in the
law of official rectitude shall it be designated T For how long aperiod must they continue before ripening into official crime and turpitude f The defendant assumes that the receipt of a single present
without some excuse, by which it could be interpreted as having been
made for some other purpose than for a purpose to reward official favors, would constitute such crime. Hence the weak excuse set up in
this case, that Mrs. Belknap was placed under lasting obligations to
Marsh for his kindness to her. If Marsh had sent a single present
of 1,500 to Mrs. Belknap with an explanation of the motive which
prompted him to make it, even if sent through the hands of the defendant, he might be held innocent of wrong. But the money was
sent without explanation, except as Ma,rsh states he wrote:
I have a remittance for you from the S. W. How shall I send it 1

Thereupon he received his instructions.
One Senator [Mr.DAWES] asked Marsh the following question:
Mr: DAWES. I wish to put a. ~uestion which I desire to have answered.
Tho PllESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Maasachu.setta submits an interl'OJ!atory, whioh will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
Q. Did you or any other person to your knowledge ever explain to General
Belknap wlmt "Southwest" means in your letters informing him that yon had a. remittance for him! If so, state the explanation.
A. Never, to my knowledgo.
·

The Senatorfromlllinois [l\Ir. LOGAl~] then propounded thefollowing question :
Q. From the conversation with the pre.%nt Mrs. Belknap, mentioned by you in
your answer to my former interrogator.v, yon spoke of an understandi ng with the
former Mrs. Belk:Dap, now deceased. Please state what that understanding was.
The WITNESS. I think not.
Mr. CONKLING. What does the witness mean when he says he thinks notJ
The WITKEBS. I do not think I stated that I had an understanding with Mrs.
Belknap.
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) As I understand, the first money that yon sent was sent
to the former Mrs. llelknap, now deceased ~
A. Yes, sir.
,
Q. And that was sent without any arrangement between you and anybody 7
A.. Yes, sir.
Q. A clean, clear present!
A. Yes, sir.
Mr. LOG.AN. The witness spoke of a conversation about the child; that the money
wonhl now go to the child according to some former understanding.
The Wrn'ESs. I said with Genera! Bell:nap, not with Mrs. Bell.:nap. I said that
I was under t he impression at one time that I bad said something to General Belknap buns elf t he rugh t of the funeral; that I certainly had an unilerstanding with
him or 'l'.'ith Mrs. Bower, because Mrs. Belknap was tllen dead.
Q. (By Mr. Manager Mclliaos.) Had the }Jresent wife of ~neral Belknap at
any time any interest in the money tha~ was sent to Genera! Belknap by you 1
A. Not to my knowledge.
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It is very evident from this answer of Marsh that he had an arrangement or understanding with General Belknap about the remittance of this money from time to time. In those eases where the
money was paid in person what does the evidence diBelose f The
Senator from Maryland [Mr. WHYTE] asked Marsh this question:
Mr. WHYTE submitted the following question in writing:
Q. When Y.ou J.>aid to GeneraJ Belknap money in person did you have any conversation With him about the source whence the money came orinanywayregardingit1
.A.. I did not.

At least 6,000 was thus paid by Marsh to the defendant after the
death of his wife and child, and while he, as Marsh says, was entitled
to the money for his own use. Noreceiptwasgiven,noaccountkept,
no inquiry made, not a word said. Did not the parties understand
tho reason for the payment and the source from which the money
came f This was ~after General Belknap had been informed of the
contract between Evans and Marsh and after the defendant had refused to interfere with Evans or appoint other post-traders as requested by General Grierson. The General did not even ;respond as
wh~n the money was sent by express or mail with an "0. K." This,
I supp_ose, is one of the military ciphers used during the war by General Belknap. It certainly had a higher signification than that placed
upon it bythe ordinary Yankee, because it was used by a highofficial
and dignified Cabinet officer. Marsh was not asked and it does not
appear when the payments were made to the defendant personally
whether he gave a wink or a nod or graciously smiled npon his benefactor. The probability is that after counting the money and ascertaining that the amount was correct he simply said " 0. K."
Senators, suppose that during your six years' term men having bills
pending before the Senate which it was in your power to pass or reject had been in the habit of sending yon each $1,500 semi-an-·
nuallv, without a word of explanation, would you have been willing
to accept and use the money, even though you learned it afforded
the donors "pleasure to send it," and though they should proteEit in
the language of respondent's counsel [Mr. Carpenter] that each successive payment was a. "clean, clear present!"
I confess my amazement that distinguished counsel should suppose
they can impose upon the credulity of any man a theory so absurd
and so repugnant to a decent regard for official purity as this theory
that these repeated payments by Marsh to~Belknap were each and
all "clean presents,'' involving no turpitude and no want of official
integrity. .
.
I have said that the letter of General Hazen written to the defendant at his request on the 12th of September last, after a personal interview between them, evinces that submission to superior authority
which is shown by General Grierson in his letter of the 28th February, 1872.
'l'he letter of General Hazen to Mr. Clymer dated the 15th March
last, which the defendant has been pleased to introduce, discloses
how a faithful military officer can speak when the restraint of superior authority has been removed. I desire to call the attention of
Senators to that letter. It is ns follows:
CITY OF MExico, March 15.
DEAR Sm: The papers of the 4th instant brought me the result of the Belknap
investigation. By referring to the proceedings of the House Military Committee
of March, 1872, yon will find precisely the same information given by me then as
tha.t upon which' your investigation was founded. Mr. Smalley, the then clerk of
that committee, published in the New York Tribune the pttrport of my evidence,
which only referred to the black-mailing of the post-traders, and not to the final disposition of themoney; but he added to1tthe presumptive disposition, which is now
proved to have been true. The Secretary of War took the newspaper paragraph
to the President, a.q he has since said, remarking: "Mr. President, have you soon
the article in theN ew York Tribune of this morning referring to me ' " To which
the President replied: ''I hal"e, and do not believe a word of it." The Secreta~
then said : "If you do believe it, I am no longer fit to hold a pla-ce in your Cabinet. '
This was the end of the matter both with the President and Congress, leaving it o.
question of veracity between the Secretary and myself.
I have waited patiently four years, never doubting I shall be :finally vindicated,
though at times feeling very heavily the weight of displeasure of those high in
power for daring to tell the truth respecting the great outrage upon the Army.
My object from the first was not only to r elieve the Army from this outrage, but
to obtain the execution of a. most excellent law passed in 1866, requiring the Com·
missary Department to furnish to enlisted men at cost the articles usually furnished
them by sutlers. This most admirable arrangement, which is virtnally carried
out in all other armies, would be worth to the enlisted men $2,000,000 annually,
and cost nothing bnti a.litde extra. work to the Commissary De_partment. This department has opposed this law from the first. In setting this law aside vitality
and value were given to the post-tradersbips which could be done in no other wa~.
The law itself hilS even been omitt-ed from the Revised Statutes. To secure this
most useful end W!tS my only purpose. In the autumn of 1875 the Secretary visited
my post, receiving my most cordial hospitality, which was fully accepted. I
thought this a. proper occasion for a. renew'll of our old and friendly relations, aa
we had served together in the war. I therefore wrote him a sincere letter looking
to such a. r£\snlt, though I felt entitled to some reparation, having for four years
experienced a. full sense of the wrong inflicted upon me by the Secretary in his virtual denial to the President of my truthful report. The Secretary did not see fit
to reply t<l my letter. I then concluded to let the matter rest, hopmg only for the
partial reparation that time gives all wrongs, when your letter in January as
chairman of one of the commi tlees of Congress, called for the information fnrrushed
you. For your compliance with my request not to bring my name forward in connection with the investigation, I tender yon my thnnks, and now release you from
further obligations in that respect.
Very respectfully, &c.,
W. B. HAZEN.
Hon. liiEsTE.R CLYMER.

. The learned counsel for the defendant [?tlr. Carpenter] characterizes this letter as a slander upon the President. Far from it. The
President did not believe the Secretary guilty. He still retained the
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confidence which led to his selection. And the defendant is reported to call your attention to the leading facts and considerations connected with the ca e. My aim haa been to confine myself strictly to
as saying to the President :
such discussion, and as far as I might be able to aid this court in arIf you do believe it, I am no longer fit to bold a place in your Cabinet.
Suppose the defendant had then said: "Mr. President, Mr. Marsh riving at a correct and proper determination of the case. I know
bas been sending to me one-half of all he has received from Evans, there are many minor points to which I have not alluded for want of
without a word of explanation and I have received it without any time. You will not overlook them in your deliberations. The result
inquiry, regarding the remittances as 'clean pEesents.' The amount of such deliberations is anxiously looked for by the people. They are
already is $9,000." How long, Senators, do yon think the defendant carefully watching to see if official crime can be surely, effectivelv,
would have remained in the Cabinet t He would have been saved the and lastingly punished. Not that official crime and peculation are
mortifying example of retreating before the charges when proved more prevalent now than heretofore. On the contrary, the statistics
and of laying down his commission while the question of his guilt show that the percentage of official delinquency and of loss upon the
was under ipvestjgation. This act as we claim under the circum- receipt and disbursement of public moneys is less now than in any
stances proved here is tantamount to a confession of guilt, was so other decade in our history.
Let me refer to one or two examples. Most of you will remember
considered at the time by the whole country, and must be so interthe defalcation of the postmaater in New York under Mr. Van Buren.
preted by every Senator on this floor.
But the defendant, according to the reasoning of his counsel, is en- Suppose Mr. James, the present postmaster in New York, should retitled to great credit for the manner in which he treated the letter of peat the crime of Mr. Fowler, his predecessor. Does any one believe
Captain RQbinson, written on the 2d of April, 1875. I ask leave to he would escape the most summary and condign punishment for his
refer to it. It appears to have been :filed, but when, the Adjutant- crime t Suppose Cabinet officers should again repeat the monstrous
General could not state. He did not receive it until the 3d of March crimes perpetrated by some of the Cabinet under President Buchanan.
Does any one believe they would escape punishment T
last.
The public mind is in a ferment upon this question. The people
[Personal.]
will not brook any failure on the part of the tribunals charged wi th
S.AIKT LoUIS BARRACKS, MisSOURI, April 2, 1875.
SI&: I have the honor to inform you that I am now preparing a set of charges the enforcement of the Constitution and laws to discharge with :firmagainst tlle firm of J. S . .Evans & Co., post-traders at the post of Fort Sill, Idaho ness and impartiality their respective duties, to punish official delin'l 'erri tory. I have been stationed at that post since its first location in 1868. Among quency and crime and hy example to restrain the recurrence of such
the many charges I am preferrinl( against this fi.n n is one of malicious slander, in delinquency and crime in the future.
which both members of this firm have repeatedly stated, not only to myself but
We a k, therefore, in the name of the people ancl on behalf of the
to llrevet Major.General Hazen, Brevet M2jor.General Grierson, and many others
of the officers of the Sixth Infantry and Tenth Cavalry, that they were payin~ you House of Representatives that by the solemn judgment and decree of
at one time $15,000 per year, at another date $12,000 per year, fl,OOO per month mad- this high tribunal the brand of official infamy shall be placed upon
vance, and onl"f a short time ago Mr. J. J. Fisher stated in my quarters at this post the defendant, aa provided by the Constitution he has violated, so in• tbatbewas still paymgyou the same amount. He also informed General Grierson
at the same date at this post of what he termed "these facts. ·• I was, while at the delibly as not only forever to debar him from holding any office of
post of :Fort ill, Idaho Territory, on the po t council of administration many times honor or profit, but which shall also serve as a warning and example
ru its "recorder." The repeated statements of both J. S. Evans and J. J. Fisher to to all others in like manner tempted to offend.
t he fact that they could not sell their goods any cheaper to the men and officers of
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. JE..~KS will make the argument on t.he
the United States Army because they were obliged to pay to the Secretary: of War
15,000 per year, monthly in advance, I took down carefully with day and date and part of the mana.gers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Senators will please give attenthe names of the officers present who beard these statements made. They were
ma.de before me officially a.s the recorder of the post council of administration.
tion.
I have thought that yon, sir, should 1.'"ll.ow these facts before I brought t.hem to
Mr. Manager JENKS. Mr. President and Senators, having been
your official notice by sending the oharges tolon through all of the official channels, and to ask your advice as to the best an most expeditions manner of bring- called upon in the emergency of my colleague's sickne s to supply
in~ the. e men to justice. EYery man and officer of these regiments ha>e been his place, and to discuss the evidence with reference to the guilt or
most ou t ra(!eously swindled by this firm, a.s I have abundant testimony to prove.. innocence of this defendant, I shall have to ask the indulgence of
If I leave tno .Army by sentence of the general court-martial that has just tried
mo, it is by getting into unavoidable debt to t.b ese men, who, after getting all the the Senate somew.hat to remarks which are not fully as coherent as I
money I had, now seek to ruin me. knowing that I alone am in lJOSSession of all the should desire they should be. From the time I knew I was to adfac t · in the case against them. I honestly believe that these slanders on your name dress this Senate up till now I have not had time even fully to go
and action are false, and shall bring this firm to speedy justice, whether I am in over the evidence; but having participated somewhat in the prepaor out of the Army, and ask of yon, lrir, your a<lvice as to my procedure before
action. Should I r emain in the .Army, I sb.lll, if you desire, transmit all of the ration of that evidence it is possible I may with a good deal of accudocuments entire to you for your information and such action aa you may see fit to racy state the facts of the caae and submit the principles on which
tal;:o. I will either act as prosecutOr or witness, as yon may elect. Many of my the question of guilt or innocence must ultimately be decided.
notes are at my home in Baltimore~ some of them here; but I have enough to draw
The question now before the Senate and which must be answered
charges on here, which I am now aoing. Several newspaper men have made me
very alluring offers for these papers, bnt I prefer to take the com"Be I am now do- by each of yon as a Senator and a judge in the case is, is this defending, o as to get officially aJl the fact.s on recoru before a court of justice against antguiltyorishenotguilty! Thequestion will beproponndedtoeach
these men.
Senator, and each of you must say whether he is guilty or not. Of
I am, General, your obedient servant,
what is he guilty, or of what not guilty, is the question each of yon
GEO. T. ROBINSON,
must ask himself on the propounding of that question, "What am I
Captain Tenth Cavalry.
to say he is guilty of, or from what am I to exculpate him," is the
Hon. W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretaryof War.
question you will have to ask yourselves. There is no other question
This letter was written at Saiut Louis on the 2d of April. When submitted to you at this time. Every element entering into the quesit was received does not appear. The Adjutant-General states that tion of guilty or not guilty, it may be contended, must be answered
when the defendant showed him this letter he remarked to the de- in that simple answer of guilty or not guilty, and as a part of it, the
fendant that it looked like an effort at black-mail, that the Secre- counsel for the defendant say, you must answer the additional questary then asked for the proceedings of the court-martial, and on the tion "Have I a right to judge or have I not;" that is you must rean14th of April, 1875, the defendant wrote upon them "approved by swer on the question of jurisdiction. I apprehend this is not so.
the President," and Robinson faded out under the action of superior But to enter into a discussion of that question would be trenching on
that which has been as igued to other managers; but I may suggest,
authority, with this sentence upon him.
that if you have power to answer at all, you have power to answer
Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) Now, what was the jud~entt
.A. The sentence was, "to be cashiered and forfe1t to the United States aJl pay the truth. When the question is asked you, is this man guilty or
and allowances now due or to become due, and to have his crime, name, place of is he not guilty, if you have power to say he is not guilty, you have
abode~,..and punishment published in and about Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and
power to say he is guilty. A man never can be justified in telling
Saint .LOuis, Missouri" The sentence is "approved."
that which is not true. It may be that it is a man's duty sometimes
So Robinson was disabled and disposed of, and no notice was taken to say nothing, to tell nothing, and I apprehend there are some ca es on
of the extraordinary developments of this letter. Soppose the de- earth when it is absolutely wrong to tell the truth; but it is never
fendant had then informed General Townsend that for four years justifiable to tell a falsehood under any circumstances either in a court
he had been receiving as" clean presents" one-h2.1f of all that Evans or elsewhere. So that when it comes to answerin{'l' this question you
had paid Marsh, that it was a mistake that Evans had paid the should answer it npon your consciences whether he is guilty or not
whole sum to him, is it probable he would have remained in the War guilty, or not answer it at all. The question as to whether it is your
Office another year'
·
duty to answer it at all after you have voted against juri diction
If, when the defendant wa~ approoohed by Marsh or Evans, or both, has been treated pretty fully by one of the managers heretofore, and
with the intimRtion that he or his family could share in the sums to will receive further consideration from one of the managers in the
be paid by Evans to Marsh, in the language of the agreement, in con- future,.
Mideration of his being appointed post-trader at Fort Sill, the defendThe question being is this defendant guilty or is he not, the :fir~:~t
ant had shown Roman :firmness and had said to theminquiry is on wha.t are you to answer whether he is g'nilty or not .
Shall we contaminate our fingers with base bribes,
For this you go to the articles of impeachment, and we may say iu
Or sell the share of our large honors
brief that those articles of impeachment simply charge that be is
For so much trash as may be gra~ed thus,
guilty of bribery. That is the substance of the charge. There are non,..
this spectacle would have been spared to him and to us, and the of the forms of an indictment at common law, because they are not
country would have escaped a great scandal. But, as I have en- required, nor would they even be permitted here; but in substance
dea.vored to show, he determined otherwise and basely betrayed the His a charge of bribery; that is, is this defendant guilty of bribery
confidence reposed in him.
or is he not f On that question of guilt or innocence the inquiry
Mr. President and Senators, I have endeavored in an humble way then would be, What is bribery !
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Bribery had a definition at a very early period in the history of the
law. In oriental countries where despotic role existed, where the
sovereign owed no duty to the subject unless he received some consideration for it, and he derived his title to his sovereignty by the divine
right of kings, every suitor approached the judgment seat with a gift
in order that he might command the attention of the one who was to
judge his cause. But in modern jurisprudence where we recognize
that the duty of allegiance has its correlative duty of protection and
vindication, to approach the judgment seat with a bribe in the hand
has been regarded as a crime. The Jewish law four thousand years
ago delivered amid the thundftrs of Mount Sinai had established the
principle as we now recognize it. To the rulers of Israel the command came:
Thou shalt not wrest judgment; thou shalt not respect persons, neither take a
gift: for a tn£t «oth blind the eyes of the wise, and pervert the words of the
righteous.-heuterono11t.y: xvi, 19.
Tbia was tbe rule with reference to bribery under the Mosaic law.
A gift was the name it assumed, and a gift is the name that the honorable couusel [Mr. Blair] desires to give it here. I will not quarrel
with him about names. He may call it a gift or call it what he
pleases; but it was called a gift under the Mosaic law, and it was
this that blindeth the eyes of the wise and perverteth the language
of the righteous. At the common law the definition wa-s more restricted. "Where a person concerned in the administration of justice
taketh any undue reward to influence his behavior in office," was the
definition given t.o the crime of bribery in Blackstone's Commentaries. By this definition it was restrained or restricted to the judicial
office in Blackstone's time. But under the Constitution of the United
States that definition is extended, and the Constitution provides that
the President, the Vice-President, or any civil officer of the Government shall be removed from office upon conviction of briiJery, showing
that the crime of bribery was extended from the common-law signification to a. broader signification, including at least all civil officers of
the Government. Hence the present definition of IJribery onder the
Constitution of the United States would be something like this:
"Where a person concerned in the administration of government
taketh any undue reward to influence his behavior in office."
Then the question you have to decide with reference to this man is,
first, was be concerned in the administration of Government! Second,
did be take any undue reward to influence his conduct in officf.! If
the affirmative of these be established, the case is m..we out and he
is found guilty; if the negative, he is not guilty.
However, there has been some little of discussion in this case which
indicated that the defendant's counsel claimed that there must be a
statutory crime in order to justify a conviction of the crime of bribery. We deny that ground and would say as a fact the Constitution
itself says that bribery is a crime for which you c:tn convict. But we
need not stand upon that alone, because there are statutes which define the crimesnfficiently,found on page 110 ofthe trial RECORD, which
completely cover the ca.se in all its essential particulars. The first of
these sections I will read, excluding that which would have no relevancy to this ca.se:
Every member of Congress, or any officer or agent of the Government who, directly or indiroctly1 takes, receives, or agrees to receive any money, property, or
other vl\luable con 1deration
whatever * * * for giving any contract~ office, or
place to any person whomsoever, or for his attention to, services, action, vote, or
decision on any question, matter, cause, or proceeding which may then be pending,
or may by law or under the Constitution be brought before him in his official capacity, or in his place as such member of Congress, shall be deemed guilty of a. misdemeanor, and shall be imprisoned not more than two years and fined not more
~ than $10,000.
This is section 1781 of the Revised Statutes, so much of it a-s is relevant to this case, excluding some verbiage that is not pertinent here.
Then section 5501, reduced the same way, reads as follows:
Every officer of the United States, * * ~ who asks, accepts, or receives any
money * * * withintenttohavehisdecisionoractiononanyquestion,matter,
cause, or proceeding which may at any time be pending, or which may be by law
brought before him in his official capacity, or in his place of trust or profit, infiuenced thereby, shall be punished as described in the preceding section.
So that these two sections leave it substantially as the common
law left it. No contract is necessary in advance concerning the bribe;
there need not be any influencing of behavior at all. It is not neeessary that his conduct should have been influenced, nor is it necessary that there shall have been any previous contract concerning this
bribe; but if he took it, knowing it was intended to influence his beha.vior, or if he took it and his behavior was influenced, in either of
these events he is guilty of bribery, and must be convicted of the
crime.
Mr. BLACK. If he took it with intent that his behavior should be
influenced.
Mr. ~bnager JENKS. The learned counsel suggests if he took it
with intent that his behavior should be influenced, and I am thankful for the suggestion, for I feel very well assured in saying that is
not .the law. It is not whether he took it with the intent that his
behavior should be influenced, but the intent is in the power of the oppo ite party. For instance, suppose a judge on the bench had a cause
trying before him, and some one should approach him and say" Here,
~will give you 1,~0 if you will decide this cause in my favor;" the
JUdge takes the bnbe, takes the money, and makes up his own mind
"Now, I will not decide this cause in a. single particular different
from what I would bad that bribe not been paid to me." That in-
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tent would not exist in the judge's mind; · be would not contemplate
that his decision was to be influenced, but be would firmly resolve
that it should not be; but in the case of Lord Bacon that very
transaction occurred many times ; a large number of times, I think,
in the charges against Lord Bacon. The bribe was taken with the
distinct intention in his mind not to be influenced, because be decided it against the party that gave him the bribe; but the British
House of Lords said : "That is no defense; if you knew that was
given to you as a bribe, no difference what your intent was in receiving it, you are a criminal." Will you fall below the justice of Great
Britain two hundred and fifty years ago on this subject of purity or
impurity f Will Great Britain in 1620 be more pure than the Unitecl
States in 1876 f If he took the money, and be knew or had reason to
know that it was intended t.o influence his conduct, be is guilty of
the crime of bribery, and you must convict him. So the honorable
counsel's position is not true. It may have been his intent "I will
not waver in my official duty one single scintilla;" but if he took it
knowing it was intended to influence his action, he is guilty of the
crime. That is all the answer we have to make to that suggestion of
the learned counsel.
Then the inquiry is: First, was this man an officer of the Government f Second, did be take an undue reward T Third, wa-s that nnd ue reward intended to influence his conduct in his official behavior f
These are the questions, and these are all you have to decide in the
affirmative to find this man guilty.
First, was he an officer of the Government f That is an undisputed
fact, and further cliscussion of it is unnecessary.
Second, did he take an undue reward f Of that there is no controversy. :Mr. Marsh proves that seven payments were sent him by
express. The different express agents prove that they went to his
hands. Mr. Dodge, the delivery agent of the money, proves that he
took his receipt for that money he delivered. It is proven by testimony indisput.able, and not disputed I believe by the defendant's
counsel, that that money came from Fort Sill, and that it was a part
of the money paid by JohnS. Evans or Evans & Fisher. So that he
was an officer of the United States and he took undue reward. There
are five payments which are proven to have been paid by certificates
of deposit on which his own name occurs. In addition to that, Mr.
Marsh proves that he paid him from November, 1870, to January,
1876, regularly, quarterly, for the first year and half the sum of $1,500,
and semi-annually for the remainder of the time $1,500. Mr. Evans
says he paid over 43,000 to Mr. Marsh, and Mr. Marsh says the half
of that was regularly paid to this defendant. Then we have these
two facts fixed. He was an officer of the United States. He received
undue reward indisputably. Then the remaining question is, was it
to influence his behavior in office, or was it intended to influence his
behavior in office or calculated to do itf There is some hiatus in
the definition. The words "calculated" or" intended" must be supplied, but either one would make it the same thing. Then was this
payment intended to influence his behavior in o1lice f And on that
the main question in tbe case depends, and as I understand it the
main defense rests on the fact that it did not influence his behavior
in office.
As I said before, it is not important whether it did influence it or
not; but did he know or had he such means in his power as that a
reasonable man would know that it was intended to influence his behavior in office T If he bad, then he is guilty. The learned counsel
at the opening of the case started out with saying that they ha-d a
complete defense on the merits, but it wn~:~ extremely painful. I apprehend that was true. They had a defense, they thought, but it is
not complete, and the second part I apprehend is true, that it was extremely painful. That arises from the fact that it must be a defense
gotten up, not from the truth of the case, bot from the ingenuity of
the counsel; thllt is, the pleasures of conception and the pains of parturition had to be co-existent; and asthe ingenuity of the counsel
had to get it up and deliver themselves at the same time, this onnatural conjunction of conception and parturition coming together
made it extremely painful, as it is contrary to the course of nature.
Nature is ever true, ever consistent, and ever beautiful, and we must
decide this on the truth rather than upon the ingenuity of the connsel. It is likely that if you were to decide upon the ingenuity or
learning of the counsel, the defendant would have a good defense;
but if you decide it upon the truth of the case it is quite a. different
matter.
Then they introduced-and one of the learned counsel said the
whole rnorale of their defense depended on one of these questionsthe evidence of JohnS. Evans, who swears he did not give this with
any corrupt motive, or that he did not give it for the appointment,
or something of that kind; that he did not have any previo:lS contract or any previous arrangement, but he intended it simply a 1 a gift,
Rimply for good-will. That is the :first defense. As I stated before,
it required no previous contract, and learned counsel well know tbat.
They know the law of bribery was laid down in Deuteronomy, T:herein
it says, "Thou shalt not take a gift;" so that the fact of this heing a
gift they well knew would not constitute a defense; but that was
their whole rnorale.
Another defense was that it did not raise the price of ~rovisions on
the soldier or that it did not affect the price of Evans s goods one
cent. That is the second ground. That is equally unimportant. It
is no difference whether it had any effect or not; bnt if it was ac-
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cepted with the knowledge that it waa intended to influence his
action, the crime is fully proven.
Then let UB inquire ·concerning this fact; :tnd in the inquiry into
the facts of any case there is one principle in nature that is often
run against bytestimonywhich is either incoherent, or false, or manufactured for the occasion. That is, time in its conrse is of uniform
rate, and extends in a straight line from the eternity of the past to
the eternity of the future; and wherever a tortuous system of testimony is organized, it is always in danger of infringing on this uniformity of rate or this rectitude of line. So that in testing testimony
and in testing intentions concerning this matter, this question of
time may be considered, and the first phce wherein this case collides
with that is this: The testimony of Caleb P. Marsh on cross-examination is largely relied on by the defendant; and the learned counsel
made the inquiry of Marsh, n.s found on page 178 of the trial-RECORD,
to which Ma.rsh testified that the fact of this appointment arose from
the friendship that existed between him and this Secretary of W a.r;
the friendship was the ground of the appointment; and that friendship, if you· remember-and I can give you the page of the RECORD
if anv of you desire it, or if they controvert it-originated from the
fact that Mr. Marsh had been very kind to the defendant's wife in
her sickness.
First, the ground of the appointment was friendship; second, the
friendship arose from kindness to the defendant's wife in time of
sickness. Now, what are the facts f This runs against the rectitude
of the line of time and its uniformity of rate. The defendant's wife,
you will find in the testimony, was not sick until in September. In
September his wife was sick, and the application of Marsh is made
on the 16th of August.
How can that be! "It is a friendship in consequence of your kind
.attentions to my wife that ori(Tinated this appointment;" and that
sickness was in September; and yet on the 16th of August the following letter is written. I desire also to call your attention to the verbiage of the le~ter found on page 132, trial RECORD. Notice this letter.
The letter IS dated Tuesday, August 16, 1870:
No. 51 WEsT THIRTY-FIFTH STREET,
T'IUSday, August 16, 1870.
MY DEAB Sm: You will remember my :tp-plica.tion to you in Washington s few
days since for an Indian tradership. Fohowmg your suggestion-

That is, following the suggestion of the Secretary of WarI wrote t-o a friend in Kansas and yeatill'day received 11. reply. My friend advisee
me to apply for Fort Sill and Camp Supply. He says also that he is informed that
the latter post is to be abandoned and the supplies concentrated at Fort Sill, but
that you will know the fact-6 in regard to this rumor; if true it will be only worth
while to apply for the fort. The post was not mentioned by you as among those
alread:y promised, and I venture to hope has not been.
I write to you at once, so that in caBe it is yet free my application may be filed.
I shall send to Ohio immediately for the recommendatiOns of Senator SHERMAN
and Representative Stevenson, which I can secure without trouble, and as soon as
received will send a formal application.

Prior to the 16th of August it seems that they had been in conversation, and it seems the Secretary of War had suggested to him,
"Now, you find the _b est post, and you will find that by inquiry, and
when you find this ·best post make your application and it w ~U be
all right.'' Yet they say it was in consequence of a fi·iendship to his
wife, occasioned by kindness in sickness in Sept~mber. They must
have been gifted with prescience to ascertain this kindness in advance, to arrange for the appointment on the basis of what did not
exist. There had been a very casual acquaintance between the first
Mrs. Belknap and Mr. Marsh before this, if they had known each
other at aJl. His acquaintance with Mrs. Belknap was casual at any
time. There was no evidence be had ever seen Mrs. Belknap at any
time prior to this letter. In any event, his a-cquaintance was but
casual, so that the allegation that the appointment was in consequence of the kindly feeling induced by the attention of Mr. Marsh to
the Secretary's wife during sickness i~ simply a manufootured statement, and not true.
·
Here I may call attention to what may not be unimportant. That
is that this defendant bears a good reputation as Secretary of War.
What does a good reputation as Secretary of War imply and also a
good reputation as a man f It implies that he is prompt in his attention to business; that be is faithful in his attention to business; that
be is just in the discharge of his duties. If he was different from this
it was out of his ordinary line of conduct; and if it was out of the
ordinary line there must have been some strong motive; there must
be a motive that diverts a man of rectitude, of principle, of prompt
business habits, of systematic attention to all that concerns him, to
make him unsystematic, to make him careless, or to make him unjust.
If there is in this ca-se that which shows you this defendant, whose
habits were systematic, uniform, and just, was unsystematic, ununiform, and unjust, you must see there was some motive for this, and in
the inquiry for that motive yon come to nothing on earth but this
bribe taken by the defendant. With reference to this, either this
motive, which he says was the ground of action, the kindness to his
wife, is not true, or else this letter was back-dated.
Mr. CARPENTER. You overlook tJ1e fact that there is a great difference in this country between applying for an office and getting it.
He did not get the appointment until October-long after he applied
for it.
Mr. Manager JENKS. The learned counsel has suggested very
kindly, for which I am thankful, that he did not get this appoint-

ment until long after this, until some time in October. But what
does this letter sayf Does it not indicate and prove that there was
some understanding that this man was to have a post and that he
had got the suggestion from the Secretary of War to find out where
the best post was! It seems to me that is what it means. If a man
who is a truthful man tells that which is false, or if a man who is an _
officer makes a false entry, it is a pretty strong presumption that
there is some motive for that false entry or that falsehood. This letter was written the 16th of August, 1870, and you will find by looking
on the record it is marked as received on the 16th of August, 1870,
here at the War Office apparently; and that it is marked '~file" on
the same day. That is, on the 16th of August, 1870, this letter is
written; on the 16th of August, 1870, this letter is received; and on
the same day it is marked "file." If that is false and it was not received on that day and was not filed on that day, if it is in the handwriting of the Secretary of War, it indicates that the Secretary of
War in this case was not systematic, was not truthful, and perhaps
was not just. We will come to this point again. Mind, he bears a
good character, and it is exceptional if he is not truthful, faithful,
and just. We say this letter was not received by the Secretary of
War at the War Office on the 16th day of August, 1870. Let me tell
you why. The Secretary of War, as proven by Mr. Crosby, left the
War Office on the 12th day of August, 1870, and did not return until
after the 7th day of September, 1870. How could he receive the letter on that day and mark it "filed" on that day in his office if there
was not some motive for this false entry and this false filing! Look
at Mr. Crosby's testimony, and you will find he swears that the Secretary left on the 12th day of August, 1870, and did not return until
after the 7th day of September, 1870. Therefore, here is a false entry made in his own handwriting by a systematic, careful, pmdent,
just man. Is this no indication of guilt and that he had no motive
for that except the friendship for his wife T Do you believe that T It
requires more credulity than I can command to believe any such thing
as thatf
·
..
_
There is another fact. If you will notice you will see the application
of JohnS. Evans was made on the lSth of August, 1870; that is, the
application on which he waa appointed. In order to make the tr-ansaction look decent of course Marsh's must be dated two days ahead,
and hence one was made on the 16th and the other is on the 18th;
and then the Secretary could say, "this post has been given out," aa
he did say to lli. Evans when he applied . . In this way the matter is
all perfectly explicable, but it is utterly inexplicable from the theory
of n,nything like innocence. So that here we say is a false entry, the
very first thing that was done.
This is not all with reference to this case. If you go to the posttrader's book and look at that, as indicated in the record, you will
find an additional fa-ct, that Mr. Marsh appears to have been recommended, as written on the post-trader's book, by Job Stevenson and
by Senator SHERMAY. If this man is a careful business man and systematic, of course there would be no false entries made there. As a
fact Job Stevenson did not recommend this man until the 2d day of
November, 1870, yet he appears as recommended by Job Stevenson.
Senator SHERMAN did not recommend him at all. It is possible Senator SHERMAN might have recommended him by parol, but if be did,
they could have easily proven it, because the Senator was here present, and they did not. There is nothing on the record to show he
ever did recommend him. Hence we find there is all of this falsehood
connected with the appointment itself.
G-entlemen, is this explicable on any other ground than that this
man was acting out of the ordinary line of a ~ood character. It can
only be explained by the fact that "a gift blindeth the eyes of the
wise and perverteth the words of the righteous." That is just what
it was. Before that he went in a right line. Truth perhaps before
that waa his guide, but whenever he comes to take a bribe, then of
course he is perverted from the right line, and the chara-cter that had
been truthful and consistent before becomes blackened and degraded
by talsebood. This is the state of fa-cts in the appointment itself.
There is another system of fa-cts to which I wish to call your at ·
tention. Mr. Evans testifies that there was an agreement or understanding between him and Mr. Marsh at the making of their contract
on the 8th of October, 1870, that the military reservation was to be
enlarged ; and then the additional fact is proved that there waa to
be but one post-trader at each post. Those two facts were known
by Mr. Marsh. How did he know them! They show that on the 7th
of June, 1871, an order WM issued that there should be but one posttrader at the post; but how could Mr. Marsh contract with this .Mr.
Evans and tell him, "You are to have the monopoly of this busine.'\s,
because there is to be but one post-trader at the posU" He had it
by the prescience which he derived from the Secretary of 'Va.r. It
could have been known to no person else, because nobody but the
Secretary of War could pronounce authoritatively that there was to
be but one post-trader at the post.
Hende in the contract between Evans and Marsh, Afursh manifested
a prescience which he could not have pos!!essed or derived from any
other source than the Secretary of War. But be had foreknowledge
in another respect. He knew that reservation was to be extended in
its limits. How could he know that f He could only know it from
the Secretary of War. In 1868 you will find, by refe1·ence to a communication by General Pope, that there had been a recommendation
to enlarge this reservation. That had lain until after this contra.ct
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was made. Is it likely that Mr. Marsh would have kno~ that there
was lying there among the archives of the War Office a recommendation by some commanding general in the West to enlarge this military reservation unless it was communicated to him by some person
who bad that knowledge, and whom did he associate with but the
Secretary of War who had any such knowledge as thaU It was from
him and from him alone that he could have derived that information.
Then how was it after the post bad been let .to lfr. Evans on the
recommendation of Mr. Marsh f I want these facts exactly worked
out. The counsel feel a great deal of comfort is to be derived from
the fact that everything was done regularly through the military
channels. If you look at the different. communications on that subject you will find that in 1868 the reco'!nmendation waa made to enlar:ge this military post, and that soon after this contract was made
with Evans the first steps are taken to enlarge the post from what it
had been.
Then we have this evidence from three witnesses. Mr. Fisher and
Mr. Evans both swear that they wrote to Mr. Marsh concerning the
enlargement of this military reservation, and Mr. Marsh swears that
he sent the letters in every instance to Secretary Belknap. How
could it be enlarged except through the military channels! The fact
that the communication was made through the military authorities
and that every thing was done through them is no evidence that there·
was no communicationfromEvaneaudElshertol\IarshandfromMarsh
to Belknap; but the fact that Marsh could state that the reservation
was to be enlarged and that it was enlarged so soon after this contract in obedience to requests made by JohnS. Evans indicates that
that there was some secret understanding between these men, and
that this man, who before had been righteous, bad been perverted by
the takin~ of a gift. Therefore their answer that this was through
re:gular nnlitary channels is eutirely insufficient in this case.
Then there is another fact which exists which they seem to think
answers pretty largely to one branch of the case; that is, that the
communication in regard to the selling of whisky on this reservation
was first thrpugh the regular milit.ary channels. A sufficient answer
to this is that all that must have been through regular military channels; but it does not follow from that fact that some person outside
of the regular military channels did not expedite it. It does not follow from that fa-ct that this man was not receiving $3,000 a year at
all. John S. Evans swears, and so does Fisher, that they wrote to
Marsh concerning that matter, and Mr. Marsh swears that he forwarded those letters to the Secretary of War, and then through the
regular military channels comes the communication by which the reservation is enlarged. There is just the whole story. It is all consistent and all true. It was done through the military channels and
it was inspired by the contract of Marsh and Evans and at the instance of Mr. Marsh directly to the Secretary of War. So there are
no facts which they give in evidence that constitute any sufficient
defense to the charges that the enlargement of the reservation and
the right to sell whisky were quickened or inspired by letters from
Marsh or by letters forwarded by him.
Then having aonsinered, first, the circumstances of the appointment and shown that it was surrounded by falsehood, let us proceed
a little further and see w hetber the Secretary bas been diverted from
the straight line of truth or not. If he has been thrown out of the
straight line of truth you must find the motive for it. If lle has acted
differently from what an upright, intelligent man would act, you
must find the motive; and thl\t motive is ea.sily found when you consider all the facts of the case, but is utterly inexplicable without all
the facts of the case.
The next fact we will call your attention to is the article in the
New York Tribune. This defendant was Secretary of War. If any
wrong was being done under the control of the War Office it was his
duty to right it. He was an intelligent Secretary of War and knew
his duty; he was an upright man prior to this time and was only perverted by some strong motive. If he was perverted it must have
been done from some other cause outside of mere carelessness and
negligence, because he was a diligent and competent man prior to
that time. It is their allegation and they prove it. Here is the New
York Tribune. I will call your attention to the article especially.
It is found on page 116 of the trial RECORD. It is dated the 16th
_ day of February, 1872, and is as follows:
Army officers stationed at fort-s in theWest complain of the e:rlDrtions practiced
by the post-traders-
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Calling llis attention to tha.t order by which he denied the council
of officers the right to control itcharge any _price they please. The sutlers were abolished at the close of the war,
and the Commissary Depru:tment was required oo furnish the necessary articles for·
merly kept by the sutlers and to sell them to the soldiers at cost price. This law
the coiDIIlissaries fonndirk.some, and they have always managed to evade it. Soon
after it went into effect, the Adjutant-General issued an order allowing any one to
trade at a military post who should show fitness to the department commander.
This was a good arrangement for the troops for it gave them the advantage of com·
v.etition; but it did not snit the traders, who have always sought exclusive privileges. It laated until the summer of 1870, when, on the recommendation of the Secretary of War, a section was put into the Army bill anthorizin~ the Secretary to
appomtone or more traders ateachmilit:.rypost "for the converuenceof emigra.J?ts.
freighters, and other citizens." The section was plausibly worded and passed wtth·
ont objection. Under it the Secretary appoints but one trader at ea® post, andre.
fuses to appoint more, so that this single trader, having a monopoly of all the business, plunders the officers and men by charging them outrageous prices. There is
no escape from his rapacity, because the officers have no control over him as they
had over the sutler. There is good authority for stating that traders' privileges
are systematically farmed ont by those who obtain them from theWar Department.
The Secretary is not charged with being cognizant of these practices, and pro~ab~y
has not been informed of them. One of tlie most outrageous cases of the kind IS
described in the following letter from an officer stationed at Fort Sill, Indian Territory:
"I have incidentally learned that you have a desire to know whether a bonus is
required from the traders here for the privilege of trading, and have been urged
to write you the facts in the case. .As there seems to be no secret made of the
matter and as, in common with all others here, I feel it oo be a great wrong I think
you will readily excuse the presumption which my writing unasked by you might
indicate. I have read the contract between J. S. Evans, a Fort Sill trader, and C.
P. or C. E. Marsh, of 1 67 or 1870, Broadway New York, office of Herter Brothers,
whereby J. S. Evans is required to pay said C. P. or C. E. Marsh the sum of $1.2,000
per year, quarterly in advance, for the exclusive privilege of trading on this military reservation. I am correctly informed that said sum has been paid since
soon after the new law went in force, and is now paid, 00 include some time in February next. This is not an isolated case. I am fuformed by officers who were stationed at Camp Supply that Lee & Reynolds paid 10,000 outright for the same exclusive privileae there. Other cases are talked of, but not corroborated oo me; sufiicien t
to state, th6 tax here amounts to near $40 per selling day, which must necessarily
be paid almost entirely by the command, and you can readily see that prices ot
such g~ods as we are compelled to buy must be grievously a~gmented !hereby. It
not bern"' a revenue for the Government and Mr. Marsh bemg an entire stranger
to every"'one at the post, it is felt by every one informed of the facts oo be, as I said
before, a >ery great wrong."

There is a substantial history of the facts of this case communicated
in the New York Tl'ibune. Mr. Crosby proves that this article was
read by this defendant. Then had he guilty knowledge f If he had
guilty knowledge and had it in his power to remove this man that
was thus black-mailing this sutler or the soldiers, whichever you please
to call it, (because it is no less a crime to black-mail the sutler than it
would be the soldier,) be should have removed him; but if after that
he continues to receive from this man that is thus black-mailing the
sutler or the soldiers, whichever you please to say, money to the extent of the one-half of 12,050 per year, .is he not guilty! Does not
that guilt influence his behavior in office 7 Then what course did the
Secretary of War take f He begins in conformity to the instincts of
a O"OOd officer. He had been a. man of good character. He had been
a Secretary of War who was prompt, diligent, and faithful. He read
this article of the 16th of February, 1872, andon the 17th of February,
1872, he issues the order which I "rill read. For a time perhaps he
said, "I will cease to receive thi& filthy gain, and I will recover
.the integrity which my prior character has indicated. I will cease to
participate in black-mailing either this sutler or these soldiers, and I
will stop this abuse." That was the instinct of his nature; but little
by little the greed of gain ate into this pure instinct and made him a
corrupted mass, which for years and years went on festering till it left
him the poor creature he is now. In conformity to the instincts of
his nature on the 17th of February, 1872, he makes the following order:
WAR DEPARTMENT,

WtUhington Oity, Felrruary 17, 1872.
The commanding officer at Fort Sill will report at once, directly oo the AdjutantGeneral of the Army, for the information of the Secretary of War-

Just observe how completely this order covers the casea-s to the business character and standing of J. S. Evans, post-trader at that post,
whether his prices for goods are exorbitant and unreasonable, or whether his goods
are sold at a fair profit; whether the prices charged now and since his appointment
to that position by the Secretal'y of War, nnder the act of July 15, 1870, are higher
than those charged by him prior to that appointment, when he was trader under
previous appointment; whether he has taken advantage of the fact that he is sole
trader at that post to oppress purchasers by exorbitant prices; whet-h er he charges
hie;her prices to enlisted men than to officers; and whether he has complied with
the requirements of the circnbr of theAdj utant:General's Office issued J nne 7, 1871.
The commanding officer is expected to make a"l! full and as prompt report as is
possible.

"Extortions by the post-traders." They were under his controL He
Then on reading that article, charging all this wrong and fraud,
was a just man, if his character as proven be truehe issues an order asking for information from an official source. In
and of the gross abuses practiced unde~; the law wh1ch authorizes their appoint. obedience to that order he gets a response, after he had made that
ment. These traders are given the exclusive privilege of selling goods upon the
military reservations to the officers, soldiers, Indians. and emigrants. The priv- inquiry, and in the inquiry bad failed to inquire of the fact that he
ilege is so valuable that it is obtained by political or family influence at Washing- himself knew, whether this Evans was paying the money to Marsh.
ton by men who never go to the po ts or engage in the business, but farm out tlie He did not need to inquire for that fact because he knew it; but his
privilege to actual traders for sums amounting in some cases ~10,000 or 12,000 a instinct at that time probably was, "We will stop that. I havedone
vear. The traders occupy relations to the Army similar to those the sutlers held
auring the war, with th:iB exceptiou: that the sutlers were under control of the post- enough for this kindness to my wife," (which did not occur till Sepcommanders, and the soldiers were protected a,ooainst their rapacity by the power tember, whenhehadsubstantiallyappointed MarshinAugust.) That
of a councilofofficerstofix a t.ariffof prices at which goods should besold, whereas was probably the instinct which inapired that act. He did not ask
he traders are appointed by the Secretary of War.
the post-commander whether this was true or not; but he asked for
these facts generally and r~cei ved a response. This is the response,
Calling his attention to his power over themdated February 28, 1872:
and having no competitionI have the honor to adrnowledge the receipt of your letter dated Febmary 17,
Calling his attention to that infamous order by which he forbade
1872, reL1.tive to the post-trader at this post.
having more than one post-trader at a posh
I understand J. S. Evans's character as a businesa man is ~:ood, and he has hereand being under no control~

tofore given general satisfaction.
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Good testimony to the character of Evans; good testimony to the
character of the man whom he.was going to supersede and make lose
eighty or one hundred thousand dollars for a mere friendship to a
man who really did not know that he had ever seen hlm before September!
But Mr. Evans is absent, and has been for some months, and has associated with
him J. J. Fisher, now also aosent, who has had control of the establishment and
who claims to have the greater pecuniary interest in tbe business, (the business
ueing conducted, however, under the name of J. S. Evans.) Repeated complaints
have been made to me of ibe exorbitant prices at which goods were sold by them,
and when I have represented the matter to the firm they replied that they were
obliged to pay 12,000 yearly (to a Mr. Marsh, of New York City, who they re'f)re.
sent was first appointed post-trader by the Secretary of War) for their permit to
trade, and nec&sarily had to charge high prices for their goods on that account. I
have repea.tedly urged them to represent this matter in writing to me, in order that
I might lay the matter before the proper authority to relieve the command of this
burden, upon whom it evidently falls; but they declined to do so, stating that
they feared their permit to trade would be taken from them.
As t.he prices could not be regulated by a council of administration, the trader
not being a sutler, it has bee• contemplated by some of the officers of the garrison
to represent this matter. without reference to J. S. Evans, through the proper mil.
itary channels, but as it was claimed that the authority for ~he tradership ema-nated from the Secrej;ary of War it was feared that that course might be construed
as taking exception to the action of superior authority.
The prices are considerably higher since his appointment by the Secretary of
War than pt-eviously-

The prices are higher it seemsand he has undoubtedly taken advantage of his position as sole trader in charging
these exorbitant prices, giving the reasons above quoted, stating that he could not,
under the circumstances, sell goods at lower prices.
It has also been reported to me that he charges enlisted men greater prices for
the same articleS than he does officers, and, at aU event-s, it is very evident that the
officers and men of this garrison have to pay most of the 12,000 yearly, referred to
above, they being the consumers of the largest portion of the stores.
I feel that a great wrong has been done to this command in t,t}ing obliged to pay
~his enormous amount of money under any circumstances ; the largest. portion of
which, at least, has been taken from the officers and enlisted men of this post,
nearly all the money of the latter mentioned going to the trader. The responsible
party for this great injustice should be held responsible and be obliged to refund
the money.
If J. S. Enns has not paid-

.Notice the sentiments of this officer of the Army on this subject,
what he thinks of this matter; and we are to suppose if this man has
the good chn.racter which he had before he would be of the same
opinion:
·
If J. S. Evans has not paid this exorbitant price for permission to trade as st.'l.ted
by him, his goods should be seized and sold for the benefit of the post fund.
In order to insure a healthy competition, to reduce the price of goods, and to relieve the officers anrl soldiers of this garrison from this imposition, I recommend
that at least three (3) traders be appointed, and that those appointments be made
upon the recommendation of the officers of the post; that each trader be lcncwn to
be interested only in his own house, and thn t they be obliged to keep such articles
as are required for the use of officers and enlisted men of the Army, and to sell
them at moderate prices.
The trader complies with circulnr of A. G. 0. issnerl June 7, 1871, as fl\r as I am
aware.
The buildings, (store, &c.,) however, are not convenient to the present g~~orrison,
ha"ini been built at the time when the command was in camp.

Here is the answer he gets to the communication of the Secretary
of War of the 17th. On the 28th of February he gets a response, an
official response, from an officer of the Army in command, who speaks
upon his honor as an officer, telling him, first, that every one of these
outrages exists. This officer tells him that this man Marsh pays
$12,000. He tells him that the payment of that 12,000 is urged by
Evans as a reason for the extortionate price of goods. ·He states t.hat
he cannot sell goods any cheaper because he is paying this 12,000.
He teliB him further that he .sells more dearly to enlisted men than
he does to officers. He tells of many outrages in this letter; and
what is the result!
Mr. OGLESBY. Who is that letter signed by T
Mr. Manager JENKS. It is signed "B. H. Grierson, Colonel Tenth
Cavalry, commanding."
Mr. SARGENT. On what page T
Mr. Manager JENKS. It is found on page 144. It is in answer to
the command of the Secretary to report these facts. First, the Secretary reads the Tribune article of the 16th of February. On the
17th he commands General Grierson, his subordinate, to give him a
truthful report on these facts; and on the 28th of February that report over the signature of B. H. Grierson comes to his hand, and he
knows every fact in it from official authority upon the honor of an
officer of the Army.
:Mr. CARPENTER. It was dated that date, but was not received
until the 9th of March.
1i1r. Manager JENKS. The counsel corrects me. It was notreceived until the 9th of March, but it was dated the 28th of February.
I have given the dates in each instance of these orders, not the date
of reception. Then on the 9th of .March he knew every one of these
facts. It is not at all important for the trial of this case so far as this
matter is concerned that these statements of General Grierson are
true. The learned counsel called John S. Evans, and he swears he
did not cbarge a cent more for those goods after this than he did before, but on the contrary has reduced the price ; bnt what difference
should that make in the action of the Secretary of War, as he did not
know this fact alleged by Evans till this trial T But he had gotten
an official communication which he was bound to believe of the fact
that soldiers were charged more than officers, that 12,000 of tribute was
levied off the soldien~ and officers of the Army through this tribute
paid to .Marsh. He knew that officially, and wh~t did he do to remedy

itT The learned counsel say that he got General McDowell to issue
an order by which all that was remedied. 'Vhat is the fact with
reference to that order T General .McDowell had seen the- article in
the New York Tribune. This report from General Grierson came t.o
the hands of the Secretary of War on the 9th day of March. About
the 25th of March, about sixteen days after the Secretary of War had
gotten this report from General Grierson, General McDowell came to
him and called his attention to the article in the New York Tribune.
The Secretary of War says, "Sit down, general, and write me an order
to meet t.l1e difficulties mentioned in that article." Why did not he
say, "Sit down, general, and write me an order t,o meet the difficulties mentioned in this report 8f General Grierson f Thero is the best
information I have." If this man was honest, intelligent, and diligent before, was he honest, intelligent, or diligent in this business f
If he wa.s not, what was his motive for being otherwise f It was
6,000 a year. That was the motive. If he had been honest, diligent,
and truthful, as he was before this transaction, would he not immediately ruwe bid before General McDowell the truth of the ca-se and
said, "Geneml, here is a report from Colonel Grierson, commanding
at Fort Sill, stating that Marsh is black-mailing the trader there,
stating that the soldiers n.re paying more than they did before that
black-mailing, stating that the enlisted men are paying more than the
officers, requesting that there shall be more than one trader at every
post, and suggesting certain modes of correction T" Why did he not
lay that before General McDowell f Because he had a motive. He
had a motive, deep, profound, and damning, such as precluded his
telling the truth to General McDowell. General McDowell's order
then was drawn simply on the information in the article in the New
York Tribune, whereas this defendant had in his breast other knowledge than that.
Bnt his guilt does not stop here. It is not only crimes of malfeasance he is guilty of. If he was a faithful, diligent, and competent
Secret::t.ry of War he would not forget so important a communication
as that when he is nsking an order to rectify the wrongs; but be absolutely in this instance, I am sorry to say, told a simple falsehood .
To sustain this assertion I will give the testimony of General McDowell
from the REcoRD, because I feel sorry, and sincerely sorry. to see a
man whose opportunities in life were so brilliant as this man's, whose
standing in his country had been to it an honor, whose opportunities
for good had been so eminent and glorious, sink so deep as this crime
sinks this poor, unfortunate man. Hence we will read to you the answer of General McDowell. The Secretary did not only not Jay before
him this officinl information, but he really told General McDowell
that he bad appointed .Mr. Marsh and Mr. Marsh was the trader. We
will find that on page 126 of the trial RECORD :
Q. (By :Mr. CARPENTER.) I ask yon, General, whether o.n reflection and after looking at that article you think you were or were not mistaken in saying that you supposed that Marsh was the post-trader at the time you had your interview with the
Secretary of War¥
A. I can hardly say what particular relations Marsh or Evans had with this
matter. The Secretary told me he had appointed Marsh, and I supposed he had
r eceived the office.

Therefore the Secretary not only was guilty of the malfeasance of
not reading the letter of General Grierson to this man from whom he
asked the order to be written, who was t.o rectify this wrong, but the
Secretary absolutely ~old him that he had appointed Marsh and be •
supposed he had received the office.
Whether he had tran~ferred it, or assigned it, or sublet. it, or farmed it out, or
what relations he had with it was not, in my mind, a very special question. What
I wanted to do was to correct an abuse; but whether the form was that Marsh was
the trader or the other man was the trader was not so much in my mind as to discuss the question that was then up.

Then on page 127 :
Mr. Manager McMAHOY. * * * Was it in that convers:1ti.on that he said he
harl appointed Marsh or offered the appointment to Marsh.
The \VITh"ESS. It was on that occasion. I had several conversations; I cannot
state whether this was the first time I saw him or subsequently.

So that he not only withheld, but he absolutely misled in order to
get that order written that it should not cover the ca e. Bearing
this fact all the time in mind that prior to this he had known his
duty, here was a full statement of the abuse laid before him, that he
had made requisition for information from the official source touching this abuse, and that he had gotten full and complete information, then he calls on an officer of the Army and withholds his
official information, to correct this abuse recited in that report, the
only official information that he had on which to do it, and permits
an order to be drawn which in no way touches the abuse, and holds
out to the person who drew that order the impression that Marsh was
the trader and not Evans; and General .McDowell says the Secretary
of War told him :Marsh was the trader. Can you account for this
divergence from the right line of a man of character on any other
basis than that there was a powerful motive inducing him ; and what
motive does the defendant assign J Friendship in consequence of attentions to his wife, whereas this appointment was substantially made
before Marsh appears to have ever known his wife, so far as there i9
any evidence in t.his case. So that here is falsehood put upon falsehood to screen this wrong, I sincerely hope the :first in his life and I
sincerely hop~ it will be the last.
Mr. BLACK. Are you sure of that J
Mr. Manager JENKS. The learned counsel asks me whether I am
sure of that. I am only snre of it from tha facts of the case, and in
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that letter of the 16th of August there had been suggestions for him
to find the best post, and on the 16th of August he writes the Secretary of War, and that is filed a.s his application, and we assume that
an application is the basis of an appointment, particularly if that application is prior in time and acted upon officially. So the official application on which this was ba.sed is made prior to any acquaintance
with his wife at all, so far as we have any information in this case.
Then we have this n.dditional fact, that he told Evans that he hn.d
promised it to Marsh. That was prior to the appointment, and
there is no evidence of any communication between him and Marsh
sub eqnent to that. Ta.king these two transactions together it seems
to me that the appointment was made in substance before ever there
was any obligation existing from the Secretary to Mr. Marsh at all.
But even if he were appointed on the basis of friendship, how quickly
that friendship bad ripened into fruition. He never knew him at
all except for a little while in New York. Some attention was paid
to his wife; and yet here is a friendship that ripened into full fruition to such an extent that an officer of the Government of the United
States would remove John S. Evans, who comes there with unquestionable vouchers, everything right in his record, every officer at the
post asking that he shall be appointed; who comes there representing that he will lose eighty to a hundred thousand dollars if he is removed, and the Secretary says you may lo e that because I love this
man so I Do yon believe such absurdity as that f And if you do believe it, is it not a crime t The fact that an officer 'of the United
States to gratify a mere private friendship will override the recommendations of all those who have a right to speak, will exercise the
tyranny of destroying a private fortune of eighty or one hundred thousand dollars to gratify his own love to a friend, is this no evidence
of crime in a case of this kind when the Secretary is constantly
accepting money from that friend T Put it in any light you please,
how does this defendant stand f
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the counsel permit me to interrupt him
to correct a mistake in his statement of the testimony T
Mr. Manager JENKS. With pleasure. If I have made any mistake I hope my attention will be called to it, because I have not had
time to go over the testimony fully.
Mr. CARPENTER. The manager's theory is that General McDowell drew this oroor under a false impression that Marsh waa the
real trader and not Evans. The subsequent portion of General McDowell's examination, I think, shows that his former examination in
1that respect was a mistake. In the first place, the Tribune article,
which was the basis of McDowell's action, stated that Evans was the
trader and wa-s paying Marsh for the privilege of having the appointment. ·In the next place, on page 127, to the question put by Mr.
Manager Mc~LUION, he says:
·
Question. If you had known that the actual state of circumstances at Fort Sill
was that Evans was r£>ally the post-trader, that Marsh bad no capital in it, and that
Evans was paying $12,000 a year simply for the privilege of holding i t Answer. That was about what I understood to be the case.
Q. (By Mr. Manager .McMAHON.) Did you draw that order for the purpose of corrooting that l
A. Yes.
Recross-examined by Mr. CARE'E:NTER:
Q. Would not that order have corrected it if it had been executed 9
A. I h.we said two or three times that I thought it would.

•

That shows that General :McDowell wa-s not under a mistake a~ to
who was post-trader at the time that conversation took place.
Mr. Manager JENKS. Senators, all I have to say is just read the
whole testimony of McDowell through and see whether he did not
draw that order under the impression that Marsh was the post-trader.
In two different places in his testimony it occurs that the Secretary
of War told him so, and he says in another place that he does not
know what order he would have drawn if he had known that state
of facts. So take the whole testimony-it makes no difference really
whether he supposed Marsh was or was not-the part that we say was
wrong is that this Secretary has endeavored to create a false impression by misleading and misstating. When he a-sked for an intellio-ent
order he should have laid the report of General Grierson before General McDowell; he should not have said "I appointed Evans;" the
attempt to mislead we complain of, not that his statement did mislead. It is not whether the order did conect it or did not, but what
was the information General McDowell had, what was it the duty of
the Secretary to give T It waa his duty to give General McDowell
the truth.
Mr. CARPENTER. He swears positively that when he drew the
order he understood Evans was the trader and was paying $12,000 to
Marsh.
.Mr. Manager McMAHON. A little further on that is denied substantially by him at the bottom of page 127.
Mr. Manager JENKS. But that does not affect the fact that he
told General McDowell he bad appointed Marsh. But I read from
page 127:
Question. In this matter I want this distinctly understood: Whom did bou and
~:d:~t~~~&~n your conversation there together understand to be t e post-

0

Answer. I do not know what General Belknap understood and as to myself I
did not think much about the matter. I merely wanted t.o 'correct an abuse; I
merely wanted to state a scandal; and I took wbat I thoup:ht the quickest and best
and directest way to do it, and that will be seen in the order which I drew up.
Q. If you had known that the grievance that existed there waslbe pavment by
E\•ans, who was actually post-trader, of ~l2, 000 a year to Marsh, who had no capl.
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tal invested in the concern-I put the questioh to you in answer to the hypothetr
ical question put on the other side-would you not have drawn a. different order
from the one you did draw?
A. I can hardly say what I would have done if things had been different.

So he states that the Secretary of War told him Marsh was the posttrader, and his order-1\Ir. CARPENTER. To settle that question, there is the article in
the Tribune which set them all in motion, which charges distinctly
that Evans was the trader, that he was paying Marsh 12,000 for
having gotten him his appointment. That, therefore, was the abuse
McDowell wanted to correct.
1\Ir. Manager JENKS. Let me go on.
Mr. CARPENTER. I suppose you do not want to misrepresent the
testimony.
1\Ir. Manager JENKS. I am not misrepresenting the testimony one
iota. I have read that article from the Tribune, and I have read just
what it is literally. So that the facts were before General McDowell, we say, just as stated in the Tribune article; and I say it probably would not have made any difference whether Marsh wa-s the posttrader or not. But the fact remains the Secretary told General McDowell he had appointed Marsh.
Mr. CARPENTER. Then what is the point 'fc
Mr. Manager JENKS. The point is this: that when the Secretary of War had an official communication in answer to an official
communication requiring that information, from General Grierson,
giving the full details of the facts and stating that this man Evans
levied that black-mail off the soldiers, and that he charged enlisted
men more than officers, and all the abuses existing under that, he did
not lay that information before but withheld the official information
from General McDowell and allowed him to draw an order on simply
the information contained in the article in the New York Tribune,
and then added to that by saying that he had appointed Marsh. That
is wherein I complain of him. It is not whether McDowell thought
this, or thought that, or thought the other; but it is that this Secretary
of War did not give him information by which he could correct that
abuse, and even went further, that he absolutely misled, or attempted
to mislead, Genera.! McDowell from the truth of the ca-se.
Then the order of General McDowell is found on page 119 of the
RECORD. That order I will not read, but will give simply the page
on which it is found. It corrects no abuse concerning this $12,000 a
year.
·
.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the counsel allow me one further correction f I understand there is not a particle of truth here to show that
that Grierson letter was not before McDowell. .McDowell does not
swear that he did not see the letter; nobody has sworn that it was
suppressed. You are chargin~ us here with a positive act, the suppression of a letter, and chargmg us, as I understand, without a particle of testimony.
l\Ir. Manager JENKS. I am simply charging you with what General McDowell says. He says he drew the order on the information
in the New York Tribune, and never speaks of the Grierson communication having been laid before him. It would have been an item of
defense if you had shown that yon had. laid the Grierson communication before General McDowell. Would he not have drawn a different
orderf
Mr. CARPENTER. He says he would not.
Mr. Manager JENKS. You never asked him what he would have
drawn if the Grierson letter had been before him. But the Grierson
letter was before the Secretary of War, and if rt had been before
McDowell why <lid you not ask General McDowell that question f
We do not have to prove that a thing wa-s not so; we do not have to
prove a negative; it was for the defendant to prove affirmatively
that it was before him. But if you look at the McDowell testimony,
you will find that he testifies that he drew it from the Tribune article
and to correct the abuse therein stated, and he does not take a single
step to correct the abuses stated by Grierson's report, showing that
that was not before him.
Mr. CARPENTER. There is not a thing in the Grierson letter that
is not in the Tribune article, as I understand it.
Mr. Manager JENKS. The Tribune article and the Grierson communication are before the Senate. They can judge for themselves a.s
to that, and judge whether a man whose character is in a right line
and who knows his duty, and does not lay the information before the
officer from whom he asks the performance of a co1Tective duty, is
doing right or doing wrong.
Having thus shown that the appointment of this man was out of
the ordinary course, and that the conduct of the Secretary of War
was different from what it should have been in the ordinary course,
the next inquiry is, what did he do when he got this money T Was
there anything done to indicate that it was corrupt f Was there any
concealment connected with it, or was it open and frank f But before we go to the consideration of that I wish to impress this fact :
When this report came from General Grierson stating as he did that
the extortion of $12,000 a year from these soldiers existed, a.nd charging that the enlisted men paid greater prices than their officers, what
would be the conduct of a Secretary of War of good character Y
\Vhat would he do f When he found a post-trader was doing all
these things, what would he doT Would he not remove him just as
quickly as he could write the order of removal Y How did it affect th1:1
President of the United States when it came to his knowledge! Here-
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movedhimimmediately. WbydidtheSecretarynotremovehimimme- says to Mr. Marsh, and the only communication we find between them
diatelyT Hehada motive,andthatmotivewas $6,000 or 3,000 a year. apparently, "Have yon a contract with Evans f" "Yes," says Marsh,
Before that his instincts were just aa refined as the President's; be- "I have a cont.ract." Then the whole conversation ceaBes. "I have
fore that he bore a good character. He knew what he ought to have a contract." There is all the communication there was between them
done. He ought to have protected these enlisted men. The defend- apparently in reference to this matter. He did not ask anything
ant will say Evans did not charge them any more than he did before; more about it; but his counsel, [Mr. Blair,] with that confidence in
but that information he did not have until we came to this trial. the statement of his client which has charact-erized him all through,
Here is this letter which he had on the 9th of March, and it was says he thought there was a partnership. He was getting troo
official, on the honor of a soldier, and the only information he had quarterly from Marsh for this same transaction. Would he not think
showing that every one of these abuses existed, and he did not re- there was a partnm·ship with him, too; and if the partnership was
move the man nor do a single act to obviate this wrong. There must with him, too, he getting the half of the profits, was it not bribery Y
have been a motive, and that motive is perfectly apparent when the It needs no precontract for bribery; it needs no statement, "Here, I
1aat part of the case comes out that he got 3,000 a year from this am handing you a bribe.?' The best evidence in the world that the
post for the laat three and a half years and $6,000 a year for the pre- thing was not a bribe would be such a statement aa that. But it is
the gift, and according to Holy Writ, "Thou shalt not take a gift."
ceding year and a half.
Then, is there anything in the receiving of the money itself which Bribery always assumes the form of a gift, and it is a gift that b]in(ls
indicates that he knew he was guilty of a crime T In the inquiry for the eyes of even the wise, and how fearfully blind was this defendtruth with reference to criminals, we always start upon this hypoth- ant. It always has been known aa a gift and always will be known
esis, that truth loves the light and crime the darkness. Crime always as that. So that here this man has only taken a gift, and yet see how
enshrowds itself either in the darkness of physical nature or in the eccentric his conduct. If I get an honest gift I feel like proclaiming
moral darkness of falsehood. Where we find falsehood, we expect it to the world; I say "My friend has done me this kindness, given
crime. Where we find darkness, we expect the deeds of darkness; me this gift;" I am proud to proclaim his generosity and love. But
but where it is truth, its beauty loves to shine in the bright sunlight, if a man should come and give me thirteen of these gifts in succession, in the shape of quarterly and semi-annual payments, and I was
and we expect everything to be conducted fairly and openly.
Now, with reference to the receiving of this money, what is the doing a wrong· in office with reference to that matter, 1 should hate
conduct of Marsh T Every letter that he gets he destroys. Why does to ask any questions about it and would be equally reticent in reg!lrd
he do this T Because those lettel'S if preserved would be evidence of to answering any.
Then can yon, Senators, in any way account for this, or any portion
crime. That would be the natural answer. But suppose you take
some other answer, that Marsh is a careless man; that answer will of this conduct, on the theory of this defendant's innocence T If you
not a.pply to this defendant, because he is a systematic man; he pre- can I am glad to see you do so, because I have no feeling of unkindserves his correspondence. Marsh swears that every tim~ he sent him ness for the man.
a remittance he wrote him a letter. Every remittance had a letter
But there is another system of facts connected with this case. In
sent with it, or prior to its sending, and he received an order from this the first instance these transmissions were made in the shape of exdefendant as to the mode of sending the money. Then we find that press packages from C. P. Marsh, but after this New York Tribune
he kept a private secretary and a letter-book, and had a memorandum article it then becomes more complicated and gets to be R. G. Carey
made of every letter; why is every single !otter for thirteen different & Co. There is but one payment ever transmitted in the name of C.
transmissions of money entirely missingT It looks like the conceal- P.Marsh after the time of the New York Tribune article. Whyf Bement of fraud. It looks as though he did not intend this matter ever cause "this transaction is becoming a little noted, and the name of
to come to light. 1\Iarsh may have allowed his letters to stray from Marsh does not sound wel;t in connection with the Secretary's and
mere ne~ligence; but that every one should stray, every one be de- we will call it 'R. G. Carey & Co.;"' and yet this Secretary receives it
stroyed m his instance, was rather singular; but that the conduct of from R. G. Carey & Co. and never asks anything about it. Is not that
the Secretary of War should precisely coincide with his seems to be singularf
a most transcendent coincidence of negligence. How can you explain
One of the payments he sends West is invested by Mr. Emery in
· this T "The fact is, there never were any letters," the learned coun- Illinois. That is in his own name until1874, before the Tribune artisel [Mr. CARPENTER] &uggests; but the witness swore there were. cle, and then after the newspaper notorietyit becomes the wife's. That
Which do you take T The learned counsel 6ays there were no letters is another circumstance that would indicate that there must be some
except this one, except official letters. We sent to the War Office cause for this change. "It is coming toward publicity, and the Secand got all the papers relating to Fort Sill, and not a single letter retary says I must shape my facts to snit the scandal if it does come
concerning the transmission of a,.ny money appears there. 'l'hen they out." That WaB the order of this transaction.
were not official letters, and the theory of the counsel is not true.
Then, again, we find on the 22d. day of November, 1875, when a
He says there were no le~rs at all; but the witness swears that be- democratic Congress is likely to come in, he makes a report in which
fore every remittance he made he sent a letter substantially in form, he recommends a repeal of this whole law, showing, as he reasoned
"I have a remittance for you from the S. W." There is not a single in his own mind, " I do not wish this thing inquired into; I am opone of all these. Mr. Evans swears that he always wrote to Mr. Marsh posed to this law.:' . He wanted to make the people believe that be
for any favors he got, and Mr. Fisher swears to the same, and Mr. had no interest in the law. He never thought of that until the 2'2tl
Marsh swears that he always transmitted those letters to the Secre- of November, 1875; and yet here was Grierson's letter in 1871, aml
tary of War, and they are not here. Wby is it that every single letter here was the constant complaint from 1871 to 1875; but it took him
connect.ed with this transa.ction is destroyed if it were an honest, bcnw. four or :tive years to find ont that the law waa a wrong and a frand,
ftde transaction, aa they claim it waa T It may do for counsel to say and that di covery was only made at a time when there waa great
"There were no letters but this one;" but the evidence is the con- danger of this thing leaking out; another reason for this recommentrary1 and it is the truth we want, it is not the mere assumption of dation of November, 1875. On March 14, 1875, there had been an
assurance, bot simple truth, and the testimony at that. So we sn,y officer by the name of George Robinson who had been court-martialed,
here the destruction of these letters is a pregnant fact in favor of his and the charges against Robinson, as appears in the letter of Mr.
knowledge that this was intended to influence his official conduct, Robinson to the Secretary, were that he did not pay his debts to this
and we have already shown, we claim, that it did influence his official post-trader. He was court-martialed, and a sentence of dismissal
conduct, in that he acted differently in this transaction from what from the Army had been passed against him in consequence of his
being in debt to the post-trader.
any honest officer ever would in any other.
Mr. CARPENTER. I want to correct the manager. He was cashThere is another peculiarity. Did you ever know a man on earth
who received, say, 1,500 from another who never asked, "What is this iered for drawing his pay over and over and over again. That is what
for, how do I come to getthisf" Yet here are thirteen different pay- he waa charged with and convicted of.
ments of 1,500 each coming to this man straight along and he
Mr. Manager JENKS. There is not a word of evidence of that, and
never asks "What is this for f" Very often there is just as much in I will show the evidence to the contrary.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is the record. Do yon not call that eviwhat a man does not do as in what he does do. If a man should go
to one of you and hand you 1,500, as a man of honor would yon not dence!
1\Ir. Manager JENKS. All the record that is before us I will read
ask him the very first question, "Why do you give me that," and if
he should come three months after and give you 1,500 again, would to yon. I do not know the facts outside of this case, but the facts
you not ask, " Why is this t " If you got a letter from him, " Here is inside are those on which I expect to try it. J;ook at the letter of
a remittance from the S. W." you would say, "What do you mean by George T. Robinson on page 150 of the trial RECORD. That letter
sending me remittances from tbe S. W. f" Would you take there- gives the ground of this dismissal. He sll>ys:
ceipt and write on the back " 0. K." and return it without a word of I have thought that yon, air, should know these facts before I brought them to
comment or inquiry T 1 apprehend there is not one man in this body your official notice by sending the charges to you through all of the official chanwho would ever act on such a system as that. Youcould not and you nels, and to ask your advice a.s to the best and most expeditions manner of bringthese men to justice. Every man and officer of these regiments have been
would not receive thirteen different payments of 1,500 on such sig- ing
most ontra~~nsly swindled by this firm, as I have abundant testimony to prove.
nificant communications as that and never once ask what they meant. If I leave tne Army by sentence of the general court-martial that has just tried
How preposterous it is for men of sense to ask the Senate of the me, it is by getting into unavoidable debt to these men, who, after getting all the
United States to assume that this man was not concealing something, money I had, now seek to ruin me, knowing that I alone am in possession of all the
and if he waa concealing something what was he concealing T Simply fa(lts in the case against them.
bribery, simply crime. lt takes more credulity than any one should
There is all the information I have on that subject, and I appreask of a human being to believe that this man was not holding back hend it is about all the information you have, gentlem"'n ; and 1t iii
something, was not concealing something.
the testimony in the case on which we must try it.
But another fact. After the Tribune article the Secretary of War
:Mr. CARPENTER. It is false from beginning to end.

..
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Mr. Manager JENKS. I have the counsel's word for that; but I
give you the testimony in the case as given in, and they gave it themselves; and if they were not satisfied with it, they should not have
given it. That is all I cn.n say to them. The learned counsel may
deny it and he may say it is not the truth, and it may be that it is not
the truth; it may be that every word George T. Robinson stated was
false; but I cannot go outside of the case into the imagination of the
counsel to find anything else than what is in the evidence; and the
evidence is that he was dismissed for getting in debt to these men and
not paying them, and was dismissed the service on that account, a.nd
they have given no evidence to the contrary; ::md Rtandingon that,
here comes a complaint of this m:tn in 1\f.arcb directed to the Secretary.
The learned counsel says it is a black-mailing letter.
Mr. CARPENTER. Will the manager allow us to present to him
for his private inspection the record in the case which shows-1\Ir. Manager JENKS. After I n.m done with the case.
Mr. CARPENTER. The manager does not wish to convict us on a
falsehood.
Mr. Manager JENKS. On the evidence in this case or nothing.
Mr. CARPENTER. That is a falsehood you are now trying to connet us on.
Mr. Manager JENKS. Whether it is falsehood or truth it is your
evidence, and I do not know anything more; but if I have to go to
them and ask them what the facts are independently of the evidence in the case, I do not know wh:tt we should prove. I know we
should prove some things that are not true if we take our facts from
them, because we think the evidence has established some thirigs·contrary to their statement, and very materially so. I have already
stated that this letter was introduced by the defendant. All the information I have-and I do not say it is either false or true, but it is
all the evidence we have on the subject-is that this man Robinson
was cashiered from the service in consequence of his having fallen in
debt to these men and not paying his debts. I believe it is a crime
in the Army for a. man to go in debt and not pay. For that he was
cashiered. He applies to the Secretary of War and says, "There are
slanders agailfst you in reference to this matter; yon are in danger of
being wronged by these men no less than I, and I now will give you
all the information. All I have is my commission in tho Army. All
I can hope is from performing my duties as an officer of the Army.
The only wrong I have ever done was to fall in debt to these men
and be unable to pay. Now suspend that sentence and let me show
you they would wrong you just as they wronged me." This occurred
in March, and accordingly that officer is cashiered promptly at the
request of the Secretary of War himself. Why should he be so prompt
to cashier a man for this matted If he was not guilty of the things
concerning which he was slandered, why need he care f If that
man was charged with this crime and the sentence hanging in your
hands, would you be in such a hurry to destroy him for life if there
was no truth in the slanders that were alleged in this article f So
instead of being a black-mailing letter it was simply the pleadin~ of
a poor man for mercy at the hands of his superior, and that supenor,
kn()wing that if the charges should go through the regular channels
which Robinson could put them through if he was in the .Army would
implicate himself, calls up the sentence and caahiers the suppliant so
that he cannot possibly put the complaint through the regular channeis of the Army. After that Robinson's power to send communications through the regular channels of the various commanding officors would not exist, and with this danger suppressed the crime would
never probably get out.
It seems to me that is the most natural construction of that, and
under all the evidence this probably was one of the inciting mo• tives to his asking the repeal of the law. Every year a little more
complaint came here. In March there was the man who was dismissed from the Army in consequence of his insinuations against the
Secretary, and then a. democratic Honse of Representatives coming
in, although ever since Grierson's letter he knew of every wrong and
every abuse that existed under that law for four years he never said
a word about it, but on the 22d of November, 1875, when he feared a
day of reckoning, then his sense of duty was enlivened, then he steps
up and says, ''This law ought to be changed," and his idea probably
was, "'\Y'hen. I ask for a ch~nge of that law myself it is not likely anybody will think I am making money out of it, and have been." That
is the motive which it seems to me makes all this enigma explicable.
We have all the time taken the ground and we believe it to be true
that there need be no contract concerning a bribe i that there need
be no saying, "Here, I give you this as a bribe," out simply, if the
defendant took it, knowing it was intended to influence his official
conduct, he is guilty of bribery. We have the evidence from Mr.
Marsh that there was an understanding between the Secretary and
him. It is on page 181 of the trial RECORD.
I had a conversation with Mrs. Bower, the present Mrs. Belknap, on the ni~ht of
the funeral. She asked me to go up stairs with her to look at the baby m the
nursery. I said to her, as near as I can remember, "This child will have money
coming to it after a while." She said, "Yes; my sister gave the child to me, and
told me the money coming from yon I must take and keep for it." I am not certain about the rest of the conversation. I have an indistinct impression of what
was said afterward. I said, very likely, "All right; but perhaps the father ought
to be consulted," and her reply was tha~ if I sent the money to him she would get
it any way for the child, or somethinfrr of that kind.. That is as far as I rem.emoer
it ; but I had some understanding; have sometimes thought that I said something to General Balknap that night. My entire recollection is indistinct about the
matter except her relation of her sister's dying request made an impression on me

more than :mv other part of the conversation. .As I aid before, I have sometimes
tbonp;ht I said something to General Belknap about it, but I am not at all certain.
At aU eDents I had some understanding that night or BUbsequenay before the next
money came due-and I do not remember of any subsequenUy-by which I sent the
money to General Belknap.

So that he had some understanding with General Belknap.
Mr. CARPENTER. No; he says he could not say he had had with
Belknap.
1\Ir. Man:tgcr JENKS. "At all events I had sante unde1·standi11g that
night or subseqtumtl.IJ."
Mr. CARPENTER. Either with him or Mrs. Bower.
Mr. Manager JENKS. He says:
I have sometimes tbonp;ht I S'lid something to General Belknap about it, but I am
not at all certain. At alt events 1 had some understanding that night or BUbsequenUy
before the next money cam~ due, and I do not remember of any BUbsequmUy.

That is the testimony according to the way I read it and the way
I understand it, so that he had an understanding with General Belknap, bnt whether it was that night or subsequently he does not
know, but he thinks he had no conversation with him subsequently;
so that he proves affirmatively that there was an understanding.
But we need not prove affirmatively that there was any understanding. The best recollection of the witness is that he had either that
night or subsequently, but when they thus act both alike in the same
transaction, is it not .enough to infer an understanding t One sends
money-Mr. CARPENTER. Will the counsel allow me to correct him on
that point. Mr. Marsh says that he had sometimes thought he had,
and he had sometimes thought he had not. I asked him whether he
could draw an average between these two things, and he said no; the
more he thought of it the less he knew of it. I then asked him if the
Senate could get any impression from him, and he said not.
Mr. 1\!anager JENKS. I have read just what the witness stated,
and if it does not mean that to you, do not accept it as such, but
read it for yourselves and not by the interpolation of something else
that transpired afterward between the counsel and the witness, because I am not fully cognizant of everything that has transpired between the counsel and witness; but what the witness says here in
print I shall accept as trne until we find something to the contrary.
Then, Senators, it seems to me that every element constituting the
crime of bribery has been fully established. This man, the defendant, was an officer of the United States. He took undue reward.
He took that reward knowing it was intended to influence his official
action. As a fa.ct it did influence his official action, because, independently of this, his official action was consistent, straight, and upright. After this his official conduct was not truthful, was not
straight, was not upright. He covered this act all the time with
some veil of concealment indicating a consciousness in his own soul
that crime was lurking under it. And from this we assert that the
money was intended to influence his official action and that it did
actually have the effect it was intended to have.
Then this man, if this be true, under the definition of the common
law as amended by the Constitution of the United States and as incorporated into our statutes, has been guilty of the crime of bribery;
and if he be so guilty it is your duty to convict him of that crime.
It may be a disagreeable duty; it has been a disagreeable duty to me
to charge this man with it ; it has been a disagreeable duty to call
attention to the fabrications of fnJ.sehood with which he screened
this crime ; but the duty mnst be assumed and must be done. We
have agreed to perform our part to our country; and purity in our
councils, the perpetuity cf our institutions, the glory of our country
depend upon the manhood with which our officers maintain official
purity and free our country from corruption and crime. This man
should have known that nothing but goodne8s and greatness could
ever carry him safely through official life. As Schiller says:
But two virtues exist; would they were ever united,
Ever the good with the great, ever the great with the good.

If his goodness had continued as it was originally impressed upon
him and as his good character established, be would not now be
here; but that an officer of the United States can take thirteen consecutive payments of money from the soldiers of the United States,
or from a sutler, an officer under his own charge, and be vindicated
before the Senate of the United States would be such a stain as would
certainly greatly derogate from our national greatness and our national glory. We ask you, then, simply to do your duty to your country, and if this man be guilty find him so.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President and Senators-Mr. EDMUNDS. I suggest that the Senate take a recess in the
trial for ten minutes.
Mr. ANTHONY and others. Fifteen minutes.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Fifteen minutes is suggested. I make the motion in that form.
The motion was agreed to ; and the Senate took a recess for fifteen
minutes, at the end of which time the Senate was again called t.o
order.
The Senate resumed its session for the trial of the impeachment of.
William W. Belknap.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Are the counsel for the respondent
ready t.o proceed f
Mr. CARPENTER. 11-Ir. Presiaent, I should like to make an inquiry
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whether the impea-chment trial can proceed in the absence of a quorum of the Senate t
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It cannot.
:Mr. CARPENTER. There has not been a quorum here a good part
of to-day.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair has directed the Sergeantat-Arms to notify the absentees to be present.
Mr. COCKRELL. Has the roll been called f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. It has not been called.
Mr. STEVENSON. I move that the roll be called in order to astain whether there is a quorum.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I ask the Chair if a quorum is present.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair understands that there
is not a quorum.present. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and forty-three Senators answered
to their names.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. A. quorum is present. The counsel
will proceed.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President and Senators, it is my duty to state the
points of the case rather than to make an argument upon them. I shall
<lo this as briefly as I can, and at the same time with perfect candor and
fairness, without exaggerating the merits of the defense or detracting aught from the force of the evidence which the House of Representatives has produced. I do not wish you to understand that I am
indifferent about the result of the cause, for I acknowledge that I
feel a deep interest in the fate of General Belknap; not, I trust, altogether because I am his counsel, but for reasons which ought to operate upon the mind of all men, including you, his judges. Since the
evidence is given; you know as well as I know that he is a gentleman
of marked ability and of stainless honor, whose whole life has been
characterized by singular purity of conduct and by steadfast fidelity
to all his duties, public and private. I do most devoutly believe that
he is the victim of a calumnious a~cusation, founded upon nothing
except certain unfortunate circumstances for which he is not responsible-not responsible at all events in any way which implies guilt
or dishonor on his part.
Nothing can extort from me an expression which will derogate
from the reverence and respect which all are bound to feel for the
American Senate; but if you convict this man upon the evidence here
., adduced, I shall go to my grave with the conviction resting upon my
mind, silent and unexpressed though it be, that the most august trilmnal in the world, acting upon the purest motive and exercising the
highest wisdom, has been misled by some inscrutable means to pronounce the most unrighteous sentence that ever st3ined a record or
sMndalized the administration of the law. Thn.t is nothing to you; but
it would be a great misfortune to me and to many others in like situation. The comfort and happiness of every citizen depend in a very
large measure upon the confidence he feels in the institutions of his
country that they will protect him in his life, his liberty, his property,
his reputation. ·If we cannot get justice here, where in all this earth
shall we look for it 7 I cannot conceive of anything which would be
more discouraging to the friends of liberty regulated by law than such
a. judgment as the mn.nagers ask you to pronounce in this case.
Another thing disturbs me somewhat : that is the extreme harshness of the managers. They could not restrain themselves even when
they were drawing up the articles of impeachment. Instead of following the severe simplicity of the law in the statement of their accusation, they reMort to tropes and figures of speech and adjectives and
epithets to express their abhorrence of the accused. They say that
"well knowingthesefacts"-certain things which they have averred" and basely prostituting his high office to his lust for private gain,"
he did thus and so. That is a. kind of objurgatory rhetoric which ought
to find no place in any legal document. They have pretermitted no
opportunity to denounce him. They have scoffed at our defense as we
put it in, ancl even at the evidence of chara~ter which we introduced.
'fhey bespatter my client with continued abuse, "here a little and
. there a little, line upon line and precept upon precept," until "it shall
be a vexation only to understand the report." This I think is eminently true of the very distinguished manager from Ohio, [Mr. McMAHON,] who "sat in the seat of the scornful," at the head of the board,
while the evidence was under examination, and to my special friend
who just now enters the Senate [Mr. JENKS] I know not what to say.
I thought his blood and judgment were too well commingled to indulge in that style of address before this body. He, too, affects to look
down upon General Belknap with lofty contempt and speaks of him
as a. "poor corrupted creature." The face of justice may sometimes
be darkened by a frown ; it is mere spite that disfigures its counte.
nance with a sneer.
But to the law and to the testimony. The question of jurisdiction
stands out and meets you wherever you turn. The manager from
Massachusetts, [Mr. HoAR,] at a time when this point was under special discussion, admitted that the fact upon which the jurisdiction
rests must be affirmed by every Senator who votes for a final conviction. Not only is that true, but it survives even a judgment of conviction, because it may at any time afterward be collaterally drawn
into question by another and a different tribunal, even the lowest in
the country. }~or certain reasons which have been given already, and
which I do not propose to repeat just now, we regarded a vote upon
that subject in our favor by more tha.n one-third of tho Senate as an

acquittal. If it be not so settled then it is an open question, and as
such it has yet to be met and determined accordin~ to the conscientious convictions of every individual member. This gives us a right
to remind you of ihe ground upon which we deny the jurisdiction.
In the first place, it is against the letter of the Constitution and altogether beyond the purpose and object for which the power was bestowed upon the House of Representatives. That object manifestly
was to relieve the country from the danger of gross misgovernment
by the removarl aml disqualification of the President, the Vice-President, and the incumbents of civil offices who might be found betraying their trusts by the commission of high crimes and misdemeanors.
A. great deal of skill in dialectics has been bestowed upon the discussion of the subject, but no man has been ingenious enough to answer
the great and pertinent question, how can a man be renwved from an
office which he does not hold f It is no answer to say that in this
case you do not intend to remove him. The language is "removal
and disqualification." That is the only judgment that you can pronounce. The two are inseparably together. What the Constitution
has joined together let no man put asunder.
Nor is it an answer to say that a man who has been guilty of a
crime ought to be disqualified (though he cannot be removed) in order that the hands of the people, or the appointing power, may be so
tied up that he shall never again hold the power which he has shown
himself capable of abusing. I do not deny that that is plausible, but
then it defeats its purpose by proving too much. By parity of rea oning you may show that eYery man who has ever been guilty of any
offense which unfits him for an office ought to be brought here and
by impeachment rendered unqualified to hold an office hereafter. A.t
all events it is an effort to do evil that good may come. That is the
best that can be said of it.
There is no authority for this view. You find no trace of it in
the speeches and writings of the framers, and none in the Stat.e
conventions where the Constitution was discussed and scrutinized
before it was adopted. There is no contemporaneous exposition of
the Constitution extant that countenances the view to which we
are opposed. No commentator upon the Constitution, unless you
take a strained construction of a parenthetical expression made
by Mr. Rawle, has given an opinion in that way. On the contrary, the ablest and the greatest among them has come to a conclusion
directly opposite, and has reasoned it out in a way tha.t makes it, to
me at least, and I think to most other persons, irresistible. We have
no judicial authorities to produce on the subject, because it has never
come directly, :md it never has by any accident come collaterally, befere the courts. Any person who will read the book of Mr. Story will
be satisfied when they recollect the position he occupied upon the
bench of the Supreme Court of the United States, that if the question had ever risen there the decision of the court would have accorded with the opinions which he expressed. Moreover, the assumption of the power now is directly in conflict with the whole practice
of this Government from the time of its origin down to the present
day, andintheveryteethof all theprecedentsset bythedifferentStates
which have similar provisions in their constitutions. Besides, the
power to impeach in a CD e like this, if it be given at all, is given in
words so obscure that two impartial minds of equal ability may give
the whole of their faculties to the consideration of it and yet come to a
directly opposite conclusion. That surely proves that the point is at
least a doubtful one. Who is entitled to the benefit of that doubt
beret I do not say now, whatever I may have thought once, that
the tenth amendment aud the principle embodied in the resolutions
of 1798 apply to the subject.
Impeachment of a public officer is among the granted powers, and
it was bestowed for wise and necessary purposes. Therefore I aumit
that it ought to be preserved in its whole constitutional vigor. But
when a question is made about the extent of the power; when the
inquiry is whether it applies to a particular case, that construction
which confines it within the narrowest limit is the true and the wise
one, because it is what Hamilton calls an awful power, often grossly
abused in past timeR, and in high party times almost sure to be perverted to unjust and evil purposes.
I claim only that each Senator shall act upon his honest convictions. When the question is again propounded whether you have
jurisdiction, as it will be when the vote is taken on final sentence, we
ask that every individual be true to himself, and so he cannot be false
to any man. Let him answer according t-o the sincere belief which
he then entertains. If any one who voted in our favor before sball
have changed his mind on subsequent reflection he will be against us
of course and ought to be-l mean on this point of the case. If a
change has taken place in the other direction, that is, if one who voted
in favor of jurisdiction has since come to an opposite conclusion, we
expect him also to be faithful, which he certainly cannot be without
firmly refusing to exercise a power that in his own opinion does not
legally belong to him. I hope it is no unreasonable demand we nre
making when we merely a-sk that each individual shall ~te on this
question honestly and truly for us or against us as his conviction impels him.
This is the most important question that is or can be raised in the
case; n'ot to the party accused, but to you and to the ~eneral interests of public justice. No court can do any act so crimmal or somischievous as that of usurping authority in a criminal cause whkh the
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law has not given:. It depends upon the jmisdiction whether the
proceeding is a trial or a conspiracy. In a capital case the execution
of a sentence pronounced by a court without jmisdiction is a felonions murder. There can be no doubt about this: that where a judge
without jurisdiction and without authority orders a man to be hanged
he is guilty of murder just as much as if be went to the prisoner's
cell with a rope in his pocket and strangled him with his own hands.
Such was the uncontradicted opinion of Sir James Mackintosh on the
Jamaica courts-martial. Long before that Governor Wall was tried
at the Old Bailey and hanged at Tyburn for causing a man to be
whipped to death under a sentence which the court that tried him
had no jurisdiction to pronounce.
But our friends on the other side, and especially the gentleman
from Wisconsin, [Mr. LYNDE,] insist upon it that every member of
this body shall give up his conscience and vote in favor of exercising
the jurisdiction, whether he believes it right or not, because a mar
jority have already expressed that opinion. This is contrary to all
the analogies of the law as much as it is against all reason. I have a
case in my mind, and I mention it because it is a simple illustration of
the prin ci pie I con tend for. A bill in equity was filed before a court of
cllancery consisting of fi:ye judges. The allegation, upon which jurisdiction was founded, was that the plaintiff' and the defendant were
partners. It was objected that they were not partners. Three members of the court, two dissenting, held that the objection to the jurisdiction was not well :founded, and ordered the hearing to proceed.
An account was taken, and the cause came up for final decree, when
the whole subject waa re-argued and then the judges unanimously
were of opinion that the parties were not in any relation which gave
to one of them a right to come into a court of equity against the
other. They dismissed the bill and remitted the plaintiff to his action at law. Suppose a military commission consisting of nine officers
organized to convict a citizen and kill him for some political oftense.
Four of them at the start declare their belief that they have no jurisdiction. Five hold otherwise, and the pretended trial goes on. 'Vhen
the question comes upon final conviction shall these four men be compelled by the other five to join the conspiracy against the life of the
pri.Moner and command him to be murdered f · May they not give their
consciences fair play and vote as they think f If a court which has no
jurisdiction declares that it has jurisdiction, its decision is not only
erroneous but void, and nobody is bound by it-not even the partiesmuch less the dissenting judges.
There are two allegations comprehended in this accusation. One
is that the accused party is liable to be impeached; in other words,
that the civic or political status which he occupies is such as to bring
him within the range of the impeaching power as defined in the Constitution. The other is that he has been guilty of crimes and misdemeanors. Bot.h of these are facts which must be affirmatively proved,
unless they are admitted; that is to say, they must be established
either by the pleadings or the evidence. The whole burden of the
proof lies, with its full weight, upon the accusing party. The failure
to prove one of them is a-s fatal to the impeachment as a failure to
prove the other; and when any Senator shall vote finally for conviction, he declares npon his oath and solemn affirmation that both of
them are true. If he finds that one is fulsehhe is bound to vote against
conviction as much as if he found the ot er to be false, because the
two must be taken together; both must co-exist as facts ascertained
or else there can be no legal conviction.
If one-half of this Senate shall be of opinion that the status of the
party is not such as to bring him within the range of the power of
impeachment, and the other half shall be of opinion that, although
he is impeachable, yet the facts proved against him do not show that
he is guilty of tl;l.e misdemeanor he is charged with, then how will it
bef Certainly no mandn the whole Senate can vote against him;
all of them must vote, one-half of them upon one part of the ca-se
and the other half upon the other, against any final judgment which
affirms both to be true.
If this question had arisen in a slightly different form, there never
would have been any doubt or any discussion about it. Suppose a
contractor for supplies to the Army or Navy were impeached for
some crime or misdemeanor. He denies that he is or ever was a civil
officer, or that he is in any condition which subjects him to the power
of the House of Representatives or the judicial authority of the Senate. They undertake to prove it by showing that he is a contra-ctor.
More than one-third of this body are of opinion, after deliberating
upon the subject, that that is not sufficient evidence to establish the
first part of the case. An acquittal would most certainly follow.
The analogy is perfect between that case and this, for here the ~t
tempt is to prove the impeachable status of the party by evidence that
he was at one time in his life Secretary of War, and that in the opinjon of one-third is as insufficient as the evidence in the case sup·
posed, that he had merely a contract with the Government. Suppose
another ~ase which might perhaps be a real one: au officer of the
Army empfoyed at the head of a Bureau is impeached for making a
gift to the wife of the President, the evidence proving nothing more
than this would fail on both points, for a military officer is not impeachable and a mere gift to the wife of his superior is not a crime
or misdemeanor.
To make onr proposition still clearer, take a ca.se in which the question is one of territorial juri. diction-where the a.sserted jurisdiction
rests not, as it does here, upon the status of the party, but upon the
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locu.s in quo of the crime. A man, for instance, is indicted in a Federal
court for murder alleged in the indictment to have been commitk>d
upon the high seas, and therefore within the jurisdiction of the Federal courts. The answer to that is that the offense, by whomsoever
committed, was_ not done upon the high seas, but on Long Island
within the body of Kings County, and nobody bot God Almighty
and the State of New York can enter into judgment with him about
it. Is not that, like the charge of murder contained in the same indictment, an issuable and triable bet f And if it be proved that the
offense was not committed within the jurisdiction, could the jury permit themselves to find the defendant guilty in manner and form as be
stands indicted f Would not any judge in Christendom instruct the
jury that a verdict of guilty without clear and satisfactory proof of
jurisdiction was a false verdictT
My learned brother from Wisconsin says he has never seen a case
in which the question of jurisdiction was not determined as a preliminary before any judgment was pronounced upon the question of
guilt. He would not make a good Bourbon, for while he undoubte(Uy learns a good deal, he does also forget some things. If be taxes
his memory he will be able to recollect that he never saw a criminal
case in his life in which the question of jurisdiction and the guilt of
the party were not submitted at the same time. But he has read and
reasoned himself into the belief that Sena,t ors who know that this
court have no jurisdiction are yet bound to assert that they have, and
to exercise it because others are of opinion that that would be right.
When a gentleman brings a great number of books and piles them up
oo the table with pages marked and dog-eared to prove such a proposition, and does actually satisfy himself of it, we are tempted to tell
him what somebody said to St. Paul: "Much learning hath made thee
mad."
He will not be offended at this; for I do not compare him to Paul
except for the vast amount of his learning and the unsettled condition of his opinions, supposed to result from that cause. In no other
respect does he bear the slightest resemblance to the great apostle of
the Gentiles.
Mr. THURMAN. Mr. President, I wish to submit a question to the
counsel, but I do not ask the counsel on the floor to answer it unless
he chooses. He may leave it to his colleague if he prefers.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The question will be read.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
"If it requires two-thirds of the Senators present to overrule tbe
respondent's plea to the jurisdiction, does it not follow that twothirds are necessary to overrule any objections to testimony made by
the respondent or to sustain an objection to testimony made by the
managersT"
Mr. BLACK. No; clearly not. I admit that is a very fair attempt
at the 1·eductw ad abs1~rdum of our proposition, but it does not succeed.
What I say is that two-thirds are required to establish any fact which
is an essential element in ·the convicti,an. Every other fact may be
established and every other order may be made by a bare majority.
I do not say that, because this is a court of impeachment and twothirds of the Senate are required to concur in a final conviction,
theref'Ore every time an adjournment is moved it cannot succeed
without a majority of two-thirds.
Now let me put a question. If there are two facts charged against
us here, each of them equally a necessary part of the conviction, one
that he is an impeachable person and one that he is guilty of an impeachable offense, and it requires two-thirds to establish nne, does it
not follow that two-thirds must concur to establish the otherf Upon
what principle are you to make a distinction between them f Let
us draw our inferences in the other direction.
Now, Senators, I come to a part of the case upon which there is no
committal. Every member of this Senate has listened with profound
attention to the evidence and with a firm and resolute determination,
I am sure7 to do that which is right. That other question to this defendant is infinitely more important than anything we have yet discussed. Has he committed the acts which are charged against him
as crimes and misdemeanors f
I say that he is not guilty and that you cannot convict him without violating all those rules of evidence which the experience of mankind has shown to be absolutely necessary to the investigation of
trnth, all those principles of law which were given to us for our protection in property, life, liberty, and reputation, and without which
we have no safety, and all those rules of common morality which
find their home in every honest heart.
In the first place remember that every man in every criminal case
is presumed to be innocent until he is clearly proved to be guilty.
That is true of all men, no matter whether they have a bad character or no character at all. The party accused may have spent the
half of his life in the peuit.entiary; his associations may have been
evil from his birth; he may have been convicted a thousand times
before for kindred offenses; yet when he is accused of any specific
offense, it must be proved by incontestable evidence which leaves no
reasonable doubt upon the mind of his judges that he is guilty of that
very offense with which he is charged before them. It is impossible
to say precisely what amount of evidence in any particular case shall
be required. The only rule laid down in the books is this: that it
must be of such convincing power that his judges would be willing
to risk their own most important interests upon the truth of the accusation. If it falls short of that, and he is nevertheless convicted, the
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judges themselves are the criminals. I say that applies to every case;
but we most assuredly have increased the strength of this presumption, and consequently the force of the evidence necessary to repel it,
a. hundred-thousand-fold, when we prove such a character for General Belknap as that which he has been shown to have enjoyed. No
man ever brought into a court of justice a character higher than he
has. No man charged with a criminal offense ever came before his
judges with a list of compurgat{)rs like this. It is some compensation
to him for all that he has endured to have such an indorsement as
that which was given him by Judge Miller, by Governor Lowe, by
Mr. .ALLI.so'N and Mr. WRIGHT. Armed with that, he can look boldly
in -the face of all detraction, from the frown of a nation down ro the
scandal of· the street-corners. It makes him proof against all that
men can utterFrom the loud roar of foaming calumny
To the base whisper of the paltry few.

It is a rule, a well-known rule of law, or a rule rather of logic which
the l:tw of every country in the world bas adopted, that 11611&0 repente
fuit turpissimus. No man was ever suddenly changed from a good man
in to an excessively wicked one. The road that lea.ds downward is sometimes steep, and. it gets steeper and steeper the further you go, but it is
not perpendicular. The law does not recognize the possibility of a man
who ba.s maintained a high moral character until he has passed the
meridian of life taking one sudden plunge down to the bottomlesS pit
of infumy. It is not a thing to be believed, that General Belknap
would all at once transform himself into the moral monster that his
enemies represent him to be. Would be, the upright lawyer who in
a long practice never suffered a stain to rest upon his professional
integrity; the honest man of business who, swept away by a general
calamity, became bankrupt yet paid all his creditors to the uttermost farthing and so went through even that furnace without the
smell of smoke upon his garments; the faithful revenue officer who,
resisting the temptatioDB under which others were falling around him,
always did his whole duty and accounted for every dollar that came
into his hands; the gallant soldier, fearless a8 his sword and true as
the steel it was made of to the cause that he fought for ; the incorruptible statesman who gathers around him even in this his hour of
severe adversity all those who were associated with him in the administration of the most difficult Department of the Government to
te.stify that he never on any occasion swerved one hair's breadth from
the bright line of honor that stretched out before him-would he, I
want to know, all at once and suddenly become base enough to
Contaminate his fingers with base bribes!
And sell the mighty space of his large honors
For so much trash as may be grasped thus 1

The accusation is incredible; it is not true, it is false. One of the
managers has told us thal it is universaUy believed and ·that public
opinion all over the country condemns him. If that be the state of
the case, it can only be accounted for by supposing that this people are
suffering under the judicial blindness with which the children of
Isr~l were a.fflicted when God sent upon them a strong delusion that
they might believe a lie. Nothing can make you believe it without
evidence as plain as the sensible and avouch of your own eyes, and
even then a sentence of condemnation would be wrung from you by
hard compulsion.
But is there any decent pretext for his condemnation to be found
in the evidence before you T I boldly affirm that, taking it all together
and putting the worst construction upon it, it amounts to nothing
but the merest tro.sh upon which a jury in any oourt of quarter sessioDB would pronounce a verdict of acquittal without leaving the box.
He is charged with having received a bribe corruptly and in consideration of an official act done or promised to be done in violation
of his public duty. Is there anything to prove itT
I will assume, m·gwmentia gmtia, that a gift of money accepted by a
public officer is necessarily a bribe and no proof beyond his simple
act of acceptance is necessary to qualify it as corrupt. Is there any
proof against him that he was consciously or willfully connected
with Marsh's present to his familyf
The deceased Mrs. Belknap feeling herself under strong obligations
to Mr. Marsh, and in order to express her gratitude for kindnesses
which he had shown to her during a severe.spell of illness, proposed
to :Mr. Marsh to become an applicant for some office which she would
assist him in getting by means of her influence with her husband.
He declined because it would require him ro neglect his business,
which he could not afford to do. She suggested a post-tradership
which be could manage without giving his personal att-ention. That
was more attractive, and he detennined at her suggestion that he
would make an application, which he did, accompamed with recommendations. I am not instructed to deny, and there is very fair and
just reason for thinkin~ it is the fact, though it is not proved, that
General Belknap promised to Marsh that he should have the posttradership for which he applied in consequence of the request of his
wife. He united with her in a desire to testify in that way the gratitude which both of them felt to Marsh for what he had done. Accordingly the promise was made. Some time aft-erward Mr. Evans,
the incumbent of the pla-ce, came along with a conflicting application backed with the recommendation of the officers at the fort. He
insisted on being retained and said that he would be ruined if he was
not. Eighty, one hundred, or one hundred and twenty-five thousand

dollars of his money had been invested in the business which he
would lose if he was suddenly turned out without any arrangement
being made between him and his success~r, and he besought Mr. Belknap that he wouJd not do so hard a thing. Belknap, when he saw
Marsh the next time, told him that this was the situation of Evans
and it would be such a hardship as he would not inflict on anybody.
"Therefore," said he: "unless you can make some arrangement with
EvaDB that will be satisfactory to him, I will not give you the appointment." Mr. Marsh and Mr. Evans got together and~ secret,
without communicating what their arran~ements were to anybody
except the attorney who drew up the articles of agreement between
them, made a contract to the effect that Marsh was not to be in any
proper sense a partner in the business, but that he was to have a certain fixed portion of the profits. Then General Belknap was told that
Mr. Marsh withdrew his own application and desired the appointment of Mr. Evans. Mr. Belknap on that recommendation, together.
with the recommendation of all the officers of the post, appointed
Evans, who continued to hold the plaoo until he was removed last
March.
The contract between Evans and Marsh can by no possibility affect
your judgment upon the conduct of Belknap, because it is a.s clear as
the bright light of the sun at noonday that Belknap knew nothing
about it. But it is true that Mr. Marsh sent to Mrs. Belknap during
her life a certain sum of money, and after her death he said to Mrs.
Bower, her sister and the lady who afterward married General Belknap, "This child which your sister h!\8 left behind is entitled to
some money which I wish it to have." She said, ''Send it to me n·.1d
I will take care of it." "How shall I send it!" "If you send it to
General Belknap I will get it." He did send it to General Belknap,
without any explanation, during the time that Mrs. Bower was there,
during the time she wa.s absent in Europe, down to the time of her
marriage to General Belknap, and afterward. But the money was
sent without any kind of explanation from Marsh. No explanation,
of course, was received from Evans, because he did not know the
fact, and it only remains to consider whether General Belknap was
truly informed about it by anybody else.
I concede the naked facts which I have stated, that Belknap received money from Marsh, which he either handed over to his family
or put into his own pocket without knowing why he was getting it,
are of themselves and standing alone a cause of suspicion, and at tirst
blush the inference is not an unfair one that he knew Marsh intended
it aa a gift, but it is a bare suspicion and falls fa.r short of the plenary
proof required to convict in a criminal case. If one of you were sitting as an examining magistrate you might regard this so being suffic:ent to justify the committal of the party accused, but it is not sufficient for a verdict of guilty. We do not rely, however, upon the incompleteness of this evidence, for the suspicious circumstance is overborne
by other facts in the case.
Mr. Marsh wa.s carefully enjoined to secrecy.
"In all your intercourse," says Mrs. Belknap to him," with General
Belknap be careful that you say nothing to him about presents. He
is especially scrupulous upon that subject, insomuch that a man who
merely hinted at it upon one occassion was kicked down stairs."
Marsh obeyed that injunction, and took good care never to say anything to Belknap about his reasons for sending that money.
His conduct before the Committee on War Expenditures is to me
a strong proof that the nature of the transaction with Marsh wa.s
then for the first time unfolded to his mind. His behavior to Robinson, the cashiered officer who attempt-ed in vain to black-mail him, is
another proof that be was wholly unconscious of any ground for finding fault with him about that business. Take these facts and consider them together with his high character and you are bound to pre- .
sume that this money was received by him in consequence of some
explanation {urnisbed to him by his family which made all his acts
consistent with his own sense of official propriety. And this concession you owe to him in an especial manner when yon consider that
besides himself there is only one human being who could testify upon
the subject, and her mouth is closed by her marriage with him.
Now, I say that is the result of the evidence upon this subject, assuming, as I havea.ssumed for the sake of the argument alone, that General Belknap could not take a present, knowing it and understanding
it to be a present from Marsh, without being guilty of a high crime
and misdemeanor. But I deny that that is the law or the fact.
When you prove that be has taken a present, or that his wife has
taken a present with his perfect knowledge and with his full approbation, you are just as far as ever you were from having the materials for a legal conviction. Why do I say this T Because the Constitution in plain and emphatic words declares that yon can convict him
only for high m·imes and misdemeanors. The managers have contended that to convict upon impeachment it is not necessary to
prove that the party has been guilty of an offense made punish·
able by law. I acknowledge this to be the rule in England. There
a man may be impeached for an offense which is not J.ndictable
and may suffer· a bill of pains and penalties for acts that are
neither impeachable nor indictable; but here the Constitution-expressly provides that it must be a crime or a misdemeanor which -will
authorize a conviction upon impeachment. What is a crime f I need
not refer to the born-books of the law to answer that question; but
if you want authority look at Bouvier's Law Dictionary, which the
manag(>.rs have brought here for another purpose. A crime is a pub-
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lie offense, prohibited and made punishable by law. A misdemeanor
is defined precisely in the same way, except tbat it is a lower grade
of offense. Isthereanylaworcustom or usage in this country which
prohibits the receipt of a gift by a public officer, or punishes it as a
criminal offense T Most certainly not. Then you cannot convict this
party without saying that the money received by Belknap meant
something more and worse than a gift.
I am aware that there is a kind of answer to this which seems
plausible. Mr. Randolph in the case of Judge Chase made a very
strong argument to show that the power of impeachment is not confined to cases in which there is legal criminality. He contended, as
others have, that the public interest requires more extended use of
the power. A judge may be guilty of no defined offense against law,
but if he comes upon the bench intoxicated, or uses language profane
and indecent, or habitually neglects the performa.nce of his duty, he
becomes an obstruction to the administration of justice and ought to
bo removed, and the power of impeachment ought to be used for that
purpo e. But all this is the worst and most pernicious kind of real)oning. It is sufficiently answered by merely holding up the Con- ·
stitution and showing that it is not so nominated in the bond.
One of the Senators, the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, said
the other day that fidelity to existing law was a duty of the highest
obligation, and upon that principle I insist when I ask you to take
the Constitution itself and laws passed in pursuance thereof as the
lamp to your feet and the guide to your path. If the managers wish
you to say that Genet·al Belknap has been guilty of a crime on proof
that he has done an act which is nowhere defined and made punishable as a crime, then they desire you to say upon your oaths and affirmations that which is wholly untrue. Why do they not take another mode of accomplishing the same end ' If the demands of the
1mblic interest require that somebody shall commit perjury, why do
they not summon a witness to testify that the accused has actually
committed some prohibited actt Would it not be easier to get a
false witness who would swear to the fact than to persuade a whole
Senate falsely to assert the fact upon their oaths without any evidence f There is an old case which may serve them as a precedent.
It happened that Ahah, king of Samaria, was very anxious to become
the owner of a vineyard which belonged to Naboth, but the owner
absolutely refused to let him have it. His wife, Jezebel, was determined to get it by the law of forleiture. If she could have Naboth
convicted of a capital offense and executed, tbe viney:nd by operation of law would become the property of the king. She did not go
to the public authorities or before any judicial tribunal and without
evidence demand an adjudication in her favor, but she procured two
sons of Belial, brought them before the congregation of the people,
and set thein up to swear falsely that Naboth had been guilty of
blasphemy against God and the king, and upon that he was sentenced
to be stoned to death. Then she told her husband, "Arise, take possession of the vineyard of the Jezreelite which he refused to giye
thee for money, for Naboth is not alive, but dead.'' Why do they
not follow this example f Because they revolt from the bare thought
of bringing a perjured witness into the case; but how much better is
a false judgment than false evidence l
I am well aware that some of the managers allege that this money
was received not as a mere gift but under circumstances which make
it come within the definition of bribery. But they make that allegation not only without any legal, sufficient, or satisfactory proof of its
truth, but in the face of evidence to the contrary which is irresistible, overwhelming, and conclusive. And this evidence, be it remembered, comes from the mouth of their own witness, whom they dare
not impeach. He swears that he never had any contract or agreement of any kind with General Belknap upon this subject-matter;
that he did not send him the money with any desire or intent to in:·
:fluence his official conduct; that he never received from him any
official favor in consideration of money either before or after he sent
it. It was, a.ccording to his account of it, purely a gracious ~ift, which
he bestowed solely because it gave him pleasure to do it. ThiB is either
true or it is false. If it is true, it puts an end to this ca,se, for it eliminates from the transaction everything that is criminal. If it be false,
then the whole accusation is false1 for it is built on Marsh's testimony
alone-the man whom they have mtroduced,.for the purpose of proving their case has given testimony which is untrue from beginning
to end. They do not say that; I do not either. I do not doubt that
he sent to General Belknap, or to some member of his family, certain
sums o.f money at different times as a mere present. When he said it
was a mere gift, unaccompanied with any corrupt intent or any corrupt contracts, he told the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth.
Now, I aver that it is not wrong in any criminal sense for an officer
to receive a present. There is no law which forbids it. More than
that, there is no custom or habit or sentiment among the public officers of this day which condemns it or makes it disreputable. The
state of the public conscience in this country does not call for the
enactment of any law to prohibit it. I was a member of the Pennsylvania convention to reform the constitution of that State. I tried
my best, and so did others of greater influence and more ability than
mine, to get inserted into the organic law a definition of bribery
which would include presents of any kind, given under any pretense
whatever, so that no officer could ever, without violating his oath
all(le:xposinghimself to the danger of a prosecution which would send

him to the penitentiary, receive money from anybody. But I found
myself shooting at the stars. I was told that I was trying to make
the officers of the Commonwealth righteous overmuch; that the mere
receipt of money was of itself an innocent thing unless there was a
corrupt contract or a corrupt intent, but when the corrupt intent did
exist, it ought to be proved like any other fact which is necessary to
make out the guilt of the party. By this and other similar arguments
a measure which I thought a very important one was thrown out.
I do not myself believe that presents are proper when taken by npublic officer from a person who may by any possibility in the future
have an interest in the officer's performance of his duties. I t.hink
so because, in the first place, " a gift bliudeth the eye and pervert~th
the judgment of the righteous;" and also because, in the next place,
these gifts may be used to cover essential bribery. I do not belie,·e
that the institutions of this country are perfectly safe in the hands of
men who habitually receive presents from their friends and constituentsorfromanybody. Butlsaynowthatthereisnolawwhichmakes
it a crime or misdemeanor; and that is not all, there iH no code of
morals known to the public men of this age, or to the men who now
hold office, which condemns it. If our fathers could have foreseen
the fatal de~eneracy of· their sons, perhaps they might have made
some provisiOn to prevent it; but they inserted nothing to prohil•it
it either in their Constitution or in their statutes, and you cannot in
your judicial capacity supply the casus om,issu.s.
"I give yon an office and you give me another office," or "I give
you office and you give me money;" what of that 7 If the exchange
was preceded by a contract which made one the consideration of the
other, that is bribery and corruption, but if there was no contract
of that kind the case ~ ot.herwise; and so it has been held in the
case of the greatest and wisest and best men we have ever had in
this country.
There was a time in 18'25 when Mr. Clay held in his hand the Presidency of the United States and could give it to whom he pleased.
He handed it over to John Quincy .Adams, against whom there was a
large majority of the States·and the people. He did it in opposition
to instructions almost unanimous from his constituents, and iu the
face of his own recorded opinion that Mr. Adams was not a proper
person to be Chief ~fa.gistrate of the country. The :first thing that
Mr. Adams did after he went into office was to appoint 1\Ir. Clay Secretary of State. Did these two men bribe one another Y They were
charged with making merchandise of the hi~hest offices under the
Government. The defense which both of tnem made a.gains~ the
charge of bribery was precisely the same that we make here, namely,
that no proof could be produced to show the previous existence of a
cmTnpt contract or understanding which could have influenced their
conduct ; and the general public acquitted them on that ground
alone.
Remember I do not hold up this transaction as an example of public virtue. I admire much more the high-toned behavior of Mr. Bayard twenty-five years earlier. He did not vote for Mr. Jefferson, but
he had it in his power to protract the election in the House of Representatives so that Mr. Jefferson and Colonel Burr won]d both of them
have been defeated. . For good and sufficient public reasons he determined that he would not use that power, but would retire from
the contest and a1low ~Ir. Jefferson's friends t.o elect him. After a
few days Mr. Adams, the then incumbent of the presidential chair,
offered him the mission to France. He said: "No; I cannot get to
my post of duty until Mr. Jefferson shall be inaugurated, and then
he will have t_h e power to recall me. I will not hold any office under
him, as I would virtually be holding this office, lest it might be inferred that I have received a reward for my action in the pre.siclential election."
The most distinguished man perhaps that this country ever produced-certainly the greatest orator-one wbo was gifted with th€
most exquisitively organized intellect that ever was bestowed upon
any of the children of men-was appointed Secretary of State by
General Taylor. He said that he could not live upon the salary in a .
way that would accord with his taste and habits, and he invited his
friends to make presents to him, and they did contribute among them
$100,000, which they invested, and gave him the interest of it for the
remainder of his life. Was that bribery 7 It was given by merchants
who were pleased with his advocacy of t.h e bank, by manufacturers
whose interests he had promoted by supporting a protect,ive tariff,
perhaps also by lovers of the Constitution who admired him for the
noble defense he had made of its principles. But there was no evidence and no reason to believe, and nobody ever did believe, that it
was given as a consideration for previous services or in pursuance of
a contract for future services. Therefore, and therefore alone, he was
held to be innocent.
The manager from Massachusetts [Mr. HoAR] said, speaking of the
Union Pacific Railroad, that every foot of that road hall been foundeu
in corruption and built with the wages of iniquity. That is true;
and it is equally well known that the managers of t,bat corrupt concern gave large amounts of their stock find bonds to the wife of a
Senator who was afterward elected Vice-President. The wife received it with the full consent of the husband. Though he had voted
for the charter of the corporation a.nd afterward voted to exten<l its
privileges and always vindicated it by his speeches on this floor,
there was no proof that the speeches and votes were the consideration given for the bonds and the stock. The absence of that proof
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left him in the full possession of the character which he had earned
by his previous life, ltia popularity moulted no feather, he lived respected and honored, and died in the odor of sanctity.
The meml>ers of the House of Representatives who received the
same stock and bonds from the agents of the same company considered themselves as fully acquitted when the committee failed to find
that there hacl been any corrupt contract, and such was the view of
the House when for that reason it refused to pass a vote of censure.
If Mr. Lincoln had been impeached and evidence had been introduced a~ainst him, like the trash you have here, to show that his wife
with or without hia knowledge took a present from some contractor
or some officer, who would have li&t.ened to it with patience! Mr.
Lincoln could not have come into this court with a higher charaoter
than General Belknap. Judge Davis would have sworn for him that
be was all bia life-time scrupulously honest. The governor of hia
State, and any number of ex-governors, and the Senators in Congress
would have testified to the same fact; but he could not have had a
character one whit better than that which is made out by General
Belknap, n.nd by the force of that character the accusation would
have been swept away like chaff upon the summer thrashing-floor.
Nobody would hn.ve thought of a conviction.
That the present Chief Magistrate bas taken large gifts from his
friencls is a fact as well known as any other in the history of the
country. He did it openly without an n.ttempt at concealment or
<leu ial. He not only received money and lands and houses and goods
amounting in the aggregate to an enormous sum, but be conformed
the policy of his administration to the interests and wishes of the
donors. Na.y, he did more than that; he n.ppointed the men who
brougllt him these gifts to the highest offices which he could bestow
in return. Doe anybody assert that General Grant was guilty of an
impeachable crime in taking these presents even thongh the receipt
of them was followed by official favors extended to the givers 7 Do
we not all regard him still as one of the greatest heroes and sages the
worltl has produced f Instead of being impeached and ignominiously
removed from office be was flattered and re-elected. This all happens justly upon the legal principle which commands you to presume
everything in favor of innocence. General Grant's we'tlthy friends
in New York gave biin money not ·with any evil deflign upon his integrity, but because it was a pleaaure to themselves; and the President appointed tllem to office afterward not becn.use they hau bonght
his favor, but because he thought tlle public good required it. This
is the just anu legal conclusion iu every case where there ia no proof
of a bargain and no distinct evidence of au intent to influence and
be influenced corruptly. Is the law a respecter of persons 7 Does
not a presumption which applies to the President in the plenitude of
his power apply with equal force and even with stronger reasons to
his fallen miuisterY
If the Honse of Representatives considere(l this subject coolly and
cama to the deliberate conclusion that the reception of a gift by a
public officer was either in itself a punishable crime or evidence of a
crime it was a sin and a shame to drag the Secretary of War before
this tribunal after he became a private citizen, while they allowed
the President to finish his career of wickedness without interruption.
Were those gallant gentlemen afraid to take the Chief Magistrate by
the throat, or did they suppose that the Senate would use one measure
of justice for Grant and another for Belknap Y No, they did no such
injustice either to you or to themselves. They thought they could
produce satisfa-ctory evidence to show that the gift to Belknap was
something more than a gift, that it was a bribe paid in pursuance of
n. contract or in consideration of official favors bestowed or promised.
That is what they allege in the articles. But having utterly failed
to provo it they ought in honor and conscience to give up the case.
If the giving or receiving of presents is necessarily and in its own
nature always criminal, and if the power to impeach for it survives
the term of office, why have they overlooked the offense of Judge
Hoar who gave the President a library of costly literature and law T
They might prove that the giver of that present waa afterward commi sioned by the receiver as Attorney-General and nominated for
Judge of the Supreme Court; and they might argue with some show
of reason that these appointments being po8t lwo were also propter hoo.
But the inference would have been false; for Judge Hoar in making
t.he gift acted merely upon the impulses of a generous heart, and the
President promoted him because be was the best man for the offices
he put him in. Such being the natural and the legal presumption in
that case, why should it not also be made in this case f
Another distiriguished gentleman held the office of Attorney-General and was afterward by a kind of translation sent to the court of
St. James, where he now resides as the American plenipotentiary.
Before he got these hi~h places be not only admitted bnt proclaimed
that he had subscribea. $20,000 to a fund for the benefit of the President. Who can prove that these acts were corrupt Y Or who will
dare to assert it without proof T
There is another class of caaes, more extensive and more numerous
than these, in which the law and public opinion indulges officers in
giving and in receiving money for their personal purposes. A highplnced gentleman wants to be continued in power and to that end a
certain number of popular votes is required. He demands from his
subordinates money enough to get the votes and he enforces the order
by a distinct notification that whosoever refuses tO contribute will be

dismissed from his place. Thee very post-traders were forced to
make enormous cont1·ibutions in that way and the aggregate sum tbns
raised for an important election amounts to many millions of dollars.
Is this criminal t Certainly it is, if you adopt the principle of the
managers that every voluntary payment by an officer to an officer is
ip8o facto a crime. Is it corrupt t I do not say so. But if you say
that Belknap t:ould not receive money from Marsh without being corrupt, then you condemn to utter infamy the system to which I refer.
It pervades the whole executive administration, If it be corrupt,
then all the officers of the Government are thriving by corrnption
alone. They can keep their places if they pay for them in this way;
if not, not. By that dishonest means alone can they hope to gain
promotion. A public man, to use the figure of Curran applied to a
similar condition of things in another country, is like a dead body in
a mill-pond; he lies quietly and obscurely at the bottom as long aa
there is any soundness in him ; but his bulk expands with the gases
which corruption evolves; ''he becomes buoyant by putrefaction and
rises as he rots." Surely it is not proper to say that this system is
corrupt seeing that all the great and good men now in the Executive
Departments constantly practice it. Whether it is an evil that ou~ht
to be abolished or a virtue to be encouraged, is certainly a questron
on which there is some difference of opimon. What I assert is that
there is no law which forbids it, nor no rule of morality among public officers which condemns it. That being the caae, ia it not horrible
to convict this party who baa certainly done nothing worse f
I bring no railing accusation against any of the persons I have mentioned. [declare that all these officers who have received and given
money are innocent of any offense known to the law, and therefore
not impeachable. I have mentioned their ca-ses merely for the purpose of illustration and to show that General Belknap has not act.ed
criminally any more than the rest of them. I do not a k you to acquit him if be is guilty on the ~round that others aro f.qually guilty,
but I show his freedom from cnminality by proving that others who
have done similar things are not only free from guilt but in univorsal estimation honored and respected.
According to our view of the evidence (and it is impossible that we
can be mistaken) he is fairly entitled to an acquittal, because!. The evidence excites no more tban a bare suspicion that be knew
what the money was sent to him for.
2. The utmost extent to which the evidence goes can establish
nothing against him except tllat he received certain money from
Marsh a.s a gracious gift which Marsh sent him solely because it
gave him pleasure to do so. The allegation that this was given in
pursuance of a corrupt contract for a corrupt consideration or with
a corrupt intent is not only unsupported by proof but completely
and thoroughly disproved.
3. A naked present like this is not criminal in him that gives or in
him that receives it.
4. The receipt of such a present not being prohibited or made punishable by l:tw iB not a crime or misdemeanor, and therefore not impeachable.
If, therefore, you decide this case according to the law and the evidence you must necessarily acquit him.
You will no doubt be glad to bear me say that I am done.
Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. President, I should like to have a short executive session. I move that the Senate sitting aa a court adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment adjourned.

TUESDAY,

July 25, 1876.

The PRESIDENT pro temp&re having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, legislative and executive business was suspended and the
Senate proceeded to the consideration of the articles of impeachment
exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpm:e. The usual notice will be transmitted to the House of Representatives.
Mr. Lord and Mr. ?!fcMahon, of the managers on the '!lart of the
House of Representatives, appeared.
The respondent appeared with hia counsel, Messrs. Blair, Black,
and Carpenter.
The Secreta,ry proceeded to read the journal of the proceedings·of
the Senate sitting yesterday for the trial of impeachment, when, on
the motion of Mr. SHER..'\f.AN, and by unanimous consent, the further
reading was dispensed with.
The PRESIDENT pro tem.pore. The Senate is now ready to proceed with the trial. Senators will pleaae give their attention.
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. President and Senators-:Mr. LOGAN. Defore the counsel proceeds, I will state t.h at I havt'
beard some complaints made about the position t.ha-t the counsel and
managers have to occupy in the presence of the Senate. I therefore
suggest that the counsel be allowed to occupy any position be desires
from which to address the Senate.
Mr. EDMUNDS. We can see the counsel better when they st.and
in front of the chair than anywhere else.
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Mr. LOGAN. I have heard complaints made of difficulty in hearing them.
Mr. CONKLING. Where would the counsel rather stand T
Mr. CARPENTER. If there is no objection to it and no impropriety in it, if I could be permitted to stand in the outer tier of seatsJ I
could be heard better there than anywhere else.
· 11-lr. CONKLING. I will give the counsel my seat; and there is his
old seat.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Chair hears no objection and
the counsel will select his seat.
Mr. Carpenter proceeded to Mr. SPENCER's place, that formerly oc·cupied by himself when Senator, in the outer tier.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Senators will give their attention.
Mr. CARPENTER proceeded to address the Senate on behalf of the
respondent.
Mr. SHERMAN, (at two o'clock and fifteen minutes p.m.) 'Vould
counsel like a recess now or would he prefer to go on longer f
Mr. CARPENTER. I am willing to yield for a recess now.
Mr. SHERMAN. I move that the Senate take the usual recess of
fifteen minutes.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate sitting for the trial of
the impeachment took a recess for fifteen minutes, at the expiration
of which time the Senate sitting for the trial resumed its session.
ltfi'. .KERNAN. I move that the Sergeant-at-Arms be directed to
request tho attendance of absent-ees.
~:lr. CONKLING. I suggest to my colleague he had better have a
call of the Senate. There is no way of ascertaining who the absent·
ees are without a call.
Mr. KERNAN. Very well; I accept that suggestion.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will call the roll.
Thirty-one Senators answered to their names.
Mr. KERNAN. I move that the absentees be requested to attend.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from NewYorkmoves
that the Sergeant-at-Arms be directed to request the attendance of
ab entees.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempo1·e. The Sergeant-at-Arms will execute
the order of the Senate.
At two o'clock and forty-six minutes a quorum appeared.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. .A. quorum has appeared; and the
counsel will proceed.
Mr. CARPENTER resumed and continued his argument.
Having spoken till four o'clock,
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Mr. President, counsel says that it will
be agreeable to him if the court should adjourn at this point in his
argument. l therefore move that the Senate sitting as a court for
the trial of the impeachment adjourn.
Mr. EDMUNDS. No, we ought to finish it to-night.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from New Jersey moves
that the Senate sitting in trial adjourn.
Mr. SHERMAN. I should like to ask counsel whether it would be
convenient for him to close his argument this evening f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The motion is not debatable.
The motion was not agreed to.
. Mr. C.A.RP~T~R. I coffi:e n~w, Mr. P?:e~ident, to ~scuss the questiOns of law m th1s case which m my opnnon are entirely conclusive
of it.
[Without concluding his argument, Mr. Carpenter yielded to Mr.
SHERMA......~ for a motion to take a recess. His speech will be published
in full when completed.]
Mr. SHERMAN. If counsel will allow me, I will move that the
COUl't take a recess until half past seven to test the sense of the Senate.
The PRESIDENT P"ro t.emprJre. The Senator from Ohio moves that
the Senate sitting for the trial take a recess until half past seven
o'clock.
The motion was not agreed to; there being on a division-ayes 2-2,
noes 23.
Mr. THURMAN. I move that the Senate sitting for this trial do
now adjourn.
The question being put, there were on a division-ayes 23, noes 25.
Mr. CONKLING. I ask for the yeas and nays on the motion to adjourn.
The yea-s and nays were ordered; and being taken, resulted-yeas
33, nays 18; as follows :
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Legislative and executive business
will be suspended and the Senate will proceed to the consideration
of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, lat~ Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. The usual notice will be transmit
ted to the House of Representatives.
Mr. LoRD, Mr. LYNDE, Mr. McMAHON, Mr. JENKS, and Mr. LAPHAM,
of the managers on the part of the Hoose of Representatives, appeared.
The .respondent appeared with his counsel, Messrs. Blair and Carpenter.
The Secreta,r y read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate
sitting yesterday for the trial of the impeachment.
Mr. PADDOCK. I hardly think there is a quorum of the Senate
present.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnp01·e. The roll of the Senate will be called.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Let the Chair count the Senate.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore, (after a pause.) There-is not a quorum present. The Secretary will call the roll.
The Secretary called the roll of the Senate, and forty Senators answered to their names.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. There is a quorum present. The
Journal will stand approved.
,.
Mr. COCKRELL. I desire to state that my colleague [Mr. BoGY]
is absen-t, having been called home by the illness of his daughter.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senate is now ready to proceed
with the trial.
Mr. CARPENTER resumed and concluded his argument on behalf
of the respondent. It is, in full, as :follows:
Mr. President and Senators, we are approaching the termination of
a protracted and painful tria,l, and the -duty of dosing the defense
has been intrusted to me. I am to make the last suggestions on
behalf of the respondent, to a tribunal which has his reputation and
honor in its keeping. The importance of the cause to the resppnd-.
ent, and to all those who have heretofore held and to those who
may hereafter hold any office under the Government of the United
States, from the highest to the lowest, will secure, I doubt not, judicial attention to an argument which must be uninteresting, except
to those who may impose and those who may suffer from the infliction of the judgment and sentence which the House of Representatives of the United Stn.tes is demanding against the respondent.
I know how many and what various cares absorb the attention of
Senators, in the last days of a long session ; and how difficult it is
for Senators to remain in their seats. But I appeal to you, once for
all, that before you pass judgment upon the respondent, you owe it
to him, to yourselves, and to justice, to put a-side other business, and
hear patiently, not only the important points, but even the details of
testimony, upon whiQ.b his guilt or innocence depends.
Uo person can justly be convicted until his triers have patiently
heard, and carefully considered, everything that can be said on his behalf.
·Reverence of counsel for the bench is the natural result of their
mutual relations. And yet in the excitement of an animated criminal
trial counsel, most distinguished for amiability, are sometimes incited
to make remarks which, after reflection, they sincerely regret. Any
subject viewed from the different stand-points of a judge and an advocate will present different aspects. The advocate, sympathizing
with the distress of his clients, and often seeing far deeper into the
absolute truth of a case than a judge is permitted to see; knowing
many circumstances of alleviation, and many important exculpatory
facts derived from his client, which cannot be disclosed in a tribunal
where the client and his wife are excluded from the witness stand ;
heated with days and nights of anxious toil; t.lil'iving to develop tho
truth through the imperfect statements which can be made by oatsido
witnesses; is entitled to some indulgence. The few fact.11 which can be
made known to the judge, are in the mind of the ad vocate so blended
with, and colored by, other facts incapable of legal proof, that a ruling propE-r from the judge's stand-point, is full of disappointment to
the advocat.e.
And in this, my last appearance before this tribunal, I desire to
apologize for any seemingly disrespectful remark made by me in this
cause. And let me say that in the line of argument which my duty
compels me to pursue to-day, while I shall question the correctness of
some rulings of the court, I shall do so in a respectful manner.
Lawyers are as necessary to the administration of justice as judges.
Chief J ostice Marshall, delivering the opinion of the court overruling
one of its former decisions, apologized for the error by saying that the
former case had not been argued by counsel.
· Washburn, in his Judicial History of MassachUBetts, page 145,
Sl?eaking of the trials for witchcraft, says:

~~Mes~ra .. Allison, .Anthony, ~yard, Booth, Bou~well, Bruce, Cameron of
WISOOnsm, ChristiancY., Clayton, Conkling, Conover, Cragm, Ferry, Frelinghuysen,
Hamilton, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada,Logait, McCreery, McMillan, Mitchell, Norwood, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Ransom, Stevenson, Thurman, West, Windom, and Wright-33.
NAYS-Messrs. B,o_gy, Cock~ell. Cooper, Davis, Dennis, Edmnnt.ls, Gordon, Har•ey, Kelly, Ke~an, mcDonald, .Merrimon, Morrill, P..andolph, Robertson, Sherman
'
Whllooe. and Withers-lB.
ABSENT-Messrs. Alcorn, Barnum, Burnside, Cameron of Pennsylvania., CaperFor the credit of New England. it would be well if oblivion could settle down
ton, Dawes, Dorsey, Eaton, Goldthwaite, Hamlin, Hitchcock, J obnston, Key, Maxey over
this period of her annals. B11t the history of that court furnishes a lesson
Morton, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sharon, Spencer, Wadleigh, and Whyte-21.
which ought never to be forgotten. It was a popular tribunal; there was not a.
So the motion was agreed to; and (at four o'clo8k and fifteen min- lawyer concerned in its proceeillngs. E\"ery rule of ovidence by whicb the courts
of common l.a.w are governed was abrogated, and judn-ea and jurn.rs were left, on~ltes p.m.) the Sena.te sitting for the trial of the impeachment ad- trammeled by "the quibbles of the law h to followthei'r own feelings and the popuJOurned,
lar will. Human nature may have changed, and a conrtequallypopularandeqo.a!ly

,
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In the case of Alice Perrers, such petition was filed. (Hale's Jurisdiction House of Lords, page 174.)
.
.
•
•
ministration_ It is w be believed that abuses as monstrous as the whole proceedings
This case presents an mstance of the rmpeachment of a subJect not
of t~at court, in fact, were, co~d have been tolerated had t~e bun an enlightened in office, nor exercising any franchise known to the law. Alice
bar ~n Ma88achmetaJ 1ohose serv.u;es should have bee-n eur'ued ~n fa'IJ()f' of tll.e accused I Perrers was the IDISttf.ss ot Edward III • a position well known in
Itwasnotforthewantoflearmngorhone tyonthepartoftlrosewbowereengaged th
·
f th f st' ki
f E 1 'db
·
in those trials that injustice was done. It was that their habits of thought, tlieir
e reigns o
e e ~ve ng~ o . ng an , ut never r~ogruzed br
entire irnorance of the salutary rules of law, and their want Iff familiarity with the - law, much less exalted to the digmty of an office. She was Impeached;
process"'of in~es~ga~g ~e mer~ts of judicial con~ov~~ies, unfitted them to J:!old simple Alice Perrers-without title, franchi e, or office ; was imthe.~es of JUstice With unpartial hands, and to discrrmmate betwee,n the ex01ted peached for that she had perverted the course of justice; that she
pL'E'Juilices
many, and the truth or falsehood of the charges which they were had taken .her seat on the b ench WL'th th e JU
· d ge , dict a t'mg h ow th ey
called uponoftothe
examine.
The brightest periods in the history of English jurisprudence have sho~d decide causes; and, when she found them P.e~ver e, .she combeen tho ·e in which counsel have enjoyed the greatest freedom of plamed to her roya! love!, who fou~d means to brmg t~e JUdges to
speech a.nd the widest range of discussion ; and every era of despot- rea 0~· At the Apnl session of Parlia~ent, 1376, tb.e :fiftieth year of
i8m aud tyranny has beeu marked by attempts of jud cres to browbeat the r~I~ of Ed ward ill, she was conviCted and b!lill.Shed.. ~er her
lawyers at their bar.
~
conVIctiOn a stat~te was em~;cted at the same sessiOn, proh1b1tmg .any
It was my fortnne to be a listener for several years to the debates ~oman ~nd, particularly, Alice Pe:rers, to pursue cau~es and actions
in this body; and I could refer to several instances illustrating the m th~ king's ?ourts, b7 way of mamtenance, and f?r hue, and. reward,
freedom of speech of Senators in debate. I have heard Senators de- on pam of berng bamshed on~ of the realm. (Lmgard s History of
uounce laws passed by a majority of the Senate as having been in- England, volume 3, page 201.)
.
. ..
spired by party spirit, as prejudicial to the public interests, and in
The next ~ear, 1377, ~as celebra~ed m England a-s a ye~r of. JUbilee.
wanton violation of the Constitution. And yet every Senator was At the sessJon of Parhame~t whic~ ~omme~c~d .early m 1377, the
UIIde1· oath to support the Constitution when he voted for the laws Conrmons :presented~ the king a petitio~, recntu~g.that ma~J.Y per ons
thus as ailed.
had been rmpeached 1.n the next prec~drng Parliament, wit~out due
No one, I presume, would deny to counsel who appear in the de- process, &;-c., ~J?d praymg that t~eynnght be !estored to therr fol'illei
fense of a citizen on trial at your bar as much freedom of speech as estate~. di~ties, and other thmgs. The kin~ the_n demand~d to
is permitted to Senators in mutual consultation. Anciently the oath know If theu req.uest was mad.e for all that had oeen Impeac~ed, aud
administered to all the lawyers of England was, "not to present any- the speaker rephed that their re~uest was for all: The kmg then
t.hinc:r false to the court, but to make war for their clieuts." How this told t~em they must present speCific requests namrng the persons to
i un~derstood in English courts of justice is illustrated by a scene in be relieved and th~ ~easons.
.
.
the celebrated trial of the Dean of St. Asaph, in the court of king's
Among other petttwns presented was on~ for Ahce Perrers; se~g
bench, for libel; in which an eminent judge, and an advocate not less forth that sb~ had been .by untrue &uggestion, an~ undue ~rocess m
eminent appeared aa follows. the jury returned a verdict "guilty t?e last :'?arliament, !oreclosed of the conrmon liberty whiCh ev_ery
of publi~hing only."
'
'
hege subJe<[t of the }ring, as toe!l ·men as UlO?JJen, ought freely to ~nJ?Y,
.
.
. .
unless they be conviCt of a cnme, for whJCh they are to for£ It 1t;
Mr. ~nsKin.. You find himg~ty of publishingonly7
that therefore it would please its majesty, for the love of God and
A .JUROR. Guilty
only
of
publishing.
· ht JUS
· ti, ce t o 1..~
. .
.
.
.
.
. rig
l..li.llVe cons1'derati on, +1..~
ll.lil>t tb e ai'd ..a."l'we was never pre And, ~ter cons1derab~e altercatiOn,. the followmg sce~e ~cc~red · ent in Parliament, nor duly admitted to answer anything for which
Mr. .Justice BULLER. I w1~ take the verdict as .they mean to 15I"e.It; 1:- shall she was adjudged; and for this cause to reverse the judgment, aud
not be altered .. GentlemeJ?, ~I ~dm:stand you nght, your verdict Is this, you cause ''her to be restored entirely to her former e tate· the sa'd
mean to say guilty of pubhshmg this libel i
.
. . .
.
.
. .'
1
A .Juaou. No; the pamphlet; we do not decide np«?n its being a libel.
.1udgment, or any prohibttion maue agamst the satd Alwe m the same
Mr. .Ju~tice B~R. You say he is guil~y of p~b~shin~ the pamphlet, and that Parliament notwithstanding."
the mearung of the .muuendoea 1s as stat,ed m the mdictment..
The king pardoned her and she returned to her former relations
A .Junoa. Certainly.
· hfullY a tten d'mg b'lt;D ~
· b'lS 1ast I'll ness, unt1'l t h e mornMr.
ERSKINE. Is the word "only" to stand part of your verdict 7
~'th him. i f mt
.A .JURort. Certainly.
mg of his death, when she stole hl.S Jewelry and ran away.
Mr. ER.ti~E. Then I insist it shall ~e recorded. . .
But Dame Alice continued her crooked political practices, and iu
Mr. .Jus~ce BULLER. Then the verdict must be nnsunderstood; let me under- the first session of Parliament Richard II 1377 she was arrain irn0
st.and tbeJury.
h d
.
.
' .
'
'
Mr. ERSKINE. The jury do understand their verdict.
pea~ e ; a~am conVIcted, an~ ba.ms~ed the rea~: At a subsequent
Mr. .Justice BULLER. Sir, I will not be interrupted.
sessiOn, 2 Richard II, she filed m Parhament a petitwn for reversal of
Mr. EnsKTh"E. I stand here aa an advocate fora brother citizen, and I desire that the second conviction, for en-or. The new kincr, who seems to have
tl1o word ·• only" may be recorded.
f 1t
t d
f b }'
d
}t ~
f
h
d
Mr. .Justice BULLER. Sit down, sir. Remember your duty, or I shall be obliged w
e somte tehn ernt.et~s or Bert, tlhcenseL dcounse .o ~pdpeatir. or f etbr an
proceed in another manner.
P.r?secu e e pe 1 10n.
u . e or s, upon co~s1 era on o
e peMr. EnsKTh"'E. Your lordship may proceed in what manner yon thinkfit. I1.:1ww t1t10n. answered, that the king could accomplish the same end by
my duty as well as your lordship J.-nows yours. 1 shall not alter 1ny conduct.
granting a pardon.
The name of Erskine stands at the head of the long list of great
Parliament, in the fullne s of its power, has repeatedly reversed
English advocates, and to the noble stand made by him against a convictions had in former Parliaments, restoring to the heirs forfeited
wrong· headed court, in this and other libel cases, we owe the present estates, though it could not recall the beheaded defendants. And
liberty of the press; the jury having the right to decide the law as petitions for snch reversals have been repeatedly filed; and Parlia.well as the fact, and deyermine whether the matter published is a ment has always considered them.
libel or not.
In defense of the practice of rehearing, and illustrating its efficacy,
I shall have no occasion to transcend or even approach the deter- I will refer to an instance in which a judgment-not rendered by a
mined language there employed; and I refer to it only to show what human tribunal against an individual, but by the Almighty against
freedom of speech is tolerated in an English court of justice from an a whole people-was reversed on re-argument. The case is recorded
advocate defending the rights of his client against supposed judicial in Exodus, :xxxii. 7-14. I am justified in referring to precedents concerning the Jews, because the manager, who opened this ca a, bas
encroachment.
The lan~uage employed by Lord Brougham, in the trial of Queen sought to convict the respondent, not for a ·violation of the statutes
Carolin~, 1s well known. He there places the fealty of an advocate of the United States, but of one of the collllllilndments to the Jewsto his client above the allegiance of the advocate to his king.
"Thou shalt not accept gifts, for gifts blind the eyes of the wi e, aml
But,repeatingwhat I said the other day, I maintain that a motion change the words of the just." And the argument of them nager,
to vacate an order made by this court, or a motion for a rehearing remarkable for its bigotry and want of charity, might more approupon any question decided by the court, is not only not a contempt priately have been delivered to a. congregation of Pharisees.
of court, nor an evidence of disrespect, but is a usual and orderly
It was after Aaron bad directed the people to mold a golden calf,
proceeding in every court exercising original jurisdiction; and is as and the people rising in the morning had offered before it holocausts
much a matter of absolute right, as to plead the general issue, or call and peace-victims, and, after sitting down to eat and drink, had risen
a witness on the trial.
·
up to play.
Half the criminal cases in England and America are heard on moAnd the Lord said unto Moses, Go, get thee down.
tiona for new trial, upon the ground that the judge ~t the trial erred
.
in admitting testimony or instructing the jury. No one regards such
Moses ha? been presenting the case of Israel and the Lord had heard
motion as disrespectful to the court. And nothing better indicates enough of It.
.
_
the real eminence of a judge than the patience with which he listens · Go, gettlteedown; for thy people, which thou brougbtestoutof thelandofEgypt,
·
te
d
d
t
d
h
·
that
h
has
·
tt
d
.
have
corrupted
themselves;
t
t o argumen s m n e o persu!l' e J..?1
e
comnu e errors.
8. Theyha.veturnedasidequicklyontof thewaywhich !commanded them; they
Nobody ever thought such motion a disrespect to the court. In every have made them a moUen calf and have worshiped it, and have sacrificed theJ-ecourt, English or American, exercising original equitable jurisdiction, unto, and said, These be thy gOds, 0 Israel, which have brought thee up out of the
motions for rehearin~ are recognized as one of the regular proceed- la~d ~~Wt. Lord .d to M
h
this
d., b h ld ·t ·
ings in a cause;, ana. the bill of review for er:ors of law ap~arent stiff-necked 6 ple: 831: un
oses, 1 ave seen
poop1e, an e 0 • 1 18 a
upon the record IS as well known to the profession and as graciously
10. Now ~refore let me alone, that my wrath may wax hot aaainst them, and
received by the courts, as any other bills.
that I may consume them: and I will make of thee a great nation~
'l'~e r~es of the Supreme Court o! -4;he United States regulate the
But Moses persisted!
applic~tion fo~ ~eheanng 0~ causes m that ~o~t. .
.
11. And Moses besought the Lord his God, and said, Lord, why doth thy wrath
Nor IS a pet1t10n to be relieved from conviction m case of rmpeach- wax bot against thy people, which thou hast brought forth out of the Iantl of Egypt
ment, for error, a :rwvelty.
with great power, and with a. mighty hand 1
unacquainted with the rules which govern judicial proceedings, might stand against

a. stron,g popular delusion or excitement, should such an occaaiou a~in occur, but
he must disregard the li.,.ht of experience who could hope to be sare under its ad-
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12. Wherefore should tbe Egyptians speak , and say, For mMchiej did be bring
them out, to slay them in the mountains. and to consume them from tho face of the
earth 1 Turn from thy fierce wrat.h, and repent of this evil a"ainst thy people.
13. Remember Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, thy servants, tow'born thonswearestby
thine own self, and saiust unto them, I will rn ultiply your seed as the stars of heaven,
and all this land that I have spoken of will I give'unto your seed, and they shall
inherit it torever.
·
14. And the Lord repented of the evil which he thought to do untO his people.

Thus it appears that the judgment of the Almighty was t·econsidered, and upon the re-argument of :Moses wns reversed.

Supported, Senators, by such precedents, I shnJl undertake to sh01v,
that the order passed by the court, declaring the articles of impeachment to be sufficient in law, waa erroneous; and that the respondent
was thereby <leprived of the right of demurring thereto.
Before coming to that, however, let me consider some other questions arising in this case.
And, first of all, who is this respondent fIt will not be pretended that there is any direct evidence of his
guilt. The most that can be claime<l is, that the evidence establishes
certain fact-s or circumstances from which, perhaps, you may deduce
the fact of. guilt.
It is a well-settled principle of law, and a cherished maxim of religion, that when any fact is susceptible of two constructions, when
any circumstance is reconcilable as well with the theory of innocence aa with that of guilt, then such fact or circumstance is worthless to establish guilt. Legal presumption, equally with Christian
charit.y, turns the even scales in favor of innocence. And in a
case restmg upon circumstantial evideuce-w here the fact of guilt
is only an inference from other clearly established facts-the former
character of the defendant, good or bad, is an important element.
A professional thief, escaping from the Five Points of New York,
and charged with shoplifting in the city of 'Vashington, would be
convicted upon very slight evidence; because he would be presumed
to be plying his vocation ; while the same charge, made against a
bishop of the church, could only be sustained by overwhelming proof.In the first case the inclination of the jury would be to find the defendant guilty; in the latter, to demand irresistible testimony to overcome the presumption of innocence. In the one case, a single witne s
might suffice; in the other, a cloud of witnesses might be disbelieved.
This presumption of law is a result of human experience. It is rare,
indeed, that a man reaches the meridian of life, possessing the confluence of his associates; and then, upon a sudden impulse, plunges
headlong into the depths of vice and infamy. And it is still more
rare, that from the depths of infamy and vice a mortal with one rduound can regain the upper air, and pursue a course of integrity and
honor. And yet, if Belknap be guilty, he has performed this twofold miracle.
Mr. CLYMER's investigating committee, when they had found, as
they thought, one act of corruption in the Secretary of War, in the
second yea.r of his term, natUTally concluded that innumerable other
instances of corruption would be found in his long administration.
Their logic was sound. So they have searched, examined and investigated the transactions of every branch and Bureau of the War Department, from Belknap's appointment down to the hour of his resignation. They have inquired into the expenses of his domestic life;
have consulted his tailor, his butcher, and his grocer; investigated
his bank account; and have pursued him in ways and by means never
before resorted to. Yet the result is, that, except the matter under
consideration, there is not a transaction in his entire administration
upon which they can found even a censure.
If Belknap be guilty of the offense charged, then, by all the laws
of probability, he had been led to it, his conscience stifled and his
heart hardened by the perpetration of lesser villainies. It is from
small pilferings and petty offenses that criminals advance, step by
step, to the commission of crimes that shock the sense of a nation.
And if Belknap had become, as the managers claim, so debased, so
regardless of the common maxims of honesty, as to pollute his hand
with a bribe from Marsh, in 1870, it is impossible that be could subsequently have turned a way from far better opportunities for corrupt
aggrandizement.
In the single transaction of the sale of arms to France, Belknap
might easily have made a million of dolla.rs ; and you ·will remember
how certain. Senators, full of suspicion and empty of charity, pro~
fessed to believe that because he had the opportunity he must have
improved it. An investigation by a select committee was ordered,
and, after a searching and rigid inquiry, the committee, consisting of
democrats and 1·epublicans, unanimously exonerated this respondent
from any criminality in that transaction. That protracted investiO'a0
tiou left no shadow upon his fair fame.
To suppose, then, that this respondent from a long and honorable
career, pursued unfalteringly to the year 1 70, turned sn<ldenly upon
all the pledges of his past life, became oblivious of all his domestic,
socia~, and official obligations, and fell into the <lepths of moral depr:aVIty; that he rose thence, and casting aside all the corruption ()f
mmd and heart that had dragged him downward, lived thenceforth
a pure and noble life, is to suppose something not within the range of
probability; something against the teachings of all human experience ;-a result only to be accomplished by miracle. To fall may be
eru~y, but to. rise from the depths is not so ea-sy.
F~Lcilis
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The respondent's good character, and official purity since 1870 ha-s
been established by his enemies. Mr. CLY:MER's committee, after the
most exhaustive investigation, are silent. Their silence is commendation; if they could censure, they would be swift to speak. So it only
remains to consider what was his character prior to 1870.
The part the respondent bore <luring the war, is 1·ecorded history.
Upon a former occa ion I refened to the coincidence that the articles
of impeachment were served upon him on the anniversary of the
battle of Shiloh, and at the very hour of the day when, under the eye
of General Grant, he moved into the line which made a successful
stand against the fierce onslaught of General Beauregard, and turned
the tide of battle in favor of the Union. This was the first time the
great commander ever saw Belknap. General Grant never can forget the men whose bravery in the war for the Union attracted his
attention. That day's work made Belknap Secretary of War. And
aa though to keep this matter fresh in the mind of the Senate, on
Friday, July 7, (see CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,) the proceedings of this
court were suspended, to pass a bill removing General Beauregard's
political disabilities; and then the court resumed its proceedings, to
determine whether it should impose p·olitical disabilities upon General Belknap.
The character of the respondent, from his boyhood to his appointment as Secretary of War, is established by the testimony of the
Hon. Samuel F. Miller, one of the most highly esteemed justices of
the Supreme Court, and Governor Lowe, ex-governor and ex-chief
justice of Iowa; both of whom for nearly a quarter of a century had
resided in the same town with him, and knew him intimately; and
by both the Senators from his own State.-His character as Secretary
of War has been established by heads of Bureaus in the War Department, through whom the details of his administration were executed.
The Adjutant-General, Inspector-General, Judge-Advocate-General,
Chief of Engineers, of Ordnance, the Superintendent of the Military
Academy, Generals Hancock, McDowell, Pope, and Augur, haYe all
testifie<l to the energy, ability, and integrity with which he conducted
himself in his high office. Three hundred and thirty-seven 'millions of
dollars of the public money paa ed through his hanC:s while he was
Secretary of War, for every cent of which he ha duly accounted.
Of course, where the proof of particular criminality is direct and
positive, evidence of prior good character is unavailing. But where
such direct proof is wanting, and where guilt or innocence must be
spelled out from facts and circumstances, proof of character is a!'.
important element; then good character is the great rock up6n which
anv defense must rest.
We have had aremarkableillustration of this very recently, in the
case of .Mr. KERR, Speaker of the House. And let me say, first, that
I believe Mr. KERR is as honest a man as ever lived. I do not credit,
in the slightest degree, the slanders that were set on foot against him;
but truth justifies xoe in saying, that the testimony against him is
twice as strong as the testimony here is against Belknap. The witness who swore positively to the payment of a bribe did not flee the
country, as Marsh did; he remained under the flag and persisted and
persists to-day in his statement. Cross-examination did not shake
him. He had learned his story well. What did clear Mr. KERR in
the estimation of the House and of all honorable men' Mr . .KERR had
not spent his days under a bushel. He was well known in his own
State. He wa-s known to the House; he was known throughout the
country as a high-minded, upright man. And it was not to be tolerated, ought never to be tolerated, that a man of such reptlte and characwr should be blasted by the breath of a single scoundrel-What
was the result f The committee of the House of Representatives
nna.nimonsly acquitted him; the House acquits him; the country
acquits him.
There was one fortunate circumstance in Mr. .KERR's case. He was
a democrat. My honest belief is that, had he been a republican, he
would have been expelled the House unanimously. The democrats
wonld have voted against him for the fun of the thing; the republicans, to cleanse thei1· pa1·ty.
The republican party has thus far survived under a practice that
would break up any family in the land in twenty-four hours. Suppose a. father, instead of remonstrating with a son for some slightly
iiTegular conduct, should go upon the streets and denounce him.
Suppose brothers, instead of defending their sisters against the breath
of slanrl.er, should join in the cry and swell it to an uproar. Suppose
all the little jars anii ebullitions of temper occurring more or less often
in every family, were to be recounted with all the exaggerations of
malice; slight faults magnified, and harmless occUTrences misrepresented ;-how long would the family hold together, and how much of
happiness would its members enjoy before its certain disruption'
If a democratic newspaper or committee of investigation a sails a.
republican,-especially if he has been prominent,-instantly every
republican newspaper, organuation, and individual, declares the belief that he was always a rascal, and expresses profound amazement
that the democrats had not found it out before. .And so, under pretense of purifying the party, they join in one acclaim to cry him down
forever,-:-anything .to g~t rid.of him. The democratic parcy bas some
sense; 1t washes 1ts dirty linen at home. II one of its prominent
members be assailed, a halt is called, and a patient investigation demanded. And all our republican editors, acting, apparently, upon
the theory, that all the rascals are in the republican party, and ali
the republicans, except themselves, are probably rascals, take the
part of the accused democrat, and demand a suspension of publiQ
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opinio~ until the accusation shall have been fn1ly investigated and

absolutely established. Thus the in~ulp~teddemocrat bas so~ecban~e
of receiving at least some degree of JUStJCe. I do not complam of th1s.
Jf our party cannot be just to its own members, I am gla~ its editors
and politici:ms can be just to those who do not belong to 1t.
Tile Great ~laster commanded his apost.l es to be wise as serpents
and harmless as doves. The republican p:.trty observes the latter, and
rejects the former, clause of this precept; and while we are playing
the part of the dove, the serpent is rapidly gliding toward the White
House.
There is another suggestion. Impeachment, under our Constitution, is not designed to punish specific violations of statute law, but
rn.ther to protect the public against general malauministrat.ion in
high public offices. And, therefore, when an officer is impeached, it
iB submitted that he should not be convicted and removed from office,
degraded and disgraced, for a single transaction, provided the geneml tenor of his administration is commendable. There is a passage
in one of the arguments of Erskine so appropriate to my purpose that
I wiUsend it to the Secretary to beread. In the trial of JohnStuckdnle,
for libel; t.h e attorney-general produced before the jury a volume of
seveml hundred pages, from which he read to the jury marked passa cres here and there-sometime with intervals of forty or fifty pagesand asked the jury upon tho e passages to convict the writer of the
book of libel. !-1r. Erskine claimed that the whole volume should go
to the jury, and that they should determine from tho whole volume,
and not from a few passages here and there, whether the book was
written with good or bad intent. He said:
One word more, gentlemen, and I have done. Every human tribunal ought to
take care to admimster justico, as we look hereafter to have justice administered
to ourselves. Upon the principle on which the attorney.gene~ prays sen~en~
upon my ~ent.--Gi>rl have mercy up~m as! Ins.te~"l of standing before him m
jutl~ent w1th the hopes and consolations of Chr1st1ans, we must call upon the
moirntaius to cover us; for which of us can present, for omniscient examination, a
pur~. unspotted, and fanltless course~ But I humbly expect that the benevolent
.Author of our being will judge us as I have been pointin~ out for your example.
llolding up the great volume of our lives in His hands, antt regarding the general
scope of them: if He disco>ers benevolence, charity and gootl-will t~ man beating
in the heart, where He alone can look; if He finds that our conduct, though' often
forced out of the path by our infirmities, has been in general well directed, His
al].searchinu
eye will assuredly never pursue us into those little cor-ners of our
0
live!!, much less will his justice select them for punishment, without the general
context of our existence, by which faults may be sometimes found to havo grown
out of virtues, and very many of our heaviest offenses to have been grafted by hu;r!l-an
impufection upon the best and kindest of our affections. No, gentlemen, believe
roo, this is not the courso of divine ju.~tice, or there is no h ·uth in the gospels of
Heaven. If the general tenor of a man'R conduct be such as I have represented
it. he mav walk through the shadow of death, with all his faults about him, with
as much Cbeerfulne s as in the common paths of life; because he knows, tbat in·
stead of a ~tern accuser to expose before the Author of his nature those frail passal!C . which. like the scored matter in the book before you. chequers the >olume of
tho brighte t and bt>st. pent life, His mercy will obscure them from the eye of his
purity, and our repentance blot them out forever .
.All this would, I admit, be perfectly forei191. and irrevelant, if you were sitting
hero in a case of property between man ana man, where a strict rule of law must
operate, or there would be an end of civil life and society.

Senators, there never was a case where this cloqnent language was
more applicable. It is conceded that the object of impeachment is
not punishment, but protection to the public. Can you: as Christian
gentlemon, say that the public safety requires that, for a single transgression, even if you find it clearly proved, which I shall attempt to
show is uot the case,-can you, for the blot of a single day, in a long
and otherwise spotless life, full of gallnnt action, and upright administration in high offices and public trusts, brand this man as infamous
before tho world!
Take the case of General Jackson at New Orleans. Suppose him
to be impeached and on trial to-day for the arbitrary arrest of a Federal judge; and suppose that able lawyers bad demonstrated to your
entire satisfaction that the arrest of the judge was an illegal act;would you shut your eyes to the fact that this illegal act was only
one step in a brilliant miUtary campaign which saved New Orleans
from the devastation of the foe, and shed immortal luster upon the
American name and nation -And would you select this single act,
and base upon it a general condemnation, to render infamous a name
otherwise most illustrious T
And yet, I submit, that the principle which wonld justify the conviction of General Belknap in this case, for a single transaction in an
otherwise blameless administration of theW ar Department fm Beven
long years, would justify the conviction of Jackson in the case supposed. Such a rule ~of judgment is in opposition to every principle
ancl sentiment of Christian charity; it is consistent. only with the
bigotry, the intolerance, and the cruelty, which the religion of Christ
was intended to abolish.
But, Senators, if I have pressed the argument too far npon this
point, may I not fall back within recognized legal lines, and still insist that, in a case like this, where it must be admitted there is no
direct proof of guilt, the circumstances relied upon to raise au inference of guilt should be critically scanned, and the whole cai>e rejected unless there is a moral certainty of guilt¥
· Now wha,t is the theory of this prosecution' That it is a case of
bribery; that Belknap accepted a bribe from Marsh.
The honorable manager, l\1r. LYNDE, hasrcferred us to section 1781
of the Revised Statutes, which, omitting immaterial words, provides
as follows :
.Any officer who, directly or indirectly, recei>es or ai!I'ees to receiv.e any mon~y
&c. for ¢ving an office or place to any pen;on whatevor, shall be gw.lty of a miSdemeanor.

Also the section in regard to bribery of officers, which is section
5501:
Every officer of the United StateR * * * who asks, accepts, or receiYes any
monc:>y " * " ·with intent to have his decision or action on any question, mattP.r,
·cause, or proceeding which may, at any time, be pending, or which may by law be
brou,gbt before him m his official capacity, influenced thereby,

shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
These sections are in pari rnaterie, and must be construed together.
They define and punish the crime of bribery. Greenleaf, abridging
tho English authorities, defines bribery of an officer to be reccivin~ an
undue reward, in order to infinence his behavior in office, and incline
him to act contrary to the known rules of honesty and integrity.
And be cites 3 Coke's Institutes, 145; 4 Blackstone's Comrr:entaries,
139; 1 Russell on Crime , 154; and Hawkins's Pleas of the Crown, 67.
The language of section 1781 Revised Statutes," Any officer who
directly or indirectly receives or agrees to receive any money, &c.,
for giving an office," &c., evidently contemplates what section 5501
more clearly expresses, namely, that the money shall be given or
promised before, or simultaneously with, the giving of the office.
The statutes ugainst usury provide that any person who shall take
or receive, for tho loan of money, more than a certain per cent., shall
forfeit, &c. If I borrow of my neighbor $10,000, at a legal rate
of interest, and · subsequently pay him principal and interest; and
after the transaction of loan is completely closed, I say to him tlmt
by the investment of the money borrowed I made 10,000, and offer
to give him, and he receives, one-ba.lf of the profits made by me, it
would not be preten<le<l that such gift and receipt constituted a violation of the statute against usury. The two sections read together,
and in view of the definition of bribery at common law, can only be
considered as providing for t.he case where money is received by the
officer,· with the intent that his official conduct shall be influenced
thereby. And to this end, of course, the payment or promise of payment must be made before official action is taken .
Again, bribery may involve tbe person who gives the money and
the officer who receives it; or it may involve the person who gives it
and not the officer who receives it; or it may involve the officer w uo
receives it and not the person who gives it, and this point I wi h to
present distinctly, because the manager the other day mailltained exactly the opposite theory. Mr. JENKS yesterday maintained t.hat
whether 1\Ir. Belknap was guilty of being bribed or not depelllled
upon the intent and purpose with whlch Marsh had given him tho
money. That is110t the law. We have two statutes, sections 5450 and
5451, punishing the giver, and sections 5500 and 5501, punishing the
receiver, of a bribe. The statute against giving a bribe prondcs
that if any person shall give money ·with intent to influence the officer,
&c. The intent here mentioned is of corrrse the intent of the giver-he
may be indicted, without charging that the officer who received it received it with any guilty intent. His crime is complete when be has
given the money, wit.h his own intent that that money shonld influence the action of the officer. So when an officer is.indicted it need
not be charged in the indictment that the giver intended thereby to
influence the officer's conduct. It must be charged in the language of
the statute that the officer receive<l it with the intent to have his mind
thereby influenced; for that is the language of the statute.
This I deem an important <li tinction; and one great error of 1he
argument of the manager yester<lay resulted from his ignoring this
distinction. The nw1·e giving of money by Marsh to Belknap was entirely innocent. But if Marsh gave it for the purpose of influencing
Belknap's official conduct, then Marsh is guilty of bribery. But Belknap is not guilt.y of bribery, unless be received the money with the
intent and for the purpo~:~e of having his official conduct influenced
thereby.
The burden is upon the prosecution to show that Belknap, when he
received the money, receiYed it with the intent and for the purpose
of having his official conduct influenced thereby. And this mu~t be
proved beyond a reasonable don bt. I need not stop here, as I should
if addressing a jury, to show what the law means by the phrase,
"reasonable don bt." This phrase is merely the logal expression of
that maxim of Christian charity inculcated in the gospels. If, under all the circumstances, it is as probable that the respondent is innocent, as that he is guilty, charity requires you to find him innocent.
So the law says this charitable presumpt.ion, the impulse of t.he heart
to think well of all men, must be clearly overcome by proof before
there can be conviction: and this is all the phrase means. The prosecution must establish beyoncl reasonable donbt that Belknap not
only received the money directly or indirectly; but that be received
it 1dth the intent of having his official conduct influenced thereby.
For t.he purpose of bringing this point still more distinctly, if possible, before your minds, let me read the statute again:
EYery officer * " " who asks. acC{'pta or r~ceives any money " ~ * with
intent to have his decision or action on any queshon, matter, cause, &c., tnjfuenced
thereby is guilty of a misdemeanor, &c. (Re\'ised Statutes, section 5501, page 1072.)
I need not stop, addressing a body of lawyers, to show that where
the statute makes the intent an integral and essential part of the
offense that the intent must be estalJlished as plainly and clearly as
the act itself. You must not only find the receipt of the money, but
yon must be able to eay that you believe that when Belknap receiverl
it he received it with the intent that his official conduct bGold he
inilueucetl thereby. I submit to every lawyer tha,t upon this S1 atute
no indictment could stand a minute that di<luot change such intent.
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And although eqnalstrictness of pleading be not reqnired in impeachment cases, the statement of every essential clement of the offense is
necessary, and not; only .must it be stated, but it must be proved. You
must be able to say that you believe this man received this money,
aud not only that but that when he received it, he did so, meaning
and intending that in consideration of the money, he would act officially otherwise than be would, bad be not received the money. I do
not believe tbero is a Seua.tor in this Chamber who belieYes that
Belknap's official action was influenced, or that he iutended it should
be, by this money.
It may be said this is holding very strictly to the statute. That is
my duty, and it is your duty. All penal enactments are to be strictly
construed.
The Senate of the United States, in the exercise of this which Blackstone declares is an "awful jurisdictioll," cannot go shuffling and ambling in editorial style through these statutes. There must be exact
description of offenses, couched in definit.e, legal language, or there
is no charge to stand in a judicial t.ribunal. And it is as necessary
that the articles should charge, anil. the eviuence show, that Belknap
received the money tvUh the intent mentioned in the statute, as that he
received the money at all. If Belknap receiveu the money with this
intent, he is guilty of bribery. But, if he received the money without
this intent, he is not guilty of bribery. And in uetermining with
what intent Belknap received the money, it is wholly immaterial
what was the intention of Marsh in giving it.
Now, Senator , let me reminu yon how important is this distinction
to all public men. I invoke it not for Belknap's sake only, but for
the sake of justice, and for the sa.ke of every man holding high civil
office.
We all know how differ_e ntly different classes of men are affected
by the influence of money. Some men will commit murder for five
dollars; some fora thousand dollars; and liOmenotat all. Some men
would think a box of cigars would influence a Sen(tt.or, and might
present it in ·that expectation. On their part it would be bribery.
But the Senator might accept the present because be would think it
mere coxcombry of honesty to decline it. But be would never t4ink
of being influenced in the discharge of his official duty by any such
present. In other words, he would not accept it with the intent to
have it influence his official action.
Take another subject, which has been somewhat discussed, that of
railroau pas es to public men. There is no rea-son to suppose that
railroad companies send passes t<flegislators out of mere compassion
for their scant salary. If such were their motive, they would send
them to all poo1' men; and would not discontinlJ.e them when the legislator failed of 1·e-election. Gas companies, existing subject to legislative control and supervision, and constantly complained of by the
people to the Legislature, do not illuminate the houses of legislators
gratuitously from mere love of iJlumination; if so, they would light
JlP every shanty within their reach; and gas-meters would be superfluous.
These corporations doubtless expect favors to result from their
osfA'ntatious accommodations. But do the public men who receive
gas bills receipted, annual railroad-passes, horse-railroad slips to be
punched by the conductor, and. deau-head stamps from tele~aph companies, receive the same with intent to have their official action influenced thereby 1
You all remember the grave joke perpetrated by Nicholas Hill in
the court of appeals of New York, who said, in the argument of a cause
against a railroad company before that court, that if the corrupting
power of such corporations was allowed to go on for a few years, it
might chance that an advocate would be compelled to argue a cause
against a railroad company, before a court, every member of which
might have the companis pa-ss in his pocket.
There was published in the New York Tribu~ some time ago an
extract from a telegraph company's report to its stockholders; au
extract from which was as follows:
The franks issued to Government officials, constitut-e nearly a. tbird of the total
complimentary bnsines . The wires of the --Company extend into thirty-seven
States and nine Territories, within the limits of the United Stat~s and into four of
tbe Biiti h province!! In all of them our propert,r is more or less snbject to the
action of the national, State, and municipal authorities: and thu judiciot£S use of
complimentary franks among them, has be('Jl the means of saving to the company
m.any times the money value of the free servioo performed.

This is a plain confession that dead head Rtamps are issued in expectation of official favors, and a declara ion that the expectation has
been realized. But who will say that the public men who have been
the recipient of such courtesy, received the stamps with the intent to
have their official conduct influenced therel>v¥
And I invoke at your bantls for General ·Belknap the distinction
which the e instances mark between the intention of the git·e1· and the
intention of the receiver of such courtesies. If the giv~r int-ended by
the gift of stamps to influence the conduct of a Senator, he committed
bribery. Bnt if the Senator who received the stamps did so without
intending to be thereby influenced in his official action, he was not
guilty of bribery.
And I defy the honorable manager who is to close this ca-se to convict General Belknap upon the intention of ~lr. Marsh. Before the respondent can be convicted you must find that he received the money
with intent to be thereby corrupted, and have his official conduct influenced and corrupted. If you can find such intent from the testimony, this man can be convictedJ and without that he cannot be con-
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victed. He may be slaughtered and sacrificed.; but he cannot be
judicially convicted. There is not a lawyer in the Senate who, sitting
upon the bench and charging a jury, would not charge that the law
is .in substance as I have stated it; that b~fore they could find Belknap guilty they must find tbat he received. the money with intent to
be thereby injltmwed in the performance of his official duty. I have
dwelt upon this point and repeated it so often, because it is a vital
point in this case.
Before proceeding to an examination, necessarily brief, of the evidence in this case, let rue state what I understand to be the philosophy of a trial by one's peers. Thero is no phrase in the English tongue
more cherished by Englishmen than that every man shallue tried uy
his peers. Thousands of Englishmen who have not the slightest idea
of the meanjng of this phrase, would draw their swords and imperil
their lives against anybody who should question it. -It is an outgrowth of the proverb, "One half of the world does not know how the
other half lives."-Givo me the power at pre ent possessed by United
States marshals to pack juries-a power unlimited-and I would pack
a jury in any State of this Union, who would convict a person charged
with living in such extravaga,nce as to corrupt the public morals, on
proof that he expended $3,000 a year. I would. take care to select men
who never receiveu or expended over $500 a year-men who never
saw a steamboat-or a railroad-men who never left the patch of ground
they cultivate except on horseback-men who never visirod a city,
and know nothing of the expenses of living out of their own class and
circle. I could pack a jury in t.h is way who would find any man
guilty of wasteful prodigality, whose expenses amounted to$3,000 a
year. Hence the importance of being tried by one's peers; by tho e
whose habits of life, who e tbeorie , sentiment.s, and associations,
accord ~ith your own. Madison, in the Federalist., justified the selection of the Senate to try impeachments, upon the ground that impeachments would lie only for the offenses of public men; and Senators being public men would be the best judges of such cases.
A man's reputation is fixed by the opinion of his own cia s. When
a lawyer loses his standing with the members of the bar, he is lost,
no matter what farmers may think of him. As long a-s he maintains
his standing with his own class he is safe, no matter what somebody
else may think of him. This is true of all ranks of human life. Every
class can judge of the circumstances and criticise correctly the conduct of one of it.s number. But whoever goes out of his own class,
either above or below it, is incapable of juuging correctly under the
new and strange circumstances which surround him.
Senators, I rejoice that my client is on trial before his peers; before
men versed in public affa.irs; familiar with the circumstances which
surround public men; acquaint-ed with their modes of proceeding,
their manner of living, and all that should enter into correct juugment in this case. And, as such, I appeal to you to say, whether from
all the circumstances given in evidence, and in the face of direct evidence
to the contrary, you ca.n say that you really in your hearts believe
that Belknap's conduct was at all influenced, or that he ever intended
that it should be, by the money given by Marsh.
Coming now to consider the evidence against the respondent, let it
always be borne in mind that there is, not only 110 direct eridence to
establish the offense charged; but that tbe direct evidence of Marsh
and Evans, the only competent wltne ses who have absolute know].
edge upon the subject, is exactly the other 1t•ay.
Ma,rsh, the principal witnes for the pro ecution, witboutwhosetes.
timony not one of the managers woulU pretend there was the slight.
est case made, was examined by them in a manner which betrayed
the weakness of their cause. If there was any corruption in the
transaction, he knew it, and could testify to it. But the managers
did not, durst not lead him toward the body of the crime; diu not
put a question to bring out his testimony upon t.pe main point of the
case. They confined him carefully and strictly t,o the proof of senuing money, and other detached circumstances; and discreetly avoided
asking him any question to establish a. guilty intent. They knew they
would destroy their case, if they did so ; they knew Marsh would testify to a state of facts that would acquit Belknap. When we urged
them to push their witness away from shore, and di1·ect him to the
vital points of theca e, they replicu that they knew their side of the
case better than we did. Not a bit of it. We knew they had no ca-se;
and that is all they knew. They knew their best poHcy was to get
as little of the truth before the Senate as possible; and they were
quite successful, so far as their exantination of Mru'Sh was concerned.
And they submitted their case, without a word of diTect evidence as to
whether Belknap did, or did not, receive the money sent, with the
intention mentioned in the statute. But the mana~ers resorted to
proof of disconnected circmnstnncPs, from which they hoped the Senate mi_gbt. infer the esse11tial fact,-guilty intent.
They say Belknap diu not appoint Evans upon his own application,
although he was well recommended; but illd subsequently appoint
him, at the request of Marsh.
To this we reply: First., Evans had no lien on the office or claim to
the appointment. The act of Congress a~thorizing the SeP-retary of
War to appoint post-traderR, did not require him to appoint those
already engaged in the business, though well recommended. Belknap,
was therefore under no legal obligation to appoint Evan ; and his
refusal to do so was only the exercise of a discretion vested in him by
law: and therefore not a subject of complaint, much less of in diet..
mentor impeachment. And again, the application of Evans state<l:
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that he contemplated a copartnership ith one Durfee, who was already interested in three or four other aderships. And this the Secretary thought a sufficient reason for not appointing Evans and so
establishing Durfee in another tradership.
Again, the managers say, the reservation was enlarged, and thus
Evans was benefited. And this, they say, is a s~spicious circumstance.
Another, they say, was that Evans was the only trader aUowed to
remain at Fort Sill; and this secured him a monopoly of the trade
there.
And again, certain orders were made by the Secretary of War in
regard to the sale of liquor at Fort Sill, which were beneficial to
Evans.
I concede that if these favors had been granted to Evans, and not
to other traders, and had not been fully explained by evidence on the
part of the defense, they would have ueen slight, yet very slight, evidence that some special relations existed between Belknap and Evans
or Marsh. But all these circumstances have been so fully explained
that they are swept out of the case, and have no Yalue whatever, as
evidence.
Now as to the enlargement of the reservation. We have given in
evidence the records of the Department, which show that the recommendation for this came through the regular military channels. General Pope, the commander of that department, recommended such
enlargement in a communication to the Adjutant-General; who, in
laying the matter before the Secretary of War, suggested that the
Interior Department ought to be consulted, because the enlargement
might affect the rights of certain Indian tribes. Thereupon the matter
waB referred to the Secretary of the Interior, who I'eferred it to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The Cow missioner examined the matter, a,nd reported to the Secretary of the Interior that there was no ·
objection to such enlargement. The Secretary of the Inte-rior communicated this report to the Secretary of War; who thereupon approved
the recommendation of General Pope, and referred the matter to the
President, with whom the power of ultimate decision resided. And
the President ordered the enla~·gement to be made. All the records
anu correspondence upon this subject we have given in evidence, and
they are a part of this record; and conclusively show that the Secretary of War treated the matter in the regular routine of_business;
and is no more responsible for the enlargement of the reservation
thn,n any of the officials who acted upon the subject. And there is
not a word of proof, nor a pretense from any quarter, that the enlarcremen t of the reservation was improvidently or unwisely ordered.
Now as to the liquor business.-The correspondence and records are
all before yon, and speak for themselves. Every order made by the
Secretary was in words made subject to the approval or disapproval of
the commandant of the post; who tvas, a.s the Secretary was not, acquainted with the circumstances and the propriety of granting the
license an-plied for. And Evans himself testifies that these are the
only matters which he ever made the subject of request to the Secretary of War. Ev-Mls testifies, also, that he never received any indulgence, protection, or favor, not granted to post-traders everywhere; and that he never suspected, until recently, that Belknap
had received, or was receiving, a cent from Marsh.
In regard to Evans being the only trader at Fort Sill, it is established by evidence of EvanB, and of Crosby, chief clerk of the War
Department, that this was the universal rule, and that theTe are
to-day but two posts in the United States-and both these in the
State of Texas- where more than one post- trader is allowed; and, in
those instances, for exceptional reasons.
A great deal has been said by the press about Belknap's confession.
The people believe that when he went before the committee, and
heard Marsh's testimony read, he broke down completely, confessed
guilt, tendered his resignation, and left the "\Var Department, wringing his hands, ancl crying like a child. Now of all this not one word
is true; but truth is not essential to a sensational newspaper writer.
The most stolid corresponclent can state facts and tell the t.rnth. But
your brilliant correspondent must exercise the creative faculty. Out
of the commonest occurrences of the day it iB his1·ole to produce narratives full of tragedy and pathos, of the wonderful, the romantic,
and sometimes, when in the vein, of the comic. Generally be seems
to prefer the tragic vein. And all this trash finds plenty of readers
and believers. The managers, recollecting, no doubt, the effect produced upoo the public mind by this newspaper extravagance and
falsehood, and hoping, perhaps, that it hau some lodgment in this
Chamber, ma-de a formal offer of the testimony of Marsh before the
investigating committeo;-testimony not given in Belknap's presence,
and upon which the witness had not been subjected to cross-examination.
It is a well-settled ru1e of law that what a witness ha-s testified to
before another tribunal, or upon a former occasion, is only admissi·
ble as secondary evidence, where the witness is dead or beyond the
jurisdiction of the court. Marsh had been examined in this case, and
was in fact in the Chamber, when the managers offered in evidence
his testimony before the investigating committee of the Hom~e.
Against our objection the Senate admitted this ex pa1·te testimony;
the managers representing that they wished to read the evidence for
the purpose of showing what Belknap said when it was read to him.
Very well ;-what did Belknap say 7-He said, "Some things there are
true, some are false, and some I know nothing about."-Simply this,
r..nd nothing more. And this is the sole foundation upon which the

press has reared its remarkable structure as to confessions of guilt,
&c., &c. He did not say what parts of it were true, what parts false,
or what parts he knew nothing about. Is not·that a remarkable basis
upon which to ask a man's conviction 7 Such strategy is beneath
contempt.
Having disposed of all the small circumstances which only by the
utmost extravagance can be claimed to be probative fucts, let merefer to some lesser things which might affect a suspicions mind.
November 2, 1871, complaints having been made that an unauthorized amount of liquors bad been brou~t upon the reservation, t.h e
Secretary of War addressed a letter to Evans, informing him of the
charge and inquiring us to the fact. Afterward on the 8th of November, the Secretary wrote to the Solicitor of the Treasury, in answer to an inquiry upon the subject, that Evans denied the truth of
the charge, and that no complaint bad ever been made against him
by the military authorities at Fort Sill.
Now say the managers, ii is impossible that the Secretary could
have received from Evans, prior to November 8, an answer to the
Secretary's letter of November 2. Therefore the Secretary was volunteering a defense for Evans. But Mr. Evans swears that be was in
the East, and received a telegram from his agent at the reservation,
and came to Washington and saw the Secretary npon the subject,
before receiving the Secretary's letter of November 2. And the let·
ter of Grierson, commandant of the post, (RECORD, page 147,) fully
exonerated Evans, and stated that he had acted under military authority. And thus this momentous circumstance is disposed of.
The managers suffered another scare from an equally trivial circumstance. Marsh wrote to General Belknap, asking that the appointment which the Secret:1ry bad promised him ~:~lionld be made
out in the name of Evans, and sent to him, Marsh, at New York.
Evans's formal application aml recommendations were in the :files of
the Department, and Mr. Crosby, who had charge of the correspondence of the Secretary at that time, placed Marsh's letter in the file
of the Secretary's personal correspondence. This he did without any
direction from General Belknap; and Crosby testifies before you that
this disposition of the letter was in due and regular course of business
in the Department. After the Secretary resigned, this file of personal
iet,ters and all his individual papers were sent to his residence. The
managers thought, from not finding this 1etteT on the official tile, there
must be something wrong about it. They therefore gave us notice
to produce it; we did produce it, and it turns out to be ru; innocent a
letter as ever passed through the mail. Besides, the substance of the
letter appeared upon the register relating to post-traderships in the
Adjutant-General's Office; and had been communicated to Congress
by the Secretary himself weeks before these troubles commenced, at
the request of Mr. CLYMER's committee.
In the first place, there was nothing in tlie letter to be concealed;
in the second place, nothing in it had been concealed, but its substance
was of record in the Department and had been communicated to the
House of Representatives. And on their notice we produced it to go
in evidence.
·
Mr. HOWE. Mr. President, I should like to call the attention of
the counsel to a point which I understood to have been made yesterday by the manager summing up for the prosecution: that the appointment of Mr. Marsh could not have been induced by the courtesies
shown by him to the wife of the Secretary during her sickness, because she was not sick in fact until after the appointment was promised.
Mr. CARPENTER. There is a discrepancy in the testimony of
Marsh which the managers, with singular ingenuity and injustice,
attempt to turn against us. Marsh is their witness, not ours; and we
have no interest in clearing his testimony of discrepancies, contradictions, or doubts. And in remarking upon this subject I am merely
doing w bat every pe on has a right to expect from an honest enemy.
Marsh had testified that the subject of this tradership was first mentioned to him by Mrs. Belknap, during her illness at his house in New
York, which was in September, 1870. In this he was certainly in
error; because the records of the Department show a letter from
Marsh, dated August 16, 1870, as follows:
No. 51

WEST TmRTY-FIFTH STREET,

Tue&day, 16th Augmt, 1870.

Genl. W. W. BELK:'<.AP.
MY DEAR Sm: You will remember my application to you in Washington a few
clays since for an Indian tra-rlorship. Following your sujlgestion I wrote to afrientl
in Kansas, and yesterday received a reply. My friend advises me to apply for
Fort Sill and Camp Supply. He says also that be is informed that the latter post
is to bP abandoDed, and the supplies concentrated at Fort Sill, but that you will
Jrnow the facts in regard to this rumor. If true, it will be only worth while to apply
for the fort. This post was not mentioned by you as among those already promi.Yed,
and I venture to hope has not been.
I write to you at once, so that in case it is yet free my application may be filed.
I shall send to Ohio immediately for the recommendations of Senator SHERMAN
and ~resentative StevenRon, which I can secure without trouble, and as soon as
received will send a formal application.
Plea.se reserve the two posts if possible.
I am, very truly, your obedient servant,
C. P. MARSH.
P. S.-If tll:fse posts have been promised I shall be much obliged if you will inform
me at your earliest convenience.

This letter shows that Marsh was in error when he testified, and also
shows that the manager was in error the other day, when be declared that it was sbo.wn by this letter that the Secretary ha-d promised the appointment to Marsh before tho date of the letter. The letter
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shows exactly the reverse,·namely, that Marsh had not thought of Fort
Sill at the time of his prior interview with the ~ecretary; and that
the object of the letter was to ascertain whether that appointment
had been promised at the date of the letter.
The truth is this: Marsh bad applied for the tradership, bnt it certainly had not been promised to him before Mrs. Belknap's illness at
his house. Prior to that it remained on fil e like a thousand other applications for appointment; and might never have been acted upon.
It was, undoubtedly, the friendly feeling of 1\lrs. Belknap, i ospired by
tho kimlness shown to her at Marsh's house, that secured the promise
of 1\larsb's appointment; and Marsh so regarded it. It is therefore not
remarkable that Marsh should have for~otten, after the lapse of six
yea1·s, the first application for the appomtment which produced no
resuJt. He knew that he owed the place to the grateful feeling and
effective interce8Sion of Mrs. Belknap. So the &ubstance of Marsh's
test.imony is true.
Another remark has been made upon this letter. It is indorsed in
the Secretary's handwriting, "Received August 16; file official."
This indicates that this letter was in the hands of the Secretary on
that day. The chief clerk of the Department testifies that, according to the best judgment he can form fl'Om the fact that no letters
were signed by the Secretary in the Department, from the 12th of
August to the 2d of September, and his mail was forwarded to him at
different points during that period, the Secretary must have been absent from W asbington all that time. He has no recollection upon the
subject apart from these circumstances. The Secretary was at that
time making his tour of inspection of forts and arsenals; and he may
have run into Washington unexpect.edly, and have been in his office
a few hours on the loth of August. Or the letter may have been
hru'l.ded to him in New York on that day, indorsed as stated, and sent
to the Department by mail. At all events, it is in evidence n.nd not
disputed, tbat Marsh's letter of August 16, and Evans's application
of August 18 reached the Adjutant-General's Office September 23,
1 70, and have been there ever since; and Evans's appointment was
not made until October 10, 1870. What there is in all this, material
to this case, I am unable to see.
The managers have pretended that Marsh was really appointed on
the 16th of August. It is surprising tha.t a man could be member of
Congress long enough to be one of these managers, and yet utterly
ignoro the distinction between an applicat·ion, for an office an<l an appointnumt to it. If no such distinction existed, many a clever fellow
I know would be happy before midnight.
This disposes of all the circumstances relied upon as probative
facts, and everything which the managers regard as suspicions. And
I assert with the utmost confidence, that up to this point nothing has
been shown which any sane judge or jmy would regard as tending, in
even the slighte t degree, to establish the guilt of the respondent, or
cast the slightest suspicion upon his integrity.
Ancl now, learug the twilight of circumstantial evidence, the field
of speculation and conjecture, let us consider for a few moments that
part of the case to which the direct and positive proof applies. And
let it be borne in mind that the ouly persons who had actual knowledge of this transaction were General Belknap, his former wife, Mrs.
Bower, his present wife, Marsh, and Evans. They n.lone could give
positive testimony. The former Mrs. Belknap is in the grave; the
then Mrs. Bower is the present Mrs. Belknap, and she aBd General
Belknap are incompetent witnesses. So that to-day the only competent witnesses, posses ing actual knowledge, and capable of giving
direct evidence, are Marsh and Evans; and by the testimony of these
two witnesses this case must be determined, because they alone can
swear whether or not the respondent received this money with the intent necessary to make the transaction criminal.
I shall now refer to their testimony, in a way to give an account,
in the order of time, of the appointment of Evans and all subsequent
material facts.
Evans testifies that he was introduced to the Secretary at Keokuk,
Iowa, but bad no conversation with him upon this subject. That,
subsequently, he callen upon the Secretary in Washington, and had
a conversation with him upon the subject of thls appointment; and
that the Secretary informed him that the appointment had been given
or promised-the witness is uncertain which-to a friend of the Secretary; and in the same conversation he learned that friend was
Marsh.
The theory of the managers is that the Secretary and Marsh combined to compel Eva.ns to pay the sums of money which Evans actually did pay to Marsh, and that such payment should be divided between the Secretary and Marsh. Let us see whether this theory is
supported by the evidence.
·
If this theory were true, we should expect to find the Secretary
urging Evans to make an anangement with Marsh to that effect.
Now what is the testimony!
Evans testifies-not that the Secretary opened the subject to himbot that he opened it to the Secretary, informing him of his in stments there and the losses he .must sustain unless Marsh would buy
his stock. To repeated questions by me, whether the Secretary asked,
or urged, or advised him to go and see Marsh, he said, distinctly, he
did not; but that, in reply to his inquiry whether tho Secretary did
not think he could form a partnership with Marsh, the Secretary said
he did not know whether Marsh intended to run the post himself or
not; that Marsh would soon be in town, and the witness could see
him on the subject.
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Mr. Marsh swears that be came to Wa-shington at the time he was
expected, and saw the Secretary of War; that the Secretary bad
just seen Evans; a.nd now what does the Secretary say to Marsh ! I
read from the RECORD, page 164, the testimony of Marsh the chief
prosecuting witness:
He-

Belknapsaid hewoul£1 appoint mew this placf', post-trader at Fort Sill, I think, and he then
tolcl me that I bad better go aud see Mr. Emn.~; that he wa.s in the city aml an applicant for re-appointment; and that if I was to run the post myself I tbl.n k he saiu I
ought to make an arrangement with him to buy out his stock ol goocls and his buildings, because it would not be fair to turn him out of his position without buying
out his stock and buildings ; it would ruin him, or something of that kind, and he
would not consent to it.

Here is the Shylock who in an hour has sunk from the highest estato to the deepest infamy, who has formed the determination to take
bribes, plunder the soldiers and commit every kind of iniquity; dealing with his co-conspirator, and telling him that he will not appoint
him to that place unless he buyH out the stock and builrlings of Evans.
Look at it. How does this square with the theory that 1\fr. Evans
was to be plundered for the joint benefit of the respondent and 1lbrsh f
Their theory is that Marsh who did not wish to go there was to uo
appointed, and then they were to compel Evans to pay a large sum
for the place. This testimony given by Marsh, the chief witue s of
the prosecution, utterly controverts and destroys their theory. l\larsh
says the respondent told him that he would not appoint him, unless
he would deal justly with Evans, and make a purchase of the srock
and buildings which belonged to Evans; that it would not be fair to
do otherwise; that it would ruin Evans; and he would not collScnt
to it.
Senators, I ask you whether that was like the hardened wretch they
would have yon believe the respondent, in thE' twinkling of an <'yo,
had become; or like a gentleman, the head of a Department, a man
holilin~ a high position n.nd conscious of the responsibilities belon~
ing to 1t T That is the testimony of the two men, and tbe only two
men, who know anything about it; Evans saying that the respondent
manifested sympathy for him under the circumstances.
Senators, let rue pause here, and claim for my client the benefit of
trial by his peers. Has no Senator in this Chamber said to a. friend
who bas applied t~ him for recommendation to office, "I am sorry yon
did not come earlier; I have already made a recommendation for that
place, and cannot recall it ; but if I had known all the facts I would
havo done otherwise f"
The Secretary had promised the appointment to Marsh. But when
be came to learn the situation of Evans, he resolved that Marsh
should do full justice to him or he would not appoint Marsh.
You all know how frequently such things occur with public men.
I appeal to you, Senators, to say whether this testimony supports
the theory of the prosecution. Does it not completely overthrow it;
and show the Secretary to have acted justly, between Marsh and Evans.
The Secretary interferes, not to help Marsh plunder and ruin Evans,
but ill8ists that 1\farsh shall do justice to Evans; or otherwise he
shall not have the appointment. It is impossible so to pervert facts,
even to the most prejudiced mind, as to make this part of the transaction appear otherwise than just, kind and honorable on the part
of the Secretary. He had indeed promised the appointment to MarRh,
but he was nevertheless determined to compel Marsh to deal justly
with Evans; and if hE.\ would not, to withhold the appointment.
Was this the course of a man interested in practicingextortionsupon
Evans! Every candid mind must declare the reverse.
Neither Marsh nor Evans had a second interview with the Secretary
before the appointment of Evans. Let me repeat, Evans's anxiety
as expressed to the Secretary was for a partnership with 1\farsb. And
the letter written from Marsh, asking the appointment to be made in
the name of Evans, was calculated to lead the Secretary to believe
that such arrangement had been made. The letter was as follows :
No. 51 WEST THIRTY·FIFI'H STREET,
New York Oity, October 8, 1870.
DEAR Srn: I have to aak that the appointment which you have ¢.ven to me as
post-trader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, be ma<le in the name of John S. Evans,
as it 1oill be more convenient for me to have him manage the business at present.
I am, my dear sir, your very obedient servant,
C. P. MAR~H.
P. S.-Please send the appointment to me, 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York
City.

Well, the appointment is made in the name of Evans.
Evans bas testified most positively that he never paid the Secretary, directly or indirectly, a cent for his appointment. That the
contract he made with Marsh he understood to be a business transaction between himself aud 1\Iarsh; and that he did not understand,
when he entered into the contract, that the Secretary had or was to
have the slightest interest in it.
This positive, uncontradicted, and unquestioned testimony of Evans
reduces the case to this single question, Was there such arrangement,
understanding, and agreement jetween the Secretary and Marsh fAnd let me repen.t, 1\larsh is tho chief witness of the prosecution,
without whose testimony there is no case; and reminding you of the
legal maxim in r elation to witnesses, canonized by ages of judicial
experience, Falsns in uno falsus in omnibus, let me turn to the RECORD
ami. read you the questions I put to 1\fr. l\Ia.rsh and the answers he
gave:
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"Question. Was there any agreement on your part to pay Mr. Belknap any money in consideration that he would appoint you posttrader at Fort Sill f
"Answer. There was not.
"Q. (By Mr. CARPENTER.) At any time f
"A. At an:v time.
"Q. Was there ever any agreement between you and .Mr. Belknap
that you should pay him any pecuniary consideration for or in considemtion of his appointing .Mr. Evans post-trader at Fort Sill t
"A. Tbere was not.
"Q. Was there ever any agreement between yon and Mr. Belknap
that you would pay him any money or other valm1.ble consideration in
con ideration of his continuing :Mr. Evans as post-trader at Fort Sill f
"A. Never.
''Q. So far asyonknowwa.snotthe onlyiudncementleading to that
appointment the kindness which you and your wife bad shown to
Mrs. Bellman at your house f
·
"A. That certainly had a great deal to do with it, I presume.
.
'' Q. Did you make or claim to have any bill again t him for anything done for Mrs. Belknap f
''A. No, sir.
"Q. Your treatment of her was entirely gratuitous f
"A. Yes, sir.
"Q. But of course led to a feeling of friendship between the families 'I
"A. Yes, sir.
" Q. You say that the friendship which arose from the fact that Mrs.
Belknap had been sick at your boose, ancl been kindly treated, had a
great deal to do with that appointment; was there, apart from that
friendly feeling, any consideration moving from you to Belknap to
procur~ that appointment f
"A. None."
If this testimony is true, it ends this case. If not true, it is willfully and corruptly false. Marsh must know whether thare was or
not any agreement in this behalf between the respondent and himself,
and it is well-settled law, that if a jury believe that a witness has
committed willful perjury, in one part of his testimony, they are at
liuerty to disregard his testimony altogether. .
Now, Senators, let me appeal t-o you, upon your honor and yourconscience,-for that is where the case must rest,-whether in a case like
this, where every supposed criminating circumstance is folly explained, and every ground for suspicion is entirely removed; and
where the only direct testimony, and that, too, from the chief prosecuting witness, fully and fairly and ab olutely contradicts all presumption of -criminality, can you convict this respondentt Upon
what can a conviction re tf Every circumstance relied upon for infeTence of criminality, fully explained, every ground of snsnidon removed, the only direct evidence in the case complet.e1y acquitting the
respondent of any criminal intent, corrupt agreement or purpose,how are you to find him gniltyT
You are sworn to judge in this matter impartially and according
to law. You cannot fall back upon misguided public opinion, nor
upon the clamor of the pre s. No matter wba.t the people believe,
no matter what the pre declares, what does the proof establish YFor your judgment in this case you must n.nswer,-not to editorsnot to the excited and misled people-but to God, who is truth itself.
The testimony of Marsh in this particular, which, if true, acquits
tbe reopondent, is completely corroborated by the te ti.mony of Evans,
who sw~ars that in all the dickering and higgling ·between him
aod Mardh, as to the sum which Ev3ns should pay, Marsh never once
suggested, nor even remotely hinted, that what be was to receive
frvm Evans was1{) be dividerl. by him with the Secretary or any other
person.
We all know that men obtain substantial livelihood in Washington by pretending to sell the votes of Senators with whom they never
exchanged a word. A few years ago this case came to my knowledge.
There was an important nomination pending before the Senate,
and much outside interest, upon the question of confirmation; aml
a lobby-man went to one side, and engaged to procure, for $500, the
vote of a certain Senator against confirmation ; the money not to be
paid until the vote was given. This offer was accepted. And the
same day he went to t~e other side, and promised the vote of the same
Senator for confirmation, for $500, to be paid after the vote was given.
This offer likewise, wa-s accepted. Thus the lobby-man, no matter
which way the Senator voted, had secured 500 to himself. But by
mere accident the Senator was not in his seat when the vote was
taken, and the lobby-ma:q was in danger of losing everything. However, upon repre entation to each side, that all he could do was to
keep the Senator from voting at all, he received .250 from each side.
While Marsh and Evans were discussing the amount Evans should
pay to Marsh, it is incredible, if such bad been the fact, that Marsh
should not have said to Evans, in justification of the sum demanded
by him, that he had to divide with the Secretary.
[Here the Senate took a rece s for fifteen minutes.]
Mr. DAWES. The counsel would oblige me if be would give me
an explanation on one point. If I remember aright, the testimony of
Mar b is that at a period subsequent to the date of the letter of August 16, 1870, Mr . Belknap suggested to him to make application for
an offic~ and that be replied in substance that be could not neglect
his business. She thereupon suggested a tradership as a. kind of office
that he could hold and no·t depart from the business he was engaged

in. This was at a. time sub eqdent to the date of this letter applying
for thi ·Inrlian tradership f
Mr. CARPENTER. That i8 so, and I have already attempted to
explain tb:u; altbough it is a mistake, it may not be perjury. That,
m point of fact, the interces ion of 1\Irs. Belknap was what secured
the appointment; and that Marsh, after the lap e of six years, might
have forgotten his prior application. Whether Marsh. iu this particular, was in error or was lying, is immaterial to us. ·T ue fact, as
shown by other evidence, beyond question is, that the interce ion of
Mrs. Belknap procured the appointment. In further answer to this
inquiry I refer to what I have already said upon the subject.
Marsh, subsequently to his examination by managers and counsel,
wa-s interrogated by Senators, as to the main point, intent. Some of
the e questions and his answers I shall read. Question by Senator
DAWES:
Q. State all the knowledge or information that General Belknap bacl which it is
in your power to state as to the amount of any money sent him or the source from
whence it came other tk.U. what you have already stated 'l
A. OJ. I {10 not know anything about General Belknap's knowledge; I know nothing of ueneraJ. Belknap's· knowledge except the money I sent him.

I as'k special attention to this, for I am coming to another matter a.s to
whic).l it is important. He swears here po itively that he knows
nothrng of General Belknap's knowledge except that be sent him
money. The only man Jiving, and competent to testify, who, if there
was any corrupt understanding, could know it, swears there was
not, swears that be knows nothing of General Belknap's having any
knowledge on the subject except that he sent him money. Then:
Mr. MORTOY. I submit the following interro!mtory:
Q. Did General Belknap personall:v or throng& any person or by letter ever inquire of you why this money wasseiit, and did yon in any way ever assign aresson
to hiin for it 'l
A. Never to my best recollection.

Here i one theory of this case. I understand how a skillful lawYer
might turn that against the respondent. He would say "Well, I
never received statedly snms of money from a. person without knowing why he sent them, and General Belknap must have known by
whom and why the money was sent." But there are two side to this
cas , and there are some considerations which I sh11Jl present to you.
and which may make the opposite theory equally probable; and then
I shall submit to you, as charitable Christians, if the matter can as
well be reconciled with innocence a.s with guilt. Charity should incline your minds to the theory of innocence.
Que tion. (By Mr. Co~-n.ING.) Was your intention to send money to General
Belknap and your act in sending it in consequence of any communication between
you and General Belknap 1 And, if there was any such communication, state it.
Answer. No, sir; there was not.

This is not my language; it is the testimony of the chief witness
for the prosecution.
Q. (By Mr. CARPIDiTER.) As I understand, the first money that yon sent was sent
to the former Mrs. Belknap, now deceased 1
A. Ye, sir.
Q. And that was sent without any arrangement between yon and anybody7
.A. Yes, sir.
Q. A clean, clear present 7
""
A. Yes, sir.

That is the witness for the prosecution.
Mr. WHYTE. The witness says that be understood t.be money sent after the
death of the child to General Belknap wa.s for General Belknap. I want to ask
him. from whom he did understand that it was for General Belknap.

I sba.U have to read the Cf)lloquy here in order to show what the
testimony was :
The PREsiD~T pro tempore. The Secretary will report the question.
The Ubief Clerk read the question of Mr. WHYTE, as follows:
Q. From whom did you understand that it was for General Belknap after the
death of the chlld!
Mr. CARPENTER. If the court please, we object to that because it would be bearsay evidence. I understand the rutswer which the witness has already given is his
mere mental conclusion that it was for Belknap.
The WITiiESS. That is all

All of it was his mere mental conclusion that the money was for
Belknap, after the death of the child.
Q. (By Mr. CARPESTER.) That is what you say~
A. That is all; not any understanding. Perhaps I a.m unfortunate in my choice
of words. It is my own conclusion ; that is all.
Q. Not the result of any understanding with Mr. Belknap or anybody else7
.A. No, sir.

Before passing from this point, I wish to call your special attention
to it, so that it will be in your minds when we come to another branch
of this ca e. It is the hinge on which this ca.se must turn, so far as
the faots are concerned. I do insist that you, Senators, and especially
tho e of you who are lawyers, shall not convict there pondent, except
upon proof which carries your mind beyond reasonable doubt and
over every charity, to the conclusion that, when he received that
money he did it with the intention to have his mind influenced and
hi official conduct perverted thereby. That is the provision of the
statute nuder which you are trying him.
Mr. Marsh s'Vears most positively that he knows nothing which
tends to show that General Belknap had any knowledge of this tFansaction, except his sending this money to him. He bad neither conver ation nor communication of any kind with him about it. He
swears here diTectly to the point in answer tJO a que tion put by the
Senator from .Maryland [Mr. WHYTE] that when he said he supposed
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the money was for Belknap, which was sent after the death of tho
child, it was his mere conclusion, the conclusion which he formed
upon the facts within his knowledge, and no fact was within his
knowledge upon which any man can say that General Belknap bad
the same knowledge. Bnt I think I shall be able to explain hereafter
how it was that these two persons were acting under different impressions of fact.
In this connection let it be remembered that Evans swears that he,
although most interested, he, who was the so-called vict.im of the arrangement with Marsh, never dreamt that General Bellmap wa.s to
have a dollar out of it. That testimony is very important; important because it was for Marsh's interest to have said to him "this
seems to be a large sum to be paid but Belknap is to get the lion's
share; I hne to divide with him." That would certainly have been
said, if it had been the fact.
Is it possible t,hat in 1876 a citizen before the highest tribunal in
the land is to be convicted of a crime which rests in intent, when no
circumstantial testimony worth a fig bears upon it, and when the
only witne"'ses who have any positive knowledge or can give any
direct testimony, swear to his perfect innocence f Eighteen hundred
and seventy-six, the centennial year in the life of a great nation, its
highest trilmnal in session, exercising the most awful jurisdiction of
the Government; trying a citizen who baa filled stations of high
trust, and rendered gallant service in the field; and he demanding
jnstice.:_justice, that a peasant ma.y demand from a king-justice,
that. any court of law would award to the lowest miscreant.,-is justice to be denied to him because the exigencies of a political campaign demand his conviction 1 No, 1\Ir. President, this Senate will
not yield to such a consideration,-will not fix such a blot upon our
national escutcheon.
In passing, let me say that it is as clear as noonday that no money
whatever was paid nor agreed to be paid to the respondent or any
connected with him, before Evans was appointed. Nobody pretends
it; and tilat is a capital fact in this case; for the provision of the
statute is that any officer who shall receiYe money tvith the intent to
ha.vl3 his official action influenced thereby shall be punished, &c.
And certainly, if official conduct is to be influenced by money, tile
money must be paid or promised before the performance of the official act. And let me remind you that Marsh testifies that the first
money ($1,500) which be sent, was sent to the deceased Mrs. Belknap_.
without the respondent's knowledge, and not in pursuance of any
understanding or agreement, but "a clean, clear present" to her;
and this was sulJsequent to the appointment of Evans.
Another fact is important to bo borne in mind. It is charged in
some of the art.icles that the Secretary received money in consideration that he would continue Evans in the place.
There is not a word of proof to show that the removal of Evans wa.s
ever contemplated; or, in the words of tile statute, a question before
the Secretary. And Marsh in his testimony positively denies t.his allegation of the articles. Nor is there a word of testimony, or any
preten e in argument or otherwise, tba.t Evans was an unfit man for
the place. Quite the contrary is established by proof aml conceded
on this trial. His fitness and conduct have been fully indorsed by
all the officers at the post. So that there never was any occasion for
the Secretary to remove him. Madison said, in the convention which
framed the impeachment clauses of the Con titution, that it would be
an impeachable offense to remove a good officer. And it remains to
be seen in this centennial year if this court will condemn a man for
not making such removal.
If the articles here charged that Evans was an unfit man to hold
the place, and the question of his removal was under consideration
by the Secretary, and that the Secretary received money with intent
to have his mind influenced in determining whether to make such
removal, they would have stated a case within the statute; bot a
case, as everybody knows, incapable of proof; a case which all the
testimony before you contradicts.
Senators, I now come to the only branch of this case as to the treatment of which I have felt the slightest embarrassment. There is
perhaps no situation in life so full of perplexity-no situation in which,
after the most thorough examination and anxious reflection, one is so
much ill doubt as to the course which his dut.y requires him to pursue, as that of an advocate in the trial of an important criminal
cause. And I was never before engaged in a cause so full of such embarrassment. Many times the advocate must take the responsibility
of disregarding the requests of his client; but there is great difficulty
in det-ermining when he should, and when he should not, adopt a
course against the inclination of his client. It is always a delicate
thing to do, bot sometimes necessary to protect the interests of tho
client. This case touches the honor and character of General Belknap; and in theory, and on the record, it affects the character of no
other person. He is of age, and has a right to speak for himself, He
has a right to determine the general course and management of his
defAnse; and, in this particular. thongh against their own judgment,
it is the duty of counsel to obey his direction. In possession of facts
and testimony which would exonerate himself by snbjectin,g others
to criticism, and perhaps censure; and no matter whether influenced
by the dictates of chivalric manhood or the impulses of tender affection, he ba.s a right to say to his counsel, "let that alone; make the
defense without that; and, if I must be convicted, the consequences
must fallnpon me, and not upon yon." And if counsel, after repeated
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endeavors, are unable t.o move their client from his determination, it
would seem to be their duty to observe his wishes. This case hns presented that dilemma to counsel; and, so far as concerns defensive proof
and aggressive nction in this cause, we have obeyed the injunction
of our client. We have offered no evidence to change the responsibility for any fuct from the respondent to anyone else. He is a man;
his shoulders are broad; heisnotafraid to assume responsibility, where
the instincts of chivalry impel bjm to shield another-the wife of his
bosom, the light of his home-in whom and whose happiness all his
hopes are garnered-with whom and in whom he must Jive or be::.:,r
no life. At all events, he knows the responsibility be assumes, and
chooses to assume it. And as regards evidence in defen e, we ha,ve
obeyed his orders, and have offered nothing which he has forbidden.
But the prosecution has seen fit to place upon the record certain facts,
a.s a part of the case against him. And dealing with the case in argument, I deem it clearly my duty, without regard to his wishes, to
state the conclusions of truth from such facts, as they appear to my
own mind. Counsel owe duties to the court, as well as to their client; and it is not only my duty not to present anything false, but to
prevent, if in my power, false conclusions from facts given in evidence.
Senators, everything in this world has its compensations-its evil
and its good. Any radical change in the frame-work of society, or in
the family relations is attended by consequences not at first foreseen.
A few hundred years ago our forefathers were barbarians; and in all
the modifications of barbarism tile bus band is the master and the wife
a slave. And as our present civilization grew up from ancient barbarism, the liberties and privileges of men were ji1·st considered. So
that by the common law of England, a hundred years ago, the rights
of men were clearly defined and firmly esta,blished; the rights of
women, and, especially, of married women were almost totally ignored. A family was a little empire of which the husband was the
ab olote monarch. The wife and children were his subjects. And
this was substantially the state of the domestic relations, as fixed by
law, until almost our own day. So completely was tho wife subject
to the husband that the law hardly recognized her existence. Upon
her marriage the rents of bel' real estate were vested in her hosba.nd
during his life-time; and all her money and personal property of every
kind became his absolutely. If she earned money by the labor of her
own hands, or received it by i_nheritance, that money was her husband's. She could neither sne nor be sued, contract nor be contracted
with. Aml the husband, no matter how vile a wretch be might be,
had, as against the wife, the absolute control of their children. Both
the wife and cilildren were entirely subject to his will, which be
might enforce by physical chastisement. And many a wife lingered
out a wretched existence, subject to the constant cruelty of her husband, rather than leave his boose, abandoning her children to his
brnt.ality and tyranny. Of course the influence of a wife's affection,
and her gentle ways, often mitigated this condition of wretchedness;
but the law did nothing to alleviate it.
But as our civilization ripened, ::md aa the Christian religion was
diffused, teaching that women, as well as men, have sonls to be saved,
women have at lnst been recognized as being entitled to certain civil
rights; which in our country, more than any other perhaps, have
been conceded and guarded by legal enactment. In Wisconsin, for
instance, for the purpose of holding and managing their own property, wives are, in effect, divorced from their husbands. The sepamte estate of a woman at the time of marria~e, and everything accrning to her by inheritance, or by her own inaustry, during marriage,
is absolutely her own; and she may contract and be contracted with,
sue and be sued, in respect of her own property, as though she were
unmarried.
I am not here concerned in the discussion of the wisdom of this
change, or its effect upon domestic happiness. I am simply dealing
with the fact. The change has doubtless produced much good; but
good modified, perba.ps, by some undesirable accompaniments.
But every boman tribunal, to administer justice, most consider the
circumstances surrounding the person on trial. The husband of today has no more legal right to interfere with the contract~, or with
management of the separate estate of his wife, than he has to do t.he
same thing with his next-door neighbor. Under the old ways it would
have bee.n impossible for a wife to have re.ceived or expended a thousand dollars without her husband's understanding tho whole matter.
But to-day, in legal contemplation, for a husband to investigate the
pecuniary transactions of his wife, is mere impertinence. He may by
special love-making persuade or cajole his wife into a confession upon
the subject, as the wife might formerly have done with the husband;
but he bas no more legal right to investigate her financial transactions,
than the wife formerly had, or now has, to investigate those of her
husband. A corresponding change has taken place in the relations
between lovers. Formerly, and especially in England onder the feudal
Jaw, courtship was, in great measure, a matter of business negotiation.
The portion to be settled upon the bride, and the financial prospects of
the bridegroom, were matters of considerations of far more importauce·
in the negotiation of marriage in high life, than compatibility of temper or mutual affection. But in our day and cotmtry a lover who.
should institute inquiry into the financial condition of his intended,
would instantly be rejected by her, and kicked ont of doors by her
father. A lover nowarlay , wooing a damsel, not for what she is,.
but for what she has, must carefullv concealilis desjgn,
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Let us now apply these facts to the case before us. The proof is
clear and explicit, that the fir t ·1,500 sent by Marsh was sent to Mrs.
Belknap; and it was expressly understood between t.hem that the
fact should be concealed from the Secretary. And the testimony of
Marsh before the committee, introduced by the prosecution, shows
why this was done. Marsh testifies that Mrs. Belknap told him, that
any present he might make her must be made without the Secretary's
know ledge; because she said that a person had once offered him $10,000
for a post-tradership, and the Secretary had kicked him down stairs.
This was the only remittance prior to the death of the former Mrs.
Belknap. Marsh testifies that at her funeral in Washington, he went
up stairs in Geneml Belknap's house with Mrs. Bower to see the
child j that he said to her, "This child will soon have money coming
to it.' She said, I knmv it, and my sister left the child to me. Marsh
says that he tlrinks he remarked to her that it might be best to speak
t.o the father (General Belknap) about it, and that she replied that,
if he sent the money to General Belknap, it belonged to her, and she
should get it. Marsh testified on this trial that he had sometimes
thought he did speak about it to General Belknap that night, and
sometimes he had thought that he did not. I asked him whether he
could strike an average between these impressions; he answered, he
could not, and that the more he thought about it, the less he knew
about it. In the absence of any proof that he did consult the respondeBt upon the subject at that time, you are bound to pre nme that he
did not. Because no inculpatory circumstance can be considered as
established in a criminal case by the testimony of a witness who cannot say whether or not such circumstance existed.
Now, Senators, let me pause again to strike another balance ou the
ledger of testimony. Up to this point not a word of evidence tends
to show that the respondent had the slighte t suspicion that Marsh
was making presents to anybody; and all the direct evidence in the
case is to the effect that he had not. Let us then proceed from the
interview between Marsh :md Mrs. Bower at the funeral of the former
Mrs. Belknap.
There is no testimony fixing precisely the time at which the courtship between General Belknap and Mrs. Bower, his present wife, commenced: and probably it would be impossible for either of them to
fix the time precisely. .Mrs. Bower was the sister of the former Mrs.
Belknap; and Mrs. Belknap, on her death-bed, bad confided her infant daughter to the care of Mrs. Bower; and she remained a member of the family of General Belknap for the purpose of performing
this duty. The line which separates the highest de~ee of respect
from the beginnings of love, is very vague and uncertam. .As the sister of his wife he bad respected her, and loved her within the bounds
of brotherly affection. After the death of his wife she remained a
member of his family, devoting herself to the care and nurture of his
infant daughter. And gradually, no doubt, and imperceptibly to both,
the feelings appropriate to their former relations, grew and ripened
into love. ·while this was in progress, other remittances were made
by Marsh. And the testimony of Marsh, in relation to the interview
between himself and .Mrs. Bower at the time of the funeral, shows
that she regarded herself as entitled to such subsequent remittances
as Marsh might make. The former Mrs. Belknap, who would not
permit her husband to know anything of the remittances made by
Marsh, had manifestly communicated to her sister the secret of the
arrangement. And Mrs. Bower thereafter pmsued the policy adopted
by her sister, and concealed from General Belknap the real nature of
the transaction.
This was very easy for her to do. She had a separate estate
amounting to about $40,000; and during the period of their courtship it ~as an easy thing for her to say to him, that these moneys resulted from investments which Marsh had made for her. And this
she might consider as one of the harnuess delusions which have been
practiced by sweethearts upon their lovers, and wives upon their
husbands, from time immemorial.
It was very natural for General Belknap purposely to abstain from
any investigation of this matter .: and a word from her to the effect
that she expected remittances from Marsh, which she had directed to
be sent to him, would of course prevent any inquiry on his part in relation thereto. Mrs. Bower was subsequently in Europe for nearly a
year before her marriage to Belknap; and it waB a matter of forgetfulness on our part that we did not prove that $3,000 of this money
was remitted to her there.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I do not like from t.he counsel the statement of facts which were not proven and which if proven would
have been fully explained.
'
llr. CARPENTER. My statement is in and I do not know how I
can get it out.
Mr. Manager McMAHON. I simply wish to state that we could
have explained that, and shown that the money waa not sent to her
as part of this remittance. . We would have explained why it was
sent to her. We knew it exactly and I think the gentlemen failed to
pnt it in because they knew we could explain it.
Mr. CARPENTER. 0, no I we forgot it. It is one of those a.cci<lonts which will occur in a long triaL What these managrrs could
have done is something enormous. What they have done toward
introducing testimony to convict the respondent, is very trifiiug. One
thing they have shown, however, is that $1,500of this money is loaned
in Iowa, and sta.nds in her name to-day. But of course I claim nothing from the evidence we did not introduce.

Marsh, te tifying in his crazy way, says in general that when b~
would receive remittances from Fort Sill, he would write to the respondent asking how }le should remit it, and the respondent would
give him directions, which he would obey. I do not feel anthorized
to charge Marsh with intentional perjury in this case. But it is certain there is a screw loose in him so mew here. It is evident from his
conduct after giving testimony before 1\Ir. CLYMER'S committee, and
from portions of his testimony given on this trial, that his mind is
somewhat unsettled. This is to be borne in mind, however, that as to
the first remittance, where he was heM to the point., he swears that
he sent it to 1\Irs. Belknap, not to the Segretary; and likewise as to
the last payment, in regard to which he was particularly interrogated, l1e swears that the respondent directed him by letter to sen<l
the remittance to Mrs. Belknap, at 2022 G street. That this letter
miscanied, and he wrote the Secretary again, aud received a reply
directing him to pay the money to Mrs. Belknap, at St. James Hotel,
New York. These are the only instances as to which Marsh pretended
to have particular recollection. As to an the others, he says he testifies only from general recollection, not remembering any particular
letter.
Now let me call your attention to what Mara)! says took place at
General Belknap's house, when he came here to testify before Clymer's committee. He says he went to the bon e of General Belknap,
a.nd remained overnight; and had a long interview with Mre~. Belknap.
He says, in his general style of swearing, that General Belknap was
in and out of the room at several times, and understood the general
nature of their conversation. This is evidently the mere inference
of Marsh ; and he does not pretend to state a word that was said by
General Belknap, or a word that waa said to him. But he does say
that Mrs. Belknap over and over again requested and urged him to
tell the committee that the moneys he had sent to her through the
Secretary were the result of investments he had made of her incHvidual property. He says he went to bed late at night, greatly disturbed by the matter and did not sleep. That he orun.e down early in
the morning, saw the Secretary before breakfast, and told him that
he had made up his ntind to leave the country. The Secretary urged
him not to do so; telling him that, after having been subpmnaed here
in regard to charges aga.inst him, his leaving the country without
testifying would ruin him, the Secretary. Marsh replied that if he
went before the committee, he would ruin him. General Belknan
thought not, and to the last implored him to stay and testify to the
truth. 1\Ir. CLnm.n, after reading the testimony of Marsh given before the committee, says that Mr. Blair, aa attorney for General Belknap, put one question to Marsh, but does not state what it was. And
although the REcoRD does not show this, I am sure the managers
will not controvert the statement I am about to make. I am informed that 1\Ir. Blair a-sked Marsh whether the Secretary at this time
requested him to go before the committee and state anything that
was untrue; to which Mai!sh replied, "No, certainly not." At all
events, in the absence of any testimony that he did make such request, the presumption is that he did not.
Now, Senators, consider this scene, and what is the natural inference from it. If General Belknap had been told by his wife that
these moneys belonged to her, and were sent by Marsh to her, through
him, as the result of investments of her private funds, this woulfl. explain why the respondent feared nothing from Marsh's stating the'
whole truth before the committee. If the respondent did know the
facts, then his persistent effort to overcome the purpose of Marsh to
leave the country,-his persistent efforts to induce Marsh to go before
the committee and testify to the whole truth, prove the respondent
to be an idiot, who ought not to be subjected to impeachment; for
although the facts might not convict him of any offense, yet he mnst
have known from the present attitude of the pre s toward the Administration, and the present condition of public sentiment, the exposure, exaggerated by malice, would do him serious harm as a public man.
Again, upon the theory I am suggesting, the suggestions of Mrs.
'Belknap to Marsh were perfectly natural. If she had left her husband under t.he belief that these moneys were her own, and the result of investments of her individual property, she would have been
anxious, above all things, to have this supported by Marsh's statements. Her anxiety would have been to preserve the confidence of
her husband; knowing full well that whatever clouds may gather
above husband and wife, they are safe, while no clouds gat)ler between them.
This theory, and this alone, explains Marsh's anxiety to get out of
the country, and the Secretary's anxiety that he should remain and
swear to the facts. Marsh, not knowing what had passed between
the respondent and his wife, and supposing that the respondent was
acquainted with the whole transaction, naturally concluded that his
test.imony would injure the respondent. While the respondent, totally ignorant of the real nature of the transaction, apprehended no
harm from a disclosure of the real facts.
The light shed by circumstances may be faint and pale; but in a
case where judgment must rest upon circumstances, the jnclge must
be guided by such light, dim though it may be. And if the proof
leaves a reasonable doubt, charity must turn the scale in favor of innocence. Silence is sometimes more eloquent than speech. And in
determining a cause the absence of one fact may be as convincing as
the presence of another.
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The theory I suggest is supported by much of the evidence in this
case. It is not contradicted by any. .Marsh saya he supposed that
the money sent after the deat..h of the cllild was for the res~ondent.
He says, however, that this was merely his mental concluswn, and
that he never exchanged a wQrd with responuent or any one else upon
the subject. T Lo fact that the respondent never exchanged a word
with .Marsh upon the subject., is as fully explained upon the theory
that he un<lerstood the money to belong to Mrs. Belknap, as upon the
theory that he knew all the facts. Anu here, again, the rule of law
applies, that if a fact-in this case t.he silence of the respondent-is
as reconcilable with one theory as the other, then it must he referred
to the theory of innocence.
Senators, I sugge t this scene at the house of General Belknap for
your earnest consideration. I have stated as ,clearly as I can the
proper conclusion to be deduced from it. Considering this branch
of the case, I think it sheds light upon other parts of the testimony,
and contributes greatly to support the theory of the respondent's
innocence. It certainly affords no evidence of ~uilt, but suggests one
great moral lesson, which I state for the benefit of the ladies in the
gallery,- Sweethearts and wives, never keep a secret from your lovers
and husbands.
Now let me refer to some circumstances strongly indicating the
innocence of the respondent. And first, let me refer to the letter of
Robinson, who had been court-martialed and dismissed the service.
While his case was pending in the Department, for approval or disapproval of the finding of the court-martial, he writes the respondent
a letter, dated April2, 1875,saying he is thoroughly posted in regard
to the tradership a.t Fort Sill, and that if the finding of the court is
set aside, and he is not dismissed from the service, be will inclose to
the Seeretary all tho evidence and papers in hi.~ possession; but,
otherwise, he shall publish and pursue the matter to extremity. Th~
Secretary took up the case, recommen<led the dismissal of Robinson,
and sent the papers to the President for that purpose; and the President dismissed him. And then the Secretary file<l his letter with the
record in the Department. It is proverbial that one misstep leads to
another. And it is inconceivable that, if the Secretary believed that
there was anything in connection with that post-tradership injurious
to him, he would have placed upon the records of the Department a
letter making such statements; especially as the letter was marked
"personal," and need not have been placed on file at all.
,
The manager, Mr. JENKS, the other day read a passage from this
letter to show that Robinson was court-martialed for not paying his
bills to Evans. This is entirely untrue. I have here an office copy
of the charges and specifications, and f.he findings of t.h e court, in
that case. I will' state from it, a-s part of my argument, what the
charges were, and then hand it to the managers. He was char~ed
that upon several occasions be bad drawn his pay twice and certified
to false vouchers; that he bad borrowed several hundred dollars from
a sergeant of his company, and had refused to pay him; but he wa-s
not charged with owing and not paying Evans, nor was Evans mentioned in the ca-se at all. So that pretense falls to the ground.
I will now hand this document to the managers, [handing it to .Mr.
LORD.]

Again, the manner in which these remittances were sent, shows the
innocence of the Secretary. If there had been anything about them
which was improper is it possible that the Secretary would have furnished by receipts and by indorsement of checks passed to his own
credit all the necessary evidence of his own guilt f
Bnt the managers say there was a great abuse at Fort Sill, and that
Evans was compelled to charge over upon the officers and soldiers the
amount he had to pay to .Marsh.
In the first place, Evans flatly contradicts this. He testifies that
aft.er he made this contract with .Marsh, and returned to Fort Sill, he
did not mark up the price of a single article sold to officers or soldiers.
Again, Evans testifies that immediately after his return to Fort
Sill, about the 1st of November, 1870, he showed to General Grierson,
commander of the post, a copy of the contract between him and
Marsh, and explained the whole transaction to him. By a circular
order issued by the Secretary June 7, 1871, it was directed as follows:
Commanding officers will report to the War Department any breach of military
regulations, or any misconduct on the part of post-traders.

Thus it appears that General Grierson bad been fully aware of the
relations between .Marsh and Evans from November 1, 1870, and was
expressly commanded by the circular of June 7, 1871, to communicate
to the Department any misconduct on the part of the post-trader at
his post. The pretense that Grierson was afraid of offonding the Secretary, by obeying the circular order of June 7, 1871, is absurd a-s well
as false. His information was derived from Evans, and Evans himself testifies here that he never heard until very recently that the
Secretary was in any way benefited by the .Marsh contra.ct. Therefore Grierson, when he received the Secretary's circnlar order of June
7, 1871, could not have been deterred from executing it by fear of displeasing the Secretary who had issued it; and not a word was received
at the Department from Grierson upou this subject until after the
publication of the Tri'bune article, when the Secretary called upon
him to report the facts. Is it to be supposed that an honorable officer, cognizant of a great abuse under his own command, and expressly
commanded by the circular order of the Department, June 7, 11;71, to
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report the same, would remain silent upon the subject for years f One
thing is certain; there was no such abuse at Fort Sill, or Grierson
ought to be court-martialed and dismissed the service.
The testimony of Evans explains why the Marsli contract did not
increase the prices. He was engaged in other business, and was a
Government contractor; and the great benefit resulting to him from
the appointment was not from the bu.s ine s of post-trader, but that
the appointment secured him a home on the reservation; so that the
post-tradership was with him altogether a secondary consideration.
In February, 187~, an article appeared in the New York Tribune
disclosing t.be relationship between .Marsh and Evans. Now the managers say that, if the respondent had been an honest officer, be would
instantly have interfered, removed Evans, and have done I know not
what. But I submit to you that such a proceeding by the Secretary,
based upon nothing but a newspaper article, would have been strong
evidence against the Secretary ;-evidence upon which it might be
fairly asserted that he had prior personal knowledge of everything
stated in that article. This is precisely what he would have <lone if
be had been guilty. On the contrary, I submit, that the course pnrsued by the Secretary was precisely that which would have been pursued by an officer that meant to do his duty. He did not break into
a panic, over a newspaper article, as he probably would have clone if
he bad known it to be true and felt any anxiety upon the subject.
He wrote to the commandant of the post to report the facts of the
case.
General Grierson answered this letter under date of February 28,
1872, and his answer was received in the Adjutant-General's Office
.March 9, and referred to the Secretary March 11, 1B72. In the light
of the testimony given in this case the letter of General Grierson is
remarkable and seems disingenuous. He compla.ins that Evans has
demanded exorbitant prices for his goods, and attributes this to a
contract between Marsh and Evans, which from a reading of the letter one would suppose had just come to his knowledge. Bnt Evans
test.ifies that be sho~ed a copy of the contract to General Grierson
about November 1, 1870, and he could imagine that making a report
of the fact to the Secretary of War, as he was expressly commanded
to do, by the circular of June 7, 1871, would offend the Secretary, he
does not inform us, a,nd it is not easy t-o apprehend.
But passing this, the letter of Grierson was received by the Secretary on the 11th of March. While the matter was under consideration General McDowell called to see the Secretary, and in a friendl.v
interview mentioned the subject; and the Secretary requested the
general to write an order which woul<l correct the abuse. Thereupon
General McDowell did draft an order, which, after submitting to Mr.
GAID'IELD, of the Honse of Representatives, be handed to the Secretary; and this was issued as a circular order on the 25th of March,
1872.
The managers have, with great injustice, sought to misrepresent
the action of the Secretary in this matter ; and one of the managers
the other day charged that the Secretary was gn.ilty of falsehood in
this, that he represented to General .McDowell that "he had appointed
Marsh and he supposed he had received the office." And the manager further charged that the Secretary did not show Grierson's letter
to General McDowell. This is a gratuitous misstatement on the part
of the manager. There is no evidence that General McDowell did
not see Grierson's letter, or that f.be Secretary sought to withhold it
from him. Nor is it true that General McDowell was ignorant of the
real circumstances of the case at ForiJ Sill. In the first place, the
Tribtme article which set McDowell in motion stated that Evans was
the post-trader, and was paying a stipend to Marsh. And let me
show you by his own testimony that he did understand the facts of
the case.
Here is the testimony of General Mcpowell:
Mr. Manager McMAHoN. I should like an answer t-o thls question. (To the
witness.) If you had known that the actual st..'\te of circumstances at Fort Sill
was that Evans was really the post-trader, that Marsh had no capital in it, and
that Evans was paying $12,000 a year simply for the privilege of holding it-A. That was about what I understood to be the case.
.

General Belknap is charged with a falsehood in that he informed
McDowell that Marsh was the post-trader; and, when the manager
puts to him the question "If you had known that Marsh was not the
post-trader but that Evans was," the witness interrupts him by saying ''That was about what I understood t.o be the case." When Mr.
McMAHON tried to assume that be did not know the fa-ct and that if
be bad he would have drawn a different order, he stops him and says,
"That is what I understood the fact to be :"
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHoN.) Did you draw that order for the purpose of
correcting that~
A. Yes.

Of course it made no difference to the officer or soldier whether his
money went to Evans or Marsh. The only grievance to the soldier
was that he might be charged too much for what he purchased. McDowell testifies that the order he drew provided for a council of administration to fix the prices of articles to be sold to officers and men;
which corrected the abuse and the only abuse complained of. And
to the question put by me,
Q. Would !!.Ot that order have corrected it, if it had been executed 7,

He answered,
I have two or three times said I thought it would.
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We gave in evidence a fetter received by the Secretary of War from ficer of the United States at the time of impeachment. To this plea
Lieutena,nt-General Sheridan in rega.ru to this order. He says:
there r~~:ls a replication, and the respondent demurred. This demurrer
was argueu by the mana~ers aml IJy the counsel for respondent, and
CHICAGO, March 29, 18i2.
MY DEAR GENERAL BELKNAP: I have examined the circular on the subject of submitted to the court. Whereupon, after consiueration, the court
post-traders and think very well of it. So far as the troops are concerned i t is es- maue the following order:
pecially fair and just.
It i possible that po t-traders may ~ve you some annoyance by appeals arising
from the action of councils of administration, but probably more from the action
of commanding officers. There are so many men in this world whose hair is always
lying in the wrong direction, and who when invested with the slightest authority
must make it felt, that I fear the post-traders will be seniling you many appeals.

.

I

That is the opinion of General Sheridan of the circular issued by the
Secretary, after the interview with McDowell, the circular drawn by
McDowell to correct the only abuse eYer mention ell, and Sheridan says,
it is especially fair and just as to the troops, but it may be too severe
on the traders; they will annoy yon about it; but so far as the soldiers
are concerned, this order is especially fair and just. General McDowell testified that the order of March 25, if executed, would have corrected the abuse. Executed by whom! Why, by the officers at the
post. They were cha1·ged with its execution. And here let it be borne
in mind that since the issuance of that order, (March 25, 1872,) no complaint ha been heard from any quarter. This prosecution has not
resulted from the present existence of any abuse at Fort Sill. All
that wa.s corrected by the order of March 25, 1S72, and no complaint
bas since been heard.
I have repeatedly called your attention to the fact that there is no
testimony establishing guilty intention or corrupt purpose on the
part of the Secretary-no testimony that he knew that the moneys
which were passing through his hands from Marsh came from Evans;
and I maintain that the whole conduct of the Secretary, between the
publication of the Tribune article and the issuance of the circular
order of March 25, 1H72, confirms this theory. His conduct was that
of an honest, and not of a dishonest, man. He was anxious to correct the abuse, if it existed; but before interfering, he inquired,
through the regular military channels, whether any abuse calling for
interference actually existed. Had he known the real facts of the
case, the Tribune article would have frightened him into instant action. And the fact that, after the publication of that article, he proceeded in tho usual official way to n-scertain whether its statements
were true, and that, when he ascertained they were, he proceeded
promptly and efficiently, proves his integrity in the premises.
This impeachment is the result of a disagreement which happened
between two American ladies sojourning in Paris, several years ago ;
and Marsh, the feeble tool of a woman unable to forgive one who commanded more attention than herself, has been pusheu forward by his
spiteful wife to wreak revenge upon Mrs. Belknap; and the Senate
sits here to-day unconsciously executing her purpose.
There is no pretense but tb.at the order of the Secretarv of War of
Marc~ 25, 1872, obliterated the last vestige of any afleged ab~se
resultmg from the contract between Marsh and Evans. There is no
pretcn e 'that from that time to this the Secretary of War has 11ot
borne himself commendably in his high office a he had ever before
done.
And now, Senators, looking at the evidence, a just view of which
I have en_de~vored to present to you, let m~ ask, Upon what can you
rest con VJction f
(1.) The responde~t stands before you under examination for almost seven years' administration of a great Executive Department
of this Government, to which he wns appointed for his ability, and
his gallant service for the Union in the field.
(2.) We have shown that he possessed a spotless chamcter from
boyhood to H:l69, when he was appointed Secretary of War; and that
his administration of the War Department has been characterized by
energy, ability and integrity, never questioned save in the single
transaction now onder examinat.ion.
(3.) And in regard to this transaction we have explained every circumstance relied upon a.s ~vidence of guilt, dispelled every suspicion
surrounding it, and we point you, in perfect confidence, to all the
direct testimony in the case, which conclusively and emphatically acquit.s the respondent.
. An~ it is no~~, Se~ators, for you to say.whethe_r you can find guilt
ill this transaction, ill the face of all the duect evidence bearing upon
it; and
Whether, should you be inclined to condemn this one transaction,
you can say the public safety requires that you should brand the
respondent as a criminal, and dismiss him from your presence in disgrace.
Which of you would be willing to have your final condition determined by a part.icular transaction! Is it not upon the averarre and
general balance of our lives that we all hope for salvation T The
sun has spots upon its surface. And suppose you find one spot upon
the character of General Belknap, will you upon that one spot render a judgment of condemnation consigning him to everlasting disgrace and infamy!
,
I turn now from the testimony to present to yon some considerations of law, which, whatever may be your judgment upon the facts,
I deem to be conclusive of this ca-se.

I.
Allie! t~e ~t~clcs were exhibited tho respondent interposed a plea
to theJtUISdwtwn of thecourt, upon tho ground that he wa.snot an of-

It is oruered by the Senate sitting for the trial of the articles of impeachment
preferred by the House of Representatl>es against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, that the demurrer of aid William W. Bel1.'Dap to the replication
of the House of Representatives to the plea to the jurisdiction filed by said Belknap be, and the same hereby is, oyerruled; and, it being the opinion of the Senate
that said plea is insufficient in law and that said articles of impea{lhmeut are sufficient in law, it is therefore further ordered and adjudged that said plea be, and
the S.'l.me hereby is, overruled and held for na-ught.

This order precluded us from demurring to the articles of impeachment. We thereupon filed a motion to vacate it, but the motion has
not been argued.
The order proceeded upon the principle that where the party demurring must succeed npon the particular point raised by his demurrer, the court will look back through the record to see if his former
pleadings have been defective, and give judgment against the party
first in fault. But the application of the principle to this case was
erroneous illtwo particulars; First, the rule is subject to the exception, that wlffi1·e a demurrer is filed to a plea in abatement, or to a
replication to such plea, the court will not look to the declaration to
see whetller that be good or bad; and this case was within the exception to the rule; second, it is only where the party demurring must
succeed upon the particular point raised by his demurrer, that the
court looks back through the record for any purpose. llut in this
case the court overruleu the demurrer, and therefore the prior record
was not before the court.
The character of a ple!l> is determined by its prayer and conclusion.
Though it contain matter in bar, yet, if it conclude in abatement, it
is a plea in abatement. And if it contain matter in abatement, but
conclude in bar, it is a plea in bar. "The conclusion makes the plea."
(Shawvs. Dutcher, 19 Wendell, page 2~. See also Thomasvs. Lord, 1
Lord Raymond, pages 35G, 357; Godson t'B. Good, 6 Taunton, page 587 ;
Executor, &c., vs. Elmendorf, 10 Johnson, page 49; Kent, justice, in
Jenkins '1'8. Peporn, 2 J ohnsot>'s Cases, page 313; Rex vs. Shakespeare,
10 East, pages H3-87.)
The vlea in t.his case was a plea to the jurisdiction. It clid not conclude with prayer, as in bar, for judgment a.s to the sufficiency of the
articles, but prayed juugruent ''whether this court can or will take
further cognizance of the said articles of impeachnwnt/'
It was n. plea to the juri diction, which is a plea in abatement;
that is, a plea intended to stop the proceeding, without reference
to the merits; a plea which prayed, not the judgment of the court as
to the sufficiency in law of the articles, but as t·O the jurisdiction of
the court to pass upon the question of their sufficiency in law, or
any other q nestion in the cru5e.
·
Stephen'M Plemling, page 144, speaking of the rule that the court
on uemurrer will look back through the record, says:
It is, however, subject to the following exceptions: First. If the plaintiff demur to a plea in abatement, aud the court decicle against t.I.tc plea, they will give
judgment of rll,)pondeat ouster, without regard to any defect in the declaration.

1 Shower's Reports, 91:
Memoranrlum. In the case of Ch2.mbers '118. Garrett, this term, Holt, chief justice, refused to permit me to urge or nrhrue any exception to a declaration upon a.
demurrer to a plea in abatement.

In Hastrop

1:8.

Hasfugs, 1 Salkeld, 213, it was held:

The defendant shall not take advantage of mistakes in the declaration upon a
plea in abatement; but if be would do that he must demur to the declaration.

In Bnllythorp t•s. Turner, Willes's Reports, 478, the court say:
It has boon holden that in a plea in abatement you cannot o~ject to any defect in
the declaration; and so is the case of Hastrop '118. Hastings, Salkeld, 212.

In Davies vs. Penton, 6 Barnewall and Creswell, 2'2'2, Abbott, chief
justice, says :
Then as to the other poin , it is said that the plo:intijf, upon certain points of the
record, lw..s set forth his banl.:ruptcy, and that as it appears upon the whole record
that his a si8Dees a1·e entitled to the benefit of the contract stated in t.be declaration, the plamtiff cannot have judgment upon his demurrer. But in consitlering
what j udgmeut we are to pronounce upon this demurrer, wo are bouncl to look
only to that part of the record upon 'UJhidt the demm-rer arises, aml not at the other
coUateral P,arta of the record :not connected with it.

Bayley, J., said:
As to the other point, in arguing the question whether the defendant or the plaintiff
is entitled tojuugment upon this demurrer, neither of them has a right to have recourse to any parts of the record not connected with that upon which the demurrer
axises.

Holroyd, J ., said :
I entirely agree with my brother Bayley that the defenrlant cannot claim in aid
the other parU of the record to show that the plaintiff is not entitled to judgment
upon the demurrer.

In Shaw VB . Dutcher, 19 Wenclell, 223, Cowen, J., delivering the
unanimous opinion of the court, said:
But it is said the declaration is bad; th~ plaintiff was first in fault, and cannot
therefore make an available objection to the plea. Such is the general nue, but a
demurrer to a p :ea in abatenumt is an eXCI!ption. * * * The same general tlocttino is again repeated by Sutroyche in a note to Routh vs. W eddell. Yolume 2, 1007.
Hastrop r:s. Hastin~rs. 1 Salkeld, 212, reco~ized in Dully:hrop v.~. Tumer, Willes;
47!3, is a. direct aJjudication on the same point. Clifford vs. Corry, 1 Mru a.clmsetts,
500, same p aint. 1'he rttln is recognized i n 1nany books of reference, and l do n ot find
that it is q tlCIJt oned by any. (Comyn's Digest, Abatement I , 14; Ste-phen's Pleading, 163, tint American eilition; 1 Uhitty's Pleading, 405 ; Bacon's Abmlgmunt, litlo
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Abatement, P.) Bacon's Abridgment, as we ha.v~ cited it at volume 1, pa~e 29,
.American edition of 18L3, allds as a reason, what is material to tho main distinction
we have been considering in these words," as nothing but the writ is then in question, for nothing else is pleaded to."
.

In Ellis V8. Ellis, 4 Rhode Island, 122, which was demurrer to plea.
in abatement, tho cou rt sa.y:
We have not lookeu into the declaration to see whether it be faulty in this particular or not; nor arc we entdled, upon this demurrer, to look at tho declaration
for the purpose of considering ita defects. It is well settled that a demurrer to a
plea in aJJalcmcn~ doe not. look back to a fault in the declaration, since nothing but
the writ i!l then in question. " (l Saunllers, pa~~ 285, n. c; 1 Chitty's Pleading,
pages 457, 647, and cases cited, third American euition.)

In Clifford '1.'8. Cony, 1 Massachusetts, 500, Wilde, J., said:
W o do not take notice of defects in the decln.r.1.tion upon a demurrer to a plea in
abatement.

In Price t'8. Railroad Company, 18 Indiana~ 139, the court say:
There was, it may be observe<l, no demurrer to the complaint; and demurrers to
answers in abatement do not reach baek to the complaint. (Shaw vs. Dutcher, 19
Wendell, 216. Answers in abat-ement are not addressed to the complaint.)

In Ryan

V8.

May, 14 Dlinois, 49:

The general rule, that a demurrer must be carried back and sustained to the first
defective pleading, does not, apply so as to carry it behind a plea. in abatement. If
the plea. is bad the judgment must be respondeat ou.stcr. A llemurrer t{) ono pleading cannot be carried back to another to whiuh it did not profess to be an answer,
and with which it had no connection.

To the same effect see Hunter VB. Be1gen, 39 lllinois, 367; Knott v8.
Clements, 13 Arkansas, 3J5; Crawforcl vB. Slade, 9 Alabama, 887 ; Dean
V8. Boyd, 9 Dana, Kentuck-y, 169.
In Dearborn vs. Kent, 14 Wendell, 187, there was a. plea in bar, a
replitation, and demurrer. The comt, by Savage, Chief Justice, after
holding the replication good, say :
The defendant seeks to attack the declaration, but that be cannot do. The
pleadin!! dtmmrred to, being dec1'U'ed good, the demur·rer was not we!l ta.J..:en, and
o.-m bo of no service to the dRjendant. If he thought tho declaration ball, he might
have demurred to it before he plead ; not hadng done so, ho cannot reach it by tlemuning to the r eplication. It was formerly tho practice, and is noto, to attack
previous pleadings in certain cases; for example, had these r eplications been adjudged bad, it would have been competent for the plaintiff to have shown that the
pleas were bad, and then tl1e defendant might have shown tho decla1 ation was
bad ; but the replication being adjudged good, the investigation stops there.

Other authorities mi~ht be cited, but those referred to are sufficient
to settle the question, if authorities can settle it; if not, more would
be useless.
In this case, the demurrer to the replication having been overruled,
the sufficiency of the plea in abatement was not before the court.
And even had the demurrer to the replication been held good, the
court could have gone no further back than to the plea. Consequently it was not open to us, on the argument of this demurrer, to
attack the sufficiency in law of the articles of il;npeachment; and
their sufficiency, not being questione1l by our demurrer, was not be-fore the court.
It is, therefore, respectfully submitted that, in strictness, the defendant is entitled to a vacation of the order, and an order declaring
the present proceedings to be a. mistrial. I have no doubt that in
case on indictment in the courts of Jaw, under crrcnmstances like
these, a. trial would be set aside, ::tnd tho party be restored to his right
to plead, as though such proceedings bad not been.
It is well settled that the courts of the United States can exercise
no common-law criminal jurisdiction. The United States bas never
adopted the common law. Most of the St-ates ha.ye, with certain modifications, adopted the common law. By the judiciary act of 1700~ it
is provided that the laws of the several States shall be the rule of decision of the Federal courts sitting in such States. Thus the Federal
court sitting in Maryland will follow not only the statutory but such
of the common law as the State of Maryland has adopted and made
her own. So in the State of Wisconsin; and so in other States. So
that the Federal courts decide questions resting in tho common law
of each State as such St-ates have adopted the same. But the United
States has never for itself adopted the common law. Consequently
offenses at the common law merely cannot be tried and punished by
any Federal court. Every offense which a. Federal court has jurisdiction to try and punish must be a statutory offense; that is, it must be
defined and the punishment fixed by an act of Congress.
It is well-settled law that every statutory offense must be described
in an indictment according to the words of the statute describing the
offense. (1 Wbarton's Criminal Law, page 365, and cases cited; People VB. Allen, 5 Davis, page 79; Commonwealth V8 . Hampton, 3 Grattan, page 590.)
Not one of the articles of impeachment charges that the respondent
received money with the intent to have his mind influenced thereby in
the determination of any question pending before him or which could
ue brought before him as Secretary of Wa.r..!. demurrer t-o these :trticles might safely have been interposed, but
for the reason that the court, in response to the argument upon the
demurrer to the replication to the plea in abatement., declared that
the articles were sufficient in law. This question had not been argued
on either side of this case, and was not befo1·e the court on the demurrer submitted.
And in strictness the respondent i entitled to an order vacating
the orller of the court holding the articles sufficient in law; and declaring this to be a mistrial. And I have no doubt that in case on
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indictment in a court of law under similar circumstances the trial
would be declared a mistrial, and the defendant be remitted to the
right to plead anew to tho indictment.
I neither ask nor emect such order in this case. Because we are
entitled to object here to the articles of impeachment; and have here
the full advantage of their insufficiency.
I come now to the question of the jurisdiction of the conrt over this
case.
Jurisdiction is the vital element of every judicial proceeding. And
where jurisdiction is wanting, no matter bow high the magistrate
or dignified the tribunal, the judgment rendered is an absolute nu11ity.
Jurisdiction must exist., too, at the commencement of the proceeding,
continuo through its progress, and remain at its termination. Therefore it is never too late, during the pendency of a cause, to raise the
objection that the court has no juri diction.
United States t:8. Arredondo, 6 .Peters, 709:
The power to hear and cletermine a cause is j uri;diction ; it is coram judice whenever a caHe is presented to bring this power into action. If the petitioner states
such a case in his petition that on a demurrer tho court would render a judgment
in his favor, it is an nndoubtedcase of jmis(liction, whether on an answer denying
and putting in issue the allegations of the petition, the petitioner makes out his
case ror not 1 is tho exercise of jurisdiction conferred by tho filing of a petition
contaming all the requisites, and in the manner prescribed by law.

Voorhies '1:8. ·Bank, 10 Peters, 474:
Speaking of decisions of the Supreme Court, the court say:
If not arrnnted by the Constitution or Jaws of the land ou·r most solemn proceetling can confer p.oright which is denied to any jn(licial act nnder color of la,v,
which can properlyJ.1a\e bE.'.en deemed to have been dono coram non judice; that is,
by persons assuming the judicial function in a given c.18e without lawful authority.
The line which separates error in judgment from the wmrpation of power is ,~ery
definite, and is precisely that which denotes the case'l where a. judgment or decree
is reversible only by an appellate com·t, or may be declared a nullity collaterally
when it is offered in evidence in an action concerning the matter adjudicate(}, or
purporting to have been so. In tho one case it is a record importing absolute verity; in the other mere waste paper: there can be no middle charact-er assi.~ed to
judicial proceedings which aro reversible for error. Such is their effect betwC('n
tho parties to the suit·, anLl such are tho immunitie!l which the law affords to a plaintiff who has obtained au erroneous jullgment or execution.

In Rhode Island V8. Massachusetts, 12 Peters, 718, the conrt say:
Howeverlate this objection [to the jurisdiction] has been made, or may be made
in any cause, in an inferior or appellate court of the United States, it must be considered and decided before any court can move one further step in tho can e, as
any mo•ement isnece sarily the exercise of jurisdiction. J nrisdiction is the power
to hearaml det{)rmine tho subject-matter in controversy between parties to a Huit,
to adjudicate or o:xermse any JUdicial power over them. The question is whet.her,
on the case before a court, their action is judicial or· extr~jndima.l, with or without
the authority of law, to render a judgment or decree upon the right.s of the litigant
parties. If the law confers the power to renller a. judgment or decree, then the
court has jurisdiction. What shall be adjudged or decreed between the parties,
and with which is the right of the case, is judicial ;1ction, by hearing and determining it. {6 Peters, p<tge 709; 4 Russell, pa~o 415; 3 Peter·s, pa~es 20-37)
A motion to dismiss a cause ,!?ending in the courts of the united Sta.tes is not
analogous to a plea to tho.iurisdiction of the court of common law or equity in England. There the snperior courts have a general jorisiliction o•er all persons
within the r ealm, and all causes of a ctiou between them. It depends on tho subject-matter whether thejurisdictionshall be oxerci ed by a court of Jaw or· equity;
but that court to which it appropriately belongs can act ,judicially upon the party
and the subject of the suit, unless it shall be maue :1ppa.rent to the court that tho
judicial determination of the case has been withdrawn from the court of general
jurisdiction to an inferior and limited one. It is a necessary presumption that the
court of general.i urisiliction can act upon the given case, when nothing appears to
the contrary. Hence bas arisen the rule that the yarty claiming an exemption
from its process must set out thA reasons by a specia plea in ab:>.tement, anll show
that somo inferior court of law or equity has the exclusive cognizance of the case;
otherwise, the superior court must proceed in virtue of its general jurisdiction.
This rule prevail.<J both at law and in equity. (1 Vesey, sr., page 204 ; 2 Vesey, sr.,
page 307; Mitford, page 183.)
A motion to dismis , therefore. cannot be entertained, as it does not q.nd cannot
di. close a case of exception; and if a plea in abatement is put in, it must not only
make out the exception, but point to tho particular court to which the case btllongs.
A plaintiff in law or in equity is not to be driven from court to court by such pleas.
If a defendant seeks to quash a writ, or dismiss a bill for such cause, he must give
the plaintiff a better one, and shall never put in a second plea to the jurisdiction of
that court to which he hasdrivtm t;lle plaintiff by his plea. (1 Vesey, sr., pa~e201)
Thoro are other ulasse 1 of eases where the o~jection t.o the jurisdiction rs of a
different nature, as on a. bill in <'hancery; that the subject-ma,tteris cogni,.;a.blo only
by the king in council, and not by any judicial power, (1 Vesoy, sr., 445 ;) or that the
parties defendant cannot be brought before any municipal court on account of their
soverei~ chameter and the nature of the controversy, as 1 Vesey, jr., 371, 387.; 2 Vesey, jr., 56,60; or in the very common cases which present the question whether the
caus"e properly belongs to a court of law or equity. To such cases a. plea in abat-ement would not be applicable, because the plaintiff could not sue rn an inferior
court. The objeetion goes to a denial of any jnristliction of a municipal court in
one class of cases, and to the jnrisiliction of any court of eq uiLy or of law in the
other; on which last the court decides according to their legal discretion. An objection t.o jmisdiction on tile lfl'OUD(l of exemption from the process of the court in
which the suit is brought, or the manner in which a. defendant is brought into it,
is waived b.v appe..~ranco and pleading t.o issue. (10 Peters, 473 ; Toland vs. Sprague,
12 Peters, 300.) But when the objection goes to the power of the court over the parl:ies,
or the wbject-matter, the defellllant need not, for he cannot, give the plaintiff a better
writ or bill. Where no inferior court can have jurisdiction of a case in law or equity,
the ground of objection is not taken by plea in abatement) as an exception of the given
case, from the otherwise general jurisdiction of the court; appearance does not cu1·e
the deject of judicial pow~r. and it may be relied ttpon by plea, answer, demur-rm-, or at
the tri2l or hearing, unless it goes to the manner of bringing tM defendant into court,
which is waived by submissiou to the proooss.
As a denial of jurisdiction over the subject-matter of a snit between parties
within the realm, over which and whom the court has power to act, cannot be successful in an En..,Hsh court of general jurisdiction. a motion like the present could
not be sustaine'd cousistenUy with t.h e principles of its constitution. But as this
cowt is one of limited and special original jurisiliction, its action must be confined
to the particular cases, controversies, and parties over which the Constitution and
laws have authorized it to act; any proceed ing witlloat the limits pre<jcribed is
coram non judice, and ita action a nullity. {10 Peters, 474; S. P. 4 Russell, 415.)
And tohether the toant or excess of power is objl3cted by c~ party, or is apparent to
the cow·t, it must sur,;ea.se its action 01' proceed extrajudicially.
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Consent never confers jurisdiction to hear and determine a cause,
where the Jaw does not confer the power. (Hurd vs. Tombs, 7 Howard, Mississippi, page 229; Bell vs. Railroad, 4 Smedes & Marshall,
page 549; Leigh VB. Mason, 1 Scammon, page 249; Ex parte Williams,
4 Yerger, page 579; Green VB. Collins, 6 Iredell, page 139; Bluett VB.
Nicholson, 1 Branch, page 384 ; Ginn VB. Rogers, 4 Gilman, page 131;
Long VB . Long, 1 Morris, page 381 ; Mora.n VB. Masterson, 11 B. Monroe, pnge 17; Chapman VB. Morgan, 2 Green, Iowa, page 374; State
t'B. Bonney, 34 Maine, page 223; Winn t'B. Freel, 19 Alabamft, page
171; State VB. Cardline, 20 Alabama., page 19; Jeffries VB . Harbin, 20
Alabama, page 387 ;·Field VB. Walker, 23 Alabama, page 155; Dicks
VB. Hatch, 20 Iowa, page 380; Wanzer VB. Howland, 10 Wisconsin,
page 8; Bureau County VB. Thompson, 39 Illinois, page 566; Dodson
VB. Scraggs, 47 Missouri, page 285 ; Garrett VB. Trotter, 65 Missouri,
page 430; Damp t'B. Dane, 29 Mississippi, page 4H); - - - ---,26
New Hampshire, page 232; Jackson VB. Ashton, 8 Peters, page 148;
Dred Scott case, 19 Howard, page 393.)
An objection to the jurisdiction never comes too late, and cannot
be waived by consent nor forfeited by bad pleading. (Stoughton VB
1\Iott, 13 Vermont, page 175·; Grant vB. Tams, 7 Monroe, page 218;
Able VB. Bloomfield, 6 Texas, page 263; Smith vB. Dubuque, 1 Clark,
page 492; Stearly's Appeal, 3 Grant, Pennsylvania, page 270; Ketland
VB. Cassius, 2 Dallas, page 305; United States vB. Bedford Bridge, 1
Woodbury& Minot, page 401.)
In United States VB. Bedford Bridge, 1 Woodbury & Minot 405, on
the tl'ial the defendant's counsel moved to quash th:e indictment, for
that the court had no jurisdiction. The court said :
And if for that or any other reason it should appear to this court a question of
real donut whether it possesses any jurisdiction in such a ca-se over the subjectmatter, it will be its duty not to proceed further in the trial. (2 Gallison, 325.)
Beca.ose, being a court of limited jurisdiction, it cannot transcend those limits,
though the parties make no objection, but is bound itself to pause. (2 Cranch, 125;
12 P eters. 7l9; 1 Peters Circuit Court, 36.) And in an.v stage of the casa (4 Washington Circuit Court, pa~e 84; Davison vs. Champlin, 7 Counecticut, page 244; Perkills vs. Perkins, 7 Connecticut, page 559.)

In Maissonaire VB. Keating, 2 Gallison, 245, Story, justice, says:
I will only arld th:J.t if! had thought the case not cognizable at common law, the
circumstance that the objection was not pleaded in abatement wonlcl have had no
wejght with me. Where the sn~ject-matter is not within the jurisdiction of the
court the exception ma.y be taken under the general issue.

In the celebrated Dred Scott ca-se, in 19 Howard, 393, the defendant in the court below interposed a plea to the jurisdiction, to which
the plaintiff demurred. The court sust.a.ined the demurrer and overruled the plea., and gave judgment that the defendant should answer
over.
The defendant thereupon put in sundry pleas in bar, upon which
issues were joined; and at the trial the judgment and verdic were
in the defendant's favor. Whereupon the plaintiff brought writ of
error.
In the Supreme Court it was claimed that inasmuch as the judgment in the court below was in fa;\or of the plaintiff, he could not
complain of it in the Supreme Court; and the defendant, by plead.
ing over, had waived it. Disposing of this oQjection, the court held
that the question of jurisdiction was not waived by pleading over in
the court below, but was legitimately before the Supreme Court on
the writ of error. And Mr. Justice Curtis, although dissenting from
the opinion of the court on the slavery question involved in the decision, concurred with the court upon this questi-on, and said, (pages
565, 566:)
When that plea was a-djudged insufficient the defendant was obliged to answer
over. He had no alternative. He could not stop the further progress of the C.'tse
in the circuit court l>y a writ of error, on which the sufficiency of his ple.'\ to the
jurjsdiction could be tried in this court, becal18e the judgment on that plea was not
final, and no writ of error would lie. He was forced to plead to the merits. It cannot l>e true, then. that he waived the benefit of his plea to the jurisdiction by answering over. Waivedinclocles consent. Here there was no consent. Anu if the
benefit of the plea. was'finally lost, it mllBt be not by any waiver, bnt because the
laws of the United States have not provided any mode of reviewing the decision
of the circuit court on such a plea when that decision is against tlie defendant.
This is not the law. Whetl1er tho decision of the circuit court on a plea to the j urisuict.ion be against the pln.intitf or against the defendant, the losing party may
have any alleged eiTOr in law, in ruling such a. plea, examined in this court on a
writ of on-or, when the matter in <Ylntroversy exceeds tho sum or value of 2,000.
If the decision be ~ainst the plaintiff, and his suit ili8missed for want of jurisdiction, the judgment 1s technically final, and he may at once sue out his writ of error. (Mollan t:s. Torrance, 9 Wheaton, 537.) If the decision be against the defendant, though ho must answer over and wait for a final judgment in the cause,
he may then have his writ of error, and upon it obtain the judgment of this court
on any question of law apparent on the record touching the jnrisiliction. If this
were not. so the condition of the two parties wonld be !!rossly unequal. For if a
ple.'l. to the jurisdiction were ruled against the plairitiffhe could at once take his
writ of error and have the rnlinj! reviewed here; while, if the samo plea were
ruled against the defendant, he must not only wait for a final judgment, bot could
in no event have the rolin~ of the circuit court upon the plea reviewed uy this
court. I know of no gronna for saying that the laws of the United States have
thus discrim.in..'lted betweeu the parties to a snit in its courts.

A writ of error lies only to the final judgment of the court below,
and such only is the jndgmen t which can be reviewed in the Supreme
Court. But the rendition of every judgment is, in itself, an assertion of jmisdiction. And therefore, although in that case the writ
of error reached nothing but the final judgment, the question of jurisdiction was held to be before the Supreme Court; and, of course, if
the court below at the time of rendering final judgment had been of
opinion that it hatl no jurisdiction, it would have so deciued and disrolb.seil the cause. In other words, the erroneous decision in the court

below upon the question of jurisdiction raised by the plea to the
jurisdiction was an inherent defect in the final judgment, which enabled the Supreme Court to reverse the judgment upon that ground.
It is thus apparent that the question of jurisdiction never can be
eliminated from the essential clements of the judgment.
This reference to authorities brings me to the question of jurisdiction in this cause.
The. Constitution provides, that
No person shall be convicted (on impeachment] without the concurrence of two
thirds of the members present.

Concun·ence means more than occasional union of minds. The word
signifies t·mminu along with each oth.e1·. That is, no person can he convicted without the agreement of two-thirds of the members present
upon every point necessary to and included in the conviction.
Now in order to a conviction in this case several things are neces
sary: first, that certain acts have been done or omitted; second, t.hat
the acts done or omitted amount to treason, bribery, or other hiCTh
crimes or misdemeanor, within the provisions of the Constitutio~;
and third, that the acts were done or omitted by a per:son subject to
the jurisdiction of the Senate to try on impeachment.
The respondent, therefore, cannot bo convicted, unless two-thirds
of the Senators present at the time of conviction concur in affirming
all these propositions.
I do not propose to argue again the main question, whether impeachment can be maintained against a person not in office at the
commencement of the impeachment proceedin~s. The imperfect argument I made, prepared in t.he insufficient t1me permitted by the
court, I could strengthen in many respects, and support by additiona]
authorities. But I know the question has occupied the attention of
the court in consultation, and it would be presumption to suppose
that I coul<l add anything to what has been expressed by the many
learned Senators who have delivered their opinions and given their
votes against such jurisdiction. But I shall submit a few considerations against the iuea that any one of the foregoing propositions necessary to conviction, and especially the question of jurisdiction, can
be determined by less than two-thirds of the Senators present at the
time of the conviction.
It ·w ill not be denied that had the respondent seen fit, when first
called to the bar of the Senate, to plead "not guilty," nnd the trial
had proceeded immediately, every proposition necessary to conviction must have been determined in the final judgment, and that no
Senator woulcl have voted to convict the respondent who did not believe the Senate hatl jurisdiction to try him. One Senator might have
believed there was no such jurisdiction, and have been opposed to the
respondent upon all other propositions in the case. Another Senator
might haYe believed there was jurisdiction to try the case, but that
tho respondent had not committed the a.cts charged. But certainly
both these Senators would have been compelled to vote against conviction; that is, to vote "not gnilty," or, in other words, not guilty
of anything for which the Senate could convict him. Nothing is more
common in the decisions of courts of law than judgments concurred
in by all the judges, but so concurred in upon di1ferent and Rometimes conflicting grounds. A suit for divorce was recently dismi sed
by a court of two judges; one judge holding upon the proofs that
neit.her the husband nor wife had been guilty of infidelity, and the
other, that both had been. In either case the divorce must be denied; and, therefore, both judges concurred that the suit should be
dismissed.
But it will be claimed that inasmuch a.s the pleadings adopted by
the respondent submitted to the court the question of jurisdiction
apart from the question of guilt or innocence of the acts complained
of, and that a majority, but not two-thirds, of the Senate were of
opinion that jurisdiction existed, therefore the question of jnriscliction is eliminated from the matters to be considered at the time of
passing final judgment; and that if more than two-thirds of the
Senators present at the time of final jndgment believe that the defendant did commit the actR complained of, althon~h less than twothirds have not jurisdiction to convict him, nevertneless he must be
convicted. In other words, although at the time of final judgment
more than a third of the Senators present believe the Senate has no
jurisdiction of the case-notwithstanding those Senators are under
oath to decide impartially and according to the law-they must smrender their conscientious convictions in deference to the opinions of
other Senators expres ed upon a former occasion. And assuming that
all the Senators entertain to-day the same opinions before expressed,
this question may be decisive of the ca.se. But I submit, there are
many sufficient reasons against such proposition.
In the first place, the whole system of common-law pleading has
grown out of the experience of the courts and their desire to promote
the .speedy termination of suits. And because no judgment can be
rendered in any cause over which the court has not jurisdiction both
of tho parties and the subject-matter, and the trial might be fruitless,
it bas been ordained that the defendant shall first plead to tho jurisdiction. And where the court l1asjurisdiction of tho subject-matter,
and the want of jurisdiction arises from mere personal privilege of
the defendant-for instance, to be sued in a certain court or in a certain county-the defendant must plead to thejurisdiction, and w2.ives
his privilege by a general appearance. Next to the plea to the jurisdiction comes the plea in al>atement proper·-that, for instance, the
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defendant is sued by a wrong name. Next comes a demurrer, then
pleas in bar, &c. Thls order of pleading is entirely artificial; intended merely to promote the convenience of the court and save expense to the parties.
But, as I have shown from the authorities already read, where the
defect of jurisdiction does not rest upon personal privilege of the defendant, but concerns the subject-matter, or the power of the court
t.o try a particular class of persons to which the defendant does not
bESlong-even, at the common law, omitting to plead to the jurisdiction, or even a written consent to the jurisdiction, will not authorize
a court to proceed; and any judgment it may render is absolutely
void.
But in the courts of the United States, which are courts of limited
or special jurisdiction, the record must affirmatively show, and the
fact must be, that the court has jurisdiction, or it can render no judgment. And the objection may be taken at any stage of the proceeding, either on the trial or in arrest of judgment, in both civil and
miminal causes.
To quote from the decision of the Supreme Court in Rhode Island
vs. Massachu ·etta, 12 Peters, 718:
And whether the want or excess of power is objected by a party, or is apparent

to the court, it must surcease its action or proceed extraJudicially.
Now, to apply these principles to this case, suppose the respondent
had not pleaded to the jurisdiction, bat had filed a stipulation stating that he was Secretary of War at the time of the impeachment,
and had pleaded in denial of the acts charged; and the truth had not
come to the knowledge of the court until to-day, after the completion
of the trial, and the court was ready to pronounce judgment, would
not every Senator who believes there is no jurisdiction here, be bound
to treat it as a moot case and dismiss it at once Y The authorities I
have read set.tle this question. Consent cannot confer jurisdiction,
and whenever the defect comes to the mind of the court, "it must surcease its action or proceed extrajudicially."
Now, if the respondent could not by written consent confer jurisdiction; if the respondent de iring a trial upon the question of fact,
could not by filing a fal.Me admis ion of facts necessary to jurisdiction,
either compel or authorize Senators who believe there is no jurisdiction to pass judgment upon the merits of the case, then I desire to
know how it is to be maintained that by objecting to the jurisdiction
he bas imposed that duty or conferred that power f Can an objection
to the jurisdiction of the court confer jurisdiction, while express consent cannot f
Of course these considerations are addressed to those Senators who
still believe there is no jurisdiction to try and determine this case,
and who are now invited to surrender their own convmtions and vote
according to the convictions of other Senators. If there was no jurisdiction when that plea was filed, there is none to-da.y, and there
cannot be without an amendment of the Constitution. A majority
of the Senate cannot change the Constitution, nor can a majority of
the Senate relieve any Senator from the obligations of his oath as a
Senator to support the Constitution, nor from the obligations of his
oath as a judge in this case, to decide impartially and according to
law. The decision of the Supreme Court in the Dred Scott case,
which upon this point was unanimous, and enforced by Judge Curtis
in even stronger terms than those employed by the Chief Justice in
delivering the opinion of the court; sustained by reason and an unbroken current of authorities; is conclusive upon tbis subject, and
settles the law for all the judicial courts of the Unit.ed States. The
defendant's objection in the court below was overruled there, but the
judgment was in his favor on the merits, and he could not prosecute
a writ of error. The decision on the question of jurisdiction was in
favor of the plaintiff; therefore he could not object to it, and did not.
But the writ of error brought the whole record before the Supreme
Court, and it showed the facts upon which the question of jurisdiction depended in the court below. And the court held, and Judge
Curtis, who dissented upon other pnrts of the case, concurred in holding, that the jurisdictional question was presented to the Supreme
Court, and must be determined. The court held that there was no
jurisdiction. Judge Curtis held that there was. But both held that
if there was no jurisdiction in the court below, it was fatal to the
judgment, ev6Jl had neither party raised the objection.
The principle of the decision is this, that whenever it is discovered
in any cause pending in the courts of the UnHed States, ori(J'inal or
appellate, that there is no jurisdiction, the suit must stop, ~nd any
order or judgment rendered must fall to the ground.
•
If there were an appellate tribunal whlch could review the proceedings of this court in thls cause-and if this court, having decided
erroneously on the plea t-o the jurisdiction, should proceed and render
final judgment against the respondent-this case would be on all fours
with the Dred Scott case in this particular; and the appellate court
~ould, under the authority of the Dred Scott case, reverse the final
J~d~ment because of the erroneous decision on the question of jurisdiction.
It cannot be maintained, I submit, that judges of this court are
~othorized to consent, o! excusable for consenting, to an erroneous
Judgment, because no tnbunal can review the proceediuCTs here. On
the contrary, this is one of the strongest reasons that gan be urged
why every judge of this court should do everything in his power to
prevent the rendition of a judgment tainted with remediless error.
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The decision in the Dred Scott case ha.~ never been popular so far
as it invalidated the great ordinance of freedom; and in that respect
was reversed by the fourteenth amendment of the Constitution. But
so far as it declared the prindple in regard to jurisdiction, it has never
been doubted or quest.ioned, is authority to-day in all the courts of
the United States, and enunciates a principle observed in all colirts,
English and American.
The authorities cited show clearly that the question of jurisdiction
is a pertinent, pending, vital question down to and including the last
act performed in any judicial proceeding. But this is not all. It continues after final judgment, and may be raised in any other court or
place where the judgment is sought to be enforced. There is no difference in this respect between the courts of superior and inferior
jurisdiction.
In Voorhles VB. Bank, 10 Peters, 474, the court, spea.king of their
own judgments, say:
If not waiTII.1lted by the Constitution or laws of tbeland, our most solemn proceeding can confer no right which is denied to any judicial act under color of Jaw
which can properly have been deemed to have been done coram non judiu; that is,
by persons assuming the judicial function in a given case without lawful authority.

And the court declared that in this respect there was no difference
between its judgments and those of a county court or justice of the
peace.
In support of the general proposition that the judgment of the highest court, if rendered without jurisdiction, is a m1llity, and may be
declared so by any court where the same may be sought to be enforced
or be brought collaterally into question, I cite as follows: Knowles
VB. Gas-Light Company, 19 Wallace, 58; Williamson vs. Berry, 8 Howard, 498; Wilcox vs. Jackson, 13 Peters, 499; Schrivner's Lessee vs.
Lynn,2Howard, 99; Les eeof HickeyvB. Stewart,3Howa.rd, 750; Starbuck vs. Murray, 5 Wendell, 48.
From this it follows that should this court entertain jurisdiction in
this case, and pronounce judgment of disability, such judgment would
not be respected by the judicial tribunals, should they be of opinion
that this court had no such jurisdiction.
Should General Belknap return to Iowa and be elected to the House
of Representatives, that House being the exclusive judge of the qualification and election of its own members, might be called upon to
pa s upon the question of his eligibility. And if, in the opinion of
the then House, this court had no jurisdiction, it would be the duty
of the House to disregard the judgment of disqualification and seat
General Belknap. Or should the Postmaster-General appoint him as
postmaster in a case not requiring the advice a.nd consent of the Senate; or should a judicial court appoint him as clerk, and a quo u:armnto Rhould be prosecuted to oust him, on the ground of ineligibility
imposed by the judgment of this court in this cause, such judgment
might be attacked for want of jurisdict.i on; and thus the jurisdiction
of this court might be subjected to judicial review. Borrowing the
L:wguage of the court in Voorhies vs. Bank, before cited, the judgment
of the most exalted tribunal, if rendered without jurisdiction, is m.ere
waste-paper.
Thus fa.r I have endeavored to establish by authorities that the
question of jurisdiction exists at every step of any judicial proceeding, and that no judge can concur in or consent to a judgment against
the defendant in any cause, civil or criminal, who does not at the time
of so consenting believ~ that the court of which he is a member has
jurisdiction to hear, t1-y, and determine the cause.
It will be conceded, I presume, that no Senator can properly vote
for conviction unless be is convinced at the time of so voting of the
existence of every condition essential to conviction, and the question
of jurisdiction is the chief of these conditions.
And it follows, necessarily, that no Senator who believes that there
is no jurisdiction can vote for conviction.
It ma.y be sald that in a criminal cause in a court of law, after the
court has determined that there is jurisdiction, the jury have only to
determine whether or not the defendant committed the acts charged
in the indictment. The answer to this proposition is that it has no
application to this case. The Senate is no more a jury to-day than it
was when it beard and determined the demurrer to the plea in abatement, and is as much a court to-day as it was then. There is not the
slightest analogy between this trial and a jury trial in a court of law.
The Senate performs the functions of both court and jury. Arespondent may be brought here for trial, a.nd may find in this body a
Senator who has been his life-long, implacable foe. He cannot challenge him. The jury before whom a person is to be tried must be of
the State and district in which the crime was committed. Bat a postmaster from Florida may be impeached, and the casting vote against
him be given by a Senator from Oregon. There is nothing so dangerous in reasoning as false analogies, and the slightest circumstance
may vitiate a supposed analogy. Thls is a trial sui generis. It has
more resemblance to a suit in equity than to a crimlnal trial at common law, because here, as in a court of equity, the court, without a.
jury, mast find the facts and apply the law.
The Senate must determine tbe question of jurisdiction; determine
whether the acts charged to have been done or omitted constitute a
hlgh crime or misdemeanor within the meaning of the Constitution;
and whether, in fact, the acts charged have been done or omitted.
All these questions must be determined by the court against the
respondent before he can be convicted, and upon every one of them
two-tltirus of the Senators present must agree.
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This proposition seems to me so plain that I fear I may obscure it
by at.temptin~ to render it plainer.
Is it not eVIdent that whether these propositions are presented one
after the other, by successive pleadings; ji.1·st, by plea to the jurisdiction; second, by demurrer to the articles; and third, by an wer den:ving the commis ion or omission of the acts charged; or whether all
three shall be precipitated upon the court at once, by plea, in the first
instance, of ''not guilty"-is matter of practice-of form, not substance t And how can it be pretended that, in case the e questions
are separated, one or more of them may be settled and uetermined
against the respondent by a mere nwjm·ity of the Senn.te, while it will
be conceded that, had the other form of proceeding been pursued,
there must have . been the concurrence of two-tbiras of the Senate
upon each one of these propositions T
In the trial of a. criminal cause in a court of law the twelve jurymen must concur in a. verdict. Suppose a man indicted for murder-the defense, insanity. The judge would inst,ruct the jury that
they must pass upon two questions: ( 1) whether the defendant killed
the deceased, (2) whether the defendant was sane or insane when he
comr;nitt.ed the act; and (3) thn,t they must all concur against the defendant upon both propositions before they could find a verdict of
"guilty." The jury retire to consider the case, and they take a vote
first upon the question of insanity. Seven believe the defendant to
have been sane, and five believe him to have been insane. Will any
one claim that the majority of seven could insist that they had determined the question of sanity, and that the jury should then proceed to vote upon the, perhaps conceded, question, Did the defendant
slay the deceased'
·
Suppose another case of trial for murder, with plea" not guilty,"
under which two defenses are made: First, that the defendant did
not kill the deceased, and second, that the fatal blow, by whomsoever
inflict-ed, was inflicted across the line, in another State-which latter
defense would raise the question of the jurisdiction of the 9ourt.
Could the jury first vote on the question of locus, and if a bare majorit.y were against the defendant upon that question, could that ma.jority claim that the que.stion of jurisdiction was settled, and that the
verdict of guilty or f!Ot guilty must depend upon t.he settlement of the
other question 7 Or could the minority satisfy their consciences, and
agree to a verdict of "guilty," still believing the crime was committed without the State T
In a case like the last supposed the defendant might first raise the
question of jurisdiction by a proper plea, and the question of fact
would then have to be determined by a jury. In such ca e it will be
conceded that no verdict could be rendered without the concurrence
of all the J"urors. If on the trial of this issue it should be found
.
'
.
,, '
.
,
agamst the defendant, he m1ght then plead not gmlty, and under
that plea raise the question whether he killed the deceased. Anu
h~re ag::tin, of course, a~, the jur.ors ~~st concur~ a verdict agaiJ?st
btm. Or ~e may plead not ~~ty m the first msta;n~e, and ra1se
both qu~stion_s on the same tr~al, nnd, of course, the J~IY must concur agrunst him up~n both polll~s, or he cannot be conVJcted.
.
~such cas.e of tna~ before a Jury, no matter bow many questions
are rnvol ved rn ~e trial 1 they are all. found one ~ay or the other, ?Y
the general verd10t of gutlty or not guilty. If the Jury return a verdict
of guilty, in a case like ~at.last supposed, they thereby declare that(1.) The defe~dant did kill the d~ce~ed. . . . .
(2.) That be killed the decea.sed Within the JUriSdiction of the court;
an~
,
.
(3.) .1.hat the defendant was of sound mrnd and memory when be
comnutted the ~ct.
.
.
~n sue~ case if five. J~Ot;S 'Ybo really believe that the act w~ comIDltte~ without the Jt;riSd1Ction, o.r thn.t t~e defendant was msane,
come u~to court ~greemg to a verdict of g~tlty, they are fors'!orn.
I~ b?m~ ~erta~ that no man can be conVIcted by a coll!t which ha.s
no Jun~diction, It must fo~ow that, whenever that q~estw~ bas been
determme~ ~Y: the ,court, the court must surcease tis ad!um or proceed extm;udwlally.'
Ther~fo!e, if it be contended. that the 9ue~tion of jurisd.iction bas
been eltmt~ated from the questions entermg mto.th~ ~a~ JUdgmen~,
by the actwn.of the court upon the plea to the Juri~dictwn,. then It
must be admitted by those who so contend that this question has
been settled in favor of the respon.dent, becau~e l.ess. t~a.n two-thirds
of the Sena~rs present declared m favor of Jurisdi~ti~n, .an~ more
than one-thud of the Senate declared th~re was no :lnrisilictio~. If
thts was a s~tLlement o~ one of the.questwns essenttal to :finalJudgment, then It was certamly settl~d m fav~r of the respondent ?Y the
vot.e of the Senate on ~hat questwn;. and rn~ ~mc~ a~ t~o.- thll:ds .of
t~e Senators pFesent ?-id not concur rn ~ustamrng Jurtsdwtion, Jurisd10t1?n was not. sustamed, but wa.s demed, and all subsequent proceed~gs ~re vmd.. .
.
.
Ordmar~y a maJonty of any C?Ourt or trtbunal are authonze~ to expre~ t~e Vlews ~d render the J~dgment of such court or tnbunal.
B.ut m lDlpeachment cases two-thrrds of the con~ must noncur.to c~mviet the defen_dant, and m~st of c«;m~e concur m the determrnatwn
of ever-, qu~st1on ~pon. which con~ctton. depet;Jd~. Th~refore one .of
two thmgs IS certam; if the questiOn of JUrisdictiOn, Vltal to convtcbon was eliminated from the final bearing by the vote of the court
' h 1
th · · d. ·
h
h t
ti
h b
d t
u~on t e pea to e ~uris 1ction: t en t a ques on as een e errome~ ~y the court m favor of the ~espo"l?dent, ~n<l: t~er? can ._!:>e no
convwtwn, because no court can conviCt wtthout JurisdictiOn. If the
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question of jurisdiction has not been thus eliminated and settled in
favor of the respondent, it remains a pending question to-day-a.
question entering into and constituting a vital element of the judgment now to be p1;0nounceu; and no Senator who believes there is no
juri diction can vote for conviction.
In conclusion, submitting to this court on behalf of the respondent
acauseinvolvingfar more than his life-his character, ani~. his honor;involvin(J' the happiness or misery of all those connected with him by
such tender ties that their hearts must bleed if be be stricken; a cause
the issue of which must determine whether he shall transmit to his
children a memory to be cherished, or a reputation from which they
shall shrink, I feel justified in appealing not only to the intelligence
but to the conscience of every Senator.
The Constitution protects the respondent from such calamitous resuits, except upon the concurrence of two-thirds of this body in regard
to every question essential to conviction. And to yon, Senators, who
believe there is no jurisdiction here, I make my last and earnest appeaL
You cannot aurrender your conscientious convictions to the equally
conscientious convictions of others.
You surely cannot consent to a judgment, which, to quote from
Ex-Chancellor Brougham, in the celebrated case of O'Connell vs.
The Queen, "Will go ont without authority, and return without
respecti-"
Mr. WRIGHT, (at one o'clock and forty-eight min~t.es p.m.) I
understand it would be agreeable to the manager who IS to clo the
argument to have a rece of about ten minutes. I move that arecess of ten minutes be taken.
Mr. PADDOCK and others. Say fifteen minutes.
Mr. WRIGHT. Very well; I will modify my motion and move that
a recess of fifteen minutes be taken.
The motion was a~eed to; and the Senate sitting for tho trial of
the impeachment tooK a recess for fifteen minutes, at the expiration
of which time the Senate sitting for the trial resumed its session.
The PRESIDENT pro tcrnpore. The Secretary will call the roll of
the Senate.
The Secretary called the roll of the Senate; and, after some delay,
thirty-seven Senators answered to their names.
.
The PRESIDENT protlflnpore, (at two o'clock and fifteen mmutes p.
m.) ~ quorum is now present. The Senate is ready to proceed with
the tnal.
.Mr. Manager LORD. 1\Ir. President and So~ators, in The People
the Sovereigns, by James Monroe, the distingmshed state man says:
The right of impeachment and of trial by the Legislatm·e ia the main pring of
the great machine of Government. It is the pivot on which it turns. If pre erved
in full vigor and e:xerci ed with perfect integrity, ev~ry ~ranch will :v~rform its
duty, and the people be left to the performance of theiTS, m the mo t sunple form
and with complete effect as the soverei!m power of the state. It is not believ-ed
that the right could be n:bused by the Legislature.

In these observations of that ·i llustrious statesman I have said all
I desire to say on the importance of_ thi~· ue,stion now b~fore the
9
highest court of the land, and as to mamtammg·the
power of rmpeachment, in a proper case, in its full force and vigor.
I shall proceed, Senators, as brieJ::I.y as 1 can, in the first instance
to review the law of this case, endeavoring to avoid that which has
already been sufficiently discussed and yet necessarily perhaps repeating in some places.
'
'
'
The first po ition to which I call your attention is the sufficiency
of the articles; and here let me say that in no point of this trial will
the managers claim that you ought to c~nvict the def~ndan~ of high
crimes and misdemeanors unless the articles charge high crunes and
misdemeanors. We do not stanu here begging before the Senate. We
do not ask you to convict on any doubtful construction. If the articles
presented by the House of Representatives in the name of the people
of the United States of America do not charge that which, if true, on
your consciences requires the impeachment of this defendant, then in"
God's name let him go free. But, briefly, what do the articles charge t
The learned counsel who have addressed you entirely differ. The
distin(J'uished counsel from Pennsylvania [Mr. Black] complains of
the articles because they are too severe, because they charge offenses
in language unnecessarily strong. The learned counsel from Wiscousin [Mr. Carpenter] says that they are not sufficient, and charge
no offense If I understand him ri(J'htly be claims no offense whatever is ch~r(J'ed; and he also says w~ ha~e referred to no statute. I
apprehend, Senators, thll>t it would have been derogatory to this high
court for us to have brought in merely a formal indictment. It was
forus, fromtheplainest.Englishlanguage, tochoo ethose words which
would most distinctly and most clearly bring before your minds the
facts and the offenses charged. In regard to ordinary criminal courts
there is certain technical language required, but the rule has been
very greatly relaxed even in courts of the lowest criminal jurisprudeuce. If there is any court on the face of the earth where we may
distinctly charge tho fact itself, certainly this is the court.
Now wha.t do we cha:rgef Without reading these articles in full,
we say~
That * * * inconsidMation of said appointment of said .Evans 80 made by him

as Secretary of War as aforesaid, the said Be!lcnap did, on or about the 2d day of
November, 1870, unlar.ojuUy and corruptlyreuivejromsaid Oaleb P . Manll . h~ surnoj
1,500· * * * the said William W. Belknap * * * did unlttwftdly recet ue fro? 1'"
said Caleb P. Marsh like sun.s of$1/oOO in consideration of the appointmentofUuJ sa\d
John S. Euans by him, thP. said BelL-nap, as Secretary of War as aforesaid. and in
consideratum of his permitting said Evans to continue to maintain the said trad.i!lg
est.abi.ishment a.t said mii.ita.ry post dwing that time.

TRIAL OF WILLIAM W. BELKNAP.
Senn.tors, is not this plain enough f Need we talk about intentf
Need we go into all tho technical language of criminal courts when
we charge distinctly ou the defendant thu,t in consideration of the appointment of and in consicle1·ation of the continua.nce of said John S.
Evans he did receive these various sums of money 1
. Again in article 2:
That said William W. Belknap ~ "' * did * * * wil~f1illy. C01'Tuptly, and
unlaU'jttlly take and receive from. one Caleb P. Marsh the sum. of 61,500, in considerf'.tion that he would co1~tinue to permitond John 8. Evans to maintain a trading estab·
lishment at Fort Sill, a milit:\ry post of the United States.

Again in article 3:
Y lit the said Belknap, well krlowing thue facts, and having the pO'I.Der to remove said
Evans fronl said p08itiol~ at any tfme, and to oppoin.t some other person to maintain
snid trading e.~tabli-l>hment, but crim.inally dib-r''[J'Jrding his duty as Secreta.r y of Wltr,
and basely prostit1tting his high oj[l£e to /.is l1tatfor private gain, di.d unlawfuliy and
corruptly continue said Evam in said p'lsiti01l.

Aga,in in article 4:
That said William W. Belknap * * * did receive from one Oaleb P. Marsh
large sums ofrnoneyfor and in conside-ration of his having so appointM.. aid John 8.
E vans to maintain said trading establishment at said military post, and for continuing him therein, whert>by he has been guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in
his said office.

This article contains seventeen similar specifications. Finally, in
article 5:
·
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I apprehend a1l the books may be searched through and through
and no defini tion be found of the word "conviction" more satisfactory than that given by the learned Blackstone, which conviction,
he says, may accrue in either one of two ways, either by the culprit
confessing his guilt or being found guilt,y by a verdict of his country.
What court is better described than this by t.he e lu,tter worua f
What court more represents the whole country than the Senate of the
United States sitting as a court of impeachment f Therefore I have
the highest authority for saying thu,t the question referred to by the
Constitution when it speaks of the defendant's being convicted is
the question, is he guilty or not guilty of the offense or offenses
charged against him in the articles of impeachment!
Senators, this le:trned body has construed the word " conviction"
in reference to this question of two-thirds. I think I can demonstrate
that the Senate bas, over and over again, settl~d t,his question in regard to both the words conviction :md concur. The Senate rules of
the court of impeachment provide :
On the final question whether the impeachm-ent is Slt.Rtained, the yea.~ and nays
shall be taken on each article of impeachment separntel.v; anrl if the impeachment
shall not~ upon any of the articles presented, be sustained by the votes of two-thirds
of the members present, a juug:munt of acquittal shall bo entered ; but if the person accused in such articles of impeachment shall be convicted upon any of said
articles by the -votes of t·wo-thirds of the members pre ent, the Senate shall proceed
to pronounce jU!Ig1nent, and a certified copy of such judgment shall be deposited in
the office of the Secretary of State.-Rule 22.

Yet said Bellmap did. in consideration that he would permit said Evans to C011tintu
to maintain said trading establishment, and in ord~r that said payments might conSenators, if I can demonstrate to you what tMs. final question is;
tintte and be made by said Evam to said Marsh as aforesaid. CO'ml,ptly receive from if I can demonstrate that these words "final question" refer to the
said Marsh, either to his, the said Belknap's, ov n u~e. or to be paid over to the wife of
quest.ion of guilty or not guilty, then I find a senatorial const.ruction
said Belknap, divers r.ar,qe sums of money at Vl1,rVms times.

This u,rticle charges the receipt by the defendant of sixteen other
sums.
Now I repeat, if this Senate at any period of its deliberations
should come to the conclusion that these articles do not charge
against Mr. Belh."llap an impeachable offense, let it say so, and dismiss the whole proceeding.
I desire to call -t he attention of this Senate for a little while to the
clause of the Constitution so much under consideration this morning, and that is the clause which requires the concurrence of twotbil·tls of the Senators present to convict. It is in the e words: "No
person shall be convict.ed without the concurrence of two-thirds of
the members present." If I can establish to the Senate that the
word "conviction" has a. definite meaning, that it only refers to one
point in the trial, it may be to several points if there are several articles of impeachment, but that it only refers to the time when you
pass on the question of guilty or not guilty as to the offense or offenses charged, then all the logic of the counsel for the defendant in
- this regard falls to the ground, and their attempt to drag in a question of law already settled by this court, which must be the law of
th~s court until it is reversed by its own action, will also utterly
fall to the ground. While t,he Constitution ha.a been often enough
read, in order that I may point the minds of Senators directly to the
meaning of this word, allow me again to read the clause of t.he Constitution in which it is found, and then let me ask you again to what
point does this word "convicted" refer Y
The Constitution, artic1e 1, section 3, sixth clause, provides:
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. * * * When
the President of the U:dited States is· tried , the Chief Justice Rhall presidP; and
no person shall be con11icted without the concurrence of two.thirds of the members
pre ent.

Here is a clause of the Constitution which provides for the trial
and in one instance the mode of ttial and then concludes by saying :
"And no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of twothirds of the memuers present." When the word "trial" is in this
section, when the judgment is thereinafter provided for, can there be
any question bnt that the word" conviction" point only to· conviction on the questions of fact t This is the great question for the ·defendant. What in the eye of the world, what in t,he eye of history
will be this question of jurisdiction and the questions of the adruisRion of evidence and the oiher legal questions of the case as bearing
ou the character of General Belknap Y Who will care in the present
time or in the future, as regards his reputation, to look at any one of
these legal questions t But it is an exceedingly important question
to him to know whether he is infamous, whether for long years he
has corrupted his hands with bribes. This is the important question.
Whether this court has jurisdiction or not in one view is a matter
of profound indifference. Wbether any other legal question is settled rightly in this court or not is to the defendant, in any view,
compared to the great question of his guilt or innocence, a matter of
profound indifference; !Jut whether his honor as an officer has been
stained, whether he has degraded a place in the United States second
only to one, is the question which is important to him and which in
all the future brands him as a bud and corrupt man, o.r else if he is
proved to be innocent restores him to the confidence of the people
and to the respect of history.
·
·
I have brought in here, Senators, a few definitions of the word'' conviction," closjng with one which I apprehend will re.ceive from this
Senate high consideration. In the first place I go to the elementary
books called "dictionaries:"
Conviction: Tbe act of proving, finding, or <leterruining to be guilty of an offense
against a person before a legal tribunal.- WebsteT.
The ac~ of convicting; detection of guilt.- Worcester.
Which conviction may accrue in two ways : ci ther by his confessing the offense
anel pleadin:;; guilty or by hi<J bein,9; found so by theveruictof his country. (Shars·
wood's BlacKstone, book iv, page a6:.!.)
char~ed

which should settle the point even if it were possible to make the
word " convicted" refer to any other point of the trial thau the verdict. The reference tothe word "convicted" in this rule shows conclusively that the "final question" referred to therein is the final
question "guilty or not guilty" of the offense or offenses charged in
the articles of impe:tchment.
Rule 23 provides:

All the orders and decisions shall be made and had by yeas and nays, which shall be
entered 01~ the record. and wjthout debate, subject, however, to the operation of
Rule 7, except 1ohen the doors shall be closed for deUberation, and ill that CMe no 'Titembe-r shall ~eak more than once on one question, and for not more than ten minutes on
an in.terlvcutory question, and fo-r n ••t more than fifteen minutes on. Ute jin.al question,
unl ess by con ent of the Senat~, t{) be hall without debate; but a motion to adjourn
may be liecided without the yeas and nays, unless they be demanded by one·fifth
of tl1e members present. The fifteen minutes herein allowed shall be for the whole
deliberation on the final qttestion, and not t{) the final question on each article of impeac.h ment.

Is there any doubt as to what Rule 23 means! Can it be construed
without holding that the fifml question referred to therein is the question of guilty or not guilty of the offense charged in the article or art.icles of impeachment f Does not any other construction make both
of these rules meaningless'
Senator Snmuer in the Johnson ca.')O proposed a rule in the preamble to which be stated t.he general law to be that a majority prevails. 'Fhe order proposed is as follows :
Ordered, That after removal, which necessarily follows conviction, :my question
which may rise with regard to disqualification or any further judgment shall be
det~mrined by a majority of the members prel;ent.

I do not find that this proposed order was subsequently acted upon.
I ouly bring it forward a,s the opinion of a distinguished Senator,
which seemed to receive the acquiescence of the Senate. It would
seem that it was deemed unnecesary to pass upon the order. I ask,
Senators, if it be true that the two-thirds vote does not relate to the
final judgment; if the final judgment of this tribunal - the great
qne tion so running with the defendant's life- to wit, the question
of disqualification, is to be pnssed 11pon by a majority, is it not entirely cle:tr that all preceding legal questions are also to be passed
upon by a majorityf
There are ot4er constitutional constructions made by the Senate.
I c:ill attention to the clause of the Constitution relating to treaties :
He shall have power, by and with the ad vice and consent of the Senate, to make
provided two.thirds of the Senators present concur.-Oonstitution, article
2, section 2.
treatie.~.

I now call the attention of this court to the argument of the counsel who bus just closed. He claims that the word "concur" includes
every proceeding from the commencement of the trial to its close,
with certain exceptions rel-ating to adjournment, &c. Now I propose
to show by senu,torial construction that the word "concur" has been
defined by the Senate in regard to a treaty to mean just exactly what
we claim the word means in regard to impeachment. The Senate
will observe that the words are the same. The language in the one
case is "provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur," and
the words in the other case are "no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present." What is
the rule of the Senate t Senate Rule No. 38 (Barclay's Digest, pages
247 1 248) is :
.And on the final qttestion to advise and consent to the ratification (of the treatv)
in the form agreed to, the concurrenceof two-thirds of the Senators present shall be
requisite t{) determine it in the atfunative ; but all other motions ana questions fll.ereon
shall be decided by a majo1·ity vote.

Is it not clear that this Senate in this regard.bas held that the
word "concur" simply relates to one vote, and that the final vote,
and that all other questions relating to the treaty or amendments to
the treaty or to any other po ~i ble question that may arise in regard
to it., excepting the final, definite, and conclus;.vo vote of concurrence,
are to be uy M> majority vote i
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.Again, as to constitutional amendments.
The Congress whenever ..two·thir~s o~ both Hons.es ~all deem it necessary, shall
propose amendments to this Constitution.-Oomtttutum, article 5.

Senate Rule 44 provides-

When an am'endment to be proposed to the Constitution is under ~O!JSiderati?n,
the concurrence of two.thirdsof tho Senators pr ent shall not be rcqrus1to to decule
any question for nmend!fl-ents, or extending to the merits, being short of the final
question. (Barclay's D1gest, page 249.)

The constitutional amendments may come from the "House," havin(J' received a. two-thirds vote there, and yet a majority may change
and amend.
Therefore in all these cases this Senate has held that whenever a
two-thirds vote is required there is but oue final vow. Such is the
Constitution; such 1s the construction of the Senate.
I call the a'ttention of Senators to Senate Rule 20, the last clause,
Barclay's Digest, page 23B :
When any question may have been decided by the Senate in which ttoo-thirds of
tho Senators present are necessary to carry the affirmati.ve, any Senator who votes
on that Slde which prevailed in the ques~ion may be at l.1berty to moye ~or a recon.
sicleration; an(l a motion for reconsideration shall be dec1ded by a m:tJOrlty of votes.

Applying this rule to this case, say that two-thirds of the Senators
bad voted in favor of jurisdiction or that with entire unanimity this
court had voted in favor of jurisdiction, yet at. any time .a mnjor.ity
may reverse the order or judgment. ~s?-me ngam that .tbts quest.wn
. had not been raised until after convlCtion and that this Senate had
unanimously voteu tha.t tho defendant was guilty of every charge
con tamed in the articles of impeachment; yet any Senator could have
ri ·en in his place and said, "I doubt our jurisdiction;" and on the
question being debated, if a majority of the Senate should find that
the Senate <lid not have jurisui.ction, the procee<lings would fie rever ed and the case driven from the court. It is a. rule that works both
ways· :m<l therefore the other day when a learned Senator inquired,
"Is e~cb S~nator uou'nd by this judgment under all circumstances!"
we answered" No." We simply say that each Senator is bound by
tlli.s judgment while it stands as the judgment o~ this court,, and the
ruajont y which made the judgment can a.t :my t1me rever e It ..
ln theca e of Barnard, which perhaps has :liren.dy been suffimently
referred to, ten members of the court, including three judges of the
court uf appeals and seven senat?rs, voted that t~e court. had no
jurisdiction of certain charges reL'ltmg to matters which h_?.~ occurred
before Judge Barnard was elected to the term of office wn1ch he was
then holdina· and yet every one of those ten members of the court
who voted that the court had no juri!:ldiction in that case over those
questions voted guilty, on the very articles ~hargiu~ the pr~or .off~n~es,
ou the final vote, although overruled on the questwn of JurJsd1Ct10n
by a majorit~7 or more of the court.
.
.
At this point allow me to call attention to the order or JUdgment
of thi~ court in this caae :
It · ordered bv the Senate sitting for the trial of the articles of impeachment

preferred by the ·rrousd of Representath·es against Willinru W. Helknap,,lat~ Secr etary of War, that tho demurrer of said Willia~ ":· ~cl!rnal? to the re;rlicat10n of
tho House of Representative~ to the plea to t~e Jt;lnsdtctio~ ~led by srud Belknap
be, and the same hereby is, overruled; a;nd, tt.be:tng th_e op1.nwn of the Sena~ thr;t
said plea is insu.tficient in law and that said articles of ,mpeachment a1·e su.Jficient tn
lew, i.t is thcmifore further ordered and adjudged that said plea be, and the same. hereby
is overruled and held for naught;" which judgrnent thus pronounced shaU be sntered
uiron the journal of the Senate sitting a-s aforesaid.

I repeat, Senators, this judgment b.inds ~very ~enator :Wh:ile it is
the judgment of this court. It only billds him while a mn.Jonty says
it shall. Assume that two-thirds had voted in favor of jurisdiction,
would it change the opinions or ease the consciences of the non-COJ?-currin(J' Senators t Would not those learned Senators who ou this
questign think they ought not to be bmilld have the same opinion
aml have precisely the sa.me viow of the case that they have now,
had the voto in favor of jurisdiction been two-thirds instead of a majority of the Senate f
Allow me to call attention for a few moments to the independent
existence of this court. This court is organized under the Constitution. It may adjourn from day to day, withou~ refer~nce to t~e ?ther
House. It may sit when the ~ongress is not ill sesswn: Th1s IS establisheu bv its every-daypra.ctice. It has frequently adJourned more
than three days. But, however this may be, it h~M t be powers of any
other court. Whoever heard of a court being prevented from the
exercise of its functions by a. minorityf The precedents are all one
way the authorities are all one way. But assume thail the court must
look to the Senate for authority, then the rules hereafter to be referred to confer the most abundant authority, though the rnbos are
changed from the lP-gislative to the judicial. I desire to. c.all tho a~
tention of the Senate briefly to some elementn.ry authont1es on this
subject:
Every corporate act must be done at a. meeting, either of the whole body·politic
or of such select body as may have confided to it by the Constitution the performance of such act which meetina must be duly convened by proper summons, and
must be held in' the usual pla~ of 1?-eet;mg, tho question b~ing (in. all cases not
exl?ressly proricled for by the constitution of the corpomtion) rl:emtled by a ma.jonty of those present at. the meeting and voting on the question. Those who
do not choose to vote upon t.he quelltion before the meeting, or who vot,e on any
other question, are considered to vote with ~o mnjority of the.voters on !he real
question. and o of those who are absent." {Grant on Corporations: p~ge o4 .)
After an election bas been properly proposed. whoever has a maJO~ll:( of those
who vote the assemblv bein"' sufficient, is electcu, althoogh the maJOrity of the
entirt} a ~embly altogether abstain from voting; because .t~ir pr_esonco snffices to
coiD!titute the clecth·e body, and if thev neglect to vote 1t IS their own fault, and

shall not invalidate the act of others, but be construed an a sent to tho determination of the majority of those who do ~oLe. And such an elec•ion is valid, t.ho~gh
tho majority ot those whose presence ts necessary to tho assemoly protost agamst
any election at that. time, or even the election of the mruvhlual wh~ ha.'! a !JlitJ~rlty
of votes. The only manner in which they can effectually prevent his elect.ton ~s by
votin~ for some other qun.lifi.e.d pereon.
(Angell and Ames on CorporatiOns,
page 98.)
That wherever a power of election is vested in a. <lefinite number, qnormn A and
B are to bo two the presence only of A and B, and< not their assent, Is 1 oq uisite to
make a valid election. (.Abbott's Dtgest, Law of Corporations, pa~e 5!>5, section 13.
See Reg. vs. Bailiffs, &c., of Ipswich, 2 Lord R.'l.ymond, pag~ 1232 ; l.lotton vs. DaVIS,
1 Strange, pagu 53.)

I have already said that the vital question to the defendant is the
que tion of guilt or innocence. All legal questions therefore may,
without injustice to him, be decided by a majority. .Any fact involving jurisdiction ;must present a legal q~est!m~, ll:.nd there is_no
re~ on in the law or m common sense why a JUrisdictiOnal question
shoulu not he decided by a majority. 1 affirm that the Constitution,
in its tender regard for the accu e<l person, had no thought of any
leaal question. A jury must be unanimous in this country; in Scotla~d three-fourths are required; and those who made the Constitution thought ~hat to. allow a mere majority of the ~ena~e to convict
on a question mvolvmg a man's character, and sending btm down perhap with infamy to the future, would be unjust; and therefore a
t\vo-thirds vote wa.s required on that question, and on that question
only.
Perhaps the most importttnt legal question the defendant could have
presented on this trial was llis own competency as a witness anrl that
of his wife; and yet it is concedeu that this question could have been
settled against the defendant by a majority vote.
As ume that the question of juri diction had turned on the precedence of a judicial a~t, (110t a_ny act, as erroneo.usly assnmed ~y a Senator,)
which precedence IS snst.:.uned by all Eughsh an<l.A.mencau authorities, would tile question of fact whether the resignation was on the
same day on which fact the jurisdiction would turn, require a t.wot.hir<ls vot~ f Or, had jurisdiction been held on the priority of the proceedinasof
the House, would the fact have bad to be settled by a two0
thirds Vote t Or, had it turned on the defen<lant's resignation to
evade impeachment, would the jurisdictional fa.ct require a simihtr
vote f Is it not clear t.bat both the Constitution and t.be reason therefor concur in sustaining the position that the two-thirds vote of the
Constitution is only re(]uirecl on the questions involving the truth of
the cha.rge and the chm·acter of the accused f I call the attention of Senators to Rule 16 of the Senate, Brightly's Digest, page 237 :
When the yeas and nays shall be called for by one-tiftli of the Senators present,
each Senat{)r called upon ha.ll, tmlessjor special Teasons he be euused b-!1 the Senate,
decla.re openly, and without debate, his Msent or dill eut to the question.

Also to the Senate r~:lo for the court of impeacbmunt:
VI. The St1w.te shall haoe power to compel the attendance of witnesses; to enforcs
obedience to iUl orders, mandates, writs. precepts, amlj~dJ!IDe~ts: to p1:eserve or~er,
and to prurish in a summary way conten~pts of, anu disobedience to, 1ts :mthonty,
ortler!l, mandates, writs, precepts, or judgments; and ~o mo,kealllawfttl.ord~rs, rules,
and regutations which it may deem essential or condu.clvc to Ule ends of Justwe. And
the Sergeant-at-Arms untler the direction of the Senate, may employ such aid and
assistance aR may be ~ecoss:~.ry to enforce, execute, and carry into efl'ect the lawful
o::ders, mandates, writs, and precepts of the Sen!l.te

We show the power of the Senate. It is not for us to point the
mode of its exe1·cise. We believe the Sonata will act pursuant to the
oath prescribed by Rule 24 :
·
Form of oath to be a<lministered to the members of the Senate sitting in the trial
of impeachments:
.
I solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be) that in al.l thing~ app~rtam
ing to the trial of the impeachment of - - - - , now pendinrr, I will do rmpartia1 justice according to the Constitutiou and laws: So help me God.

In May on Parliamentary Law we fin~ the follow.ing sugge tion,
which may possibly be of some benefit, ill one contmgency, to the
Senate:
The vote of the Lord on the woolsack or in the chair is taken first in the house.
(May's Law of Parliament, page 337.)
In the Upper House Lords who desire to avoicl voting may withdraw to the
woolsacb, where they are not strictly wi~in tho house, and are not thorefore
countetl in the division. (May's Law of Parl.iament. pago ;j43.)
The woolsack intleed is not strictly within tho houso, for the Lords may not
speak from that'part of 'the cbamb()r; and if they sit there during a division, their
votes are not reckoned. (Ibid. page 217 .)

This is all Senators, that the managers deem it necessary to say
upon the qu~stious of law which are prosentecl to you.
Mr. CONKLING. Will it interrupt the manager, as he has concluded on this point, to ask him a question T
.Mr. Manager LORD. Not at all.
Mr. CONKLING. Suppose on a trial of impeachment the objection
should be interposed that the acts alleged are not in law impeachable.
We shall all agree that they must be impe~chable. to . be the subject
of impeachment; indictable to be the snbJect.of mdict~ent. Suppose the point is raised that t~e acts charged ~ the art1~les are not
in law impeachable and the tribunal proceeds m the fu:st mstance to
consider that question. A majority, less than two-thuds vo~ that
the acts charged are in illw impeachable, that drunkenness, if that
be the charge, is impeachabl~ a~though no .s tatute ~e~ounces drunkenness a-s a crime. My que twn 18 whether, m the opm10n of the managers, the minority in that ca e would be bound by ~hat aa .mat~,er
of Ja.w, so that on the fi.naJ. vote, although each man m th.e mm0t:1ty
mio-ht on his conscience believe that those acts are not ill law Impe~chable, be would neverthele s be under obligation 00 vote iu the
language of Rule 24 that the articles are sustailled f
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Now, if Senators plea-se, in regard to the main transaction there is
Mr. Manager LORD. If I understand the Senator, I answer him in
this way: If this court settles that a. particular offense is impeach- a great divergence between the learned counsel. The learned counable, however it may differ with the opinion of an individual Senator sel [:Mr. Black] assumes on the whole that there was a gift, and he
when he is called upon to vote on the question of guilty or not guilty proceeds to justify it by various other gifts. The learned counsel
on the act of drunkenness, to use the SeuatOIJs illustration, his only [Mr. Carpenter] proceeds on the theory that it was the property of
duty is to vote oo.e way or the other, or, if he chooses, perhaps, not the wife a-s the defendant supposed. Pa.ssing along we shall dwell
vote at all. What the managers claim is that this word "conviction" somewhat upon each of these theories. In .the first place, what is the
only refers to a solitary point in the case, and that is to the time brief history of the case f We have to say that the details of the origwhen Senators are calle.d upon to say, "Is the defendant guilty or not inal transaction are very much in the dark. Fraud always goes in the
guilty .of the offense or offenses charged in the articles of impeach- dark. Who wants to publish crime in daylight! What serpent in
the grass rears its head unless it is compelled to strike f
ment!''
·
In the first place, I call the attention of Senators to the fact (whatMr. CONKLING. Then, if I m~y a. step further understand the
manager, the argument is that a Senator who votes whether an arti- ever weight it may have is for you to say) that the defendant in this
cle is sustained or not simply votes upon the question whether in fact action was the first to suggest this change of the law. Give this cirthe person named did that act, and if he finds that he did his vote- cumstance what consideration it deserves and nevertheless it is a fa-ct
must be in the affirmative, or guilty, although he may believe on his in the case that the law, which before gav-e the appointment of these
oath, first that the act, if done, is not impeachable, and second that post-traderships to certain military commanders, was changed by a
bill which originated in this Senate on the motion of a Senator who
the person who did it is not himself the subject of impeachment.
Mr. Manager LORD. If the learned Senator will allow me to cor- then and there stated that he acted at the request of the Secretary
rect his language a little in regard to his opening, he says "on the of War. Therefore we find this Secretary placing beneath his feet
question is the article to be sustained."
the founootion on which this fraud was afterward perpetrated.
Mr. CONKLING. That is what the rule is.
Mr. BLAIR. Mr. President and Senators, I do not recollect any
Mr. Manager LORD. The Constitution is that two-thirds shall such evidence being introduced.
concur in the conviction; and our position is, right or wrong, that
Mr. Manager LORD. It is in history; it is the record of the Senall legal questions are to be settled by a majority. Whether the ate. If the learned gentleman will look at the record of the Senate
Senate has jurisdiction is a question to be settled by the majority. he will find it occurred on this floor. I apprehend that notwithstandWhether drunkenness is an impeachable offense or not is a question ing Senators have on their judicial robes they can look back to the
to be settled. by the majority. That majority, as I had occasion to records of the Senate, for it is still the Senate. I say it is recorded
say when the learned Senator was out, may be reversed at any time. in this Senate.
It is not a matter that binds the Senator or any Senator except while
Mr. Manager JENKS. Crosby swore to it.
it remains the judgment of the Senate; and if theSenatorsshouldgoon
Mr. Manager LORD. I also understood that l\.Ir. Crosby swore to
and unanimously find a man guilty of an o.ffense, the question of ju- it. I was not present all the time that the testimony was taken; and
risdiction may be raised after that and the whole matter dismissed therefore I throw myself upon the right to refer to the fact also befrom the tribunal .by a mere majority vote. Therefore, I answer the cause it is a part of the records of this body.
Senator that in my view of the Constitution the Senator or any other
Mr. EDMUNDS. May I a.sk the manager a question T Does he
Senatof.has nothing to do when he comes to vote except to say ''Is the claim that the statement in the RECORD of what a Senator said, or
person guilty or not guilty of the offense charged in the articles of im- what a Senator in fact did say, is evidence of the charge that Mr.
peachment?" Whether in his judgment that offense is impeachable or Belknap knew that the Senator was stating the matter correctly'
not is a question, in our judgment, with which he has profoundly
?.Ir. Manager LORD. Perhaps I shall have to answer the Senator,
nothing to do, because the Coru!titution simply points him to one not directly legal evidence. I had ·assumed that what was part of
thing, and that is, was the defendant, taking the illustration given the records of the Senate and had been for years unc~ntradicted
by the learned Senator, drunk or not f
would be received here. Then if the Senator is right, and I submit
It has been suggested by an associate manager, which is trne, that to his view not only because he is a member of the court but because on
when the Senate comes to·.act upon the question of its former order reflection I think he is right, I refertothetestimonyof Mr. Crosby.
and undertakes to reverse its action, it must act upon that question understand my colleagues to say that 1\.Ir. Crosby did state that this
alone, and not complicate it with the consideration of the facts in- order was proposed at the suggestion of Mr. Belknap.
volved in the articles of impeachment.
Mr. BLAIR. I do not recollect any such statement in the record.
Much more might be said on this question relating to the two1\.Ir. Manager 1\lcMAHON. I will read it to the counsel.
thirds vote, but enough has been said to show the views of the manl\.Ir. EDMUNDS. On what page!
agers. I do not propose in the least to reconsider the arguments
Mr. Manager McMAHON. On page 207 of the trial REcoRD, in the
which have been made relating to the question of jurisdiction, but examination of Crosby.
submit the law questions of the case with the observations which I
Mr. Manager McMAHoN. I will put the question in this way. (To the wit;.
have made and with the arguments which have hitherto been pre- ness.) Did he not take an interest in the passage of the law changing the appointment of post-traders as it did i
sented.
A. I suppose he did.
I desire to call the at'cention of Senators during the remaining
Q. (By Mr. Manager McMAHON.) Do von not know that he did t
part of my argument to the questions of fact, avoiding as far as posA. I have not much recollection about lt.
Q. Have you not testified that he did 7
sible what has been already so ably said; and yet in order to get
A. I do not recollect.
through the case understandingly, I must in some degree refer to
Q. Did you not testify before the board of managers that he did t
what has beeri already stated.
A. I do not recollect.
The first question, and which is rather a question of law than of
Q. Were you not sworn before the board of managers in their room in this buildfact, is, What is briberyt Do, these articles charge bribery T What is
'
the essence of bribery t Is .it not anything given to an officer to in- in~.!was.
Q: Was not that question put to you t
fluence his judicial, his legislative, or his official conduct T If you
A. I have no recollection of it. I may have said something in general terms; I
find that a man bas received anything from a third person to in- do not recollect.
Q. What do you sa.:y now; did he not take an interest in having the law changed
fluence and which has influenced his conduct, this is bribery; and,
as was well said the other day, it is bribery although the person who so as to vest the appomtment of post-traders in himself!
A. To the best of my recollection he did take some interest.
receives the bribe makes up his mind that it shall not influence his
Mr. Manager LORD. Senators, had I known that this point was
judgment. That does not make a particle of difference. The law is
wiser than any individual. A. person may through a long series of to take so much time, and had I thought perhaps sufficiently on the
years as a judge receive a thousand dollars a year from a particular effect of the record of the Senate, I might not have introduced it at
suitor in the court, and everytime he receives it he may make up his all, for it is not an exceedingly important point. I only referred to
mind that it shall not influence hil:l judgment. On bended knee, if it in a general way as lying at the foundation of the case, having
the hypocrite can kneel before God, it may be his morning and even- proposed not to examine the evidence in detail but simply to bring
ing orison that the thousand dollars may not influence his judgment. it before you in a general way.
And yet if he receives that money under such circumstances and ihen
The next point to which I call your attention is the situation of
proceeds to judgment, the law denounces it as bribery although in Mr. Evans, the post-trader at Fort Sill. He was there with a large
his heart of hearts he may believe that he has not been in1luenced at amount of property; as !recollect it, from $80,000 to $100,000. No comall by the bribe.
plaints had ever been made of him. So far as I remember, he had the
But I care not to discuss these questions iu their elementary char- recommendation of every officer, high and low, at the post. There
acter. I say to you, Senators, that if under the circumstances of this was no reason why "Q.e should not be re-appointed. There was every
case as detailed to you by the evidence you can find that William W. consideration why he should be re-appointed, having taken these
Belknap, late Secretary of War, did not receive money during these ~oods off into that vast wilderness so far from civilization and havlong years for the purpose of influencing his official action, t.ben let mg this amount of property there liable to sacrifice or destruction if
him go free. If in the eyes of this nation, if in the eyes of the world, removed. Certainly, if disturbed in his place, he would be subjected
if in view of far-reaching history, this Senate dares take the responsi- to immense loss, and he had high claims on the consideration of the
bility of saying that during these Ion~ years the defendant -received Secretary of War. He sees the Secretary of War, and the Secretary
these sums of money and continued tnese men in office under these of War tells him that he had promised this post to Mr. Marsh.
circumstances with pure motives-if they can say that these sums Whether he had or not is for you to say. I care not to go over the
were all mere gifts, disassociated from anything like a bribe, let ground again and call your attention to the discrepancy of the letters; but it is sufficient to say in the line of my argument that Mr.
them say it and see what history will fi!ay of the verdict.
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Belknap, .the defendant, told him to see Marsh. Finally it turns out
that the defendant sent Marsh to see Evans, and then this contract
between them was made. The next point of evidence to which I call
your attention is a matter to which reference has perhaps alrea-dy
been sufficiently made. It has great sV/c~cance. It shows precisely
what Mr. Marsh thought Secretary Be
p knew and had agreed to.
This is the letter :
NEW YonK CITY, October 8, 1870.
DEAR Sm: I have to ask that the appointment that you have given to me as posttrader at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, be made in the name of JohnS. Evans, as it
would be more convenient for me to have him manage the business there at pres61lt.
Your obedient servant,
C. P. MARSH.
P. S.-Please send the appointment to me, 51 West Thirty-fifth street, New York
City.
Ron. W. W. BELKNAP,
Secretary of War, Waahington Oitv.

Senators, I refer to this not only for the light which it throws on
the transaction at the time, but I refer to it more for the light which
it throws on the future transactions. To my mind this letter itself
under the circumstances has in it the most conclusive evidence of the
defendant's guilty knowledge of this whole transaction. Take this
letter, hand it down into the then future, and see what was before the
late Secretary of W fU' all the years he was receiving these gifts, express package after express package, and writing upon them 0. K.,
those joyful words signifying that all was well because all was secret. This letter was before his mind all the while, though "semiofficially" kept out of sight, in fact taken away from the War Office
and falling into our hands by some strange proceeding unnecessary
to detail. Here is a letter in which the English language could not
put plainer the proposition that Mr. Marsh only is the post-trader,
and is the man of power. He is the man of substance, and Evans is
only a man of straw. 1rfr. Marsh· says: "I desire the appointment
that you have given to me to be made" not to JohnS. Evans, not assigned to JohnS. Evans, not transferred to JohnS. Evans, but''ldesire it to be made in the name of John S. Evans." Would this uncertain and shrinking Marsh dare to have written the letter t.o the renowned Secretary if it bad not been true f Had he not bad some
previous understanding with him that for a consideration the place
at Fort Sill was to be his, and his only! Would he have dared to say
to him, "Make out that appointment given to me not in my name,
although I am the real party, but make it out in the name of John S.
Evans!" Let me repeat: carrythat letterrighton through the transaction; a-ssume, as you must assume! that General Belknap had that
letter or its substance always in his mind; that he weighed well its
words; that he underst<Ood its import perfectly· then is it not true,
Senators, that whenever he received 1,500 or $100, as the case may
be, he knew that he wa-s receiving it from the act~tal post-trader at
Fort Sill, the man whose word would have removed JohnS. Evans
quicker than the lightning's flash from heaven! Is not this true! Is
there a Senator here who dares to go down to history on the allegation that this is not true f Does not every Senator here know that
the wave of the hand of Marsh, the making of the request by him
that JohnS. Evans be removed, would be followed np instantly with
his removal by the Secretary of War f Therefore, under these circmnstances is it not true that every one of these sums of money received by General Belknap was received by him with the knowledge
that it came from Marsh in consideration that he had appointed him
through the delusive form of Evans, post-trader at Fort Sill f
In regard to one situated under the unfortunate circumstances that
we find the defendant here, it is always painful to refer to things in
his past life which to him must have been indescribably painful; and
yet the cause of truth sometimes compels us to enter the death chamber. What do we find f We find 1,500 had been sent to General
Belknap as Mr. Marsh thinks for his wife. I perhaps shall have.something more to say about that presently. It was sent to General Belknap and delivered to General Belknap, and then the wife dies. Mr.
Marsh is found at the funeral, and he thinks that something was said
to him by General Belknap on the question of this money. I am not
going to dwell very much on this point; but how did Mr. Marsh come
to this conclusion f He is the witness who undertook to exonerate
General Belknap by a letter to the committee, the witness who had
prepared a written statement to the Committee on War Expenditures
which would entirely vindicate Geli@ral Belknap if it had been true.
How did this unwilling witness come to this conclusion-this witness
who wanted to flee from justice, who begged to be permitted to cross
the sea, and to whom General Belknap so truthfully said: "You cannot cross the sea without ruining me; itmustnot be known to the nation and to the world that you came here toWashlngton and then fled
a-cross the sea after an interview with me; go before the committee
with your regard for me; go with your reticence ; go with your power
to conceal, and I am safe enough; far safer than though you flee across
the sea :wd have it said that I persuaded you to leave the country!"
How did this unwilling witness, this witness who fled to Canada to
avoid telling the truth; thia witpess who appears to you under all
these circumstances, get it into his mind that be told General Belknap
that night something about this money f Is not tbe a~swer in every
one of your minds! Is not the evidence sufficient to l~g~lly col!-vince
you that General Belknap that night did say something- in his quiet
way about this matter, or else that Marsh spoke to him about it 1

Ho~ ell5e, I ask you again, did t~'3 i~ea get into Mr. Marsh's mind,
whiCh he could not and cannot nd himself off The ghost will stay
by him ; the belief will still be there; and yet when pressed and
cross-examined by defendant's counsel, he can be led to say, "The
more I think about it the less I know about it." Nevertheless I believe it is true, absolutely true, that on that night he and General Belknap did have some conference on this subject. And yet, perhaps, it
is not important for you to decide this question, for as we proceed we
shall show the most abundant evidence that General Belknap knew
from whence this money came and for what purpose it came. I call
the attention of the Senate to the fact that before the Tribune article,
with which you are all familiar, was printed; before the letter from
General Grierson, with which you are also familiar, was received ;
before General McDowell made that famous order, by which he seemed
to know-guided by the Secretary, not by his own intent-how not
to do a thing, Geqeral Belknap bad received six payments sent to him
periodically. Fifteen hundred dollars once and again and again bad
been sent to h~ by a man who had said to him, ''I am the pottrader at Fort Stll ; I hold you to the contract; I reserve the right
to remove this shadow, Evans, whenever I see fit, but for the sake of
my convenience I direct you to appoint him pro tempo1·e in his name."
I put it to the consciences of you Senators, as I have a right to do,
after the long and elaborate arguments and appeals made by the most
eloquent and ablest counsel of the nation-! say I havea.rightto put
it to the conscience oi;each Senator, can you say to your conscience,
to your judgment and belief, under this evidence, that General Belknap did not know when he received such sums of money that they
came as an unhallo'wed offering from this post-traderf ,
·
Something has been said here that there was no injury to the soldiers and the emigrants. The witnesses all seem to be strangely under some influence; but no matter. The witness Evans said he did
not put up the price of goods on account of these large payments,
but after a while lowered the price of the goods. What nonsense this
seems unexplained, though we may ask, What difference did it make,
if true, with the crime of the defendant f But it 'did make a difference with the soldiers, according to the testimony of Mr. Evans. On
cross-examination, be said the price of goods lowered becant>e the
freights lowered, and if those freights had not lowered and other
call8es bad not transpired, then the 12,000 would have come out of '
the soldiers by :m advance in prices; this 12,000, or rather in all
$43,000, followed the laws of trade, and as the freights lowered the
price of the goods lowered. If Mr. Evans had not been compelled to
pay these moneys, as freights lowered the soldiers and emigtants
would have bad the advantage by a diminution in prices.
I now call attention to a turning-point in this case that, it seems to
me, Senators cannot escape and will not desire to escape. You should
acquit General Belknap if there is reasonable doubt of his guilt; not
a mere possibility, not a mere phantasy; but if there is, after looking
at the whole evidence, a reasonable doubt in your minds as to his
guilt he is entitled to the benefit of it. The Tribune art.icle, detailing
accurately just the transaction; the letter from General Grierson, also
detailing accurately just the transaction; the order of McDowell,
made on the face of it to correct abuses, were all before the Secretary
of War.
He had been told, ther~ore, of the sufferings of the soldiers. He
bad been told how muc they had to pay on account of this -extortion from Evans. The defendant knew nothing of the lowering of
freights, but after having knowledge of the other facts, if he did not
know them before, he still receives periodically once in three or six
months, as the case may be, these sums of money. After the Tribune
article and the Grie:t~Son letter and the McDowell order, he received
ten separate and distinct payments. Gifts, do you ·oall them f gifts
that conceal themselves out of sight f gifts that crawl like a serpent!
What nonsense. A man who in a bona fide way receives a gift of a
friend is proud of it; it is evidence of the appreciation of his friend;
but in this case these gifts were not only carefully concealed and kept
out of sight, but when revealed the blow was like the thunder-bolt
of divine justice: the defendant .went into the dust before it and a
nation looked on with sorrow and amazement.
With a knowledge of all the facts, in the view of all these circumstances, the Secretary of War did not remove Evans, but allowed
him to remain; and, Senators, let me call your attention to further
circumstances nnderwbich he allowed him to remain. He knew that
he had given him the sole tradership at the place; that he had given
him licenses in regard to liquor; that he had extended his territory;
and yet with these three distinct privileges added to the prior tradership, he allowed Evans to remain as post-trader and hold them all.
Why, after he had heard and knew of the fact that Evans was paying 12,000 a year to the real post-trader, Marsh, then $6,000 a year,
of which the Secretary was receiving half, did he allow him to remain f Is there more than one explanation f Is there any possible
explanation excepting that he was influenced, that his official action
was influenc~d, that he allowed him to remain because be was receiving certain periodical sums f And, Senators, I put you this question on your consciences: if Evans bad failed or refused to pay the
12,000 or the $6,000, or if this contract had never been made, or if,
having been made, the Secretary of War had never recei \·ed any part
of the money, I put it, I say, to your consciences to answer whether ..
lli. Belknap, th~ ~ecr~ta?" of War, would have continued .Mr. Evans
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in hiB place. Is it not absolutely certain that but for the reception
of this money from time to time by the Secretary of War .the posttrader Evans eo nomine would have been removed f
The learned counsel, Mr. Black, made one observation which is
precisely applicable to this case. He said'' gifts may be used to cover
es entia! bribery." Precisely what he meant by a gift after his former definition of it, I do not caro now to say, but I quote his language : " Gifts may be used to cover essential bribery." Was there
ever a case to which it applied more than to this case f Call these
things giftsr Let Marsh come on the stand over and over aga,in
and swear that they were gifts; that it was a pleasure to him to
make such ~ts; were they not still gifts "which were used to cover
essential bnberyf" And while Mr. Marsh, in his weakness and in his
difficulty may have come to the stand and sworn to this honestly, yet
is it not nevertheless true that not one ~litary dollar of this money
would have been paid by .him to the Secretary of War had it not
been under an arrangement, express or implied, with that officerf Is
it not true that the pleasure of giving these gifts would have wholly
and utterly disappeared but for the fact that Evans was holding this
post-tradership as his creature, and paying him this $12,000 and
$6,000 a year, half of which he gave to the Secretary of War with
the knowledge that if withdrawn Evans would lose his place f No,
these gifts come under those comprehensive words spoken by some
one not very long ago, "addition, division, and silence." Fraud d6es
not lift up its head; neither did this transaction lift up its head.
Senators will remember that these gifts did not come from any generous operation of ·t he human soul. Mr. Marsh had not just seen
General Belknap and received some good dinner or some word of
kindness. They were not gifts that came now and then after pleasant interviews and after rides on the road or dwelling together at
Long Branch; but they were gifts that came periodically, just as the
sim rises and sets; they were gifts that came month by month or
quarter by quarter; gifts that were no gifts.
I call the attention of the Senators for a few moments to the reference which one of the counsel made to the case of Speaker KEBR. I
regret that the counsel, in his desperation, brought i.t into this case
and that he made in regard to it so baseless an assertion. I am constrained to say here in honor of the Honse to which I belong that its
verdict in favor of the Speaker was unanimous and by a standing
vote. The Honse, with the utmost unanimity, pronounced the prosecution against Speaker KERR an infamous conspiracy, and pronounced
his character entirely pure ; the House declared that the evidence
against him was perjured testimony, for this was the language of the
report unanimously adopted, which was brought in by a republican
member of the Honse. In fact, all the motions were made by republicans. Under these circumstances I deem it my duty here to say
that the counsel had no right to compare the case 'of the defendant
with that of Mr. KERR. Here is a case where General Belknap confesses tha~ he had the money from year to yCfir, from quarter to quarter. In the other case Mr. KERR upon his oath denied at once that
he had ever had a farthing of the money, and the man who testified
against him not only contradicted himself, but was absolutely contradicted by several members of the House and other highly respectable witnesses. Therefore the evidence, the circumstances, the character of Mr. KERR, all conspired to prove that be was absolutely innocent of the charge made against him. In the judgment of the House,
in the public judgment, and so it will go down in history, MICHAEL C.
KERR stands on the high eminence on which he stood before a perjurer
poured forth his venom.
We are not here to detract from the evidence of the general good
character of the defendant. As the case stands, undoubtedly independent of t.he transaction before this tribunal, the defendant has
shown that he had borne a good character; but the counsel had no right
to say what be did in regard to the other Honse; he had no right to
say, under the objections made here and under the arrangements made
with counsel and under the rules of evidence, that nothing in all these
transactions appeared against General Belknap. We are not here to
urge that anything did appear against him ; but I only say that the
counsel had no right to take the position he did, because w~ should
have had no right to bring in the evidence if it existed; and the leading counsel on the other ~ide well knows that on appearing before the
senatorial committee it was announced by the managers that they
would not go beyond the articles, nor attempt to go beyond the articles. Therefore alargenumberofthe witnesses ofthe defendant, numbering in the first pla-ce one hundred and ninety-seven, were stricken
from the list.
It appears in the evidence before the Senate that Mr. Marsh at one
time was approached on the subject of 9_oing before the committee
and saying that this was !.Irs. Belknap s money. The defendant's
counsel who last addressed you, (and to this I call the attention of
the Senate,) said that he had been positively inhibited by his client
from bringing forward the defense or offering evidence that thii property was the property of his wife, or that he believed it was the
property of his wife. But be said notwithstanding he had been forbidden to bring forward such evidence, he nevertheless would look
into the case, and unless his client pulled him down, as he elegantly
expressed it," by the coat-tails," he would go on and show the Senate
from the evidence that this property was the property of Mrs. Belknap, at least that Genera.l Belknap believed it was the property of
1\frs. Belknap.
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Senators will observe in regard to the sincerity of this defense that
although Gene-ral Belknap rose from his seat several times and approached the counsel, it was not for the purpose of pulling him down,
but it was for the purpose of handing him fragments of evidence
which he thought would sustain this strange plea. I tell you, Senators, that this is an attempt at imposition, so it seems to me, that
has been seldom attempted in a court of justice. Counsel atands up
before you and would have you believe that here is an absolute defense. The counsel says that this property General Belknap thought
was the property of his wife, that his hands are entirely clean and he
entirely innocent; but he tells yon that for some unknown and unaccountable reason his client will not permit him to bring forward
the evidence; and yet right in this very tribunal, his client hearing
every word be says, the counsel stands up and tTies to convince the
Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment that
such was the fact. Was there ever such hollow nonsense and such
miserable hypocrisy f Ay, if General Belknap had told him that he
had evidence that it was his wife's property or he had evidence to
show that he believed it was his wife's property, and then had absolutely forbidden him to use it:-had the counsel attempted to show
what was so forbidden, the defendant would have hurled him from
the case and said, "Sir, I have forbidden all this." So far from it he
actually aids him-as we have seen-in collating the testimony supposed to bear on that point.
But, Senators, we assume that if any such defense existed it would
have been brought forward. Have yon any doubt that it would have
been brought forward f If the defense existed showing the entire
innocence of General Belknap, is there any question, I repeat, that
it would have been brought forward, and if such a defense existed
might it not have been brought forward f Where is Dr. Tomlinson
and the other witnesses who claimed to know something about it,
for I believe it is disclosed in some of the evidence that Dr. Tomlinson
wanted Mr. Marsh to make such a statement before the congressional
committee f Where were Mr. Belknap and his wife f Why were
they not offered as witnesses f Did the counsel know that we should
have objected to them f If we bad objected to them as witnesses,
did the counsel know that this Senate in a quasi civil prosecution
would not have admitted their testimony T I can say for one of the
managers that had the testimony been offered I would have hesitated
long before attempting to exclude it. When it is now so universal in
the States to receive the evidence of the parties and in the United
States courts in all civil actions, a serious question would have been
presented. In so far as this is a civil action, or if on account of
the pleadings or otherwise this could be treated as a quasi civil action, then I repeat, a very serious question would havtl been presented
whet.her General Belknap and his wife were not both competent witnesses. But it is significant fact that they did not make the least
attempt to introduce them. They did not make the least attempt to
introduce any evidence to show that this money belonged to the wife
or that General Belknap supposed it belonged to his wife. On this
subject they were entirely silent, and from this I infer that no such
evidence existed, that it is a. mere pretense, a mere assumption, something that must be dropped utterly and entirely from the case.
But, Senators, there is another circumstance to which I wish to
call your attention, and that is the resignation of General Belknap.
Why did General Belknap resign T Is there more than one answer
to this question f Why did he resign T If General Belknap had been
grounded in truth and innocence, why did be go down like the oak
before the whirlwind T It has been suggested that it was to save the
feelings of somebody else; it was t.o save the reputation of his wife;
it was to keep shame from his children. Did not General Belknap
know, that strong stalwart man, just as well as any Senator knows,
that in law and in fact the man is the head of the household ; that
if he could have held up his head in that tempest and said, "I
am innocent," it would have made no difference in the public jud~
ment to any great extent whether his wife had been dealing in this
tradership or not T Did he not know that if he were an innocent man be
could still be Secretary of War; that no one would undertake to
turn him out for the fault of his wife f Did he not know that as long
as he, the head of that household, stood up and could say, ''I am innocent," he was the oak to which the children and wife could have
clung as tendrils, and clung forever! Did he not know that f Therefore
what a mockery it is, what worse·than mockery to come here and say
that be damned himself to eternal infamy and brought eternal disgrace upon his family by this resignation which the common sense
and common judgment of mankind-as he well knew would be the
case-took as a confession of guilt, just as much as they would if a
horse bad been stolen and the ma.n on the horse was riding away as
fiercely as ke could. No, Senators, this is a far-fetched suggestion wbich
is made on the other side. !have seen General Belknaphereinconrt;
I have wat-ched his countenance; I have seen his manly form; J have
heard that he has been in the Army as a soldier; and I do not see any
Senator before me who would sooner than he, if the truth would warrant it, say, "I am innocent; I will stand up; and if my wife has been
at fault in dealing with this post-tradership the world will forgive her;"
and this is true. When this evi<lence was presented to him did he say" I
am innocentofthischarge!" No; befledbeforeitandresigned, knowing at that time, knowing at that supreme moment of his lif{) tJ-oat
the whole universe would say he was guilty, and that history would
say that he resigned because he was guilty, and he comes into this
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august tribunal and would impose on these Senators tl1e idea that he
has got evidence that he will not bring forward, and yet he let his counsel talk here by the hour forcing or attempting to force on the minds
of Senators the suggestion that the defendant is entirely innocent,
that he buried himself out of sjght and resigned his high office simply
out of regard to his wife or some other feeling for her, when by that
very act he knew he was sinking himself and his wife and his .children into the deepest infamy of hist.ory. \
, There is another · thing to which I desire to call the ..attention of
the Senate, and I shall not trespass on your attention much longer.
The defendant puts in what is known as a special plea, all of which I
need not read to you. He says he resigned because of a contract
with Hon. HmSTER CLYMER. The plea states:
· Hon. HIESTER CLYMER, chairman of said committee, then declared t.o said Bel-

knap that he, said CLYMER, should move in the said Hoose of Representatives, upon
the statement of said Marsh, for the impeachment of him, said BelJrnap, unless the
said Belknap should resign his position aa Secretary of War before noon of the
next day, to wit, March 2, Ul76; and said Belknap, regarding this statement of
said CLYliE.R, chairman as aforesaid, as an intimation that he, said BelknaJ',
could, by thus resi!ming. avoid the affi.iction inseparable from a protracted trial m
a forum which wo~d attract the greatest degree of public attention, and tho humiliation of avai.l:ing himself of the defense disclosed in said statement itself, which
would cast blame upon said other persons, he yielded to the suggestion made by
said CLYMER, chairman as aforesaid, believing that the same was made in good faith
by the sai{l CLYMER, chairman as aforesaid, and that he, said Belknap, would, by
resigning his position as Secretary of War, secure the speed:y dismissal of said
statement from the public mind, which said statement, though It involved no criminality on his part, was deeply painful to his feelings, and did resign his said position as Secretary of War, as hereinbefore stated.

Senators, in re~ard to_this plea, with no attempt by the defendant to
sustain it, in the firstplaoo we say that General Belknap sat by and p.eard
this very defense without evidence urged upon your attention, thereby
contradicting the plausible pretense that he had forbidden its introduction. Large enough to have carried his counsel out by the ears,
he hears this very defense or a part of it urged on the attention of
the Senate, although he alleges he had forbidden it. A~ain, HIESTER
CLYMER, a gentleman of the highest character and the nighest integrity, has been on the stand, a gentleman the peer of any of us in
all that constitutes manhood. Why did not these three learned counsel or one of them happen to think that Mr. CLYMER was on the stand,
a man of conscience and a man of honor, and by whom the defendant
could have proved the defense that he resigned pursuant to a contract
that he should not be impeached, if such contract was made!
Mr. BLAIR. Allow me to interrupt you and I will state why we did
not.
Mr. Manager LORD. Well, sir.
Mr. BLAIR. Because we did not think that was material to the
defense. It wai'l in special answer to your replication to our plea.
Mr. Manager LORD. Not material to the defell!e does the counsel
say, to show some reason for this strange resignation' I have alr~ady
considered one pretense which has been paraded here, that he. resigned on account of his wife, thereby sacrificing himself, and her
too, and all his children. Now if itweretrnethat the counsel [Judge
Blair] who was connected with the case before the committee dared
not to call on HIESTER CLYM.F;R to testify to such a contract, then it is
true that no contract waa made that the defendant should not be
prosecuted in case he would resign, I aver that would be a motive
for resignation although an inadequate motive, yet it would be some
motive for resignation. Dare the learned counsel stand here for a
moment to say that if he believed he could prove to this tribunal that
the defendant was induced to resign because of the contract, he would
not have proved itt Would it not have gone so far as to show
that the defendant had some motive, although as just said an inadequate motive, to resign T Would he have left the resignation entirely foundationless :md without reason except on the theory of
gniltf
l'tfr. BLAIR. Will the gentleman allow me to interrupt him!
Mr. Manager LORD. Yes, sir.
.
Mr. BLAIR. As the gentleman reads the plea, the matter of the
contract is an inference from certain facts which were stated, and
t.here waa never any doubt about those fa.cts-Mr. Manager LORD. I do not want the gentleman to testify. Although he is a distinguished man, if he is going to testify let him
testify under oat.h_. I do not allow him to stand here and testify
about facts. I simply affirm that if that plea were true, if M.r. CLY1\IER agreed with Mr. Belknap that he would not impea-ch hinl in case
he should resign, that being a kind of motive in that direction if it
were true, there is not one of these distinguished counsel but would
have proved it, and one of them would have occupied the attention
of this Senate at least an hour in showing that it was a ·sufficient
reason; and I say I am happy for General Belknap's credit to find
that this plea was not sworn to.
Mr. BLAIR rose.
· Mr. Manager LORD. I caiinot yield any further.
Mr. BLAIR. I wish to ask the gentleman simply whether he will
say to the Senate-Mr. Manager LORD. The counsel may ask a question; I object
only to his testifying.
Mr. BLAIR. You asked me a question.
Mr. Manager LORD. No; yuu were to ask me a question.
l\!r. BLAIR. You asked if the S~nate would not have had debate
- here for an hour.

·'

l\!r. MMager LORD. I do not care about an argument; I do no·~
yield for that.
Mr. BLAIR. I aak the gentleman whether he would have consid·
ered that a valid defense.
l\!r. Manager LORD. I will answer the gentleman, p1·o tanto it was
a defense on the question of moii ve. There the defendant stood resigning, going down before this tempest without any possible reason
assigned therefor, excepting in the imagination of counsel, excepting
assumed facts which, he says, General Belknap told him to withhold;
and I say that in the face of this resignation, in the face of the impression which it made upon mankind and will make upon history, if
it were true that he resigned because of a contract with Mr. CLYMER,
chairman of the Committee on War Expenditures, the counsel should
have proved the fact for 'what it is worth; and I say again, if it were
true, he would have proved4t.
Now, Senators, allow me for a few moments to call your attention
to what the learned counsel, Mr. Black, said in regard to gifts. I am
not going over the ground which he went over so eloquently; but I
want to say that every gift to which he referred was received in the
sunlight. When Daniel Webster received gifts from Massachusetts
to sustain him in his senatorial life, it was published in the papers
immediately. When General Grant received gifts from his friends
it was published the world over immediately. There waa nothing in
their minds from their standing points to conceal from the lighv of
the sun. But when General Belknap received these remarkable gifts,
they were concealed from year to year, from month to month, and
when by some unfortunate family difficulty or otherwise the fact was
revealed, then he goes down into the darkness and does not attempt
to hold -up his head in the light; and here is the essential difference
between guilt and innocence; the difference between heaven and hell ;
the difference between light and darkness; the difference between
parallel lines which can never meet; between the gifts to which the
counsel referred and the gifts which General Belknap received under
the principles of " addition, division, and silence."
But I am happy to say that there is a distinguished member of this
body who when he found that his friends haa. raised him a fund to
give him a honie here in Wai'!hington which he needed, for he had
been elected to this high place without the means to snstain the position which his friends thought that he deserved-! say when he
found that a quarter of a hundred thousand dollars, more or less, had
been raised by his friends and would have been revealed in the sunlight at once, he said to them, "No; I cannot consent to take the
gift." I am happy to believe that there are many members of this
Senate who would not receive a gift under any circumstances while
holding a legislative office. I am not judging men of different temperaments; I am not judging men for differences of opinion. I do not
doubt the sincerity and good faith of the Pret;~ident of the United
States in receiving every present that he ever received; but I do say
that there are many Senators before me, many members of this honm·able body that could not be induced while holding the position of
Senator to receive a gift from anybody of such a. character aa would
violate the injunction of the great apostle to "avoid the appearance
of evil."
.
Senators, the counsel, Mr. Black, was eminently right in the councils of Pennsylvania when in its constitutional convention he introduced a constitutional provision that no man in office should receive
a gift; and the fact that the provision did not pass the conventi-on
only shows that Pennsylvania is ~ot or was not then quite abreast
with the developments of the age.
Senators, I am one of those who believe in progress. I believe that
this age is the best age which the sun has ever shone upon; I believe
there is more of religion, more of humanity, more of love, more of
charity in this age than in any age that has preceded it. Look at
the insane asylums, the asylums for idiots, the asylums for the deaf
and dumb and for the blind; see all these persons elevated almost to
supreme happiness. Many of them but a. few years ago were wandering around in the streets and woods objects of terror and dislike,
treated almost as though they were brutes. I thank God for these
and all other evidences of humanity and civilization, and for all this
great progress. I hope there will be no backward step. Go back to
the Roman Empire, and the emperor who went forth like a highway
robber and seized on other empires was crowned with laurels and rode
beneath triumphal arches. The farmer-general who unlawfully laid
by his millions and bought his beautiful villas was the next hero.
Now that emperor would be confronted by the oombined power of the
civilized world, and that farmer-general, if not imprisoned, would be
fleeing in foreign lands.
.
Two hundred years or more ago ''gifts that nlight cover essential
bribery" were not unusual. Lord Bacon, "t.he greatest, wisest," I
will not say "meap.est of mankind," took gifts, having no idea that
his judgment was influenced; but an angry king and prime minister
quickened his conscience, and he confessed that taking the gift-s was
bribery. ·
Under the benign influences of our holy religjon, enjoining "the
golden rule," do not virtue and intelligence grow with liberty f
Give to a man his portion of the sovereign power and it elevates him,
give to him the practical exercise of his rights and it educates him.
There is now a higher and healthier sentiment than in any former
age. l\Ien are held to official responsil:>ilities now, thank God, that
t.l:.ey never were before. The time has been in the recollection ot
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many of you when a person thought he had th~ right to use his official position for his own advantage; but that t1me has gone by, and
a goofl deal of what we see and hear which leads a great many so
mournfully to say that the age is going backward and we are receding to barbarism, very much which occasions the apparent increase
of wron(J', arises from the higher demauds of a greater civilization,
from th~higher plane of an enlightened people. Let not this Senate
turn the wheels backward.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The argument in the case is now
concluded.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the court adjourn.
Mr. CONKLING. That brings us hereto-morrow at twelve o'clock.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. To-morrow at twelve o'clock.
Mr. CONKLING. I think we had better adjourn. ·
The motion was agreed to; and (at three o'clock and fifty minutes
p.m.) the Senate sitting for the trial adjourned.
. ·.
FRIDAY, rTuly 28, 1876.
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Mr. CONKLING. Let us have the yeas and nays on this question.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. STEVENSON. What is the precise question f
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Senator from Maine moves the
postponement of the trial session for the purpose of returning to legislative session, in order to consider a resolution amending the rules.
Mr. CONKLING. I suggest the Chair ought to state the object of
that. It is merely, as I understand, that the consultation may be
held without clearing the galleries.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will remind the Senator that debate is not in order.
Mr. ALLISON. I would ask the Chair to state the character of the
rltle to be changed.
Mr. EDMUNDS. That is for the Senate to find out.
1\Ir. CO~KLING. I feel inclined to insist that the Senate has the
right to hear from the Chair the motion on which it is to vote.
'fhe PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. The Secretary will report the prop•
osition of the Senator from Maine.
The CHIEF CLERK. Mr. HAMLIN's resolution is aa follows:
Resolved, That Rules~!) and 23 of procedure and practice in the Senate when sit-

Mr. EDMUNDS. I offer the following order at this time, because ting for the trial of impeachments be amended to read as follows :
XIX. At all times while the Senate is sitting upon the trial of impeachment the
it relates to the lapse in the impea-chment business:
doors of the Senate shall be kept open.

Ordered, Pursuant to Rule 25 for impeuhments. that the Selplte will resume the
consideration of the articles of impeachment against William W. Belknap at twelve
o'clock noon, this day.

Mr. INGALLS. As there are quito a number of Senators absent on
unavoidable business, I would suggest to the Senator from Vermont
that it might be advisable to modify the order so that it will read
"at twelve o'clock on Monday next," at which time I understand
tho e Senators will return.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I am quite willing to submit to the pleasure of
the Senate.
Mr. INGALLS. I have no preference myself.
Mr. EDMUNDS. My object, of course, is to revive the proceeding;
that is all.
Mr. ANTHONY. We might agree to take no vote to-day.
Mr. SHERMAN. I hope there will be no postponement.
Mr. EDMUNDS. If we are to adjourn over to-morrow, as the respect we have shown to such occasions haa usually led us to do, on
account of the funeral of our late associate, [Mr. CAPERTON,] then I
am not sure but that it would be better to say that we will take up
the impeachme.Rt matter on Monday. May I ask any of the Senators
if any of them are acquainted with the fact that his funeraJ at home
is to be to-morrow!
Mr. RANDOLPH. That was the statement made yesterday by
some of his friends.
ThePRESIDENTprotempore. TheChairwassoinformedyesterday.
.Mr. EDMUNDS. I withdraw the order I offered for a. moment, and
move that when the Senate adjourn to-clay it be to meet on Monday
next, for the reason I have stated, that the usual respect that we pay
to such·occasions is eminently due to this one. .
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Vermont withdraws the proposed order and moves that when the Senate adjou~
to-day it be to meet on Monday next.
The motion was agreed to.
:Mr. EDMUNDS. I offer the order again changed to Monday next,
the 31st instant, if that be the date.
The PRESIDENT p1·o temp01·e. The question is on concurring in the
order that the Senate will resume the consideration of the articles of
impeachment against William W. Belknap at twelve o'clock, noon,
Monday, the 31st instant.
·
The order was agreed to.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I suggest that the House of Representatives and
the counsel be notified of tbis order.
The P~ESIDENT pro tempm·e. Due notice will be given.

MONDAY, July 31, 1876.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e having announced the arrival of the
hour fixed, legislative and executive business was suspended and the
Senate proceeded to the consideration of the articles of impeachment
exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation wa-s made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ternpare. The House of Re!Jresentatives will
be -notified as usual.
Messrs. noRD, LTh"'DE, and HoAR, of the managers on the part of
the Honse of Representatives, appeared and were conducted to the
seats assignecl them.
Mr. Carpenter, one of tho counsel for the respondent, appeared.
The Secretary read the joumal of proceedings of the Senat.e sitting
on Wednesday, July 26, for the trial of the impeachment.
Mr. HAMLIN. Mr. President, I now move to postpone further proceedings of the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment for the purpose of taking up legislatively the resolution to which I have already
referred, to wit, amending the rules of proceeding so as to allow subsequent proceedings to be held in open session. That is my precise object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Maine moves to
post,Pon~ the tl:ial sessio_n for the plll'p~se of returning to legislative
Sl:!sswn, m orucr to constder tlm resolnhtm he has stated.

XXIII. ..AJl the orders and decisions shall be made and bad by yea.S and nays,
which shall be entered on the record, subject, however, to the operation of Rule

7; and in that case no member shall speak more than once on one question, and for
not more than ten minutes on any interlocutory question, and for not more than
fifteen minutes on the final question, unless by consent of the Senate, to be had

without debate; but a motion to adjourn may be decided without the yea.~ and
nays, unless they be demanded by one-fifth of the membe.rs present. The fifteen
minutes herein a'ilowed shall be for the whole deliberation on the final question,
and not to the final question on each article of i.mpea{lhment.
.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Maine moves the
postponement of the trial session for the purpose of returning to
legislative session, in order to consider the proposition just read. On
this motion the yea-s and nays have been ordered.
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas 23, nays
32 ; as follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, ConkJing, Cragin, Eaton, :Ferry, Frelingbuysen, Ha.mlin, Howe, In~alls,
Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Logan, McMil.la.n, Norwood, Paddock, ;:;pencer, West, and Windom-23.
NAYS-Messrs. Barnum, Bayard, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cockrell,
Cooper, Davis. Dawes, EdmunUs, Harvey, Hitchcock. Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Merriman, Mit<Jhell, Morrill, Morton, Oglesby, Robertson,
Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Walla.oe, Whyte,
Withers, and Wrigh~.
NOT VOTffiG-Messrs. Alcorn, Bogy, Burnside, Clayton, Conover, Dennis,
Dorsey, Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Johnston, Maxey, Patterson, Randolph,
Ransom, and Sharon-16.

So the motion was not agreed to .
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, the argument-s being through, I
move that the doors be closed for deliberation on the articles.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. The Senator from Vermont moves
that the doors be closed for deliberation.
Mr. LOGAN called for the yea-s and nays, and they were ordered.
1\Ir. MERRIMON. I desire to state that my colleague [Mr. RANSOM] has been suddenly called away on account of serious sickness in
his family.
The question being taken by yea-s and nays, resulted-yeas 32, nays
25; as follows:
YEAS-Messrs. Anthony, Bayard, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania., Cockrell,
Davis, Dawes, Edmunds, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, Mc- .
Donald, Maxey, Merriman, Mitchell, Morrill, Morton, Norwood, Robert-son. Sar·
~ant, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte,
Withers, and Wright-32.
NAYS-Messrs. Allison, Barnum, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin,
Christiancy, Conkling, Cooper, Cragin. Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Logan, McMillan, Oglesby,
Paddock, Spencer, West. and Windom-25.
.
NOT VO'TING-Messrs. Alcorn, Bogy, Burnside, Clayton, Conover, Dennis,
Goldthwaite, Gordon, Hamilton, Johnston, Patterson, Randolph, Ransom, and
Sha.ron-14.

So the motion was agreed to.
The galleries having been cleared and the doors closed, the Senate
proceeded to deliberate.
Mr. CONKLING submitted the following order for consideration:
Ol·dcred, That when called to vote whether the articles of impeachment or either
of 'them are sustained, any Senator who votes in tho negative shalLbe at liberty
to state, if he chooses, that he rests his vote on the absence of guilt provetl in fact,
or on the want of jurisdiction, as the case may be; and the vote shall be entered in
the journal accordingly.

Mr. EDMUNDS moved to amend by striking out all after the word
" ordered" and inserting :
That on Tuesday next the 1st day of August, at twelve o'clock meridian, the
Senate shall proceed to vote, without debat-e, on the several articles of impea.ch·
ment. The presiding officer shall direct the Secretary to read the several articles
successively, and after the reading of each article the presiding officer shall put the
question following, viz : "Mr. Senator--, how say you 7 Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a. high crime or high misclemen.nor, as the
charge may be, as charged in this article~" Whereupon such Senator shall rise
in his place and answer "guilty" or'' not guilty" only.
.And each Senator shaJl be permitted to file within two days after tbe vote shall
have been so taken his written opinion, 1;o be printed with the proceedings.

1\Ir. SHERMAN moved to amend the amendment of Mr. Eoms
by striking out the word "only" after '' gliilty," and in lien thereof
insertiug:
.And each Senator ehall be at liberty to state the grounu of hls ...-otc in a sim;lo
sentence, which shnlll.Je entereu on thejournal.
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Mr. SARGENT moved to amend the amendment of Mr. SHERMAN
:Mr. EDMUNDS raised the question of order that the Senate had
by i:aserting in lieu of the words proposed to be inserted :
previously voted on and rejected the same proposition.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e overruled the point of order made by
Any Senator who votes in the negative shall be at liberty to state if he chooses
that he rests his vote on the absence of guilt proved in fact, or on the want of juris- Mr. EDMUNDS, and decided that the :first branch of the amendment
diction, as the case may be; and any Senator who votes in tho affirmative may add of Mr. INGALLS was in order.
that be holds tho vote of a majority heretofore in favor of jurisdiction binding on
From t.his decision :Mr. EDMUNDS appealed; and on the question,
him, and the vote shall be entered on the journal accordingly.
Shall the decision of the Chair stand as the judgment of the Senate!
Mr. EDMUNDS moved to amend the order proposed by 1\Ir. CoNKMr. HOWE called for the yeas and nays ; which being taken, reLnm by striking out all after the word " that," and in lieu thereof sulted-yea-s 31, nays 18; as follows:
inserting:
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Booth, Boutwell, Cameron of Pennsyvania,
Each Senator may in giving his vote state his reasons therefor, occupying not
more than one minute; which reasons shall be entered in the journal in connection
with his vote.

1\Ir. CONKLING moved to amend the amendment of :Mr. EDMUNDS
by adding thereto the words :
And immediately following his name and vote.

Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Conkling, Cragin, Davis, Eaton, Frelinghuysen,
Gordon, Hamlin, Harvey, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Jones of Nevada, Logan,
McMillan, Merrimon, Morton, Oglesby, Paddock, Patterson, Spencer, Stevenson,
Wadleigh, Windom, and Wright-31.
NAYS-Messrs. Bayard, Cockrell, C~P._er, Dawes, Edmunds, Kelly, Kernan,
Key, McCreery, McDpnald, Maxey, Morrill, Norwood, Saulsbury, Thurman, Wallace, Wh:M;e, and Withers-18.
NOT V"OTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Barnum, Bogy, Bruce, Burnside, Clayton, Conover, Dennis, Dorsey, Ferry, Goldthwaite, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Johnston, Mitchell, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Sharon, Sherman, and W est-22.

The amendment of Mr. CONKLING to Mr. EDMUNDS's amendment
was agreed t-o.
On the question to agree to the order of Mr. EDMUNDS as amended,
So the decision of the Chair was sustained.
it waa determined in the affirmative.
.
The question recurring on the first branch of the amendment of
Mr. EDMUNDS then withdrew the amendment first offered by him
lli. INGALLS, viz., strike out all of the order of Mr. EDMUNDS after
lio the order proposed by ~1r. Co:sKLING.
The question then being on the order of Mr. CONKLING aa amended, the word " impeachment" in line 4 and insert :
And that in taking the final question the Presiding Officer of the Senate shall
as follows:
call each &nat.or by name in alphabetical order and upon each article propose as
Ordered, That each Senator may, in giving his vote, give his reasons therefor,
occupying not more than one minute; which reasons shall be entered in the journal in connection with his vote and immediately following his name and vote,

It was determin~.d in the affirmative.
Mr. EDMUNDS submitted the following order for consideration:
Ordered, That on Tuesday next, the 1st day of Aojrost, at twelve o'clock meridian,
the Senate shall proceed to vote without debate on the several a.r ticles of impeachment. The presiding officer shall direct the Secretary to road the seTeral articles
successively, and after the reading of each article the presiding officer shall put the
question following, namely: 11 Mr. Senator--, bow say ¥ou I Is the res~nd
ent, William W. Belknap, jroilty or not guilty of a high cnme," or "high nihfaemeanor, " as the charge may be~ •· Ml charged in this article ¥" Whereupon such Senator shall rise in his place anu answer " guilty" or" not guilty," with his reasons,
if any, as provided in the order already adopted; and eacli Senator shall be permitted to file within two days after the vote shall have been so taken his written opin·
ion to be printed with the proceedings.

Mr. HOWE raised the question of order that the order of lli. EDMUNDS could not now be considered, inasmuch as it proposed to change
the twenty-second rule of procedure and practice for impeachments,
and wa.s therefore required under the rules of the Senate to be submitted one day for consideration.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore overruled the point of order made
by lli. HoWE and decided that the order of Mr. EDMUNDS waa in
order.
The question recurring on the order of :Mr. EDMUNDS,
Mr. INGALLS moved to amend the order by striking out all after
the word ''impeachment" in line 4, and in lieu thereof, inserting:

follows; that is to say: •· Mr. - - , how say you 1 Is the impeachment under this
article sustained 1"

On the question to agree thereto,
Mr. INGALLS called for the yeas and nays; which being taken, resulted-yeas 24, nays 26; aa follows :
YEAS-Messrs. Allison, Anthony. Booth, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Conkling, Cragin, Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Harvey, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Nevada, Logan, McMillan, Oglesby,
Paddock, Patterson, Spencer, and Windom-24.
NAYS-Messrs. Barnum, Bayard, Cockrell, Cooper, Dans, Dawes, Edmunds,
Gordon, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Maxey, Morrimon, MolTill,
Morton, Norwood, Saulsbury, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte,
Withers, and Wright-26.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Bogy, Burnside, Clayton, Conover, Dennis,
Dorsey, Eaton, Goldthwaite, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Johnston, Jones of Florida,
Mitchell, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Sharon, Sherman, and West-21.

So the first branch of Mr. INGALLS's amendment was rejected.
The question being put in the second branch of the amendment of
Mr. INGALLS, namely, strike out all of the order of Mr. EDMlJl\1'])8
after "impeachment" in line 4, and in lieu thereof insertWhereupon each Senator shall rise in his place and answer "yea" or "nay,"
and may also, as provided in the order already adopted, state the grounds of his
vote; and each Senator may, within two days thereafter, file his opinion in writing,
to be published in the printed proceedings of the case,

It waa agreed to.
lli. EDMUNDS moved to reconsider the vote whereby the second
branch of the amendment of Mr. INGALLS to the amendment of ~1r.
And that in taking the final question the presiding officer shall call each Sena-"' EDMUm>S was agreed to; and the motion to reconsider was agreed to.
tor by name in alphabetical order and upon each article propose as follows:
The question recurring on the second branch of Mr. INGALL's
Mr. Senator--, how say you, is the impea<:hment under this article sus- amendment, it waa rejected.
tained!
•
The question recurring on the order of ~1r. EDMUNDS, it was agreed
Whereupon each Senat.or shall rise in his pla<le and answer "lea" or "nay," and
to; as follows:
may, as provided in the order already adopted, state the groun of his vote.

Ordered, That on Tuesday next\ the let day of August, at twelve o'clock meridThe question being taken on this amendment by yeas and nays, re- ian,
the Senate shall proceed to vote, without debate, on the several articles of imsulted-yea-s 24, nays Z7 ; a.s follows :
peachment. The Presiding Officer shall direct the Secretary to read tbe several

YEAs-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Booth, Boutwell, Cameron of Pennsylvania,
Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Conkling, Conover, Cragin, Eaton, FeiTy,
Frelinghuysen, Hamlin, Harvey, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of Florida, Logan, McMillan, Oalesby, Spencer, West, and Windom-24.
NAYS-Messrs. Barnum, Bayard, Cockrell, Cooper, Davis, Dawes, Edmunds,
Gordon, Kelly, Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Maxey, Merrimon, Morrill,
:Morton, Norwood, Robertson, Saulsbury, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace,
Whyte, Withers. and Wright-27.
NOT VOTING-Messrs. Alcorn, Bogy, Bruce, Burnside, Clayton, Dennis, Dorsey~ Goldthwaite, Hamilton, Hitchcock, Johnston, Jones of Nevada, Mitchell,
Paadock, Patterson, Randolph, Ransom, Sargent, Sharon, and Sherman-20.

So the amendment of Mr. L~GALLS was rejected.
The question recurring on the order of Mr. EDMUNDS,
Mr. ALLISON demanded a division of the question; and the question being put on the first branch of the order, namely:
Ordered, That on Tuesday next, the 1st day of August, at twelve o'clock meridian, the Senate shall proceed to vote, without debate, on the several articles of im·
peachment,

It was agreed to.
The question being on the second clause of the order of Mr. EDMUNDS

Mr. INGALLS moved to amend the clause by inserting in lieu thereof the following:
And that in taking tbe final question the presiding officer of the Senate shall
call each Senator by name in alphabetical order, and upon each article propose as
follows, that is to say: 11 Mr. - - , how say you, is the impeachment under this
article sustained 7"
Whereupon each Senator shall rise in his place and answer "yea" or "nay," and
may also, as provided in the order already adopted, state the grounds of his vote;
and each Senator may, within two days thereafter, file his opinion in writing, to be
published in the printed proceedings of the case.

Mr. EDMUNDS demanded a division of :Mr. INGALLS's amendment;
and
The question being put on the first branch thereof,
On the question to agree thereto,

articles successively, and after the reading of each article the presiding officer
shall put the q uestionfollowing, namely: "Mr. Senator--, how say you 1 Is the
respondent, William W. Belknap, gnlityor not Jnrllty of a high crime" or "high mis·
demeanor," as the charge may be, ' 'as chargeu in this article!" Whereupon such
Senator shall rise in his place and answer 11goilty" or "not guilty" with his reasons,
if any, as provided in the order already adopted.
And each Senator shall be permitted to file within two days after the vote
shall have been so taken his wntten opinion, to be printed with the proceedings.

On motion by Mr. EDMUNDS, (at six o'clock and twentv minutes
p. m.,) the Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment adjourned.

TUESDAY,

August 1, 1876,

The PRESIDENT pro te:mpore. The hour of twelve o'clock having
arrived, legislative and executive business will be suspended, and the
Senate will proceed to the consideration of the articles of impeachment exhibited by the House of Representatives against William W.
Belknap, late Secretary of War.
The usual proclamation was made by the Sergeant-at-Arms.
The PRESIDENT pro t~pore. The Secretary will notify the House
of Representatives that the Senate is ready to receive them, and that
provision is made for their accommodation;
·
The Secretary read the journal of the proceedings of the Senate
sitting yesterday for the trial of the impeachment.
Mr. LoRD, 1\Ir. LYNDE, Mr. McMAHON, Mr. JENKS, Mr. LAPHAM,
and Mr. HoAR of the managers on the part of the House of Representatives appeared.
~1r. Carpenter, of counsel for the respondent, appeared.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Pursuant to order, the Senate will
now proceed to vote without debate on the several articles of impeachment. The Secretary will reai:l the several articl~:Ss of impeach
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Mr. ALLISON. Believing that the respondent was not impea-chable
ment successively and the final vote will be taken upon each rticle
when the impeachment was voted by the Honse of Representatives,
separately The Secretary will now read the first article.
he being then a private citizen and not a civil officer of the United
The Secretary read as Jbllows:
States, I answer "not guilty" for want of jurisdiction.
ARTICLE L
The SECRETARY. Mr. ANTHONY.
That William W. Belknap, while be was in office as Secretary of War of the
United Sta·t es of America, namel!, on the 8th day of October, 1870, had the power
Mr. ANTHO~IT rose.
and authori~ under the laws of the United States, as Se..cretary of War as aforeThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ANTHoNY, how say yon f
said, to appmnt a person to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill, a mili- Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
tarypost of the United States; that said Belkna~, as Secretary of War aa aforesaid,
on the day and year aforesaid, promised to appomt one Caleb P. Marsh to maintain crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article !
Mr. .ANTHONY. Believing that the respondent was not a civil
said trading establishment at said military post; that thereafter, namely, on the
day and year aforesaid, the said Caleb P. Marsh and one JohnS. Evans ent~red officer of the United States and not liable to impeachment at the
into an agreement in writing substantially as follows. namely:
"Articles of agreement made and entered into this 8th day of October, in the year time when the impeachment was voted by the House of Representaro.f our Lord 181::1, by and between John S. Evans, of Fort Sill, Indian Territory, tives, I say ''not guilty."
United States of America, of the first part, and Caleb P. Marsh, of No. 51 West
The Secretary called the name of Mr. BARNUM.
Thirty-fifth street, of the city, county, and State of New York, of the second part,
No response.
witnesseth. namely:
The SECRETARY. Mr. BAYARD.
"Whereas the said Caleb P. Marsh has received from General William W. Bel:Mr. BAYARD rose.
knap, Secretary of War of the United States, the appointment of post-trader at
Fort Sill aforesaid; and whereas the name ot John S. Evans is to be filled into the
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BAYARD, how sayyon1
commission of appointment of said post-trader at FoA Sill aforesaid, by permission Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
and at the instance and request of said Caleb P. Marsh, and for the purpose of carrying out the terms of this agreement; and whereas said .John S. Evans is to holtl crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. BAYARD. Guilty.
said position of post-trader as aforesaid solely as the appointee of said Caleb P.
Marsh, and for the purposes hereinafter stated :
The Secretary called the name of Mr. BOGY.
"Now, therefore, said JohnS. Evans, in considera,tion of said appointment and
No response.
the sum of &1 to him in hand paid by said Caleb P. Marsh, the recetpt of which is
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOOTH.
hereby acknowledged, hereby covenants and a~ees to pay to said Caleb P. Marsh
Mr. BOOTH rose.
the sum of 6'2.000 annually, payable qnarterlym advance, in the city of New York
aforesaid; said sum to be so payable during the first year of this agreement absoThe PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator BooTH, how say yon f
lutely and under all circumstances, anything hereinafter contained to the contrary Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
notwithstanding; and thereafter said sum shall be so pay~ble, unless increased or
reduced in amount, in acc.ordance with the subsequent provisions of this agreement. crimes and misdemeanors a~ charged in this article!
Mr. BOOTH. Gnilty. :Mr. President, if the question of jurisdic" In consideration of the premises, it is mutually agreed between the parties
aforesaid as follows, namely:
tion were proposed, I should vote against it, my opinion upon that
"First. This agreement is made on the basis of seven cavalry companies of the subject being unchanged; but I am clearly of opinion that it is
United States Army, which are now stationed at Fort Sill aforesaid.
''Second. If attheendof the first year of this agreement the forces of the United competent for the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment to deStates Army stationed at Fort Sill aforesaid shall be increased or diminished not to cide that question by a majority vote, and that such decision havexceed one hundred (100) men, then this agreement shall remain in full force and ing been made, it is the law of this case until reversed. [Manifestarunchanged for the next year. If, however, the said forces shall be increased or
.
diminished beyond the number of one hundred (100) men, then the amount to be tions of applause in the galleries.]
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair will take occasion to repaid under this agreement by said JohnS. Evans to said Caleb P. Marsh shall be
mcreased or reduced in accordance therewith and in proper proportion therelo. mind those occupying the galleries that no applause in the Senate
The above rule laid down for the continuation of this agreement at the close of the Chamber is allowed.
first year thereof shall be applied at the close of each succeeding year so long as
Mr. SARGENT. I give notice that in case there is the indecorum
this agreement shall remain m force and effect.
"Tliird. This agreement shall remain in force and effect so long as said Caleb P. of the faintest applause in the galleries, I shall ask that the galleries
Marsh shall hold or control, directly or indirectly, the appointment and position of be cleared.
post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
The SECRETARY. Mr: BOUTWELL.
"Fourth. This agreement shall take effect from the date and day the Secretary
Mr. BOUTWELL rose.
of War aforesaid shall sign the commission of post-trader at Fort Sil1 aforesaid,
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BouTWELL, how say
said commission to be issued to said John S. Evans at the in~tance and request of
said Caleb P. Marsh, and solely for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty ot
this agreement.
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
"Fifth. Exception is hereby made in regard to the first quarterly payment under
Mr. BOUTWELL. Entertaining the opinion that the Senate has
this agreement, it being agreed and understood that the same may be paid at any
time within tl5.e next thirty days after the said Secretary of War shall sign the no constitutional authority to judge or to try William W. Belknap
aforesaid commission of post-traner at Fort Sill.
upon the articles of impeachment as presented by the Honse of Rep"Sixth. Said Caleb P. Marsh is at all times, at the request of said John S. Evans,
to use any proper influence he may have with said Secretary of War for the protec- resentatives, I answer "not guilty" as the only way open to me untion of said JohnS. Evans while in the discharge of his legitimate duties in the der the order of the Senate for the exercise of my constitutional right
conduct of the business a~ post-trader at Fort Sill aforesaid.
to say that I do not concur in these proceedings, whether the proceed"Seventh. Said John 8. Evans is to conduct the said business of post-trader at ings relate to the trial, to the judgment rendered, or to sentence proFort Sill aforesaid solely on his own responsibility, and in his own name; it being nounced in this case.
expressly al{l'OOd and understood that srud Caleb P. Marsh shall assume no liability
The SECRETARY. Mr. BRUCE,
in the pr61D.1Ses whatever.
"Eighth. And it is expressly understood and agreed that the stipulations and
:Mr. BRUCE rose.
covenants aforesaid are to apply to and bind the heirs, executors, and adminisThe PRESIDENT pro tempore. :Mr. Senator BRUCE, how say you f
trators of the respective parties.
" In witness whereof, the parties to these pres'.mts have hereunto set their hands Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
and seals, the day and year first above written..
"JOHNS. EVANS. [sEAL.]
Mr. BRUCE. For want of jurisdiction to try the question o! guilt,
"C. P. MARSH.
(sEAL.]
I answer not guilty.
"Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence ofThe SECRETARY. Mr. BuR..~SIDE.
" E. T. BARTLETI'."
No response.
That thereafter, to wit. on the lOt-h da.y of October, ltn'O, said Belknap, as Secre·
Tbe SECRETARY. Mr. CAMEROY, of Pennsylvania.
tary of War aforesaid, did, at the instance and request of said .Marsh, at the city
Mr. CAMERON of Pennsylvania, rose.
of Washington, in the District of Columbia, appoint said John S. Evans to maintain said trading establishment at Fort Sill, the military post aforesaid, and in conThe PRESIDENT'pro tempore. Mr. Senator CAMERON, how say you!
sideration of said appointment of said Evans so made by him as Secretary of War Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
as aforesaid, the said Belknap did, on or about the 2d day of November, '1810, unlawfully and corruptly receive from said Caleb P. Marsh the sum of $1,500, and crimes and misdemeanors as char~ed in this article f
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvama. Gnilty.
that at divers times thereafter, to wit, on or about the 17th day of Januarv, l871,
and at or about the end of each three months during the term of one wbofe year,
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin.
the said William W. Belknap, while still in office as Secretary of War as aforesaid,
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin, rose.
did unlawfully receive from said Caleb P. Marsh like sums of $1,500 in consideraThe PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. Mr. Senator CAMERON, how say you f
tion of the appointment of the said John S. Evans by him, the said Belknap, as
Secretary of War as aforesaid, and in consideration of his permitting said Evans to Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or hot guilty of high
continue to maintain the said trading establishment at said military post during crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
that time. Whereby the said William W. Belknap, who was then Secretary of
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin. Not guilty. I base my vote on the
War as aforesaid, was guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors in office.
want of jurisdiction in the Senate to try the respondent,·he not being
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. In taking the vote on each article a civil officer of the United States at the time he was impeached by
the Secretary will call the Senators in alphabetical order, and each the Honse of Representatives.
Senator when called will rise in his place and to the final question put
The SECRETARY. Mr. CHRIBTIANCY.
by the Presiding Officer will answer "guilty" or "not guilty" with
Mr. CHRISTIANCY rose.
his reasons, if any, as provided. The Secretary will call the first
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CHRISTIANCY, how say
name on the roll.
you 1 Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
The Secretary called Mr. ALcoRN.
hi<Th crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
No response.
iir. CHRISTIANCY. Believing that the respondent was not imThe SECRETARY. Mr. ALLisoN.
peachable when the impeachment was voted by the Honse, he-being
Mr. ALLISON rose.
then a private citizen and not a civil officer of the United States, 1
The PRESIDENT pro tempBre. Mr. Senator ALLisoN, how say yon! answer, not guilty.
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
The SECRETARY. Mr. CLAYTON.
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
No response.

•
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The SECRETARY. Mr. CocKRELL.
Mr. COCKRELL rose.
. The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator CocKRELL, how say
yon 7 Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in tllis article f
.
Mr. COCKRELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONKLING.
Mr. CONKLING rose.
The PRESIDEN'r pro tempore. M:r. Senat.or CoNKLING, how say
yon! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors a-s charged in this article Y
Mr. CONKLING. Forced by the order of a bare majority of the
Senators voting, and less than a majority of the Senat.a, putting the
question in this form, to declare by the words guilty or not guilty
whether a conviction can lawfully take place on this impeachment,
I do not vote on the facts or on the question of guilt or innocence in
fact; butlvote "not guilty" on the ground that in this country by the
Constitution private citizens are not impeachable; civil officers, and
they alone, are the subject of impeachment; and Belknap is not, and
when impeached by the House of Representatives was not, a civil
officer, but a private citix.en, and like other privat.a citizens accused
of crime triable before the judicial tribunals of the country where
he bas been indicted and now awaits his triaL
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONOVER.
Mr. CONOVER rose.
The PRESIDENT pm ternpore. Mr. Senator ·CoNOVER, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article 7
Mr. CONOVER. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1¥Ir. COOPER.
Mr. COOPER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator CooPER, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. COOPER. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. l\Ir. CRAGIN.
Mr. CRAGIN rose.
The PRESIDENT p'l'o tentporR. Mr. Senator CRAGIN, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors a-s charged in this article !
Mr. CRAGIN. Not guilty; because I believe the respondent wa-s
not impeachable when the House of Representatives instituted proceedings against him, he being then a private citizen, and not a civil
officer of the United States. I vote "not guilty" because it is the only
way under the order compelling me to vote guilty or not guilty that
I can express my opinion that the Senate has no jurisdiction to try or
convict in this case.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAVIS.
Mr. DAVIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tem.pore. Mr. Senator DAVIS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Bell.11ap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors a-s charged in this article !
.
Mr. DAVIS. Guilty. .
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAWES.
Mr. DAWES rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DAWEB, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap1 guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. DAWES. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DE...."ffl!S.
Mr. DENNIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DENNIS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. DENNIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DORSEY.
Mr. DORSEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DoRSEY, how say you Y
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. DORSEY. Not guilty. I cast this vote without reference to
the evidence or the facts in this case, but solely on the ground that
under the Constitution of this country private citizens are not impeachable.
The SECRETARY. ~Ir. EATON.
Mr. EATON rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator EATON, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. EATON. By the compulsory action of a majority of t.he Senate I am forced to vote, and being firmly of the opinion that I have
not the constitutional power to pronounce a. conviction upon the accused, because under and by the Constitution of the United States
no other persons than those holding civil offices under the United
States can be subject to impea-chment, therefore, that the Constitution of the United States may not be violated in one of its most important provisions, and without any consideration whatever of the
facts in the ca-se, but placing my action upon the sole ground t.hat
William W. Belknapww.impeached by the House of Repre entatives

when he was a private mtizen of the United States, and in no constitutional sense liable to impeachment, I say "not guilty."
'l'he SECRETARY. Mr. EDMUNDS.
Mr. EDMUNDS rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. ~Ir. Senator EDMuxns, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this arlicle t
~Ir. EDMUNDS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. FERRY.
Mr. FERRY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator FERRY, how say you!
Is the respondent, Willia~ W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article i
Mr. FERRY. Not guilty, believing that the respondent wa-s not
impeachable when the impeachment was voted by the House, he being then a private citizen, and not a civil officer of the United States.
The SECRETARY. Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN ro e.
The PRESIDENT pro.,empm·e. Mr. Senator FRELINGHUYSEN how
say you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not
guilty of high crimes and mi demeanors as charged in this article !
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. The Senate being jndgesof boththelaw
and the fa-ct cannot hold the respondent guilty without deciding that
the House when it acted had the right to impeach the re pondent.
.A.s the respondent wa.s when impeached neither President nor VicePresident nor a civil officer of the United States, but a mere private
citizen, I am of opinion that the 'House had not the right under the
Constitution to impeach the respondent; and therefore, for want o!
jurisdiction, my vote is "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. GOLDTHWAITE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. GoRDON.
Mr. GORDON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01'e. Mr. Senator GORDON, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article Y
:Mr. GORDON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HAMILTON.
Mr. HAMILTON rose.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HAMILTOX, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. H.A.MIL'l'ON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HAMLIN.
Mr. HAMLIN roe.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator HAMLIN, how say yon!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article! "
Mr. HAMLIN. Not guilty. Believing that there pondentwasnot
impeachable when the impeachment was voted by the Honse of Representatives, he being then a private citizen and not a civil officer of
the United States, I have answered "not guilty," as by the order under which I have been compelled to vote, that was the only manner
in which I could express my judgment that the Senate ha-s no jurisdiction of the case and that the whole proceedings are void.
The SECRETARY. lli. HARVEY.
Mr. HARVEY rose.
I The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator HARVEY, how say yon!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. HARVEY. Believing- that the question of jurisdiction in this
case was heretofore determmed by the court and that the evidence
sustains the Mticle, I vote" guilty."
·
The SECRETARY. Mr. HITCHCOCK.
Mr. HITCHCOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator HITCHCOCK, how say
yon! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article 7
Mr. IDTCHCOCK. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HoWE.
Mr. HOWE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpo1·e. Mr. Senator HoWE, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in tnis article f
Mr. HOWE. Not guilty, because my judgment must control my
vote, because in my judgment the Constitution of the United States
does not permit the impeachment of a private citizen and becau e by
the change of a standing rule of the Senate, ordered yesterday, I am
compelled to say "not guilty'' to avoid voting for impeachment.
The SECRETARY. Mr. INGALLS.
Mr. INGALLS rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ientpore. Mr. Senator INGALLS, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. INGALLS. Being prevented by an order of the Senate from saying whether I concur in the conviction of the respondent, as the Constitution provides; or whether the impeachment is sustained, as the
rules direct; but believing that impeachment does not lie against a
private citizen, and that therefore the Senate has no jurisdiction in
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the cause, without expressing any opinion whatever upon the evidence,
I answer, as a conclusion of law only, "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. JOHNSTON.
No response.
\
Mr. WITHERS. I wish to state at the request of my colleague
[Mr. JOHNSTON] that he is detained from his seat in the Senate by
sick:nes8.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JoNEs, of Florida.
Mr. JONES, of Florida, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator JoNEs, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. JONES, of Florida. Entertaining the conviction, Mr. President, that the Senate bas no jurisdiction in this case because the respondent at the time of his impeachment waa not a ci vii officer of the
United States but a citizen of the State of Iowa, and being nnable
to assent to the doctrine that a majority of this body bas the right to
bind the consciences of the minority touching the power of the Senate in cases of impeachment, I respectfully decline to vote unless
compelled to do so by the Senate.
The PRESIDENT vro ternpore, (to the Secretary.) Call the next.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JoNEs, of Nevada.
Mr. JONES, of Nevada, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator J om:s, how say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors aa charged in this article 7
Mr. JONES, of Nevada. Not guilty. In voting thus I do not vote
on the facts or on the question of guilt or innocence in fact, but I
vote not guilty on the ~ound that in this country private citizens
are not impeachable; c1vil officers, and they alone, are the subjects
of impeachment. William W. Belknap was not when impeached by
the House of Representatives and. is not now a civil officer of the
United States, but a private citizen, and.like other citizen accused of
crime, triable before the judicial tribnnals of the country where he
baa been indicted and now awaits his trial.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KELLY.
Mr. KELLY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator KEir,Y, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. KELLY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KERNAN.
?t-Ir. KERNAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KERNAN, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article !
Mr. KERNAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KEY.
Mr. KEY rose.
The PRESIDENTprotempore. Mr. Senator KEY, howsayyouf Is
the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article t
Mr. KEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. LOGA.J."i.
Mr. LOGAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpm·e. l'rir. Senator LOGA...~, what say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article t
.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, section 4 of article 2 of the Constitution
provides that" the President, Vice-Eresident and all civil officers of
the United States shall be removed from office on impea.chmentfor, and
conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors."
Ina.<~much as William W.Belknap was not a" civil officer of the United
States" at the time he was impeached by the House of Representatives,
the Senate sitting aa a court of impeachment has no legal authority to
try him for the offenses charged. The Constitution in my judgment
contemplates the impeachment of persons in office aa a mode of removal from office of persons who commit impeachable offenses and are
not dismissed or put out of office by some other mode. I believe that
disqualification can only Qe added to the judgment of removal of the
officer from office. The judgment of the Senate nnder the Constitution in cases of impeachment must be removal from office, and inasmu ch as a person not holding an office cannot be removed from office,
therefore for want of any constitutional authority the Senate of
the United States cannot try a citizen of the United States on articles
of impeachment for high crimes and misdemeanors he not holding a
civil office at the time of the impeachment. Believing that I am
not required to pronounce on the facts aa a judge without jurisdiction to try the case, I vote " not guilty.'~
The SECRETARY. Mr. McCREERY.
Mr. McCREERY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. .Mr. Senator McCREERY, how say
you f , Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. McCREERY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1tir. McDoNALD.
Mr. McDONALD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator McDONALD, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes auu rnisdemeauors a,s charged in t bis article'
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Mr. McDONALD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McMILLAN.
Mr. McMILLAN rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator McMILLAN, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. McMILLAN. Not guilty, for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MAxEY.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MER.RDWN.
Mr. MERRIMON rose.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MERRIMON, how say
you Y Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes aud misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. MERRIMON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MITCHELL.
Mr. MITCHELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MITCHELL, how say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. MITCHELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Jtfr. MORRILL.
Mr. MORRILL rose.
The PRESIDE~T pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator MORRILL, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. MORRILL. Guilty.
.
'Phe SECRETARY. Mr. MORTON.
No response.
Mr. SHERMAN. I regret to say that the Senator from Indiana
[Mr. MORTON] fell in his committ.ee-room not long since and is now
suffering severe pain, or he would be present to vote. He has requested
me to make this announcement to the Senate, hoping that he will be
present before the close of the vote.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore, (to the Secretary.) Call the next.
The SECRETARY. Mr. NORWOOD.
Mr. NORWOOD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator NORWOOD, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. NORWOOD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. OGLESBY.
Mr. OGLESBY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator OGLESBY, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors aa charged in this article f
Mr. OGLESBY. The question of jurisdiction in this case raised by
the pleadings having been settled by the Senate, though adversely to
my understanding of the Constitution, nothing is left but to pass
upon the proofs under each article. As I do not entertain a reasonable doubt of guilt under this article, my vote is "guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. PADDOCK.
Mr. PADDOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT P"'O tempore. Mr. Senator PADDOCK, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. PADDOCK. Having once voted ·against jurisdiction in this
ca.se I cannot now vote for the conviction of the respondent, who, in
my opinion, is not amenable to this court. Absence of authority to
hold the accused when impeached, be being then as now a private
citizen and in no sense a civil officer of the United States, continues
throughout until final judgment, and I vote now as then, for want
of jnrlSdiction, "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. PATTERSON.
Mr. PATTERSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator PATTERSON, how say
you t Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. PATTERSON. On the jurisdictional inquiry I have no great
difficulty. But becanse, as I nnderstand it, a conviction is asked
nnder this article for bribery as defined by the statute, as by that statute the accused must have received, asked, or accepted the money or
other thing with intent to have /tis decisio'lt or action on scnne question,
matter, cau.se, or proceeding influenced thereby, and as the testimony so
far from satisfying me of this cardinal fact, this intent, this influence,
the very pivot or hinge upon which the whole offense of bribery
turns, beyond a 1·easo-nable doubt, is quite wanting in everything like
directness and force or any approach to conclusiveness, (and I am not
called upon to go beyond this,) I feel bonnd to vote "not guilty.'1
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANDOLPH.
Mr. RANDOLPH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator RANDOLPH, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article Y
Mr. RANDOLPH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANsoM.
Mr. RANSOM rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator RANsoM, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
cr imes aud misdemeanors as ch arged in this article .
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:Mr. RANSOM. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ROBERTSON.
:Mr. ROBERTSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator RoBERTSON, bow say
youf Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. ROBERTSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SARGENT.
Mr. SARGENT rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator SARGENT, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeaners as charged in this article f
Mr. SARGENT. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SAULSBURY.
Mr. SAULSBURY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SAULSBURY, how aay
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors aa charged in this article f
Mr. SAULSBURY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHARON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHERMAN.
Mr. SHERMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Mr. Senator SHERl\IAN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SHERMAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SPE..~CER.
Mr. SPENCER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SPENCER, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article t
Mr. SPENCER. Believing that the Senate has no jurisdiction and
that the entire proceedings are void, I vote "not guilty" on that
ground.
The SECRETARY. Mr. STEVENSON.
Mr. STEVENSON rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator STEVENSON, how say
youJ Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. STEVENSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. THuRMAN.
Mr. THURMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator THURMAN, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. THORMAN. Guilty.
•
The SECRETARY. Mr. WAD LEIGH.
Mr. WADLEIGH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WADLEIGH, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WAD LEIGH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WALLACE.
Mr. WALLACE rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senat.or W ALLAC.EI, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. WALLACE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WEST.
Mr. WEST rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WEsT, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and -misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr·. WEST. Believing that the Senate has jurisdiction of the trial
of impeachments only in the case of a civil officer, and not of a private citizen, I vote" not guilty" on that ground.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WHYTE.
Mr. WHYTE rose.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WHYTE, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. WHYTE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WINDOM.
1\!r. Wn.'l>Ol\1 rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WINDOM, how say yon T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. 'VlNDOM. For lack of jurisdiction, and without expressing
any opinion upon the evidence, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WITHERS.
Mr. WITHERS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator WITHERS, how say you 7
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WITHERS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WRIGHT.
Mr. WHIGHT rose.
The PRESIDENT pto tempore. 1\Ir. Senator WRIGHT, how say you 7

Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in tliis article T
1\fr. WRIGHT. lli. President, for reasons stated when the jurisdictional inquiry was before us, I have no difficulty upon that point.
If I had, I should feel that the resolve of the Senate had settled it for
me in the present attitude of this case, and that it most so remain
until reversed or set aside; but because, as I understand it, a conviction under this article is asked for bribery as defined by the statute,
as by that statute the accused must have received, a.sked, or acceptep
the money or other thing with intent to have his decision or action
on some question, matter, cause, or proceeding influenced thereby,
and as the testimony so far from satisfying me of this cardinal fact,
this intent, this influence, the very pivot or hinge on which the whole
offense of bribery turns-! say because it does not satisfy me upon
this point beyond a reasonable doubt, and because it is quite wanting
in everything like directness and force or any approach to conclusiveness, (and I am not called to go beyond this,) I feel bonnd to vote
"not guilty." My gronnds for this conclusion I shall state more at
length in the brief opinion which I shall file under the rule.
Mr. COCKRELL. 1\fr. President, I desire to state that my colleague, Mr. BOGY, is detained at home in consequence of the death of
his daughter.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempote. The Secretary will read the names
of those voting.
The SP-cretary read the names of those voting gnilty, and not guilty,
as follows:
. GUILTY-Messrs. :Bayard, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cockrell, Cooper,
Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Edmunds, Gordon, Hamilton, Harvey. Hitchcock, Kelly,
Kernan, Key, McCreery, McDonald, Merrimon, Mit{lhell, Morrill, Norwood, Oglesby, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Shetman, Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte, and Withers-35.
NOT GUILTY-Messrs. AllisOn, Anthony, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wiscon.
sin, Christiancy, Conkling, Conove!J Cragin, Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry, .Frelinghuysen,
Hamlin, Howe Ingalls, .Jones of .i'jeva<ra, Logan, McMillan, Paddock, Patterson,
Spencer, W~st, Windom, and Wright-25.

Mr. CONKLING. I inquire whether one additional member of the
Senate was not present and so announced f
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. He was, but did not vote. On this
article 35 Senators vote" guilty" and 25 Senators vot.e "not guilty,"
and one baa declined to vote. Two-thirds of the members present
not sustaining the first article, the respondent is acquitted upon this
article. The Secretary will read the next article.
The Secretary read article 2, as follows :
ARTICLE IT.
That said William W. Belknap, while he was in office as Secretary of War of
the United Stares of America, did, at the city of Wa bin~ton. in the District of
Columbia, on the 4th day of November, 1873, willfully COlTuptly, and unlawfully
take and receive from one Caleb P. Marsh the sum of $1,500, m consideration that
he would continue to permit one John S. Evans w maintain a trading establishment
at Fort Sill, a. military post of the United States, which said establishment saitl
Bellrnap, as Secretary of War as aforesaid, was authorized by law top rmit to be
maintained at said military post, and which the said Evans had been before that
time appointed by said Beili:nap to maintain; and that said Bellrnap, a.~ Secretary
of War as aforesaid, for said conside-ration, did corruptly permit the said Evans to
continue to maintain the said trading establishment at said military post. And so
the said Bellrnap was thereby guilty, while he was Secretary of War, of a high
misdemeanor in his said office.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will call the roll of
Senators alphabetically.
The SECRETARY. lli. ALCORN.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ALLisON.
1\fr. ALLISON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ALLISON, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. ALLISON. Mr. President, I a.uswer "not guilty;" basing my
vote upon this article on the same gronnd that I stated in regard
to the first article, namely, that Mr. Belknap when impeached by the
House of Representatives was a private citizen and not a civil officer
of the United States within the meaning of the Constitution.
TheSECRETARY. Mr.ANTHONY.
1\Ir. ANTHONY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ANTHONY, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. ANTHONY. Believing that the respondent was not a civil
officer of the United States, and was noti liable to impeachment when
impeachment was voted by the House of Representatives, I say" not
guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. BARNUl\:1,
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BAYARD.
Mr. BAYARD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BAYARD, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. BAYARD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOGY.
No tesponse.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOOTH.
Mr. BOOTH rose.
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BOOTH, how say yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of the
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
misdemeanor as charged in this article t
Mr. BOOTH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BouTWELL.
Mr. BOUTWELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BoUTWELL, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. BOUTWELL. I say" not guilty," and for the reasons stated in
connection with my vote upon the charges contained in the first
article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BRUCE.
Mr. BRUCE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BRUCE, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor aa charged in this article f
Mr. BRUCE. For the reasons already stated on the first article, I
answer" not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. BURNSIDE.
l1o response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania., rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator CAMERO:N, how eay
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor aa charged in this article f
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of WIBconsin.
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ClliERON, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or nJt guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
lli. CAMERON, of Wisconsin. Not guilty, for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CHRISTIANCY.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CHRIBTIANCY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. CHRISTIA.NCY. For the reasons I have stated already in"Tegard to the first article, I say "not guilty."
' TheSECRETARY. ~fr.CLAYTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. COCKRELL.
· Mr. COCKRELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CoCKRELL, bow say yon f
Is ·the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. COCKRELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONKLING.
Mr. CONKLING rose.
. The PRESIDEN'l' pro tempore. Mr. Senator CoNKLING, how say yon!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. CONKLING. This impeachment being against a private citizen, who holds no civil office and held none when impeached, the Constitution, as I understand it, does not tolerate such a proceeding, and
therefore I vote "not guilty," not being permitted, owing to a cban~e
in the standing rule.s of the Senate made yesterday by twenty-siX
Senators, to express in any other way my judgment that the whole
proceeding is void.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONOVER.
M..r. CONOVER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mi-. Senator CoNOVER, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
.Mr. CONOVER. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. COOPER.
Mr. COOPER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator COOPER, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article!
Mr. COOPER. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CRAGIN.
Mr. CRAGIN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CRAGIN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor a.i charged in this article f
~fr. CRAGIN. Without attempting to decide whether the charges
against William W. Belknap as contained in this article are proven
or not proven, I vote "not guilty," for the same reasons that I gave for
my vote upon the first article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAVIS.
Mr. DAVIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DAVIS, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article!
Mr. DAVIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAWES.
Mr. DAWES rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DAWES, how say you f

Mr. DAWES. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DENNIS.
Mr. DENNIS rose.
The PRESIDE:KT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DENNIS, bo say yon!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a
high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. DENNIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DORSEY.
Mr. DORSEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DORSEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a'
high misdemeanor a.s charged in this article f
Mr. DORSEY. For the rea.sons already assigned, I vote" not guilty.'
TheSECRETARY. Mr.EATON.
Mr. EATON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator EATON, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged ia this article f
Mr. EATON. Not guilty, for the reasons which I gave aa governing my vote upon the first of these articles.
The SECRETARY. Mr. EDMUNDS.
Mr. EDMUNDS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ED~UNDS, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article!
~fr. EDMUNDS. Guilty.
•
The SECRETARY. Mr. FERRY.
Mr. FERRY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator FERRY, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. FERRY. Not guilty, for the same reasons upon which I based
my conclusion in connection with the first article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator FRELINGHUYSEN, how
say you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. .FRELINGHUYSEN. For the reasons I have given in response
to the first article and for the reason stated in my opinion which is
in the record, "not guilty."
·
The SECRETARY. Mr. GOLnTHWAITE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. GoRDON.
Mr. GORDON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator GORDON, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Bellruap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article t
Mr. GORDON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. llAMILTO:N.
Mr. HAMILTON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. ?tfr. Senator HAMILTON, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. HAMILTON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr.liA.MLIN.
Mr. HAMLIN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator liAMLIN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article !
Mr. HAMLIN. For the same reasons which I gave upon the first
-article, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. HARVEY.
Mr. HARVEY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator HARVEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this art-icle f
Mr. HARVEY. For the same reasons stated for my vote on the
first article, I vote on this article" guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. HITCHCOCK.
Mr. HITCHCOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HITCHCOCK, how say
you t Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HoWE.
Mr. HOWE rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1·e. Mr. Senator HoWE, how say yout
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article t
Mr. HOWE. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. INGALLS.
Mr. INGALLS rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tentpore. Mr. Senator INGALLS, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
lli. INGALLS. Upon the grounds previously assigned in my re·
s'ponse to the first article, I answer "not gnilty.''
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you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty ·of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. OGLESBY. Under the statement made before as applicable to
the first charge and to this alike, "guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. PADDOCK.
Mr. PADDOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator P ADDOCK,how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article !
Mr. PADDOCK. Believing that under a republican form of government like ours the impeachment rules of a. monarchical government like that of Great Britain should not furnish the light by which
the Constitution shall be interpreted, and that such jurisdiction as is
claimed in this case is without warrant of authority in the Con~titu
tion except through suc4 interpretation and for the reasons before
assigned, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. :Mr. PA'ITERSON.
Mr. ·P ATI'ERSON rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tem.p01·e. Mr. Senator PATTERSON, how say
yon! Is jibe respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as chargP.d in this article T
Mr. PATTERSON. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANDOLPH.
Mr. RANDOLPH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator RANDOLPH, how say
yon! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty ·
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANSOM.
Mr. RANSOM rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator RANSOM, how say you 1
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as char~ed in this article 7
Mr. RANSOM. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ROBERTSON.
Mr. ROBERTSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ROBERTSON, how say
yon Y Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. ROBERTSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SARGENT.
Mr. SARGENT rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator SARGENT, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
mi demeanor as charged in this article!
Mr. SARGENT. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SAULSBURY.
Mr. SAULSBURY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. Mr. Senator SAULSBURY, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not gullty
of a. high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. SAULSBURY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. MI·. SHARON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHERMAN.
Mr. SHERMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SHERMAN, bow say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belh.'llap, guilty or not guilty of n. high
misdemeanor as cha~ed in this article f
Mr. SHERMAN. uuilty.
The SECRETARY, l\!r. SPENCER.
Mr. SPENCER rose.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. Mr. Senator SPENCER, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor a-s charged in this article T
Mr. SPENCER. For reasons ·before stated I vote " not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. STEVE...~SON.
Mr. STEVENSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator STEVENSON, how say
yon! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. STEVENSON. Guilty.
.
The SECRETARY. Mr. THURMAN.
Mr. THURMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT '/}1'0 tempore. 1\Ir. Senator T:IIUIDIAN, how ay
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. THURMAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WADLEIGH.
Mr. WADLEIGH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WADLEIGH, how sa~
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
The SECRETARY. Mr. NORWOOD.
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article 7
Mr. NORWOOD rose.
Mr. WADLEIGH. Guilty.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator NORWOOD, how say
The SECRETARY. l\!r. WALLACE.
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
Mr. WALLACE rose.
a. high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WALLACE, how say
Mr. NORWOOD. Guilty.
you¥ Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
The SECRETARY. Mr. OGLESBY.
a high misdemeanor as cha,rged in this article f
·
Mr. OGLESBY rose.
Mr. W.AlJLACE. Guilty.
Tho PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator OGLESBY, how say

The SECRETARY. Mr. JOHNSTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ~oNEs, of Florida. ·
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JONES, of Nevada..
•
Mr. JONES, of Nevada, rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator JONES, how say you Y
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charge(! in this article T
Mr. JONES, of Nevada.. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KELLY.
Mr. KELLY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KELLY, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a. high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. KELLY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KERNAN.
Mr. KElli~AN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KERNAN, bow say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belk-nap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. KERNAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KEY.
Mr. KEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
miscleme:~,nor as charged in this article T
Mr. KEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. LOGAN.
Mr. LOGAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. 1\Ir. Senator LOGAN, how say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article Y
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, for the same reasons I stated for my
vote on the first article, and believing that this proceeding against a
private citizen is fraught with great danger in setting a precedent for
the unlawful exercise of power in the future, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. McCREERY.
Mr. McCREERY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro temporr.. Mr. Senator McCREERY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor a-s charged in this article l
Mr. McCREERY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McDONALD.
Mr. McDONALD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator McDoNALD, hew say
you f Is the respondent,. William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. McDONALD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McMILLAN.
Mr. McMILLAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator McAliLLAN, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. McMILLAN. Not guilty, for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MAxEY. •
Mr. MAXEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. 1\Ir. Senator MAxEY, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor a-s charged in this article T
Mr. MAXEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MERRIMON.
Mr. MERRIMON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr..Senator MERRIMON, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. MERRIMON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MITCHELL.
Mr. MITCHELL rose.
The PRESIDENT. pro tempore. Mr. Senator MITCHELL, how say
yon Y Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. MITCHELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORRILL.
Mr. MORRILL rose . ..
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MORRILL, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor aa charged in this article T
Mr. MORRILL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORTON.
No response.
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The SECRETARY. Mr. WEST.
1
•
Mr. WEST rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. Mr. Senator WEST, how say you T Is
the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor a-s charged in this article T
Mr. WEST. For the reasons already assigned by me in giving my
vote upon the first article, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WHYTE.
Mr. WHYTE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tem,pore. Mr. Senator WHYTE, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged by this article T
Mr. WHY'I'E. Guilty. .
The SECRETARY. Mr. WINDOM.
Mr. WINDOM rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator Wnroo~r, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. WINDOM. Believing the proceedings in this case to be void
for lack of jurisdiction, and without expressing an opinion upon the
evidence, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WIT.Iil:tRS.
Mr. WITHERS rose.
The PRESIDENT ~ro tempore. Mr. eenator WITHERS, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty ofahigh
misdemeanor as char$ed in this article T
Mr. WITHERS. tinilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WRIGHT.
Mr. WRIGHT rose.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempm·e. Mr. Senator WRIGHT~ how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor, as charged in this article T
Mr. WRIGHT. For reasons stated in gi;ving my vote under the first
article, which reasons I need not here repeat, I vote" not guilty."
The PRESIDENT pro ternpare. The Secretary will read the names
of those voting.
The Secretary read the names as follows :
GUILTY-Messrs. Bayard, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cockrell, Cooper,
Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Edmunds, Gordon, Hamilton, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kelly,
Kernan, Key, McCBOOry, McDonald, Maxey, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill, Nor.
wood, Oi!lesby, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sar~nt, Sanlsbury, Sherman, Ste.
venson, ·.l'hurrua.n, Wadleigh, Wallace, WhyW. and withers--36.
NOT GUILTY-Messrs. Allison, .Anthony, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of WIS·
con~ ChriBtia.ncy, Conklin{!, Conover, Cragin, Dorsey;Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghnysen, .ttamlin, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of N eva.da, Loga.n, McMillan, Paddock, Patterson, Spencer, West, Windom, and Wright--25.

The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. On this article thirty-six Senators
vote guilty and twenty-five Senators vote not guilty. Two-thirds of
the members present not sustaining the second article, the respondent
is acquitterl on this article. The Secretary will read the next article.
The Secretary read article 3, as follows :
ARTICLE

III.

That said Willia.m W. Belknap waa Secretary of War of the United States of
America before and dnring the month of October, 1870, and continued in office as
such Secretary of War until the 2d day: of March, 1876; that aa Secretary of War
aa aforesaid said :Belknap had authonty, nnder the laws of the United states, to
appoint a person to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill, a military post
of the United States, not in the vicinity of · any city or town; that on the lOth day
of October, 1870, said :Belknap, aa Secretary of War as aforesaid, did, at the city of
Washln~n, in the District of Columbia, appoint one John S. Evans to maintain
said traoin11: establishment at said military post, and that said John S. Evans by
virtue of said appointment, has since, till the 2d day of March, 1876, maintain~ a.
trading establishment at said military post, and that said Evans, on the 8th day of
October, 1870, before he was so appomted to maintain said trading establishment
aa aforesaid, and in order to proenre said appointment and to be continued therein,
agreed with one Caleb P. Marsh that, in consideration that said :Belknap would
appoint him, the said Evans~ to maintain said trading establishment at said mill·
tarv post, at the instance ana request of said Marsh, he, the said Evans, would pay
to him a large sum of money, quarterly, in .advance, from the date of his said appointment by said Belknap, to wit, $12,000 dnring the year immediately following
the lOth day of Octo~er, 1870, and other large ~mns of money, quarterly, dnrinp; each
year that he, the sru.d Evans, should be pernutted by said Belknap to maint.am said
trading establishment at said post; tha.t said Evans did, pay to said Marsh said sum
of money quarterly during each year after his said appointment, until the month of
Decemb~, 1875, w"hen t~e laat of said p_ayment.s was made; that said Marsh, upon
the rece1pt of each of srud payments, pa1d one-half thereof to him, the said Belknap.
Yet the said Belknap, well knowing these facts, and having the power to remove
said Evans from sa1d position at an~ time and t.o appoint some other person to
maintain said trading establishment, but criminally disrecrardincr his duty as Secr~tary of War and basely prostituting his high office to his_lustfor private gain,
d1d unlawfully and corruptly continne said Evans in said position and permit him
to maintain said establishment at said military poat dnring all of said time to the
p;reat injll!y and da~age of the officers and. sOldiers o~ the Army of the United
States sta?-oned at saJ.d P?St, aa w~ll as ~f em1~ts, fre1gbte.rs, and other citizens
of the Umted States, agamst public policy, ana to the great disgrace and detriment
of the public service; whereby the said William W. Belknap was, as Secretary of
War as aforesaid, guilty of hi.e;h crimes and misdemeanors in office.

The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. The Secretary will call the roll of
Senators.
The SECRETARY. Mr• .!Leo&..~.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ALLISON.
Mr. ALLISON rose.
The PRESIDENT p-ro tentpore. 1\Ir. Senator ALLISON, how say you?
Is_ the respon~ent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
cnmes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. ALLISON. For the reasons already assigned, I answer "not
guilty."
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The SECRETARY. Mr. ANTHONY.
Mr. ANTHONY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. Mr. Senator ANTHONY; how say
yout I!:! the respondent, William W. Belknap, gnilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. ANTHONY. For the reason assigned in my previous vote,
tha.t the respondent was not impeachable, I say "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. BARNUl\1.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BAYARD.
Mr. BAYARD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BAYARD, bow say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article?
Mr. BAYARD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOGY.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOOTH.
Mr. BOOTH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BooTH, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article 7
Mr. BOOTH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOUTWELL.
Mr. BOUTWELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BOUTWELL, bow say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. BOUTWELL. I say ''not guilty," for the reasons stated by me
in connection with my vote upon the charges set forth in the first
article.
·
The SECRETARY. Mr. BRUCE.
Mr. BRUCE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BRUCE, how say you T
Is ·the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. BRUCE. For want of jurisdiction, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. BURNSIDE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania, rose.
.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpwe. Mr. Senator CAMERON, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Guilty.
- The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin.
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. :Mr. Senator CAMERON, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in tb1s article f
:Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin. Not guilty, for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETA.kY. Mr. CHRISTIANCY.
.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CHRISTIANCY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. CHRISTIANCY. For the reasons I have already given in reference to the first article and for the further reason that neither this
article nor any other article of the impeachment could be held good
under the statute upon a motion in arrest of 'judgment in any criminal court, omitting, as it does, to charge the intent required by the
statute,. and, therefore, no statutory offense being charged and no
proof of such intent being of any avail where it is not charged in the
articles, and them being no article appropriate to an impeachable
offense independent of the statute, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. CLAYTON.
No response.
The SECRET.ARY. Mr. CocKRELL.
Mr. COCKRELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pm temp&e. Mr. Senator CocKRELL, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or _not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. COCKRELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. COl<I'KLING.
Mr. CONKLING rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CoNKLL.~G, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article Y
Mr. CONKLING. To vote guilty on this impeachment I must on
my oath find three things : first, that impeachment will lie against a.
private citizen holding no civil office; second, that the acts charged
are impeachable; and third, that they are proved. I cannot find the
first of these things, and therefore I mnst vote "not guilty," in which
vote I consider no question except t.be first one,-the question of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONOVER.
Mr. CONOVER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CONOVER, how say
you 7 Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
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:Air. CONOVER. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. :Mr. COOPER.
Mr. COOPER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CooPER, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article t
Mr. COOPER. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CRAGIN.
Mr. CRAGIN rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator CRAGIN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. CRAGIN. My judgment tells me to vote "not guilty," for the
reason that I am of opinion that the Senate has no jurisdiction to try
or convict said Belknap on any charges whatsoever, because he is not,
and was not at the time of his impeachment by the House of Representatives, a civil officer within the meaning of the Constitution of
the United States.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAVIS.
Mr. DAVIS rose.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DAVIS, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. DAVIS. Guilty.
'
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAWES.
Mr. DAWES rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempm·e. Mr. Senator DAWEB, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. DAWES. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DENNIS.
Mr. DENNIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DENNIS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. DENNIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DORSEY.
Mr. DORSEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. :Mr. Senator DORSEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
:Mr. DORSEY. For the rea-son I assigned in voting on the preceding articles, I repeat the vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. EATON.
Mr. EATON rose.
/
The PRESJpENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator EATON, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. EATON. Not guilty. I am governed in this vote by the same
reasons which I gave in announcing my vote on the .first article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. EDMUNDS.
Mr. EDMUNDS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator EDMUNDS, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. EDMUNDS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. FERRY.
Mr. FERRY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator FERRY, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. FERRY. For a like rea.son to that given on articles 1 and 2a want of jurisdiction-! vote" not guilty."
The SECRETARY': Mr. FRELINGBUYSEN.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. Mr. Renator FRELINGHUYSEN, how
say you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article !
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. For the reasons I have already given,
"not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. GOLDTHWAITE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. GORDON.
Mr. GORDON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempon. Mr. Senator GORDON, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. GORDON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. liAMILTON.
Mr: HAMILTON rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator !LunLToN, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. HAMILTON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ffAMuN.
Mr. HAMLIN rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o temp(}re. Mr. Senator HAML~, bow say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and mi:«<emeanors as charged in this article f

Mr. HAMLIN. For reasons given upon the first article, "notgnilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. HARVEY.
Mr. HARVEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HARVEY, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. HARVEY. For the reasons stated in connection with my vote
on the first article, I vote on this article" guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. HITCHCOCK.
Mr. IDTCHCOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HITCHCOCK, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~uilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors ~s charged in this article T
Mr. IDTCHCOCK. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HoWE.
Mr. HOWE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HoWE, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. HOWE. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. INGALLS.
Mr. INGALLS r~se.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore.. Mr. Senator INGALLS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. INGALLS. For the same rea-sons and upon the sa~e grounds
heretofore assigned, I answer "not guilty."
'lhe SECRETARY. Mr. JOHNSTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JONES, of Florida.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JO!\"ES, of Nevada.
Mr. JONES, of Nevada, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator JONES, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. JONES, of Nevada. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KELLY.
Mr. KELLY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KELLY, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. KELLY. Gnil,ty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KER..'UN.
Mr. KERNAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KERNAN, how say you f
Is the respondent, Wtlliam W. Belknap, guilty or not gu.ilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. KERNAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KEY.
Mr. KEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator KEY, how say you f Is
the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdeme~nors as charged in this article!
Mr. KEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. LOGAN.
Mr. LOGAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator LOGAN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, this proceeding being in direct opposition to t.he well-established construction of the Constitution of the
United States for over three-quarters of a century, and believing that
it was never contemplated by the framers of our fundamental law
that private citizens should be arraigned and tried before the Senate
of the United States on articles of impeachment in order to follow
old English precedents, but that thi8 was one of the things intended
to be avoided, and for the reasons heretofore given for my vote on
the first article, I vote "not guilty.",
The SECRETARY. Mr. McCREERY.
Mr. McCREERY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator McCREERY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article 7
Mr. McCREERY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McDONALD.
Mr. McDONALD rose.
The PRESIDENT p7'o tempore. Mr. Senator McDONALD, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors a~ charged in this article f
:Mr. McDONALD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McMILLAN.
Mr. McMILLAN rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator McMILLAN, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. McMILLAN. Not guilty, for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MAXEY.
Mr. MAXEY rose.
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MAXEY, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. MAXEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MERRIMON.
1ir. 1\IERRThiON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator l\lERRIMON, how say
yon T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. MERRIMON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MITCHELL.
Mr. MITCHE.L L rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MITCHELL, how say
yon T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. :MITCHELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORRILL.
Mr. MORRILL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator MORRILL, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. MORRILL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. NORWOOD.
Mr. NORWOOD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator NORWOOD, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. NORWOOD. Guilty.
·
The SECRETARY. Mr. OGLESBY.
Mr. OGLESBY rose. /
'l:he PRESIDENT P'ro tempore. Mr. Senator OGLESBY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. OGLESBY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. PADDOCK.
Mr. PADDOCKrose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o ternpore. Mr. Senator PADDOCK, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. PAD DOCK. For the reasons before assigned, and without reference to the matters charged in the article, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. PATTERSON.
Mr. PATTERSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. :Mr. Senator PATTERSON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. PATTERSON. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANDOLPH.
Mr. RANDOLPH rose.
'rhe PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator RANDOLPH, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. RANDOLPH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANSOM.
-Mr. RANSOM rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. lrlr. Senator RANSOM, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
1\!r. RANSOM. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ROBERTSON.
Mr. ROBERTSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpo1·e. Mr. Senator ROBERTSON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. ROBERTSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SARGENT.
Mr. SARGENT rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator SARGENT. How say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article t
Mr. SARGENT. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SAULSBURY.
Mr. SAULSBURY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SAULSBURY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SAULSBURY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHARON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHERMAN.
Mr. SHERMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SHERMAN, how say
yon T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SHERMA....~. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SPENCER.
Mr. SPENCER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. ~Ir. Senator SPl:NCER1 how say you f
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Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SPENCER. For the reasons I have already stated I vote "not
guilty."
THE SECRETARY. Mr. STEVE..""SON.
Mr. STEVENSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator STEVENSON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. STEVENSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. THURMAN.
Mr. THURMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator THun~rAN, how say
you f Is the re.~pondent, William W. Belknap, ~uilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
~Ir. THURMAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WADLEIGH.
Mr. ADLEIGH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WADLEIGH, how say
you J Is the respondent William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WADLEIGH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WALLACE.
1Ir. WALLACE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WALLACE, how say
you t Is the responde.nt, William
Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WALLACE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. ~Ir. WEST.
Mr. 'VEST rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator WEST, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WEST. For the reason already assigned by me in giving my
vote on the first article, I vote ''net guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WHYTE.
Mr. WHYTE rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. ~Ir. Senator WHYTE, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WHYTE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WINDOM.
Mr. WINDOM rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator WINDO~I, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
J.Ir. WIND0:\:1. For reasons already assigned, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WITHERS.
Mr. WITHERS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator WITHERS, how say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. WITHERS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WRIGHT.
Mr. WRIGHT rose.
The PRESIDENT pm tempore. Mr. Senator WRIGHT, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. WRIGHT. I believe we have jurisdiction to determine the
question. I decide the case upon the fa.ct,s, on the testimony alone,
and upon this testimony I find the defendant" not guilty)'
The PRESIDENT pro tenlpore. The Secretary will read the names
of the Senators voting.
The Secretary read a.s follows :

'V

,V.

GUILTY-Messrs. Bayard, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cockrell, Cooper,
Davis, Di!.wes Dennis, Edmunds, Gordon, Hamilton, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kelly,
Kernan, Key, McCreery, 1\loDonald, Maxey,Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill, Norwood,
Oglesby, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, Stevenson,
Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte, and Withers-36.
NOT GUILTY-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin, Christiancy, Conkling, Conover, Cra.~ Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry,. Freilllghnysen,
Hamlin, Howe, Ingalls Jones of Nevada, Logan, .McMillan, Paudock, Patterson,
Spencer, West, Windom, and Wright-25.

The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. On this article 3'0 Senators vote
guilty and 25 Senators not guilty. Two-thirds of the members present not sustaining the third article, the respondent is acquitted on
this article. The next article will be read.
The Secretary read as follows :
ARTICLE IV.
That said William W. Belknap, while h~ was in office and acting a.s Secretary of
War of the United Stat.es of America., did, on the lOth day of October, 1870, in the
exercise of the power and authority vested in hlm a.s Secretary of War at~ aforesaid
by law, appoint one John S. Evans to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill,
a milit;ary post of the United States, and he, the said Bclknap, did receive, from one
Caleb P. Marsh, large sums of money for and in considemtion of his having soappointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain said trading establishment at said nillitary
post, and for continuing him therein, whereby he has boon guilty of high crimes
and misdemeanors in his said office.
Specificationl.-On or about the 2d day of November, 1870, said William W. Bel·
knap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid. did receive from Caleb P. Marsh: ...1~500,
in consideration of his having appointed saitl JohnS. Evans to maintain a u-a.aing
establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and for continuing him therein.
Specification 2.-0n or about the 17t.h day of January, 1871, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of Warasaforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
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1,500, in consideration of his having appoint•d said .Tohn S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and for continuing him therein.
Specification 3.-0n or about the 18th day of April, 1871, the said William W. Bel·
knap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
1,500, in consideration of his having appointed said J obn S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuina him therein.
Specification 4.-0n or about the 25th day of .Tuly, 18TI, tte said William W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid., did receive from aid Caleb P. Marsh
1,500, in consideration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a
trading e tablishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 5.-0n or about the 10th day of November, l!l71, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, diclreceivefromsaid Caleb P. Marsh
1,500, ill consideration of his having appointed said .Tohn S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 6.-0n or about the 15th day of .January, 1872, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
61,500, in consideration of his having appointed said .Tohn S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuina him therein.
Specification 7.-0n or about the 13th day of June, 1872, llie said William W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
$1,500, in consideration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Specijieatitm 8.-0n or about the 22d day of November, 002, the said William W.
Beflrnay, while Secret.aryof War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
1,500, ill consideration of his having appointed said .Tchn S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 9.-0n or about the 28th day of April, 1873, the said William W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
1,000, in consideration of his havin~ appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a
trailing e tablishment at Fort Sill atoresaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 10.-0n or about the 16th day of .rune, 1B73, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P . .Marsh
$1,700, m cooaideration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evan.s to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Speci.ji.caticn 11.-0n or about the 4th day of November, 1873l the said William
W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive trom said Caleb P.
Marsh 1,500, in consideration of his having appointed said .Tohn S. Evans to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
SpecijicatUm 12.-0n or about the 22d day of .Tanuar:y, 1874, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did recetvefromsaidCaleb P. Marsh
1,500, ill consideration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a
tradin~; establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 13.-0n or about the lOth day of April, 1874, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
$1,500, ill consideration of his hann~ appointed said John S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill atoresaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 14.-0n or about the 9th day of Oot<>ber, 1874, th5 said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
$1,500, in consideration of his having appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a
trailing establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, s.nd continuing him therein.
Specification 15.-0n or about the 24th day of May, 1875, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Caleb P. Marsh
1,500, ill consideration of his ha.vincr appointed said .Tohn S. Evans to maintain a
trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.
Spjlcijication 16.-0n or about the 17th day of November, 1875, the said William
W. Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Calob P.
Marsh 1,500, in consideration of his havin_g appointed said JohnS. Evans to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill atoresaid, and continuing him therein.
Specification 17.-0n or about the 15th day of .January, 1876, the said William W.
Belknap, while Secretary of War as aforesaid, did receive from said Calob P. Marsh
$750, in consideration of his ha~.g appointed saicl John S. Evans to maintain a
a trading establishment at Fort Sill aforesaid, and continuing him therein.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will call tbe'rolL
The SECRETARY. Mr. ALCOR~.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ALLISON.
Mr. ALLISON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ALLISON, how say you 7
Is there pondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. ALLISON. For the reasons I have already stated, I answer
" not guilty."
·
The SECRETARY. Mr. ANTHONY.
Mr. ANTHONY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tempore. Mr. Senator .A....'iTHONY, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
!t!r. ANTHONY. For the reason I have already stated, that therespondent is not impeachable, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. B~TUM.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BAYARD.
Mr. BAYARD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DAyAim, bow say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and mi~demeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. BAYARD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. :Mr. BOGY.
.No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. Boom.
Mr. BOOTH rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tcr.tpore. Mr. Senator Boom, bow say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. BOOTH. Guilty. Holding aa I do that the question of jurisdiction has been decided by a vote competent to decide it, and is not
now before this tribunal at all, and that it can be raised at any time
before :final judgment as a distinct question, and that it is always
and under all circumstances a question distinct from that of fact,
and that the question of fact as to gnilt or innocence is the only one
upon which the Constitution requires a co~currence of two-thirds,
and believing further that the testimony is conclusive of guilt and

that I am only called upon to vote on the question of guilt or innocence, I vote "guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOUTWELL.
Mr. BOUTWELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BouTWELL, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanOJ;s as charged in this article T
·
Mr. BOUTWELL. I say "not guilty," for ·the reasons stated in
connection with my vote on the first article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BRUCE.
l!ir. BRUCE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tem.pore.. Mr. Senator BRUCE, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemt3anors as charged in this article T
Mr. BRUCE. For the reMOns stated in connection with my vote
on the first and all other articles, I answer " not guilty."
The SECRETARY. :Mr. BURNSIDE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CAMERON, bow say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as char~ed in this article t
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvarua. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin.
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CAMERON, buw say yon T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilts of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article !Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin. Not guilty, for want of juri diction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CHRISTIANCY.
Mr. CHRISTIANCY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CHRISTIANCY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article Y
!t!r. CHRISTIA.NCY. For reasons already given under other articles, I say" not guilty," and for a further reason which I might state.
Believing t.hat t.his Senate sitting as a court has no constitutional
power to try thb impeachment and that the decision of less than a
majority of two-thil'ds in favor of jurisdiction is of no more validity
~han the same vote would be upon the facts, and that the question of
jurisdiction is always involved in every conviction, for these reasons
I vo~e ''not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. CLAYTON.
No response.
The SEDRETARY. Mr. COCKRELL.
Mr. COCKRELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CocKRELL, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
:Mr. COCKRELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. COXK!n'G.
Mr. CONKLING rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CoNKLING, bow say
you 7 Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty IJr not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this articlb 7
Mr. CONKLING. This being the first attempt in our histot:y to
stretch political power of impeachment over all the citizens of the
United States, I vote "not guilty" as the only mode of recording my
judgment against such a doctrine; and I so vote with a sense of relief arising from the fact that the reBpondent is triable and is now in
fact indir.ted under statutes which impose on him, if convicted, in
addition to other punishments, perpetual disability to hold office ;
and this is all which could follow a conviction here.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONOVER.
Mr. CONOVER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CoNOVER, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
!t!r. CONOVER. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. :Mr. COOPER. ·
Mr. CO.OPER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CooPER, how say you t
Is the respondent, Willia.m W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. COOPER. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CRAGIN.
Mr. CRAGIN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CRAGIN, how say you 7
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article'
Mr. CRAGIN. Mr. President, I condemn the acts charged against
the respondent in this article, and I am inclined to think the proof
sustains the charges; but for the rea ons which I have given for voting not guilty on former articles, that this Senate has no jurisdiction
to try a private citizen, I am compelled to vote "not guilty."
The SEClmTARY. Mr. DAVIS.
I 1\Ir. DAVIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Sen~tor DAVIS, how say you f
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Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
·
crimes and misdemoa.nors as charged in this article f
Mr. DAVIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAWES.
Mr. DAWES rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator DAWES, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. DAWES. Believing that the question of jurisdiction has been
settled by the expressed opinions of the framers of the Constitution
and by the unbroken precedents in all our political history, and believing that the allegations have been sustained by the evidence, I
vote " c:ruilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. DENNIS.
Mr. DENNIS rose.
The PRESIDEl\'T pro temprn·e. Mr. Senator DENNIS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belk:na.p, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. DENNIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DORSEY.
Mr. DORSEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DORSEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. DORSEY. For the reason that the Senate has no jurisdiction
to try this article or any other, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. EATON.
Mr. EATON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator EATON, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article t
Mr. EATON. My vote on this article is governed by the same
reasons which have heretofore governed me; I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. EDMUNDS.
Mr. ED~IDNDS rose.
,
The PRESIDENT pro tentpm·e. Mr. Senato1· EDMUNDS, how say
you f IM the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. EDMUNDS. Guilty.
TheSECRETARY. Mr.FERRY.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator FERRY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. FERRY. For the same reasons which I expressed as governing my judgment on article 1 and other articles, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator FRELINGHUYSEN, how
say yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not
guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in t.his article f
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. For the reasons I have already indicated,
" not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. GoLDTHWAITE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. GoRDON.
Mr. GORDON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ten1pore. Mr. Senator GORDON, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
"crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. GORDON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr.liAMILTON.
Mr. HAMILTON lose.
The PRESIDENT wo tentpore. Mr. Senator HAl\fiLTON, how say
yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. HAMILTON. Guilty.
.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HAMLIN.
Mr. HAMLIN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tenlpore. Mr. Senator HAMLIN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. HAMLIN. Believing the proceedings in this case in violation
of the unbroken precedents of the Government from the day of its
foundation to the present time, and believing that none but a civil
officer named in the Constitution is the subject oi impeachment., and
believing the proceeding one which may well and ought to alarm the
nnblic, and also for the reasons which I have already given, I vote
1' not guilty."
The SECRETARY. 1\Ir. HARVEY.
:Mr. HARVEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro temp01·e. Mr. Senator HARVEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this articlef
Mr. HARVEY. For the reasons given in connection with my vote
on the first article, I vote "guilty" on this article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HITCHCOCK.
Mr. HITCHCOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. 1\Ir. Senator HITCHCOCK, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
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Mr. HITCHCOCK. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\Ir. HoWE.
l\fr. HOWE rose.
The PRESIDENT pto tenzpore. Mr. Senator HoWE, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty of high crimes and
misdemeanors as charged in this article T
1\Ir. HOWE. Not guilty. I have already indicated the reasons
which control all my votes.
The SECRETARY. Mr. INGALLS.
Mr. INGALLS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator INGALLS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William \V. Belknap, guilty of high crimes and
misdemeanors as charged in this article T
Mr. INGALLS. Having heard no satisfactory or sufficient reasons
for changing my previous opinion, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. JOHNSTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JONES, of Florida.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JoNES, of Nevada.
1\fr. JONES, of Nevada, rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tenlpote. Mr. Senator JoNEs, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
1\Ir. JONES, of Nevada. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\Ir. KELLY.
1\fr. KELLY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpote. 1\Ir. Senator KELLY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Bel.b.."nap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors aa charged in this article f
Mr. KELLY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\!r. KER..'UN.
1\fr. KERNAN rose.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. 1\Ir. Senator KERNAN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. KERNAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KEY.
1\fr. KEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator KEY, how say you t Is
the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
1\lr. KEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. LOGAN.
1\fr. LOGAN ro e.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator LOGAN, bow say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as cha.rged.- in this article T
1\lr. LOGAN. Mr. President, I condemn the conduct of the responf.:ent as strongly as any one; but there being no foundation either in
the Constitution or tLe well-settled precedents of this country for
this proceeding, in my judgment the proceeding is void. This power
of trial should never be exercised by the Senate of the United States
except in cases clearly within the me:ming of the Constitution. This
case not being one of that character should not ha.v e been entertained
by tho Senate at all; and for the reasons heretofore given in connection with my vote on the preceding articles, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. McCREERY.
1\Ir. McCREERY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Mr. Senator McCREERY, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. McCREERY. Guilty.
The RECRETARY. Mr. McDONALD.
Mr. McDONALD rose.
.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator 1\IcDo-sALD, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~uiltyor not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
1\fr. McDONALD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\Ir. McMILLAN.
~Ir. Mc~llLLAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ternpore. Mr. Senator McMILLAN, how say
yon Y Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. McMILLAN. Not guilty for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. 1\lr.MA.XEY.
Mr. :MAXEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MAxEY, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap! guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors aa charged in this article T
1\Ir. MAXEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. ~lr. l\IElmrnoN.
1\Ir. 1\fERRThlON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator MERRiliON, how say
you Y Is the respondent guilty or not guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in tllis article 1
1\lr. MERRIMON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. l\IITCHELL.
Mr. MITCHELL rose.
Tile PRESIDENT pro tempore. 1\Ir. Senator MITCHELL, how say
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yon f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes ancl misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. MITCHE.L L. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORRILL.
Mr. MORRILL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr Senator MORRILL, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article !
Mr. MORRILL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. NORWOOD.
Mr. NORWOOD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator NonwooD, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. NORWOOD. ·Guilty.
The SECRETARY. ?tb. OGLESBY.
Mr. OGLESBY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o temppre. Mr. Senator OGLESBY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William \V. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. OGLESBY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. PADDOCK.
Mr. PADDOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator PADDOCK, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. PADDOCK. For the reasons before assigned, and excluding
any question of fact as charged in this article, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. PA'ITERSON.
Mr. PATTERSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1;e. Mr. Senator PATTERSOY, how say
you! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~nilt.v or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. PATTERSON. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\fr. RANDOLPH.
Mr. RANDOLPH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator RANDOLPH, how say
yon! Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~nil ty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors aa charged in this article!
Mr. RANDOLPH. Guilty.
TheSECRETARY. Mr.R~~SOM.
Mr. RANSOM: rose.
The PRESIDENT P''O tempo1·e. Mr. Senator RANSOM, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilpy or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. RANSOM. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. :Mr. ROBERTSON.
Mr. ROBERTSON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator RoBERTSON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. ROBERTSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SARGENT.
?tir. SARGENT rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SARGENT, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or.not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SARGENT. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SAULSBURY.
Mr. SAULSBURY rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o lentpore. Mr. Senator SAULSBURY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SAULSBURY. Guilty.
.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHARON.
No response.
TheSECRETARY. MI.SHE~
Mr. SHERMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo-re. Mr. Senator SHERMAN, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. SHERMAN. Guilty.
TheSECRETARY. Mr.SPENCER.
Mr. SPENCER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator SPENCER, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belk""Dap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. SPENCER. For the reasons I have already stated, I vote "not
guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. STEVENSON.
Mr. STEVENSON rose.
The PRESIDENT JJro ten1pore. Mr. Senator STEVENSON, bow say
you i Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes ancl misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. STEVEl~SON. Guilty.
Tha SEClmT,A.RY. Mr. THURMAN.
M.I·. THURUAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senato~ THUR."\1AN 7 how say

you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. THURMAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WADLEIGH.
Mr. WADLEIGH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator WADLEIGH, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdem~anors as charged in this article!
Mr. WAD LEIGH. .Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WALLACE.
Mr. W .ALLACE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro t.empor9. Mr. Senator WALLACE, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
high crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WALLACE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WEST.
Mr. WEST rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tentpore. Mr. Senator WEST, how say you f
Is the respondent, ·william W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. WEST. For the reason already assigned in connection with
my first vote, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WHYTE.
Mr. WHYTE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. .Mr. Senator WHYTE, howsayyouf
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article f
Mr. WHYTE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WINDOM.
Mr. WINDOM rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WINDOM, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. WINDOM. For reasons already stated, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WITHERS.
Mr. WITHERS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator 'VITllERS, bow say you.f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. WITHERS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\Ir, WRIGHT.
Mr. WRIGHT rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. senator WRIGHT, how say yon!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of high
crimes and misdemeanors as charged in this article!
Mr. WRIGHT. On my responsibility as a member of this court I
am to answer whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty as charged
in this article. I have nothing to do with anything else. Looking at
the testimony and giving to it all its weight, I feel constmined to say
that the article is not.sustained by that weight of testimony required
in this court and all courts exercising like jurisdiction. I vote "not
guilty."
The names of those voting guilty and not guilty, respectively, were
read, as follows:
GUILTY-Messrs. Bayaro, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania, Cockrell, Cooper,
Davis, Dawes, Dennis, Edmunds, ~rdon, Hamilton, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kelly,
Kernan, Key, McCreer.v, McDonald, Maxey, Merriman, Mitchell, Morrill, Nor.
wood, Oglesby, Randolph, R:msom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman, St~
venson, Thurman, Wailleigh, Wallace, Whyte, and Withers-36.
NOT GUU.TY-Messrs. Allison, Anthony, Boutwell, Bruce, Cameron of Wis·
consin, Uhristiancy, Conkling, Conover, Cra~. Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuy.
sen, }Iamlin, Howe, Ingalls, Jones of N evaaa. Logan, McMillan, Paddock, Patter.
son, Spencer, West~ Windom, and Wrigbt-25.
•

The P.H.ESIDENT pro tentpore. On this article 36 Senators vote
and 25 Senators vote "not guilty." Two-thirds not sustaming it, the respondent is acquitted on the fourth article. The
next article will be read.
The Secretary read aa follows :
"~ilty,"

•
.ARTICLE V.
That one John S. Evans was, on the lOth day of Oct-ober, in the year 1870, appointed by the said Belknap to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill, a
military post on the frontier, not in the vicinity of any cit:v or town, and sa~d B~l·
knap did, from that day continuously to the 2d. day of :March, 1876, perm.1t sa1d
Evans to maintain the same; and said Belknap was induced to make Raid appointment by the influence and request of one Caleb P. Marsh; and said Evans paid to
said Marsh, in consideration of such influence and request and in consideration
that be should thereb.:y induce said Belknap to make said appointment, divers large
sums of money at >anous times, amounting to about 1.2,000 a year from the date
of said appointment to the 25th clay of March, 1872, and t() about $6,000 a year thereBelknap clid, in consideration that i1e would VE:rmit said E"\'ans to continue to mainafter until the 2d day of March, 18i6, all wh1ch said Belknap well knew; yet said
tnin said trading e»tablishment and in order that said payments mi~ht continue
and be made by said Evans t{) said Marsh as aforesaid, corruptly rece1ve from said
Marsh, either to his, the said Belknap's, own use or to be paid ov('r to the wife of
said Belknap, di;ers lar«e sutna af money at various times, namely : the sum of
$1 500 on or about the 2cl aay of ·November, 1870; the sum of l,!:iOOon or about the
17th day of January, 18il; the sum of$1,500on or auoutthe lHth day of .April, 18il;
the sum of $1,500 on or about the 25th tlay of July, l t:\71; the sum of 1,500 on or
about the lOth day of November, 1811 ; the sum of $1,500 on or about the 15th day
of January, 1872; the sum of 1,500on or about the 13th day of June, 1 72; tho sum
of 1,500 on or about the22tl day of November, 1872; the sum ofel,OOO on or about
the 28th day of .April, 1873; the sum of ~1,700 on or a'Jout the ltith day of Juno,
1873; the sum of 1,5GO on or about the 4th day of Novombm:, 1873; the sum of
e1,500 on or about the 22d day of January, 1874; the sum of $1,50\l.on or about the lOtll
day of .April, 1874; the snm of $1,500 on or about the 9th day of Octuher, 1874; the
sum of 1,500 on or about the 24th day of May, 1875; the sum of $1,500 on or about
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the 17t.h day of November, 1875; the sum of $750 on or about the 15th day of Jann·
ary, 1876; all of which acts and doings were while the said Belknap was Secretar,y
of War of the United States, as aforesaid, and were a high misdemeanor in said
office.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Secretary will call the names.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ALcoRN.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ALLisON.
Mr. ALLISON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ALLisoN, how say you t
Ia the respondentt William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as cnarged in this article f
Mr. .A.L.LISON. For reasons already a.ssigned, I answer" not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. ANTHON¥.
Mr. ANTHONY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ANTHONY, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a. high misdemeanor us charged in this article f
Mr. ANTHONY. For the reason already stated by me, believing
that the respondent is not liable to impe3Chment, I answer "not
gnilty."
The SECRETARY~ Mr. BARNUM.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BAYARD.
Mr. BAYARD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BAYARD, how say you 7
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article '
Mr. BAYARD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BOGY.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. Boom.
Mr. BOOTH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator Boom, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
. Mr. BOOTH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BouTWELL.
Mr. BOUTWELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BouTWELL, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not-guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. BOUTWELL. I say "not guilty," for reasons stated in connection with my vote on the first article.
The SECRETARY. Mr. BRUCE.
Mr. BRUCE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator BRUCE, how say you t
Is the respondent, Will~am W. Belknap, gnilty or not guilty of a. high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. BRUCE. For want of jurisdiction, I answer" not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. BURNSIDE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania.
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania, rose.
•
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CAMERON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. CAMERON, of Pennsylvania. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin.
Mr. CAMERON,·of Wisconsin, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CAMERON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty
of a. high misdemeanor as charged in this article l
Mr. CAMERON, of Wisconsin. Not guilty for want of jurisdiction.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CHRISTIANCY.
~. CHRISTIANCY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CHRISTIANCY, how say
you' Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. CHRISTIANCY. For reasons already given in relation to pre·
ceding articles, I answer "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. CLAYTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CoCKRELL.
Mr. COCKRELL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CocKRELL, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor a.s charged in this article f
Mr. COCKRELL. Guilty.
,
The SECRETARY. Mr. CONKLING.
Mr. CONKLING rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CoNKLING, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr: CONKLING. Joseph Story and every other commentator on
the Constitution who has treated the question, as far as I know, having solemnly recorded their judgments against the legal possibility
of trying private citizens by the political remedy of impeachment, I
vote "not ~ty" in order to followthem in holding this proceeding
utterly void.
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The SECRETARY. Mr. Co~OVER.
1\fr. CONOVER rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempo1·e. Mr. Senator CONOVER, l10wsa.y you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemc:mor as charged in this article f
Mr. CONOVER. Not guilty.
TheSECRETARY. Mr.CooP~
Mr. COOPER rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator CooPER, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. COOPER. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. CRAGIN.
Mr. CRAGIN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator CRAGIN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as char~ed in this article f
Mr. CRAGIN. Believing that I have no constitutional right to
convict a man when the Constitution denies to me the right to try
him, I vote" not guilty."
The SECRETARY. l\fr. DAVIS.
Mr. D.A.VIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. Mr. Senator DAVIS, hew say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a
high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. DAVIS. GoUty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DAWES.
Mr. D.A.WES rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator DAWES, how say you f
Is the respondent, William ,V, Belknap, gnilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor 8.8 charged in this article f
Mr. DAWES. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. :Mr. DEIDt~s.
Mr. DENNIS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator DEmus, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
.Mr. DENNIS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. DORSEY.
Mr. DORSEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senat.or DoRSEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. DORSEY. For the reasons already assigned, "n~t guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. EATON.
Mr. EATON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. lir. Senator EATON, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
:Mr. EATON. Not guilty. The same reasons apply to this arti.c le
as applied to the former ones.
The SECRETARY. Mr. EDMUNDS.
Mr. EDMUNDS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator Emm:r-."DS, how say you f
Is the re8pondent, William W. Belknap, goUty or not guilty of a. high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. EDMUNDS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. FERRY.
Mr. FERRY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro t-empore. Mr. Senator FERRY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
.Mr. FERRY. For the same rea-sons given in connection with the
first article, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. FRELINGHUYSE..~.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSENrose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator FRELINGHUYSEN, how
say you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. FRE.L INGHUYSEN. For the same reaB(>nS I have already
stated, "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. GOLDTHWAITE.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. GORDON.
Mr. GORDON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator GORDON, how sayyouf
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as ch:uged in this article f
.Mr. GORDON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HAMILTON.
Mr. HAMILTON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HAMILTON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article t
Mr. IUMILTON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HAMLIN.
1\:lr. H.A.l\1LIN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HAMLIN, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article t
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:Mr. HAMLIN. For reasonB heretofore given," not guilty."
The SECRETARY. .Mr. HARVEY.
:Mr. HARVEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HARVEY, how say you f
ld the respondent! William W. Belknap, guiltyornotguilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. HARVEY. For the reasons stated in connection with my vote
on the first article, I vote on thit~ article "guilty."
The SECRETARY. .Mr. HlTCBCOCK.
Mr. HITCHCOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HITCHCOCK, how say
you 7 Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. HITCHCOCK. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. HOWE.
Mr. HOWE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator HoWE, bow say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, gnilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. HOWE. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. INGALLS.
Mr. INGALLS rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator INGALLS, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as c.harged in this article!
Mr. INGALLS. For the same reaBons heretofore given, I vote "not
guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. JOHNSTON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. )!r. JoNES, of Florida.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. JoNEs, of Nevada.
Mr. JONES, of Nevada, rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator JoNEs, how say yon f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. JONES, of Nevada. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KELLY.
Mr. KELLY rose.
The PRESIDENT pr'J tempore. Mr. Senator KELLY, how s~y you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. KELLY. Guilty.
1'he SECRETARY. Mr. KERNAN.
Mr. KERNAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e. Mr. Senator KERNAN, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, gniltyor not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. KERNAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. KEY.
:Mr. KEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator KEY, how say yon T Is
the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. KEY. Guilty.
.
The SECRETARY. Mr. LOGAN.
Mr. LOGAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator LoGAN, how say yon T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of. a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, this being the first time in the history
of this country that the power of the Senate of the United States to
try impeachments has been attempted without law or precedent to
be extended over any and all citizens of the United States who have
ever held civil office, I deem it my duty, so fa.r as I can, to put a
check to this attempt to unlawfully exercise a power never delegated
or intended to be by the Constitution of the United States to any
legislative branch of the Government. Without passing upon the
facts in this case, for want of authority to try the impeachment, and
for the reasons heretofore given in connection with my other votes,
I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. McCREERY.
Mr. McCREERY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator McCREERY, how say
you f Is the respondent., William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor aB charged in this article T
Mr. ~fcCREERY. Guilty.
.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McDoNALD.
Mr. McDONALD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tmnpore. l!r. Senator McDoNALD, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a higll misdemeanor as charged in this article T
:Mr. McDONALD. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. McMILLAN.
Mr. Mc~llLLAN rose.
The P-!1ESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator McMILLAN, how say
you Y Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
~high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. Mc~AN. Not guilty, for want of jurisdiction.
'.fhe SECRJ!TAR"f· Mf. M.4XEY.

Mr. MAXEY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MAXEY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a hlgh
misdemeanor as charge a in this article f
Mr. MAXEY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MERRDION.
Mr. MERRIMON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senat.or MERRDION, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
•
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article!
Mr. MERRIMON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. l!r. MITCHELL.
Mr. MITCHELL rose.
The PRESIDENT p1'o tentpore. Mr. Senator MITCHELL, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. MITCHELL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MoRRILL.
Mr. MORRILL rose.
The PRESIDENT pro ttmpore. Mr. Senator MoRRILL, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of ahi;;h
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. MORRILL. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. MORTON.
Mr. MORTON rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator MORTON, how say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article t
Mr. MORTON. Guilty. I voted against jurisdiction when the
question was raised by the plea in abatement. The question was
properly raised and at the right time; and although it waB dec.ided
adversely to my views, I regarded the decision of the Senate aB settling the law of the case and as binding upon me. I recognize the
right of a majority of the Senate to settle any question of law that
properly arises during the pleadings or the trial in a case of impeachment.
The SECRETARY. Mr. NORWOOD.
Mr. NORWOOD rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator NORWOOD, how say
you T Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a hi~h misdemeanor as charged in this article'
Mr. NORWOOD. Guilty.
The SErRETARY. Mr. OGLESBY.
Mr. OGLESBY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator OGLESBY, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article Y
Mr. OGLESBY. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. PADDOCK.
Mr. PADDOCK rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tenlpore. Mr. Senator PADDOCK, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. PADDOOK. Believing that neither the written words of the
Constitution nor the spirit of our republican institutions warrant tbe
impeachment of a private citizen, and that the accused was a private
citizen when impeached, and further believing that the question of
jurisdiction and the' question of fact go hand in ha.nd, always inseparable, to final judgment, without reference to the facts as charged
in this article, I vote not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. PATIERSON.
Mr. PATTERSON rose.
Th13 PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator PATTERSON, how say
you? Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, ~ty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article l
Mr. PATTERSON. Not guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RANDOLPH.
Mr. RANDOLPH rose.
The PRESIDENT pro rentpo1·e. Mr. Senator RANDOLPH, how say
you t Is the respondent, Wijliam W. Belknap, iroilty or not guilty
of a hi~h misdemeanor as charged in this article l
Mr. RANDOLPH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. RA.MSOM.
Mr. RANSOM rosf'.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. ~Ir. Senator RANSOM, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belktap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
)!r. RANSOM.. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. ROBERTSON.
Mr. ROBERTSO~ rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator ROBERTSON, how say
you t Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. ROBERTSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SARGENT.
Mr. SARGENT rose.
'l'he PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SARGE~, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
miRdemeanor as charged in this article •
Mr. SARGENT. Guilt-y.

I
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The SECRETARY. Mr. SAULSBURY.
M.r. SAULSBURY rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SAULSBURY, how say
:von f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, gnilty or not guilty
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article'
lli. SAULSBURY. Guilty.
TheSECRETARY. Mr.SHARON.
No response.
The SECRETARY. Mr. SHERMA..."i.
Mr. SHERMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator SHERMAN, how say you!
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article!
Mr. SHERMAN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY.- Mr. SPENCER.
Mr. SPENCER rose.
The PRESIDENT vro tempot·e. Mr. Senator SPENCER, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. SPENCER. For reasons already stated, "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. STEVENSON.
Mr. STEVENSON rose.
,.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore.. Mr. Senator STEVENSON, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article!
1\fr. STEVENSON. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. THURMAN.
Mr. THURMAN rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator THuRMAN, bow say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not gnilty
of a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. THUIUUN. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WADLEIGH.
Mr. WAD LEIGH rose.
.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WADLEIGH, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty
of a high misdemeanor aB charged in this article.
Mr. WAD LEIGH. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WALLACE.
Mr. WALLACE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WALLACE, how say
you f Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of
a high misdemeanor as charged in this article f
Mr. WALLACE. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. 1\!r. WEST.
Mr. WEST rose.
The PRESIDENT pt·o tempore. Mr. Senator WEsT, how say you f
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article.
Mr. WEST. For the reasons assigned in connection with my first
wote, I vote "not guilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WHYTE.
Mr. WHYTE rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WHYTE, how say you T
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty ornot guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article T
Mr. WHYTE. Guilty.
.
The SECRETARY. :Mr. WINDOM.
Mr. WINDOM rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Mr. Senator WINDOl\1, how say you f
Is the respondenthWilliam W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as c arged in this article T
.
Mr. WINDOM. For reasons already stated, I answer "not gnilty."
The SECRETARY. Mr. WITHERS.
Mr. WITHERS rose.
The PRESIDENT p1·o tempore. Mr. Senator "WITHERS, how say you t
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
misdemeanor as charged in this article!
Mr. WITHERS. Guilty.
The SECRETARY. Mr. WRIGHT.
Mr. WRIGHT rose.
The PRESIDENT pro tempm·e. Mr. Senator WRIGHT, how say you'
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not guilty of a high
miRdemeanor as charged in this article t
Mr. WRIGHT. This article charges the defendant with a high misdemeanor in office in that he did corruptly receive from one Marsh a
large sum of money in consideration that he would permit one Evans
to continue to maintain a trading establishment at Fort Sill. Before
I can find the defendant guilty of this charge, I must believe that the
testimony establishes it beyond a reasonable doubt. I do not find
that it RO establishes it, &nd I, therefore, vote "not guilty."
The names of those voting guilty and not guilty, respectively, were
read, aa follows:

of

GUILTY-Messrs. B:1yard, Booth, Cameron of Pennsylvania., Coolrrell, CllOper,
Davis, Dawes, Dennis, };dmnn.ds, Gordon, Hamilton, Harvey, Hitchcock, Kelly,
Kernan, Keyi McCreery, McDonald, Maxey, Merrimon, Mitchell, Morrill, Morton,
Norwood, Op; esby, Randolph, Ransom, Robertson, Sargent, Saulsbury, Sherman,
Stevenson, Thurman, Wadleigh, Wallace, Whyte, and Withera-37.
NOT GUILTY-Messrs. Allison, Ant.bony, Boutwe11, Bruce, Cameron of Wisconsin. Christiancy, Conkling, Cono;er, Crngin, Dorsey, Eaton, Ferry, Frelinghuy·

sen, Hamlin, l!owe, Ingalls, Jones of Nevada, Logan, McMillan,
son, Spencer, We~t, Windom, and 'Vright-25.

Paddoc~

Patter-

The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. On thie article 37 Senators vote
"guilty," and 25 Senators vote "not guilty." Two-thirds of the Senators present not sustaining the fifth article, the respondent is ac~
quitted on this article. This concludes the action of the Senate on
all the ru-tic1es of the impeachment. The Chair will call the Senate's
attention to Rule 22, which provides:
And if the impeachment shall not upon any of the articles presented besustainocl
by the vot-es of two-thirds of the members present, a judgment of acquittal shall
be entered.

If there be no objection to complying therewith, the Secretary will
be directed to enter a judgment of acquittal. Is there objection f
The Chair bears none, and it will be so entered.
Mr. EDMUNDS. I move that the Senate sitting for this trial adourn without day.
1\fr. Manager LORD. Will the Senator withdraw his motion for a
momentf
Mr. EDMUNDS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Manager LORD. Mr. President and Senators, we have the consent of the counsel for the respondent and desire the assent of the
Senate to make a brief statement in regard to au allegation made by
Judge Black in his last argument in this case. Judge HoAR, towhose
brother reference was made, was not present at the time to make the
correction; and, therefore, we think it is due to him as a manager,
and but an act of justice to an eminent citizen of Massaohusetts,(Hon.
E. Rockwood Hoar,) that a statement by way of correction be made
now so that it may be a part of the record of this trial; therefore, I
reqne8t the Secretary to read a letter from Mr. 1\Ianager HoAR.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1'e. The Chair hears no objection, and
the letter will be read.
The Secretary read as follows :
HOUSE OF REPRES~"'TATIVES,

July 29, 1876.

MY DEAR Sm: I was absent by leave of the House when Judge Black made his

argument, and although I read the report of it in the papers I did not see or hear
till about five minutes ago the following passage: ''Judge Hoar, who gave the
President a_library of costly literature and law." Judge Hoar neYer gave or helped
to gh·e or had anything to <lo with giving to the President a librar.v or any other
thfu!Z of valuo durin~ tlie life-time of either. Jndge Black was doubtless himself
deceived; but the whole story i8 an absolute falsehood without the slightest foundation.
I am yours, respectfully,
GEO. F. HOAR.
Hon. Scorr LORD.

lli. CARPENTER. In the absence of my colleague, Judge Black,
I baYe given consent that this explanation shall be made, for I am
certain t.hat Judge Black would desire to have any mist.ake or misstatement in his argument corrected.
Mr. BOUTWELL. 1\Ir. President, I ask the indulgence of the Senate sitting as a court to make a statement which affects the late VicePresident of the United States. It was my purpose to call attention
to the circumstance, but I had thought until this moment that I
might postpone it more propf\rly until tho session of the Senate.
One of the honorable counsel, Mr. Black, in his argument, made this
statement:
The manager from Massachusetts [Mr. HoAR] said, speaking of the Union Pa.
cifi.o Railroad, that every foot of that road had been founded in cormption and
built with the waaes of miquity. That is true; and it is equally well known that
the managers of t'llat corrupt concern gave large amounts of their stook and bonds
to the wife of a. Senator who was afterward elected Vice-President. The wifo received it with the full consent of the husband.

It is due not only to the reputation and memory of the late VicePresident in the State where he dwelt so long and which he represented so "faithfully but it is due to the great mass of his countrymen, who justly take an interest in his fame, that this statement
should be corrected. The truth, as I believe, and always have believed since the circumstances to which this passacre refers were
brought to the attention of the public, is simply this: On the twentyfifth anniversary of his marriage his friends gave his wife an amount
of money-the precise amount I do not know, but it was not large$3,800,I am informed. A portion of this Mr. Wilson, upon the advice of
Mr. Oakes Ames, invested in stock, known as the CreditMobilierstock.
The stock was never conveyed to Mrs. Wilson, but a contract existed by
which it was to be conveyed. After a time Mr. Wilson learned what
turned out to be the exact facts in regard to that affair, or so far
learned t.hem that ho came to the conclusion that it was not proper
that she should hold this property, and it was sold, aud sold at a loss,
and that loss Mr. Wilson made up to his wife. At her death this property was bequeathed by her to (as I believe) a re1igiout~ association
or charitable institution. Mr. Wilson never derived any advantage
from it; and what is particularly uutrne is that either the corporation
or any person representing the corporation made any gift or donation
in any fo-rm of stocks or bonds or other property or valuable thing.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Mr. President, I move that the Senate sitting for
this trial adjourn without day.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT pro tempo1·e1 (at two o'clock and twenty-two minutes p.m.) The Senate sitting for the trial of the impeachment of
William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War1 stands adjourned without day.
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OPINIONS
ON

FINAL. JUDGMENT IN THE CASE OF THE Th1PEACHME1\'T OF
WILLIAM W. BELKNAP, LATE SECRETARY OP WAR.
The order of the Senate of July 3t, 1676, ::tllowed each Senator "within two days
n.fter the vote shall have been so taken" t.o file "his written opinion," under which
the following opinions were filet! :
Opi.Rion of Dir. Norwood.

Mr. NORWOOD. Tho House of Representatives impeach William
W. Belknap for the crime of bribery committed by him while holding the office of Secretary of War of the United States. The defendant bas pleaded that w bile the charges may be true, yet impeachment
did not commence until after he had resigned his commission as Secretary, and that, being at the date of impeachment only a private
citizen of the United l;tates and the State of Iowa, be is not liable to
impeachment. Out of these pleadings springs a single issue: Does
resignation of his commission protect a Federal civil officer from impeachment for bribery committed by him while in office t
I will not consume any time in considering the point made by the
managers on the fraction of a da.y: first, because I regard the legal
:fiction as inapplicable to criminal law and dangerous to life and liberty if thus applied, and, second, because it is immaterial to the issue;
for, if my conclusion be correct, the resignation has no effect whatever on the jurisdiction of the Senate; and this beings the only question. I proceed at once to consider it.
It is conceded by respondent's counsel that his resignation is the
sole ground on which the plea to jurisdiction rests. In other words,
it is admitted that, but for the resignation there would exist no valid
objection to the jurisdiction of the Senate. This makes the question
to be decided single and simple; and yet it has engendered a multitude of questions which have been discussed with great ardor and
elaboration. Among them are whether a Senator or Representative
can he impeached·; whether one who commits treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors, and afterward is appointed to a
Federal office, can be impeached; whether a private citizen who has
not held Federal office can be impeached for any offen e; and whether
officers of the Army and Navy are impeachable. All these que tiona
are irrelevant. They are not before the Senate as a court, because
not one of them is raised by the record. I intend, therefore, to eschew
them entirely. The first duty of a judge is to decide the case before him, and his second duty is to decide no other. The only question, then, for the Senate to determine is whether a Federal civil officer who is confessedly liab1e to impeachment while he is in office can
avoid impeachment by resignation. Respondent's counsel contend
that he can; and on the following grounds:
First. The only power for impeaching Federal officials is conferred
in antl by the Federal Consititntion and, being a delegat-ed power,
it must be strictly construed; and,
Second. As the Constitution does not expressly declare or contain
words which imply that a person may be impeached after he is out
of office, it therefore follows that the respondent, who is out of office,
is not subject to the jurisdiction of the Senate.
Out of this brief syllogistic statement of the defense arise two questions : First, did the people import trial by impeachment into our
Constitution, as it was understood in Great Britain, aud, second, does
impeachment in Great Britain lie against one who, having been a
civil officer, is ont of office f If these two questions admit of an affirmative answer, the re-spondent is subject to trial by the Senate.
.
All that the Constitution contains relating to impeachment is the
following:
The House of Representatives * "' * shall have tho sole power of impeach-

ralty or equity or common-law court, but it is a court differing in its
nature, jurisdiction, procedure, constitution, powers, and purposes
from all these court.s. Its origin, history, nature, and object are all
necessarily enveloped in the word "impeachment." The Consti' uti.on confers on the Federal courts admiralty and equity jurisdiction.
It ~ives to the President the power of pardon. Bnt it gives no definition of aoy one of these terms. That whole instrument contains
but one definition of any word embraced in it, and that word is
"treason." The Constitution does not define. It is not a glossary.
It simply declares in terms so clear and pure that they may be classed
as the richest jewels selected from all the wealth of our language
and set in the chastest style. They are or were supposed to be so
simple and unquestionable that the wayfaring man would understand them.
Whorl' then do wo look to find tho meaning of admiralty, equity,
common law, and pardon T We turn naturally and necessarily to
the English law. This has been tho course and practice of our courts
ever since the Constitution was adopted. And as the Constitution is
silent as to what we are to understand by "impeachment," where else
ought we to turn or can we turn for its meaning, nature, purpose, and
scope, except to the same source whence our language and the originals of our courts, their jurLqJiction, and powers are derived f
If this be t.rue, when we find the power of impeachment, without
limit or qualification, given to the House of Representatives, by what
proces.s of re:l8oning can it be maintained . that this power, as employed and understood in Great Britain, is abridged by our Constitution except by express termsf But the power of the House to impeach is iu no particular abridged or qualified. Whatever powers
are included in the term impeachment are granted to the House of
Representatives, and we must therefore look to t·he nature, jurisdiction, and purposes of impeachment as practiced in Parliament to
determine the nature, jurisdiction, and purposes of impeachment as
understood in the Constitution.
The Constitution speaks of two modes of trial; the one by jury,
the other by impeachment. It speaks of either as being perfectly understood by the people of the United States. No definition was required for either expression. They are t.reated as l1ousehold words.
And yet where do we tnrn to :find out what'' trial by jury" means f
Is there any mystery about it f Have lawyers and judges ever
wrangled over the meaning, the object, the nature, the scope of what
Blackstone calls "trial by ,jury!" And why should the other mode of
trial which is named in t.he Constitution with the same familia.rit.v
be tho subject of such grave doubt f We can look nowhere el e than
to impeachment as nmlerstood and practiced in Parliament.
This must be so from necessity. For, on any other hypothesis, how
could we possibly determine the extent of the power of impeachment 7
To decide the question by the lexicon would be as idle as to attempt
to determine the jurisdiction and powers and procedure of the United
States courts in cases in "admiralty 11 by looking for the meaning of
that wortl in a dictionaiJ.
It is necessary, in the next place, to see if impeachment as understood and practiced in Great Britain is qualified or abridged by express terms in the Constitution and if so, then to determine wl.Jetber
such abridgment bas deprived the Senate, as a court to try impeachment, of jurisdiction in the case under consideration. In other words,
if tho Honse of Commons could impeach, and the Honse of Lords could
try, a person who had committed crime while in public office and bad
before imlleacbment resigned, bas the Constitution either in terms or
by necessary implication deprived the Senate of jurisdiction in such a
case l That impeachment would lie in such a case in Parliament no
one has or can deny. The cases of persons impeached and punished
after resignation in Great Britain are numerous, and I need not stop
to cite them. They have been cited often during the consideration of
this question and the facts are indisputable. It is not insisted by
any one that there is any express language in the Constitution which
deprives the Senate of jurisdiction over a civil officer of the United
States who after committing an impeachable crime bas resigned.
We must then see if in such a case there is any want of jurisdiction
necessarily im11lied by a11y language in the Constitution. And this
brings directly before us tho only points reliet'l on by the respondent
in his plea to the jurisdiction.
He maintains through his counsel that this implication is contained
in article 2, section 4, of the Constitution, which for convenience I will
repeat:

ment. (Article 1. section 2, clause 5.)
The Sena.tb shall have tl:le sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for
that purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. 'Vhen the President of the Uuited States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside: and nope1·son shall be convicted
without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualitication to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or profit un·
der the United Statea: but tho party convict.ed shall neverthele s be liable and su.bject.. to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law. (Article 1,
sectiOn 3, clauses 6 aml 7.)
The President, Vice-President an<l all civil officers of the United States. shell be
The President, Vice-Pre ident and all civil officers of the United States, shall be removed frorr office on impeachment for,.aml conviction of, treason, bribery, or other
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery or high crimes and misdemeanors.
other hlgh crimes and misdemtmnors. (Article 2, section 4.)
'
This langunge, it is insisted, neces arily implies that the person imThe Pre. itlent * * * shall have power to grant reprieves and J>anlons for
offel!ses against the United Sta.t:.es, except in cases of impeachment. (Article 2, peached must be in office, because he cannot be removed from office
section 2.)
unless he be in office. The reason given for the assumption is strictly
The trial of all crimes, e:s::cept. in case of impeachment, shall be by jury. (Article tme, and the argument would be good if the sole object of impeach3, section 2, clause :t)

To the foregoing extracts we are to look for all the light that tLe
Constitution itself cau afford us.
It is clear that tbe power of impeachment is conferred thereby on
tlle Honse of Representatives. It is equally clear that the power to
try all impeachments is grantecl to thid body, anll that the Senate,
when trying a case of impeachment, is a court; for it has authority
to try, to convict, and to sentence. The Senate i~ not only a court,
but it is a court to try all cases of impeachment. It is not an admi-

ment was to remove an offender from office. But jnst llere is to be
found the fallacy, the sophistry, in the argument. It bns to assnme
aB true that which is false in order to make its conclusion appear to
be sound, for it Msumes that removal is the only purpose of impeachment. Were this section the only one in the Constitution-that is, if
clauRes 6 and 7, section 3, article 1, were not in the Constitution-the
argument would be p1'1usible, and only plau~tible. But when we take
all tbese sections together and construe them as a whole, we find the
conclns.ion of the respondent in direct conflict with the language in
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article 1, section 3. For by the latter we find that removaJ is not the
sole object of impeachment. It is not the limit of the judgment. It
is uut a small portion of the penalty that may be inflicted. The people not only declared that a Federal civil officer, a President or VicePresident, shall be 1·em01:ed on conviction, but they declared he might
be forever thereafter disq ua~died from holding any office of honor,
tmst, or profit under the Unitett States. In construing statutes and
written constitutions it is the solemn d11ty of courts to harmonize any
apparently conflicting portions, and not to place a construction on one
part that will annul any other, if it is possible to avoid such construction. To construe section 4, article 2, as respondent's counsel do is
to make void or ineffectual a portion of section 3, article 1. To say
that removal is the sole object of impeachment, is to say that the
clause which provides for di qualification is nugatory or void. Again,
to say that impeachment will not lie unless the offender be in office, is
to say that disqualification c:tn never be adjudged unless the accused
will consent.
To say that the consent of an offender to impeachment and removal and disqualification is necessary to jurisdiction, is to declare
that the Senate of the United States sitting as a court of impeachment is the ooly court in Christendom whose jurisdiction, in a criminal case, depends on the volition of the accused. To say that removal is a condition-precedent to disqualification, is to make the consent of every offender in Federal office a condition precedent to impeachment; for he may or may not ue impeached, as he may or may
not choose to resign.
·
An attempt has been made to evade the conclusion that disrtualification may be adjudged without removal, by a resort to grammatical
construction. It is said the words "judgment * * * shall not
extend further than to removal and disqualification to bold and enjoy any office" necessarily mean that removal must precede disqnaliticatiou and be a part of the judgment. This, if true, would lead
to a sequence which no one can sanction. It is, that disqualification
must necessarily follow removal. For if, as is contended, the conjunction "and" between the words "removal" and "disqualification '' nmkes the two penalties parts of an indivisi}Jle judgment, then
disqtLalification must be adjudged whenever 1·emoval is. This would
leall to this absurd, harsh, cruel, and unjust consequence: that a
jndge who was unfit for his place by rea.son of intoxication, when impeached, must be disqualified forever from holding any other J.<'oderal
office. He could not be removed without being aJso disqualified.
Respondent contends that section 4, article 2, is a limitation as to
offenders and ofi'enses; that no one except the officers therein enumerated can be impeached, and only for the crimes therein stateu; anu
that only officers-that is, persons actually holding commissions-can
be impeached. And, as the logic of this positiOn necessarily demanded, his counsel went to the extremity of maintaining-that after
impeachment, and at any moment before conviction, the officer could
drop his commission from his band and escape judgment of removal
and disqualification and any and all other possible penalty.
If this be true. it would seem that the people of the United States,
instead of devising a wise and certain and speedy method of getting
rid of public offenders and remaining rid of them and making examples of them as a terror to evil-doers in high places, were engaged in
a game of thimble-rig~ing with the most dangerous of all criminals
and permitting the cnminals to play the game. They were careful
to see that ordinary criminals shoul<l not escape punishment by evading the courts through their own volition, but they intentionally offered immunity to state offenders by telling them they cannot be
impeached unless they consent. Is this a rea_gonable construction of
section 4, article 2 f On the contrary, it is the most strained and un'vise construction that could possibly be put upon it. The reasonable
viow of all these provisions taken together is that section 4, article
2, simply declares and commands that when the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers, &c., are convicted on impeachment,, they
shall be removed. They shall not receive any less penaJty or sentence.
The wise and patriotic men who framed the Constitution dicl not
intend to deal thus lightly with high offenders. They had seen to
what depths of degradn.tion and extremities of danger the government
of Great Brita,i n had been carried and sunk by official corruption.
They had seen public offices sold for a price. They had seen ministers
of the Crown buying legislation aa brokerl:! buy stocks in the open
market. They had seen much more of like ch.uacter which I have
not time to even capitulate, and they knew that the only sure and
speedy remedy for an evil so great and dangerous to the state is by
impeachment. The danger of executive power and its insidious advances wore known by them, and whethm· they inteuded to dully with
or rather to encourage such enormity, we can easily judge by :1 careful
~:;tudy of the few words they uttered on this subject. They provided
that tlle higher the offender, the greater should be his punishment; for
in addition to i!rll.icting on an officer the usual penalty visited upon
criminals in private life, they provided that he should be carliell by tho
chosen representatives of the people to the loftiest station in the government he had dishonored, thereto be publicly branded in thoforebead
as unworthy of the confidence of his people and then to be turned loose
a wanderer, ally-word, and a hissing among, buttobenotof, his fellowmen. To make the proceeding most signal and the penalty most ex emplary, they declared that for those high offenses he should not ue
entitled, as of right, to trial by jury:
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The trial of all crim-JS, euept in cq,s!'s ojimpeach'fTI,(Jnt, shall be by jury. (Article
4, section :!, clause 3.)

And that he should wear his dis~race and shame and outlawry to
the eud of his days, they declared that after conviction no pardon, no
reprieve even, could ever reach him. In the face of all this, it is
gravely insisted that impe3chment has no object but removal from
office; that when the offender is out of office justice is appeased and
the ri~ht arm of the law is paralyzed; and that it matters not whether
the office be vacated by self-amotion, or by judgment of this court, or
by executive order, tho result is the same to the law and the people.
The offender is removed, out of office, and cannot be disqualified, cannot be impeached, even though as President of the Unit.ed States be
had committed treason! This may be law, but it is certainly shocking to common sense.
The cardinal mistake made by tboso who oppose jurisdiction in this
case is, that tho power of impeachment mnst ue strictly construed
for the benefit of the people; that being a delegated power, noth.ng
can be taken except what is expressly and literally granted. In my
opinion, this is a strange reading of the Constitution, and tends to
oppress the people and destroy their rights. Those who oppose jurisdiction treat impeachment by Parliament aa if it wero a power of
the Crown-a prerogative of tho king. They cite its abuse and conceal its use. They refuse to see that it is a1·iyht and a potter of tile peopl-e
to be brought into action a.t their will on great occasions and t{) reach
enormous public crime. The horrors of power abused in Great Britain
are paraded to chill the blood, and the power of impeacbment is depicted n.s the greatest oppression of the English people. This is a
perversion of history. The House of Commons alone can impeach
and thoy are the immediat.e representatives of the people, and this
power bas always been put in action to protect some right of tho
people, either infringed, or supposed to be infringed, by some one in
office. 'Vas the danger or the oppression of impeachment one of the
evils from which our fathers fled to the New World f Was it one of
the causes which moved them to rebel in 1776 f Is this gigantic power
of omnipotent Parliament enu~eratecl or even referreu to by them in
their immortal bill of complaints! Nay, quite the contrary. ,
Our rebel fathers made no complaints against English law. They
did not condemn impeachment. They said nothing of danger to the
people by abuse of the arbitrary power of Parliament in trbls by
impeachment. On the contrary, the Declaration of Independence is
the noblest eulogy on British law to be found in the En.~lish langtmge. Every paragraph is a protest against the king and his servile tools for the abu e of law. They wore content with the law, but
rebellious against those a.ppointcll to administer t.he law. And when
tho seven-years stru~gle was ovei·, they v.ttcsted their admiration for
m11.l satisfaction witn the laws of the kingdom a-g ainst which they
bad rebelled, by incorporating the common law and the law of impeachment into their respective State constitutions. The State of
Georgia adopt.ed by ordinance the common law of Great Britain in
gross, and such. of her statute law as was adapted to her form and
spirit of government, and invested her Legislature with the power
of -impeachment without any other definition than the word itself
brought with it from its residence in Parliament. And when afterward, in 1787, the same people who had made trial by impeachment
a part of the organic law of their several States adopted tho Federal
Constitution, they again collectively attested their purpose not to
abandon this sacred right of defense against executive power, uy imbedding it iu that instrument. This they did when the most memorable trial by impeachment in all history-that of Warren Hastings-was in progress. He had laid aside his commission as governorgeneral of India, was a private subject of the Crown, though princely
in the rich spoils of the East. With this notable instance of the
power of Parliament exerted against a private subject and with many
more of anterior date known to them, those wise statesmen, jealous
of personal liberty and private property and the pursuit of happiness,
ingraft.ed impeachment on the Constitution.
They were familiar with all English history and knew all the
abuses of power as well as we do. They knew that t.he struggle f{)r
human freedom has always been in all ages and all countries between
rulers and the ruled, between the many out of office and the few: in
office, between subjects and the king, aU(l that t.his warfare had continued almost wit,hont cessation in Great Britain for a thousand
years. They knew that execut.i ve power is ~ver aggressive on the
rights of the people, and that impeachment in 1?arliament was th8
speediest and most effectual means of deliverance. And, finally, they
knew that impeachment was one of the dearest rights of a free people, one of the strongest Rafeguards against corrupt government, and
with a full knowledge of what crimes had been committed uy an
omnipote:::J.t Parliament, when, at lol)g interV'als, the people acting
through the Commons, solemn1y determineu that" the awful (liscrotion" inherent to impeachment was alone commensurate to and sufficient for official crime, and with a like kuowled~e of the necessity
for such protection for the people against official corruption, the
people of the United States determined that this right should be as
secure a.mllasting as the Constitution itself. They constructed it as
a fortress of defense against the Federal Executive. Thoy intended
it to bo in the nature of a reserved right, for unless it had been provilled
for in the Constitution it is clear that the Executive of the Government would ha·;·o been placed beyond the power of removal or disqualific::ttion, and the people would havo been unable to roach official
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corruption except through the elective franchise, or to punish official
criminals except by trial by jury. And they bold it in reserve to be
used as Hercules used the river Peneus, in cleaning the incrusted corruption of Federal office when all other means may prove unavailing.
And what is impeachment as it stands in the Constitution f With
all the light' of its history in England to guide them, with their
knowled(J'e tha.t impea.chment is to protect tho people, .and not to favor
officers, :0d ha.ving committed its employment to their immediate
representatives, what limit did they se~, if any, on the impeac~~ent
in P3.rliament at which they were lookmg when they adopted It mto
our or(J'anic law' If they bad said Congress shall have the sole power
of pardon and stopped, who would say they had s~t any liinit to i.t t
If they bad given that power to Congress, excep~ ~cases of conVIction on impeachment, who w.ould say that any lumt was set to the
power except in the single instance of conviction on impeachment t
So if the sole power to impeach and the power to try all impeachm~nts bad beeu all on the subject, who would maintain that all power
of impeachment, as understood and practiced in Great Britain, hacl
not been conferred Y
But, after conferring 1he power on. the House to impeach withot;~t
limitation, and the .Senate .to try_ all Impeachments, tl~ey s~t cert~m
limits so as to modify and curtail the power as exerciSed rn Parliament. Let us seo what those limits are.
First. Parliament has unlimited control, and on conviction cau inflict any imaginable and capricious punishment. It can hang, draw,
quarter, banish, imprison, fine, sequester, remove, disqualify, and all
this and more, by its own sentence. But in this our Constitution has
made two great changes.
First. It divides th~ jurisdiction for punishment between the Senata
and the common-law courts. It takes away the discretionary power
of Parliament to punish, which was and is so terrible. It limitR the
power of the Senate to removal or disqualification, or to t~e infl.iction of any sentence of less consequence than removal or disqualification. And it takes away all discretion a~ to any other punishment
by saying that such punishment shall be inflicted according to law.
'rhus the jurisdiction of Parliament is divided between the Senate
and the courts; but the discretion of Parliament is taken away from
the Senfte and the punishment made certain. The offender knows
the most he may receive on conviction before either the Senate or the
courts.
Second. They limited the danger to the accused by requiring the
concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators pre ent to convict, whereas
a. majority only was sufficient in the House of Lords.
Third. They limited the disqualification to hold office to any office
under the United States, and thus left the party convicted still qualified to hold office under any State.
Fourth. They limited the right of the Vice-President to preside
over the Senate by placing the Chief Justice in his seat when the
President is tried; thus showing their purpose to insure justice to the
a-ccused bv debarring ambition from the court of impeMhment.
As the power of impeachment would have been as general a.s that of
the British Parliament, had it not been restrict-ed, it must follow
that the defendant in this case must show that the restrictions named
in the Constitution cover and protect him. He must show either that
the jurisdiction of impeachment by Parliament does not extend to one
out of office by resignation, or that our Constitution limits jurisdiction
to those in office. The former he cannot show. The law, the prece. dents, and practice are all against that theory. Are there any words
in the Constitution which will bear this construction Y It is not pretended that \here are any words expressly so declaring.
Let us not forget that impeachment is intended to purify the state,
to rid the Government of corruption in high pla-ces, and in no sense
to favor offenders, and that the only mercy inten(led to be shown to
the guilty has been provided for by the express limitations named
above. to wit, that two-thirds should convict, and that judgment
shall not extend beyond removal and disqualification. Let us not
forget that our fathers labored to protect the people, for they knew
that those in power need no protection.
At this late day shall their children declare that their labor was in
v::tin; that their declaration of th~ power of impeachment is an idle
threat ; that they left the word impeachment undefined and indefinable; that they equivocated with criminals by employing such
doubtful words as to invite them to seek safety by resigning their
commissions ; that they left the people no protection against high
crimes and misdemeanors except by the enactment of a penal code,
which would perpetually tax the ingenuity of man to frame in order
to meet the innumerable methods which the counter-ingenuity of
cormpt officials can devise in committing acts dangerous to the state
and the safety and liberty of the people; that a Presit.lent who has
levied war against his country ca.n hold his seat, witnessing his trial
by impeachment with indifference, and just at the moment of conviction announce his resig-nation and avoid any and all visitation except
such as might be inflicted on the private citizen who had joined in
his treason 1 Shall we, by thus construing the Constitution, enconra(J'e corruption in high places T l<'or one I will not, and for the reasgns I have given I hold that the Senate has jurisdiction to try the
respondent.
I am of opinion, further, that the allegations made in the fi..ve several articles of impeachment havo been sustained by the evidence, and
·that tho respondent is guilty of oach and all of the charges.

Opinion of JJ.lr. Stevenson.

l!r. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I desire very briefly to state my
opinion on the pending preliminary question and the grounds upon
which it rests.
\Villiam W. Belknap was impeached by the House of Representatives en the 2d day of March, 1876, for alleged bribery and corrupt.i on charged to have been committed by him while Secretary of War.
The resolution for his impeachment was passed upon the recommendation of a regular committee of the.Ho~, after a thoro.ngh in-vestigation of th~ charges and .the exammat10n of several Witnes~es
in support of then· truth, at which Belknap was present and of which
he had due notice.
Upon the day of his impeachment, at ten o'clock and twenty minutes, after the report of the committee had been agreed upon, but
before the meeting of the House, the respondent resigned t.he office of
Secretary of War, which was immediately accepted by the President
of the Unitecl States. The House of Representatives subsequently appoint.ed its managers anrll;lid before the Senate articles of impeachment, which set out with great precision the time, place, and circumstances under which the specific acts of bribery and corruption are
charged to pave been committed.
The respondent appears in person and by counsel. He does not
deny the commission of the alleged offenses nor that they were impeachable crimes. He pleads that at and before the pa.s age of the
resolution for his impeachment he was not Secretary of War, and
neither then nor at any time since has he held any official position
nuder the Government of the United States, and he therefore denies
the jurisdiction of this court.
To this plea the House of Representatives filed two replications:
The first, traversing the facts of the plea by way of demurrer.
The second, a special replication, setting up certain facts tending
to impugn the validity of the. resignati~n of the accused and going
to show that it was not made m good fa1th.
Respondent rejoined, demurring to the second replication of the
House of Representatives; and for further rejoinder denies the truth
of the facts set up in the second replication and relies upon others
in avoidance of the charge that his resignation was colorable. To
this rejoinder there was a surrejoinder.
The conclusion which I have reached renders it wholly unnecessary for me to consider the question of fact presented by the replication or the rejoinder.
.Assuming a I do, that the resignati~n of the ~cc.used was a legally
accomplished fact before the resolution for his 1mpeachment was
passed, the question occurs: What legal effect ~id .the voluntary resignation of the respondent have upon the constituti~n~l power of the
House to impeach or upon that of the Senate to trysa1d 1mpeachmentT
This is a simple question of law; one, wholly of first imp res ion,
unsupported by precedent or direct authority; its.solution lies, a. I
conceive in an extremely narrow compass. The Importance of Its
rirrht adj'ndication cannot however be overstated either in its personal
effect upon the a~cused, or in its ~ar ~ider influence as a .valid autl
binding construction of the ConstitutiOn, upon tho safety, nghts, and
interests of the whole people of the Uuited States, in whose name
this impeachment was instituted and on whose behalf it is now b.:.ag
prosecuted.
The jurisdictional po~~r of this court ~est~ upon ~he ~ro.per construction of a few proviBions of the ConstitutiOn, whiCh It 1s better
that I should group together an'd quote literally, in the order in which
they are found in that instrument.
The Constitution, article 1, section 2, declares thatThe Honse of Representatives

* * *

shall have the sole power of impeachment

The sixth clause of the third section of article 1 declares:
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. Wbe~ sitting for
that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the Prestdent of the
United States is tried, the Uhief Justice shall preside: and no person shall be con·
victed without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
Judgment in ca.'!es of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office and disqualification to hold ancl enjoy any office of honor, tru!\t, or profit under
the United States ; but the party convicted shall never~heless be liable and subject
to indictment, trial, judgment, and pm1ishment, according to law.

By section 4, article 2, the Com;titution provides:
The Preshlent, Vice-President and ill civil officers _of. the United States,. shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bnbery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

The third clau.o:;e of sect.ion 2, article 3, provides that. The trial of all crimes, except in cases of

impeachment~

The latter part of clause 1, section 2, article 2,

shall be by jury.
declar~:

The Presiuent * * * shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for of·
fenses against the United States, except in cases of impeachment.

The clauses quoted contain every provisio~ up~m the subject of impeachment which is to be found in the Constituti?n·.
That instrument created a free government of limited and enumerated powers. Within the scope of ~ts delegated authority, the Constitution and the enactments made m pursuance thereof, become the
supreme law of the land. The Government acts alike upon the individual members of the body-politic, not less than upon the varied
classes of officials who constitute its organization.
The power requisite to enforce obedience to its lawful mandates
not les.~ than the means to prevent any violation of i~ express provisions were absolutely essential to ita permanence ancl prcsN>a-

.
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tion. Without such remedies the Government would have been aa
impotent to enforce the du Lies wbch it created as it would have been
powerless to preserve the rights, public and private, which it had
been ordained to protect. If auy fact touching the Constitution is
clearly incontrovertible, it is, that the convention which framed it
intended to deprive all officials, from the highest to the lowest, of all
opport,unity to violate their official trust, to enlarge their duties, or in
any way to encroach upon the liberties of the citizen~
These wise men were fully versed in English history. They well
knew, that the perpetuity of the Governmeut about to be inaugurated
might be as much endangered by corruption and venal prostitution
of patronage to selfish and ignoble ends, as from the more open and
daring attempte of unlicensed power for its overthrow and subversion.
It devolves on this court so to construe the Constitution in this case,
as shaH haTIDonize all its provisions, and beet secure and effectuate
the great objecta sought to be achieved by the statesmen who framed
and the people who adopted it.
It is argued by the counsel for the accused and by Senators who concur with them, that the Constitution delegates no express power of
impeachment, but that al] the authority of the House, or of the Senate
oYer this subject arises by legal implication from section 4., article
2, of the Constitution.
That declaresThe President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

The advocates of this construction propose to transpose thislast-oited
section from the second article of the Constitution, creating the executive department of the Government, to the first article of that instrument, creating the legislative department and containing the
various delegations of express and implied power to Congress. The
admitted necessity of such a transposition is a strong argument
against the construction that looks to it for support. Upon this preciao point, an eminent judge of the Supreme Court of the United
States, wben, in an argument many years ago of a constitutional quest.ion before that court a similar transposition of a clause of the Constitution was proposed in order to support a particular construction
of that instrument, saidThat the derangement of the words or even sentences of a Jaw may sometimes be
toleratell in orller to arrive at tho meaning of the Legislature. :But it is a. hazard.
ous rule to adopt in the construction of an instrument so maturely consiclered as
tho Constitution was by enlightened stat-esmen who framed it, and was so severely
exaruinetland criticised by its several parts in the various State conventiollS which
finally adopted it;. (Ogden '1)8. Saunders, 12 Wheaton's Reports, page 267.)

This fourth section of article 2 contains nothing upon which juristlictional power can be implied. It does not in any way refer to the
power of impeachment. It fails to declare that any officer or class
of officers may or may not be impeached in or out of office. So far
from any legal implication of jurisdictional power to impeach, this
~:Section directly recognizes that judicia] procedure as already estab1ished in the Constitution. I know of no rule of construction which
would justify the implication of a power from any section in the Constitution which recognized that power as already e:risiting by express
graut.
·
If the framers of the Constitution, acq~ainted as they were with
the historical and legal meaning of impeachment, personal witnesses
too of its exercise as a parliamentary accusation and trial of guilty
officials in England for many years, with its attendant abuses, determined to incorporate this great remedial process into the Constitution of the United States, it would have been a remarkable oversight
had they failed to guard its exercise with ample and full jurisdictional power. These enlightened ~uardians of popular rights could
never have consented to leave so Important a sanction of the Constitution unguarded. Accordingly, the fifth clause of section 2, article 1, already quoted, provides:
The House of Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other officers; and
shall have the sole power of impeachment.

The third section of article 1 provides:
The Senate shall choose their other officers, and also a Presiflent pro tempore, in
the ab~ence of the Vic(}-President) or when he shall exercise the office of President
of the United States.
The Senate shall have tM sole poto~r to try all impeachmenf.JJ.

These two sections would seem to allow no room for doubt as to
their true meaning and exact intendment. They are clear, direct, and
simple. The grant of power in each is as absolute, plain, and as exclusive, as words can express or sovereign power bestow.
It is claimed that the Constitution fails to define impeachment or
what are impeachable crimes, or to enumerate the persons subject to
be impeached. Consequently, that the two sections of article 1 of
tlle Constitution last cited, must be construed, not as grants of express
power either to the House or to the Senate, but as merely descriptive
of a power and distributive of its exercise to the two Houses of Congress.
But this argument clearly rests on a false premise.
It is true that the Constit.ution does not define impeachment, or
impeachable crimes, nor does it desig-nate the persons liable to impeachment. But I am unable to perceive how a failure to define
any term in the Const-itution could weaken, much less destroy, any
express grant of powor in that instrumont. This argument, if car-
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ried to its legitimate sequence, would tend to overthrow aU the express
grants of power in the Constitution. Habeas corpus is guarded from
suspension in the Constitution, but it is not defined. The efficacy of
that great writ, for so many centuries the safeguard of individual
liberty everywhere, is not now to be weakened for want of a constitutional definition. So, too, of the privilege of jury trial. Although
incorporated into the organic law of the Federal Union, it fails to
define the number of which the jury is to be composed, or to prescribe
what unanimity is required for a verdict. Again:
The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason, but no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except during the
life of the person attainted.

There is no definition of attaint or corruption of blood in the Constitution, and yet no one denies the express grant of power in that
clause. Here as in many other like phrases we must look to the
common law of England, from which, both habeas oorpus and jury
trial and the treason clause have been borrowed.
So, too, the Constitution declares, that the judicial power shall extend to all cases in "law and equity" arising under the Constitution,
&c. But we must look beyond the Constitution for the distinction between cases in law and eqttity. Every lawyer knows that although the
courts of the United States derive their jurisdiction from the Constitution and laws of the United States, yet that they look to the great
chancery system of England as the limit of their jurisdiction. So
with impeachment. Borrowed. evidently from the English constitution in its general features, this remedial process was incorporated
into the Constitution as a guarantee against corruption, official infidelity, and force. It was not to punish crime. The founders of the
Government guarded its exercise, not by definition or enumeration,
but in stron~errestrictions in confining its jurisdiction to official guilt
and in limitwg its penalties to removal from and future disqualification to hold office.
Thus remodeled, and adopting the rule, that the Constitution shall
always be so construed as to render it on all o~casions the effective
agency of accomplishing the objects and ends designed by its framers,
impeachment remains here, as recognized in the parliamentary law
and usage of England at and prior to the adoption of the Constitution of the United States. No definition of it was necessary. Its
founders looking to the English constitution and parliamentary
law; t{) the many memorable impeachment trials commencing with
that of Lyons, instituted by the Commons before the Lords in 1376;
looking also to the constitution and usage of the American States
prior to 1787, saw that no act of Parliament, or of any America.n
State LegisL.'l.ture had ever defined an impeachable crime. It might
have been difficult ·a nd dangerous to have done so. Greater safeguards were found in 'ntaking the House of Re}Yresentative!l the sole
organ to •institute, and the Senate the sole tribunal to try all impeachments, and in limiting the judgment to removal from, and
future disqualification to hold office. This restriction upon the
judgment, expressly confines the jurisdiction of American impeachment to official corruption, malfeasance, misfeasance, or nonfeasance
committed in office. Whenever the House of Representatives believe
that the public safety demands the impeachment of some faithless or
corrupt official, the Constitution has delegated full and exclusive
power to institute the proceeding. When thus instituted, the Senate
is clothed with judicial and exclusive power to try all impeachments
thus inaugurated by the House. Where the Constitution is silent,
this court can and should look to parliamentary law, and parliamentary usage, as the Supreme Court of the United States looks to the
maxims and doctrines of the great system of English· chancery for
aid in judicial investigation, and oftentimes, to ascertain the limit of
its own jurisdiction. When words, or legal phrases are copied into the
Constitution of the United States from the civil law, the common
law, or the British constitutional and parliament.ary law, they are
always interpreted by the law from which they are borrowed. Indeed, when foreign statutes are adopted into our legislation the known
and settled construction of those statutes by courts of law has been
con~:~idcred as silently incorporated into the acts. (Story on Constitution, pages 796,797, 800; Rawle on Constitution, page 200; Sedgwick
on Statutes, pages 262, 426.)
I am therefore·persua.Ued that the second and third sections of article
1oft he Constitution invest the House and Senate with express and exclusive power to institute and try all impeachments for official crime,
and that the authority thus conferred upon this court, empowers it
when the Constitution is silent, always to look to the parliamentary
law and parliamentary usage of England for the scope and limit of
its jurisdiction and authoritatively to decide what that limit is.
Nor is it trne as has been argued, that this power of the court to
look beyond the Constitution to the parliamentary law for the limit
of its power, would invest this court with common-law jurisdiction.
The argument is unsound alike in theory and in fact. This court
looks to the parliamentary law, which is wholly distinct from the common law of England, although often loosely confounded with it by
:Mr. Rawle and other law-writers in treating of impeachment. But to
look to foreign courts, or to foreign laws for light and aid in the interpretation of judicial procedure borrowed from them, is by no means
to look to them for jruisdiction. That is derived from the Constitution as already shown, which is the exclusive source of power. Jurisdiction is one thing; its scope and limit is another; and that argument
is still more fallacwus, that because we do often look and are required
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by the language of the Constitution to look to the common law for
light, that therefore, the courts of t.he United States would, eo instanti,
become invested with common-law jurisdiction over common-law
rrimes and offenses.
The whole jurisdiction of the United States conrt..s over criminal
o1l'enses is derived from the acts of Congress. They have no commonlaw jurisdiction. Yet the Constitution declaresThat no fact tried by a. jury shall be otherwise re-ex.amined in any court of the
United States than according to the rules of the common law.

If the courts are thus required by the words of the Constitution to
look to the common law, as the sole guide for ita action, without conferring upon such courts common-law jurisdiction, why may not this
high court of impeachment look to the parliamentary law for the
scope and extent of its jurisdictional power, where the Constitution
is silentf
That the United States courts do not a.cquire common-law jurisdiction I propose now to show by a quotation from the commentary of
an able jurist, St. George Tncker-Mmen venerabile clarum,-upon the
clause of the Constitution last quoted. He says:
We may be told the common law is evidently here referred to as the law of the

land. This is not the case; it is referred to as a. known law; and might in strwt'Dess have been referred to as the law of the several States, so far as their constitutions and legislative codes, respectiYely, have admitted or adopted it. Will :my
man who knows anything of the laws of England affirm, that the civil or Roman
imperial law, is the general law of the land in EnJ!lancl, because many of its maxims
and its course of proceedings are J!enerally aftniitted and established in the high
court of chancery, which is the highest court of civil jurisdiction, except the Parliament, in the kingdom 7 Or that the canon, or Roman ecclesiastical law is the general law of the land, because marriages are solemnized according to its rites, or
because simony, which is an ecclesiMtical offense, is also made an offense by statute~

*

*

*

We may fairly infer from all that has been said that the common law of En§!land
stands precisely upon the same footing in the Federal Government, and court-s of
the United States, as such, as the civil and ecclesiastical laws stand upon in England:
That is to say, its maxims e.nd rules of proceeding are to be adhered to, whenever
the WTitten law is silent,. in cases of a similar or analogous nature, the cognizance
whereof is by the Constitution vested in the Federal courts; it may govern and
direct the course of proceeding in such C38es, but cannot ~ve jurisdiction in any
case, where jurisdiction is not expressly given by the Constitution. The same may
be said of the civil law; the rules of proceeding in which, whenever the written
law is silent, are to be observed in cases of equity, and of admiralty, :md maritime
jurisdiction. In short, as the matters cognizable in the Federal com·ts belong (as
we have before shown in reviewing the powers ofthejudir.iary departmen~) })artly
to the law of nations; partly to the common law of England; partly to the c1villaw;
partly to the maritime law, comprehending the laws of Oleron and Rhodes; and
partly to the general law and custom of merchants ; and part!;.- to the muniicpal
laws of any foreign nation or of any State in the Union, where the cause of action
may happen to aria~. or where the snit may be instituted ; so, the law of- nations,
the common law of England, the civil law, the law maritime, the law merchant, or
the lex loci, or law of the foreign nation, or state, in wllich tho cause of action may
arise or shall be decided, must in their turn be resorted to as the rule Jlf decision,
according to the nature and circumstances of each case respectively. So that each
of these raws may be regarded, so far as they apply to such cases, respectively, as
the law of the laD d. But to infer from hence, that the common law of England is
the general law of the United States, is to tho full as absurd as to suppose that the
laws of,.Russia, or Germany, are the general law of the land, beeanso in a controversy respecting a contract m:ule in either of those empires it might be necessary
to refer to the laws of either of them, to decide tho question betwetm the liti~ant
parties. Nor can I find any more reason for admittin~ tbe penal codo of England
to be in force in the United States (except so far a.s the States, respectively, may
have adopted it, within their several jurisdictions) than for admittin~r that of the
Roman empire. or of Russia, Spain, or any other nation whatever. (Tucker's Appendix to first volume BlackstQne, pages 42tl, 429.

The Const.itution, section 4, article 2,makes it imperative, that when
"the President, Vice-President, and all civil officers of the United
States are convicted of treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors, they shall be removedfromoffioo." But neithCI; the Constitution nor has any United ~tates statute in any manner defined any
offenses, except treason and bribery, to be "high crimes aod misuemeauors," and as such impeachable. How, then, are high crimes and
misdemeanors to be ascertained 7 Is the silence of the statute-book
to be deemed conclusive in favor of the guilty party, until Congress
shall have made a legislative declaration and enunciation of the offenses, which shall be deemed "hlgh crimes and misdemeanors!" If
so, the power of impeachment, except as to two expressed cases, is a
complete nullity; and the party is wholly dispunishable, however
enormous may be his criminality. (Story on Con!ltitution, §_796;
Rawle on Constitution, page 273.)
Here, therefore, the very clause of the Constitution, relied on, as
the only source of implied jurisdictional power, becomes a rope of
sand, unless we look beyond the Constitution, to the parliamentary
law, to see what "high crimes and misdemeanors," are technically
understood to mean.
''High crimes and misdemeanors" are the words of the British constitution which describe impeachable conduct. ( 4 Hatsell's Precedents; 18 American Law Register, page 645.)
The word ' high" applies as well to misdemeanors as to crimes. (2
Cha.se's Trial, 383.) Whatever "high crimes anu misdemeanors,''
were the subjects of impeachment in En~land, prior to the atloptiou of our Constitution: are subjects of impeachment before this
court, subject only to the limitations and restrictions imposed uy the
Constitution of the United States.
We have clearly a. right to look to the parliamentary law and usa.ge
of England ior tbe sphere and limit of our jurisdictional power over
impeachment. When we do so, the authorities ai:o abundant to show,
that the phrase," high crimes and misueme::mors," when used in prosecution, by impeachment, has no definite signification, and are never

limited to crimes defined by statute, or, as recognized at common law.
This view of the Constitution is fully establishe<l by the impeachments of Pickering, Chase, and Peck. Alexander Hamilton sa,ys thatSeveral of the State constitutions have followed the example of Great Britain,
and np to that time the State constitutions had adopted the British system with
only some modifications; but none of them recognizrng the iclea that impeachment
was limited to indictable acta, but all affirming that the subjects of this jurisdiction
were offenses of a. political nature.-Federalist, No. 65.

But it is wholly immaterial whether the fourth section of article 2,
of the Constitution, limits the jurisdiction to offenses declared criminal by statutes of the United States, or whether the juriSflictional
power of impeachment, conferred by the Constitution, be express or
implied. Every court should confine itself to the precise question
which it is called upon to decide. Beyond that, its ruling is said to
be obiter dictum..
·
It is not denied, that W. W. Belknap was until ten o'clock and
twenty minutes on March 2, 1876, a civil officer of the United States;
that the offenses charged to have been committed by him were declared crimes by the statutes of the United States; and if committed,
were committed by him while dischar~ing the duties of Secretary of
War. None questions the fact, that prwr to his resignation t.he House
of Representatives, as the grand inquest of the nation, and the Senate of the United States, d8 the high court to try a.n impeachments,
had full and sole jurisdiction over this cause.
The question occurs, How has this admitted jurisdiction been
lost f Those who deny it, insist, that the fourth section article 2 of the
Federal Constitution commands, that" all civil officers" of the United
States, impeached and convicted of treason, bribery, and high crimes
and misdemeanor shall be removed from office. They say, Belknap
was by his resignation out of office, and not a civil officer, when tbe
resolution for his impeachment pa.ssed the Honse, and consequently,
not within the description; secondly, thatjudgment of removal from
office on conviction is imperative. But removal from an office already
vacated, is impossible, and as the court cannot execute its jud~ment,
therefore, it is without jurisdiction. This argument rests on the assumption, that legal responsibility for impeachable crimes att3,ches
to the guilty official, not at the time the offense is committed, but at
the moment when the accusation is officially preferred. No authority
has been cited in its support, and it is in direct violation of all established rules of construction of criminallawin England or in the United
States. Responsibility, always, attaches at the moment of the commission of the offense. The Revised Statutes of the United States,
for the prevention of official venality and corruption, and under which
t.he respondent himself has been already indicte(l in the criminal
court in this District, provides:
Every officer of the United States, and every person, acting for or on behalf of
the United St'l.tes, in any oft:ioial capacity under, or by virtue of the autho1ity of
any Department,, or office of the Government thereof; and every officer, or pernon
acting for or on behalf of either Honse of CongrMs, or of any committee of either
House, or of both Houses thereof, who asks, accepts, or receives any money, 9r any
contract, promise, undertaking, obligation, gratuity. or security for the }Hymcnt
of money, or for the delivery or convo~· a.nce of anything of value, with intent to
have llis decision, or action on any question, matter, canso, or proceeding which
may at any time be pending, or which Illll.y bo by law brought before him in his
official capacity, orin his place of trust, orprofitinfinenced thereby, * • • sh~c>.ll
be punished by a fine not more than three t.imes the amount asked, accepted, or
received, and by impriso11ment not more than three years.
Every member, officer, or person convicted under the provisions of the two preceding sections, who holds any place of profit, or trust, shall forfeit his office or
place, and shall thereafter bo forever disqualified from holding any office of honor~
trust, or profit under tho United States. (Revised Statutes, sections :i500, :;501, ana
5502.)

The words of this statute are almost identical with the words of
fourth section, article 2, of the Constitution; its penalties, like those
imposed by that instrument, declare, that every officer, convicted
rmder the 1)rovisions of that act, shall forfeit his office, anu shall there
after be for~ver disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust or
profit under the United States.
And yet, what Senator, judicially called npou, to act as a judge in
the trial of respondent, for a violation of this statute, in a United
States court, would hold, that his resiguation before the fin<ling of
the indictment would be a valid plea in abatement to the jurisdiction of the court T And if the retirement from office can bar the
jurisdiction in the one case, why not in the otherf If not available
in the construction of a statute, how can it be so in the construction
of the Constitution t
The Constitution is itself a law; one of higher dignity, I admit, than
other laws, but still to be constrned by the same rules applicable to
the construction of other statutes. Both seek to guard the United
States Government against corruption, venality, and wrong. By
what rule of judicial interpretation are similar words in the Constitution and in a sta,tute, having the same object and end, both acknowlerlged gnara~tees of populnr sa,fety, to be differently construetl t
It is said that the Constitution imposes removal from office as the
sole penalty.
Bot this assumption is directly contradicted by the express words
of the Constitution, which declare, "that jndgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to remova.l from office, and
disqua1ificntiou to h()ld a,nu enjoy a,ny office of honor, trust, or profit
under the United States."
The penalty of disqua.lification was, in tho minds of the framers of
tbe Constitution, as important as removal. They understood, that.
a faithless official, impeached and removed from office, might be speed-
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ily restored to one of greater importance than that from which he had
been degraded; hence, the great sanction of impeachment would become impotent a.s a barrier for popular safety unless the penalty of disqualification should follow removal. The Constitution must be so
construed that every provision should be harmonized; each renderecl
effect.ive; and that the object and purpose of the instrument shall always become potential.
In the conclusion I have reached, the absolute removal from office,
commanded by the fourt.h section, article 2, of the Constitution, was
no repeal of the discretionary power delegated by the second section
of article 1 to the Senate, to impose, within their discretion, the additiona.l penalty of disqualification from office. Therefore, although
the guilty official had resigned his office before impeachment, if convicted, the court would still have power to render judgment of perpetual disqualification, if in their discretion, the public good demanded
it. And this construction is plainly supported by the provision of the
Constitution, withdrawing impeachments from the pardoning power
of the President. Those sagacious men would scarcely have taken
the power of pardon from the President in impeachments if they had
intended the guilty official could escape trial by his own voluntary
act. The intent of the ConstitG~ion in this provision is manifest.
Suppose the respondent should be acquitted by this court for want
of jurisdiction. He is then tried by the criminal court and convicted.
He is pardoned by the President and becomes forthwith eli~ible to
office, although two-thirds of the Senate were satisfied of h1s guilt,
and would have voted for his conviction, had they concurred in the
question of jurisdiction. No stronger illustration can be afforded of
the importance of the penalty of disqualification as a guarantee of
popular safety.
But if removal from office be the sole penalty, I cannot yield my
asRent to the legal postulate that the inabilit.y of a court to enforce
its judgment can aft'ect its jurisdiction. The infirmity of any defendant to receive the judgment caused by his own act, can never divest
the power of the court to render it. And this, I had supposed, was
settled by direct authority. In the case of Rhode Island vs. :Massachusetts, where the bill in equi'ty was filed in the Supreme Court of
the United States, the plea was interpO!'Ied, that the court could not enforce its sentence. Afterfull argument the court maintained itsj urisdiction. (12 Peters, page 657.) Again iB Kentuckyvs. Denison, the Su11feme Court of the United States held, in an elaborate opinion, that
it had original jurisdiction to issue the mandamus; yet, a.s it had no
power to enforce the rule against the governor of a sovereign State,
tbo motion was overruled. (24 Howard, page 66.)
Merryman, a citizen of Maryland, was at the beginning of the war
confined illegally by military authority. He applied to Chief Justice
Taney for a writ of habeas corptts. The writ issued, and that eminent
jurist held, that the applicant wa.s entitled to his liberty; but as tho
law was borne down by the military, and Judge Taney could not enforce the judgment of the court, he discharged the writ in an opinion of
grea-t clearness and power. (Taney's Decisions, page 246.) These
aut bori ties might be multiplied. That construction which denies, that
ci vii officers of the United States, who have, while in office, committed
crime, are not liable to impeachment, becauso of their voluntary retirement fmm office after the commission of the crime but before t.he
institution of the impeachment procedure, is unwarranted by the
spirit, letter, and object of the Constitution.
Official responsibility, and official fidelity, are exacted and required
by the organic law. Every civil officer of the Uniwd States when he
enters upon the discharge of an official trust, assumes dut.ies and responsibilities to the people, civil and criminal, from which the Constitution never releases him, until all are fully performed and he haa
subjected himself to every requirement of the law. Impeachment is
an incident of every civil office. Neither civil nor criminal responsibility can be thrown off by any voluntary act of a. guilty official.
A different construct!on would fritter away impeachment. It would
cease to be lon~er a. safeguard against usurpation, corruption, or venality, except atthe option of the guilty party. While the Constitution
bas declared t.hat the President shall not pardon a.n impeached and
convicted official who usurps power, barters offices, betrays his trusts,
accepts bribes, debauches a.nd demoralizes all within his official
sphere, yet this construction of the Constitution which we are urgecl
to adopt, a1lows such criminal by his own voluntary act to escape the
pennJti ~s of impeachment, even thou~h his resignation be withheld
until an hour before the conviction; oecause, if a.s argued, his being
out of office divests the jurisdiction of the court, then that effect must
follow every resignation tendered before a final disposition of the
impear.bment. Such a construction is forbidden by the usa(J'e
of all
0
impeachment trials in England, or in the United States.
The impeachment of Warren Hastings took place in May, 1786,
although be had been recalled from India, and resigned in June,
1785. Lord Chancellor .Macclesfield, who was compelled to resign his
office, was subsequently impeached. A still more signal illustration
is found in the case of Lord Melville, in 1~06. He was impeached for
offenses committed twenty-two years before, long after his resiguation.
He bad held other offices since his first appointment, but held no
office when he was impeached.
'Villiam Blonnt, a Senator from Tennessee, was impeached in 179'7
for official misdemeanor. The Senate expelled and snbseqneutly impeached him. He pleaded the fact, that he was not a civil otficer, when
tho impeachment was found. The case went off upon tho poin~ that
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a Senator of the United States was not a. civil officer; but one of the
managers, and two of Blount's counsel admitted, as I will hereafter
show, that a voluntary resignation could be no valid plea for acquittal.
With the knowledge of the trial of Macclesfield and oi Bacon and of
Hastings-the latter trial bein(J' alluded to by Colonel ?tla~on in the
convention-can it be doubte8 that the framers of the Constitution would have expressly provided in the Constitution "to be impeached while in office," had that been their intention! And this intent is the more strongly fortified by the fact, that eight or nine of
the original thirteen States, that bad adopted constitutions prior 4;o the
formatiOn of the Federal Constitution had incorporated impeachment
into them, and limited it to officials both in and out of office. Virginia and Delaware are signal instances of such provisions.
The constitution of Virginia, adopted July 5, 1776, provides:
The governor when he is out of office, and othel'8 offending against the State,
either by maladministration, COITUJ?tion, or other means by which the safety of the
State may be endangered, shall be Impeachable by the house of delegates.

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

If found guilty, he or they shall be either forenr disabled to hold any office under
government, or be removed from such office pro temporj•, Ol' subjected to such pains
or penalties as the law shall direct. (American Constitutions, pages 2137, ~.)

The constitution of Delaware, adopted September 20,1776, provides:
The president, when be is out of office and within eighteen months after, and all
othel'8 offending against the State, either by maladministration, corruption, or other
means by which tlie safety of the Commonwealth may be endangered, within eighteen months after the offense committed, shall be impeachable by the house of assembly before the legislative council. " .. * If found guilty, be or they shall be
either forever disabled to holtl any office under the government, or removed from
office pro tempore, or subjected to such pains and penalties as the law shall direct.
And all officel'8 shall be removed on conviction of misbehavior at common law, or
on impeachment, or upon the address of the General Assembly. (Article 23, page
213.)

Some of the distinguished men who were prominent members of
the conventions which framed the State constitutions were snbsequent.ly prominent in the convention which framed the F~deral Constitution. Had they intended to limit impeachment trials only to
offici..'l.l tenure they would have done so, as I am persuaded, in terms
as clear and express a.s those contained in the State constitutions.
The construction insisted upon 1, also opposed by vll the contemporaneous history of the adoption and ratification or the Constitution of tlie United States, as well as by other leading statesmen.
Mr. Madison, often callod the father of the Constitution, during
the debate in the Virginia. State convention called to ratify the Federal Constitution, said:
He (the President) is l'68ponsible in person. If be shall seduce a part of the Sen.
ate to a participation in his crimes, those who are not seduced woulu pronounce
sentence against him; and there is this supplementary security, that he may be
convicred and punished afterward when other members come into the Senate, onethird being included every two years.-.Elliot's Debates, volume 3, page 316.

Mr. Wilson, also a member of the convention which framed the
Constitution of the United States, during the debate in the Pennsylvania State convention called to ratify the Constitution, in speaking
of tho probable impeachment of a United States Senator, said:
When a member of the Senate shall behave criminally, the criminality shall not
expire with the office. The Senators may be called to account a.frer they shall be
changed, and the body to which they belonged shall have been altered.-.Elliot'a
Debates, volume 3, page 447.

In the Federal Constitution, upon the 20tli of July, 1787, while the
clause relative to the impeachment of the President was under discussion and pending a motion to strike out the clauseTo be removable on impeachment and conviction for malpractice or neglect of
duty-

Mr. Pinckney said:
He ought not to be impeached while in office.
Mr. DARCE. If he be not impeachable while in office, he will spare no means or
efforts whatever to get himself re-elected. He consid~red this as an essenti?J security for the good behavior ofthe Executive.-Madia011o P11pera, volume 2, page 1153.

So again at a much later period John Quincy Adams, a statesman
of accnrat-e information in everything pertaining to the Constitution,
in the House of Representatives, in 1846, said:
Antl hero I take occasion to say, I differ from gentlemen who have stated that the
da;Y ().{ impeachment hM pa.ssed by tbe Constitution from the moment the public
ofhce expires. I bolll no such doctrine. I bold myself, so Ion; as I have the breath
of lifo in my body, amenable to impeachment by this House tor anything I did during the time I held public office.
Mr. BAYLY. Is not the judgment in case of impeachment removal from office 9
Mr. AnAliB. And disqualifiration to holll any office of honor, trust, or profit
under tho United Stat-es forever afterward; a punishment much grearer, in my
opinion, than removal from office. It clings to a man as long as he lives; and if any
public. officer ever put. himself in a position to be tried by liDJ!ea{lhment, he would
have very little of my good opinion if be did not think disqualification from holdin~
office for life a more severe punishment tha.n mere removal from office. I holu,
therefore, that C\'ery President of the United States, every Secretary of State, every
officer impeMhable by the laws of t-he country is M liable twenty years after his
offi<:e exptres as he is while in office.-Congressional Globe, April13, 1846.

So, too, {lming Blount's trial in 17~8, the managers and counsel, all
eminent lawyers and statesmen of the Republic, concur in one opinion
that tbe volunta.ry resignation of a faithless official was no valid plea
to impeachment. I quote their statements on this point. Mr. Bayard
said:
It is also alleped in lho plea t.bat t.be party impeached is not now a Senator. It
is enough that J.Je WM a Senator at tho time the articles were preferred. If theimpcacluucnt were regular aml maintainable when preft:Jrt'e<l, I apprehend no subsequent event gruumlullun tho willful act or caused by the delinquency of the party
can vitiate or obstruct the proceeding. Otherwise the party, b;Y l'68ignanon or the
commi'l ion of some offense which merited and occasioned his expulsion, might
~;ccurc his impunit.v. This is against one of the sagest maxims of the law, whiolA
does not allow a man to derive a benefit from his own wron~.
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Mr. Dallas, for the defendant, said:
There was room for argument whether an officer could be impeached after he was
out of office; not by a vuluntary resignation to evade prosecution, but by an adversary expulsion.

Mr. Ingersoll, for the defendant, said:

notwithstanding the defendant was out of office when he was impeached.
The only clauses of the Constitution relating to impeachment are
the following:
1. The Honse of Representatives shall * * * han the sole power of impeach

It is among the less objections of the cause that the defendant is now out of office
not by resigna!ion. I certainly shall never contend that an officer may :tim commit an offense and afterward avoid punishment by resigning his office· but the defendant has been expelled. Can he be removed at one trial and disqualified at another for the same offense 7

ment. (Article 1, section 2.)
2. The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impP.achments. When sitting
for that purpose they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the
U:nited S.tates is tried, the Chief Justice ~hall preside : and no person shall be conVIcted Wlthout the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present. (Article 1

The construction contended for is contradicted by a recent judicial
adjudication in the ca e of Barnard, impeached in the year 1872 in
t.he State of New York. Barnard had been elected judge and his term
?ad expired. He .was re-elected, and. during ~is se~ond term he was
unp~ached for nnsdemeanors comnntted du~mg his first. His plea
demed that he could be held to answer du~u~~ his second term for
offenses committed in the first. But after tull and elaborate ar,.,.ument this plea was overruled by the court of impeachment, compo~ed
o!' the senate and court of appeals of New York, by a vote of 23 to 9
and Barnard was subsequently found guilty.
'
Against this array of unbroken authority no opposing precedent·
no utterances of a prominent statesman have been cited.
'
The opponents of jurisdiction insist, that if the power to impeach
for official misconduct continues after the retirement of the guilty
official, then, that every private citizen of the United States is liable
to impeachment. But this argument is palpably erroneous. The
power of impeachment by the Constitution extends exclusively to
offieial guilt. That instrument expressly prescribes, as already shown
removal fr~m offi~e and disqualification ~r~m holding office, as th~
only penalties for Impeachment and conviction. The Senate can inflict no higher penalty. It is purely political. A citizen who has
never held an office under the United States can never be guilty of
official crime or misdemeanor; consequently, he c~n never become the
subject of impeachment. Upon the other hand, all citizens who hold
office and betray their trusts should never cease to be amenable to
every penalty and safeguard of the Constitution, whether in or out
of office. The necessity for popular security would be, as already
suggested~ as strongly demanded in the perpetual political ostracism
of corrupt and faithless officials from office, beyond the possible favor
of a corrupt President to re-appointment, as by removal from office.
How .usel~ss to remove an impeachable officer, if the President can reappomt him! So long as the reason which prompted disi"J.nalification
from office exists, so long shonld that construction prevail which will
not permit that penalty to fail.
I do not share in the danger to individual liberty so vividly portrayed by t.he opp~nents o~ jurisd~ction, as likely to flow from a rigid
enforceme~t of this. s~nction. of ID?peachment. The danger is upon
the other side. IndiVIdual VIrtue IS a part of the public virtue. It
is impossible that political morality and integrity can long signalize
any administration of the Government when virtue shall cease to
exist among the people. Still less that the aggregate of American
free institutions, all the organs of which consist only of men should
be upright, pure, wise, and beneficent, competent to inspir'e confidence, if the opposite qualities belong to the individuals who constitute those organs, and make up that aggregate.
But seven impeachments have occurred in the first century of the
American Republic, including the pending one. Of these J ndges
Pickering and Humphreys were convicted. They did not appear and
made no defense. While Blount, Cha-se, Peck, and Johnson were acquitted.
The House of Representatives are clothed with the sole power,
within their discretion, of instituting all irr:.peachments. If that
popular inquest of. the people think, the public safety is best subs~ryed, by th.e ~impl~, v?lnntary retirom.ent ~om office of a uegraded
ctvil officer, 1t IS theu right to accept his res1guation and proceed no
further. But, whatever the past forbearance of the House of Representa~ives has been, in p~rmitting o~cers guilty of impeachable crimes
to res1gn and escape pumshment, still, I utterly deny, that t.he failure
to exercise the power shall, in a. case in which the House does call it
into active exercise, be relied on as an argument a<Tainst its existence.
Let us not handle the Constitution with rude han°ds. Enforce all its
guarantees against corruption and unlicensed power if you would preserve ~he liberty it was ordained to perpetuate. Impeachment slumbered m England for a hundred years or more, bocanse bills of attainder ~ook its pla~e. But ~hen c~rru pti~n began to find a hiding-place
behind the ermme of faithless Jndges m England, impeachment became again a potent instrumentality for the preservation of civil
liberty.
·
My opinion is, that the respondent did not by his voluntary resiO'nation of the office of Secretary of War on the 21st of March 11'576
discharge himself from his responsibility to answer any chtJge of
corruptiOn committed by him, in the administration of that office·
a~d that, therefore, the Senate have jurisdiction to proceed with th~
tnal, and the tlemurrer to the plea should be sustained.

3. Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal
from office, and disqualification to bold and enjoy any office of honor trust or profit
under the United States: but the party convicted shall neverthole ~be liable and
Rubjec.tto indictment, trial, judgment and punishment, according to law. (Article
1, section 3.)
4. The President * * * shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for
offeJ?-ses against the United States, except in cases of impeachment. (Article 2
'
section 2.)
5. The President, Vice-President and all civil officers of the United States shall
be romoYed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of treason brlbery
or other high crimes and misdemeanors. (Article 2, section 4.) '
'
'

~~~

I

I think ~he first clause above quoted grants the power of impeachment. It IS found among the other grants of power and is couched
in the same lanrruage.
What impeachment is the Constitution does not say. Like "jnrlf
t1·ial," "habea~ .corpu~," and many other words, it must be construed
to mean what It was understood to mean when the Constitution wa-s
framed. There is no doubt that it was then understood to mean the
accusation of officers or ex-officers for crimes and misdemeanors af~ecting the administration of publ~c affairs. Upon the ground that
Impeachment was one of the bi~thngh~ of Englishmen, the colonial
aa~e~bly of Mas. ~chusetts had, m 1774, Impeached those judges whose
abihty and serVIlity to the Crown were dangerous to liberty.
In the debates of the constitutional convention reference
made
to the trial of Wayren Hastings, who bad been impeached when out
of office. That tnal, prosecuted by Burke, Fox, and other friends of
the colonies, attracted the attention Qf t.he civilized world.
·we may reasonably suppose that had the makers of the Constitut~ol!- !nte.nded to radic~lly change the character of impeachment by
l~t.mg It to persons ~n office they would have expressed thv,t intentiOn m clear and unmistakable terms. That they did not do. Those
who contend for such a. constructio:q. are compelled to base it on inference and argument only.
It is contended that because the third clause prohibits a greater
penalty than removal from and disqualific:J,tion for office therefore
one. ~ot i.n office and not liable to 1·emoval cannot be impeached. This
positwn IS absurd. It assumes that where a law forbids the iufliction
'Jf a fine or penalty beyond a certain amount, such fine or pet;alty cannot be less than that amount. Such a. construction is oppo ed both
to law and to common sense. It seems too plain for argument that
where more tban two punishments are forbidden one may bo inflicted.
The defendant also contends that the fifth clause above quoted
~onfers j.urisdict.ion and defines i~peachment; that the wor1ls ''Pres~
Ident, VIce-President and ?th~r cwil officers" therein limits impeachment to those officers while m office, and that they cannot be impeached when out of office because they cannot then be removed. I
thiuk these positions unsound.
Said fifth clause is not found among those which ~rant jurisdiction
and. power to Congress, but among those which relate to the powers,
duties; and tenure of office of the Executive. It contains no apt
wo.rds for granting power nor limiting jurisdiction, but merely reqmre.s t.he removal of certain officers upon their impeachment and
COnVICtlOn.
In order to sustaiu his construction of this fifth clause, the defend- ·
ant takes three positions. Let us review them in their order:
First. That though the general power of impeachment had been
clearly granted in the first clau6e and though the proceeding was well
understood and considered essen.t~al to the preservation of liberty,
yet the fift.h clause, merely requmng the removal of certain officers '
when impeached and convicted, limits impenchment to those officers
alone. I cannot believe that the makers of the Constitution if they
meant. to d~grade that great process by allowing any one to ~scape it
by resignation, would have expressed their intention so inuirectly
and obscurely. Nor can I consent to a construction so forced and
unnatural.
Second. The defendant contends that the words "Pre.<Jident VicePresident and other officers" apply only to those officers whue in
office. Such a construction is opposed to the practice of legislatures
and courts for hundred~ of years. Numerous st2.tutes both in England and this country, for the punishment of officers dre couched in
the same phraseology as this clause, and have been uniformly held to
apply to ex-officials who committed the crimes while in office. Sectioi?s 5408 and 54~ of the Revised Statutes are examples in point. I
believe that there 1s no good reason for deparling from this just and
reasonable rule in this instance.
Third. The defend:1nt contends that because the fifth clause requi~es 1·emm:al, therefore one not liable to thv,t punishment ca.nnot
be Impeached. Snch a construcHou is opposed to the uniform rule
Opinion oC Mr. Wadleigh.
which is, that where one of several penalties cannot be inflicted an~
Mr. WADLEIGH. I think the evidence proves the defendant's guilt other ma:y be. Suppose larceny punh;hable either by imprisonment
beyondareasonable doubt. I also think the Senatehasjurisdiction, or branding the left hand, or by both, with a provision that the left
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hand shall be branded, would the prior loss of his left hand absolve
the criminal from any punibhment t The defendant contends that it
would. It seems to me that such a constTUction would be absurd.
A similar case might arise under section 5444 of the Revised Statutes,
providing that every officer of the revenue who admits dutiable goods
without duty "shall be removed from office and fined," &c. Can
such an officer escape prosecution by resigning t
The impossibility of inflicting one punishment required by law,
where another may be inflicted, cannot prevent the conviction of the
offender. Here the defendant, if convicted, may be disqualified from
holdin,; office, and I see no good reason for adopting here a rule of
construction before unknown to shield him if he be guilty.
The true meaning of the Constitution upon this question of juris-·
diction must be sought for mainly in the instrument itself. There
is little light from any other source. It may perhaps be safely said
that the question has never been exhaustively or fully considered till
this trial commenced.
It is evident from the debates in tl1e constitutional convention that
the makers of the Constitution regarded impeachment as a great and
necessary restraint upon corruption and the insidious encroachments
of executive power. It is not if any officer can escape it by resignation. It then becomes an empty threat. The punishment of disqualification can never be inflicted, and thus one of the chief safeguards
of popular governments is shorn of its strength and becomes a mere
farce. I think that the construction contended for by the defendant
is condemned by the facts of history, by legal precedents, by the language of the Constitution, and by the principles which underlie our
Government.

Opinioa oC Mr. Wriaht.

Mr. WRIGHT. I dismiss the question of jurisdiction with the single
remark that I am, as heretofore, of the clear opinion that defendant is
impeachable, notwithstanding his resignation. If, however, I thought
otherwise, I should regard the judgment of the Senate as conclusive
upon me at this time for the purposes of this case, and the jurisdict.ional inquiry cannot, in any form or in any degree, in my opinion,
therefore, enter as an element into the question of guilt or innocence.
If a majority may decide it, and I have no doubt upon the point, then
that decision is just as binding aa if two-thirds had so determined,
aud it is no longer a legal or competent factor in the case. Defendant's guilt or innocence upon the facts does not, in any legal or just
sense, depend upon this question of jurisdiction.
But without more on this point, which, by reason of my views on
the question of jurisdiction, it will be readily seen is quite unnecessary I come at once to the ultimate inquiry, Is the defendant guilty
as charged!
I shall not consider the articles seriatim, but look at them as a whole.
These, it is admitted, charge b1'ibery as defined by the statute or they
charge nothing. It is for this offense a conviction is claimed and for
nothing other or different. This narrows the scope of inquiry very
much indeed, and I have nothing to do but to state the law and apply
the facts as I understand them to this one specific charge or offense.
Section 5451 of the Revised Statutes defines the offense of the corrupter or the party offering the bribe. This I pass as of but little value
in our present inquiry, with the remark that the person offering or
giving the bribe must have done so with the intent that it should infiumwe the action or decision of the officer to whom given or ofi'ered,
but t.hat it is not necessary that the officer should have been influenced
or his action in the least affected favorably to the plans or schemes of
the corrupter. Indeed the rule is that thoul{h the officer does not perform his promise, and, too, though he should ilirectly violate it! and do
in every respect different from what was exacted or expected, the offense is still complete if the intent is shown, so far as the person giving the bribe is concerned. This is the rule of the common law and
is in no manner changed by the statute. (Sntsten vs. Norton, 3 Burrows, pa.g e 1235; Harding 1:8. Stokes, 2 .Meeson & Welsby, page 233.;
Henslow 1:8. Fawcett, 3 Adophus & Ellis, page 51. Many other authorities might be cited, but these are sufficient.) Whether the acceptance of the offer in terms would make both parties guilty is a further inquiry of which more m·guendo hereafter.
Section 5501, Revised Statutes, defines the acceptance of a bribe by
an ojficer, and is, in substance, that every officer of the United States
"who asks, accepts, or receives any money, or any contract, promise,
undertaking, obligation, guarantee, or security for the payment of
- money, or for the delivery or conveyance of anything of value, toUh
intent to ha1.:e his decision or action on any question, matter, cause, or proceeding * * * influenced thereby, shall be punished," &c.
That defendant' was an officer within the meaning of this statute is not denied. That he received, or that there paSBed through his
hands~ a large sum of money furnished or paid by .Marsh is abundantly
established. That Marsh made a corrupt contract with Evans, received its fruits, and sent what was known to hint as one-half thereof
regularly to the respondent is scarcely to be denied. That defendant
knew whence it came, that is, of what iL was the fruit, rests alone
upon inference, and there is, in respect to this part of the case, good
room for at least reaso•able doubt. Of this, however, somewhat
more hereafter.
But I anticipate. 'fhe pivotv,l inquiry, as it occurs to me, is, was
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the money received by defendant with inient that his action or decision on any question, matter, cause, or proceeding should be influenced
thereby? All other inquiries converge to this, and all the testimony
is of value or otherwise as it does or does not assist in its solntion.
The charge is sustained, if at all, by the testimony of Marsh and Ev
ans, and indeed, their testimony out of the case, ther · is nothing left
of it. And here let it be remembered, that it matters little whether
this testimony is impaired by reason of its untruthfulness, or its incompleteness, or unsatisfactory character, the prosecution, in either
ca.se, would be without anything upon which to stand or rest their
case. That is to say, it will not do to aasnme that these were un willing witnesses, that they did not tell all they knew or the whole
truth, and that therefore the triers must guess out the balance and
make a case for the Government. :M:y duty is, looking at the whole
testimony just as it was delivered, looking at all the .circumstanc~s
and not at what might have been proven or by guessmg at what 1s
possibly or even probably the true state of the cASe,· to say whether I
believe beyond a 1·easonable croubt that this man is guilty as charged;
whether he received this money with intent to have his action or deision influenced thereby.
And looking at this question, so pivotal, as I have already stated,
coming to it squarely and disconnected with ev-erything else, I feel
bound to say that the testimony in its support is fatally deficient.
There is no testimony whatever that there was any contract express or implied with the accused before Evans waa appointed or at
the time the promise of appointment was made to Mu.rsh. Nor is
there any that subsequent thereto any act or decision of the Secretary was influenced by the giving or receiving of tbis money, nor
that he received it wit.h the intent to be thus influenced. It may
have been ever so immoral and reprehensible for one in tbe position
of the respondent to take this money, but that is not tho question.
With this I have nothing now to do. Was it legal bri llery t for it is
with this w0 have to do. Marsh and Evans both most emphatically
deny, so far as they are aware, any guilty knowledge, or purpose, or
intent on the part of the Secretary; aucl though I might grant that
it is more than probable and indeed admit that it is almost if not
quite certain that he knew that Evans was paying l\larsh money and
knew of their arrangement or contract, what would that avail in the
absence of evidence to satisfy me that he received the money with
intent that his a~tion should be influenced by it f It matters not, let
it be borne in mind, what Marsh's motive may have been so long as
it waa unknown to respondent or so long as he was not influenced by
these payments or remittances, or rather in the absence of affirmative and satisfactory evidence that there was the intent to be influenced in his official action by the same.
If it be said tbat a public officer should not be allowed to receive
gifts, presents, or the like from any one, much less from any one then
or afterward appointed·to place by him, that it is contrary to public
morals and the best interests of the service-! say if this be said, I
only reply, grant it, as I do, and still nothing is gained; for this under the statute is not an offense, and for no such official misconduct
or moral misdemeanor is a conviction here claimed; for, I repeat, the
claim is, as charged in the articles, that there was brib~ry, bribery according to the statute, or there was nothing; and this is what I have
to consider, and not some other matter or act, though ever so much in
conflict with good morals or ever so detrimental to the pulllic service.
I need hardly suggest that in this case I am not to make the law, but
declar·e it. If it does not go far enough and should include another
class of delinquents not now within its terms, let it be amended; but
I cannot enlarge it so as to make legal guilt where none erists as the
law now stands.
I shall not examine the testimony in detail. This wonlu serve no
useful purpose, nor would the time allowed me under the rnles permit. I have contented myself with stating conclusions or the impression made upon me by the testimony touching the one cardinal
inquiry, and beyond this I cannot and need not go.
Now, I am not prepared to affirm that if respondent knew that Marsh
paid him this money with intent to influence his action or decision
in any matter, general or special, touchin.!? this appointment Ol' this
post-tradership, and accepted it with this knowledge, tbis would
not be bribery on the part of the officer as well as the briber, though
there waa no other or affirmative evidence of the required guilty intent. And this, too, though be was in no manner influenced from
tbe straight path. of official rectitude thereby. But that is not this
case. For the only testimony that such wa.s the corrupter's purpose
or that accused knew thereof, is from Marsh himself and he most emphatically negatives any intent or knowledge. It may be that he
l:lwears falsely, but this cannot make the least difference; for, as I
cannot know what he would say if he spoke the truth, I cannot, assuming the falsehood of his testimony, predicate a state of things
upon some hypothetical true statement, upon which to find guilt. He
might, if he spoke the whole truth-assuming that he baa not nowmake a state of case as fully exculpating as it is now short of inculpating the accused. Certainly, by every rule of evidence known to
the hooks and governing such inquiries, it is my duty to presume
that such withheld statemen.t would tend to show innocence rather
than guilt.
For these reasons, I am bound to conclude that defendant is not
guilty as charged; and as to anything else I am not now called upon
to inquire.
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Vermont, constitution of 1793, part 2, section 24 ..••...... ---· 29
plea of, to the jurisdiction overruled by the court ............ 158
Viner's Abridgment, volume 1, title" Relation," pages 289-293.. 36
real estn.te, investments in, n.t Maroa, Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199
Virginin., constitution of, (July 5, 1776,) pages ~7, 288, AmerireceiP.ts of money by, from C. P. Marsh ...................... 182,
can Constitutions ...............•.........•..•.•.. 90, 363
183, 184.196,197,198,199, ~~2
Voorhies vs. Bank, 10 Peters, page 47 4 .•...••..•..•....... 331, 333
rejoinder submitted by, to the replicn.tion of the House. . . • . • .
H
Wa,nzer VB. Howland, 10 Wisconsin, page 8 ..•.•.....•....••.• 332
treatment of, remarks on the, by Mr. Black .............•... 12, 71
Washburn's Judicial History of Massachusetts, page 145 ..•••• 319
by Mr. Carpenter ..•••.....••........•.........•..... .. .•. 14
Wharton's Criminn.l Law, page 365 .•.....•••.•.••.......••.• 331
verdict of acquittal on the articles of impeachment . . . • • • . . . . 3S7
Wharton's State Trials, page 200...... . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • 107 Benet, S. V., Colonel, n. witness for the defenseWilcox t•s. Jackson, 13 Peters, page 499 ...•••.•.••..•••••...• 333
evidence concerning officin.l reputn.tion of General Belkna,p.267, 268
William III, volumes 12 and 13, chapter 2.... . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . • 107
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ...•.....•.• 2GB
Williamson t'B. Berry, 8 Howard, page 498 .•••••.•••• ; .•.•..•• 333
re-examined by the counsel for the defense . . • . . . . • . • • • . • • • • . 268
WinnvB. Freel, 19.A.labamn.,page 171. ......•....••.......... 332
recross-exn.mined by the codnsel for the prosecution • . . . • • • • . . 268
Wooddeson's lecture on impeachment, volume 2, pages 596,
Black, Jeremiah S., counsel for the respondent601 ... - .•.. -- .... - -- .... - ••. ' .... -- ......... --. -... 2-2, 60
appeared with the respondent in the Senate Chamber........
6
Wooddeson'slectnreon impeachment,law-librn.ry edition, pages
incidental remarks by ...•.. 163, 164, 167, 168, 169, 286, 294,307, 313
335, 369-370 . . . . . - .•........ - .•.. -. - -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ............•..... 18'2,
Wright vs. Mills, 4 Hurlstone and Normn.n, 490-493, 494 ...••. 35, 36
185,187,193,226,229,232,251,261,262, 26!), 286
Ayes and noes on the roll-calls of the court. [See yeas and nays.]
remarks byon the presentation of a paper containing a list of witnesses whose attendance is desired by the respondent. 170
B.
on an affidn.vit setting forth the illness of Mr. Carpenter,
which mn.de a postponement desirable...... . . . . • • • . . 2<J8
Banfield, E. C., Solicitor of the Trea-sury, letter from, concerning
nrl!ument bythe introduction of spirih.ons liquors into the Indian
on the respondent's application for a postponement nntil
Territory at Fort Sill .....•.••..•..•........•.•..••.• 205
December ... _.•......•..................•.......... 12, 13
Barnard, William H., a witness for the prosecution, concerning
on the question whether the respondent is amenable to trial
certain deposits m:tde by W. W. Belknap in the First
by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War notNational Bank of W a.sbington .•.......•......... 193, 199
withstanding his resignation of thn.t office ....•..... 68,72
Barnard, William T., a witness for the prosecution, evidence
on the motion that the court set aside its order asserting jurisgiving movements of W. W. Belknap in June, 1872,
diction, for the reason that it was not passed with t.he
1873, n.nd 1874, aml his having the charge of Belknap's
concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators present-~163, 164
private letters....... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . •.•...... 217,218
on the motion that the managers furnish the respondent a.
BA~UM1 WILLIAM H., a Senator from Connecticut, oath, the,
list of the witnesses whom they intend to ca,ll.... . . . • 167
administered to, by the presiding officer ...... _... . . . . 74
on presenting the answer of the respondent to the articles
Bartlett, Edward T., a witness for the proRecution, evidence
of impeachment ...•.....•........ ·.................. 170
~bowing how he drew up the articles of agreement beon the motion that the cause be continued until some conventween J. S. Evans and C. P. Man!h ..•••...•.....•.. 181
ient day in Novembm· ..................•...••......• 171
Bass, Lyman K., a Representative from New York, appointed a
on the objection by the counsel for the respondent to all evimemberof the impeachment committee of theHouse..
1
dence to support the opening of the managers, on the
BAYARD, THm.us F., a Senator from Delawareground that there can be no legal conviction, the Senoath, the, administ-ered to, by the Chief Justice . . • • • • . • • • • • • • 4
ate having already determined the material and necesincidental remarks 1Jy ........ _........•.•...•. _.. . . . . . . • . • . 169
sary fact that the defendant is not, and was not when
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence . _...... 248, 249,252,270
impeached, a civil officer of the United States ........ 180
remarks by; on a queRtion of adjournment, and of the rules of
on the application for a continuance tmtil the appearance of
the Senate.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • 5
a desired witness ......••••.·....•••••..•••......•... 260
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable
finally, reviewing evidence, law, and the facts of the case.314-318
to be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
motion submitted by·
tried by t.he Senate on impeachment for acts done by
that the court set aside its order asserting jw·isdiction for the
him ns Secretary of War, notwithstn.nding his resignareason that it was not pa.ssed with the concurrence of
tion before impeachment ......................... 127-130
two-thirds of the Senators present...... . . . • • • • . • • • • • 162
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Black, Jeremiah B.-motion submitted by-Continued.
that this cause be now continued until some convenient day
in November ...•.•...••....•................••..... 171
that counsel for the accused object to the evidence now
offered and to all evidence to support the opening of
the managers, on the ground that there can be no legal
conviction, the Senate having already determined the
material and necessary fact that the defendant is not,
and was not when impeached, a civil officer of the
United States. Objection overruled ................. 181
denial of statement made by, concerning Judge Hoar, by
Mr. Lord, manager .................................. 357
denial of statement made by, concerning the late Vice-President Wilson, by Mr. Senator Boutwell.... . . • • . . . . . . 357
BLA.cKBurur, J. C. S., a Representative from Kentuckyappointed a member of the impeachment committee of the
Ho·use. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • 1
Blair, Montgomery, counsel for the respondentappeared with the respondent in the Senate Chamber.. .. .. • • 6
argument byon respondent's application for a postponement until December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
on the question of jurisuiction and the order of proceeding. 22
on the question whether the responuent is amenable to trial
by impeachment for 'lets done as Secretary of War,
notwithstanding his resignation of that office ...... 28-37
on the motion submitted by the respondent that the court
set aside its order asserting jurisdiction, for the reason
that it was not passed with the concurrence of twothirds of the Senators present ................. -.. 162, 163
on an application for a continuance until the appearance of
a desired witness ..........•.....•............•....• 260
on the question of jurisdiction n.nd finally reviewing the
case ..••...••••.....•..•.....•......•...•.....•.. 287-294
remarks byon the time for pleading....................... 163, 164, 167, 170
on the order of the final arguments...... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • 285
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence .... 182, 183, 190, 191,205,

BOUTWELL, GEORGE W .-Continued.
motion by, that the court first hear and determine the question
of jurisdiction, and that four managers ma;v be allowen
to submit arguments thereupon. Agreed to.. . . . . . . . . 27
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 343, 347,349,332, :~;)5
Bower, Mrs., testimony of C. P. Marsh, concerning ........... . . 2:23,
240,241,250,251,280
Brinkerhoff, HenryS., a witness for the prosecntionidentifica,tion of a paper in the office of the Adjutant-General
of the Army ...•..•......................•.••......• 243
cross-exa,mina.tion by the counsel for the respondent .......... 243
BRUCE, BLANCHE K., a Senator from Mississippioath, the, :tflministered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . .
4
votes by, on the articles of' impeachment ..... 34:3, 347, 349, 352, 35!»
BURNSIDE, A...\IBROSE E., a Senator from Rhode Islandoat.h, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.. . . .. . . . . .. . • 5
motions bythat an order of Mr. EummJds fixing the time for hearing
the arguments be amended by making it May 16. Rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . • . . • . . . 19
tha,t an order of Mr. Edmnnds excusing the managers and
counsel from attendance be amended by adding that
the court adjourn until May 15. Agreed to.... .. . . . . 72
tha,t au order of Mr. Sherman fixing the time of adjournment
of the court to May 15 be amended by ma,king it May
16. Rejected . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . • • • • • . . 72
CA.'\IERON, ANGus, a Sena,tor from Wisconsinoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . • . . . • 4
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment...... .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 12G, 127
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 343, 347, 349, 352, 355
C~fERON, SI.l\10~, a Senator from Pennsylvaniaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental remarks by...... . . .. .. . • .. • . • • • • . • • . • . . .. . . . . . . 19
motions bythat the court adjourn ................................ 19, 20, 21
that a motion of Mr. Anthony to amend a motion of ~Ir. Sargent be amended by substituting July 6 for July 11.
Rejected .................................... ........ 16G
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 343,347,349, 352, 355
CAPERTON, A.LLE~ T., a Senator from West Virgini:lroath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.... . . . . . . . . • . 5
[Mr. Senator Caperton died July 26, 1876.]
Carpenter, Matt H., counsel for the respondentappeared with the 1·espondent in Lhe Senate Chamber . . . . . . . . 6
presented the plea of the respondent upon the articles of im6
peachment . • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . .
incidental remarks by . . . • . . . . . • .. . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . 6,
7,25,37,161,174,175,179,299,312,313,314,357
remarks byon the timeforfilingthe replications and the surreplications. 7, 8
on enlarging the time for argument under the twentieth rule,
and asking an adjournment of the trial until the first
Monday of December............................... 10
on asking a postponement until May 15.... .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 27
on an application for a postponement to secure the evidence
of an absent witness without stating what that evidence is expected to be .............•....•..•. 259, 2u9, 271
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ................ 181,183,
184,185,187,189,190,191,192,193,194,195,196,197,19 ,199,
200,201,202,203,204,2U5,206,207,208,209,210,211,2l2,213,

211,215,224,232,233,234,239,246,26~.263,264,265,337,340

examination by, of witnesses for the defenseAugur, Christopher C., major-general...... . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . 265
Crosby, H. T., chief clerk in the War Department .. 262, 263, 264
McLaughlin, Napoleon B., major .......................... 265
motion submitted by, that an order be made upon the managers on the part of the Honse of Representatives to furnish within twenty-four hours to the accused or his
counsel a list of the witnesse.~ 'whom they intend to
call, together with the part.icnlars of the facts which
they expect to prove by them ....................... 167
Bliss, D. W., 1\I. D., affidavits fromstating the sickness of Mr. Carpenter, counsel for respondent. 298
of Mr. Manager Lapham ............••.•••.•.....•...•..•. 299
Blount, William, a Senatorallusion to the trial of, by Mr. Hoar ..•••......••••...••. 20, 23, 24
allusion to the trial of, by Mr. Blair......................... 28
BOGY, LEWIS V., a Senator from Missourioath, the, administered t.o, by the Chief Justice.............. 4
incidental remarks by ................................. 3, 4, 5,187
remarks by, on an adjournment of the court to a specified time. 4, fi
call by, for the yeas and nays ............................... 5, 189
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is. liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senato on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithsta,nding his resignation before impeachment ......................... 143, 144
question by, to Mr. Manager McMahon, whether al pamphlet
read from by him is an official document, containing
·
testimony taken under oath ......................... 189
statement that he had been called home by the illness of his
daughter, by his colleague,· Mr. Cockrell...... .. • • • • • 319
Boorn, NEWTOY, a Senator from California,oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . • . . . • . . 4
opinioL uy, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ........................ 144, 145
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 343, 347, 349, 352, 355
BouTWELL, GEORGE W., a Senator from Massachusettsoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental remarks by ................. :.. . . . . . . .. .. .. . • .. . . 161
denial by, of a statement by counsel for the respondent reflecting on the memory of the late Vice-President Wilson . . . . • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • 357
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ......................... 130-133

214,215,216,217,21~,219,~20,~21,~22,223,224,225,226,227,
~28, 229,230,2:31,232,233,234,23.\236,237,238, 2;3~. 240, 241,

242,243,244,245,246,247,248,249,250,251,252,253,254,255,
256,257,258,259,260,261,264,265,266,267,268,269,271,272,
273,274,275,276,277,278,279,280,281,282,283,284,285, 286
examination by, of the witnesses for the defenseAllison, William B., a Senator from Iowa .................. 267
Benet, S. V., chief of or<lnance ........................ 267,268
Crosby, H. T., chief clerk in the War Department .......... 264,
282,283,284,285
Davis, Nelson H ....................................... 258,261
Dunn, William McKee, Judge-Advocate-General .••...•.•.• 268
Hancock, "Winfield S., Major-General...... . • . . • • • • • • . . . . • . . 285
Humphreys, Andrew A., Chief of Engineers ................ 268
Kasson, John A., a Representative from Iowa.... . . . • . . . . . . 269
Lowe, Ralph P ........................................... 266
Macfeeley, Robert, Commissary-General .....••....•....... 257
Marcy, R. B., Inspector-General. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. • • . . . . . . 268
:Miller, Samuel F., Mr. Justice, of the Supreme Court ....... 2o9
Pope, John, Ma.jor-General. ............................ 256, 257
Ruger, Thomas W., Colonel...... . . .. .. .. . • . . . . . • .. . . .. . .. . 267
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-General ....•....•••. 257,258,278,279
Wright, George G., a Senator from Iowa ................... 267
cross-examination by, of the witnesses for the prosecntionBrinkerhoff, Henry S.... . .. • .. . • . .. . . .. . • . . . .. . . • • • • .. • • .. 9.43
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Carpenter, Matt H.-cross-examination by, of witnesses-Cont'd.
Clymer, Hiester, a Representative from Pennnsylvania .. 254, 255
Emery, Charles F ...................................... 199,200
Evans, JohnS ......................... 276-278, 279,280,281,282
Fisher, John J ............................................. 253
Hazen, William B., Major-General. .•.. 230, 231, 233, 234, 243-245
McDowell, Irwin, Major-General .••••.•....•.••....••.• 189-196
Marsh, Caleb P .......•.•.•••...••.•••••....••. 236, 23i, 242,243
Moody, William F .................. __ .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 215
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-GeneraL .................... 209-214
Vilas, Charles N ................ .. ........................ 198
motions byasking a copy of the replications and time to frame surreplications •......•............•.••..• _.. . . • . . . . . • • • • 7
closing the issues of fact on the question of j nrisdiction. . . • 10
asking a postponement until Monday, May 15.. ...... .. .... 27
asking a postponement until the arrival of John S. Evans, ·
whose testimony is material and important for the defense . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269
asking for an order that the further trial of this cause be postponed until notice be given by the Senate to the Honse
of Representatives of the United States and to therespondent .........••••.... _.. . . • • . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . • • • . 271
argument byon the respondent's application for a postponement until December............................................. 13
on the motion of the managers that the evidence bearing on
the question of jurisdiction be given before the arguments shall be presented on that question, and the fixing the time for pleadings ..• _.. . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . • 15
on the motion of Mr. Conkling that the Senate first hear and
determine the question of jurisdiction...... .. .. .. .. .. 17
on the question of jurisdiction and the order of proceeding.20, 25
on the question whether the respondent is amenable to trial
by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War,
notwithstanding his resignation of that office, ..•... 37-47
on the order of the Senate that the respondent plead further
or answer the articles of impeachment within ten
days ...............•.•..............•.•. 158, 159, 160, 161
on the objection of the counsel for the respondent t{) all evidence to support the opening of the managers, on the
ground that there can be no legal conviction, the Senate having already determined the material and necessary fact that the defendant is not, and was not when
impeached, a civil officer of the United States ..... 180, 181
on closing the defense for the respondent ............... 318-334
sickness of, affidavit of Dr. Bliss stating the .••.•....••....• 298
Certificates of deposit in theNational Bank of Commerce of New
York, issued to C. P. Marsh and payable toW. W. Belknap. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 196
Chair, ruling of the, that Senators have not the right to address
interrogatories to the managers or to the counsel for
the respondent. Appeal from the, hy Mr. Edmunds.
The decision was not sustained by the Senate ..... 258, 259
Chase, Mr. Chief Justice, suggestions of, concerning the forms of
procedure .••••..............•• _•...••...•..•...• _.. 5
Chief Clerk of the Senate, thejournal of the court read by .............................. 169, 171
papers and authorities read by ..................... 19, 24, 25, 1~,
162, 16:J, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 179, 181, 185, 186,
1~, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 213, 219,
227, 234, 244, 2.1)3, 254, 265, 270, 271, 277, 282, 285, 286, 299
oaths administered to witnesses by .......................... 179
CHRISTIANCY, ISAAC P., a Senator from Michiganoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice . . . . . . • . • • . . . • 5
motion bythat the second resolution of Mr. Thurman be amended by
substituting: "Whereas the Constitution of the United
States provides that no person shall be convicted on
impeachment without the concurrence of two-thirds
of the members present; and whereas more than onethird of all the members of the Senate have already
pronounced their cor..viction that they have no right
or power to adjndge or try a citizen holding no public
office or trust when impeached by the House of Representatives; and whereas the respondent, W. W. Belknap, was not when impeached anofficer, bot a private
citizen of the United States and of the State of Iowa;
and whereas said Belknap has, since proceedings of
impeachment were commenced against him, been indicted and now awaits trial before a judicial court for
the same offenses charged in the articles of impeachment, which indictment is pursuant to a statute requiring in case of conviction (in addition to fine and
imprisonment) an infliction of the utmost judgment
which can follow impeachment in any case, namely,
disqualification ever again to hold office : Resolved, That
in view of tbe foregoing facts it is inexpedient to proceed further in the case." Withdrawn after debate.. 76
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CHRISTIANCY, ISAAC P.-motion by-Continued.
that the motion of Mr. Morrill be amended by inserting:
"That W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is not amenable
to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of
War, he having resigned said office before impeachment" . • • • • . . . • • . • . • . • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • 76
opinion by, on the question-whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the Rouse of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impea.chment ......................... 100-103
question to Mr. Manager Lynde, what report be was reading
from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 297
votes by, on the articles of impeachmeot ...... 343, 347,349,352,355
CLAYTON, POWELL, a Senator from Arkansas, oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...................... 4
Clymer, Hiester, a -Representative from Pennsylvaniaappointed a member of the impeachment committee of the
Honse.............................................. 1
impeachment of William W. Belknap by, in the name of the
House. . . • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • . • . . • • . . . • • . .
1
testified as a witness for the prosecution ..••.•.... 245-251, 254, 255
on cross-examination by the defense ...•••..•..•....•... 254, 255
COCKRELL, FRANCIS M., a Senator from Missourioath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
5
incidental remarks by ...................................... 314
motion by, that the amendment of Mr. Edmunds to the amendment of Mr. Sargent be so amended as to fix the time
for trial on J one 19. Rejected.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 167
questions by, to the presiding officer, whether anything had
been heard from the absent witness Evans ..... -----· 272
statement by, that his colleague, Mr. Bogy, ha(l been called
home . • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 319
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..•. 344,347,349,352,355
Commissions of W. W. Belknap, as Secretary of War, certified
copies of. . . • • . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 200
Committee, theof the House of Representatives, on the Expenditures in the
War Departmentletters from C. P. Marsh to ............................. 253, 254
letters from W. W. Belknap to ............................ 282
testimony before the ...••.................•..•........ 250, 251
of the House of Representatives on the impeachment of W.
1
W. Belkoap . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • •
of the Senateto consider the question of impeachment . • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • I
to wait on the Chief Justice .............................. 3,5
Co~TKLING, RoscoE, a Senator from New Yorkappointed on a select committee on the impeachment. .. • . . . ..
1
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . • . . . . 5
call by, for the yflas and nays ~- •••.•.....••••. 76, 173, 249, 319, 341
call of the Senate asked for by .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. 319
incidental remarks by .••.•• 17, 26, 37,172,288,294,295,297,298,319
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ................... 188,
189, 193, 201, 219, 2'24, 227, 228, 2:~2, 236, 237,
238,242, 248,249,258,2.~9,269, 272,273, 276
remarks byon the delivery of the replications and the surreplications.. 7
concerning the witnesses for the prosecution ............... 174
motion by..:...
·
that the Senate first hear and determine the question of jurisdiction...... . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . .. 17
that an order of Mr. Edmunds fixing the time for hearing the
arguments and the order in which they shall be made
be amended. Agreed to............................ 19
that the court take n. recess .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 74
that an order of .Mr• .Morton be amended. Agreed to.. . . . . . 75
that the court adjourn .................................. 77, 236
that the first resolution of Mr. Thurman be amended by
insertin9: at the end thereof, " before he was impeached '. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 76
that the motion of Mr. Sherman be amended by adding
that the impeachment can only proceed while Congress is in session ................................... 173
that the Senate will receive any evjdence, otherwise competent, which the counsel for the respondent assure the
Senate will be connected with the case by the testimony of the witness Evans, now absent, bot whom the
respondent duly asked to have summoned and who is
expected to appear...... .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. . .. • 261
that the managers proceed to examine the witness Evans in
chief; or, should they decline to do so, the respondent
may proceed to examine the witness in chief, with the
right of the managers to cross-examine him like any
other witness...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • . 273
that the three managers and three counsel for the respondent
may be heard in the concluding argument, in the order
which they state to the Senate they have agreed upon.
Agreed to ... _...•.•...•••...•.•...•...••••.• -- • . • • • 286
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Comn.ING, RoscoE-motion by-Continued.
that when called to vote whether the articles of impeachment or either of them are sustained, any Senator who
votes in the negative shall be at liberty to state, if be
chooses, that he rests his vote on the absence of guilt
proved in fact, or on the want of j uriscliction, as the
case may be; and the vote shall be entered in the journal accordingly. Amended .............•........••• 341
question byto Manager Hoar regarding a reference to Blount's case..... 23
to Mr. Carpenter, whether there is no distinction to try an
impeachment between the case of a resignation before
articles are found and the case of resignation not till
after articles have been found....................... 43
to the managers: 1. Whether if two persons guilty of crime
in office cease to be officers at the same time, one by
removal and the other by resignation, one is mther
than the other subject to impeachment afterward f If
a distinction between the two cases exists, please state
it. 2. Is a private citizen liable to impeachment under
the Constitution of the United States! If his having
previously held an office distinguishes him in this respect from other citizens, please trace the distinction
to the clause of the Constitution, or to the principle in
which it is found................................... 47
to Manager Jenks: The section of the Revised Statutes
quoted provides that any "office1· convicted of a violation of this section shall, moreover, be disqualified
from holding any office of honor, profit, or trust under
the Government of the United States." If the respondent bo convicted on the indictment said to be
pending under this section, can the juuicial court pronounce the juugment requiTed if in the mean time the
Senate pronounces it; or sbonld the court first pro·
nounce judgment, what woulu be the weigilt of the
. fact in determining the province of the Senate!...... 55
to .Mr. Blair, counsel for respondent, asking that a statemeat
touchmg Mr. Carpenter's illness might be repeated.. . 164
to Mr. Manager Lynde.• asking if an order given in evidence
was the one alluded to by him ...................... 188
to Mr. Manager McMahon, concerning the testimony of General McDowell ....••................................ 194
to the counsel for the responclent 1 whether George T. Robinson, the writer of a lettel', was connected with the case
in any other way .................................... 212
to Adjutant-General Townsend, whether an indorsement was
in the handwriting of the Secretary of 'Var ......... 214
to General Hazen, a witness for the prosecution, concerning
certain letters ....••............................. 230, 231
to the managers: Shall I unders~and the managers to propose
either to read at large the testimony of arsh or to
have that testimony receivetl here and go upon the
record, all for the purpose of proving that after it was
delivered the respondent resigned his office 7 Is that
the scope of this proposal, or is it intended to put into
the case what Marsh testified in u,nother form on another occasion1 that that testimony may speu,k in this
trial f . . . . • . • • . • . • • . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • 246
to Mr. Manager Lynde, a series of questions, closing with:
Suppose in place of :1 special direction of the Senate,
by which the jurisdictional question was presented as
a preliminary question, tile trial hall proceeded until
now, that remaining then as it is now one of the elements in the case, woulu it or would it not, in the
judgment of the manager and upon the law aB he understands it, be the duty of a.ny Senator to vote to
maintain a jurisdiction whicil on his oath he believes
does not and cannot exist!.... .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . . . . 297
to Mr. Manager Lord, two questions, the last one being :
Then, if I may a step further understand the manager,
the argument is that a Senator who votes whether an
article is sustained or not simply votes upon the question whether in fact the person named did that act,
and if he finds that he did his vote must be in the
affirmative, or: guilty, although be may believe on his
oath, first t.hat the act, if done, is not impeachable, and
second that the person who did it is not himself the
subj~ct of impeachment...... . .................. 336, 337
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate ou impeachment fol' a{)ts done by
him aa Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment. [Not furnished for publicatiorr.]
pointof order by ........................................... 2S9
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 344, 347,349,352,355
CONOVER, Snt:ON B., a Senator from Floridaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice . . . . • . . •
5
~ votei by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 344, 347,350,352,355

Consultationsin the conference-chamber .............................. 14, 18, 27
with closed. doors ............................ 72, 73, 7 4, 75, 172, 341
CooPER, HENRY, a Senator from Tennesseeoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . .
4
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable
to be intpeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War1 notwithstanding his resignatiml! before impeachment ...... _..............•... 133, 134
motion by, to adjourn....................................... 37
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... :344, 347,3~0, 352, 35!>
CRaGa, AARON H., a Senator from New Hampshireoath, the, administered to, by the Cilief Justice .. .. .. . • .. .. ..
4
incidental remark~ by....................................... 19
motion by, that the court adjourn................ . .......... n
opinion of, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by tile Honse of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ....................... 154-158
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 344,347, 350,352,355
Crosby, H. 'f., a witness for the prosecutionidentifies express receipts for money sent by C. P. Marsh to W.
W.Belkna.p .................................... 183, 184
states that the private papers of W. W. Belknap were sent to
him, including a letter from Marsh asking that the .appointment as post-trafler at Fort Sill be made out in
the name of Marsh ............................... 184, 185
identifies an article in the New York Tribune and an order
issued in consequence ........................ 18Z>, 186, 187
queationeu by Senator Sherman...... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . 186
1·eca.lled and examined by the counsel for the defense ........ 26.2,
263,264,282,283,284,285

recalled anu cross-examined by the counsel for the pro ecution. 263,
264,283,284,285

D.
Danforu, Lorenzo, a Representative from Ohioappointed a member of the impeachment committee of the
Honse . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1
DAVIS, .HE~RY G., a Senator from ...West Virginiaoath, the, atlministered to, by the Chief Justice. . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
4
incidental remarks by .................•••...•....•........ 69, 260
motion by, that the court adjourn...... .. . • . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . 73
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...•.• 344, 347, 350, 353, 3;)5
DaWES, HENRY L., a Senator from Massachusettsoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental remarks by ..................................... 20, 171
interlocutory remarks by, on the eviuence .................... 251
opinion by, on the question whet.her the respondent is liable
to be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate ou impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of,Var, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ......................... 147-153
questions byto C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution: State all the
knowledge or information that General Belknap had,
which it is in your power to state, as to the amount of
any money sent him or the source whence it came
other than what you have already stated .......... 238, 239
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution: Did you or any
other person to your knowledge ever explain to General Belknap what "Southwest" means in your letters
informing him that you had a remittance for him Y If
so, state the explanation...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240
votes by, on tile articles of impeachment ...... 344, 347,350,353,355
Davis, NelsorrH., Inspector-General, a witness for the uefenseevidence concerning post-traderships, and the official character of W. W. Belknap ::u; Secretary of War ........ 258,261
Decision of the Chair, that Senators have not the right to address
interrogatories to the managers or to the counsel for the
respondent. Appeal from the, by Mr. Edmunds. The
decision was not sustained by the Senate .....••.. 258, 259
Defense, thewitnesses examined forAllison, William B., Senator, evidence concerning the reputation of W. W. Belknap in Iowa ................... 267
Augur, Christopher C., Major-Generalevidence concerning the official character of W. W. Belknap, and his reputation at Keokuk, Iowa ..... -----· 265
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ..... 265, 266
Benet, S. V., Colonelevidence concerning the official character of General Belknap ........................................... 267,268
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ........ 268
re-examined bv the counsel for the defense ............ -. 2~
recross-examin'ed by the counsel for the prosecution ..... 2~
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Emro:r.."'Ds, GEORGE F.-Continued.
Defense, the-Continued.
call of one of the counsel for the prosecution to order. . . . . . . . . 170
Crosby, H. T., a witness for the prosecution, recalled for the
incidental remarks by ..................... .............. 1, 20, 28,
defense37,63,73,74,162,165,166,167. 174,286,295,314,318,319,357
evidence concerning the appointment of post-traders ..... 262,
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ...•.•. 188, 191, 198, 202,
263,264,282,283,284,285
211,219,227,~28,229,230,232,23d,239,240,258,259,269,275
cross-examine9. by counselfor the pro:secution .... ........ 2(}3,
264,265,283,284,285
remarks byon the administration of the oath to Senators .. .•. ••• . .. .•• 3
Davis, Nelson H., Inspector General, evidence concerning
on the time fixed for t-h e appearance of William W. Belknap.. 4, 5
post-traderships, and the officinJ character of W. W.
Belknap a~ Secretary of War ......•..•...•••..... 258, 261
on filing the respondent's rejoinder and the surrejoinder of
the House . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . . • • . • . . • • . . • • . . • • • • 7
Dunn, William McKee, Colonelon enlarging the time for argument, under Rule 20 . . • . . .. • 10
evidence concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap ... _............ _.....•... _. _....• _.•..••..... . 268
motion bycross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ...•. 268, 269
that the court adjourn ..••.. 5, 6, 8, 20, 47, 74,171,285, 3-H, 342, 3!17
that the Senate be cleared and the doors closed ...•...•.• 72, 170
Hancock, Winfield S., Major-General, evidence concerning
the official character of W. W. Belknap .•.••• . ...••. 285
that the Senate withdraw for consultation .......... 11, 14, 22, 26
that the Senate take a recess ........ 31,43, 73, 74, 75,202,211,313
Humphreys, Andrew A., Major-General, evidence concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap ...•...• 268
that there be a call of the Senate . ........•............. 165, 171
that the mess.qge of the House relating to the impeachment
Kasson, John A., Representative, evidence concerning the
of W. ,V, .Belknap be referred to a select committee.
reputation of \V. W. Belknap in Iowa ............... 269
Agreed to. . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • • 1
Lowe, Ralph P.evidence concerning the reputation of W. W. Belknap at
that the Chief Justice be invited to attend and administer
Keokuk, Iowa .............•..... _.. . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . 266
to Senators the oath required by the Constitution.
3
Modified and agreed to..... . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . • . .
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution . . . • . . . 266
re-examined by the counsel for the defense .•..•...••. 266, 267
that a summons be issued to William W. Belknap. Agreed to. 4
that the Senate sitting for the impeachment trial adjourns
Macfeeley, Robert, Commissa,ry-Generalevidence concerning sutlers and post-tmders, and the ofuntil April17. Agreed to...........................
5
ficial cha,racter of W. W. Belknap as Secretary of War. 257
that the House be notified that the Senate is ready to procross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ..•••.• 2t>7
ceed with the trial, and that seats are provided for the
members. Agreed to. .... ...... ..•.•• .... .. .•.. .... 6
McLaughlin, Napoleon B., evidence concerning the appointment of J. S. Evans a.s post-trader ... _.....•...•.••.. 265
that the rejoinder be filed April 24, and the surrejoinder April
Marcy, R. B., Brigadier-General, evidence concerning the of25. Amended and agreed to. . . . • . . . . . • .. • . . • • . • • • . • 7, 8
ficial re-putation of W. W. Belknap . . . . . . . • • . . ..••. 268
that the trial proceed on April 27. Agreed to.... . . . . . . . . . . 7
that the managers and counsel be excused from attendance
Miller, Samuel F., Mr. Justice, evidence concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap ....•.•..••••.•••.• 269
until May 18. Amended and a.greed to.............. 72
that Mr. Morton's order be amendecl so as to have a vote on
Pope, John, Major-General, evidence concerning the postMonday instead of Friday. Agreed to............... 74
tradership at Fort Sill, and the official character of \V.
W. Belknap as Secretary of War ...••••.......•... 256, 257
that the motion of the respondent to postpone the further
Ruger, Thomas W., Colonel, evidence concerning the official
hearing of the impeachment until the :first Monday in
December be denied. Agreed to ..•••...........•.. 14, 15
reputation of W. ·w. Belkna,p ...•.•••.••••.••••••••. 26'7
Sheridan, P. S., Lieutenant-Generalthat the hearing proceed on the 4th of May, and fixing the
dispatch from, asking to be relieved from personal attendorder in which three of the managers a-n d three of the
ance, read, and admissions of what he would testify
counsel for the respondent shall be hea,rd. Amended
as to certain matters, placed on the record, subject to
and agreed to. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • 19
objection. . • • • • . . . . • • . . • • . • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • 219
that the order for the final argument be amended by adding
part of a letter from, admitted as evidence ...•.•......•.. 257
''and that the argument be limited to six hours on
Townsend, E. D., Adjuta-nt-General, a witness for the proseeach side." Rejected ............................._.. 286
_
cution, recalled for the defensethat when the court adjourns it be to June 1, .at one o'clock
evidence concerning General Grierson's letter ..•••.•.. 257, 258
p. m. Agreed to. . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • 77
cross-examined by counsel for the prosecution ..••••...•.. 258
that tho motion of Mr. Sargent postponing further proceedrecalled by counsel for the defense ..•••.•••..•••••..•• 278, 279
ings be amended by striking out December 6 and inWright, George G., Senatorserting July 6. Agreed to . .. . . • . • .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 167
evidence concerning reputation of W. W. Belknap in Iowa. 267
that the motion of Mr. Sargent requiring lists of witnesses
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ........ 267
within twenty-four hours be amended by making the
DENNIS, GEORGE R., a Senator from Marylandtime four days. Accepted . . .. . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . • 168
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Jl_lstice ...... ·•··• .... 5
that the Secretary issue subprenas that may be applied for
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...•.. 344, 347,350,353,355
by the respondent for such witnesses to be summoned
Disorder, disgraceful, in the House when impeachment was voted. 42
at the expense of the United States as shall be allowed
Dodge, Jonas S., a. witness for the prosecution, shows the delivby a committee to consist of Senators Frelinghuysen,
ery by him, as delivery clerk of Adams Express ComThurman, and Christiancy; and that subprenas for all
pany, of packages of money sent from New York to
other witnesses for the respondent shall contain the
'\V. W. Belknap. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 183
statement that the witnesses therein named are to atJ)omestic relations of W. W. Belknap, allusions by 1\fr. Carpenter
tend upon the tender on behalf of the respondent of
to the . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . • • • • 327
their lawful fees. Agreed to .... ---· ................ 174
DORSEY, STEPHEN W., a Senator from Arkansasthat the Senate will resume the consideration of the articles
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.. . . • • .. . . . • .. 5
of impeachment, pursuant to Rule 25 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • 341
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... !l44, 347, 350,353,355
that the order 1·egulating the final voting be amended, and
Dunn, William McKee, Colonel, a witness for the defenseit having been amended it read thns: Tbat on Tuesevidence concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap. 268
day ne+t, the 1st day of August, at twelvo o'clock
cross-ex:tmined by the counsel for the prosecution ......... 268, 269
meridian, t.he Senate shall proceed to vote, without deDurfee, E. H., correction by Mr. Carpenter of his statement conbate, on the several articles of impeachment. The
cerning ............................................ 271
Presiding Officer shall direct the Secretary to read the
several articles succe sive1y, and after ~he reading of
E.
each article the Presiding Officer shall put the question
following, namely: "Mr. Senator--, how say you t
EATO~, WILLIAM: W., a Senator from ConnecticutIs the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
guilty of a high crime" or ''high misdemeanor," as the
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
charge may be, "as charged in this article!" Wherebe impeached by the House of Representatives, and
upon such Senator shall rise in his place and answer
tried by the Senate orr impeachment for acts done by
"guilty" or "not guilty" with his reasons, if any, as prohim as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignavided in the order already adopted. And each Senator
tion before impeachment .................. _...... 114-116
shall be permitted to file within two days after the
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...•.. 344, 347,350,353,355
vote shaU havo been so taken his written opinion, to
EDMUNDS, GEORGE F., a Senator from Vermontbe printed with tho proceedings. Agreed to ......... 342
appointed on a select committee on the impeachment......... 1
opinion by, on the question whetherthe respondent is liable to be
on a committee to wait upon the Chief Justice...........
3
impeached l>y the House of Representatives, and tried
4
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.... . . . . .. . . . .
by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by him
appeal from the decision of the Chair ....•........ _....... 259, 342
as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation
call by, for the yeas and nay~ .•••.•...•••••. 74, 75, 76, 164, 236, 242
before impeachment ............................... 88-91
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order reported by, from the select committee on the impeachment . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
that the Senate will take proper order upon the presentation
of n.rticles of impeachment, of which due notice shall
be given to the House. Agreed to. . . . . • • . .. . . • . . . . . .
1
that the Secretary acquaint the House with the action of the
Sena.te. Agreed to ...•... -.. • . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . • 1
point of order submitted by ................................. 164
question byto Manager Hoar, as to the demurrer of the House to the
plea to the jurisdiction .................... - ....•• -.. 21
to Manager Hoar, regarding a reference to Blount's case.... 23
to Manager Hoar, asking the reading of the replication in
Blount's case . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • 24
to Manager Hoar, whether there is any allegation in the articles that Mr. Belknap was Secretary of War down to
March 2, 1876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
to Manager McMahon, concerning the testimony of W. H.
Barnard.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 198
to Mr. Carpenter, counsel for the respondent, whether he admits that the Secretary of War resigned in consequence
of this accusation made against him ............• -... 246
to 1\Ir. Carpenter, counsel i.or the respondent, Will the counsel state what they propose to prove by Evans' ..•••• 252
report by, from the select committee on the impeachment . . . .
1
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 344, 347,350,353,355
Emery, Charles F., a witness for the prosecutionstated the investment of certain funds for W. W. Belknap in
a mortgage subsequently assigned to Mrs. Belknap or
1\Irs. Bower ....•..........................•..•.•. 199, 200
crosl9-~xamined by the counsel for the respondent .••...... 199, 200
questioned by Mr. Senator Wright ........................... 199
ENGLISH, JAMES E., a Senator from Connecticutoath, the, administered to, by the presiding officer...... . . . . . .
7
[Mr. English, having been appointed to till a vacancy, ceased
to be a me01ber of the Senate on the election of 1\Ir. Barnum,
May 18, 1876.]
Evans, JohnS., aAVitness :Cor the prosecutionreturn of the service of the sul>pama to1 by the Sergeant-atArms .•.. -.- •...• - ...•. -. -. -...... - -. -... -. - ... - - -. - m
statements concerning the summoning of, by the Sergeant-atArms ..••....••......................•........... 271, 272
evidence of, concerning his connection with the post-tradership
at Fort Sill ...................................... 273-275
cross-examined by the counsel for the defense ..... 276-278,279,280
re-ex..1.mined by the counsel for the prosecution .......•.... 280, 281
recross-examined by the counsel for the defense .......•.. 281, 282
questioned byMr. Senator Sargent ..................................... . 275
Mr. Senator Randolph .................................... . 275
1\Ir. Senator Conkling ...........•....•...•.........•...... 276
Mr. Senator Wright ..................................... .. 281
Evidence, thetestimony ofAdams, George M., a "\\itness for the prosecution.... . . . . . • • . 181
Allison, William B., Senator, a witness for the defense...... 267
Augur, Christopher C., Major-General, a witness for the defense. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .....••.• 265, 266
Barnard, William H., a witness for the prosecution ..... . 198, 199
Barnard, William T., a witness for the prosecution ...... 217, 218
Bartlett, Edward T., a witness for the prosecution .•..•..... 181
Benet, S. V., Colonel, a witness for the defense .......... 267, 268
Brinkerhoff, Henry S., a witness for the prosecution........ 243
Clymer, Hiester, a witness for the prosecution .. 245-251,254,255
Crosby, H. T., a witness for the prosecution and for the defense .•.. 183, 184,185,1~,187,262,263,264,~2,283,284,285
Davis, Nelson H., Inspector-General, a witness for the defense .............•................. •.. ...••..... 258, 261
Dodge, Jon as S., a witness for the prosecution.... . . . . • . . . . . 183
Dunn, William McKee, Colonel, a witness for the defense, 268,269
Emery, Charles F., a witness for the prosecution ....•... 199, 200
Evans, John S., a witness for the prosecution.... . . . . ...... 227
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271,272,273-275,~0-278,279,280,~1,~2

Fisher, John J., a witness for the prosecution ..•......... 252,253
Hancock, Winfield S., Major-General, a witness for the defense . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 285
Hazen, William B., Major-General, a witness for the prosecution .............. , .. . . . . .. 228, 230, 231, 233, 234, 243-245
Humphreys, Andrew A.J Major-General, a witness for the defense. . ......• · . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268
Kaason, John A., Representative, a witness for the defense .. 269
Kernan, Joseph A., a witness for the prosecution ........ 196, 197
King, Richard, a witness for the prosecution...... . . . . . . . . . . 196
Lowe, Ralph P., a witness for the defense .............. 266,267
1\Iacfeeley, Robert, Commissary-General, a witness for the
defense .....••............... . ...................... 257
1\IcDowoll, Irvin, Major-General, a witness for the prosecution .......... _.....••••.•••............. 187-189, 189.196

Page.

Evidence, the, testimOI!Y of-C01ztin1ted.
McLaughlin, Napoleon B., a witness for the defense ........ 265
Marcy, R. B., Brigadier-General, a witness for the defense .. 268
Marsh, Calel> P., a witness for the prosecution...... . . . . 219-226

228,236,237-242,243

Miller, Samuel F., Mr. Justice, a witness for the defense .... 269
Moody, William F., a witness for the prosecution .......... 215
Moss, George W., a witness for the pro~ecution .......... 182, 183
Pope, John, Major-General, a witness for the defense ....... 257
Reid, Wbitela w, a witness for the prosecution .......... 21R, 219
Ruger, Thomas W., colonel, a witness for the defense ....... 267
Sheridan, P. H., Lieutenant-General, a witness for the defense ...... ---··· ..................... ............ 219,257
Smalley, E. V., a witness for the prosecution ............... 215
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-General, a witness for the prosecution and for the defense ....... 200-214, 257,258,278,279
Vilas, Charles N., a witness for the prosecution ........ 198, 199
Whitney, Leonard, a witness for the prosecution .•...... 216, 217
Wright, George G., Senator, a witness for the defense... . . . . 2G7
Exhibition of articles of impeachment against '\V. W. Belknap.. 2

F.
FERnY, T. W., a Senator from Michigan, President p1·o tempore of
the Senateresponse of, to the impeachment committee of the House.....
1
direotion by, to the Secretary, that the Senate will receive
the managers of the House with the articles of impeachment..........................................
1
reception of the managers by.. .. .. . . . .. • .. . . .. • . .. .. .. .. • . . • 1
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice ... _. . . . . . . . • • 3
response of, to the managers, after the reading of the articles
of impeachment....................................
!l
oaths administered by, to Senators ...................... 7, 8, 27,72
announcements by, of the consideration of the articles of impeachment by the Senate .......................... 3, 5, 6,
.

e,15,21,27,37,47,64,72,73,74,75,158,162, 1G9,171,174,189,
202,218,236,252,270,271,272,286,298,299,318,319,!l41, 342
notification by, to the managers, that the Senate is organized
•
for the impeachment trial of William W. Belknap....
4
that the Senate is ready to hear the replication of the House..
7
directions by, to the Sergeant-at-Arms ..................... 1, 2, 4,

5,6,7,8,15,21,27,37,47,73,74,75,158,162,165,169,171,174,
189,202,218,236,252,270,271, 272,298, 29!), 318, 319, 3-11, 342
direction by, to the Secretary of the Senate, to entor a judgment of acquittal. .................................. 357
incidental remarks by ...........••. 3, 11,12,14,15,19,21,37,47,64

161, 152, 16:~. 164,165,166,167,168,169,170,171,172,174,175,
179,181,182,187,188,189,191,192,193,194,195,193,197,202,
-

211,212,113,214,215,216,218,219,221,222,224,225,~26,227,
228,~29,230,232,233,234,235,236,237,238,239,240,241,242,
243,244,245,246,248,249,250,251,~,2,253,254,255,256,257,

258,259,261,262,267,269,270,271,272,273,275,281,282,285,
286,287,294,295,296,297,298,299,313,318,319,334,341, 342
reception of the replication of the House of Representatives by. 7
notification to the respondent that their motion for postponement is denied ............... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
announcement l>y, of the action of the Senate in close session ....................................... 19, 72,158,174
rulings bythat Senators have not the right to address interrogatories
to the managers or the counsel for the respondent. Appeal from, sustained ................ _.... .. . . . . .. . . .. 259'
that the objection of the counsel for the respondent to a question put to a witness be sustained. Sustained by the
Senate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 281
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 344, 347, 350, 353, 355
Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York, registers and transient ledgers
of, showing dates of the arrival of W. W. Belknap and
the time of his sojourn ............................. 198
Final judgment in the casewritten opinions on the .................................. 358-365
votes of Senators on the ........•.....•...........•....... 343-357
First National Bank of Washington, depoRit tickets of, showing
that certain deposits were made by W. W. Belknap .198, 199
Fisher, John J. a. witness for the prosecutionevidence concerning his connection wit'h the post-tradership at
Fort Sill .........••.................... - .......•. 252, 253
cross-examined l>y the counsel for the respondent.... . . . . • . . • 253
Floyd, case of, allusion to, by Judge Black.... . • . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 13
Free-passes on railroads, allusion l>y Mr. Carpenter to.... . . . . . . 323
Fort Sill, Kansas, tmding post atact of Congress under which it was established at ............ 176
applications for appointment at ............................. 263
articles of agreement between Evans and 1\Iarsh for trading at
the ............................................... _ 30
Belknap, '\V. W., action of, concerning the .................•.. 177, .
186,200,203,204,206,209,210,277,278,301,30~

commis ions of, as Secretary of War. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . • .. • . . . 200
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Hoar, George F., a Representative from MassachusettsFort Sill, Kansas, trading post at-Continued.
correspondence concerning the.. . • .. .. . • • • . . . • • • . . .. . . .. .. .. 176
appointment of, as manager, notification of, to the Senat.e .... ' 1
incidental remarks by...................................... 25
Evans, John S., trader at ........................ 176, 181,202,273
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence .185, 188, 193, 194, 207, 2013,
Grierson, Colonel, recommendation by, concerning .•........ _ 178,
201,203,207,209,301,302

210,212,215,221,235,239,240,244,247,250,253,256,260,261

remarks byHazen, General, testimony of, concerning ..... 1t!8, 228-230, 233, 305
on the manner of filing the replications and surreplications. 7
.introduction of spirituous liquors at .•...•..•...••.•.....•.... 205
on the statement by respondent's counsel concerning what
Marsh, C. P., connection with the .................... 176, 181,185
had taken place in the House ...... .................. 14
New York Tribune's comments on the .•.•.•.. 177, 178,185,187,218
on the application of the counsel for the respondent for a
payments of money concerning the .......................... 179
post ponement to secure the evidence of an absent witRobinson, George T., letter from, concerning the .......... 213, 306
ness .••....•........•.•••••......•............•..... 259
FRELINGHUYSEN, FREDERICK T., a Senator from New Jerseyargument byappointed on a select committee on the impeachment.........
1
on the question of jurisdiction and the order of proceeding .19, 20
- oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice............... 4
on the question whether the respondent is amenable to trial
incidental remarks by ................................. 19, 188,299
by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of WaJ·,
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ........ 238, 240, 255, 256
notwithstanding his resignation of that office ..••... 55-63
motion by·
Holt, J., Judge .A.clvocate-General, opinion by, on the regulation
that the Secretary notify the House that the Senate is organof post-traders ...................................... 209
ized for the impeachment trial and is ready to receive
the managers. Agreed to_. . • .. .. . . .. .. • . .. . .. .. .. ..
4 House of Representatives, themessages from·
that the motion of Mr. Sherman, as amended by Mr. Morton,
transmitting the notice of impeachment by its committee... 1
be amended by striking out "in the presence of the
informing the Senate of the appointment of managers to conHouse of Representatives" and inserting in lieu thereduct the impeachment, and to exhibit the articles
of " while Congress is in ses:.ion".. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 173
agreed upon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • • 1
that the court adjourn_ ................................ 251, 252
committee of, appointed to impeMh William W. Belknap..... 1
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
reference of the message from~ to a select committee...... . . . • 1
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
impeachment of William W. Belknap in the name of......... 1
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him aB Secretary of War; notwit-hstanding his resignaattendance of the, as a Committee of the Whole House, with
tion before impeachment ........................... 8'2-85
Hon. Samuel J. Randall as its chairman, and accompanied IJy Mr. Speaker Kerr and -G. W. Adams, Clerk
votes by, on the articles of impeachment .•.•.. 344,347,35<.', 353,355
of the House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 6
French, John R., Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senateannouncement by, of the House impeachment committee......
1 HoWE, TuiOTHY 0., a Senator from Wisconsinoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . .
5
of the managers ........... ---·: ........... 1,6, 7, 8, 15, 21, 27,64
oath administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
incidental remarks by ................. 21, 27, 172, 173, 1!:!8, 2.36, 324
proclamations by . _............••... _........•. 2, 5, 6, 8, 15, 21, 37,
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ..•.............. 232, 238
call for the yeas and nays by .................. 75, 191, 238, 29~, 342
64,7:3, 74, 75, 158, 162, 169, 174, 189,218,236,252,270,271, 272
return of, on writs of summons ............................. 6, 2"27
motions bycommunications from, relating to the summoning of John S.
that an order of Mr. Edmunds fixing the time for hearing
Evans ....••••••.••••...•..•.••••.••.••••••••..•. 271, 272
the arguments be amended by making it May t!. Rejected...... . . . • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 19
that the court adjourn ................................... 20,21
G.
that the vote ordering that the galleries be cleared be reconsidered . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 172
Gifts received by public men, allusions ofMr. Black to . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • . . • 318
that the order proposed by :Mr. Sherman be divided. Agreed
to.......... . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . • 172
Mr. Carpenter to ............................................ 322
Mr. Lord to. . . . . • . • . . • . . • • . . . • • . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . . . 340
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
GOLDTHWAITE, GEORGE, a Senator from Alabama; oath, the, adbe impeached by the House of Representatives, and
ministered to, by the Chief Justice..................
5
tried by the Senate on impeachment_for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignaGORDO~, JoHN B., a Senator from Georgiation before impeachment .......................... 97-100
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental1·emarks by ..••.•.......•..••....•............. _. 169
point of order raistd by, that a motion of :Mr. Edmunds could
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 344,347,350,353, 35.!)
not now be considered...... .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. . 342
Grant, U. S., indorsement concerning the reservation at Fort BilL 279
question byto the managers: whether a witness stated where the Robinson letter waa kept between the date of its receipt
H.
in 1875 and its appearance on the files in 1876 ........ 213
HAMILTO~, MoRGAN C., a Senator from Texasto C. P. Marsh, witness for the respondent: 'Vby ditl you say
to Mrs Bower that the child wonld have money after
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
a time ! ... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
votes by, on the articles of impeachment .....• 344, 347,350,353,355
HAMLIN, HA...VIBAL, a Senator from Mainevotes by, on the articles of impeachmen~ ..... 344, 347,350,353, 356
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice .... ...... ....
4 Huckleberry, J. H., letter from, concerning the introduction of
spiQ.tuous liquors in the Indian Territory at Fort
incidental rem:u-ks by .............. ..•••..••••......... 3, 259, 341
Sill _.....•........... ~ .............•...•.••..... 205, 206
motion by, that the rules of proceeding be so amended as to alHumphreys, Andrew A., Major-General, a witness for the defenee,
low subsequent proceedings to be held in open session.
evidence concerning the official reputation of W. W.
Rejected .......... , ................................ 341
Belknap. . . • • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . 2GB
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... :344, 347,350,353,356
Hancock, Winfield S., Major-General, a witness for the uefense,
I.
evidence concerning the official character of W. W.
Belknap .................. _... . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . • • . . 285
HARVEY, JAMES M., a Senator from KansasL.~GALLS, JoHN J., a Senator from Kansasoath, the, administered to, by the Chie-f Justice . . • . . . . . . • . . . .
4
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.... . • . . . • • • • • 4
motion by, that the reading of the journal be dispensed with .. 252
incidental remarks by ......................... 3, 286,295, 299, 341
vot.es by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 344, 347,350,353,356
call by, for the yeas and nays ................................ 342
Hazen, William B., Major-General, a. witness for the prosecutionmotions byevidence concerning the post-tradership at Fort Sill, and his
that the court take a recess.... . .. • .. .. • • .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . • .. 37
that the gallaries be cleared and the doors closed. "Agreed to. 72
243
that the court adjourn ...............•.....•........ 75,202,294
cross-exa.minecl by counsel for the respondent ................ 230,
that the motion of Mr. Edmunds concerning the final vote
be amended ....•...............•.. -.. .. . . • . . . . . . . • • 342
.
231,233,234,243-245
questloned by Mr. Senator Thurman ....... _..... _.....•..... 244
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, aud
Hill, Clement Hugh, Acting Attorney-General, opinion by, concerning the rights of post-traders, &c ............. _. 208
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
HITCHCOCK, PHL."'ffiAS W., a Senator from Nebraskahim as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment .................... ; .... 124-126
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Just.i ce.... ...... .... 4
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 344,347,350, 3!13, 356
motion by, that the court adjourn........................... 76
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... :344, 347, 350,353,356 Instructions to the commanding officers at Fort.Sill and Camp
Supply to report on the conduct of tlie post-traders at
Hoar, Judge, denial of a statement of counsel concerning, by l\1r.
•
those posts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 186
l\ianager Lord ...................................... 357
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Knott, J. Proctor, a Representative from KentuckyJenks, George A., a Representative from PeJmsylvaniaappointment as manager, notification of, to the Senate...... . .
1
argument by, on the question whether the respondent is amenappointment of, as mana.ger, notification of, to tho Senate....
1
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence .. 181, 210,227,261,270,281
able to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secreremarks by, on the application of the counsel for the respondtary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of that
ent for a postponement to secure the evidence of an
office .............•.••..•.•...•• _•.......••.. 45-4 7, 64-68
absent witness ...•....•....... -----· ..........•.•... 261
L.
argument byon the question whether the respondent is amenable to trial
by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War,
Lapham Elbridge G., a Representative from New York,.
notwithstanding his resignation of that office ...... .47-55
appointment of, as manager, notification of, to the Senate......
1
on the evidence and the facts of the case ... ....... - •.... 306-313
interlocutory remarks on the evidence by ...•............ 191, 193,
JOHNSTON, JoHN W., a Senator from Virgiania209,~27,230,238,239,256,262,263,2G4,267,269,282,2B3, 284
oath, the, administered to, by the presiding officer. . . . . . . . . . • 27
argument bydetained from his seat by the illness of a member of his family.
8
on the motion submitted by the respondent that the court
Jo~s, CHARLES W., a Senator from Floridaset aside its order asserting jurisdiction, for the reason
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice ..• -.......... 4
that it was not passed with the concurrence of twoopinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
thirds of the Senators present ....•...........••..... 164
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
on the questions of fact connected with the case ........ 299-306
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
Letter from C. P. Marsh toW. W. Belknap, asking that the aphim as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignapointment of post-trader at Fort Sill be made in the
tion before impeachment ....•.................... 137-143
name of J. S. Evans ................................ 185
re.asons for declining to vote, unless compelled to do MO by the
from General Sheridan to W. W. Belknap concerning the postSenate . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.45
trader circular ..•.•................... ~. . • . • . . . . • • • . 257
JoNEs, JorrN· P., a Senator from Neva.daLOGAN, JOHN A., a Sena,tor from illinoisoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . . 5
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 345, 348,350,353,356
incidental remarks by .. ---· .·.................... 164, 224,227,318
Judgment, final, in the case, written opinions on the ........ 358-365
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ....... _.. . . . • • . . . . . 211
Judgment of acquittal, the presiding officer directs the Secretary
remarks byto enter a...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 357
on the right of a Senator tq question witnesses ......•.... 241, 242
Jmisdiction of the Sena.te sitting as a court of impeachment, plea
on the management of the case by the counsel . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248
of the respondent denying the......................
6
call for the yeas and nays by.... .. . . . . . • . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 341
replication of the House of Representatives, a~serting the....
7
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to bB
rejoinder of the respondent to the replication of the House on
impeached by the Ho1Ise of Representatives, a,nd tried
the . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by him
surrejoinder of the House of Representatives to the rejoinder
as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation
of the respondent on the ... -........................ 9
before impeachment. [Not furnished for publication.]
Justice, Department of, allusion to, by Judge Black .....• _. . . . . 13
motion by, that the court take a. recess ............... _.. . . . . 75
question byK.
to Manager Hoar, regarding the pleadings of the managers. 23, 24
to Manager Jenks: Article 61 of the Articles of War provides
Kasson, John A., Representative, a witness for the defense, evithat any officer who is 9onvicted of conduct unbecomdence concerning the reputation of ,V, W. Belknap in
ing an officer and ·a gentleman shall be dismissed from
Iowa ...........................•........•....... _.. 269
the service. In a case where an officer of the Arruy
KELLY, JAMEs K., a Senator from Oregonshould be tried under this article of war, after becomoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
ing a private citizen, what would be the judgment of
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
the court-martial!.................................. 52
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and tried by
to General McDowell, a witness for the prosecution . . . . . . . . 188
the Senate on impeachment for acts done by him as Secretary
to Adjutant-General Townsend, respecting the duties of the
of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment.
Judge-Advocate-General ............................ 2L3
[Not furnished for publication.]
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution, concerning his
correspondence with W. W. Belknap ................. 224
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 345, 348,350,353,356
Keokuk, Iowa, reputation of W. W. Belknap at ...........•. 266, 267
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution : Prior to the
KERNAN, FRANCIS, a Senator from New Yorksending of the first money, had you said anything to
oath, t.he, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . .
4
any person or had any person ever said anythin~ to
incidental remarks by ................................ 161, 170, 287
you on the subject of sending money to General Belinterlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ........•.... 189, 192,236
knap; if sQ, who was it Y........................ 238,239
opinion of, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution: From the conbe impeached by the House of Representatives, and
versation with the present Mrs. Belknap, mentioned
tried by the Senate on impeachmeat for acts done by
by you in your answer to my former interrogatory, you
spoke of an understanding with the former Mrs. llolhim as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ................•......•. 153, 154
knap now deceased; please state what that undermotion by~
.
standing was......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
that the motion of Mr. Whyte be amended so that it will
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 345, 348, 350,553, 356
read: that in default of an answer within ten days by the
Lord, Scott, a Representative from New York.:_
respondent to the articles of impeachment, the trial
appointment of, aa manager, notification of, to the Senate. . . . . 1
shall proceed as on a plea of not guilty.... . . . . . . . . . . 161
presentation of the artjcles of impeachment by.... . . . . . . . . . . 1-3
request by, for the issuing of process against 'Villiam W. Belwithdrawn .................... ------ .........•.......•. 162
knap...............................................
4
that the court adjourn .................•.• _. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 236
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 345, 348, 350, 353, 356
announcement by, of the attendance of the Honse as a ComKernan, Joseph A., a witness for the pro ecut.ion, states tho acmittee of tho Whole ........ ----··--·-··............
6
counts of C. P. Marsh in the National Bank of Com,
request by, for a copy of the plea of respondent...... . . . . . . . .
6
merce of New York, and checks paid .............. 196, 197
presentation by, of the replication of the House of ReprcsentaKerr, M. C., Speaker of the House of Representativestives ......• .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
attends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • .. . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 6
motion submitted bythat the court reconsider the order giving the respondent's
allusion to, by Mr. Carpenter .•.•......•....•••.•••...•.•.... 321
KEY, DAVID M., a Senator from Tennesseecounsel tho concluding argument...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 19
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
that on the 11th day of July the court will proceed to hear
opinion by, on the question whether tho respondent is liable to be
the evidence on the merits in the trial of tllis case .. 162, 163
resolution of Mr. Senator Sargent substituted for, amended,
impeached by the House of Representatives, and tried
by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by him as
and agreed to ................................•... 165-167
Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation bethat the respondent, W. W. Belknap, shall not be allowed to
fore impeachment ............................... 145-147
make ::my fmthor plea or answer to the articles of imvotes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 345, 348,350,353,356
peachment preferred against him on the part of the
King, Richard, a witness for the prosecution, identifies certifiHonse of Representatives, but that tho futuro proceedcates of deposit in tho National Bank of Commerce
ings proceed as upon a general plea of not guilty ..... 170
of New York issued to C. P. Marsh, payable toW. W.
remarks byBelknap.~ .......................................... 196
on fixing a time for the r~joiudcr to bo fileu ........••••• :-.. 1
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McMahon, John A.-Continued.
Lord, Scott-remarks by-Continued.
incidental remarks by .........•••........ 167, 16S, 181, 182, 189, 337
on a postponement of the trial until December and an eninterlocutory remarks by, on tho evidence ... 181, 183, 184, 185, 186,
largement of the time for argument ....••.•........ 10, 11
187,189,190,191,192,193,194,195, 195,197,198, 199,200,
on the request of the counsel for respondent for a postpone201,202,203,204,205,206,207,208,209,210,211,212,213,
ment of the trial until May 15. . ••••• .••••• •... .•.. .. 27
214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,~l2,223,224,~25,226,
on :fixing a time for the trial. .....•..• ~ ..... " .•• 161, 165, 171, 172
227,228,229,230,231,232,233,234,235,236,237,~38,239,
on continuing the trial until some day in November ..••. 111, 172
240,241,242,243,244,245,246,247,248,249,250,251,252,
on the order of the final argument ...•.•...••....... 285, 286, 294
253,254,255,256,257,258,262,2G3,264,265,266,267,2o8,
incidental remarks by ••.•......••.......•.. 12, 15,37, 165,285, 306
269,270,273,274,275,276,277,279,280,2~ 1,282,283, 284
argument by.
examination by, qf the witnesses for the prosecutionon the motion of the managers that the evidence bearing on
Adams, George M ..•.••....•.....•.........•.............. 181
the question of jurisdiction be given before the arguBarna.rd, William H ...•.......•••.•.•..... - ............ 198, 199
ments shall be presented on that question, and fixing
Barnard, William T ..•..•....•.....................•.•. 217, 218
the time for pleadings ............................... 9, 16
Bartlett, Ed ward T ...•••.•..•.•.......•......•.•.•• ~. . . . . . 181
on the motion of Mr. Conkling that the Senate first hear and .
Brinkerhoff, Henry S...... . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . 243
determine the question of jurisdiction .............. 17, 18
Clymer, Hiester, a Representative from PenR.Sylvania ... 245-251,
on the question of jurisdiction and the order of proceeding.. 22
254,255
on the question whether the respondent is amenable to ti·ial
by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of War, notCrosby, H. T., chief clerk of the Wa.r Department .......... 183,
184,185,186,187
withstanding his resignation ....•.................. 31-37
on the order of the Senate overruling the demurrer of the reDodge, Jonas S ....•.•••••••.••...•.••••..•••••.•..... ~--· 183
Emery, Charles F ..•..•..••••••••••..•••.•••••....••... 199, 200
spondent to the replication of the House of RepresentEvans, JohnS .....•.•...•..•..•••.•.........•. 273-275,280,281
atives and the argument of the respondent's counsel
Fisher, John J .........••.........•...•..•...••........ 252, 253
thereupon ........................................ 159, 160
Hazen, William B., Major-General ..•••....•...•... 228-230, 243
on the answer of the respondent and the motion that he shall
not be allowed to make any further plea, but that the
Kernan, Joseph .A. .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 196, 197
King, Richard ...............•.•.•.•..........••......... .- 196
future proceedings shall proceed as upon a general plea.
of not guilty.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 170
McDowell, Irvin, Major-General ......• ........•........ 187-189
Marsh, Caleb P ..............•.....•... 219-226, 228-236, 237-242
on closing the case for the prosecution .........•........ 334-341
denial by, of an allegation by counsel for the respondent that
Moody, WilliamF ...•.....•...••.•..................••... 215
J ndge Hoar gave the President a library...... . . • • • . 357
Moss, George W .....•.•...•••.•....••••...•............ 182, 183
Reid, Whitelaw .....•..••..•.•...•...... ~ .....•........ 218, 2.19
Lowe, Ralph P., a witness for the defenseSmalley, E. V .............................•.............. 215
evidence concerning the reputation of W. W. Belknap at Keokn k, Iowa . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 2G6
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-General ....•......•...•. 200-209,214
Vilas, Charles N ...•.• . •.••...••.•...••................... 198
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution .•......•••. 266
-Whitney, Leonard .......•......•.....•.••...•••. .. .... 216,217
re-examined by the counsel for the defense ................ 266, 267
cross-examination by, of the witnesses for the defenseLynde, William P., a Representative from WisconsinAugur, Christopher C., Major-General ....•............•. 265,266
appointinent of, a.s manager, notification of, to the Senate.... 1
incidental remarks by ....................•.•..........••... 163
Benet, S. V., Chief of Ordnance. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 268
remarks by, concerning the witnesses for the prosecution ..... 174
Crosby, H. T., chief clerk of the War Department ..•....... 263,
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ........ 188, 192,210,211
264,265,283,284,2~~
Dunn, William McKee, Judge Advocate General .•...... 268, 269
argument byon the motion submitted by the respondent that the court set
Lowe, Ralph P. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 266
aside its order asserting jurisdiction, for too reason that
Macfeeley, Robert, Commissary-General .••••••............ 257
it was not passed with the concurrence of two-thirds
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-General...... . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 258
Wright, George G., a Senator from Iowa ..........•........ 267
of the Senators present ....•.......... _.... . • . . . . . . • • 163
statement by, in answer to Mr. Carpenter, counsel for the reopening the case before the court .. --.- ... -.---.--.--- •. 175-179
spondent ................................•...•...... 160
on the question of jurisdiction upon the final .vote ..•••. 295-298
McMILLAN, SAMUEL J. R., a Senator from MinnesotaM.
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...............
4
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
McCrary, George W., his attendance as a witness desired by the
defense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 266
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
McCREERY, THO~IAS C., a Senator from Kentuckyhim as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Just ice . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 4
tion before impeachment .....•................... 122-124
question bymotions by, that the court adjourn ......................•. 74,218
votes by, on the articles of impea.chment .....• 345, 348,350,35:3,356
to the presiding officer: Whether there is a proper return of
:McDowell, Irvin, Major-General, a witness for the prosecutionservice of the witnesses by the Sergeant-at-Arms on the
stated how he learned that there were abuses connected with
record............ . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 174
the post-tradership at Fort Sill, aud what steps were
to the managers: Is it not charged in Article 3 of the articles
taken by the Secretary of War at his suggestion to
of impeachment that Evans was retained in office by
rectify them ......................••.............. 187-189
the Secretary of War not only corruptly, but that his
cross-examination of, by the counsel for the respondent .... 189-196
retention there was " to the great injury and damage
questioned by Mr. Senator Logan .•...••...........•••••.... 188
of the officers and soldiers of the Army of the United
correction of the testimony of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . . 271
States stationed at said post, as well as of emigrants,
McDONALD, JOSEPH E., a Senator from Indianafreighters, and other citizens of the UnHed States,"
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.............. 4
&c.; and whether, although that issue may not be the
only issue in the case, it is not an jssue that may be a
incidental remarks by ...•......•...•............... ·........ 19, 20
motion by, that theo order fixing the order of discussion of the
material one, and upon which the Senate will have to
jurisdictional question be reconsidered...... . . . . . . . • . 20
pass in their finding¥ .........•........ , .......•.... 191
amendment to, by Mr. Cameron. Rejected ................. 21
to 1\ir. Manager Lynde: Whether the question of jurisdiction
modified . • • • . . . • . • . • . . • • . . • . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . 21
in a trial of this kind is a preliminary question...... 298
rejected . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • • • • .27
votes by, on the articles of impeachment .•.•.. 345, 348, 350, 353, 356
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
Macfeely, Robert, Commissary -General, a witness for the defensebe impeached by the House of Representatives, and
evidence concerning sutlers and post-traders, and the official
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
character of W. W. Belknap as Secretary of War ...... 257
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignacross-examined by the counselfor the prosecution ............ 257
tion before impeachment ..•....•••..••••...••.•.... 77, 78 Managers, on the part of the Housequestion by·
appearance of, the, in the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment. . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . .
1
to Mana-ger Hoar, regarding a reference to Blount's case.... 23
to Mr. Blair, whether if the term of office of the accused
presentation by, of the articles of impea.chment against William
W. Belknap...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2
should terminate during the trial that would discontinue the cause . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
ref]_uests by, for the issuing of a summons toW. W. Belknap... 4
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..•••. 345, 348, 350, 353, 356
requests by, for a copy of the plea filed by the respondent....
6
McLaughlin, Napoleon B., a witness for the defense, evidence
presentation by, of the replication of the House of Representconcerning the appointment of J. S. Evans a.s posta.tives.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
requests by, that the trial may be hastened._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
trader . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • 265
presentation by,of the surrejoinder of the House of RepresentMcMahon, John A., Representative from Ohioatives .•.••..•••••..• ~ • . . . • . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • 9
appointment of, as manager, notification of, to the Senate.... 1
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Managers on the part of the House-Continued.
motion submitted by, that the evidence bearing on the question of jurisdiction be submitted before the arguments
shall be presented on that question.................. 9
argument by, on the question of the right to open and close,
and also in regard to the number of managers who
shall be allowed to speak ................. 19, 20, 21, 2'2-26
arguments by, on the question of jurisdiction ......... 31-47,47-69
remarks by, on the order of pleadings ........ 163, 164, 165, 168,170
argument by, in opening the case ......................... 175-179
examination by, of witnesses for the prosecution .......... 179-256
cross-examination by, of witnesses for the defense ...•••.... 257-284
arguments by-,
on the law of the case .•.•.• ------ ..................... 295-298
on the facts of the case ................................ 299-306
on the evidence ........................................ 306-313
reviewing the law, the facts, and the evidence .......•.. 334-341
explanation by . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 357
Marcy, R. B., Brigadier-General, a witness for the defense, evidence concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap ............. - .....•........................... 268
Maroa, Illinois, investment in real estate at, by W. W. Belknap. 199
Marsh, Caleb P., a witne~s for the prosecutionevidence showing his relations with W. W. Belknap and the
post-tradership at Fort Sill ..........••••. 219-226, 2'28, 236
cross-examined by counsel for the respondent ....•. 236,237,242,243
re-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ...•.•....•. 237-242
questioned byMr. ienator Logan ......•.... ·----· ............ 238,239,241,242
Mr. Senator Dawes ........................................ 239
Mr. Senator Howe ........................................ 241
Mr. Senator Oglesby ...................................... 243
MAxEY, SAMUEL B., a Senator from Texasoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . • . . . . 4
opinion by, on the qoet~tion whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts oone by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ........................... 91-93
question by, to Manager Hoar, regarding the pleading of the
managers. . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 24
votes by, on the articles of impeachment .....•.... 34Cl, 351, 353, 356
MERRUION, A. S., a Senator from Norr.h Carolina.oath, the, administered to, by the Chief J ostice . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
4
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ................. 2'27,232
motion bythat the Senate return to its Chamber without action in conference on the motion of the respondent to postpone
the further hearing of the impeachment until December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • 14
that there be a call of the Senate. Agreed to . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 64
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeP.chment ........................... 96, 97
question byto Mr. Manager Hoar, as to whether the managers claim to
reply in the discussion of all questions as a matter of
right, or only on the ground of practice...... . . . . . . . . 26
to the counsel for the respondent: at what time the finding
of a court-martial on George T. Robinson was pending
for approval by the \Var Department...... . . . . . . . . . . 212
statement by, th~t his co~ea.~ue, MJ:· Ransom, bad been called
away by siCkness m h1s family ...................... 341
votes by, on the articles of impeachment .... 345, 348, 351, 353, 356
Miller, Samuel F., :Mr. Justice, a witness for the defense, evidence
concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap .. 269
MITCHELL, Jon...~ H., a ~ena.tor from Oregonoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice .......... _. . 4
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ........••...•••. _.. 237
motion by, that attachments issue for all witnesses regularly
subpcenaed on the part of the prosecution who have
not answered to the roll-call and with whom there is
no understanding that they are to be notified by the
managers when required to be present ............... 174
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwitstanding his resignation before impeachment .. _.................... _.108-112
question byto the managers: The Constitution provides that when the
President of the United St.ates is tried on impeachment, the Chief Justice shall preside. Suppose a late
President were impeached for high crimes and misdemeanors committed while Presiuent, and presented at
the bar of the Senate for trial, who would preside, the
Chief J nstice or the President of the Senate f._.. . • • • 47
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MITCHELL, Jon...~ H.-question by-Continue.d.
to the counsel for the respondent, whether fixing the 19th
of June for the trial will give the respondent's counsel
such time as they may deem necessary. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 165
to the counsel fm the respondent, whether they are able to
state at what time a letter from George T. Robinson
was filed in the War Department ......... _.......... 212
to Caleb P. Marsh, a witne s for t.he prosecution: Why diu
you send toW. W. Belknap, Secretary of War, the onehalf of the various sums of money received by you from
Evans atFortSillf .................................. 237
to Mr. Manager Lynde: Suppose the plea in this case had
been that of former conviction or former acquittal,
would it have required a two-third majority to determine the issue; and if the plea were overruled by a
mere majority vote, would the Senators voting in the
minority be lega1ly bound by such decision f What difference is there, if any, between the ca e jnst supposed
and the case at bar, in reference to the requisite majority to determine the issue Y. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 297
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ... 345, 348, 351, 354, 356
Money, receipt of, by W. W. Belknap from C. P. Marsh.l82, 183, 184, 197
Moody, William F., a witness for the prosecutionevidence concerning tbe shipments of money by Adams Express
Company from New York to Washington ............ 215
cross-examined by counsel for the r{lspondent .. _. __ .. . . . . . . . . 215
MORRILL, JusTIN S., a Senator from Vermontoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.............. 4
motion byto a.mend an order of Mr. Edmunds excusing the managers
and counsel from attendance until May 18, amended
by Mr. Burnside adjourning the court until May 15, by
excusing them from attendance until further notice.
Agreed to . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
to adjourn the court until Monday, May 29, at ten o'clock.. 75
to amend a resolution of Mr. Morton, so that it will read:
That the demurrer of the respondent to the replication
of the House of Representatives to the plea of therespondent be, and the same is hereby, overruled ; and
that the plea of the respondent to the jurisdiction of
the Senate be, and the same is hereby, overruled; and
that the articles of impeachment are sufficient to show
t bat the Senate has jurisdiction of the case, and that
the respondent answer to the merits of the accusation
contained in the articles of impeachment............ 76
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable
to be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of \Var, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ....................... 112, 113
question by, submitted to tho Senate as a substitute for the
question submitted by Mr. Morton : Has the Senate
power to entertain jurisdiction in the pending case of
the impeachment by the House of Representatives of
William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War~ notwithstanding the facts alleged in relation to his resignation t ...................................,. . . . . . . . . . . 73
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ....•. 345, 348,351,354,356
MORRILLL, LoT M., a Senator from Maineoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.............. 5
incidental remarks by ................ -. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 167
motion by, that the floor and galleries be cleared for deliberation... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . 167
[Senator Morrill resigned on the 12th of July, 1Cl76.]
MORTON, OLIVER P., a Senator from Indianaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.... . . . . . . • . • • 4
incidental remarks by ........................... 3, 4, 165, 191,272
interloo ntory remarks by, on the evidence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 242
call by, for the yea~ and nays .............. ---- .......... ---- 173
motion bythat the court proceed to vote on Friday next a~ one o'clock,
to vote without further debate, upon the peniling and
cognate questions. Amended and agreed to.... . . . • • • 75
that the power of impeachment created by the Constitution
does not extend to a. person who is charged with the
commission of a high crime while he was a civil officer
of the United States and acting in his official character, bot who hacl ceased to be such officer before the
finding of articles of impeachment by the House of
Representatives. Laid on the table ........... _._.... 76
that the Senate retire for consultation. Withdmwn.... . . . . 166
that the galleries be cleared, that the court may deliberate.
Rejected _. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . 166
that the motion of Mr. Sherman be amended by adding, that
the impeachment can only proceed in the presence of
the House of Representatives. Withdrawn .......... 173
that the motion of Mr. Sherman be amended by adding the
words" and in the presence of the House of Representatives." Rejected ................................... 173
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Motions submitted to the court-Continued.
OLIVER P.-motion by-Continued.
by Mr. Blair, counsel for the respondent, that an order be made
that on questions of the admissibility of testimony the discussion shall be limited to one counsel for the respondupon the managers on the part of the House of Representatives to furnish within twenty-four hours to the
ent and to one manager for the House of Representaaccused or his counsel a list of the witnesses whom
tives, and shall not extend beyond ten minutes on each
side. Withdrawn .................. , ............... 191
they in tend to call, together with the particulars of
the facts which they expect to prove by them.. . • • • • . 167
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
by Mr. Senator Boutwell, that the court first hear and deterbe impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
mine the question of jurisdiction, and that four manhim as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignaagers may be allowed to submit arguments thereupon.
Agreed to ........•..................•..•......... _. 27
tion before impeachmentf .......................... 81, 8'2
by Mr. Senator Burnside- question by. that an order of Mr. Edmunds, fixing the time for hearing
to Manager Knott: Whether in England a person who baa
been punished by the courts for crimes committed in
the arguments, be amended by making it May 16. Rejected . . . . . . • . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . • . , . . . .•... _. 19
office has, after retiring from office, been impeached
that an order of Mr. Edmunds, excusing the managers and
and punished by Parliament, or where a person has
been impeached and punished in Parliament, has he
counsel from attendance, be amended by adding that
.
the court adjourn until May 15. Agreed to ...... _. _. 72
afterward been punished by the courts for the same
that an order of Mr. Sherman, fixing the time of adjournment
offenses ! ..•.......• - •.....•....•...... - . . . • . . . . • . . • 66
modified .••...••................................. -- . -.. 76
of the court to May 15, be amended by making it May
16. Rejected ....•............... _....•.. _.. _... _•. _ 72
to the Senate, for consideration: Is there power in Congress
by Mr. Carpenter, counsel for the respondentto impeach a person for crime committetl while in office,
if such person had resigned the office and such resigthat they be furnished a copy of the replications and time to
frame surreplications .................. _. .. .. .. . . .. . 7
nation had been accepted before the finding of articles
of impeachment by the House T............. -.. .. .. • • 73
that the issues of fact be closed on the question of jurisdiction ....... __ ............ _...... _... __ ....... _.. . . . . 10
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution: Did General
that a postponement until Monday, May 15, be granted_... . 27
Belknap personally or through any person or by letter
that a postponement be granted until the arrival of John S.
ever inquire of you why this money was sent, and did
Evans, whose testimony is material and important for
you in any way ever assign a reason to him for it!.. . 239
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution: How often
the defense. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 269
after the first money was sent to Belknap and before
that an order be made that the further trial of this cause be
your examination before the committee of the House
postponed until notice be given by the Senate to the
did you meet General Belknap, and was the money ever
House of Representatives of the United States and to
the respondent ... _.......•.••..........•••• __ . . . . . . 271
referred to in conversation at any of these interviews?. 242
by Mr. Senator Christiancyvote by, on the articles of impeachment ..................... - 356
that the motion of Mr. Morrill be amended by insertin~:
Moss, George W., a witness for the prosecution, shows the transportation of different sums of money, at different times,
"That W. W. Belknap, the respondent, is not amenable
by Adams Express Company, from C. P. Marsh at New
to trial by impeachment for acts done as Secretary of
York to ,V, W. Belknap at Washington .......•... 182, 183
War, he having resigned said office before impeachment" ................•.....••..................... 76
Motions submitted to the courtthat the second resolution of Mr. Thurman be amended by
by Mr. Senator Allisonthat the consultations and opinions expressed in secret sessubstituting: "Whereas the Constitution of the United
sion be taken down by the reporters and printed in
States provides that no person shall bo convicted on
impeachment without the concurrence of two-thirds
confidence for the use of Senators ......... - --.. . . . . . 73
of the members present; and whereas more than onethat the Senate consider the re3olution submitted by him
providing for the reporting in confidence of the prothird of all the members of the Senate have already
ceedings had and opinions expressed in secret session.
pronounced their conviction that they have no right
or power to adjudge or try a citizen holding no public
Rejected . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . •.• • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . 73
that the court take a recess .............................. 73, 74
office or trust when impeached by the House of Repthat the order fixing the 6th of July for t.be trial be amended
resentatives; and wherea-s the respondent, W. W. Belby making it the 19th of~ ovember.... . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 173
knap, was not when impeached an officer, but a private
that the question on Mr. Edmunds's motion concerning the
citizen of the Unitecl States and of the State of Iowa;
and whereas said Belknap has, since proceedings of
final vote be divided ........................ ---- .... 342
impeachment were commenced against him, been inby Mr. Senator Anthonydicted and now awaits trial before a judicial court for
that the court adjourn------ .... ---- ...... ·----- .... ------ 15
that the court retire for deliberation .. _. _.......... . .... 18, 166
the same offenses charged in the articles of impeachthat an order of Mr. Edmtmds, fixing the time for bearing
ment, which indictment is pursuant to a statute rethe arguments, be amended by making it May 15. Requiring in case of conviction (in addition to fine and
jected . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • 19
imprisonment) an infliction of the utmost judgment
that an order of Mr. Sargent, fixing the time for hearing the
which can follow impeachment in any ca e, namely,
evidence, be amended by making it July 11. Amended. 166
disqualification ever again to hold office: Resolted,
that an order of postponement be laid on the table. Agreed
That in view of the foregoing facts it is inexpedient
to .................................................. 287
to proceed further in the case." Withdrawn after
by Mr. Senator Bayarddebate ..•..•...... ------........................... 76
by Mr. Senator Cockrell, that the amendment of ~Ir. Edmunds
that the second resolution of Mr. Thurmnn be amended.
Agreed to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
to t.he amendment of Mr. Sargent be so amended as
that the third resolution of Mr. Thurman be amended.
to fix the time for trial on June 19. Rejected ........ 167
by Mr. Senator ConklingAgreed tf) ......................... _. _. . . . • . . . . • . . . . 76
that the Sena.te first hear and determine the question of juristhat the court adjourn .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . . . • • .. . 270
diction ............................. _.. __ .. _... . . . . . 17
that as a condition-precedent to the order for postponement
that an order of Mr. Edmunds fixing the time for hearing the
of his t1ial asked for on the 12t-h instant by the respondent, it is ordered that the respondent inform the Senarguments and the order in which they shall be made
be amended. Agreed to ............................ 19
ate what in substance he proposes to prove by JohnS.
that the court take a recess .••...... __ ..•••..... __ ... _. _. . 74
Evans, the witness on the ground of whose absence
that au order of Mr. Morton be amended. Agreed to .. __ .. . 75
postponement is asked .............................. 271
by Mr. Black, counsel for the respondentthat the court adjourn ...... . .. _........................ 77,236
that th~ court set aside its order asserting jurisdiction for the
that the first resolution of M.r. Thurman be amended by
reason that it was not passed with the concruTence of
insertin9: at the end thereof, "before he was impeached '. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • 76
two-tl1irds of the Senators present ................... 162
that the motion of :Mr. Sherman be amended by adding that
that this cause be now continued until some convenient day
in November. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171
the impeachment can only proceed while Congress is
in session .......... _. . . . . . . . . . ... _. . . . . . . . ... _. . . . . . 173
that counsel for the accused object to the evidence now
offered and to all evidence to support the opening of
that the Senate will receive any evidence, otherwise compethe managers, on the ground that there can be no legal
tent, which the counsel for the respondent assure the
conviction, the Senate havinO" already determined the
Senate will be connected with the case by the testimaterial and necessary fact that the defendant is not,
mony of the witness Evans, now absent, but whom the
and was not when impeached, a civil officer of the
respondent duly asketl to have summoned and who is
expected to appear .. . • . . .. .. . .. • .. .. . • • ... :. . • . • . . 261
United States. Objection overruled ................. .181
MORTON,
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Motions submitted to the court, by Mr. Senator Edmunds-Cont'd.
Motions submitted to the court, by Mr. Senator Conkling-Cont'd.
that the Senate will resume the consideration of the articles
that the managers proceed to examine the witness Evans in
of impeachment pursuant to Rule 25.........._......• 341
chief; or, should they decline to do so, the respondent
by Mr. Senator Frelinghuysenmay proceed to examine the witness in chief, with the
that the Secretary notify the House that t.l1e Senate is organright of the managers to r.ross-examine him like any
ized for the impeachment trial and is ready to receive
other witness .................. -........... -... . .. . . 273
the managers. Agreed to .. _..................... _.. .
4
that the three managers and three counsel for the respondent
that the motion of Mr. Sherman, as amended by Mr. Morton,
may be beard in the concluding argument, in tho order
be amended by striking out "in the presence of tne
which they state to the Senate t~ey have agreed upon.
Agreed to . ___ ..•...•......• _- - ... - - ............•. -. 286
House of Representatives" and inserting in lieu theroof "while Congress is in session" ...........
173
that when called to ;ote whether the articles of impeachthat the court adjourn ........ _. . . . . __ . . __ . . . . . . . . ..... _2.11, 252
ment or either of them are SlLStained, any Senator who
by Mr. Senator Hamlin, that the rules of proceedings be so
votes in the negative shall be at liberty to state, if he
amended as to allow subsequent proceedings to be held
chooses, that he rests his vote on the absence of guilt
in open session. Rejected... .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . .. . .. .. . . 341
proved in fact, or on the want of jurisiliction, as the
by Mr. Senator Harvey, that the reading of the Journal be discase may be; and the vote shall be entered in the jourpensed with ...•............. - . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 252
nal accordingly. Amended ...... _... . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . 341
by Mr. Senator Hitchco~Jk, that the court do now adjourn..... 76
by Mr. Senator Cooper, that the court adjourn............... 37
by Mr. Senator Howeby Mr. Senator Davis, that the court adjourn . . . . • . . . • . • . . . • . 73
that an order of Mr. Edmunds fixing the time for hearing
by Mr. Senator Edmunds·
the arguments be amended by making it May 8. Rethat the court adjourn ...... 5, 6, 8, 20, 47, 74, 171, 285, 341, 3-12, 357
jected. . . . . . .. . • . . • . . . • . . . ...............
19
that the Senate be cleared and the doors dosed .•...... _. 72, 170
that the court adjourn ................................... 20,21
that the Senate withdraw for consultation ... ~- •. _.. 11, 14, 22, ~6
that the vote ordering that the galleries be cleared be reconthat the Senate take a recess ........ 31, 43, 73, 74, 75, 202, 211, 313
sidered .........•..................... _... 0..... . . . . 172
that there be a call of the Senate.................... _.. 165, 171
that the order proposed by Mr. Sherman be divided. Agreed
. that the message of the House relating to the impeachment
to ........•..............••••.•..••..... _. . . . . . . . . . . 172
of W. W. Belknap be referred to a select c::>mmittee.
by Mr. Senator Ingalls·
Agreed to ...... _....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • .
1
that the court take a recess.... .. .. • . . • . • . .. . • • . •.. • . • • . . • . 3i
that the Chief Justice be invited to attend and administer
that the galleries be cleared and the doors closed.... . . . • • . . 72
to Senators the oath required by the Constitution.
that the court adjourn .............................. 75, 202,294
Modified and agreed to._ ............... :. _ . . . . . .. . . .
3
that the motion of Mr. Edmunds concerning the final vote
that a summons be issued to William W. Belknap. Agreed to.
4
be amended. . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.2
that the Senate sitting for the impeachment trial adjourns
by 1\Ir. Senator Kernanuntil April17. Agreed to........................... 5
that the motion of Mr. Whyte be amended so t.hat it will
that the House be notified that the Senate is ready to proread: that in default of an answer within ten days by
ceed with the trial, and that seats are provided for the
the respondent to the articles of impeachment, the trial
members. Agreed to................................
6
shall vroceed as on a plea of not gull ty ......... _. . . . 161
that the rejoinder be filed April24, and the SUTrejoinder April
withdrawn .......................•.......•.....•••..... 162
25. Amended and agreed to .............. :-....... ~.. 7, 8
that the court adjourn .............
236
that the trial proceed on April27. Agreed to..............
7
by Mr. Senator Logan, that the court take a recess . _.. .. .. . . . 75
that the managers and counsel be excused from attendance
by l\Ir. Manager Lorduntil May 18. Amended and agreed to ... _......... _. 72
that the court reconsider the order giving the respondent's
that Mr. Morton's order be amended so as to have a vote on
counsel the concluclin g argument. _............. _. . . . 19
Monday instead of Friday. Agreed to ............... 74
that on the 11th day of July the court will proceed to hear
that the motion of the respondent to postpone the further
tho evidence on the merits in the t.rial of this case .. 162, 165
hearing of the impeachment until the first Monday in
resolution of Mr. Senator Sargent substituted for,amended,
December be denied. Agreed to._ .................. 14, 15
and agreed to .................................... 165-167
that the hearing proceed on tile 4th of May, and firing the
that the respondent, W. W. Belknap, shall not be allowed to
order in which three of the managers and three of the
make any further plea or answer to the articles of imcounsel for the re pondent shall be heard. Amended
and agreed to .. __ .... _........ _..... _... . . . . . • . . . . . . 19
peachment preferred against him on the part of tho
Honse of Representatives, but that the future proceedthat the order for the final argument be amended by adding
ings proceed as upon a general plea of not guilty_... . 170
"and that the argument be limited to six hours on
each side." Rejected . _..... _.. _. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . 286
by Mr. Senator McCreery, that the court adjourn._ ........ . 74, 218
by 1\Ir. Senator McDonaldthat when the court adjourns it be to J nne 1, at one o'clock
that the order fixing the order of discuss~on of the jurisdicp. m. Agreed to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
tional q nestion be reconside-red. _. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 20
that the motion of Mr. Sargent postponing further proceedamendment to, to by Mr. Cameron. Rejected............ 21
ings be amended by striking out December 6 and inserting July 6. Agreed to ......................... _. 167
modi.£eu -- ... - ..... --- ... --- ... -.- .... -..... - --.. . . . . • 21
rejected . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 27
that the motion of Mr. Sargent requiring lists of witnesses
by Mr. Senator Merrimonwithin twenty-four hours be amended by making the
that the Senate return to its Chamber without action in contime four days. Accepted...... ; .................... 168
ference on the motion of the respondent to postpone the
that the Secretary issue subpmnas that may be ~.pplied for
further hearing of the impeachmentuntil December.. 14
by the respondent for such witnesses t.o be summoned
that there be a call of the Senate. Agreed to .... ·.. .. . .. . .. 64
at the expense of the United States as shall be allowed
by Mr. Senator Mitchell, that attachments issue for all witby a committee to consist of Sena~ors Frelinghuysen,
nessesregularly subprenaed on the part of the prosecuThurman, and Christiancy; and that subprenas for all
tiOn who have not answered to the roll-call and with
other witnesses for the respondent ~:~hall contain the
whom there is no understa.uding that they are to be
statement that the witnesses therein named are to atnotified by the managers when required to be present .. 174
tend upon the tender on behalf of the respondent of
their lawful fees. A~reed to ........................ 174
by Mr. Senator Morrill, of Vermontthat the order regulating the final voting be amended, and
that an order of Mr. Edmunds excusing the managers and
counsel from attendance until May 18, amended by Mr.
it having been amended it read thus: That on TuesBurnside adjourning t.he court until May 15, be further
uay next, the 1st day of August, at twelve o'clock
amended by excusing them from attendance until furmeridian, the Senate shall proceed to vote, without dether notice. Agreed to ... _. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 72
bate, on the several articles of impeachment. The
that the court adjoUTn until Monday, May 29, at ten o'clock. 75
presiding officer shall direct the Secretary to read the
that a resolution of Mr. Morton be amended so that it will
several articles successively, and after the reading of
read : That the demurrer of the respondent to the repeach article the presiding officer shall put the question
lication of the House of Representatives to the plea of
following, namely: "Mr. Senator - - , how say you f
the respondent be, and the same is hereby, overruled;
Is the respondent, William W. Belknap, guilty or not
and that the plea of tho respondent to the jurisdiction
guilty of a bighcrime" or "high misdemeanor," as the
of the Senate be, and the s::une is hereby, overruleu;
charge may be, "a~ charged in this article!" 'Vhereand that the articles of impeachment arc sufficient to
upon such Senator shall ri e in his place and answer
show that the Senate has jurisdiction of the case, and
"guilty" or" not guilty" with his reasons, if any, as pmthat the respondent answer to the merits of the accuvided in the order already adopted. And each Senator
shall be permitte(l to file within two da.ys after the
sation contained in the articles of impeachment...... 76
vote shall have been so taken his written opinion, to
bY. Mr. Senator Morrill, of .Maine, that the floor and galleries
be cleared ........................... , ..••.........• 167
be printed with the proceedings. Agreed to ..•...... 342
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Motions submitted to the court, by:Mr. Senator Sherman-Gont'cl.
Motions submitted to the court-Continued. .
that the further reading of the jouroal be ilispensed with ... 218,
by Mr. Senator Morton270,298
that the court proceed to Yote on Friday next at one o'clock,
to vote without further debate, upon the pending and
that the court take a recess. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 319
cognate questions. Amended and agreed to.... . . . . . . 75
that the motion of Mr. Edmunda concerning the final vote
be amended ....... _.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 341
that the power of impeachment created by the Constitution
by Mr. Senator Thurmandoes not extend to a person who is charged with the
commiss:on of a high crime while he was a civil officer
that the court adjourn ....................... 19, 27, 236, 271, 319
that there be a call of the Senate, sitting as a court . . . . . . . . 47
of the United States and acting in his official character, but who had ceased to be such officer before the
that in the opinion of the Senate William W. Belknap, the
finding of articles of impeachment by the House of
respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment for
acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his
Representatives. Laid on the table . .... · - ··........ 76
that the Senate retire for consultation. Withdrawn .......• 166
resignation of said office. Amended and passeu...... 76
that the galleries be cleared. Rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
that the Hous~ of Representatives and the respondent be
that the motion of Mr. Sherman be amemle(l by adding, that
notified that on the- day of--, at twelve o'clock
the impeachment can only proceeu in the presence of
meridian, the Senate will deliver its judgment in open
the House of Representatives. ·w ithdrawn .......... 173
Senate on the question of jurisdiction raised by the
that the motion of l\Ir. Sherman be amended by adding the
pleadings, at which time the managers on the part of
the Honse and the respondent are notified to attend.
words "and ln the presence of the House of Representatives." Rejected ................................... 173
Amended and passed .........•..................... 75, 76
that on questions of the admissibility of testimony the disthat at the time specified in the foregoing resolution the
cussion shall be limited to one counsel for tho respondPresident of the Senate shall pronounce the judgment
ent and to one manager for the House of Representaof the Senate as follows: "It is ordered by the Senate
ti Yes, and shaH not extend beyond ten minutes on each
sitting for the trial of the articles of impeachment preside. Withdrawn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191
ferred by the House of Representatives against William
by Mr. Senator Oglesby, that tho motion of Mr. Morton fixing
W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, that the demurrer
the date for a vote without further debate upon the
of said William W. Belknap to the replication of the
pending and cognate questions be amended. Rejected. 75
House of Representatives to the plea. to the jurisdiction
filed by said Belknap be, and the same hereby is, overby Mr. Senator Paddockthat an order of Mr. Sherman, fixing the time of adjournment
ruled; and, going back to the first defect, and it being
of the court to M.ty 15, be amended by inserting May
the opinion of the Senate that said plea is insufficient
20. Rejected. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
in law, and that said articles of impeachment are sufthat an order of Mr. Morton be amended so that it will read:
ficient in la.w, it is therefore "further ordered and adThat the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment take
judged that said plea be, and the same hereby is, overa recess until 7.30 o'clock, that the vote upon the quesruledandheldfornaught,andsaid William W. Belknap
tion of jurisdiction be taken at eleven o'clock this evenis ordered to plead or answer to the merits within-ing, and that Senators who may dcsiTe to file opinions
days;" which judgment thus pronounced shall be enin the case shall be permitted to do so before the lOth
tered upon the journal of the Senate sitting as aforesaid.
of June next. Rejected............................ 75
Amended and passed ..........•.................... 75, 76
that the court tnke a recess ................. ~.... . . . . . . . . . 75
that the first resolution of Mr. Thurman be amended so that
it will re:1.d: That William W. Belknap, l:1te Secretary
that the application of respondent for postponement of the
of War, having ceased to be a civil officer of the United
time for proceeding with trial be overruled. Agreed to. 172
States by reason of his resigna;tion before proceedings
that the order of Mr. Sherman be a,mended by inserting after
in impeachment..were commenced against him by the
the word "be" and before the word "filed" the word
House of Representatives, the Senate cannot take ju"not." Rejected..... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172
risdiction in this case. Rejected . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • • • . • 76
that the motion of Mr. Morton limiting the time of discussion
on the aclmissibility of testimony be amended by strikby Mr. Senator Robertson, that the court a-djourn .......••••• 269
by Mr. Sen:ttor Sargenting out "ten" and inserting" thirty," and adding" unthat t.h e court return to the Senate Chamber............... 19
less otherwise ordered." Original motion withdrawn .. 191
that Mr. Sherman's motion be amended by stril..ring out the
by Mr. Senator Whytelimit of the time of the discussion. Agreed to....... 27
that the court take a recess ...•...................... 31, 55, 197
that there be a call of the Senate. AgTeed to.... . . . . . . . . . . 31
that the court shall proceed to vote, without further debate,
that. .Mr. Sherman's motion be amen<led by striking out Monon the question of jurisdiction raised by the pleadings
day and inserting Saturday. Rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
in the pending case; and each Senator shall be perthat the court adjourn ................................ 72, 73,74
mitt-ed to file within two days his writt-en opinion
that the cotut tako a recess .......••..•... _............. 73, 187
thereon, to be printed with the proceedings... . . . . . . . 73
that the court will proceed to hear the evidence on the 6th
that the court shall proceed on Saturday, the 27th of May,
of July. Amended and agreed to ........•.•. 165, 166, 167
to vote upon the question of jurisdiction raised by the
that the managers and the conn el for the respondent furnish
pleadings in the pending case, which vote shall be
to each other lists of the witnesses that they intend to
taken before the court shall adjourn on that day; and
summon. Amended and agt·eed to .........•..... 168, 169
that each Senator shall be permitted to file within
that the motion of .Mr. Edmunds concerning the- final vote be
seven days thereaft-er his written opinion thereon, to
amended .............................•..•. _••.. _... 342
be printed with the pr9ceedings in the order in which
by :Ur. Senator Saulsburythey may have been delivered. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
that the amendment by Mr. Morton to the motion of Mr.
that each Senator be permitted to file his opinion in writing
Sherman be amended by adding after the word&" House
upon the question of jurisdiction on or before the 1st
of Representatives" the words "or its managers".... 173
day of July, 1876, to be printed with the proceedings
by Mr. Senator Shermanin the order in which the same shall be delivered, and
that for Mr. Edmunds's motion that the motion of the responthe opinions pronounced in the court shall be printed
in the order in which they were so pronounced....... 77
dent for postponement be denied, be substituted that
that W. W. Belknap is hereby ordered to plead further or
the managers be asked if they wish to be heard on
this question of postponement. Rejected ........... 14, 15
answer the articles of impeachment within ten days
that the court adjourn until .May 15, and that the argument
from this date. Debated, amended, and agreed to .... 158,
of the question of jurisdiction be confined to eight
162,163,164,165
that the court adjourn until to-morrow at one o'clock p. m.,
hours on each side. Amended and agreed to.·. . . . . . . . 27
when argument shall be heard upon the motion offered
that the court adjourn until May 1~, and that the arg1llllent
of the question of jurisdiction be confined to nine
by the counsel for the respondent. Rejected.. ... . . . . . 164
boors on each side. Rejected .............. _..•.•. ~. 28
that the court adjourn.... . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 272
that Mr. Alcorn he excused from voting for the reasons stated
by Mr. Senator Wrightby him. Agreed to . . . . . . . . • . ....•• _•.••....•. _ . • . . 73
that the court adjourn .....•••...•.•.••........•........ 74, lGl
to postpone the pending and all prior orders and proceed to
that the court take a recess... . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 334
the consideration of the order au bmitted by Mr. Whyte
N.
fixing the time at which the vote on the question of
jurisdiction shall be taken.......................... 74 National Bank of Commerce of New York, the le(lger and checkthat the court adjourn ........ 63, 72, 74, 75, 168, 189, 272, 298, 318
books of, and a transcript from them of C. P. Marsh's
account ......... . ............................... 196, 197
to amend the motion of Mr. Whyto so that it will read: That
this court adjourn until Tuesday next, and in the mean
NoRWOOD, THmus M., a Senator from Georgiartime the defendant have leave to plead, answer, or de. oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...............
4
mufbercin ...............••.................•.•.... 162
opinion on final judgment in tlJ.e case ........................ 358
that the galleries be cleared ..•. _.. . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • • . • . . • . . 172
votes by, on tho arficles of impeachment .•••. 345, 348,351,354,356
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Oaths, the, administered to the Senn.tors by the Chief J nstice .. 3, 4, 5
by the presiding officer ................................. 7, 8, 72,7 4
Oaths ailiniuistered to witnesses by the Chief Clerk of the Senate . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 179
OGLESBY, RICHARD J., a Senator from lllinoisoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental remarks by.... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . 295
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ..••......•. 249,252,259
motions bythat the·mo+;ion of Mr. Morton fixing the date for a vote without further debate npon the pending and cognate questions be amended. Rejected.... . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • 75
that the court adjourn . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 75
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 345,348, 351, 354, 356
Opinions, writwnon the question whether the respondent is liable to be im.
peached by the House of Representatives, and tried by
the Senn.te on impeachment for acts done by him as
::;ecretary of War, notwit.hstanding his resignation before impeachment, byMr. Senator Allison, of Iowa....••.•.•.••....•.....•••.. 116-122
.Bay::trd, of Delaware ......••...••.......... 127-130
Bogy, of Missouri. ..••....•••......••....•. 143, 144
Booth, of California ..............••.....•. 144, 145
Boutwell, of .Massachusetts ...•...•..•..•.•. 130-133
Cameron, of Wisconsin .......•..•.......... 126, 127
Christiancy, of Michigan ..........•••••••. 100-106
Cooper, of Tennessee ........••...••..•.•... 133, 134
Cragin, of New Hampshire ............••... 154-158
Dawes, of Massachusetts ................... 147-153
Eaton, of Connecticut ...•••.....•.......... 114-116
Edmunds, of Vermont ................•.•..... 88-91
Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey ....•...••.•.... 82-85
Howe, of Wisconsin ........................ ·.97-100
Inga.Us, of Kansas .......• ~--· .•.•••.•..•••. 124-126
Jones, of Florida ........••....•••..•...••.. 137-143
Kernan, of New York ...................... 153,154
Key, of Tennessee ......................... 145-147
McDonald, of Indiana ..........•.........•... 77,78
McMillan, of Minnesota ........•.... : ...•.. 122-124
Maxey, of Texas ..............•.....•....•••. 91-93
Merrimon, of North Carolina ................. 96,97
Mitchell, of Oregon .........••....•....••.. 108-112
MorrilJ, of Vermont .....•..•..•••..•••...•. 112-113
Morton, of Indiana ...••.•....••••..•••..•.... 81, 8'2
Sargent, of California ........................ 87, 88
Saulsbury, of Delaware .......•.•.......... 134-137
Sherman, of Ohio ............................ 86,87
Thurman, of Ohio ............................ 78-80
·wallace, of Pennsy1vania ..........•....••••. 80, 81
Whyte, of Maryland ..•••.....•••..•.••••... 106, 107
Wright, of Iowa ....•.......•......•...••.••. 93-96
on final judgment in the case, byMr. Senator Norwood, of Georgia ..........•••.•••..••.. 358-360
Stevenson, of Kentucky ...•...•....••.•.... 360-364
Wadleigh, of New Hampshire ...•.......... 364,365
Wright, of Iowa~--- ..••....••••......•••.. 365,366
Order from the Secretary of War regulating post-traders ..••••• 188

P.
Papers relating to the appointment of a post-trader at Fort Sill,
n.nd the management at that place ...•...••••...•..•. 200,
201,202,203,204, 2C5,206, 207,208,209,210,213
PADDOCK, .A.LGER~OY S., a Senator from Nebraskaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental remarks by ..•.......•....•.••..•.•..•
165, 319, 334
call for the yeas and nays ..•••...•................•••.•.•... 75
motions byto amend an order of Mr. Sherman, fixing the time of adjournment of the court to May 15, by inserting l\Iay 20.
Rejected . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 72
to amend an order of Mr. Morton so that it will read: That
the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment take a
recess until 7.30 o'clock, that the vote upon the question of jurisdiction be taken at eleven o'clock this
evening, and that Senators who may desire to fi.leopinions in the case shall be permitted to do so before the
lOth of June next. Rejected...... . • • • . • . . . • • • . • • • • • 75
to amend the first resolution of Mr. Thurman so that it will
read: That William W. Belknap, late Secretary of War,
having ceased t.o be a civil officer of the United States
by reason of his resignation before proceedings in impeachment were commenced against him by the House
of Representatives, the Senate cannot take jurisdiction in this ca~e. Rejected. . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 76
votes by, on the n.rticles of impeachment ..... 345, 348,351,354,356
v
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PATTERSO~,

JoHN J., ~Senator from South Carolinaoath, the, administered to, by the presiding officer.... . . . . . . . . 7
inci<lental remarks by...... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 237
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 345, 348, 3.S1, 354, 356
Pope, John, Major-General, a witness for the defense, evidence
concerning post-tradership a.t Fort Sill, and official
character of W. W. Belknap as Secretary of War .. 256,257
Prosecutionwitnesses examined for theAdams, George M., identifies the articles of agreement between J. S. Evans and C. P. Marsh ...••.......•.••..• 181
Barnard, William H., concerning certain deposits made by
W. W. Belknap in the First National Bank of Washington ....•..........••.••............•• -•..•••. 198, 199
Barnard, William T., evidence giving the movements of W.
W. Belknap in June 1872, 1873, and 1874, and his having the charge of Belknap's private letters ........ 217, 218
Bartlett, Edward T., evidence showing bow he drew up the
articles of agreement between J. S. Evans and C. P.
Marsh. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • • . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • . . . . . . • • • • . 181
Brinkerhoff, Henry S.identification of a paper in the office of the Adjutant-General of the Army.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 243
cross-examination by the counsel for the respondent ..•..• 243
Clymer, Hiesterevidence concerning the examination of W. W. Belknap
before the Committee on Expenditures in theWar Department of the House of Representatives.245-251, 254,255
cross-examined by the counsel for respondent ....••••. 254, 255
Crosby, H. T.identifies express receipts for money sent by C.P.llirsh to
W. W. Belknap .................................. 1tl3, 184
states that the private papers of W. W. Belknap were sent
to him, including a letter from Marsh asking that the
appointment as post-trader at Fort Sill be made out in
the name of Evans .....•...••............••..... 184, 185
identifies an article in the New York Tribune and an order
issued in consequence ...............• . ...•.•. 185, 186, 187
questioned by Mr. Senator Sherman...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 186
recalled and examined by the counsel for the defense ..... 262,
263,264,282,283,284, ~_,5
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ......•. 263,
2G4, 283, 284, 285
Dodge, Jonn.s S., shows the delivery by him, as delivery clerk
of .A.dams Express Company, of packages of money -,ent
from New York toW. W. Belknap.: ......•.......•.. 1S:J
Emery, Chn.rles F.stated the investment of certain funds for W. W. Belknap
in a mortgage subsequently assigned to Mrs. Belknap
or Mrs. Bower ...........•.....•.•.•..........•••. 199, 200
cross-examined by the counsel for the respondent ..•... 199, 200
questioned by Mr. Sen!l>tor Wright ..•••••...•....•••..... 199
Evans, JohnS.return of the service of subpama to, by Sergeant-at-Arms .. 227
statements concerning the summoning of, by the Sergeantat-Arms ......................................... 271,272
evidence of, concerning his connection with the post-tradership at Fort Sill ..........••••................ 273-275
cross-examined by the counsel for the defense.276-278, 279,280
re-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ...•.•. 2BO, 281
recross-examined by the counsel for the defense ....•. 281, 282
questioned byMr. Senator Sargent ..•.....••••.•••••.••••..•••••...• 275
::Mr. Senator Randolph ................................ 275
Mr. Senator Conkling .••••.....•................•..... 276
Mr. Senator Wright ................................... 281
Fisher, John J.evidence concerning his connection with the post-tradership at Fort Sill .••.•......••••..•.•.....•....... 252,253
cross-examined by the counsel for the respondent . . • • • • • • 25:~
Hazen, William B., Major-Generalevidence concerning the post-tradership at Fort Sill, and
his testimony, correspondence, and conversations relating thereto ............................... 228-230,243
cross-examined by counsel for the respondent., ..... ----. 230,
231,233,234,243-245
questioned by Mr. Senator Thurman ..................... 244
Kernan, Joseph .A.., states the accounts of C. P. Marsh in the
National Bank of Commerce of New York and checks
paid ........••...••••...........•...•.•......... 196. 197
King, Richard, identifies certificates of deposit in the National Bank of Commerce of New York, issued to C. P.
Marsh, payable to W. W. Belknap...... . . . . . . . . • . . . • 196
McDowell, Irvin, Major-General'
stated bow he learned that there were abuses connected
with the post-b:adership at Fort Sill and what steps
were taken by the Secretary of War. at his suggestion
to rectify them .......•.•..•••......•••... ~ •..... 187-189
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Prosecution, witnesses examined for the-Continued.
McDowell, Irvin, Major-Geneml, cross-examination of, by
the counsel for respondent ....................... 189-196
questioned by Mr. Senator Logan.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 188
Marsh, Caleb P.evidence showing his relations with W. W. Belknap and
the post-tradership at Fort Sill ..•......•. 219-2'26, 228-236
cross-examined by counsel for the respondent .. 236, 237, 242, 243
re-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ....... 2:37-242
questioned byMr. Senator Logan ......................... 238,239,241,242
Mr. Senator Dawes .................................... 239
Mr. Senator Howe .................................... 241
Mr. Senator Oglesby .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. 243
Moody, William F..
evidence concerning the shipments of money by Adams
Express Company from New York to Washington .... 215
cross-examined by counsel for the respondent...... . . . . . . 215
Moss, George W., shows the transportation of different sums
of money, at different times, by Adams Express Company, from C. P. Marsh at New York toW. W. Belknap
at Washington .................................. 18.2, 183
Reid, Whitelaw, evidence concerning an article which appeared in the New York Tribune concerning the posttrader-ship at Fort Sill. Two questions were objectecl to
by the counsel for respondent; one objection was sustained by the court, and the other was overruled .. 218, 219
Smalley, E. V., evidence concerning an article which appeared
in the New York Tribune concerning the post-tradership at Fort Sill .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 215
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-Generalpresents the original papers relating to the appointment
of a post-trader at Fort Sill and the mauauement of
that place, and testifies concerning them and his relations with the Secretary of War .................. 200-209
cross-examined by respondent's counsel ............... 209-~14
re-examined by Mr. Manager McMahon... . . . . . • • • •• . • • • . • 214
recross-examined by the respondent's counsel . • • • • • . . • • • • 214
recalled and examined for the defense ............ 257,278, 279
recalled and cro s-examined by the prosecution . . • • . . . . . . 258
questioned by Mr. Senator Sargent .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. 212
questioned by Mr. Senator Logan ........................ 213
Vilas, Charles M.states dates on which W. W. Belknap arrived at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel, New York, and the time of his sojourn
there.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . 198
cross-examined by counsel for the respondent • • .. . . .. .. .. 198
questioned by Mr. Senator Wright............ . . . . .. .. .. . 199
Whitney, Leonard, evidence concerning certain telegrllJD.s received at and sent from the Wa-shington office of the
Western Union Telegraph Company, of which he is
manager .......... -- ............................ 216, 217

R.
Randall, Samuel J., chairman of the Committee of the Whole
6
Honse, attends......................................
R.u."DOLPH, THEODORE F., a Senator from New Jerseyoath, the, administered to, by the Chief J nstice.... . .. .. . . . .. 4
incitlental remarks by............ .. . • . .. ....... 182, 275, 276, 341
question by, to J. S. Evans, a witness for the defense: What
amount of goods did you sell at Fort Sill during any
one year pending this contractf .................. 275, 276
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 345, 348, 351, 354, 356
RANSOM, MATI W., a Senator from North Carolinaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.. .. • • .. .. .. .. 4
statement that he had been called away by sickness in his
family, by his colleague, Mr. Merrimon .............. 341
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 346, 348, 351, 354, 356
Real estate, investment by W. W. Belknap in .................. 199
Recess of Congress, power of the Senate to sit during the, as a
court of impeachmentamendment of Mr. Senator Conkling denying the ....•...••••• 173
amendment of Mr. Senator Frelinghuysen denying the ........ 173
wnendment of Mr. Senator Morton denying the ...•••..•...... 173
remarks of Mr. Manager Lord on the ... _.................. 171, 172
Reid, Whitelaw, a witness for the prosecution, evidence concerning an article which appeared in the New York
Tribune concerning the post-tradership at Fort Sill.
Two questions were objected to by the counsel for the
respondent; one objection wa-s sustained by the court,
and the ot.h er was overruled ...................... 218, 219
Replication by the House to the plea of the respondent to the
jurisdiction of the court. .. .. • . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 7
Report of t.he Committee on Military Affairs of the House of Representatives, Forty-second Congress. General Haz.en's
testimon~· objected to, and the objection sustained by
theSenate .•••••.•••.....••••.•••.••••••.•••••.•••.. 189
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Resignation of W. W. Belknap as Secretary of War ............ 247
Robbins, William M., a Representative from North Carolina, appointed a member of the impeachment committee of
the House...................... . .... .... .. .. ......
1
ROBERTSO~, THOMAS J., a Senator from South Carolinaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . . 5
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ................ 2i·o, 288
motion by, tha,t the court adjourn.... .. .. • . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. 2G9
votes by, on tho articles of impeachment ..... 346, 348, 351,354, 356
Ruger, Thomas W., Colonel, a witness for the defense, evidence
concerning the official reputation of W. W. Belknap .. 267

s.
SARGENT, AARO:N A., a Senator from Californiaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
4
incidental remarks by .................... 165, 166, 168, 169, 172, 189
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent isliableto be
impeached by the House of Representatives, and trie<l
by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by him as
Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ...••..•••.•..•..••.•.....•....••. 87, 88
motion bythat the court return to the Senate Chamber............. . 19
that Mr. Sherman's motion be amended by striking out the
limit of the time of the discussion. Agreed to. . . . . . . 27
that there be a call of the Senate. Agreed to. . . . . . . . . . • . . . 31
that Mr. Sherman's motion be amended by striking out Monday and inserting Saturday. Rejected...... . . . . . . . . . 72
that the court adjourn ................................ 72, 73,74
that the court take a recess ............................. 73, 1d7
that the court will proceed to hear the evidence on the 6th
of J nly. Amended and agreed to ............ 165, 166, 167
that the IDrulagers and the counsel for the respondent furnish
to each other lists of the witnesses that they intend to
summon. Amended and agreed to ..•.•........... 168, 169
that the motion of Mr. Edmunds concerning the final vote be
amended...... . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 342
point of o~d.er by, that Senators must reduce questions to
wr1tmg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
question byto Mr. Blair, asking whether the resolution in Barnard's case,
to which he referred, was adopted.. . • . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . 29
to Mr. Manager Hoar, asking whether members of the present Senate who have been in past years civil officers
of the United States are now liable to be impeached
for an alleged act of guilt done in office............. . 60
to Mr. Mana~er Hoar, (after an affirmative response to the
precedmg question:) Then whatbecomesof the comity
between the two Houses on which the learned manager
laid stress t...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
t.othe managers: whether there was objection to havingtheexistence of a letter in the files of W:ar Department proven
before a vote on admission of tfiat document ......... 212
to the managers: whether the witness Evans should not
state fully hiR conversations with Marsh.... . . . . . . . . . 275
to J. S. Evans, a witness for the prosecution: whether Marsh
told him, in any of those-' conversations, what he was
going to do with the money received from hi.m . . . . . . . . 275
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..•••• 346, 348, 351, 354, 356
SAULSBURY, ELI, a Senator from Delawareoath, the, administered to, by the Chief J nstice...... . . . . . . . .
4
incidental remarks by............ .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16~
motion by, to amend the amendment by :Mr. Morton to the motion of Mr. Sherman by adding after the words "House
of Representatives" the words "or its managers" .... 173
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable t.o
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment .••••.....•.. -.......... 134-137
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ....•. 346, 348, 351, 354, 357
Secretary of the Senate, thejournal of the court read by ................ 6, 7, 8, 15, 21, 27, 37, 47,
64,158,162,171,174,189,202,236,252,272,298,299,318,341
artbles of impeachment read by .............. 343, 346, 349, 351, 354
papers and authorities read by .......... 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 27, 4.2, 273,298
Sergeant-at-Arms of the Senate, theannouncement by, of the House impeachment committ.ee.....
1
of the managers ........................... 1, 6, 7, 8, 15, 21, 27,64
oath administered to, by the Chief Justice ...•............. -.
6
procll:l>mations by .............................. 2, fi, 6, 8, 15, 21, 37,
64, 73, 74,75,158,162,169, 174, 189,218,236,252,270,271,27~
return of, on writs of summons ............................. 6,227
communications from, relating to the summoning of JohnS.
Evans ........................ . ................. . 271,272
SHARO:N, WILLIAM, a Senator from Nevada, oath, the, alministered to, by the Chief Justice .... ----...............
4
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Sherida.n, P. H.,Li"utenant-General, a witness for the defensedispa.tch from, asking to be relieved from per oual attendance,
read, and admissions of what he would testify as to certain matters placed on record, subject to objection ... 219
part of a ~etier from, admitted as evidence ..••..........•.... 257
SHEiniA...~, JoiL.~, a Senator from Ohiooath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice.... . . . . . . . . . .
4
inciuental remarks by ............. 15, 63, 165, 172, 181, 189,272, 286
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ........ 2:~6, 256, 261, 269
remarks by, on a question of adjournment ................... 4,5
call for the ayes and noes ................................... 171
motion bythat for Mr. Edmunds's motion that the motion of the respondent for postponement be denied, be substituted that
the managers be asked if they wish to be heard on
this question of postponement. Rejected ........... 14, 15
that the court adjourn until May 15, and that the argument
of the question of jurisdiction be confined to eight
hours on each side. Amended and agreed. to. . . . . . . . . 27
that the court adjourn until May 15, and that the argument
of the question of jurisdiction be confined to nine
hours on each side. Rejected . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . 28
that Mr. Alcorn be excused from voting for the reasons sta.ted
by him. Agreed to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
to postpone the pending and all prior orders and proceed to
the consideration of the order submitted by Mr. Whyte
fixing the time at which the vote on the question of
jurisdiction shall be taken .................. ----.... 74
that the court adjourn ............ 63, 72, 75, 168, 189,272, 298, 318
to amend the motion of Mr. Whyte so that it will read: That
this court adjourn until Tuesday next, and in the mean
time the defenda.nt. ha>e leave to plead, answer, or de-·
mur herein ........•..•••..•........................ 162
that the galleries be cleared ............................... 172
that the further re:uling of the journal be dispensed with .. 218,
270,298

that the court take n. recess . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . 319
that the motion of Mr. Edmunds concerning tho final vote
be amended .................................. ~ ...•. 341
objection by, to further oiscnssion of question of jurisdiction.. 175
to the introduction of certain testimony ........... -· .....• 187
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is _liable to
be impeached by the Honse of Representatives, and
tried uy the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignat.ion before impeachment ..........••............••. 86, 87
question byto the managers and to the counsel, as to the limit and the
allotment of time for arguments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 25
to Manager Jenks, requesting hill to read the finding in the
Blount case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 55
to H. T. Crosby, a witness for the prosecution.. . .. . .. . . . . . . 186
to the presiding officer, whether telegrams called for must
not be designated ................................... 216
votes by, on the articles of impeachment .... 346, 348,351,354,357
Sherman, W. 'f., General, dil:;patch to the Sergeant-at-Arms relative to the attendance of Lieutenant-General Sheridan
as a witness.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • 219
Shiloh, battle of, allusion by .Mr. Carpenter to General Belknap
n.t the .... - .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 13
Smalley, E. V., a witness for the prosecution, evidence concerning an article whioh appeared in the New York Tribune
concerning the post-tradership at Fort Sill ........... 215
SPENCER, GEORGE E., a Senator from Alabamaoath, the, administered to, by the Chief J nstice . . . . . • • • . • • . . • 5
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 346,348, 351,354,357
STEVE~So~, JOHN W., a Senator from Kentuckyappointed on a select committee on impeachment.............
1
oath, the, a-dministered to, by the Chief Justico...... ...... ..
4
incidental remarks by .....•........................•..•.. 314, 341
interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence .................... 227
remarks by, on tho period of time fixed for the appearance of
William W. Belknap................................
4
opinion byon the question whether the respondent is liable to be impeached by the House of Representatives, and tried by
the s~nate on impeachment for acts done by him as
Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment. [Not furnished for publication.]
on the final judgment in the case ....................... 300-364
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 346, 348, 351, 354, 357
Swartwout, Samuel, allusion to the case of, by Jndge Black.... 13

T.
Tele~ra.ms sellt by W. W. Belknap to C. P. Marsh........ . . .. .. 217
Testrmon of Caleb P. Marsh before the Committee on Expenditures in the W n.r Department of the Honse of Representatives .•..••.........••..•.....•..•••..•. 250, 251, 253
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THUR~fAN, ALLEN

G., a Senator from Ohio-

appointed on a select committee on impeachment.............
1
on the committee to wait on the Chief Justice...... . . . . . . . 3
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
call by, for the yeas and na.ys ............................. 173, 241
incidental remarks by....................................... 4,
19,27,~2,68,70,160,161,164,165,172,173,236

interlocutory remarks by, on the evidence ...•. 238,241, 242,244,252
motions bythat the court adjourn ....................... 19, 27,236,271,319
that there be a call of the Senate sitting as a court . . . • . . . . 47
that in the opinion of the Senate William W. llelknap, the
respondent, is amenable to trial by impeachment for
acts done as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation of said office. Amended and passed.... . . . . 76
tha.t the House of Representatives and the respondent be
notified that on the- da.y of--, at twelve o'clock
meridian, the Senate will deliver its judgment iu open
Senate on the question of jurisdiction raised by the
pleadings, a.t which time the managers on the part of
the House and the respondent are notified to attend.
Amended and passed ............................... 75, 76
that at the time specified in the foregoing resolution the
President of the Seuate shall pronounce the jnugment
of the Senate as follows : "It is ordered by the Senate
sitting for the tria.l of the articles of impeachment preferred by the Honse of Representatives against William W. Bell--nap, late Secretary of War, that the demurrer of said William W. Belknap to the replication
of the House of Representatives to the plea to the jurisdiction filed by said Belknap be, and the same berel>y
is, overruled; and, going back to the first defect, and
it being the opinion of the Senate that said plea is insufficient in law, and that said articles of impeachment
are sufficient in law, it is therefore further ordered and
adjudged that said plea be, and the same hereby is,
overruled and held for naught, and said William W.
Belknap is ordered to plead or answer to the merits
within - - days ;" which j ndgment thus pronounced
shall-be entered upon the journal of the Senate sitting
as aforesaid. Amended and passed ................ . 75, 76
that the court take a recess..............................
75
that the application of the respondent for postponement of
the time for proceeding with trial be overruled. Agreed
to .. - .. -.- .......... -.- ... -- .. - . -- .. -.- .... ---. ~-.. . 172
that the order of Mr. Sherman be amended by inserting after t-he word " be" and before the word "file(l" the
word "not." Rejected .............................. 172
that the motion of .Mr. .Morton limiting the time of discussion on the admissibility of testimony be amended by
striking out" ten" and inserting "thirty," and adding
''unless otherwise ordered." Original motion withdrawn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
be impeached by the Honse of Representatives and
tried by the Senate on impen.~hmont for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation before impeachment ........................ 78-80
question byto the counsel for the respondent, whether the remarks he
had read from the debates in the constitutional convention related exclusively to the question whether
the Chief Executive officer should be unaccountaLle as
in Great Britain, or should be responsible............ 43
to the President p1·o tempo1'e, whether there is to be an unlimited discussion of counsel and managers on every
order that is offered by a Senator...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
to the counsel for the respondent, whether there is any precedent for an order asked for, (that the managers furnish them a list of their witnesses,) either in impeachment trials or in ordinary courts of criminal jurisdiction...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167
to the counsel for the respondent, whether he objects to a
question being answered or whether he wants it answered ...............••....... - ........... - ........ 239
to Mr. Black, counsel for the respondent: If it requires twothirds of the Senators pre ent to overrule the respondent's plea to the jurisdiction, does it not follow that
two-thirds are necessary to overrule any objections to
testimony made by the respondent or to sustain an
objection to testimony made by the managers T.... . . 315
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 346, :~48, 351, 354, 3":J7
Tomlinson, Dr., testimony of 1\farsh concerning ................ 251
Townsend, E. D., Adjutant-General, a witness for prosecutionpresents tho original papers relating to tho appointment of a
post-trader at Fort Sill, and the management of that
place, and testifies concerning them and his relations
with the Secretary of War ....................... 200-209
cross-examined by respondent's counsel .........•......•.. ~09-214;
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Townsend, E. D., witness for prosecution-Conti nued.
WHYTE, WILLIAM PIXJG>EY-question by-Continued.
re-examined by the manager . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 214
to the counsel for the respondent: Do the counsel for the
recross-examined by the respondent's counsel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214
respondent decline to state for the information or the
recalled and examined for the defense ................ 257, 278, 279
Senate what they expect to prove by Lhe absent witcross-examined by the prosecution .........•.....•........... 258
ness, John S. Eva us f.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 211
questioned by Mr. Senator Sargent ..•.•...••.......•....••... 212
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 346, 349, 351, 354, 357
questioned by Mr. Senator Logan ..........................•. 213 WnrDOM, WILLIA:\1 1 a Senator from Minne otaTI·ibune, New York, article in the, on post-traders ...•.......•.. 185
oai.h, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
incidental remarks by .................................... 236, 282
v.
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 346, 349, 351, ~~54, 357
Vilas, Charles N., a witness for the prosecutionWilson, Henry, the late, denial of a statement of counsel concerning, by Mr. Senator Boutwell...... . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . 357
states dates on which W. W. Belknap arrived at the Fifth Avenue · Hotel, New York, and the time of his sojourn
WITHERS, ROBERT E., a Senator from Virginiathere. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 198
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice...............
4
incidental remarks by .............•........•.......•....•... Hi5
cross-examined by counsel for the respondent. . • • . . . • . . . • • • • . 198
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 346, 349, 351, 354, 35i
w.
WRIGHT, GEORGE G., a Senator from Iowaoath, the, administered to, bythe Chief Justice..............
4
WADLEIGH, BAINBRIDGE, a Senator from New Hampshireincidental remarks by ...............•.••••......... 3, 162, 164, 166
oath, the, administered to, by the presiding officer.... . . . . . . . .
8
opinion by·
opinion of, on final judgment in the case ................. 364, 365
on the question whether the respondent is liable to be imvotes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 346, 34 , 351, 354, 357
peached by the House of Representatives, and tried by
Waite, Morrison R., Chief Justice of the United States, adminthe Senate on impeachment for acts done by him as
istered the oath to the Senators ..................... 3, 4, 5
Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignation beWALLACE, WILLIAM A., a Senator from Pennsylvaniafore impeachment ......•............•..... -........ 93-00
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice..............
4
on final judgment in the case ...•......... -.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 365
interlocutory remarks by...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233
motion byopinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
that the court adjourn ...........•••...•••• ·...•.......... 74, 1Gl
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
that the court take a recess ............................... 33t1
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
him as Secretary of War, notwithstanding his resignaquestion bytion before impeachment ...................•....... 80,81
to the President pro tempo1·e, whether it would be in order
now to move to aujourn to a day certain, or whether
question by, to the counsel for the respondent, concerning the
t<xamination of a witne s ..•....•...............•... 232
the order hould he properly that when the Senate
sitting as a court of impeachment adjourns it be to a
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ..... 346, 348,351,354,357
definitetime ................................ : ...... 161
Way-bills of Adams Express Company, showing shipments of
to Charles F. Emery, a witness for the prosecution ........ - 199
money from Washington to New York...... . . . • • . . . . 215
to the counsel for the respondent, whether time might not
WEST, J. R., a Senat.Qr fl:om Louisianabe saved by dispensing with the reading of certain
oath, the, administered to, by the Chief Justice . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
papers . . . . . . . .•.............•..................... 200
votes by, on the articles of impeachment . . . • 346, 349, 351, 354, 357
to C. P. Marsh, a witness for the prosecution: You said on
West Point Academy, allusion to, by Mr. Hoar................. 57
yesterday that you presumed that General Belknap
Whitney. Leonard, a witness for the prosecution, evidence concerning certain telegrams received at and sent from
knew from whom the money sent him was received.
Now state what led you to presume, or upon what you
the Washington office of the Western Union Telegraph
Company, of which he is manager ............••.. 216, 217
based this presumption ......... ~ ............. _.. . . . . 241
WHYTE, \VILL~I PTh1CNEY, a Senator from Marylandto the managers: Do I understand that the managers propose
oath, tho, administered to, by the Chief Justice . • . . • . . . . . . . . .
4
to introduce this testimony and follow it by the single
incidental remarks by .........................•...... 166, 169, 171
proposition that thereupon the Secretary of War reremarks by, on the adoption of rules of procedure in cases of
signed, and thereby ask the Senate to fuaw a concluimpeac~ent....... . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . .
5
sion, or that there was anything said by him or done
motion by·by him other than the mere I'e ignation t...... . . . . . . 246
that the court take a recess ....•........•.....•...... 31, 55, 197
to J. S. Evans, a witness for the prosecution: When yon left
that the court shall proceed to vote, without further debate,
the Secretary of War, after.you met him at his hou e,
on the quest.ion of jurisdiction raised by the pleadings
and just before you made the contract with M:a.rsb it
in the pending ca e; and each Senator shall be perwas understood that Mar h had been promi ed or had
mitted to :file within two days his written opinion
received the appointment. Then you say yon arranged
thereon, to be printed with the procee<4ugs ..•. ~. . . . . 73
with Marsh that you were to receive the appointment.
that the court shall procee<l: on Saturday, the 27th of May,
Now, was it understood between you and Marsh that
to vote upon the question of jurisdiction raised by the
he was to advise the Secretary of the change¥ If not,
pleadings in the pending case, which vote shall be
how was the Secretary of War ad vised of this change ;
take-n before the court shall adjourn on that day; and
and did you have anything to do with letting him
that each Senator shall be permitted to file within
know of such change Y•••• .• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2<';1, 282
seven days thereafter his written opinion thereon, to
testimony of, for the defense...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2G7
be printed with the proceedings in the order in which
votes by, on the articles of impeachment ...... 346,349, 351, 354, 357
they may have been delivered....................... 75
evidence concerning the reputation of William W. Belknap in
Io'\\ra ...... _..... _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 267
that each Senator be permitted to file his opinion in writing
upon the question of jurisdiction in this case on or
cross-examined by the counsel for the prosecution ..• -.. . . . . . . 267
before the 1st day of July, 1tl76, to be printed with
the proceedings in the ord·e r in which the same shall
Y.
be delivered, and the opinions pronounced in the court
Yeas and nays on the roll-calls of the Senateshall be printed in the order in which they were so
pronounced....... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
on adjournment until April17, 1876....... ..••. .. .... .. ...••.
~
that W. W. Belknap is hereby ordered to plead further or
on retiring for deliberation.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
answer the articles of impeachment within ten days
on Mr. Merrimon's motion that the Senate return to its Chamber 14
on Mr. Sherman's amendment that the managers be asked if
from this date. Debated, amended, and agreed to .... 158,
they desired to be heard on the respoouent's motion to
162,163,164,165
that the court adjoum until te-morrow at one o'clock p.m.,
postpone until December...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
when argument shall be heard upon the motion offered
on Mr. Edmunds's motion to deny the request of the respondby the counsel for the respondent. Rejected.... . . . • 164
ent for postponement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
that the court adjourn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 272
ori Mr. Howe's motion to fix the 8th of .May for the hearing.. . 19
on Mr. Howe's motion to adjourn .....•...................... 21
opinion by, on the question whether the respondent is liable to
on Mr. Edmunds's motion that the court retire for consultation. · 26
be impeached by the House of Representatives, and
tried by the Senate on impeachment for acts done by
on .Mr. McDonald's motion to reconsider the motion fixing the
order of discussion of the jurisdictio~al q_-qestion.: : . . 27
him as Secretary of War,notwithstanding his resignaon 1\Ir. Sherman's motion that the 9011J1t adjou,rn l!Util lay 15,
tion before impeachment ...........•............. 106, 107
and that the argull!eqts of the que~tioq of jurisdiction
question bybe confined to eight hour ou ea,ch s{de . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
to C. P. Marsh, a. witness for the prosecution: When you
on l\Ir. Sherman's. motion that the court adjourn uutil May 1!1,
paid to General Belknap money in person did yon have
that the arguments of the question of jurisiliction
any conversation with him about the source whence
\>e confineu to nine hours ou each side ....•.......... 28
the money came or in any way regarding it¥.... . . . . 24~
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VOTES IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE, SITTING AS A COURT OF IMPEACH~IENT,
AUGUST

Names of Senators.

First article.

1,

1876.

Second article.

Third article.

Fourth article.

Fifth article.

Mr. Allhmn, of Iowa ........ -.... --- ...... --...... Not guilty...... Not guilty ...... Not guilty...... Not guilty...... Not guilty.

Anthony, of Rhode Island ...... --. . .. . . . .. .. .. Not guilty.... . .
Bayard, of Delaware...... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Guilty . . .. . .... .
Booth, of California ......... -- -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilty . . . . . . . . .
Boutwell, of Massachusetts .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. 1 Not guilty......
Bruce, of 1\Iissis ippi. ................ -- .. -- ... Not guilty......
Cameron, of Pennsylvania .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . Guilty .. .. . .. ..
Cameron, of Wisconsin ............ . ........ Not guilty ......
Christiancy,of 1\Iichiga.n ...................... Not guilty ......
Cockrell, of Missouri. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. Guilty .. .. .. . ..
Conkling, of New York ....................... Not guilty ......
Conover, of Florida ........................ .. Notguilty ......
Cooper, of Tennessee .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . Guilty . .. .. .. ..
Cragin, of New Hampshire ................ -. . . Not guilty......
Davis, of West Virginia ... -- ......... -.-. . . . . Guilty . . . . . . . . .
Dawes, of Massachusetts ........ -... .. .. .. .. . . Guilty . .. .. .. ..
Dennis, of Maryland ....... -.. --... . . . . . . . . . . Guilty . . . . . . . . .
Dorsey, of Arkansas .......................... Not guilty ......
Eaton, of Connecticut ............. ......... Not guilty ......
Edmunds, of Ve~ont ........................ , Guilty . .. .. .. ..
Ferry, of Michigan.... .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. Not guilty......
Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey ................. Not guilty ......
Gordon 1 of Georgia .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. Guilty . . .. . .. ..
Hamilton, of Texas . ......... . - -- .... - .. ... --. Guilty . . . . . . . . .
Hamlin, of Maine ..... -........... -... ...... .. Not guilty ......
Harvey, of Kansas ........... . .... .. ... -... . . - Guilty . . . . . . . . .
Hitchcock, of Nebra. ka ......... -... --.. . .. . . . Guilty .. . .. .. ..
Howe, of Wisconsin •. -..... -..... -.... -... . . . . Not guilty......
Ingalls, of Kans:u~ ............ ....... -.... -.. Not guilty ......
Jones, of Nevada .......... -.... -- ..... --..... Not guilty ......
Kelly, of Oregon ................ ---------~--- Guilty .........
Kernan, of New York ............... .......... Gnilty .........
Key, of Tennes ee .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. Guilty . .. .. .. ..
Logan, of lllinois ....................... --..... Not guilty......
McCreery, of Kentucky... . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. Guilty .. . . . .. ..
McDonald, of Indiana ........................ Guilty .......
McMillan, of Minne ota . . ..................... Not guilty ......
Maxey, of Texas............ . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . ..
Merrimon, of North Carolina .................. Guilty .........
Mitchell, of Oregon ........ ............... ---. Guilty . . . . . . . . .
Morrill, of Vermont ....... ------ .............. Guilty .........
Morton, of Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•...... _.. . .
Norwood, of Georgia .......................... Guilty .........
Oglesby, of Illinois .. -.......... -... .. .. .. .. .. Guilty . .. . .. . ..
Paddock, of Nebraska. .......... .. ....... . . . . . Not guilty......
Patterson, of South Carolina .................. Not guilty ......
Randolph, of New Jersey .. .. .. .. -....... .. .. Guilty .. .. .. . ..
Ransom, of North Carolina .... ... -.. .. .. .. .. .. Guilty . .. .. .. ..
Robertson, of South 'Carolina..-.. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. Guilty . .. . .. .. .
Sargent, of California. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilty ...... _..
Saulsbury, of Delaware..... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . Guilty . .. . . .. ..
Sherman, of Ohio .................. . ....... ... Guilty .........
Spencer, of Alabama .............. ... ....... -. Not guilty......
Stevenson, of Kentucky....... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Guilty .. . . . .. ..
Thurman, of Ohio .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . Guilty .. . . .. . ..
Wadleigh, of NewHampshire ...... ... ... ...... Guilty ..........
Wallace, of Pennsyl v:mia ......... -.-. . . . . . . . . Guilty ....... :.
West,of Louisiana ....................... : .... Not guilty ......
Whyte, of Maryland ............ -.. - -.. .. .. .. Guilty .. .. . .. ..
Windom, of Minne ota.... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . Not guilty......
Withers, of Virginia . - .... -.. -........ -. . . . . . . Guilty ..... _. . .
Wright, of Iowa .............. .......... .. -.. . Not guilty......
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Guilty _...... . .
Not guilty ......
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Not guilty......
Not guilty ......
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Not guilty ......
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Not guilty.
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Not guilty.
Not guilty.
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Guilty.
Not guilty.
Not guilty.
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Guilty.
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Guilty ...... 36
Not guilty ... 25

Guilty .... 37
Not guilty .25

- - - - - - - · - - - -1-------- -------- ------

i

Guilty ...... 35
Not guilty .. _25

-

Guilty ...... 36 Guilty ...... 36
Not guilty ... 25 Not guilty ... 25

Sixty-two Senators voting; forty-two necessary for conviction.
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